
 
 
Net Yaroze newsgroups message dump
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./1 SCEE
--##############   
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./1 SCEE/yaroze
--##############   
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce
--##############   
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000001html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: netscape@chuka.scee.sony.co.uk
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Here we are!
Date: Thu, 30 Jan 1997 15:23:28 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <32F0BCF0.EDB@chuka.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Only we at SCEE can post to this newsgroup.
--MESSAGE FILE 1 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000001html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 2 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000004html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Welcome to Net Yaroze !
Date: Thu, 27 Feb 1997 19:52:26 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3315E5FA.3245@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Sony Computer Entertainment welcomes all new members !
--MESSAGE FILE 2 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000004html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 3 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: FTP put problems
Date: Fri, 14 Mar 1997 18:11:40 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <332994DC.2C4B@interactive.sony.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

At the moment no-one can write to their home directory.
We are currently working on this problem (which is an ftp software error
and not one due to file and directory permissions which is what is
appears). Please bear with us on this. Normal service will be resumed as
soon possible.
--MESSAGE FILE 3 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 4 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: FTP put problems
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 15:57:09 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <332D69D5.621@interactive.sony.com>
References: <332994DC.2C4B@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Web Master wrote:
> 
> At the moment no-one can write to their home directory.
> We are currently working on this problem (which is an ftp software error
> and not one due to file and directory permissions which is what is
> appears). Please bear with us on this. Normal service will be resumed as
> soon possible.

IT'S FIXED.  (I think.)

Looking forward to your home pages - they have to be better than mine!

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 4 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 5 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: IMPORTANT: COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEVISIONS
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 1997 13:32:52 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <332FEB04.A40@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

IMPORTANT: COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEVISIONS



We have received reports of possible compatibility issues where the Net
Yaroze PlayStation and a PC are used in conjunction with televisions
which are not suitable for connecting to earth.  This configuration may
result in damage to your Net Yaroze PlayStation and/or television.
Damage may occur where the TV and PC are plugged in but not switched on.

Please ensure that the television you are using is suitable for
connecting to earth, consult the television manufacturer for advice
and/or SCEE.

Where your television is not a model suitable for connecting to earth we
would be happy to refund the money paid for the Net Yaroze Starter Kit
on its receipt at SCEE's offices.  SCEE will either arrange for a
courier to pick up the Net Yaroze Starter Kit or reimburse postage
costs.

If you require further information contact us at the usual
addresses/numbers (available from -
http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze/)

SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 5 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 6 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TV COMPATABILITY CRISIS OVER
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 17:50:25 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3332CA61.4A5E@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

The suspected TV compatability crisis is over.

:-)  Good News

It would seem that the Member who had a problem with his TV when he
connected it up to his PC via his Net yaroze PlayStation had some dodgy
wiring on his plug socket.

It was this that caused the problem and not the type of TV.

As far as we know there shouldn't be any compatability problems with
TVs.

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 6 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 7 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: George_Bain@bc.sympatico.ca (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Star Fighter PSX
Date: 5 Jun 1997 08:25:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12



Message-ID: <5n5t5t$7d027@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vanc01m05-5.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.9 (Released Version) (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:26 scee.yaroze.announce:10

Check out my first Yaroze game Star Fighter.  It's a 2D side
scroller which I originally did on my PC but converted it over
to the PSX.  I would like to get some feedback on the game and
also my source code both of which are available at my website.  
The game is also located on Showcase.  

..to code or not to code.....I'd rather code.....

Latah....

George Bain

--MESSAGE FILE 7 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 8 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Yaroze showcase demos
Date: Fri, 01 Aug 1997 10:04:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <33E1A681.5E7F@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Yaroze demo discs

At SCEE we are making Yaroze demo discs of samples
from the European Yaroze website. These discs will be shown
to press, retailers and marketing people to showcase the
Yaroze and what it can do.

If you fancy showing off your demo or game,
post it to the website and make a posting to the 'mydemos'
newsgroup. 

Nothing will infringe authors' ownership of programs. 
Everyone will be fully credited. 

Post your programs soon so that we can show them at ECTS .....
--MESSAGE FILE 8 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 9 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Yaroze showcase demos
Date: Fri, 01 Aug 1997 13:31:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25



Message-ID: <33E1D70E.2C37@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33E1A681.5E7F@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Developer Support wrote:
> 
> Yaroze demo discs
> 
> At SCEE we are making Yaroze demo discs of samples
> from the European Yaroze website. These discs will be shown
> to press, retailers and marketing people to showcase the
> Yaroze and what it can do.
> 
> If you fancy showing off your demo or game,
> post it to the website and make a posting to the 'mydemos'
> newsgroup.
> 
> Nothing will infringe authors' ownership of programs.
> Everyone will be fully credited.
> 
> Post your programs soon so that we can show them at ECTS .....

NOTE: we will be making 2 demo discs over the next month or two.

The first will be for the press, the second will be shown at ECTS
itself throughout the show.

Deadline for the first disc is 12th August, 
deadline for the second is 4th September.
--MESSAGE FILE 9 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 10 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: REMINDER - Showcase demos for ECTS
Date: Thu, 28 Aug 1997 09:45:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34053AAB.67D0@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Want people to see your work at ECTS?

Very soon we will be making demo discs of European Yaroze members'
demos and games to be shown at ECTS.

Post your programs by 4th September at the latest.
--MESSAGE FILE 10 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 11 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce



Subject: Tmdsort
Date: Fri, 29 Aug 1997 10:25:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3406958B.59CF@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

We've just put a program called tmdsort in the 3dtools section. This
program sorts the polygons in a tmd, and can increase the speed at which
its processed. I got a 20 scanline increase (drawing a model 3 times) in
a program I'm doing at the moment.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 11 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 12 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Fame Game
Date: Thu, 30 Oct 1997 16:41:06 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <63adsi$sk224@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Do you want your playable demo to be seen by hundreds of thousands of
people?

If yours is chosen, it will be put on the demo disc with the January issue
of the
Official PlayStation magazine.

Post your demo to your home page (source optional) by Monday 3rd November,
9am, at the latest.
Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see website) for a few seconds
at the start of the program.
Please post to this newsgroup telling us about your submission.

The winner will be notified within the week.

Please note:

(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
such entries that are submitted
without clear evidence of permission given by the third party will not be
used.

(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
must not have been made
available to third parties with the intention of commercial usage.

(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
a Net Yaroze member.

(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated imagery



and/or trademarks
are copyright material of their respective owners.

--MESSAGE FILE 12 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 13 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Fame Game
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 1997 15:11:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <3459F53B.42CF@interactive.sony.com>
References: <63adsi$sk224@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Please note that we will need the source code to recompile the game
to run as a demo segment on the demo disc.

This source code will remain entirely your property.

SCEE wrote:
> 
> Do you want your playable demo to be seen by hundreds of thousands of
> people?
> 
> If yours is chosen, it will be put on the demo disc with the January issue
> of the
> Official PlayStation magazine.
> 
> Post your demo to your home page (source optional) by Monday 3rd November,
> 9am, at the latest.
> Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see website) for a few seconds
> at the start of the program.
> Please post to this newsgroup telling us about your submission.
> 
> The winner will be notified within the week.
> 
> Please note:
> 
> (1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
> such entries that are submitted
> without clear evidence of permission given by the third party will not be
> used.
> 
> (2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
> must not have been made
> available to third parties with the intention of commercial usage.
> 
> (3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
> a Net Yaroze member.
> 



> (4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated imagery
> and/or trademarks
> are copyright material of their respective owners.
--MESSAGE FILE 13 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 14 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Fame Game
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 1997 15:16:22 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <3459F646.434B@interactive.sony.com>
References: <63adsi$sk224@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Please note that we will need the source code to recompile the game
to run as a demo segment on the demo disc.

This source code will remain entirely your property.

Please post it to ps_yaroze @ interactive.sony.com

SCEE wrote:
> 
> Do you want your playable demo to be seen by hundreds of thousands of
> people?
> 
> If yours is chosen, it will be put on the demo disc with the January issue
> of the
> Official PlayStation magazine.
> 
> Post your demo to your home page (source optional) by Monday 3rd November,
> 9am, at the latest.
> Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see website) for a few seconds
> at the start of the program.
> Please post to this newsgroup telling us about your submission.
> 
> The winner will be notified within the week.
> 
> Please note:
> 
> (1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
> such entries that are submitted
> without clear evidence of permission given by the third party will not be
> used.
> 
> (2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
> must not have been made
> available to third parties with the intention of commercial usage.
> 
> (3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
> a Net Yaroze member.
> 
> (4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated imagery



> and/or trademarks
> are copyright material of their respective owners.
--MESSAGE FILE 14 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Yaroze fame in Edge magazine
Date: Tue, 04 Nov 1997 10:54:23 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <345EFEDE.9DC@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

To let you know that the December issue of Edge magazine
will carry an article on Net Yaroze and will feature
several pictures of Net Yaroze members' games.
--MESSAGE FILE 15 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Ongoing Fame Games
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 18:47:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <346210DE.1C13@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

More fame opportunities
-----------------------

We are now looking for the 4th Net Yaroze playable demo
to go on the Official PlayStation magazine cover disc.
As before, the disc will go out to hundreds of thousands of people.

Closing date for this is Friday 21st November at 9am.

Please post your demo to your web page, and notify us by email
and/or newsgroups.

The winner will be notified within the week.

Lets have it with those games!



 Please note:
 
 (1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party;
any such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission
given by the third party will not be used.
 
 (2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party,
and must not have been made available to third parties with the
intention of commercial usage.
 
(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created
by a Net Yaroze member.
 
 (4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.
--MESSAGE FILE 16 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Can Any One Help
Date: Wed, 12 Nov 1997 19:31:24 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <64d0q7$4vi168@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Calling all 'Italian Net Yaroze Members'
We have been contacted by Simone who would like to get in touch with an
Itialian Net Yaroze Member, please could you contact him on the following
e-mail address

simone @ enter.it

Thanks

--MESSAGE FILE 17 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze 'Fame Game'
Date: Wed, 19 Nov 1997 14:57:54 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <64uval$1bn6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

If you are entering this month's 'Net Yaroze Fame Game', please could you
mail back as soon as possible to let us know - we wouldn't want to miss your
entry!

Remember, we need your submission by 9:00am on Friday 21st November.



Good luck!

PS  We have just heard from our UK PR Department that the Christmas Official
PlayStation Magazine has sold over 200,000 so far in the UK alone!!

--MESSAGE FILE 18 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 19 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game
Date: Thu, 20 Nov 1997 15:37:56 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34745953.4D0B@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Remember, you only have until 9:00am tomorrow (Friday 21st November) to
post your demo to your Home Page for entry into the Fame Game.  

Don't forget to e-mail us!

Good luck!
--MESSAGE FILE 19 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 20 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game - Official Winners List
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 13:06:31 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <65buj2$1bn9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Congratulations to the winning members of the 'Net Yaroze Fame Game',
whose demos will be seen by hundreds of thousands of PlayStation gamers
across Europe, Australia and New Zealand.

December 97    Lewis Evans        'Between The Eyes' (Tunnel)
Christmas 97    Stuart Ashley        'Clone'
January 98        Ira Rainey             'A Dog Tail'
February 98        Scott Evans        'Bouncer II'

Look out for the winning Net Yaroze titles and read about how the games were
made
in the Official PlayStation Magazine.

--MESSAGE FILE 20 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000024html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 21 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game (continues .....)
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 13:10:53 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <65buri$1bn10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

More fame opportunites!

We are now looking forthe fifth Net Yaroze playable demo to go on the
Official PlayStation Magazine demo disc which will go out to hundreds of
thousands
of keen PlayStation gamers in Europe and Australia in March 1998. If you
would
like to see your playable demo on the disc, get programming.

The closing date for submissions is 9am on Wednesday 17th December.

Please advise by email asap if you are submitting a game.
Entries will be judged on the Wednesday and the winner will be notified
soon afterwards.

Good Luck!!

Please note:
(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party;
any such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission
given by the third party will not be used.
(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party,
and must not have been made available to third parties with the
intention of commercial usage.
(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created
by a Net Yaroze member.
(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.

--MESSAGE FILE 21 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 22 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Game Competition - sponsored by Edge
Date: Tue, 25 Nov 1997 17:19:30 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <65f1sk$1bn14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3



The Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Game Competition
sponsored by Edge

PRIZES
1st  Sony Digital Still Camera DSC-F1 + Subscription to Edge for 1 year
2nd    Sony Recording MiniDisc Walkman MZ-R30 + Subscription to Edge  for 1
year
3rd  Sony Shoulder Speakers SRS-GS70 + Subscription to Edge for 1 year

THE COMPETITION
The competition is open to SCEE Net Yaroze Members.  All you have to do is
create a game on your Net Yaroze. Entries will be judged on technical and
creative content (for the purpose of the competition, the game does not have
to be complete).  It's that simple!

HOW TO ENTER
All you have to do is print off and complete the Application Form which you
will find at www.scee.sony.co.uk/news/ and post it to 'The Net Yaroze 1st
Anniversary Game Competition', SCEE, Waverley House, 7-12 Noel Street,
London, W1V 4HH.  Alternatively, call the Net Yaroze Enquiry Line on + 44
171 447 1616 and request an Application Form to be sent to you by post.
Once your program is complete simply post it to your Home Page on the Net
Yaroze Members Web site.  Entries must be on your Home Page by 12th March
1998.

IMPORTANT DATES
Entries  must be in by................... 10th March 1998
Competition Closing Date .............   12th March 1998
Judgement Day .......................... Within 2 weeks of Closing Date

Enter NOW .....!

--MESSAGE FILE 22 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 23 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Fame Game (continues .....)
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 14:21:23 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <66rhmk$9k32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <65buri$1bn10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Just a reminder that the closing date for the fifth Net Yaroze playable demo
is
9am on Wednesday 17th December.

We are now looking for the fifth Net Yaroze playable demo to go on the
Official PlayStation Magazine demo disc which will go out to hundreds of
thousands of keen PlayStation gamers in Europe and Australia in March 1998.
If you would like to see your playable demo on the disc, get your submission
in by
the date above.



Please advise by email asap if you are submitting a game.
Entries will be judged on the Wednesday and the winner will be notified
soon afterwards.

Good Luck!!

Please note:
(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party;
any such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission
given by the third party will not be used.
(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party,
and must not have been made available to third parties with the
intention of commercial usage.
(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created
by a Net Yaroze member.
(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.

--MESSAGE FILE 23 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 24 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Calling all members!
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 11:24:07 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <349F9F57.1B11@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Competition Update

As you all know, we are hosting a Competition which is being sponsored
by Edge (www.scee.sony.co.uk/news/edge).   Edge will be doing a regular
feature running up to the Competition closing date and will then
announce and feature the winners.  We will be looking for quotes and
hints and tips from Members so, please could you e-mail me as soon as
soon as possible if you are entering the competition with your contact
number (Sarah_Bennett@playstation.sony.com).

Don't forget to post your Competition Entry Forms!
--MESSAGE FILE 24 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 25 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game (continues in '98 ...)
Date: Fri, 9 Jan 1998 15:39:11 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36



Message-ID: <695guf$bfn6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:29 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:283 scee.yaroze.mydemos:68

'News just in ......'
'Official PlayStation sales figures for last month's Christmas edition were
240,000 in UK alone!'

More fame opportunities!
We are now looking for the 6th Net Yaroze playable demo to go on 'Official
PlayStation Magazine' Demo Disc which will go out to hundreds of thousands
keen PlayStation games players in Europe and Australia in April '98.  If you
would like to see your playable demo on the disc then get programming.
Closing date is Monday 19th April at 9:00am.
Please remember to include the title screen on the front of your game - this
can be found in the download area (demodisc.zip) within the demo section on
the Members Web site.
and
Please advise by e-mail asap if you are submitting a game.
Entries will be judged on Monday 19th April at 9:00am and the winner will be
notified shortly afterwards!
Remember:
1.   Entries should not contain copyright material of any third party.
Entries containing copyright   material which are submitted without clear
evidence of the owners express permission for its  inclusion will not be
used.
2.   Product titles, publisher/developer names, and brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks  are copyright material of their respective
owners.
3.   Entries must be created using NY PlayStation libraries only, and
created by a Net Yaroze  Member.
4. Also, entries must be free of any claims of ownership or otherwise by any
third party, and must  not have been made available to third parties with
the intention of commercial usage.
Good luck!

NET YAROZE

--MESSAGE FILE 25 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 26 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Fame Game (continues in '98 ...)
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 11:15:35 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34B7ACB7.1FAD@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <695guf$bfn6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:30 



scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:287 scee.yaroze.mydemos:71

SCEE wrote:
> More fame opportunities!
> We are now looking for the 6th Net Yaroze playable demo to go on 'Official
> PlayStation Magazine' Demo Disc which will go out to hundreds of thousands
> keen PlayStation games players in Europe and Australia in April '98.

> 3.   Entries must be created using NY PlayStation libraries only, and
> created by a Net Yaroze  Member.

I think I remember reading on the SCEE web page that this contest is
only for SCEE Net Yaroze members.  Is this true, or can we SCEA members
submit titles for consideration?  We don't seem to have a similar
outlet in the US.

Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 26 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 27 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: 3d animation demo, TOD format
Date: Mon, 02 Mar 1998 18:20:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34FAF86B.71C8@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Animation demo using TOD format
-------------------------------

See the <demos> section of the SCEE site
for a demo called <tod1>. This shows the use
of TOD animation data with TMD modelling data,
and includes a document detailing the TOD format.

Happy Animating!
--MESSAGE FILE 27 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000031html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 28 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Are you looking for an artist?
Date: 4 Mar 1998 18:42:33 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 12
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6dk7ap$4ak1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk



If you are looking for an artist to work with you on your Yaroze game, why
not go to 3D Studio on-line forum (3DSMAX Diner) at
http://support.ktx.com/~8

Maybe you could team up with an artist who is eager to get into the games
industry!

--MESSAGE FILE 28 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 29 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Dev Support <Dev_Support@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Are you looking for an artist?
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 16:07:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34FECDB3.7706@Playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

If you are looking for an artist to work with you on your Yaroze game,
why not go to 3D Studio on-line forum (3DSMAX Diner) at
http://support.ktx.com/~8

Maybe you could team up with an artist who is eager to get into the
games industry!
--MESSAGE FILE 29 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 30 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Are you looking for an artist?
Date: Wed, 4 Mar 1998 17:39:57 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6dmkst$iap6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

If you are looking to team up with an artist to work with you on your Yaroze
game, why not register on the Kinnetix 3D Studio on-line forum (3DSMax R2
Diner) which is at http://support.ktx.com/~8

--MESSAGE FILE 30 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 31 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000035html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: 'Calling all French Members'
Date: 6 Mar 1998 11:17:56 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 17
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6dom14$9jj1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA04150;
Fri, 6 Mar 1998 03:21:58 -0800 (PST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
cc: BRUNO.WIECKOWSKI@HOL.FR

Remy Ghazal has just joined Net Yaroze and will be programming using his
Mac.  However, he would like some asssitance  with set up (in French).
Please could a French speaking Net Yaroze Members contact him on
michel.ghazal@wanadoo.fr  or + 33 1 45 51 6182.

Thank you!
Sarah Bennett

--MESSAGE FILE 31 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 32 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Dev Support <Dev_Support@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Edge 1st Anniversary Competition
Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 14:02:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3503F65B.4178@Playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

For all those entering the competition,
please observe the following checkpoints:-

(1) The program is in PAL

(2) the program has your own title screen,
showing the name of the game, the name of the
Yaroze member submitting it, and any credits.
(Please do not use the title screen that has been
used for the Official PlayStation magazine monthly
Fame Game competitions).

(3) Please name the program 'Edge1.zip' and put
it in the publically accessible ftp area
attached to your home page.



(4) Post the program by midnight, 12th March 1998.
--MESSAGE FILE 32 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 33 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game - March Winner
Date: 20 Mar 1998 16:10:45 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 19
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6eu4e5$ohk1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 20 Mar 1998 16:14:38 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA19754
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Fri, 20 Mar 1998 16:14:20 GMT

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Congratulations to Gerhard Rittenhofer and his team who have won the March
Net Yaroze 'Fame Game' with their game Rocks 'n' Gems which will appear on
the June Official PlayStation Demo Disc.

Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 33 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 34 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Yaroze Graphic Artists
Date: 25 Mar 1998 17:43:30 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 596
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6fbfo2$ass1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 25 Mar 1998 17:47:14 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id RAA10773
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 25 Mar 1998 17:46:36 GMT

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Boundary="0__=Tl34k3uuOot0xqsZfl0tXt4t6J4Uu6OGepaniSGK3rRz6QSNR233UnxU"

--0__=Tl34k3uuOot0xqsZfl0tXt4t6J4Uu6OGepaniSGK3rRz6QSNR233UnxU



---------------------- Forwarded by Sarah Bennett on 25/03/98 17:54
---------------------------

To:       PS Yaroze
cc:
From:     Jonathon.Smith@packaging.sca.be
Subject:  Yaroze Graphic Artists

I wish to collaborate with Net Yaroze members  who are looking for
graphic artists, mainly Logos and Textures. Below is a logo showing my
E-mail address.
Thankyou.
Jonathan Smith

--0__=Tl34k3uuOot0xqsZfl0tXt4t6J4Uu6OGepaniSGK3rRz6QSNR233UnxU
name="fadd.JPG"

Content-transfer-encoding: base64

--MESSAGE FILE 34 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 35 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Are you looking for a Graphic Artist?
Date: 26 Mar 1998 10:00:47 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 25
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6fd90f$cvt1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 26 Mar 1998 10:04:29 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA02373
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 10:04:12 GMT

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Subsequent to a recent article in Edge requesting artists to work with
Yaroze Members ...

Tim Carpenter
     In response to the notice in Edge magazine, issue 57, I am replying in
order to seek further information regarding the nature of the work required
for artists willing to contribute to Yaroze Playstation projects.

    I have a large interest in computer graphics and have access to both
PhotoShop, Deluxe Paint and Paint Shop Pro, for 2D graphics design and
manipulation.

    Any advice for personal correspondence / direct correspondence by
project groups would be appreciated.
e-mail:  ssu97tsc@reading.ac.uk



--MESSAGE FILE 35 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 36 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Are you looking for a Graphic Artist?
Date: 26 Mar 1998 14:50:34 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 36
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6fdpvq$djm1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 26 Mar 1998 14:54:27 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id OAA02678
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 26 Mar 1998 14:54:09 GMT

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Boundary="0__=bhfE5LQPOFDUgUQ2tx28J92fzAAlJNHDSsCG9C9S3jDRVAvdMKlolk8v"

--0__=bhfE5LQPOFDUgUQ2tx28J92fzAAlJNHDSsCG9C9S3jDRVAvdMKlolk8v

Anyone after Manga style artist to work on any Yaroze games?
Contact Kevin Haynes.
rodder@globalnet.co.uk

--0__=bhfE5LQPOFDUgUQ2tx28J92fzAAlJNHDSsCG9C9S3jDRVAvdMKlolk8v
name="att1.htm"

Content-transfer-encoding: base64

--MESSAGE FILE 36 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 37 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Competition
Date: 31 Mar 1998 16:52:24 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 37
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6fr3fo$t961@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 31 Mar 1998 16:56:20 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA19180
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 31 Mar 1998 16:56:04 +0100 (BST)

From: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Congratulations to the winners of the Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary
Competition ...

The Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Competition was judged yesterday by Juan
Montes, Vice President Software Development of Sony Computer Entertainment



Europe, and, Jason Brookes, editor of Edge.  It was an extremely difficult
competition to judge as we received so many great entries.  However, here
are the results you have been waiting for ...

1st Prize Monster Mall/Blitter Boy written by Chris Chadwick
2nd Prize Z2 written by James Pitts
3rd Prize Bouncer 2 written by Scott Evans

If you would like to receive the judges comment on your entry, please do
not hesitate to contact me at the above e-mail address.

Congratulations to the winners again!

Have a great weekend!

Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 37 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 38 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary Comp Entries
Date: 31 Mar 1998 17:31:37 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 131
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6fr5p9$2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 31 Mar 1998 17:35:35 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id RAA07356
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 31 Mar 1998 17:35:19 +0100 (BST)

From: Mike_Kavallierou@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Please find below the entries for the Net Yaroze 1st Anniversary
Competition ... (they are listed in a random order!)

1.
Game Title:    SAM THE BOULDER MAN
Game Type:     2D PUZZLE ADVENTURE
Yaroze Member:  JAMES HOBDEN
Credits:  LEVELS: STUART & DEREK
Country:  UK

2.
Game Title:  GRAVITATION
Game Type:   2D SHOOTEMUP
Yaroze Member: JAMES SHAUGHNESSY



Country:  UK

3.
Game Title:  Z2
Game Type:  3D SHOOTEMUP AND GRAPPLING
Yaroze Member:  JIM PITTS
Credits:  GRAPHICS/SOUND:ANDREW WEBB/GREG READ
Country:  UK

4.
Game Title:  COMBAT 3D
Game Type:  3D TANK COMBAT
Yaroze Member:  ANDREW LANGSTAFF
Country:  UK

5.
Game Title:  REVOLUTION
Game Type:  2D DRIVING GAME
Yaroze Member:  ROBERT FRANCIS SWAN
Credits:  GRAPHICS: GARRY SWAN
Country:   UK

6.
Game Title:  SNOWBALL FIGHT
Game Type:  2D SNOWBALL FIGHTING
Yaroze Member:  JAMES RUTHERFORD
Country:  UK

7.
Game Title:  ONE ON ONE BASKETBALL
Game Type:  3D BASKETBALL
Yaroze Member:  RAMON DE ABRELL VENTOSO
Country:  SPAIN

8.
Game Title:  INVADERS FROM MARS
Game Type:  3D UFO COMBAT
Yaroze Member:  BEN JAMES
Country:  UK

9.
Game Title:  HOVER CAR RACING
Game Type:  2D RACING
Yaroze Member: RICHARD SMITHIES
Credits:  TRACK DESIGN: MICKAEL DE CRUE
Country:   UK

10.
Game Title:   MONSTER MALL/BLITTER BOY
Game Type:  2D ISOMETRIC SHOOTEMUP
Yaroze Member:  CHRIS CHADWICK
Country:  UK

11.
Game Title:  THE INCREDIBLE CONEMAN
Game Type:  3D PURSUIT #$B!>#(B EVASION ACTION
Yaroze Member:  LARS BARSTAD
Credits:  LEVEL & TEXTURE:JOSTEIN TRONDAL, FREDE KRISTENSEN, BJORN
          ULLEVOLDSEETER
Country:  NORWAY

12.
Game Title:  SPHERE
Game Type:  3D ROAMING ADVENTURE



Yaroze Member:  PETER DOLLOCHAN
Country:  UK

13.
Game Title:  SUPER RAMP SKATER
Game Type:  3D SKATING
Yaroze Member:  DOUG DAY
Country:   UK

14.
Game Title:  INERTIA
Game Type:  3D BALANCING ACT
Yaroze Member:  JOHN REYNOLDS
Country:  UK

15.
Game Title:  DOGTAIL
Game Type:  2D PLATFORMER
Yaroze Member:  IRA RAINEY
Country:  UK

16.
Game Title:  BOUNCER 2 (please re-set Debugging Station)
Game Type:  2D BOUNCING/BREAKOUT GAME
Yaroze Member:  SCOTT EVANS
Country:  UK

17.
Game Title:  JAGOT
Game Type:  2D PUZZLER
Yaroze Member:  KENNETH VINGAARD
Country:   DENMARK

18.
Game Title:  ROCKS AND GEMS
Game Type:  2D PUZZLER ADVENTURE
Yaroze Member:  GERHARD RITTENHOFER
Credits:  GRAPHICS/SOUND/LEVEL DESIGN:MANFRED TUCMANDEL
Country:  AUSTRIA

19.
Game Title:  NET YAROZE INTRO
Yaroze Member:  LUCA CAPPELLINI
Country:  ITALY

--MESSAGE FILE 38 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 39 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Looking for a Musician
Date: 6 Apr 1998 17:38:51 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 15
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gb0er$int1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 6 Apr 1998 16:42:33 UT



by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id RAA08703
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 6 Apr 1998 17:40:00 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Anybody want to raid my collection of Classical & Rock compositions I have
written on my sequencer and/or 4-track over the last couple of years?  Just
to let you know, I have NO programming knowledge!
e-mail:   sr4@compuserve.com

ps NO CHARGE!

--MESSAGE FILE 39 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 40 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Looking for a Musician
Date: 6 Apr 1998 17:45:08 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 16
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gb0qk$ioq1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 6 Apr 1998 16:49:04 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id RAA13571
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 6 Apr 1998 17:48:51 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Anybody want to raid my collection of Classical & Rock compositions I have
written on my sequencer and/or 4-track over the last couple of years?  Just
to let you know, I have NO programming knowledge!
e-mail:   sr4@compuserve.com

ps NO CHARGE!

--MESSAGE FILE 40 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 41 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Looking for an Artist
Date: 7 Apr 1998 12:56:11 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 15
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gd48r$l8n1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk



          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 7 Apr 1998 12:00:00 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id MAA20843
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 7 Apr 1998 12:59:41 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

In this months Edge magazine ( uk ) I saw an article on yaroze game
development where people want graphics artist for their games.  I would be
happy to help any one out.  I am currently studying on a game design course
at uni.
Bye...
Steven Spencer
S123spencer@yahoo.com

--MESSAGE FILE 41 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 42 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game
Date: 7 Apr 1998 18:46:27 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 38
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gdopj$m1m1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 7 Apr 1998 17:50:21 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id SAA13145
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 7 Apr 1998 18:50:06 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Do you want your Net Yaroze playable demo to be seen by hundreds of
thousands of people?
If so, we are currently looking for a Yaroze game to go on the July Issue
of the Official PlayStation Demo Disc.  If you would like to enter the
competition, please firstly e-mail me at the above and announce your entry
on the Newsgroups.  Then, post your demo to your to your Home Page in a
public FTP area (source optional) by Tuesday 14th April, 9am, at the
latest.  Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see Member's Web site
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/demos/ftpmain.htmdemodisc.zip) for a
few seconds at the start of the program.

The winner will be notified within the week!

Please note:

(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission given
by the third party will not be used.

(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
must not have been made available to third parties with the intention of
commercial usage.

(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
a Net Yaroze member.



(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.

--MESSAGE FILE 42 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 43 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: More artists seeking work with Yaroze owners
Date: 8 Apr 1998 16:11:34 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 22
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gg436$org1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 8 Apr 1998 15:15:31 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA26900
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 8 Apr 1998 16:15:08 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

In the April edition of Edge magazine, there is an article which says that
"Several Net Yaroze members are looking for artists...to collaborate on
current games projects" I have been working with 3D for some time and have
recently completed level one and two courses in 3D Studio Max. I am now
looking for a games project to work on, with the solid intention of
breaking into the games industry. Collaboration with people outside of
London or the UK should present no problem. I look forward to hearing from
you.

Simon Picard (spicard@mail.ndirect.co.uk)

--MESSAGE FILE 43 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 44 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Audio Help Offered
Date: 16 Apr 1998 10:08:33 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 49
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6h4hqh$jit1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 16 Apr 1998 09:11:15 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA02008



for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 16 Apr 1998 10:10:47 +0100 (BST)
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Please find below details of a sound engineer looking to work with a Yaroze
Member ...

To:       PS Yaroze
cc:
From:     CSweetman@compuserve.com
Subject:  Audio Help Offered

15-4-98
Hi,
I saw a request in Edge magazine for audio experts to help various Net
Yaroze members working on current game projects.
I am a Sound Effects Designer based in the UK, and am willing to offer my
services free of charge to these developers.
I have included a project resume:
> The Saint
> Goldeneye
> 12 Monkeys
> Dust Devil
> Four Weddings & a Funeral
> Cracker
> Richard III
> Space Precinct
> All the Little Animals
> Hackers
> Bean - The Ultimate Disaster Movie
>Computer/Console Productions
> Crime Killer - Interplay
> Aironauts - Ocean
> Virus 2000 - Grolier
> Spitfire - Microsoft
> Carmegeddon Splat pack - SCI
Feel free to contact me or give any yaroze members my e-mail address
Regards
Chris Sweetman
Sound Designer

e-mail:   CSweetman@compuserve.com

--MESSAGE FILE 44 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 45 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: More audio Help Offered
Date: 16 Apr 1998 10:12:48 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 32
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6h4i2g$jj71@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk



          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 16 Apr 1998 09:15:46 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA05123
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 16 Apr 1998 10:15:25 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Please find below details of another sound engineer looking to work with
Yaroze Member!

To:       PS Yaroze
cc:
From:     lpadspea@lipa.ac.uk
Subject:  ricercar

hello,
     er...yes...excuse me... I was wondering.. well... you see...
I'm looking for the yaroze users network.I hear.. well that's to say I've
heard... that there are people looking for some music. Well I'm offering
myself as a composer/sound designer to anyone that wants me, and if you
don't then you should.  I'm currently studying for a degree in Sound
Technology at the Liverpool Institute of Performing arts. I've been
involved in sound design for
various dance pieces/performance art/video and installations.  I'm now
looking at offering my skills to game designers. If you want to know more
or hear some of my work then just hit the 'Re-mail'
     duncan
     c/o :klein design: idiosyncratic sound for media and performance

--MESSAGE FILE 45 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 46 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game
Date: 16 Apr 1998 10:34:03 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 19
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6h4jab$jlu1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 16 Apr 1998 09:36:55 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA13015
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 16 Apr 1998 10:36:35 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Congratulations to James Shaugnessy for winning this month's Fame Game with
his game 'Gravitation'!

This game will appear on the July '98 Issue of the Official PlayStation
covermount CD.

Regards
Sarah



--MESSAGE FILE 46 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 47 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Musician seeking Yaroze Member
Date: 28 Apr 1998 16:43:50 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 42
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6i4tfm$s1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 28 Apr 1998 15:49:16 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA28228
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 28 Apr 1998 16:48:49 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Boundary="0__=3YdlsspzHc4qWIWbj6fmPm35K7sUPXEhrrsJ3LSg0qn0ApwwfLxiRo4v"

--0__=3YdlsspzHc4qWIWbj6fmPm35K7sUPXEhrrsJ3LSg0qn0ApwwfLxiRo4v

Response from Edge Issue 57 ...
I'm a musician/ sound effects guy for downloads, go to
http://www.ozemail.com.au/~gmstam/gms.htm
Thanks, George Stam.
gmstam@ozemail.com.au

--0__=3YdlsspzHc4qWIWbj6fmPm35K7sUPXEhrrsJ3LSg0qn0ApwwfLxiRo4v
name="att1.htm"

Content-transfer-encoding: base64

--MESSAGE FILE 47 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000051html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 48 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Event-Net Yaroze at onedotzero2, ICA, London
Date: 29 Apr 1998 12:23:58 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 117
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6i72ke$2jd1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 29 Apr 1998 11:29:25 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id MAA02635
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 29 Apr 1998 12:29:08 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com



Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
cc: Juan_Montes@Playstation.sony.com

For any Members who are interested, Net Yaroze will be present at
onedotzero2 on 7th, 8th & 9th May at the ICA in London.  On 8th, George
Bain will be presenting a Net Yaroze Workshop (please see details below).
This event could be an ideal opportunity to meet up with artists with whom
you could collaborate on future Yaroze projects.

Free day Memberships to give away ...
We have 10 free day Memberships to give away for each of the days we are
showing Yaroze (7th, 8th, and 9th May) which allow entry into the ICA.
These tickets are on a first come first served basis.  If you would like to
attend on one of these dates, please e-mail me asap with your full name and
daytime contact details.

Please see the schedule below ...
                                onedotzero2
 in association with Adobe @ Institute of Contemporary Arts [ICA], London
Schedule 2-10.5.98
onedotzero2 presents tomorrow's visuals, today: modern and contemporary
short films which push the envelope and challenge conventions in a variety
of programs. Inspiring contemporary visuals from the worlds of digital
film, new media, and computer gaming the festival showcase rising stars of
digital arts alongside established critically acclaimed names. An eclectic
and inspiring mix of work, packed with premieres and new work specially
produced for the festival.
Wow + flutter: graphically progressive, music-led moving image program,
including Fuel, Antirom, Man + Martin, Lost in Space, ISO.
Lens Flare: full motion video from computer gaming, including Tomb Raider
1+2, Tekken series, City of Lost Children, Parappa the Rapper. Sponsored by
Sony PlayStation.
Wavelength: personally-driven work by commercial and promo directors,
including Chris Cunningham, Edmundo, Hex, Spike Jonze.
J-star: eclectic compilation of Japanese moving graphics and visuals,
including Tycoon Graphics, Hiroyuki Nakano [Peacedelic Studio], DJ Krush,
Towa Tei.
Sequence + v1: selection of college talent + last year's original
groundbreaking program, including tomato, Me Co, Fuel, Underbelly.
Sequence supported by Adobe.
[c] indicates cinema
weds/6  1900/lens flare
              2100/sequence+v1
thurs/7  1900/sequence+v1
              2100/wavelength
fri/8      1900/j-star
              2100/wow+flutter
sat/9    1300/panel [c]
             1500/wow+flutter [c]
             1900/wavelength
             2100/lens flare
             2300/Ghost in the Shell [c]
sun/10  1300/wavelength [c]
             1500/j-star [c]
             1900/wow+flutter
             2300/lens flare
Lost in space 3D masterclass [4-7 may/new media centre] CG-imagery brief
set by Lost in Space, using Lightwave 3D.
Electronic Lounge [5 may/2200-0100/bar]
Robin Rimbaud, aka Scanner, hosts a special session of his regular night of
ambient chill for the festival.
Projector [5-7 may/1700-2200/theatre]
'Your future is analogue' by ISO. Also: cd-rom collection to play and



interact with filmmaking futures panel [9 may/1300/cinema]
The future and state of moving image creation explored in this discussion
with influencers in their field. Moderated by Michael Taylor of Creation
magazine.
Net Yaroze: building gaming experiences [8 may/1400-1600/new media centre]
An introduction to the concepts and process of developing gaming projects
on the Net Yaroze, the programmable PlayStation, for sound and graphic
talent.
PlayStation pods [gamepods: 2-10 may/bar/yaroze pods: 7-9 may/bar]
Also from 7-9 may from 1700-2000 a Net Yaroze representative is available
to discuss creative gaming development, while pods are always on to play
and explore ghost in the shell [9 may/2315]. Late night screening of
seminal anime. Destructive tale of man/machine adventures in this classic
Japanese animated movie.
onedotzero me: intranet programme [2-10 may/always on]
Highlights from Rotterdam's Exploding Cinema and Barcelona's Sonar
festivals. Including additional work from festival contributors and
filmmakers.
ProteinTV: Internet broadcast [10 may/1800 and after]
Programme profiling onedotzero2 and participants, digitally produced during
the festival, to be streamed by intranet and internet for global access.
onedotedit [2-10 may]
Live non-linear image creation during the festival. Supported and provided
by Media 100.
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________

           Institute of Contemporary Arts, The Mall, London SW1
                          Box Office 0171930 3647
Cinema Tickets #$B!r#(B6.50 / Members #$B!r#(B5 / Cinematheque #$B!r#(B5 / ICA 
Members #$B!r#(B4
Yaroze Workshop tickets #$B!r#(B6.50 / ICA Members #$B!r#(B5.
___________________________________________________________________________
__________________

* Warning: onedotzero programmes may contain strobing effects which have
been known to cause epileptic fits. onedotzero and the ICA cannot accept
responsibility for any adverse reaction caused.
onedotzero2 in association with Adobe with Westminster Council, Sony
PlayStation and Media 100, Manga Entertainment. cd-rom with Creative Review
                      [onedotzero digital creativity]
                      [web http://www.onedotzero.com]
___________________________________________________________________________
                            __________________

Kind regards
Sarah

--MESSAGE FILE 48 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 49 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Members demos on show at onedotzero2
Date: 30 Apr 1998 11:24:30 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 23
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6i9jgu$5jg1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>



Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 30 Apr 1998 10:29:50 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id LAA27689
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 30 Apr 1998 11:29:39 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
cc: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Content-Disposition: inline

We will shortly be putting together a compilation of Yaroze Members work to
be shown at onedotzero2 show next week.  If any of you have any new or
updated demos please e-mail both myself and George Bain letting us know
where they are (Tuesday 5th May latest please).

Look forward to hearing from you!

Regards
Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 49 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 50 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze User Agreement
Date: 8 May 1998 10:36:42 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 22
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6iujna$2t11@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 8 May 1998 09:41:30 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA09173
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Fri, 8 May 1998 10:41:14 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi all,

Since everyone signed this agreement they should follow it.  I
know that some members have homepages elsewhere on the
Internet used as a second Yaroze homepage.  This is great but
you can't release your games or PSX documentation, including
PSX source code.  This is a strict violation of the agreement.
Please remove such information if needed.

Regards,

George



--MESSAGE FILE 50 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 51 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game
Date: 11 May 1998 18:04:37 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 46
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6j7b35$d501@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 11 May 1998 17:09:07 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id SAA19606
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 11 May 1998 18:08:47 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Do you want your Net Yaroze playable demo to be seen by hundreds of
thousands of people?

If so, we are currently looking for a Yaroze game to go on the August Issue
of the Official PlayStation Magazine Demo Disc.  If you would like to enter
the competition, please firstly e-mail me at the above and announce your
entry on the Newsgroups.  Then, post your demo to your to your Home Page in
a public FTP area (source optional) by Wednesday 13th May, 9am, at the
latest.  Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see Member's Web site
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/demos/ftpmain.htmdemodisc.zip) for a
few seconds at the start of the program.

The winner will be notified within the week!

Please note:

(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission given
by the third party will not be used.

(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
must not have been made available to third parties with the intention of
commercial usage.

(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
a Net Yaroze member.

(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.

Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager



--MESSAGE FILE 51 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 52 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: "On recherche des talents"
Date: 12 May 1998 14:46:37 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 84
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6j9jrt$frs1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 12 May 1998 13:50:58 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id OAA29878
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 12 May 1998 14:50:45 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Boundary="0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn"
Content-Disposition: inline

--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn
Content-Disposition: inline

Pour le Membres qui veux la musique dans leur jeux ...

To:       PS Yaroze
cc:       Jay200579@aol.com
From:     Jay200579@aol.com
Subject:  "On recherche des talents"

Bonjour,
J'ai lu recemment (dans le nouveau magazine de jeux vid
--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by 
camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk id OAA29878

=A8=A6os Next Games) que
des nombreux membres du ruseau Yaroze recherchent des musiciens pour
collaborer
sur des projets de jeux en cours.

Je ne suis pas un vrai musicien mais plut
--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

=F4t un apprenti (j'ai 6 ans de
Conservatoire derriere moi, je joue de la guitare, de la batterie et de=
 la
basse).

J'ai achet=



--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
X-MIME-Autoconverted: from 8bit to quoted-printable by 
camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk id OAA29878

=A8=A6 au d=A8=A6but de l'ann=A8=A6e une carte son Soundblaster AWE64 gol=
d et
un
synth=A8=A6 pour commencer a composer, et j'ai fait  plein de morceaux de
tout
style. Etant donn=A8=A6 que ces morceaux sont dans mon PC en norme midi,
je pense
qu'ils peuvent int=A8=A6resser des concepteurs de jeux de tous
niveaux pour leurs
projets.
Et surtout, j'ai envie de faire des musiques sp=A8=A6cialement pour un je=
u pour
lui
donner toute son intensit=A8=A6 et creer des ambiances.

En ce moment j'ai beaucoup de temps libre, c'est pourquoi j'attends une
reponse avec impatience de n'importe qui pouvant =A8=BAtre interess =A8=A6.

J=A8=A6r
--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn
Content-Disposition: inline
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

=F4me JOUANIN

=

--0__=nBPyHbrwnb3BC7P5JHfKs3YJeH13iUIbHVyPccFnIIMusVwfwwl0hefn--

--MESSAGE FILE 52 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 53 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game Winner
Date: 18 May 1998 11:16:21 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 17
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6jp1pl$5kh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 18 May 1998 10:21:04 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id LAA25726
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 18 May 1998 11:18:57 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Congratulations to Richard Smithies for winning this month's Fame Game with



his game 'Hover Car Racing'!

This game will appear on the August '98 Issue of the Official PlayStation
Magazine covermount CD.

Regards
Sarah

--MESSAGE FILE 53 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 54 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game
Date: 4 Jun 1998 14:54:08 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 47
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6l68u0$st1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 4 Jun 1998 14:00:20 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.9.0/8.9.0) with SMTP id OAA05684
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Thu, 4 Jun 1998 14:59:31 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Do you want your Net Yaroze playable demo to be seen by hundreds of
thousands of people?

If so, we are currently looking for a Yaroze game to go on the September
Issue of the Official PlayStation Magazine Demo Disc.  If you would like to
enter the competition, please firstly e-mail me at the above and announce
your entry on the Newsgroups.  Then, post your demo to your to your Home
Page in a public FTP area (source optional) by Wednesday 10th June, 9am, at
the latest.  Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see Member's Web
sitehttp://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/demos/ftpmain.htmdemodisc.zip)
for a few seconds at the start of the program.

The winner will be notified within the week!

Please note:

(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission given
by the third party will not be used.

(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
must not have been made available to third parties with the intention of
commercial usage.

(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
a Net Yaroze member.

(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated
imagery and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective
owners.



Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 54 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 55 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paul Holman" <Paul_Holman@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: NEWSFLASH Best Net Yaroze Game in GDUK 98 Competition
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 18:05:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <6lmepr$s981@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

The Games Developer UK Games Team is delighted to announce a new Category in
the Games Developer UK '98 Competition, 'The Best Net Yaroze Game'.

Sony Computer Entertainment Europe has agreed to provide an additional prize
of 1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
within this Category.  Entrants will also be eligible for the overall prize
of 5,000 for the Best UK Game Developer '98.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

The GDUK Competition gives all games enthusiasts, those in or out of work,
students from schools, colleges and universities the
opportunity to make their mark in an industry currently worth 5 billion�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
world wide.  There are cash prizes in five categories as well
as the chance to win the overall award of Best UK Games Developer 1998.

Closing date for Registration is 30th June 1998 and for Submission of your
entry 31st August 1998.

If you would like to enter into the 'Best Net Yaroze Game', then all you
need to do is e-mail   info@gduk.co.uk   or visit    http://www.gduk.co.uk/
GDUK will then forward an information pack and Registration Form to you by
post.  Please note that  the Competition is open to all UK residents.

Let us know if you are entering by mailing  PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com

In addition to the GDUK Rules and Regs, please note the following additions
...
1.  Participants into 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' Category must be registered
SCEE UK Net Yaroze Members.
2.  Net Yaroze entries should be placed on the Member's Home Page by 31st
August 1998 which is the Competition closing
date.  SCEE will arrange for all Net Yaroze entries to be put onto gold disc
which will then be submitted to GDUK for judging purposes.
3.  Entrants into 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' Category should indicate this
clearly on the GDUK registration form and entrants should also e-mail their
intention to enter the competition to Net Yaroze administration at SCEE
PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com



I look forward to hearing from you!

Kind regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 55 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 56 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Closing date for Games Developer UK '98 Comeptition
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 12:52:51 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6n7ul3$q6c16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:60 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1284

Please note that Monday 29th and Tuesday 30th June 1998 are the last days
you can register your entry(s) into the 'Best Net Yaroze Game' Category
within the GDUK '98 Competition.  Registrations received after 30th June
will not be accepted.

Please forward your registration by e-mail to info@gduk.co.uk or call 0800
7315300.  GDUK will then forward an information pack and Registration Form
to you by post.  Please note that the Competition is open to all UK
residents.

For more information please see http://www.gduk.co.uk/

Don't forget to let us here at SCEE know if you are entering the Competition
by mailing  PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com  but remember to e-mail GDUK
first!

Thanks!
Sarah

--MESSAGE FILE 56 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 57 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: 30 Jun 1998 11:39:21 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uogvbekhi.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea> <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34



Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net> writes:

> Add:
> 
> Each Playstation contains 2 MB of main memory, of which about 512 KB
> is used by the operating system (0x80000000-0x8008ffff) leaving
> approximately 1.4 MB for use.

Well, I'm being picky here, but 0x00090000 is exactly 576K, a bit more
than 'about 512K'.
-- 
Toby.

PS.  I just tried to post this to scea.yaroze.announce as a reply and
was denied, using the SCEE news server.  Is it just me?
--MESSAGE FILE 57 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 58 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game:scee.yaroze.announce
Date: Mon, 6 Jul 1998 13:12:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <6nqede$rq81@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Do you want your Net Yaroze playable demo to be seen by hundreds of
thousands of people?

If so, we are currently looking for a Yaroze game to go on the October Issue
of the Official PlayStation Magazine Demo Disc.  If you would like to enter
the competition, please firstly e-mail me at the above and announce your
entry on the Newsgroups.  Then, post your demo to your to your Home Page in
a public FTP area (source optional) by Tuesday 7th July, 9am, at the latest.
Please display the Net Yaroze title screen (see Member's Web site
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/demos/ftpmain.htmdemodisc.zip) for a
few seconds at the start of the program.

The winner will be notified within the week!

Please note:

(1) Entries should not contain material copyright of any third party; any
such entries that are submitted without clear evidence of permission given
by the third party will not be used.

(2) All entries must be free of claims of ownership by any third party, and
must not have been made available to third parties with the intention of
commercial usage.

(3) Entries must be created using Net Yaroze libraries only, and created by
a Net Yaroze member.

(4) Product titles, publisher/developer names, brands and associated imagery
and/or trademarks are copyright material of their respective owners.



Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 58 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 59 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: NY demo page...
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 17:38:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 94
Message-ID: <6oleg0$ofp9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.150.36
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi everyone,

    As some of you may know from the NY newsgroups, I am setting up a
page to list new demos. At the moment, the attached text file is more or
less the form I plan on using for submissions. Could you please take a
look at it and tell me what you think? I don't want to go adding many
more categories as I think it already covers the most important stuff,
but if anyone has any good ideas (or hates some of it) please let me
know!

    The page will be text-based - NO graphics - which means v. quick
loading times and will enable you to download those demos with minimum
trouble! Of course, with all this going on you can forget about me
getting my GDUK entry in on time ;-)

    Please DON'T mail me your latest demo details just yet - I want to
give myself a 24 hour period for your feedback on the prototype before I
put the final pages up Friday night. Check my NY homepage (listed below)
or the SAQnet mirror Saturday or late Friday evening for the official
v1.0 form...

Thanks,

Nick F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"...despite all that's happened, there are still
 some people with a sense of humour!"

begin 666 nydemos.txt
M3D54(%E!4D]:12!$14U/($%.3D]53D-%345.5"!&3U)-(0T*#0I">2!F:6QL
M:6YG('1H:7,@9F]R;2!I;BP@>6]U(&%G<F5E('1H870@>6]U<B!D96UO('=I
M;&P@8F4@)V%N;F]U;F-E9"<-"F]N(&)O=&@@;7D@4%))5D%412!.970@66%R
M;WIE(&UE;6)E<G,@<&%G93H-"@T*/&5X86-T(%523"!W:6QL(&=O(&AE<F4^
M#0H-"F%N9"!M>2!054),24,@;6ER<F]R.@T*#0H\97AA8W0@55),('=I;&P@
M9V\@:&5R93X-"@T*2&]P969U;&QY+"!A<R!N97=S(&]F('1H:7,@<V5R=FEC
M92!G<F]W;G,L(&UO<F4@3ED@;65M8F5R<R!W:6QL#0IB;V]K;6%R:R!T:&5S
M92!P86=E<R!A;F0@=V4G;&P@96YD('5P('=I=&@@82!C96YT<F%L('!O:6YT



M(&]F#0IR969E<F5N8V4@9F]R(&9I;F1I;F<@;F5W('-T=69F(&]N('1H92!.
M62!S8V5N92 H=VAI8V@L(&QE="=S(&9A8V4-"FET+"!I<VXG="!T:&4@96%S
M:65S="!T87-K(2D@5V4@;6%Y(&5V96X@8F4@86)L92!T;R!G970@4T-%22!M
M96UB97)S#0IT;R!J;VEN(&EN("T@8V]U;&0@86YY;VYE('1R86YS;&%T92!T
M:&ES('!A<G0@;V8@=&AE(&9O<FT@:6YT;PT*2F%P86YE<V4N+C\-"@T*07!O
M;&]G:65S(&EF('EO=2!F965L('1H:7,@9F]R;6%T(&-O;G-T<F%I;G,@>6]U
M<B!I9&EO<WEN8W)A=&EC#0IP97)S;VYA;"!S='EL92!O<B!D;V5S;B=T(&%L
M;&]W('EO=2!T;R!E>'!R97-S(&IU<W0@:&]W(&=R96%T('EO=7(-"F1E;6\@
M:7,@+2!B=70@=VET:&]U="!T:&ES(&9O<FT@=V5B;6%S=&5R:6YG(&1U=&EE
M<R!W;W5L9"!B92!H96QL:7-H(0T*0F5S:61E<RP@>6]U(&-A;B!S=&EL;"!P
M;W-T(&]N('1H92!N97=S9W)O=7!S(&%N9"!Y;W5R(&UE;6)E<B!P86=E(0T*
M4V\N+BX-"@T*4U5"34E34TE/3E,@5$A!5"!&04E,(%1/(%5312!42$E3($9/
M4DT@4%)/4$523%D@5TE,3"!"12!)1TY/4D5$+B!3;W)R>2X-"@T*5&AI<R!F
M;W)M(&ES(&%V86EL86)L92!I;B!T97AT(&9O<FUA="!F<F]M.B \55),('1O
M(&=O(&AE<F4^#0I0;&5A<V4@<V%V92!A(&-O<'D@86YD('5S92!I="!E=F5R
M>2!T:6UE('EO=2!H879E('-O;65T:&EN9R!N97<@=&\-"G-H;W<@=7,A#0H-
M"DD@86EM('1O(&=E="!S=6)M:7-S:6]N<R!U<"!W:71H:6X@,C0@:&]U<G,@
M;V8@<F5C96EV:6YG('1H96T@*&DN90T*3D]4('EO=2!S96YD:6YG('1H96TA
M*2X@4&QE87-E(&1O;B=T(&9L86UE(&UE(&EF(&ET('1A:V5S(&QO;F=E<B M
M#0IT:&ES(&ES(&$@<'5R96QY('9O;'5N=&%R>2!S97)V:6-E(&%N9"!I="!C
M;W-T<R!M92!M;V1E;2!T:6UE("AA;F0@#0IS;RP@8F5I;F<@0G)I=&ES:"P@
M;6]N97DI+B!!;F0@22=M(&YO="!A8F]U="!!3$P@=&AE('1I;64A#0H-"DUA
M:6P@9F]R;7,@=&\Z(&YI8VMF0'-A<6YE="YC;RYU:R H=VET:" B66%R;WIE
M($1E;6\B(&%S('1H92!S=6)J96-T*2X-"@T*4$Q%05-%($9)3$P@24X@5$A%
M($9/4DT@0D5,3U<@*%-%3D0@3TY,62!42$E3(%!/4E1)3TXI#0HH1&5L971E
M(#QT97AT(&5N8VQO<V5D(&QI:V4@=&AI<SX@86YD(&%D9"!Y;W5R(&]W;BXN
M+BD-"@T**R!$871E.@T*#0H\<&QE87-E('5S92 B,3 @2G5L>2P@,3DY."(@
M9F]R;6%T("AA=F]I9',@=')A;G-A=&QA;G1I8R!C;VYF=7-I;VXA*3X-"@T*
M*R!4:71L93H-"@T*/&EN<V5R="!N86UE(&]F('!R;VIE8W0@:&5R93X-"@T*
M*R!!=71H;W(@9&5T86EL<SH-"@T*/&EN<V5R="!N86UE*',I(&%N9"!R96=I
M;VXH<RD@*%-#144L(%-#14$L(%-#14DI/@T*#0HK(%9E<G-I;VXZ#0H-"CQV
M97)S:6]N(&YO+BP@;W(@97-T:6UA=&5D("4@8V]M<&QE=&4^#0H-"BL@3&%N
M9W5A9V4Z#0H-"CQL86YG=6%G92AS*2!T:&4@9V%M92!S=7!P;W)T<SX-"@T*
M*R!,:6YK('1O('1H92!P<F]J96-T(&9I;&4H<RDZ#0H-"CQI;G-E<G0@82!5
M4DP@:&5R92X@5&AI<R!C86X@8F4@82!D:7)E8W0@;&EN:R!T;R!T:&4@9FEL
M92!I='-E;&8L(&]R#0IT:&4@:&]S="!P86=E+B!)9B!Y;W4@;&EN:R!T;R!T
M:&4@:&]S="!P86=E+"!P;&5A<V4@;6%K92!S=7)E('1H90T*9&]W;FQO860@
M9FEL92!I<R!E87-Y('1O(&9I;F0@;VX@:70A/@T*#0HK($-O;G1A8W0@:6YF
M;W)M871I;VX@*'EO=7(@3ED@:&]M97!A9V4@55),(&%N9"]O<B!E+6UA:6PI
M.@T*#0H\<'5T(&ET(&AE<F4^#0H-"BL@4VAO<G0@9&5S8W)I<'1I;VXZ#0H-
M"CQN;R!M;W)E('1H86X@-3 @=V]R9',@9&5S8W)I8FEN9R!T:&4@9&5M;R]G
M86UE/@T*#0HK(%!!3"].5%-#/PT*#0H\:68@>6]U(&AA=F5N)W0@;6%D92!T
M=V\@=F5R<VEO;G,L(&EN9&EC871E('=H:6-H(%16(&9O<FUA="!I<PT*<W5P
M<&]R=&5D/@T*#0HK(%-O=7)C92!I;F-L=61E9"]A=F%I;&%B;&4_#0H-"CQY
M97,O;F\^#0H-"BL@4W!E8VEA;"!S>7-T96T@<F5Q=6ER96UE;G1S.@T*#0H\
M:2YE(')E<75I<F5S(&%N86QO9R!C;VYT<F]L+"!'=6Y#;VXL($-O9&5W87)R
M:6]R+"!M96T@8V%R9"!E=&,I#0H-"E1(04Y+4R!&3U(@4D5'25-415))3D<A
M(2$-"@T*;FEC:V9 <V%Q;F5T+F-O+G5K#0I&;W)M('5P9&%T960Z(#$V($IU
(;'DL(#$Y.3@`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 59 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 60 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: New Member Demos
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 21:24:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29



Message-ID: <6oobuv$ofp15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.150.53
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:64 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1438 scee.yaroze.mydemos:229

It's here!

Please get vaguely into it!

The New Member Demos hub is now online at the following sites:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/demos/demos.htm

http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/public_html/demos/demos.htm

Please check it out, get what it's all about and bookmark it! Then, when
you next have something new to post, let me know about it using the form
on the site and we'll have a one-stop site for all SCEE and SCEA demos!
Now, if only I could get in touch with those pesky SCEI lads...

Nick F

PS This idea won't die. I really, really *will* keep this site updated!
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"...despite all that's happened, there are still
some people with a sense of humour!"

--MESSAGE FILE 60 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 61 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: New Member Demos
Date: Sat, 18 Jul 1998 18:25:51 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35B0DA9E.698C7610@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <6oobuv$ofp15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:65 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1446 scee.yaroze.mydemos:231

Nick Ferguson wrote:



> "...despite all that's happened, there are still
> some people with a sense of humour!"

  That's from Dawn of the Dead isn't it?!

Phil

PS. I'm working on a demo, which I'll let you have soon (maybe in a week or
two)

--MESSAGE FILE 61 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 62 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: 8th Wonder looking for Net Yaroze Programmers
Date: 20 Jul 1998 13:10:42 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <01bdb37b$49a2d780$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

The backing of Sony has given us creative freedom in the games we produce.
If that's as important to you as it is to us, we need:

Software Engineers

We are looking for talented and enthusiastic software engineers to join our
team developing for Sony Playstation.

Successful candidates will display an avid interest in video games coupled
with knowledge of 3D programming and comprehensive C experience.

Experience in any of the following areas is advantageous (but not
essential):

3D APIs (eg. Playstation, N64, SegaGL, OpenGL or Direct3D)
Assembly language.
Commercial game development
Algorithm theory.
Object oriented design methods.
C++
Playstation programming (incl. Yaroze)
Post A Level maths or physics.
Unix

Apply, including CV and work samples to:

Human Resources Manager
Eighth Wonder
4 Fairway Court
Amber Close
Amington
Tamworth
Staffordshire
B77 4RP.

Please ensure that discs are self-booting.

or



email: jobs@8w.co.uk

Eighth Wonder does not use recruitment agencies.

--MESSAGE FILE 62 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 63 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: New Member Demos
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 21:09:57 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <1dch86o.t7aetgj2iah8N@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <6oobuv$ofp15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:67 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1486 scee.yaroze.mydemos:232

Make a small banner-like of image of your demo's list. I will put it
(linked to your page) on my page.

DEnnis..

> It's here!
> 
> Please get vaguely into it!
> 
> The New Member Demos hub is now online at the following sites:
> 
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/demos/demos.htm
> 
> http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/public_html/demos/demos.htm
> 
> Please check it out, get what it's all about and bookmark it! Then, when
> you next have something new to post, let me know about it using the form
> on the site and we'll have a one-stop site for all SCEE and SCEA demos!
> Now, if only I could get in touch with those pesky SCEI lads...
> 
> Nick F
> 
> PS This idea won't die. I really, really *will* keep this site updated!
> ---------------------------
> http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
> http://www.n64gazetta.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
> ICQ #9464742
> "...despite all that's happened, there are still
> some people with a sense of humour!"
--MESSAGE FILE 63 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 64 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: 



scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: New Member Demos
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 21:45:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <35b3ba2e.440957208@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6oobuv$ofp15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: JAMINFRE.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:68 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1498 scee.yaroze.mydemos:233

This is a great idea.  It would be nice to go to one page to reference
all the demos instead of having to jump around web sites all the time.
I'll put a link on the FAQ.

Jamin

On Fri, 17 Jul 1998 21:24:50 +0100, "Nick Ferguson"
<nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:

>It's here!
>
>Please get vaguely into it!
>
>The New Member Demos hub is now online at the following sites:
>
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/demos/demos.htm
>
>http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/public_html/demos/demos.htm
>
>Please check it out, get what it's all about and bookmark it! Then, when
>you next have something new to post, let me know about it using the form
>on the site and we'll have a one-stop site for all SCEE and SCEA demos!
>Now, if only I could get in touch with those pesky SCEI lads...
>
>Nick F
>
>PS This idea won't die. I really, really *will* keep this site updated!
>---------------------------
>http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
>http://www.n64gazetta.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
>ICQ #9464742
>"...despite all that's happened, there are still
>some people with a sense of humour!"
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 64 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 65 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: ECTS tickets for Net Yaroze Members
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 19:14:41 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21



Message-ID: <6pqcjv$fvf4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I have a limited number of Registration Forms for ECTS 98.  If you would
like to attend please e-mail the following information and I will forward a
Registration Form to you by post ...

full name
full postal address
daytime telephone number

To:              PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
Subject:       ECTS

Please note that this offer is for Net Yaroze Members only.

Regards

Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 65 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 66 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze games at ECTS
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 16:29:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <6psn9q$fvf8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

This year for ECTS we are looking for the best Net Yaroze games/demos ever
produced by SCEE Members.  This is a great opportunity to show off your work
to thousands of ECTS attendees, including top European games journalists,
leading game industry representatives and of course, other Net Yaroze
members!  We will in fact, be showing the best Net Yaroze games from all
around the world!

We here at SCEE are looking for the best games created by our SCEE Members.
If you would like us to consider your game/demo to be shown on our stand
please put your code no later than Monday 24th August to on your public FTP
site - please include a Read me file. Then mail to advise at the following
address ...

To:              PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
Subject:

your name
name of your game/demo
daytime telephone number

Please remember to include the title screen which can be found on the Net
Yaroze Members site in Demos / New download area / Filename demodisc.zip



Regards
Sarah

--MESSAGE FILE 66 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 67 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "MadMark" <o_shea@post12.tele.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: MadMark MiniCompetition
Date: Tue, 11 Aug 1998 03:36:32 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6qo7e6$81j3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp112.hil.tele.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

MadMark MiniCompetition is up. Don't vote now though, just read the rules
and start contemplating who, why and for how much!!!!?

--MESSAGE FILE 67 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 68 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: 13 Aug 1998 14:34:14 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi everyone,

The Net Yaroze members site is under construction during the following
weeks.
Please have patience during this time as the website won't be 100%.  Thank
you.

Regards,

The Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 68 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 69 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Profilelist
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 1998 22:15:35 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions



Lines: 42
Message-ID: <1ddq0gu.39cjvkwz1850N@a1-88-138.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-138.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Hai All,

My profile-list now counts 45 members and I hope it will keep expanding.
There is now also the oppertunity to add an image.
I Already have pictures of:

- DEnnis (myself)
- Roberet Swan
- Nick F
- Paul Bircham
..

I would like pictures of the members already on the list. With images
you can have an picture in mind so you have a cleu who your dealing
(speaking) with.

If you don't have your profile on my list, please mail me the info or
ask for a 'mail-form'. If you attach a picture, please sent a JPG-file.
Name the picture after your membername. So in my case (membername =
madmac) it's "madmac.jpg".

Anyhow... My page can be found at:

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri

or

http://come.to/debri

or

http://debri.ml.org

or

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com

Cheers DEnnis...

PS. The course-page has been updated...
--MESSAGE FILE 69 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 70 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 1998 22:18:15 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-138.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:



> Hi everyone,
> 
> The Net Yaroze members site is under construction during the following
> weeks.
> Please have patience during this time as the website won't be 100%.  Thank
> you.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> The Net Yaroze Team

What is thet??? Yaroze member site? what can we expect??

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 70 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 71 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 11:08:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

I thought Yaroze members couldn't post to this newsgroup --
I read it was for administrative announcements etc only?

I guess DEnnis you found a way through!
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 71 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 72 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 13:51:59 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35D432EF.3A94@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl> <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> I thought Yaroze members couldn't post to this newsgroup --
> I read it was for administrative announcements etc only?
> 
> I guess DEnnis you found a way through!

Dennis just bugged the newsgroup for ages and ages until it just gave up
and let his post on :)

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 72 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 73 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000077html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 17:36:58 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1ddr6ky.12fmmgj1f0lh9yN@a1-88-117.a1.nl>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl> <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-117.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:

> I thought Yaroze members couldn't post to this newsgroup --
> I read it was for administrative announcements etc only?
> 
> I guess DEnnis you found a way through!
> Jim

You're right Jim,
Sometimes you can, sometimes you can't. I just tried lot's of times...

Cheers DEnnis...
--MESSAGE FILE 73 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 74 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paul Bircham" <yaroze@doodlek.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 19:14:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6r1ur0$ea91@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl> <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com> 
<1ddr6ky.12fmmgj1f0lh9yN@a1-88-117.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client157b.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Robert was right, DEnnis just kept bugging the newsgroup until it let him



post, but if thats what DEnnis did, how did I post my message?

Paul

--MESSAGE FILE 74 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 75 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 20:34:19 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1ddrk7f.1vhbik5vttrtuN@a1-88-140.a1.nl>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl> <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com> 
<35D432EF.3A94@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-140.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> James Shaughnessy wrote:
> > I thought Yaroze members couldn't post to this newsgroup --
> > I read it was for administrative announcements etc only?
> > 
> > I guess DEnnis you found a way through!
> 
> Dennis just bugged the newsgroup for ages and ages until it just gave up
> and let his post on :)
> 
> Rob

Am I that obvious for you all?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 75 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000079html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 76 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Members Site
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 20:50:51 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <1ddrqvn.y74b4ctvbtmkN@a1-88-140.a1.nl>
References: <01bdc663$f0a74d40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1ddq0jx.1m1fgcp13r11ibN@a1-88-138.a1.nl> <35D40CA5.4E7E@manc.u-net.com> 
<1ddr6ky.12fmmgj1f0lh9yN@a1-88-117.a1.nl> <6r1ur0$ea91@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-140.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Paul Bircham <yaroze@doodlek.globalnet.co.uk> wrote:

> Robert was right, DEnnis just kept bugging the newsgroup until it let him
> post, but if thats what DEnnis did, how did I post my message?
> 
> Paul



Ha, Paul... I probably killed it!!! Now it's open to everybody ;-)

Dennis...
--MESSAGE FILE 76 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000080html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 77 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: RELEASE ANNOUNCE: RsdANIM v1.5
Date: 17 Aug 1998 18:17:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 216
Message-ID: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:81 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:839

Announcing the next release of RsdANIM (1.5), and RsdANIM_lib (v2.0).
Available from my yaroze WWW page now....

Changes from 1.4 are listed below. Action Replay support is removed from
this
release (not permanently, just for a while).

-----------

[28/7/98]
o Started adding code to use the Datel Action Replay to provide a fast
previewer
  actually on the Playstation itself (taken from my ARS server/client
code).
o New toolbar added "Action Replay Control".
o AR port setup available in options dialog.
o AR comms class integrated into program (based on the stuff I wrote for
ARS).

[29/7/98]
o AR texture download works. Bloody quick it is as well.
o Fixed bug in vertex selection (couldn't click to select a single vertex
if
  you had Show Vertices enabled without having Show Model enabled as well).
o Added the "View Track" check box to the Action Replay Control toolbar.
o Added Action Replay Comms Error dialog in case comms ops timeout.
Provides Retry or Cancel
  options.
o New CRC checked block transfer method for AR comms. I should go back and
put this into
  ARS :)
o Added AR model download code (save a temporary TMD as
"c:\temp\temp_tmd.tmd", then downloads that).

[30/7/98]
o Added AR zoom & rotation control.
o Coded Playstation side previewer.
o AR preview mode works fine now....excellent!!!

[2/8/98]
o Improved speed of AR download approx. 300% by changing the process
priority for the duration of
  the download, and removng timeout detection once a download is in



progress (you may occasionally
  get an error using this, but it's worth it for the 99% of the time it
works fine and is loads
  faster).
o Added AR forced EXE download to put the previewer onto the playstation
real quick. I probably
  cann't actually do a release with this code in, but it's quite useful.
o Added playstation graphics resolution selection to the AR previewer and
RsdANIM.
o Added remote reset button to the AR Control toolbar.

[3/8/98]
o Added poly4 support to the TMD saving routine.
  New primitives:

FP4
GP4
FP4N
GP4N
FTP4
GTP4
FTP4N
GTP4N

  This is used both by the direct TMD saving code (Save As->TMD) and the
Action Replay previewer,
  (which saves out a temporary TMD to download to the Playstation).
o Inlined the playstation side AR previewer EXE into the RsdANIM
executable. 
  This will probably not make it into a general release version (see note
on forced exe download 
  on 2/8/98).

============================================================================
===
[4/8/98]: Limited distribution source release 1.5 (prerelease)
           Released to a small number of people who offered

   to help with debugging some issues with the
   Direct3D code.
   Thanks to Steve Spiller & Mario Wynands for their help.

============================================================================
===

[5/8/98]
o Added CPU & GPU load profiler to PSX side previewer.
o Added switches to turn these on and off from RsdANIM's TOOLS menu.
o Fixed bug in RSD saving, bones skeleton now correctly saves baseframe
skeleton instead of
  current edit frame skeleton.

[6/8/98]
o Bones skeleton now saved for all keyframes, previously only the baseframe
skeleton was saved.
  Older bones files will still load, but will save out in the new extended
format.
o Plugged the memory leak (at long last) that's been giving me grief since
v1.0 :)
o When we arrive at the final frame of an animation, correctly set the
bones and stuff (the 2nd
  to last frame's bones skeleton was being set instead).

[7/8/98]
o Added new binary MIMe save code.
o Extended the PSX side RsdANIM library with two new functions:

LinkMIMe()  : links a binary MIMe file so you can then use InitMIMe() on
it.



ReleaseMIMe(): releases a MIME_HANDLE and free's the memory allocated to
it.
o Added support for animation previewing on the playstation.

- New button in AR Control bar "AR Send MIMe"
- Support in the PSX side previewer for downloading binary MIMe files.
  (animation plays continously once started).

[10/8/98]
o Re-arranged the TOOLS menu a bit.
o Added new function "Delete Movement" (Tools->Movement->Delete).
o Added new function "Remove Texture" (Tools->Texture->Remove). Removes all
refferances
  to the selected texture from the model. All faces painted with it are
made coloured,
  all other texture ID's are renumbered and the texture is removed from the
RSD altogether.
o Slight fix to the set as coloured face option.
o Added new function "Rename Movement" (Tools->Movement->Rename)
o Added new function "Rename Keyframe" (Tools->Keyframe->Rename)
o Added new function "Rename Poly Group" (Tools->Group->Rename)
o Added new generic rename function (Edit->Rename), will rename
Movements,Groups or Keyframes.

[11/8/98]
o Added new function "Ungroup Polygons" (Tools->Group->Ungroup).
o Fixed tools menu Tools->Keyframe->Delete to actually work.
o Added new generic delete funtion (Edit->Delete), will delete Movements &
Keyframes and ungroup
  Poly Groups (really, it deletes the grouping information, hence it being
on the delete option).
o Following Mario's suggestions on Backbuffer/Z-Buffer creation in the
Direct3D code, I've added
  some retry code that attempts to ensure that the display is actually
created correctly. A bit
  techie, but what it does is shrink the window and keep trying to create a
Direct3D display
  using repeatedly smaller windows until it finds a size that your 3D card
can handle.
  Note that this doesn't apply if you're using the software renderer.
o Added a new pane in the Options dialog. This allows you to set the
maximum view pane size.
  So, you can setup a huge max size so that you can have a single view full
screen? Well, perhaps.
  Depends how much memory you've got on your 3D card. If you're using the
software renderer
  (NO from the startup dialog) then you're in luck, as the DirectX 6
software renderer will
  happily display 1280*1024*16bit Z-Buffered 3D images. Of course, the
bigger the display pane,
  the slower it updates......

[12/8/98]
o Added new recentering function to the Model info panel, to allow all
frames of an animation
  to be re-centred.
o Re-scale & re-centre now correctly effect the bones skeleton.
o Holding down shift when selecting bones with the pick tool will now
select bones when you click
  on their start joint.
o Holding down shift when using the Rotate Bone tool will now rotate about
the joint end instead.
o New function "locked rotate joint". Not sure how to describe what it does
- try it on a model
  to see.



[13/8/98]
o Recoded the Direct3D textured display driver to get a bit better
performance.
o Fixed the problem with using shift as the joint/bone modifier.

[14/8/98]
o Improved the drag & drop operation of the Project Manger Tree slightly.
o Right click on an item in the Project Manager Tree now gets you a popup
menu
  with common operations in it. Exactly which depends on what type of item
you click
  on (eg. right-clicking on a Keyframe get you a menu with Edit
Info,Rename,Replace & Delete in it).

[15/8/98]
o Model Info dialog now shows centre point of object as well.
o Rotate joint & locked rotate joint now show the angle (in degrees &
radians) in the view pane.
o "Save As Rsd" now actually works and saves as the RSD filename you
select.

[17/8/98]
o Added "Measure Angle" function.
o More performance optimisations in the texture view display code.
o Optimised the RecalculateVertexNormals() code (improves display speed).
o Play Preview (on PC) - right button click & drag to change viewing angle
  now works whilst a preview is playing...

============================================================================
===
[4/8/98]: Public Release 1.5
          NOTES: The AR control stuff isn't disabled is this release, but
I've

  not released the Playstation side client yet, as I've yet to put
together

  a Yaroze libps built version (current version uses pro-dev librarys).
============================================================================
===

-- 
Craig Graham,
EMAIL:cgraham@hinge.mistral.co.uk
==========================================================
+++ REALITY DRIVER ERROR - PLEASE REBOOT UNIVERSE +++
--MESSAGE FILE 77 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 78 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: NEW MEMBERS WEBSITE
Date: 18 Aug 1998 14:46:25 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bdca53$0c5475c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hello all,

The new website is complete and running.  We hope you find it much easier



to navigate and
find the files or documents you need.  Please address problems and broken
links
to the appropriate news group.

Regards,

The Net Yaroze Team
--MESSAGE FILE 78 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 79 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: NEW FILES AND DOCUMENTS
Date: 18 Aug 1998 14:46:27 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bdca53$86372860$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hello all,

There are a number of new files located on the new site.  These
include new tools and documents.  Please feel free to roam around
the new site.

Regards,

The Net Yaroze Team
--MESSAGE FILE 79 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 80 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TUTORIAL
Date: 18 Aug 1998 14:49:11 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hello all,

There is a new tutorial on the website in the documents area.
There is no docs for the tutorial yet but the example code is
clean and has plenty of comments. Please feel free to give 
feedback on what has been completed.

Regards,

George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 80 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 81 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000085html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian,scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.freetalk.fren
ch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.german,scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek,scee.yaroze.freetalk.i
talian
Subject: SONY ECTS PARTY
Date: 18 Aug 1998 18:50:12 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <01bdca5d$fc421380$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:85 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian:4 scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish:1 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:19 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1807 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.french:39 scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:28 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek:2 scee.yaroze.freetalk.italian:27

Hello all,

We have 5 tickets to be given to Net Yaroze members this year
at ECTS.  The top 5 games submitted for the "ECTS cover disc"
will be given a ticket to the biggest ECTS party!!  Remember there
is only 5 tickets so start coding those demos!  The closing deadline
is SEPTEMBER 1st.  For information on the  "ECTS cover disc"
please read below.

This year for ECTS we are looking for the best Net Yaroze games/demos ever
produced by SCEE Members.  This is a great opportunity to show off your
work
to thousands of ECTS attendees, including top European games journalists,
leading game industry representatives and of course, other Net Yaroze
members!  We will in fact, be showing the best Net Yaroze games from all
around the world!

We here at SCEE are looking for the best games created by our SCEE Members.
If you would like us to consider your game/demo to be shown on our stand
please put your code no later than Monday 24th August to on your public FTP
site - please include a Read me file. Then mail to advise at the following
address ...

To:              PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
Subject:

your name
name of your game/demo
daytime telephone number

Please remember to include the title screen which can be found on the Net
Yaroze Members site in Tools / Development area / Filename demodisc.zip

Regards,

George@SCEE



--MESSAGE FILE 81 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 82 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian,scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.freetalk.fren
ch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.german,scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek,scee.yaroze.freetalk.i
talian
Subject: Re: SONY ECTS PARTY
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 23:55:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6rd1j4$l2e9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca5d$fc421380$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem101.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:86 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian:5 scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish:2 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:20 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1813 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.french:40 scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:29 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek:3 scee.yaroze.freetalk.italian:28

>We have 5 tickets to be given to Net Yaroze members this year
>at ECTS.  The top 5 games submitted for the "ECTS cover disc"
>will be given a ticket to the biggest ECTS party!!  Remember there
>is only 5 tickets so start coding those demos!  The closing deadline
>is SEPTEMBER 1st.  For information on the  "ECTS cover disc"
>please read below.

Right, 1st September, OK. Ties in nicely with GDUK, lots of time, etc...

>please put your code no later than Monday 24th August to on your public
FTP
>site - please include a Read me file. Then mail to advise at the
following

Erp! next Monday???? Which is it, George? I don't think I can have it
all tied up as neatly as I'd like it for 5 days time, unfortunately...
Is this just a cut-and-paste error (aah, they're fun)?

Nick F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"That's impossible! Even for a computer..."

--MESSAGE FILE 82 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 83 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION
Date: 19 Aug 1998 07:48:42 GMT



Organization: SCEE
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bdcae1$fb75dde0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi all,

As this section is new on the website I shall explain it.
"The Immaculate Collection" is a collection of games or
demos done by Net Yaroze Members.  To put it simple,
they are the best of best.  To have your game/demo
on this top ten list simple post on the newsgroups where
it is, so we can evalulate it.  Good-luck.

*NOTE*
For all those games/demos listed in "The Immaculate Collection" 
and are not the current versions simply e-mail me directly the latest.

Regards,

George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 83 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 84 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian,scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.freetalk.fren
ch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.german,scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek,scee.yaroze.freetalk.i
talian
Subject: Re: SONY ECTS PARTY
Date: 19 Aug 1998 08:02:09 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <01bdcae4$42972d80$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdca5d$fc421380$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<6rd1j4$l2e9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:88 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.austrian:6 scee.yaroze.freetalk.danish:3 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:21 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1819 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.french:41 scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:30 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.greek:4 scee.yaroze.freetalk.italian:29

Hi all,

Oops.  Yes, it is SEPTEMBER 1ST!  This is the deadline
for submitting your games/demos for the ECTS cover disc.

P.S.  Gotta love "cutt and past"

Regards,

George@SCEE



Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote in article
<6rd1j4$l2e9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...

> Right, 1st September, OK. Ties in nicely with GDUK, lots of time, etc...
> 
> >please put your code no later than Monday 24th August to on your public
> FTP
> >site - please include a Read me file. Then mail to advise at the
> following
> 
> 
> Erp! next Monday???? Which is it, George? I don't think I can have it
> all tied up as neatly as I'd like it for 5 days time, unfortunately...
> Is this just a cut-and-paste error (aah, they're fun)?
> 
> Nick F

--MESSAGE FILE 84 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 85 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TUTORIAL
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 10:46:09 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <1de082h.151u7xu1qxosoxN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-126.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hello all,
> 
> There is a new tutorial on the website in the documents area.
> There is no docs for the tutorial yet but the example code is
> clean and has plenty of comments. Please feel free to give 
> feedback on what has been completed.
> 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE

I want to use your code but I won't name you in my docs... Will you
attack me in public so I get lots of hits on my counter ;-)

hehehehehe, sorry.... just playing up.....

DEnnis....
--MESSAGE FILE 85 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 86 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce



Subject: Re: NEW MEMBERS WEBSITE
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 10:46:11 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <1de085w.gtu2217bx1rmN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$0c5475c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-126.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hello all,
> 
> The new website is complete and running.  We hope you find it much easier
> to navigate and
> find the files or documents you need.  Please address problems and broken
> links
> to the appropriate news group.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> The Net Yaroze Team

Uhhh..... If I don't like the new style, may I be honest and let you
know? I liked the frames-one better. The new black one needs more
loading and the black makes it a bit messy since you used some images
that were designed for a white background. Like the bleu bullets at the
Homepages-section. Now they have white (anti-aliassed) edges.
With less colour and graphics I think the page looks a bit boring. The
rather dark bleu text on the black background is harder to read and a
black background makes it more difficult to print.

but this is just my opinion....

Cheers DEnnis...
--MESSAGE FILE 86 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 87 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: NEW FILES AND DOCUMENTS
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 10:46:13 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1de08hd.8iny64c3d1qmN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$86372860$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-126.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hello all,
> 
> There are a number of new files located on the new site.  These
> include new tools and documents.  Please feel free to roam around
> the new site.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> The Net Yaroze Team



Cool. thanks!

Cheers DEnnis...
--MESSAGE FILE 87 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 88 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: THE IMMACULATE COLLECTION
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 10:55:32 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <1de08s8.7ef08m1av3sweN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
References: <01bdcae1$fb75dde0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.141
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> As this section is new on the website I shall explain it.
> "The Immaculate Collection" is a collection of games or
> demos done by Net Yaroze Members.  To put it simple,
> they are the best of best.  To have your game/demo
> on this top ten list simple post on the newsgroups where
> it is, so we can evalulate it.  Good-luck.
> 
> 
> *NOTE*
> For all those games/demos listed in "The Immaculate Collection" 
> and are not the current versions simply e-mail me directly the latest.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE

Idea is great, a bit like Nick's Demo-list. I do think that some more
games would be good. Why not make it a top 20 list? There is enough
around I think and it's hgetting more in a fast pace.

DEnnis... 
--MESSAGE FILE 88 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 89 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Whitmore" <john@jwhit.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TUTORIAL
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 11:07:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6rebp4$l2e18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de082h.151u7xu1qxosoxN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jwhit.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>I want to use your code but I won't name you in my docs... Will you



>attack me in public so I get lots of hits on my counter ;-)
>
>hehehehehe, sorry.... just playing up.....
>
>DEnnis....

    DEnnis,
        are you stirring the pot AGAIN??!!!

                John

--MESSAGE FILE 89 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 90 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TUTORIAL
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 20:51:38 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <1de0op9.1bxa5m41rruilpN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de082h.151u7xu1qxosoxN@a1-88-126.a1.nl> <6rebp4$l2e18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

John Whitmore <john@jwhit.demon.co.uk> wrote:

> >I want to use your code but I won't name you in my docs... Will you
> >attack me in public so I get lots of hits on my counter ;-)
> >
> >hehehehehe, sorry.... just playing up.....
> >
> >DEnnis....
> 
>     DEnnis,
>         are you stirring the pot AGAIN??!!!
> 
>                 John

Sorry, I shouldn't have done that. I was drunk when I wrote this...
please ignore... (if possible)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 90 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 91 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: NEW MEMBERS WEBSITE
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 02:06:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35DB7687.772@manc.u-net.com>
References: <01bdca53$0c5475c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de085w.gtu2217bx1rmN@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> Homepages-section. Now they have white (anti-aliassed) edges.
> With less colour and graphics I think the page looks a bit boring. The
> rather dark bleu text on the black background is harder to read and a
> black background makes it more difficult to print.

Hey DEn, funny you mention the dark blue text...
Take a look at who's entry is the last before the text buggers
up (hence who's fault it is....) you might find the name is
FAmiliar to you ... :)

Jim

I think I'm the only one whe MUCH prefers the new look.
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 91 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 92 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TUTORIAL
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 09:30:04 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35DBDE8C.2904@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de082h.151u7xu1qxosoxN@a1-88-126.a1.nl> <6rebp4$l2e18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
<1de0op9.1bxa5m41rruilpN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> Sorry, I shouldn't have done that. I was drunk when I wrote this...
> please ignore... (if possible)

Sorry, DEnnis (the MEnace) :) but when we met you on the course, you
said you didnt drink!! What really happened?

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 92 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 93 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paul Holman" <Paul_Holman@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 09:33:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:97 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1843

FYI, we've run a few stats on the usage of the site.

Looks interesting - at least a quarter of possible Members access the site at 
least once a week.   It will be interesting to see if
the new improved interface helps.

Incidentally, for those discussing the site - our goal was for ease of use and 
quick downloads.   Another issue we faced is the vast
range of browsers used to access the site, which meant that the lowest common 
denominator had to be used (and even then those using
Palm Pilot ones may have a few problems).    Interesting to compare to our 
"professional" site whereby 70% used IE 4 or above, and
almost all the rest used the latest versions of Netscape Navigaor....

Anyway, here's the top 15 files downloaded in the last month, congrats to 
"c_graham" !

1: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim1_4.zip
2: /~c_graham/ftp/pgirl.zip
3: /~shaughnj/ftp/bgedit.zip
4: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap1.zip
5: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim_lib.zip
6: /~jwhitmor/ftp/escapev11.zip
7: /~middex2/ftp/gduk1.zip
8: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap4.zip
9: /~MADMARK/ftp/AirlockP.zip
10: /~middx_uni/ftp/tutorial.zip
11: /yaroze/ftp/utils/graphic/timtool/timtool.zip
12: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap8.zip
13: /~deruiter/ym.zip
=: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap3.zip
15: /~deanmc/ftp/gduk1.zip
=: /~shaughnj/ftp/connect4.zip

--MESSAGE FILE 93 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 94 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Whitmore" <john@jwhit.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 11:16:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <6rgt77$l2e23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jwhit.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:98 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1846



>1: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim1_4.zip
>2: /~c_graham/ftp/pgirl.zip
>3: /~shaughnj/ftp/bgedit.zip
>4: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap1.zip
>5: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim_lib.zip
>6: /~jwhitmor/ftp/escapev11.zip
>7: /~middex2/ftp/gduk1.zip
>8: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap4.zip
>9: /~MADMARK/ftp/AirlockP.zip
>10: /~middx_uni/ftp/tutorial.zip

    Wow,
        I'm like totally impressed...6th position, 2nd highest
game.....cheers Sony you've just made my day (along with the fact I'm going
out with my girlfriend for a drink!!!)....
        John

John Whitmore
/jwhitmor

--MESSAGE FILE 94 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 95 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Whitmore" <john@jwhit.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 11:18:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6rgta6$l2e24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6rgt77$l2e23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jwhit.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:99 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1847

>    Wow,
>        I'm like totally impressed...6th position, 2nd highest
>game.....cheers Sony you've just made my day (along with the fact I'm going
>out with my girlfriend for a drink!!!)....

Sorry that should say EX girlfriend......hmmmmm

        John

>John Whitmore
>/jwhitmor

>



--MESSAGE FILE 95 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 96 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 12:38:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35DC0A9A.B33C3F0F@easynet.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6rgt77$l2e23@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6rgta6$l2e24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:100 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1849

John Whitmore wrote:

> >    Wow,
> >        I'm like totally impressed...6th position, 2nd highest
> >game.....cheers Sony you've just made my day (along with the fact I'm going
> >out with my girlfriend for a drink!!!)....
>
> Sorry that should say EX girlfriend......hmmmmm

Such are the sacrifices of being a coder.

I've pacified my partner by buying her lots of presents (books, CDs, Spanish
language courses) in an attempt to gain some time to do my GDUK entry.
Unfortunately we go away on holiday on Monday, so I've now got only 3 days left.

Oh well, here's looking forward to GDUK '99

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 96 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 97 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: NEW MEMBERS WEBSITE
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 14:28:22 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <1de262t.v9l7k71mbnm4gN@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$0c5475c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de085w.gtu2217bx1rmN@a1-88-126.a1.nl> <35DB7687.772@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:



> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > Homepages-section. Now they have white (anti-aliassed) edges.
> > With less colour and graphics I think the page looks a bit boring. The
> > rather dark bleu text on the black background is harder to read and a
> > black background makes it more difficult to print.
> 
> Hey DEn, funny you mention the dark blue text...
> Take a look at who's entry is the last before the text buggers
> up (hence who's fault it is....) you might find the name is
> FAmiliar to you ... :)
> 
> Jim
> 
> I think I'm the only one whe MUCH prefers the new look.

hehehe.... thats no fault!! that getting attention without the use of
pictures... ;-)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 97 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 98 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TUTORIAL
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 14:28:29 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <1de265k.64mld35ndp9qN@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <01bdca53$f00e3080$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1de082h.151u7xu1qxosoxN@a1-88-126.a1.nl> <6rebp4$l2e18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
<1de0op9.1bxa5m41rruilpN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> <35DBDE8C.2904@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > Sorry, I shouldn't have done that. I was drunk when I wrote this...
> > please ignore... (if possible)
> 
> Sorry, DEnnis (the MEnace) :) but when we met you on the course, you
> said you didnt drink!! What really happened?
> 
> Rob

Thats true, I maybe drink once or twice a year. I don't like beer, but I
do have a 2L bottle of wiskey in my cupboard wich I mix with cola.
I only drink when I'm alone and very sad.... (thinking of my brother and
stuff).
But that just happens very occasionally. So don't think that I'm a
lonley alcoholic, the bottle is more than a year old and still not
empty.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 98 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 99 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 14:10:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s3-35-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:103 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1853

Paul Holman wrote:

> Palm Pilot ones may have a few problems).    Interesting to compare to our 
"professional" site whereby 70% used IE 4 or above, and
> almost all the rest used the latest versions of Netscape Navigaor....

The pro-site does look load's prettier - obviously not done by George(or by me 
either, I must have one of the crappest looking pages on
SCEE),
but the new-look pro pages take forever to load (the old one was better).

> Anyway, here's the top 15 files downloaded in the last month, congrats to 
"c_graham" !
>
> 1: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim1_4.zip

Do I win a prize for that ? A Gran Turismo compatible steering wheelwould go 
down nicely ;)

> 2: /~c_graham/ftp/pgirl.zip

I ripped that file from the Japan mirror and put my girfriends face on it(she'll
be overjoyed at her new - found fame...).

> 3: /~shaughnj/ftp/bgedit.zip
> 4: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap1.zip
> 5: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim_lib.zip

And I'll be right up there next month as well 'coz of the releaseof RsdANIM 
v1.5, RsdANIM_lib v2 & the forthcoming Action Replay
model  & animation preview plugin for RsdANIM - Mario W. can back me
up on how much people will want this one :)

Oh yeah - and I'll be finally putting a nice game demo using RsdANIM
animations up there RSN as well ;)

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 99 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 100 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 14:13:24 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35DC20F4.E5B6A259@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s3-35-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:104 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1854

Craig Graham wrote:

> > Anyway, here's the top 15 files downloaded in the last month, congrats to 
"c_graham" !
> >
> > 1: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim1_4.zip
>
> Do I win a prize for that ? A Gran Turismo compatible steering wheelwould go 
down nicely ;)

Even better - how about a couple of tickets to the Sony ECTS party?

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 100 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 101 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk!
camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk!localnews.wav.scee.sony.co.uk!not-for-mail
From: "Paul Holman, SCEE" <Paul_Holman@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 16:05:33 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe (Waverley House)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6rhdpa$tpj$1@localnews.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: publicweb.wav.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:105 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1855

Hi Craig,

Yes, the pro site was able to be built with lots of nice Java.

Although this is out of context, it shouldn't be slower - the actual
"footprint" of the site (in terms of bytes that need to be downloaded) was
cut dramatically.   The only thing I can think of is that you have a very
fast line, but a very slow speed client ?   Take this to the pro' groups....

Paul

PS I can see it now, people downloading their file a few thousand times to
bump up the hits... but I can think of a way it might work.



--MESSAGE FILE 101 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 102 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: 20 Aug 1998 18:26:05 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bdcc04$9a0b28c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:106 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1857

Hi there,

This I have to see....

George

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote in article
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...

> Oh yeah - and I'll be finally putting a nice game demo using RsdANIM
> animations up there RSN as well ;)
> 
> Craig.
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 102 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 103 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: 20 Aug 1998 18:26:27 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <01bdcc04$a67bab20$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <35DC20F4.E5B6A259@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:107 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1858

Hi there,

Dream a little more...

George



Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote in article
<35DC20F4.E5B6A259@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
> 
> 
> Craig Graham wrote:
> 
> > > Anyway, here's the top 15 files downloaded in the last month,
congrats to "c_graham" !
> > >
> > > 1: /~c_graham/ftp/rsdanim1_4.zip
> >
> > Do I win a prize for that ? A Gran Turismo compatible steering
wheelwould go down nicely ;)
> 
> Even better - how about a couple of tickets to the Sony ECTS party?
> 
> Craig.
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 103 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 104 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 20:56:04 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35dc8abb.334957@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6rgt77$l2e23@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6rgta6$l2e24@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC0A9A.B33C3F0F@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p45-francolin-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:108 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1861

On Thu, 20 Aug 1998 12:38:02 +0100, Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
wrote:

>
>
>John Whitmore wrote:
>
>> >    Wow,
>> >        I'm like totally impressed...6th position, 2nd highest
>> >game.....cheers Sony you've just made my day (along with the fact I'm going
>> >out with my girlfriend for a drink!!!)....
>>
>> Sorry that should say EX girlfriend......hmmmmm
>
>Such are the sacrifices of being a coder.
>
>I've pacified my partner by buying her lots of presents (books, CDs, Spanish
>language courses) in an attempt to gain some time to do my GDUK entry.
>Unfortunately we go away on holiday on Monday, so I've now got only 3 days 
left.
>
>Oh well, here's looking forward to GDUK '99
>
>Phil



>
>

I get no grief from mine at all no matter how long I spend coding at
night....mind you she does live in Russia.....

Richard

--MESSAGE FILE 104 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000108html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 105 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 22:42:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35DC982F.E3200F19@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<6rhdpa$tpj$1@localnews.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s43-75-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:109 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1863

Paul Holman, SCEE wrote:

> fast line, but a very slow speed client ?   Take this to the pro' groups....

Sorry I mentioned it here - althought, you did mention it first....

> Paul
>
> PS I can see it now, people downloading their file a few thousand times to
> bump up the hits... but I can think of a way it might work.

Hmmm.. I'd feel offended if I was that way inclined...

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 105 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 106 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 22:46:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35DC9932.1E1B81C@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<01bdcc04$9a0b28c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s43-75-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:110 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1864

George Bain wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> This I have to see....
>

Ye of little faith....get Mark_Breugelmans to show you the logobeckRsdANIM
animations I mailled him (on PSX if he's got it setup)
- they appear in the game :)

> George

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 106 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 107 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 12:15:25 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
To: cgraham@hinge.mistral.co.uk
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:111 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:841

The Zip file of RSDAnim is infected with a virus! Please check your system 
IMMEDIATELY. We found it
with the _latest_ DAT files of Mcafee (http://www.mcafee.com). Mcafee states 
that the virus is not
reparable, but other virus checkers have repaired it.

The virus is called W32.CIH.SPACEFILLER, and it will infect almost every EXE 
within the system.

Kinda takes the sheen off that number one download status, huh? :O)

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe



Smiley faces were meant to be annoying.
--MESSAGE FILE 107 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 108 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Important - Technical Requirements Checklist Document
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 13:24:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6rjo9t$d2j9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

IMPORTANT:
We have published a document 'Technical Requirements for Net Yaroze
Software' which can be found on the Net Yaroze Members site in 'Documents'
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/docs/main.htm.  The TRC document
contains a set of guidelines to which Net Yaroze software appearing on
published PlayStation titles (such as cover discs MUST comply. These include
requirements and recommendations on logo usage, naming conventions,
functionality, peripheral handling and user interface features.

--MESSAGE FILE 108 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 109 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 14:28:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s5-37-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:113 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:842

James Russell wrote:

> Kinda takes the sheen off that number one download status, huh? :O)

Bugger - thanks James....which V Killer sorts it out?

> James

Craig.



--MESSAGE FILE 109 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 110 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 14:48:44 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:114 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:843

Craig Graham wrote:
> 
> Bugger - thanks James....which V Killer sorts it out?

AntiViral Toolkit - http://www.avp.com/
Mcafee VirusScan - http://www.mcafee.com/

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

3 kinds of people: those who can count & those who can't.
--MESSAGE FILE 110 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 111 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: GDUK Entries
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 16:43:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6rk40k$d2j10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

All those entering the GDUK Competition - please could you create and send a
Read-me file with your game entry.

Thank you.

--MESSAGE FILE 111 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 112 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@Compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics



Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 18:29:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs2-dnbqy-166.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:116 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:845

James Russell wrote in message <35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk>...
>Craig Graham wrote:
>>
>> Bugger - thanks James....which V Killer sorts it out?
>
How dangerous is this Virus -
Are we talking major hard disk wipe out or just another bacteria type virus.
Does it affect EXEs only or data files as well

I had better get a virus checker pronto before my GDUK entry gets eaten!

Cheers

Nick (s)

--MESSAGE FILE 112 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 113 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 19:16:14 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:117 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:846

Nick Slaven wrote:
> 
> How dangerous is this Virus -
> Are we talking major hard disk wipe out or just another bacteria type virus.
> Does it affect EXEs only or data files as well

Well, I had to install Windows again, and most of my other apps. Win32 EXEs are 



the only ones
affected. It doesn't change the file size, and most apps _seem_ to work ok, but 
it completely
crashed my compilers and linkers, and it took ages to find out why. Mcafee 
didn't say if it did
anything other than replicate itself (ie, "on the Xth day of the Xth month 19XX 
it will wipe your
system"), but I'd get rid of it ASAP if I were you.

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Et tu, Bob?
--MESSAGE FILE 113 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 114 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <steve@microdot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 14:57:47 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gateway.connext.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:118 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:847

James Russell wrote in message <35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk>...
>Nick Slaven wrote:
>>
>> How dangerous is this Virus -
>> Are we talking major hard disk wipe out or just another bacteria type
virus.
>> Does it affect EXEs only or data files as well

It replicates in Win95 program files.  It's a nasty bugger... Depending on
what version you have, on the 26th of any given month, it will attempt to
nuke your FlashBIOS and the MBRs of your hard disks.  I was able to
disinfect my systems with Norton and everything still seems to work fine.

>
>Well, I had to install Windows again, and most of my other apps. Win32 EXEs
are the only ones
>affected. It doesn't change the file size, and most apps _seem_ to work ok,
but it completely
>crashed my compilers and linkers, and it took ages to find out why. Mcafee
didn't say if it did
>anything other than replicate itself (ie, "on the Xth day of the Xth month
19XX it will wipe your
>system"), but I'd get rid of it ASAP if I were you.
>

I agree... ASAP.



>--
>== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
>== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
>
>Et tu, Bob?

-Steve

--MESSAGE FILE 114 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 115 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 03:22:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <6rlago$d2j14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs2-dnbqz-011.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:119 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:848

Steve Spiller wrote in message <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>...
>It replicates in Win95 program files.  It's a nasty bugger... Depending on
>what version you have, on the 26th of any given month, it will attempt to
>nuke your FlashBIOS and the MBRs of your hard disks.

Yikes !!

>>Well, I had to install Windows again, and most of my other apps.

McAffee reported around 350 infected exes & wouldn't fix em,
fortunately its a new PC (windows 98) & not much installed on it,
it seemed simpler to nuke the hard disk & reinstall, this was after
allowing McAffee to delete explorer - kind of like sawing off the branch
your sat on.

Didn't take too long, honest!

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 115 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 116 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 10:25:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35DE8E71.F9E8214B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkq01$1qh5@scea> 
<6rlago$d2j14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s51-83-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:120 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:850

Nick Slaven wrote:

> Steve Spiller wrote in message <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>...
> >It replicates in Win95 program files.  It's a nasty bugger... Depending on
> >what version you have, on the 26th of any given month, it will attempt to
> >nuke your FlashBIOS and the MBRs of your hard disks.
>
> Yikes !!
>
> >>Well, I had to install Windows again, and most of my other apps.

I've used AVP (as recommended by James Russell) to clean the virusoff my system
- it spotted all the infected files & repaired them.
System's clean now.....no re-install needed, takes about half an hour.

> Didn't take too long, honest!

Sorry for the inconvenience, I've no idea where it came from, but I'll
replace the archive with a clean one later this weekend......

> Nick (S)

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 116 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 117 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 11:42:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <6rm7c4$d2j15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkq01$1qh5@scea> 



<6rlago$d2j14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35DE8E71.F9E8214B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld55-007.lon.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:121 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:851

Craig Graham wrote in message <35DE8E71.F9E8214B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>Nick Slaven wrote:
>I've used AVP (as recommended by James Russell) to clean the virusoff my
system
>- it spotted all the infected files & repaired them.
>System's clean now.....no re-install needed, takes about half an hour.

In hindsite it was rather a rash decision & should have checked out AVP 1st,
however Mr Carling, Mr Black & Mr Label outvoted me by 3 to 1.

>Sorry for the inconvenience, I've no idea where it came from, but I'll
>replace the archive with a clean one later this weekend......

No problems - its not your fault.

Back to rsdanim....

What do you reckon to auto bone placement in rsdanim.
Currently You have to create groups for the limbs & other bits of your model
& then
create bones that lie inside the points of the group.
The likelyhood is that the group ends will be connected to other groups, so
this already
defines where the bone ends will be. This would work for "skinned" models as
well
since the bone end would be the average of all the points that exist in 2
joining groups.

cheers

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 117 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 118 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 16:54:50 +1200
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6ro6so$d2j17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p18-max6.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:122 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1898



Craig Graham wrote in message <35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>Paul Holman wrote:
>And I'll be right up there next month as well 'coz of the releaseof RsdANIM
v1.5, RsdANIM_lib v2 & the forthcoming Action Replay
>model  & animation preview plugin for RsdANIM - Mario W. can back me
>up on how much people will want this one :)

Hmmm, realtime PSX preview mode via AR controllable from the PC - yeah, I
think people around here will be pretty keen :)

With the rate Craig is adding features expect RSDAnim to be at the top of
the downloads list for a while.

Mario
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 118 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 119 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: 23 Aug 1998 09:42:00 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <01bdce16$f27072e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <6ro6so$d2j17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:123 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1899

Hi there,

Maybe, but expect RSDAnim to go through alot of virus checkers first....

George

Mario Wynands <mario@sidhe.co.nz> wrote in article
<6ro6so$d2j17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> Craig Graham wrote in message <35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
> >Paul Holman wrote:
> >And I'll be right up there next month as well 'coz of the releaseof
RsdANIM
> v1.5, RsdANIM_lib v2 & the forthcoming Action Replay
> >model  & animation preview plugin for RsdANIM - Mario W. can back me
> >up on how much people will want this one :)
> 
> 
> Hmmm, realtime PSX preview mode via AR controllable from the PC - yeah, I
> think people around here will be pretty keen :)
> 
> With the rate Craig is adding features expect RSDAnim to be at the top of
> the downloads list for a while.
> 



> 
> Mario
> mario@sidhe.co.nz
> www.sidhe.co.nz
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 119 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 120 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian Thompson <A2595042@infotrade.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 11:30:20 +0100
Organization: The PC Shop
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35DFEF3C.505F1303@infotrade.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkq01$1qh5@scea> 
<6rlago$d2j14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35DE8E71.F9E8214B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<6rm7c4$d2j15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: A2595042@infotrade.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr124.infotrade.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:124 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:853

Trashed my system.

I should have updated my version of Norton's.

I had to reload everything.

Although I have back ups of my code I have lost all my old news group data. : (

Is there anyway of downloading all the old newsgroups data (It's was a great 
source of help)
as a block.

I have tried FTP but cannot get access via my FTP software.

Any suggestions?

Cheers,

Ian

Craig, it's not your fault. It happens to the best of us mate.

--MESSAGE FILE 120 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 121 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: DOWNLOADS - IMPORTANT
Date: 23 Aug 1998 10:44:22 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bdce1f$a612cd40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

*NOTE*

Although all checks have been done to unsure that files are not
infected with a virus, please check all files that you download 
with a virus checker as a second precaution.

Regards,

George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 121 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 122 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Stats-Man
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 13:28:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35E00AEC.83D5B21A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6rgno6$l2e21@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DC2056.C75DDB3A@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <6ro6so$d2j17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bdce16$f27072e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s7-163-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:126 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1900

George Bain wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> Maybe, but expect RSDAnim to go through alot of virus checkers first....

(sticks tongue out, blows rasberry)

> George

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 122 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 123 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics



Subject: Re: RSD ANIM 1.5 - URGENT - VIRUS INFECTION
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 17:02:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6rpego$3604@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdca0a$929ba700$230b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<35DD56CD.5DBD791B@scee.sony.co.uk> <35DD7600.F1FF6359@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<35DD7ABC.47B2D4C3@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkb0a$d2j12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35DDB96E.AE8BE2F4@scee.sony.co.uk> <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lon-dnbsj-219.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:127 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:854

Steve Spiller wrote in message <6rkq01$1qh5@scea>...
>It replicates in Win95 program files.  It's a nasty bugger... Depending on
>what version you have, on the 26th of any given month, it will attempt to
>nuke your FlashBIOS and the MBRs of your hard disks.  I was able to
>disinfect my systems with Norton and everything still seems to work fine.

Does Norton ( Win 95 V2.01 here) have a different name for this virus, I've
checked
my (recently installed!) copy, & the W32.CIH.SPACEFILLER name does not
appear in the list. I've the most up to date definition file (19/08/98).

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 123 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 124 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: ECTS CARDS!!!
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 17:42:11 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <1debm4r.1yxs6cd8042aaN@a1-88-130.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-130.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

I'm hunting for those ECTS cards now for a wile and I tried to get them
from every souce I have. I now have 2 cards registrated on my name. For
the rest I got lots of brochures.... I chuck most of them in the bin.
Now I just started reading this and I noticed that the little form on
thise brochures is also an free entry card. I never payed attention to
it and I had in mind thet the form had to be sent in or be faxed, thats
also what the form tells. But... there is also the option to bring the
filled in form to the ECTS. In that case you do need to get in the que
at the show (wich can be loooong). Anyhow, I still have about 9 forms.
I have 2 cards for direct access (with my name on them) and I could sent
the other 7 out for them who want them. Notice that if you have the
large brochure (that comes with the personalized cards) also has 2 forms
on it. So.... a personized card gets you in the easy way without que,
the forms get you in for free, but do expect a que. If you have a form
but not a personal ticket, try to fax, mail or register at the site to
avoid the que.



AND........

For all Net Yaroze-members.....
Shall we meet at the sony-stand every day at 13.00 hours? That way we
can meet eachother in person.  The sonystand is supposed to be large, so
we'll be at the Net Yaroze section. Maybe sony can even make a special
Net Yaroze meetingpoint for us... that would be a good idea....
And please try to sent in a picture of you to put with the profiles on
my profile-list. This way you can recognize some of the members (maybe).
If your profile is not on the list, please sent me your profile with a
jpg-picture (name the picture after your membername)

ok...

hope to meet you all at the ECTS...

DEnnis....
--MESSAGE FILE 124 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 125 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000129html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 17:55:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d2-s20-114-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1945 
scee.yaroze.announce:129

Unfortunately, I've just lost my nice cosy day job (embedded systems),
so I'll have to put a lot of my time into finding, getting into & making

a good show of, a new job.

So......I'm afraid as of now I'll be stopping all work on RsdANIM,
ARS and the nice game demo I was intending to release. This is for
the forseable future......

Sorry, but I gotta pay the rent....

Craig Graham.
(this, on top of the virus - good grief...)

--MESSAGE FILE 125 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000129html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 126 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carlos Pieterse" <john-doe@image.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 22:15:52 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 30
Message-ID: <6rv613$pdo9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p301-106.ppp.get2net.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1948 
scee.yaroze.announce:130

Hi Craig,

Sad to hear.... (Anyway, I think you'll have lots of job opportunities with
your capabilities, tough!)

You've previously talked about releasing the source for RSDANIM.->
I think it'll be good idea at this point to release it, as there's still
many bugs and improvements to be made, someone might want to continue
updating it!

Furthermore: good luck finding a new job!

org sys
ld hl,message
.loop
ld a,(hl)
inc hl
or a
ret z
call sys_printchar
jr loop
.message db "You're one cool guy!",0

Regards,

Carlos Pieterse

--MESSAGE FILE 126 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 127 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: 26 Aug 1998 07:46:38 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bdd062$49255e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1950 
scee.yaroze.announce:131

Hi there,

Lets hope it had nothing to do with infecting dozens of people with a virus
:(

George



Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote in article
<35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
> Unfortunately, I've just lost my nice cosy day job (embedded systems),
> so I'll have to put a lot of my time into finding, getting into & making
> 
> a good show of, a new job.
> 
> So......I'm afraid as of now I'll be stopping all work on RsdANIM,
> ARS and the nice game demo I was intending to release. This is for
> the forseable future......
> 
> Sorry, but I gotta pay the rent....
> 
> Craig Graham.
> (this, on top of the virus - good grief...)
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 127 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 128 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Wed, 26 Aug 1998 10:35:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35E3D6F5.69EF9079@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<01bdd062$49255e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s47-203-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1952 
scee.yaroze.announce:132

George Bain wrote:

> Hi there,
>
> Lets hope it had nothing to do with infecting dozens of people with a virus
> :(

George - can you lay off the virus bit. The fact that my name is plasteredall
over the SCEE yaroze site (and implied on the ProDev site as well) is
gonna make it hard enough to get another job as it is.

And no, it's got bugger all to do with the virus - most of my work is in
embedded systems, I only coded Playstation stuff for fun, and a bit of
pro stuff just for the challenge (I didn't even get payed from the last PSX
project I worked on).

> George

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 128 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000132html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 129 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Sarah Bennett" <Sarah_bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: Thu, 27 Aug 1998 12:14:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

GDUK 98 Competition

For all you hard working Net Yaroze Members who are entering into the GDUK
98 Competition you may have realised that you only have a few programming
days left until the submission date!

I will be collating entries for all Categories within GDUK 98 created on a
Yaroze and will burn a gold disc for each category which I will then forward
to Scottish Enterprise for judging.

In order that we receive all entries by the Competition closing date please
read the following carefully ...

*    Zip up your game and e-mail ...
     To: PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
     Subject:  GDUK 98 Entry
     Please include a contact telephone number for Tuesday 1st September.

*   Code must arrive at SCEE on Monday 31st August.

*   Fax or e-mail your GDUK 98 Submission Form(s) to Sarah Bennett at
0171-390 4324 or
    To: PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
    Subject:  GDUK Submission Forms
     ... by Monday 31st August so that we are able to sort the competition
entries into categories and
    burn the relevant  discs.

*  You look through the GDUK rules once again on their site
http://www.gduk.co.uk/html/first.html

In addition to this it would be a good idea to check out the new Technical
Requirements Checklist document at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/docs/yartrc10.htm  and see if your
game complies with these requirements.

FYI, If you have any questions, I can be contacted today, Friday and Tuesday
on 0171-447 1649.  I look forward to seeing your entries!

Regards
Sarah Bennett
Net Yaroze Project Manager

--MESSAGE FILE 129 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000133html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 130 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: Thu, 27 Aug 1998 12:44:45 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lon-dnbsj-230.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Sarah Bennett wrote in message <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>GDUK 98 Competition
>In order that we receive all entries by the Competition closing date please
>read the following carefully ...
>
>*   Fax or e-mail your GDUK 98 Submission Form(s) to Sarah Bennett at
>0171-390 4324 or
>    To: PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
>    Subject:  GDUK Submission Forms
>     ... by Monday 31st August so that we are able to sort the competition
>entries into categories and
>    burn the relevant  discs.
>

I take it that the submission form must include the documentation relating
to the
game - ie the background, user instructions, concept etc - or are we
required to
post this separately?

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 130 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 131 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: 27 Aug 1998 13:52:12 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01bdd15e$89fe0920$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Nick,

Please, include documentation with your game if possible.  
It would be nice to know who did the game, instructions, etc....

Regards,



George@SCEE

Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com> wrote in article
<6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...

> I take it that the submission form must include the documentation
relating
> to the
> game - ie the background, user instructions, concept etc - or are we
> required to
> post this separately?
> 
> Nick S
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 131 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 132 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ben James" <elvis@enterprise.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: Thu, 27 Aug 1998 21:40:23 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6s4g75$ckr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp184.enterprise.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>I take it that the submission form must include the documentation relating
>to the
>game - ie the background, user instructions, concept etc - or are we
>required to
>post this separately?

Dang, this is confusing! I'm going to just print out my games readme file
and post that to GDUK with the submission form. Then, email Sony the game,
the readme file and the details on the submission form. If that's not enough
then I don't know what is.

--MESSAGE FILE 132 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 133 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: Fri, 28 Aug 1998 01:13:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25



Message-ID: <35E5F634.43CD@manc.u-net.com>
References: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6s4g75$ckr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Ben James wrote:
> Dang, this is confusing! I'm going to just print out my games readme
> file and post that to GDUK with the submission form. Then, email Sony
> the game, the readme file and the details on the submission form. If
> that's not enough then I don't know what is.

Email Sony the game?  I thought they wanted it on your ftp webpage and
just email them your phone number for Tuesday in a notice that your
entering to ps_yaroze.  Mmm.
Well I guessed the same as you and posted a printed README.TXT with my
submission form to GDUK (it can't hurt can it!) and assume Sony just
need the details that are on the form -- NOT an actual signed copy
(otherwise how would you email it?)  I think Sony will print out
the entries' README.TXT's for collective submission with the gold discs
(or if not it makes no difference as all the games files will be
on the CDs anyhoo so the judges oh, would need a Yaroze to read them..)
Now I'm confused.  To be safe just zip your entire Hard Disk and
email it to them.  Sorry I'm getting silly now.  This kind of
tomfoolery belongs in scee..freetalk so I'll go.
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 133 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 134 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ben James" <elvis@enterprise.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT calling all GDUK Competitors
Date: Fri, 28 Aug 1998 12:34:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6s64jb$ckr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6s3ee8$ckr6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6s3gu8$ckr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6s4g75$ckr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35E5F634.43CD@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: max04-190.enterprise.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>Email Sony the game?  I thought they wanted it on your ftp webpage and
>just email them your phone number for Tuesday in a notice that your
>entering to ps_yaroze.  Mmm.

Check out the first message in this thread. It says:

*    Zip up your game and e-mail ...
     To: PS_Yaroze@playstation.sony.com
     Subject:  GDUK 98 Entry
     Please include a contact telephone number for Tuesday 1st September.



I guess that must mean they want our games emailed to them...

--MESSAGE FILE 134 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 135 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Code Warrior and Net Yaroze
Date: 28 Aug 1998 15:59:51 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <01bdd239$8fe59ac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:139 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:334

To all members,

Due to some confusion with members using CW we will
clarify some issues.

a) CW is fully endorsed by SCEE
b) The only issue is that you cannot use MWDebugIO in a program submitted
for a demo disk.  You have to use the batch file method of preloading
graphics and accessing them from a preconfigured address.

Regards,

The Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 135 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 136 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian Thompson <A2595042@infotrade.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 20:19:05 +0100
Organization: The PC Shop
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35E85429.3DE93EC4@infotrade.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Reply-To: A2595042@infotrade.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr239.infotrade.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2003 
scee.yaroze.announce:140



Sorry to see you go Craig,

Thanks for all the hard work on RSDAnim & ARS.

Best of luck in the future.

Ian

Craig Graham wrote:

> Unfortunately, I've just lost my nice cosy day job (embedded systems),
> so I'll have to put a lot of my time into finding, getting into & making
>
> a good show of, a new job.
>
> So......I'm afraid as of now I'll be stopping all work on RsdANIM,
> ARS and the nice game demo I was intending to release. This is for
> the forseable future......
>
> Sorry, but I gotta pay the rent....
>
> Craig Graham.
> (this, on top of the virus - good grief...)

--MESSAGE FILE 136 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000140html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 137 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Got a GDUK entry? READ THIS!
Date: Sun, 30 Aug 1998 10:12:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <6sb58u$kuv1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.150.9
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:141 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2008 scee.yaroze.mydemos:247

Hiya all,

    Seeing as the next 48 hours should see a glut of GDUK and ECTS demos
making an appearance, I just wanted to remind people that when they put
their demos on-line, could they PLEASE notify me so I can put a note of
it on my Member Demo's list? I've noticed a few games have already gone
up on *.mydemos (Pushy IIb, the rolling ball game) without me being
mailed about it :-(
    Now, I'm not some demo-regulation facist (oh no I'm not!) but if
people aren't going to mail me the details of their demos I can't see
the point in maintaining the site - after all, if I don't get
notification of demos, people are going to spend time browsing around
the ng, website etc to try and find them which is what my page is meant
to prevent. I hoped to provide a COMPREHENSIVE list of all SCEE and SCEA
demos, which I know I currently don't because the aforementioned games
(and maybe more?) are missing. I've covered a few demos 'manually' after
I found them (Grav 1.3, ECTS version of Blitter Boy) but I can't be
arsed making a habit of it! I realise some people might feel that it



isn't worth mailing me if they have just released an early beta or small
update, but the whole point of the site is to provide links to ALL the
Yaroze demos on one handy page, and if people start making exceptions
then it rather defeats the point...

C'mon people - do you want a Member Demo's page or don't you? Those of
you who have NO IDEA what I'm talking about (where have you been?) visit
my NY page below... - remember to use the form provided to submit
details of the demos...

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/demos/demos.htm

Cheers for listening to this rant - I hope I'm mega-busy with updates
over the next few days!!!

Nick "only happy when it rains" F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"That's impossible! Even for a computer..."

--MESSAGE FILE 137 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 138 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Code Warrior and Net Yaroze
Date: Mon, 31 Aug 1998 18:39:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35EADFDF.F1B54B78@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <01bdd239$8fe59ac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-28.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:142 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:338

George Bain wrote:

> To all members,
>
> Due to some confusion with members using CW we will
> clarify some issues.
>
> a) CW is fully endorsed by SCEE
> b) The only issue is that you cannot use MWDebugIO in a program submitted
> for a demo disk.  You have to use the batch file method of preloading
> graphics and accessing them from a preconfigured address.
>
> Regards,
>
> The Net Yaroze Team

Sorry George, but I have yet another question.



Do we HAVE to use the batch file method of preloading?  Would it be possible
to put my graphics/sound files in a sub-directory on the CD and load the
files from within the program using CdReadFile()? (Just like we do for the
standard sound files etc.) We could even agree to use our member IDs for
sub-directory name to save any name confilcts on disk!  All my programs are
designed to work this way.  In fact a couple of projects I've been working on
need to do this as I can't fit it all the main RAM at the same time.
Obviously I can provide a batch file which loads the executable only.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 138 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 139 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Code Warrior and Net Yaroze
Date: 31 Aug 1998 19:03:01 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <01bdd4ae$b4258e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdd239$8fe59ac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35EADFDF.F1B54B78@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:143 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:339

Hi there,

Yes, you have to use the batch file method of preloading.  Don't
forget that you can use the "DATA" directory on the Net Yaroze
CD when loading any of these files for your game.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk> wrote in article
<35EADFDF.F1B54B78@ndirect.co.uk>...

> Sorry George, but I have yet another question.
> 
> Do we HAVE to use the batch file method of preloading?  Would it be
possible
> to put my graphics/sound files in a sub-directory on the CD and load the
> files from within the program using CdReadFile()? (Just like we do for
the
> standard sound files etc.) We could even agree to use our member IDs for
> sub-directory name to save any name confilcts on disk!  All my programs
are
> designed to work this way.  In fact a couple of projects I've been
working on
> need to do this as I can't fit it all the main RAM at the same time.
> Obviously I can provide a batch file which loads the executable only.



> 
> 
> Herbs
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 139 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 140 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: 31 Aug 1998 22:54:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <slrn6umao5.id.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<01bdd062$49255e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35E3D6F5.69EF9079@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2040 
scee.yaroze.announce:144

On Wed, 26 Aug 1998 10:35:49 +0100, Craig Graham wrote:
>George Bain wrote:
>
>> Hi there,
>>
>> Lets hope it had nothing to do with infecting dozens of people with a virus
>> :(
>
>George - can you lay off the virus bit. The fact that my name is plasteredall
>over the SCEE yaroze site (and implied on the ProDev site as well) is
>gonna make it hard enough to get another job as it is.
>
>And no, it's got bugger all to do with the virus - most of my work is in
>embedded systems, I only coded Playstation stuff for fun, and a bit of
>pro stuff just for the challenge (I didn't even get payed from the last PSX
>project I worked on).
>
I don't really know where to follow up on this... There are too many
threads to cope with... :) Anyway, one final bit of information which (if
it's true, and the source is reasonably reliable) proves completely that
Craig can't be held responsible:

"EA has released free demos of its latest Wing Commander game.  Of course,
 the demo included the recently dreaded win95.CIH virus..."

Toby. [mmm... that's one insidious virus...]
--MESSAGE FILE 140 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 141 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <net.yaroze@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Wed, 2 Sep 1998 19:19:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6sk28p$l6j9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 



<01bdd062$49255e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35E3D6F5.69EF9079@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<slrn6umao5.id.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p36-thrush-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2110.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2093 
scee.yaroze.announce:145

Toby Sargeant wrote in message ...
>On Wed, 26 Aug 1998 10:35:49 +0100, Craig Graham wrote:
>>George Bain wrote:
>>
>>> Hi there,
>>>
>>> Lets hope it had nothing to do with infecting dozens of people with a
virus
>>> :(
>>
>>George - can you lay off the virus bit. The fact that my name is
plasteredall
>>over the SCEE yaroze site (and implied on the ProDev site as well) is
>>gonna make it hard enough to get another job as it is.
>>
>Anyway, one final bit of information which (if
>it's true, and the source is reasonably reliable) proves completely that
>Craig can't be held responsible:
>
>"EA has released free demos of its latest Wing Commander game.  Of course,
> the demo included the recently dreaded win95.CIH virus..."
>
>Toby. [mmm... that's one insidious virus...]

    Too bloody true, I think the Yaroze neighbourhood will miss Craig's
RSDAnim program and the new version of ARS that was going to be released.
Craig you will definitely be missed !!

Cheers for the excellent programs,

James

--MESSAGE FILE 141 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 142 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: RsdANIM - no more releases :(
Date: Sat, 5 Sep 1998 17:42:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <6srpm7$66615@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35E2EC95.FA63D55B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<01bdd062$49255e00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35E3D6F5.69EF9079@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2195 



scee.yaroze.announce:146

George's comment was totally uncalled for! The whole sorry point of viruses
is that they get spread by 'carriers'. Craig is just an unwitting carrier
and victim of the mindless prats who create the viruses.

JohnT

Craig Graham wrote in message <35E3D6F5.69EF9079@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>George Bain wrote:
>
>> Hi there,
>>
>> Lets hope it had nothing to do with infecting dozens of people with a
virus
>> :(
>
>George - can you lay off the virus bit. The fact that my name is
plasteredall
>over the SCEE yaroze site (and implied on the ProDev site as well) is
>gonna make it hard enough to get another job as it is.
>
>And no, it's got bugger all to do with the virus - most of my work is in
>embedded systems, I only coded Playstation stuff for fun, and a bit of
>pro stuff just for the challenge (I didn't even get payed from the last PSX
>project I worked on).
>
>> George
>
>Craig.
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 142 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 143 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: FLibraries and Yaroze Development Template
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 18:56:24 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35F96448.A56@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Crikey, being able to post to .announce eh?
Let's hope I've got something interesting to say...

I've spent a substantial chunk of my recent life getting a new project
off the ground.

I've taken my old controller library, added NeGcon, mouse and GunCon-45
support (which just happens to be better than the commercial
implementations). There's a powerful new analogue clipping routine for
making sure your controllers behave. All fully explained in example
code.



There's a screen library chucked in to make things as easy as possible
for you (fixing a couple of display bugs en route) and a logic library
for keeping everything in check.

The most helpful addition however is my Yaroze development template - a
general purpose, very comprehensible yet superbly flexible beginning for
all your projects (I use it to start all of mine...)

Newbies should find it provides a handy start, Yaroze veteran coders can
use it to get their projects underway in double-quick time.

Give it a try - what have you got to lose?

[FLIBS1_0.ZIP]   @   http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 143 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 144 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Christoph L rig" <CLuerig@aol.com>�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Code Warrior and Net Yaroze
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:48:14 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <35FBF74E.F34C8B67@aol.com>
References: <01bdd239$8fe59ac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-22-49.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
To: George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:148 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:352

George Bain wrote:

> To all members,
>
> Due to some confusion with members using CW we will
> clarify some issues.
>
> a) CW is fully endorsed by SCEE
> b) The only issue is that you cannot use MWDebugIO in a program submitted
> for a demo disk.  You have to use the batch file method of preloading
> graphics and accessing them from a preconfigured address.
>
> Regards,
>
> The Net Yaroze Team

  >>
Subject:
             Contest Conditions
        Date:
             11 Mar 1998 10:51:08 -0000
       From:
             Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
 Organization:



             Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
 Newsgroups:
             scee.yaroze.beginners

        by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id CAA13469
        for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 02:55:47 -0800 (PST)
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hello!
I start programming on the playstation using the Metroworks CodeWarrior.
For the most comptetions, that are announced around this are, the explicit
usage of NY Playstation libraries is required. Does this imply, that it is
not allowed
to make use of the MW IO functions to access files on the PC, or is it not
even allowed to use the CodeWarrior at all to compile the final version, as
this development environment adopts the libraries shipped with the NY?
Thanks
Christoph

You can feel free to use both CodeWarrior and the MW IO functions.

     Lewis

<<

--MESSAGE FILE 144 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000148html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 145 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Christoph L rig" <CLuerig@aol.com>�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Code Warrior and Net Yaroze
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:54:12 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <35FBF8B3.79960A02@aol.com>
References: <01bdd239$8fe59ac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-22-49.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:149 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:353

Ouops,

There seems to be some more confusion. I handed in a version, that does not
make use of MWDebuGIO but accesses the CDROM.  I tested the CDROM access
function with some files, that are supplied with the demo disc. I also handed

in two test programs that do not need to load any files at all. Both test



programs have been compiled using CodeWarrior. One program makes use of the
heap area and the other one does not. Since I never got any replies, whether
one of the program works, I deduced, that at least one does not. If this is
the case, there is a principal problem using CW.

Christoph L rig�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

George Bain wrote:

> To all members,
>
> Due to some confusion with members using CW we will
> clarify some issues.
>
> a) CW is fully endorsed by SCEE
> b) The only issue is that you cannot use MWDebugIO in a program submitted
> for a demo disk.  You have to use the batch file method of preloading
> graphics and accessing them from a preconfigured address.
>
> Regards,
>
> The Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 145 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 146 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.gnu_compiler
Subject: YarozeMaster with AR
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 16:25:25 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6tj908$45l6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.206.211.33
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:102 
scee.yaroze.announce:150 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:245

Hi there,

I would like to announce the release of YarozeMaster v2.1.
The major update is the Action Replay file Server (ARS). ARS is originally
from Craig Graham, but is now also available in YarozeMaster v2.1.

Regards!

--MESSAGE FILE 146 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000150html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 147 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000151html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TUTORIAL - Code Warrior Converted
Date: 14 Sep 1998 14:55:07 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bddf8c$a36eb940$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hello all,

There is a new tutorial on the website in the documents area.
There is no docs for the tutorial yet but the example code is
clean and has plenty of comments. Please feel free to give 
feedback on what has been completed.

Regards,

George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 147 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000151html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 148 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TIMTOOL V3.0
Date: 14 Sep 1998 14:57:09 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bddf8c$ec6fb040$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

New version of the TimTool is ready for download.
Please install in a new directory and annouce any bugs
in the appropiate news groups.

Regards,

George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 148 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 149 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Tutorials, examples, etc, etc
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 11:32:54 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35FE4256.B73FE0EE@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en



As the current maintainer of the 'Official' Yaroze Programming FAQ, I'd like it 
to contain a list of
all the wonderful reference material that people have created, so that new 
members have an jumping
off point. If you have created any tutorials, libraries, references or utilities
that you think
other people would benefit from, please email me and I'll put it in. At this 
stage, I'm keeping it
purely technical, so no diaries or game source code links, thanks.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Socrates last words: "I drank WHAT?"
--MESSAGE FILE 149 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 150 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TUTORIAL - Code Warrior Converted Again!
Date: 16 Sep 1998 09:57:47 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bde0f5$78446700$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi all,

I have fixed all the Code Warrior programs so that they will
work with Code Warrior Version 2.0 and above.

Regards,

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 150 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 151 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: SOUND TOOL -  WAV2VAG2
Date: 16 Sep 1998 15:55:20 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bde127$639ab7a0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi all,



New version of this conversion tool.  It now allows
looping.

Regards,

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 151 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 152 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: PAL Eater v1.0
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 16:18:18 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36002B1A.5B84E6F1@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:100 scee.yaroze.announce:156

Hey all you SCEA members, don't you wish you could see what our
SCEE friends are up to, but that really great game or demo only comes
as an executable without source, and you don't have a TV that supports
the PAL format?  Well, give "PAL Eater v1.0" a try...  It's a DOS
program that takes a PAL-only Net Yaroze executable and converts
it to an NTSC Net Yaroze executable!

You can get it from my web page:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html

Source and documentation is included if you are curious about how
this program works.  I should mention that since I don't have the
official specs on all the file formats and compiler outputs, I can't
guarantee it will work on ALL programs, but it did work on all of
the dozen or so I tried it on.  If you find a program it fails to
convert, let me know and I'll try to fix it.

I don't have a Mac, otherwise I would have provided a Mac
version as well.  If anyone wants to port it, that'd be great.  I only
had to make a few changes (ulong/ushort already defined, O_BINARY
wasn't defined) to make it compile on a Sun, so a Linux port
should be easy as well, for anyone who wants to support that
platform.

Have fun with all the new games and demos this opens up to you!
Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 152 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 153 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark O'Shea" <o_shea@post12.tele.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: MiniCompetition Results are up



Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 17:49:32 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <6u5svb$fsh9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip77.hinxr1.ras.tele.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

The MiniCompetition is finished, done, kaput. And the winner is Nick
Fergusson by an overwhelming 100%. Though just two people voted for the
second round, anyway....

hey ho

--MESSAGE FILE 153 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 154 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <ferguson@hkstar.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: MiniCompetition Results are up
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 00:24:57 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6u5vkr$fsh10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6u5svb$fsh9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.82.241.174
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

You love me! You really love me!

*hem*

Cheers "anonymous voters" who voted for me (not). Your cheques are in the
mail.

Nick "dual 3DFX?" F

--MESSAGE FILE 154 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000158html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 155 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: TOP 10 DOWNLOADS Aug 22- Sept 22 1998
Date: 23 Sep 1998 14:03:39 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <01bde696$facf1480$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

1: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap2.zip : 148]
2: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap1.zip : 136]
3: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap6.zip : 135]



4: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap9.zip : 121]
5: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap4.zip : 117]
6: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap7.zip : 109]
7: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap8.zip : 108]
8: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap3.zip : 103]
9: /~middex2/ftp/gduk1.zip : 100]
10: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap5.zip : 99]
11: /~charlie/ftp/tsyaroze.zip : 98]
12: /yaroze/ftp/docs/tod1.zip : 93]
13: /yaroze/ftp/docs/periph.zip : 88]
14: /yaroze/ftp/docs/fileformat.zip : 84]
15: /yaroze/ftp/tools/snd_pc/vabtool.zip : 83]

--MESSAGE FILE 155 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000159html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 156 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000160html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: TOP 10 DOWNLOADS Aug 22- Sept 22 1998
Date: 23 Sep 1998 14:08:31 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <01bde697$a8ae7e60$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bde696$facf1480$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Glad to see people are downloading my tutorial.
I hope that it's helping everyone out!  Also, Adventure
Game and Total Soccer are big downloads.

Regards,

George@SCEE

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote in article
<01bde696$facf1480$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>...
> 
> 
> 
> 1: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap2.zip : 148]
> 2: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap1.zip : 136]
> 3: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap6.zip : 135]
> 4: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap9.zip : 121]
> 5: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap4.zip : 117]
> 6: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap7.zip : 109]
> 7: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap8.zip : 108]
> 8: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap3.zip : 103]
> 9: /~middex2/ftp/gduk1.zip : 100]
> 10: /yaroze/ftp/scee/tutor/chap5.zip : 99]
> 11: /~charlie/ftp/tsyaroze.zip : 98]
> 12: /yaroze/ftp/docs/tod1.zip : 93]
> 13: /yaroze/ftp/docs/periph.zip : 88]
> 14: /yaroze/ftp/docs/fileformat.zip : 84]
> 15: /yaroze/ftp/tools/snd_pc/vabtool.zip : 83]
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 156 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000160html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 157 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paolo B." <hunter@sc.trinakria.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: help me
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 1998 16:05:53 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36138C40.CAA57B76@sc.trinakria.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m2-sc.trinakria.it
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [it] (Win95; I)

hi, i'm paolo
i need a routine for to play some animation file (.avi, flc, str,mov
ecc..) , someone can help me ?

please contact  me  by e-mail at : hunter@sc.trinakria.it

thx

--MESSAGE FILE 157 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000161html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 158 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Memcard Format Utility
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 21:44:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <362118C2.37CF@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Dear Points Of View,

There is a new memory card format utility in "getting started",
by Michael Koziniak of Dev Support, which came to my attention
thanks to the new regularly-updated news section.  I suspect that
he and a few other Dev Support engineers would never stoop low
enough to read the Yaroze FAQ which tells us of a much easier
method -- just type "format bu10:" in siocons.

It will however be of use to Mac owners I suspect, who cannot use
siocons in this direct way, so maybe the information should be
adjusted accordingly?

Also, the zip file in question actually contains another copy
of itself padding it all out to 27K, luckily this doesn't recur to
infinitum..

yours sincerely,



A Viewer
--MESSAGE FILE 158 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 159 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Demo competition REMINDER - ONE MONTH TO GO
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 14:20:51 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3639CB43.B7126D99@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <360D2E59.C32F9DA@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:305 scee.yaroze.announce:163

REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER
REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER
REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER

=== Entries for the Demo Competition must be received by 11:59pm, Sunday Nov 
29th 1998. ===

That gives you one month from today! You've had a month to contemplate ideas, so
now is the
time to start panicking and actually code it up.

REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER
REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER
REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER REMINDER
REMINDER

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A male and his money are soon fools.
--MESSAGE FILE 159 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 160 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Non NY members
Date: 16 Nov 1998 19:36:36 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

To all NY members,

Recently there seems to be alot of people accessing the NY newsgroups
who are NOT NY members.  If any NY members notice people that shouldn't 
be accessing these newsgroups or the members website please e-mail 
"ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com".  Remember that it hurts legit NY
members when non NY members access the private newsgroups and website
for free.  Keep a lookout for outsiders!!

Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 160 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000164html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 161 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 1998 20:26:39 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <72q1u5$dvm3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-73.androderm.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi George,
I'm amazed it hasn't happened earlier than this(alot anyways)......
But can I just point out how hard it is, several members send messages
to the NG's from parents/brothers/sisters or whatever - PC's (and Macs;-)
that are set up differently, for example a post in the 2D group is from
Sonia Pursley but the sig is - Miles I'm not saying this person is a baaad
man or anything but... you know what I mean.

Pete.
(needle in a haystack)or(thorn in the side)

George Bain wrote in message <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>
>To all NY members,
>
>Recently there seems to be alot of people accessing the NY newsgroups
>who are NOT NY members.  If any NY members notice people that shouldn't
>be accessing these newsgroups or the members website please e-mail
>"ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com".  Remember that it hurts legit NY
>members when non NY members access the private newsgroups and website
>for free.  Keep a lookout for outsiders!!
>
>Regards,
>
>George
>

--MESSAGE FILE 161 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000165html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 162 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Web site open
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 1998 20:32:02 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <72smdn$dvm11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Well, the subject says it all, I'm created the my Yaroze web site and it's
online, I've even started the diary.

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 162 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 163 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 10:06:28 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-133.a1.nl>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-133.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

George Bain <george_bain@playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> To all NY members,
> 
> Recently there seems to be alot of people accessing the NY newsgroups
> who are NOT NY members.  If any NY members notice people that shouldn't
> be accessing these newsgroups or the members website please e-mail 
> "ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com".  Remember that it hurts legit NY
> members when non NY members access the private newsgroups and website
> for free.  Keep a lookout for outsiders!!
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George

I did not notice anything yet.. But if you find out that this happens,
just cansel the membership of the person that gave away his name and
password. From the other side I get the impression that things are
moving more and more public. And that does not only happen by choice.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 163 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 164 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000168html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Demo Competition - last entries due Midnight Sunday 29th November, 1998
Date: Fri, 27 Nov 1998 17:28:50 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <365EE152.57D69CF4@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

2 days to go...

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Programming is an art form that fights back.
--MESSAGE FILE 164 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 165 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: ANNOUNCE: RSDANIM 1.6 RELEASED
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 10:21:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36875BB9.9BDFFEAD@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s0-32-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:169 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1093

As the title say's, release 1.6 of RsdANIM is on my Yaroze WWW site as I
write.

Archive includes a few samples, a new version of the RsdANIM_lib
playstation library,
updated help files and the program itself.

Lot's of new toys, but no improvements in compatibility (ie. still
unlikely to work on NT
and still not fond of 3DFX cards).

There's much I could say, but you can download it to find out.....

Craig.
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/

--MESSAGE FILE 165 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 166 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000170html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: ANNOUNCE: RSDANIM 1.6 RELEASED
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 16:08:30 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3687ACFE.D7B43771@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36875BB9.9BDFFEAD@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d2-s39-133-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:170 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1094

Craig Graham wrote:

> Lot's of new toys, but no improvements in compatibility (ie. still
> unlikely to work on NT
> and still not fond of 3DFX cards).

Although, that said Mario say's it works on his machine now
(with a card Viper550, whatever that may be....).

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 166 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 167 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: ANNOUNCE: RSDANIM 1.6 RELEASED
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 11:01:29 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <768unk$22920@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36875BB9.9BDFFEAD@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<3687ACFE.D7B43771@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p51-max11.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:171 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1095

Craig Graham wrote in message <3687ACFE.D7B43771@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>Craig Graham wrote:
>
>> Lot's of new toys, but no improvements in compatibility (ie. still
>> unlikely to work on NT
>> and still not fond of 3DFX cards).
>
>Although, that said Mario say's it works on his machine now
>(with a card Viper550, whatever that may be....).

Previously I had problems with the DirectX acceleration and random crashes,



but with the new version these problems have gone away.  So if you had
problems before give this new version a try.  Its worth it.

The Diamond Viper 550 is a Riva 128 TNT card.

Mario
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 167 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 168 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: ANNOUNCE: RSDANIM 1.6 RELEASED
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 22:51:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <36880B8E.4D37B9D8@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36875BB9.9BDFFEAD@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<3687ACFE.D7B43771@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <768unk$22920@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s22-178-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:172 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1096

Mario Wynands wrote:

> Previously I had problems with the DirectX acceleration and random crashes,
> but with the new version these problems have gone away.  So if you had
> problems before give this new version a try.  Its worth it.

:)

> The Diamond Viper 550 is a Riva 128 TNT card.

That explains it. The RivaTNT chipset can do rendering to a window (as can the
S3 and Videologic chipsets). 3DFX enforces full screen only (apart from the
Voodoo Rush chipset, but that's full of crap bugs anyway).

Steve Spiller reckon's I'm not handling the error from the 3Dfx running out of
memory
creating the Z-Buffer's, and that's why it doesn't work with a 3Dfx - maybe
someone
in the Brighton area wants to lend me a 3Dfx for a week or two & I'll have a
look?

> Mario

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 168 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000172html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 169 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <ferguson@hkstar.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Viper 550
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 08:20:33 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7697v9$22922@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36875BB9.9BDFFEAD@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<3687ACFE.D7B43771@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <768unk$22920@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip-54-33.dialup.hkstar.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:173 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1097

Mario Wynands wrote in message <768unk$22920@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>
>The Diamond Viper 550 is a Riva 128 TNT card.

Well, it's a Riva *TNT* card, the successor to the Riva 128. 2x AGP, 16MB,
excellent 2D and 3D (rivalling Voodoo 2 performance) and the ability to cope
with 32-bit colour and resolutions over 800x600 (with v. little loss of
speed). Yeah, the TNTs are kick-ass cards.

(They'd better be as I plan on buying one today!)

Nick "better stop these irrelevant posts" F

--MESSAGE FILE 169 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 170 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: EMERGENCY! VIRUS WARNING!
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 09:56:50 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <36909062.19AF9F7B@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:174 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3236

Hi everyone,

w32.cih.spacefiller has cropped up again - this EXTREMELY NASTY virus (e.g trash
hard disk, wipe PC
BIOS) has been lurking within Javier's Project Builder application 
(Pbuilder.zip). If you have
downloaded it and run the setup, then please check your machine immediately! You



can download
checkers from:

http://www.mcafee.com/

http://pspl.com/download/cleancih.htm

http://www.elusiv.net/killcih.html

A search for "spacefiller" on Altavista turned up a whole lot of links if the 
above ones don't work.

Oh, and er, happy new year!

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A little greed can get you lots of stuff.
--MESSAGE FILE 170 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 171 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: EMERGENCY! VIRUS WARNING!
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 12:52:09 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3690B979.2D1F8A47@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36909062.19AF9F7B@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s37-69-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:175 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3237

James Russell wrote:

> Hi everyone,
>
> w32.cih.spacefiller has cropped up again - this EXTREMELY NASTY virus (e.g 
trash hard disk, wipe PC
> BIOS) has been lurking within Javier's Project Builder application 
(Pbuilder.zip). If you have
>

Grief - I read the header and thought you were gonna say that I'd done it again
- can you check the latest RsdANIM archive to make sure it's clean for me 
James...

> Oh, and er, happy new year!

I think we're gonna have to have a submissions procedure for PC programs on the 



site before
much longer aren't we :(

> James

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 171 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 172 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Javier Ventoso <javier0003@mundivia.es>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: EMERGENCY! VIRUS WARNING!
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 14:59:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3690C949.7634DCA4@mundivia.es>
References: <36909062.19AF9F7B@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: info19555181138.mundivia.es
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:176 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3239

I'm sorry boys!, I'll update a free virus version as soon as I can.

Javier.

--MESSAGE FILE 172 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 173 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: EMERGENCY! VIRUS WARNING!
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 15:34:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3690DF77.5CE1991C@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36909062.19AF9F7B@scee.sony.co.uk> <3690C949.7634DCA4@mundivia.es>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s47-203-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:177 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3240

Javier Ventoso wrote:

> I'm sorry boys!, I'll update a free virus version as soon as I can.



Happens to the best of us occasionally :(

> Javier.

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 173 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 174 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk!
camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk!www.wav.scee.sony.co.uk!not-for-mail
From: "Paul Holman" <Paul_Holman@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.dev.announce,scee.gen.announce,scee.gen.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.annou
nce
Subject: SCEE Server Downtime
Date: Mon, 4 Jan 1999 10:35:08 -0000
Organization: SCEE Waverley
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <76q8p0$h7m$1@www.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pholman.wav.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

As a result of essential maintenance work, all SCEE Web site and News
servers  will be down at the following dates and times.

Date of outage : Tuesday 5 / 1 / 1999

Time of outage : 7:30am - 8:45am (GMT)

--MESSAGE FILE 174 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 175 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Level Mappers Required
Date: 14 Jan 1999 16:22:32 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Level Mappers Required

PictureHouse Software is a small London based development team working 
exclusively for Sony. We are the team who wrote Die Hard Trilogy, and have  
formed our own company to design and program original PlayStation games.

Our first game is nearing the end of development and we need additional level 
mappers to build environments, program and place enemies. We use a fairly 
complex enemy programming language to determine how enemies behave so 
applicants must have not only some game-play smarts but also general 
programming skills (algorithm design etc.).



The position offered is initially a temporary one, lasting around six months. 
This may be extended for an exceptional candidate, with the additional 
possibility of a promotion to trainee/support programmer.

Salary from 12,000 p.a. depending on experience and ability.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

Please send CV and examples of your work as Yaroze executables, or on video 
tape to:

Simon Pick
PictureHouse Software Ltd
7A Lower Grosvenor Place
London
SW1W 0EN

--MESSAGE FILE 175 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 176 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Thu, 14 Jan 1999 20:38:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s8-40-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

George Bain wrote:

> Salary from 12,000 p.a. depending on experience and ability.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

We'll all rush for that one ;)

BTW. Pixel Logic pay that for the same sort of post but in Sheffield
(you can live on that in Sheffield, I doubt you can in London). They'll
pay more for programmers, and are looking at the moment according
to my friend who works there - and are interested in Yaroze folks as
well (my sources tell me at least two yaroze programmers have had
interview's there - one didn't get a job 'coz his code was spaghetti
stylee, the other guy may get hired).

Craig.
even a nurse makes more than 12K (just)

--MESSAGE FILE 176 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 177 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 14:26:01 +0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <369F4FF9.BFDBF5A8@easynet.co.uk>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.205.68.227
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Craig Graham wrote:

> Craig.
> even a nurse makes more than 12K (just)

Yeah, when are we going to see news items about the low rate of pay of
games programmers? It's a national disgrace :)

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 177 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 178 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 20:05:45 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <77o791$hoo4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqz-vty170.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Craig Graham wrote in message <369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>BTW. Pixel Logic pay that for the same sort of post but in Sheffield

>(you can live on that in Sheffield, I doubt you can in London).
When was the last time you were in steel city!

>They'll pay more for programmers, and are looking at the moment according
16-21k for new games programmers, more for experienced.

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 178 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 179 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce



Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 1999 13:48:51 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36A098C3.DEFE78D5@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <77o791$hoo4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d2-s3-97-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Nick Slaven wrote:

> Craig Graham wrote in message <369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
> >BTW. Pixel Logic pay that for the same sort of post but in Sheffield
>
> >(you can live on that in Sheffield, I doubt you can in London).
> When was the last time you were in steel city!

Erm....I was out around Ecclesall Road about 3 weeks ago, I'll be back up
there
the last weekend of the month. Probaly in the White Lion (up from The Bridge)
then on to the Music Factory via the Beer Engine.

> >They'll pay more for programmers, and are looking at the moment according
> 16-21k for new games programmers, more for experienced.

So - it was you..........

> Nick S

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 179 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 180 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Sun, 17 Jan 1999 11:46:18 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <77slbe$hoo7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <77o791$hoo4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A098C3.DEFE78D5@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqz-vty105.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Craig Graham wrote in message <36A098C3.DEFE78D5@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>Erm....I was out around Ecclesall Road about 3 weeks ago, I'll be back up
there
>the last weekend of the month. Probaly in the White Lion (up from The
Bridge)



>then on to the Music Factory via the Beer Engine.
hey, Yaroze meet in Sheffield! - think I may be away that weekend - darn

>So - it was you..........
well they've contacted me, but I hav'nt had an interview,
so I'm not the Bolognaise Kid ;-)

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 180 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 181 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game - OPM
Date: 18 Jan 1999 16:58:22 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <77vp7e$hoo12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:185 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3291 scee.yaroze.mydemos:386

To all members,

We are currently looking for any great games for 
the next Official PlayStation Magazine Cover Disc.  
If any members have any great stuff to show us please
announce your game on the appropriate newsgroups or
e-mail me directly.

Regards,

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 181 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 182 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Level Mappers Required
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 14:18:14 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36A49426.1C005236@writeme.com>
References: <77l5k8$6d04@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<369E55D4.5BC484B@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <77o791$hoo4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hestia.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)



Nick Slaven wrote:

> >They'll pay more for programmers, and are looking at the moment according
> 16-21k for new games programmers, more for experienced.

I'm job hunting at the moment - I was told it was reasonable to expect 14-16k
(North) for a recent graduate with no industry experience... is this about
right?

James.

--MESSAGE FILE 182 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 183 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Job in Scotland
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 1999 15:24:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 135
Message-ID: <36A5E70D.BC327A70@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: faui90.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
1F27E7F743D870790013DEFE"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04C-SGI [en] (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

--------------1F27E7F743D870790013DEFE
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hello all!

Yesterday I got an e-mail from a collegue from a university in Scotland,
who is offering a job in computer graphics
reserach. I have attached the e-mail. Have a look yourself. The
requirements are also listed on the web-page. I do not know
this group personally, but there list of publications looks quite
interesting ...

---------------------------------

From: rn@scms.rgu.ac.uk
Received: (qmail 23983 invoked from network); 19 Jan 1999 13:28:09 -0000
Received: from detritus.scms.rgu.ac.uk (HELO petritus) (193.62.32.170)
  by master.scms.rgu.ac.uk with SMTP; 19 Jan 1999 13:28:09 -0000
To: "Bannatyne, Mark W. McK." <mwbannatyne@tech.purdue.edu>,
        "DI Gernot Opriessnig" <gernot.opriessnig@ifb.tu-graz.ac.at>,
        banisse@sbu.ac.uk, blob@cpsc.ucalgary.ca, geoff@otago.ac.nz,
        hagen@informatik.uni-kl.de, Stefanie.Hahmann@imag.fr,
        thalmann@cui.unige.ch, thalmann@lig.di.epfl.ch, dreger@inf.ethz.ch,
        grossm@inf.ethz.ch, cspywong@comp.polyu.edu.hk, rynson@cs.cityu.edu.hk,
        e.rabae3@vwmail.de, piesk@khm.de, galin@cc.ec-lyon.fr,
        jarek@cc.gatech.edu, kchui@mae.cuhk.edu.hk,
        roediger@informatik.uni-bremen.de, fox@cs.ucdavis.edu,
        brainerd@cse.ucsc.edu, weik@tnt.uni_hannover.de,
        ktmiura@eng.shizuoka.ac.jp, ikedo@u-aizu.ac.jp,
        sarfraz@ccse.kfupm.edu.sa, cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de,
        rn@rgu.ac.uk
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 13:28:13 -0000



Subject: Job available in Scotland ...
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.01a)
Status: ORf

<FontFamily><param>Arial</param><smaller>Here at the Robert Gordon University, 
Aberdeen (Scotland) we are about to advertise a
job vacancy for a Research Fellow/Assistant (1Year Fixed Term): Ref. No. T044 in
the
field of Virtual Sculpting in Computer Graphics.

This project aims to develop mouse-based sculpting tools which act directly on a
flexible virtual object, such that the sculpted object can then be animated.  
Objects are
based on a form of NURBS surface and existing software allows the user to 
interact
with the object in a virtual 3- D environment.  The current tools are quite 
simple and
need to be extended, but in such a way that the user feels they are interacting 
directly
with the object, not with its mathematical structure.

Further particulars will be found at:

<underline><color><param>0000,8000,0000</param>http://www.scms.rgu.ac.uk/staff/
rn/job_details.html

</underline></color>Closing date Feb 5th 1999.

Please forward this as appropriate.

Bob Noble

The Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen

-------------------------------------------------

  Christoph Luerig

--------------1F27E7F743D870790013DEFE
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<HTML>
Hello all!

<P>Yesterday I got an e-mail from a collegue from a university in Scotland,
who is offering a job in computer graphics
<BR>reserach. I have attached the e-mail. Have a look yourself. The requirements
are also listed on the web-page. I do not know
<BR>this group personally, but there list of publications looks quite 
interesting
...

<P>---------------------------------
<PRE>From: rn@scms.rgu.ac.uk
Received: (qmail 23983 invoked from network); 19 Jan 1999 13:28:09 -0000
Received: from detritus.scms.rgu.ac.uk (HELO petritus) (193.62.32.170)
&nbsp; by master.scms.rgu.ac.uk with SMTP; 19 Jan 1999 13:28:09 -0000
To: "Bannatyne, Mark W. McK." &lt;mwbannatyne@tech.purdue.edu>,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; "DI Gernot Opriessnig" 
&lt;gernot.opriessnig@ifb.tu-graz.ac.at>,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; banisse@sbu.ac.uk, 
blob@cpsc.ucalgary.ca, geoff@otago.ac.nz,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; hagen@informatik.uni-kl.de, 



Stefanie.Hahmann@imag.fr,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; thalmann@cui.unige.ch, 
thalmann@lig.di.epfl.ch, dreger@inf.ethz.ch,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; grossm@inf.ethz.ch, 
cspywong@comp.polyu.edu.hk, rynson@cs.cityu.edu.hk,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; e.rabae3@vwmail.de, piesk@khm.de, 
galin@cc.ec-lyon.fr,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; jarek@cc.gatech.edu, 
kchui@mae.cuhk.edu.hk,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; roediger@informatik.uni-bremen.de, 
fox@cs.ucdavis.edu,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; brainerd@cse.ucsc.edu, 
weik@tnt.uni_hannover.de,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; ktmiura@eng.shizuoka.ac.jp, ikedo@u-
aizu.ac.jp,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; sarfraz@ccse.kfupm.edu.sa, 
cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de,
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; rn@rgu.ac.uk
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 13:28:13 -0000
Subject: Job available in Scotland ...
X-mailer: Pegasus Mail for Win32 (v3.01a)
Status: ORf

&lt;FontFamily>&lt;param>Arial&lt;/param>&lt;smaller>Here at the Robert Gordon 
University, Aberdeen (Scotland) we are about to advertise a&nbsp;
job vacancy for a Research Fellow/Assistant (1Year Fixed Term): Ref. No. T044 in
the&nbsp;
field of Virtual Sculpting in Computer Graphics.

This project aims to develop mouse-based sculpting tools which act directly on 
a&nbsp;
flexible virtual object, such that the sculpted object can then be 
animated.&nbsp; Objects are&nbsp;
based on a form of NURBS surface and existing software allows the user to 
interact&nbsp;
with the object in a virtual 3- D environment.&nbsp; The current tools are quite
simple and&nbsp;
need to be extended, but in such a way that the user feels they are interacting 
directly&nbsp;
with the object, not with its mathematical structure.

Further particulars will be found at:

&lt;underline>&lt;color>&lt;param>0000,8000,0000&lt;/param><A 
HREF="http://www.scms.rgu.ac.uk/staff/rn/job_details.html">http://
www.scms.rgu.ac.uk/staff/rn/job_details.html</A>

&lt;/underline>&lt;/color>Closing date Feb 5th 1999.

Please forward this as appropriate.

Bob Noble

The Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen

-------------------------------------------------</PRE>
&nbsp; Christoph Luerig</HTML>

--------------1F27E7F743D870790013DEFE--



--MESSAGE FILE 183 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 184 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.gnu_compiler
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster with AR
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 1999 10:24:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7880l1$2po2@scea>
References: <6tj908$45l6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:110 
scee.yaroze.announce:188 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:294

YarozeMaster is fantastic.  I love it.
Any chance we could see a customizable link to some external editor when we
double click on source files?  Or (hope i'm not pushing it) some sort of
management/flagging system where we can flag resource files for upload to
avoid resending 300k+ files each run?

:)
great idea/program so far though...

-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 184 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 185 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Demo Competition - last entries due Midnight Sunday 29th November, 
1998
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 1999 18:54:10 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <78svvu$ccr7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <365EE152.57D69CF4@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-59.lamivudine.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

When's the next Demo Competition, James?

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

James Russell wrote in message <365EE152.57D69CF4@scee.sony.co.uk>...
>2 days to go...
>
>--
>== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
>== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe



>
>Programming is an art form that fights back.

--MESSAGE FILE 185 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 186 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: 23 Feb 1999 11:21:53 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

"Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !"

1) Why will sales of Net Yaroze be stopping ?
    
"On 28th February 1997, Net Yaroze was released by SCEE, six months after the 
Japanese launch.   The last two years have proven to be a huge success with Net 
Yaroze being sold across most of Europe and Australia.  In particular we were 
pleased to see  Net Yaroze being used by NNN Universities.   However,  in the 
last month a major order was shipped to a University in Singapore, and we are 
now rapidly running out of stock.

We have therefore taken the decision to suspend general sales of Net Yaroze, so 
that a stock of units can be held in reserve for the needs of our current 
academic community.

At the beginning of March we will be placing an announcment on 
http://www.scee.sony.co.uk/, but wanted to ensure that our current Net Yaroze 
members were informed of the reasons behind our plans before they are 
publically unveiled."

2) Will the Net Yaroze members website close down? 

No, the website will continue to be available for the use of existing members, 
and as originally promised there are no plans for any additional future fees.

3) Will the Net Yaroze members newsgroups close down? 

No, the newsgroups will continue to be available. 

4) Will support from Sony Net Yaroze Engineers stop? 

No, support will continue to be available.   Indeed, many of the people here at 
SCEE (and many other PlayStation development companies) started out as Net 
Yaroze members, and continue to particpate.

5) Will the "Fame Game" competition continue on the Official PlayStation 
Magazine? 

Yes, the "Fame Game" competition has been enormously successful with both 
readers of the OPM and with giving Fame to Net Yaroze members.   The 
competition will continue, and we'll actively be looking to promote the best 
games and demos, publishing them when ever good material is available.



In addition, we are in speaking with the Scottish Games Alliance about this 
years competition, and again we will be promoting the Net Yaroze titles (which 
last year dominated the awards).

6) Will there be a Net Yaroze 2?

There are no official announcements regarding any form of successor to 
PlayStation.    If any plans are released, we'll let everyone know.

--MESSAGE FILE 186 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 187 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 17:02:23 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 79
Message-ID: <7aun04$erp39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en139-011.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I don't know what others are thinking about this, but after the recent
article in OPSM, I believe it was hoped more people would join the program,
which would therefore expand the number of ideas, and quality games in the
Yaroze community.
On the other hand, it may improve the overall quality of members' skills,
building up an expertise of knowledge...
Anyway, who knows, we'll just have to see what happens, which sort of ruins
the whole point of this e-mail, so I'll shut up now, and let you draw your
own conclusions

Rikki

George Bain wrote in message <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>"Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !"
>
>1) Why will sales of Net Yaroze be stopping ?
>
>"On 28th February 1997, Net Yaroze was released by SCEE, six months after
the
>Japanese launch.   The last two years have proven to be a huge success with
Net
>Yaroze being sold across most of Europe and Australia.  In particular we
were
>pleased to see  Net Yaroze being used by NNN Universities.   However,  in
the
>last month a major order was shipped to a University in Singapore, and we
are
>now rapidly running out of stock.
>
>We have therefore taken the decision to suspend general sales of Net
Yaroze, so
>that a stock of units can be held in reserve for the needs of our current
>academic community.
>
>At the beginning of March we will be placing an announcment on
>http://www.scee.sony.co.uk/, but wanted to ensure that our current Net
Yaroze
>members were informed of the reasons behind our plans before they are



>publically unveiled."
>
>2) Will the Net Yaroze members website close down?
>
>No, the website will continue to be available for the use of existing
members,
>and as originally promised there are no plans for any additional future
fees.
>
>3) Will the Net Yaroze members newsgroups close down?
>
>No, the newsgroups will continue to be available.
>
>4) Will support from Sony Net Yaroze Engineers stop?
>
>No, support will continue to be available.   Indeed, many of the people
here at
>SCEE (and many other PlayStation development companies) started out as Net
>Yaroze members, and continue to particpate.
>
>5) Will the "Fame Game" competition continue on the Official PlayStation
>Magazine?
>
>Yes, the "Fame Game" competition has been enormously successful with both
>readers of the OPM and with giving Fame to Net Yaroze members.   The
>competition will continue, and we'll actively be looking to promote the
best
>games and demos, publishing them when ever good material is available.
>
>In addition, we are in speaking with the Scottish Games Alliance about this
>years competition, and again we will be promoting the Net Yaroze titles
(which
>last year dominated the awards).
>
>6) Will there be a Net Yaroze 2?
>
>There are no official announcements regarding any form of successor to
>PlayStation.    If any plans are released, we'll let everyone know.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 187 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 188 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 21:53:40 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36D32364.AD0C1F1@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.184.231.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

This is going to add weight to the "go hack" approach. It'll become the only
way in for an amateurs to have a play.



I can see a lot of people going down the re-flashed AR or pirated yaroze
route (there's an ISO of the yaroze CD with the access card check hacked
out going around).

Now the officially endorsed route has closed, I'll not be able to critise anyone
going into that.....as long as they don't use pirated software of course.

Craig.
Ever so slightly depressed by that news.

--MESSAGE FILE 188 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 189 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 03:17:10 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-50.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi George,

From Sony's point of view, how successful has the Net Yaroze really been?  I
guess that if it has been hugely successful, there will probably be a Net
Yaroze 2, otherwise I guess not.

Anyhow, this is rather sad news.  What's the stock situation at SCEI?

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 189 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000193html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 190 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: 24 Feb 1999 08:30:05 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi Alex,

I would have to say that is was successful.  There are now thousands 



of Net Yaroze's across the world and it's anyone's guess how many 
use them to code.  If they do, then that's more PlayStation programmers 
coding PlayStation games.  A new breed of young console game programmers 
have emerged from this project.

P.S.  NY Forever!

Regards,

George@SCEE

In article <7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, aherbert@ndirect.co.uk 
says...
>
>Hi George,
>
>
>From Sony's point of view, how successful has the Net Yaroze really been?  I
>guess that if it has been hugely successful, there will probably be a Net
>Yaroze 2, otherwise I guess not.
>
>Anyhow, this is rather sad news.  What's the stock situation at SCEI?
>
>
>Herbs
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 190 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 191 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 00:49:32 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p20-max5.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

George Bain wrote in message <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi Alex,
>
>I would have to say that is was successful.  There are now thousands
>of Net Yaroze's across the world and it's anyone's guess how many
>use them to code.  If they do, then that's more PlayStation programmers
>coding PlayStation games.  A new breed of young console game programmers
>have emerged from this project.

And a startup Playstation developer or two :)

Mario Wynands



Sidhe Interactive
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 191 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 192 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 19:11:07 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-93.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Oh well, looks like you can scrap that FAQ you were doing Mario!

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

Mario Wynands wrote in message <7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>George Bain wrote in message <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>Hi Alex,
>>
>>I would have to say that is was successful.  There are now thousands
>>of Net Yaroze's across the world and it's anyone's guess how many
>>use them to code.  If they do, then that's more PlayStation programmers
>>coding PlayStation games.  A new breed of young console game programmers
>>have emerged from this project.
>
>
>And a startup Playstation developer or two :)
>
>
>Mario Wynands
>Sidhe Interactive
>mario@sidhe.co.nz
>www.sidhe.co.nz
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 192 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 193 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 08:54:01 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 18



Message-ID: <7b498l$9po18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p17-max8.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Rad wrote in message <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Oh well, looks like you can scrap that FAQ you were doing Mario!

Yeah, no point now really seeing as it was pitched at people interested in
in buying one.  I don't particularly feel like testing my developer NDA by
making suggestions involving Action Replays and visits to dodgy websites
either :)

Regards

Mario Wynands
Sidhe Interactive
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 193 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000197html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 194 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 22:07:20 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36D5C998.10198E45@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b498l$9po18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s13-45-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Mario Wynands wrote:

> Rad wrote in message <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >Oh well, looks like you can scrap that FAQ you were doing Mario!
>
> Yeah, no point now really seeing as it was pitched at people interested in
> in buying one.  I don't particularly feel like testing my developer NDA by
> making suggestions involving Action Replays and visits to dodgy websites
> either :)

heh heh heh.



> Mario Wynands

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 194 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 195 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 20:23:45 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <7b4oed$9po21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D32364.AD0C1F1@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-84.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>I can see a lot of people going down the re-flashed AR or pirated yaroze
>route (there's an ISO of the yaroze CD with the access card check hacked
>out going around).
>
>Now the officially endorsed route has closed, I'll not be able to critise
anyone
>going into that.....as long as they don't use pirated software of course.

    Right - although I can't see anyone getting particularly far without
pirated libs... (tho' when people in the industry use ARs you have to admit
it seems a most reasonable way to do it). Also, the people hacking the PS
tend to be people who wouldn't buy a NY on general principle anyway (even if
they're often quite happy to use pirate NY libs - hooray for hypocrisy).

    When somebody mails me about "hacking the PS-X" these days, I tend to
say "Don't bother". This news just makes me even more likely to do that,
seeing as the guys mailing me will never get a NY anyway. Plus, "hackers"
tend to produce hacks or demos - 'games' as such are pretty unusual from
outside official member sites, and it's games I'm interested in (not that
that's strictly relevant - just an observation)...

*hem*

>Ever so slightly depressed by that news.

    Mmmm. Sad, but inevitable, I guess. Sooner than I expected, though...
:-/

Nick F
--------------------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"Game over, man. Game over!"

--MESSAGE FILE 195 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000199html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 196 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 06:09:57 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <36D63AB4.CE73D547@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D32364.AD0C1F1@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <7b4oed$9po21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.184.231.41
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Nick Ferguson wrote:

> >I can see a lot of people going down the re-flashed AR or pirated yaroze
> >route (there's an ISO of the yaroze CD with the access card check hacked
> >out going around).
> >
> >Now the officially endorsed route has closed, I'll not be able to critise
> anyone
> >going into that.....as long as they don't use pirated software of course.
>
>     Right - although I can't see anyone getting particularly far without
> pirated libs... (tho' when people in the industry use ARs you have to admit
> it seems a most reasonable way to do it). Also, the people hacking the PS

Although that said, no-one in the industry would ever admit to using an AR
commercially.

> tend to be people who wouldn't buy a NY on general principle anyway (even if
> they're often quite happy to use pirate NY libs - hooray for hypocrisy).

Silly really.

>     When somebody mails me about "hacking the PS-X" these days, I tend to
> say "Don't bother". This news just makes me even more likely to do that,

Sorry, I didn't mean that. I  meant that with the yaroze door closed, the ONLY
route available to the budding game programmer who wants to work with a PSX
is the AR route - so you cann't very well say "buy a yaroze" when they cann't.
A shame, as the best thing about the yaroze is actually the newsgroups and
person
to person support (the pro support isn't really like that, with a couple of
exceptions).
Maybe SCEE should produce an officially sanctioned re-flash, and sell it with
a news/www server access id (if their short on Yaroze machines, it'd make
perfect
sense).

> Nick F

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 196 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000200html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 197 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Duffield <J.Duffield@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 1999 09:18:09 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <36D909CF.2D22A405@btinternet.com>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b498l$9po18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36D5C998.10198E45@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-44-214.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
X-Accept-Language: en

Can Sony tell us if Codewarrior is still going to be
supported by Metrowerks, and if not where will
Codewarrior users get support from, as i can't see
Sony being much help.

Cheers

James D

--MESSAGE FILE 197 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 198 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: 3 Mar 1999 18:43:48 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <7bjvt4$9he19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b498l$9po18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36D5C998.10198E45@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<36D909CF.2D22A405@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi James,

Yes, SCE and Metrowerks will continue to support
Codewarrior.  A new version of Codewarrior will
be released very shortly.

Regards,

George@SCEE



In article <36D909CF.2D22A405@btinternet.com>, J.Duffield@btinternet.com 
says...
>
>Can Sony tell us if Codewarrior is still going to be
>supported by Metrowerks, and if not where will
>Codewarrior users get support from, as i can't see
>Sony being much help.
>
>Cheers
>
>James D
>

--MESSAGE FILE 198 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 199 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Net Yaroze Fame Game - OPM
Date: 8 Mar 1999 10:36:00 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7c096g$l2g7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:203 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3715

To all members,

We are currently looking for any great games for 
the next Official PlayStation Magazine Cover Disc.  
If any members have any great stuff to show us please
announce your game on the appropriate newsgroups or
e-mail me directly.

Regards,

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 199 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000203html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 200 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Fame Game - OPM
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 00:19:05 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <36E62AF9.EEBC549@znet.com>
References: <7c096g$l2g7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-22.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:204 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3740

George Bain wrote:
> 
> To all members,
> 
> We are currently looking for any great games for
> the next Official PlayStation Magazine Cover Disc.
> If any members have any great stuff to show us please
> announce your game on the appropriate newsgroups or
> e-mail me directly.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE

Do you accept stuff from American members (if PAL compatible)?
The US Official Playstation magazine never put a 
yaroze program on its disc... snobs...

kirk

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 200 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 201 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Fame Game - OPM
Date: 10 Mar 1999 09:19:36 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7c5df8$cij7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7c096g$l2g7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36E62AF9.EEBC549@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:205 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3742

Hi Kirk,

Yes, sure do!  Just make sure that you have the game 
running in PAL mode.  The game also has to have music,
game play, etc...

Regards,

George@SCEE

In article <36E62AF9.EEBC549@znet.com>, kbender@znet.com says...

>Do you accept stuff from American members (if PAL compatible)?



>The US Official Playstation magazine never put a 
>yaroze program on its disc... snobs...
>
>kirk
>
>---------------------------------------------------------
>Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
>http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html

--MESSAGE FILE 201 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000205html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 202 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: URGENT! NY SCEE website and newsgroups
Date: 25 Mar 1999 14:23:32 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7ddgt4$6v3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:206 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3823

To all members,

The website and newsgroups have been down since March 19th and we 
are currently trying to fix the problem.  However it seems that some
members can access while others can't.  The FTP area is still accessible 
by all members. Sorry for any inconvenience that this might have caused 
and we hope to be running 100% by this weekend.

Regards,

The Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 202 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 203 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: 26 Mar 1999 17:25:00 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:207 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3827

To all members,

The website and newsgroups should now be working. We apologise 
for any inconvenience that this might have caused. 



If anyone is still experiencing any problems accessing the members 
website or newsgroups please e-mail ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com. 

Regards,

Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 203 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 204 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Fri, 26 Mar 1999 09:26:36 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs35.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:208 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3828

Hmm, I just tried and it still doesn't work for me.  I will try again
a bit later.

Scott

> To all members,
> 
> The website and newsgroups should now be working. We apologise
> for any inconvenience that this might have caused.
> 
> If anyone is still experiencing any problems accessing the members
> website or newsgroups please e-mail ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Net Yaroze Team
--MESSAGE FILE 204 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 205 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Fri, 26 Mar 1999 18:02:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36FBCBAD.440B36CF@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.244
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:209 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3829

Thanks for that, George!

I think you all did a sterling job of getting them back up & running.
Also, apologies for pestering you with emails - I know a support
position can get very stressful when you've got people on your back
every 5 seconds!

Incidentally, what sort of server are you running off ?  Let me guess,
NT based right ?!
If it is....oh - what - a - surprise!

Anyway,  thanks once again - it feels good to get yer voice back!

Cheers!

Tones 8)

--MESSAGE FILE 205 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000209html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 206 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Fri, 26 Mar 1999 18:18:22 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7dgj1k$lmc5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-12.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:210 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3830

>The website and newsgroups should now be working. We apologise
>for any inconvenience that this might have caused.

Yahoo! Life has meaning again! :)

Nick "only half joking" F
--------------------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"They will never get me onto one of
those dreadful starships!"

--MESSAGE FILE 206 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000210html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 207 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Fri, 26 Mar 1999 11:14:44 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36FBDCA4.D192EFFB@vmlabs.com>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs35.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:211 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3832

George,

Tried again and it still doesn't work.  Since Tones and Nick could get 
in I guess it's just broken for me.  Can someone have a look at it for
me?

Scott

> Hmm, I just tried and it still doesn't work for me.  I will try again
> a bit later.
> 
> Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 207 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 208 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: 27 Mar 1999 11:09:13 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <7die8p$lmc13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:212 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3836

Hey Scott, (and SCEA members)

Opps!

I think it might take until next week for the SCEA members
to log onto the SCEE website and newsgroups.  We only have
the backup of SCEE members and will need to arrange the
backup of the SCEA members.  Sorry for this all.

Regards,

George



In article <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>, scartier@vmlabs.com says...
>
>Hmm, I just tried and it still doesn't work for me.  I will try again
>a bit later.
>
>Scott
>
>
>> To all members,
>> 
>> The website and newsgroups should now be working. We apologise
>> for any inconvenience that this might have caused.
>> 
>> If anyone is still experiencing any problems accessing the members
>> website or newsgroups please e-mail ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com.
>> 
>> Regards,
>> 
>> Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 208 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 209 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: 27 Mar 1999 11:11:20 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <7dieco$lmc14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36FBCBAD.440B36CF@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:213 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3837

Hey Slick,

Not a problem.  I'm no web server guru but all I know
was that the website and newsgroups are using some
Netscape stuff and the FTP using a Unix box.  That's why
the FTP was still up and running! A stable OS!!

George

In article <36FBCBAD.440B36CF@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>, 
slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk says...
>
>Thanks for that, George!
>
>I think you all did a sterling job of getting them back up & running.
>Also, apologies for pestering you with emails - I know a support
>position can get very stressful when you've got people on your back
>every 5 seconds!
>



>Incidentally, what sort of server are you running off ?  Let me guess,
>NT based right ?!
>If it is....oh - what - a - surprise!
>
>Anyway,  thanks once again - it feels good to get yer voice back!
>
>Cheers!
>
>Tones 8)
>

--MESSAGE FILE 209 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 210 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000214html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Sun, 28 Mar 1999 11:50:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <7dl1lo$19r2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36FBCBAD.440B36CF@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk> 
<7dieco$lmc14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-121.santa.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:214 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3848

> George wrote....
>That's why
>the FTP was still up and running! A stable OS!!
>
>George

Haha!

Our system at work runs on 2 Dec Alpha 4100's running Dec Unix v4 (if that
means anything to you!).  The other department use NT quite alot - NT is
pants, it crashes more times that the stock market and if you  forget your
password your buggered!!!

Long live UNIX!  Viva UNIX!

Cheers!

Tones 8)
UNIX Appreciation society Inc.

--MESSAGE FILE 210 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 211 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Mon, 29 Mar 1999 20:39:29 -0500
Organization: Identical Software



Lines: 17
Message-ID: <37002B51.4F0196C1@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>
<7die8p$lmc13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.35 i486)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:215 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3854

Does that mean us poor SCEAers who have never been allowed to access the
SCEE site will be allowed on then?  (Not that I have the time to look
around anyway.)

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com

George Bain wrote:
> 
> Hey Scott, (and SCEA members)
> 
> Opps!
> 
> I think it might take until next week for the SCEA members
> to log onto the SCEE website and newsgroups.  We only have
> the backup of SCEE members and will need to arrange the
> backup of the SCEA members.  Sorry for this all.
--MESSAGE FILE 211 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000215html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 212 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: 30 Mar 1999 08:22:08 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7dq1jg$mtg4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36FBC34C.BF15CB79@vmlabs.com>
<7die8p$lmc13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37002B51.4F0196C1@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:216 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3857

Hi there,

Sure why not.

George

In article <37002B51.4F0196C1@identicalsoftware.com>, 
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com says...
>
>Does that mean us poor SCEAers who have never been allowed to access the
>SCEE site will be allowed on then?  (Not that I have the time to look
>around anyway.)
>



>Dennis Payne
>dulsi@identicalsoftware.com

--MESSAGE FILE 212 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 213 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: hello
Date: Sun, 11 Apr 1999 15:04:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7esud6$s5q8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967287.environment.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

hello

--MESSAGE FILE 213 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 214 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups now working
Date: Wed, 14 Apr 1999 23:00:49 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1dq85hx.aefwrr1hwaejyN@a1-88-138.a1.nl>
References: <7dgftc$lmc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-138.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:219 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3901

George Bain <george_bain@playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> To all members,
> 
> The website and newsgroups should now be working. We apologise 
> for any inconvenience that this might have caused. 
> 
> If anyone is still experiencing any problems accessing the members 
> website or newsgroups please e-mail ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com. 
> 

Could you next time put this message also on the NY-mailinglist? If I
still can't enter, I can't read what you wrote here.
But Thanks for getting me in again.. My nose was totally empty..

Cheer,

DEnnis..  
--MESSAGE FILE 214 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 215 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000220html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Subnormal <subnormal79@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: hello
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 17:22:12 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <37295A23.B0658E50@hotmail.com>
References: <7esud6$s5q8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.108.136.27
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello

--MESSAGE FILE 215 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 216 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ed Fear" <ed@directxbeginners.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze - Out of Stock !
Date: Sun, 13 Jun 1999 21:54:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7k15gr$hn79@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7au30h$erp37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7avrbr$9po3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b0dad$9po4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b3cs8$9po16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7b478t$9po17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7b498l$9po18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36D5C998.10198E45@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<36D909CF.2D22A405@btinternet.com> <7bjvt4$9he19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 62.136.200.82
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

The thing that shocked me much was an article in Future Gamer stating that
it had not been a sucess and that there was few decent games.

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 216 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 217 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 18 Jun 1999 07:26:57 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7kcsc1$4fj10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:222 scee.yaroze.beginners:851
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4196 scee.yaroze.mydemos:447 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:88 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:42 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:205 scee.yaroze.profile:167 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:999 scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1360
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:483 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:323
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:220 scee.yaroze.programming.sound:248 
scee.yaroze.event:135

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 217 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 218 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 19 Jun 1999 13:05:03 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7kg4hv$4fj20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:223 scee.yaroze.beginners:857
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4199 scee.yaroze.mydemos:449 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:89 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:43 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:206 scee.yaroze.profile:170 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1000 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1361 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:484
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:324 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:221 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:249 scee.yaroze.event:136

Mike test 2

--MESSAGE FILE 218 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000223html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 219 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ed Fear" <ed@directxbeginners.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_gra
phics
Subject: Bristol Yaroze Meet
Date: Sat, 19 Jun 1999 19:39:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7kgns4$4fj23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-77.name13.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3



X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:224 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4200 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1002

Please read the scee.yaroze.event newsgroup for information on this South of
England Yaroze Meet.

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 219 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 220 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Wed, 18 Aug 1999 21:14:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-21.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:225 scee.yaroze.event:157 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4506

Hi all,

In an attempt to sort out everyone's ECTS activities (and eventually, the
world) I have created the "Net Yaroze ECTS Guest List". Check it out at
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

More "excitement" (in the form of mega-diary entries) coming soon.

Nick F
-------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"You were nearly a gerbil sandwich!"

--MESSAGE FILE 220 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 221 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!debri
From: debri@dds.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Thu, 19 Aug 1999 12:01:22 +0200
Organization: DEbri
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <1dws9d6.bik2jgqyrb1oN@a1-88-122.a1.nl>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-122.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:226 scee.yaroze.event:158 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4507

Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:

> www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

I could not find it, am I turning blind?

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 221 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 222 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000227html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Thu, 19 Aug 1999 11:04:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7pgkuq$htr14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dws9d6.bik2jgqyrb1oN@a1-88-
122.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt141-011.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:227 scee.yaroze.event:159 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4508

> Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:
>
> > www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
>
> I could not find it, am I turning blind?

Yes, it's at the top, in the newsflash bit. Though Nick probably doesn't
want people skipping past without looking at his homepage, go here
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/ects.htm but keep it a bit quiet ;)

> Cheers,
>
> DEnnis..

Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 222 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 223 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Thu, 19 Aug 1999 13:16:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7phjr7$htr16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dws9d6.bik2jgqyrb1oN@a1-88-



122.a1.nl> <7pgkuq$htr14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-114.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:228 scee.yaroze.event:162 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4511

> > > www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
> >
> > I could not find it, am I turning blind?
>
> Yes, it's at the top, in the newsflash bit. Though Nick probably doesn't
> want people skipping past without looking at his homepage, go here
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/ects.htm but keep it a bit quiet
;)

Yes, I admit it, I'm a counter-slut (like everyone else). Sorry if the page
was hard to find - I'll admit it was a rather "lazy" update.

Nick F

--MESSAGE FILE 223 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 224 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "HPMAN" <mwa.p@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Thu, 19 Aug 1999 20:58:34 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <7phk1m$htr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-119-116.infonie.fr
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:229 scee.yaroze.event:163 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4512

Hi !
    Isn't the ECTS a press only show ?
    How do you get a pass ?

Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> a crit dans le message :�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hi all,
>
> In an attempt to sort out everyone's ECTS activities (and eventually, the
> world) I have created the "Net Yaroze ECTS Guest List". Check it out at
> www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
>
> More "excitement" (in the form of mega-diary entries) coming soon.
>
> Nick F
> -------------



> www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
> www.loonygames.com
> www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
>
> "You were nearly a gerbil sandwich!"
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 224 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 225 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Fri, 20 Aug 1999 13:31:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7pjhn5$8mo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7phk1m$htr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-110.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:230 scee.yaroze.event:164 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4514

HPMAN <mwa.p@infonie.fr> wrote in message
news:7phk1m$htr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hi !
>     Isn't the ECTS a press only show ?
>     How do you get a pass ?

I am press - www.loonygames.com

And if you think that doesn't count, guess again. Loonygames is getting
pretty big now! :)

Nick F

--MESSAGE FILE 225 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 226 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Sun, 22 Aug 1999 16:06:33 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <935337993.259545891@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7phk1m$htr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d4-s41-43-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable



X-NewsReader: kexpress 0.8.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:231 scee.yaroze.event:166 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4526

"HPMAN" <mwa.p@infonie.fr> wrote:
>Hi !
>    Isn't the ECTS a press only show ?
>    How do you get a pass ?

Fill in the application on their WWW page - just invent
a company name and job title, they never check.

A guy I worked with alway's attends as=20
 "Technical Tea-boy, Shit Systems Inc."
I'll not spoil things for him by letting on who he really works for...

Alternatively, just ring the tickets line on the day, complain that
your pass didn't arrive (you registered by post, if they ask). They'll
give a password to use with the folks at the pass desk at the door,
who'll print you a pass for free anyway...(I did this last year because
my pass really hadn't turned up).

Craig.
(there on the sunday, probably hanging with the lads from Pixelogic)
--MESSAGE FILE 226 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 227 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!debri
From: debri@dds.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: ECTS "guest list" info!
Date: Mon, 23 Aug 1999 11:31:39 +0200
Organization: DEbri
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <1dwzmb2.1ys7niktujtjgN@[194.151.88.143]>
References: <7pf43v$htr13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7phk1m$htr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<935337993.259545891@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.143
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:232 scee.yaroze.event:168 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4529

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote:

> "HPMAN" <mwa.p@infonie.fr> wrote:
> >Hi !
> >    Isn't the ECTS a press only show ?
> >    How do you get a pass ?
> 
> Fill in the application on their WWW page - just invent
> a company name and job title, they never check.
> 
> A guy I worked with alway's attends as 
>  "Technical Tea-boy, Shit Systems Inc."
> I'll not spoil things for him by letting on who he really works for...
> 
> Alternatively, just ring the tickets line on the day, complain that
> your pass didn't arrive (you registered by post, if they ask). They'll
> give a password to use with the folks at the pass desk at the door,
> who'll print you a pass for free anyway...(I did this last year because
> my pass really hadn't turned up).
> 



> Craig.
> (there on the sunday, probably hanging with the lads from Pixelogic)

How evil we all are.. I signed in for another pass. This time I used as
name: Lekker Ding
Thats dutch for something like Horney chunk heheheheh

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 227 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 228 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 31 Aug 1999 16:07:15 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7qgujj$702@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:233 scee.yaroze.beginners:905
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4582 scee.yaroze.mydemos:508 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:94 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:44 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:207 scee.yaroze.profile:183 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1067 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1400 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:489
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:343 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:226 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:253 scee.yaroze.event:169

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 228 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 229 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Al <admars32@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: My firs yaroze  playablegame,
Date: Tue, 07 Sep 1999 00:43:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <37D451AE.BB2233E9@breathemail.net>
Reply-To: admars32@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-212-21.vip.uk.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en,ja

Hi everyone, I've now made available my long awaited first PSX yaroze
game!



It's a kind of 3D Tetris based game where you have to build a tower
rather than stop one from building!

So let me know what you think, and if I like your contributions I'll put
'em in my MSc project write up ;)

There's also a PC only OpenGL conversion there as well.

Cheers

Al

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~admars/

-- 
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Palms/3657/
music 'n' computers 'n' piercing 'n' stuff

--MESSAGE FILE 229 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 230 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Andrew Partington" <a.partington@yaroze41.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Java 2D Map Editor prototype
Date: Sat, 2 Oct 1999 04:29:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7tj53c$9v11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-93.pravachol.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi all

My 2D Map Editor prototype is finished!!  Go to
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~partinga to download it.  You'll need Java
1.1.x to use it.

cheers

Andy

--MESSAGE FILE 230 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 231 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Wallace <chrisw@chilternmag.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Sun, 10 Oct 1999 12:52:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <38007E02.B7410A3E@chilternmag.demon.co.uk>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-
133.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-60.technetium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Take away a membership???
If you look around the NG's you'll see a Keith Wallace.
Thats my Dad....but....its me.
We use the same computer so he changes the settings around in Netscape etc.
so his name is put their instead of mine...
Also, if your using somone elses computer to get in, for the next few times
you won't have to enter the password.
So someone else could get in with out knowing the Password.

            Chris Wallace.

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> George Bain <george_bain@playstation.sony.com> wrote:
>
> > To all NY members,
> >
> > Recently there seems to be alot of people accessing the NY newsgroups
> > who are NOT NY members.  If any NY members notice people that shouldn't
> > be accessing these newsgroups or the members website please e-mail
> > "ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com".  Remember that it hurts legit NY
> > members when non NY members access the private newsgroups and website
> > for free.  Keep a lookout for outsiders!!
> >
> > Regards,
> >
> > George
>
> I did not notice anything yet.. But if you find out that this happens,
> just cansel the membership of the person that gave away his name and
> password. From the other side I get the impression that things are
> moving more and more public. And that does not only happen by choice.
>
> DEnnis..

--MESSAGE FILE 231 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 232 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Al <admars32@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Sun, 10 Oct 1999 13:53:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <38008C4A.69F90219@breathemail.net>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-
133.a1.nl> <38007E02.B7410A3E@chilternmag.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: admars32@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: as21-s15-139-220.cwci.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en,ja

That probably also applies to the Uni students, we had one name and
password for a group of us using the Yaroze at Bournemouth Uni.

i've left there now, but I have my own yaroze so I'm legit :)



Al

~admars

Chris Wallace wrote:
> 
> Take away a membership???
> If you look around the NG's you'll see a Keith Wallace.
> Thats my Dad....but....its me.
> We use the same computer so he changes the settings around in Netscape etc.
> so his name is put their instead of mine...
> Also, if your using somone elses computer to get in, for the next few times
> you won't have to enter the password.
> So someone else could get in with out knowing the Password.
> 
>             Chris Wallace.
> 
> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> > George Bain <george_bain@playstation.sony.com> wrote:
> >
> > > To all NY members,
> > >
> > > Recently there seems to be alot of people accessing the NY newsgroups
> > > who are NOT NY members.  If any NY members notice people that shouldn't
> > > be accessing these newsgroups or the members website please e-mail
> > > "ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com".  Remember that it hurts legit NY
> > > members when non NY members access the private newsgroups and website
> > > for free.  Keep a lookout for outsiders!!
> > >
> > > Regards,
> > >
> > > George
> >
> > I did not notice anything yet.. But if you find out that this happens,
> > just cansel the membership of the person that gave away his name and
> > password. From the other side I get the impression that things are
> > moving more and more public. And that does not only happen by choice.
> >
> > DEnnis..

-- 
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Palms/3657/
music 'n' computers 'n' piercing 'n' stuff
--MESSAGE FILE 232 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 233 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!debri
From: debri@dds.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Mon, 11 Oct 1999 09:29:42 +0200
Organization: DEbri
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1dzi7my.va9fp8raac4sN@[194.171.204.57]>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-
133.a1.nl> <38007E02.B7410A3E@chilternmag.demon.co.uk> 
<38008C4A.69F90219@breathemail.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.171.204.57
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3



Al <admars32@breathemail.net> wrote:

> That probably also applies to the Uni students, we had one name and
> password for a group of us using the Yaroze at Bournemouth Uni.
> 
> i've left there now, but I have my own yaroze so I'm legit :)
> 
> Al
> 
> ~admars
> 

Bournemouth? And is that a good study? I had plans of trying to get on
this school. Too bad it was far too expensive for me. 

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 233 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 234 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Al <admars32@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 1999 01:19:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3803D024.18058BB@breathemail.net>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-
133.a1.nl> <38007E02.B7410A3E@chilternmag.demon.co.uk> 
<38008C4A.69F90219@breathemail.net> <1dzi7my.va9fp8raac4sN@[194.171.204.57]>
Reply-To: admars32@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.176.210.91
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en,ja

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> Al <admars32@breathemail.net> wrote:
> 
> > That probably also applies to the Uni students, we had one name and
> > password for a group of us using the Yaroze at Bournemouth Uni.
> >
> > i've left there now, but I have my own yaroze so I'm legit :)
> >
> > Al
> >
> > ~admars
> >
> 
> Bournemouth? And is that a good study? I had plans of trying to get on
> this school. Too bad it was far too expensive for me.
> 
> DEnnis..

Err, how can I put this diplomatically, if I could go back to this time
last year, I wouldn't have got an 8,000 loan to study at Bournemouth, I
may have gone somewhere else, but I really wouldn't recommend any of teh
Digital Media MA/MSc courses at Bournemouth! Consider yourself lucky,
you have saved yourself a lot of money!



While we're on the subject, what did ppl think of the Abertay and
Middlesex courses which involved yaroze?

Al

-- 
http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Palms/3657/
music 'n' computers 'n' piercing 'n' stuff
--MESSAGE FILE 234 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 235 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!debri
From: debri@dds.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.english.freetalk
Subject: Re: Non NY members
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 1999 12:39:09 +0200
Organization: DEbri
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1dzm5p0.sriol2cum2o8N@[194.171.204.57]>
References: <72pus4$dvm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dinuwv.8y4dv11hvgkxeN@a1-88-
133.a1.nl> <38007E02.B7410A3E@chilternmag.demon.co.uk> 
<38008C4A.69F90219@breathemail.net> <1dzi7my.va9fp8raac4sN@[194.171.204.57]> 
<3803D024.18058BB@breathemail.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.171.204.57
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Al <admars32@breathemail.net> wrote:

> While we're on the subject, what did ppl think of the Abertay and
> Middlesex courses which involved yaroze?

I did a short course at Middlesex in the summer 2 years ago. I was
rather impressed by some of the work over there. And Peter Passmore is
very skilled with the NY. Ask Robert Swam (from SCEE), he did the study
at Middlesex Uni.

Cheers,

DEnnis. 
--MESSAGE FILE 235 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 236 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tim Harvey" <timh@rvey.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Databug Game v.1
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 1999 15:41:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7u25pg$vp2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-69.fluvoxamine.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

3D Cartoon Racing Game available to download from
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~t1mrv1

--MESSAGE FILE 236 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000241html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 237 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tim Harvey" <timh@rvey.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Databugs v.1
Date: Wed, 13 Oct 1999 15:47:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7u264v$vp4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-69.fluvoxamine.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Arrgh!

Forgot to mention, it's a CodeWarrior version,
I'll try and get into that unix stuff in the next few days..........

3D Cartoon Racing Game available to download from
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~t1mrv1

Hope you enjoy it,

Tim.

--MESSAGE FILE 237 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 238 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tim Harvey" <timh@rvey.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Databugs for everyone :)
Date: Sat, 16 Oct 1999 11:37:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7u9kj2$45p3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-24.palladium.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi again

Siocons & CodeWarrior version of 3D Cartoon Racing Game at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~t1mrv1
or
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~t1mrv1/ftp
if you want to skip the pictures!

All the Best

Tim.

--MESSAGE FILE 238 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 239 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Support E-mail
Date: 8 Nov 1999 07:45:38 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <805v32$b8i3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Support e-mail has been changed from "ps_yaroze@playstation.sony.com"
to "ps_yaroze@scee.net.

George

--MESSAGE FILE 239 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000244html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 240 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@scee.net (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: NY Access Cards & Boot Discs
Date: 27 Nov 1999 15:33:08 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <81otjk$4s62@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

To all members,

We are currently running low on extra access cards and boot discs.
Please take care of these items since replacing them in the future
will become very difficult. 

Regards,

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 240 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 241 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: New Game - "TetPlet"
Date: Tue, 30 Nov 1999 19:24:24 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 915
Message-ID: <3845245f.178669843@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Hey All!



Well, here's my first game.  Forgive the complete
unoriginality.  The point was to practice game writing
not to create something new and magnificent.  (that will
be my second game).

I thought after owning an NY for 1 year I should do 
SOMETHING with it.

Anyway, this game took me about 10 hours to develop.

Sadly, that's broken up into 3 hours to write the whole
thing in Java (yes, 100% functional), then 7 hours to just
port it to NY.  (and learn what was necessary in the
meantime).

I started working on a C++ infrastructure for games with
this project.  I plan on refining it and putting the
improvements into this project as well as new ones.  Once
it is a little stable, I will release the source code.

If anyone is really REALLY anxious to see it in it's raw
state, just email me.

There are two batch files, one for PAL, one for NTSC.
I'm not certain if the PAL version works, I'd appreciate
it if someone let me know.

Any questions/comments, don't hesitate to ask!

Steven Osman
sosman@terratron.com

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/sosman.html

"sauce" on the SCEA Tuesday night chats.

begin 644 TetPlet1.zip
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end
--MESSAGE FILE 241 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 242 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New Game - "TetPlet"
Date: Tue, 30 Nov 1999 20:45:52 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <38443753.183521620@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3845245f.178669843@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

My apologies if I posted this in the wrong group.

It seems like an "announcement", and scea.yaroze.announce didn't allow
my post (I got an access denied -- maybe because I'm using scee's
server).

Steven
--MESSAGE FILE 242 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 243 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Cance" <mark_cance@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Yaroze Website and Newsgroups
Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2000 10:03:25 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <89leea$6j1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600

On the 31/03/2000 the members Net Yaroze Website and Newsgroups will be
taken of line.



SCEE will keep this downtime to a minimum, resuming the services as soon as
possible.

It is unlikely that the site and newsgroups will be unavailable for more
that 2 weeks, however for additional information or clarification on this
matter contact webmaster@scee.sony.co.uk

Thanks for you co-operation.
Mark

--
Mark Cance
Web Guru
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
www.scee.sony.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 243 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 244 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Cance" <mark_cance@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Web Site
Date: Wed, 8 Mar 2000 09:54:26 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <8a584l$au52@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600

On the 31/03/2000 the members Net Yaroze Website and Newsgroups will be
taken off line.

SCEE will keep this downtime to a minimum, resuming the services as soon as
possible.

It is unlikely that the site and newsgroups will be unavailable for more
that 2 weeks, however for additional information or clarification on this
matter contact webmaster@scee.sony.co.uk

Thanks for you co-operation.
Mark

--
Mark Cance
Web Guru
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
www.scee.sony.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 244 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 245 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!debri
From: debri@hetnet.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Yaroze Website and Newsgroups
Date: Tue, 14 Mar 2000 06:40:18 +0100
Organization: DEbri
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <1e74cpw.12xlw431ya1wdrN@ipc379b2a6.dial.wxs.nl>
References: <89leea$6j1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ipc379b2a6.dial.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Crap,  well.. at least we'll know they'll be back. Thanks for the
announcement, also on the site..

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 245 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 246 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetal
k.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems
.mac,scee.yaroze.problems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_grap
hics
Subject: this is a major test..1234
Date: Fri, 1 Sep 2000 16:22:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <8oohoc$7h3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:251 scee.yaroze.beginners:955
scee.yaroze.event:187 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5768 scee.yaroze.mydemos:526 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:100 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:59 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:215 scee.yaroze.profile:196 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1132

--MESSAGE FILE 246 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 247 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Fri, 1 Sep 2000 16:39:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:252 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5769



Yes, it's true!  During the next couple of weeks we will see how many
Net Yaroze members out there who are still active.  There are however
some things that need to be noted.

1) There is limited technical support (please check support information on
website or newsgroups because
it's more then likely that your question has already been answered)
2) There will be no upgrade of the current libraries
3) There will be no replacements for lost "boot discs", "boot memory cards"
or "communication cables".
The reason for this is that all left over Net Yaroze stock has been sent
back to Japan.  There is however, a small quantity of left over stock for
Educational purposes.
4) There will be no more OPM Fame Game submissions
5) There will be no more competitions
6) The "Net Yaroze Members in the games industry" list will continue to be
updated
7) Please read the FAQ located on the website for more information

I'll check how future repairs of Net Yaroze will be handled and will post a
message
when I recieve the answer.

Regards,

Net Yaroze Team

--MESSAGE FILE 247 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 248 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Matt Verran" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Fri, 1 Sep 2000 18:24:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <8ooonk$7h5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host213-1-176-156.btinternet.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:253 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5770

WHOOOO HOOOOO.

...ah, nice to have got that out  :)

Anyway, most of the stuf below we already knew right?  But I guess it's been
stated again to kirb endless discussions about the fame game and why can't
we have discs burnt...  ad infinitum.

So who's still about then?

> Yes, it's true!  During the next couple of weeks we will see how many



> Net Yaroze members out there who are still active.  There are however
> some things that need to be noted.
>
> 1) There is limited technical support (please check support information on
> website or newsgroups because
> it's more then likely that your question has already been answered)
> 2) There will be no upgrade of the current libraries
> 3) There will be no replacements for lost "boot discs", "boot memory
cards"
> or "communication cables".
> The reason for this is that all left over Net Yaroze stock has been sent
> back to Japan.  There is however, a small quantity of left over stock for
> Educational purposes.
> 4) There will be no more OPM Fame Game submissions
> 5) There will be no more competitions
> 6) The "Net Yaroze Members in the games industry" list will continue to be
> updated
> 7) Please read the FAQ located on the website for more information
>
>
> I'll check how future repairs of Net Yaroze will be handled and will post
a
> message
> when I recieve the answer.
>
> Regards,
>
> Net Yaroze Team
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 248 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000253html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 249 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Sat, 2 Sep 2000 00:16:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <8opdcd$7h8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<8ooonk$7h5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt148-163.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:254 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5773

> So who's still about then?

I'm still about. I don't think the Net Yaroze Active Member's List will
still work from my site. Instead, try going to
http://www.rprince.dircon.co.uk/nyal/ until I get a chance to fix the one on
the NY server (actually come to think of it, it should still work on the NY
server, if it hasn't been deleted, but if it doesn't, use the above URL).



Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 249 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000254html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 250 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <pal_news@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: 2 Sep 2000 11:17:55 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01c014cf$4d386060$559124c3@pal-s-omnibook>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nas3-85.aub.club-internet.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:255 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5774

Thank you very much George and all of you at SCEE who took the time to set
the server back. You know we were all very worried about the future of
Yaroze...

I hope that great things will continue to come out of all of us Yarozers to
show Sony that they were right with setting up and maintaining the Yaroze
program (and make them think about Yaroze2 hehe).

Don't expect to see anything from me in the next two months however - it's
exam time and college courses beginning here. But count me as a soon-active
member !

Oh, and I have a few requests :
- please upgrade the lib burn cd opm compo... no, just kidding ;)

Btw, anyone knows what's the situation with NY overseas, especially in
Japan ?

pal

-------------------------------------
Quotation of the day :
> It is unlikely that the site and newsgroups will be unavailable for more
> that 2 weeks
(Mark Cance, The Apocalypse, March 8th 2000)

--MESSAGE FILE 250 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 251 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Matt Verran" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Sat, 2 Sep 2000 13:15:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <8oqqv8$7h9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01c014cf$4d386060$559124c3@pal-s-omnibook>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-7-94-89.btinternet.com



X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:256 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5775

> Thank you very much George and all of you at SCEE who took the time to set
> the server back. You know we were all very worried about the future of
> Yaroze...

Seconded!

> I hope that great things will continue to come out of all of us Yarozers
to
> show Sony that they were right with setting up and maintaining the Yaroze
> program (and make them think about Yaroze2 hehe).

Cool stuff is definately on the way, I've seen some of it.

> Btw, anyone knows what's the situation with NY overseas, especially in
> Japan ?

Well the US has been very quiet for a good while, but they were never into
the bedroom games coder idea really, were they?  I dunno abut the JP side of
it but I've not been directed towards anything new for ages from them
either.

--MESSAGE FILE 251 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 252 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Naylor" <reaper65@x-stream.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetal
k.english,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems
.mac,scee.yaroze.problems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_grap
hics
Subject: Re: this is a major test..1234
Date: Sun, 3 Sep 2000 20:03:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <8ou78t$7p5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8oohoc$7h3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user49-25.jakinternet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.3018.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.3018.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:257 scee.yaroze.beginners:956
scee.yaroze.event:188 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5780 scee.yaroze.mydemos:527 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:101 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:60 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:216 scee.yaroze.profile:197 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1133

Working :)

"George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net> wrote in message
news:8oohoc$7h3@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>
>



>

--MESSAGE FILE 252 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 253 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stuart Macdonald" <scmacdonald@cableinetco.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Wed, 6 Sep 2000 08:35:57 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <8p4sgl$qd32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<8ooonk$7h5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <8opdcd$7h8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr151-udd1.cableinet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:258 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5795

Well, I'm still around.
Been really busy with other projects, but I want to get back to my Yaroze
eventually. If you want to see what I've been up to try
http://www.scmacdonald.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk if the site dosen't work first
time go back later on - Cable internet is useless! was considering a cable
modem, but its a wee bit too dear:)
Might even find time to finish Tanx2 maybe a couple of months from now ( I'm
really busy! ), but I think I'll be recoding most of it as it's a bit of a
mess!
Went to ECTS on Monday, didn't see any familiar faces though, anyone else
there?

"Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk> wrote in message
news:8opdcd$7h8@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> > So who's still about then?
>
> I'm still about. I don't think the Net Yaroze Active Member's List will
> still work from my site. Instead, try going to
> http://www.rprince.dircon.co.uk/nyal/ until I get a chance to fix the one
on
> the NY server (actually come to think of it, it should still work on the
NY
> server, if it hasn't been deleted, but if it doesn't, use the above URL).
>
> Rikki
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 253 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 254 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <banksjames@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: Thu, 7 Sep 2000 22:52:22 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <8p92oo$pn1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<8ooonk$7h5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.137.181.163
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.3018.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.3018.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:259 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5800

"Matt Verran" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk> wrote in message
news:8ooonk$7h5@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> WHOOOO HOOOOO.
>
> ...ah, nice to have got that out  :)
>
> Anyway, most of the stuf below we already knew right?  But I guess it's
been
> stated again to kirb endless discussions about the fame game and why can't
> we have discs burnt...  ad infinitum.
>
> So who's still about then?

    I'm still about but I haven't touched the Yaroze dev system for yonks
(that's why my website is at the bottom of the list !!).

James

--MESSAGE FILE 254 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 255 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: frink@foo.mel.vet.com.au (Prof. Frink)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Website and newsgroups up and running!
Date: 12 Sep 2000 10:17:55 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <85u2bm79ak.fsf@foo.mel.vet.com.au>
References: <8ooin5$7h4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: foo.mel.vet.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
User-Agent: Gnus/5.0807 (Gnus v5.8.7) XEmacs/21.1 (Carlsbad Caverns)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:260 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5802

I think there must be some sort of psychic connection going on here,
as my Yaroze has been in my cupboard for about a year and just
yesterday I thought 'Hrmm, maybe I'll pull that out and fiddle - I
wonder if the Yaroze server is still there..?'  Lo and behold, the
server is back!

Hurrah!  But for how long?  Can Sony afford to run the server here
even if without the support they used to provide?  Yeah, I'm sure they
can :)



Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 255 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000260html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 256 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Net Yaroze (repairs reminder)
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 14:53:38 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <8vgmrc$7ai3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.194.204.241
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:261 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5939

Hi all,

The one year gaurentee for Net Yaroze machines has been over for some time.
If you want your
Net Yaroze repaired, then you should contact the PlayStation Care Line at
0990-998-877. They will
most likely charge for any repairs that are needed.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/problems/guarent.htm

Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 256 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 257 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jon Prestidge (Moose)" <jon@surfed.to>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze (repairs reminder)
Date: Wed, 22 Nov 2000 22:37:31 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <8vhhnr$rji1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <8vgmrc$7ai3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host213-1-147-64.btinternet.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:262 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5941

Good to know it can be fixed though if it goes wrong, all the same.

Cheers,



Jon

--MESSAGE FILE 257 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 258 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: frink@foo.mel.vet.com.au (Prof. Frink)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze (repairs reminder)
Followup-To: scee.yaroze.announce
Date: 24 Nov 2000 18:05:33 +1100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <8566ldkfya.fsf@foo.mel.vet.com.au>
References: <8vgmrc$7ai3@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <8vhhnr$rji1@www.netyaroze-
europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: foo.mel.vet.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
User-Agent: Gnus/5.0807 (Gnus v5.8.7) XEmacs/21.1 (Carlsbad Caverns)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:263 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5945

"Jon Prestidge (Moose)" <jon@surfed.to> writes:

> Good to know it can be fixed though if it goes wrong, all the same.
> 

Yeah, if you're in the UK... lucky the PSX is a sturdy little
bugger. :)

Toby.

--MESSAGE FILE 258 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000263html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 259 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze (repairs reminder)
Date: Fri, 24 Nov 2000 08:41:19 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <8vla15$qoh2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <8vgmrc$7ai3@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <8vhhnr$rji1@www.netyaroze-
europe.com> <8566ldkfya.fsf@foo.mel.vet.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.194.204.241
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400

Hi there,

Just contact the PlayStation Careline in  Australia.  The contact details
are
located in every game manual from every country that sells PlayStation.

George



"Prof. Frink" <frink@foo.mel.vet.com.au> wrote in message
news:8566ldkfya.fsf@foo.mel.vet.com.au...
> "Jon Prestidge (Moose)" <jon@surfed.to> writes:
>
> > Good to know it can be fixed though if it goes wrong, all the same.
> >
>
> Yeah, if you're in the UK... lucky the PSX is a sturdy little
> bugger. :)
>
> Toby.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 259 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000264html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 260 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "NiK" <nik@nick00.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Anybody out there ...
Date: Fri, 22 Dec 2000 23:38:49 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <923d3m$7a62@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nick00.demon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Hi everyone (anyone),

Just wanted to see how many people are taking an active role in yaroze
development.

NiK

--MESSAGE FILE 260 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000265html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 261 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gamewarenospam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Anybody out there ...
Date: Fri, 29 Dec 2000 20:52:25 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <92itk2$l4b2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <923d3m$7a62@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-139-169.jakinternet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400

not the best newsgroup to watch for activity you would be better of in
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english of something.

But I'm still active http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~ncritten/



Nigel :)

"NiK" <nik@nick00.demon.co.uk> wrote in message
news:923d3m$7a62@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> Hi everyone (anyone),
>
> Just wanted to see how many people are taking an active role in yaroze
> development.

--MESSAGE FILE 261 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000266html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 262 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Webmaster" <webmaster@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Netyaroze server downtime
Date: Wed, 14 Mar 2001 10:44:14 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <98ni95$16i2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.96
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6386 
scee.yaroze.announce:267

Hi

We will be moving the netyaroze web site and newsgroup to a new (more secure
and reliable!) host.
The server will be offline Thursday morning (14th March) and probably won't
be back until Friday sometime.

Once it's back up and running, only the news and web services will be
available, the ftp is going to take a little while longer to sort.

Thanks
Webmaster

--MESSAGE FILE 262 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000267html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 263 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <tony@webbed-fingerz.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Netyaroze server downtime
Date: Wed, 14 Mar 2001 13:04:22 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <98nq88$16i3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <98ni95$16i2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.57
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6387 



scee.yaroze.announce:268

Thanks for letting us know!

Tones

"Webmaster" <webmaster@scee.sony.co.uk> wrote in message
news:98ni95$16i2@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> Hi
>
> We will be moving the netyaroze web site and newsgroup to a new (more
secure
> and reliable!) host.
> The server will be offline Thursday morning (14th March) and probably
won't
> be back until Friday sometime.
>
> Once it's back up and running, only the news and web services will be
> available, the ftp is going to take a little while longer to sort.
>
> Thanks
> Webmaster
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 263 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000268html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 264 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Loughran" <Steve_Loughran@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Netyaroze server downtime
Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2001 10:44:35 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <98sqro$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <98ni95$16i2@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <98nq88$16i3@www.netyaroze-
europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camnt001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6394 
scee.yaroze.announce:269

It lives!!! Its alive.... Just doing an internal test...

Steve

--MESSAGE FILE 264 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000269html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 265 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Loughran" <Steve_Loughran@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Netyaroze server downtime
Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2001 12:06:31 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 23
Message-ID: <98svlc$6f2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <98ni95$16i2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camnt001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6395 
scee.yaroze.announce:270

Hi all

The Netyaroze Server has now been moved to a new host (more secure and
stable) and is back online for web and news access.

FTP access will take a while to get sorted out so please be patient, but
I`ll announce in this newsgroup when it is available again.

--

Steve

-------------------------------------------------
Steve Loughran, Network Infrastructure Manager
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe (Cambridge)
Home Page -> http://sl.scee.sony.co.uk/
Yamaha YZF1000R Thunderace
ICQ#: 12666311 (Work), 104426046 (Laptop)
Team Waste - Where do you want to go wrong today?

--MESSAGE FILE 265 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000270html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 266 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <net_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Net Yaroze Repairs
Date: Wed, 25 Jul 2001 13:23:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <9jme8t$ect4@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.101
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:271 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6827

Hi all,

The one year gaurentee for Net Yaroze machines has been over for some time.
If you want your Net Yaroze repaired, then you should contact the
PlayStation Care Line at
0990-998-877. They will most likely charge for any repairs that are needed.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/problems/guarent.htm



Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 266 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000271html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 267 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Repairs
Date: Wed, 25 Jul 2001 13:36:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <9jmena$ect6@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <9jme8t$ect4@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cvx-213-48-80-234-haw.cableinet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:272 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:6829

The number for the PS Care Line is 08705 998877.

cheers
Derek

"George Bain" <net_yaroze@scee.net> wrote in message
news:9jme8t$ect4@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
>
> Hi all,
>
> The one year gaurentee for Net Yaroze machines has been over for some
time.
> If you want your Net Yaroze repaired, then you should contact the
> PlayStation Care Line at
> 0990-998-877. They will most likely charge for any repairs that are
needed.
>
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/problems/guarent.htm
>
> Regards,
>
> George
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 267 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/announce/000000272html.html
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners
--##############   
 



--MESSAGE FILE 268 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000001html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jamie Stanley <cmsjstan@livjm.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: can i *change* my password..?
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 09:12:14 -0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <332D18FE.3365@livjm.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cmsc26.cms.livjm.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win16; I)

Err...  .. . i want to know how to go about changing my password...?
thanks
cmsjstan@livjm.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 268 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000001html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 269 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000002html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: changing password
Date: Mon, 17 Mar 1997 10:51:50 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <332D2246.3637@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

No.

Call me evil if you like but we want to make sure that all the vital
stuff works first - like ftp needs fixing and some people are having
problems with cgi generated pages.

Maybe sometime in the future then.

Laters,

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 269 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000002html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 270 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: IMPORTANT: COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEVISIONS
Date: Wed, 19 Mar 1997 13:37:22 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <332FEC12.4D38@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

IMPORTANT: COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR TELEVISIONS

We have received reports of possible compatibility issues where the Net
Yaroze PlayStation and a PC are used in conjunction with televisions
which are not suitable for connecting to earth.  This configuration may
result in damage to your Net Yaroze PlayStation and/or television.
Damage may occur where the TV and PC are plugged in but not switched on.

Please ensure that the television you are using is suitable for
connecting to earth, consult the television manufacturer for advice
and/or SCEE.

Where your television is not a model suitable for connecting to earth we
would be happy to refund the money paid for the Net Yaroze Starter Kit
on its receipt at SCEE's offices.  SCEE will either arrange for a
courier to pick up the Net Yaroze Starter Kit or reimburse postage
costs.

If you require further information contact us at the usual
addresses/numbers (available from -
http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze/)

SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 270 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 271 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jamie Stanley <cmsjstan@llivjm.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: HELP (again :) ... .. the *.gz files
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 12:18:02 -0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33328A8A.2C28@llivjm.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cmsc25.cms.livjm.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win16; I)

Hi there... err call me Gumple... but when a do a GZIP -D <file>.gz
i get the file but its like overrights the orig. filename (minus the
.gz) and the file just looks a mess... 

theres weird stuff at the beginning and then the AUTO file for siocons
and then some more stuff then some code... i think that its NOT creating
all the separte files just sorta appending them...   .. ..

any help... *MUCH APPREACHIATED*
thanks - jamie... cmsjstan@livjm.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 271 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 272 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Undery <jeundery@glam.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP (again :) ... .. the *.gz files
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 13:20:42 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17



Message-ID: <3332FBA8.1B18@glam.ac.uk>
References: <33328A8A.2C28@llivjm.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.63.132.194
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b2 (Win16; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Jamie Stanley wrote:

  Hi there... err call me Gumple... but when a do a GZIP -D <file>.gz
  i get the file but its like overrights the orig. filename (minus the

  .gz) and the file just looks a mess...

  any help... *MUCH APPREACHIATED*
  thanks - jamie... cmsjstan@livjm.ac.uk

I would suggest trying 'winzip' which is available from www.winzip.com
or a lot of other shareware sites. The latest version recognises a large
selection of compression formats, and has a simple windows interface.

James

--MESSAGE FILE 272 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 273 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP (again :) ... .. the *.gz files
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 17:44:53 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3332C915.4F9F@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33328A8A.2C28@llivjm.ac.uk> <3332FBA8.1B18@glam.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

James Undery wrote:
> 
> Jamie Stanley wrote:
> 
>   Hi there... err call me Gumple... but when a do a GZIP -D <file>.gz
>   i get the file but its like overrights the orig. filename (minus the
> 
>   .gz) and the file just looks a mess...
> 
>   any help... *MUCH APPREACHIATED*
>   thanks - jamie... cmsjstan@livjm.ac.uk
> 
> I would suggest trying 'winzip' which is available from www.winzip.com
> or a lot of other shareware sites. The latest version recognises a large
> selection of compression formats, and has a simple windows interface.
> 
> James

yep,



Try winzip which came as part of your net Yaroze Starter Kit or see
http://www.winzip.com

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 273 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 274 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: TV CRISIS OVER
Date: Fri, 21 Mar 1997 17:51:45 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3332CAB1.31DD@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

The suspected TV compatibility crisis is over.

:-)  Good News

It would seem that the Member who had a problem with his TV when he
connected it up to his PC via his Net yaroze PlayStation had some dodgy
wiring on his plug socket.

It was this that caused the problem and not the type of TV.

As far as we know there shouldn't be any compatibility problems with
TVs.

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 274 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 275 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Russ Williams" <russ@algorithm.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP (again :) ... .. the *.gz files
Date: 21 Mar 1997 23:29:13 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <01bc3650$4e767180$b756dec2@algorithm>
References: <33328A8A.2C28@llivjm.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: algorithm.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Jamie Stanley <cmsjstan@llivjm.ac.uk> wrote in article
<33328A8A.2C28@llivjm.ac.uk>...
> Hi there... err call me Gumple... but when a do a GZIP -D <file>.gz
> i get the file but its like overrights the orig. filename (minus the
> .gz) and the file just looks a mess... 

It should do this. It's best to work on a copy of the orignal file...

> theres weird stuff at the beginning and then the AUTO file for siocons
> and then some more stuff then some code... i think that its NOT creating
> all the separte files just sorta appending them...   .. ..



This is called a TAR file (basically it's just text representations of a
group of files joined together). What you need to do is rename the file to
(whatever).TAR then use 

tar xvf (whatever).TAR
to extract it.

BTW - the version of GZIP I use will rename .TGZ files to .TAR after
decompressing, so it's probably possible to rename first to a TGZ file then
GZIP and detar.

---
Russ
--MESSAGE FILE 275 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 276 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: tuto0 and tuto1 Contents Reversed
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 1997 17:29:02 +0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <33380B5E.41CA@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

25th March 1997
tuto0 and tuto1 Contents Reversed

SCEI (Japan) report the following.........

In the document, "batch0", "batch1", "tuto0.c", and "tuto1.c" under the
folder 
"\psx\quick\" stored in the Development disc the programs were described
as follows;  

Tuto0 (called by batch0) prints 'Hello World!' to the SIOCONS console on
the PC....
Tuto1 (called by batch1) prints 'Hello World!' to the TV screen. 

The actual contents of "tuto0" and "tuto1" ("batch0" and "batch1") 
are reversed on the boot disc. 

File names in the boot disc should have been changed to correct this
inconsistency.
In order to get the discs made in time for launch we could not change
the file names. 

We do not think this would become a critical problem but would like you
to make 
an announcement in order to reduce inquires from Members. 

Laura
--MESSAGE FILE 276 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 277 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000012html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sceetech <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Using Count - the number of accesses to your Home page
Date: Wed, 02 Apr 1997 18:02:17 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <33429119.714B@interactive.sony.com>
Reply-To: ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Incidentally, if anyone wants to use the more sophisticated facilities
of "Count" (the .CGI program provided in your default home page), have a
look at
http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze_scei/Beginner/MemberHome/counter/docs/
Count.html#refr
--MESSAGE FILE 277 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 278 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: =?iso-8859-1?Q?Hans=2DJ=FCrgen?= Schmid <hans@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GDB or How do I debug my programs with the GNU utilities
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 1997 19:14:08 +0200
Organization: Mindmap Computersysteme GmbH
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3357ABE0.7F736B32@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hypemeister.bb.bawue.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.29 i586)

I do not know how to debug my code with gdb. I have CodeWarrior as
well by I want to go through the demo code without it.

Could anybody point me in the right direction, please ?!

Thank you.

Hypemeister(TM) Hans

Hypemeister is a registered trademark so do not use it.
--MESSAGE FILE 278 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 279 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: =?iso-8859-1?Q?Hans=2DJ=FCrgen?= Schmid <hans@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GDB
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 1997 22:41:48 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3357DC8C.2EF780D4@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hypemeister.bb.bawue.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.29 i586)

I would like to debug my programs with the GNU debugger gdb but I
do not know how.

Could anybody point me in the right direction ?

CU
Hans
--MESSAGE FILE 279 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 280 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: =?iso-8859-1?Q?Hans=2DJ=FCrgen?= Schmid <hans@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GDB
Date: Sat, 19 Apr 1997 07:10:36 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <335853CC.55967925@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hypemeister.bb.bawue.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.29 i586)

I would like the GNU debugger gdb for testing my code - but I do not
know how. Could anybody point me in the right direction ?

CU 
Hans
--MESSAGE FILE 280 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 281 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB
Date: Sun, 20 Apr 1997 22:35:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <335A8C19.6FF8@micronetics.com>
References: <335853CC.55967925@hypemeister.bb.bawue.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jim.micronetics.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b2 (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Hans-J rgen Schmid wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> I would like the GNU debugger gdb for testing my code - but I do not
> know how. Could anybody point me in the right direction ?
> 
> CU
> Hans

Hi Hans,

It's been a few week since I used gdb and even then it was only



playing around, but it goes something like this.

Compile your code with -g.  This is for symbolic debugging information
in the exe.

startup siocons, and do ? because there is a command that I have
forgotten, its something like 'start remote debugging' but I could be
wrong.

Then run gdb <filename> and do 'help'  then get help on misc user
commands and there should be some specific psx commands, run em.

--

Well, after scanning what I just wrote, I realize there is niff all real
information.  Basically all I did was type 'help' and '?' at every
prompt in siocons and gdb until it worked.  You will have to set the com
ports port and irq within gdb.  

I think you may have limited success with gdb because of the way it
works.  Its definitely not as good as similar debuggers (adb, xdb etc..)

I really think you will have more luck with ton loads of asserts and
printfs.

l8r
Jim
--MESSAGE FILE 281 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 282 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "D C" <telephone@geocities.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Macintosh Yaroze Startup (HTML page will appear on web site later)
Date: Thu, 01 May 1997 11:32:30 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <telephone-0105971132300001@194.203.13.9>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.9
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet Mail and News for Macintosh - 1.5b1 (45)

<html>

<b><font size=5>Macintosh Codewarrior/Yaroze Help</font></b>
<p>
Using a Yaroze on a macintosh is slightly more complicated then on a PC, but it 
can be done. First of all you will need the Yaroze Version of Metrowerk's 
'Codewarrior'. To run programs that other people have already written and up-
loaded as executable files, you will also need:
<p>
ResEdit, or another program to change the <b>types</b> and <b>creators</b> of 
files. ResEdit is avalible from <a 
href="ftp://ftp.info.apple.com/Apple.Support.Area/Apple_SW_Updates/US/Macintosh/
Utilities/ResEdit_2.1.3.sea.hqx>here (631k)</a>
<p>
The patch for the PSComm utility that comes with Codewarrior for running pre-
compiled programs from <a 
href="ftp://ftp.metrowerks.com/pub/updates/CWPSNY1/PSComUtil13.sit.hqx">here 
(365k).</a>
<p>



Some compressed file Extractors for various formats, namely LHA (i.e 
LZH,LHA,LZH), ZIP, TAR and G-ZIP. There are various shareware programs avalible 
to do this job, but the ones that I have tried are listed here:
<p>
<a href="ftp://ftp.amug.org/pub/amug/bbs-in-a-box/files/unstuff/other-
compression/zipit-1.3.5-fat.sit.hqx">Zipit (487k)</a>
<br>
<a href="ftp://ftp.amug.org/pub/amug/bbs-in-a-box/files/unstuff/other-
compression/lha-expander-1.0.3.sit.hqx">LHA Expander (105k)</a>
<br>
<a href="ftp://src.doc.ic.ac.uk/packages/info-mac/cmp/mac-gzip-10.hqx">MacGzip 
(234k)</a>
<br>
<a href="http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit.edu/HyperArchive/Archive/cmp/tar-
40b.hqx">Tar (40k)</a>
<p>
All are easy to use.
<p>
I will split this document into two sections, one for running programs from 
source (i.e ones that you have written) and running pre-compiled programs.
<p>
<b><font size=5>Pre-compiled programs</b></font>
<p>
The easiest thing to do is to run executable Yaroze programs written by other 
people. To find a program to run, goto the <a 
href="http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze/demos/demomain.htm">Net Yaroze Demo 
web page.</a> The files are generally compressed in one of the formats above, so
once they are downloaded, run the appropriate helper app to de-compress the 
files. Note that files with the extention .tar.gz need to be decompressed in 
Gzip first and this file must then be compressed in Tar.
<p>
First of all, locate the main program file, normally called MAIN. Run ResEdit 
(or another program for changing types and creators) and goto 'Get Info for <the
file>' in the file menu. Change the <b>type</b> to PSX and the <b>creator</b> to
CWIE.
<br>
Next install the patch for the PSComm utility and then run the program called 
PSCommUtil. With most of the programs that have been written there will be a 
file called AUTO, BATCH or something similar. This is a simple ASCII text 
document written by the author of the program that contains a list of 
instructions to the DOS version of SIOCONS. The file cntains a list of files and
memory locations to download into. Open it up with SimpleText (or another text 
editor) and will look something like this:
<p>
local dload a.tmd 80090000
<br>
local dload b.tmd 800c0000
<br>
local dload Ps.nhk    800f0000
<br>
local load main
<br>
go
<p>
This file would tell SIOCONS to download a.tmd to the memory location 0x80090000
(in hex). What you must do, is load PSCommUtil and connect to the playstation 
after setting the options up in the connect menu. Next goto 'Download DATA file'
in the 'Program Execution' menu. Select one of the files in the folder you 
decompressed the files into listed in the Batch file (e.g a.tmd), click OK and 
type in the memory address (with an 0x at the front to tell PSCommUtil that is 
is a HEX number). Click OK again and the data file will be downloaded into the 
Yaroze Playstation. Repeat this process until you reach the line that downloads 
the main program file. This looks different to the other lines as it has no 
memory address. do the same as above but select 'download program' instead of 



download data.
<p>
Once all the files are downloaded, you are ready to play, simply click run on th
program execution menu and wait for the playstation to start the program.
<p>
<b><font size=5>Using Codewarrior to compile and debug your own 
programs</b></font>
<p>
If you have already used the GNU version of the Yaroze compiler, and want to use
Codewarrior to compile and debug programs, there are a few things you must do.
<p>
1. Create a new project as a Yaroze project.
<br>
2. Change the target name of the project to something different to the project 
name. The default is for the names to be the same, but this produces an error. 
The target name is in the edit-preferences menu.
<br>
3. If you are planning to use any external files, like 3D objects or Texture 
maps, then you must add the line 
<p>
#include "MWDebugIO.h"
<p>
And then add the file MWDebugIO.lib to the project. You can then load the files 
that you want to use into the yaroze dynamically mallocing and freeing memory 
for textures and models on the fly, although this does have the overhead of a 
slow connection to the computer through the serial cable. The function to load a
file from the hard disk is: 
<p>
MWbload("filename", (void*)memory_location);
<p>
To debug your program, you must then select 'enable debugging' from the run 
menu, and then select debug from the same menu. The debugger should then connect
to the playstation (make sure it is at the terminal screen on the playstation) 
and then you can select run from the debugger menu to step through, or run your 
program. Everything else from now on is more or less the same as the GNU 
compiler in DOS.
</html>
--MESSAGE FILE 282 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 283 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ken Lam <100411.265@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: CD ROM access using fopen() etc?
Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 16:23:17 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3373B1E5.394A@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld25-045.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win16; I)

I've read through the manual and I see that the supplied functions to 
read CD-ROM data files are CdReadFile() and CdReadSync() using CdlFILE 
strucures.

I also see open(), read(), write() etc in the Library Reference - are 
these only for use with memory cards?

I would like to be able to use FILE based functions such as fopen(), 
fread() etc to access the CD - are these available? If not, what are the 



advantages of the CdlFILE based functions?

On a separate issue, why is it that I can read files from the Yaroze boot 
CD and the "demo one" CD, but not from other ISO 9660 ("silver") CD ROMs?

Do the PS CDs use a special format? Or are the stricter file and 
directory limits stopping the Yaroze PS reading ordinary CDs?

Ken Lam
ESP Software
--MESSAGE FILE 283 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 284 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Furlough" <furlough@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: CD ROM access using fopen() etc?
Date: 13 May 1997 14:31:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bc5faa$ee3f82f0$be8fb5cc@furlough>
References: <3373B1E5.394A@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> On a separate issue, why is it that I can read files from the Yaroze boot

> CD and the "demo one" CD, but not from other ISO 9660 ("silver") CD ROMs?

When you open the unit, the operating system in the PS notices, and when
you insert a new CD, it checks the "Copy Protection" on the CD.  If it is
entact, then you can read files from that CD.  If it is not, then none of
the CD routines work.  

> Do the PS CDs use a special format? Or are the stricter file and 
> directory limits stopping the Yaroze PS reading ordinary CDs?

Only the Copy Protection prevents you from reading ordinary CDs..
--MESSAGE FILE 284 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 285 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Backgrounds
Date: Mon, 19 May 1997 22:07:20 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3380C107.1DAC@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-07.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Maybe it's just me back I can't work out how to display an image as a
background as a whole - a 320x240 image, as a startup screen.

Do I use the GsSprite functions or GsCell & GsBG?

Any chance of anyone posting some simple code - with good comments
please.



Ira.
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 285 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 286 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Backgrounds
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 12:14:41 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <3382D921.3000@interactive.sony.com>
References: <3380C107.1DAC@netcomuk.co.uk>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Ira Rainey wrote:
> 
> Maybe it's just me back I can't work out how to display an image as a
> background as a whole - a 320x240 image, as a startup screen.
> 
> Do I use the GsSprite functions or GsCell & GsBG?
> 
> Any chance of anyone posting some simple code - with good comments
> please.
> 
> Ira.
> --
> "Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
> of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny

There are several ways to display a background.

Firstly: sprites, either one large one or several small ones.
Note that no sprite/polygon can ever have a texture area bigger
than 256 by 256, hence if your screen res is in any way higher
than that, you will need to scale a single sprite to make it
fill the screen. Drawing sprites is very straightforward and clean.
The 2d and 2d2 sample code directories show how to do various
things with sprites.

Secondly: you can use a polygon with a texture, but this ends up
being similar to using a sprite; the polygon must be orientated
to be straight-on to the camera, and can be 'scaled' by altering
its distance from the viewpoint.

Thirdly: you can use MoveImage to directly copy one area of 
VRAM to another, eg copy from one large TIM texture 
onto both dispay/draw buffers (or one large area if using
interlace rather than double buffering). MoveImage is quite quick, and
for a startup screen, can just be done the first frame
rather than redoing every time. MoveImage is very straightforward
but there is no possibility of scaling the image or



adjusting its bit-depth, tinkering with rgb or palette colours, etc.
To fill the whole screen requires a pretty large TIM.

Fourthly: you cn use the GsBG/GsCELL/GsMap collection of items
designed for doing scrolling sprite-ish backgrounds;
the SCEI sample code includes a demo of using this,
which is nicely done.

Lewis
--MESSAGE FILE 286 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 287 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ken Lam <100411.265@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 12:10:35 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld08-196.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win16; I)

The demos "blow.gz" and "chrome.gz" seem to be bugged : (

Having executed make for "blow" and used "batch" batchfile SIOCONS 
displays the error "Unsupported TMD type"

With "chrome", SIOCONS displays "GPU CODE 00H not assigned." 246 times
and the keeps displaying "non supported code 0 800a016c" endlessly,

Are these demos faulty? (The others I've tried like 2d.gz seem to be 
file)

Ken Lam
ESP Software
--MESSAGE FILE 287 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 288 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 14:04:06 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Ken Lam wrote:
> 



> The demos "blow.gz" and "chrome.gz" seem to be bugged : (
> 
> Having executed make for "blow" and used "batch" batchfile SIOCONS
> displays the error "Unsupported TMD type"
> 
> With "chrome", SIOCONS displays "GPU CODE 00H not assigned." 246 times
> and the keeps displaying "non supported code 0 800a016c" endlessly,
> 
> Are these demos faulty? (The others I've tried like 2d.gz seem to be
> file)
> 
> Ken Lam
> ESP Software

With the chrome demo it looks like the TMD isn't loaded. From SIOCONS
press F3 then type auto<CR>.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 288 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 289 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "D Smethurst" <ulthwe@foobar.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Reading a CD
Date: 27 May 1997 21:55:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bc6ae9$35b7e660$c35ba4c2@ulthwe>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dyn-dtC03.foobar.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi,

Having just got through my exams and revision (well partially).

Anyway ... the black CD that comes with the Yaroze, the special
boot CD for the development platform.  

What is on it ... or how can I get a listing of files that are on it ?

D.
ulthwe@foobar.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 289 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 290 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Reading a CD
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 23:07:04 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <338B5B07.1A7C@netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <01bc6ae9$35b7e660$c35ba4c2@ulthwe>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-31.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)



D Smethurst wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> Having just got through my exams and revision (well partially).
> 
> Anyway ... the black CD that comes with the Yaroze, the special
> boot CD for the development platform.
> 
> What is on it ... or how can I get a listing of files that are on it ?
> 
> D.
> ulthwe@foobar.co.uk

Just slip it into your ROM drive on your PC, you can read it just the
same as a regular CD.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 290 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 291 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Backgrounds
Date: Wed, 28 May 1997 21:51:52 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <338CE138.66B2@earthlink.net>
References: <3380C107.1DAC@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust53.Max6.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Ira Rainey wrote:
> 
> Any chance of anyone posting some simple code - with good comments
> please.
> 
> Ira.
> --
> "Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
> of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny

Ira,
I had quite a bit of trouble myself, but with some timely hints from
Mario (on this side of the pond) I got a full screen (512x240 8bit CLUT)
to display nicely..

Rather than duplicating my post here, check out the sceA newsgroup on
2-D graphics (I assume you can get to it, since I can get to sceE
groups).

Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 291 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000026html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 292 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Furlough" <furlough@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Reading a CD
Date: 29 May 1997 14:14:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bc6c3b$3d62b2c0$be8fb5cc@furlough>
References: <01bc6ae9$35b7e660$c35ba4c2@ulthwe>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

D Smethurst <ulthwe@foobar.co.uk> wrote in article
<01bc6ae9$35b7e660$c35ba4c2@ulthwe>...
> 
> Hi,
> 
> Having just got through my exams and revision (well partially).
> 
> Anyway ... the black CD that comes with the Yaroze, the special
> boot CD for the development platform.  
> 
> What is on it ... or how can I get a listing of files that are on it ?

Or in siocons, just type DIR, and it'll do the work for you.
--MESSAGE FILE 292 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 293 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ken Lam <100411.265@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 17:25:53 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld29-096.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win16; I)

>>Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 14:04:06 +0100
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Ken Lam wrote:
>
> The demos "blow.gz" and "chrome.gz" seem to be bugged : (

With the chrome demo it looks like the TMD isn't loaded. From SIOCONS
press F3 then type auto<CR>.

Stuart
<<
Can you confirm that "chrome" is not faulty and does run properly?

As you can see from the SIOCONS output below, the TMD file has been 
loaded, but it still doesn't work :(

I've also just tried 3d.gz and I've had the same kind of problems : (

Ken Lam



ESP Software

siocons -B115200 -p0x2f8,3 auto
 I/O addr = 0x02F8, IRQ=3(vect=0x000B,8259=20)
 BAUDRATE = 115200
start log append into "log.txt"
texture.tim  address:80090000-800a1188 size:011189  011189:   16sec.
torus.tmd  address:800a0000-800a2fd3 size:002fd4  002fd4:    2sec.
main [ .text] address:80100000-80100b8f size:000b90  000b90:    1sec.
main [ .data] address:80100b90-80100cdf size:000150  000150:    1sec.
main [.sdata] address:80100ce0-80100d5f size:000080  000080:    1sec.
  PC=801009d0, GP=80108ce0, SP=801ffff0

>>goResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
ResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
GPU CODE 00H not assigned. (lots of these)

non supported code 0 800a016c (even more of these)
--MESSAGE FILE 293 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 294 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 17:45:39 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <338F0432.7AB1@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com> 
<338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Ken Lam wrote:
> 
> >>Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 14:04:06 +0100
> From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
> Ken Lam wrote:
> >
> > The demos "blow.gz" and "chrome.gz" seem to be bugged : (
> 
> With the chrome demo it looks like the TMD isn't loaded. From SIOCONS
> press F3 then type auto<CR>.
> 
> Stuart
> <<
> Can you confirm that "chrome" is not faulty and does run properly?
> 
> As you can see from the SIOCONS output below, the TMD file has been
> loaded, but it still doesn't work :(
> 
> I've also just tried 3d.gz and I've had the same kind of problems : (
> 
> Ken Lam
> ESP Software
> 
> siocons -B115200 -p0x2f8,3 auto



>  I/O addr = 0x02F8, IRQ=3(vect=0x000B,8259=20)
>  BAUDRATE = 115200
> start log append into "log.txt"
> texture.tim  address:80090000-800a1188 size:011189  011189:   16sec.
> torus.tmd  address:800a0000-800a2fd3 size:002fd4  002fd4:    2sec.
> main [ .text] address:80100000-80100b8f size:000b90  000b90:    1sec.
> main [ .data] address:80100b90-80100cdf size:000150  000150:    1sec.
> main [.sdata] address:80100ce0-80100d5f size:000080  000080:    1sec.
>   PC=801009d0, GP=80108ce0, SP=801ffff0
> 
> >>goResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
> ResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
> GPU CODE 00H not assigned.              (lots of these)
> 
> non supported code 0 800a016c           (even more of these)

I can confirm there are no problems with the 'chrome' demo. We even had
it running under codewarrior.

The errors definitely seem to indicate that the model isn't loaded. I'll
have a look at it on Monday. It could be that it isn't being
decompressed correctly, (just a thought).

Is there anyone else whose had problems, got it working?

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 294 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 295 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Dollochan <peter.dollochan@ukonline.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: object.c/.h examples
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 20:32:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <338F2B64.5818@ukonline.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lon3-45.ukonline.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

hi  all,
Are there any examples kicking around using the scee overlay

object.c/.h that explains the use of hierarchial model's,
you know the supercoordinateobjectid bit.

cheers Pete.
--MESSAGE FILE 295 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 296 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 23:15:40 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3391F473.AAD@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-04.netcomuk.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)
CC: scea.yaroze.beginners

Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
with sprites and the like.

If enough people need it then I will compile this resource, if no-one
needs it then that's fine, but I know how frustrating it can get.

So either mail me or post here, and if demand requires it then I will do
it.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 296 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000031html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 297 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 23:17:16 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-04.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
with sprites and the like.

If enough people need it then I will compile this resource, if no-one
needs it then that's fine, but I know how frustrating it can get.

So either mail me or post here, and if demand requires it then I will do
it.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 297 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 298 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: object.c/.h examples



Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 08:52:52 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <33927BD3.50BA@interactive.sony.com>
References: <338F2B64.5818@ukonline.co.uk>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Peter Dollochan wrote:
> 
> hi  all,
>         Are there any examples kicking around using the scee overlay
> object.c/.h that explains the use of hierarchial model's,
> you know the supercoordinateobjectid bit.
> 
> cheers Pete.

The super-coordinate-object id is just there so that 
objects can participate in a coordinate system hierarchy;
a simple version of this is shown in the demo <solar2>,
and before long we may be doing a 3d-animation sample demo
that will also use a hierarchical coordinate tree to achieve
the movement animation.

Lewis
--MESSAGE FILE 298 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 299 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 09:57:37 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <33928B01.73D1@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com> 
<338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Ken Lam wrote:
> 
> >>Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 14:04:06 +0100
> From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
> Ken Lam wrote:
> >
> > The demos "blow.gz" and "chrome.gz" seem to be bugged : (
> 
> With the chrome demo it looks like the TMD isn't loaded. From SIOCONS
> press F3 then type auto<CR>.
> 
> Stuart
> <<



> Can you confirm that "chrome" is not faulty and does run properly?
> 
> As you can see from the SIOCONS output below, the TMD file has been
> loaded, but it still doesn't work :(
> 
> I've also just tried 3d.gz and I've had the same kind of problems : (
> 
> Ken Lam
> ESP Software
> 
> siocons -B115200 -p0x2f8,3 auto
>  I/O addr = 0x02F8, IRQ=3(vect=0x000B,8259=20)
>  BAUDRATE = 115200
> start log append into "log.txt"
> texture.tim  address:80090000-800a1188 size:011189  011189:   16sec.
> torus.tmd  address:800a0000-800a2fd3 size:002fd4  002fd4:    2sec.
> main [ .text] address:80100000-80100b8f size:000b90  000b90:    1sec.
> main [ .data] address:80100b90-80100cdf size:000150  000150:    1sec.
> main [.sdata] address:80100ce0-80100d5f size:000080  000080:    1sec.
>   PC=801009d0, GP=80108ce0, SP=801ffff0
> 
> >>goResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
> ResetGraph:jtb=8004829c,env=800482e4
> GPU CODE 00H not assigned.              (lots of these)
> 
> non supported code 0 800a016c           (even more of these)

I've checked them both out and they do work on my machine.

One thing I did notice is that in the 'chrome' demo texture.tim and
torus.tmd overlap, a bit of an oversight on my part. You could try
altering 'main.c' so that #define torusTMD (u_long *)800a0000 is changed
to #define torusTMD (u_long *)800b0000, and then alter 'auto' so that
dload torus.tmd 800a0000 reads dload tour.tmd 800b0000.

One other thing, when I loaded the demo on my machine the texture was
loaded from 80090000-800a021f and the torus from 800a0000-800a2fb7,
which is a bit strange.

Anyway, try the changes and let me know if it works. If it doesn't,
could you give me the file sizes for torus.tmd and texture.tim from DOS.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 299 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 300 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ken Lam <"100411,265"@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 13:00:33 -0700
Organization: ESP Software
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <33932661.7C3E@compuserve.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com> 
<338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com> <33928B01.73D1@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld41-118.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win16; I)

> One thing I did notice is that in the 'chrome' demo texture.tim and



> torus.tmd overlap, a bit of an oversight on my part. You could try
> altering 'main.c' so that #define torusTMD (u_long *)800a0000 is changed
> to #define torusTMD (u_long *)800b0000, and then alter 'auto' so that
> dload torus.tmd 800a0000 reads dload tour.tmd 800b0000.
>I've tried this but it still doesn't work: the only difference is in the
error message
  non supported code 0 800b016c

(The SIOCONS is shown output below.)

> One other thing, when I loaded the demo on my machine the texture was
> loaded from 80090000-800a021f and the torus from 800a0000-800a2fb7,
> which is a bit strange.
>
> Anyway, try the changes and let me know if it works. If it doesn't,
> could you give me the file sizes for torus.tmd and texture.tim from DOS.
>
> Stuart

Here are the file sizes:
  TEXTURE  TIM        70,025 24/04/97   10:32
  TORUS    TMD        12,244 24/04/97   10:32

I note that when I try to Preview TEXTURE.TIM in TIMUTIL, I get an error
message in Japanese "x xxxx 65535 xxxxxxxxxx" where "x"s are extended 
ASCII
characters. Is this a limit in TIMUTIL or is the file corrupted(but the 
.gz
file was decompressed by WinZip without errors)?

Ken Lam
ESP Software

C:\PROJECTS\PSX\CHROME>siocons -B115200 -p0x2f8,3 auto1
start log append into "log.txt"
texture.tim  address:80090000-800a1188 size:011189  011189:    8sec.
torus.tmd  address:800b0000-800b2fd3 size:002fd4  002fd4:    2sec.
main [ .text] address:80100000-80100baf size:000bb0  000bb0:    0sec.
main [ .data] address:80100bb0-80100cff size:000150  000150:    1sec.
main [.sdata] address:80100d00-80100d7f size:000080  000080:    1sec.
  PC=801009f0, GP=80108d00, SP=801ffff0

PS A nettiqeutte reminder which I'm sure you're already aware of: When 
replying, please
EDIT down the quoted message!
--MESSAGE FILE 300 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 301 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 13:33:28 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3392BD98.64C6@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com> 
<338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com> <33928B01.73D1@interactive.sony.com> 
<33932661.7C3E@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

The file sizes should be 66080 for texture.tim and 12216 for torus.tmd.
It might be worth getting gzip and untar and decompressing the stuff
from dos.

Stuart

PS at least I'm not a CAPS fiend.
--MESSAGE FILE 301 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 302 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ken Lam <"100411,265"@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bad demos: blow.gz and chrome.gz
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 16:22:59 -0700
Organization: ESP Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <339355D3.1615@compuserve.com>
References: <33849A2B.7077@compuserve.com> <33844446.4FC0@interactive.sony.com> 
<338F7011.6B9C@compuserve.com> <33928B01.73D1@interactive.sony.com> 
<33932661.7C3E@compuserve.com> <3392BD98.64C6@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld45-098.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win16; I)

> The file sizes should be 66080 for texture.tim and 12216 for torus.tmd.
> It might be worth getting gzip and untar and decompressing the stuff
> from dos.

You're right, WinZip 5.6 is inflating the sizes of the files, even though
it reports the correct values in its own window.

I've installed WinZip 6.2 (16-bit) which decompresses correctly-sized
files.

Hooray! I now get a spinning torus on the screen : )

(This might explain why some of the demos I've tried haven't been working
properly. Anyway, at least the problem's been nailed down. Thanks!)

Ken Lam
ESP Software
--MESSAGE FILE 302 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 303 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How to ... Display sprites.
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 20:13:06 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <33931B40.3765@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-11-17.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

How to ... Display sprites.

As promised, I have written some documentation and source code for the
display of sprites for use by anybody who needs it.

The docs started out short, but ended up about eight pages long. They're
pretty detailed without being complicated, I just cover the necessary
bits to get the sprite from your head onto the screen.

The source code is short, functional, well documented with comments, and
easy to follow.

The docs and source code are available now, including the executable and
a sample TIM from my ftp site at:

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/ftp/

It's available as a .zip file for PC, with the docs in Word 6 format &
Ascii text, and .hqx format for Mac with the docs in Wordperfect 3.1
format & Simpletext.

If you can't access the SCEE ftp, mail me and I will mail it to you,
just say what format you want it in.

I know how frustrating it can get when you are trying to get stuff
working, it took me a couple of weeks to get my head round it all. So I
just hope this  makes life easier and quicker for those of you who are
struggling and starting out - have faith we've all been there.

How about continuing this "How to .." series, if anyone else could knock
together some docs and source code for say, basic 3D, basic sound, using
Yaroze on Mac/Amiga/Linux, assembler on Yaroze, collision detection,
etc, etc. Source code alone without docs can sometimes just be
confusing. Perhaps SCEE could give us some more FTP space for a "How to
.." area, and then people could upload stuff there for the benefit of
everyone.

How about it people, after all, we're all in this together.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 303 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 304 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: help
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 00:08:09 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <33924729.B68@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d20.tar-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (Win95; I)



hi ira,
i'm one of those people who are frustrated and the fog isn't yet lifted
off my head. seeing one of your programs might help alot.

thanks

-Djinn
e-mail: kaneda101@aol.com
--MESSAGE FILE 304 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 305 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Baokang Chen <chen@actlab.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Q: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 12:38:36 -0700
Organization: ACT Laboratory Ltd.
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com>
Reply-To: chen@actlab.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: FLYERS.ACTLAB.COM
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Hi everyone,

I just started jumping to this Yaroze boat. Browsing through
the Yaroze development manuals, there is no place to explain
those 3 fixed memory mappings: ku/k0/k1.

Can anyone out there kindly explain to me those terms and how
those mappings are reflected in the source code and when to
use which mapping?

Thanks in advance!

--Benny
--MESSAGE FILE 305 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 306 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Backgrounds
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 22:40:04 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33948F31.3121@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-00-32.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

I have posted more how to code on my ftp area:

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

This time it is about displaying a 320x240 16 bit image as a whole



screen using two sprites.

Let me know what you think.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 306 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 307 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Q: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: Wed, 04 Jun 1997 00:15:02 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3394b346.8692597@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nbppp93.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

This has been asked several times in SCEA and no
one seems to answer....

Jamin Frederick

On Tue, 03 Jun 1997 12:38:36 -0700, Baokang Chen <chen@actlab.com>
wrote:

>Hi everyone,
>
>I just started jumping to this Yaroze boat. Browsing through
>the Yaroze development manuals, there is no place to explain
>those 3 fixed memory mappings: ku/k0/k1.
>
>Can anyone out there kindly explain to me those terms and how
>those mappings are reflected in the source code and when to
>use which mapping?
>
>Thanks in advance!
>
>--Benny

--MESSAGE FILE 307 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 308 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: just agreeing.
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 08:36:55 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33940FE7.5BE1@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts003d11.hil-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

hi,
i would just like to point out that i would also be very interested in
any information about the three memory fields (ku,ko,k1)

-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 308 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 309 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Q: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: Wed, 04 Jun 1997 09:28:17 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33952720.364@interactive.sony.com>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com> <3394b346.8692597@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

> >those 3 fixed memory mappings: ku/k0/k1.
> >
> >Can anyone out there kindly explain to me those terms and how
> >those mappings are reflected in the source code and when to
> >use which mapping?

The memory mappings are just left-overs from the
full dev. kit. On Yaroze, there is only one mapping
available to use, and this involved using addresses
0x80090000 - 0x801fffff. In that single
mapping, the I-cache and D-cache are both available
for use. (The D-cache is 1K data scratchpad, usable for 
storing a program stack for faster stack access;
see the new download area for an example of this use.
The I-cache is a 4K instruction scratchpad, usable
for speeding up execution, especially when in loops).

Lewis
--MESSAGE FILE 309 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 310 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Q: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: Thu, 05 Jun 1997 15:48:14 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3396df2b.5763546@205.149.189.29>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com> <3394b346.8692597@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33952720.364@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230



Lewis,

Thanks for clearing that up. I suspected it was a holdover from the
full kit, but couldn't find anyone who could/would confirm it.

Mario

On Wed, 04 Jun 1997 09:28:17 +0100, Developer Support
<dev_support@interactive.sony.com> wrote:

>The memory mappings are just left-overs from the
>full dev. kit. On Yaroze, there is only one mapping
>available to use, and this involved using addresses
>0x80090000 - 0x801fffff. In that single
>mapping, the I-cache and D-cache are both available
>for use. (The D-cache is 1K data scratchpad, usable for 
>storing a program stack for faster stack access;
>see the new download area for an example of this use.
>The I-cache is a 4K instruction scratchpad, usable
>for speeding up execution, especially when in loops).

--MESSAGE FILE 310 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 311 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Andrew Howe" <ataru@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: 5 Jun 1997 22:05:53 GMT
Organization: Acme
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01bc71fd$26738220$01000080@solabh51.dial.pipex.com>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ae179.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> I just started jumping to this Yaroze boat. Browsing through
> the Yaroze development manuals, there is no place to explain
> those 3 fixed memory mappings: ku/k0/k1.

The docs are wrong.
00000000-001fffff and 80000000-801fffff are identical and cacheable
(instructions only)
a0000000-a01fffff is the same as the other two but is uncacheable.

The docs on page 15 of the user guide are wrong, they suggest "k0"
(80000000-801fffff) is uncacheable.

Andrew.

--MESSAGE FILE 311 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 312 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Simple sprite rotation
Date: Thu, 05 Jun 1997 23:44:03 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33974132.49F6@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-54.netcomuk.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

To continue on with the sprite how to series, a simple rotation and
scaling demo, with source is now at my ftp.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

Ira

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 312 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 313 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: Fri, 06 Jun 1997 09:23:00 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3397C8E4.2274@interactive.sony.com>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com> 
<01bc71fd$26738220$01000080@solabh51.dial.pipex.com>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroup
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Andrew Howe wrote:
> 
> > I just started jumping to this Yaroze boat. Browsing through
> > the Yaroze development manuals, there is no place to explain
> > those 3 fixed memory mappings: ku/k0/k1.
> 
> The docs are wrong.
> 00000000-001fffff and 80000000-801fffff are identical and cacheable
> (instructions only)
> a0000000-a01fffff is the same as the other two but is uncacheable.
> 
> The docs on page 15 of the user guide are wrong, they suggest "k0"
> (80000000-801fffff) is uncacheable.
> 
> Andrew.

There is no point in trying to use any mapping other than
0x80000000 - 0x801fffff.

Under this mapping, both the I-cache and the D-cache are available.

See the new ftp download area for sample code using the D-cache.
--MESSAGE FILE 313 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 314 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000049html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: great document!!!
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 05:45:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <33992DAE.2918@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d10.tar-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

for those of you who are having trouble on displaying simple sprites,
there is a great document that really helps on understand the procedure

it's located at www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

it's by far the best doc floating around

-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 314 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 315 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Stars
Date: Wed, 11 Jun 1997 00:38:13 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <339DE564.1BBF@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-07-46.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Another simple step up the routine ladder.

Check out my stars demo at my ftp, showing a four field parallax star
field and sprite rotation and scaling stuff.

Only simple stuff, but ace fun to play with.

Source code available when it's tidy.

Ira

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 315 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 316 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Source available
Date: Thu, 12 Jun 1997 19:01:06 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33A03962.D56@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-08-03.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

The source for the starfield and runner demos are now on my ftp area.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

Check them out.

Ira

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 316 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000051html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 317 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Andrew Howe" <ataru@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: What's ku/k0/k1?
Date: 15 Jun 1997 22:59:01 GMT
Organization: Acme
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01bc79e0$3e255340$01000080@solabh51.dial.pipex.com>
References: <339472BC.228C@actlab.com> 
<01bc71fd$26738220$01000080@solabh51.dial.pipex.com> 
<3397C8E4.2274@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ak041.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> There is no point in trying to use any mapping other than
> 0x80000000 - 0x801fffff.

It's identical to 0x00000000-0x001fffff.  And the latter is faster to use
in some cases, like generating primitive lists.

> Under this mapping, both the I-cache and the D-cache are available.

The "D-cache" is only available at 0x1f800000, and it's not a data cache,
it's just 1k of 1 cycle memory ... ???

Andrew - Core Design

--MESSAGE FILE 317 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 318 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Backgrounds
Date: 20 Jun 1997 13:13:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News



Lines: 35
Message-ID: <01bc7d95$a546a200$cb56eccd@nsantos>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-5200-0445.mtl.total.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I read a couple of messages regarding displaying an entire 320x240 image on
the screen.  If you want an easy and crude way of doing it, you can use the
LoadImage to move the entire image into your display and swap buffers
instead of using 2 sprites, and just use a main loop that does nothing but
swap buffers.  Like this:

...
   GsGetTimInfo((u_long *)(PICTURE+1),&Image);
   Rect.x = 0;
   Rect.y = 0;
   Rect.w = 320;
   Rect.h = 240;
   LoadImage(&Rect,Image.pixel);
   Rect.y = 240;
   LoadImage(&Rect,Image.pixel);

   while(PadRead(1) != PadSelect)
   {
      Buffer = GsGetActiveBuff();
      GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)Packet[Buffer]);
      GsClearOt(0,0,&OT[Buffer]);
      DrawSync(0);
      VSync(0);
      GsSwapDispBuff();
      GsDrawOt(&OT[Buffer]);
   }
...

This is not useable for background images in games and only works with
images that includes the CLUT information in the data, but it's a great way
to do a quick display of a title image for example.

Nelson.

--MESSAGE FILE 318 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 319 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: SCEE TECH <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Backgrounds
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 1997 14:38:31 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <33AA87D7.6184@interactive.sony.com>
References: <01bc7d95$a546a200$cb56eccd@nsantos>
Reply-To: N/A-Use-Newsgroups
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Nelson Santos wrote:
> 
> I read a couple of messages regarding displaying an entire 320x240 image on
> the screen.  If you want an easy and crude way of doing it, you can use the



> LoadImage to move the entire image into your display and swap buffers
> instead of using 2 sprites, and just use a main loop that does nothing but
> swap buffers.  Like this:
> 
> ...
>    GsGetTimInfo((u_long *)(PICTURE+1),&Image);
>    Rect.x = 0;
>    Rect.y = 0;
>    Rect.w = 320;
>    Rect.h = 240;
>    LoadImage(&Rect,Image.pixel);
>    Rect.y = 240;
>    LoadImage(&Rect,Image.pixel);
> 
>    while(PadRead(1) != PadSelect)
>    {
>       Buffer = GsGetActiveBuff();
>       GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)Packet[Buffer]);
>       GsClearOt(0,0,&OT[Buffer]);
>       DrawSync(0);
>       VSync(0);
>       GsSwapDispBuff();
>       GsDrawOt(&OT[Buffer]);
>    }
> ...
> 
> This is not useable for background images in games and only works with
> images that includes the CLUT information in the data, but it's a great way
> to do a quick display of a title image for example.
> 
> Nelson.

-- One nice advantage of this LoadImage method is that you can
specify the TIM coordinates as those of one draw/display buffer in VRAM
eg topleft (0, 0) and (w,h) as (320, 240);
this means you can fit more things into the rest of VRAM,
and so a large title screen need not hinder use of game textures.

GsSPRITEs will enable you to display images very flexibly;
each one can only show 256by256 pixels of frame buffer, but if
you have a larger TIM than 256x256, show it using more than 
one sprite.
--MESSAGE FILE 319 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 320 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: Tue, 01 Jul 1997 23:53:30 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33B9FAE9.2636@earthlink.net>
References: <3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max1-so-ca-22.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Ira Rainey wrote:
> 



> Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
> progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
> source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
> graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
> with sprites and the like.
> 
> If enough people need it then I will compile this resource, if no-one
> needs it then that's fine, but I know how frustrating it can get.
> 
> So either mail me or post here, and if demand requires it then I will do
> it.
> 
> Ira
> --
> "Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
> of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
Oh yes definetely I would like that a lot . Email at
Hodgke@earthlink.net . Great!!!! I was looking for someone like you!!!
--MESSAGE FILE 320 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 321 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: wardster1@hotmail.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory address selection?
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 00:58:18 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld17-036.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01E-CIS  (Win95; I; 16bit)

Hi there...

I got the Yaroze only a few days ago, but something has got me confused. 
Why do I have to choose hexadecimal value memory addressed for any data 
files that I choose to use (seq, vab, 3d objects etc.). 

Does anyone have any information regarding the choice of memory adresses, 
for example, what is the top/bottom address, do I have to allocate a 
certain amount of memory etc.

Any comments would be appreciated....

See ya.
--MESSAGE FILE 321 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 322 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: wardster1@hotmail.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Visual C++ 5
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 01:02:53 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld17-036.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01E-CIS  (Win95; I; 16bit)

Hi again ...

When I purchased the Yaroze I ordered CodeWarrior also, however, after 
using Microsoft VC++ 5, MetroWerks IDE seems to be lacking (ho hum...).

Is there any possibilty of using VC++ as a frontend IDE / Compiler.

Any info would be greatly appreciated.

See ya.
--MESSAGE FILE 322 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 323 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 08:56:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <33C34446.520@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

wardster1@hotmail.com wrote:
> 
> Hi there...
> 
> I got the Yaroze only a few days ago, but something has got me confused.
> Why do I have to choose hexadecimal value memory addressed for any data
> files that I choose to use (seq, vab, 3d objects etc.).

The convention on PlayStation is to use hexadecimal addressing;
the PC programs that directly communicate with the PlayStation
will use them, so it's easiest to stick with them throughout
rather than converting to decimal.

> 
> Does anyone have any information regarding the choice of memory adresses,
> for example, what is the top/bottom address, do I have to allocate a
> certain amount of memory etc.
> 
> Any comments would be appreciated....
> 
> See ya.

The Yaroze memory is 2Mb of main RAM from
0x80000000 - 0x801fffff. The video RAM and sound RAM are
1Mb and 0.5Mb each respectively, and the addresses for them
are not disclosed as they are acccessed via library calls.

The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take



values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.

As regards allocation, you can use whatever bits of RAM you like,
as long as you avoid conflict with data files (TIM, TMD, SEQ, VH, VB,
etc) and with program space; you can use dynamic memory allocation,
or static allocation (eg declaring global arrays) or you
can directly set where you want a buffer to be, e.g.
u_long *memoryBuffer1; // pointer:

// treatable as base of array
memoryBuffer1 = (u_long*) 0x80090000;

// set the memory location of memory buffer
you can define memory buffer areas quite easily, and if you
define a bottom and top address for each, and check against
these values when getting memory, all will be fine.

Note: in the makefile of a project, specify the linker option
that forces generation of a mapfile (lots of the SCEE samples
do this). The mapfile shows you exactly where things are
and how much space various parts of your program are consuming;
very useful for spotting subtle conflicts.

Lewis
--MESSAGE FILE 323 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 324 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 19:38:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <33c3e6ed.8639997@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com> <33C34446.520@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb5ppp166.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 09 Jul 1997 08:56:54 +0100, Developer Support
<dev_support@interactive.sony.com> wrote:

>The Yaroze memory is 2Mb of main RAM from
>0x80000000 - 0x801fffff. The video RAM and sound RAM are
>1Mb and 0.5Mb each respectively, and the addresses for them
>are not disclosed as they are acccessed via library calls.
>

anyways, would it interfere with video syncing if we
were able to access video RAM at will?

>The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
>from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
>0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
>The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
>point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take
>values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.

program stack grows down from 0x801ffff, and the
linker option to load your executable will load at that point and
upward, say at 0x801e3000 and upward, so that the only thing
colliding would be the program stack and the program exectable,
and everything below 0x801e3000 is ok? yes? no?



Jamin

>Lewis

--MESSAGE FILE 324 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 325 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 1997 10:22:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <33C4A9BF.4B06@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com> <33C34446.520@interactive.sony.com> 
<33c3e6ed.8639997@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

> >The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
> >from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
> >0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
> >The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
> >point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take
> >values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.
> 
>         program stack grows down from 0x801ffff, and the
> linker option to load your executable will load at that point and
> upward, say at 0x801e3000 and upward, so that the only thing
> colliding would be the program stack and the program exectable,
> and everything below 0x801e3000 is ok? yes? no?

If you were loading your program at 801e3000, and you made the
linker generate a mapfile, and hence you knew the program
space ended at e.g. 0x801f0000, then you can be sure of no overlap
of stack and program; and use of the space between
0x80090000 and 0x801e2fff would be fine.

> 
> Jamin
> 
> >Lewis
--MESSAGE FILE 325 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 326 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Grim" <frothkid@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Visual C++ 5
Date: 10 Jul 1997 18:56:18 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <01bc8120$19d11280$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk>



References: <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

wardster1@hotmail.com wrote in article <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com>...
> Hi again ...
> 
> When I purchased the Yaroze I ordered CodeWarrior also, however, after 
> using Microsoft VC++ 5, MetroWerks IDE seems to be lacking (ho hum...).
> 
> Is there any possibilty of using VC++ as a frontend IDE / Compiler.
> 
> Any info would be greatly appreciated.
> 
> See ya.
> 

I dont have visual C++ 5, but visual C++ 4 allows you to load an external
makefile if its got a .mak extension, for example a makefile that would
work with gcc (just make sure its simple). Then when you do 'build' it
calls the makefile which calls the external compiler and builds your ps
exe. Use siocons for uploading and you can forget CodeWarrior (hurrah). Of
course the debugger doesnt work, not sure about the browsers.

I havent actually tried this but it works with my TI compilers. I seem to
remember someone working on their own windows IDE for yaroze. Also there is
something called 'blue gnu' for cygnus-release gcc on win32. That might
work too.

see ya

Graeme

--MESSAGE FILE 326 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 327 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jon Arkley <113131.206@Compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3d "chessboard"
Date: Sun, 03 Aug 1997 22:08:27 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <33E4F34B.697@Compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld44-188.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

I'm trying to create a 3d "chessboard" effect using cubes of varying
height in a grid pattern.

I downloaded the "3dprogs" demo programs, and substituted CUBE.TMP for
the object displayed by tuto0. This worked fine, giving me a cube on the
screen which I could rotate and zoom in and out using the joypad.

My next step was to display more than one cube. I modified the program
to create a two-element array for the object handler and to do all the
3d calls etc twise, once for each element.



I changed the initial xyz coordinates for the second object to offset it
on the screen from the first.

All I got was a single cube at the new position.

Am I on the right lines? If so, what am I doing wrong? Perhaps I need to
do something more complicated?

Any help would be most welcome. This is my first attempt at 3d, so
forgive me if I'm doing something really stupid! I would also be
grateful for any really basic examples of displaying two identical
objects at different coordinates.

Thanks.
--MESSAGE FILE 327 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 328 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Stuck with Sprites - Oddness`
Date: Mon, 04 Aug 1997 21:35:48 +0100
Organization: No
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <33E63D24.33F3@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Ok, after spending a while with this machine, I've finally gone from a
completely blank screen to a completely blank screen with a slight tinge
of red...  Basically, I understand (I think!) how the graphics system
works, but it seems to have inconsistencies in it that I don't
understand.  Perhaps some kind soul could explain a few things..

  1 - Ok, I have the frame buffer, which is basically a massive
scratchpad except that part of it at any given moment will be onscreen. 
Things like GetTPage and LoadImage, etc. seem to refer to coordinates in
this.  However, when it comes to actually _drawing_ things, it seems
that the system compensates for the location of the current drawing
buffer in the scratchpad.  (Evidence: The CHECK program, when it 
recalculates the positions of the sprites, does not have an amount that
it adds on in order to draw in the second frame buffer on every other
frame).  Is this true?  What if I really do want to draw in the texture
space, CLUT, or similar?

  2 - What colour does FntPrint() text come out in?  (I was trying to
FntPrint() some text in the scratchpad, mark that area as TextureSpace
then pick it up in a sprite, but it never shows up...)

  3 - Once you've drawn an Ot, you can do whatever you like to the Ot in
memory, right?

  4 - You don't actually *need* two sets of GpuPackets for two buffered
frames if you're only drawing one at a time (which is a stupid thing to
do, but is simple, so that's what I'm trying to do at the moment :) )

  5 - The drawing commands draw on the buffer that is *not* visible at
the moment, right?



  Thanks for any help!!
Mg
--MESSAGE FILE 328 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 329 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Clint Kelly <clint@erols.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stuck with Sprites - Oddness`
Date: Mon, 04 Aug 1997 19:43:51 -0400
Organization: Cornell University
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <33E66937.2140@erols.com>
References: <33E63D24.33F3@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: rkv-as1s30.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01KIT (Win95; U)

I don't have very many answers, but I'll give this a shot...

Mark Green wrote:

>   1 - Ok, I have the frame buffer, which is basically a massive
> scratchpad except that part of it at any given moment will be onscreen.
> Things like GetTPage and LoadImage, etc. seem to refer to coordinates in
> this.  However, when it comes to actually _drawing_ things, it seems
> that the system compensates for the location of the current drawing
> buffer in the scratchpad.  (Evidence: The CHECK program, when it

When you have sprites on the screen, you're dealing with world coordinates 
(correct me if I'm 
wrong) and not frame buffer coordinates.  For example, you can move sprites to 
negative 
coordinates, even though no such coordinates exist in the framebuffer.

> recalculates the positions of the sprites, does not have an amount that
> it adds on in order to draw in the second frame buffer on every other
> frame).  Is this true?  What if I really do want to draw in the texture
> space, CLUT, or similar?

If you want to actually write somewhere off the screen in the frame buffer, I 
think you have to 
use LoadImage().

> 
>   2 - What colour does FntPrint() text come out in?  (I was trying to
> FntPrint() some text in the scratchpad, mark that area as TextureSpace
> then pick it up in a sprite, but it never shows up...)

I assume FntPrint() is in white, just cos I've used that function before and my 
text was white.  
If you want to have some text on a sprite, try writing the text using a paint 
program, saving the 
image with the text, converting it to a tim, and then mapping that tim to your 
sprite.
 
>   3 - Once you've drawn an Ot, you can do whatever you like to the Ot in
> memory, right?
>
>   4 - You don't actually *need* two sets of GpuPackets for two buffered



> frames if you're only drawing one at a time (which is a stupid thing to
> do, but is simple, so that's what I'm trying to do at the moment :) )

Can't help you with those, sorry.

>   5 - The drawing commands draw on the buffer that is *not* visible at
> the moment, right?

That's right.

CliNt
--MESSAGE FILE 329 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 330 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stuck with Sprites - Oddness`
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 1997 08:22:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <33E6D4BD.1AC4@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33E63D24.33F3@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
> Ok, after spending a while with this machine, I've finally gone from a
> completely blank screen to a completely blank screen with a slight tinge
> of red...  Basically, I understand (I think!) how the graphics system
> works, but it seems to have inconsistencies in it that I don't
> understand.  Perhaps some kind soul could explain a few things..
> 
>   1 - Ok, I have the frame buffer, which is basically a massive
> scratchpad except that part of it at any given moment will be onscreen.
> Things like GetTPage and LoadImage, etc. seem to refer to coordinates in
> this.  However, when it comes to actually _drawing_ things, it seems
> that the system compensates for the location of the current drawing
> buffer in the scratchpad.  (Evidence: The CHECK program, when it
> recalculates the positions of the sprites, does not have an amount that
> it adds on in order to draw in the second frame buffer on every other
> frame).  Is this true?  What if I really do want to draw in the texture
> space, CLUT, or similar?

The GPU draws on screen ( The 512 by 1024 VRAM ) using a structure
called a DRAWENV to tell it where the origin is, and what size to use
for screen clipping. The graphics initialisation normally sets up two of
these structures for the double buffering, but you can use others if you
want to draw off screen ( For reflection effects etc )

> 
>   2 - What colour does FntPrint() text come out in?  (I was trying to
> FntPrint() some text in the scratchpad, mark that area as TextureSpace
> then pick it up in a sprite, but it never shows up...)
> 

You can change the colour of FntPrint using either ~crgb where rgb are
single digits from 0-9 ( you can go above but it's in ASCII order, not
hex )



>   3 - Once you've drawn an Ot, you can do whatever you like to the Ot in
> memory, right?

Once the drawing has finished the Ot is dead.. but don't modify it
before drawing has finished.

> 
>   4 - You don't actually *need* two sets of GpuPackets for two buffered
> frames if you're only drawing one at a time (which is a stupid thing to
> do, but is simple, so that's what I'm trying to do at the moment :) )
> 

If you drawsync after drawing ( So that the CPU waits for the drawing to
complete ) You will only need one set of Gpupackets+OT, however you will
lose a lot of performance that way.

>   5 - The drawing commands draw on the buffer that is *not* visible at
> the moment, right?
> 

Yup...(Unless you tell them not to)

>   Thanks for any help!!
> Mg

Cheers,

Colin.
--MESSAGE FILE 330 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 331 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stuck with Sprites - Oddness`
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 1997 09:46:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33E6E86E.3606@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33E63D24.33F3@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Mark Green wrote:
>   2 - What colour does FntPrint() text come out in?  (I was trying to
> FntPrint() some text in the scratchpad, mark that area as TextureSpace
> then pick it up in a sprite, but it never shows up...)
> 

If your trying to use FntPrint off screen, you can't because it gets
clipped to the screen.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 331 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 332 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stuck with Sprites - Oddness
Date: 5 Aug 1997 21:11:24 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <5s84ts$oj7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  Thanks for all your help, I've finally gotten it working now. :)

Mg
--MESSAGE FILE 332 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 333 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Spoke too soon - TIM files..?
Date: 6 Aug 1997 20:36:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <5san9b$oj9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  Ok, I got it working using the ball.h data from the check program, but then
i tried to load a TIM file.. and got stuck.  Do I load these with LoadImage()
or is there some other call?   Does a TIM have to full the frame buffer (since
the program seems to let you place bitmaps anywhere in the frame buffer?)
WHy can't I save the bitmap and the clut in different bitmaps and load them
with seperate LoadImages just like the check program does?  When I tried to
load the sprite from the TIM (loading the TIM at coordinate 0 in the frame
buffer), I got garbage.  Also, the image was the wrong colour in the Timutil
program.. and when I reloaded the tim it created it was a *different* wrong
colour! :)  What's the deal with this?
 
Mg
(pardon my spelling, but from here I'm having to type news into telnet :) )
--MESSAGE FILE 333 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 334 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Clint Kelly <clint@erols.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Spoke too soon - TIM files..?
Date: Thu, 07 Aug 1997 22:40:13 -0400
Organization: Cornell University
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <33EA870D.3ADA@erols.com>
References: <5san9b$oj9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: rkv-as4s63.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01KIT (Win95; U)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
>   Ok, I got it working using the ball.h data from the check program, but then
> i tried to load a TIM file.. and got stuck.  Do I load these with LoadImage()
> or is there some other call?   Does a TIM have to full the frame buffer (since
> the program seems to let you place bitmaps anywhere in the frame buffer?)



> WHy can't I save the bitmap and the clut in different bitmaps and load them
> with seperate LoadImages just like the check program does?  When I tried to
> load the sprite from the TIM (loading the TIM at coordinate 0 in the frame
> buffer), I got garbage.  Also, the image was the wrong colour in the Timutil
> program.. and when I reloaded the tim it created it was a *different* wrong
> colour! :)  What's the deal with this?
> 
> Mg
> (pardon my spelling, but from here I'm having to type news into telnet :) )

Check out http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/ and click on the disk.  These 
demos should get you pointed in 
the right direction.

I went through the same questions about a month ago.  Unfortunately I'm leaving 
on vacation tomorrow so I 
don't have enough time to write a big explaination... sorry.  I'll try to answer
some of your questions, 
though:

You load TIM files with a batch file.  All of the demos you can download have 
these.  They tell your PC to 
where in the PSX's memory to put the TIMs and then they put in the main program.

The TIM doesn't have to fill the frame buffer.  Look at page 154 on the user 
guide for instructions for using 
timutil.  You can use the Tim Arrangment command to place your textures and 
cluts.  You shouldn't load the TIM 
to 0,0 on the frame buffer, cos that's the display area.

I know that timutil screws up colors.  I'm not sure what to do about it.  
Sorry....

Clint
--MESSAGE FILE 334 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 335 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Sun, 10 Aug 1997 12:50:15 +0100
Organization: No
Lines: 142
Message-ID: <33EDAAF7.7E00@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------26CC511B519D"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------26CC511B519D
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I'm actually going to post my source here because I really can't see
what's wrong (and worse yet I have to post through Netscape to do a file
include, so it'll probably do that stupid post-it-in-html-twice trick,
but I can't get a decent bit of news software and my telnet won't
transmit files.. many apologies in advance if it has done it).
  Basically, this program is supposed to draw a sprite, but it doesn't



work at all.  And I can't see why.  I have checked against the check
program and against shadow's code and it seems to do everything in the
same order.  If I take the GsSortClear() out, it works, but doesn't
clear the screen (of course ;) )
  Any help much appreciated.

Mg

--------------26CC511B519D
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="main.c"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="main.c"

#include <libps.h>
#include "pad.h"

#define VH_ADDR         0x80100000

/* Reserved memory for building packets for the GPU */
PACKET Packets[2][500];

/* Ordering table for planes */               
GsOT OT[2];
/* Only need a few tags, since we're not using 3D */
GsOT_TAG Tag[2][10];
int frame;

/* Our sprite record */
GsSPRITE oursprite;

/* Where we put the TIM */
u_long *theTIMfile = (u_long *)VH_ADDR;

/* Pointers to the PSX control buffers */                                       
volatile u_char *bb0, *bb1;

GsIMAGE         theimage;

/* God knows what this does, but it works */
static u_long PadRead(long id)
{

return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) << 8 | *(bb1+3) << 16 | *(bb1+2) << 24));
}

void loadthetexture() {
RECT rect;

        int             i;
       
        GsGetTimInfo((u_long *)(VH_ADDR+4),&theimage);
        rect.x = theimage.px;  rect.y = theimage.py;
        rect.w = theimage.pw;  rect.h = theimage.ph;
        LoadImage(&rect, theimage.pixel);
        rect.x = theimage.cx;     rect.y = theimage.cy;
        rect.w = theimage.cw;     rect.h = theimage.ch;
        LoadImage(&rect, theimage.clut);
        DrawSync(0);
}

void setupsprite() {
  u_long tpage;

  tpage = GetTPage(1,0,640,0);



  oursprite.attribute = 1 << 24;
  oursprite.x = 50; oursprite.y = 50;
  oursprite.w = theimage.pw*2; oursprite.h = theimage.ph;
  oursprite.u = 0; oursprite.v = 0;
  oursprite.cx = theimage.cx; oursprite.cy = theimage.cy;
  oursprite.tpage = tpage;
  oursprite.r = oursprite.g = oursprite.b = 128;
  oursprite.scalex = oursprite.scaley = ONE;
  oursprite.mx = oursprite.my = 10;
  oursprite.rotate = 0;
}

main() {

  int t;
  u_long padval;
  /* Set up screen */

  SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
  GetPadBuf(&bb0, &bb1);
  GsInitGraph(320,256,4,0,0);

  /* Tell system where the double-buffer screen is in the global fbuf */
  GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,256);

  /* Set up the ordering tables */
  for (t=0; t<2; t++) {
    OT[t].length = 1;
    OT[t].org = Tag[t];
  }

  loadthetexture();
  setupsprite();

/* ORDER OF DOING THINGS: */
/*    Compute frame X */
/*    Check drawing of frame X-1 is finished */
/*    Wait for vertical blanking */
/*    Shift X-1 into screen, bring X-2 to buffer for overwrite */
/*    Start drawing frame X */
/*    Increment X, go to top */

  while (padval != PADselect) {
    
    frame = GsGetActiveBuff();
    GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)Packets[frame]);
    GsClearOt(0,0,&OT[frame]);

    padval = PadRead(1);
    if (padval & PADLright) oursprite.rotate += 4096;
    if (padval & PADLleft) oursprite.rotate -= 4096;  

    GsSortSprite(&oursprite, &OT[frame], 0);

    DrawSync(0);
    VSync(0);
    GsSwapDispBuff();
    GsSortClear(0,0,0,&OT[frame]); 
    GsDrawOt(&OT[frame]);
  }

}



--------------26CC511B519D--

--MESSAGE FILE 335 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 336 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 1997 01:08:57 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 151
Message-ID: <33EEC899.5F54@dial.pipex.com>
References: <33EDAAF7.7E00@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: aj241.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
> I'm actually going to post my source here because I really can't see
> what's wrong (and worse yet I have to post through Netscape to do a file
> include, so it'll probably do that stupid post-it-in-html-twice trick,
> but I can't get a decent bit of news software and my telnet won't
> transmit files.. many apologies in advance if it has done it).
>   Basically, this program is supposed to draw a sprite, but it doesn't
> work at all.  And I can't see why.  I have checked against the check
> program and against shadow's code and it seems to do everything in the
> same order.  If I take the GsSortClear() out, it works, but doesn't
> clear the screen (of course ;) )
>   Any help much appreciated.
> 
> Mg

Hi Mark,

I've had a quick look through your code and the only problem I can
see is regarding the OT length. I've annoted your code, below,
to what I think should help...

Sorry I couldn't actually try this out but it's too late/early now
do so (for reasons I wont bore you with). Anyway, if this makes no
difference, or I've missed something else, Im shaw a SCEE tech bod
will step in tomorrow (Monday) and help you out!

This is me signing off for at least a few days while my laptop
goes on a jolly jaunt back to Ireland for repairs :(

See ya later

Chris

> 
>     ---------------------------------------------------------------
> 
> #include <libps.h>
> #include "pad.h"
> 
> #define VH_ADDR         0x80100000  #define OT_LENGTH   1 //can be any 
value from 1 to 14 only! <-- add this line

//1 here = just 2 Z planes (see below)



> 
> /* Reserved memory for building packets for the GPU */
> PACKET Packets[2][500];
> 
> /* Ordering table for planes */
> GsOT OT[2];
> /* Only need a few tags, since we're not using 3D */
> GsOT_TAG Tag[2][1<<OT_LENGTH]; //1<<OT_LENGTH=2 planes <-- change
to this line //Note the 2nd dimension, 10 you had in your

//original code is invalid: it must be a power of 2
> int frame;
> 
> /* Our sprite record */
> GsSPRITE oursprite;
> 
> /* Where we put the TIM */
> u_long *theTIMfile = (u_long *)VH_ADDR;
> 
> /* Pointers to the PSX control buffers */
> volatile u_char *bb0, *bb1;
> 
> GsIMAGE         theimage;
> 
> /* God knows what this does, but it works */
> static u_long PadRead(long id)
> {
>         return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) << 8 | *(bb1+3) << 16 | *(bb1+2) << 24));
> }
> 
> void loadthetexture() {
>         RECT            rect;
>         int             i;
> 
>         GsGetTimInfo((u_long *)(VH_ADDR+4),&theimage);
>         rect.x = theimage.px;  rect.y = theimage.py;
>         rect.w = theimage.pw;  rect.h = theimage.ph;
>         LoadImage(&rect, theimage.pixel);
>         rect.x = theimage.cx;     rect.y = theimage.cy;
>         rect.w = theimage.cw;     rect.h = theimage.ch;
>         LoadImage(&rect, theimage.clut);
>         DrawSync(0);
> }
> 
> void setupsprite() {
>   u_long tpage;
> 
>   tpage = GetTPage(1,0,640,0);
> 
>   oursprite.attribute = 1 << 24;
>   oursprite.x = 50; oursprite.y = 50;
>   oursprite.w = theimage.pw*2; oursprite.h = theimage.ph;
>   oursprite.u = 0; oursprite.v = 0;
>   oursprite.cx = theimage.cx; oursprite.cy = theimage.cy;
>   oursprite.tpage = tpage;
>   oursprite.r = oursprite.g = oursprite.b = 128;
>   oursprite.scalex = oursprite.scaley = ONE;
>   oursprite.mx = oursprite.my = 10;
>   oursprite.rotate = 0;
> }
> 
> main() {
> 
>   int t;
>   u_long padval;



>   /* Set up screen */
> 
>   SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
>   GetPadBuf(&bb0, &bb1);
>   GsInitGraph(320,256,4,0,0);
> 
>   /* Tell system where the double-buffer screen is in the global fbuf */
>   GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,256);
> 
>   /* Set up the ordering tables */
>   for (t=0; t<2; t++) {
>     OT[t].length = OT_LENGTH; <-- change to this line
>     OT[t].org = Tag[t];
>   }
> 
>   loadthetexture();
>   setupsprite();
> 
> /* ORDER OF DOING THINGS: */
> /*    Compute frame X */
> /*    Check drawing of frame X-1 is finished */
> /*    Wait for vertical blanking */
> /*    Shift X-1 into screen, bring X-2 to buffer for overwrite */
> /*    Start drawing frame X */
> /*    Increment X, go to top */
> 
>   while (padval != PADselect) {
> 
>     frame = GsGetActiveBuff();
>     GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)Packets[frame]);
>     GsClearOt(0,0,&OT[frame]);
> 
>     padval = PadRead(1);
>     if (padval & PADLright) oursprite.rotate += 4096;
>     if (padval & PADLleft) oursprite.rotate -= 4096;
> 
>     GsSortSprite(&oursprite, &OT[frame], 0);
> 
>     DrawSync(0);
>     VSync(0);
>     GsSwapDispBuff();
>     GsSortClear(0,0,0,&OT[frame]);
>     GsDrawOt(&OT[frame]);
>   }
> 
> }
--MESSAGE FILE 336 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 337 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 1997 18:25:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <33EF4B18.704B@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33EDAAF7.7E00@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)



Mark Green wrote:
> 
> I'm actually going to post my source here because I really can't see
> what's wrong (and worse yet I have to post through Netscape to do a file
> include, so it'll probably do that stupid post-it-in-html-twice trick,
> but I can't get a decent bit of news software and my telnet won't
> transmit files.. many apologies in advance if it has done it).
>   Basically, this program is supposed to draw a sprite, but it doesn't
> work at all.  And I can't see why.  I have checked against the check
> program and against shadow's code and it seems to do everything in the
> same order.  If I take the GsSortClear() out, it works, but doesn't
> clear the screen (of course ;) )
>   Any help much appreciated.
> 
> Mg
> 

I got it to work by replacing

tpage = GetTPage(1,0,640,0);

with

tpage = GetTPage(theimage.pmode & 3, 0, theimage.px,theimage.py);

this way it doesn't matter where the texture is, or its bit depth.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 337 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 338 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: 11 Aug 1997 21:14:46 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <5snvc6$d575@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  Thanks for all your help.  However I have tried both of your kind
suggestions and neither worked :(  This seems very odd.  Is it something to
do with non-word-alignment of variables or similar?
--MESSAGE FILE 338 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 339 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Tue, 12 Aug 1997 00:02:00 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <33F00A68.74E@dial.pipex.com>
References: <5snvc6$d575@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: al171.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)



Mark Green wrote:
> 
>   Thanks for all your help.  However I have tried both of your kind
> suggestions and neither worked :(  This seems very odd.  Is it something to
> do with non-word-alignment of variables or similar?

Hi Mark. Me again (I got an extra day before I have to send PC for repairs :)

Sorry no solution yet, but i've just noticed something else that should
make a difference! The TIM load address defined in your code with:

#define VH_ADDR         0x80100000

Address 0x80100000 is the default load address to place the actual .text
section of your program. Try changing this to something like 0x80090000.
I'm assuming you havent changed the default .text load address in your
makefile - if using GNU development - or made the equivalent dialog box
setting change - if using CodeWarrior.

However, im still a bit puzzled when you said earlier that it works
when you remove the GsSortClear(); if there was a conflict of
addresses, your download TIM would be overwritten when the .text
section was downloaded at the same address...

Anyway, hope this helps.

Cheers

Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 339 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 340 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Kev <shockwave@mindless.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Tue, 12 Aug 1997 14:02:21 +0100
Organization: Twisted Wave Productions
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33F05EDD.7A85@mindless.com>
References: <33EDAAF7.7E00@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mango.ferndown.ate.slb.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; SunOS 5.3 sun4m)

Mark Green brilliantly summed up my Yaroze experience so far:

> /* God knows what this does, but it works */

Arrrrrgghhh, now if I could only suss out half the code I'm using I
might be able to actually code something useful :)

Kev.
-- 
EyeCandy Award winning homepage! <- blatent plug!
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Pines/7428
--MESSAGE FILE 340 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 341 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000076html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: 13 Aug 1997 21:06:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <5st7l0$d5710@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  I tried changing the address.. no luck.. the makefile was set to load 
the program at 80140000, but I changed it to 80100000 and the TIM address
to 80090000, still no luck.  This is driving me *MAD*!  Everybody else's
code does exactly the same thing AFAICT.. but theirs works and mine
doesn't (hmm, is my Yaroze discriminating against me? ;) )  I may just
try rewrting thecode from scratch but even then I have no idea why
it's behaving like it is, and this annoying little voice in the back of
my head reminds me how much I paid for being frustrated like this.. :) ;)
--MESSAGE FILE 341 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 342 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000077html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 1997 09:58:53 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <33F2C8CD.5033@interactive.sony.com>
References: <5st7l0$d5710@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
>   I tried changing the address.. no luck.. the makefile was set to load
> the program at 80140000, but I changed it to 80100000 and the TIM address
> to 80090000, still no luck.  This is driving me *MAD*!  Everybody else's
> code does exactly the same thing AFAICT.. but theirs works and mine
> doesn't (hmm, is my Yaroze discriminating against me? ;) )  I may just
> try rewrting thecode from scratch but even then I have no idea why
> it's behaving like it is, and this annoying little voice in the back of
> my head reminds me how much I paid for being frustrated like this.. :) ;)

Can you post the lot as an attachment, TIM file, code, exe, etc. This
will give us a better chance of finding out what's wrong.

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 342 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 343 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Ewart <S.Ewart@ulst.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 1997 12:15:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <33F2E8E3.167E@ulst.ac.uk>



References: <33EDAAF7.7E00@antelope.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ijce231.infj.ulst.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SGoldC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
> I'm actually going to post my source here because I really can't see
> what's wrong (and worse yet I have to post through Netscape to do a file
> include, so it'll probably do that stupid post-it-in-html-twice trick,
> but I can't get a decent bit of news software and my telnet won't
> transmit files.. many apologies in advance if it has done it).
>   Basically, this program is supposed to draw a sprite, but it doesn't
> work at all.  And I can't see why.  I have checked against the check
> program and against shadow's code and it seems to do everything in the
> same order.  If I take the GsSortClear() out, it works, but doesn't
> clear the screen (of course ;) )

This would suggest to me that the CLUT was being written over by the
GsSortClear() call.
This happened to me with the simple ball bounding demo which came with
the Yaroze. That demo work fine in NTSC but as the CLUT was stored just
below the second video buffer it was overwritten when using the larger
buffers of MODE_PAL. 

Check the position of the CLUT with timtool.

.. Steve
--MESSAGE FILE 343 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 344 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: raasch@fh-worms.de (Michael Raasch)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: problems with sin()
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 1997 17:41:02 +0200
Organization: Michael Raasch Softwareentwicklung
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <MPG.e5d444e80cf636e989688@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port14.Fh-Worms.DE
X-Newsreader: Anawave Gravity v1.10.570

hi there.

I would like to calculate the sinus of an angle, but CW complains while 
linking that something is undefined.
the source for testing is:

#include <libps.h>
main()
{
int sinus;
sinus = sin(0.1);
sinus = (int) sin(0.1);
}

the error-msg is:
Link Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned eferenced from main  �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
in main.cLink Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned eferenced �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
from main  in main.c�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry



Link failed.

I was looking around in other sources, but everybody has a precalculated 
sinustable as a sourcefile. So what can I do? Waiting for another update 
or is there a workaround?

-- 
hasta la pasta, .\\ichael

"Wenn das John Wayne noch erlebt haette..."
--MESSAGE FILE 344 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000079html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 345 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: 14 Aug 1997 21:20:05 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <5svsq5$d3t1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33F2E8E3.167E@ulst.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  JACKPOT!!!!!
  Just today I tried changing the screen to NTSC mode, and it worked.. 
I was wondering if my RFU was broken, but your solution makes perfect
sense - I haven't had time to try it yet, but it ties in with everything -
and I forgot to check those coordinates in timutil..
  Next thing.  Just recently I tried to add another sprite to the program -
the laser that the rotating ship the previous code was supposed to produce
can fire.  It's in ok, but when I tried to draw it, despite using the
values from the GetTimInfo() as the texture coordinate, I get the wrong
coordinates.  If, however, I modify the texture u+v values it works.  Now,
I think this is the following thing: How exactly does GetTPage() work?
Does it return a magic value calculated from the inputs?  Or does it poke
the inputs into a table somewhere in the GPU and return a value?  (ie,
is it safe to do: for t=1 to 5 sprite[x].tpage = GetTPage(x,y,z,a) and expect
all the values will be the same, or should I copy the GetTPage value into a 
variable first?)
--MESSAGE FILE 345 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000080html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 346 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: problems with sin()
Date: Fri, 15 Aug 1997 10:22:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <33F41FDF.3A85@interactive.sony.com>
References: <MPG.e5d444e80cf636e989688@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Michael Raasch wrote:
> 
> hi there.
> 



> I would like to calculate the sinus of an angle, but CW complains while
> linking that something is undefined.
> the source for testing is:
> 
> #include <libps.h>
> main()
> {
> int sinus;
> sinus = sin(0.1);
> sinus = (int) sin(0.1);
> }
> 
> the error-msg is:
> Link Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
> eferenced from main�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> in main.c
> 
> Link Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
> eferenced
> from main  in main.c�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> Link failed.
>

This is a specifically CodeWarrior problem, solvable by 
floating-point code generation options in the IDE.

The easiest workaround is to use the precalculated sincos
tables, available as .c and .h modules, in much of the SCEE
sample code programs.
--MESSAGE FILE 346 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 347 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Fri, 15 Aug 1997 10:29:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <33F4216F.73BC@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33F2E8E3.167E@ulst.ac.uk> <5svsq5$d3t1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Mark Green wrote:
> 
>   JACKPOT!!!!!
>   Just today I tried changing the screen to NTSC mode, and it worked..
> I was wondering if my RFU was broken, but your solution makes perfect
> sense - I haven't had time to try it yet, but it ties in with everything -
> and I forgot to check those coordinates in timutil..
>   Next thing.  Just recently I tried to add another sprite to the program -
> the laser that the rotating ship the previous code was supposed to produce
> can fire.  It's in ok, but when I tried to draw it, despite using the
> values from the GetTimInfo() as the texture coordinate, I get the wrong
> coordinates.  If, however, I modify the texture u+v values it works.  Now,
> I think this is the following thing: How exactly does GetTPage() work?
> Does it return a magic value calculated from the inputs?  Or does it poke
> the inputs into a table somewhere in the GPU and return a value?  (ie,



> is it safe to do: for t=1 to 5 sprite[x].tpage = GetTPage(x,y,z,a) and expect
> all the values will be the same, or should I copy the GetTPage value into a
> variable first?)

The fact that you can modify the u,v and thereby make it work
tells you something about your TIM file and how you are drawing
it with a sprite; specifically, how to make it work correctly.
You could make the u,vs modifiable at runtime (modified using
controller) to see exactly what is going on.

The better method is to use pre-built functions from sample code;
the SCEE sample programs 2d and 2d2 (and mny others)
show a clean, clear way to link a sprite to any image; using those
you can get a laser working in not time, and they will show
you how to use GetTPage.
--MESSAGE FILE 347 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 348 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <mark@antelope.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Truly stuck again.
Date: 15 Aug 1997 20:24:54 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <5t2dum$d3t3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: antelope.demon.co.uk

  (** THIS IS THE END OF THE HEADERS YOU SILLY MACHINE.  IF YOU LET ME TYPE
MY WHOLE MESSAGE IN AGAIN AND THEN BOUNCE IT BECAUSE IT HAS NO BODY I'M
GOING TO SCREAM. **)
  
  I got the laser problem sussed - the texture page address was getting clipped
to the nearest multiple of a predefined value.  Now it all works. :)  Reckon
there's call for a text file to introduce this type of thing?  Or has that
all been done to death?
--MESSAGE FILE 348 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 349 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Where's the help!
Date: Sat, 16 Aug 1997 22:53:23 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <ira-1608972253240001@dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

I've just updated my ftp area to incorporate all of my demos to PAL and
NTSC so there's something for everybody.

Ira

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/
--MESSAGE FILE 349 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 350 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ok, truly stuck again.
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 1997 11:53:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <33F829A6.7E2D@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33F2E8E3.167E@ulst.ac.uk> <5svsq5$d3t1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

GetTPage() just calculates the tpage from the coordinates given. There
are 32 tpages 16x2 in VRAM. Theres also a bit of information on CLUT
depth and semi transparency.

bit 7+8 ... colour mode 0-4bit 1-8bit 2-16bit
bit 5+6 ... semi trans 0-50+50 1-100+100 2-100-100 3-100+25%
bit 0..4 ... tpage (0..31)

Stuart
--MESSAGE FILE 350 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 351 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Space Invaders.
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 1997 01:54:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <33fafc7e.20655220@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

Anyone done a space invaders. Need to know how it would be done, like
I would be using that to learn how to put a program together.
Anyone tried reading the manuals? I knew less than before I read
them.. heh heh..
/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 351 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 352 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ira's Sprite file thingy
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 1997 18:30:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33f9e5c4.9719365@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

Got the code to compile,
I get a blank screen... nothing much happens..
I know I am missing a step somewhere...let me guess.. the TIM's?
How do I get the TIM's on to the Yaroze?

I am using Code Warrior.

Anyhelps?

/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 352 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 353 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-13-50.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's Sprite file thingy
Date: Tue, 19 Aug 1997 21:07:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <ira-1908972107480001@dialup-13-50.netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <33f9e5c4.9719365@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-50.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

In article <33f9e5c4.9719365@news.playstation.co.uk>,
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk wrote:

> Got the code to compile,
> I get a blank screen... nothing much happens..
> I know I am missing a step somewhere...let me guess.. the TIM's?
> How do I get the TIM's on to the Yaroze?
> 
> I am using Code Warrior.
> 
> Anyhelps?

Try just using the batch download file to download the exe and the tims.
If you've downloaded the docs within the past week then the PC version has
a file called batch.bat, or if you've downloaded it previous to the past
week then you'll be looking at download.sio for your batch file needs.

Make sure your tim files are sitting at a decent place in the frame
buffer, and not overwritten by the screen image. This is *the* most common
problem when starting out.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 353 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 354 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: tim tool.
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 1997 20:04:07 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <33fbded1.988791@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

What I am supppose to do with the project file when i have made one
with Tim tool?
I am using codewarrior.
/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 354 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 355 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Shadow stuff update
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 1997 20:44:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <ira-2208972044010001@dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

After a few complaints about junk in the PC files on my ftp area, I
checked it out and found that CW puts all it's formatting in the header
and tail of the file, so if you don't use CW to open the file then you get
loads of shit. Also some of the text files were still in Mac format, and
so a bit difficult to read with a basic text editor.

I've now fixed all these problems and *all* the pc stuff has been sorted
out and zipped up - on a pc - and I've just uploaded it all again.If
you've had some problems like this then just download again and it will
all be nice and lovely.

Sorry about that.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 355 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 356 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: New game demo
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 1997 01:25:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <ira-3108970125180001@dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

I have just uploaded to my ftp area my first finished game demo, a dog tale.



Check it out and let me know what you think.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 356 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 357 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Wardster" <wardster1@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Executable file size
Date: 9 Sep 1997 10:05:10 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 103
Message-ID: <01bcbd07$efe4c7e0$LocalHost@steve>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld36-235.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----
=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hi everyone.

I have downloaded the example code that Ira Rainey wrote to demonstrate how
to manipulate sprites / rotation etc.

I downloaded the code and executable to the station and it ran fine (by the
way this is the example code which uses the mascots.tim file). I had a look
around the code and decided I would experiment with parameterising some of
the functions making them more generic, so that I could use them in any
future Yaroze project.

Using the MAKE utility I compiled the code, and after sorting out some
errors with dereferencing pointers incorrectly, I downloaded the new
executable to the Yaroze .... the screen on the TV went blank.

After messing around with the code for a while, I decided to revert back to
the original code, by re-exploding the .zip file. To cut a long story
short, I tried a few things with the code, some a simple as declaring a
variable as type GsSPRITE (and not doing anything with that variable) and
trying to run the executable .... the same problem occurred, a blank
screen.

Then I noticed two things.

Firstly, the executable size for the original provided by Ira was aprox.
7K. My re-compiled version was at least 27K, even though all I had done was
re-compile with no changes!

Secondly, I noticed that when Ira's exe was downloading to the station that
it was downloading in a single block, where as mine was downloaded in, I
think, three stages .text, .data and something else, sorry I have forgot!

This leaves me in a very frustrating position because I have been using the



Yaroze for some weeks now and I feel 'comfortable' with the way that the
system should be programmed/manipulated to achieve the right results but I
can not test any code because I don't understand what is happening to my
exe.

This is almost like having two learning cures for me, one for the system
and the associated functions and another for how to compile the code and
create makefiles!

I presume that this is due to some compiler optimisation flag, or that I'm
not creating the makefile correctly. If this is the case, can someone
please post an example makefile which I could use for future development as
everytime I find a makefile it seems to be in a different format. (perhaps
when code is posted the author could provide the makefile also? ... pretty
please)

Anyway, any info regarding the problems outlined above would be really
appreciated.

See ya.
------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<html><head></head><BODY bgcolor=3D"#FFFFFF"><p><font size=3D2 =
color=3D"#000000" face=3D"Arial">Hi everyone.<br><br>I have downloaded =
the example code that Ira Rainey wrote to demonstrate how to manipulate =
sprites / rotation etc.<br><br>I downloaded the code and executable to =
the station and it ran fine (by the way this is the example code which =
uses the mascots.tim file). I had a look around the code and decided I =
would experiment with parameterising some of the functions making them =
more generic, so that I could use them in any future Yaroze =
project.<br><br>Using the MAKE utility I compiled the code, and after =
sorting out some errors with dereferencing pointers incorrectly, I =
downloaded the new executable to the Yaroze .... the screen on the TV =
went blank.<br><br>After messing around with the code for a while, I =
decided to revert back to the original code, by re-exploding the .zip =
file. To cut a long story short, I tried a few things with the code, =
some a simple as declaring a variable as type GsSPRITE (and not doing =
anything with that variable) and trying to run the executable .... the =
same problem occurred, a blank screen.<br><br>Then I noticed two =
things.<br><br>Firstly, the executable size for the original provided by =
Ira was aprox. 7K. My re-compiled version was at least 27K, even though =
all I had done was re-compile with no changes!<br><br>Secondly, I =
noticed that when Ira's exe was downloading to the station that it was =
downloading in a single block, where as mine was downloaded in, I think, =
three stages .text, .data and something else, sorry I have =
forgot!<br><br>This leaves me in a very frustrating position because I =
have been using the Yaroze for some weeks now and I feel 'comfortable' =
with the way that the system should be programmed/manipulated to achieve =
the right results but I can not test any code because I don't understand =
what is happening to my .exe.<br><br>This is almost like having two =
learning cures for me, one for the system and the associated functions =
and another for how to compile the code and create makefiles!<br><br>I =
presume that this is due to some compiler optimisation flag, or that I'm =
not creating the makefile correctly. If this is the case, can someone =
please post an example makefile which I could use for future development =
as everytime I find a makefile it seems to be in a different format. =
(perhaps when code is posted the author could provide the makefile also? =
... pretty please)<br><br>Anyway, any info regarding the problems =
outlined above would be really appreciated.<br><br>See ya.</p>
</font></body></html>
------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0--



--MESSAGE FILE 357 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 358 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: wardster1@hotmail.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Executable file size
Date: 10 Sep 1997 16:13:42 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 121
Message-ID: <5v6gvn$aa110@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: wardster1@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Originator: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

From the info given it's not possible to say what the problem is.

It might just be that Ira's exe is not current with source and makefile.

Use other demo programs, they do not suffer these problems.

Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Executable file size:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: "Wardster" <wardster1@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Executable file size
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
boundary="----=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Hi everyone.
I have downloaded the example code that Ira Rainey wrote to demonstrate how
to manipulate sprites / rotation etc.
I downloaded the code and executable to the station and it ran fine (by the
way this is the example code which uses the mascots.tim file). I had a look
around the code and decided I would experiment with parameterising some of
the functions making them more generic, so that I could use them in any
future Yaroze project.
Using the MAKE utility I compiled the code, and after sorting out some
errors with dereferencing pointers incorrectly, I downloaded the new
executable to the Yaroze .... the screen on the TV went blank.
After messing around with the code for a while, I decided to revert back to
the original code, by re-exploding the .zip file. To cut a long story
short, I tried a few things with the code, some a simple as declaring a



variable as type GsSPRITE (and not doing anything with that variable) and
trying to run the executable .... the same problem occurred, a blank
screen.
Then I noticed two things.
Firstly, the executable size for the original provided by Ira was aprox.
7K. My re-compiled version was at least 27K, even though all I had done was
re-compile with no changes!
Secondly, I noticed that when Ira's exe was downloading to the station that
it was downloading in a single block, where as mine was downloaded in, I
think, three stages .text, .data and something else, sorry I have forgot!
This leaves me in a very frustrating position because I have been using the
Yaroze for some weeks now and I feel 'comfortable' with the way that the
system should be programmed/manipulated to achieve the right results but I
can not test any code because I don't understand what is happening to my
exe.
This is almost like having two learning cures for me, one for the system
and the associated functions and another for how to compile the code and
create makefiles!
I presume that this is due to some compiler optimisation flag, or that I'm
not creating the makefile correctly. If this is the case, can someone
please post an example makefile which I could use for future development as
everytime I find a makefile it seems to be in a different format. (perhaps
when code is posted the author could provide the makefile also? ... pretty
please)
Anyway, any info regarding the problems outlined above would be really
appreciated.
See ya.
------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
<html><head></head><BODY bgcolor=3D"#FFFFFF"><p><font size=3D2 =
color=3D"#000000" face=3D"Arial">Hi everyone.<br><br>I have downloaded =
the example code that Ira Rainey wrote to demonstrate how to manipulate =
sprites / rotation etc.<br><br>I downloaded the code and executable to =
the station and it ran fine (by the way this is the example code which =
uses the mascots.tim file). I had a look around the code and decided I =
would experiment with parameterising some of the functions making them =
more generic, so that I could use them in any future Yaroze =
project.<br><br>Using the MAKE utility I compiled the code, and after =
sorting out some errors with dereferencing pointers incorrectly, I =
downloaded the new executable to the Yaroze .... the screen on the TV =
went blank.<br><br>After messing around with the code for a while, I =
decided to revert back to the original code, by re-exploding the .zip =
file. To cut a long story short, I tried a few things with the code, =
some a simple as declaring a variable as type GsSPRITE (and not doing =
anything with that variable) and trying to run the executable .... the =
same problem occurred, a blank screen.<br><br>Then I noticed two =
things.<br><br>Firstly, the executable size for the original provided by =
Ira was aprox. 7K. My re-compiled version was at least 27K, even though =
all I had done was re-compile with no changes!<br><br>Secondly, I =
noticed that when Ira's exe was downloading to the station that it was =
downloading in a single block, where as mine was downloaded in, I think, =
three stages .text, .data and something else, sorry I have =
forgot!<br><br>This leaves me in a very frustrating position because I =
have been using the Yaroze for some weeks now and I feel 'comfortable' =
with the way that the system should be programmed/manipulated to achieve =
the right results but I can not test any code because I don't understand =
what is happening to my .exe.<br><br>This is almost like having two =
learning cures for me, one for the system and the associated functions =
and another for how to compile the code and create makefiles!<br><br>I =
presume that this is due to some compiler optimisation flag, or that I'm =
not creating the makefile correctly. If this is the case, can someone =
please post an example makefile which I could use for future development =
as everytime I find a makefile it seems to be in a different format. =



(perhaps when code is posted the author could provide the makefile also? =
... pretty please)<br><br>Anyway, any info regarding the problems =
outlined above would be really appreciated.<br><br>See ya.</p>
</font></body></html>
------=_NextPart_000_01BCBD10.51A92FE0--

--MESSAGE FILE 358 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 359 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ira Rainey" <ira@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Executable file size
Date: 11 Sep 1997 08:15:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bcbe8c$b3c285a0$5ae52ac2@ira-rainey>
References: <5v6gvn$aa110@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-05-26.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

wardster1@hotmail.com wrote in article
<5v6gvn$aa110@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
> To: news@playstation.co.uk
> From the info given it's not possible to say what the problem is.
> It might just be that Ira's exe is not current with source and makefile.
> Use other demo programs, they do not suffer these problems.
> 
> Lewis

The executable *is* the actual code compiled from that particular source
code. All code is compiled using CW.

Ira

--MESSAGE FILE 359 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 360 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Beginners 3D Questions
Date: Mon, 22 Sep 1997 14:26:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 112
Message-ID: <34267214.541C94E8@micronetics.com>
References: <01bcc069$85cdfe20$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk> 
<341D0A2C.801EF566@micronetics.com> 
<01bcc1c3$c7f77c80$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jim.micronetics.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Graeme Evans wrote:



> 
> Jim. Your demo is one of my favourites (can't wait for the Make-a-chip
> bit).

Thanks, that means a lot to me.  At least it looks like I'm heading down
the right path.  Currently I've not done much on it as I'm currently
working on realtime compression stuff.  Expect something real soon now.

> Can I rather cheekily ask you some questions about it & steal all
> your ideas?

Sure, fire away.

> 
> > >
> > > (a)     Lit gourard quads and triangles dont work, or rather the lighting
> > > doesnt work
> >
> 
> What did
> you do to get them working? Anything special?

I created the objects in 3ds, (now I use lightwave) exported them as dxf
and did dxf2rsd with the gouraud option on.  Now I used the lightwave
plug in and export directly it rsd.  I don't think I hit any noticeable
problems with this and it was about 2 months ago, so I could have
selectively forgotten it all.

> 

> >
> > I played with this in theory but thought that it would be far too much
> > work to run though a tmd and tweak the normals each frame just for the
> > lighting.  If you look at my robot demo (playstation.co.uk/~Sig1LL) I
> > don't use any of GsLibs lighting or fogging effects.
> 
> No fogging? How did you get the maze to appear out of darkness? 

I wrote the fogging myself.  I just find the distance from the viewer to
each tile and alter the light intensity based on the distance.

>Did you
> alter the RGB values of the floor polys and robots as they get further
> away? 

Yep for each vertices of the polygon, I just scale it on the distance.

>What about that cool green glow? It looks too circular to be done the
> same way. 

Its done it exactly the same way.  I just calculate the distance from
the emitter to each tile vertices and calculate an intensity on that.

>Is it a separate set of green polys with transparency set you
> draw over the floor?

Nope.  I just tweak each RGB triple for each poly vert. 

> 
> Do you get a better resolution with libgs fogging, for example does it
> gradate a fog effect over a single poly so the back of it is more faded
> than the front? 



The major bonus is that my fogging is actually spherical.  I don't pay
attention to the polygon normals so  back facing polys would be lit
exactly the same as forward.  It would be quite trivial to fix, but I
don't estimate it to be a major glitch.  So it  would probably never be
fixed.

>When you say it only works with black and white does that
> mean it can only fade to black 
> or that all your polys have to be greyscale?

Ah no.  gslib will only depth cue polys to black (I think).  So a faded
out poly would look really strange against a red background.  (if you
see what I mean)

> 
> > > I guess subdivision is to do with how you draw polys when half of them
> > > sticks off the screen (like the floor in dungeon);
> 
> I'm being a bit lazy here and I suppose I should really write some code and
> try it, but if say you have one of your nice textured floor quads and maybe
> 10% of it (say the bottom left corner) is off the bottom of the screen,
> does that mean it doesnt get drawn unless you subdivide or do I have
> totally the wrong idea here?

All changed now. :-)  I don't do any of my own subdivision now.  I
managed to totally eradicate it.  (probably a good thing too.)  I've
tweaked the view distance so not may disappear and GsDIV1 (I think)
seems to suffice for ones that will split.
> 

> 
> Do you have this split TMD arrangement for your floor, where your near
> objects are in one tmd (with subdivision turned on) and the far ones in
> another? And each time you subdivide by two, do the polys divide exactly in
> the middle?

Each tile in the world is just one tmd.  Which is why the the rgb
tweaking to so trivial.

> 
> Oh so many questions.

Fire away.  All too happy to help.  I'll be releasing the source once it
is readable.

> 
> Graeme
--MESSAGE FILE 360 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 361 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Beginners 3D Questions
Date: 22 Sep 1997 20:20:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <606juo$53211@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.2
Originator: news@emeka

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com



To: news@playstation.co.uk

>When you say it only works with black and white does that
> mean it can only fade to black
> or that all your polys have to be greyscale?
Ah no.  gslib will only depth cue polys to black (I think).  So a faded
out poly would look really strange against a red background.  (if you
see what I mean)

LibGs will depth cue polygons/TMDs to ANY specified colour.

GsFOGPARAM has members rfc, gfc, bfc: basically the rgb members of the fog
colour.
By setting rgb, you can make libgs depth cue to any background colour.
In practice, black is mosty commonly chosen, but white generates a nice
misty effect.

     Lewis

--MESSAGE FILE 361 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 362 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Kev <shkwav@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Moving an object locally?
Date: Thu, 18 Sep 1997 18:09:04 +0100
Organization: Twisted Wave Productions
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34216030.6706A19F@globalnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client084a.globalnet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:322 
scee.yaroze.beginners:98

Hi,

Can anyone help with this problem, I think it's quite simple but I
can't suss it out...

I've got a spaceship object and I've got it rotating and moving etc.
but it moves relative to the WORLD and I need it to move in the direction
it's pointing. So if I've got a rotation vector, how do I use it to get the
ship to translate/move in that direction?? (yeah, I know I need to brush up
on my 3D but I've been playing with 2D so far.... :)

Cheers!

Kev.
-- 
http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/Pines/7428



--MESSAGE FILE 362 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 363 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <jamesr@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Moving an object locally?
Date: Fri, 19 Sep 1997 16:14:03 +1200
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <3421FC0B.63DE@peace.co.nz>
References: <34216030.6706A19F@globalnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.37.70.35
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:323 
scee.yaroze.beginners:99

Kev wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> Can anyone help with this problem, I think it's quite simple but I
> can't suss it out...
> 
> I've got a spaceship object and I've got it rotating and moving etc.
> but it moves relative to the WORLD and I need it to move in the direction
> it's pointing. So if I've got a rotation vector, how do I use it to get the
> ship to translate/move in that direction?? (yeah, I know I need to brush up
> on my 3D but I've been playing with 2D so far.... :)
> 

With only a rotation matrix, I would:

Make a unit vector pointing in a standard direction (X, Y or Z, can't
remember which).

Apply the rotation matrix to it.

There's your direction vector.

Multiply this by the 'distance' you want to go.
Vector Add it onto the original position.

yay!

J

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
Trust me!  Would I lie to you...again?
--MESSAGE FILE 363 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 364 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000100html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mike" <m.ferenduros@btinternet.com.removethisbit>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory usage - Help!
Date: 30 Sep 1997 22:10:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <01bccdee$cf4753c0$6e3863c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-56-110.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi,

I'm a bit confused about how memory usage works.
Ok, I understand you have main RAM, VRAM and SRAM. I also understand you
can't get at the VRAM or SRAM directly.

My problem is with the following: Say you have 1/2Mb of textures and 1/2Mb
of sound data. These would fit into VRAM and SRAM respectively with no need
to keep copies in main memory. However, as I understand it, you have to
upload them to main memory and then have your code copy them to VRAM/SRAM.
So that's 1Mb of main memory taken up, used only to store (very) temporary
copies of your data. This seems like a bit of a waste of a pretty scarce
resource.

Have I gone wrong somewhere, or is that right?

Thanks in advance,

Mike

m.ferenduros@btinternet.com
--MESSAGE FILE 364 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 365 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Clayton <mark@nombas.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Newbie getting nowhere with setup
Date: Thu, 16 Oct 1997 13:47:11 -0400
Organization: Nombas Inc
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3446531F.C2158032@nombas.com>
Reply-To: mark@nombas.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205.181.136.237
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-DIAL  (WinNT; U)
CC: mark@nombas.com

I'm a little late getting started here since I've been real busy
with other projects.  I've finally got around to hooking of the
playstation to my TV.  It appears that I'm not getting any output.
I've tried attaching the PS to both the TV and the VCR video and 
audio inputs.  For the TV, I needs one of those Game/TV switches 
(circa 1990 Atari).  What's the likelihood I've a) broken the PS
b) received a busted PS or c) my TV and VCR are not compatible?
I've never hooked up a PS, it can't be this difficult, right 
(heck, I haven't even played a video game since the Atari died
back in the early '80's).  All I can get is static.  Just to make
sure I'm not being stupid, here are a few assumption I made, a)
I don't need the PS to be hooked up to a computer just to see if



the PS boots, b) the boot CD and access card are all I need to
install (besides hooking to a TV) or c) even a 10 year old TV
should work.  What do you think?
Mark
mark@nombas.com
--MESSAGE FILE 365 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 366 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Newbie getting nowhere with setup
Date: Fri, 17 Oct 1997 00:47:57 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3446b488.30729086@205.149.189.29>
References: <3446531F.C2158032@nombas.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Thu, 16 Oct 1997 13:47:11 -0400, Mark Clayton <mark@nombas.com>
wrote:

>I'm a little late getting started here since I've been real busy
>with other projects.  I've finally got around to hooking of the
>playstation to my TV.  It appears that I'm not getting any output.
>I've tried attaching the PS to both the TV and the VCR video and 
>audio inputs.  For the TV, I needs one of those Game/TV switches 
>(circa 1990 Atari).  What's the likelihood I've a) broken the PS
>b) received a busted PS or c) my TV and VCR are not compatible?
>I've never hooked up a PS, it can't be this difficult, right 
>(heck, I haven't even played a video game since the Atari died
>back in the early '80's).  All I can get is static.  Just to make
>sure I'm not being stupid, here are a few assumption I made, a)
>I don't need the PS to be hooked up to a computer just to see if
>the PS boots, b) the boot CD and access card are all I need to
>install (besides hooking to a TV) or c) even a 10 year old TV
>should work.  What do you think?

Mark,

The Yaroze should work fine with older TV's but you may need an RF
adapter to hook it up. I don't think this adapter comes with the
Yaroze (at least it didn't come with mine) so you may have to purcahse
it seperately. It should just be a matter of plugging it in and
turning it on.

Mario

PS

You can tell if you have the RF adapter cable by looking at the
connector on the Yaroze end. There's a switch that selects the
channel.
--MESSAGE FILE 366 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 367 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.beginner
s,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior



Subject: [ANN] CodeWarrior Update
Date: Wed, 29 Oct 1997 14:01:15 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R2910971401150001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: docs-old.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:221 
scee.yaroze.beginners:103 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:102

For those of you who haven't gone up to the Yaroze web site recently, I
thought I would repost this message here:

The update CDs are in the mail now.  If you purchased CodeWarrior and have
not sent back your registration form, please visit our website at the
address below and register.  If you don't receive your update by Monday,
November 3, please e-mail me your registration number (do not post it
please <grin>) and I'll check on your status.

Thanks!

-------------------
CodeWarrior Update

To insure that all CodeWarrior customers are using the highest quality 
CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze tools we are offering a free update to 
customers who purchased the original version of CodeWarrior for Net 
Yaroze. This is a special one time offer for persons who purchased the 
first edition of the Codewarrior for Net Yaroze tools only. 
The latest full-featured Win/Mac version of CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze 
will be available at the end of October. If you have registered your 
copy with Metrowerks you will receive your new CD through the mail. If 
you are a North American or European customer and have not registered 
your copy, please visit the Metrowerks website at 
http://www.metrowerks.com/db/registerFM.qry?function=form and fill out 
the online form ASAP or send an e-mail to register@metrowerks.com. 

If you do not use CodeWarrior now but would like to license CodeWarrior 
for Net Yaroze please contact Sony Computer Entertainment America, Sony 
Computer Entertainment Europe, or Metrowerks. Please let us know if you 
have any additional questions. Thanks for being a CodeWarrior! 

Andy Price
Corporate Sales
Metrowerks
-----------------

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 367 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 368 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.beginner
s,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: [ANN] CodeWarrior Update
Date: Wed, 29 Oct 1997 22:26:54 -0600



Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <34580C8E.58FF@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <sumner-ya02408000R2910971401150001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:223 
scee.yaroze.beginners:104 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:103

> -------------------
> CodeWarrior Update
> 
> To insure that all CodeWarrior customers are using the highest quality
> CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze tools we are offering a free update to
> customers who purchased the original version of CodeWarrior for Net
> Yaroze. This is a special one time offer for persons who purchased the
> first edition of the Codewarrior for Net Yaroze tools only.

I thought when we register CodeWarrior tools, we automatically get
two free updates.  (I could be wrong on that, I tried poking around
the Metrowerks Web site, but I can't get through to it at the moment
for some reason).

Is this saying for us "early adopters" we actually get three
free updates, or is it saying we only get one free update?

Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 368 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 369 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.beginner
s,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: [ANN] CodeWarrior Update
Date: Thu, 30 Oct 1997 09:29:55 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R3010970929550001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <sumner-ya02408000R2910971401150001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34580C8E.58FF@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 198.214.227.135
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:224 
scee.yaroze.beginners:105 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:104

Hi there,

The Net Yaroze tools are a bit of a special case.  

Normally, if you purchase our full development kit (CodeWarrior for Mac or
CodeWarrior for PlayStation) for $599 or $899 respectively, you get one
year worth of updates. Now that we have gone to a 6 month cycle, this means
one free update for each product. 



Our Discover series of tools that are not intended for commercial
development (Discover Programming for Mac, Discover Java, CodeWarrior for
Net Yaroze) are sold at a much lower price ($119 to $300) and don't come
with updates.  However, due to the admitted problems with the first Net
Yaroze CD, we wanted to release a second version to all registered users
for free.  Hence, everyone is receiving  CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze release
2.

I hope this answers your question.

-Joel

In article <34580C8E.58FF@charlie.cns.iit.edu>, fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
wrote:

>> -------------------
>> CodeWarrior Update
>> 
>> To insure that all CodeWarrior customers are using the highest quality
>> CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze tools we are offering a free update to
>> customers who purchased the original version of CodeWarrior for Net
>> Yaroze. This is a special one time offer for persons who purchased the
>> first edition of the Codewarrior for Net Yaroze tools only.
>
>I thought when we register CodeWarrior tools, we automatically get
>two free updates.  (I could be wrong on that, I tried poking around
>the Metrowerks Web site, but I can't get through to it at the moment
>for some reason).
>
>Is this saying for us "early adopters" we actually get three
>free updates, or is it saying we only get one free update?
>
>Ed Federmeyer

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 369 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 370 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Sargeant <toby@forefront.com.au>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.beginner
s,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: [ANN] CodeWarrior Update
Date: Fri, 31 Oct 1997 10:02:43 +1100
Organization: Forefront Software Services
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <34591213.7044580A@forefront.com.au>
References: <sumner-ya02408000R2910971401150001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34580C8E.58FF@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <sumner-
ya02408000R3010970929550001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ws19.forefront.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:227 
scee.yaroze.beginners:106 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:105

Joel Sumner wrote:
> Our Discover series of tools that are not intended for commercial



> development (Discover Programming for Mac, Discover Java, CodeWarrior for
> Net Yaroze) are sold at a much lower price ($119 to $300) and don't come
> with updates.  However, due to the admitted problems with the first Net
> Yaroze CD, we wanted to release a second version to all registered users
> for free.  Hence, everyone is receiving  CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze release
> 2.
> 
So what you mean to say is that the when the documentation that playstation
distributed, as well as the documentation that came with the compiler said
'two free updates', what it really should have said was 'two free updates, at
least one of which you have to pay for'? Pity...

> -Joel
> 

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 370 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 371 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: TOUZALIN William <wtouzali@freenet.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Questions about Ordering Table
Date: Wed, 19 Nov 1997 00:47:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34722911.C7EC3C06@freenet.fr>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-rack196.melun.cci.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello every body,
I research more informations about ordering table ) .
I try to understand the Hello World Program  :

 GsOT      WorldOrderingTable[2];
 GsOT_TAG zsortTable[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];

WorldOrderingTable[0].length = OT_LENGTH;
WorldOrderingTable[1].length = OT_LENGTH;
WorldOrderingTable[0].org  = zSortTable[0];
WorldOrderingTable[1].org  = zSortTable[1];

What's a Ordering Table ?
Why OT_LENGHT is egal 14 ?
Can you explain the point "." between WorldOrderingTable[x] and length (
ou org...) ?

               Thank you for playing

William

--MESSAGE FILE 371 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 372 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James.Russell@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about Ordering Table



Date: Wed, 19 Nov 1997 15:28:30 +1300
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd
Lines: 146
Message-ID: <34724ECE.6EEA@peace.co.nz>
References: <34722911.C7EC3C06@freenet.fr>
NNTP-Posting-Host: intro.peace.co.nz
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)

TOUZALIN William wrote:
> 
> 
>  GsOT      WorldOrderingTable[2];
>  GsOT_TAG zsortTable[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];
> 
> WorldOrderingTable[0].length = OT_LENGTH;
> WorldOrderingTable[1].length = OT_LENGTH;
> WorldOrderingTable[0].org  = zSortTable[0];
> WorldOrderingTable[1].org  = zSortTable[1];
> 
> What's a Ordering Table ?

To draw things on the screen, the Yaroze sends the Graphics Processor
a list of commands, and it's the Graphics Processor that does the
actual drawing. You can't affect the screen directly like on other machines.

These commands are operations like "Draw Line" and "Clear Screen", or
"Draw This Triangle with This Texture Map", and each command has a number
or arguments (for instance, Draw Line's arguments specify the
start and end points, and the colour of the line to be drawn).

With traditional games, especially 3D ones, the way you render a scene
is to draw the objects furthest away from you first, then work your
way to the objects nearest to you. This is called the Painters
Algorithm. The reason we do this is because if you draw something near,
then draw something further back that overlap in an area on the screen,
the object further back will cover or overlap the object that is supposed
to be nearer, and your scene will look all wrong.

With this appraoch, you have to sort out which objects
will be drawn first, and which will be drawn last. This is where Ordering
Tables come in.

With ordering tables, you just work out what you want you object to look
like (position, size and so on) and insert it (using GsSortSprite or 
GsSortObject)
into the Ordering Table. The Graphics Library will automatically figure out 
where
your object is supposed to be in amongst the other objects, so that
when the GPU come to draw the scene, everything looks right. You don't have
to worry about sorting objects, because the Ordering Tables do that
for you. When you've put every object you want on the screen into the
Ordering Table, you set the GPU off and it goes and draws everything for you.

(The GsSortSprite and GsSortObject functions also create the Graphics
Processor commands decribed above to draw your object. They put those
commands in a Working area (These are the zSortTables in the code above)
and you don't have to worry about those.)

Ordering Tables are used by both 2D and 3D graphics, so you can mix



sprites (2D graphics) with 3D objects. It may seem strange to think of 2D
graphics as having an order, but if you can imagine a screen with a background,
well, you'd want that to be 'behind' your main character, so it would be
further back in the order.

When you insert and object into an Ordering Table, you've got to specify
how far back the object is. This 'distance' is called the objects 'priority'.
The higher the priority, the further back it is (if this seems strange, think
of higher priority as meaning it gets drawn sooner).
This is where the 'length' comes in. A priority of 0 means it is drawn last (is
closest to you). But what is the highest priority? Well, the highest priority
will depend on your situation.

If you've only got two  or three objects to draw, then you only need two
priorities maximum, so a maximum priority of 1 will do.
If you've got a zillion 3D objects to draw, then you might need more.
If you have complicated 3D objects, having a greater maximum priority can
avoid some drawing errors.

When you make an Ordering Table, you choose the maximum priority.
Priorities start at 2 and go up in powers of 2 (up to 2^14).
So you could have a maximum priority of 2-1 (1), 4-1 (3), 8-1 (7),
.... 16384-1 (16383).The higher the maxmimum priority, the more memory is taken 
up though.
This exponent is called the Ordering Table 'length'. The minimum length
is 1 and the maximum length is 14 (I think, off the top of my head).

Instead of having to remember these numbers, you just use the exponent of
2. Thus, if you have an Ordering Table with length 10, that means you've
got a maximum priority of 2^10-1 = 1024-1 = 1023. 0 is always the lowest
priority.

The reason why there are two Ordering Tables are because there must be one for
each frame of the Double Buffering (ie the Graphics Processor is busy drawing
off one while you're drawing *into* the other).

Every screen must have a "World" or "Master" Ordering Table. Eventually, 
everything
ends up in this Ordering Table. It is possible to have more than one Ordering
Table for a screen (this is done for speed reasons), but they all have to be 
merged
into one big Ordering Table before you can draw the scene.

An Ordering Table works via linked lists (I won't explain how those work). One 
important
thing to remember is that if you insert an object using GsSortObject or 
GsSortSprite
into an Ordering Table at, say, priority 6, then insert another object at 
priority 6,
the object drawn first will be the last one inserted.

Thusif you have the following objects and insert them in the following order at 
the
following priorities (My 'length' is 4, so my maximum priority is 2^4-1 = 15):

Aeroplane - priority 4
Wizard    - priority 10
Moose wearing Wax Lips - priority 7
Postman Pat - priority 3
Thermonuclear Toaster - priority 7



Large Weasel with Contract - priority 10

They will be drawn by the GPU in the following order (remember, last to be drawn
appears
'closest'):

Large Weasel    - 10
Wizard          - 10
Toaster         - 7
Moose           - 7
Aeroplane       - 4
Postman Pat     - 3

So Postman Pat will appear in front of all the others.

The next question usually is - "Do I have to use Ordering Tables?" and the
answer is "Unless you wan't to go to a WHOLE lot of trouble, yes."

> Can you explain the point "." between WorldOrderingTable[x] and length (
> ou org...) ?

If you're asking what I think you're asking then you don't know about 
referencing
structures (which in C are pretty Basic Things You Need To Know). I suggest 
getting
a good book about C, in that case. Apologies if you're talking about something 
else.

Cheers,

James

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
Buffalo: Greeting between two nudists.
--MESSAGE FILE 372 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000108html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 373 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Passmore <p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D Tutorial
Date: Wed, 19 Nov 1997 20:31:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: staff-dialup3.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/ 
My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even



though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
dancing on tables in pubs...
--MESSAGE FILE 373 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 374 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about Ordering Table
Date: Thu, 20 Nov 1997 18:15:46 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <651udp$1bn7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34722911.C7EC3C06@freenet.fr> <34724ECE.6EEA@peace.co.nz>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

James, you're a star. I vote you rewrite the manuals.

--MESSAGE FILE 374 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 375 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Steve <SMR@cs.bham.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: just testing
Date: Tue, 25 Nov 1997 23:54:26 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <347B6532.6DE0@cs.bham.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial10.bham.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

Sorry.  I`ve just set up my yaroze and modem and am just checking that 
the newsgroup posting stuff is set up OK.

Steve
--MESSAGE FILE 375 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 376 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pete" <Pete.Hobson@virgin.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Linking Data files
Date: 28 Nov 1997 00:29:16 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bcfb8f$d2e5c560$LocalHost@petecom>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p24-dunlin-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

How do I load sprite and 3D data into the N-Z?
Am I supposed to access the PC's file system from the code i.e fopen() (Or
similar)
Or, do I link the data to the executable in some way?
I know this seems a very rudimentry question - but I cant find any



reference in the manuals to this simple ?-^ task...

Cheers
--MESSAGE FILE 376 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 377 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pete" <Pete.Hobson@virgin.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: 28 Nov 1997 00:29:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bcfb90$3ed5e980$LocalHost@petecom>
References: <3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p24-dunlin-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk> wrote in article
<3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk>...
> Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
> progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
> source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
> graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
> with sprites and the like.
> 
Me too...

Pete
--MESSAGE FILE 377 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 378 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James.Russell@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Linking Data files
Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 14:19:43 +1300
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd
Lines: 93
Message-ID: <347E1C2F.167E@peace.co.nz>
References: <01bcfb8f$d2e5c560$LocalHost@petecom>
NNTP-Posting-Host: intro.peace.co.nz
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)

Pete wrote:
> 
> How do I load sprite and 3D data into the N-Z?

N-Z?

> Am I supposed to access the PC's file system from the code i.e fopen() (Or
> similar)
> Or, do I link the data to the executable in some way?

If you 'compile' your sprite objects into .o files (convert raw source
to
a C char array), then you can link objects very easily.



E.G   char MyGraphic[] = { 0x34, 0x2a, 0x44..... };

You just reference the graphic as MyGraphic and you're away laughing.

However, this can get to be a bit of a pain, especially when you adjust
3 pixels
in your source BMP file, and you've got to reconvert the raw file to C.
In addition, you can only have 64K of static data linked to your
executable
(or is that 64K of global variables... damn, can't remember), so when
you
start writing large games, this method won't work.

The alternatice method that everyone uses is:

Make your graphic/sound/3D file.
In your C, make a #define like:

#define MY_GRAPHIC 0x80100000
This is an address in Yaroze memory to place your graphic.
In your C program, reference the graphic as MY_GRAPHIC.
Make the program.
Upload the CODE for the program (what gcc and the linker generated) and
the GRAPHIC itself separately. Load the graphic to the address you
specified.

A SIOCONS script to do this might look like:

local dload c:\graphics\my_wizard.tim   80100000
local load c:\psx_code\my_program
go

This will load the file c:\graphics\my_wizard.tim to yaroze address
0x80100000,
and the code file c:\psx_code\my_program to wherever you linked the
program to.
(When you link the program, you specify which address you want, and the
'load'
function puts it there).
The "go" part starts the execution of your program. Because your program
referenced
MY_GRAPHIC, which was really address 0x80100000, and you loaded your
graphic
to 0x80100000 with SIOCONS, your program will be accessing the graphic
data just
as if you had linked the data to be at 0x80100000.

Valid address ranges are from 0x80090000 to 0x801fffff. Most people load
their
data at 0x80090000 and their code at 0x80100000. You have to manually
make
sure that multiple data loads won't overlap other data, so that means
you
have to sit down with a calculator and figure out the sizes and
addresses of
all the data.



Cheers,

James

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
A poor man's holodeck:  A tab of acid and a glass of water.
--MESSAGE FILE 378 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 379 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 17:51:14 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <ira-2811971751140001@dialup-03-30.netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk> <01bcfb90$3ed5e980$LocalHost@petecom>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-03-30.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5

In article <01bcfb90$3ed5e980$LocalHost@petecom>, "Pete"
<Pete.Hobson@virgin.com> wrote:

> > Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
> > progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
> > source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
> > graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
> > with sprites and the like.
> > 
> Me too...

Wow, does the news server hold messages for this amount of time? I wrote
this message back in June (I think!).

If you want to check out the demo/tutorials, there are all at my ftp site:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 379 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 380 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial
Date: Thu, 04 Dec 1997 08:54:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3486E02F.6320@earthlink.net>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk>



Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-72-123.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Hi thanks a lot for making that tutorial, it has opened my learning
channels all the way!!!
     Well I have been trying collision detection for the end of the road
and the only thing I can come up with is to see if the GsObjectHandler
is greater or equal to SEPERATION and if it is then reverse Vectors.Do
you have something different? 
       I haven't been able to get 2 models on screen yet except a
blinking one that draws each player each frame.Any suggestions?
     Thanks a lot!!!!
-Austin(Bufferman)
--MESSAGE FILE 380 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 381 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Siocons <-[7m eh??
Date: Tue, 30 Dec 1997 19:11:29 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

OK, got the NY today.  Mmmm nice.  No IDE with the standard
dev tools?  I got CodeWarrior but I don't really want code
that's over twice as slow.  Come on Metrowerks sort it out!

OK, with SIOCONS I'm getting rubbish characters output like this:

  type -[7m F1 -[0;36;1m  ----> display help
       ^^^^    ^^^^^^^^^

What's that all about?

Cheers,
Jim

Mmmm, WOW 9600 bps is FAST maaan!  I _think_ I'll need a mem
card......
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj  
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 381 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 382 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons <-[7m eh??



Date: Thu, 1 Jan 1998 16:09:48 -0000
Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <68gepn$9ij8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>OK, got the NY today.  Mmmm nice.  No IDE with the standard
>dev tools?  I got CodeWarrior but I don't really want code
>that's over twice as slow.  Come on Metrowerks sort it out!
>

You can load a gnu makefile into visual c++ and use microsofts IDE (minus
debugger). Mmm... nice.

>OK, with SIOCONS I'm getting rubbish characters output like this:
>
>  type -[7m F1 -[0;36;1m  ----> display help
>       ^^^^    ^^^^^^^^^
>
>What's that all about?

Its that you need to load ANSI.SYS. Well you dont need to load it, you just
get a load of garbage characters instead of colour if you dont.

cheerio

Graeme

--MESSAGE FILE 382 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 383 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Do I have to use double buffering? & PAL?
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 12:17:37 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <34ACDAE1.5327@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

OK, after a couple of days messing around, I'm quickly
getting the hang of this thing.  Sure is easier than PC!
The question is as the title says, do I HAVE to use double
buffering in order to see my screen?  I am fine if I use
it but I don't want to!  How do I set the screen offset
of the frame buffer (to 0,0 say) for my visual area (I'm using
a 640x512 virtual screen).  I could do it with DBing but I'd
have to MoveImage everything twice - to both pages. Mmmm..
Or I could set both pages to the same frame buffer area...

Another question - I can get into PAL mode (it's B/W and fuzzy
on my monitor if in NTSC) fine, but the working area still



is only 240 pixels high (even though I have put 256 :
GsInitGraph(320, 256, 0, 0, 0);
Help please!!!

Jim
PS Expect a working demo on my page in one week!
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 383 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 384 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Do I have to use double buffering? & PAL?
Date: 2 Jan 1998 14:10:02 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 67
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <68isfq$jce1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

As regards double buffering, the use of this depends on vertical screen
resolution.
If you use hi-res (screen height is 480 or 512) you have to use interlaced
mode;
here the double buffering is done semi-invisibly, ie you only use ONE area
in VRAM.
The restriction is that if your program doesn't run at top frame rate, you
inevitably get severe
flicker.

If you use low-res (screen height is 240 or 256), you can use single or
double buffering.
Single buffering will usually leave you with lots of flicker, so is not
recommended.
Many of the SCEE samples use 320 by 240, this is quite common and a decent
resolution to work with.

As regards PAL and NTSC, most PAL TVs do not display the whole 256 lines;
many only display just over 240 lines. There's nothing that can be done
about this.

     Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Do I have to use double buffering? & PAL?:scee.yaroze.beginners



From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Do I have to use double buffering? & PAL?
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
OK, after a couple of days messing around, I'm quickly
getting the hang of this thing.  Sure is easier than PC!
The question is as the title says, do I HAVE to use double
buffering in order to see my screen?  I am fine if I use
it but I don't want to!  How do I set the screen offset
of the frame buffer (to 0,0 say) for my visual area (I'm using
a 640x512 virtual screen).  I could do it with DBing but I'd
have to MoveImage everything twice - to both pages. Mmmm..
Or I could set both pages to the same frame buffer area...
Another question - I can get into PAL mode (it's B/W and fuzzy
on my monitor if in NTSC) fine, but the working area still
is only 240 pixels high (even though I have put 256 :
GsInitGraph(320, 256, 0, 0, 0);
Help please!!!
Jim
PS Expect a working demo on my page in one week!
--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 384 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 385 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to see a single buffered screen? & PAL? Mem card?
Date: Fri, 02 Jan 1998 16:11:00 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <34AD1194.4287@manc.u-net.com>
References: <68isfq$jce1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

> As regards PAL and NTSC, most PAL TVs do not display the whole 256 lines;
> many only display just over 240 lines. There's nothing that can be done
> about this.
>      Lewis

I'm using a Philips CM8833 monitor (from my Amiga days) with RGB scart
input
with a fully adjustable screen -- it is still only getting 240 lines. 
The
SIOCONS tool has full 256 height I just can't kick it into it myself.
Looking at a lot of PAL demos they also only use 240 (small black
borders
at top and bottom).  All setting PAL does is CENTRE the screen better
(and



give a colour composite A/V picture).
As I say I've sorted my main double buffering problem by doing:
GsSetDispBuff(0, 0, 0, 0);
which saves me drawing everything twice.  Using a virtual screen
avoids the flicker you get by drawing on the visible space.
How do do singe buffering then?  As I say I know what to do I just
can't see the part of the frame buffer I'm using.  Note: all my
graphic drawing/operations are done on a virtual screen at another
part of the frame buffer, so all I do is whip with MoveImage the
part of the virtual screen I want. (The reason I'm doing this is
there's two players sharing same bit-map space, with a split screen
view, so this is the best method than handling each screen's view
separately)  Anyone know what I'm talking about?
But how do I actually get a 256 pixel-high picture? 

Cheers,
 Jim

PS  I just bought a memory card today but how do I FORMAT the bugger??
SIOCONS isn't seeing it on startup.  9600 is driving me mad!
At the main card control screen it gives me only 3 options -- none to
initialize it like it says in the manual.  I don't have any commercial
games for it yet to do it by game software.
--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 385 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 386 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons <-[7m eh??
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 16:28:08 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R0601981628080001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks219.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>, James Shaughnessy
<james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:

>OK, got the NY today.  Mmmm nice.  No IDE with the standard
>dev tools?  I got CodeWarrior but I don't really want code
>that's over twice as slow.  Come on Metrowerks sort it out!

I'm not sure where this rumor might have started.  All of the code I have
compiled runs around the same speed with gnu "Opt 3/no frame pointer" as it
does with CW in Optimization level 4.  I've seen a few cases where our code
is somewhat slower but they are always on code fragments that aren't really
reflective of a game. (benchmarks are never substitues for the real thing) 
We have large customers using our compilers to produce PlayStation titles
that you'll see in the stores this spring (i.e, they are in beta test now)
and they are seeing the same frame rates as with GNU.

If you have an example of some inefficent codegen, please let me know.  The



compiler patch that we will be sending out in about two weeks to fix some
global debug symbol issues will also boost performance in some cases.

-Joel

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 386 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 387 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to see a single buffered screen? & PAL? Mem card?
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 16:29:18 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R0601981629180001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68isfq$jce1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> <34AD1194.4287@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks219.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <34AD1194.4287@manc.u-net.com>, James Shaughnessy
<james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:

>PS  I just bought a memory card today but how do I FORMAT the bugger??
>SIOCONS isn't seeing it on startup.  9600 is driving me mad!
>At the main card control screen it gives me only 3 options -- none to
>initialize it like it says in the manual.  I don't have any commercial
>games for it yet to do it by game software.

There's a file in the files area call "memcard.zip" I think.  It will
format your memory card.  Another way to do it is to run a PlayStation game
on your Net Yaroze with the Memory Card in. It will probably format the
card also.

-Joel

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 387 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 388 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to see a single buffered screen? & PAL? Mem card?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 03:18:50 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34B4459A.E53@manc.u-net.com>
References: <68isfq$jce1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> <34AD1194.4287@manc.u-net.com>
<sumner-ya02408000R0601981629180001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Joel Sumner wrote:
> There's a file in the files area call "memcard.zip" I think.  It will
> format your memory card.  Another way to do it is to run a PlayStation game
> on your Net Yaroze with the Memory Card in. It will probably format the
> card also.

I managed it using SIOCONS tool: just typed, "format bu10:" and voila.
115200 is a *tad* better methinks.  Why can't Sony just bundle a
mem card with it (only 15 quid!)?
My Playstation is really 'gappy' with polygons in all the games I've
played on it.  Does anyone know if this is normal?  I think I have
a dodgy GPU, which is okay cause my latest game demo (only a week
in development mind) doesn't even touch it!
Looks like another return is in order tsk...

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 388 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 389 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tucmandl Manfred" <jadwin@telekabel.at>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons <-[7m eh??
Date: Sat, 10 Jan 1998 18:12:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6989m7$bfn7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: TK140044.telekabel.at
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

James Shaughnessy schrieb in Nachricht <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>...

>OK, with SIOCONS I'm getting rubbish characters output like this:
>
>  type -[7m F1 -[0;36;1m  ----> display help
>       ^^^^    ^^^^^^^^^
>
>What's that all about?

i think you dont have load a ANSI-device

Manfred

--MESSAGE FILE 389 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 390 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:46:53 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34BFAB1D.6FF0@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

Peter Passmore wrote:
> 
> A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/
> My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even
> though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
> dancing on tables in pubs...

As one of the aforementioned students, I can comment on the usefulness
of the tutorials, and also the lie about us spending the weekends
drunk. I am of course drunk during the week, when I should be at
university. As a (sort of) beginner, I have put up what my own web site.
Now all I need is my finished demo to go up there. (give me two weeks)
--MESSAGE FILE 390 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 391 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@nospam.virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: NTSC Discs
Date: 19 Jan 1998 18:44:47 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bd250a$b712b880$LocalHost@james.banks>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p40-forktail-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Can anybody play NTSC discs using their Yaroze Playstation ?? I have tried
to play an NTSC disc but all I get is a screen saying "Please insert disc".
My Yaroze Playstation is connected by a SCART lead from the Multi I/O port
to the T.V. (I am in the UK)

Someone please help,

Thanks,

James
--> remove nospam to reply <--
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jbanks/
"How lucky I am!! Whenever I make a mistake people are sure to discover it."
--MESSAGE FILE 391 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 392 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial



Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 02:56:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34c41263.22129831@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk> <34BFAB1D.6FF0@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

On Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:46:53 +0000, Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
wrote:

>Peter Passmore wrote:
>> 
>> A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
>> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/
>> My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even
>> though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
>> dancing on tables in pubs...
>
>As one of the aforementioned students, I can comment on the usefulness
>of the tutorials, and also the lie about us spending the weekends
>drunk. I am of course drunk during the week, when I should be at
>university. As a (sort of) beginner, I have put up what my own web site.
>Now all I need is my finished demo to go up there. (give me two weeks)

When you finish your course work right? :-)
/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 392 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 393 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 1998 21:40:57 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6bqhfl$bej4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userk710.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I'm currently converting this excellent tutorial to C++/CodeWarrior.  If
anyone would like the source code, please let me know.

>A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/
>My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even
>though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
>dancing on tables in pubs...

--MESSAGE FILE 393 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000130html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 394 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons <-[7m eh??
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 17:49:16 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34E2551C.147246C1@netmagic.net>
References: <34A94761.1C3B@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> OK, got the NY today.  Mmmm nice.  No IDE with the standard
> dev tools?  I got CodeWarrior but I don't really want code
> that's over twice as slow.  Come on Metrowerks sort it out!
> 
> OK, with SIOCONS I'm getting rubbish characters output like this:
> 
>   type -[7m F1 -[0;36;1m  ----> display help
>        ^^^^    ^^^^^^^^^
> 
> What's that all about?

You need to have ANSI.SYS loaded in your CONFIG.SYS file.  Those
are ANSI escape sequence color controls.  :)  e.g.

device=himem.sys
device=emm386.exe
device=ANSI.SYS
files=30
buffers=10

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 394 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 395 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Visual C++ 5
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 17:34:53 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6c200f$bej18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com> 
<01bc8120$19d11280$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi there,

I am a new Net Yaroze member and being a (semi)professional Windows
programmer I have Microsoft's Visual C++ 5 and have been using various



versions of Visual C++ for over three years now. So I am used to it's IDE as
you can imagine.

I would like to know if anyone has successfully configured VC5 to compile
and manage Yaroze projects before I start trying to figure it out. It would
save me time and heartache if you could tell me :)

Thanks,
JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 395 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 396 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Michael Voegeli <michael@access.ch>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 1998 19:00:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch>
Reply-To: michael@access.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: line137-basel.datacomm.ch
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
To: michael@datacomm.ch
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:330 
scee.yaroze.beginners:133 scea.yaroze.freetalk:402

Hi there

After almost one year as a yaroze member, I finally have the time to
have a closer look at playstation programming and am trying to catch up
a bit.

I studied the paper manuals and thought they are quite useful.

I created some dxf files in some Mac modeler, converted them to rsd and
tmd on the PC and downloaded them togeteher with TMDVIEW from my Mac
again, since this is my working Platform (Code Warrior, etc.).

Everything worked pretty well and I began to think about what to do as
some first 3d project...

Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
because DXF doesn't support them. (???)

I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...

However, I would rather like to assign colors and textures to my 3D
Objects at runtime anyway.

I checked the manuals for some info about runtime object manipulation
and especially texture map and color assignment. It apears the manual is
very very thin at this subject. There are things mentioned about texture
pages and alignment but this is more like an overview and I couldn't



find any specific information about working with these features...

The Library Reference manual lists no functions for texture or color
assignment to 3D Objects in RAM. Are there none? Am I blind?

Do I have to study the file format stuff and hack it myself?

Sure, I will check out all the demos and source I can grab but I wonder
If there is some other, more coherent information available on the
subject.

Thank you for any hints

MV

?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?
 Michael Voegeli             Interactive Media Programming
  mail: michael@access.ch              vox: +41-61-331-4729
   snail: Neuensteinerstrasse 28 - 4053  Basel - Switzerland
    !-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!

--MESSAGE FILE 396 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 397 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 1998 23:24:51 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34e778d9.26006495@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk> <6bqhfl$bej4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

As in Object Oriented Programming?

On Tue, 10 Feb 1998 21:40:57 -0000, "Steve Dunn"
<stevedunn@dial.pipex.com> wrote:

>I'm currently converting this excellent tutorial to C++/CodeWarrior.  If
>anyone would like the source code, please let me know.
>
>>A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
>>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/
>>My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even



>>though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
>>dancing on tables in pubs...
>

/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 397 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 398 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D tutorials and OT document
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 15:42:31 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <34E85E67.70B@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

A while ago my lecturer put up a document explaining
about how to use 3D graphics in a game. Many people
found this very useful, and I have recently been
working on doing all the example programs to go with
this as well. These are now complete, and both the
tutorial and the tutorial demo programs can be
downloaded from my web page.

Another thing that can be found is a document trying
to explain ordering tables. This is partly an
experiment on my own part (I find it hard to work
with the idea of OTs without some form of clear
explanation at hand) and I have put this up for
people to look at. At the moment I think it is fairly
helpful, but I'm worried it sounds like a gibbering
rant at times (especially the last paragraph, which I
will edit (remove) completely so I'm asking for
anyone who reads it to mail me if they have any
opinions other than it is completely average :)

Pick up both the tutorial stuff and the OT documents
from

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

Once there, go to the 'DOWNLOADS' page and have a
ganders.

Robert Swan
--MESSAGE FILE 398 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 399 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Tutorial
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 18:32:20 -0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <6ca0mf$beo23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34734C94.75E8@mdx.ac.uk> <6bqhfl$bej4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34e778d9.26006495@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera830.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Yes.
    I've got my hands on the C files, and anything that looks like an
entity, i've stuck the word 'class' before it and put squiggly brackets
around.
The current 'objects' are.
    CPad
    CWorld
    CView
    C3DObject
    CPadCompanion
    CCar
    CBat (something I added)
    COrderTable
    COrderTableHeader

I'll upload it on my page (~steved) soon.  In the meantime, check the page
out anyway.  It's packed full of intersting articles ! ( all 2 of them !)

Steve
///////////////////////////////////////////////

Alan Yuen wrote in message <34e778d9.26006495@news.playstation.co.uk>...
>As in Object Oriented Programming?
>
>On Tue, 10 Feb 1998 21:40:57 -0000, "Steve Dunn"
><stevedunn@dial.pipex.com> wrote:
>
>>I'm currently converting this excellent tutorial to C++/CodeWarrior.  If
>>anyone would like the source code, please let me know.
>>
>>>A new 40 page 3D tutorial can be found at
>>>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/
>>>My students have got 3D games results within 2 weeks with this even
>>>though they have lots of other work to do and spend their weekends drunk
>>>dancing on tables in pubs...
>>
>
>/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
>Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
>alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
>http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/

--MESSAGE FILE 399 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 400 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Visual C++ 5
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 18:51:02 -0000
Organization: Yaloozer



Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ca1g2$beo25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com> 
<01bc8120$19d11280$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk> 
<6c200f$bej18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

mmm you should look at www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved i believe

--MESSAGE FILE 400 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 401 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GsSortOt BUG!!
Date: 16 Feb 1998 23:11:47 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bd399f$5ff02980$2a02bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.191.2.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi world! I have a great problem with sorting:

1)I have created a mech warrior that have 1000 polygons tri and quads.

1.1)If i load all the mechwarrior from 1-RSD to 1TMD and then i use it in
GsSortObject4() it will displayed very well with all the polygons.

1.2)BUT! If i create all the parts in rsd format (head,legs hands,etc...)
and i convert it in tmd format and i sort it with GsSortOt() starting from
head to feets i'll see only the firstest 12 of 23 objects well displayed
and th others are flickering or are not here!

1.3)BUT! This is VERY INTERESTING!!!!,if i invert the allocation to
ordering table from feets to head ,i'll see only the lastest objects thath
means legs feets etc.

CONCLUSION:Why i can't sort more than 15 objects?

ps:I tried using a single object in multiple copyes an the problem persist
but the number of object thath i can display is increased.

--MESSAGE FILE 401 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 402 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 21:24:46 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 24



Message-ID: <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:339 
scee.yaroze.beginners:139 scea.yaroze.freetalk:410

Michael Voegeli wrote:
> Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
> but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
> because DXF doesn't support them. (???)
> 
> I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...

There is an excellent Windows/PC tool called "rsdtool.exe", that you
can download from the "Utilities" page that lets you load an .RSD model
and color and texture the faces of your model.

This is one very usefull program.  My only question about it is:
Is there a way to make some faces "goraud shaded" while not "goraud
shading" some other faces?

For example, I want a model with some "roundish" parts, where shading
will help it look smoother, with fewer polys, but other parts of the
same model are "squarish and pointy", where shading would be out of
place.

Any ideas?  (currently I use the "-g" option on dxf2rsd.exe to turn
shading on for the whole model).

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 402 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 403 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 14:58:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6ceskk$beo37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com> <33C34446.520@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
>from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
>0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
>The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
>point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take
>values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.
>
So, what you are saying is that the claims in the documentation we got about
the Net Yaroze is wrong when it states we have 2MB of memory to use! Because
of the kernel we only get 1.44MB. The documentation has a FAQ section in
which is effectively asked "What sort of game can I make in 2MB?" and the
answer is effectively "Anything. Ridge Racer, Tomb Raider etc." I think that



is very misleading and should be re-written to say 1.44MB instead of 2 and
that those games spool the level data off the CD and do not keep it all in
memory. Also those games were written with a full development kit which may
give the programmer more memory.

JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 403 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000140html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 404 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite/2D Demo code
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 15:03:20 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6cesuh$beo38@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3391F4E9.70FE@netcomuk.co.uk> <01bcfb90$3ed5e980$LocalHost@petecom>
<ira-2811971751140001@dialup-03-30.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Ira Rainey wrote in message ...
>In article <01bcfb90$3ed5e980$LocalHost@petecom>, "Pete"
><Pete.Hobson@virgin.com> wrote:
>
>> > Having recently had the fog lifted, from my mind, and now making some
>> > progress on my Yaroze, I would be willing to put togther some *simple*
>> > source code, with an explanation of the problems I had and the way the
>> > graphics system works, basically the real basics to get people going
>> > with sprites and the like.
>> >
>> Me too...
>
>Wow, does the news server hold messages for this amount of time? I wrote
>this message back in June (I think!).
>
It's still holding it now!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 404 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 405 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 10:10:39 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R1802981010390001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33C3449A.34EB@hotmail.com> <33C34446.520@interactive.sony.com> 
<6ceskk$beo37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks137.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit



X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <6ceskk$beo37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "JohnT"
<johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk> wrote:

>>The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
>>from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
>>0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
>>The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
>>point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take
>>values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.
>>
>So, what you are saying is that the claims in the documentation we got about
>the Net Yaroze is wrong when it states we have 2MB of memory to use! Because
>of the kernel we only get 1.44MB. The documentation has a FAQ section in
>which is effectively asked "What sort of game can I make in 2MB?" and the
>answer is effectively "Anything. Ridge Racer, Tomb Raider etc." I think that
>is very misleading and should be re-written to say 1.44MB instead of 2 
[snip]

Not exactly. "Professional" games have all of the Sony libraries linked in
to the executable.  Thus, they don't get 2 Megs worth of RAM to use either.
They can load their programs lower in memory but they end up using a big
chunk of that memory for libraries anyway, just like the Yaroze.

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 405 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 406 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 18:01:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:353 
scee.yaroze.beginners:143 scea.yaroze.freetalk:417

Hi,

If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is
probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one frame at
a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same TMD
each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
structure...

Cheers,

Colin.

Michael Voegeli wrote in message <34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch>...



>
>
>Ed Federmeyer wrote:
>
>> Michael Voegeli wrote:
>> > Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
>> > but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
>> > because DXF doesn't support them. (???)
>> >
>> > I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...
>>
>> There is an excellent Windows/PC tool called "rsdtool.exe", that you
>> can download from the "Utilities" page that lets you load an .RSD model
>> and color and texture the faces of your model.
>>
>
>Thank you for your reply.
>I downloaded rsdtool.exe but didn't try it yet.
>
>Actually I would like to downloaded some TMD File with watever
>color, texture and shading and then change these during RUNTIME.
>
>Obvoiously this is not the standard way to go but it would allow great
>flexibility and reduce my download time.
>
>Any (secret) library functions available for manipulating 3d object data
>?
>Will I have to go down to the bits and bytes to code it one my own?
>
>
>
>
> ?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?
>  Michael Voegeli             Interactive Media Programming
>   mail: michael@access.ch              vox: +41-61-331-4729
>    snail: Neuensteinerstrasse 28 - 4053  Basel - Switzerland
>     !-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 406 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 407 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 15:25:26 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34EB51C5.D3D4F3E@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-21.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:355 
scee.yaroze.beginners:144 scea.yaroze.freetalk:419



SCEE wrote:

> If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is
> probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one
> frame at
> a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same
> TMD
> each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
> Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
> structure...

What do I have to do if I want to draw a regular sprite, instead of
using LoadImage?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 407 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 408 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D tutorials and OT document
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 00:30:03 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34eb7ca6.8092506@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E85E67.70B@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

On Mon, 16 Feb 1998 15:42:31 +0000, Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
wrote:

>A while ago my lecturer put up a document explaining
>about how to use 3D graphics in a game. Many people
<snip>
>Robert Swan

hey Rob, you messages today 18th feb, didnt apear on the sever. its
like the 00:29, 19th feb.
/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/
--MESSAGE FILE 408 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 409 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 19:56:33 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 27
Message-ID: <34EB9150.B3BDED04@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34EB51C5.D3D4F3E@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-34.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:356 
scee.yaroze.beginners:146 scea.yaroze.freetalk:421

Manny Najera wrote:

> > If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way
> is
> > probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one
> > frame at
> > a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same
>
> > TMD
> > each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
> > Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
>
> > structure...
>
> What do I have to do if I want to draw a regular sprite, instead of
> using LoadImage?

Forget it, I just figured it out:

You create a second OT, with it's own workbase and such.  You change the
clip property of the GsDRAWENV to point to the place that you want to
draw to in VRAM.  Then you sort your sprites and whatnot into the second
OT, which is then drawn into the area you specified.  The next time you
draw your TMD, it will be drawn with the changed textures.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 409 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 410 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
Date: 19 Feb 1998 10:58:13 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 74
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ch385$k411@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:



From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Re: Memory address selection?:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory address selection?
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
>The Yaroze kernal and base library take up the memory
>from 0x80000000 - 0x8008ffff, so Never load anything before
>0x80090000; this is effectively the starting address.
>The top address is 0x801fffff, but the stack grows down from that
>point, so best to leave it some space; hence you can take
>values like 0x801f0000 or 0x801ff000 as the top-most address.
>
So, what you are saying is that the claims in the documentation we got
about
the Net Yaroze is wrong when it states we have 2MB of memory to use!
Because
of the kernel we only get 1.44MB.

As someone else said, on the professional kit all executables are _much_
larger
than Yaroze executables because they must link with libraries; Yaroze
executables
do not contain library functions and variables. The difference is hence
very small.
Further, on almost every machine there are libraries to be linked with,
and hence available program memory is always less than the N Mb quoted
for the machine.

The documentation has a FAQ section in
which is effectively asked "What sort of game can I make in 2MB?" and the
answer is effectively "Anything. Ridge Racer, Tomb Raider etc." I think
that
is very misleading and should be re-written to say 1.44MB instead of 2 and
that those games spool the level data off the CD and do not keep it all in
memory.

Many games do spool off CD; but Ridge Racer does not do so at all, the
entire caper
fits into RAM. This game is undoubtedly realistic for Yaroze, the main
barriers
being graphic artwork and sheer development time.

Also those games were written with a full development kit which may
give the programmer more memory.

The full dev kit does allow you to use 8Mb, it's true; but a game using
over 2 Mb can
only been played by other people with full dev kits, ie a restriction in
your game market
from 20 million machines to a few thousand. Every game that has ever
been published on PlayStation uses only 2Mb, since that's all the console
has.

     Cheers,

          Lewis
JohnT



--MESSAGE FILE 410 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 411 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Sat, 21 Feb 1998 13:31:27 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm340.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:429 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:280 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:82 
scee.yaroze.beginners:148 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:372 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:164 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:168

Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).

If you have, please let me know

Thanks in advance.

Steve Dunn

--MESSAGE FILE 411 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000148html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 412 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 13:51:00 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <34F02D44.3294@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Alrighty then, here's the situation:
I have just started out trying to use the memory card and run into
a slight hitch.  The manual talks of macros O_CREAT and O_RDONLY
but I can't get them to work.  I've searched through all the header
files for definitions to no avail.  In FS.H there's defines for READ
etc. but I obviously need the exact value for O_CREAT in order to
create a file on the mem card.
In creating a 1-block file called 'MyFilename', the way I understand
it is this:



int fd; // File descriptor
char *fname = "bu10:MyFilename"; // bu10: mem card slot 2

fd = open(fname, O_CREAT|(1<<16));
close(fd);

Writing data is something I'm not sure about either (but I'll sort
that out using ye-olde tried and tested trial and error technique)
and what about making my own icon (possibly animated) for the file?
Please help, or point me in the right direction!

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 412 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 413 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 14:54:56 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34F03C40.2696@manc.u-net.com>
References: <34F02D44.3294@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Er, I just wrote:
> Writing data is something I'm not sure about either (but I'll sort
> that out using ye-olde tried and tested trial and error technique)
> and what about making my own icon (possibly animated) for the file?

I found all I needed about the mem-card icons and header info here:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/manuals/periph.htm

But I still need help with O_CREAT please!
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 413 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000150html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 414 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000151html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 12:07:03 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6cq01p$9863@scea>
References: <34F02D44.3294@manc.u-net.com> <34F03C40.2696@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

James Shaughnessy wrote in message <34F03C40.2696@manc.u-net.com>...
>Er, I just wrote:
>> Writing data is something I'm not sure about either (but I'll sort
>> that out using ye-olde tried and tested trial and error technique)
>> and what about making my own icon (possibly animated) for the file?
>
>I found all I needed about the mem-card icons and header info here:
>
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/manuals/periph.htm
>
>But I still need help with O_CREAT please!
>Jim
>--
>-----------------------------------------
>James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
>-----------------------------------------

Hmm-- in <sys/file.h>, O_CREAT is defined as FCREAT, which is defined in
<sys/fcntl.h> as:

#define FCREAT  0x0200  /* create if nonexistant */

Hope this helps,

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 414 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000151html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 415 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 21:20:04 +0000
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <34F09684.695@manc.u-net.com>
References: <34F02D44.3294@manc.u-net.com> <34F03C40.2696@manc.u-net.com> 
<6cq01p$9863@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Michael Hough wrote:
> Hmm-- in <sys/file.h>, O_CREAT is defined as FCREAT, which is defined in
> <sys/fcntl.h> as:
> 
> #define FCREAT  0x0200  /* create if nonexistant */

DOH!  I didn't even look in the sys directory!
O_CREAT is right there in FILE.H which just redefines FCREAT like you say.



Cheers Mike,
Jim

Just one more thing everyone, the details of the header say that for Europe
the file type is ALWAYS 0x11 which means you can't have animated icons (like
types 0x12 and 0x13).  I know animated icons work so why aren't PAL users
allowed them?
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 415 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 416 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 09:08:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6cre43$as2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34F02D44.3294@manc.u-net.com> <34F03C40.2696@manc.u-net.com> 
<6cq01p$9863@scea> <34F09684.695@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Hi James,

In the European OSD ( Playstation rom ) there was a bug that caused animated
icons to corrupt. QA limited the use of animated icons because of this.
 It's a bug because the wasn't enough VRAM for 2 cards by 15 files by 3
animations )

Cheers,

Colin.

James Shaughnessy wrote in message <34F09684.695@manc.u-net.com>...
>Michael Hough wrote:
>> Hmm-- in <sys/file.h>, O_CREAT is defined as FCREAT, which is defined in
>> <sys/fcntl.h> as:
>>
>> #define FCREAT  0x0200  /* create if nonexistant */
>
>DOH!  I didn't even look in the sys directory!
>O_CREAT is right there in FILE.H which just redefines FCREAT like you say.
>
>Cheers Mike,
>Jim
>
>Just one more thing everyone, the details of the header say that for Europe
>the file type is ALWAYS 0x11 which means you can't have animated icons
(like
>types 0x12 and 0x13).  I know animated icons work so why aren't PAL users
>allowed them?
>--
>-----------------------------------------
>James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj



>-----------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 416 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 417 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card I/O. O_CREAT?
Date: 23 Feb 1998 09:17:30 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 17
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6crera$50s1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hi Jim,
     ..because of a problem with the European version of PlayStation
 - albeit very subtle, and only appearing when you have two full Memory
cards full of animated icons, which results in a little bit of graphical
corruption.

     Its just a rule for full titles, so please go ahead and use them if
you like...

Paul

--MESSAGE FILE 417 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 418 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: z resolution overflow?
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 13:21:35 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34F177DF.49069A48@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I've just recently started getting this cryptic message.

ps_sort_sprite,bg: z resolution overflow.

Any one have and suggestions to what's causing it?
It's only recently started happening and naturally I've not changed any
thing in my program. :-)



It happens on a call to GsSortSprite, with a priority of 0,
which I believe always used to work..

On an unrelated not.
I guess that libps does a lot of error checking on the parameters
we pass it.  Is it possible to disable the error checking in an
attempt to squeeze a few more cycles from it?

Cheers

Jim
--MESSAGE FILE 418 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 419 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: z resolution overflow?
Date: 24 Feb 1998 18:36:42 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 37
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6cv3vq$8am1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

I've just recently started getting this cryptic message.
ps_sort_sprite,bg: z resolution overflow.
Any one have and suggestions to what's causing it?
It's only recently started happening and naturally I've not changed any
thing in my program. :-)
It happens on a call to GsSortSprite, with a priority of 0,
which I believe always used to work..

Things to check:
(1) you're not overflowing the work base set for libgs
     (use GsGetWorkBase to check how far from start it is after the
primitives
     have been registered into the OT)
(2) tell us what you've changed recently in the program (OT length? ot org
/ number of ot_tags?
     shift or point within OT?)
On an unrelated not.
I guess that libps does a lot of error checking on the parameters
we pass it.  Is it possible to disable the error checking in an
attempt to squeeze a few more cycles from it?

Essentially no. Libgs doesn't perform a great deal of checking,
and it can't be altered.

     Lewis
Cheers
Jim



--MESSAGE FILE 419 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 420 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 25 Feb 1998 00:05:28 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bd3ff0$3b526b40$08bff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip008.pool-01.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Why with codewarrior i can't use math function ????
The Linker says every time  that are not defined convertion functions
FloatingPoint<----->no Floating Point types!!!!

If there's someone that have some sqrt or e^x function tables please help
me!!

Diotallevi Emanuele
--MESSAGE FILE 420 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 421 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 25 Feb 1998 10:11:26 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 50
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6d0qoe$ac81@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Note that floating-point is not very fast.

You may be better off doing 'fractional fixed point'. eg using a 32-bit int
as u_short integer part (top 16 bits) and 0-4095 fractional part (lower 16
bits)

eg
     // second arg must be 0 to 4095
int MakeComposite (int integerPart, int fractionalPart)
{
     return( (integerPart << 16) + fractionalPart);
}

void DecomposeComposite (int composite, int *integerPart, int
*fractionalPart)
{
     *integerPart = composite >> 16;
     *fractionalPart = composite & 0xffff;
}



This way, you get the fractional functionality of float, running faster,
and no undefined conversion problems.

     Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  I can'tuse math functions!!!!:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Why with codewarrior i can't use math function ????
The Linker says every time  that are not defined convertion functions
FloatingPoint<----->no Floating Point types!!!!
If there's someone that have some sqrt or e^x function tables please help
me!!
                         Diotallevi Emanuele

--MESSAGE FILE 421 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000158html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 422 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Luca Cappellini <luca.cappellini@planet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Upload
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 14:30:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34F41CD9.2C5FF8BD@planet.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.103.1.44
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

How can I UpLoad some demos in the demo area, i should upload them in my
ftp area and than you decide if are good enough to put in the Demo
section ?

bye

Luca

--MESSAGE FILE 422 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000159html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 423 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000160html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Upload
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 13:52:09 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 15



Message-ID: <34F42209.72E@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <34F41CD9.2C5FF8BD@planet.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

I think so. I haven't read of anywhere about people putting stuff into
the demo area. My suggestion would be to upload it to your own ftp
site, mention to people that it's there in the 'mydemos' newsgroup,
stating that you wouldn't mind seeing it on the demos area for everyone
to get easy access, and then see what people (and Sony) say about it.

Luca Cappellini wrote:
> 
> How can I UpLoad some demos in the demo area, i should upload them in my
> ftp area and than you decide if are good enough to put in the Demo
> section ?
> 
> bye
> 
> Luca
--MESSAGE FILE 423 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000160html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 424 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 17:02:03 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R2502981702030001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bd3ff0$3b526b40$08bff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks204.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Hi Emanuele,
  If you include the math library from the folder "Net Yaroze Support\lib"
called (I think?) Math_IS1_LE.lib it will allow you to use the floating
point operations.

As Lewis mentioned, however, FP is emulated on the Net Yaroze and thus is
very slow. You probably should use lookup tables in fixed point to do most
calculations.

-Joel

In article <01bd3ff0$3b526b40$08bff7c2@manolo>, "Emanuele Diotallevi"
<g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote:

>Why with codewarrior i can't use math function ????
>The Linker says every time  that are not defined convertion functions
>FloatingPoint<----->no Floating Point types!!!!
>
>If there's someone that have some sqrt or e^x function tables please help
>me!!
>
>                                        Diotallevi Emanuele



-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 424 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000161html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 425 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 26 Feb 1998 13:39:37 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bd42bd$7400bee0$6b02bfc3@manolo>
References: <6d0qoe$ac81@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip043.pool-16.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thank you mr. Lewis but i need another kind of help ,i have created an
array about 5000 elements of sqrt calculation to use in main loop but using
math functions the program starts after 1minute ,now if you have a sqrt
table in ascii file i can use it in my project.

Thanks,Diotallevi emanuele

ps:If there's asite where i can find a vector declaration of it i can take
it myself !!

--MESSAGE FILE 425 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 426 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 26 Feb 1998 14:36:23 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 33
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6d3ul7$e4u1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

See the SCEE demo 'car', the hi-res split-screen car racer.
There's a file called 'sqrt.c' which houses a 64K square-root
look-up table.

     Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!:scee.yaroze.beginners



From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!

Thank you mr. Lewis but i need another kind of help ,i have created an
array about 5000 elements of sqrt calculation to use in main loop but using
math functions the program starts after 1minute ,now if you have a sqrt
table in ascii file i can use it in my project.
                              Thanks,Diotallevi emanuele
ps:If there's asite where i can find a vector declaration of it i can take
it myself !!

--MESSAGE FILE 426 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 427 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 26 Feb 1998 17:39:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <01bd42df$010532a0$68bff7c2@manolo>
References: <6d3ul7$e4u1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip040.pool-02.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thanks!!!!!!
--MESSAGE FILE 427 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000164html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 428 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: World---->Local convertion
Date: 26 Feb 1998 17:47:53 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bd42e0$22e23700$68bff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip040.pool-02.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I'm programming collisions with Bounding boxes ,but i must find the local
coord. of a point in the world,so lw matrix calculates world coord from
local cord ,i thinked that i must calculate the inverse matrix of lw matrix
calculating the (in italian we say " Determinante ") :

LW^(-1) =((LW^a)^t)/Det.(LW)???

If there's someone that have a function that calculates the A^(-1) matrix
please help me!

--MESSAGE FILE 428 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 429 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000166html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anna <amarsh@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sound Probs.
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 21:51:47 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <34F5E3F3.41C6@bournemouth.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: o2cg11.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SGoldC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

I'm having a few problems getting any sound happenning.  I've converted
a single .wav (16 bit, uncompressed, mono) with aiff2vag, and then
(attempted) to make a vab file, seperated into vh & vb.  But when I
attempt to play this with SsUtKeyOn nothing happens, and -1 is returned
(so I guess SsUtKeyOn failed).  

Is it necessary to have a SEQ file, even though I only want to play one
sound effect at a time?  I've set the volume using SsSetMVol, but in the
sample pieces of code I've looked at, they've also used SsSetSeqVolume. 
I haven't used this as I have no SEQ file.  

I'm also confused about the use of the def file when making the .vab. is
there an easy way to make the def file? I ask this because I'm not sure
where you're supposed to get the values for the center and shift labels
in the ToneAtr.  I've just sampled a single sound effect from a CD so I
have no idea what note it's supposed to be.  Because of this I just
bunged in any old values, would this adversly affect things if I got it
wildly wrong?  

Cheers,  Anna.
--MESSAGE FILE 429 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 430 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: .TAR problems
Date: 26 Feb 1998 23:24:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bd430f$38d81e60$0a02bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip010.pool-15.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Why winzip doesn't convert car_tar.tar ?

Howi must use tar.exe,the help is really awful!!!!

If there'someone that know how to convert these files please help me!

Thanks...., Diotallevi Emanuele
--MESSAGE FILE 430 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 431 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000168html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sound Probs. (long reply)



Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 15:03:27 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 132
Message-ID: <34F5F4BF.B70199D2@netmagic.net>
References: <34F5E3F3.41C6@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Anna wrote:
> 
> I'm having a few problems getting any sound happenning.  I've converted
> a single .wav (16 bit, uncompressed, mono) with aiff2vag, and then
> (attempted) to make a vab file, seperated into vh & vb.  But when I
> attempt to play this with SsUtKeyOn nothing happens, and -1 is returned
> (so I guess SsUtKeyOn failed).
> 
> Is it necessary to have a SEQ file, even though I only want to play one
> sound effect at a time?  I've set the volume using SsSetMVol, but in the
> sample pieces of code I've looked at, they've also used SsSetSeqVolume.
> I haven't used this as I have no SEQ file.
> 
> I'm also confused about the use of the def file when making the .vab. is
> there an easy way to make the def file? I ask this because I'm not sure
> where you're supposed to get the values for the center and shift labels
> in the ToneAtr.  I've just sampled a single sound effect from a CD so I
> have no idea what note it's supposed to be.  Because of this I just
> bunged in any old values, would this adversly affect things if I got it
> wildly wrong?
> 
> Cheers,  Anna.

Yeah, sound is tricky at first.  The general order of things in your
code should be:

1) transfer the sound data from local RAM to the sound RAM w/
   SsVabTransfer()
2) set the master volume
3) begin playing sounds
4) stop the sound playback in the sequencer and call SsUtAllKeyOff()

when
   you exit

First of all, no, you don't need to have a SEQ file to play sound.  I
have
a VAB in memory that has all the sound effects and then I just
SsUtKeyOn()
when I want some of them to play.

Second, when you did the SsVabTransfer(), did you make sure that you got
a
VAB ID back and not an error message?  Make sure you loaded your VAB
into
a region of memory that won't conflict with anything else.  Your code,
by
default, goes into 0x80100000.  If you look at the sample programs, you
may
see that the general MIDI set gets loaded in at 0x80090000 and
0x800a0000.
That's just above the 572K system library stuff and just below your
code.



That area is great for sound.

Third, are you sure you created your VAB correctly?  You got the VAGs
from
the AIFF2VAG utility---good.  You gotta make sure your DEF file is
correct.
If you don't format that thing right, you'll get a corrupted one back
out.
What I do is to check it:

1) use mkvab to make your VAB
2) call it again: mkvab -r <vab file> -o debug.def
3) compare your original .DEF to the DEBUG.DEF file.  If they match,
   you did it right.  If not, check your syntax.  The mkvab util is
   picky about the way you specify things.

Remember that a VAB is a collection of VAGs.  Each VAG is the wave
form.  A
def file describes how the VAGs are combined to form an "instrument". 
For
example, a simple sound effect would have 1 VAB "program" and one VAG
"tone".  A
more complex multi-layer instrument (e.g. piano + strings) would still
have
1 VAB program but 2 VAG tones.  The most complex example is probably
General
MIDI instrument 128: the drum set.  I'm not exactly sure how this is
implemented
on the Yaroze, but for MIDI keyboards each key is mapped to a separate
tone.
That's why if you put your full drum track to use instrument 128 C2 gets
you
a bass drum, E2 gets you a snare, A#/Bb a hi-hat, etc.

When making your DEF file, just don't throw in any value---they WILL
affect
the playback!  The shift value 0 is probably good, and the center should
probably be 64 (dead center stereo panning; 0 would be extreme left and
127 extreme right).

Lastly, the "note" argument to SsUtKeyOn is the MIDI key.  Each key on
the
keyboard is assigned a number, 48 being Middle C (C4), 36 being an
octave
lower (C3), etc.  Remember that the musical scale has 12 semi-tones per
octave:

Note# Name Octave
...

45 A 3
46 A# / Bb 3
47 B 3
48 C 4
49 C# / Db 4
50 D 4
51 D# / Eb 4
52 E 4

...

Most MIDI devices respond to something like keys 12-70---anything beyond
that
gets ridiculously low or high.

If you have a sound and want it to play back at the same speed (pitch)
you



recorded it at, use Middle C (48).

If you grab the updated PDF Yaroze manuals, they have a sample DEF file
in there.
One note: I found that I got errors if I didn't put a blank line between
each
of the entries in the DEF file.

I think I've got sound down pat (almost).  I can upload/e-mail a simple
example of how this all works.  There is a sound example on SCEA, but I
didn't find it that easy to follow.  :(

I hope this is confusing enough,  :P
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 431 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 432 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .TAR problems
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 00:48:11 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34F5FF3B.26CF@hotmail.com>
References: <01bd430f$38d81e60$0a02bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-121-69.marseille.club-internet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02E [fr]-GIEOG  (Win95; I)
CC: palpalpalpal@hotmail.com

Winzip doesn't extract files with the .tar extension because it's not 
its preferred format (which is .zip).
As you point out, you have to use tar.exe. But, as a Unix tool, tar 
requires strange options to do simple things. "tar -xvf <filename>" 
should uncompress your file, if I remember correctly.
Type "tar" with no filename nor option, you'll be given the details.

Hope this helps, 
pal
(palpalpalpal@hotmail.com)
--MESSAGE FILE 432 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 433 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!toby
From: toby@angst.forefront.com.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: 27 Feb 1998 01:20:43 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <slrn6fc5gl.q20.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
References: <6d3ul7$e4u1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ns.forefront.com.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.6 UNIX)

On 26 Feb 1998 14:36:23 -0000, Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
     <Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:



>From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
>To: news@playstation.co.uk
>
>See the SCEE demo 'car', the hi-res split-screen car racer.
>There's a file called 'sqrt.c' which houses a 64K square-root
>look-up table.
>
>     Lewis

some references on fast integer square root calculations:

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~rbg/sqrt/

the factoring method can be used with a much smaller lookup table (or no
lookup table, if need be). don't know what the speed difference would be, but
it might be handy if you don't have 64k to play with.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 433 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 434 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .TAR problems
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 22:03:06 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <34F6571A.82EAABED@netmagic.net>
References: <01bd430f$38d81e60$0a02bfc3@manolo> <34F5FF3B.26CF@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

pal wrote:
> Winzip doesn't extract files with the .tar extension because it's not

I have WinZip v6.2 and it reads TAR files just fine.  (I just tested
it right now for a sanity check.)  It may be using a helper program,
but I thought it did it natively.  :P

FYI, TAR files are not compressed.  GZIPped TAR files are, and they
usually have a ".gz" extension.

tar -cf <archive file> <file list>
Creates a TAR archive.

tar -tf <archive file>
Lists the contents of a TAR archive.

tar -xf <archive file>
Extracts the contents of a TAR archive.

tar -cfz <archive file> <file list>
Creates a GZIPped TAR archive.

tar -xfz <archive file> <file list>
Uncompresses a GZIPped TAR archive.

man tar
Get the help details, of course.

tar --help
Help text on some systems like Linux.



The "-v" option just tells it to be really verbose when extracting
files.

> its preferred format (which is .zip).
> As you point out, you have to use tar.exe. But, as a Unix tool, tar
> requires strange options to do simple things. "tar -xvf <filename>"
> should uncompress your file, if I remember correctly.
> Type "tar" with no filename nor option, you'll be given the details.
> 
> Hope this helps,
> pal
> (palpalpalpal@hotmail.com)

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 434 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 435 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: .TAR problems
Date: 27 Feb 1998 14:40:12 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 27
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6d6j8c$hgp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

tar -xvf
tar xvf
tar xf

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  .TAR problems:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: .TAR problems
Why winzip doesn't convert car_tar.tar ?
Howi must use tar.exe,the help is really awful!!!!
If there'someone that know how to convert these files please help me!
                    Thanks....,    Diotallevi Emanuele

--MESSAGE FILE 435 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000172html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 436 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anna <amarsh@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sound probs with .def files?
Date: Sat, 28 Feb 1998 14:52:08 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34F82498.167E@bournemouth.ac.uk>
References: <34F5E3F3.41C6@bournemouth.ac.uk> <34F5F4BF.B70199D2@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: o2cg6.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SGoldC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

Finally got my sound effects to work, cheers to Elliot Lee for the info
posted, and discovered one mighty big glitch that may be useful for
others having similar problems.

In the sample .def file included in the manuals "sound tools" download,
there is a "ToneAtr" heading.  However, after checking out the
simple.def file in the psx\bin directory I found that the heading here
was not "ToneAtr" but "VagAtr".  I just changed the heading in my .def
file and hey presto, sound in effect.  Since I currently only have one
sound effect, I'm not sure if this still holds true when there are
multiple .vags, I'm about to find out just as soon as I can get hold of
some more noises.  But I thought it was worthwhile noting it for any
other beginners stuck on sound.

Anna.
--MESSAGE FILE 436 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 437 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .TAR problems
Date: 1 Mar 1998 01:50:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bd44b5$ec335b80$17bff7c2@manolo>
References: <01bd430f$38d81e60$0a02bfc3@manolo> <34F5FF3B.26CF@hotmail.com> 
<34F6571A.82EAABED@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip023.pool-01.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thank you ,ifind the way to decompress these files i just pun a ".z"
extension to the file and winzip 'll decompress it!!

ps:I find this tip on winzip site!!

Thanks to all members!!!

Diotallevi Emanuele

--MESSAGE FILE 437 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 438 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .TAR problems
Date: Mon, 02 Mar 1998 09:05:33 +1100
Organization: Cybec Pty. Ltd.
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34F9E9BD.C088C95@cybec.com.au>
References: <01bd430f$38d81e60$0a02bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tech10.mel.cybec.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
> 
> Why winzip doesn't convert car_tar.tar ?
> 
> Howi must use tar.exe,the help is really awful!!!!
> 
> If there'someone that know how to convert these files please help me!
> 

I think your problem was that you downloaded the file 'car.tar.gz' with
Netscape and it likes to screw up filenames.  It puts underscores in
instead of dots and changes the .gz extension to .tar.  Stupid.  
Therefore, as you have already found out, for WinZip to extract the
files you need to put .Z or .gz back in the file name.  Or you could
use: tar xzvf car_tar.tar

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 438 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 439 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Where is SQRT.c???
Date: 1 Mar 1998 23:11:42 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <01bd4568$e00ff760$0602bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip006.pool-15.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Excuse me but i didn't find any sqrt.c in SCEE demo 'car',if someone kow
where exactly is or someone have one please send me it!!!!

Thanks,Emanuele Diotallevi

--MESSAGE FILE 439 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 440 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: z resolution overflow?
Date: Mon, 02 Mar 1998 10:07:41 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <34FA84ED.5CD9BA4A@micronetics.com>
References: <6cv3vq$8am1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

I did reply to this last week, I guess it got lost.

I solved the problem thanks Lewis.  A number of things were causing it..
Firstly it was a line primitive, not a sprite as the error message states
causing
the problem, this threw me a googlie at first.
Next the cause of the error was due to a bit a bone head code on my behalf
passing a negative number as the priority of the line.  Understandle really.
The thing that really stumped me was the message about a sprite when infact
it was a line causing it.

Cheers

Jim

Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

> From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
> To: news@playstation.co.uk
>
> I've just recently started getting this cryptic message.
> ps_sort_sprite,bg: z resolution overflow.
> Any one have and suggestions to what's causing it?
> It's only recently started happening and naturally I've not changed any
> thing in my program. :-)
> It happens on a call to GsSortSprite, with a priority of 0,
> which I believe always used to work..
>
> Things to check:
> (1) you're not overflowing the work base set for libgs
>      (use GsGetWorkBase to check how far from start it is after the
> primitives
>      have been registered into the OT)
> (2) tell us what you've changed recently in the program (OT length? ot org
> / number of ot_tags?
>      shift or point within OT?)
> On an unrelated not.
> I guess that libps does a lot of error checking on the parameters
> we pass it.  Is it possible to disable the error checking in an
> attempt to squeeze a few more cycles from it?
>
> Essentially no. Libgs doesn't perform a great deal of checking,
> and it can't be altered.
>
>      Lewis
> Cheers
> Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 440 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 441 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: World---->Local convertion



Date: 2 Mar 1998 12:40:20 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 104
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6de9bk$qi01@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA13354
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 2 Mar 1998 04:44:53 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

If you want to express the coordinates of a world point in a local
coordinate system,
you can just use the technique as the SCEE demos 'flying' and 'dungeon';
those
demos involve ships hunting and shooting at each other, to do this they
express the target ship's position in their own coord system.
This is done by using the fact that a coordinate system's matrix is just a
set
of 3 vectors specifying the local x,y and z axes.

Here's a couple of functions, nearly the same, but the different ways of
accessing the matrix elements mean that one does sub->super conversion
and the other does super->sub.

     Lewis

     // eg know position or vector in world space,
     // want to find it in object coordinate terms

     // NOTE: Only takes account of rotation
     // NOT displacement as well

void ExpressSuperPointInSub (VECTOR* superPoint,
               GsCOORDINATE2* subSystem, VECTOR* subPointOutput)
{
     MATRIX* matrix;

     matrix = &subSystem->coord;

     setVECTOR(subPointOutput,
                    ((superPoint>vx * matrix->m[0][0]
                    + superPoint>vy * matrix->m[0][1]
                    + superPoint>vz * matrix->m[0][2]) >> 12),

                    ((superPoint>vx * matrix->m[1][0]
                    + superPoint>vy * matrix->m[1][1]
                    + superPoint>vz * matrix->m[1][2]) >> 12),

                    ((superPoint>vx * matrix->m[2][0]
                    + superPoint>vy * matrix->m[2][1]
                    + superPoint>vz * matrix->m[2][2]) >> 12) );
}

     // eg know position or vector in object space,
     // want to find it in world coordinate terms



     // NOTE: Only takes account of rotation
     // NOT displacement as well

void ExpressSubPointInSuper (VECTOR* subPoint,
               GsCOORDINATE2* subSystem, VECTOR* superPointOutput)
{
     MATRIX* matrix;

     matrix = &subSystem->coord;

     setVECTOR(superPointOutput,
                    ((subPoint>vx * matrix->m[0][0]
                    + subPoint>vy * matrix->m[1][0]
                    + subPoint>vz * matrix->m[2][0]) >> 12),

                    ((subPoint>vx * matrix->m[0][1]
                    + subPoint>vy * matrix->m[1][1]
                    + subPoint>vz * matrix->m[2][1]) >> 12),

                    ((subPoint>vx * matrix->m[0][2]
                    + subPoint>vy * matrix->m[1][2]
                    + subPoint>vz * matrix->m[2][2]) >> 12) );
}

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  World---->Local convertion:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: World---->Local convertion
I'm programming collisions with Bounding boxes ,but i must find the local
coord. of a point in the world,so lw matrix calculates world coord from
local cord ,i thinked that i must calculate the inverse matrix of lw matrix
calculating the (in italian we say " Determinante ") :
LW^(-1) =((LW^a)^t)/Det.(LW)???
If there's someone that have a function that calculates the A^(-1) matrix
please help me!

--MESSAGE FILE 441 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 442 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: HELP! problem using sciocons with NT4
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 15:45:54 +0000
Organization: ChaoticShockolate
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35056032.17C2@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw88.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)

the auto batch file loads all the tmds and tims
but then right at the end i get the error message
synch error

does anyone know the solution to this?

PS i heard mention of an GUI interface for sciocons under NT
yet couldnt acess the file i think it was by a dlawton or jlawton

cheers...
steve.f
--MESSAGE FILE 442 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 443 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP! problem using sciocons with NT4
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 17:47:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4834
Message-ID: <6e3u3e$6nq1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35056032.17C2@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

There is a 32-bit version of Siocons available from someone's web site but I
am unable to remember where/who's!! (Useless aren't I!! ;) So instead I have
attached the zip file to this message (hope SCEE don't mind binaries here ;)

JohnT

------------------------------------------
 Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------

Stephen Fernandez wrote in message <35056032.17C2@mdx.ac.uk>...
>the auto batch file loads all the tmds and tims
>but then right at the end i get the error message
>synch error
>
>does anyone know the solution to this?
>
>PS i heard mention of an GUI interface for sciocons under NT
>yet couldnt acess the file i think it was by a dlawton or jlawton
>
>
>cheers...
>steve.f
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--MESSAGE FILE 443 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 444 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Contest Conditions
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 19:28:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35058651.2233BBED@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: faui90.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04C-SGI [en] (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

Hello!

I start programming on the playstation using the Metroworks CodeWarrior.

For the most comptetions, that are announced around this are, the explicit

usage of NY Playstation libraries is required. Does this imply, that it is not 
allowed

to make use of the MW IO functions to access files on the PC, or is it not

even allowed to use the CodeWarrior at all to compile the final version, as

this development environment adopts the libraries shipped with the NY?

Thanks

Christoph

--MESSAGE FILE 444 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 445 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Contest Conditions
Date: 11 Mar 1998 10:51:08 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 28
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6e5qas$p6r1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id CAA13469
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 11 Mar 1998 02:55:47 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk



Hello!
I start programming on the playstation using the Metroworks CodeWarrior.
For the most comptetions, that are announced around this are, the explicit
usage of NY Playstation libraries is required. Does this imply, that it is
not allowed
to make use of the MW IO functions to access files on the PC, or is it not
even allowed to use the CodeWarrior at all to compile the final version, as
this development environment adopts the libraries shipped with the NY?
Thanks
Christoph

You can feel free to use both CodeWarrior and the MW IO functions.

     Lewis

--MESSAGE FILE 445 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 446 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk (Alan Yuen)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP! problem using sciocons with NT4
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 22:54:36 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <350715c8.7525410@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35056032.17C2@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: alanyuen.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Slow the baud rate down by half to 56700 or something like that. It
should work, it did for me. Enjoy the downloading time. :-P

On Tue, 10 Mar 1998 15:45:54 +0000, Stephen Fernandez
<sf054@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

>the auto batch file loads all the tmds and tims
>but then right at the end i get the error message
>synch error
>
>does anyone know the solution to this?
>
>PS i heard mention of an GUI interface for sciocons under NT
>yet couldnt acess the file i think it was by a dlawton or jlawton
>
>
>cheers...
>steve.f

/\/\/\/\/\(o.O)
Yep Luen (Alan) Yuen
alan@alanyuen.demon.co.uk
http://www.playstation.co.uk/~alanyuen/



--MESSAGE FILE 446 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 447 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP! problem using sciocons with NT4
Date: Sat, 14 Mar 1998 14:44:54 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <350A97E6.3566@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35056032.17C2@mdx.ac.uk> <6e3u3e$6nq1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
CC: johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk

JohnT wrote:
> 
> There is a 32-bit version of Siocons available from someone's web site but I
> am unable to remember where/who's!! (Useless aren't I!! ;) So instead I have
> attached the zip file to this message (hope SCEE don't mind binaries here ;)
> 
> JohnT
> 

Thanks for posting it, but i downloaded it and tried it and it didnt
seem to work at all, whatever menu item i chose the program seemed to
freeze up and all the documentation appears to be in Japanese....

any advice as to what im doing wrong?

cheers

steve.f
--MESSAGE FILE 447 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 448 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anna <amarsh@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Bugger Timutil
Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 00:52:54 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <350DC966.1D6EFDCE@bournemouth.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc5188.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

Having a bugger of a time with timutil.

I have 2 images, a texture and a background sprite (240 x 240).  Now, I
just converted these to tim's without a thought for the frame buffer,
and amazingly enough they worked fine.  It was then suggested to me by
some bright spark that I check the positions of the two images in the
frame buffer using timutil.  This I did, and suddenly the texture is all
buggered up.  They're not overlapping in memory, they're not overlapping



in the frame buffer, they're fine in the preview of the timutil window,
but in the yaroze, cack.  In the program, I  load the sprite first, and
this comes out fine, and then the texture, which comes out all bizarre
shapes and colours.  The sprite is 8 bit, the texture 4 bit, they both
have they're own cluts, but would the differing bit depths make any
difference?  It seems bizarre that they were both working until timutil
came on the scene - is their something I don't know about this program?

Any suggestions would be greatly recieved.

Cheers,

Anna.

--MESSAGE FILE 448 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 449 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bugger Timutil
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 17:56:21 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <350DD845.469C45A4@netmagic.net>
References: <350DC966.1D6EFDCE@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Your graphic data is not overlapping, but did you check your CLUT
locations.  The graphic data does NOT contain the cluts.  I suggest
you load the sprite graphic and texture graphic in TimUtil (at the
same time), go to the "TIM Layout..." window, and make sure the
CLUTs are:

- X-aligned on 16-pixel boundaries
- they are not inside your frame buffer
- they are not at the same locations.  E.g. you could probably
  use  (0,480)-(255,480) for the 8-bit CLUT and (0,481)-
  (15,481) for the 4-bit CLUT.

- e?
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

Anna wrote:
> 
> Having a bugger of a time with timutil.
> 
> I have 2 images, a texture and a background sprite (240 x 240).  Now, I
> just converted these to tim's without a thought for the frame buffer,
> and amazingly enough they worked fine.  It was then suggested to me by
> some bright spark that I check the positions of the two images in the
> frame buffer using timutil.  This I did, and suddenly the texture is all
> buggered up.  They're not overlapping in memory, they're not overlapping
> in the frame buffer, they're fine in the preview of the timutil window,
> but in the yaroze, cack.  In the program, I  load the sprite first, and
> this comes out fine, and then the texture, which comes out all bizarre



> shapes and colours.  The sprite is 8 bit, the texture 4 bit, they both
> have they're own cluts, but would the differing bit depths make any
> difference?  It seems bizarre that they were both working until timutil
> came on the scene - is their something I don't know about this program?
> 
> Any suggestions would be greatly recieved.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> Anna.
--MESSAGE FILE 449 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 450 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprite sizes
Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 10:02:24 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6elhe2$dud28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Is there a minimum size for sprites? I tried a 4x4 sprite over the weekend
and nothing appeared! However, on second thoughts, as the image of the
sprite was in a 16x16 grid that is used for background cells (the small
sprite used to be displayed by the background routine) the actual image of
the sprite is in the center of the cell. Could it have been because the
sprite did not start on a 16 pixel boundary along the X axis?

JohnT

------------------------------------------------
 Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
    Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
   Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 450 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 451 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Bugger Timutil
Date: 17 Mar 1998 11:03:40 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 44
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ellac$ein1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA08586
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 17 Mar 1998 03:08:22 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk



Several possibilities
(1) the GsSPRITE that you use to display the images with,
     the attribute member needs setting to reflect the
     bit-depth (4,8,16) of the TIM being used;
     bits 24 and 25 if I remember, see the SCEE
     samples <2d> and <2d2>; comparing your program's way
     of handling TIMs to these samples may locate the trouble

(2) do you have the previous tims/bmps intact?
     if timutil suddenly made things go wrong, surely
     it must have saved changes to the TIMs;
     comparing previous and current may show the
     vital difference.

     Lewis

Having a bugger of a time with timutil.
I have 2 images, a texture and a background sprite (240 x 240).  Now, I
just converted these to tim's without a thought for the frame buffer,
and amazingly enough they worked fine.  It was then suggested to me by
some bright spark that I check the positions of the two images in the
frame buffer using timutil.  This I did, and suddenly the texture is all
buggered up.  They're not overlapping in memory, they're not overlapping
in the frame buffer, they're fine in the preview of the timutil window,
but in the yaroze, cack.  In the program, I  load the sprite first, and
this comes out fine, and then the texture, which comes out all bizarre
shapes and colours.  The sprite is 8 bit, the texture 4 bit, they both
have they're own cluts, but would the differing bit depths make any
difference?  It seems bizarre that they were both working until timutil
came on the scene - is their something I don't know about this program?
Any suggestions would be greatly recieved.
Cheers,
Anna.

--MESSAGE FILE 451 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 452 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprite sizes
Date: 17 Mar 1998 11:04:24 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 30
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ellbo$eiv1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Sprites can be as small as you like, down to 1x1 pixels.
You can display sprites anywhere on screen, no alignment
needed; alignments affect textures' pixel and clut areas in VRAM.
Must be due to something else.



     Lewis

Is there a minimum size for sprites? I tried a 4x4 sprite over the weekend
and nothing appeared! However, on second thoughts, as the image of the
sprite was in a 16x16 grid that is used for background cells (the small
sprite used to be displayed by the background routine) the actual image of
the sprite is in the center of the cell. Could it have been because the
sprite did not start on a 16 pixel boundary along the X axis?
JohnT
------------------------------------------------
 Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
    Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
   Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 452 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 453 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite sizes
Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 13:42:33 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <350EEE49.F515326E@netmagic.net>
References: <6ellbo$eiv1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com wrote:
> 
> From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
> To: news@playstation.co.uk
> 
> Sprites can be as small as you like, down to 1x1 pixels.
> You can display sprites anywhere on screen, no alignment
> needed; alignments affect textures' pixel and clut areas in VRAM.
> Must be due to something else.
> 
>      Lewis
> 
> Is there a minimum size for sprites? I tried a 4x4 sprite over the weekend
> and nothing appeared! However, on second thoughts, as the image of the
> sprite was in a 16x16 grid that is used for background cells (the small
> sprite used to be displayed by the background routine) the actual image of
> the sprite is in the center of the cell. Could it have been because the
> sprite did not start on a 16 pixel boundary along the X axis?
> JohnT

John, if you meant whether or not the sprite image data in VRAM had



to be aligned on 16-pixel boundaries (not in the frame buffer), then
yes.  As a general rule, I align all my sprites onto 16x/16y pixel
boundaries and I've had no problems ever since starting to do that.
As for CLUTs, I align them only on 16x pixel boundaries.

Maybe this helps?
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 453 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 454 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anna <amarsh@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: More Bugger Timutil!!
Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 03:16:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <350F3C85.55F0601E@bournemouth.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc5188.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

A-HAAAAA!  Well, fixed the problem I was having last night when I
realised that the rearranging the Tim layout in TimUtil means that you
have to reset the Sprite 'u' and 'v' attributes to take into account the
texture page offset thingy.

Unfortunately this only works for the sprite.  The texture now loads and
displays  itself, but appears to borrow the sprites clut, as it appears
in the sprites colours.  I've checked to ensure that the cluts don't
overlap in the timlayout, so I'm wondering if there's some similar tpage
offset thingy for the textures?

cheers,

Anna.

--MESSAGE FILE 454 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 455 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: More Bugger Timutil!!
Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 06:31:35 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <350FDAC7.DEA67135@netmagic.net>
References: <350F3C85.55F0601E@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Anna wrote:
> 



> A-HAAAAA!  Well, fixed the problem I was having last night when I
> realised that the rearranging the Tim layout in TimUtil means that you
> have to reset the Sprite 'u' and 'v' attributes to take into account the
> texture page offset thingy.
> 
> Unfortunately this only works for the sprite.  The texture now loads and
> displays  itself, but appears to borrow the sprites clut, as it appears
> in the sprites colours.  I've checked to ensure that the cluts don't
> overlap in the timlayout, so I'm wondering if there's some similar tpage
> offset thingy for the textures?

Probably.

After checking things out, everything seems to be at least paragraph-
aligned (16-byte boundaries).  Even stuff being loaded into plain ol'
RAM needed to be aligned properly for things like SsVabTransfer() and
LoadImage().

Btw: <advertisement>
     I have a sprite loader mini library avaiable.  If you get the
     Mine Field source code pack (see scee.yaroze.mydemos), you'll
     find it in the "library/" subdirectory.  That should handle all
     the u, v, attribute settings, and so on, automatically.  :)
     </advertisement>

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 455 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 456 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: More Bugger Timutil!!
Date: 18 Mar 1998 15:50:07 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 32
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6eoqff$iac1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 18 Mar 1998 15:54:02 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id PAA20371
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 18 Mar 1998 15:53:43 GMT

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Have you set the cx, cy sprite members according to
the TIM - GsIMAGE.cx, cy members?

See SCEE samples <2d> and 'Between The Eyes'
for nice way to link a sprite to a TIM; works for any
position or bit-depth of TIM, after linking the sprite
is ready for GsSortSprite.

     Lewis

A-HAAAAA!  Well, fixed the problem I was having last night when I
realised that the rearranging the Tim layout in TimUtil means that you



have to reset the Sprite 'u' and 'v' attributes to take into account the
texture page offset thingy.
Unfortunately this only works for the sprite.  The texture now loads and
displays  itself, but appears to borrow the sprites clut, as it appears
in the sprites colours.  I've checked to ensure that the cluts don't
overlap in the timlayout, so I'm wondering if there's some similar tpage
offset thingy for the textures?
cheers,
Anna.

--MESSAGE FILE 456 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000193html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 457 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite sizes
Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 21:34:22 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <6epebh$l5r10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ellbo$eiv1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<350EEE49.F515326E@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Elliott Lee wrote in message <350EEE49.F515326E@netmagic.net>...
>Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com wrote:
>>
>> From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
>> To: news@playstation.co.uk
>>
>> Sprites can be as small as you like, down to 1x1 pixels.
>> You can display sprites anywhere on screen, no alignment
>> needed; alignments affect textures' pixel and clut areas in VRAM.
>> Must be due to something else.
>>
>>      Lewis
>>
>> Is there a minimum size for sprites? I tried a 4x4 sprite over the
weekend
>> and nothing appeared! However, on second thoughts, as the image of the
>> sprite was in a 16x16 grid that is used for background cells (the small
>> sprite used to be displayed by the background routine) the actual image
of
>> the sprite is in the center of the cell. Could it have been because the
>> sprite did not start on a 16 pixel boundary along the X axis?
>> JohnT
>
>John, if you meant whether or not the sprite image data in VRAM had
>to be aligned on 16-pixel boundaries (not in the frame buffer), then
>yes.  As a general rule, I align all my sprites onto 16x/16y pixel
>boundaries and I've had no problems ever since starting to do that.
>As for CLUTs, I align them only on 16x pixel boundaries.
>
That is exactly what I meant! It would be a sad machine if the sprites could
only be placed on the screen on 16 pixel boundaries!! ;) Think of all the
extra sprite images just to make one move a pixel at a time!!



JohnT

------------------------------------------------
Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
    Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
   Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 457 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 458 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Harald Ploch <harald.ploch@telecom.at>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: screen flickering
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 22:14:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35118ACE.6369@telecom.at>
NNTP-Posting-Host: LP07PORT27.highway.telekom.at
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (WinNT; I)

Hi!!

When I switch on my PlayStation the scree flickers blue. Sometimes that
happens while loading a program.

I am not sure if this is a hardware bug or a feature ?

Please help,

Thanx.
--MESSAGE FILE 458 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 459 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Harald Ploch <harald.ploch@telecom.at>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: What is the WorkBase
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 22:16:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35118B35.5B98@telecom.at>
NNTP-Posting-Host: LP07PORT27.highway.telekom.at
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (WinNT; I)

Hi!

What is the WorkBase and how is it related to ordering tables ?

Thanx,

Harald Ploch.



--MESSAGE FILE 459 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 460 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: screen flickering
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 12:43:19 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35126467.680C@writeme.com>
References: <35118ACE.6369@telecom.at>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-005.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Harald Ploch wrote:
 
> Hi!!
> 
> When I switch on my PlayStation the screen flickers blue. Sometimes
> that happens while loading a program.

Have you checked that the PlayStation to monitor lead isn't dicky? I
used to have that problem on the Amiga (One of the RGB channels
occasionally cut out)...

> I am not sure if this is a hardware bug or a feature ?

Are they not the same thing? : )

James (~mrfrosty).
--MESSAGE FILE 460 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000197html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 461 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: screen flickering
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:52:00 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3512C8E0.90FC9AAF@netmagic.net>
References: <35118ACE.6369@telecom.at> <35126467.680C@writeme.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

James Rutherford wrote:
> 
> Harald Ploch wrote:
> 
> > Hi!!
> >
> > When I switch on my PlayStation the screen flickers blue. Sometimes
> > that happens while loading a program.
> 



> Have you checked that the PlayStation to monitor lead isn't dicky? I
> used to have that problem on the Amiga (One of the RGB channels
> occasionally cut out)...
> 
> > I am not sure if this is a hardware bug or a feature ?
> 
> Are they not the same thing? : )
> 
> James (~mrfrosty).

Have you tried your Yaroze on another TV as well?  Mine goes blue
when it does not detect an incoming video signal.  Sometimes it
flickers when the Yaroze is switching between the brick wall
console screen and the program it is about to run or has just
terminated...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 461 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 462 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <SCampb@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Displaying a sprite
Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 00:56:40 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 236
Message-ID: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 172-67-26.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------1C5D394338E"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------1C5D394338E
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I have been beating my head against a brick wall. So before it does any 
damage........

Could someone PLEASE have a look at the code attached and tell me why 
when the GsSortClear call is taken out the sprite is displayed against 
the brick background, BUT when I insert this command back in the same 
place as in all the examples the screen clears and NO sprite is 
displayed.

AND, why can't I get .h files to work, even if I specify full paths or 
put them in the same location as the source. Any demo's I download 
compile fine!!

Thanks in advance.

ScoTT

 -------------------------------------------------------------
 ScoTT Campbell      CS3
      Computing Science Dept.
 E-Mail:   campbels@dcs.gla.ac.uk    University of Glasgow
     or    SCampb8044@aol.com



 Visit me: www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~campbels
       or  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~escotia (Member's only)
-------------------------------------------------------------

"The first rule is not to lose. The second rule is never to 
 forget the first rule." - Warren Buffet

--------------1C5D394338E
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="spriteout"

/************************************************************/
/* An attempt at displaying a sprite */
/* Author: ScoTT Campbell */
/* Date: 9/3/98 */
/************************************************************/

#include <libps.h>
//#include "c:\WINDOWS\Desktop\sprite16march\Pad.h"
//#include "c:\WINDOWS\Desktop\sprite16march\screen.h"

#define PADk       (1<< 8)
#define PADselect  PADk

// All possible combinations for screen
// Choose video mode then one height and one width

#define Video_Mode MODE_PAL
//#define Video_Mode MODE_NTSC

//#define Screen_Height 240 // NTSC
//#define Screen_Height 480 // NTSC
#define Screen_Height 256 // PAL
//#define Screen_Height 512 // PAL

//#define Screen_Width  256
#define Screen_Width  320
//#define Screen_Width  384
//#define Screen_Width  512
//#define Screen_Width  640

// Ordering table related definitions
#define OT_Multiple 1
#define OT_Length (1 << OT_Multiple)

GsOT worldOT[2]; // OT headers
GsOT_TAG OTElements[2][OT_Length]; // OT's

//Primitive related definitions
#define Sprite_Address 0xa0090000 // Where sprite will be placed in memory
#define Max_Sprites 1 // Number of sprites to be displayed
#define Num_Sprites (Max_Sprites + 1) 

GsSPRITE sprite; // Sprite handler

PACKET packetArray[2][Num_Sprites * sizeof(GsSPRITE)]; 

// Controller related definitions



volatile unsigned char *padbuff1, *padbuff2;

// Function definitions

void InitialiseGraphics();
// Sets up graphics according to MACROS defined in screen.h

void InitialiseOTs();
// Sets up ordering table headers

void InitialiseControllers();
// Sets up the controller buffers

unsigned long int PadRead();
// Returns value from controller 1

void InitialiseSprite();
// Sets up sprite in frame buffer

int main()
{ 

int activeBuffer;

InitialiseGraphics();
InitialiseOTs();
InitialiseControllers();
InitialiseSprite();

while(!((PadRead()) & PADselect)) // SELECT defined in pad.h
{

activeBuffer = GsGetActiveBuff(); // Find out which buffer we want to 
draw in

GsSetWorkBase((PACKET*)packetArray[activeBuffer]); // Set drawing command
storage address

GsClearOt(0,0,&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Clear the current ordering 
table

GsSortFastSprite(&sprite,&worldOT[activeBuffer],0); // Put sprite into 
current OT

DrawSync(0); // Wait for current drawing to finish

VSync(0); // Wait for screen to finish drawing

GsSwapDispBuff(); // Swap drawing buffer with display buffer

GsSortClear(60,120,120,&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Clear the screen to 
cyan

GsDrawOt(&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Draw the OT we just processed

}

return(0);
}



void InitialiseGraphics()
// Needs global definitions from screen.h
{

SetVideoMode(Video_Mode); // PAL or NTSC - defined in screen.h
GsInitGraph(Screen_Width, Screen_Height,4,0,0); // Defines screen resolution

to Screen_Width & Screen_Height,
// sets non-interlace with gpu 

offset, dither off and 16-bit video mode 
GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,Screen_Height); // Define double buffers

}

void InitialiseOTs()
// Initialises WorldOT's (headers)
{

int i;

for(i=0;i<2;i++)
{

worldOT[i].length = OT_Length;
worldOT[i].org = OTElements[i];

}
}

void InitialiseControllers()
// Get addresses of controllers' buffers
{

GetPadBuf(&padbuff1, &padbuff2);
}

unsigned long int PadRead()
// Read from controller 1
{

return (~(*(padbuff1+3) | *(padbuff1+2) << 8 | *(padbuff2+3) << 16 | 
*(padbuff2+2) << 24));
}

void InitialiseSprite()
{

RECT rect;
GsIMAGE timData;

// Get info at Sprite_Address and put into timData
GsGetTimInfo((unsigned long*)(Sprite_Address+4), &timData);

// Load sprite into frame buffer
rect.x = timData.px;
rect.y = timData.py;
rect.w = timData.pw;
rect.h = timData.ph;
LoadImage(&rect, timData.pixel);

// Load sprites CLUT into frame buffer
rect.x = timData.cx;
rect.y = timData.cy;
rect.w = timData.cw;
rect.h = timData.ch;
LoadImage(&rect, timData.clut);

sprite.attribute = 0x1000000;
sprite.x = ((Screen_Width/2)-timData.pw);



sprite.y = ((Screen_Height/2)-timData.ph);
sprite.w = (timData.pw * 2);
sprite.h = (timData.ph);
sprite.tpage = GetTPage(1, 0, timData.px, timData.py);
sprite.u = 0;
sprite.v = 0;
sprite.cx = timData.cx;
sprite.cy = timData.cy;
sprite.r = 128;
sprite.g = 128;
sprite.b = 128;
sprite.mx = 0;
sprite.my = 0;
sprite.scalex = ONE;
sprite.scaley = ONE;
sprite.rotate = 0;

DrawSync(0);
}

--------------1C5D394338E--

--MESSAGE FILE 462 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000199html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 463 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Displaying a sprite
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 18:59:58 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 288
Message-ID: <35132D2E.8D466F27@netmagic.net>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

I think that you have the ordering wrong, which is why things are
getting messed up.

In general, you should have the GsSortClear() call to clear everything
in the frame buffer, but you don't have to.  The order of your calls
is (just to be more compact):

while{
GsGetActiveBuff();
GsSetWorkBase();
GsClearOt();
GsSortFastSprite();
DrawSync();
VSync();
GsSwapDispBuff();
GsSortClear();
GsDrawOt();
}

Let's take a step back before we go over this first.  The GPU and



the CPU are two completely separate units.  The way graphics get
plopped on the screen is for the CPU to tell the GPU where the
Ordering Table ("laundry list" :P) is and when to begin drawing.
So, you stack the things to be drawn into the OT in the order
you want to see them rendered, hence all the GsSort???()
functions.
  When you have your OT all set up the way you want it, you tell
the GPU to begin drawing it by calling GsDrawOt().  Then you
have to WAIT for the GPU to finish drawing before you can tell
it to draw something again.  The only way to stop the GPU is
to send a reset signal to it.  BUT, while the GPU is rendering
one set of graphics in one frame, you should be creating and
sorting your next graphics in the new OT.  So, the flow of
events should be:

1. Tell the GPU to start drawing
2. Logically switch OTs so you're going to operate on
   the OT that ISN'T currently being read by the GPU.
3. Clear that OT---if you don't, you'll still have
   all of your old drawing commands in there!  (You
   can do some interesting effects with this.)
4. Order all of your new graphics in the OT.
5. Wait for the end of drawing of the GPU.
6. Wait for the vertical retrace.  (You don't have to
   do this, but I would HIGHLY recommend it to avoid
   flicker.)
7. Swap the display buffers.  (This is not the same
   as logically switching the OTs above.)
8. Go back to step 1.

The way you have the above set up, you begin drawing the OT
and then you almost immediately clear it.  I looked at some of the
code that I've been writing, and the order is a little
different.  Try this:

while{
DrawSync();
VSync();               
GsSwapDispBuff();      
GsGetActiveBuff();
GsSetWorkBase();
GsClearOt();
GsSortClear();         
GsSortFastSprite();

        GsDrawOt();
}

Hopefully this will work...  :)
- e!

Scott Campbell wrote:
> 
> I have been beating my head against a brick wall. So before it does any
> damage........
> 
> Could someone PLEASE have a look at the code attached and tell me why
> when the GsSortClear call is taken out the sprite is displayed against
> the brick background, BUT when I insert this command back in the same
> place as in all the examples the screen clears and NO sprite is
> displayed.
> 
> AND, why can't I get .h files to work, even if I specify full paths or
> put them in the same location as the source. Any demo's I download
> compile fine!!



> 
> Thanks in advance.
> 
> ScoTT
> 
>  -------------------------------------------------------------
>  ScoTT Campbell                      CS3
>                                      Computing Science Dept.
>  E-Mail:   campbels@dcs.gla.ac.uk    University of Glasgow
>      or    SCampb8044@aol.com
> 
>  Visit me: www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~campbels
>        or  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~escotia (Member's only)
> -------------------------------------------------------------
> 
> "The first rule is not to lose. The second rule is never to
>  forget the first rule." - Warren Buffet
> 
>                                                   
------------------------------------------------------------------------
> /************************************************************/
> /* An attempt at displaying a sprite                                          
*/
> /* Author: ScoTT Campbell                                                     
*/
> /* Date: 9/3/98                                                               
*/
> /************************************************************/
> 
> #include <libps.h>
> //#include "c:\WINDOWS\Desktop\sprite16march\Pad.h"
> //#include "c:\WINDOWS\Desktop\sprite16march\screen.h"
> 
> #define PADk       (1<< 8)
> #define PADselect  PADk
> 
> // All possible combinations for screen
> // Choose video mode then one height and one width
> 
> #define Video_Mode MODE_PAL
> //#define Video_Mode MODE_NTSC
> 
> //#define Screen_Height 240     // NTSC
> //#define Screen_Height 480     // NTSC
> #define Screen_Height 256       // PAL
> //#define Screen_Height 512     // PAL
> 
> //#define Screen_Width  256
> #define Screen_Width  320
> //#define Screen_Width  384
> //#define Screen_Width  512
> //#define Screen_Width  640
> 
> // Ordering table related definitions
> #define OT_Multiple 1
> #define OT_Length (1 << OT_Multiple)
> 
> GsOT worldOT[2];        // OT headers
> GsOT_TAG OTElements[2][OT_Length]; // OT's
> 
> //Primitive related definitions
> #define Sprite_Address 0xa0090000 // Where sprite will be placed in memory
> #define Max_Sprites 1   // Number of sprites to be displayed
> #define Num_Sprites (Max_Sprites + 1)



> 
> GsSPRITE sprite; // Sprite handler
> 
> PACKET packetArray[2][Num_Sprites * sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
> 
> // Controller related definitions
> volatile unsigned char *padbuff1, *padbuff2;
> 
> // Function definitions
> 
> void InitialiseGraphics();
> // Sets up graphics according to MACROS defined in screen.h
> 
> void InitialiseOTs();
> // Sets up ordering table headers
> 
> void InitialiseControllers();
> // Sets up the controller buffers
> 
> unsigned long int PadRead();
> // Returns value from controller 1
> 
> void InitialiseSprite();
> // Sets up sprite in frame buffer
> 
> int main()
> {
>         int activeBuffer;
> 
>         InitialiseGraphics();
>         InitialiseOTs();
>         InitialiseControllers();
>         InitialiseSprite();
> 
> 
>         while(!((PadRead()) & PADselect)) // SELECT defined in pad.h
>         {
> 
>                 activeBuffer = GsGetActiveBuff(); // Find out which buffer we 
want to draw in
> 
>                 GsSetWorkBase((PACKET*)packetArray[activeBuffer]); // Set 
drawing command storage address
> 
>                 GsClearOt(0,0,&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Clear the current 
ordering table
> 
>                 GsSortFastSprite(&sprite,&worldOT[activeBuffer],0); // Put 
sprite into current OT
> 
> 
>                 DrawSync(0); // Wait for current drawing to finish
> 
>                 VSync(0); // Wait for screen to finish drawing
> 
>                 GsSwapDispBuff(); // Swap drawing buffer with display buffer
> 
>                 GsSortClear(60,120,120,&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Clear the 
screen to cyan
> 
>                 GsDrawOt(&worldOT[activeBuffer]); // Draw the OT we just 
processed
> 
>         }



> 
>         return(0);
> }
> 
> void InitialiseGraphics()
> // Needs global definitions from screen.h
> {
>         SetVideoMode(Video_Mode); // PAL or NTSC - defined in screen.h
>         GsInitGraph(Screen_Width, Screen_Height,4,0,0); // Defines screen 
resolution to Screen_Width & Screen_Height,
>                                                                               
// sets non-interlace with gpu offset, dither off and 16-bit video mode
>         GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,Screen_Height); // Define double buffers
> }
> 
> void InitialiseOTs()
> // Initialises WorldOT's (headers)
> {
>         int i;
> 
>         for(i=0;i<2;i++)
>         {
>                 worldOT[i].length = OT_Length;
>                 worldOT[i].org = OTElements[i];
>         }
> }
> 
> void InitialiseControllers()
> // Get addresses of controllers' buffers
> {
>         GetPadBuf(&padbuff1, &padbuff2);
> }
> 
> unsigned long int PadRead()
> // Read from controller 1
> {
>         return (~(*(padbuff1+3) | *(padbuff1+2) << 8 | *(padbuff2+3) << 16 | 
*(padbuff2+2) << 24));
> }
> 
> void InitialiseSprite()
> {
>         RECT rect;
>         GsIMAGE timData;
> 
>         // Get info at Sprite_Address and put into timData
>         GsGetTimInfo((unsigned long*)(Sprite_Address+4), &timData);
> 
>         // Load sprite into frame buffer
>         rect.x = timData.px;
>         rect.y = timData.py;
>         rect.w = timData.pw;
>         rect.h = timData.ph;
>         LoadImage(&rect, timData.pixel);
> 
>         // Load sprites CLUT into frame buffer
>         rect.x = timData.cx;
>         rect.y = timData.cy;
>         rect.w = timData.cw;
>         rect.h = timData.ch;
>         LoadImage(&rect, timData.clut);
> 
>         sprite.attribute = 0x1000000;
>         sprite.x = ((Screen_Width/2)-timData.pw);



>         sprite.y = ((Screen_Height/2)-timData.ph);
>         sprite.w = (timData.pw * 2);
>         sprite.h = (timData.ph);
>         sprite.tpage = GetTPage(1, 0, timData.px, timData.py);
>         sprite.u = 0;
>         sprite.v = 0;
>         sprite.cx = timData.cx;
>         sprite.cy = timData.cy;
>         sprite.r = 128;
>         sprite.g = 128;
>         sprite.b = 128;
>         sprite.mx = 0;
>         sprite.my = 0;
>         sprite.scalex = ONE;
>         sprite.scaley = ONE;
>         sprite.rotate = 0;
> 
>         DrawSync(0);
> }
> 

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 463 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000200html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 464 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anna <amarsh@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Scaling 3D Models
Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 21:57:01 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <351437AD.B835CB21@bournemouth.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc5188.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

 This is just a quick question, Is it possible to scale a 3D model
(like, a TMD model)?  I've seen the Scale Matrix function and had a bit
of a go with it, but it made the model disappear.    Just so I know if
it's worth carring on with this line of experimentation, or if its a
dead loss and you can't scale them at all.

Cheers,

Anna

--MESSAGE FILE 464 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 465 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <SCampb@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still trying to display a sprite
Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 13:46:33 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 118
Message-ID: <351586B9.1FD0@aol.com>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com> <35132D2E.8D466F27@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-59-244.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

Thanks for the suggestion, but still no luck.

I cannot help but think it must be something other than the order of my 
main loop. After all, it is basically a straight cut and paste from the 
start up guide code or even Ira Rainey's tutorial code.

Any other suggestions? (Please)

ScoTT.

p.s I've removed the code from this message so as not do keep perpetualy 
duplicating it.

-------------------------------------------------------------
 ScoTT Campbell      CS3
      Computing Science Dept.

     University of Glasgow
 E-Mail:   campbels@dcs.gla.ac.uk
     or    SCampb8044@aol.com

 Visit me: www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~campbels
       or  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~escotia (Member's only)
-------------------------------------------------------------

"The first rule is not to lose. The second rule is never to 
 forget the first rule." - Warren Buffet

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> I think that you have the ordering wrong, which is why things are
> getting messed up.
> 
> In general, you should have the GsSortClear() call to clear everything
> in the frame buffer, but you don't have to.  The order of your calls
> is (just to be more compact):
> 
>         while{
>         GsGetActiveBuff();
>         GsSetWorkBase();
>         GsClearOt();
>         GsSortFastSprite();
>         DrawSync();
>         VSync();
>         GsSwapDispBuff();
>         GsSortClear();
>         GsDrawOt();
>         }
> 
> Let's take a step back before we go over this first.  The GPU and
> the CPU are two completely separate units.  The way graphics get
> plopped on the screen is for the CPU to tell the GPU where the
> Ordering Table ("laundry list" :P) is and when to begin drawing.
> So, you stack the things to be drawn into the OT in the order



> you want to see them rendered, hence all the GsSort???()
> functions.
>   When you have your OT all set up the way you want it, you tell
> the GPU to begin drawing it by calling GsDrawOt().  Then you
> have to WAIT for the GPU to finish drawing before you can tell
> it to draw something again.  The only way to stop the GPU is
> to send a reset signal to it.  BUT, while the GPU is rendering
> one set of graphics in one frame, you should be creating and
> sorting your next graphics in the new OT.  So, the flow of
> events should be:
> 
>         1. Tell the GPU to start drawing
>         2. Logically switch OTs so you're going to operate on
>            the OT that ISN'T currently being read by the GPU.
>         3. Clear that OT---if you don't, you'll still have
>            all of your old drawing commands in there!  (You
>            can do some interesting effects with this.)
>         4. Order all of your new graphics in the OT.
>         5. Wait for the end of drawing of the GPU.
>         6. Wait for the vertical retrace.  (You don't have to
>            do this, but I would HIGHLY recommend it to avoid
>            flicker.)
>         7. Swap the display buffers.  (This is not the same
>            as logically switching the OTs above.)
>         8. Go back to step 1.
> 
> The way you have the above set up, you begin drawing the OT
> and then you almost immediately clear it.  I looked at some of the
> code that I've been writing, and the order is a little
> different.  Try this:
> 
>         while{
>         DrawSync();
>         VSync();
>         GsSwapDispBuff();
>         GsGetActiveBuff();
>         GsSetWorkBase();
>         GsClearOt();
>         GsSortClear();
>         GsSortFastSprite();
>         GsDrawOt();
>         }
> 
> Hopefully this will work...  :)
> - e!
> 
> Scott Campbell wrote:
> >
> > I have been beating my head against a brick wall. So before it does any
> > damage........
> >
> > Could someone PLEASE have a look at the code attached and tell me why
> > when the GsSortClear call is taken out the sprite is displayed against
> > the brick background, BUT when I insert this command back in the same
> > place as in all the examples the screen clears and NO sprite is
> > displayed.
> >
> > AND, why can't I get .h files to work, even if I specify full paths or
> > put them in the same location as the source. Any demo's I download
> > compile fine!!
> >
> > Thanks in advance.
> >
> > 



ScoTT------------------------------------------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 465 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 466 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <SCampb@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Beginners resources
Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 14:00:55 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <35158A17.5C19@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-59-244.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

I am currently in the middle of (finally) making up a proper site, 
instead of the single page that's there.

I want the links page to be somehwere that will be useful for beginners 
like myself to find resources. As I'm sure many of you are aware, one of 
the main difficulties when starting out is WHERE to start. The site (and 
the books for that matter) are just a mish mash of information.

So please could you all mail me the addresses of the sites that you 
found most useful when you started out. Or, if you have written some 
code that you think would help a beginner and it is available on your 
site, then please mail me your address so that I can add a link to it.

I've already got Ira Rainey's and Dr.Peter Passmore's sites earmarked.

I'm currently on holiday from Uni. so mail me at SCampb8044@aol.com.

Thanks a lot.

ScoTT.

p.s. If you haven't already could you please have a look at the problem 
I've posted above

---------------------------------------------------------------
 ScoTT Campbell        CS3
        Computing Science Dept.
 E-Mail:   campbels@dcs.gla.ac.uk      University of Glasgow
     or    SCampb8044@aol.com

 Visit me: www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~campbels
       or  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~escotia   (Member's only)
---------------------------------------------------------------

"The first rule is not to lose. The second rule is never to 
 forget the first rule." - Warren Buffet
--MESSAGE FILE 466 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000203html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 467 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Displaying a sprite
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 02:09:02 -0800



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <351634BE.AE6@dial.pipex.com>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: an202.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Hi Scott,

I've just taken a quick look at your code and I think your
problem is that the packet buffers aren't big enough. The line:

PACKET packetArray[2][Num_Sprites * sizeof(GsSPRITE)];

This only gives the size of a GsSPRITE object for each buffer
which is enough for when you dont use a GsSortClear(), but when
you do there isnt enough buffer space since GsSortClear() adds
a primitive to the drawing command list, just like any other
'sort' does...

I seem to recall seeing the above line of code in someones
tutorial source - to me it's mis-leading. Each primitive sorted
into the packet buffers won't simply be the same size as a
GsSPRITE. In fact, I find that non-scaled, non-rotated sprites
use 24 PACKETS(bytes) and scaled/rotated sprites use 40 PACKETS.
I believe a sprite with scaling or rotation is actually added to
the packet buffer as a flat, texture-mapped polygon primitive.

24 PACKETS seems to be the accepted primitive size to use when
defining your buffers, but since some primitives can be larger
than this, its always a good idea to make your buffers somewhat
larger than simply 'num_sprites * 24'. Something like:
'(num_sprites+50) * 24' might be in order since we are talking 
only 24 bytes per primitive!

Hope this helps and that I havent missed something else in your
code.

Cheers,

-Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 467 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 468 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <SCampb@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Found the answer above
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 02:13:43 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <351635D7.5971@aol.com>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com> <35132D2E.8D466F27@netmagic.net> 
<351586B9.1FD0@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 200-191-77.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)



OK. I see someone else has already had this problem.
Strangely I got extra messages in the newsgroup when I changed from show 
all to show unread - hey presto a whole thread on the subject (well most 
of a thread then!). 

Anyway, I understand the problem now. Using a sprite for NTSC with PAL 
buffers. I just don't understand the mechanics of why the problem 
occurs.

If someone would like to explain it all to me I would be grateful.

ScoTT.

-------------------------------------------------------------
 ScoTT Campbell      CS3
      Computing Science Dept.            
 E-Mail:   campbels@dcs.gla.ac.uk    University of Glasgow
     or    SCampb8044@aol.com

 Visit me: www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/~campbels
       or  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~escotia (Member's only)
-------------------------------------------------------------

"Chance favours the prepared mind." - Louis Pasteur.
--MESSAGE FILE 468 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000205html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 469 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Displaying a sprite
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 02:19:57 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3516374D.777@dial.pipex.com>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com> <351634BE.AE6@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: an202.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Oops! Just realized that you actually have num_sprites defined as 2
so my above ramblings may not entirely solve your problem. Sorry,
but I should remember not to try and give advice when it's late...
--MESSAGE FILE 469 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 470 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Displaying a sprite
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 04:12:30 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3515e00c.21656293@205.149.189.29>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com> <351634BE.AE6@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Mon, 23 Mar 1998 02:09:02 -0800, Chris Chadwick
<xjk18@dial.pipex.com> wrote:

>Hi Scott,
>
>I've just taken a quick look at your code and I think your
>problem is that the packet buffers aren't big enough. The line:
>
>PACKET packetArray[2][Num_Sprites * sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
>
>This only gives the size of a GsSPRITE object for each buffer
>which is enough for when you dont use a GsSortClear(), but when
>you do there isnt enough buffer space since GsSortClear() adds
>a primitive to the drawing command list, just like any other
>'sort' does...
>
>I seem to recall seeing the above line of code in someones
>tutorial source - to me it's mis-leading. 

That was my tutorial code, and you're right it is not only misleading,
it is absolutely wrong. (Sorry, I'd only had the Yaroze for two days
when I wrote that.) I think all that code has been replaced with
corrected versions. I'll check to be certain. If anyone else is still
using this method, please change it to the num_sprite*24 method Chris
outlined.

--MESSAGE FILE 470 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 471 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Scaling 3D Models
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 09:59:20 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35163278.D417AEA3@micronetics.com>
References: <351437AD.B835CB21@bournemouth.ac.uk>
Reply-To: jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

Anna wrote:
> 
>  This is just a quick question, Is it possible to scale a 3D model
> (like, a TMD model)?

Yes.

>  I've seen the Scale Matrix function and had a bit
> of a go with it, but it made the model disappear.    

Did you check that 4096 is the fixed point representation of 1.0?
So if you want your tmd to appears 1:1 use a scale of [4096,4096,4096].
To double it in size use [8192:8192:8192] for example.

>Just so I know if
> it's worth carring on with this line of experimentation, or if its a



> dead loss and you can't scale them at all.

Scaling works fine, I've used it for a few things so far.

Could you post some code to demonstrate this?

Cheers

Jim
--MESSAGE FILE 471 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 472 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still trying to display a sprite
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 15:38:35 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35167fe9.2748362@205.149.189.29>
References: <351380C8.73EA@aol.com> <35132D2E.8D466F27@netmagic.net> 
<351586B9.1FD0@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sun, 22 Mar 1998 13:46:33 -0800, Scott Campbell <SCampb@aol.com>
wrote:

>Thanks for the suggestion, but still no luck.
>
>I cannot help but think it must be something other than the order of my 
>main loop. After all, it is basically a straight cut and paste from the 
>start up guide code or even Ira Rainey's tutorial code.
>
>Any other suggestions? (Please)
>
>ScoTT.

Scott,

When you remove the GsSortClear(), does the sprite flicker against the
brick background? I've been trying to duplicate your problem and have
found that if I load the sprite graphics at a location of 0,0 in the
frame buffer and remove the GsSortClear(), I get a sprite that
flickers at 0,0 on the screen. When I Put the GsSortClear() back, I
just get a colored screen. This is because the sprite image data is
located in the display area and is overwritten when the GsSortClear()
is executed. If this sounds like what you are experiencing, make sure
your sprite image data is located in the Frame Buffer outside the
display area.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 472 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000209html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 473 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James" <james.banks@nospam.virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: ARS cg_bload - How does it work ??



Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 10:54:48 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 605
Message-ID: <6f99u8$f1o26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p14-nightjar-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

    I have just set-up my Action Replay File Server with my Yaroze, could
someone please tell me how the cg_bload works.  Is it the same as the
Metrowerks MWBload ?? The reason I am asking is because I have some TIM and
TMD files on my hard disk in the same directory as the NY.PXE file that I
download to the Yaroze.  Whenever I try to use cg_bload to load them onto
the Yaroze system I get the screen shot attached to this message. I have
also tried to load them in using the full path of where the files are
located but still no luck. I have also attached a short piece of code that
tries to load in a TMD file.

Am I doing something wrong ??

Thanks,

James
--> remove nospam to reply <--

"How lucky I am!! Whenever I make a mistake people are sure to discover it."

begin 666 ars.bmp
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M50'W#7<!@ (/#7<`!8!5]P`-=P`(@%5W@ ```W\`%750D51!%03 NP57``1_
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M!W@%7P1W``8`=P!W`W<`"(!5=X ```-_`74#50&(`X $@ $``P4"@/]5\%4!
M]PUW``6 ]W `"0``!W> 5?<#=P(`!'<`# !W@%5W@ ```W\!=0-5`X@%" `%
M`(@%`/]5\54!]PUW``6 ]W `"0``!W> 5?<-=P`(@%5W@ ```W\!=0-5`X@!
M``('`X !@ 0`_U7P50'W#7<!@ (/#7<`!8!5]P`-=P`(@%5W@ ```W\!=0-5
M`H<#!0&(`X "@ ,(_U7P50__`0\/_P$%`E4/_P`'!5=X`````W\!=0-5`P@"
M50,(``4`B 4`_U7_5295`G<"@ ```W\!=?]5_U4V50)W`H ```-__W?_=SEW
H`H ```-__W?_=SEW`H ```%______SO_`H ``/]W_W<]=P$'`````0``
`
end

begin 666 main.c
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4#0H)8V=?<VAU=&1O=VXH*3L-"GT`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 473 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000210html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 474 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ARS cg_bload - How does it work ??
Date: 25 Mar 1998 09:53:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bd57d4$8ab14ac0$72d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <6f99u8$f1o26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: l114.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I didn't update the cg_bload() function last time I changed the fileserver
protocol
(as Steve Dunn has pointed out to me). I don't use it myself, so I forgot
all about it...
I'll do an update later today...in the mean time, use fopen/fread/fclose
instead, 
as they do work....

Craig.
(Author of ARS)



--MESSAGE FILE 474 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 475 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ARS cg_bload - How does it work ??
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 12:28:23 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6fasgg$f1o29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6f99u8$f1o26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd57d4$8ab14ac0$72d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.216.129.206
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

You could also give 'Nice ARS v1.5' a try at ~steved.  Good if you like NT,
AND it has support for 'MWread', 'MWlseek', etc.
Very handy.  1.6 will also support 'MWwrite'

Steve

Craig Graham wrote in message
<01bd57d4$8ab14ac0$72d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>...
>
>I didn't update the cg_bload() function last time I changed the fileserver
>protocol
>(as Steve Dunn has pointed out to me). I don't use it myself, so I forgot
>all about it...
>I'll do an update later today...in the mean time, use fopen/fread/fclose
>instead,
>as they do work....
>
>Craig.
>(Author of ARS)

--MESSAGE FILE 475 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 476 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ARS cg_bload - How does it work ??
Date: 25 Mar 1998 13:39:32 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bd57f4$0b5812c0$84d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <6f99u8$f1o26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd57d4$8ab14ac0$72d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<6fasgg$f1o29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: l132.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Steve Dunn <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com> wrote in article
<6fasgg$f1o29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> You could also give 'Nice ARS v1.5' a try at ~steved.  Good if you like
NT,
> AND it has support for 'MWread', 'MWlseek', etc.



> Very handy.  1.6 will also support 'MWwrite'
> 
> Steve
> 

But not PXE put - right Steve?

Craig.
--MESSAGE FILE 476 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 477 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000214html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ARS cg_bload - How does it work ??
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:00:02 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6fb1qk$ql91@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6f99u8$f1o26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd57d4$8ab14ac0$72d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<6fasgg$f1o29@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd57f4$0b5812c0$84d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.216.129.206
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

No no no...

Fluffy demo man.

Craig Graham wrote in message
<01bd57f4$0b5812c0$84d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>...
>
>
>Steve Dunn <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com> wrote in article
><6fasgg$f1o29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>> You could also give 'Nice ARS v1.5' a try at ~steved.  Good if you like
>NT,
>> AND it has support for 'MWread', 'MWlseek', etc.
>> Very handy.  1.6 will also support 'MWwrite'
>>
>> Steve
>>
>
>But not PXE put - right Steve?
>
>Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 477 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 478 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: .tod and lightwave
Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 14:34:22 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com>
Reply-To: jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk



NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

Is there a .tod file exporter for lightwave in existence any where?  I
know that 3ds exports .tod but I can't afford to shell out for another
modeler.  Are there any other Yarozers using lightwave?  Would it be
worth my while writing a .tod exporter if one doesn't already exist?

Cheers

Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 478 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000215html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 479 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: .tod + lightwave
Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 20:02:37 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <351AB45D.F3B8CB1C@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

Is there a .tod exporter plugin for lightwave?  I know there's one for
3ds but I really don't wanna shell out for another modeler, especially
since I don't actually model I just use it to do test objects.  

Are there any other  yarozers using lightwave?  Would it be worth my
while writing a plugin to export .tod?

cheers

Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 479 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 480 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000217html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Anders Clerwall" <omgim@swipnet.se>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .tod and lightwave
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 17:31:15 +0200
Organization: OMGIM Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6fr1v8$6ne30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup107-10-13.swipnet.se
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

What's .tod?



<351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com>...
>Is there a .tod file exporter for lightwave in existence any where?  I
>know that 3ds exports .tod but I can't afford to shell out for another
>modeler.  Are there any other Yarozers using lightwave?  Would it be
>worth my while writing a .tod exporter if one doesn't already exist?
>
>Cheers
>
>Jim
>

--MESSAGE FILE 480 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000217html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 481 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .tod and lightwave
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 20:28:45 +0100
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <352143ED.670693FC@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
References: <351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com> 
<6fr1v8$6ne30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

It's an animation format for GsLib that was recently released by Sony,
it helps keyframe and Animate Tmd models.  Check the demo ftp area on
SCEE.  

Unfortunately I don't have anyway of creating .tod files so I can't
animate the models.

I'd love to get Scorpo Robot in Z2 doing a tail whip melee attack. :-)

Jim

Anders Clerwall wrote:
> 
> What's .tod?
> 
> <351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com>...
> >Is there a .tod file exporter for lightwave in existence any where?  I
> >know that 3ds exports .tod but I can't afford to shell out for another
> >modeler.  Are there any other Yarozers using lightwave?  Would it be
> >worth my while writing a .tod exporter if one doesn't already exist?
> >
> >Cheers
> >
> >Jim
> >
--MESSAGE FILE 481 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 482 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: I can'tuse math functions!!!!
Date: Wed, 01 Apr 1998 23:47:31 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35234292.2A76@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <6d3ul7$e4u1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m02-118.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Here's an alternative to a 64k table:

#define STEP(k) s = r + (1L << k * 2); r >>= 1; \
                                if (s <= v) { v -= s; r |= (1L << k *
2); }

u_long Sqrt(u_long n)
{
        u_long r = 0, s, v = n;

        STEP(15);       STEP(14);       STEP(13);       STEP(12);
        STEP(11);               STEP(10);       STEP(9);               
STEP(8);
        STEP(7);                STEP(6);               
STEP(5);                STEP(4);
        STEP(3);                STEP(2);               
STEP(1);                STEP(0);
        return r;
}

It works fine for fixed point as long as you remember where your fixed
point belongs. In other words, if you're taking the root of a 16.16
number, shift the result left by 8 to renormalize it.

- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 482 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 483 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (Dennis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: .tod and lightwave
Date: Thu, 2 Apr 1998 09:59:20 +0100
Organization: Debri
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1d6urhc.pd2wvqdoaps8N@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <351BB8EE.A918B500@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Jim <jim@micronetics.com> wrote:

> Is there a .tod file exporter for lightwave in existence any where?  I
> know that 3ds exports .tod but I can't afford to shell out for another
> modeler.  Are there any other Yarozers using lightwave?  Would it be
> worth my while writing a .tod exporter if one doesn't already exist?
> 
> Cheers
> 



> Jim

You should ask this in the newsgroup for 3D problems. As far as I know a
lot of other members use lightwave.

See Ya DEnnis...
--MESSAGE FILE 483 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 484 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: dave@lunar1.demon.co.uk (David Wagner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D Studio Offer - Where do I get the order form?
Date: Mon, 06 Apr 1998 22:15:35 GMT
Organization: Not very. Pretty unorganised in fact.
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <352952f3.2656474@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lunar1.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hi,

Does anyone know whats happened to the place you send to get the order
form for the 3D Studio special offer for Yaroze?

The e-mail address in the starter pack, kinetix@mcqueens.com, doesn't
appear to exist anymore.

Dave

--MESSAGE FILE 484 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 485 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Studio Offer - email address
Date: 7 Apr 1998 14:58:34 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 14
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6gdbea$lhe1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 7 Apr 1998 14:02:26 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id PAA08854
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 7 Apr 1998 15:02:11 +0100 (BST)

From: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
Return-Receipt-To: Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

kinetix@mcqueen.com  has been tested today by Kinetix staff who tell me
that it is working.

Regards
Sarah



--MESSAGE FILE 485 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 486 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark.Dickman@elmail.co.uk (Mark )
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Studio Offer - Where do I get the order form?
Date: Tue, 07 Apr 1998 16:31:01 GMT
Organization: ElectricMail Ltd.
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <352b54a2.105480476@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <352952f3.2656474@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oneida.elmail.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

On Mon, 06 Apr 1998 22:15:35 GMT, dave@lunar1.demon.co.uk (David
Wagner) wrote:

>Hi,
>
I thought that there was a time limit on the application? I could 
be wrong though. 

Mark
--MESSAGE FILE 486 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000223html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 487 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: dave@lunar1.demon.co.uk (David Wagner)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D Studio Offer - Where do I get the order form?
Date: Tue, 07 Apr 1998 17:40:09 GMT
Organization: Not very. Pretty unorganised in fact.
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <352a64b7.1609830@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <352952f3.2656474@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<352b54a2.105480476@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lunar1.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

The voucher says it is valid until 1st August 1998.

Dave

On Tue, 07 Apr 1998 16:31:01 GMT, Mark.Dickman@elmail.co.uk (Mark )
wrote:

>On Mon, 06 Apr 1998 22:15:35 GMT, dave@lunar1.demon.co.uk (David
>Wagner) wrote:
>
>>Hi,
>>
>I thought that there was a time limit on the application? I could 



>be wrong though. 
>
>Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 487 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 488 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (Dennis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Display problem
Date: Thu, 9 Apr 1998 21:49:23 +0200
Organization: Debri
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 34 days)

If I upload the "bouncing ball", I get it in grayscale. I know it should
be in colour. My new TV can handle PAL and NTSC and that's for sure. I
tested it with a NTSC-PSX of a friend. I think I need a special cable.
Is that treu? And if yes, why is it not provided with the package?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 488 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 489 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Robert Schutt" <rschutt@cs.colgate.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: time.h - Help!!!
Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 14:19:02 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6glmn5$3687@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 149.43.162.22
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Does anyone know how to do timings with the Playstation?

There seems to be know time.h support with the gcc compiler.

I am trying to write some code that will do timings.  Can anyone
help me?

-rschutt@cs.colgate.edu

--MESSAGE FILE 489 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 490 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000227html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Display problem
Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 12:02:25 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <352E6CC1.1BB5389@netmagic.net>



References: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Did you make sure that if the ball is 8-bit or 4-bit that the CLUT is
way outside the range of the video frame buffers?  I've had problems
sometimes leaving the CLUTs in the area (0,480)-(320,511).  Try moving
it over to something like 640x256...?

Dennis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> If I upload the "bouncing ball", I get it in grayscale. I know it should
> be in colour. My new TV can handle PAL and NTSC and that's for sure. I
> tested it with a NTSC-PSX of a friend. I think I need a special cable.
> Is that treu? And if yes, why is it not provided with the package?
> 
> DEnnis..

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 490 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 491 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Display problem
Date: Sat, 11 Apr 1998 00:52:39 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <352EB0C7.1F1E96C2@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.7.226.101
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Dennis Brinkhuis <macsuppor@a1.nl>

No idea why, but you should use a SCART cable anyway for best picture.  I'd
like to know why Sony don't supply one with the machine.  Sega supplied one
with my Saturn!

Alex.

Dennis Brinkhuis wrote:

> If I upload the "bouncing ball", I get it in grayscale. I know it should
> be in colour. My new TV can handle PAL and NTSC and that's for sure. I
> tested it with a NTSC-PSX of a friend. I think I need a special cable.
> Is that treu? And if yes, why is it not provided with the package?
>
> DEnnis..



--MESSAGE FILE 491 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 492 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Display problem
Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 17:44:10 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <352EBCDA.65543F44@netmagic.net>
References: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> 
<352EB0C7.1F1E96C2@ndirect.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Alex Herbert wrote:
> No idea why, but you should use a SCART cable anyway for best picture.  I'd
> like to know why Sony don't supply one with the machine.  Sega supplied one
> with my Saturn!
> 
> Alex.

[...]

Dennis, is it the case that ONLY the "bouncing ball" thing is in grayscale,
or is the PSX logo (when you turn the Yaroze on) also in black 'n white?

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 492 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 493 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (Dennis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Display problem
Date: Sat, 11 Apr 1998 19:56:34 +0200
Organization: Debri
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <1d7c7aa.1bnn6ws1tukpv0N@a1-88-107.a1.nl>
References: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> 
<352EB0C7.1F1E96C2@ndirect.co.uk> <352EBCDA.65543F44@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-107.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 36 days)

Now I used a scart cable and the bouncing ball worked fine, only if I
try other "games" I just get a black screen. I do need to upload the
.pxs files do I?

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 493 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 494 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Eric Bleinagel <bleinagel@creatron.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Shadow
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 13:35:29 +0200
Organization: CREATRON GmbH
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3535ED01.DAE0E1D3@creatron.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.30.95.254
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)

Hi,
is there a way to let my 3d-objects throw shadows?

Eric
(sorry for my bad english...)
--MESSAGE FILE 494 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 495 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Shadow
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 13:47:35 +0100
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <3535FDE7.5F95C0D8@micronetics.com>
References: <3535ED01.DAE0E1D3@creatron.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

Not as an integrate feature of the Yaroze library.  

Making objects self shadow is quite complex.

But you could cast simple shadows with a bit of fiddling.  For example
if you have an object above a plane, with a light source directly above
the object in question, with the intention of casting a shadow onto the
plane.  You could scale the object along the Y axis so that it is
completely flat and then draw it below the object casting the shadow, so
it appears on the plane.  You would also have to set the colour of the
scaled object to black, and possibly make it transparent, so it looks
like a shadow.

I guess you could also scale the object on the Y axis in your modelling
package, and have two independent models, one the shadow and one the
original.  This would only work if the original object doesn't animate.
One step further, I don't see any reason why you couldn't have the
shadow as part of the original model.

Casting accurate shadows from a moving light source is nontrivial, but
there's plenty of books on it.

Hope this gets you on your way.

Jim

Eric Bleinagel wrote:
> 
> Hi,



> is there a way to let my 3d-objects throw shadows?
> 
> Eric
> (sorry for my bad english...)
--MESSAGE FILE 495 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 496 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: time.h - Help!!!
Date: Wed, 22 Apr 1998 01:13:45 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <353D2829.7846F003@hotmail.com>
References: <6glmn5$3687@scea>
Reply-To: palpalpalpal@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: marseille1-139.club-internet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I'm not sure this will be of any help, but if a 50 Hz resolution is
enough for you, you may just count the frames, since you should have a
main loop executing at each one.

--MESSAGE FILE 496 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 497 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Display problem
Date: Thu, 23 Apr 1998 10:31:53 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <1d7wn9m.p1i80d27yjfN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
References: <1d78m47.vnarplkjos2iN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> 
<352EB0C7.1F1E96C2@ndirect.co.uk> <352EBCDA.65543F44@netmagic.net> 
<1d7c7aa.1bnn6ws1tukpv0N@a1-88-107.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-118.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Dennis Brinkhuis <macsuppor@a1.nl> wrote:

> Now I used a scart cable and the bouncing ball worked fine, only if I
> try other "games" I just get a black screen. I do need to upload the
> .pxs files do I?
> 
> DEnnis.. 

Stopid question, I got it already
--MESSAGE FILE 497 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 498 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: TEAM BLACK



Date: Sun, 26 Apr 1998 09:32:40 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1d836hp.18z4cmk1pf2nxpN@a1-88-107.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-107.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:704 
scee.yaroze.beginners:235

A lot of members have similar idea's and wishes like; 
                           
- Getting a job in the professional industry 
- Meetings with other Members 
- A blackdisk with our work on it 
- More contact with SCEA 
- More and better manuals in PDF-format (zipped) 
- A public Press-page to inform non-members about our work 
- More and better contact with SCEE and other members

Well, why don't we join together in a special group. Let's name it *TEAM
BLACK* for now. If there are enough other members that want to join, we
can try to get another homepage where we all can work on and keep it up
together. So what do you all think about this out there... 

Greatings DEnnis... 

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac/teamblack.html
--MESSAGE FILE 498 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 499 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: * TEAM BLACK *
Date: Wed, 29 Apr 1998 08:32:15 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <1d88nno.11hbwzgv5e064N@a1-88-124.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-124.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

We are looking for opinions to see how we can improve the membership. If
there is something you would like to see different, just tell us!

www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
--MESSAGE FILE 499 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 500 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: What am I doing wrong? (or not doing right?)
Date: Fri, 01 May 1998 21:14:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <354A2D1E.631CD47A@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



I'm stuck, and yes I'm a newbie. But I have tried
(nearly) everything but it's still not right,

The code.

#include <libps.h>

#define OTLENGTH  (1)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
#define SCNX  (320)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
#define SCNY  (256)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

GsOT  ot[2];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
GsOT_TAG ottags[2][1<<OTLENGTH];

main()
{
 int buf;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 int i;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsInitGraph(SCNX,SCNY,GsOFSGPU,0,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,SCNY);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 for (i=0; i<2; i++) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 ot[i].length = OTLENGTH;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 ot[i].org = ottags[i];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntLoad(SCNX,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntOpen(0,0,SCNX,SCNY,0,512);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 while (1) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 buf = GsGetActiveBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsClearOt(0,0,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntPrint("hello");�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntFlush(-1);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 DrawSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 VSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsSwapDispBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsSortClear(0,60,60,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsDrawOt(&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
}

The problem.
I'm trying to write a minimal program just for debugging by
printing to screen. And so I've written this little thing.
This is in PAL mode, but I just keep getting borders the size
of NTSC mode. When in PAL mode, I've noticed that using the
full screen (320 x 256), the width of the borders top and
bottom are the same size as the borders left and right.
But when I make and run this code the borders are not.
Anyone any ideas?

One other thing, is there any redundant code here?
I've been looking through the docs and some tutorials,
but all of them seem to be drawing graphics to screen,
and therefore require extra code. I deleted the code
for packets and eveything still seems to be working.
Still need packets? Or is that just for graphics?

My config.
Codewarrior v2.1 (updated it but the thing still says
v2.0.3).
PsComUtil
PAL only TV. I'm using a crappy TV card, that doesn't
support NTSC at all (get black and white and display



is corrupted, yuck!). However in testing the problem,
I downloaded some progs and they worked in full PAL
display.

Thanks in advance.
--
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 500 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 501 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: What am I doing wrong? (or not doing right?)
Date: Fri, 01 May 1998 22:56:25 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 55
Message-ID: <354a5185.1029733@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <354A2D1E.631CD47A@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup14.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

The reason you dont get a full screen in PAL mode is well known. no
matter how you specify it, the max is 240. The way around it is
something like this (this off top of my head, so hope its right)

extern DISPENV GsDISPENV
// global variable

//in you screen initialisation code add this -
GsDISPENV.screen.h=256;

As far as Im aware there is no redundant code :)

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

On Fri, 01 May 1998 21:14:22 +0100, James Chow
<james@chowfam.demon.co.uk> wrote:

>#include <libps.h>
>
>#define OTLENGTH  (1)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>#define SCNX  (320)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>#define SCNY  (256)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>
>GsOT  ot[2];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>GsOT_TAG ottags[2][1<<OTLENGTH];
>
>main()
>{
>  int buf;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  int i;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>
>  SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsInitGraph(SCNX,SCNY,GsOFSGPU,0,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,SCNY);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  for (i=0; i<2; i++) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  ot[i].length = OTLENGTH;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  ot[i].org = ottags[i];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry



>  FntLoad(SCNX,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  FntOpen(0,0,SCNX,SCNY,0,512);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  while (1) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  buf = GsGetActiveBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsClearOt(0,0,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  FntPrint("hello");�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  FntFlush(-1);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  DrawSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  VSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsSwapDispBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsSortClear(0,60,60,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  GsDrawOt(&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>  }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>}

--MESSAGE FILE 501 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 502 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: What am I doing wrong? (or not doing right?)
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 01:31:11 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 73
Message-ID: <354A694E.2F5E0D49@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I'm stuck, and yes I'm a newbie. But I have tried
(nearly) everything but it's still not right,

The code.

#include <libps.h>

#define OTLENGTH  (1)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
#define SCNX  (320)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
#define SCNY  (256)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

GsOT  ot[2];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
GsOT_TAG ottags[2][1<<OTLENGTH];

main()
{
 int buf;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 int i;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsInitGraph(SCNX,SCNY,GsOFSGPU,0,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,SCNY);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 for (i=0; i<2; i++) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 ot[i].length = OTLENGTH;�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 ot[i].org = ottags[i];�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntLoad(SCNX,0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntOpen(0,0,SCNX,SCNY,0,512);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 while (1) {�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 buf = GsGetActiveBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsClearOt(0,0,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry



 FntPrint("hello");�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 FntFlush(-1);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 DrawSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 VSync(0);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsSwapDispBuff();�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsSortClear(0,60,60,&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
 GsDrawOt(&ot[buf]);�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

 }�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
}

The problem.
I'm trying to write a minimal program just for debugging by
printing to screen. And so I've written this little thing.
This is in PAL mode, but I just keep getting borders the size
of NTSC mode. When in PAL mode, I've noticed that using the
full screen (320 x 256), the width of the borders top and
bottom are the same size as the borders left and right.
But when I make and run this code the borders are not.
Anyone any ideas?

One other thing, is there any redundant code here?
I've been looking through the docs and some tutorials,
but all of them seem to be drawing graphics to screen,
and therefore require extra code. I deleted the code
for packets and eveything still seems to be working.
Still need packets? Or is that just for graphics?

My config.
Codewarrior v2.1 (updated it but the thing still says
v2.0.3).
PsComUtil
PAL only TV. I'm using a crappy TV card, that doesn't
support NTSC at all (get black and white and display
is corrupted, yuck!). However in testing the problem,
I downloaded some progs and they worked in full PAL
display.

Thanks in advance.
--
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 502 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 503 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Sutherland" <james@guybrush.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 15:21:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guybrush.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Hi,

When I download a program to the Yaroze using SIOCONS, it waits for the
return key to be hit after each chunk of data.  Is this normal?  Is there
any way to stop it?  I can't see it mentioned in the manual.



James

--
Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 503 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 504 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Questions about VSync.
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 16:08:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I realise the most relevant way to obtain an timer function is to
use VSync().
Initially I was using VSync(-1) to get some sort of indication of
the length of time passed. Unfortunately this increments in steps
of 1/50sec for PAL and 1/60sec for NTSC, which are slightly too
big.

This means using the number of hsyncs which can be gotten from by
VSync(0 or 1). Unfortunately, this is the thing which I am confused
about.

I get the indication (from the docs) that each horizontal line
drawn represents a hsync. And all the hsyncs on the screen
represent a vsync. Yes?
OK. So if I set the graphics system to 256 lines in PAL, does this
mean I should get 256 hsyncs per vsync?
If not, why not?

If this is correct, then why does it say in the User Guide
(paper version, page 38) that PAL gives 312 hsyncs per vsync and
262 hsyncs per vsync for NTSC?
And just to confuse me even more, we only have 311 hsyncs per vsync
(v1.1 electronic p37). Now what has happened to the other number?
Or do PAL and NTSC outputs give the same number of hsyncs per vsync?

Another thing, that bothers me is this.

while (1) {
  //do work
  cnt = VSync(0);
  //swap buffers, etc
}

VSync(0) blocks until vertical synchronisation and returns the number
of hsyncs since VSync(0) was last called. So why does this code give
a variable number depending on the amount of work done?
An illustration of this would be by using the Check prog. With 1 ball,
cnt is 14, and increases when the number of balls increases. But the
number of lines (and therefore hsyncs) that need to be drawn remain the



same.

Argh! Help!
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 504 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 505 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 15:32:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-81.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>When I download a program to the Yaroze using SIOCONS, it waits for the
>return key to be hit after each chunk of data.  Is this normal?  Is there
>any way to stop it?  I can't see it mentioned in the manual.

   That is not normal, I thought I had heard it all after a year, but
this is a new one. Most of the time, when members have a problem with
siocons, it is because their environment space  is too small, so try
setting that larger. 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 505 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 506 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: djsetup how to run auto
Date: 3 May 1998 20:48:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6iil6h$jpr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n12.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.beginners

Having been years since I've had to alter my autoexec file(and having lost my
dos manual) Could someone please tell me the command to automatically load
djsetup when I start my computer (so I don't have to keep typing it in)

--MESSAGE FILE 506 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 507 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Mon, 4 May 1998 02:45:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

James Chow wrote in message <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk>...
>I realise the most relevant way to obtain an timer function is to
>use VSync().
>Initially I was using VSync(-1) to get some sort of indication of
>the length of time passed. Unfortunately this increments in steps
>of 1/50sec for PAL and 1/60sec for NTSC, which are slightly too
>big.
>
>
>This means using the number of hsyncs which can be gotten from by
>VSync(0 or 1). Unfortunately, this is the thing which I am confused
>about.
>
>I get the indication (from the docs) that each horizontal line
>drawn represents a hsync. And all the hsyncs on the screen
>represent a vsync. Yes?
>OK. So if I set the graphics system to 256 lines in PAL, does this
>mean I should get 256 hsyncs per vsync?
>If not, why not?
>
>If this is correct, then why does it say in the User Guide
>(paper version, page 38) that PAL gives 312 hsyncs per vsync and
>262 hsyncs per vsync for NTSC?
>And just to confuse me even more, we only have 311 hsyncs per vsync
>(v1.1 electronic p37). Now what has happened to the other number?
>Or do PAL and NTSC outputs give the same number of hsyncs per vsync?

Ok James, it seems you are slightly confused here which is not surprising
considering the poor information contained in the Yaroze manuals! vsyncs and
hsyncs are nothing to do with the Yaroze display that you use in your
demo/game. They are in fact hardware timings for the TV display. The Yaroze
can sync itself to these timings. An hsync is the horizontal time for a beam
to travel across the TV screen and the vsync is the overall time for the to
reset to the top left corner after reaching the bottom right. It is usual
for any gaming system that displays to a TV set to use the vsync time to
refresh the display to create a flicker free image. The PAL system has more
vertical definition at a cost of speed. 312 lines is probably right and the
311 figure is probably due to computers counting from 0 (I.E. 0 - 311 = 312
lines) NTSC has less lines so it can work faster to reduce flicker even
further. (Typical of the Americans, if it can't be bigger it has to be
faster!)

I hope this clears things up for you :)

Regards,
JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 507 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000244html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 508 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: djsetup how to run auto
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 23:12:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <354D5C31.A05EB8F0@sinclair.net>
References: <6iil6h$jpr8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

You could either manually add all the lines in djsetup.bat to your
autoexec.bat (using "edit autoexec.bat") or you could add this to the
end of your autoexec.bat (again, with "edit autoexec.bat"):

call c:\pathtoyarozestuff\djsetup.bat

West wrote:
> 
> Having been years since I've had to alter my autoexec file(and having lost my
> dos manual) Could someone please tell me the command to automatically load
> djsetup when I start my computer (so I don't have to keep typing it in)

-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 508 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 509 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 03:31:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <354d35e6.17842015@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-17.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

> (Typical of the Americans, if it can't be bigger it has to be
> faster!)

   Yeah, what is with those silly, competitive Americans, egads!!!
[LOL]

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 509 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 510 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000247html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Sutherland" <james@guybrush.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Mon, 4 May 1998 09:06:36 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guybrush.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com>...
>
>>When I download a program to the Yaroze using SIOCONS, it waits for the
>>return key to be hit after each chunk of data.  Is this normal?  Is there
>>any way to stop it?  I can't see it mentioned in the manual.
>
>   That is not normal, I thought I had heard it all after a year, but
>this is a new one. Most of the time, when members have a problem with
>siocons, it is because their environment space  is too small, so try
>setting that larger.
>
It's really odd - it's working OK now.  It seems to be something to do with
having WinTV running, but I'll have to play around with it some more to find
out.

Thanks for the advice,

James

--
James Sutherland, Software Engineer: Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 510 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 511 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 10:30:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Still confused.

JohnT wrote:
> 



> demo/game. They are in fact hardware timings for the TV display. The Yaroze
> can sync itself to these timings. An hsync is the horizontal time for a beam
> to travel across the TV screen and the vsync is the overall time for the to
> reset to the top left corner after reaching the bottom right. It is usual

I thought a vsync was the time taken to get from bottom right to the
bottom right again.

(a)-------------->(b)
(c)-------------->(d)
   ....
(e)-------------->(f)

The tv traces the beam from (a) to (b), then jumps to (c) and traces to
(d),
and repeats this until (f). At this point the beam goes back to (a) to
repeat this process.

Is the time for a hsync,
(1) the time it takes for the beam to trace a horizontal, ie (c) to (d),
(2) or the time since the last hysnc, ie (b) to (d)?
And the time for a vsync,
(3) (f) to (a),
(4) (f) back to (f),
The way you have explained it seems to give (1) and (3).
Is this correct?
I thought a vsync was (4).

> for any gaming system that displays to a TV set to use the vsync time to
> refresh the display to create a flicker free image. The PAL system has more
> vertical definition at a cost of speed. 312 lines is probably right and the
> 311 figure is probably due to computers counting from 0 (I.E. 0 - 311 = 312
> lines) NTSC has less lines so it can work faster to reduce flicker even
> further. (Typical of the Americans, if it can't be bigger it has to be
> faster!)
> 

while (1) {
  //do work
  cnt = VSync(0);
  //more work
}

So if VSync() is a blocking function, returning at a vsync, (f) in diag,
why doesn't cnt = 312?

One final thing.
How do you calculate the time taken between to arbitrary points in time,
then, calling VSync(0) between them?

--MESSAGE FILE 511 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 512 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 13:29:02 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

If you're using Windows 95, be sure you keep the focus on the DOS
window.  (e.g. I have X-Mouse enabled.)  It appears that if the
DOS window task doesn't get most of the attention of Windows, then
the serial port doesn't remain in sync with the Yaroze.  Tapping
Enter to send some bogus data seems to clear things up a little.

- e!

James Sutherland wrote:
> 
> Matthew Hulett wrote in message <354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com>...
> >
> >>When I download a program to the Yaroze using SIOCONS, it waits for the
> >>return key to be hit after each chunk of data.  Is this normal?  Is there
> >>any way to stop it?  I can't see it mentioned in the manual.
> >
> >   That is not normal, I thought I had heard it all after a year, but
> >this is a new one. Most of the time, when members have a problem with
> >siocons, it is because their environment space  is too small, so try
> >setting that larger.
> >
> It's really odd - it's working OK now.  It seems to be something to do with
> having WinTV running, but I'll have to play around with it some more to find
> out.
> 
> Thanks for the advice,
> 
> James
> 
> --
> James Sutherland, Software Engineer: Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
> Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 512 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 513 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 13:48:15 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 82
Message-ID: <354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)



James Chow wrote:
[...]

> I thought a vsync was the time taken to get from bottom right to the
> bottom right again.
> 
> (a)-------------->(b)
> (c)-------------->(d)
>    ....
> (e)-------------->(f)
> 
> The tv traces the beam from (a) to (b), then jumps to (c) and traces to
> (d),
> and repeats this until (f). At this point the beam goes back to (a) to
> repeat this process.
> 
> Is the time for a hsync,
> (1) the time it takes for the beam to trace a horizontal, ie (c) to (d),
> (2) or the time since the last hysnc, ie (b) to (d)?
> And the time for a vsync,
> (3) (f) to (a),
> (4) (f) back to (f),
> The way you have explained it seems to give (1) and (3).
> Is this correct?
> I thought a vsync was (4).

[...]

You're close.  The TV does trace like something like that.  Assume an
NTSC config w/ 240 lines per screenful:

    0 1 2 ...     320
0   -------------->
1   -------------->
2   -------------->
3   -------------->
:    :
240 -------------->

The ray gun hits the RGB strips on the screen for each pixel and
goes from row to row.  There is a "vertical retrace period" where
the gun shuts off and travels from (320,240) back up to (0,0) to
begin redrawing the next frame.  That short period is actually
pretty long (in terms of computer speed) and that's the best time
to do a logical video page flip/swap.  When the ray gun begins its
retrace, an interrupt is set off in the Yaroze CPU and _that's_
what the VSync() function is waiting for.

A VSync of 0 means that the VSync() function just waits for the
vertical retrace interrupt.  A value of 1 means that VSync waits
for the 2nd interrupt.  So, on a PAL system, if you wait for
VSync(50), you will have caused VSync() to wait 1 full second while
50 video frames (and interrupts) have gone by.

So your program goes along making its calculations, the GPU does
its drawing, and all this stuff ends up somewhere in memory.  Then
you use the VSync() function to wait until the ray gun begins its
retrace.  At that point, you swap the Gs buffers, clear your order
table, etc. etc. etc.

And the return values for calling VSync(mode):

  - if mode>=0:  the number of horizontal sync units should be
    returned.  If I understand the docs correctly, this should probably
    be the total number of horizontal lines from the top of the screen



    to the bottom, including the lines before and after the visible
    screen data.  This may also include some bogus horizontal retrace
    period interrupts triggered during the retrace period---the ray
    gun doesn't always travel in a straight line back to (0,0).

  - if mode<0:  the number of horizontal syncs since the beginning
    of the program.

As far as I can tell, the number of h-syncs is probably not a good
way to time your program because you only get that value after every
v-sync.  You shouldn't really switch the video pages until the
vertical retrace begins.  And, getting an arbitrary time is probably
not that useful because drawing the graphics with the GPU will take
different amounts of time depending on the complexity of the scene
you are rendering...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 513 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 514 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 05 May 1998 00:26:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Nope. Still confused. Read on.

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> And the return values for calling VSync(mode):
> 
>   - if mode>=0:  the number of horizontal sync units should be
>     returned.  If I understand the docs correctly, this should probably
>     be the total number of horizontal lines from the top of the screen
>     to the bottom, including the lines before and after the visible
>     screen data.  This may also include some bogus horizontal retrace
>     period interrupts triggered during the retrace period---the ray
>     gun doesn't always travel in a straight line back to (0,0).
>

Will someone _just_ answer this question then.

while (1) {
  //do work
  cnt = VSync(0);
  //more work
}

Why does cnt _not_ equal 312 for PAL or 262 for NTSC, through



each loop iteration?

>   - if mode<0:  the number of horizontal syncs since the beginning
>     of the program.
> 
> As far as I can tell, the number of h-syncs is probably not a good
> way to time your program because you only get that value after every
> v-sync.  You shouldn't really switch the video pages until the
> vertical retrace begins.  And, getting an arbitrary time is probably
> not that useful because drawing the graphics with the GPU will take
> different amounts of time depending on the complexity of the scene
> you are rendering...
>

I know it's not a good way to do timing, but are there any other
suggestions of how to get a finer resolution than 1/50th sec
or 1/60th sec?  But not too fine, eg. using the root counter, which
flies past like f*** and has probably "gone round" a few
times before you've checked again.

Games like Ridge Racer have timers going down to 1/1000th sec
resolution. Now how to do they manage that?
Personally I find using vsync(-1) + rand()/RAND_MAX
a bit too tacky.

Cheers.
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 514 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 515 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Sutherland" <james@guybrush.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 5 May 1998 08:34:16 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <6imf4g$jpr23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guybrush.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

James Chow wrote in message <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>...
>
>Will someone _just_ answer this question then.
>
>while (1) {
>  //do work
>  cnt = VSync(0);
>  //more work
>}
>
>Why does cnt _not_ equal 312 for PAL or 262 for NTSC, through
>each loop iteration?
>
It seems to me that perhaps it is returning the number of HSyncs since VSync
last returned, rather than since it was last called.  This would be a much
more useful figure, since you could use it to determine how much more



drawing time you can get out of your program, and you can use it to fix the
logic rate of the program independent of the frame rate.

So, with the balls demo, it takes 14 hsyncs to render a single ball, and
this increases as you do more work.

I'm not sure, though.

Of course, even with the definition in the manual, you still wouldn't get
312 or 262 out of it unless you did the same amount of work each frame
(since your VSync calls wouldn't be exactly a frame apart).

--
James Sutherland, Software Engineer: Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 515 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 516 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Tue, 05 May 1998 17:05:19 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:

> If you're using Windows 95, be sure you keep the focus on the DOS
> window.  (e.g. I have X-Mouse enabled.)  It appears that if the
> DOS window task doesn't get most of the attention of Windows, then
> the serial port doesn't remain in sync with the Yaroze.  Tapping
> Enter to send some bogus data seems to clear things up a little.
>
> - e!

Even better, use Yaroze Master to do serial stuff instead of SIOCONS.
It's a proper Win95 program and leaves SIOCONS for dead....

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 516 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000253html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 517 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 05 May 1998 17:28:38 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <354F3E36.35930DC0@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6imf4g$jpr23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

To be (I hope) definitive:

VSync(0);        // Wait for next single vertical blank
VSync(1);        // Don't block, just return number of VSync's
VSync(n);        // Where n is greater than 1, wait for  n vertical blanks....

All values 0>=n return the number of HSync's between successive calls
to VSync();

eg.
        {
            int h_cnt;

            VSync(1);                 // We don't really care about the
                                            // return value here, we're just
resetting
                                            // the hsync counter to get an
accurate measure

            /*
             *Do some work here
             * blah blah blah
             */

            h_cnt=VSync(1);        // h_cnt is now how long the work took....
        }

Laters,
Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 517 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000254html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 518 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Sutherland" <james@guybrush.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Tue, 5 May 1998 18:06:08 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6ingu7$jpr28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net> <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guybrush.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3



Craig Graham wrote in message <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>
>Even better, use Yaroze Master to do serial stuff instead of SIOCONS.
>It's a proper Win95 program and leaves SIOCONS for dead....
>
>Craig.
>
>
Great.  Where can I get it from?

I seem to be having a great deal of difficulty finding all these useful
utils.  Is there a central resource for them?  Have I just missed something
obvious on the web site?

--
James Sutherland, Software Engineer: Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 518 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 519 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: 5 May 1998 17:14:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <01bd7848$9c948740$273c63c3@default>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net> <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<6ingu7$jpr28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-60-39.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hey James,
download it at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/
The Little Studio site :-)

Pete.

James Sutherland <james@guybrush.demon.co.uk> wrote in article
<6ingu7$jpr28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> Craig Graham wrote in message <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
> >
> >Even better, use Yaroze Master to do serial stuff instead of SIOCONS.
> >It's a proper Win95 program and leaves SIOCONS for dead....
> >
> >Craig.
> >
> >
> Great.  Where can I get it from?
> 
> I seem to be having a great deal of difficulty finding all these useful
> utils.  Is there a central resource for them?  Have I just missed
something
> obvious on the web site?
> 



> --
> James Sutherland, Software Engineer: Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
> Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 519 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 520 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Sun, 10 May 1998 10:48:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Can anyone tell me why declaring (and using)

PACKET GpuPktArea[2][x], where x = 2^n-1

does not work?   (u^v = pow(u,v))
                 (n is any number)

I understand that if x is too small then the
GPU will not have enough space to carry out
its tasks. That means if we set it to be a
large value, then everything should be OK.
However, this does not seem to be the case.

With x = 32767, it locked up just trying to
draw a line.

Anyone?
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 520 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 521 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Christoph L rig" <CLuerig@aol.com>�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Fame Game and Textures
Date: Sun, 10 May 1998 22:08:15 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3556092F.E3881563@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-193-133.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello!



I have two questions,

1) What are the creteria Sony applies, when judging a game for the fame
game competition
(means what is more important or less important)?

2) Is there another way to generate textured rsd-files then using the
RSDTool, means are there any converter programs, that can read any
standard graphic file formats, that incorporate information on textures?

Thanks
Christoph L rig�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

--MESSAGE FILE 521 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 522 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Fame Game and Textures
Date: 11 May 1998 08:29:33 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 43
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6j69ct$bso1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 11 May 1998 07:34:00 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id IAA22380
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 11 May 1998 08:33:45 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi there,

1: We look for games that are more playable ( with sound ) then technical.

2: I use RSDTool but check out the 3D packages ( 3D Studio, etc )

Regards,

George

From: "Christoph L?ig" <CLuerig@aol.com>

Hello!

I have two questions,

1) What are the creteria Sony applies, when judging a game for the fame
game competition
(means what is more important or less important)?

2) Is there another way to generate textured rsd-files then using the



RSDTool, means are there any converter programs, that can read any
standard graphic file formats, that incorporate information on textures?

Thanks
Christoph L?ig

--MESSAGE FILE 522 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 523 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 03:59:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <3557BAFE.CD170013@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-36.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>

James Chow wrote:

> I know it's not a good way to do timing, but are there any other
> suggestions of how to get a finer resolution than 1/50th sec
> or 1/60th sec?  But not too fine, eg. using the root counter, which
> flies past like f*** and has probably "gone round" a few
> times before you've checked again.
>
> Games like Ridge Racer have timers going down to 1/1000th sec
> resolution. Now how to do they manage that?
> Personally I find using vsync(-1) + rand()/RAND_MAX
> a bit too tacky.
>
> Cheers.
> --
> jc

All games (with only a few exceptions) are clocked to 50 or 60Hz (PAL or
NTSC). There is no point it having a higher resolution timer. Ridge Racer is
only clocked at 25Hz ('cos it updates every other frame).  It's just an
illusion.  Clock your game at 50Hz with vsync() and slap some random digits
on the end.  No one will notice!

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 523 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000260html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 524 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Byron@snsys.com (Byron Atkinson-Jones)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 09:25:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <355814cd.1014568@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: byron.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:908 
scee.yaroze.beginners:261 scea.yaroze.freetalk:633

On Wed, 18 Feb 1998 18:01:09 -0000, "SCEE"
<dev_support@interactive.sony.com> wrote:

>Hi,
>
>If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is
>probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one frame at
>a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same TMD
>each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
>Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
>structure...
>
>Cheers,
>
>Colin.
>

Can you also adjust the translucency levels (i.e from opaque to
totally transparent)?

I would rather poke at the TMD structure directly, where would I find
the info to do this and what am I looking for. For sprites you did
this by altering the r, g, and b fields to adjust brightness. I am
assuming that the same thing is true for TMD's.

Cheers,

Byron

--MESSAGE FILE 524 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 525 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 03:01:16 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1205980301160001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-170.dialup.dnai.com



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk>, James Chow
<james@chowfam.demon.co.uk> wrote:

> Will someone _just_ answer this question then.
> 
> while (1) {
>   //do work
>   cnt = VSync(0);
>   //more work
> }
> 
> Why does cnt _not_ equal 312 for PAL or 262 for NTSC, through
> each loop iteration?

I've been playing with VSync() a lot recently, and the docs seem a bit confused.

As far as I can tell from my experiments, when VSync() is called with a
parameter >=0, it returns the number of hsyncs that have passed since the
last *blocking call* to VSync() RETURNED; that is, the number of hsyncs
that have passed since VSync() last returned when it was called with an
argument of 0 or 2+. This means that you can call VSync(1) multiple times
in your main loop and it will return the time in hsyncs since the "top of
frame".

I have a little diagram on paper, but I could ASCII-ize it, or maybe put it
on my web page.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 525 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 526 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Problems with TimView
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 14:06:22 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3558B9CE.B4E@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

Hi All

Just got my Net Yaroze last week!

I'm having problems using TimView (the Yaroze program for checking that 
your bitmaps have converted to TIM correctly) to display large images on 
the TV screen.

I've used TimUtil to convert a 64 * 64 4 bit image to TIM and it displays 
fine on the Yaroze with TimView (though it looks about half the size it 
should), and I've converted a 320 * 240 8 bit image (making sure that it 



is correctly aligned and not clashing with the double buffer - i.e has an 
image org of 320, 0 and a CLUT org of 480, 0) but this larger image will 
not display correctly with TimView.

Only the top left hand quarter of the image is shown on screen and it is 
stretched out vertically and squashed horizontally.

I'm not at the stage of writing code to display it onscreen myself, but I 
wondered if I'm doing something wrong with TimUtil, or maybe TimView has 
a limit on the size of images it can display. If I resize my original 320 
*240 image in Photoshop to 160 * 120 and reconvert to TIM it displays 
fine in TimUtil (but again, looks about half the size it should).

Does TimView use high-res (640 * 480) mode? That would explain why the 
images look too small on the TV screen. But what could be causing the 320 
* 240 image to display incorrectly?

Cheers

Phil
philg@easynet.co.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 526 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000263html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 527 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Problems MAC
Date: 12 May 1998 14:33:07 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 23
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6j9j2j$fq01@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 12 May 1998 13:37:28 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id OAA23973
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 12 May 1998 14:37:14 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi all,

Does anyone have a MAC / Codewarrior?  If so can you help
a member who is having problems setting it up correctly.  He
is from France and doesn't really speak english at all.  Can
someone provide some steps on how to set up correctly.
From the very very basic steps...he is 13.  Thanks for the help.

Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 527 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000264html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 528 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: RE: Problems with TimView
Date: 12 May 1998 14:40:53 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 38
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6j9jh5$fqt1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 12 May 1998 13:45:15 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id OAA28372
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 12 May 1998 14:45:02 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi there,

That might be the problem.  Go visit Kirk Bender's homepage at SCEA's
Net Yaroze website for his TIM viewer that is capable of doing what you
want done.

Regards,

George

From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners

Does TimView use high-res (640 * 480) mode? That would explain why the
images look too small on the TV screen. But what could be causing the 320
* 240 image to display incorrectly?

Cheers

Phil
philg@easynet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 528 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000265html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 529 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Ogden <905723og@udcf.gla.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze and linux ?
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 16:50:45 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35586FD5.603B78EB@udcf.gla.ac.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: trap-door.biomed.gla.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.27 i586)

Hi, 

Has anyone ported siocons and other tools to run under
the linux OS ?  Couldn't find anything using the search engine.
Does anyone else think this would be a great idea ?

Cheers,

twig
--MESSAGE FILE 529 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000266html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 530 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 13:24:59 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 69
Message-ID: <3558B01B.A01C8CF3@netmagic.net>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3557BAFE.CD170013@ndirect.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Heya,

There's a better way than to just slap random digits on the end and
it's ACCURATE!  (I just implemented this for a real-time clock so I
know it works.)  Cut and paste this code snippet into the appropriate
places:

// put in your constants definitions
/* #define VIDEO_REFRESH 60 */
#define VIDEO_REFRESH 50

// put in your variable declarations
char TimerBuf[8+1];
long RunningClock=0;

// this is your main program loop
while( ...whatever... )

          {

    // to calculate the minutes, seconds, and hundredths:
  RunningClock++;
  sprintf( TimerBuf,"%0.2d:%0.2d.%0.2d",
    (RunningClock/VIDEO_REFRESH)/60, // mins
    (RunningClock/VIDEO_REFRESH)%60, // secs
    ((RunningClock*100)/VIDEO_REFRESH)%100 // 100ths



    )
  // now print out the TimerBuf somehow...

  }  // end of the while...

Of course, you could increase the TimerBuf's storage space to 10+1
and change the 100ths to 1000ths or 10000ths, but that's your option.
This is pretty accurate as long as you don't miss a video frame.  And,
if you do, say, 25 FPS, then just change the VIDEO_REFRESH to 25.
etc. etc. etc...

^_^

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> James Chow wrote:
> 
> > I know it's not a good way to do timing, but are there any other
> > suggestions of how to get a finer resolution than 1/50th sec
> > or 1/60th sec?  But not too fine, eg. using the root counter, which
> > flies past like f*** and has probably "gone round" a few
> > times before you've checked again.
> >
> > Games like Ridge Racer have timers going down to 1/1000th sec
> > resolution. Now how to do they manage that?
> > Personally I find using vsync(-1) + rand()/RAND_MAX
> > a bit too tacky.
> >
> > Cheers.
> > --
> > jc
> 
> All games (with only a few exceptions) are clocked to 50 or 60Hz (PAL or
> NTSC). There is no point it having a higher resolution timer. Ridge Racer is
> only clocked at 25Hz ('cos it updates every other frame).  It's just an
> illusion.  Clock your game at 50Hz with vsync() and slap some random digits
> on the end.  No one will notice!
> 
> Herbs

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 530 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000267html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 531 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems with TimView
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 13:28:41 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <3558B0F9.5F9BD9C1@netmagic.net>
References: <3558B9CE.B4E@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)



Hi,

Are you absolutely sure that you set your GsSPRITE parameters
correctly, accounting for the width AND the bits-per-pixel?
Chances are, your TIM is being displayed correctly in its
vertical aspect but about 50% in its horizontal...

Your 320x240x8 image is also too large to be displayed all at
once.  The limit of the Yaroze hardware is an 256x256 image,
no matter what the bits-per-pixel are.  Break up the 320x240
into 2 TIMS (e.g. 160x240).

philip gooch wrote:
> 
> Hi All
> 
> Just got my Net Yaroze last week!
> 
> I'm having problems using TimView (the Yaroze program for checking that
> your bitmaps have converted to TIM correctly) to display large images on
> the TV screen.
> 
> I've used TimUtil to convert a 64 * 64 4 bit image to TIM and it displays
> fine on the Yaroze with TimView (though it looks about half the size it
> should), and I've converted a 320 * 240 8 bit image (making sure that it
> is correctly aligned and not clashing with the double buffer - i.e has an
> image org of 320, 0 and a CLUT org of 480, 0) but this larger image will
> not display correctly with TimView.
> 
> Only the top left hand quarter of the image is shown on screen and it is
> stretched out vertically and squashed horizontally.
> 
> I'm not at the stage of writing code to display it onscreen myself, but I
> wondered if I'm doing something wrong with TimUtil, or maybe TimView has
> a limit on the size of images it can display. If I resize my original 320
> *240 image in Photoshop to 160 * 120 and reconvert to TIM it displays
> fine in TimUtil (but again, looks about half the size it should).
> 
> Does TimView use high-res (640 * 480) mode? That would explain why the
> images look too small on the TV screen. But what could be causing the 320
> * 240 image to display incorrectly?
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Phil
> philg@easynet.co.uk

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 531 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000268html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 532 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 00:38:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <3558DD92.8524211E@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 



<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3557BAFE.CD170013@ndirect.co.uk> <3558B01B.A01C8CF3@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-14.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: tenchi@cisco.com

Elliott Lee wrote:

> Heya,
>
> There's a better way than to just slap random digits on the end and
> it's ACCURATE!  (I just implemented this for a real-time clock so I
> know it works.)  Cut and paste this code snippet into the appropriate
> places:
>
>         // put in your constants definitions
>         /* #define VIDEO_REFRESH 60 */
>         #define VIDEO_REFRESH   50
>
>         // put in your variable declarations
>         char    TimerBuf[8+1];
>         long    RunningClock=0;
>
>         // this is your main program loop
>         while( ...whatever... )
>           {
>
>           // to calculate the minutes, seconds, and hundredths:
>           RunningClock++;
>           sprintf( TimerBuf,"%0.2d:%0.2d.%0.2d",
>             (RunningClock/VIDEO_REFRESH)/60,            // mins
>             (RunningClock/VIDEO_REFRESH)%60,            // secs
>             ((RunningClock*100)/VIDEO_REFRESH)%100      // 100ths
>             )
>           // now print out the TimerBuf somehow...
>
>           }  // end of the while...
>
> Of course, you could increase the TimerBuf's storage space to 10+1
> and change the 100ths to 1000ths or 10000ths, but that's your option.
> This is pretty accurate as long as you don't miss a video frame.  And,
> if you do, say, 25 FPS, then just change the VIDEO_REFRESH to 25.
> etc. etc. etc...
>

Hello again.

Two things.

1.  What is the point in actually clocking at a higher rate than your frame 
rate?
The person playing the game is responding to what was drawn 2 frames ago, and 
the
game situation and display only change once per frame.  How much accuracy can a
game under these conditions need?

2.  In your example code you use RunningClock which is incremented once per



frame.  So, your counter is clocked at the same rate as your frame rate.
Therefore it is not any more acurate.  With a video refresh of 50Hz and a frame
rate of 50Hz, your hundredths will always be even numbers.  If you extend it to
thousandths of a second, then they will always be multiples of 20.  If you 
extend
it further to 10,000ths, then multiples of 200 - the last 2 digits will always 
be
0!  Is that more accurate?  Futhermore, if you reduce your frame rate to 25fps,
then the accuracy is halved.  Your timer's accuracy is always restricted to the
frame rate.  You are simply adjusting the scale of your frame counter, not
increasing the accuracy.

Remember, creating a game is about creating illusion.  If you want to give the
illusion that your timer is more accurate than your frame rate, then my original
suggestion is the easiest way.

Herbs

PS.  Sorry if that sounds rude or big headed - not my intention.  :)

--MESSAGE FILE 532 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000269html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 533 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 00:47:17 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-14.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>

James Chow wrote:

> Can anyone tell me why declaring (and using)
>
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][x], where x = 2^n-1
>
> does not work?   (u^v = pow(u,v))
>                  (n is any number)
>
> I understand that if x is too small then the
> GPU will not have enough space to carry out
> its tasks. That means if we set it to be a
> large value, then everything should be OK.
> However, this does not seem to be the case.
>
> With x = 32767, it locked up just trying to
> draw a line.
>
> Anyone?
> --



> jc

You say:    x = 2^n-1.
Shouldn't that be:    x = 2^n?

Also, upper limit for n is 14, so the max value for x is 16384.

Hope that sorts it for ya.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 533 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000270html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 534 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and linux ?
Date: 13 May 1998 11:55:55 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <ud8dj7x3o.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35586FD5.603B78EB@udcf.gla.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

James Ogden <905723og@udcf.gla.ac.uk> writes:
> 
> Hi, 
> 
> Has anyone ported siocons and other tools to run under
> the linux OS ?  Couldn't find anything using the search engine.
> Does anyone else think this would be a great idea ?
> 

May people are already doing this.  I use FreeBSD.  The Japanese are
particularly fond of the free unices, and you can get patches and
limited instructions on how to build binutils-2.8.1, gcc-2.8.0 and
gdb-4.16, and source to a unix version of siocons from:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~byz00002/unix/

-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 534 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000271html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 535 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems with TimView
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 11:05:23 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3559E0E3.5369@easynet.co.uk>
References: <6j9jh5$fqt1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

> 
> Hi there,
> 
> That might be the problem.  Go visit Kirk Bender's homepage at SCEA's
> Net Yaroze website for his TIM viewer that is capable of doing what you
> want done.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George
> Cheers, I'll check it out

Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 535 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000272html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 536 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000273html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems with TimView
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 11:11:07 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3559E23B.303D@easynet.co.uk>
References: <3558B9CE.B4E@easynet.co.uk> <3558B0F9.5F9BD9C1@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> Are you absolutely sure that you set your GsSPRITE parameters
> correctly, accounting for the width AND the bits-per-pixel?
> Chances are, your TIM is being displayed correctly in its
> vertical aspect but about 50% in its horizontal...
> 
> Your 320x240x8 image is also too large to be displayed all at
> once.  The limit of the Yaroze hardware is an 256x256 image,
> no matter what the bits-per-pixel are.  Break up the 320x240
> into 2 TIMS (e.g. 160x240).

Aha! That makes sense - because a texture page has a max size of 256 * 
256. 

So basically if you want to display a full screen static image (e.g for a 
backdrop or a splash screen) you have to break it up into smaller chunks?

To display an image on screen, does it have to be a GsSPRITE? I don't 
want it to move or rotate or anything, just be there!

Cheers

Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 536 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000273html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 537 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000274html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems MAC
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 11:15:13 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3559E331.2808@easynet.co.uk>
References: <6j9j2j$fq01@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> Does anyone have a MAC / Codewarrior?  If so can you help
> a member who is having problems setting it up correctly.  He
> is from France and doesn't really speak english at all.  Can
> someone provide some steps on how to set up correctly.
> From the very very basic steps...he is 13.  Thanks for the help.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George

George

I'm using a Mac with Codewarrior and have set it up successfully to 
compile and download programs to the Yaroze. I can give him step-by-step 
instructions of how I set mine up if you like.

Do you have his email address? Or should I post it to the newsgroup or 
the Web site?

Would anyone be able to translate it into French?

Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 537 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000274html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 538 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000275html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems MAC
Date: 13 May 1998 11:39:26 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 36
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6jbt8u$ihe1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 13 May 1998 10:43:49 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id LAA09670
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Wed, 13 May 1998 11:43:30 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com



To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi Phil,

Great!  Yes, post it here and I'll translate it to French, then later
give it to him.

Regards,

George

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

George

I'm using a Mac with Codewarrior and have set it up successfully to
compile and download programs to the Yaroze. I can give him step-by-step
instructions of how I set mine up if you like.

Do you have his email address? Or should I post it to the newsgroup or
the Web site?

Would anyone be able to translate it into French?

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 538 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000275html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 539 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000276html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Ogden <905723og@udcf.gla.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and linux ?
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 13:55:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35599844.71722DAF@udcf.gla.ac.uk>
References: <35586FD5.603B78EB@udcf.gla.ac.uk> <ud8dj7x3o.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trap-door.biomed.gla.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.27 i586)

Toby Hutton wrote:
> 
> May people are already doing this.  I use FreeBSD.  The Japanese are
> particularly fond of the free unices, and you can get patches and
> limited instructions on how to build binutils-2.8.1, gcc-2.8.0 and
> gdb-4.16, and source to a unix version of siocons from:
> 
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~byz00002/unix/
> 

thanks for the info.  

Unfortunately, the link to the siocons source code is broken.  



At times like this I wish I could read Japanese.  Any other links 
to this source ?

Cheers,

twig
--MESSAGE FILE 539 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000276html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 540 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000277html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Craig Venz <craig@cobite.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and linux ?
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 12:38:44 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <3559CC94.53FE1728@cobite.com>
References: <35586FD5.603B78EB@udcf.gla.ac.uk> <ud8dj7x3o.fsf@cybec.com.au> 
<35599844.71722DAF@udcf.gla.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snew.cobite.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
To: James Ogden <905723og@udcf.gla.ac.uk>

James Ogden wrote:
> 
> Toby Hutton wrote:
> >
> > May people are already doing this.  I use FreeBSD.  The Japanese are
> > particularly fond of the free unices, and you can get patches and
> > limited instructions on how to build binutils-2.8.1, gcc-2.8.0 and
> > gdb-4.16, and source to a unix version of siocons from:
> >
> > http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~byz00002/unix/
> >
> 
> thanks for the info.
> 
> Unfortunately, the link to the siocons source code is broken.
> At times like this I wish I could read Japanese.  Any other links
> to this source ?
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> twig

In the members websites on SCEA, Charles Henrich has posted the prebuilt
binaries for FreeBSD 2.2, as well as the Source distribution. I 
managed to compile these for linux fairly easily, with a few abortive 
attempts (mostly because the information in his supplied README was
not entirely correct).

The link, if you can access it, is

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/chenrich.html

tho I think you SCEE people have to use a mirror address or something
to get there. Im only fairly knew, sorry for the inconvenience if that
doesn't help you :)

If you cant get it to compile, feel free to bug me and I'll describe the



extra steps I had to take.

Craig
--MESSAGE FILE 540 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000277html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 541 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000278html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 18:29:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Maybe the original post wasn't too clear.
Let me try again.

Why does, declaring any of the following
PACKET GpuPktArea[2][31];   or
PACKET GpuPktArea[2][63];   or
PACKET GpuPktArea[2][255];  or
PACKET GpuPktArea[2][511];  or
PACKET GpuPktArea[2][1023];

(...you get the idea...)

lock up the program?
Even if it is just one line.

--MESSAGE FILE 541 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000278html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 542 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000279html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Problems with TimView
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 17:08:38 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3559d2f8.2225353@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3558B9CE.B4E@easynet.co.uk> <3558B0F9.5F9BD9C1@netmagic.net> 
<3559E23B.303D@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-101.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>To display an image on screen, does it have to be a GsSPRITE? I don't 
>want it to move or rotate or anything, just be there!

  You could also use MoveImage or LoadImage. Check the thread named
Big Sprite ? by Alex, in the Scea.Yaroze.Programming.2D_Graphics
group.

-Matt



--MESSAGE FILE 542 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000279html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 543 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000280html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 00:49:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p11-nothura-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I'm writing a 3d shoot em up game and I want the background to be a
pretty backdrop of stars.  I've coded the stars as 1 * 1 rectangles
which get bunged into the OT using GsSortBoxFill.  They are being
displayed but what is happening is that they are all appearing in a
small box in the lower right hand corner of the screen. I am assigning
each star random co-ordinates using something like x = rand()%320, y =
rand()%256.  I know that I have to do something to the co-ordinates to
map them into 3d space ( i.e the whole screen ) but I cannot determine
what. Can anyone help please !!!

--MESSAGE FILE 543 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000280html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 544 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000281html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 04:41:30 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

Hi Richard, I was wondering when Id see your presence on here after
onedotzero...
I also have to say I think you're progressing pretty darned fast, which
is nice to see.

What is happening is this -
normal screen coordinates are (0,0) top left of screen to (320,240)
bottom right, but when you use initialise the screen for 3d graphics
with GsInit3D(), then the origin moves to the center of the screen,
so all you have to do is draw your rectangles from (-160,-120) to
(160,120)!!

PS, I think from what James Shaugnessy found out that there is a 
quicker way of drawing one by one dots, and that is to have a 1x1
pixel large sprite, and use that instead of boxes. You can alter the
r,g,b member attributes of the GsSPRITEs to get different hued dots.
Although, thinking about it now, James was not using boxes in the 
first place, so maybe its worth checking if sprites are faster.

Robert Swan



rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

(btw, you put your web site up at 1am. Im replying to this at 
4.49am. Im staying up all night at uni (yawn))

Richard Cutting wrote:
> 
> I'm writing a 3d shoot em up game and I want the background to be a
> pretty backdrop of stars.  I've coded the stars as 1 * 1 rectangles
> which get bunged into the OT using GsSortBoxFill.  They are being
> displayed but what is happening is that they are all appearing in a
> small box in the lower right hand corner of the screen. I am assigning
> each star random co-ordinates using something like x = rand()%320, y =
> rand()%256.  I know that I have to do something to the co-ordinates to
> map them into 3d space ( i.e the whole screen ) but I cannot determine
> what. Can anyone help please !!!
--MESSAGE FILE 544 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000281html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 545 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000282html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Getting started on the Mac
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 15:23:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 128
Message-ID: <355AFE5A.146@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

George asked me to post this to the group for a French Yaroze member who 
is having problems setting up his Mac. Also, Metrowerks should be able 
provide Codewarrior documentation in French.

Feel free to edit/repost as necessary

Getting started with Net Yaroze development using the Mac

You will need:
1) Metrowerks Codewarrior for Net Yaroze
(Please note that the version that ships when you order Codewarrior with 
your Net Yaroze in 2.03, and this is for Power Macintosh only. If you are 
using an older 68K Mac you should download the upgrade to version 2.1 
which supports 68K Macs. However, you should really be using a Power Mac 
for Net Yaroze development, which leads me to...
2) A Power Mac with at least 32MB of RAM. The Codewarrior Integrated 
Development Environment is pretty memory-hungry.
3) A high-speed Hayes-compatible Mac modem cable that is wired for 
hardware handshaking. (I find that the modem cable that is supplied with 
the Motorola 28.8 Mac modem works fine).
4) A 25-pin-female to 9-pin-male adaptor (available at any PC shop)
5) Preferably a copy of Softwindows or Virtual PC so that you can run the 
sound and graphics conversion tools supplied on the Net Yaroze Software 
Development CD. In fact, with Softwindows or Virtual PC you could use all 
the development tools supplied by Sony as if you were using a real PC. 
I've tried it and it works, but I won't go into the details here.

Step 1: Installation
---------------------



Install the Codewarrior software onto the Mac from the Codewarrior for 
Net Yaroze CD.
Double-click on the CW for Net Yaroze Installer icon to run the 
installation program. If your CD drive supports dual-partition CDs, you 
may see 2 CD icons appear on the desktop when you insert the Codewarrior 
CD. If so, first double-click on the 'Metrowerks' CD icon (not the 
"PS_NY" icon, which contains the PC version of Codewarrior)

**Note: you might like to go straight to Step 4 before Steps 2 and 3. 
Step 4 is about installing the Net Yaroze Runtime Library used in 
developing your own projects

Step 2 Check that your Mac->Yaroze connection is working OK.
------------------------------------------------------------
Set up your Net Yaroze hardware as described in the Net Yaroze manual. 
Make sure the Net Yaroze access card is in memory slot 1.
Connect the round 8-pin end of your modem cable to the Mac modem port. 
Connect the 25-pin end to the 25-pin end of the adaptor. Connect the 
9-pin end of the adaptor to the 9-pin end of the Net Yaroze serial cable. 
Make sure the other end of the Net Yaroze serial cable is correctly 
connected to the Net Yaroze. Switch on or reset the Net Yaroze, and wait 
for the brick background to appear on the TV screen.

Open the 'Codewarrior for Net Yaroze' folder that was placed on your hard 
disk in Step 1. Inside, you will find a folder called 'Other Metrowerks 
Tools'. Here there should be a program called PSComUtil, which allows the 
Mac to connect to the Yaroze and download programs to it.

Double-click on the PSComUtil icon and you should get a message saying: 
"Connecting to Playstation". If this fails, try again by selecting 
Reconnect in the Edit menu. If everything is working OK you should have a 
connection established. If not, check the following:
a) check that the Net Yaroze boot CD is in the Yaroze CD drive. Most 
people's boot CDs are black, but mine was light blue! Make sure you 
haven't got the wrong CD in the Yaroze.
b) on PSComUtil on the Mac, go into Preferences in the Edit menu. Make 
sure that Modem Port is selected for the Port setting. If you do not have 
a memory card in memory slot 2 on the Yaroze, make sure that the Boot 
Speed is set to 9600 Kbps. Debug Speed should be set to whatever the 
highest baud rate your Mac supports. It should work with a setting of 
115.2 Kbs. If not, try lowering it to 56 Kbps.
After checking a) and b), try to Reconnect again (Edit menu). If you are 
using the correct modem cable and use the settings given above, you 
should get a connection.

Step 3: Download a test file
----------------------------
With PSComUtil still running, and with a connection established to the 
Yaroze, choose 'Download Program' from the 'Program Execution' menu. 
Select the file called 'NY.pxe' in the 'Check' folder inside 'Net Yaroze 
Examples' 
(Note: the Codewarrior manual is wrong here. The file you want is called 
'NY.pxe', *not* 'Check')

You should get a message saying 'Download Successful'
Select 'Run' from the 'Program Execution' menu. After a brief pause you 
should see a bouncing ball on the TV screen accompanied by some music

Reset the Yaroze when you've finished playing with the test file.

Step 4: Compiling the Net Yaroze Runtime Library
-------------------------------------------------
Put the Net Yaroze Sofware Development disc in your Mac CD drive. There 
should be a folder called 'PSX' on the CD. Inside the PSX folder are two 



folders of interest: LIB and INCLUDE. 
a) Copy the contents of the CD's PSX\LIB folder to the folder called 
'Lib' in the 'Net Yaroze Support'  folder which is in the main 
'Metrowerks Codewarrior' folder on your Mac hard disk. The LIB folder on 
the Yaroze CD should contain  2 files: 'libps.a' and 'specs', and a 
folder called 'ldscript'. Make sure you copy all of these. Make sure you 
only copy the contents of the LIB folder, not the folder itself
b) Copy the contents of the CD's PSX\INCLUDE folder to the folder called 
'Include' in the 'Net Yaroze Support' folder on the Mac hard disk. The 
INCLUDE folder on the Yaroze CD should contain 23 files and a directory 
called 'sys'. Make sure you copy all of these. Copy only the contents of 
the INCLUDE folder, not the folder itself.

c) Double-click on the 'NetYarozeLibConvert.prj' file on your Mac hard 
disk. It is in:
Codewarrior Examples\Net Yaroze Examples\Net Yaroze Lib Convert
The Codewarrior Project window should appear. In the Project window, 
select the file 'Libps.a' and choose 'Compile' from the 'Project' menu.
You should find that a new file called 'Libps.a.lib' has been created in 
the 'Lib' folder in 'Net Yaroze Support' to which you copied files in 
step a)

d) You can test that this library has been correctly compiled by opening 
the 'Check' project (the file is check.prj in Net Yaroze Examples\Check) 
in Codewarrior and recompiling it (choosed 'Compile' from the 'Project' 
menu).

If you have any problems, make sure that you copied all of the files from 
the Yaroze Software development disc to the correct locations on the Mac, 
as outlined above.

Hope this is useful

Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 545 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000282html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 546 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000283html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Getting started on the Mac
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 15:23:51 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 128
Message-ID: <355AFE77.1B40@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

George asked me to post this to the group for a French Yaroze member who 
is having problems setting up his Mac. Also, Metrowerks should be able 
provide Codewarrior documentation in French.

Feel free to edit/repost as necessary

Getting started with Net Yaroze development using the Mac

You will need:
1) Metrowerks Codewarrior for Net Yaroze
(Please note that the version that ships when you order Codewarrior with 



your Net Yaroze in 2.03, and this is for Power Macintosh only. If you are 
using an older 68K Mac you should download the upgrade to version 2.1 
which supports 68K Macs. However, you should really be using a Power Mac 
for Net Yaroze development, which leads me to...
2) A Power Mac with at least 32MB of RAM. The Codewarrior Integrated 
Development Environment is pretty memory-hungry.
3) A high-speed Hayes-compatible Mac modem cable that is wired for 
hardware handshaking. (I find that the modem cable that is supplied with 
the Motorola 28.8 Mac modem works fine).
4) A 25-pin-female to 9-pin-male adaptor (available at any PC shop)
5) Preferably a copy of Softwindows or Virtual PC so that you can run the 
sound and graphics conversion tools supplied on the Net Yaroze Software 
Development CD. In fact, with Softwindows or Virtual PC you could use all 
the development tools supplied by Sony as if you were using a real PC. 
I've tried it and it works, but I won't go into the details here.

Step 1: Installation
---------------------
Install the Codewarrior software onto the Mac from the Codewarrior for 
Net Yaroze CD.
Double-click on the CW for Net Yaroze Installer icon to run the 
installation program. If your CD drive supports dual-partition CDs, you 
may see 2 CD icons appear on the desktop when you insert the Codewarrior 
CD. If so, first double-click on the 'Metrowerks' CD icon (not the 
"PS_NY" icon, which contains the PC version of Codewarrior)

**Note: you might like to go straight to Step 4 before Steps 2 and 3. 
Step 4 is about installing the Net Yaroze Runtime Library used in 
developing your own projects

Step 2 Check that your Mac->Yaroze connection is working OK.
------------------------------------------------------------
Set up your Net Yaroze hardware as described in the Net Yaroze manual. 
Make sure the Net Yaroze access card is in memory slot 1.
Connect the round 8-pin end of your modem cable to the Mac modem port. 
Connect the 25-pin end to the 25-pin end of the adaptor. Connect the 
9-pin end of the adaptor to the 9-pin end of the Net Yaroze serial cable. 
Make sure the other end of the Net Yaroze serial cable is correctly 
connected to the Net Yaroze. Switch on or reset the Net Yaroze, and wait 
for the brick background to appear on the TV screen.

Open the 'Codewarrior for Net Yaroze' folder that was placed on your hard 
disk in Step 1. Inside, you will find a folder called 'Other Metrowerks 
Tools'. Here there should be a program called PSComUtil, which allows the 
Mac to connect to the Yaroze and download programs to it.

Double-click on the PSComUtil icon and you should get a message saying: 
"Connecting to Playstation". If this fails, try again by selecting 
Reconnect in the Edit menu. If everything is working OK you should have a 
connection established. If not, check the following:
a) check that the Net Yaroze boot CD is in the Yaroze CD drive. Most 
people's boot CDs are black, but mine was light blue! Make sure you 
haven't got the wrong CD in the Yaroze.
b) on PSComUtil on the Mac, go into Preferences in the Edit menu. Make 
sure that Modem Port is selected for the Port setting. If you do not have 
a memory card in memory slot 2 on the Yaroze, make sure that the Boot 
Speed is set to 9600 Kbps. Debug Speed should be set to whatever the 
highest baud rate your Mac supports. It should work with a setting of 
115.2 Kbs. If not, try lowering it to 56 Kbps.
After checking a) and b), try to Reconnect again (Edit menu). If you are 
using the correct modem cable and use the settings given above, you 
should get a connection.

Step 3: Download a test file



----------------------------
With PSComUtil still running, and with a connection established to the 
Yaroze, choose 'Download Program' from the 'Program Execution' menu. 
Select the file called 'NY.pxe' in the 'Check' folder inside 'Net Yaroze 
Examples' 
(Note: the Codewarrior manual is wrong here. The file you want is called 
'NY.pxe', *not* 'Check')

You should get a message saying 'Download Successful'
Select 'Run' from the 'Program Execution' menu. After a brief pause you 
should see a bouncing ball on the TV screen accompanied by some music

Reset the Yaroze when you've finished playing with the test file.

Step 4: Compiling the Net Yaroze Runtime Library
-------------------------------------------------
Put the Net Yaroze Sofware Development disc in your Mac CD drive. There 
should be a folder called 'PSX' on the CD. Inside the PSX folder are two 
folders of interest: LIB and INCLUDE. 
a) Copy the contents of the CD's PSX\LIB folder to the folder called 
'Lib' in the 'Net Yaroze Support'  folder which is in the main 
'Metrowerks Codewarrior' folder on your Mac hard disk. The LIB folder on 
the Yaroze CD should contain  2 files: 'libps.a' and 'specs', and a 
folder called 'ldscript'. Make sure you copy all of these. Make sure you 
only copy the contents of the LIB folder, not the folder itself
b) Copy the contents of the CD's PSX\INCLUDE folder to the folder called 
'Include' in the 'Net Yaroze Support' folder on the Mac hard disk. The 
INCLUDE folder on the Yaroze CD should contain 23 files and a directory 
called 'sys'. Make sure you copy all of these. Copy only the contents of 
the INCLUDE folder, not the folder itself.

c) Double-click on the 'NetYarozeLibConvert.prj' file on your Mac hard 
disk. It is in:
Codewarrior Examples\Net Yaroze Examples\Net Yaroze Lib Convert
The Codewarrior Project window should appear. In the Project window, 
select the file 'Libps.a' and choose 'Compile' from the 'Project' menu.
You should find that a new file called 'Libps.a.lib' has been created in 
the 'Lib' folder in 'Net Yaroze Support' to which you copied files in 
step a)

d) You can test that this library has been correctly compiled by opening 
the 'Check' project (the file is check.prj in Net Yaroze Examples\Check) 
in Codewarrior and recompiling it (choosed 'Compile' from the 'Project' 
menu).

If you have any problems, make sure that you copied all of the files from 
the Yaroze Software development disc to the correct locations on the Mac, 
as outlined above.

Hope this is useful

Phil
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--MESSAGE FILE 547 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000284html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 16:25:08 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 21



Message-ID: <355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gfs0-034.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Robert Swan wrote:

> PS, I think from what James Shaugnessy found out that there is a
> quicker way of drawing one by one dots, and that is to have a 1x1
> pixel large sprite, and use that instead of boxes. You can alter the
> r,g,b member attributes of the GsSPRITEs to get different hued dots.
> Although, thinking about it now, James was not using boxes in the
> first place, so maybe its worth checking if sprites are faster.

I'm pretty darned sure that GsSPRITEs (min. size 4x1?) are faster than
GsBOXFs. Also fairly sure that GsLINEs with x0,x1 and y0,y1 co-ordinates
identical will be faster than GsBOXFs (though untested).
The quickest way to do particle/star effects (but probably the least
friendly) is to muck about with a u_short[x*y] array and use LoadImage
to plonk it on the screen.
I think each direct pixel (16bit) is arranged:
             [STPFLAG] [BBBBB] [GGGGG] [RRRRR]

Check the little yellow book for more details...

James (~mrfrosty).
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--MESSAGE FILE 548 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000285html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 18:25:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <355B2918.417D7F3C@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Thanks to everyone who have gone to the trouble
in replying to my initial problem.

But, my GpuPktArea query seems to have gone
unnoticed. For me, that is now proving to be
quite confusing.

-- 
jc
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--MESSAGE FILE 549 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000286html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 21:10:22 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <355b5c8b.297920@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p40-crane-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Thanks Robert,

That works a treat ! I new it had to be something simple in the end
and there was me thinking that I was going to have to bugger about
with matrices and the like.

I have stayed with using boxes for now as I haven't got around to
playing with sprites yet ( well I had a go, but we won't talk about
that ..... ). What I've done is to package up my starfield routines
into a library which is probably completely OTT but now means I can
easily create and animate my starfields with a couple of function
calls.  Its all in my ftp area if anyones interested just check the
web page http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting.

Now its back to fixing some of my game logic which I broke the other
day.....sigh......

Richard.
( richard.cutting@virgin.net )

On Thu, 14 May 1998 04:41:30 +0100, Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
wrote:

>Hi Richard, I was wondering when Id see your presence on here after
>onedotzero...
>I also have to say I think you're progressing pretty darned fast, which
>is nice to see.
>
>What is happening is this -
>normal screen coordinates are (0,0) top left of screen to (320,240)
>bottom right, but when you use initialise the screen for 3d graphics
>with GsInit3D(), then the origin moves to the center of the screen,
>so all you have to do is draw your rectangles from (-160,-120) to
>(160,120)!!
>
>PS, I think from what James Shaugnessy found out that there is a 
>quicker way of drawing one by one dots, and that is to have a 1x1
>pixel large sprite, and use that instead of boxes. You can alter the
>r,g,b member attributes of the GsSPRITEs to get different hued dots.
>Although, thinking about it now, James was not using boxes in the 
>first place, so maybe its worth checking if sprites are faster.
>
>Robert Swan
>rs108@mdx.ac.uk
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
>
>(btw, you put your web site up at 1am. Im replying to this at 
>4.49am. Im staying up all night at uni (yawn))
>
>Richard Cutting wrote:
>> 
>> I'm writing a 3d shoot em up game and I want the background to be a
>> pretty backdrop of stars.  I've coded the stars as 1 * 1 rectangles
>> which get bunged into the OT using GsSortBoxFill.  They are being



>> displayed but what is happening is that they are all appearing in a
>> small box in the lower right hand corner of the screen. I am assigning
>> each star random co-ordinates using something like x = rand()%320, y =
>> rand()%256.  I know that I have to do something to the co-ordinates to
>> map them into 3d space ( i.e the whole screen ) but I cannot determine
>> what. Can anyone help please !!!
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--MESSAGE FILE 550 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000287html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 01:05:01 +0100
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

James Rutherford wrote:
> Robert Swan wrote:
> > PS, I think from what James Shaughnessy found out that there is a
> > quicker way of drawing one by one dots, and that is to have a 1x1
> > pixel large sprite, and use that instead of boxes. You can alter the
> > r,g,b member attributes of the GsSPRITEs to get different hued dots.
> > Although, thinking about it now, James was not using boxes in the
> > first place, so maybe its worth checking if sprites are faster.
> 
> I'm pretty darned sure that GsSPRITEs (min. size 4x1?) are faster than
> GsBOXFs. Also fairly sure that GsLINEs with x0,x1 and y0,y1 

I originally was using ClearImages to draw single pixels which was
MERDE slow (about 1 HSync just for one single call! NEVER use this for
plotting, but as James R says an array[x*y] for a section of screen is
a top way for area plotting with a single LoadImage to slap it over).
Indeed now I use a 1x1 sprite to plot pixels (and change rgb members as
you say Robert to alter the colour -- nice to see you notice my
'technique', oo'er) which I would say would be much faster than a 1x1
BOXF.  A 1x1 GsSPRITE is perfectly legal by the way (my Grav bullets
are all GsSPRITES), and I think you can re-use the single sprite to
draw hundreds of pixels in one go -- just keep reSORTing it into the
OT after each manipulation (please correct me if I'm wrong).

Just one thing I'd like to say as I've been reminded by the array[x*y]
thing.  This may be old news but here a little hint that assembly coders
will no-doubt know about.  Say you have an array for a full screen:

array[320*240];

As everyone knows you access a coordinate with the formula: x+y*320
WRONG! It is much quicker to do x+y*256+y*64 (but using BITSHIFTS) to
avoid doing a (relatively slow) multiplication, like so:

offset = x+(y<<8)+(y<<6); // for a screen 256+64=320 pixels wide

Bit-shifts look scary to C newcomers (like when they first see the



code for the PadRead function) but THEY ARE THE WAY FORWARD FOLKS!
Use and Abuse 'em!!

Jim

PS I'll do some benchmarks on this soon for those who're interested..
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
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--MESSAGE FILE 551 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000288html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 01:26:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

This is so true. I used to program assembly on my Atari STE and I found that
for fast graphics I had to use shifting. I took those ideas over to C
programming when I started on that. It's amazing how many programmers don't
bother with this sort of thing just because of the power of the processors.
If games (PC, PSX or whatever) where still programmed using those speed
enhancing tips from assembly programmers working on slower machines the game
would not need half as much processing power that they do these days.

JohnT

>Just one thing I'd like to say as I've been reminded by the array[x*y]
>thing.  This may be old news but here a little hint that assembly coders
>will no-doubt know about.  Say you have an array for a full screen:
>
>array[320*240];
>
>As everyone knows you access a coordinate with the formula: x+y*320
>WRONG! It is much quicker to do x+y*256+y*64 (but using BITSHIFTS) to
>avoid doing a (relatively slow) multiplication, like so:
>
>offset = x+(y<<8)+(y<<6); // for a screen 256+64=320 pixels wide
>
>Bit-shifts look scary to C newcomers (like when they first see the
>code for the PadRead function) but THEY ARE THE WAY FORWARD FOLKS!
>Use and Abuse 'em!!
>
>Jim
>
>PS I'll do some benchmarks on this soon for those who're interested..
>--
>-----------------------------------------
>James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
>-----------------------------------------



--MESSAGE FILE 551 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000288html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 552 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000289html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: 15 May 1998 02:31:16 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <slrn6lna7j.qab.tjs@indy16.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com> 
<6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: indy16.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.5.1 UNIX)

On Fri, 15 May 1998 01:26:46 +0100, JohnT <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>This is so true. I used to program assembly on my Atari STE and I found that
>for fast graphics I had to use shifting. I took those ideas over to C
>programming when I started on that. It's amazing how many programmers don't
>bother with this sort of thing just because of the power of the processors.
>If games (PC, PSX or whatever) where still programmed using those speed
>enhancing tips from assembly programmers working on slower machines the game
>would not need half as much processing power that they do these days.

The STE was a 68000 processor, right? That would mean a table lookup
would have been faster than shifts, which would have been faster than
those wonderful 68 (or there abouts...) cycle multiplies.

on the R3000, shifts are still faster than multiplies, although the
processor isn't sitting idle during that time, so if you can use the
delay slots, then you don't lose out.

the fact is though, that all optimising compilers will take constant
multiplies and turn them into shifts if it's faster to do it that way.

the other thing is that it's optimisation on an algorithmic level,
rather than on an instruction level that gives most performance
improvements.

so basically, if you're writing anything other than assembly, it's not
worth the extra effort to write things out explicitly as shifts. in
fact they *might* confuse the compiler, so that the end result is worse.

caches, better processors, and optimising compilers mean that
optimisation techniques of 5-10 years ago are much less useful than
they were.

toby.
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--MESSAGE FILE 553 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000290html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "dr Z" <gsauve@sie.qc.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: 15 May 1998 04:04:48 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 83
Message-ID: <01bca867$ef75bda0$1eb6e9cd@lausauvege>



References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com> 
<6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sie-182-30.sie.qc.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

This is a little off topic but now on Pentium and on Power PC processors,
using Y*320 instead of Y<<8 + Y<<6 is faster because of the cost of
stalling the processor and the less cycles used by the multiplication
instruction. And I agree that there is a lot of room for optimisation these
days.

Now, on a more related topic, could it be more faster and memory efficient
to use GsLines instead of sprites or GsBOXFs. A line uses less packets in
the WorkBase and the GPU doesn't have to do a look-up in VRAM. You could
use a GsGLINE with the semi-transparency rate set to 1xback + 1xforward and
a width of 2 to 4 to simulate the blur of a fast moving stars.

something like:

GsGLINE TheLine;
 
TheLine.attribute = (1<<30)+(1<<28);
TheLine.x0 = 0;
TheLine.y0 = random(240);
TheLine.x1 = 4;
TheLine.y1 = TheLine.y0;
TheLine.r0 = TheLine.g0 = TheLine.b0 = 0xFF;
TheLine.r1 = TheLine.g1= TheLine.b1 = 0;

To speed things up a little bit, you could put the GsLINE ( or other
structure ) used many times in the Data-Cache of the CPU so it would be
faster to copy it in the OT.

Ex:

// somewhere in the program

#define MaxStars 500

typedef struct Star{
    short X,Y;
}Star;

Star Stars[MaxStars];

//initialisation of the Star array
register u_long i;
for (i=0;i<MaxStars;i++)
    {
    Stars[i].X = random(MaxXRes );
    Stars[i].Y = random(MaxYRes );
    }

// in the drawing proc
register GsGLINE  *TheLine = (GsGLINE*)0x1F800000; // Map to the logical
memory space of the D-Cache
register u_long i;
register u_short StarsPri = 16383;
register Star *TheStar;
 
TheLine->attribute = (1<<30)+(1<<28);
TheLine->r0 = TheLine->g0 = TheLine->b0 = 0xFF;



TheLine->r1 = TheLine->g1= TheLine->b1 = 0;

// the drawing loop should look like this
for (i=0;i<MaxStars;i++)
    {
    TheStar = &Stars[i];
    if ( (TheStar->X += 4) > MaxXRes )
        {
        TheStar->X = -4;
        TheStar->Y = random(MaxYRes);
        }
    TheLine->x1 = (TheLine->x0 = TheStar->X) + 4;
    TheLine->y1 = TheLine->y0 = TheStar->Y;
    GsSortGLine(TheLine,ActiveOTPtr,StarsPri); 
    }

This way, only setting the X and Y attributes and passing the pointers to
GsSortGLine should be faster in accessing half the main memory than before.
Anyway, I'll take a look at your library sometime soon.

Germain ( doctor Z ) Sauv�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

P.S. Excuse my crappy english.  
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--MESSAGE FILE 554 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000291html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: 15 May 1998 05:58:35 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <slrn6lnmc8.s51.tjs@indy16.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com> 
<6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01bca867$ef75bda0$1eb6e9cd@lausauvege>
NNTP-Posting-Host: indy16.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.5.1 UNIX)

On 15 May 1998 04:04:48 GMT, dr Z <gsauve@sie.qc.ca> wrote:
>This is a little off topic but now on Pentium and on Power PC processors,
>using Y*320 instead of Y<<8 + Y<<6 is faster because of the cost of
>stalling the processor and the less cycles used by the multiplication
>instruction. And I agree that there is a lot of room for optimisation these
>days.
>
>Now, on a more related topic, could it be more faster and memory efficient
>to use GsLines instead of sprites or GsBOXFs. A line uses less packets in
>the WorkBase and the GPU doesn't have to do a look-up in VRAM. You could
>use a GsGLINE with the semi-transparency rate set to 1xback + 1xforward and
>a width of 2 to 4 to simulate the blur of a fast moving stars.
 
The blur is a definite bonus, but:
 
1) There's a special sprite primitive for 1x1 sprites, which is both
   smaller in terms of GPU packets, and which _should_ be faster for
   the GPU to draw.
2) The GPU texture cache should mean that there's only 1 read from VRAM.
 
The fastest way, i think, would be to build an OT with a length of 1



(or several, if you want many priorities). render MAX_STARS lines (or
sprites) into it, and then update the packet data to change the
coordinates and the num element of the GsOT_TAG structure to change the
number of stars drawn. then, sort the OT into the master OT, and just
draw it.

toby.
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--MESSAGE FILE 555 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000292html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting started on the Mac
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 09:52:30 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <1d91kgq.x0g9mwipenn9N@[194.151.88.142]>
References: <355AFE5A.146@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.142
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

I copied it as reference material, Is there already a group of mac users
that work with each other? In that case we can help eacho ther better!

DEnnis.. 
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--MESSAGE FILE 556 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000293html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 13:07:21 +0100
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <355C2FF9.26F4@manc.u-net.com>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com> 
<6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn6lna7j.qab.tjs@indy16.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Toby Sargeant wrote:
> on the R3000, shifts are still faster than multiplies, although the
> processor isn't sitting idle during that time, so if you can use the
> delay slots, then you don't lose out.
> the fact is though, that all optimising compilers will take constant
> multiplies and turn them into shifts if it's faster to do it that way.

Have I been shot down?  Are you saying that under optimisation all
compilers will turn x*320 into x<<8+x<<6?  What about 336?  Would it
do x<<8+x<<6+x<<4 or leave it as MUL?  Will they also turn x+=1 into
x++?  Will they know if x+=2 is faster than x++;x++;?  Will
Dangermouse ever be captured by Baron Greenback?  I guess
compiler engineering has come a long way since the early days.
I remember when it were all fields, and you got free milk at school
etc. etc.



Now I REALLY need to do some benchmarks on this!
(Compiler engineering that is, not urban redevelopment)

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 556 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000293html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 557 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000294html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World (+ faster code hint!)
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 13:20:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6jhbut$f4o4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355B0CD4.2A85@writeme.com> <355B86AD.3C0@manc.u-net.com> 
<6jg24u$f4o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01bca867$ef75bda0$1eb6e9cd@lausauvege>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

dr Z wrote in message <01bca867$ef75bda0$1eb6e9cd@lausauvege>...
>This is a little off topic but now on Pentium and on Power PC processors,
>using Y*320 instead of Y<<8 + Y<<6 is faster because of the cost of
>stalling the processor and the less cycles used by the multiplication
>instruction. And I agree that there is a lot of room for optimisation these
>days.
>
This is only true if your compiler links in the FPU libraries. Granted, most
do use an emulated library that first detects if an FPU is used and uses it
if it is.

JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 557 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000294html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 558 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000295html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 19:08:33 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <355C84A0.ADE95B52@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-11.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>

James Chow wrote:

> Maybe the original post wasn't too clear.
> Let me try again.
>
> Why does, declaring any of the following
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][31];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][63];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][255];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][511];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][1023];
>
> (...you get the idea...)
>
> lock up the program?
> Even if it is just one line.

Sorry, I was talking crap in my last posting anyway.  I saw the 2^n
thing and started thinking Ordering Tables instead of GPU packets. Doh!

Anyhow your declarations seem fine.  Personally, I allocate packet space
with malloc() rather than using arrays, but I originally started with a
[2][4096] array which worked without worries.

I am interested to know why you are choosing your array sizes to have
2^n-1 elements.
It shouldn't matter if your packet space is big enough, but wouldn't it
be nicer to use nicely rounded numbers?  The PSX does tend to hang
though if your packet space is too small.

I'm at work at the moment, so I don't have my Yaroze here.  I check it
out at home tonight, and if I can figure out what's going wrong I'll get
back.

Herbs.

--MESSAGE FILE 558 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000295html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 559 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000296html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 02:51:28 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1605980251280001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <354D8AA7.17CA37C6@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<354E298F.2865CC25@netmagic.net> <354E4EA8.A92F3D10@chowfam.demon.co.uk> <wal-
ya02408000R1205980301160001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-240.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0



If anyone is still interested, I uploaded a diagram of the way I think
VSync() return values work, for VSync(0) and VSync(1). Go to my web page
(listed below) and click on "Misc".

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 559 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000296html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 560 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000297html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 02:59:10 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1605980259100001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-240.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>, James Chow
<james@chowfam.demon.co.uk> wrote:

> Maybe the original post wasn't too clear.
> Let me try again.
> 
> Why does, declaring any of the following
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][31];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][63];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][255];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][511];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][1023];
> 
> (...you get the idea...)
> 
> lock up the program?
> Even if it is just one line.

Hmmm. Since PACKET is char-sized, do you think the compiler is aligning the
second row on an odd-byte boundary, which might mess up GsSetWorkBase()? It
doesn't seem likely to me, but if you want to check, look at
&GpuPktArea[1][0] in the debugger and see what you get. I don't even know
if passing an odd address to GsSetWorkBase() is OK or not.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 560 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000297html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 561 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000298html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 16:13:11 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 70
Message-ID: <355db8b0.377766@www.playstation.co.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355b5c8b.297920@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup15.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

One of the things I mean to do in the very near future was do my own
starfield routine, but once again I got beaten to it. (or should I say
I wanted to do it, but was too lazzy, and seeing someone else do it
made me feel stupid!).

There are ways you can edit your routine to avoid one of the
'problems' of your routine, which is that you only have planes of
stars, ie, a load moving a one pixel per update, the next lot at two,
three or four or whatever. (you may want this effect...)

To make every star move at its own speed then you have a scaled system
which involves bit shifting. (I agree with James Shaughnessy, bit
shiufting rules the world).

ok, I will implement a demo of this myself at some point, starfields
being very useful, but it goes something like this -

Original method (stars move single pixel values only)

typedef struct
{
long x, y;
long dx, dy;
} star;

// where x,y = real screen coords
// dx, dy = movement values in pixels

stardemo.x += stardemo.dx;
stardemo.y += stardemo.dy;

// and then use a routine to draw the star, ie -

drawStar(stardemo.x stardemo.y);

OK, nice new version, which scales everything up by 256 times...

typedef struct
{
long x, y;
long dx, dy;
} newstar;

// where x,y = real screen coords * 256
// dx, dy = movement values in pixels * 256

stardemo.x += stardemo.dx;
stardemo.y += stardemo.dy;

// and then use a routine to draw the star, ie -

drawStar(stardemo.x >> 8, stardemo.y >> 8);

what this means is that if dx or dy = 256, then when it comes to
drawing them on screen, they will still only have moved one pixel.
With this method you can have dx or dy as, say, 255, which means that
they will be  a tiny bit slower than normal. Um, maybe this isnt clear



so much now...!

I use this method in my revolution game (on the 3rd + 4th levels, if
you can get there) and I think scaling systems are explained a lot
better on James Rutherford's page under the resource link - check out

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty

which is where I learnt about them.

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
--MESSAGE FILE 561 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000298html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 562 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000299html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 19:40:15 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <355deaf9.13252372@www.playstation.co.uk>
References: <355a3dc2.2999054@news.playstation.co.uk> <355A67EA.137C@mdx.ac.uk> 
<355b5c8b.297920@news.playstation.co.uk> <355db8b0.377766@www.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup10.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Ok, ive put up a demo to show this. Its not optimised at all, but it
shows that every star has its own speed. hope it helps
Look in the downloads section on my page, its the first up there.

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
--MESSAGE FILE 562 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000299html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 563 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000300html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: ICQ
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 23:08:05 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1d959im.wclh1ktyb6t0N@a1-88-130.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-130.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Antonio can't download ICQ from the site. Is there a PC-member that will
mail him the PC version of ICQ? Don'ty sent it to me (so don't reply) I
use a mac.
Please mail it to:

omoliner@lesein.es

Thanks!!
--MESSAGE FILE 563 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000300html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 564 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000301html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 23:17:37 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <355E1081.827D66E9@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980259100001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-31.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

> Hmmm. Since PACKET is char-sized, do you think the compiler is aligning the
> second row on an odd-byte boundary, which might mess up GsSetWorkBase()? It
> doesn't seem likely to me, but if you want to check, look at
> &GpuPktArea[1][0] in the debugger and see what you get. I don't even know
> if passing an odd address to GsSetWorkBase() is OK or not.
>
> --
> wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
> <http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>

Isn't PACKET int-sized rather that char-sized?  In which case it will be
aligned correctly.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 564 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000301html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 565 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000302html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: 17 May 1998 16:32:00 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 30
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6jmvtg$3691@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 17 May 1998 15:36:47 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA00749
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Sun, 17 May 1998 16:35:06 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi there,

It's an unsigned char.

Regards,



George@SCEE

From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>

Isn't PACKET int-sized rather that char-sized?  In which case it will be
aligned correctly.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 565 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000302html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 566 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000303html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: 17 May 1998 16:37:38 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 37
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6jn082$36o1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 17 May 1998 15:42:24 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA03003
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Sun, 17 May 1998 16:40:44 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi all,

I did a star field in Star Fighter and the full source for this game has
been available for a year now.  Check out star.c for the routine.
First try and guess by playing the game how it was done then check
out the source.  Everyone guesses it wrong.....

Regards,

George@SCEE

From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners

One of the things I mean to do in the very near future was do my own
starfield routine, but once again I got beaten to it. (or should I say
I wanted to do it, but was too lazzy, and seeing someone else do it
made me feel stupid!).

Robert Swan



rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

--MESSAGE FILE 566 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000303html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 567 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000304html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Hoffmann Liu" <homles@wownet.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Mon, 18 May 1998 16:49:49 +0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6josdg$56j6@scea>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net> <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<6ingu7$jpr28@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01bd7848$9c948740$273c63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.79.17.211
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.1

Peter Dollochan ????? <01bd7848$9c948740$273c63c3@default>...
>Hey James,
>download it at
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/

Hi ... I can't access netyaroze-europe .... I'm in SCEA ....

Can you mail it to homles@wownet.net or put it on FTP site ?

Thanks

--MESSAGE FILE 567 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000304html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 568 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000305html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: SIOCONS dowloads
Date: Mon, 18 May 1998 22:28:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3560b4ab.33070877@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6ihu7l$jpr4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354c8cac.36427568@news.scea.sony.com> <6ijsl4$jpr20@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354E250E.CE6A48BD@netmagic.net> <354F38BF.BD6EDDEE@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<6ingu7$jpr28@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01bd7848$9c948740$273c63c3@default> 
<6josdg$56j6@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-167.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Yo' Hoffman,
   Your welcome, but I had to look pretty hard to pick out the thank
you, look at what you sent me in your e-mail: :-)



+ADwAIQ-DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC +ACI--//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN+ACIAPg-
+ADw-HTML+AD4-+ADw-HEAD+AD4- +ADw-META content+AD0AIg-text/html+ADs-
charset+AD0-utf-7+ACI-http-equiv+AD0-Content-Type+AD4- +ADw-META
content+AD0-'+ACI-MSHTML 4.72.3110.2+ACI-'name+AD0-GENERATOR+AD4-
+ADw-/HEAD+AD4-+ADw-BODYbgColor+AD0AIw-ffffff+AD4-+ADw-DIV+AD4APA-FONT
color+AD0AIw-000000 size+AD0-2+AD4AJg-gt+ADs- Hope I am not
duplicating other's efforts...+ADw-/FONT+AD4APA-/DIV+AD4-
+ADw-DIV+AD4APA-FONTcolor+AD0AIw-000000size+AD0-2+AD4APA-/FONT
+AD4AJg-nbsp+ADsAPA-/DIV+AD4- +ADw-DIV+AD4APA-FONT
color+AD0AIw-000000 size+AD0-2+AD4-Thank you very much for sending
this great tool for me+ACEAPA-/FONT+AD4APA-/DIV+AD4-
+ADw-DIV+AD4APA-FONTcolor+AD0AIw-000000size+AD0-2+AD4APA
-/FONT+AD4AJg-nbsp+ADsAPA-/DIV+AD4- +ADw-DIV+AD4APA-FONT
color+AD0AIw-000000size+AD0-2+AD4-Hoffmann+ADw-/FONT
+AD4APA-/DIV+AD4APA-/BODY+AD4APA-/HTML+AD4- 

    That is the wackiest e-mail I have ever seen , what OS are you
using? I have never received nor seen anything quite like this... :-))
Would be interesting to know why your note was translated into such a
jumbled mess... 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 568 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000305html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 569 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000306html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Plotting 2D Boxes in a 3D World
Date: Tue, 19 May 1998 19:15:50 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <355f5830.1415437@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6jn082$36o1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p52-bittern-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On 17 May 1998 16:37:38 +0100, George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

>          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 17 May 1998 15:42:24 UT
> by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id QAA03003
> for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Sun, 17 May 1998 16:40:44 +0100 (BST)
>From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
>To: news@playstation.co.uk
>Content-Disposition: inline
>
>
>Hi all,
>
>I did a star field in Star Fighter and the full source for this game has
>been available for a year now.  Check out star.c for the routine.
>First try and guess by playing the game how it was done then check
>out the source.  Everyone guesses it wrong.....
>
>Regards,
>
>George@SCEE
>

Where can I find this on the web site ?  I'm curious now....

Richard.



--MESSAGE FILE 569 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000306html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 570 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000307html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about VSync.
Date: Wed, 20 May 1998 21:16:46 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <3563807E.BCCFB33E@mail.datasys.net>
References: <354C8851.709D2E83@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<6ij6jd$jpr18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 299.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

JohnT wrote:
> 
> Ok James, it seems you are slightly confused here which is not surprising
> considering the poor information contained in the Yaroze manuals! vsyncs and
> hsyncs are nothing to do with the Yaroze display that you use in your
> demo/game. They are in fact hardware timings for the TV display. The Yaroze
> can sync itself to these timings. An hsync is the horizontal time for a beam
> to travel across the TV screen and the vsync is the overall time for the to
> reset to the top left corner after reaching the bottom right. It is usual
> for any gaming system that displays to a TV set to use the vsync time to
> refresh the display to create a flicker free image. The PAL system has more
> vertical definition at a cost of speed. 312 lines is probably right and the
> 311 figure is probably due to computers counting from 0 (I.E. 0 - 311 = 312
> lines) NTSC has less lines so it can work faster to reduce flicker even
> further. (Typical of the Americans, if it can't be bigger it has to be
> faster!)

Well, ACTUALLY the real reason for the difference in VSync times
vetween NTSC and PAL has to do with when the formats were first being
developed. In the United States, the AC power is 120v at 60Hz. So to
make the TV's easier to build, they made the refresh at 60hz
interlaced. Now, if we were developing the standard now, the
frequiency of the AC power would matter at all, but back then it
mattered alot. Well, guess what Hz most european power ran at? You
guessed it - 50Hz. 
Don't say you never learned anything from Net Yaroze. :)

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 570 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000307html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 571 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000308html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 10:07:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Can anyone recommend any particular software packages
to me?
I'm looking for one of each of the tools.
That is 2D paint program, 3D modelling program, and a
sound creation tool.

I don't particularly want I lot of functionality, but
must provide more than the most basic functions.
Microsoft Paint would come in the category of not enough
functionality.
Also, as a "beginner" I'm looking at ease of use of the
provided utilities. Ideally, if the 2D and 3D stuff is
integrated then that would be a bonus.

One problem. Cost. I don't want to fork out a fortune
to buy these tools, as they are only for "home" use.
Yes, I've looked at the Kinetix software, and output
quality is AAA standard, and I have no doubt that they
are great products - but there is NO WAY I can afford
even the reduced prices.
I have around 100UKP, but I'm looking to cover all 3
tools. Also, I'm not really bothered if it's
freeware/shareware.

TIA.
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 571 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000308html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 572 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000309html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 11:13:38 +0100
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <35654FD2.829ABBBF@micronetics.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.160
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

James,



For 2d I would recommend Paint Shop Pro V5.
For Audio have a look at sound forge.
I don't really know much about midi packages.

There are a lot of free 3d models out there.  I believe that a
commercial modelling package was given away recently on a magazine cover
disk that you may be able to track down.
Nice thing about psp5 and sound forge is you can try before you buy, but
they're definitely worth it.

Cheers

Jim

James Chow wrote:
> 
> Can anyone recommend any particular software packages
> to me?
> I'm looking for one of each of the tools.
> That is 2D paint program, 3D modelling program, and a
> sound creation tool.
> 
> I don't particularly want I lot of functionality, but
> must provide more than the most basic functions.
> Microsoft Paint would come in the category of not enough
> functionality.
> Also, as a "beginner" I'm looking at ease of use of the
> provided utilities. Ideally, if the 2D and 3D stuff is
> integrated then that would be a bonus.
> 
> One problem. Cost. I don't want to fork out a fortune
> to buy these tools, as they are only for "home" use.
> Yes, I've looked at the Kinetix software, and output
> quality is AAA standard, and I have no doubt that they
> are great products - but there is NO WAY I can afford
> even the reduced prices.
> I have around 100UKP, but I'm looking to cover all 3
> tools. Also, I'm not really bothered if it's
> freeware/shareware.
> 
> TIA.
> --
> jc
--MESSAGE FILE 572 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000309html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 573 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000310html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: 22 May 1998 16:14:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <6k489l$4p34@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<35654FD2.829ABBBF@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n28.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/35654FD2.829ABBBF@micronetics.com



Jre.  I believe that a
>commercial modelling package was given away recently on a magazine cover
>disk that you may be able to track down.
>N

Truespace version 1 was given away with PC Review (should sell back issues)

--MESSAGE FILE 573 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000310html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 574 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000311html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 18:59:13 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <1d9fhru.96tpu51xmfj28N@a1-88-135.a1.nl>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-135.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 31 days)

James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk> wrote:

> Can anyone recommend any particular software packages
> to me?
> I'm looking for one of each of the tools.
> That is 2D paint program, 3D modelling program, and a
> sound creation tool.

2D = Adobe Photoshop is probably most used (and very proffesional)
3D = 3D Studio rules, Cinema4D XL is a cheaper option (with great
options too) and otherwise maybe Lightwave.

> I don't particularly want I lot of functionality, but
> must provide more than the most basic functions.
> Microsoft Paint would come in the category of not enough
> functionality.
> Also, as a "beginner" I'm looking at ease of use of the
> provided utilities. Ideally, if the 2D and 3D stuff is
> integrated then that would be a bonus.

Don't even think about CorelDraw!

> One problem. Cost. I don't want to fork out a fortune
> to buy these tools, as they are only for "home" use.
> Yes, I've looked at the Kinetix software, and output
> quality is AAA standard, and I have no doubt that they
> are great products - but there is NO WAY I can afford
> even the reduced prices.
> I have around 100UKP, but I'm looking to cover all 3
> tools. Also, I'm not really bothered if it's
> freeware/shareware.

Try to get older versions of the software. Like Photoshop, that recently
launced version 5.0. I still use the 3.0 version that in my opinion is
still perfect and not to complicated. This version is sometimes for sale
in Holland for 100 guilders. Thats not even 30 Uk pounds. And for that
money you do have a proffesional package.

DEnnis..



--MESSAGE FILE 574 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000311html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 575 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000312html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 19:17:51 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <3565C14D.D5A4108A@compuserve.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld16-145.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

For 3d, PC Format gave away Assymetrix 3d on their April Issue (no 81).

For 2d, get Paint Shop pro, or again PC Format gave away
Adobe PhotoDeluxe 1.1 on their May Issue (no 82).

For sound Check Out Harmony Central  http://harmony-central.com/

The number to phone for PC Format Back Issues is
01458 271129 (theyll cost you a fiver each)

Cheers

Nick

James Chow wrote:

> Can anyone recommend any particular software packages
> to me?
> I'm looking for one of each of the tools.
> That is 2D paint program, 3D modelling program, and a
> sound creation tool.
>
> I don't particularly want I lot of functionality, but
> must provide more than the most basic functions.
> Microsoft Paint would come in the category of not enough
> functionality.
> Also, as a "beginner" I'm looking at ease of use of the
> provided utilities. Ideally, if the 2D and 3D stuff is
> integrated then that would be a bonus.
>
> One problem. Cost. I don't want to fork out a fortune
> to buy these tools, as they are only for "home" use.
> Yes, I've looked at the Kinetix software, and output
> quality is AAA standard, and I have no doubt that they
> are great products - but there is NO WAY I can afford
> even the reduced prices.
> I have around 100UKP, but I'm looking to cover all 3
> tools. Also, I'm not really bothered if it's
> freeware/shareware.
>
> TIA.
> --
> jc



--MESSAGE FILE 575 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000312html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 576 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000313html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 15:43:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <35658d26.38518228@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-75.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   So, you be a poor boy, eh? ;-) O.k., I have a bunch of links off my
website for financially-challenged sorts. I'll summarize what I use
here:

3D- True Space 3. 
   The discussion about 3D Studio vs, TS3 has occured many times...
Heck, if you have $10,000 to spend, buy SoftImage. For $300-$400, you
can have TS3, which exports in every PSX format except TOD. 3D Studio
doesn't  do that, but it does export in TOD. You'll pay $800 for 3D
Studio Animator, plus another $1000 for Max. You choose, I like TS3,
but would like to also have Max, if I had $1800 to splurge with.  
   I have seen mention of a bunch of free 3D modelers, the name Rhino
comes to mind... Scan through all the messages in the 3D sections,
you'll see them mentioned. A few mentions were in the freetalk
sections too.

2D- CorelDraw 7.0 
   I don't know why Dennis dislikes CorelDraw, it has an excellent
program for creating textures. I admit I have not put it through the
rigors yet, but it was recomended to me, and I have not been
disapointed. I also got it for $130, since version 8 is now out.
   For free, everyone knows of the shareware for PhotoShopPro 5.0.

http://www.jasc.com/pspdl.html

Sound (the true bugger of yaroze programming, IMHO)-

Wavs- Cool Edit (shareware version available, lots of tutorials about)

http://www.softseek.com/Home_Family_and_Leisure/Music/Learning
_Playing_Creating_and_Printing_Music/Review_4231_index.html

Wav forms- Gold Wave (shareware available)

http://www.goldwave.com/

Midi SEQ uses-  Here's a page with lots of tools, WinJammer was
recomended to me some time ago, but I have not tried it yet:

http://drum.warwick.ac.uk/music/drum/dosseq.html

-Matt

  



--MESSAGE FILE 576 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000313html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 577 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000314html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 15:50:38 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35659ea2.42995454@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<35658d26.38518228@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-75.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>   For free, everyone knows of the shareware for PhotoShopPro 5.0.
>
>http://www.jasc.com/pspdl.html

Make that Paint Shop Pro 5.0.

-Matt, who is not an artist!
--MESSAGE FILE 577 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000314html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 578 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000315html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 23:59:26 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1d9g27n.vg8y6l10dm1wyN@a1-88-105.a1.nl>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<35654FD2.829ABBBF@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-105.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 31 days)

> There are a lot of free 3d models out there.  I believe that a
> commercial modelling package was given away recently on a magazine cover
> disk that you may be able to track down.

This is a good one, a lot of magazines give older versions of great
software away on cover-disks. they do that so you get used to their
software and they offer nice disscounts on updates.
I know that Computer Arts sometimes gives away great software (Future
publishing).
I use Mac, and for Mac-users there is MacFormat with also a lot of free
software. I do think that Future also has a Magazine called PC Format. 
Future has great contacts and just keep an eye on their magazines.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 578 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000315html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 579 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000316html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 23:02:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3565F5DA.72800DB3@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Does Corel support .dxf?
--MESSAGE FILE 579 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000316html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 580 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000317html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 18:45:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3565c68b.53213781@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3565F5DA.72800DB3@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-75.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Does Corel support .dxf?

Oh, my brain gets so confused by all these formats... ;-)
If I am not being dense, .dxf is a 3D export format used by 3D Studio
Max, which you must then convert with a Sony tool to .rsd.  This is
for 3D objects.
   Corel Photo-Paint is a 2D application. It exports in a slew of
formats, .bmp and .pcx being the ones that are most useful for us
gamers. You take your .bmp, open it with TimTool, and you convert it
to a .tim.
   Oh my, where's the aspirin! [BG]

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 580 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000317html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 581 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000318html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Software recommendations wanted.
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 18:48:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3565c837.53642029@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35654053.37C9571E@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3565C14D.D5A4108A@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-75.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



>For sound Check Out Harmony Central  http://harmony-central.com/

    That is one awesome link Nick, no one should miss it. What a
selection of tools, even Unix users get to get in on the fun.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 581 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000318html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 582 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000319html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Profile
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 00:54:18 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <1d9k7r2.1rgay6xop5m7uN@a1-88-134.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-134.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 33 days)

Can I have all your profiles for the profilelist (if I don't already
have it)?

I'm bussy with a Public Profile List. Here you can see all the basic
info about members that sent me their profile. Lots of members already
sent me their profile. Just have a look. Tell what you want others to
know.
The next info can be made public this way:

- Name
- Membername
- Birthdate
- Email <linked>
- ICQ
- Nationality
- Home-town
- Personal Page <linked>
- NY page <linked>
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page>
- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10>
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10>
- Specialisation
- Projects
- Extra Info
- Member since
- Hot
- Not

This is for SCEE and SCEA members (and SCEI members if in English)

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/ny/profilelist.html

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

Greatings DEnnis..

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)



-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 582 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000319html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 583 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000320html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 08:59:49 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6kb4sm$hca12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!

YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
NT.

You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
look for YarozeMaster.

If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.

Happy programming!

Maurice Sibrandi
sibrandi@orion.nl

--MESSAGE FILE 583 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000320html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 584 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000321html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 08:59:49 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6kb4tk$hca15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4



YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!

YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
NT.

You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
look for YarozeMaster.

If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.

Happy programming!

Maurice Sibrandi
sibrandi@orion.nl

--MESSAGE FILE 584 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000321html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 585 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000322html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 09:01:25 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:223 scea.yaroze.freetalk:660
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:195 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:325 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:97 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:14 
scee.yaroze.beginners:322 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:4

YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!

YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
NT.

You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
look for YarozeMaster.

If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.



Happy programming!

Maurice Sibrandi
sibrandi@orion.nl

--MESSAGE FILE 585 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000322html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 586 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000323html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 21:53:27 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-70-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:224 scea.yaroze.freetalk:664
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:197 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:326 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:98 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:15 
scee.yaroze.beginners:323 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:5

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> 
> YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!
> 
> YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> NT.
> 
> You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> look for YarozeMaster.
> 
> If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> 
> Happy programming!
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi
> sibrandi@orion.nl

Hey Maurice,

I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and



couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,

any ideas?

Will
--MESSAGE FILE 586 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000323html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 587 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000324html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 19:35:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <356A2A55.8091BCF0@netmagic.net>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp3-27.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:225 scea.yaroze.freetalk:665
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:198 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:327 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:99 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:16 
scee.yaroze.beginners:324 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:6

DOH!  ^_^ The URL should be:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/

Will Atkin wrote:
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> >
> > YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!
> >
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> > Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> > and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> > Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> > Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> > NT.
> >
> > You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> > look for YarozeMaster.
> >
> > If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> >
> > Happy programming!
> >
> > Maurice Sibrandi
> > sibrandi@orion.nl
> 
> Hey Maurice,
> 
> I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
> screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and



> couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,
> 
> any ideas?
> 
> Will

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 587 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000324html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 588 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000325html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory Cards?
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 19:55:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <356C61B5.498B9E45@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Does anyone has a very simple memory card demo?

Cheers.
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 588 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000325html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 589 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000326html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: " < " <philg@easynet.co.uk>�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 00:02:25 +0100
Organization: ttp://www.macintouch.com
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Hello all

Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
trail fading away?

Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.



Thanks

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 589 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000326html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 590 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000327html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 00:19:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

You could try only using one video 'page' so that there is no swapping then
just not clear the video memory between each frame.
If you do this with frame 'page' swapping then the trail has the appearance
of movement within it which could also be a nice effect.

JohnT

<  wrote in message <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>...�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>Hello all
>
>Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
>trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
>each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
>trail fading away?
>
>Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
>melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.
>
>Thanks
>
>Phil
>

--MESSAGE FILE 590 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000327html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 591 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000328html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 17:22:33 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

JohnT wrote:
> 
> You could try only using one video 'page' so that there is no swapping then
> just not clear the video memory between each frame.
> If you do this with frame 'page' swapping then the trail has the appearance
> of movement within it which could also be a nice effect.
> 
> JohnT

The only problem with that is that the previous impressions of the
sprite don't fade out.  :(

Phil, I take it that you're trying to do some kind of motion blur?
If so, I'd take your sprite and make about 4 or 5 copies of it at
about 20%-35% intensity and semitransparent.  The overlapping
transparent sprites will make the ones closer to the middle of the
trail a bit brighter and the ends a little darker.  Then put a
non-semitransparent copy of the sprite over the "head".  That
shouldn't take up too much GPU time.

> <  wrote in message <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>...�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> >Hello all
> >
> >Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
> >trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
> >each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
> >trail fading away?
> >
> >Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
> >melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.
> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Phil
> >

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 591 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000328html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 592 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000329html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 10:19:33 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <356D2C25.C4E7B0B3@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:

> The only problem with that is that the previous impressions of the



> sprite don't fade out.  :(
>
> Phil, I take it that you're trying to do some kind of motion blur?
> If so, I'd take your sprite and make about 4 or 5 copies of it at
> about 20%-35% intensity and semitransparent.  The overlapping
> transparent sprites will make the ones closer to the middle of the
> trail a bit brighter and the ends a little darker.  Then put a
> non-semitransparent copy of the sprite over the "head".  That
> shouldn't take up too much GPU time.
>

The same approach works on 3D objects as well, just draw a fewcopies with the
transparency bit set, clear it and draw again - as
the last thing sorted is drawn first if all objects are level, the final
'solid' image will be drawn last (ie. on top).

If you want a better effect (only easy with sprites), then use the RGB
scaler to fade out the trailing images as well.....

> - e!
>   tenchi@netmagic.net

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 592 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000329html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 593 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000330html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Eric Bleinagel <bleinagel@creatron.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Aspect Ratio
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 20:47:31 +0200
Organization: CREATRON GmbH
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <356DB143.A56CBBAB@creatron.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.30.95.254
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)

Hi,

I want to port something I ve done on the PC to the Yaroze. But on the�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
TV the aspect ratio of my Graphics (320x240) seems to be wrong.

The user guide says that the possible screen modes for pal/ non
interlaced are 320x256, 384x256... and so on. So I think these modes
have aspect ratios like 1.25, 1.5...
But normal TVs and PCs have an ratio of 1.33 (4/3).
How can I get the correct aspect ratio?

Maybe I m totally wrong or have done something stupid, so please correct�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
me!

Eric
--MESSAGE FILE 593 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000330html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 594 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000331html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Frank Glaser <fglaser@internet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Everybody can answer this question. Pls help!!!
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 21:30:27 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <356DBB53.F0B6EB20@internet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.162.173.248
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)

As I said, here follows a very simple question:

How can I save the content of my memory card on the PC and vive versa?
(Don't laugh, I don't know anything about C+).

I would be grateful to get a step-by-step explanation for an absolute
newbie.

Many thanks,
Frank
--MESSAGE FILE 594 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000331html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 595 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000332html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 14:14:42 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <356F2542.6F7C@easynet.co.uk>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net> 
<356D2C25.C4E7B0B3@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hst248.routledge.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (Win16; I)

Craig Graham wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> > The only problem with that is that the previous impressions of the
> > sprite don't fade out.  :(
> >
> > Phil, I take it that you're trying to do some kind of motion blur?
> > If so, I'd take your sprite and make about 4 or 5 copies of it at
> > about 20%-35% intensity and semitransparent.  The overlapping
> > transparent sprites will make the ones closer to the middle of the
> > trail a bit brighter and the ends a little darker.  Then put a
> > non-semitransparent copy of the sprite over the "head".  That
> > shouldn't take up too much GPU time.
> >
> 
> The same approach works on 3D objects as well, just draw a fewcopies with the
> transparency bit set, clear it and draw again - as
> the last thing sorted is drawn first if all objects are level, the final
> 'solid' image will be drawn last (ie. on top).
> 
> If you want a better effect (only easy with sprites), then use the RGB



> scaler to fade out the trailing images as well.....

Thanks guys

So its multiple sprites then to handle the trails. I should be able to 
handle that.

But anyone know how certain other effects are done - for instance I've 
seen Yaroze games where the whole screen melts away, starting from the 
centre. Is there a way of addressing individual pixels in the frame 
buffer to shift them around, apply different transparencies and RGB 
values to them etc to create this effect?

Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 595 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000332html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 596 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000333html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 16:21:06 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <356ED262.3D8F@writeme.com>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net> 
<356D2C25.C4E7B0B3@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <356F2542.6F7C@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-031.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

> But anyone know how certain other effects are done - for instance I've
> seen Yaroze games where the whole screen melts away, starting from the
> centre.

The effect you're talking about is probably a combination of screen
rotation (via sprite) and screen fading (via STP box). It's the effect
used in Ben James' 'Psychon' and Chris Chadwick's 'Blitter Boy'. Have a
look at the Funky Spirals source code on my page - it's basically the
same thing, I think.

> Is there a way of addressing individual pixels in the frame
> buffer to shift them around, apply different transparencies and RGB
> values to them etc to create this effect?

Yep, you're not allowed to fiddle about with the frame buffer directly,
but you can use StoreImage() to send the display to a 16-bit array, mess
around with it and then LoadImage() it back. As I say, this is probably
not the method you want for that effect, but it's well worth knowing
what sort of things this allows you to do.

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 596 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000333html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 597 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000334html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Feedback effect



Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 16:30:09 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <356ED481.818036C3@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net> 
<356D2C25.C4E7B0B3@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <356F2542.6F7C@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

> But anyone know how certain other effects are done - for instance I've
> seen Yaroze games where the whole screen melts away, starting from the
> centre. Is there a way of addressing individual pixels in the frame
> buffer to shift them around, apply different transparencies and RGB
> values to them etc to create this effect?

This is a dead easy effect, as seen on Final Fantasy VII and a few Yaroze
games - you just use the screen that's currently being
displayed as a giant texture on a sprite (with transparency on), then rotate and
scale the sprite by a few degrees and pop it in the OT. Set up is about 10 
lines,
and performing the feedback effect each frame is 1 line!

Cheers,

James

Here's some code: (BTW a texture can be a maximum of 256 pixels wide, which 
isn't
great if you've got a 320 wide screen - so I cheated and had a 256 wide screen.
For > 256 pixels wide, you've got to use two sprites)

If you adjust this code so that it draws the sprite just before it draws your 
normal
screen (assuming you've got some black edges) then you get a really great 
effect!

void flashScreen(void)
{
#define FLASHLEN 200

        int flashlength = FLASHLEN;
        GsSPRITE sprite;

int activeBuff;
        int zoomx,zoomy;

MATRIX tmpls;

        sprite.attribute=(2<<24)+(0<<28)+(1<<30); // Transparency set up 
(experiment with different types of transparency)
        sprite.x = 0; sprite.y = 0;
        sprite.w = 256; sprite.h = 240;
        sprite.u = 0; sprite.v = 0;
        sprite.cx = 0; sprite.cy = 0;
        sprite.r = sprite.g = sprite.b = 128;
        sprite.mx = 128; sprite.my = 120; // Set the middle of the sprite to be 
the middle of the screen
        sprite.scalex = sprite.scaley = 4350; // That's about 105% scaling
        sprite.rotate = 4096*2; // Rotate by 2 degrees

        while(flashlength--) {
                activeBuff = GsGetActiveBuff();



                sprite.tpage = activeBuff ? 0 : 16; // The tpage points to the 
'screen' you're about to feedback.

                GsSetWorkBase((PACKET*)GpuPacketArea[activeBuff]);

                ClearOT(&WorldOT[activeBuff], OTSIZE);

                GsSortSprite(&sprite, &WorldOT[activeBuff], 0);

                DrawSync(0);
                VSync(2);
                GsSwapDispBuff(); // You might have to swap these two 
lines
                DrawOT(&WorldOT[activeBuff]); // around...
        }
}
--MESSAGE FILE 597 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000334html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 598 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000335html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 10:31:03 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <356EF0D7.9D72D3F@netmagic.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<6ki72j$lev11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356CAE49.AFC4F92E@netmagic.net> 
<356D2C25.C4E7B0B3@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <356F2542.6F7C@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

philip gooch wrote:
[...]

> Thanks guys
> 
> So its multiple sprites then to handle the trails. I should be able to
> handle that.
> 
> But anyone know how certain other effects are done - for instance I've
> seen Yaroze games where the whole screen melts away, starting from the
> centre. Is there a way of addressing individual pixels in the frame
> buffer to shift them around, apply different transparencies and RGB
> values to them etc to create this effect?
> 
> Phil

To move VRAM data around, use the MoveImage() command.  If you want
destructive algorithms, you can just copy the visible frame buffer
to the work frame buffer then shift things around.  If you want to
rotate, scale, or do other stuff, I'd recommend clearing some space
in VRAM and maintaining a copy of the frame buffer in there.  Then you
can treat it as a sprite and paste it back into the work frame buffer.

Ben James (SCEE), who did the Psychon game, had some cool effects...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net



  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 598 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000335html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 599 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000336html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Colin_Hughes@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: 1 Jun 1998 14:26:23 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 70
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6kua5v$kd91@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Colin_Hughes@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 1 Jun 1998 13:32:32 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id OAA15574
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 1 Jun 1998 14:31:52 +0100 (BST)

From: Colin_Hughes@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

A lot of cool effects can be produced by using the previous screen as a
source...
I use this a bit in the snd2lt, and there are several feedback type
demos....

Colin.

To:       Colin_Hughes@scee.sony.co.uk
cc:        (bcc: Colin Hughes)
From:     news@playstation.co.uk @ INET
Subject:  Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail:scee.yaroze.beginners

From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Craig Graham wrote:
>
> Elliott Lee wrote:
>
> > The only problem with that is that the previous impressions of the
> > sprite don't fade out.  :(
> >
> > Phil, I take it that you're trying to do some kind of motion blur?
> > If so, I'd take your sprite and make about 4 or 5 copies of it at
> > about 20%                                   intensity and
semitransparent.  The overlapping
> > transparent sprites will make the ones closer to the middle of the
> > trail a bit brighter and the ends a little darker.  Then put a
> > non-semitransparent copy of the sprite over the "head".  That
> > shouldn't take up too much GPU time.
> >
>



> The same approach works on 3D objects as well, just draw a fewcopies with
the
> transparency bit set, clear it and draw again - as
> the last thing sorted is drawn first if all objects are level, the final
> 'solid' image will be drawn last (ie. on top).
>
> If you want a better effect (only easy with sprites), then use the RGB
> scaler to fade out the trailing images as well.....

Thanks guys

So its multiple sprites then to handle the trails. I should be able to
handle that.

But anyone know how certain other effects are done - for instance I've
seen Yaroze games where the whole screen melts away, starting from the
centre. Is there a way of addressing individual pixels in the frame
buffer to shift them around, apply different transparencies and RGB
values to them etc to create this effect?

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 599 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000336html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 600 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000337html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Aspect Ratio
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 15:57:33 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <3575645D.7096AB84@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <356DB143.A56CBBAB@creatron.de>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-57.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Eric Bleinagel <bleinagel@creatron.de>

Eric Bleinagel wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I want to port something I ve done on the PC to the Yaroze. But on the�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> TV the aspect ratio of my Graphics (320x240) seems to be wrong.
>
> The user guide says that the possible screen modes for pal/ non
> interlaced are 320x256, 384x256... and so on. So I think these modes
> have aspect ratios like 1.25, 1.5...
> But normal TVs and PCs have an ratio of 1.33 (4/3).
> How can I get the correct aspect ratio?
>
> Maybe I m totally wrong or have done something stupid, so please correct�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> me!
>
> Eric



Right, I know the problem, and there's no simple answer.

In NTSC modes such as 320x240, the aspect ratio is correct.  In PAL, the
aspect ratio is a bit messed up.  Not only are there 256 lines displayed,
but there are also a few extra lines at the top a bottom of the screen which
are not usually writeable, so the actual screen height is >256.  (Although
you can write to them if you mess with the DISPENV structure, but this
doesn't change the aspect ratio - just gives more lines.)  The result is
that a PAL picture if virtically squashed.  This applies to most ports from
NTSC to PAL.  The program may still be running 320x240, but with those huge
top and bottom borders the picture is obviously squashed.

Try using the 384x256 resolution.  The aspect ratio is actually much closer
to what it should be.  (384x288 would actually give the correct aspect
ratio, but by the time you've added the extra border lines to the 256
displayable, it's not far off.)

Other than that, you stuck with it.  Thats what happens when you take a
machine which is NTSC native and force it to work on PAL.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 600 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000337html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 601 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000338html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Everybody can answer this question. Pls help!!!
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 16:52:12 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3575B77C.342CF7FF@mail.datasys.net>
References: <356DBB53.F0B6EB20@internet.de>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 288.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

You can do this without even writing a program for it, just a siocons
script will do the trick. 

For example, lets say you want to read the data from the file
"BASLUS-00184" from the memory card from the second memory card port.
The file takes up one block of memory on the card. The script would
look something like this:

read bu10:BASLUS-00184 80090000
local wait-prompt
local dsave memcard.bin 80090000 2000

That should work.

Frank Glaser wrote:
> 
> As I said, here follows a very simple question:
> 
> How can I save the content of my memory card on the PC and vive versa?



> (Don't laugh, I don't know anything about C+).
> 
> I would be grateful to get a step-by-step explanation for an absolute
> newbie.
> 
> Many thanks,
> Frank

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 601 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000338html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 602 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000339html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 16:59:19 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3575B927.1D3140CD@mail.datasys.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 288.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

<  wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> Hello all
> 
> Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
> trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
> each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
> trail fading away?

The easiest way to do this is by not fully clearing the screen at each
refresh. Unfortunately, this will only look right with a static
background, but the method might still be useful. Instead of sorting a
primitive to clear the screen; sort a rectangle primitive that fills
the entire screen. Color it black, but enable transparency. (I'm not
sure what the correct transparancy level should be, you will have to
play around with it. It's only 4 different possibilities, just go
through them all untill you find one that looks good.)

This should leave a "trail" of a sprite behind it as it moves. The
trail will shake a little bit, but it will fade out quickly so I don't
think the player will notice too much. 

BTW: I haven't tried this, this is all theoretical stuff that I've
been thinking about. Give it a try and tell me how it worked.

-- 
'Darco



darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 602 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000339html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 603 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000340html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 14:40:02 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <3575C2B2.48A863A4@netmagic.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575B927.1D3140CD@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Well, if you're going to go this route, the screen will become a
mess unless you have a way of "degrading" the impressions of the
image beforehand.  I would suggest overlapping a semi-trans filled
rectangle over the frame buffer and then throw your new graphics
on top.  If you're writing an demo intro, this could create some
sweet effects.  :)

The only problem I see with this is that since you have 2 frame
buffers, the amounts of trailing are going to be different because
the updates to each frame only happen every other frame.  One way
to compensate for this is to let the Yaroze always display frame
buffer 0 and only draw in frame buffer 1.  Wait for the vsync
interrupt and then do a MoveImage() from buffer 1 into buffer 0.
This would ensure that you have a "perfect" copy of the workspace
at the cost of the extra GPU cycles to copy memory...

Darco wrote:
> 
> <  wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> >
> > Hello all
> >
> > Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
> > trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
> > each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
> > trail fading away?
> 
> The easiest way to do this is by not fully clearing the screen at each
> refresh. Unfortunately, this will only look right with a static
> background, but the method might still be useful. Instead of sorting a
> primitive to clear the screen; sort a rectangle primitive that fills
> the entire screen. Color it black, but enable transparency. (I'm not
> sure what the correct transparancy level should be, you will have to
> play around with it. It's only 4 different possibilities, just go
> through them all untill you find one that looks good.)
> 



> This should leave a "trail" of a sprite behind it as it moves. The
> trail will shake a little bit, but it will fade out quickly so I don't
> think the player will notice too much.
> 
> BTW: I haven't tried this, this is all theoretical stuff that I've
> been thinking about. Give it a try and tell me how it worked.
> 
> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
> 
> (Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
> 
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 603 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000340html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 604 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000341html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 23:07:07 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3575d677.88041597@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: jamin1@psu.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: MAXWELL.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

This reminds me of someone who was getting more than one sprite
to display with only one sprite struct.  He would sort the sprite,
then change the sprite position and sort it again.  If this could be
done often enough, it would save a lot of memory, as opposed to an
individual struct for each sprite on the screen...

Jamin

On Thu, 28 May 1998 00:02:25 +0100, " < " <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

>Hello all
>
>Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
>trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
>each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
>trail fading away?
>
>Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
>melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.
>
>Thanks
>
>Phil
>



--MESSAGE FILE 604 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000341html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 605 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000342html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 17:14:45 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <3575E6F5.9440E0E6@netmagic.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575d677.88041597@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

This is how I do tiled backgrounds.  :)  e.g. tiling with 32x32
sprites:

...

GsSPRITE blah;
#define SPRITE_HEIGHT 32

...

for( x=0; x<320 x+=SPRITE_HEIGHT )
  for( y=0; y<240; y+=SPRITE_HIEGHT )
    {
    blah.x=x;
    blah.y=y;
    GsSortFastSprite(&blah,&WorldOT[activeBuff],0);
    }

It is as fast as can be.  You should only have 1 GsSPRITE per 
TIM in memory.  There's no point in keeping more around since it
just consumes memory.

Jamin Frederick wrote:
> 
> This reminds me of someone who was getting more than one sprite
> to display with only one sprite struct.  He would sort the sprite,
> then change the sprite position and sort it again.  If this could be
> done often enough, it would save a lot of memory, as opposed to an
> individual struct for each sprite on the screen...
> 
> Jamin
> 
> On Thu, 28 May 1998 00:02:25 +0100, " < " <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> >Hello all
> >
> >Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
> >trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
> >each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
> >trail fading away?
> >
> >Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
> >melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.



> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Phil
> >

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 605 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000342html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 606 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000343html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 14:51:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 65
Message-ID: <3576b2b7.144425412@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575d677.88041597@news.scea.sony.com> <3575E6F5.9440E0E6@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: jamin1@psu.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: MAXWELL.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Pretty cool.  I guess the best time to use this technique is when
there is nothing changing about the sprite that's being sorted.  For
instance, there's no need to do this with moving/scaling/coloring game
objects, since you have to store certain state information SOMEWHERE,
and it might as well be the sprite struct.

Jamin

On Wed, 03 Jun 1998 17:14:45 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
wrote:

>This is how I do tiled backgrounds.  :)  e.g. tiling with 32x32
>sprites:
>
> ...
>
> GsSPRITE blah;
> #define SPRITE_HEIGHT 32
>
> ...
>
> for( x=0; x<320 x+=SPRITE_HEIGHT )
>   for( y=0; y<240; y+=SPRITE_HIEGHT )
>     {
>     blah.x=x;
>     blah.y=y;
>     GsSortFastSprite(&blah,&WorldOT[activeBuff],0);
>     }
>
>It is as fast as can be.  You should only have 1 GsSPRITE per 
>TIM in memory.  There's no point in keeping more around since it
>just consumes memory.
>
>Jamin Frederick wrote:
>> 
>> This reminds me of someone who was getting more than one sprite



>> to display with only one sprite struct.  He would sort the sprite,
>> then change the sprite position and sort it again.  If this could be
>> done often enough, it would save a lot of memory, as opposed to an
>> individual struct for each sprite on the screen...
>> 
>> Jamin
>> 
>> On Thu, 28 May 1998 00:02:25 +0100, " < " <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>> 
>> >Hello all
>> >
>> >Could anyone give me some clues on how to get a moving sprite leave a
>> >trail behind it? Would I need a new sprite for each bit of the trail,
>> >each with its own level of brightness, to give the impression of the
>> >trail fading away?
>> >
>> >Also, any hints on doing other special effects such as screen dissolves,
>> >melts, morphs etc would be greatly appreciated.
>> >
>> >Thanks
>> >
>> >Phil
>> >
>
>-- 
>- e!
>  tenchi@netmagic.net
>  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

--MESSAGE FILE 606 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000343html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 607 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000344html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philg <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 19:06:11 +0100
Organization: philg@easynet.co.uk
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3576E20F.70CEC259@easynet.co.uk>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575d677.88041597@news.scea.sony.com> <3575E6F5.9440E0E6@netmagic.net> 
<3576b2b7.144425412@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: philg@easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

This has been a really useful thread - I've only had my Yaroze a couple
of weeks and am still getting to grips with the basics.

Thanks everyone. I've learnt a lot today!

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 607 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000344html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 608 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000345html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory usage - Help!
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 00:47:10 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <6l784e$6o20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bccdee$cf4753c0$6e3863c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf0541.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>Hi,
>
>I'm a bit confused about how memory usage works.
>Ok, I understand you have main RAM, VRAM and SRAM. I also understand you
>can't get at the VRAM or SRAM directly.
>
>My problem is with the following: Say you have 1/2Mb of textures and 1/2Mb
>of sound data. These would fit into VRAM and SRAM respectively with no need
>to keep copies in main memory. However, as I understand it, you have to
>upload them to main memory and then have your code copy them to VRAM/SRAM.
>So that's 1Mb of main memory taken up, used only to store (very) temporary
>copies of your data. This seems like a bit of a waste of a pretty scarce
>resource.
>
>Have I gone wrong somewhere, or is that right?
>

Yeah, you're right about that. You can re-use this memory after copying
things to VRAM or SRAM (unless you will overwrite it in VRAM later on and
want to be able to copy it again).

If you don't want to spoil memory like that, then use realtime (down)loading
in your program instead (and allocating memory dynamically using InitHeap()
and malloc()). I didn't try this yet (I'm a beginner as well ;-), but I've
seen examples of it (written using CodeWarrior).

I don't know if this is also possible using SIOCONS; maybe someone else can
fill me in...

Good luck!

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 608 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000345html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 609 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000346html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Questions about Ordering Table
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 01:01:42 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6l78vm$6o21@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34722911.C7EC3C06@freenet.fr> <34724ECE.6EEA@peace.co.nz> 
<651udp$1bn7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: amf0541.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>James, you're a star. I vote you rewrite the manuals.

Sounds like a good idea to me!

--MESSAGE FILE 609 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000346html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 610 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000347html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: What is the WorkBase
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 01:17:06 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6l79sk$6o22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35118B35.5B98@telecom.at>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf0541.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>Hi!
>
>What is the WorkBase and how is it related to ordering tables ?

A workbase is an area in memory which will be used to store gpu-packets
(like GsLINE and GsSPRITE). The OT's refer to these packets. When you do
"GsDrawOt", the function can retrieve all the parameters it needs for
drawing.

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 610 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000347html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 611 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000348html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: problems with sin()
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 01:26:32 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <6l7ae8$6o23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <MPG.e5d444e80cf636e989688@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf0541.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>hi there.
>
>I would like to calculate the sinus of an angle, but CW complains while
>linking that something is undefined.
>the source for testing is:



>
>#include <libps.h>
>main()
>{
>int sinus;
>sinus = sin(0.1);
>sinus = (int) sin(0.1);
>}
>
>the error-msg is:
>Link Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned eferenced from main�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
>in main.cLink Error   : ndefined: __cvt_dfp2unsigned eferenced�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry����
>from main  in main.c Link failed.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>
>I was looking around in other sources, but everybody has a precalculated
>sinustable as a sourcefile. So what can I do? Waiting for another update
>or is there a workaround?
>

You should link the "Math-ISA1-noFPU-LE.lib" to your executable. Goto:
"Project" / "Add files..." and search for this LIB-file.

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 611 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000348html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 612 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000349html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Public Profile List
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 08:34:53 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <1da55oy.dejn8r1lehshyN@a1-88-117.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-117.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

First:

Thanks everybody who already sent in their profiles.

For everybody who doesn't know it yet, I try to keep up a public
profilelist with Yaroze-members. This list is more like a adressbook
with some info about members that sent in their profile.

If you are looking for some coders... 
Just check the profilelist.

If you are looking for designers... 
Just check the profilelist.

If you are looking for members in your home-town...
Just check the profilelist.

Need some E-mail adresses or ICQ numbers?
Just check the profilelist.



Want to start a project with SCEE, SCEA and SCEI members?
Just check the profilelist.

Just started working on a project with other members that you don't even
know?
Just check the profilelist and maybe you know who you'r dealing with and
what you can expect.

No time to keep up a weppage with basic info on yourself?
Just sent in your profile and sent in an update every now and then..

If you want your profile on the list (and it's not already on), just
sent the next info to DEnnis (macsuppor@a1.nl)

- Name
- Membername
- Birthdate
- Email <linked>
- ICQ
- Nationality
- Home-town
- Personal Page <linked>
- NY page <linked>
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page>
- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10>
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10>
- Specialisation
- Projects
- Extra Info
- Member since
- Hot
- Not

The list can be found here:
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

Cheers DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 612 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000349html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 613 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000350html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 1998 13:25:51 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3577E3CF.5A90@writeme.com>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575B927.1D3140CD@mail.datasys.net> <3575C2B2.48A863A4@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-040.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

> The only problem I see with this is that since you have 2 frame
> buffers, the amounts of trailing are going to be different because



> the updates to each frame only happen every other frame.  One way
> to compensate for this is to let the Yaroze always display frame
> buffer 0 and only draw in frame buffer 1.  Wait for the vsync
> interrupt and then do a MoveImage() from buffer 1 into buffer 0.
> This would ensure that you have a "perfect" copy of the workspace
> at the cost of the extra GPU cycles to copy memory...

Or you could make both frame buffers point to the same display area.

James (~mrfrosty).
--MESSAGE FILE 613 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000350html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 614 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000351html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: peter black <peter.black@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: static and non stativ viods
Date: Sun, 07 Jun 1998 09:03:23 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <357A494B.2A9A@virgin.net>
Reply-To: peter.black@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p14-grebe-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="functions.txt"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="functions.txt"

can anyone tell me the differnce between
static void function()
and 
viod function()
and why the latter seems to create rubbish in 
codewarrior debbuger stack window 

--MESSAGE FILE 614 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000351html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 615 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000352html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: static and non stativ viods
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 09:55:53 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <357BA719.952E2157@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <357A494B.2A9A@virgin.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

peter black wrote:
> 
> can anyone tell me the differnce between
> static void function()
> and
> viod function()

A function (or variable) defined with 'static' is not exported, which



means that functions in other object files can't see it, and
thus they can't use it. Only variables/functions within the file can
use that variable/function. It's mainly used to prevent an object's
function/variable definitions from conflicting with another object's
function/variable definitions.

> and why the latter seems to create rubbish in
> codewarrior debbuger stack window

Um... pass.
--MESSAGE FILE 615 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000352html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 616 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000353html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 13:24:40 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <357C4888.396CF2E8@jps.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575B927.1D3140CD@mail.datasys.net> <3575C2B2.48A863A4@netmagic.net> 
<3577E3CF.5A90@writeme.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-201.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

True, but the reason you don't do that is while the GPU is rendering
and the hardware is displaying the contents of that frame buffer,
you'll either get screen full of flashing objects or static.  Remember
the old PC games that didn't sync properly with the vertical refresh
rate?  Same problem... :(

It's usually better to have an area that's hidden from the user's view 
and only copy over/switch to the finished rendering.

- e!

James Rutherford wrote:
> 
> > The only problem I see with this is that since you have 2 frame
> > buffers, the amounts of trailing are going to be different because
> > the updates to each frame only happen every other frame.  One way
> > to compensate for this is to let the Yaroze always display frame
> > buffer 0 and only draw in frame buffer 1.  Wait for the vsync
> > interrupt and then do a MoveImage() from buffer 1 into buffer 0.
> > This would ensure that you have a "perfect" copy of the workspace
> > at the cost of the extra GPU cycles to copy memory...
> 
> Or you could make both frame buffers point to the same display area.
> 
> James (~mrfrosty).

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 616 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000353html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 617 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000354html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Getting a sprite to leave a trail
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 13:24:55 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <357C4897.87D97708@jps.net>
References: <356C9B7A.C18CCEE4@easynet.co.uk> 
<3575d677.88041597@news.scea.sony.com> <3575E6F5.9440E0E6@netmagic.net> 
<3576b2b7.144425412@news.scea.sony.com> <3576E20F.70CEC259@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-201.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Ask a good question, get lots of good answers.  ^_^

philg wrote:
> 
> This has been a really useful thread - I've only had my Yaroze a couple
> of weeks and am still getting to grips with the basics.
> 
> Thanks everyone. I've learnt a lot today!
> 
> Phil

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 617 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000354html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 618 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000355html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory usage - Help!
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 23:48:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <357c782e.24060827@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bccdee$cf4753c0$6e3863c3@default> 
<6l784e$6o20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: jamin1@psu.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: MAXWELL.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Actually, sometimes you NEED that stuff kept in memory --
pixel-by-pixel collision detection for instance...

Jamin

On Fri, 5 Jun 1998 00:47:10 +0200, "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
wrote:

>>Hi,
>>



>>I'm a bit confused about how memory usage works.
>>Ok, I understand you have main RAM, VRAM and SRAM. I also understand you
>>can't get at the VRAM or SRAM directly.
>>
>>My problem is with the following: Say you have 1/2Mb of textures and 1/2Mb
>>of sound data. These would fit into VRAM and SRAM respectively with no need
>>to keep copies in main memory. However, as I understand it, you have to
>>upload them to main memory and then have your code copy them to VRAM/SRAM.
>>So that's 1Mb of main memory taken up, used only to store (very) temporary
>>copies of your data. This seems like a bit of a waste of a pretty scarce
>>resource.
>>
>>Have I gone wrong somewhere, or is that right?
>>
>
>
>Yeah, you're right about that. You can re-use this memory after copying
>things to VRAM or SRAM (unless you will overwrite it in VRAM later on and
>want to be able to copy it again).
>
>If you don't want to spoil memory like that, then use realtime (down)loading
>in your program instead (and allocating memory dynamically using InitHeap()
>and malloc()). I didn't try this yet (I'm a beginner as well ;-), but I've
>seen examples of it (written using CodeWarrior).
>
>I don't know if this is also possible using SIOCONS; maybe someone else can
>fill me in...
>
>Good luck!
>
>
>Greets,
>
>Jan-Lieuwe
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 618 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000355html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 619 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000356html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: static and non stativ viods
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 23:52:38 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <357c78dd.24235428@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357A494B.2A9A@virgin.net> <357BA719.952E2157@scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: jamin1@psu.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: MAXWELL.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 08 Jun 1998 09:55:53 +0100, James Russell
<James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> wrote:

>peter black wrote:
>> 
>> can anyone tell me the differnce between
>> static void function()
>> and
>> viod function()
>



>A function (or variable) defined with 'static' is not exported, which
>means that functions in other object files can't see it, and
>thus they can't use it. Only variables/functions within the file can
>use that variable/function. It's mainly used to prevent an object's
>function/variable definitions from conflicting with another object's
>function/variable definitions.
>

Yea, the less globally accessible stuff you've got hanging out
of your file, the more modularized your code is -- all the static
stuff stays nice and "watertight".

Jamin

>> and why the latter seems to create rubbish in
>> codewarrior debbuger stack window
>
>Um... pass.

--MESSAGE FILE 619 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000356html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 620 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000357html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_gr
aphics
Subject: [Q] How to remove the "Interlaced-Line"...?
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 21:08:03 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6lp9uh$s984@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf1024.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:357 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1130 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:392

Hi Folks,

Whenever I switch to interlaced mode (512x480 to be exactly) I get this
annoying (dashed) line at the top of my screen. I use the
GsSortClear-function to clear the screen before drawing and I set my Display
Buffers to respectively (0,0) and (512,0). Am I missing something here...?

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 620 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000357html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 621 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000358html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_gr
aphics
Subject: [Q] How to remove the "Interlaced-Line"...?
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 21:08:03 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6lpa8a$s985@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf1178.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:358 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1131 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:393

Hi Folks,

Whenever I switch to interlaced mode (512x480 to be exactly) I get this
annoying (dashed) line at the top of my screen. I use the
GsSortClear-function to clear the screen before drawing and I set my Display
Buffers to respectively (0,0) and (512,0). Am I missing something here...?

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 621 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000358html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 622 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000359html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_gr
aphics
Subject: Re: [Q] How to remove the "Interlaced-Line"...?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 08:58:40 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3580DFB0.FBD40D4A@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6lp9uh$s984@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:359 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1137 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:394

Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans wrote:
> 
> Whenever I switch to interlaced mode (512x480 to be exactly) I get this
> annoying (dashed) line at the top of my screen. I use the
> GsSortClear-function to clear the screen before drawing and I set my Display
> Buffers to respectively (0,0) and (512,0). Am I missing something here...?

In Interlaced mode, the display buffers should be set to the _same_
address. The GPU will automatically 'skip' every other line when drawing
in interlaced mode, so it doesn't matter that the two buffers are interleaved.

Cheers,

James
--MESSAGE FILE 622 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000359html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 623 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000360html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: 



scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_gr
aphics
Subject: Re: [Q] How to remove the "Interlaced-Line"...?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 21:33:36 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6lrvqc$s9813@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6lp9uh$s984@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3580DFB0.FBD40D4A@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf1186.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:360 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1150 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:395

>> Whenever I switch to interlaced mode (512x480 to be exactly) I get this
>> annoying (dashed) line at the top of my screen. I use the
>> GsSortClear-function to clear the screen before drawing and I set my
Display
>> Buffers to respectively (0,0) and (512,0). Am I missing something
here...?
>
>In Interlaced mode, the display buffers should be set to the _same_
>address. The GPU will automatically 'skip' every other line when drawing
>in interlaced mode, so it doesn't matter that the two buffers are
interleaved.
>
>Cheers,
>
>James

Thanx! That did the job...

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 623 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000360html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 624 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000361html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Nick <porcino@home.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 21:19:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com>
Reply-To: porcino@home.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs1000396-a.gvob1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Animation Master 98 from Hash Inc., www.hash.com has just upgraded their
spline based modeler to export RSD files! AM98 runs on PCs and Macs, and
is an extremely easy and fast modeler to use.

It has a good animator, and excellent bones and inverse kinematics.



As an interesting technical note, it uses the same surface subdivision
technology Shiny is using in Messiah. The result is that AM models are
very small - I built a character in AM98 and the same one in 3D Studio.
The models looked the same when rendered, but the AM98 model had only
238 surfaces, whereas the equivalent 3DS model had over 1500 (built
properly in 3DS not imported from the AM98 model).

Duke Nuken 3D and many other well known games were modeled using Hash,
and it only costs $199.

-nick
-----------------------
http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/9376/
--MESSAGE FILE 624 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000361html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 625 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000362html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Nick <porcino@home.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: static and non stativ viods
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 21:23:38 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3581FEC6.7503@home.com>
References: <357A494B.2A9A@virgin.net> <357BA719.952E2157@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<357c78dd.24235428@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: porcino@home.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs1000396-a.gvob1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Rubbish in a codewarrior stack display is usually a result of registers
being unavailable due to inlining. If you turn off all your
optimizations, all the variables become valid. When I'm debugging an
optimized build, I usually bring up the register display window, and
switch the IDE to the Mixed Source/Assembly mode so I can see what
registers are actually in use.

Another reason you might get rubbish in a stack crawl is when a function
has been inlined because in that case there is no stack context to
display. It would probably be better if the values greyed out and
displayed ??? instead, but oh well.

-nick
--MESSAGE FILE 625 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000362html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 626 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000363html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: asc@netlink.ch (Yannick Suter)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: kanji and ascii string
Date: Sun, 14 Jun 1998 02:03:12 GMT
Organization: Nowadays
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35832f31.35914965@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: asc@netlink.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: pppv27.netlink.ch
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hi!



How can I convert a kanji string into a ascii string? and also, how
can I convert a ascii string into a kanji string? I think it must be a
simple mathematicle function.. thnx for your help!

Yan
asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
--MESSAGE FILE 626 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000363html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 627 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000364html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Sun, 14 Jun 1998 10:43:11 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-127.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Nick <porcino@home.com> wrote:

> Animation Master 98 from Hash Inc., www.hash.com has just upgraded their
> spline based modeler to export RSD files! AM98 runs on PCs and Macs, and
> is an extremely easy and fast modeler to use.

YES!!!! I was looking for that. I was hoping Cinema4D XL would get an
plugin for RSD... not till now.. Cinema4D XL can work with 3D Studio
models very well, and the complete program is very professional.

> It has a good animator, and excellent bones and inverse kinematics.

I will buy Hash!

> As an interesting technical note, it uses the same surface subdivision
> technology Shiny is using in Messiah. The result is that AM models are
> very small - I built a character in AM98 and the same one in 3D Studio.
> The models looked the same when rendered, but the AM98 model had only
> 238 surfaces, whereas the equivalent 3DS model had over 1500 (built
> properly in 3DS not imported from the AM98 model).
> Duke Nuken 3D and many other well known games were modeled using Hash,
> and it only costs $199.
> 

You have me convinced and I remember that they even have a large
discount for students!

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 627 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000364html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 628 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000365html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: 14 Jun 1998 10:34:46 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bd20e0$2bb83ea0$a63663c3@default>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com> <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>



NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-54-166.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

> I will buy Hash!
> 
> 
> DEnnis..
>
Why doesn't that surprise me coming from a dutchman ;)
taken out of context anyone !!

Pete.
 
--MESSAGE FILE 628 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000365html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 629 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000366html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: kanji and ascii string
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 09:21:43 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 89
Message-ID: <3584D997.D1245F95@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35832f31.35914965@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Yannick Suter wrote:
> 
> How can I convert a kanji string into a ascii string? and also, how
> can I convert a ascii string into a kanji string? I think it must be a
> simple mathematicle function.. thnx for your help!

// ASCII code to Shift-JIS code transfer table
static unsigned short ascii_table[3][2] = {

{0x824f, 0x30}, /* 0-9  */
{0x8260, 0x41}, /* A-Z  */
{0x8281, 0x61}, /* a-z  */

};

// ASCII code to Shift-JIS code transfer table
static unsigned short ascii_k_table[] = {

0x8140, /*   */
0x8149, /* ! */
0x8168, /* " */
0x8194, /* # */
0x8190, /* $ */
0x8193, /* % */
0x8195, /* & */
0x8166, /* ' */
0x8169, /* ( */
0x816a, /* ) */
0x8196, /* * */
0x817b, /* + */
0x8143, /* , */
0x817c, /* - */
0x8144, /* . */
0x815e, /* / */
0x8146, /* : */



0x8147, /* ; */
0x8171, /* < */
0x8181, /* = */
0x8172, /* > */
0x8148, /* ? */
0x8197, /* @ */
0x816d, /* [ */
0x818f, /* \ */
0x816e, /* ] */
0x814f, /* ^ */
0x8151, /* _ */
0x8165, /* ` */
0x816f, /* { */
0x8162, /* | */
0x8170, /* } */
0x8150, /* ~ */

};

// ASCII code to Shift-JIS code transfer function 
int ascii2sjis(unsigned char ascii_code)
{

int sjis_code = 0;
unsigned char stmp;
unsigned char stmp2 = 0;

if ((ascii_code >= 0x20) && (ascii_code <= 0x2f))
stmp2 = 1;

else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x30) && (ascii_code <= 0x39))

stmp = 0;
else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x3a) && (ascii_code <= 0x40))

stmp2 = 11;
else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x41) && (ascii_code <= 0x5a))

stmp = 1;
else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x5b) && (ascii_code <= 0x60))

stmp2 = 37;
else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x61) && (ascii_code <= 0x7a))

stmp = 2;
else
if ((ascii_code >= 0x7b) && (ascii_code <= 0x7e))

stmp2 = 63;
else {

printf("bad ASCII code 0x%x\n", ascii_code);
return(0);

}

if (stmp2)
sjis_code = ascii_k_table[ascii_code - 0x20 - (stmp2 - 1)];

else
sjis_code = ascii_table[stmp][0] + ascii_code - ascii_table[stmp][1];

return(sjis_code);
}
--MESSAGE FILE 629 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000366html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 630 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000367html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Aubrey <aubrey.murray@which.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: How do I use the GDB debugger?
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 02:05:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35871648.78F3@which.net>
Reply-To: aubrey.murray@which.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.168.102.126
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-Mozilla  (Win95; I)

I've gotten all the compile time error out of my program .
But running my program gives me a blank screen. How do I use the
debugger? Please .

KINGBREE.
--MESSAGE FILE 630 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000367html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 631 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000368html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Tue, 23 Jun 1998 18:59:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p41-osterich-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:368 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1238 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:102

    Hi, I have just upgraded from Windows 95 to Windows NT 4.0 but I am
having trouble starting Nice ARS by Steve Dunn.  When I start-up my system I
get the following message in the event log :-

    The GenPort service failed to start due to the following error:
    The specified service is disabled and cannot be started.

    I know my PC-Comms link is working and it is set to address 0x320 but I
can't seem to get it to work. I don't think I have any other hardware items
conflicting with the base IO port. Is there anyone out there that can help
because I don't know much about the way NT works.

Cheers,

James

--MESSAGE FILE 631 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000368html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 632 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000369html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: 



scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Re: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 09:17:48 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera022.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:369 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1253 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:103

I'd need to look at the registry file you merged into your registry.
If you like, you can be a 'guinea pig' for the new version that supports all
of the datel commands as well as being a file server.  The new commands
enable you to;
send a byte
send a word
send a file
reflash the AR (with the Datel ROM of course :)
view registers
view memory
etc.
etc.
Let me know if you are(or anyone else) is interested.

Steve
James Banks wrote in message <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>    Hi, I have just upgraded from Windows 95 to Windows NT 4.0 but I am
>having trouble starting Nice ARS by Steve Dunn.  When I start-up my system
I
>get the following message in the event log :-
>
>    The GenPort service failed to start due to the following error:
>    The specified service is disabled and cannot be started.
>
>    I know my PC-Comms link is working and it is set to address 0x320 but I
>can't seem to get it to work. I don't think I have any other hardware items
>conflicting with the base IO port. Is there anyone out there that can help
>because I don't know much about the way NT works.
>
>
>Cheers,
>
>
>
>James
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 632 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000369html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 633 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000370html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Re: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 18:29:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 71
Message-ID: <6mrd8a$enm22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p09-swan-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:370 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1263 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:104

    Please find attached copy of the genport.reg file that I used, I have
changed the IOPortCount because I believe my SB32 card uses IO port 330.
    If you need a willing 'guinea pig', look no further!! I would be glad to
help you.

Cheers,

James

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I'd need to look at the registry file you merged into your registry.
>If you like, you can be a 'guinea pig' for the new version that supports
all
>of the datel commands as well as being a file server.  The new commands
>enable you to;
>send a byte
>send a word
>send a file
>reflash the AR (with the Datel ROM of course :)
>view registers
>view memory
>etc.
>etc.
>Let me know if you are(or anyone else) is interested.
>
>Steve
>James Banks wrote in message <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>    Hi, I have just upgraded from Windows 95 to Windows NT 4.0 but I am
>>having trouble starting Nice ARS by Steve Dunn.  When I start-up my system
>I
>>get the following message in the event log :-
>>
>>    The GenPort service failed to start due to the following error:
>>    The specified service is disabled and cannot be started.
>>
>>    I know my PC-Comms link is working and it is set to address 0x320 but
I
>>can't seem to get it to work. I don't think I have any other hardware
items
>>conflicting with the base IO port. Is there anyone out there that can help
>>because I don't know much about the way NT works.
>>
>>
>>Cheers,
>>
>>
>>
>>James
>>
>>
>>
>
>



begin 666 genport.reg
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>>'1);G-T86YC92(]9'=O<F0Z,# P,# P,#$-"@T*
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 633 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000370html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 634 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000371html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Re: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 09:45:03 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 296
Message-ID: <6mt2ui$enm24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6mrd8a$enm22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera670.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:371 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1270 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:105

This should do it, follow the instructions below on the included file.
Don't forget to change the port number in the registry after.

Steve

In order for Windows NT to access I/O ports, a device driver is necessary
(which is not normally included).  The driver takes two parameters - the
base port, and the number of addresses. For example, the default might be
port 300h for 10h addresses.

To install the driver, be logged on with administrator privileges and copy
genport.sys to your %SystemRoot%\system32\drivers directory. Next, you must
create certain registry entries.

File-Run-REGEDT32 (or Start-Run if using the new Shell).
You should see four windows open on within REGEDT32.
Select the window titled HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE on Local Machine.
Next you will double-click on a number of "keys" to expand down a tree:
First double-click on SYSTEM, then CurrentControlSet, and then Services.
Now use the Edit menu and select Add Key.
In the dialog box, type GenPort and then press the enter key (or OK).
Next, scroll down using the down-arrow key until GenPort is highlighted.
Now use the Registry menu and select Restore...
Enter the filename genport.REG for the default.



After pressing the enter key (or OK), you will get a warning popup.
If you are sure that you had highlighted (selected) GenPort, press Yes.

If you need to specify a different base port, it is fairly easy to follow
the above steps, then double-click on GenPort, double-click on Parameters,
then double-click on the line to the right which says IoPortAddress. You can
then enter a new value (in hex) and press the enter key (or OK).

Finally, use the Registry menu and select Exit.

Now shutdown/reboot the machine, and the device driver should automatically
start (watch for any error).

To verify that the driver installed/started correctly is to use Control
Panel-Devices, and scroll down to the entry for GenPort (which should say
Started Automatic). You can use the Startup button to disable the driver if
necessary at some future point.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------
James Banks wrote in message <6mrd8a$enm22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>    Please find attached copy of the genport.reg file that I used, I have
>changed the IOPortCount because I believe my SB32 card uses IO port 330.
>    If you need a willing 'guinea pig', look no further!! I would be glad
to
>help you.
>
>Cheers,
>
>
>James
>
>Steve Dunn wrote in message <6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>I'd need to look at the registry file you merged into your registry.
>>If you like, you can be a 'guinea pig' for the new version that supports
>all
>>of the datel commands as well as being a file server.  The new commands
>>enable you to;
>>send a byte
>>send a word
>>send a file
>>reflash the AR (with the Datel ROM of course :)
>>view registers
>>view memory
>>etc.
>>etc.
>>Let me know if you are(or anyone else) is interested.
>>
>>Steve
>>James Banks wrote in message <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>>    Hi, I have just upgraded from Windows 95 to Windows NT 4.0 but I am
>>>having trouble starting Nice ARS by Steve Dunn.  When I start-up my
system
>>I
>>>get the following message in the event log :-
>>>
>>>    The GenPort service failed to start due to the following error:
>>>    The specified service is disabled and cannot be started.
>>>
>>>    I know my PC-Comms link is working and it is set to address 0x320 but
>I
>>>can't seem to get it to work. I don't think I have any other hardware
>items
>>>conflicting with the base IO port. Is there anyone out there that can



help
>>>because I don't know much about the way NT works.
>>>
>>>
>>>Cheers,
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>James
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>
>
>

begin 666 genport.REG
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 634 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000371html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 635 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000372html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Re: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 19:22:16 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <6mu4mc$q6c1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6mrd8a$enm22@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6mt2ui$enm24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p42-grackle-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:372 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1272 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:106

    Cheers, works like a dream !!

James

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6mt2ui$enm24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>This should do it, follow the instructions below on the included file.
>Don't forget to change the port number in the registry after.
>
>Steve
>
>
>

>James Banks wrote in message <6mrd8a$enm22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>    Please find attached copy of the genport.reg file that I used, I have
>>changed the IOPortCount because I believe my SB32 card uses IO port 330.
>>    If you need a willing 'guinea pig', look no further!! I would be glad
>to
>>help you.
>>
>>Cheers,
>>
>>
>>James
>>
>>Steve Dunn wrote in message <6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>>I'd need to look at the registry file you merged into your registry.



>>>If you like, you can be a 'guinea pig' for the new version that supports
>>all
>>>of the datel commands as well as being a file server.  The new commands
>>>enable you to;
>>>send a byte
>>>send a word
>>>send a file
>>>reflash the AR (with the Datel ROM of course :)
>>>view registers
>>>view memory
>>>etc.
>>>etc.
>>>Let me know if you are(or anyone else) is interested.
>>>
>>>Steve
>>
>>
>>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 635 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000372html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 636 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000373html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: asc@netlink.ch (Yannick Suter)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: laserGun
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 19:27:32 GMT
Organization: Nowadays
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3593f571.1664005@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: asc@netlink.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: pppb204.netlink.ch
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

hi!
are there any docs out about how to control the lasergun? - any
hints/ideas? thnx..

Yan
asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
--MESSAGE FILE 636 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000373html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 637 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000374html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: laserGun
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 09:11:53 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <6n29in$q6c8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3593f571.1664005@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usero776.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4

Depends what type of gun you've got. If it's the Konami one, forget it. It



may be possible to get it working, but it would be mega hassle. The Namco
one (with the connection to the video port) is far easier to use. Just write
a little program that outputs the data in padbuf. Wave the gun at the
screen, and it should be fairly obvious what's going on. (I could tell you,
but where's the fun in that ;-)

One thing to remember is that, as the name suggests, a light gun needs light
to work. Pointing at a dark area on the screen just won't register at all.
Sounds obvious I know, but it threw me last week when I tried putting my
nice new gun routines into my game which consists mainly of a black
background... Doh!

Mark
Yannick Suter <asc@netlink.ch> wrote in message
3593f571.1664005@news.playstation.co.uk...
>hi!
>are there any docs out about how to control the lasergun? - any
>hints/ideas? thnx..
>
>Yan
>asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
>Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
>

--MESSAGE FILE 637 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000374html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 638 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000375html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 10:49:07 +0100
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

James Chow wrote:
> Why does, declaring any of the following
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][31];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][63];   or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][255];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][511];  or
> PACKET GpuPktArea[2][1023];
> (...you get the idea...)
> lock up the program?

Why do you choose 2^n-1?  Why not just 2^n, or 2^(n-1)?
Are you not supposed to long word align your arrays and structures?
(Using padding variables/even addresses as necessary)
I guess it's okay to just make it even (ie word aligned) in the
case of the PACKET array because it is 2-dimesional - gpupacket[2][n] -
which naturally will longword align even if n is only word aligned.
If you see what I mean.
Anyways, I think the problem here is not so much that the PACKET
array is an odd size or whatever, but that the next structure is not



aligned and so cannot be accessed, which is possibly your GsLINE
variable or whatever (even if you only have 1 line of code the psxlib
stuff will slap something there), and it is THIS which is causing the
crash.  Of course, I could be totally wrong :)
Jim

PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
"sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.
Usually when I don't allow enough for NUM_SPRITES I get wierd effects
like flickering sprites.  It is amazingly difficult to actually get
the PlayStaion to crash, I find!
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 638 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000375html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 639 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000376html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.problems.pc
Subject: Re: Nice ARS for Windows NT
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 22:30:43 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <6n3oi3$q6c11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera221.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:376 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1280 scee.yaroze.problems.pc:107

V2 Beta is now up at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6mqcut$enm17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I'd need to look at the registry file you merged into your registry.
>If you like, you can be a 'guinea pig' for the new version that supports
all
>of the datel commands as well as being a file server.  The new commands
>enable you to;
>send a byte
>send a word
>send a file
>reflash the AR (with the Datel ROM of course :)
>view registers
>view memory
>etc.
>etc.
>Let me know if you are(or anyone else) is interested.
>
>Steve
>James Banks wrote in message <6mosod$enm7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>    Hi, I have just upgraded from Windows 95 to Windows NT 4.0 but I am
>>having trouble starting Nice ARS by Steve Dunn.  When I start-up my system
>I
>>get the following message in the event log :-
>>
>>    The GenPort service failed to start due to the following error:



>>    The specified service is disabled and cannot be started.
>>
>>    I know my PC-Comms link is working and it is set to address 0x320 but
I
>>can't seem to get it to work. I don't think I have any other hardware
items
>>conflicting with the base IO port. Is there anyone out there that can help
>>because I don't know much about the way NT works.
>>
>>
>>Cheers,
>>
>>
>>
>>James
>>
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 639 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000376html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 640 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000377html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: 29 Jun 1998 11:15:22 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk>

<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com> writes:

> PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
> PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
> "sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.

sizeof is actually a C operator, and GsSPRITE is a struct.  You can
use sizeof with any variable or data type to return its size.

If you're doing 2D only with sprites then NUM_SPRITES * sizeof
(GsSPRITE) would work fine.  A packet can be other things though, like
a poly or line which are different sizes, perhaps larger than
GsSPRITE, so you need to make sure you reserve plenty of space.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 640 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000377html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 641 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000378html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.



Date: 29 Jun 1998 10:51:46 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <01bda34b$a5fc6c20$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: 
<35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk><3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> 
<3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk><3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com> 
<uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s42-83-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote in article
<uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au>...
> James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com> writes:
> 
> > PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
> > PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
> > "sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.
> 
> sizeof is actually a C operator, and GsSPRITE is a struct.  You can
> use sizeof with any variable or data type to return its size.
> 
> If you're doing 2D only with sprites then NUM_SPRITES * sizeof
> (GsSPRITE) would work fine.  A packet can be other things though, like
> a poly or line which are different sizes, perhaps larger than
> GsSPRITE, so you need to make sure you reserve plenty of space.

That's not quite true, as a GsSPRITE when entered using GsSortSprite()
(as opposed to GsSortFastSprite) actually generates the same type of GPU
packet as a texture mapped Quad (different front end to the same low-level
primitive).

> Toby.

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 641 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000378html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 642 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000379html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Sutherland" <jamess@gremlin.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: laserGun
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 17:25:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6n8fd0$sub1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3593f571.1664005@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<6n29in$q6c8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.152.73.108
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Mark Wilson wrote in message <6n29in$q6c8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...

>One thing to remember is that, as the name suggests, a light gun needs
light
>to work. Pointing at a dark area on the screen just won't register at all.
>Sounds obvious I know, but it threw me last week when I tried putting my



>nice new gun routines into my game which consists mainly of a black
>background... Doh!
>
Which is why most gun games flash the screen white when you pull the
trigger.  Looks nice enough, and makes the gun more accurate.

--
James Sutherland: Software Engineer - Gremlin Interactive Ltd.
Work: jamess@gremlin.co.uk
Home: james@guybrush.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 642 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000379html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 643 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000380html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: laserGun
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 18:19:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6n8ibp$sub2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3593f571.1664005@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<6n29in$q6c8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6n8fd0$sub1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm473.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4

>Which is why most gun games flash the screen white when you pull the
>trigger.  Looks nice enough, and makes the gun more accurate.

The thought crossed my mind, but it's a fairly intensive shoot 'em up type
thing, and you'd be firing very rapidly, so I thought the white flashes
would become annoying. I didn't want to be responsible for hundreds of
people quivering and convulsing in front of their TVs either ;-)

Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 643 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000380html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 644 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000381html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "michael.resch" <michael.resch@metronet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Dual Shock Pad
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 23:35:25 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3598089D.5294@metronet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: md33-078.mun.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Hi,

does anyone know how i can controll the vibration 
of the dual shock pad ???



cu
 Mike
--MESSAGE FILE 644 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000381html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 645 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000382html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Pad
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 17:42:53 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3599158D.F0D8F074@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <3598089D.5294@metronet.de>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-39.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

michael.resch wrote:

> Hi,
>
> does anyone know how i can controll the vibration
> of the dual shock pad ???
>
> cu
>  Mike

You can't.  The Yaroze libs don't allow us to write to the controller
ports.  This is why we can't use the multi-tap either.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 645 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000382html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 646 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000383html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 17:58:24 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35991930.333A683@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-39.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



James Shaughnessy wrote:

> PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
> PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
> "sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.
> Usually when I don't allow enough for NUM_SPRITES I get wierd effects
> like flickering sprites.  It is amazingly difficult to actually get
> the PlayStaion to crash, I find!

Maybe I'm missing something here, but I didn't realise that there was any
correlation between packet sizes and the size of the GsSPRITE structure.

Personally, I allocate say 64K of space for each packet buffer using
malloc().  Then, after sorting all objects (just before I DrawSync()) I
check out how much actual memory space is used, by subtracting the result
of GsGetworkbase from the address used for GsSetworkbase.  (I think that's
what the functions are called.)  By keeping a running peak value for memory
usage, I know exactly how much memory is required, so I can reduce the size
of the packet buffers if memory starts to get tight.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 646 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000383html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 647 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000384html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Very Simple Memory Card question
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 18:51:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35992596.6FD20487@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

I don't want to buy another memory card to test my theory,
but someone out there must know this.

What is the status of TestCard() for a new memory card?
Is it a new card or an uninitialised memory card?
(Because a new card is also uninitialised, I'm not sure.)

What are the differences between them and how do they arise?

Cheers.
-- 
jc

--MESSAGE FILE 647 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000384html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 648 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000385html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 01 Jul 1998 10:52:17 +0100
Organization: Bacardi Ferrari V12
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <359A06D1.579C@manc.u-net.com>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com> <35991930.333A683@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Alex Herbert wrote:
> Personally, I allocate say 64K of space for each packet buffer using
> malloc().  Then, after sorting all objects (just before I DrawSync())
> check out how much actual memory space is used, by subtracting the
> result of GsGetworkbase from the address used for GsSetworkbase.  (I
> think that's what the functions are called.)  By keeping a running
> peak value for memory usage, I know exactly how much memory is
> required, so I can reduce the size of the packet buffers if memory
> starts to get tight.

Seems I was very much mistaken about that macro thing :)
I'm sure someone told me that..
That's a pretty nifty method there Alex, I'll give it a go!
Cheers
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 648 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000385html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 649 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000386html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Thu, 02 Jul 1998 02:16:22 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <359B4FE6.6894@dial.pipex.com>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com> <35991930.333A683@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usern576.uk.uudial.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> > PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
> > PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];
> > "sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.
> > Usually when I don't allow enough for NUM_SPRITES I get wierd effects
> > like flickering sprites.  It is amazingly difficult to actually get



> > the PlayStaion to crash, I find!
> 
> Maybe I'm missing something here, but I didn't realise that there was any
> correlation between packet sizes and the size of the GsSPRITE structure.

Im pretty sure there isnt! I seem to remember doing some tests on this and
found a normal sprite uses 24 bytes, and a rotate/scale enabled sprite
uses 40 bytes (or something).
 
> Personally, I allocate say 64K of space for each packet buffer using
> malloc().  Then, after sorting all objects (just before I DrawSync()) I
> check out how much actual memory space is used, by subtracting the result
> of GsGetworkbase from the address used for GsSetworkbase.  (I think that's
> what the functions are called.)  By keeping a running peak value for memory
> usage, I know exactly how much memory is required, so I can reduce the size
> of the packet buffers if memory starts to get tight.
> 
> Herbs

Yeah. I also prefer using heap memory to plonk sprites, gpu buffers etc. in.
I THINK I used calloc (I havent looked at my allocation functions for a
long time) because this guarantees zeroed memory.
My original plan was to do this so that I could reclaim memory (used to hold
TIMs (etc.) before sending them to VRAM) back to the heap. I still haven't
actually tried this yet mainly because Im still not sure about the
usage/restrictions of the InitHeap (?) function. Does this idea make any
kind of sense to anyone else - I figured allocating everything from heap
memory would also stop the exe producing a sprawling bss (where, I think,
static arrays would otherwise have been placed) at run time. But hey, its
late, perhaps Im dreaming...  zzzzZZZZZZ

-Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 649 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000386html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 650 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000387html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries
Subject: Library to Save/Load Memory Cards
Date: Thu, 02 Jul 1998 19:15:09 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <359BCE2D.7020B2F8@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:387 scee.yaroze.mydemos:201 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:157

--CROSSPOST: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.mydemos,
             scee.yaroze.programming.libraries

Hello.
I've written a library to ease saving and loading
game data to memory cards.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/

Have fun!
-- 



jc

--MESSAGE FILE 650 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000387html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 651 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000388html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: RotMatrixBUG???
Date: 3 Jul 1998 11:43:18 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bda678$dd2f68c0$6ebff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip046.pool-02.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi! World,i have problem with RotMatrix Function!!!:

This function create the rotation matrix around Y,Z local axes but *super X
axis rotation!!!
If someone can help me please to understand this strange phenomen!
Thanks! Emanuele
--MESSAGE FILE 651 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000388html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 652 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000389html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Sat, 4 Jul 1998 09:53:34 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl04.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:76 scea.yaroze.freetalk:797 
scee.yaroze.beginners:389 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1350

I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
site:

http://yaroze-world.org

If you are interested in joining let me know.

Regards,

Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 652 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000389html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 653 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000390html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free



talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 10:42:09 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:77 scea.yaroze.freetalk:798 
scee.yaroze.beginners:390 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1356

Cool.  Some notes:

- some kind of disclaimer statiting that this is not an
  officialed contest from the SCE[A|E|I].

- requirements for entries.  something like:

All games and demos must:
- be executables that can be loaded with the
  provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
  doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
  it must be run-able for all.
- have an NTSC mode if it originates from a PAL system.
- have a title screen or ending credits text
  listing at least one contact address (e-mail)
- adhere to the Yaroze membership guidelines
  (i.e. no profanity, racism, sexist comments, 
  nudity etc.); basic courtesy to other members
  worldwide.

- copyright disclaimer stating that Yaroze and the Playstation
  are Sony stuff and that the programs entered in this compo
  are copyright their respectful authors.  Also, that entries
  are being run at the risk of the members' machines---e.g.
  no one will be responsible for damage to their equipment
  due to bad refresh rates.  Of course, there would be a penalty
  if someone enters a virus or something.

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
> group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
> site:
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org
> 
> If you are interested in joining let me know.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''



--MESSAGE FILE 653 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000390html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 654 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000391html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <david.white@cubic.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 11:08:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: onyx1.corp.cubic.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 5.3 IP19)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:78 scea.yaroze.freetalk:799 
scee.yaroze.beginners:391 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1357

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Cool.  Some notes:
> 
>         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> 
>                 All games and demos must:
>                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
>                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
>                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
>                   it must be run-able for all.

That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

David
--MESSAGE FILE 654 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000391html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 655 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000392html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: RotMatrixBUG???
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 1998 00:15:46 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6nria3$rq82@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bda678$dd2f68c0$6ebff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf1078.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>Hi! World,i have problem with RotMatrix Function!!!:
>
>This function create the rotation matrix around Y,Z local axes but *super X
>axis rotation!!!
>If someone can help me please to understand this strange phenomen!
>Thanks! Emanuele

There's no hardware involved, so feel free to write your own RotMatrix!



Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 655 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000392html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 656 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000393html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans" <moa@wxs.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Pad
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 1998 00:18:30 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6nrif7$rq83@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3598089D.5294@metronet.de> <3599158D.F0D8F074@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amf1078.wxs.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>michael.resch wrote:
>
>> Hi,
>>
>> does anyone know how i can controll the vibration
>> of the dual shock pad ???
>>
>> cu
>>  Mike
>
>You can't.  The Yaroze libs don't allow us to write to the controller
>ports.  This is why we can't use the multi-tap either.
>

But assembly does allow us to do so...

Greets,

Jan-Lieuwe

--MESSAGE FILE 656 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000393html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 657 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000394html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 16:26:45 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:79 scea.yaroze.freetalk:800 
scee.yaroze.beginners:394 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1359

David White wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!
> 
> David

Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
What is the highest common denominator we have?

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 657 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000394html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 658 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000395html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 22:49:56 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982249560001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com> <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:80 scea.yaroze.freetalk:806 
scee.yaroze.beginners:395 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1369

In article <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>, tenchi@jps.net wrote:

> David White wrote:
> > Elliott Lee wrote:
> > > Cool.  Some notes:
> > >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> > >                 All games and demos must:
> > >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> > >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> > >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> > >                   it must be run-able for all.
> > That would lock out all Macintosh developers!



> > David
>
> Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
> CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
> be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
> something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
> What is the highest common denominator we have?

Yes, that is a good point, But I have also been dev'ing PSX apps and using
SIOCONS {USING SOFTPC... ;) } to DL and test the code. This really does
well for those who want good speed.

It does mean that if you are a Mac Developer {I am, I also do WIN32 DX5
and GB..} that you do need the requirement of using a Power Macintosh.
I found out {Much to the annoyance of J. Sumner @ Metrowerks...} that to
do any "REAL" work on Yaroze, I needed a powermac. I finally got one.
Hi Joel...   :)

FYI, I also got the GCC under MkLinux {Powermac} to host yaroze technology.
Trouble is, I need to build a SIOCONS for MkLinux..
Anybody at Sony got the source??? All I need is the Binary Downloader.. BLOAD
component.
--MESSAGE FILE 658 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000395html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 659 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000396html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 1998 21:50:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6numah$7mk7@scea>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl01.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:81 scea.yaroze.freetalk:807 
scee.yaroze.beginners:396 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1370

Great point...  I'll add exectly that to the site.

Regards,

Zark / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

--MESSAGE FILE 659 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000396html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 660 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000397html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: peter black <peter.black@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: black&white
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 22:45:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11



Message-ID: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net>
Reply-To: peter.black@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p34-goshawk-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="black and white.txt"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="black and white.txt"

dear tech support 

completed my first demo lander
available on my web page peter black  /~mystic
i would include a link if i knew how

anyway had a couple of e-mails about it 
one said may game game was in black and white

is this possible? its in full colour when i play it.

--MESSAGE FILE 660 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000397html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 661 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000398html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 01:01:38 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net>
Reply-To: palpalpalpal@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: marseille5-193.club-internet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

> anyway had a couple of e-mails about it
> one said may game game was in black and white
>
> is this possible? its in full colour when i play it.

Looks like your game runs in Ntsc and someone played it on a Pal-only
Tv.
If this is the case, add an option for switching to Pal, or build two
different versions.
(See SetVideoMode(), GsInitGraph(), GsDefDispBuf() to change mode)

Hope this helps.

--MESSAGE FILE 661 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000398html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 662 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000399html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english



Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 14:55:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35A51234.B26BE66C@mail.datasys.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:82 scea.yaroze.freetalk:821 
scee.yaroze.beginners:399 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1381

David White wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> >
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

As long as you run your PSE file through the PlayStation postlinker
and turn it inso the PS-X format (extension PXE), then it loads fine
in SIOCONS. This is what I've been doing.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 662 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000399html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 663 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000400html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Darrell Porcher" <dporcher@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: Thu, 2 Jul 1998 16:56:32 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6o67ov$8q37@scea>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-170.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I really wish you could autodetect which mode the Playstation was running
in, that would make things so much easier, most Yarozers don't build two



versions...

-Darrell Porcher

pal wrote in message <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com>...
>> anyway had a couple of e-mails about it
>> one said may game game was in black and white
>>
>> is this possible? its in full colour when i play it.
>
>
>Looks like your game runs in Ntsc and someone played it on a Pal-only
>Tv.
>If this is the case, add an option for switching to Pal, or build two
>different versions.
>(See SetVideoMode(), GsInitGraph(), GsDefDispBuf() to change mode)
>
>Hope this helps.
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 663 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000400html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 664 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000401html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: 13 Jul 1998 07:58:54 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Darrell Porcher <dporcher@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
<6o67ov$8q37@scea>...
> I really wish you could autodetect which mode the Playstation was running
> in, that would make things so much easier, most Yarozers don't build two
> versions...
> 
> -Darrell Porcher

Use GetVideoMode()  to get current video mode.

Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 664 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000401html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 665 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000402html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: 13 Jul 1998 12:09:30 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea> <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.231.18
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi George,
I noticed ages ago that sony were asking people to do this 
but if i use getvideomode it returns ntsc and is black'n'white
I dare say other people have noticed this as well and are asking
if there would be a better way??

Pete.

> Use GetVideoMode()  to get current video mode.
> 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 665 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000402html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 666 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000403html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: Mon, 13 Jul 1998 22:18:29 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <1dbyc0q.1swsi7oktxdj0N@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Black & White is a game in development by Lionhead. Thats the company of
Peter Molyneux.

Cheers DEnnis
--MESSAGE FILE 666 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000403html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 667 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000404html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: 14 Jul 1998 16:21:52 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 55
Message-ID: <01bdae10$fab64180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea> <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155



Hi there,

Yes, there is another way.  When the PlayStation first boots up the video
mode
defaults to NTSC.  If you do a GetVideoMode() at the startup it will be
NTSC.
So lets check the product code ( product code is different in all 3
territories)
on the Net Yaroze Boot Disc.  If the file is not found we now know that the
user 
has a NTSC machine.  Check the code below..

P.S.  Note, you have to use a scart cable to see color in NTSC mode.

if( CdSearchFile(&file, "\\DTL_S30.35;1") == 0)
   {
      printf("Boot file not found... MODE_NTSC enabled \n");
      SetVideoMode( MODE_NTSC );
      video_mode = GetVideoMode();  
   }
 else
   {
      printf("Boot file found... MODE_PAL enabled \n");
      SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
      video_mode = GetVideoMode();
   }

Regards,

George@SCEE

Peter Dollochan <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com> wrote in article
<01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two>...
> Hi George,
> I noticed ages ago that sony were asking people to do this 
> but if i use getvideomode it returns ntsc and is black'n'white
> I dare say other people have noticed this as well and are asking
> if there would be a better way??
> 
> Pete.
> 
> > Use GetVideoMode()  to get current video mode.
> > 
> > 
> > Regards,
> > 
> > George
> > 
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 667 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000404html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 668 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000405html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white



Date: 14 Jul 1998 17:09:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <01bdaf49$c721dac0$026f6f6f@two>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea> <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two> 
<01bdae10$fab64180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.236.26
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Nice one george now thats what i call an answer :-)
(if it works ;)

Pete.

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote in article
<01bdae10$fab64180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>...
> 
> 
> Hi there,
> 
> Yes, there is another way.  When the PlayStation first boots up the video
> mode
> defaults to NTSC.  If you do a GetVideoMode() at the startup it will be
> NTSC.
> So lets check the product code ( product code is different in all 3
> territories)
> on the Net Yaroze Boot Disc.  If the file is not found we now know that
the
> user 
> has a NTSC machine.  Check the code below..
> 
> P.S.  Note, you have to use a scart cable to see color in NTSC mode.
> 
> if( CdSearchFile(&file, "\\DTL_S30.35;1") == 0)
>    {
>       printf("Boot file not found... MODE_NTSC enabled \n");
>       SetVideoMode( MODE_NTSC );
>       video_mode = GetVideoMode();  
>    }
>  else
>    {
>       printf("Boot file found... MODE_PAL enabled \n");
>       SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
>       video_mode = GetVideoMode();
>    }
> 
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 
> 
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 668 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000405html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 669 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000406html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carlos M Rinc n" <carlos.rincon@mcmail.com>�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Borland C++ Builder



Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 09:17:14 +0100
Organization: Fairlight ESP Ltd
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35AC6589.83006BFC@mcmail.com>
Reply-To: carlos.rincon@mcmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: asn14-2.mcmail.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi All,

Someone asked recently about using the Visual C++ IDE for Yaroze.  How
about Borland C++ builder?  Has anyone configured it successfully for
this purpose?  Obviously I wouldn't want to be using VCL, etc, I would
just like to be able to use Builder 'cause I use it all the time, I'm
used to it and I like the IDE.

--
Carlos M. Rinc n�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Fairlight ESP Limited

carlos.rincon@mcmail.com

--MESSAGE FILE 669 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000406html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 670 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000407html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Borland C++ Builder
Date: 15 Jul 1998 08:28:33 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <01bdaf66$838fb440$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AC6589.83006BFC@mcmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Carlos,

You can always use the Borland editor and just jump into DOS,
compile and run SIOCONS to upload your game.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Carlos M Rinc n <carlos.rincon@mcmail.com> wrote in article�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
<35AC6589.83006BFC@mcmail.com>...
> Hi All,
> 
> Someone asked recently about using the Visual C++ IDE for Yaroze.  How
> about Borland C++ builder?  Has anyone configured it successfully for
> this purpose?  Obviously I wouldn't want to be using VCL, etc, I would
> just like to be able to use Builder 'cause I use it all the time, I'm
> used to it and I like the IDE.



> 
> --
> Carlos M. Rinc n�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> Fairlight ESP Limited
> 
> carlos.rincon@mcmail.com
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 670 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000407html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 671 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000408html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 10:09:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 219
Message-ID: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:408 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:297 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:432

Hello everyone

You know how it is when you use other people's code to do the basics and
it works fine so you don't try and tinker with it?

Except when you do because you want to do things slightly differently,
and then you totally screw it up but can't see what's going wrong?

Or you decide to try and write something from scratch, having fully
understood the examples you've copied from?

Well, I'm having a nightmare. I'm just trying to display a sprite, but
I'm taking stuff from the tuto0.c sample Sony code so that I can load
images into the frame buffer in one function, and link them to a sprite
in another.

What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-up
screen. What's weird is that in Codewarrior, if I change my data address
in Linker Settings from the default 0x00000000 to 0x80140000, I get a
very large (700K) executable, except this time the screen goes black and
I get a line of garbage along the bottom.

Would someone be kind enough to have a look at my source code and tell
me what I'm doing wrong. I was up till 4.30 this morning trying to
figure it out. The TIM file is only about 2K (96*48 pixels)

Thanks

Phil

Here it is:
(my batch file is



local dload redcars.tim 80100000
local load ny.pxe
go)

#include <libps.h>
#include "asssert.h"

#define PLAYER_TIM   0x80100000
#define SCREEN_WIDTH  512
#define SCREEN_HEIGHT  256
#define MAX_SPRITES  1
#define OT_LENGTH   1

// globals

GsIMAGE gPlayerTextureInfo;
GsSPRITE gPlayerSprite;
GsOT gOrderTable[2];
PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][MAX_SPRITES*24];

// prototypes
void InitGraphics();
void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite);

void main()
{

 int activeBuffer;

 InitGraphics();

 while (1)
 {
  activeBuffer = GsGetActiveBuff();

  GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)GpuPacketArea[activeBuffer]);

  GsClearOt(0, 0, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);

  GsSortFastSprite(&gPlayerSprite, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer], 0);

  DrawSync(0);

  VSync(0);

  GsSwapDispBuff();

  GsSortClear(34,34,34, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);

  GsDrawOt(&gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
 }

}

void InitGraphics()
{
 GsOT_TAG OTTags[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];

 GsInitGraph(SCREEN_WIDTH, SCREEN_HEIGHT, 4, 0, 0);



 GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, SCREEN_HEIGHT);

 SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );

 gOrderTable[0].length = OT_LENGTH;
 gOrderTable[0].org = OTTags[0];
 gOrderTable[1].length = OT_LENGTH;
 gOrderTable[1].org = OTTags[0];

 LoadTimData(PLAYER_TIM, &gPlayerTextureInfo);
 LinkSpritetoTimData(&gPlayerSprite, &gPlayerTextureInfo);

}

void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
{

 RECT rect;
 GsGetTimInfo( (u_long *)(address + 4), textureInfo);

 // Load image into frame buffer
 rect.x = textureInfo->px;
 rect.y = textureInfo->py;
 rect.w = textureInfo->pw;   // width in 16-bit words (NOT pixels)
 rect.h = textureInfo->ph;
 LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->pixel);

 /*printf("image x %d\n", textureInfo->px);
 printf("image y %d\n", textureInfo->py);
 printf("image w %d\n", textureInfo->pw);
 printf("image h %d\n", textureInfo->ph);*/

 /* pmode takes these values (binary):
 0000 4 bit, no clut
 1000 4 bit, clut
 0001 8 bit, no clut
 1001 8 bit, clut
 0010 16 bit
 0011 24 bit
 */

 // Load the CLUT into the frame buffer, if it has one
 if (textureInfo->pmode & 0x8)
 {
  rect.x = textureInfo->cx;       // x pos in frame buffer
  rect.y = textureInfo->cy;       // y pos in frame buffer
  rect.w = textureInfo->cw;       // width of CLUT
  rect.h = textureInfo->ch;       // height of CLUT
  LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->clut);    // load data into frame buffer

  /*printf("clut x %d\n", textureInfo->cx);
  printf("clut y %d\n", textureInfo->cy);
  printf("clut w %d\n", textureInfo->cw);
  printf("clut h %d\n", textureInfo->ch);*/
 }

 DrawSync(0);
}

void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
{
 int pixelsPerWord, texturePage;



 InitSprite(sprite);

 // Get texture page ID
 texturePage = GetTPage(textureInfo->pmode & 0x7, 0, textureInfo->px,
textureInfo->py);

 // Work out bit depth (number of pixels per word)
 switch (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7)
 {
  case 0:
   pixelsPerWord = 4; // 4 bit
    break;
  case 1:
   pixelsPerWord = 2; // 8 bit
    break;
  case 2:
   pixelsPerWord = 1; // 16 bit
  default:
   // unexpected pmode value
   pixelsPerWord = 0;
   printf("Unexpected pmode value\n");
   assert(0);
    break;
 }

 sprite->attribute = 0 + (1<<6) + (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7) << 24 +
(1<<30) + (1<<31);
 sprite->tpage = texturePage;
 sprite->cx = textureInfo->cx;     // CLUT x axis position
 sprite->cy = textureInfo->cy;     // CLUT y axis positio
}

// give sprite default values
void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite)
{
 sprite->attribute = 0;
 sprite->x = 32;
 sprite->y = 32;
 sprite->w = 32;        // don't want to display whole TIM, just the
first 32*48 segment
 sprite->h = 48;
 sprite->tpage = 0;
 sprite->u = 0;
 sprite->v = 0;
 sprite->cx = 0;
 sprite->cy = 0;
 sprite->r = 128;
 sprite->g = 128;
 sprite->b = 128;
 sprite->mx = 0;
 sprite->my = 0;
 sprite->scalex = ONE;  // ONE = 4096
 sprite->scaley = ONE;
 sprite->rotate = 0;
}

--MESSAGE FILE 671 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000408html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 672 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000409html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>



Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 17:53:01 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 230
Message-ID: <35ACDE6C.954014D4@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-14.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:409 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:298 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:434

Philip Gooch wrote:

> Hello everyone
>
> You know how it is when you use other people's code to do the basics and
> it works fine so you don't try and tinker with it?
>
> Except when you do because you want to do things slightly differently,
> and then you totally screw it up but can't see what's going wrong?
>
> Or you decide to try and write something from scratch, having fully
> understood the examples you've copied from?
>
> Well, I'm having a nightmare. I'm just trying to display a sprite, but
> I'm taking stuff from the tuto0.c sample Sony code so that I can load
> images into the frame buffer in one function, and link them to a sprite
> in another.
>
> What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
> screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-up
> screen. What's weird is that in Codewarrior, if I change my data address
> in Linker Settings from the default 0x00000000 to 0x80140000, I get a
> very large (700K) executable, except this time the screen goes black and
> I get a line of garbage along the bottom.
>
> Would someone be kind enough to have a look at my source code and tell
> me what I'm doing wrong. I was up till 4.30 this morning trying to
> figure it out. The TIM file is only about 2K (96*48 pixels)
>
> Thanks
>
> Phil
>
> Here it is:
> (my batch file is
> local dload redcars.tim 80100000
> local load ny.pxe
> go)
>
> #include <libps.h>
> #include "asssert.h"
>
> #define PLAYER_TIM   0x80100000
> #define SCREEN_WIDTH  512



> #define SCREEN_HEIGHT  256
> #define MAX_SPRITES  1
> #define OT_LENGTH   1
>
> // globals
>
> GsIMAGE gPlayerTextureInfo;
> GsSPRITE gPlayerSprite;
> GsOT gOrderTable[2];
> PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][MAX_SPRITES*24];
>
> // prototypes
> void InitGraphics();
> void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
> void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
> void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite);
>
> void main()
> {
>
>  int activeBuffer;
>
>  InitGraphics();
>
>  while (1)
>  {
>   activeBuffer = GsGetActiveBuff();
>
>   GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)GpuPacketArea[activeBuffer]);
>
>   GsClearOt(0, 0, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
>
>   GsSortFastSprite(&gPlayerSprite, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer], 0);
>
>   DrawSync(0);
>
>   VSync(0);
>
>   GsSwapDispBuff();
>
>   GsSortClear(34,34,34, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
>
>   GsDrawOt(&gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
>  }
>
> }
>
> void InitGraphics()
> {
>  GsOT_TAG OTTags[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];
>
>  GsInitGraph(SCREEN_WIDTH, SCREEN_HEIGHT, 4, 0, 0);
>
>  GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, SCREEN_HEIGHT);
>
>  SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
>
>  gOrderTable[0].length = OT_LENGTH;
>  gOrderTable[0].org = OTTags[0];
>  gOrderTable[1].length = OT_LENGTH;
>  gOrderTable[1].org = OTTags[0];
>
>  LoadTimData(PLAYER_TIM, &gPlayerTextureInfo);
>  LinkSpritetoTimData(&gPlayerSprite, &gPlayerTextureInfo);



>
> }
>
> void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
> {
>
>  RECT rect;
>  GsGetTimInfo( (u_long *)(address + 4), textureInfo);
>
>  // Load image into frame buffer
>  rect.x = textureInfo->px;
>  rect.y = textureInfo->py;
>  rect.w = textureInfo->pw;   // width in 16-bit words (NOT pixels)
>  rect.h = textureInfo->ph;
>  LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->pixel);
>
>  /*printf("image x %d\n", textureInfo->px);
>  printf("image y %d\n", textureInfo->py);
>  printf("image w %d\n", textureInfo->pw);
>  printf("image h %d\n", textureInfo->ph);*/
>
>  /* pmode takes these values (binary):
>  0000 4 bit, no clut
>  1000 4 bit, clut
>  0001 8 bit, no clut
>  1001 8 bit, clut
>  0010 16 bit
>  0011 24 bit
>  */
>
>  // Load the CLUT into the frame buffer, if it has one
>  if (textureInfo->pmode & 0x8)
>  {
>   rect.x = textureInfo->cx;       // x pos in frame buffer
>   rect.y = textureInfo->cy;       // y pos in frame buffer
>   rect.w = textureInfo->cw;       // width of CLUT
>   rect.h = textureInfo->ch;       // height of CLUT
>   LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->clut);    // load data into frame buffer
>
>   /*printf("clut x %d\n", textureInfo->cx);
>   printf("clut y %d\n", textureInfo->cy);
>   printf("clut w %d\n", textureInfo->cw);
>   printf("clut h %d\n", textureInfo->ch);*/
>  }
>
>  DrawSync(0);
> }
>
> void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
> {
>  int pixelsPerWord, texturePage;
>
>  InitSprite(sprite);
>
>  // Get texture page ID
>  texturePage = GetTPage(textureInfo->pmode & 0x7, 0, textureInfo->px,
> textureInfo->py);
>
>  // Work out bit depth (number of pixels per word)
>  switch (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7)
>  {
>   case 0:
>    pixelsPerWord = 4; // 4 bit
>     break;



>   case 1:
>    pixelsPerWord = 2; // 8 bit
>     break;
>   case 2:
>    pixelsPerWord = 1; // 16 bit
>   default:
>    // unexpected pmode value
>    pixelsPerWord = 0;
>    printf("Unexpected pmode value\n");
>    assert(0);
>     break;
>  }
>
>  sprite->attribute = 0 + (1<<6) + (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7) << 24 +
> (1<<30) + (1<<31);
>  sprite->tpage = texturePage;
>  sprite->cx = textureInfo->cx;     // CLUT x axis position
>  sprite->cy = textureInfo->cy;     // CLUT y axis positio
> }
>
> // give sprite default values
> void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite)
> {
>  sprite->attribute = 0;
>  sprite->x = 32;
>  sprite->y = 32;
>  sprite->w = 32;        // don't want to display whole TIM, just the
> first 32*48 segment
>  sprite->h = 48;
>  sprite->tpage = 0;
>  sprite->u = 0;
>  sprite->v = 0;
>  sprite->cx = 0;
>  sprite->cy = 0;
>  sprite->r = 128;
>  sprite->g = 128;
>  sprite->b = 128;
>  sprite->mx = 0;
>  sprite->my = 0;
>  sprite->scalex = ONE;  // ONE = 4096
>  sprite->scaley = ONE;
>  sprite->rotate = 0;
> }

Hi Philip.  I've just posted you in the freetalk newsgroup.  Wish I'd seen
this first.

Well, I've had a quick scan over the code, and one thing which jumped out at
me was your GsOTTAGs.  Try making them global.

Hope that helps.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 672 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000409html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 673 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000410html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white



Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 17:56:42 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <35ACDF4A.4C84E304@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea> <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two> 
<01bdae10$fab64180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-14.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

George Bain wrote:

>
>
> Hi there,
>
> Yes, there is another way.  When the PlayStation first boots up the video
> mode
> defaults to NTSC.  If you do a GetVideoMode() at the startup it will be
> NTSC.
> So lets check the product code ( product code is different in all 3
> territories)
> on the Net Yaroze Boot Disc.  If the file is not found we now know that the
> user
> has a NTSC machine.  Check the code below..
>
> P.S.  Note, you have to use a scart cable to see color in NTSC mode.
>
>         if( CdSearchFile(&file, "\\DTL_S30.35;1") == 0)
>            {
>               printf("Boot file not found... MODE_NTSC enabled \n");
>               SetVideoMode( MODE_NTSC );
>               video_mode = GetVideoMode();
>            }
>          else
>            {
>               printf("Boot file found... MODE_PAL enabled \n");
>               SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
>               video_mode = GetVideoMode();
>            }
>
> Regards,
>
> George@SCEE

Now that is one hell of an answer.  That is so cool.  And there was me counting
hsyncs...

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 673 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000410html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 674 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000411html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>



Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: 15 Jul 1998 18:35:19 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 238
Message-ID: <01bdafad$1b8a66a0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:411 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:299 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:437

Hi Philip,

Sorry to hear that you are having trouble.  I think you should hear that
there is nothing wrong with your code.  I've compiled and ran it using
GCC and SIOCONS.  I personally don't use CodeWarrior but I suggest
using GCC and SIOCONS.

As for ditching your Net Yaroze..don't give in.  It will take time and 
patience. Good-luck.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote in article
<35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>...
> Hello everyone
> 
> You know how it is when you use other people's code to do the basics and
> it works fine so you don't try and tinker with it?
> 
> Except when you do because you want to do things slightly differently,
> and then you totally screw it up but can't see what's going wrong?
> 
> Or you decide to try and write something from scratch, having fully
> understood the examples you've copied from?
> 
> Well, I'm having a nightmare. I'm just trying to display a sprite, but
> I'm taking stuff from the tuto0.c sample Sony code so that I can load
> images into the frame buffer in one function, and link them to a sprite
> in another.
> 
> What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
> screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-up
> screen. What's weird is that in Codewarrior, if I change my data address
> in Linker Settings from the default 0x00000000 to 0x80140000, I get a
> very large (700K) executable, except this time the screen goes black and
> I get a line of garbage along the bottom.
> 
> Would someone be kind enough to have a look at my source code and tell
> me what I'm doing wrong. I was up till 4.30 this morning trying to
> figure it out. The TIM file is only about 2K (96*48 pixels)
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Phil
> 
> Here it is:



> (my batch file is
> local dload redcars.tim 80100000
> local load ny.pxe
> go)
> 
> #include <libps.h>
> #include "asssert.h"
> 
> #define PLAYER_TIM   0x80100000
> #define SCREEN_WIDTH  512
> #define SCREEN_HEIGHT  256
> #define MAX_SPRITES  1
> #define OT_LENGTH   1
> 
> 
> // globals
> 
> GsIMAGE gPlayerTextureInfo;
> GsSPRITE gPlayerSprite;
> GsOT gOrderTable[2];
> PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][MAX_SPRITES*24];
> 
> // prototypes
> void InitGraphics();
> void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
> void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo);
> void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite);
> 
> 
> void main()
> {
> 
>  int activeBuffer;
> 
> 
>  InitGraphics();
> 
>  while (1)
>  {
>   activeBuffer = GsGetActiveBuff();
> 
>   GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)GpuPacketArea[activeBuffer]);
> 
>   GsClearOt(0, 0, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
> 
>   GsSortFastSprite(&gPlayerSprite, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer], 0);
> 
>   DrawSync(0);
> 
>   VSync(0);
> 
>   GsSwapDispBuff();
> 
>   GsSortClear(34,34,34, &gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
> 
>   GsDrawOt(&gOrderTable[activeBuffer]);
>  }
> 
> }
> 
> void InitGraphics()
> {
>  GsOT_TAG OTTags[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];
> 



>  GsInitGraph(SCREEN_WIDTH, SCREEN_HEIGHT, 4, 0, 0);
> 
>  GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, SCREEN_HEIGHT);
> 
>  SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
> 
>  gOrderTable[0].length = OT_LENGTH;
>  gOrderTable[0].org = OTTags[0];
>  gOrderTable[1].length = OT_LENGTH;
>  gOrderTable[1].org = OTTags[0];
> 
>  LoadTimData(PLAYER_TIM, &gPlayerTextureInfo);
>  LinkSpritetoTimData(&gPlayerSprite, &gPlayerTextureInfo);
> 
> }
> 
> 
> void LoadTimData(u_long address, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
> {
> 
>  RECT rect;
>  GsGetTimInfo( (u_long *)(address + 4), textureInfo);
> 
>  // Load image into frame buffer
>  rect.x = textureInfo->px;
>  rect.y = textureInfo->py;
>  rect.w = textureInfo->pw;   // width in 16-bit words (NOT pixels)
>  rect.h = textureInfo->ph;
>  LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->pixel);
> 
>  /*printf("image x %d\n", textureInfo->px);
>  printf("image y %d\n", textureInfo->py);
>  printf("image w %d\n", textureInfo->pw);
>  printf("image h %d\n", textureInfo->ph);*/
> 
>  /* pmode takes these values (binary):
>  0000 4 bit, no clut
>  1000 4 bit, clut
>  0001 8 bit, no clut
>  1001 8 bit, clut
>  0010 16 bit
>  0011 24 bit
>  */
> 
>  // Load the CLUT into the frame buffer, if it has one
>  if (textureInfo->pmode & 0x8)
>  {
>   rect.x = textureInfo->cx;       // x pos in frame buffer
>   rect.y = textureInfo->cy;       // y pos in frame buffer
>   rect.w = textureInfo->cw;       // width of CLUT
>   rect.h = textureInfo->ch;       // height of CLUT
>   LoadImage(&rect, textureInfo->clut);    // load data into frame buffer
> 
>   /*printf("clut x %d\n", textureInfo->cx);
>   printf("clut y %d\n", textureInfo->cy);
>   printf("clut w %d\n", textureInfo->cw);
>   printf("clut h %d\n", textureInfo->ch);*/
>  }
> 
>  DrawSync(0);
> }
> 
> void LinkSpritetoTimData(GsSPRITE *sprite, GsIMAGE *textureInfo)
> {



>  int pixelsPerWord, texturePage;
> 
>  InitSprite(sprite);
> 
>  // Get texture page ID
>  texturePage = GetTPage(textureInfo->pmode & 0x7, 0, textureInfo->px,
> textureInfo->py);
> 
>  // Work out bit depth (number of pixels per word)
>  switch (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7)
>  {
>   case 0:
>    pixelsPerWord = 4; // 4 bit
>     break;
>   case 1:
>    pixelsPerWord = 2; // 8 bit
>     break;
>   case 2:
>    pixelsPerWord = 1; // 16 bit
>   default:
>    // unexpected pmode value
>    pixelsPerWord = 0;
>    printf("Unexpected pmode value\n");
>    assert(0);
>     break;
>  }
> 
>  sprite->attribute = 0 + (1<<6) + (textureInfo->pmode & 0x7) << 24 +
> (1<<30) + (1<<31);
>  sprite->tpage = texturePage;
>  sprite->cx = textureInfo->cx;     // CLUT x axis position
>  sprite->cy = textureInfo->cy;     // CLUT y axis positio
> }
> 
> // give sprite default values
> void InitSprite(GsSPRITE *sprite)
> {
>  sprite->attribute = 0;
>  sprite->x = 32;
>  sprite->y = 32;
>  sprite->w = 32;        // don't want to display whole TIM, just the
> first 32*48 segment
>  sprite->h = 48;
>  sprite->tpage = 0;
>  sprite->u = 0;
>  sprite->v = 0;
>  sprite->cx = 0;
>  sprite->cy = 0;
>  sprite->r = 128;
>  sprite->g = 128;
>  sprite->b = 128;
>  sprite->mx = 0;
>  sprite->my = 0;
>  sprite->scalex = ONE;  // ONE = 4096
>  sprite->scaley = ONE;
>  sprite->rotate = 0;
> }
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 674 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000411html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 675 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000412html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 21:27:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld53-013.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:412 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:300 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:439

Philip Gooch wrote:
> What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
> screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-up
> screen. 

I've had crashes like this when I made the packet area too big, and when
its too small. Try making PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][MAX_SPRITES*24];
bigger - you are sorting a clear screen command in here as well as the sprite.
Also I noticed that you've got OTTags as local in one
of your functions - try making it global - or static.

cheers

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 675 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000412html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 676 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000413html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 23:34:58 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk> <35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:413 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:301 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:440

Nick Slaven wrote:



> Philip Gooch wrote:
> > What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
> > screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-up
> > screen.
>
> I've had crashes like this when I made the packet area too big, and when
> its too small. Try making PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][MAX_SPRITES*24];
> bigger - you are sorting a clear screen command in here as well as the sprite.
> Also I noticed that you've got OTTags as local in one
> of your functions - try making it global - or static.
>
> cheers
>
> Nick (S)

  YES!! This works. Thanks guys. I wouldn't have sussed this out on my own. I
really appreciate you help.
Cheers Nick, Herbs and George. Turned out not to be a Codewarrior problem after
all! Sorry about the cross-posting.

But what confuses me is: Why does OTTags need to be a global if I'm only using 
it
in one function - InitGraphics()? Is GsOT_TAG somehow used by the OS throughout
the program and so needs to be aware of it whenever it needs it? Sorry, I'm
really dim on the low-level stuff. I'm better at algorithms - honest!

Thanks again.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 676 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000413html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 677 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000414html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 23:53:34 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35AD32E7.3C2B87A9@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk> <35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:414 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:302 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:441

I suppose also, to be on the safe side, I could cheat and make all my
OS-level variables globals!

Only joking, but because I haven't got much of a clue on the hardware
side it's not clear to me what sort of things always need to be
accessible to the OS

Phil



--MESSAGE FILE 677 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000414html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 678 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000415html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: 16 Jul 1998 11:15:36 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:415 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:303 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:442

Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk> writes:
> But what confuses me is: Why does OTTags need to be a global if I'm only using
it
> in one function - InitGraphics()? Is GsOT_TAG somehow used by the OS 
throughout
> the program and so needs to be aware of it whenever it needs it? Sorry, I'm
> really dim on the low-level stuff. I'm better at algorithms - honest!

The main difference between local variables and globals variables in C
is their scope, obviously (ie.  which functions can see them).  The
second biggest difference is where they're stored.  Global and static
variables are allocated from the heap, while locals are from the
stack.

The stack is also used to store parameters passed to functions and
return addresses.  Exhausting the stack is a Bad Thing, as function
calls may misbehave, crash, hang...  I honestly don't know how big the
default stack is for the Yaroze - it's determined at compile time.
That's why your code may work for one compiler, but not another.

Basically, if you have some enormous data structures locally, make
them static.  But remember, they'll persist across multiple calls to
the function, though this doesn't matter if you were already treating
them as locals (which don't persist).
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 678 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000415html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 679 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000416html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 23:06:05 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35AD6DE7.11E5@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 38.165.241.13
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-MACOS8 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

>What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-
>up screen.
>
>What's weird is that in Codewarrior, if I change my data address
>in Linker Settings from the default 0x00000000 to 0x80140000, I get a
>very large (700K) executable, except this time the screen goes black >and I get
a line of garbage along the bottom.

Maybe some techies have a different opinion, but it's probably a wise
idea to leave the data address at 0L and let the linker figure things
out for you?

As for what's going wrong, have you explored the Metrowerks debugger at
all? There's a handy panel that will let you back-trace through the
stack which can help you figure out which function is dying.

BTW, I agree with Alex; If you backtrack a bit I'm sure you'll find
"GsSortFastSprite" is dying because your OTTags are stored locally and
disappearing before you use 'em. Of course because it's such a small
app., the code *might* still run fine if nothing writes over where the
local variables "used" to exist. (I guess CW does a little more clean-up
than GCC :)

- Gerrit

PS - IMHO, 9 times out of 10, CodeWarrior is the best way to develop
applications for any platform. Yaroze included.
--MESSAGE FILE 679 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000416html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 680 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000417html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: 16 Jul 1998 08:11:02 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01bdb02d$4280dc00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AD6DE7.11E5@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Gerrit,

But you still gotta love GCC!

Regards,

George@SCEE

Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com> wrote in article
<35AD6DE7.11E5@funnytown.com>...



> BTW, I agree with Alex; If you backtrack a bit I'm sure you'll find
> "GsSortFastSprite" is dying because your OTTags are stored locally and
> disappearing before you use 'em. Of course because it's such a small
> app., the code *might* still run fine if nothing writes over where the
> local variables "used" to exist. (I guess CW does a little more clean-up
> than GCC :)
> 
> - Gerrit
> 
> PS - IMHO, 9 times out of 10, CodeWarrior is the best way to develop
> applications for any platform. Yaroze included.
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 680 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000417html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 681 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000418html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: black&white
Date: 16 Jul 1998 08:29:08 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bdb02f$c7d63e20$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35A3E897.1582@virgin.net> <35A3FA51.405B7C2C@hotmail.com> 
<6o67ov$8q37@scea> <01bdadd0$04286180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdae56$bb788460$026f6f6f@two> 
<01bdae10$fab64180$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35ACDF4A.4C84E304@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Alex,

I have to admit, Colin helped me out on this one...

Regards,

George@SCEE

Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk> wrote in article
<35ACDF4A.4C84E304@ndirect.co.uk>...
> Now that is one hell of an answer.  That is so cool.  And there was me
counting
> hsyncs...
> 
> Herbs
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 681 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000418html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 682 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000419html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 14:24:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22



Message-ID: <35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:419 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:304 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:445

Toby Hutton wrote:

> The stack is also used to store parameters passed to functions and
> return addresses.  Exhausting the stack is a Bad Thing, as function
> calls may misbehave, crash, hang...  I honestly don't know how big the
> default stack is for the Yaroze - it's determined at compile time.
> That's why your code may work for one compiler, but not another.
>
> Basically, if you have some enormous data structures locally, make
> them static.  But remember, they'll persist across multiple calls to
> the function, though this doesn't matter if you were already treating
> them as locals (which don't persist).
> --
> Toby.

  Does the GsOT_TAG structure count as an enormous data structure? Is that why 
in this
case it needed to be global (or static)?

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 682 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000419html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 683 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000420html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 14:53:10 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 71
Message-ID: <35AE05C6.489D09F9@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>

<35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:420 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:305 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:446

Philip Gooch wrote:
> 
>   Does the GsOT_TAG structure count as an enormous data structure?



Generally, yes.

> Is that why in this case it needed to be global (or static)?

No. The reason it must be defined outside a function (or static) is because the 
GPU will be reading
it (so it can draw the screen) while the CPU is off Doing Other Things. If 
GsOT_TAG was defined
locally (and not static), its contents would be valid only for the 'life' of the
function (the time
spent inside the function) it is contained in. 
This means that if you create a valid GsOT_TAG structure (which is done by the 
system when you call
GsSortSprite() or GsSortObject4() ) and then set the GPU off reading it (using 
GsDrawOT), and then
exit your function to go and do other things, then the space used by the 
GsOT_TAG structure will be
reclaimed and probably wiped over, while the GPU is reading it! This is a very 
Bad Thing. So
defining this structure globally will solve the problem. If you want to keep it 
as a local variable,
defining it as 'static' will tell the compiler not to reclaim the space when the
function exits.

A variable that is defined 'static' in a function only has the scope of that 
function, but it is not
destroyed when the function returns, unlike other local variables which are not 
defined 'static'.

Example:

============ 8< snip ================

void nonStatic(void) {
int ns = 0;
printf("ns = %d\n",ns);
ns++;

}

void usesStatic(void) {
static int s = 0; // s is defined static here
printf("s = %d\n",s);
s++;

}

void main(void) {
nonStatic();
nonStatic();
nonStatic();

usesStatic();
usesStatic();
usesStatic();

}

============ 8< snip ================

This program gives the following output:

ns = 0;
ns = 0;
ns = 0;
s = 0;



s = 1;
s = 2;

Just to make life more confusing, a 'static' global variable has the scope of 
the object file it is
defined in, so only functions in that C source file can use it.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A sufficiently advanced god would use evolution.
--MESSAGE FILE 683 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000420html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 684 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000421html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 15:22:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <35AE0C94.1D8D32A3@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AD6DE7.11E5@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Gerrit Goossen wrote:

> >What happens is that when I run the program I get the Yaroze boot-up
> screen, then the screen flashes briefly before returning to the boot-
> >up screen.
> >
> >What's weird is that in Codewarrior, if I change my data address
> >in Linker Settings from the default 0x00000000 to 0x80140000, I get a
> >very large (700K) executable, except this time the screen goes black >and I 
get a line of garbage along the bottom.
>
> Maybe some techies have a different opinion, but it's probably a wise
> idea to leave the data address at 0L and let the linker figure things
> out for you?
>
> As for what's going wrong, have you explored the Metrowerks debugger at
> all? There's a handy panel that will let you back-trace through the
> stack which can help you figure out which function is dying.
>
> BTW, I agree with Alex; If you backtrack a bit I'm sure you'll find
> "GsSortFastSprite" is dying because your OTTags are stored locally and
> disappearing before you use 'em. Of course because it's such a small
> app., the code *might* still run fine if nothing writes over where the
> local variables "used" to exist. (I guess CW does a little more clean-up
> than GCC :)
>
> - Gerrit



Cheers Gerrit

I haven't made much use of the debugger. I'll be sure to start using now. The 
stack trace facility sounds useful. I must
admit I'm not very up on what goes on under the hood in terms of how and where 
storage space is allocated. Some people
have suggested using malloc() to dynamically allocate memory from the heap for 
all the ordering table-related stuff,
rather than using arrays. If you know what you're doing (unlike me!) this sounds
like a good approach.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 684 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000421html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 685 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000422html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Object files and linking
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 21:57:54 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 215
Message-ID: <35AE6952.2D94C5E9@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Not everybody here is a C guru, and I know the C book I learnt from (C 
programming for the Amiga,
one of the dodgiest Abacus books around) wasn't exactly very helpful when it 
came to complex
programs. So here's a little bit about object files and linking which hopefully 
everyone will find
useful.

When you first learn C, all of your programs will be in one source file, and 
you've probably
learnt
to compile it by some rote-learned wizard's incantation like "Abracadabra, ccpsx
-o myCfile.exe
myCfile.c -O3 -X$80100000" without really knowing what it all meant.

If you've been programming for a little while and have started to create larger 
and larger
programs,
you've probably found that having all your source in one big file is a pain. It 
becomes difficult
to
manage and find the bits you want to adjust. Those marginally clued up will have
figured out that
'#include "myfile.c"' is just like inserting myfile.c into that point of the 
program, and will
have
split up their program that way (I know I did). So you'd have, say 5 separate C 
files that all got
#include'd when you compiled, to make one big file and the magic incantation 
worked.



Still, this is really inefficient, because the compiler has to re-compile the 
whole thing when
you're probably only changing one line. The solution is to split up your program
into various
managable parts (say, Music, 2D graphics, Controllers, Main Loop, etc). These 
parts are then
compiled into _object_files_, and the object files are linked together to form 
the final program.

The beauty of this scheme is that once an object file has been created, you 
don't need to
recompile
it unless the related source code changes. You always need to relink all the 
object files together
though. This means that you'll get much faster compilation/linking times, 
because the compiler
doesn't have to process all the C source files, only the ones you've changed.

 ===

To create an object file, the magic incantation is:

ccpsx -c -o myCfile.o myCfile.c

'-c' means compile only, don't link. This will compile your file (turn it into 
machine code) but
won't try to link it up with any other object files.
'-o' means that the next argument is the name of the object file to create. It 
doesn't matter what
it's called, but most people use the same name as the source file with the 
extension ".o" or
".obj"

If you've split up your file up into lots of different chunks and tried the 
above, you've probably
encountered lots of horrible errors. There's usually a common cause for all 
this, and they're
remedied with ".h" files.

Variables:

When you compile a C file it's usually going to reference variables or functions
in another C
file.
If you have the variable 'myVar' defined in another source file, and use "myVar 
= myVar + 1" in
this
file, then the compiler is going to have to know what sort of variable 'myVar' 
is. It could be a
char, an int, a pointer, a float, or anything, so the compiler must know what 
type it is,
otherwise
it can't generate the correct machine code to process it.

The way to let the compiler know that a variable is defined outside of this file
is with the
'extern' keyword. If you specify 'extern float myVar;' before you use 'myVar' in
this C file, then
the compiler will know that myVar is referring to a float in some other C file 
somewhere.

Functions:



Functions defined outside the file don't need the 'extern' keyword. But they do 
need a
_function_prototype_. A function prototype looks exactly like the first line of 
a function
definition:

e.g.

int myFunction(int a, float b) {
        return a + b;
}

has a function prototype of:

int myFunction(int a, float b);

This is to let the compiler know how many parameters the external function will 
expect, what types
those parameters will be, and what sort of variable it is going to return. If it
didn't know these
things, it couldn't create the appropriate machine code. This is why you 
#include <libps.h>, so
that
the compiler knows how many/what type the variables passed to/from library 
functions are.

".h"  files.

People tend to get a bit sick of writing 'extern' this and 'void 
myFunction(...);' prototypes in
EVERY C file that references another object file. So they tend to create HEADER 
files, which
contain
all that guff, and then just #include it. So say you had a C file called 
"graphics.c" which
contained all your useful graphics functions, you might create "graphics.h" 
which contained all of
graphics.c's function prototypes, and usually any structure definitions used by 
graphics.c too.
This
graphics.h file can then be #include'd into your _other_ C files so that you 
don't have to define
the function prototypes.

".h" files are used in many wonderful and wierd ways, so you may see variations 
on this. But their
main purpose is to be included with C files so that the compiler will know the 
types, functions
and
variables involved.

  ===

Once your C file has been compiled into an object file, you need to link all the
object files
together to create a single executable. This is done with the program 'ld', the 
linker. ccpsx's
default behaviour is to compile the file you give it and then call 'ld' on it, 
which is why just
calling ccpsx will get you a real executable, because it's actually calling ld 
which does the
executable creation. ccpsx is intelligent enough to distinguish between a C 
source file and an
object file too, so if you call ccpsx with a list of object files, it will pass 



them all to the
linker instead of trying to compile them.

The linker takes all the object files and adjusts the machine code in each one 
so that the
function
calls and variable references work correctly. It's rare to get linker errors, 
but they can be
troublesome because your code compiled fine (no C errors) but it won't link. The
solution is
usually
to make sure that you've made no spelling mistakes when referencing external 
variables and
functions
(uppercase/lowercase matters too). Generally, a linker problem stems from one C 
file's idea of
things being different from another C file's idea of things. So if you add a new
parameter to a
function, be sure to add the same parameter to the appropriate .h file.

One of the parameters you specify to the linker is the link address - this is 
where the program
will
be placed when it is run.

  ===

Function/variable naming

The object file contains the names of the functions and variables involved, so 
when the linker
uses
the object file it can figure out which functions 'connect'. Case is usually 
important in naming.

The C keyword 'static' is useful here. If a global variable or function is 
defined 'static' then
its
name is effectively not exported to the object file. This means that no other 
object file can
access
that global variable/function. This is useful when you use a lot of global 
variables/functions in
different C files with the same name, like 'timer' or 'count', or 
'initialise()'. If you define
these variables/functions as 'static', the names are not exported and so there 
won't be any
conflicts when you link with another file using 'timer' or 'count' as a global 
variable/function
name.

  ===

Including raw data

Sometimes it is useful to include raw data (like a TMD or TIM) directly into the
program. There
are
programs available which will convert raw data into a C source file (looking 
something like "char
myRawData[] = { 0x12,0x34,0x56... };) If you compile these files into object 
files, then you can
just link them in at linktime, instead of #include'ing them. This will 
drastically reduce compile



times. All you need to do in your main program is have 'extern char myRawData[]'
somewhere near
the
top.

 ===

".lib" files

A library is a collection of object files, all stored into one big file. You 
pass a .lib file to the
linker as normal, but it only extracts the object files it needs. This is really
useful when you've
created a generic library of functions and you want to pass it around to other 
developers or use it
in different programs. Since only the object files containing functions that are
used are included
in the final executable, this is a drastic reduction in file size than if you'd 
included everything.

 ===

Makefiles

Makefiles are initially difficult to create and understand, but in essence they 
are very simple.
When you make a program using lots of object files, you don't want to have to 
type in that long
magic incantation to compile the ones you've changed. The make program can 
detect which files have
been adjusted and call ccpsx/ld for you. So when you quit your editor, ready to 
compile, make will
only find and compile _only_the_adjusted_ files, so all you need to do is type 
'make' regardless of
what C file you were editing.

A makefile is a list of dependencies like:

bananas.o: bananas.c bananas.h
        ccpsx -c -o bananas.o bananas.c

This means "If bananas.h OR bananas.c is younger than bananas.o then run 'ccpsx 
-c -o bananas.o
bananas.c'".

If you have 3 object files "graphics.o", "music.o", "main.o" then your makefile 
might look like:

myprog.exe: graphics.o music.o main.o
        ccpsx -o myprog.exe graphics.o music.o main.o

graphics.o: graphics.c graphics.h
        ccpsx -c -o graphics.o graphics.c
        
music.o: music.c music.h
        ccpsx -c -o music.o music.c

main.o: main.c main.h
        ccpsx -c -o main.o main.c

This is an oversimplification - makefiles are extremely powerful and can get 
extremely complicated.
There were some tricks here I didn't use for simplicity of explanation.



  ===

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Carpe Noctem.
--MESSAGE FILE 685 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000422html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 686 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000423html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: 17 Jul 1998 10:35:38 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <upvf5nwkl.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>
<35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk> <35AE05C6.489D09F9@scee.sony.co.uk>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:423 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:306 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:447

James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> writes:

> 
> Philip Gooch wrote:
> > 
> >   Does the GsOT_TAG structure count as an enormous data structure?
> 
> Generally, yes.
> 
> > Is that why in this case it needed to be global (or static)?
> 
> No. The reason it must be defined outside a function (or static) is because 
the GPU will be reading
> it (so it can draw the screen) while the CPU is off Doing Other Things. If 
GsOT_TAG was defined
> locally (and not static), its contents would be valid only for the 'life' of 
the function (the time
> spent inside the function) it is contained in. 

Ok.  Hrmm.  I had my OT defined locally in main() originally, crashed,
made it static, everything worked.  So the 'life' of the variable had
nothing to do with it - I assumed it must've been too big.  I'm right
in my case, aren't I?
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 686 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000423html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 687 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000424html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 09:42:22 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <35AF0E6E.3ECA2415@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>
<35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk> <35AE05C6.489D09F9@scee.sony.co.uk> 

<upvf5nwkl.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:424 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:307 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:448

Toby Hutton wrote:
> 
> James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> writes:
> 
> >
> > Philip Gooch wrote:
> > >
> > >   Does the GsOT_TAG structure count as an enormous data structure?
> >
> > Generally, yes.
> >
> > > Is that why in this case it needed to be global (or static)?
> >
> > No. The reason it must be defined outside a function (or static) is because 
the GPU will be reading
> > it (so it can draw the screen) while the CPU is off Doing Other Things. If 
GsOT_TAG was defined
> > locally (and not static), its contents would be valid only for the 'life' of
the function (the time
> > spent inside the function) it is contained in.
> 
> Ok.  Hrmm.  I had my OT defined locally in main() originally, crashed,
> made it static, everything worked.  So the 'life' of the variable had
> nothing to do with it - I assumed it must've been too big.  I'm right
> in my case, aren't I?

Well, there's a conflict of definition here - when I said "the time spent inside
the function", I
meant the time between when you enter the function and return from the function.
Function calls made
from that function are included in this time. Since you never return from the 
main() function until
you exit the program, the time spent inside the function is equal to the life of
the program!

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Two elephants fell off a cliff. Boom Boom.



--MESSAGE FILE 687 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000424html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 688 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000425html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 12:06:57 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35AF3051.CBD1D9D@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> <uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au>
<35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk> <35AE05C6.489D09F9@scee.sony.co.uk> 

<upvf5nwkl.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:425 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:308 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:449

Toby Hutton wrote:
> Ok.  Hrmm.  I had my OT defined locally in main() originally, crashed,
> made it static, everything worked.  So the 'life' of the variable had
> nothing to do with it - I assumed it must've been too big.  I'm right
> in my case, aren't I?

Whoops! I really should read the message before responding... :O)

I replied:
> Well, there's a conflict of definition here - when I said "the time spent 
inside the function",
> I meant the time between when you enter the function and return from the 
function. Function
> calls made from that function are included in this time. Since you never 
return from the main()
> function until you exit the program, the time spent inside the main() function
is equal to the
> life of the program!

This is true, but didn't answer your question. When you call a function with 
local variables, the
compiler will try to allocate space on the stack for them, and if the stack 
isn't big enough,
kaboom, a crash. However, defining a variable as 'static' inside a function 
tells the compiler to
allocate space for it (once) on the heap, not the stack, which is why your 
program worked when you
defined it 'static'. Thanks to Patrik Buckau for pointing out my mistake.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe



Two elephants fell off a cliff. Boom Boom.
--MESSAGE FILE 688 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000425html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 689 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000426html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Still strugglin' with the basics: broken sprite code (long)
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 12:08:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <35AF30A2.14DA9F66@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AC71D4.AA79EB4A@easynet.co.uk>

<35AD10B6.153EE9C5@compuserve.com>
<35AD2E8E.DEF2C169@nospam.easynet.co.uk> 

<uiukyd29z.fsf@cybec.com.au> <35ADFF08.A310D245@easynet.co.uk> 
<35AE05C6.489D09F9@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:426 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:309 scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:450

James Russell wrote:

> Philip Gooch wrote:
> >
> >   Does the GsOT_TAG structure count as an enormous data structure?
>
> Generally, yes.
>
> > Is that why in this case it needed to be global (or static)?
>
> No. The reason it must be defined outside a function (or static) is because 
the GPU will be reading
> it (so it can draw the screen) while the CPU is off Doing Other Things. If 
GsOT_TAG was defined
> locally (and not static), its contents would be valid only for the 'life' of 
the function (the time
> spent inside the function) it is contained in.
> This means that if you create a valid GsOT_TAG structure (which is done by the
system when you call
> GsSortSprite() or GsSortObject4() ) and then set the GPU off reading it (using
GsDrawOT), and then
> exit your function to go and do other things, then the space used by the 
GsOT_TAG structure will be
> reclaimed and probably wiped over, while the GPU is reading it! This is a very
Bad Thing. So
> defining this structure globally will solve the problem. If you want to keep 
it as a local variable,
> defining it as 'static' will tell the compiler not to reclaim the space when 
the function exits.
>

This is very useful information. Thanks James.



I think you've pinpointed what for me is the most difficult thing to master, 
which is how to handle the
multitasking aspects of Yaroze programming.

Cheers

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 689 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000426html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 690 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000427html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Object files and linking
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 19:02:57 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 115
Message-ID: <35AF91D1.CCE4F782@compuserve.com>
References: <35AE6952.2D94C5E9@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld43-099.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

James Russell wrote:
> This is to let the compiler know how many parameters the external function 
will expect, what types
> those parameters will be, and what sort of variable it is going to return. If 
it didn't know these
> things, it couldn't create the appropriate machine code. This is why you 
#include <libps.h>, so
> that
> the compiler knows how many/what type the variables passed to/from library 
functions are.
> 
> ".h"  files.
> 
> People tend to get a bit sick of writing 'extern' this and 'void 
myFunction(...);' prototypes in
> EVERY C file that references another object file. So they tend to create 
HEADER files, which
> contain
> all that guff, and then just #include it. So say you had a C file called 
"graphics.c" which
> contained all your useful graphics functions, you might create "graphics.h" 
which contained all of
> graphics.c's function prototypes, and usually any structure definitions used 
by graphics.c too.
> This
> graphics.h file can then be #include'd into your _other_ C files so that you 
don't have to define
> the function prototypes.
> 
> ".h" files are used in many wonderful and wierd ways, so you may see 
variations on this. But their
> main purpose is to be included with C files so that the compiler will know the
types, functions
> and
> variables involved.

It might be worth mentioning pre processor directives (I think thats the name). 



For instance; say you stick all your graphics in one module, and all your 
game engine in another.
For arguments sake lets say our files are graphics.c,graphics.h,game.c and
game.h. 
Now lets say we have a variable in Graphics called Screen and one in Game called
PadStatus. The files might look something like this.

Graphics.h
extern int Screen;

Graphics.c
int Screen;

Game.h
extern int PadStatus;

Game.c
int PadStatus;

Now lets say that we have all our function prototypes in our headers as well (to
save on typing). Our headers might look something like this now

Graphics.h
void Draw(void);
extern int Screen;

Game.h
int GetPadStatus(void);
extern int PadStatus;

Now when we include Graphics.h in game.c we can see GetPadStatus and PadStatus,
however
when we include Graphics.h in graphics.c we will get an error generated as
Screen will
be declared twice, once as an extern in Graphics.h and once in Graphics.c.
To get around this we use the pre processor directives #define and #ifndef 
#define as you know is used for macro definitions, but it can also be used to
define 
"flags" at compile time. These "flags" can be tested for existence with #ifndef
(which
stands for "if not defined").
So, our header file now looks like this-

Graphics.h
void Draw(void);
#ifndef GRAPHICS_C

extern int Screen;
#endif

and our source file looks like this

Graphics.c
#define GRAPHICS_C
#include "Graphics.h"
#include "Game.h"

so the line "extern int Screen" is only ever included in files that don't have
GRAPHICS_C
defined at the top.

One step on - it is possible to create multiple includes of the same header in
one c file
this can happen when your headers include headers themselves. This can lead to
all sorts of



sticky problems (for instance you may get multiple references for structure
definitions)
causing the compiler to generate a bucket load of errors. This can be avoided by
wrapping
your entire header in one #ifndef statement. Our header file now looks like
this.

Graphics.h
#ifndef GRAPHICS_H

#define GRAPHICS_H

void Draw(void);
#ifndef GRAPHICS_C

extern int Screen;
#endif

#endif

Hmmm, this is a bit of a naff example but I hope you can see what I'm getting
at, and I 
hope I haven't confused anybody.

Cheers

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 690 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000427html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 691 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000428html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Object files and linking
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 21:50:41 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <35AFB921.F692044A@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35AE6952.2D94C5E9@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35AF91D1.CCE4F782@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Nick Slaven wrote:
> 
> It might be worth mentioning pre processor directives (I think thats the 
name).

I use them in a similar way:

If I've got Graphics.c which has globals that must be accessed by other modules,
I do this:

Graphics.c:
#define _GRAPHICS_C
#include "graphics.h"
...
yadda yadda yadda
...



Graphics.h
#ifndef _GRAPHICS_C
#define GRAPHICS_EXTERN extern
#else
#define GRAPHICS_EXTERN
#endif

GRAPHICS_EXTERN int banana;
GRAPHICS_EXTERN int wibble;

Thus, in Graphics.C, wibble and banana are defined without the 'extern' keyword,
but if I include
graphics.h in any other file, they are defined 'extern'. banana and wibble are 
not defined in
Graphics.c, but graphics.h. I'm sure there must be a better way of doing this 
though.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A student who changes the course of history is probably taking an exam.
--MESSAGE FILE 691 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000428html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 692 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000429html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Pankaj Gautama <pankaj.gautama@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 22:41:57 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
Reply-To: pankaj.gautama@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p39-pigeon-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:429 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1439

At the time of purchasing my Yaroze, I also opted for CodeWarrior at the
awfully decent 90 ;-).�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

I unpacked the Yaroze, read the startup guide and proceeded to look at
some demos, compiling and editing from the wonderful DOS prompt.

This worked fine.

Two weeks later (I only do stuff on the Yaroze at Weekends), I thought I
should try out CodeWarrior.

What a pile of cack! There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.
Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,
projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry



(bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use
than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
bad grammar an' all).

Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
get my money back!

Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
makefiles.

If any of you know of anything decent that CodeWarrior CAN do, then
please let me know, cos I just don't get it!
--MESSAGE FILE 692 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000429html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 693 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000430html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Sat, 18 Jul 1998 09:29:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm622.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:430 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1440

>What a pile of cack! There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.
>Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,
>projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>(bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use
>than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
>bad grammar an' all).
>

The only reason I see for using CodeWarrior is the debugger, which beats the
GNU one hands down. The rest of the system ranges between merely acceptable
and downright incompetent.

>Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
>hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
>get my money back!
>

I thought it was thirty days?

>Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
>a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
>makefiles.
>

Hmm, ok that's another good reason in CWs favour. I can suss out makefiles,
and have used them for many years, but they're a major pain in the bum... A
project system is much simpler.

Mark



--MESSAGE FILE 693 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000430html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 694 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000431html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: 18 Jul 1998 11:26:04 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bdb23e$8ca54600$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s5-46-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:431 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1441

I'll return to this one later in the weekend - anyone familiar with me will
be looking forward to this.....

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 694 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000431html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 695 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000432html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Sat, 18 Jul 1998 12:28:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6oq10f$ofp18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bdb23e$8ca54600$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usern564.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:432 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1442

Can't wait ;-)
Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote in message
01bdb23e$8ca54600$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com...
>
>I'll return to this one later in the weekend - anyone familiar with me will
>be looking forward to this.....
>
>Craig.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 695 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000432html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 696 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000433html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Sat, 18 Jul 1998 18:51:15 +0100



Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <35B0E08F.4E160699@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:433 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1449

Pankaj Gautama wrote:

> At the time of purchasing my Yaroze, I also opted for CodeWarrior at the
> awfully decent 90 ;-).�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>
> I unpacked the Yaroze, read the startup guide and proceeded to look at
> some demos, compiling and editing from the wonderful DOS prompt.
>
> This worked fine.
>
> Two weeks later (I only do stuff on the Yaroze at Weekends), I thought I
> should try out CodeWarrior.
>
> What a pile of cack! There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.
> Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,
> projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> (bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use
> than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
> bad grammar an' all).
>
> Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
> hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
> get my money back!
>
> Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
> a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
> makefiles.
>
> If any of you know of anything decent that CodeWarrior CAN do, then
> please let me know, cos I just don't get it!

  NOO! Not this one again! You either love Codewarrior or hate it. I've
never used anything else, because I've got a Mac, but here are a few things
that are pretty good about it.

1) Compiling programs with multiple targets is a doddle - if you want to
compile multiple versions of your code, say your trying out different
things and you want to test the effects, this is easy. You can add all the
different versions of your code to a project and quickly choose which ones
to compile.
2) Similarly, it's easy to compile Debug and Optimised (with 4 levels of
optimisation) versions of your code
3) Markers: if you want to quickly go to a particular point in your code,
you can add a marker. Great for long and untidy source code!
4) Pop-up menus so you can quickly jump to all your functions.
5) Pop up menus so you can quickly open up your header files (great if
you've forgotten what you've called or defined something as
6) Clicking and holding on a variable will let you jump to its definition



7) Colour syntax highlighting
8) Being able to dynamically download data from the host computer - great
if you want to write games with lots of levels and graphics (downside is
you need PsComUtil to run them)

That'll do for starters

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 696 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000433html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 697 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000434html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Object files and linking
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 02:13:21 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35B1482F.94AB6660@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <35AE6952.2D94C5E9@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<35AF91D1.CCE4F782@compuserve.com> <35AFB921.F692044A@scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

James Russell wrote:

> Nick Slaven wrote:
> >
> > It might be worth mentioning pre processor directives (I think thats the 
name).
>
> I use them in a similar way:
>
> If I've got Graphics.c which has globals that must be accessed by other 
modules, I do this:
>
> Graphics.c:
> #define _GRAPHICS_C
> #include "graphics.h"
> ...
> yadda yadda yadda
> ...
>
> Graphics.h
> #ifndef _GRAPHICS_C
> #define GRAPHICS_EXTERN extern
> #else
> #define GRAPHICS_EXTERN
> #endif
>
> GRAPHICS_EXTERN int banana;
> GRAPHICS_EXTERN int wibble;
>
> Thus, in Graphics.C, wibble and banana are defined without the 'extern' 
keyword, but if I include



> graphics.h in any other file, they are defined 'extern'. banana and wibble are
not defined in
> Graphics.c, but graphics.h. I'm sure there must be a better way of doing this 
though.
>
> Cheers,
>
> James
> .

  All this stuff is very useful. Thanks guys.

Basically the way I see it, you add the #ifndef stuff in your header file to 
prevent the same things
being defined twice (which can happen if you #include the same header files in 
multiple source
files)

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 697 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000434html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 698 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000435html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 02:42:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35B14EEA.60974A67@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-28.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:435 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1454

Pankaj Gautama wrote:

> At the time of purchasing my Yaroze, I also opted for CodeWarrior at the
> awfully decent 90 ;-).�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>
> I unpacked the Yaroze, read the startup guide and proceeded to look at
> some demos, compiling and editing from the wonderful DOS prompt.
>
> This worked fine.
>
> Two weeks later (I only do stuff on the Yaroze at Weekends), I thought I
> should try out CodeWarrior.
>
> What a pile of cack! There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.
> Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,
> projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> (bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use
> than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
> bad grammar an' all).



Yes, CW is a little rough round the edges to say the least.

>
>
> Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
> hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
> get my money back!
>
> Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
> a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
> makefiles.
>
> If any of you know of anything decent that CodeWarrior CAN do, then
> please let me know, cos I just don't get it!

I like the fact that I can compile and run my code with a single button
press.  I like the way the compiler points to erronous code in an editor
window so it can be corrected there and then.  But the main reason I stick
with CW is the dynamic loading - load a TIM, copy to VRAM, load next TIM at
same location etc etc.  Saves a hell of a lot of memory.  Now I have it, I
can't live without it!

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 698 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000435html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 699 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000436html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Kevin <kevin@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 11:49:51 +0100
Organization: Reality-Bytes Coding Group
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35B1CF4F.C5FD7847@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bdb23e$8ca54600$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: reality-bytes.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:436 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1460

Looking forward to it man.

Kevin

Craig Graham wrote:

> I'll return to this one later in the weekend - anyone familiar with me will
> be looking forward to this.....
>
> Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 699 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000436html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 700 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000437html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Pad
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 19:45:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <6oteut$4606@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3598089D.5294@metronet.de> <3599158D.F0D8F074@ndirect.co.uk> 
<6nrif7$rq83@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p37-osterich-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans wrote in message
<6nrif7$rq83@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>michael.resch wrote:
>>
>>> Hi,
>>>
>>> does anyone know how i can controll the vibration
>>> of the dual shock pad ???
>>>
>>> cu
>>>  Mike
>>
>>You can't.  The Yaroze libs don't allow us to write to the controller
>>ports.  This is why we can't use the multi-tap either.
>>
>
>But assembly does allow us to do so...
>
>
>Greets,
>
>Jan-Lieuwe
>
>
    Would anyone like to show me how ??

Cheers,

James

--MESSAGE FILE 700 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000437html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 701 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000438html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Pad
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 20:57:52 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <35B2C040.B5E06C32@sinclair.net>
References: <3598089D.5294@metronet.de> <3599158D.F0D8F074@ndirect.co.uk> 
<6nrif7$rq83@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6oteut$4606@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

No one knows how; otherwise, some demos would use it.  I did read a
clue, if you are good at hacking the system (I ain't even gonna try): I
read that to write to the controller ports, you should write to the SIO
registers, writing to the ports in a similar way to writing directly to
the memory cards.  This may or may not be correct, it's way beyond my
level.

James Banks wrote:
> 
> Jan-Lieuwe Koopmans wrote in message
> <6nrif7$rq83@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >>michael.resch wrote:
> >>
> >>> Hi,
> >>>
> >>> does anyone know how i can controll the vibration
> >>> of the dual shock pad ???
> >>>
> >>> cu
> >>>  Mike
> >>
> >>You can't.  The Yaroze libs don't allow us to write to the controller
> >>ports.  This is why we can't use the multi-tap either.
> >>
> >
> >But assembly does allow us to do so...
> >
> >
> >Greets,
> >
> >Jan-Lieuwe
> >
> >
>     Would anyone like to show me how ??
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> James

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 701 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000438html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 702 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000439html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 12:17:35 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35b33531.13470355@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 



<01bdb23e$8ca54600$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-1.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:439 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1478

>I'll return to this one later in the weekend - anyone familiar with me will
>be looking forward to this.....

Phew, I thought you went soft on us! [BG]

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 702 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000439html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 703 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000440html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 18:46:10 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 93
Message-ID: <35B38262.186E232A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:440 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1482

**** Craig yawns, flexs his muscles, bares his teeth a little and rips into
**** this topic yet again...wish folks read up the old posts on this subject.

Mark Wilson wrote:

> >What a pile of cack!

Cack? Where's your evidance?

     >There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.

Dead code stripping & call tree analysis.
Optimisation that works.
Understandable inline assembler syntax.
FileServer (though my view on this is mixed, I prefer ARS for it's speed).
GUI Debugger.
IDE that isn't (contrary to popular myth) as bad as all that.
C++.
Generates full on playstation EXE format (for those who want that).

> >Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,

Not much obviously ;)

> >projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> >(bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use

The yaroze version editor is buggy, yes. They sorted the IDE out on thePro
version about 6monthes ago, no more dodgy characters and stuff.



Perhaps if enough people mail them they'll do an IDE update for the
yaroze compiler that provides the same fixes.

> >than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
> >bad grammar an' all).

The comms program also includes their fileserver code.

I suggest you check out what the ProDev version (which isn't that far
ahead of the Yaroze one) costs. The differance is measured in thousands.
And Metrowerks aren't overcharging for it in context. Several companys
charge much more than that:

eg. Microtec 68000 dev tools for embedded systems:
1000 for the C compiler + assembler�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
1000 for the C++ compiler (requires the C/assembler package)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
1500 for the debugger (and you have to port the monitor program yourself�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
which is a bugger even for experienced 68K experts)

> The only reason I see for using CodeWarrior is the debugger, which beats the
> GNU one hands down. The rest of the system ranges between merely acceptable
> and downright incompetent.

The debugger is a big step beyond the GNU one. The rest of the systemis actually
rather good. The compiler itself is very fast compared to GNU,
and the code browsing stuff is excellent (better in many respects than the
Microsoft IDE).

> >Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
> >hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
> >get my money back!
> >
>
> I thought it was thirty days?
>
> >Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
> >a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
> >makefiles.

Or you want a much better dev system than the GNU compiler.

> Hmm, ok that's another good reason in CWs favour. I can suss out makefiles,
> and have used them for many years, but they're a major pain in the bum... A
> project system is much simpler.
>

I could go on, but my view's are on record already - I notice that mostpeople
who complain that the IDE is holding them back (and one guy
blamed the whole fact he couldn't code on a yaroze on the IDE not
working the same as VC++), tend to be the same people who don't
produce or release anything. Or do anything else but whine on and on
about CW being crap. It's cheap - stop being so wet and get on with it.

> Mark

Craig.
(fed up of whinges on this subject - why not whinge at the lack of a fileserver
that works via serial for GNU instead?)

--MESSAGE FILE 703 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000440html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 704 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000441html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 19:25:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <6p0260$46010@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35B38262.186E232A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl842.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:441 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1483

>Mark Wilson wrote:
>
>> >What a pile of cack!
>

Um, don't think I did say that actually...

>The yaroze version editor is buggy, yes. They sorted the IDE out on thePro
>version about 6monthes ago, no more dodgy characters and stuff.
>Perhaps if enough people mail them they'll do an IDE update for the
>yaroze compiler that provides the same fixes.
>

Or if enough people moan here...

>I suggest you check out what the ProDev version (which isn't that far
>ahead of the Yaroze one) costs. The differance is measured in thousands.
>And Metrowerks aren't overcharging for it in context. Several companys
>charge much more than that:
>

I agree that CW is a bargain at 90.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

>eg. Microtec 68000 dev tools for embedded systems:
> 1000 for the C compiler + assembler�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 1000 for the C++ compiler (requires the C/assembler package)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 1500 for the debugger (and you have to port the monitor program yourself�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>which is a bugger even for experienced 68K experts)
>

And the Microtec compiler is a bit smelly, GNU is better.

>
>> The only reason I see for using CodeWarrior is the debugger, which beats
the
>> GNU one hands down. The rest of the system ranges between merely
acceptable
>> and downright incompetent.
>
>The debugger is a big step beyond the GNU one. The rest of the systemis
actually
>rather good. The compiler itself is very fast compared to GNU,
>and the code browsing stuff is excellent (better in many respects than the
>Microsoft IDE).
>



>
Ah, now this *is* a reply to something I said. I was probably a bit cruel...
should have said "good to buggy"

>(fed up of whinges on this subject - why not whinge at the lack of a
fileserver
>that works via serial for GNU instead?)

OK... Why oh why isn't there a GNU fileserver?

I'm fed up of these CW arguments as well, as I can never decide which side
I'm on ;-)

Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 704 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000441html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 705 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000442html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: 21 Jul 1998 18:29:57 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uiukr7gje.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net> <6opmgn$ofp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>

<35B38262.186E232A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:442 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1500

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> writes:
> > The only reason I see for using CodeWarrior is the debugger, which beats the
> > GNU one hands down. The rest of the system ranges between merely acceptable
> > and downright incompetent.
> 
> The debugger is a big step beyond the GNU one. The rest of the systemis 
actually

I didn't buy CodeWarrior because a) I'm very familiar with GNU and b)
I don't run Windows.  So I'm curious about the CW debugger, since
everyone seems to rave about it.

I currently use gdb within emacs, giving me full source code debugging
capabilities rather than the line oriented 'plain' gdb.  Could someone
compare the CW debugger with gdb running in, say, DDD or xxgdb?  Is it
*just* the interface that people don't like about gdb?

Thanks,
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 705 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000442html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 706 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000443html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: peter black <peter.black@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??



Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 20:22:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <35B4EA76.150E@virgin.net>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
Reply-To: peter.black@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p01-skua-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:443 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1514

Pankaj Gautama wrote:
> 
> At the time of purchasing my Yaroze, I also opted for CodeWarrior at the
> awfully decent 90 ;-).�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> I unpacked the Yaroze, read the startup guide and proceeded to look at
> some demos, compiling and editing from the wonderful DOS prompt.
> 
> This worked fine.
> 
> Two weeks later (I only do stuff on the Yaroze at Weekends), I thought I
> should try out CodeWarrior.
> 
> What a pile of cack! There's nothing there that I can't do from DOS.
> Granted, I have coding experience and am familiar with makefiles,
> projects and also change control, but to fork out 90 for a glorified�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> (bad) editor, with a Yaroze comms program only marginally easier to use
> than SIOCONS, I feel is a complete waste. (sorry for the long sentence -
> bad grammar an' all).
> 
> Unfortunately, I think there's a two week return period for CodeWarrior,
> hence, even though I don't use this product, there's no way for me to
> get my money back!
> 
> Let this be a warning for those who're thinking of buying it - the IDE's
> a bit crap and the only reason to get it is if you can't suss out
> makefiles.
> 
> If any of you know of anything decent that CodeWarrior CAN do, then
> please let me know, cos I just don't get it!
as a complete beginner 
all i can say is that codewarrior is absolutly brilliant
i have little idea of how DOS works and had majour problems getting 
the sound tools to work

codewarrior has made learning c++ real pleasure 
having all my silly misstakes pointed out 
and being able to watch programs run a line at a time has 
been a real revelation

codewarrior is great 

yours peter black

--MESSAGE FILE 706 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000443html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 707 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000444html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: peter black <peter.black@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: dxf
Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 20:41:27 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35B4EEE7.4AEE@virgin.net>
Reply-To: peter.black@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p01-skua-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)

I have tried importing the dxf models found in the pxs/bin
to some cheap cad programs that claim to import dxf files
but they didn't

is there somthing odd about the dxf files on the psx disc?
aren't  all dxf files the same?

can any one tell me if DesignCad97 from viagrafix would produce
compatible files it dose say dxf on the box?

i am reluctant to spend the little money i have on a program 
that may not what i need.

--MESSAGE FILE 707 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000444html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 708 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000445html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Coding Help
Date: 23 Jul 1998 17:56:53 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <01bdb66c$36c14180$9a3363c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-51-154.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

Hi,

Can anyone help me? I don't now anything about c programing or graphics. I
need some serious help. Is there any help on the website which I can
download or something. 

Also I am working on car model movement, and I need to know how to make the
model 
gradually gain speed (accelerate) and slow down. I use the MoveImage
command. 
And how would you straighten the car (after a bend) once it has been
leaning? I use the 'Rotate' command to make it lean but it just seems to
carry on leaning more and more. 

How do you put sound in a game, e.g music, sound effects to the car?

The manuals hardly explain this stuff.
Are there any downloadable tool wich make programming easier? 

Thanks,
Tanvir Khan



--MESSAGE FILE 708 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000445html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 709 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000446html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: Thu, 23 Jul 1998 20:54:45 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Hello folks

I've got a few lines of code that look ugly and wondered if there's a
clever bit manipulation routine using shifting, ANDing and complement or
something to achieve the same thing. I'm sure there's a way, just can't
figure it out.

Basically:

if (gPlayer.turningAngle > 45) gPlayer.turningAngle = 45;
if (gPlayer.turningAngle < -45) gPlayer.turningAngle = -45;

I'm convinced there's something out there that will handle both of these
in one line, something like
(~(gPlayer.turningAngle) & 0x2d) >> something. Though obviously not
this!

Do you see what I'm getting at? Something that will leave the variable
unchanged unless it is greater or less than a certain value, in which
case it becomes that value.

Anyone have any ideas?

Cheers

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 709 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000446html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 710 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000447html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: Thu, 23 Jul 1998 23:38:41 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld52-142.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Philip Gooch wrote:
> 
> Hello folks
> 
> I've got a few lines of code that look ugly and wondered if there's a
> clever bit manipulation routine using shifting, ANDing and complement or
> something to achieve the same thing. I'm sure there's a way, just can't
> figure it out.
> 
> Basically:
> 
> if (gPlayer.turningAngle > 45) gPlayer.turningAngle = 45;
> if (gPlayer.turningAngle < -45) gPlayer.turningAngle = -45;
> 
> I'm convinced there's something out there that will handle both of these
> in one line, something like
> (~(gPlayer.turningAngle) & 0x2d) >> something. Though obviously not
> this!
> 
> Do you see what I'm getting at? Something that will leave the variable
> unchanged unless it is greater or less than a certain value, in which
> case it becomes that value.
> 
> Anyone have any ideas?
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Phil
how about the limitRange macro (tho its not bit manipulation)
like this

limitRange(gPlayer.turningAngle,-45,45);

its defined in libps.h & is coded as follows.

#define limitRange(x, l, h) ((x)=((x)<(l)?(l):(x)>(h)?(h):(x)))

The A=B?C:D; construct you find here, (if you're familiar with it
ignore the rest) takes the argument in B and if it is nonzero (ie true)
sticks the value of C in A, if B is zero (ie false) the value of D is 
placed in A. B can be a single variable or any logical expression (like 
(gPlayer.turningAngle<-45) for instance)

cheers

Nick (S)

--MESSAGE FILE 710 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000447html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 711 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000448html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: 24 Jul 1998 12:05:57 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <ug1fsatq2.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk>



<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com> writes:
> how about the limitRange macro (tho its not bit manipulation)
> like this
> 
> limitRange(gPlayer.turningAngle,-45,45);
> 
> its defined in libps.h & is coded as follows.
> 
> #define limitRange(x, l, h) ((x)=((x)<(l)?(l):(x)>(h)?(h):(x)))
> 
> The A=B?C:D; construct you find here, (if you're familiar with it
> ignore the rest) takes the argument in B and if it is nonzero (ie true)
> sticks the value of C in A, if B is zero (ie false) the value of D is 
> placed in A. B can be a single variable or any logical expression (like 
> (gPlayer.turningAngle<-45) for instance)

This is probably the easiest way for arbitrary values.  I'd also
suggest you use more sensible values for your angles if possible.

Looks like turningAngle is indeed an angle, right?  And it looks like
you're using 360 degrees as a full circle, and you want to limit the
turning angle to an eighth of that, 45 degrees.

The libraries often use 12 bit fixed point math.  This means that 4096
is 1, 2048 is 1/2 and 512 will be an eighth.  512 in hex is 0x0200 and
511 is 0x01ff.  To limit a value between 0 and +511 you simply:

val &= 0x1ff;

If 4096 is too high a resolution, try 256.  It's a similar resolution
to 360.  An eighth of 256 is 32, and you could use: val &= 0x1f;

This won't work for negative numbers.  If you wanted to limit the
range between -32 and 32 I'd do it by making the range 0-64 and then
subtracting 32, or perhaps val = ((val + 0x20) & 0x3f) - 0x20;

There really is no reason to use 360 degrees in a circle, except to
satisfy any preconcieved notions that a 'right-angle' is 90 degrees.
For computer science, 360 degrees is a not a great number as it isn't
a power of 2.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 711 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000448html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 712 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000449html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: 24 Jul 1998 03:53:11 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <slrn6rg196.6j6.tjs@indy19.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk> 
<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com> <ug1fsatq2.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: indy19.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.5.1 UNIX)

On 24 Jul 1998 12:05:57 +1000, Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:



[snip]
>The libraries often use 12 bit fixed point math.  This means that 4096
>is 1, 2048 is 1/2 and 512 will be an eighth.  512 in hex is 0x0200 and
>511 is 0x01ff.  To limit a value between 0 and +511 you simply:
>
>val &= 0x1ff;

sadly, that won't do what was wanted. That will wrap all values into a range,
whereas the intention was to compute f(x), where f(x)=-45 if x<-45, f(x)=x
if -45<=x<=45, f(x)=45 if 45<x.

while you could do that with bitops, it would be messier and slower than the
equivalent test/assigns.

toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 712 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000449html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 713 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000450html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 09:47:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35B84A24.939EB9F8@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk> 
<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Nick Slaven wrote:

> how about the limitRange macro (tho its not bit manipulation)
> like this
>
> limitRange(gPlayer.turningAngle,-45,45);
>
> its defined in libps.h & is coded as follows.
>
> #define limitRange(x, l, h)     ((x)=((x)<(l)?(l):(x)>(h)?(h):(x)))
>
> The A=B?C:D; construct you find here, (if you're familiar with it
> ignore the rest) takes the argument in B and if it is nonzero (ie true)
> sticks the value of C in A, if B is zero (ie false) the value of D is
> placed in A. B can be a single variable or any logical expression (like
> (gPlayer.turningAngle<-45) for instance)
>
> cheers
>
> Nick (S)

  That'll do nicely! I should have spotted that myself. Cheers.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 713 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000450html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 714 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000451html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 09:55:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35B84BE6.80FC4CA7@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk> 
<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com> <ug1fsatq2.fsf@cybec.com.au> 
<slrn6rg196.6j6.tjs@indy19.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Toby Sargeant wrote:

> On 24 Jul 1998 12:05:57 +1000, Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:
> [snip]
> >The libraries often use 12 bit fixed point math.  This means that 4096
> >is 1, 2048 is 1/2 and 512 will be an eighth.  512 in hex is 0x0200 and
> >511 is 0x01ff.  To limit a value between 0 and +511 you simply:
> >
> >val &= 0x1ff;
>
> sadly, that won't do what was wanted. That will wrap all values into a range,
> whereas the intention was to compute f(x), where f(x)=-45 if x<-45, f(x)=x
> if -45<=x<=45, f(x)=45 if 45<x.
>
> while you could do that with bitops, it would be messier and slower than the
> equivalent test/assigns.
>
> toby.

  But the point Toby S made about using 4096 as 1 etc is still valid, and 
useful.
In fact I do normally do that - the example I gave using 45 degrees was just for
illustration.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 714 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000451html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 715 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000452html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <james.banks@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Sound and Music tutorial
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 19:05:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p187-penguin-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:452 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1546



    Does anyone know if anyone has compiled a 'definitive' tutorial for
playing sound and music on the Yaroze ?? I have been concentrating mainly on
the graphics side without even thinking of sounds or music.

Cheers,

James

--MESSAGE FILE 715 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000452html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 716 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000453html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: siocons ERRORS!
Date: 24 Jul 1998 19:29:07 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bdb742$41ff0b00$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-46-217.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

Please help,

I suddenly have a problem. I cannot load anything onto the Yaroze from
siocons. 
whenever I try it say syntax error (FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF) and other
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF errors on the TV screen. It just does not WORK. Please
help.

Tanvir Khan
Email: 2bad@lineone.net

I hope nothings faulty.

--MESSAGE FILE 716 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000453html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 717 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000454html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: books recommend
Date: 24 Jul 1998 20:26:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bdb74a$38675180$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-46-217.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

Hi,

Please recommend good C programming and Graphics books,
Would any do or the one written in the manual?

Tanvir Khan
2bad@lineone.net



--MESSAGE FILE 717 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000454html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 718 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000455html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Sound and Music tutorial
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 22:08:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <35b9059c.1309456@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p32-tern-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:455 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1552

On Fri, 24 Jul 1998 19:05:50 +0100, "James Banks"
<james.banks@virgin.net> wrote:

>
>    Does anyone know if anyone has compiled a 'definitive' tutorial for
>playing sound and music on the Yaroze ?? I have been concentrating mainly on
>the graphics side without even thinking of sounds or music.
>
>
>Cheers,
>
>
>
>James
>
>

I've stuck a quick and dirty tutorial on my web page which details my
experiences in this area ( under the Help button ), but I haven't gone
into anything in particular detail.

Richard.
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 718 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000455html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 719 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000456html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Sound and Music tutorial
Date: 25 Jul 1998 11:53:28 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <01bdb75e$fd867c20$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:456 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1556

Hi James,

Yes, I have but it won't be realeased for another few weeks.  



Hold tight....I won't disapoint you.

Regards,

George@SCEE

James Banks <james.banks@virgin.net> wrote in article
<6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> 
>     Does anyone know if anyone has compiled a 'definitive' tutorial for
> playing sound and music on the Yaroze ?? I have been concentrating mainly
on
> the graphics side without even thinking of sounds or music.
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> 
> 
> James
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 719 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000456html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 720 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000457html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: books recommend
Date: 25 Jul 1998 21:22:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bdb81b$474872c0$b7e2abc3@default>
References: <01bdb74a$38675180$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.226.183
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote in article
<01bdb74a$38675180$d92e63c3@default>...
> Hi,
> 
> Please recommend good C programming and Graphics books,
> Would any do or the one written in the manual?
> 
I've looked through some 'C' books and notice they all teach you the
'scanf' function which does not seem to work on the Yaroze. Why is this and
what can be done about it? Are there other functions which don't work on
the Yaroze? If so what can be done instead.

> Tanvir Khan
> 2bad@lineone.net
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 720 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000457html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 721 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000458html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: siocons ERRORS!
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 13:37:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35BB22ED.AD583D78@hotmail.com>
References: <01bdb742$41ff0b00$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 173-181-163.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

T Khan wrote:

>
>
> I suddenly have a problem. I cannot load anything onto the Yaroze from
> siocons.
> whenever I try it say syntax error (FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF) and other
> FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF errors on the TV screen. It just does not WORK. Please
> help.
>
>

Check you haven't got conflicting download speeds.

ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 721 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000458html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 722 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000459html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: ftp uploading problems
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 13:39:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <35BB2368.930F47A9@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 173-181-163.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Anyone know why I can't upload files bigger than about 10k?

I'm using ftp on dos

ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 722 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000459html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 723 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000460html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: "JW" <jarw@clover.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: books recommend
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 12:19:08 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6pfk9o$ep34@scea>
References: <01bdb74a$38675180$d92e63c3@default> 
<01bdb81b$474872c0$b7e2abc3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-tort-m29-r29.clover.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

The scanf function in C is used to read from the standard input. This means
that when the function is called in your program it tries to read characters
that the user is typing on the keyboard (the standard input). There is
probably no great need for this on the Yaroze as the important input device
is the controller (and possibly the memory card). There is the printf
function which has been adapted to work with the Yaroze libraries. This
function sends output to the standard output (your computer's monitor). The
only reason this function is provided is so you can send debugging messages
to your monitor while a program is running. You can see why this could be
useful.

The C functions that are supported on the Yaroze can be found in the
"Standard C Functions" section of the User Guide you got with your Yaroze.

As far as C programming books I would consider a book called something like
"How To Program C". It was written by Deitel/Deitel and was published by
Prentice Hall. If you can't find this anything like a beginning C book or
"How to Program C in 21 days" would be a start. As graphics go, others have
suggested "Introduction to Computer Graphics" by Foley and van Dam.

Hope this helps.

JW

--MESSAGE FILE 723 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000460html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 724 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000461html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ftp uploading problems
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 23:41:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35BBB0A2.C61A3757@hotmail.com>
References: <35BB2368.930F47A9@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 172-54-171.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Problem sorted. Thanks Pete.

ScoTT Campbell wrote:

> Anyone know why I can't upload files bigger than about 10k?
>
> I'm using ftp on dos



>
> ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 724 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000461html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 725 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000462html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: 27 Jul 1998 13:14:14 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uyatg7zp5.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk>

<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com> <ug1fsatq2.fsf@cybec.com.au>
<slrn6rg196.6j6.tjs@indy19.cs.monash.edu.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant) writes:

> 
> On 24 Jul 1998 12:05:57 +1000, Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:
> [snip]
> >The libraries often use 12 bit fixed point math.  This means that 4096
> >is 1, 2048 is 1/2 and 512 will be an eighth.  512 in hex is 0x0200 and
> >511 is 0x01ff.  To limit a value between 0 and +511 you simply:
> >
> >val &= 0x1ff;
> 
> sadly, that won't do what was wanted. That will wrap all values into a range,
> whereas the intention was to compute f(x), where f(x)=-45 if x<-45, f(x)=x
> if -45<=x<=45, f(x)=45 if 45<x.

f(x) that you just described is a range, no?  Don't let x get less
than -45 or greater than 45.  What?  Hey?

If you used +/-31 instead of +/-45, why wouldn't 
x = ((x + 0x20) & 0x3f) - 0x20; work?
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 725 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000462html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 726 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000463html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Clever bit manipulation routines?
Date: Mon, 27 Jul 1998 22:02:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35BCEACA.299@manc.u-net.com>
References: <35B79502.BC7489D6@nospam.easynet.co.uk>

<35B7BB71.D869219@compuserve.com> <ug1fsatq2.fsf@cybec.com.au>
<slrn6rg196.6j6.tjs@indy19.cs.monash.edu.au> <uyatg7zp5.fsf@cybec.com.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Toby Hutton wrote:
> If you used +/-31 instead of +/-45, why wouldn't
> f(x) = ((x + 0x20) & 0x3f) - 0x20; work?

It strips bits higher than 0x3f (=63 so bit-6 upwards) which is a
problem because x needs to be signed.
In this case f(-35) = 29 (when it should be -31) :

if x is -35 then it is required that it gets limited to -31,
but the f(x) above would give the wrong number because
(x + 0x20) would equal 0xFFFD (-3 decimal) (assuming 16bit signed int)
and when &'d with 0x3f it would then be 0x3d (61 decimal).
Then the - 0x20 would make it 29.

Just use this:

limitRange(x, -45, 45);

Later,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 726 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000463html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 727 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000464html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Pankaj Gautama <pankaj.gautama@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: siocons ERRORS!
Date: Mon, 27 Jul 1998 22:56:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35BCF78D.707E@virgin.net>
References: <01bdb742$41ff0b00$d92e63c3@default>
Reply-To: pankaj.gautama@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p51-chachalaca-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)

T Khan wrote:
> 
> Please help,
> 
> I suddenly have a problem. I cannot load anything onto the Yaroze from
> siocons.
> whenever I try it say syntax error (FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF) and other
> FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF errors on the TV screen. It just does not WORK. Please
> help.
> 
> Tanvir Khan
> Email: 2bad@lineone.net
> 
> I hope nothings faulty.

Check your comms cable. I had the same problem when I first got my



Yaroze - I didn't realise the Yaroze end of the cable went in SO far.
(lotsa panicking there!)
--MESSAGE FILE 727 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000464html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 728 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000465html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <net.yaroze@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: TIM File Attribute
Date: Wed, 29 Jul 1998 19:06:08 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6pnohn$3ue14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p24-grebe-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

    I know this is probably a really easy question to answer but can anyone
explain how I calculate the attribute number for TIM files ?? I have used
Ira Rainey's Sprite tutorial which uses 8 bit sprites but I am now working
on a breakout game using 4 bit TIM's and it doesn't work !! Someone please
help.

Cheers,

James

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jbanks/
net.yaroze@virgin.net

--MESSAGE FILE 728 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000465html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 729 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000466html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Banks" <net.yaroze@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Ball movement on a breakout game
Date: Wed, 29 Jul 1998 19:08:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6pnoho$3ue15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p24-grebe-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:466 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1563

    Hi, I'm working on my first real Yaroze project which will hopefully be
a Breakout style game. I haven't got a clue how to model the correct ball
movements, can anyone point me in the right direction ??

Cheers,

James

--MESSAGE FILE 729 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000466html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 730 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000467html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carlos Pieterse" <john-doe@image.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: TIM File Attribute
Date: Wed, 29 Jul 1998 21:24:31 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <6pnssv$3ue16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6pnohn$3ue14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm29-10.image.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>    I know this is probably a really easy question to answer but can anyone
>explain how I calculate the attribute number for TIM files ?? I have used
>Ira Rainey's Sprite tutorial which uses 8 bit sprites but I am now working
>on a breakout game using 4 bit TIM's and it doesn't work !! Someone please
>help.

Ok, the bits 24-25 must be set to 0, when you use 4bit sprites.

Like this:

bit 25,24  - 0,0 = 4bit
bit 25,24  - 0,1 = 8bit
bit 25,24  - 1,1 = 15 bit direct

Look under GsSPRITE in Library Reference, where the used bits of attribute
are described!!!

>
>Cheers,
>
>
>James

Carlos Pierterse

--MESSAGE FILE 730 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000467html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 731 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000468html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Ball movement on a breakout game
Date: 29 Jul 1998 19:26:52 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <01bdbac3$129537c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6pnoho$3ue15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:468 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1564

Hi James,



I did a Breakout style game for the PC but it wasn't that great.  BUT Mario
Perdue
did a great Net Yaroze version that you can find on the SCEA website.

Regards,

George@SCEE

James Banks <net.yaroze@virgin.net> wrote in article
<6pnoho$3ue15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>     Hi, I'm working on my first real Yaroze project which will hopefully
be
> a Breakout style game. I haven't got a clue how to model the correct ball
> movements, can anyone point me in the right direction ??
> 
> 
> Cheers,
> 
> 
> James
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 731 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000468html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 732 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000469html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: TIM File Attribute
Date: Wed, 29 Jul 1998 20:35:52 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35BF7998.F5951872@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6pnohn$3ue14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

James Banks wrote:
> 
>     I know this is probably a really easy question to answer but can anyone
> explain how I calculate the attribute number for TIM files ?? I have used
> Ira Rainey's Sprite tutorial which uses 8 bit sprites but I am now working
> on a breakout game using 4 bit TIM's and it doesn't work !! Someone please
> help.

The reference manual (under GsSPRITE) states which bits in the attribute mean 
what, but doesn't
state how to calculate the attribute.

Depending on the application, you decide what value the bits should be set to 
(there is a list of
valid numbers in the manual) and then just add up all the values after shifting 
them appropriately.
For example, if I want to turn Brightness Regulation off (value 1 at bit 6) and 
am using a 15bit
direct sprite (value 2 at bits 24-25), then the attribute is:



attribute = (1 << 6) + (2 << 24);

A complete (but rather inefficient) setting would be:

attribute = (BRIGHTNESS << 6) + (BitDEPTH << 24) + (RotationON << 27) + 
(SemiTransRate << 28) +
(SemiTransON << 30) + (Displayed << 31);

where Brightness, BitDEPTH, etc are the desired values within the ranges 
specified in the manual.

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Amnesia: You've read the book now read the book.
--MESSAGE FILE 732 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000469html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 733 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000470html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Ball movement on a breakout game
Date: Wed, 29 Jul 1998 19:33:54 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35bf78cb.16550359@205.149.189.29>
References: <6pnoho$3ue15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:470 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1565

If you look at my WalZ demo in the North American web site, you'll see
how ball movement is done. WalZ is s breakout style game where the
bricks move.

Mario

On Wed, 29 Jul 1998 19:08:13 +0100, "James Banks"
<net.yaroze@virgin.net> wrote:

>    Hi, I'm working on my first real Yaroze project which will hopefully be
>a Breakout style game. I haven't got a clue how to model the correct ball
>movements, can anyone point me in the right direction ??
>
>
>Cheers,
>
>
>James
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 733 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000470html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 734 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000471html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Starting problems
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 15:19:45 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35C072F1.6F80@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line04.GAP.BAYNET.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

I'm in desperate need of help,

I have a problem. Neither the "hello world"-demo nor the sample 
program runs on my computer. I follow the instructions and bring 
up the console tool(siocons), but then the siocons prompt (double 
-right arrow) doesn't appear. I press F3 whichs brings up the 
Auto[1]: prompt and enter the name of the batch file(in this case
batch0). After pressing enter i receive the error message:

BINARY WRITE: timeout !
auto commands all stop

I have already checked the communication cable, the Pc and the 
TV, but the problem stayed always the same.

I don't know what to do else, please help !

e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de

Roman
--MESSAGE FILE 734 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000471html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 735 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000472html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carlos Pieterse" <john-doe@image.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Starting problems
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 15:56:57 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <6ppu2s$fvf3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35C072F1.6F80@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm26-60.image.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Roman und Gregor Dashuber wrote:
>I'm in desperate need of help,
>
>I have a problem. Neither the "hello world"-demo nor the sample
>program runs on my computer. I follow the instructions and bring
>up the console tool(siocons), but then the siocons prompt (double
>-right arrow) doesn't appear. I press F3 whichs brings up the
>Auto[1]: prompt and enter the name of the batch file(in this case
>batch0). After pressing enter i receive the error message:
>
>BINARY WRITE: timeout !
>auto commands all stop



Looks like your PC ain't talking with the Yaroze.
>
>I have already checked the communication cable, the Pc and the
>TV, but the problem stayed always the same.

Be sure to push the communications cable hard in the Yaroze!
>
>I don't know what to do else, please help !

What is your port setup (com1/com2, which addresses?) baud settings etc.

>
>e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de
>
>Roman

Carlos Pieterse.

--MESSAGE FILE 735 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000472html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 736 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000473html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Starting Problems
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 22:58:09 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35C0DE61.5A7B@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line05.GAP.BAYNET.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

I'm in desperate need of help,

I have a problem. Neither the "hello world"-demo nor the sample
program runs on my computer. I follow the instructions and bring
up the console tool(siocons), but then the siocons prompt (double
-right arrow) doesn't appear. I press F3 whichs brings up the
Auto[1]: prompt and enter the name of the batch file(in this case
batch0). After pressing enter i receive the error message:

BINARY WRITE: timeout !
auto commands all stop

I have already checked the communication cable, the Pc and the
TV, but the problem stayed always the same.

I don't know what to do else, please help !

e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de

Roman
--MESSAGE FILE 736 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000473html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 737 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000474html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Carlos Pieterse" <john-doe@image.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Starting Problems
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 23:53:46 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <6pqq0r$fvf5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35C0DE61.5A7B@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p301-183.ppp.get2net.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>I'm in desperate need of help,
>
>I have a problem. Neither the "hello world"-demo nor the sample
>program runs on my computer. I follow the instructions and bring
>up the console tool(siocons), but then the siocons prompt (double
>-right arrow) doesn't appear. I press F3 whichs brings up the
>Auto[1]: prompt and enter the name of the batch file(in this case
>batch0). After pressing enter i receive the error message:
>
>BINARY WRITE: timeout !
>auto commands all stop
>
>I have already checked the communication cable, the Pc and the
>TV, but the problem stayed always the same.
>
>I don't know what to do else, please help !
>
>e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de
>
>Roman

Like I stated earlier(btw. try keeping the same subject in to the
newsgroup! -this you should have posted under your previuos message!!) what
is your port setup (com1/com2, which addresses?) baud settings etc.

Hereby I mean :

Which com port (the serial port on the PC this is!) have you plugged in the
yaroze serial cable?
What speed did you set the baud rating at ?? (you must set it to 9600 bps
for starters!)
How is your serial port set up in the BIOS of computer?? (auto ???)
What OS are you using ???
Where did you install the psx-, gnu- directories etc.
You must specify your problem a bit for us (or I) being able to help you!

Furthermore you must have a SET for DTLH3000 in your yaroze environment.
What is this ?? (Try typing SET in your yaroze environment, and tell me the
setting of DTLH3000!)

You are using a PC ?? (not a mac???)

I'd wished you'd replied on my first posting. I think I'd by now could have
been capable of solving your problem. (but with your above message, anything
could be wrong!!!)

Regards,

Carlos Pieterse

--MESSAGE FILE 737 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000474html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 738 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000475html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stradal, Franz" <FStradal@ikarion.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprites
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 09:49:22 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35C17702.528C3022@ikarion.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: miles.ikarion.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I m just a beginner, so it is an easy question.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
I have 12 sprites 16*16 pixle 4Bit Clut.
The CLUT i always loadup to 0*480, 0*481, 0*482 ...
When i move the Sprites to 320*0, 320*16, 320*32, 320*48 .... it works
fine;
but when they are moved to 320*0, 336*0, 352*0, 368*0... i just have
colord snow???
Any ideas?

--MESSAGE FILE 738 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000475html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 739 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000476html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprites
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 09:09:29 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35C17BB9.351C@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35C17702.528C3022@ikarion.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

which sprite routine are use using to calculate the u,v values of the
GsSPRITE? (these refer to the inset of the sprites from the top left of
the texture page they are on, and can sometimes be calculated wrong)?
What is strange is that surely at least the 320,0 sprite should show up
in both cases?

Rob Swan

Stradal, Franz wrote:
> 
> I m just a beginner, so it is an easy question.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> I have 12 sprites 16*16 pixle 4Bit Clut.
> The CLUT i always loadup to 0*480, 0*481, 0*482 ...
> When i move the Sprites to 320*0, 320*16, 320*32, 320*48 .... it works
> fine;
> but when they are moved to 320*0, 336*0, 352*0, 368*0... i just have
> colord snow???
> Any ideas?
--MESSAGE FILE 739 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000476html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 740 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000477html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Starting Problems 2
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 14:02:26 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <35C1B252.7342@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.37.219.70
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

Thanks a lot for the mail Carlos,

I'll try to specify my problem a bit more.
I'm using a Pentium 200 Mhz with 32Mb Ram, the yaroze is
connected to the Pc over com1.
The baudrate is set up at 9600 bps as it is then standard
configuration in djsetup.bat.
In the BIOS then com1 port is specified as: "Onboard UART 1 :
3F8/IRQ4"
The OS version I'm using is Ms-Dos 7.00. The psx- and the gnu-
directories were installed on
c drive root.
The setting of DTLH3000 is:

DJGPP=C:/psx/djgpp.env
TMP=C:\tmp                      < only the important part
concerning the DTLH3000
DTLH3000=0x3f8,4,9600

I hope that these informations will help.

Regards,

Roman
--MESSAGE FILE 740 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000477html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 741 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000478html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Starting problems
Date: 31 Jul 1998 13:36:01 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <01bdbc23$5d663ae0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35C072F1.6F80@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Roman,

After the cd boots you should have some startup messages on
the t.v screen.

acces card checking: OK



memory card checking: OK
terminal speed 9600 BPS

if all thats o.k then move along...

Check all your settings.  You might need to edit "djsetup.bat"
to set the proper directories.  This is VERY important.  Next...

type "siocons" at the dos prompt after you have typed "djsetup.bat"

Reset you PlayStation the first time you do this...or you might
get a Binary write error.  You should now see some communication
messages on your dos box.  If no ">>" appears.....hit enter a few times
to bring it up.  

After you see ">>" you are connected properly.  Go ahead and try out the
siocons commands.

Good-luck..

George@SCEE

Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de> wrote in article
<35C072F1.6F80@gap.baynet.de>...
> I'm in desperate need of help,
> 
> I have a problem. Neither the "hello world"-demo nor the sample 
> program runs on my computer. I follow the instructions and bring 
> up the console tool(siocons), but then the siocons prompt (double 
> -right arrow) doesn't appear. I press F3 whichs brings up the 
> Auto[1]: prompt and enter the name of the batch file(in this case
> batch0). After pressing enter i receive the error message:
> 
> BINARY WRITE: timeout !
> auto commands all stop
> 
> I have already checked the communication cable, the Pc and the 
> TV, but the problem stayed always the same.
> 
> I don't know what to do else, please help !
> 
> e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de
> 
> Roman
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 741 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000478html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 742 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000479html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Sound and Music tutorial
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 01:47:11 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <1dd41dg.k1uccsxdqpjxN@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35b9059c.1309456@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:479 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1594



I have a profile-list, nick has a demo-list. Anybody for a
tutorial-list??

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 742 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000479html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 743 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000480html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: books recommend
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 01:47:15 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1dd41hi.1yv01fb11scw6N@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <01bdb74a$38675180$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Please recommend good C programming and Graphics books,
> Would any do or the one written in the manual?
> 
> Tanvir Khan
> 2bad@lineone.net

AAAAAAAHHHHHHHRRRRRRRGGGGG.

JUST CUT THE CRAP!!!!!

1 ARTICLE SHOULD DO IT!!!!!
DON'T PUT EVERY ARTICLE IN EVERY NEWSGROUP!

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 743 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000480html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 744 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000481html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Coding Help
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 01:47:20 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <1dd41ke.w543kn1phw7slN@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <01bdb66c$36c14180$9a3363c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> Can anyone help me? I don't now anything about c programing or graphics. I
> need some serious help. Is there any help on the website which I can
> download or something. 
> 
> Also I am working on car model movement, and I need to know how to make the



> model 
> gradually gain speed (accelerate) and slow down. I use the MoveImage
> command. 
> And how would you straighten the car (after a bend) once it has been
> leaning? I use the 'Rotate' command to make it lean but it just seems to
> carry on leaning more and more. 
> 
> How do you put sound in a game, e.g music, sound effects to the car?
> 
> The manuals hardly explain this stuff.
> Are there any downloadable tool wich make programming easier? 
> 
> Thanks,
> Tanvir Khan

JUST S* O*, I'M GETTING FED UP WITH THIS. EVERY ARTICLE IN ALL THE
NEWSGROUPS.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 744 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000481html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 745 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000482html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: siocons ERRORS!
Date: Sun, 2 Aug 1998 01:47:24 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <1dd41nd.dwdrl1dlipcjN@a1-88-110.a1.nl>
References: <01bdb742$41ff0b00$d92e63c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-110.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote:

> Please help,
> 
> I suddenly have a problem. I cannot load anything onto the Yaroze from
> siocons. 
> whenever I try it say syntax error (FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF) and other
> FFFFFFFFFFFFFFF errors on the TV screen. It just does not WORK. Please
> help.
> 
> Tanvir Khan
> Email: 2bad@lineone.net
> 
> I hope nothings faulty.

CHECK YOUR BRAIN!
--MESSAGE FILE 745 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000482html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 746 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000483html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Han Solo <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Beginner docs.
Date: Sun, 02 Aug 1998 17:56:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18



Message-ID: <35C49A4F.77AE97B8@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=x-user-defined
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

If you consider yourself a beginner then come to my
site.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee

After having difficulty myself in getting started
with the simple things, I've taken the time to
write a number of documents, which I hope you
may find useful.

If you have any comments or opinions regarding
them, please repost on this thread.
Thanks.

-- 
jc
james@chowfam.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 746 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000483html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 747 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000484html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze Programming FAQ
Date: Mon, 03 Aug 1998 10:21:06 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35C58102.730E7B32@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

There is a Yaroze Programming FAQ which can be accessed from the New Members 
page on the official
site:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/newmembers/yarfaq.htm

It contains frequently asked questions most people have when they first start 
programming the
Yaroze. The questions and answers have been taken from the newsgroups. Please 
email the person
maintaining it (listed at the top of the page), if you feel that there should be
some additions to
the questions, or corrections/clarifications to the answers.

Cheers,

James

-- 



== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

"Weaseling out of things is what separates us from the animals!...
        Except the weasel." -- Homer
--MESSAGE FILE 747 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000484html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 748 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000485html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Beginner docs.
Date: Mon, 03 Aug 1998 18:09:34 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <35C65F4E.3C0B6BD0@jps.net>
References: <35C49A4F.77AE97B8@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-249.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

I may be dreaming here, but I would LOVE to set up some kind of
universally-accessible knowledge base.  The only thing that comes
close to it right now (that we have) is these newsgroups---and
that isn't exactly the most efficient way to get info.

Anyone for writing/installing some kind of system for this?

- e!

Han Solo wrote:
> 
> If you consider yourself a beginner then come to my
> site.
> 
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee
> 
> After having difficulty myself in getting started
> with the simple things, I've taken the time to
> write a number of documents, which I hope you
> may find useful.
> 
> If you have any comments or opinions regarding
> them, please repost on this thread.
> Thanks.
> 
> --
> jc
> james@chowfam.demon.co.uk

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 748 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000485html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 749 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000486html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: doug@littlegreenmen.demon.co.uk (Doug Roberts)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: DrawSync confusion.
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 1998 11:35:51 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <35c6f063.10719834@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhvuk.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Can anyone please explain to me how when and how often to use the
drawsync function? Some of the source I've look at uses it often,
after all the all the functions like LoadImage etc, and some just in
the main loop before the VSync function. Maybe I'm just getting
confused but hey, I guess that's what happens when you buy yourself
one of these things and have to learn everything from scratch
(including the language!).

Just like to say thanks to everyone who has taken time to provide
help, tutorials and source. It's been isuch a help getting me as far
as I've got to date.

Regards,
Doug.
--MESSAGE FILE 749 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000486html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 750 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000487html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DrawSync confusion.
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 1998 13:05:59 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <35C6F927.4765EF18@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35c6f063.10719834@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Doug Roberts wrote:
> 
> Can anyone please explain to me how when and how often to use the
> drawsync function? Some of the source I've look at uses it often,
> after all the all the functions like LoadImage etc, and some just in
> the main loop before the VSync function.

DrawSync(0) waits for the Graphics Processing Unit to finish processing all the 
commands that have
been sent to it. There are two reasons that you'd want to call it:

1) When you're loading TIMs into VRAM using LoadImage, the GPU will queue up the
LoadImage command
(which means that it doesn't get executed immmediately). When it gets around to 
processing it, it
will use the values in the RECT structure that exists at the time of the GPU 
processing, rather than
the values that were in the RECT when you did the LoadImage. Thus doing this:



setRect(&myRect,1,2,3,4);
LoadImage(&myRect,&myTimData);
setRect(&myRect,5,6,7,8);

is more likely to use the _latter_ rectangle instead of the intended former 
rectangle. To get around
this, it is advisable to do a DrawSync(0) directly after the LoadImage 
instruction, which guarantees
that the values the GPU will use will be the ones you intend.

2) In a double buffering situation, you are supposed to swap screens when 1) The
GPU has completed
drawing the last frame, and 2) in the Vertical Blank. Thus you will see programs
do this:

DrawSync(0); // Wait for GPU to finish
Vsync(0); // Wait for the vertical blank
GsSwapDispBuff(); //Swap the display buffers.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Scorpio: "This is my death ray. Which country would you like to destroy, Homer? 
France or Italy?"
Homer:   "Ummmm.... France."
Scorpio: "Hehe... No-one ever says Italy."
--MESSAGE FILE 750 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000487html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 751 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000488html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: codeworks <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze Programming FAQ
Date: Wed, 05 Aug 1998 00:29:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <35C7995D.64B3CDFF@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
References: <35C58102.730E7B32@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

James,

Excellent work with the Faq!

Cheers

Jim

James Russell wrote:

> There is a Yaroze Programming FAQ which can be accessed from the New Members 



page on the official
> site:
>
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/newmembers/yarfaq.htm
>
> It contains frequently asked questions most people have when they first start 
programming the
> Yaroze. The questions and answers have been taken from the newsgroups. Please 
email the person
> maintaining it (listed at the top of the page), if you feel that there should 
be some additions to
> the questions, or corrections/clarifications to the answers.
>
> Cheers,
>
> James
>
> --
> == James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
> == Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
>
> "Weaseling out of things is what separates us from the animals!...
>         Except the weasel." -- Homer
>

--MESSAGE FILE 751 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000488html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 752 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000489html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Sound and Music tutorial
Date: Wed, 05 Aug 1998 14:06:26 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35C858D2.6EE7@writeme.com>
References: <6paik6$bqp8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-021.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:489 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1639

James Banks wrote:

> Does anyone know if anyone has compiled a 'definitive' tutorial for
> playing sound and music on the Yaroze ?? I have been concentrating 
> mainly on the graphics side without even thinking of sounds or music.

Sound systems do seem to be the least well documented area. You can gain
a little from the sound document available at:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/docs/index.html

Although it does cover quite a lot of irrelevant material (CD sound), it
does have a couple of useful SFX tips.

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 752 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000489html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 753 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000490html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stradal, Franz" <FStradal@ikarion.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprites
Date: Wed, 05 Aug 1998 15:42:38 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35C8614E.781CB22B@ikarion.com>
References: <35C17702.528C3022@ikarion.com> <35C17BB9.351C@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: miles.ikarion.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Thanks for help.
I rehacked the tuto0 example from Codewarrior.
And yes, the 320,0 Sprite is always right.Now i use one big map, with
subsprites in it,
and it works!

Robert Swan wrote:

> which sprite routine are use using to calculate the u,v values of the
> GsSPRITE? (these refer to the inset of the sprites from the top left of
> the texture page they are on, and can sometimes be calculated wrong)?
> What is strange is that surely at least the 320,0 sprite should show up
> in both cases?
>
> Rob Swan
>
> Stradal, Franz wrote:
> >
> > I m just a beginner, so it is an easy question.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> > I have 12 sprites 16*16 pixle 4Bit Clut.
> > The CLUT i always loadup to 0*480, 0*481, 0*482 ...
> > When i move the Sprites to 320*0, 320*16, 320*32, 320*48 .... it works
> > fine;
> > but when they are moved to 320*0, 336*0, 352*0, 368*0... i just have
> > colord snow???
> > Any ideas?

--MESSAGE FILE 753 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000490html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 754 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000491html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Middlesex Short Course
Date: Thu, 6 Aug 1998 23:27:06 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1ddd536.7v1tis1sy9534N@a1-88-122.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-122.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

For all beginners the Short Course is a great oppertunity!!

I put a small journal online to get an impression on the first short
course. I also took lot's of photo's and there is even a quicktimeVR



from the classroom.

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

or

http://com.to/debri

Cheers DEnnis....
--MESSAGE FILE 754 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000491html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 755 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000492html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: starting Problems
Date: Sun, 09 Aug 1998 14:16:03 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35CD9303.3067@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line09.GAP.BAYNET.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

Hello,

I'm still strugglin with my NY. I followed the advice of James 
Russel and pushed the cable in the Playstation firmly. After that 
i started Siocons again, the >> didn't appear. I pressed enter a 
few times (about a minute), but the prompt didn't appear. I 
pressed F3 to execute the batch0 file. After that I got the 
binary write error as described in my first two Mails. I also 
tried out the method George from SCEE told me and restarted the 
Yaroze after i've typed "djsetup.bat" and "siocons", but
it also didn't help. I pressed a few times enter but no prompt 
(>>) appeared. 

If anyone has got an idea of what is wrong with my NY, pleas help 
me.

Regards, Roman

e-mail : d-twinz@gap.baynet.de
--MESSAGE FILE 755 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000492html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 756 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000493html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Craig Venz <craig@cobite.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: starting Problems
Date: Mon, 10 Aug 1998 10:53:05 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <35CF0951.53B006F9@cobite.com>
References: <35CD9303.3067@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snew.cobite.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
To: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>

Roman und Gregor Dashuber wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
> I'm still strugglin with my NY. I followed the advice of James
> Russel and pushed the cable in the Playstation firmly. After that
> i started Siocons again, the >> didn't appear. I pressed enter a
> few times (about a minute), but the prompt didn't appear. I
> pressed F3 to execute the batch0 file. After that I got the
> binary write error as described in my first two Mails. I also
> tried out the method George from SCEE told me and restarted the
> Yaroze after i've typed "djsetup.bat" and "siocons", but
> it also didn't help. I pressed a few times enter but no prompt
> (>>) appeared.
> 
> If anyone has got an idea of what is wrong with my NY, pleas help
> me.
> 
> Regards, Roman
> 
> e-mail : d-twinz@gap.baynet.de

Looking back over a previous note of yours, I noticed you said you 
were using MS-DOS 7 - correct me if Im wrong but isnt that win95?

Anyway, there are a couple of things to consider that could be the 
cause of the problem, which is that your Yaroze is _definitely_ not
communicating with your PC. 

Make sure you know what all your COM ports are connected to. Since you
have MS DOS 7 you have Win95, so boot up 95, and check out what you have
your modem (I assume you have one since thats one of the 'requirements'
for the Net Yaroze program) and your mouse, and your free COM port are.
Do this by checking in the Modems Control Panel to see what port your
modem is on, then find out which one your mouse is on, this is either in
the Mouse control panel, or on the System control panel under Pointing
Devices(?) or something similar. See how many COM ports you actually
have. Do you have a free one? A mouse takes away one port, a modem might
(see below).

Check to make sure the cable is plugged in, that the port on your PC is
_really_ COM1, not COM2, or COM3 even, that the com port you have the
Yaroze plugged up to isn't disabled in the BIOS (this is a common thing
it seems, as internal modems that are in a shipped computer have their
own internal com port, and the manufacturer turns off one of the
motherboard's built in COM ports so you think you only have 2, when you
really now have 3)

If you're deadly sure you have the right port, and its not disabled, the
next thing you might need to check is whether there is an IRQ conflict
between the COM port you're using and one of your other COM ports, or
another device.  This is only likely if you have three COM ports in your
PC (one probably being an internal modem). As COM1/COM3 share the same
IRQ, as does COM2/COM4, if you have two devices you want to use at the
same time on COM1 and COM3, one of them is going to work and one isnt.
So either you can not use the modem and the yaroze at the same time, or
you can change the IRQ on one of the ports to a free IRQ. Do this in the
Control Panels of Win95 under the System cpanel, right click one of the
com ports under the Ports item in the big list of devices.

Next thing to try doing is to use a Windows communications program to



check the com port you're using. HyperTerm works well, use it to create
a 'new connection' and when it asks you what device to use, change the
dropdown which says "Connect using:" to COM1. Make the BPS selection
9600, hit OK, turn on your yaroze, and start hitting return in the
window when the Green Brick screen comes up. If you get any text, you
now know you have the right COM port and you can quit and start using
SIOCONS with impunity.

It's going to take some messing around to get this to work, I had a
devil of a time getting my old 486 to correctly use 3 COM ports
simultaneously but it's happy now, as am I. Keep posting if you have
more problems, or are confused... or just keep posting. :)

Craig
--MESSAGE FILE 756 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000493html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 757 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000494html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: starting Problems
Date: Mon, 10 Aug 1998 17:25:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35CF1EE6.9AEBB4C8@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35CD9303.3067@gap.baynet.de> <35CF0951.53B006F9@cobite.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-56.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

It is always possible that something is broken.  Maybe a dud serial
lead/port?

Hope not.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 757 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000494html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 758 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000495html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Passmore <p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: starting Problems
Date: Tue, 11 Aug 1998 00:41:09 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35CF8515.2A6@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35CD9303.3067@gap.baynet.de> <35CF0951.53B006F9@cobite.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: staff-dialup1.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)

Hi,

Craig's advice may well be the key. I had a win 95 machine with an



external modem on com2. When I tried to connect the yaroze to com2 it
wouldn't work as win95 seemed to have assigned com2 to the modem
regardless of whether the modem was connected. The work around was to
plug the yaroze into com2 and try to connect to the ISP which of course
failed with a comms error. However this then freed the com2 port so that
the yaroze worked. Playing with 18 yarozes I've seen pcs die and tvs
develop problems but the yarozes have so far always worked apart from
when the cables were incorrectly connected  Have you tried it on another
PC? Good luck, you must be getting pretty pissed off by now, and you've
yet to experience the libs!

Peter.
--MESSAGE FILE 758 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000495html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 759 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000496html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DrawSync confusion.
Date: Tue, 11 Aug 1998 00:56:55 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 69
Message-ID: <35CFF947.10D5@dial.pipex.com>
References: <35c6f063.10719834@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<35C6F927.4765EF18@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usern605.uk.uudial.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

James Russell wrote:
> 
> 1) When you're loading TIMs into VRAM using LoadImage, the GPU will queue up 
the LoadImage command
> (which means that it doesn't get executed immmediately). When it gets around 
to processing it, it
> will use the values in the RECT structure that exists at the time of the GPU 
processing, rather than
> the values that were in the RECT when you did the LoadImage. Thus doing this:
> 
> setRect(&myRect,1,2,3,4);
> LoadImage(&myRect,&myTimData);
> setRect(&myRect,5,6,7,8);
> 
> is more likely to use the _latter_ rectangle instead of the intended former 
rectangle. To get around
> this, it is advisable to do a DrawSync(0) directly after the LoadImage 
instruction, which guarantees
> that the values the GPU will use will be the ones you intend.
> 

Are you sure about this? I only ask as I use MoveImage without a subsequent 
DrawSync and everything
works OK. I use the following function to dynamically create a sprite by using 
MoveImage to copy
characters from a font TIM into the sprite area of VRAM:

//
*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------
//* MakeAmmoBarText
//



*-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------<???>
void MakeAmmoBarText(char *charp)
{
RECT src;
int len=0;
int destX = timData[TIM_POLYCART].px+31; //* 31 is 124>>2 because of 4bit 
pixels
int destY = timData[TIM_POLYCART].py+40;
int ascii;
int fontX = timData[TIM_POLYCART].px+4;

//* Set font image source rect (constant members)
src.y = destY;
src.h = 5;
src.w = 1; //* 1 is 4 4bit pixels wide

//* Copy chars to sprite image area
while (ascii = *charp++) {

if (ascii==' ')
src.x = fontX + 26; //* Space pattern is after Z

else
src.x = fontX + (ascii - 'A');

MoveImage(&src, destX++, destY);
len++;

}

//* Update .x and .w sprite settings for this text
ammoText->x = AMMO_BAR_X + ((BAR_MAX - (ammoText->w=len<<2)) >> 1);

}

As you can see, the main loop copies a character at a time from the font TIM 
using
MoveImage (altering the RECT on each iteration!) without a subsequent DrawSync. 
This is
vital as this function will be called from within the main game loop where a 
DrawSync
issued anywhere other than before the main VSync would cause havoc.

When I queried the EXACT operation of MoveImage a couple of months back, I was 
told
(by someone at tech support, I think) it was OK to do this as a copy of the RECT
is made
when the MoveImage request is put in the GPU queue. Thus, the RECT can be 
altered
immediately after MoveImage without fear of getting undesirable results. This 
indeed
appears to be the case as the above function works fine.

I would, then, be very surprised if LoadImage doesnt also operate in the same 
manner
by storing a copy of the RECT when executed. Then again, I've been surprised 
before :)

Regards,

-Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 759 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000496html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 760 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000497html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DrawSync confusion.
Date: Tue, 11 Aug 1998 09:31:20 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35D00158.871324EB@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35c6f063.10719834@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<35C6F927.4765EF18@scee.sony.co.uk> <35CFF947.10D5@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Chris Chadwick wrote:
> 
> When I queried the EXACT operation of MoveImage a couple of months back, I was
told
> (by someone at tech support, I think) it was OK to do this as a copy of the 
RECT is made
> when the MoveImage request is put in the GPU queue. Thus, the RECT can be 
altered
> immediately after MoveImage without fear of getting undesirable results. This 
indeed
> appears to be the case as the above function works fine.

After Colin and I checked the source in more detail, I found we've been 
spreading FDU (Fear Doubt &
Uncertainty) over the use of <Load|Store|Move>Image. Yes, indeed they DO copy 
the arguments. So it
is perfectly OK to adjust the RECT straight afterwards. <POISON_THE_WELL> Blame 
Colin, it's all his
fault. </POISON_THE_WELL> :O)

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

One Chicken to bring them all and in the darkness bind them.
--MESSAGE FILE 760 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000497html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 761 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000498html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Karl Sigiscar <karls@mygale.org>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Siocons trouble
Date: Wed, 12 Aug 1998 09:08:11 +0200
Organization: Eureka
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35D13F5B.2430E60F@mygale.org>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.25.52.76
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

When I type djsetup from the PSX library drawer, I get an insufficient
environment space message.



When I use Siocons on my PC, I get a SYNC ERROR message (FFFFFFFF) on my
TV screen.
When set up at a 115200 baud rate, SIOCONS blocks.

But when using CodeWarrior with PSCom Utils, the communication is all
right.
What's wrong with Siocons on my system ? I want to use it for some
projects, and PSCom Utils for others.

--MESSAGE FILE 761 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000498html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 762 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000499html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: starting Problems
Date: Wed, 12 Aug 1998 00:46:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6qsp9d$n7i2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35CD9303.3067@gap.baynet.de> <35CF0951.53B006F9@cobite.com> 
<35CF8515.2A6@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.132.1
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Peter Passmore wrote in message <35CF8515.2A6@mdx.ac.uk>...

>Good luck, you must be getting pretty pissed off by now, and you've
>yet to experience the libs!

Hee hee. Now that's just *evil*.... :-)

Nick F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"That's impossible! Even for a computer..."

--MESSAGE FILE 762 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000499html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 763 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000500html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Pankaj Gautama <pankaj.gautama@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons trouble
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 1998 01:00:25 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <35D22C99.1BFE@virgin.net>
References: <35D13F5B.2430E60F@mygale.org>
Reply-To: pankaj.gautama@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p55-parrot-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)



Karl Sigiscar wrote:
> 
> When I type djsetup from the PSX library drawer, I get an insufficient
> environment space message.

This probably means you've got so many environment variables set that
the DOS/WIn environment can't handle any more.

BUT - you can set your yaroze variables in your config.sys file, instead
of autoexec.bat/djsetup.bat.

Here's an extract from my config.sys

SET
PATH=C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND;c:\windows\system;c:\DOS;d:\extdos;d:\
Winstuff\dos;d:\yaroze\psx\bin;d:\yaroze\gnu\bin;C:\
SET TEMP=D:\TEMP
set DJGPP=d:/yaroze/psx/djgpp.env
set TMP=d:\yaroze\work
set DTLH3000=0x2f8,3,9600
Set DirCmd=/OGN

I then don't need to run djsetup when I want to do the Yaroze Dev Thang

Hope that helps.
--MESSAGE FILE 763 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000500html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 764 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000501html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Urban" <urban@aptitudes.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Background tec !
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 1998 09:34:04 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <6qu551$n7i4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ancy8-220.abo.wanadoo.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi, I'm french programer and i search demo and info for backgroung
dev, how to create a big map and use with game ????

urban@aptitudes.fr

--MESSAGE FILE 764 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000501html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 765 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000502html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Siocons trouble
Date: Thu, 13 Aug 1998 16:45:21 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <35D37A91.ACE1815A@jps.net>
References: <35D13F5B.2430E60F@mygale.org> <35D22C99.1BFE@virgin.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-249.cisco.com



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

You may also want to try some of the following:

- Don't put the DJSETUP.BAT stuff in your AUTOEXEC.BAT just
  yet.  Check the AUTOEXEC.BAT to make sure that you can
  remove as many of those SET environment statements as
  possible or shorten your path.  This should free up some
  space.  After you've determined that you can't squeeze any
  more memory out of the environment, then run the
  DJSETUP.BAT file by adding to the AUTOEXEC.BAT:

call c:\psx\djsetup.bat

  (Adjust the path as necessary.)

- If the above doesn't work, then try loading up your
  shell (MS-DOS Prompt).  Click on the button for properties
  and then click on the Memory tab.  Change the Initial
  Environment to 4096 (or something larger).  You'll have to
  close the window and re-load the shell.  CD over to your
  PSX directory and run DJSETUP on the prompt---it should
  run fine now.  The only tedious thing about this method
  is that you have to run DJSETUP.BAT manually every time
  you open the DOS window.

Pankaj Gautama wrote:
> 
> Karl Sigiscar wrote:
> >
> > When I type djsetup from the PSX library drawer, I get an insufficient
> > environment space message.
> 
> This probably means you've got so many environment variables set that
> the DOS/WIn environment can't handle any more.
> 
> BUT - you can set your yaroze variables in your config.sys file, instead
> of autoexec.bat/djsetup.bat.
> 
> Here's an extract from my config.sys
> 
> SET
> PATH=C:\WINDOWS;C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND;c:\windows\system;c:\DOS;d:\extdos;d:\
Winstuff\dos;d:\yaroze\psx\bin;d:\yaroze\gnu\bin;C:\
> SET TEMP=D:\TEMP
> set DJGPP=d:/yaroze/psx/djgpp.env
> set TMP=d:\yaroze\work
> set DTLH3000=0x2f8,3,9600
> Set DirCmd=/OGN
> 
> I then don't need to run djsetup when I want to do the Yaroze Dev Thang
> 
> Hope that helps.

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 765 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000502html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 766 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000503html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Starting Problems; once again
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 18:38:26 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35D46802.7EF8@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line09.GAP.BAYNET.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

Hey,

after trying out all the references which were sent to me, i can 
finally say : nothing worked. I checked a hundred times the
com-ports and tried out everything i've been told. At least i 
duplicated the problem on two other PC's. A Notebook with 200 MHz 
and 32 Mb Ram and a 486 DX4 100MHz with 12 Mb Ram. I got the same 
error message as on my own computer, the ">>" didn't appear after 
starting siocons. Now i'm sure that there must be a hardware 
problem with the NY, itself. If there's anyone left who has got 
an idea of what to do now, mail me. Thanks in advice.

Regards Roman

e-mail: d-twinz@gap.baynet.de
--MESSAGE FILE 766 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000503html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 767 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000504html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Chris Searle" <chris@cxs97c.netkonect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Need help with arrays
Date: Mon, 17 Aug 1998 21:51:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <6rcfhe$l2e4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cxs97c.netkonect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:515 
scee.yaroze.beginners:504 scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:398

Hi, I've got an array, u_long line[640], and want to copy a random 320
chunks to a two-dimensional array here some source:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <libps.h>
#include <memory.h>

u_long scr[240][320];
u_long line[640];

main() {
  RECT screen;



  short counter;

  SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
  GsInitGraph(320, 240, 4, 0, 0);
  GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, 0);

  screen.x = screen.y = 0;
  screen.h = 240;
  screen.w = 320;

  for( counter = 0; counter < 640; counter++) {
    if(rand()%2) line[counter] = (1<<15) + (31<<10) + (31<<5) + 31; //set
pixels to
    else line[counter] =  (1<<15);                                  //black
or white
  } // setup first array

  while(1) {
    VSync(0);

    for(counter = 0; counter < 240; counter++) {           //This part
doesn't work
      memcpy( scr+(counter*320), line+(rand()%320), 640 ); //copy 640 bytes
(320 int's)
    }

    LoadImage( &screen, *scr );

    DrawSync(0);
    GsSwapDispBuff();
  } // end while

  ResetGraph(0);
} // end main

This is a simple programming question but I do need some help.

Cheers

--MESSAGE FILE 767 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000504html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 768 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000505html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Need help with arrays
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 19:16:33 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <35D9C501.C08B393A@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <6rcfhe$l2e4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-50.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:516 
scee.yaroze.beginners:505 scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:399



Chris Searle wrote:

> Hi, I've got an array, u_long line[640], and want to copy a random 320
> chunks to a two-dimensional array here some source:
>
> #include <stdio.h>
> #include <libps.h>
> #include <memory.h>
>
> u_long scr[240][320];
> u_long line[640];
>
> main() {
>   RECT screen;
>   short counter;
>
>   SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
>   GsInitGraph(320, 240, 4, 0, 0);
>   GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, 0);
>
>   screen.x = screen.y = 0;
>   screen.h = 240;
>   screen.w = 320;
>
>   for( counter = 0; counter < 640; counter++) {
>     if(rand()%2) line[counter] = (1<<15) + (31<<10) + (31<<5) + 31; //set
> pixels to
>     else line[counter] =  (1<<15);                                  //black
> or white
>   } // setup first array
>
>   while(1) {
>     VSync(0);
>
>     for(counter = 0; counter < 240; counter++) {           //This part
> doesn't work
>       memcpy( scr+(counter*320), line+(rand()%320), 640 ); //copy 640 bytes
> (320 int's)
>     }
>
>     LoadImage( &screen, *scr );
>
>     DrawSync(0);
>     GsSwapDispBuff();
>   } // end while
>
>   ResetGraph(0);
> } // end main
>
> This is a simple programming question but I do need some help.
>
> Cheers

Not sure exactly what you're trying to do here, but your scr[] array should
probably be u_short, as each screen pixel is 16-bit.  u_long is 32.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 768 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000505html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 769 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000506html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Need help with arrays
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 15:38:07 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <35DA024F.10FF8B2B@jps.net>
References: <6rcfhe$l2e4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-238.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:518 
scee.yaroze.beginners:506 scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:401

Weird.  I don't know what you're trying to accomplish either, but try
this?  What is the effect you want?  Static?

#include <stdio.h>
#include <libps.h>
#include <memory.h>
 
u_short scr[240][320];
u_short line[640];

void main(void)
  {
  RECT screen;
  short counter;

  SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
  GsInitGraph(320, 240, 4, 0, 0);
  GsDefDispBuff(0, 0, 0, 0);

  screen.x = screen.y = 0;
  screen.h = 240;
  screen.w = 320;

  // setup first array
  for( counter = 0; counter < 640; counter++) 
    {
    // set pixels to black or white
    line[counter] =  (1<<15);
    if( rand()%2 ) 
      { line[counter] += (31<<10) + (31<<5) + 31; }
    }  // for( counter = 0; counter < 640; counter++) 

  while(1)
    {
    VSync(0);

    // copy 640 bytes (320 u_shorts/ints):
    //
    // scr[][] dereferences to a memory location.
    // scr[]   is a pointer to the final [] array
    // scr     is a pointer to the [] pointer to the final []
    //



    for(counter = 0; counter < 240; counter++) 
      { memcpy( scr[counter], line[rand()%320], 640 ); }

    LoadImage( &screen, *scr );

    DrawSync(0);
    GsSwapDispBuff();
    }  // while(1)
  ResetGraph(0);
  }  // void main(void)

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 769 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000506html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 770 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000507html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gap.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: STARTING PROBLEMS 5
Date: Thu, 27 Aug 1998 22:12:28 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35E5BDAC.6E1D@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line27.GAP.BAYNET.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

hey,

i'm still stuck with my starting problem, when i try to run 
siocons no ">>" appears. I've tried everthing what the newsgroups 
members told me to but the problem is still there. Now i'm quiet 
sure that either my serial cable is detective or even my NET 
YAROZE. 

If anyone has got an idea of what to do now or who i should 
contact, tell me. Thanks in advice. 

Regards, Roman.
--MESSAGE FILE 770 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000507html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 771 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000508html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: STARTING PROBLEMS 5
Date: 27 Aug 1998 21:36:02 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bdd203$ebef3820$7802bfc3@manolo>
References: <35E5BDAC.6E1D@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip056.pool-16.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi,i'm emanuele,i had these problems with Windows NT Operating System,but



under windows 95 it will work fine.
You must buy Codewarrior is an exponential development tool simple to
use...

Cheers,Emanuele.

--MESSAGE FILE 771 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000508html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 772 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000509html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carlos Pieterse" <john-doe@image.dk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: STARTING PROBLEMS 5
Date: Fri, 28 Aug 1998 00:17:24 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6s4lst$ckr15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35E5BDAC.6E1D@gap.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p301-027.ppp.get2net.dk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi!

To me it seems that your Yaroze must be defective! (if you did the previous
checks, I mailed you! and those posted in this ng).

You must contact sony, to get it repaired/swapped!

Go to the Net Yaroze members page, choose support->PlayStation Hardware
Problems

Btw. how unfortunate to buy a NY, which is defective upon retrieval! (I'd
gone totally .......#$!%)

Good luck,

Carlos Pieterse

--MESSAGE FILE 772 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000509html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 773 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000510html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: collision detection.
Date: 30 Aug 1998 17:20:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01bdcb9e$7381ce40$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.229.45
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

Hi 

I'm working on a cool racing game but I am having some problems. I know
nothing about collision detection.
I would be thankful for any help. Iwould definitley need some code to work
with otherwise I would not know what to do. Please help.



Thanks.

Tanvir Khan
EMAG DESIGN

2bad@lineone.net

--MESSAGE FILE 773 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000510html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 774 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000511html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "T Khan" <2bad@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: background
Date: 30 Aug 1998 17:21:29 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bdcb9e$a5349580$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.229.45
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

Hi,

I need to know how to add a background to my racing game (eg. Sprites etc).
I would need a code to work with as I would not know what to do otherwise.

Thanks.

Tanvir Khan
EMAG DESIGN

2bad@lineone.net

--MESSAGE FILE 774 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000511html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 775 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000512html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: collision detection.
Date: Sun, 30 Aug 1998 20:12:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <6sc8f9$kuv6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdcb9e$7381ce40$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem051.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote in message
<01bdcb9e$7381ce40$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>...
>
>I'm working on a cool racing game but I am having some problems. I know
>nothing about collision detection.
>I would be thankful for any help. Iwould definitley need some code to
work
>with otherwise I would not know what to do. Please help.



Hmmm. Try looking at George Bain's tutorials for some v. useful source
(apparently he won't mind if you rip it off without giving credit) ;-)
My first demo, Amateur Wars, is about as simple as 2D games get:
although it isn't exactly written in the most efficient/ sensible way
IMHO that just makes it easier to understand. You can find it on my
website... source included! Feel free to rip the collision detection
from it - after all, I ripped it from Mr Frosty's Snowball Fight source
(along with 99% of my GDUK entry - "Snawboll Fight")

Only kidding Jimbo :-)

Nick F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"That's impossible! Even for a computer..."

--MESSAGE FILE 775 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000512html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 776 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000513html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: background
Date: Mon, 31 Aug 1998 21:17:04 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <1den91k.hl5esh1pjvi9sN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <01bdcb9e$a5349580$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote:

> Hi,
> 
> I need to know how to add a background to my racing game (eg. Sprites etc).
> I would need a code to work with as I would not know what to do otherwise.
> 
> 
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> Tanvir Khan
> EMAG DESIGN
> 
> 2bad@lineone.net

I have a great tip for you!! Ask GrandMaster T. Khan for EMAG DESIGN. He
is possitive he knows it all and EMAG DESIGN is THE company that can do
it all!

(You started it again)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 776 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000513html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 777 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000514html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: collision detection.
Date: Mon, 31 Aug 1998 21:17:05 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <1den961.17d14yl1ain4luN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <01bdcb9e$7381ce40$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

T Khan <2bad@lineone.net> wrote:

> Hi 
> 
> I'm working on a cool racing game but I am having some problems. I know
> nothing about collision detection.
> I would be thankful for any help. Iwould definitley need some code to work
> with otherwise I would not know what to do. Please help.
> 
> Thanks.
> 
> Tanvir Khan
> EMAG DESIGN
> 
> 2bad@lineone.net

Nothing about????? whats this? EMAG DESIGN is probably making a
GT-buster and I already warned one of the coders from GT for your game.
He's keeping an eye on you. And I will also sent some mails to psygnosis
and other companies about you.. pleased?

(You probably don't care, EMAG DESIGN will probably beat EA in the near
future)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 777 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000514html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 778 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000515html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: background
Date: Tue, 01 Sep 1998 08:32:36 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35EBA314.71A6@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <01bdcb9e$a5349580$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net> 
<1den91k.hl5esh1pjvi9sN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> I have a great tip for you!! Ask GrandMaster T. Khan for EMAG DESIGN. He



> is possitive he knows it all and EMAG DESIGN is THE company that can do
> it all!

Come on DEnnis, don't reply to 'everything'...

T Kahn, I would suggest that whatever news browser you have, try to get
hold of the old messages, as most of your questions are already covered.
Have a look through peoples web pages as there are a few with loads of
stuff on them

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 778 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000515html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 779 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000516html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: background
Date: Tue, 1 Sep 1998 18:37:37 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <1deoa7s.17k2tk8178omr2N@a1-88-130.a1.nl>
References: <01bdcb9e$a5349580$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net> 
<1den91k.hl5esh1pjvi9sN@a1-88-100.a1.nl> <35EBA314.71A6@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-130.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > I have a great tip for you!! Ask GrandMaster T. Khan for EMAG DESIGN. He
> > is possitive he knows it all and EMAG DESIGN is THE company that can do
> > it all!
> 
> Come on DEnnis, don't reply to 'everything'...
> 

I know you're right Robert (but sorry, I did it again). This bloke is
just such a diehard pain in the a***.. euh... bottom..
I know you are the social type of guy, but I'm not (if the other person
is called Khan). He's just on my nerves now...
I'll try to let him...

And hey, during the ECTS I'm not in the Newsgroups.. nice and
peacefull... then.

Sorry mate,
I do am looking forward meeting you at the ECTS..

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 779 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000516html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 780 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000517html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: The sincerest form of flattery...
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 1998 18:39:44 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <35ED82E0.6C06@writeme.com>



References: <01bdcb9e$7381ce40$2de5abc3@2badlineone.net> 
<6sc8f9$kuv6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-008.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

;o)
--MESSAGE FILE 780 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000517html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 781 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000518html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Del" <derrick.b@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Using NY with Borland C++ v4.52 or Codewright v4.0
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 1998 15:43:53 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6t64aq$bge11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p19-seedeater-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:518 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2221

Hi

Is anybody successfully using / setup any of the above mentioned, I'm a new
yaroze member and after the comments I've seen posted regarding Code Warrior
I decided not to purchase it. So I would like to either BCv4.52 (Which I
have) CWv4.0 (Which I can possibly steal/borrow/beg from work!, preferably
not in that order :-) I just want an IDE that allows me to Code / Make or
Compile without the major hassles I'm having at the moment (I suppose
doesn't everyone!).

Hope someone can help me.

Cheers

Derrick Bailey -- aka --- Del.

--MESSAGE FILE 781 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000518html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 782 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000519html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Using NY with Borland C++ v4.52 or Codewright v4.0
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 17:13:49 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35F6A93D.284940A6@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <6t64aq$bge11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-05.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:519 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2228

Del wrote:

> Hi
>
> Is anybody successfully using / setup any of the above mentioned, I'm a new
> yaroze member and after the comments I've seen posted regarding Code Warrior
> I decided not to purchase it. So I would like to either BCv4.52 (Which I
> have) CWv4.0 (Which I can possibly steal/borrow/beg from work!, preferably
> not in that order :-) I just want an IDE that allows me to Code / Make or
> Compile without the major hassles I'm having at the moment (I suppose
> doesn't everyone!).
>
> Hope someone can help me.
>

Can't help you with those IDEs 'cos I don't use them.  I'm a CodeWarrior user
and I like it.  It does feel a little alien to start with, but once you know it,
it's actually very good.  It does exactly what you're asking for - and then
some.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 782 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000519html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 783 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000520html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Using NY with Borland C++ v4.52 or Codewright v4.0
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 17:34:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <35F6AE31.1463B3AA@easynet.co.uk>
References: <6t64aq$bge11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35F6A93D.284940A6@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:520 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2230

Alex Herbert wrote:

> Del wrote:
>
> > Hi
> >
> > Is anybody successfully using / setup any of the above mentioned, I'm a new
> > yaroze member and after the comments I've seen posted regarding Code Warrior
> > I decided not to purchase it. So I would like to either BCv4.52 (Which I
> > have) CWv4.0 (Which I can possibly steal/borrow/beg from work!, preferably
> > not in that order :-) I just want an IDE that allows me to Code / Make or
> > Compile without the major hassles I'm having at the moment (I suppose



> > doesn't everyone!).
> >
> > Hope someone can help me.
> >
>
> Can't help you with those IDEs 'cos I don't use them.  I'm a CodeWarrior user
> and I like it.  It does feel a little alien to start with, but once you know 
it,
> it's actually very good.  It does exactly what you're asking for - and then
> some.
>
> Herbs

Don't want to get into another Codewarrior flame war, but I'd recommend using
Codewarrior over Borland any day. We used Borland as the IDE on the Yaroze short
course, remember - didn't you find it a pain? I did.

If you go back over the posts/rants about Codewarrior I think you'll find more
people in favour of it that against it. Craig Graham uses it and he knows what 
he's
talking about, so it must be OK!

Phil

BTW Del - how are you getting on with the Yaroze? Didn't you and your group do 
that
2-d shoot-em-up during the course? That was pretty good.

--MESSAGE FILE 783 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000520html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 784 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000521html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Del" <derrick.b@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Using NY with Borland C++ v4.52 or Codewright v4.0
Date: Wed, 9 Sep 1998 19:49:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <6t6ikq$pf51@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6t64aq$bge11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35F6A93D.284940A6@ndirect.co.uk> <35F6AE31.1463B3AA@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p59-thrush-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:521 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2234

I suppose Borland IDE was a pain on the course because it wasn't setup
properly, I.e, it didn't have the GCC compiler linked to it (Which I believe
is possible). As for the Shootem Up, nothing until I get this Damn Editor /
Compiler setup how I want it!! (I'm a bit fussy that way :-) ). So what are
you working Phil? anything interesting?.

Phil Gooch wrote in message <35F6AE31.1463B3AA@easynet.co.uk>...
>
>
>Alex Herbert wrote:
>
>> Del wrote:
>>
>> > Hi
>> >



>> > Is anybody successfully using / setup any of the above mentioned, I'm a
new
>> > yaroze member and after the comments I've seen posted regarding Code
Warrior
>> > I decided not to purchase it. So I would like to either BCv4.52 (Which
I
>> > have) CWv4.0 (Which I can possibly steal/borrow/beg from work!,
preferably
>> > not in that order :-) I just want an IDE that allows me to Code / Make
or
>> > Compile without the major hassles I'm having at the moment (I suppose
>> > doesn't everyone!).
>> >
>> > Hope someone can help me.
>> >
>>
>> Can't help you with those IDEs 'cos I don't use them.  I'm a CodeWarrior
user
>> and I like it.  It does feel a little alien to start with, but once you
know it,
>> it's actually very good.  It does exactly what you're asking for - and
then
>> some.
>>
>> Herbs
>
>Don't want to get into another Codewarrior flame war, but I'd recommend
using
>Codewarrior over Borland any day. We used Borland as the IDE on the Yaroze
short
>course, remember - didn't you find it a pain? I did.
>
>If you go back over the posts/rants about Codewarrior I think you'll find
more
>people in favour of it that against it. Craig Graham uses it and he knows
what he's
>talking about, so it must be OK!
>
>Phil
>
>BTW Del - how are you getting on with the Yaroze? Didn't you and your group
do that
>2-d shoot-em-up during the course? That was pretty good.
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 784 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000521html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 785 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000522html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philip Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Using NY with Borland C++ v4.52 or Codewright v4.0
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 22:48:44 +0100
Organization: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35F6F7B9.196802CF@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <6t64aq$bge11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35F6A93D.284940A6@ndirect.co.uk> <35F6AE31.1463B3AA@easynet.co.uk> 
<6t6ikq$pf51@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:522 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2236

Del wrote:

> I suppose Borland IDE was a pain on the course because it wasn't setup
> properly, I.e, it didn't have the GCC compiler linked to it (Which I believe
> is possible). As for the Shootem Up, nothing until I get this Damn Editor /
> Compiler setup how I want it!! (I'm a bit fussy that way :-) ). So what are
> you working Phil? anything interesting?.
>

Nothing much really. Still struggling on with my 2D Spyhunter game which hasn't
progressed much since the course. Oh well.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 785 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000522html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 786 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000523html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GPU CODE NOT ASSIGNED ???????
Date: 11 Sep 1998 17:12:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bdbd70$c78f8360$5902bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip025.pool-16.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi,if someone know what does it mean and why please  help me because is the
last bug on my demo!!!

Thanks...emanuele
--MESSAGE FILE 786 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000523html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 787 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000524html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GPU CODE NOT ASSIGNED ???????
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 18:15:51 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35F95AC6.16A2@writeme.com>
References: <01bdbd70$c78f8360$5902bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
 



> Hi,if someone know what does it mean and why please  help me because 
> is the last bug on my demo!!!

I've had this error when a dynamic TMD has illegal parameters (usually
because I'm pointing the 3D functions at the wrong address).

If you're using 3D then double check that your #defines point to the
right place (probably true for any GPU commands - 2D also).

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 787 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000524html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 788 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000525html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GPU CODE NOT ASSIGNED ???????
Date: 11 Sep 1998 17:27:21 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bdbd72$d28cb4c0$5902bfc3@manolo>
References: <01bdbd70$c78f8360$5902bfc3@manolo> <35F95AC6.16A2@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip025.pool-16.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thanks james,but i have the pointer at the correct address because all my
program works fine but  when i want to clone an object using the same tmd
object it says GPU......If you want i'llsend you my Mcp.

Hi! Emanuele.

--MESSAGE FILE 788 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000525html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 789 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000526html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GPU CODE NOT ASSIGNED ???????
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 18:33:39 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35F95EF3.2105@writeme.com>
References: <01bdbd70$c78f8360$5902bfc3@manolo> <35F95AC6.16A2@writeme.com> 
<01bdbd72$d28cb4c0$5902bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:

> ......If you want i'llsend you my Mcp.

Sorry, don't know enough about it - I guess you'd better take a closer
look over how you're 'cloning' the TMD - are you sure you're copying all
the relevant data, etc..?

I'd guess your best bet would be posting some code to the 3D group



James.
--MESSAGE FILE 789 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000526html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 790 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000527html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze dev. template and the FLibraries!
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 18:45:51 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35F960F4.3646@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Beginners - get your coding off the ground faster with my new Yaroze
development template.

Features:

Easy to use, flexible template that will stand you in good stead for the
/vast/ majority of game projects.

Support for standard, analogue pads, analogue joystics, NeGcon, mouse
and GunCon-45 (more accurate than the commerial games).
Powerful analogue remapping routine to keep your controllers in check.

Setup the screen and display environments with one simple call. Fixes
256 and 512 line bugs and automatically centres the screen for the mode
and height you are using.

Perfect modular system for synchronising logical flags throughout your
projects and my libraries (probably makes more sense when you've seen it
done...)

Full documentation and example code.

Phew!

Will probably be updated with more libraries depending on feedback.

Give flibs1_0 a try, eh?

James (~mrfrosty)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty
--MESSAGE FILE 790 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000527html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 791 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000528html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GPU CODE NOT ASSIGNED ???????
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 20:01:55 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35F973A3.4E808E76@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdbd70$c78f8360$5902bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
> 
> Hi,if someone know what does it mean and why please  help me because is the
> last bug on my demo!!!

That occurs when GsLinkObject4() encounters an unknown polygon type. This 
usually means that you've
corrupted your TMD. Don't run GsLinkObject4() twice over the same TMD.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Why do they put expiration dates on sour cream?
--MESSAGE FILE 791 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000528html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 792 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000529html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: 2bad@lineone.net (Tanvir Khan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Collision Detection
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 17:29:23 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <35fd526f.9192286@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-171-230-69.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Hi,

I am still getting nowhere with collision detection even after some
help from George Bain's sample, so I am putting some bits of the code
of the code I'm working on for your knowledge so you know whats going
on.

I want a 3D car to collide once it is of the track which is made of
cells.

The struct of the car is:

typedef struct                         
  {                                                
  SVECTOR         rotation;                         
  long            speed;                              
  GsDOBJ2         Object_Handler;                    
  GsCOORDINATE2   Object_Coord;  
                                                   
  } Object_Header0;
Object_Header0    CarModel;                           

Track struct is:

typedef struct                                      
  {                                                   



  long            numberObjects;                      
  GsDOBJ2         Object_Handler[GROUND_MAX_OBJECTS];
  GsCOORDINATE2   Object_Coord[GROUND_MAX_OBJECTS];   
  u_long          *Back_Pointer[GROUND_MAX_OBJECTS];

  u_long          *Object_Pointer[GROUND_MAX_OBJECTS];
  } Track_Header0;
Track_Header0     TrackData;                
Track_Header0     Track1Data;                          
Track_Header0     Track2Data;                          
Track_Header0     Track3Data;                          
Track_Header0     Track4Data;                          
Track_Header0     Track5Data;                          

Tack array:

char RawGroundArray[GROUND_MAXX][GROUND_MAXZ] ={
{'6','1','1','1','1','1','2','0','0','0','0','0','0','6','2'},
{'3','0','0','0','0','0','5','1','2','0','0','6','1','4','3'},
{'3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','3','0','0','3','0','0','3'},
{'3','0','0','0','6','1','1','1','4','0','0','3','0','0','3'},
{'3','0','0','0','3','0','0','0','0','0','0','3','0','0','3'},
{'5','1','2','0','5','1','1','1','1','1','1','4','0','0','3'},
{'0','0','3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','3'},
{'0','0','3','0','0','6','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','4'},
{'0','6','4','0','0','3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0'},
{'0','3','0','0','6','4','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0'},
{'6','4','0','0','3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0'},
{'3','0','0','0','5','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','2'},
{'3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','3'},
{'3','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','0','3'},
{'5','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','1','4'}};

Can anyone please put some examples for collision detection using the
information provided.

If anymore info is needed that's no problem.

Sorry for the trouble.

Tanvir Khan
EMAG DESIGN

2bad@lineone.net
--MESSAGE FILE 792 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000529html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 793 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000530html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: please help me!!
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 20:12:23 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35F74397.7E93@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool013-max10.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

help me< I am chris ramirez the 14 yr old net yaroze member :) and I am



having problems with this file thing- ok here it is I downlaoded this
tutorial and it is telling me to download a tim-sprite image into an
addres like 0x800f8000, the thing I do not understand is what is the
deal with an addres like that. How do I download an image-tim file into
an adres like that? hmm?. please I would really like any help I can get
:) please please please I beg any one!!!
well thank you for reading this message
Chris Ramirez
p.S thank you once more :)
--MESSAGE FILE 793 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000530html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 794 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000531html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory for beginners
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 10:14:30 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 63
Message-ID: <35FE2FF6.B60CF288@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35F74397.7E93@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Very quick overview of memory....

The strange and twisted analogy I was taught when I first learnt what all this 
meant was:

Imagine memory to be a long street with houses down one side. Each house has 
eight light switches
which can either be on or off. The postal address of the first house is 0, and 
the postal address of
the last house (in most computers, anyway) is 4294967295. That's a long postal 
route! The
combination of lights on/off in each house allows the computer to store numbers,
pictures, sounds,
whatever. Each house represents one "byte", and each of the eight light switches
in the house
represent one "bit". The CPU can set a house's light switches and retrieve the 
status of a house's
light switches.

The combination of on/off lightswitches can represent different things, 
depending on the
programmer's wishes. They could represent numbers, instructions to the CPU, 
parts of graphics or
sound, whatever. There's no separate thing to say what these light switches 
represent, you just have
to know. It's like if you scribble down the number "10", it could mean your 
house number, your bank
balance, whatever you want.

Now because memory chips cost money, the whole street isn't full of houses. Some
have just empty
lots, which means the CPU can't use them. Actually, most of them have empty 
lots. In the
Playstation, the houses start at 2147483648 and end at 2149580799. There are 
some other houses, but



you don't need to know about them. The houses mentioned above are the only ones 
you need to know
about for now.

Storing a byte at an address means setting the light switches at that address to
an appropriate
value. Loading a file into memory at a particular address 'X' means storing the 
contents of the
first byte of the file at address 'X', the second byte of the file at address 
'X+1', and so until
you run out of bytes in the file to store. So basically you're setting the value
of a whole lot of
consecutive houses' light switches.

Now, occassionally you have to specify which address to start at, and as you can
see above, those
numbers are pretty big and horrible. An easier way to manage those numbers is to
use hexadecimal,
which is an alternative representation of normal decimal numbers. A hexadecimal 
number is made up of
the digits from 0-9, and the letters A-F. The advantage of hexadecimal is that 
any address is
represented in 8 digits maximum. You can always tell a hexadecimal number in the
C language, because
it starts with '0x'. The first address of real Playstation memory (2147483648) 
is 0x80000000. If you
are using Windows95, the Calculator program can convert between decimal and 
hexadecimal (and
binary). Experiment with it and try to see how hexadecimal works.

Your link to the Playstation memory is the program SIOCONS (unless you are using
CodeWarrior).
SIOCONS has commands like 'dload' which will take a file you specify and put it 
in memory starting
at an address you specify in hexadecimal. People generate script files with a 
whole bunch of
'dload's that place all their sound and graphics data in memory, and a 'load' 
command that places
the program in memory.

Learning low-level stuff like this is never easy, and there can be many 
misunderstandings. But keep
at it. What you're going through is what many other people here have had to go 
through. If this is
your first foray into the world of programming, then I strongly advise getting 
some good C books
(something very basic and easy), and getting some PC programs going first. Then 
when you're
confident, move back to the Yaroze.

As a general hint, most people read all the newsgroups, so don't crosspost the 
same question to many
groups, because it splits the replies up. Just keep it to one.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Socrates last words: "I drank WHAT?"
--MESSAGE FILE 794 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000531html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 795 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000532html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Collision Detection
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 14:03:38 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <35FE65A9.FAC72858@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35fd526f.9192286@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-20.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Tanvir Khan wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I am still getting nowhere with collision detection even after some
> help from George Bain's sample, so I am putting some bits of the code
> of the code I'm working on for your knowledge so you know whats going
> on.
>
> I want a 3D car to collide once it is of the track which is made of
> cells.

Hi Tanvir,

I have a few things to say here.

First, sorry about my attitude towards you in the past.  I sure you
understand why, but it's now clear that you are keen to get on with
programming and join the spirit of Net Yaroze, I'll be happy to help
where I can.

Secondly, I think you're jumping in too deep, too soon.  I'd strongly
recommend that you stick well clear of 3D stuff until you are at least
competent with writing a 2D game.  Even the pro's will start of messing
with the 2D capabilities of a new console before attempting 3D.  It would
be far better to learn the fundamentals of game programming in a simple
environment, rather than a complicated one.  I suggest that you should
start off with a simple shoot 'em up.  Are you familiar with the '80s
classic Centipede?  Something like that would be a great place to start,
and you'd learn a lot about game mechanics.

Thirdly, be careful with using other peoples code.  By all means look at
other people's code to get an understanding of how things can be done,
but avoid cutting and pasting.  You won't get very far by using other
peoples code if you don't fully understand what it is you're using.  And
remember that you're just as likely to pick up other peoples bad
programming habits as well as their good ones.  To be a good programmer,
you need to understand things in your own way, and program in your own
way.

I know this is not the answer you are looking for, but I'm doing my best
to help.

BTW,  Centipede can be found on the first Atari Collection (available on



PlayStation) or on MAME (just download MAME and the Centipede ROMs from
the net, but please make sure you read the copyright information before
doing so).

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 795 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000532html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 796 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000533html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Del" <derrick.b@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Still Searching for the answer!
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 19:05:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6tmabl$efu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p21-guillemot-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

My Quest:

To adopt or adapt an IDE to cope with NY + GCC so I can get some coding done
without having to continually switch to a poxy dos box to run siocons.
Looking for a program that will allow me to Edit/Compile/Run(batch file for
siocons possibly) effortlessly.

Oh I now wish I had the extra pennies to have bought CW at the time of
buying my NY, I'm still really Pissed that they brought the price down 229�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
a week after I paid 349!, coz then I would not have to writing this moaning�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
MSG about.................Everything :-(

Del.

PS. And yes I know I said negative things about CW before, but I suppose its
better than dos (Nothing) box!!.

--MESSAGE FILE 796 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000533html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 797 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000534html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Del" <derrick.b@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still Searching for the answer!
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 19:08:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6tmahg$efu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6tmabl$efu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p21-guillemot-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3



Oh BTW I have access to the following Products if anyone has them working
with GCC:

Borland C++v4.52
Codewright V4
Ms VC++v5

Del wrote in message <6tmabl$efu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>
>My Quest:
>
>To adopt or adapt an IDE to cope with NY + GCC so I can get some coding
done
>without having to continually switch to a poxy dos box to run siocons.
>Looking for a program that will allow me to Edit/Compile/Run(batch file for
>siocons possibly) effortlessly.
>
>Oh I now wish I had the extra pennies to have bought CW at the time of
>buying my NY, I'm still really Pissed that they brought the price down 229�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>a week after I paid 349!, coz then I would not have to writing this�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
moaning
>MSG about.................Everything :-(
>
>
>Del.
>
>PS. And yes I know I said negative things about CW before, but I suppose
its
>better than dos (Nothing) box!!.
>
>
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 797 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000534html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 798 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000535html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macpaul
From: macpaul@ndirect.co.uk (Paul Harvey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 22:35:06 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <1dff5c0.3h50mz1xfnn40N@th-pm05-19.ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com> <uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au> 
<01bda34b$a5fc6c20$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm05-19.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3.3 (unregistered)

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote:

> Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote in article
> <uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au>...
> > James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com> writes:
> > 
> > > PS I still use the old formula for packet space:
> > > PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][NUM_SPRITES*sizeof(GsSPRITE)];



> > > "sizeof(GsSPRITE)" is a macro unless I'm very much mistaken.
> > 
> > sizeof is actually a C operator, and GsSPRITE is a struct.  You can
> > use sizeof with any variable or data type to return its size.
> > 
> > If you're doing 2D only with sprites then NUM_SPRITES * sizeof
> > (GsSPRITE) would work fine.  A packet can be other things though, like
> > a poly or line which are different sizes, perhaps larger than
> > GsSPRITE, so you need to make sure you reserve plenty of space.
> 
> That's not quite true, as a GsSPRITE when entered using GsSortSprite()
> (as opposed to GsSortFastSprite) actually generates the same type of GPU
> packet as a texture mapped Quad (different front end to the same low-level
> primitive).
> 
> > Toby.
> 
> Craig.

Where on earth does a yaroze member pick up such technical details as
this?!!!! The Packet area is nothing short of a great mystery. It's
interesting to hear some tech on packet sizes, etc, but how do you come
by this, or do you just need to be _really_ clever?!

~md
--MESSAGE FILE 798 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000535html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 799 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000536html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Still Searching for the answer!
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 01:22:33 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35ff1294.40771789@205.149.189.29>
References: <6tmabl$efu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6tmahg$efu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Del,

I use Codewright with GCC all the time. It's a cakewalk to set it up.
If you'd like, I can send you a sample project file.

Mario

On Tue, 15 Sep 1998 19:08:19 +0100, "Del" <derrick.b@virgin.net>
wrote:

>Oh BTW I have access to the following Products if anyone has them working
>with GCC:
>
>Borland C++v4.52
>Codewright V4
>Ms VC++v5
>
>Del wrote in message <6tmabl$efu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...



>>
>>My Quest:
>>
>>To adopt or adapt an IDE to cope with NY + GCC so I can get some coding
>done
>>without having to continually switch to a poxy dos box to run siocons.
>>Looking for a program that will allow me to Edit/Compile/Run(batch file for
>>siocons possibly) effortlessly.
>>
>>Oh I now wish I had the extra pennies to have bought CW at the time of
>>buying my NY, I'm still really Pissed that they brought the price down 229�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>>a week after I paid 349!, coz then I would not have to writing this�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>moaning
>>MSG about.................Everything :-(
>>
>>
>>Del.
>>
>>PS. And yes I know I said negative things about CW before, but I suppose
>its
>>better than dos (Nothing) box!!.
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 799 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000536html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 800 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000537html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 09:34:05 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35FF77FD.CB5EE793@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I've put some info into the FAQ about the size of the different packets. It's 
not complete, but
should give allow you to better estimate the size of your packet area. 

Cheers,

james
-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Salman Rushdie's next book:  "Buddha, you fat bastard."
--MESSAGE FILE 800 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000537html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 801 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000538html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 13:42:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35FFB240.FE7E9A82@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3558DF85.7C89DA42@ndirect.co.uk> <3559D87E.D5C1EBD1@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<3594C013.116@manc.u-net.com> <uu355qa8l.fsf@cybec.com.au> 
<01bda34b$a5fc6c20$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<1dff5c0.3h50mz1xfnn40N@th-pm05-19.ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s36-192-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Paul Harvey wrote:

> Where on earth does a yaroze member pick up such technical details as
> this?!!!! The Packet area is nothing short of a great mystery. It's

I'm sure one of sony's tech support guys mentioned it in passing on thenews
groups (about a year ago)........

> interesting to hear some tech on packet sizes, etc, but how do you come
> by this, or do you just need to be _really_ clever?!

I'm saying nothing.....

> ~md

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 801 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000538html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 802 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000539html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GpuPacketArea query.
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 18:54:16 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <1dfg32c.2np9m514aswheN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>
References: <35557807.6E248247@chowfam.demon.co.uk> 
<35FF77FD.CB5EE793@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-120.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> wrote:

> Salman Rushdie's next book:  "Buddha, you fat bastard."

Onother bestseller: "All the way up.... and down"
by C Blinton.
--MESSAGE FILE 802 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000539html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 803 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000540html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <caz.tones@cwmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Hark! What sound do I here!
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 12:10:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: asn14-99.mcmail.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hello all,

Right, got my game mechanics all up and running, but as I am still new to
coding in C I thought I had better post this one here.  My problem is
sound - or lack of it.  I have looked into just getting a simple sound fx to
play when 'X' is pressed - but all of the documentation I have looked at is
waaayyy to complicated for the likes of me!

Anyway, I am basically looking for an easy to understand tutorial for sound.
I have just spent over 2 hrs looking on the 'net, and am still trying soooo
hard to get my little sound to work.

I've gotta get it working soon, my fiancee is going to kill me if I don't
stop coding in the next coupla hours!!!!    :)

Cheers,

Tones

--MESSAGE FILE 803 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000540html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 804 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000541html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <caz.tones@cwmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hark! What sound do I here! - Oops, should be 'hear'!
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 15:30:41 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <6u339u$fsh6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: asn14-99.mcmail.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Oopsy Daisy,

Should be 'Hark! What sound do I hear!!'
Never Mind, never was good at spelling!!

Tones :)

--MESSAGE FILE 804 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000541html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 805 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000542html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hark! What sound do I here! - Oops, should be 'hear'!
Date: 20 Sep 1998 18:11:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bde4c1$5077ee20$026f6f6f@two>
References: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u339u$fsh6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-44-169.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi,
Download George Bains tutorial chapter
on sound its nice'n'easy to follow his 
functions and he wont even moan if
you dont credit him ;-)

Pete.

Tones <caz.tones@cwmail.com> wrote in article
<6u339u$fsh6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> Oopsy Daisy,
> 
> Should be 'Hark! What sound do I hear!!'
> Never Mind, never was good at spelling!!
> 
> Tones :)
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 805 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000542html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 806 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000543html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian Baird <brian@dma-design.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Halting problem
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 09:10:52 +0100
Organization: DMA Design Ltd
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com>
Reply-To: brian@dma-design.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.153.133.80
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Got a slight problem: I compile my program fine but when I go to run it,
after it's transferred over by siocons, the PSX just halts before
executing anything. 

I type "go" & it freezes. Needs to be reset to do anything else. I have
a feeling I'm either accessing dodgy memory or I'm not quite compiling
correctly.... 

Ideas?

-- 
Brian @ DMA



[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]
--MESSAGE FILE 806 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000543html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 807 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000544html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 10:27:06 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Brian Baird wrote:
> 
> Got a slight problem: I compile my program fine but when I go to run it,
> after it's transferred over by siocons, the PSX just halts before
> executing anything.
> 
> I type "go" & it freezes. Needs to be reset to do anything else. I have
> a feeling I'm either accessing dodgy memory or I'm not quite compiling
> correctly....

Looks like:

o  you've linked your code to some address that's lower than 0x8009000. That 
will wipe over the

libraries, so that won't work.
o  you've got a bug in your code that occurs before you set up your screen 
display

(TMD/TIM setup?)

Try putting lots of "printf"s around the functions at the beginning of your 
program to see
where it's crashing. If you put in a printf at the very start and you don't get 
any output, it's
very likely that you're linking to the wrong place.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Attend! The William! Shatner! School of! Acting!
--MESSAGE FILE 807 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000544html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 808 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000545html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian Baird <brian@dma-design.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem



Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 11:53:48 +0100
Organization: DMA Design Ltd
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3606303C.869@dma-design.com>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: brian@dma-design.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.153.133.80
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

James Russell wrote:
> 
> 
> Looks like:
> 
> o  you've linked your code to some address that's lower than 0x8009000. That 
will wipe over the
>         libraries, so that won't work.
> o  you've got a bug in your code that occurs before you set up your screen 
display
>         (TMD/TIM setup?)
> 
> Try putting lots of "printf"s around the functions at the beginning of your 
program to see
> where it's crashing. If you put in a printf at the very start and you don't 
get any output, it's
> very likely that you're linking to the wrong place.

I usually link to 0x8014000. Very first statement is a printf, and it
doesn't seem to get that far... I'll double check the linking tonight -
I had a gut feeling it might be something like that... 

The weird thing is that it worked *once*, I did a recompile/link without
changing anything & it stopped working - that's what made me think about
memory/link problems. 

-- 
Brian @ DMA

[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]
--MESSAGE FILE 808 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000545html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 809 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000546html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <caz.tones@mcmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hark! What sound do I here!
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 12:54:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36063E65.73A4108C@mcmail.com>
References: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.192
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Cheers Pete!



Actually, I feel a little stupid for asking in the first place - I scanned the
newsgroup a few items up, and the damn answer to my problems was staring me in
the face....

Maybe I should look a little harder next time!!!!!  BTW, the tutorial I got hold
of was by Richard Cutting (~rcutting) called 'Sound programming for dummies',
and bloody good it is too!!!  It's on my level, and very easy to implement what
it is conveying.  Nice one Richard!!

Cheers,

Tones :)

--MESSAGE FILE 809 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000546html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 810 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000547html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 12:54:43 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36063E83.51BDAB48@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Brian Baird wrote:
> 
> I usually link to 0x8014000. Very first statement is a printf, and it
> doesn't seem to get that far... 

Ah - get your compiler to create a map file. What's probably happening is that 
you've got some
hideously large array in your BSS section (see the FAQ for more info), and it's 
going past the end
of memory (and nuking the stack along with it). Use the map file to figure out 
where your program
begins and ends in memory.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Attend! The William! Shatner! School of! Acting!
--MESSAGE FILE 810 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000547html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 811 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000548html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian Baird <brian@dma-design.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem



Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 13:06:31 +0100
Organization: DMA Design Ltd
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36064147.5E43@dma-design.com>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <36063E83.51BDAB48@scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: brian@dma-design.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.153.133.80
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

James Russell wrote:
> 
> Ah - get your compiler to create a map file. What's probably happening is that
you've got some
> hideously large array in your BSS section (see the FAQ for more info), and 
it's going past the end
> of memory (and nuking the stack along with it). Use the map file to figure out
where your program
> begins and ends in memory.

Ta very much - I'll do that tonight. I think that'll solve my problems. 

-- 
Brian @ DMA

[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]
--MESSAGE FILE 811 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000548html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 812 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000549html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hark! What sound do I here! - Oops, should be 'hear'!
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 14:52:55 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1dfof11.yvedr9sa0zlsN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u339u$fsh6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01bde4c1$5077ee20$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Peter Dollochan <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com> wrote:

> Hi,
> Download George Bains tutorial chapter
> on sound its nice'n'easy to follow his 
> functions and he wont even moan if
> you dont credit him ;-)
> 
> Pete.
> 
Heheheheh stir the pot again ;-)....

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 812 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000549html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 813 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000550html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hark! What sound do I here!
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 15:22:27 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <36066e77.18037769@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6u336k$fsh5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36063E65.73A4108C@mcmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p28-pheasant-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 21 Sep 1998 12:54:13 +0100, Tones <caz.tones@mcmail.com>
wrote:

>Cheers Pete!
>
>Actually, I feel a little stupid for asking in the first place - I scanned the
>newsgroup a few items up, and the damn answer to my problems was staring me in
>the face....
>
>Maybe I should look a little harder next time!!!!!  BTW, the tutorial I got 
hold
>of was by Richard Cutting (~rcutting) called 'Sound programming for dummies',
>and bloody good it is too!!!  It's on my level, and very easy to implement what
>it is conveying.  Nice one Richard!!
>
>Cheers,
>
>Tones :)
>

Thanks for the compliment. I was just about to point you in the
direction but you beat me to it !

Richard.

--MESSAGE FILE 813 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000550html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 814 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000551html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: 21 Sep 1998 17:57:32 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip051.pool-07.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi world,i've a Dual shock and i can handle  the analogue stick,but i must
know how i can send to the joypad the Feedbacks,and if it is possible.
Thanks,Emanuele Diotallevi.

--MESSAGE FILE 814 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000551html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 815 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000552html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: 21 Sep 1998 18:08:24 GMT



Organization: SCEE
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

You can NOT use the DUAL SHOCK feature.  It is NOT supported in the
NY libraries.  Please read the Net Yaroze Prgramming FAQ for
more information on other programming issues.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
<01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo>...
> Hi world,i've a Dual shock and i can handle  the analogue stick,but i
must
> know how i can send to the joypad the Feedbacks,and if it is possible.
> Thanks,Emanuele Diotallevi.
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 815 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000552html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 816 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000553html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 12:16:16 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 66
Message-ID: <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

To be sure, when you're using SIOCONS, when you load your program
to the Yaroze you should get 4 status messages for things like
[.text] and [.data], etc.  The exact addresses should be printed
there.  I also use a DATAMAN-like utility to make sure my addresses
aren't colliding with each other especially when things are close
together.

If your program is all nicely broken up into functions and such, you
may want to comment out the calls to the main routines and just
leave initialization stuff in there.  See if the program runs and
then immediately exits without error.  Following the advice about
print statements, I usually have those statements in there as well.
You could add the following variable at the top of your code:

#define SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF



and whenever you want a debugging statement in your code just put:

#ifdef SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF
  printf( "DEBUG: Initializing Sound...\n" );
#endif

So, that way during the creation stage, you can get debugging messages
to track the progress of the program.  And when you go for production,
just comment out that #define SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF line and the printf
statements won't be compiled in to the program, but they'll be there
if you need to go back to them.

Stuff that helps me out,
- e!

Brian Baird wrote:
> 
> James Russell wrote:
> >
> >
> > Looks like:
> >
> > o  you've linked your code to some address that's lower than 0x8009000. That
will wipe over the
> >         libraries, so that won't work.
> > o  you've got a bug in your code that occurs before you set up your screen 
display
> >         (TMD/TIM setup?)
> >
> > Try putting lots of "printf"s around the functions at the beginning of your 
program to see
> > where it's crashing. If you put in a printf at the very start and you don't 
get any output, it's
> > very likely that you're linking to the wrong place.
> 
> I usually link to 0x8014000. Very first statement is a printf, and it
> doesn't seem to get that far... I'll double check the linking tonight -
> I had a gut feeling it might be something like that...
> 
> The weird thing is that it worked *once*, I did a recompile/link without
> changing anything & it stopped working - that's what made me think about
> memory/link problems.
> 
> --
> Brian @ DMA
> 
> [ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 816 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000553html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 817 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000554html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 09:27:29 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe



Lines: 43
Message-ID: <36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> You could add the following variable at the top of your code:
> 
>         #define SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF
> 
> and whenever you want a debugging statement in your code just put:
> 
>         #ifdef SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF
>           printf( "DEBUG: Initializing Sound...\n" );
>         #endif
> 

Just as an addendum which I find useful, I define 3 macros like so:

#define DEBUG

#ifdef DEBUG
#define debugStr(xxx) printf((xxx))
#define debugStr2(xxx,yyy) printf((xxx),(yyy))
#define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz) printf((xxx),(yyy),(zzz))
#else
#define debugStr(xxx) 
#define debugStr2(xxx,yyy)
#define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz)
#endif

Then I can just go:

debugStr2("The value of KillerBananaNum = %d\n",killerBananaNum);

If "DEBUG" is not defined, that line isn't even included in the compile. The 
reason I do this is
that it stops my code getting clogged up with lots if "#ifdef" and "#endif" 
lines.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

"Go to Red Alert." "Are you absolutely sure, sir? It'll mean changing the bulb."
--MESSAGE FILE 817 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000554html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 818 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000555html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian Baird <brian@dma-design.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Halting problem



Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 09:45:23 +0100
Organization: DMA Design Ltd
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <360763A3.57C1@dma-design.com>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: brian@dma-design.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.153.133.80
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> To be sure, when you're using SIOCONS, when you load your program
> to the Yaroze you should get 4 status messages for things like
> [.text] and [.data], etc.  The exact addresses should be printed
> there.  I also use a DATAMAN-like utility to make sure my addresses
> aren't colliding with each other especially when things are close
> together.

[ Normal debug stuff snipped :) ]

> So, that way during the creation stage, you can get debugging messages
> to track the progress of the program.  And when you go for production,
> just comment out that #define SHOW_DEBUG_STUFF line and the printf
> statements won't be compiled in to the program, but they'll be there
> if you need to go back to them.

Solved the problem. As James suggested, my data area was *waaaay* too
large & overwrote either my program or the libs (it was my program in my
case...). I had a packet size of something like 28000... Rather large.
:)

Works now - got a nice litttle 3D car to spin & move as much as I like
:)

Ta for all the help, guys!

-- 
Brian @ DMA

[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]
--MESSAGE FILE 818 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000555html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 819 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000556html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: 22 Sep 1998 12:41:03 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <01bdba26$2857acc0$b5bff7c2@manolo>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip053.pool-03.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

i'll not use the NY library i want to know if i can use assembly language
to handle it,thanks.



George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> scritto nell'articolo
<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>...
> Hi there,
> 
> You can NOT use the DUAL SHOCK feature.  It is NOT supported in the
> NY libraries.  Please read the Net Yaroze Prgramming FAQ for
> more information on other programming issues.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 
> 
> 
> Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
> <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo>...
> > Hi world,i've a Dual shock and i can handle  the analogue stick,but i
> must
> > know how i can send to the joypad the Feedbacks,and if it is possible.
> > Thanks,Emanuele Diotallevi.
> > 
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 819 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000556html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 820 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000557html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 13:38:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3608EBB9.6ED2@manc.u-net.com>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net> 
<36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

James Russell wrote:
> If "DEBUG" is not defined, that line isn't even included in the
> compile. The reason I do this is that it stops my code getting

Cool method -- I'm definitely going to use that.  It's a lot like
_ASSERTtions, which are also *extrememly* useful (because
they tell you the file and line number exactly where the assertion
failed), and more flexible, assertions being only boolean.
The same technique can be used in any way you want specific to
your game of course, it being not just limited to printf's.

Nice one James, I was getting quite riled looking at all those
#ifdef DEBUG #else's in my code!

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------



James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 820 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000557html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 821 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000558html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 1998 01:37:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205-168-18.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------64119CBA0D2290B2D11F81F4"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------64119CBA0D2290B2D11F81F4
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Attached should be some code which is meant to put the system into
Hi-Res (640*512 - interlaced) and put a GsSortClear() command into the
OT.

For some reason the GsSortClear command never happens. The screen is
drawn with the bricked background (but twice because of the resolution)

It seems you can put anything else in EXCEPT this. I can get it to draw
lines and sprites but the screen won't clear unless I use the isbg
method.

I've tries to check it against G Bains tutorial code (which works - I've
checked), and it seems identical apart from obvious style differences,
and most have these have been taken out just in case.

Obviously my code goes wrong somewhere........

Grateful in advance

ScoTT

--------------64119CBA0D2290B2D11F81F4
Content-Type: application/x-unknown-content-type-cfile; name="animate.c"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="animate.c"
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ZXJdKTsJCQkJCQkJDQoNCgkJLy9EcmF3U3luYygwKTsJCQkJCQkJCQkJCQkJCgkJCgkJVlN5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--------------64119CBA0D2290B2D11F81F4--

--MESSAGE FILE 821 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000558html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 822 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000559html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: 28 Sep 1998 14:36:46 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <un27kdfa9.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk>

<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net>
<36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> writes:

> Just as an addendum which I find useful, I define 3 macros like so:
> 
> #define DEBUG
> 
> #ifdef DEBUG
> #define debugStr(xxx) printf((xxx))
> #define debugStr2(xxx,yyy) printf((xxx),(yyy))
> #define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz) printf((xxx),(yyy),(zzz))
> #else
> #define debugStr(xxx) 
> #define debugStr2(xxx,yyy)
> #define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz)
> #endif
> 
> Then I can just go:
> 
> debugStr2("The value of KillerBananaNum = %d\n",killerBananaNum);

Or you could use:

#if defined(DEBUG)
#define dprintf(x) printf x
#else
#define dprintf(x)
#endif



and use it:

dprintf(("foo = %d (0x%08x), bar = %d (0x%08x)\n", foo, foo, bar, bar));

Note the double parentheses.  Means you can have just one macro.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 822 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000559html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 823 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000560html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: 28 Sep 1998 06:10:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <slrn70uaeu.kmn.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net> 
<36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk> <un27kdfa9.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)

On 28 Sep 1998 14:36:46 +1000, Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:
>James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> writes:
>
>> Just as an addendum which I find useful, I define 3 macros like so:
>> 
>> #define DEBUG
>> 
>> #ifdef DEBUG
>> #define debugStr(xxx) printf((xxx))
>> #define debugStr2(xxx,yyy) printf((xxx),(yyy))
>> #define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz) printf((xxx),(yyy),(zzz))
>> #else
>> #define debugStr(xxx) 
>> #define debugStr2(xxx,yyy)
>> #define debugStr3(xxx,yyy,zzz)
>> #endif
>> 
>> Then I can just go:
>> 
>> debugStr2("The value of KillerBananaNum = %d\n",killerBananaNum);
>
>Or you could use:
>
>#if defined(DEBUG)
>#define dprintf(x) printf x
>#else
>#define dprintf(x)
>#endif
>
>and use it:
>
>dprintf(("foo = %d (0x%08x), bar = %d (0x%08x)\n", foo, foo, bar, bar));
>
>Note the double parentheses.  Means you can have just one macro.

or,

#ifdef DEBUG
#define D(x) printf(x)



#else
#define D(x)
#endif
#define AND ,

then:

D("foo");
D("foo%s" AND foo);

etc.

or you can just preprocess your source with m4, and do it in a sane and
rational way. may the authors of the c preprocessor spec be cursed for all
eternity for not doing it the rightWay(tm).

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 823 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000560html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 824 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000561html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: 28 Sep 1998 08:15:39 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <01bdea54$487c4ca0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Scott,

During hi-res GsSortClear() will clear 640x511.  As you can see you have
to minus 1 line in height.  I suggest setting the GsDRAWENV.isbg = 1
which will clear the background.  Check out my interlace example in 
my tutorial.  It is set in the routine InitGame()...also check
UpdateScreen().

Regards,

George@SCEE

ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com> wrote in article
<360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com>...
> Attached should be some code which is meant to put the system into
> Hi-Res (640*512 - interlaced) and put a GsSortClear() command into the
> OT.
> 
> For some reason the GsSortClear command never happens. The screen is
> drawn with the bricked background (but twice because of the resolution)
> 
> It seems you can put anything else in EXCEPT this. I can get it to draw
> lines and sprites but the screen won't clear unless I use the isbg
> method.
> 
> I've tries to check it against G Bains tutorial code (which works - I've
> checked), and it seems identical apart from obvious style differences,
> and most have these have been taken out just in case.
> 
> Obviously my code goes wrong somewhere........



> 
> Grateful in advance
> 
> ScoTT
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 824 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000561html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 825 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000562html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 1998 11:09:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <360F6062.BEE05519@hotmail.com>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> 
<01bdea54$487c4ca0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208-198-99.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

George,

Despite the fact I could swear I already had your code working without
GsDRAWENV.isbg and only GsSortClear(), I freshly unzipped program 5 from
tutorial 2 and commented out the 4 lines related to GsDRAWENV.isbg.

Lo and behold the same problem. The screen does not clear, even though you
have a GsSortClear() call in your UpdateScreen().

Cheers

ScoTT

George Bain wrote:

> Hi Scott,
>
> During hi-res GsSortClear() will clear 640x511.  As you can see you have
> to minus 1 line in height.  I suggest setting the GsDRAWENV.isbg = 1
> which will clear the background.  Check out my interlace example in
> my tutorial.  It is set in the routine InitGame()...also check
> UpdateScreen().
>
> Regards,
>
> George@SCEE
>

--MESSAGE FILE 825 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000562html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 826 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000563html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES



Date: 28 Sep 1998 10:54:53 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01bdea6a$871e8840$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> 
<01bdea54$487c4ca0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<360F6062.BEE05519@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

I should have commented out GsSortClear().  Don't comment out
the 4 lines related to the GsDRAWENV.isbg......

Regards,

George@SCEE

ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com> wrote in article
<360F6062.BEE05519@hotmail.com>...
> George,
> 
> Despite the fact I could swear I already had your code working without
> GsDRAWENV.isbg and only GsSortClear(), I freshly unzipped program 5 from
> tutorial 2 and commented out the 4 lines related to GsDRAWENV.isbg.
> 
> Lo and behold the same problem. The screen does not clear, even though
you
> have a GsSortClear() call in your UpdateScreen().
> 
> Cheers
> 
> ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 826 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000563html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 827 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000564html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 1998 18:01:41 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m09.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)

ScoTT Campbell wrote:

> Obviously my code goes wrong somewhere........

Or maybe it's the Playstation 512-line bug...?

Due to some bug in the hardware, the playstation can apparently not 



handle BoxF's or clear screen commands with 512 vertical lines.

Two solutions:

1) Define your screen height as 511.
2) Use two BoxF's (appreciably slower than (1), but allows you to do 
some nifty transparency stuff)

I've no idea what .isbg = 1 will do for your program, let alone your 
sanity - I'm sure I tried it and it had _no_ effect.

[The FLibraries I've written keep your back nicely covered from the 
512-line and 256-line bugs: I'll get the fixed zip up soon, Scott].

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 827 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000564html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 828 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000565html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 1998 19:02:36 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <360FCF3B.BAF7BC9F@hotmail.com>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 167-29-220.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

......512-line and 256-line bugs........

Have I missed a discussion about this somewhere?

Is the 256 bug the same?

BTW Any good news yet James?

Cheers

ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 828 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000565html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 829 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000566html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: 29 Sep 1998 11:24:42 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uiui7pv6t.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk>

<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net>
<36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk> <un27kdfa9.fsf@cybec.com.au>



<slrn70uaeu.kmn.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant) writes:
> 
> or you can just preprocess your source with m4, and do it in a sane and
> rational way. may the authors of the c preprocessor spec be cursed for all
> eternity for not doing it the rightWay(tm).

Do you really think that the 99% of the Yaroze members using Windows
are going to use m4?!?  Or if they have even *heard* or m4?
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 829 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000566html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 830 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000567html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Debugging code
Date: 29 Sep 1998 03:33:50 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <slrn710lm5.rdb.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <36060A0C.97E@dma-design.com> <36061BEA.536E8D68@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3606303C.869@dma-design.com> <3606A600.C79FE1FE@shell.jps.net> 
<36075F71.B9689F1F@scee.sony.co.uk> <un27kdfa9.fsf@cybec.com.au> 
<slrn70uaeu.kmn.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <uiui7pv6t.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)

On 29 Sep 1998 11:24:42 +1000, Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:
>tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant) writes:
>> 
>> or you can just preprocess your source with m4, and do it in a sane and
>> rational way. may the authors of the c preprocessor spec be cursed for all
>> eternity for not doing it the rightWay(tm).
>
>Do you really think that the 99% of the Yaroze members using Windows
>are going to use m4?!?  Or if they have even *heard* or m4?

Of course not. But that doesn't stop it from being better :)

(I wasn't being serious. Just wishful thinking, really...)

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 830 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000567html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 831 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000568html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 19:22:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36112575.B390B4C9@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com> 
<360FCF3B.BAF7BC9F@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-30.ndirect.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

ScoTT Campbell wrote:

> ......512-line and 256-line bugs........
>
> Have I missed a discussion about this somewhere?
>
> Is the 256 bug the same?
>

Now let's see if my memory is still working.  I had the same problem
with 512 lines.  GsSortClear() has no effect.  When .isbg=1, the screen
is cleared automattically each frame, and so GsSortClear() is no longer
needed.  But I seem to remember that this didn't fix the problem, as the
last scanline never gets cleared (due to the 512 line bug).  The
solution I opted for was to set the screen size to 640x511.  Ok, so you
lose a whole scanline, but for me this was not a big deal.

The 256 line bug is not the same.  This is when you set the screen
height to 256 lines, but only 240 are actually displayed.  Easily fixed
by setting the screen height in GsDISPENV.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 831 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000568html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 832 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000569html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 21:23:55 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <361141DB.CCC564BC@hotmail.com>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com> 
<360FCF3B.BAF7BC9F@hotmail.com> <36112575.B390B4C9@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-99.scandium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

What do I set the screen height to?
Anywhere above the lowest 16 lines?

eg GsDISPENV.screen.h = 224

Cheers

ScoTT

Alex Herbert wrote:



> The 256 line bug is not the same.  This is when you set the screen
> height to 256 lines, but only 240 are actually displayed.  Easily fixed
> by setting the screen height in GsDISPENV.
>
> Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 832 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000569html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 833 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000570html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 1998 00:28:32 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3612BEA0.2EDB1E3C@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com> 
<360FCF3B.BAF7BC9F@hotmail.com> <36112575.B390B4C9@ndirect.co.uk> 
<361141DB.CCC564BC@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-29.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

ScoTT Campbell wrote:

> What do I set the screen height to?
> Anywhere above the lowest 16 lines?
>
> eg GsDISPENV.screen.h = 224
>
> Cheers
>
> ScoTT
>
> Alex Herbert wrote:
>
> > The 256 line bug is not the same.  This is when you set the screen
> > height to 256 lines, but only 240 are actually displayed.  Easily fixed
> > by setting the screen height in GsDISPENV.
> >
> > Herbs

Just set it to 256 if you want 256 lines.  Simple as that.

There seems to be a bug in the libs when setting 256 lines for PAL modes.
The GPU will actually draw to all 256 lines, but only the first 240 lines get
displayed.  Setting GsDISPENV.screen.h to 256 after initializing the screen
sorts this out without any known side effects.  Experiment with the
GsDISPENV.screen stuff as this allows you to centre the screen and create
custom modes.  I had fun playing with this for at least 10 mins. :)

Herbs



--MESSAGE FILE 833 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000570html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 834 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000571html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GsSortClear in HI-RES
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 1998 19:11:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <3613C5B8.FE6FC5F0@hotmail.com>
References: <360EDA53.9AF9921A@hotmail.com> <360FC0F5.29A2@writeme.com> 
<360FCF3B.BAF7BC9F@hotmail.com> <36112575.B390B4C9@ndirect.co.uk> 
<361141DB.CCC564BC@hotmail.com> <3612BEA0.2EDB1E3C@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 200-198-93.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Right I understand at last.

I always enjoy a bit of a fiddle. ;-)

Cheers

ScoTT

> > Alex Herbert wrote:
> >
> > > The 256 line bug is not the same.  This is when you set the screen
> > > height to 256 lines, but only 240 are actually displayed.  Easily fixed
> > > by setting the screen height in GsDISPENV.
> > >
> > > Herbs
>
> Just set it to 256 if you want 256 lines.  Simple as that.
>
> There seems to be a bug in the libs when setting 256 lines for PAL modes.
> The GPU will actually draw to all 256 lines, but only the first 240 lines get
> displayed.  Setting GsDISPENV.screen.h to 256 after initializing the screen
> sorts this out without any known side effects.  Experiment with the
> GsDISPENV.screen stuff as this allows you to centre the screen and create
> custom modes.  I had fun playing with this for at least 10 mins. :)
>
> Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 834 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000571html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 835 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000572html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <caz.tones@cwmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 5 Oct 1998 22:31:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: asn21-132.mcmail.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hello all,

Once again I speak after having a little trouble with yet another trivial
problem. This time it is programming a particular fuction.  Throwing an
object! (I'm sure all you guys must think I am totally incompetant, having
posted a number of requests for help b4 ('bout 3 I think?)!)

Basically, when I press X I want to be able to throw an object, which then
becomes totally independent in it's flight path.  I have used a fuction to
tell the program that the object has now been thrown (I use a simple array
to do this), but what method would I use to calculate it's trajectory from
Player1.x and Player1.y if I want it to go up a little in the direction the
player is facing, then obviously fall back to the ground according to Mr
Isaac Newton's law of gravity ? I.e. an arc of some kind.

I have tried a number of things, such as calulating the x and y positions,
sticking these in a structured array, then access each successive
co-ordinate on each pass of the fuction.  However, this take's up a bit of
time (in programming terms, not actually on the screen - as I use a for
loop).  I have also thought of using a Sine wave table, but this is a little
beyond my capabilities.

In quick terms, I need pointing (HaHa! Oops, no pun intended :(  ) in the
right direction.

Otherwise, you may be pleased to learn my game is coming on quite nicely -
Apples & Pears!!!!

Many thanks in advance,

Tones  : )

--MESSAGE FILE 835 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000572html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 836 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000573html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:20:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <36194630.5FA6@manc.u-net.com>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Tones wrote:
> Once again I speak after having a little trouble with yet another 
> trivial problem. This time it is programming a particular fuction.
> Throwing an object! (I'm sure all you guys must think I am totally
> incompetant, 

Check Nick Ferguson's Amateur Wars Special Edition, perfect for



demonstrating what you want.  I'm biased on this though being part
of it, but it is designed for beginners like you who want to get
started on simple 'firing bullets' type algorithms:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/projects/aw_special.zip

Laters,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 836 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000573html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 837 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000574html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:22:23 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3619469F.46F6@manc.u-net.com>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36194630.5FA6@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

D'OH! Or try going here instead:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/ftp/aw_special.zip

Full source included etc,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 837 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000574html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 838 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000575html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 22:50:39 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 73
Message-ID: <36194791.17530092@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p31-shoveler-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 5 Oct 1998 22:31:38 +0100, "Tones" <caz.tones@cwmail.com>
wrote:

>Hello all,



>
>Once again I speak after having a little trouble with yet another trivial
>problem. This time it is programming a particular fuction.  Throwing an
>object! (I'm sure all you guys must think I am totally incompetant, having
>posted a number of requests for help b4 ('bout 3 I think?)!)
>
>Basically, when I press X I want to be able to throw an object, which then
>becomes totally independent in it's flight path.  I have used a fuction to
>tell the program that the object has now been thrown (I use a simple array
>to do this), but what method would I use to calculate it's trajectory from
>Player1.x and Player1.y if I want it to go up a little in the direction the
>player is facing, then obviously fall back to the ground according to Mr
>Isaac Newton's law of gravity ? I.e. an arc of some kind.
>
>I have tried a number of things, such as calulating the x and y positions,
>sticking these in a structured array, then access each successive
>co-ordinate on each pass of the fuction.  However, this take's up a bit of
>time (in programming terms, not actually on the screen - as I use a for
>loop).  I have also thought of using a Sine wave table, but this is a little
>beyond my capabilities.
>
>In quick terms, I need pointing (HaHa! Oops, no pun intended :(  ) in the
>right direction.
>
>Otherwise, you may be pleased to learn my game is coming on quite nicely -
>Apples & Pears!!!!
>
>Many thanks in advance,
>
>Tones  : )
>
>

All you need to do is to calculate the x and y velocities for the
object as if it were chucked in a straight line and then apply wind
and gravity so it falls back to earth. You can do this using some
simple maths.

To get the x and y velociities you use;

xv = sin( angle ) * magnitude
yv = cos( angle ) * magnitude

where angle is the angle relative to the horizon and magnitude is the
speed.

( I may have got sin and cos the wrong way round, but it's late and
I'm knackered.... )

Then to calculate the x and y positions you just apply wind to the x
and gravity to the y. I.e;

x_position = x_position + xv + wind
y_position = y_position + yv + gravity

( where gravity is a fixed constant and wind is whatever you want ! )

This would be done every game cycle.

For speed reasons you want to steer well clear of the Yaroze's sin and
cos library functions. I recommend that you grab James Shaughnessy's
SINCOS.H file from his home page (
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj ) which gives you tables
containing a fixed point implementation. You have to do a bit of bit



shifting to use them but it's not difficult.

Richard ( Who's really needs to dig out his basic maths books !! )
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 838 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000575html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 839 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000576html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:48:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36194CDB.5C90@manc.u-net.com>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Tones wrote:
> direction the player is facing, then obviously fall back to the
> ground according to Mr Isaac Newton's law of gravity ? I.e. an arc of
> some kind.

Oh yes simulating gravity.  There's a game somewhere around here
where that's it's main theme.. ;-)
If you've not seen my game "Gravitation" I suggest you take a look
at that (on my page, link below).  Source code is also available
there to get those Newton's Laws in full operation.  Any probs or Qs
just mail me.  I'm running a Gravitation Championship right now too
(with prizes!), but interest is in the range of "moderate" to
"negligable" so far :-(
Without Robert Ryan's promotional help (rivalling Max Clifford's) it
would've died a bloody death ages ago ;-}  I hope you will enter.

Cheers,
Jim

PS I'll try and fit what I have to say in one post next time :)
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 839 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000576html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 840 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000577html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 22:56:35 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <36194e65.19278532@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36194CDB.5C90@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p31-shoveler-gui.tch.virgin.net



X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:48:59 +0100, James Shaughnessy
<james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:

>Tones wrote:
>> direction the player is facing, then obviously fall back to the
>> ground according to Mr Isaac Newton's law of gravity ? I.e. an arc of
>> some kind.
>
>Oh yes simulating gravity.  There's a game somewhere around here
>where that's it's main theme.. ;-)
>If you've not seen my game "Gravitation" I suggest you take a look
>at that (on my page, link below).  Source code is also available
>there to get those Newton's Laws in full operation.  Any probs or Qs
>just mail me.  I'm running a Gravitation Championship right now too
>(with prizes!), but interest is in the range of "moderate" to
>"negligable" so far :-(
>Without Robert Ryan's promotional help (rivalling Max Clifford's) it
>would've died a bloody death ages ago ;-}  I hope you will enter.
>
>Cheers,
>Jim
>
>PS I'll try and fit what I have to say in one post next time :)
>-- 
>-----------------------------------------
>James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
>-----------------------------------------

I'd agree totally with that. Your program has really helped me with my
new one James, especially that bit shifting gubbins.

Richard.
( Definitely off to bed NOW )

--MESSAGE FILE 840 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000577html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 841 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000578html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:56:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <36194EAE.12D2@manc.u-net.com>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36194791.17530092@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Richard Cutting wrote:
> For speed reasons you want to steer well clear of the Yaroze's sin and
> cos library functions. I recommend that you grab James Shaughnessy's
> SINCOS.H file from his home page (
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj ) which gives you tables
> containing a fixed point implementation. You have to do a bit of bit



> shifting to use them but it's not difficult.

Look for the file SCBUILD.ZIP on my site, more info in the readme.
(cheers Rich for the link -- good to know things I do are of use :))
It's a (v. recently updated) DOS program that allows you ro build any
size tables you want, eg typing "scbuild 1024" gives you arrays with
1024 index entries " long SIN[1024] = {.."   Defaults to 360 divisions
(degrees obviously) but using 1024 or 4096 is usually the most
versatile numbers to use.

Later,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 841 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000578html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 842 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000579html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter J Ricci <littledevil@trump.net.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Lost access card!!
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 1998 14:53:38 +1100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <36199442.4F7900B8@trump.net.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: slhob51p52.ozemail.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; I)

Help, what can I do, we need it back, and to ship a new one to australia
takes 2-3 weeks.

Any suggestions?

TIA

--MESSAGE FILE 842 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000579html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 843 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000580html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <caz.tones@mcmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Wheeee!!! Throwing actions !
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 1998 13:45:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <361A10E4.A07E498E@mcmail.com>
References: <6vbdji$rda1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36194791.17530092@news.playstation.co.uk> <36194EAE.12D2@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.226
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Thanks guy's,



I can now see light (albeit a tinsy-winsy one) at the end of the tunnel!!!

Cheers once again,

Tones :)

--MESSAGE FILE 843 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000580html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 844 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000581html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rabbit Teeth <kah@lynx.neu.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Bitmaps!!!
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 19:14:02 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36213BBA.2A749DB3@lynx.neu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 201-159-131.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi There,

    I just got my Yarezo not too long ago.   And i have not use it yet.
But i would like to know, when i use Siocons.  I know that the software
upload the source files and data files.  But when writing the programs,
how do i know where, in the playstation's memory, resides.  So that i
can call them in the program to use a textures or bitmaps.  Sorry, I am
a newbie.

Rabbit Teeth

--MESSAGE FILE 844 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000581html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 845 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000582html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Bitmaps!!!
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 23:55:21 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <3621A7D9.D0E78BED@shell.jps.net>
References: <36213BBA.2A749DB3@lynx.neu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 171.70.208.197
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

The SIOCONS batch file lists the file to download and at what
memory address it resides.  The only exception is the compiled
source code (if you're using the supplied GCC) which sets its
memory addresses in the makefile.  :)

Check some of the examples.  You're best bet is getting a hold
of a small game or test program and looking at it.



- e!

Rabbit Teeth wrote:
> 
> Hi There,
> 
>     I just got my Yarezo not too long ago.   And i have not use it yet.
> But i would like to know, when i use Siocons.  I know that the software
> upload the source files and data files.  But when writing the programs,
> how do i know where, in the playstation's memory, resides.  So that i
> can call them in the program to use a textures or bitmaps.  Sorry, I am
> a newbie.
> 
> Rabbit Teeth

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 845 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000582html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 846 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000583html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Lost access card!!
Date: Mon, 12 Oct 1998 07:47:42 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3621EC5E.A62432B5@datasys.net>
References: <36199442.4F7900B8@trump.net.au>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 71.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Peter J Ricci wrote:
> 
> Help, what can I do, we need it back, and to ship a new one to australia
> takes 2-3 weeks.
> 
> Any suggestions?
> 

Wait a sec, you lost your access card? I'm not sure Sony will give you a
new one.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 846 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000583html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 847 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000584html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: Mon, 12 Oct 1998 07:51:11 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdba26$2857acc0$b5bff7c2@manolo>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 71.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
> 
> i'll not use the NY library i want to know if i can use assembly language
> to handle it,thanks.
> 

I've been thinking about this. The only way to figure this out would be
to reverse engineer a game that uses the feedback system.

Note: I did not say reverse engineer the development tools. Just the
game itself. From my understanding of the liscencing agreement, this is
"fair game". Correct me if I'm wrong though.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 847 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000584html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 848 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000585html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: Tue, 13 Oct 1998 10:45:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6vvvcr$nec3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdba26$2857acc0$b5bff7c2@manolo> <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs2-dnbqw-143.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Darco wrote in message <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net>...
>I've been thinking about this. The only way to figure this out would be
>to reverse engineer a game that uses the feedback system.

But surely the game would be written using SONY proffessional
development libraries & hence you would be reverse engineeering
SONY code at the end of the day, which will have been "protected"
by some legal stuff somewhere, if not in your licence agreement.
Maybe I'm talking pants

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 848 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000585html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 849 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000586html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jake Turner <jaket@revolution.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: NTSC output
Date: Tue, 13 Oct 1998 19:37:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 62.172.90.126
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Can I get RGB output from the Yaroze ?

e.g. by getting a normal PlayStation a/v to SCART cable

The reason being my tv doesn't understand NTSC composite signals but
does understand NTSC RGB signals (as proved by my own conversion of a US
N64)

Jake Turner : Token Rocket Scientist
=========================================
Practive VI it may save your life one day

--MESSAGE FILE 849 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000586html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 850 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000587html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: Wed, 14 Oct 1998 07:47:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36248F5C.288EE5CD@datasys.net>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdba26$2857acc0$b5bff7c2@manolo> <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net> 
<6vvvcr$nec3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 284.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Nick Slaven wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote in message <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net>...
> >I've been thinking about this. The only way to figure this out would be
> >to reverse engineer a game that uses the feedback system.
> 
> But surely the game would be written using SONY proffessional
> development libraries & hence you would be reverse engineeering
> SONY code at the end of the day, which will have been "protected"
> by some legal stuff somewhere, if not in your licence agreement.
> Maybe I'm talking pants
> 
> Nick S



I am not bound by the profesional development tools, except for the fact
that I can't use copyrighted material in my code that belongs to someone
else. So revrese enginering would be only useful for obtaining
concepts... Then I can go about implementation by my own method. 

If it wern't for reverse enginering, the computer industry would be not
be as developed as it is now. It is a good thing, as long as you haven't
surrendered your right to do so. . . Which we, as yaroze owners, all
have.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 850 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000587html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 851 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000588html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Wed, 14 Oct 1998 17:16:56 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-58.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Jake Turner wrote:

> Can I get RGB output from the Yaroze ?
>
> e.g. by getting a normal PlayStation a/v to SCART cable
>
> The reason being my tv doesn't understand NTSC composite signals but
> does understand NTSC RGB signals (as proved by my own conversion of a US
> N64)
>
> Jake Turner : Token Rocket Scientist
> =========================================
> Practive VI it may save your life one day

Yep.  Just get hold of an RGB SCART cable which plugs into the multi-out (or
whatever it's called).  The Sony one is not cheap, but then you pay for
quality.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 851 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000588html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 852 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000589html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output



Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 09:37:12 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-120.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

> Yep.  Just get hold of an RGB SCART cable which plugs into the multi-out (or
> whatever it's called).  The Sony one is not cheap, but then you pay for
> quality.
> 

When I got my Net Yaroze, it came with a PAL cable. What is the point of
getting a complete system that can handle both PAL and NTSC if only a
PAL cable is provided. I got with this problem to an autorized
Playstation reseller but he could not help mee. I bought the cable from
a guy who sold them for use with chipped Playstations. This cable works
fine. Why did Sony not profide this cable?

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 852 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000589html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 853 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000590html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 19:04:07 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial041.augsburg.baynet.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [de] (WinNT; I)

> When I got my Net Yaroze, it came with a PAL cable. What is the point of
> getting a complete system that can handle both PAL and NTSC if only a
> PAL cable is provided. I got with this problem to an autorized
> Playstation reseller but he could not help mee. I bought the cable from
> a guy who sold them for use with chipped Playstations. This cable works
> fine. Why did Sony not profide this cable?

Why should Sony give you the cable with the machine, if they can sell it to you
later for some more money? ;-)

Andy..

--MESSAGE FILE 853 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000590html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 854 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000591html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 18:23:40 +0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36262F9B.D23C2F48@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 
<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr01-31.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

loonybit wrote:

> Why should Sony give you the cable with the machine, if they can sell it to 
you
> later for some more money? ;-)
>
> Andy..

Interesting to note that Sega included an RGB SCART cable with the Saturn.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 854 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000591html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 855 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000592html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 18:44:35 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <362777F3.4CC4595F@augsburg.baynet.de>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 
<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de> <36262F9B.D23C2F48@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.37.223.13
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [de] (WinNT; I)

> loonybit wrote:
>
> > Why should Sony give you the cable with the machine, if they can sell it to 
you
> > later for some more money? ;-)
> >
> > Andy..
>
> Interesting to note that Sega included an RGB SCART cable with the Saturn.
>
> Herbs

  Interesting that Sony is market leader and Sega was on the losing side with 



Saturn.
;)

Andy

--MESSAGE FILE 855 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000592html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 856 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000593html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 18:50:14 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36278756.A89FF0CF@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 
<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de> <36262F9B.D23C2F48@ndirect.co.uk> 
<362777F3.4CC4595F@augsburg.baynet.de>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-39.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

loonybit wrote:

>   Interesting that Sony is market leader and Sega was on the losing side with 
Saturn.
> ;)
>
> Andy

Well it just goes to show that you can't win a war with a SCART cable.  But 
seriously, it
would have been a nice touch if an RGB SCART had been included with the NY, 
seeing as
it's meant to be a world wide kinda thing.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 856 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000593html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 857 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000594html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 20:29:38 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36279092.697AAD89@augsburg.baynet.de>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 



<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de> <36262F9B.D23C2F48@ndirect.co.uk> 
<362777F3.4CC4595F@augsburg.baynet.de> <36278756.A89FF0CF@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial087.augsburg.baynet.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [de] (WinNT; I)

> Well it just goes to show that you can't win a war with a SCART cable.  But 
seriously, it
> would have been a nice touch if an RGB SCART had been included with the NY, 
seeing as
> it's meant to be a world wide kinda thing.
>
> Herbs

  Yep, i can only agree, especially for the NY price.

Andy

--MESSAGE FILE 857 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000594html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 858 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000595html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 20:11:56 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <1dh03fk.1c15cm1fxl1moN@a1-88-102.a1.nl>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 
<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-102.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de> wrote:

> Why should Sony give you the cable with the machine, 
>if they can sell it to you
> later for some more money? ;-)
> 
> Andy..

I was thinking this was the Nintendo policy. I'm glad I did not buy an
official cable ;-)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 858 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000595html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 859 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000596html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: DUAL_SHOCK_
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 20:53:50 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <362A474E.90DBCB3A@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdb989$2e349ce0$3304bfc3@manolo> 



<01bde526$cebc3240$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdba26$2857acc0$b5bff7c2@manolo> <3621ED2F.6DA361B0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Darco wrote:
> 
> I've been thinking about this. The only way to figure this out would be
> to reverse engineer a game that uses the feedback system.

Aside from the legal issues (I don't know if there are any), Dual Shock 
capability, like all
controller and memcard communication, is extremely convoluted and complicated 
(even prof. developers
have trouble getting it right). It's not just writing "Wobble with a value of 
255" to address
0xabc123. Reverser engineering it is not worth the effort.

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

How come you never hear about gruntled employees?
--MESSAGE FILE 859 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000596html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 860 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000597html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NTSC output
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 22:17:21 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1dh4346.175cvno1b10658N@a1-88-103.a1.nl>
References: <36239DF2.7A4D3E7C@revolution.co.uk> 
<3624CE77.C52941F2@ndirect.co.uk> <1dgwzfs.tdcsoq1vxqyhsN@a1-88-120.a1.nl> 
<36262B07.FD3F71A5@augsburg.baynet.de> <36262F9B.D23C2F48@ndirect.co.uk> 
<362777F3.4CC4595F@augsburg.baynet.de> <36278756.A89FF0CF@ndirect.co.uk> 
<36279092.697AAD89@augsburg.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-103.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de> wrote:

>   Yep, i can only agree, especially for the NY price.
> 

Even for the price they count now...

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 860 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000597html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 861 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000598html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Davison" <steve_davison@yahoo.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Redirecting output from gcc in dos?
Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 08:53:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <70mo78$7i8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sdar.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

This is going to make me sound like a total lamer but, how do I redirect the
error list generated by gcc at the dos prompt to either a printer, or by
preference, a file. I`m certain this can be done as I remember having to do
this way back when I was using COBOL, but I`ll be buggered if I can remember
how to do it.

--MESSAGE FILE 861 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000598html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 862 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000599html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ben J <BJD3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 1998 10:28:18 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite139.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

Hi all,

I've just recently (well three weeks ago) gotten my NY, but I'm having a
little trouble getting it to work with my Mac. (Please; no sick jokes
about it serving me right etc...) I've bought what I *think* are the
right cables, but attempting to connect using PSComUtil gives me an
error message along the lines of 'hardware interrupt at 0x0'.

And before anybody says anything; yes I've checked the cables are firmly
connected/baud rate is 9600 bps etc...

Are my cables wrong? Or is there something wrong with the yaroze itself?

Ben
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
--MESSAGE FILE 862 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000599html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 863 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000600html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: NY department
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 1998 16:05:53 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <36348FD0.EB52A5F1@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: faui90.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
69B8F7D96DB179B9F30FCCC9"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04C-SGI [en] (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

--------------69B8F7D96DB179B9F30FCCC9
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hi folks,

sorry for my curiosity, but I would be interested if the NY department
is a complete stand alone department at Sony,
or if the people out there (Sarah, George, ...) are also working part
time in the pro development group. Thanks,

Christoph Luerig

--------------69B8F7D96DB179B9F30FCCC9
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<HTML>
Hi folks,

<P>sorry for my curiosity, but I would be interested if the NY department
is a complete stand alone department at Sony,
<BR>or if the people out there (Sarah, George, ...) are also working part
time in the pro development group. Thanks,
<PRE>Christoph Luerig</PRE>
&nbsp;</HTML>

--------------69B8F7D96DB179B9F30FCCC9--

--MESSAGE FILE 863 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000600html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 864 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000601html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 1998 20:57:08 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-136.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 32 days)

Ben J <BJD3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> Hi all,

Hi Ben-ji ;-)

> I've just recently (well three weeks ago) gotten my NY, but I'm having a
> little trouble getting it to work with my Mac. (Please; no sick jokes
> about it serving me right etc...) 

Hey, you're not alone. There are quite a lot of mac-using NY members.
Ira Rainey, Philip Gooch, Paul Harvey and of course.. myself.



>I've bought what I *think* are the
> right cables, but attempting to connect using PSComUtil gives me an
> error message along the lines of 'hardware interrupt at 0x0'.

Well, there seem to be two cables that fit, but only one that works.
Don't ask me witch is the right one and how to call it. I have a working
convertion cable and I got it with my digital camera (Agfa ePhoto 307).
It came with a PC-cable and a mac-converter piece. I never use the PC
cable that came with it, a normal printercable works fine. This way I
can use the converter part for the Yaroze.
As you may have noticed, I suspect your cable is the problem. But don't
ask me any technical stuff. I can't even code..

Succes..

DEnnis.. (~madmac)

> And before anybody says anything; yes I've checked the cables are firmly
> connected/baud rate is 9600 bps etc...
> 
> Are my cables wrong? Or is there something wrong with the yaroze itself?
> 
> Ben
--MESSAGE FILE 864 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000601html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 865 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000602html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Carl" <noa@knoware.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 1998 22:51:48 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <715f9v$fj63@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>

 <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dynaisdn-231.knoware.nl
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express for Macintosh - 4.01 (295)

I do believe that it is your cable.
I am using an old mac to modem cable that has a serial looking connection on
the end.
I was lucky as It is one of those cables I picked up along the way while
using macs.

I also need a special adapter between it and the psx cable.

See if you can find the other cable varient that is compatible with the mac.

better still the mac tools have proven to be a very crap in comparison to
the PC
"man" there is a big difference.

If can pick up a dirt cheap 386 pc i am almost sure you will have a lot more
pleasure.

I am sometimes using an old toshsiba labtop  386 4mb and appart from the dos
crippling



it becomes quite a pleasure to use when i use it.

of course I had no cd rom drive and had to do manual disk/file transfers but
with careful totting 
around I managed to get the system up and running.

I got myself a G3 system and I'm quite proud of it but linked to the NY is
not a very happening event.
--MESSAGE FILE 865 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000602html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 866 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000603html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 1998 14:31:53 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <36372AD9.5B78@bton.ac.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>

 <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<715f9v$fj63@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.81.200.30
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

RE: the cable; 

Well I think I'll have it sorted by tommorow. I've ordered the PalmPilot
Mac Pac which *apparently* will work. Unfortunately MacWarehouse UK
weren't very forthcoming on me having a refund for the other cables, as
I was the one at fault. (Plus they've been used.) So, so far I've spent
20 on cables (and no result) and the palmpilot stuff was another 30.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Hoo boy.

> the mac tools have proven to be a very crap in comparison
> to the PC...

Get a PC? No way! I've spent my entire Uni term evangalising the Mac;
I'm not selling out. No way.

> I got myself a G3 system and I'm quite proud of it but linked to the
> NY is not a very happening event.

Well I've used Virtual PC on an iMac (albeit briefly) and Win95 seemed
to run just as fast as on the Uni's own PCs... ;-) I was planning on
buying RealPC so I could use just the DOS utilities...

Ben ;-)
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 866 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000603html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 867 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000604html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 1998 14:34:41 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36372B81.360B@bton.ac.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk> <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.81.200.30
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

> Hi Ben-ji ;-)

Do not, repeat do not, EVER CALL ME BENJI.

As for the cable situation, I'll find out if it's sorted tomorrow. (see
post below) If THAT doesn't work, then I'm going to Maplin's and buying
the neccessary parts to MAKE one. (The CodeWarrior manual has the
pin-out, so it shouldn't be too hard.)

Ben ;-|
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 867 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000604html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 868 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000605html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 1998 15:20:45 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3637364D.FA@bton.ac.uk>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com> <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.81.200.30
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

So how much will the student discount take it to? I can't afford over
100 really. But then I am only using Extreme 3D v1.0.2 at the�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
moment...*pants*...

Ben 
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 868 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000605html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 869 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000606html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Carl" <noa@knoware.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Wed, 28 Oct 1998 23:42:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7186l3$fj65@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>

 <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> <36372B81.360B@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dynaisdn-45.knoware.nl
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express for Macintosh - 4.01 (295)

Ben do let me know if you have any luck with the emulators.
Of course I tried Virtual PC and found that I could not get the ports
connected.
But that was version 1

Good luck
--MESSAGE FILE 869 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000606html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 870 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000607html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 10:23:33 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36384225.44D9@bton.ac.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>

 <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> <36372B81.360B@bton.ac.uk> 
<7186l3$fj65@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite62.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

> I tried Virtual PC and found that I could not get the ports connected.

Good point. Although in all honesty I was only thinking of using an
emulator for the utilities (i.e. for converting files etc.) and using
the Mac as a programming environment. Anyway - why don't the ports work?
It shouldn't be THAT difficult to make an emulator access com ports,
right?

Ben ;-)
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 870 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000607html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 871 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000608html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: What's the point of CodeWarrior ??
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 10:33:29 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36384479.2F4D@bton.ac.uk>
References: <35AFC525.5495@virgin.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite62.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:608 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2882

> If any of you know of anything decent that CodeWarrior CAN do, then
> please let me know, cos I just don't get it!

Well I've got a Mac, the system for which CodeWarrior was designed, and
to be honest I'm not surprised so many PC users hate it. It looks like a
Mac program, and it has many Mac-like quirks (like not being able to
max/minimize text windows etc.). That said, it is very stable on a Mac,
and makes the entire dev. process integrated. Also, once I get CW Prof.
for my Mac, I'll be able to develop for the NY, Mac and PC all from one
application. I don't know about the PC version, but the debugger in the
Mac vers. is pretty damned lush.

Ben ;-)
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 871 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000608html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 872 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000609html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Invisible memory card...?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 10:37:44 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36384578.2637@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite62.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

Hey,

AS some may know, I'm still waiting for the right cables to connect my
Mac to the NY, but in the meantime can somebody explain why the NY
doesn't recognise that there is a memory card in port 2? When I start up
from the black bootdisk with the access card in port 1, and a
(formatted) memory card in port 2, it says MEMORY CARD: NOT FOUND.

The card has loads of space on it, (although there is a Gran Turismo
save on there also) so why is it not being recognised? Is this something
to do with the comm. cable not being connected? Please help.

Ben ;-)



-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 872 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000609html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 873 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000610html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Invisible memory card...?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 11:12:21 -0000
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <MPG.10a25deca699f6b0989682@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <36384578.2637@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MicroPlanet Gravity v2.10

In article <36384578.2637@bton.ac.uk>, bjd3@bton.ac.uk says...
> Hey,
> 
> AS some may know, I'm still waiting for the right cables to connect my
> Mac to the NY, but in the meantime can somebody explain why the NY
> doesn't recognise that there is a memory card in port 2? When I start up
> from the black bootdisk with the access card in port 1, and a
> (formatted) memory card in port 2, it says MEMORY CARD: NOT FOUND.
> 
> The card has loads of space on it, (although there is a Gran Turismo
> save on there also) so why is it not being recognised? Is this something
> to do with the comm. cable not being connected? Please help.
> 
> Ben ;-)
> 

The memory card is fine.  It just doesn't have a baud rate setting on it.
Read the Net Yaroze FAQ for more information.

George
--MESSAGE FILE 873 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000610html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 874 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000611html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Invisible memory card...?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 11:24:08 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36385058.606E@bton.ac.uk>
References: <36384578.2637@bton.ac.uk> 
<MPG.10a25deca699f6b0989682@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite62.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

> Read the Net Yaroze FAQ for more information.



OK, so the FAQ says use SIOCONS to format a baud rate...mmm. But I have
a Mac, and thus cannot use SIOCONS. How do I do it with a Mac?

Ben ;-)
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 874 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000611html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 875 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000612html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 12:27:39 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite36.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

I know this should be easy, but I can't seem to get PSComUtil to save
the settings for my download rate. I've formatted the mem card, and it's
in port 2. So when I set the rate to higher than 9600 bps, why doesn't
it save it? Is it done automatically? The manuals don't seem to be much
help...

Ben
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 875 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000612html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 876 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000613html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 14:15:53 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3639CA19.F55CEA9E@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

BJ wrote:
> 



> I know this should be easy, but I can't seem to get PSComUtil to save
> the settings for my download rate.

Use siocons to create the baud rate memory card file (see the FAQ for details). 
Before you point out
that siocons doesn't work on a Mac, the source to siocons is available on the 
website - if you can
recompile it to work for the Mac, then there's your solution.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A male and his money are soon fools.
--MESSAGE FILE 876 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000613html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 877 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000614html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: 30 Oct 1998 16:13:49 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <71cojt$p7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi there,

Have you been reading the Code Warrior manuals?  
Check pages 139-142 and the NY codewarrior and Ny mac  
newsgroups.

Regards,

George

In article <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk>, bjd3@bton.ac.uk says...
>
>I know this should be easy, but I can't seem to get PSComUtil to save
>the settings for my download rate. I've formatted the mem card, and it's
>in port 2. So when I set the rate to higher than 9600 bps, why doesn't
>it save it? Is it done automatically? The manuals don't seem to be much
>help...
>
>Ben
>-- 
>Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
> - Cartman
>
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
>http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page

--MESSAGE FILE 877 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000614html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 878 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000615html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 16:15:20 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3639E618.6BFC@bton.ac.uk>
References: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk> <3639CA19.F55CEA9E@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite220.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

> the source to siocons is available on the website - if you can
> recompile it to work for the Mac, then there's your solution.

OK, so you're saying I have to use a Mac compiler (e.g. CodeWarrior
prof.) to create my own Mac version of SIOCONS? Surely this isn't how
other Mac users save their settings? Couldn't I just get a PC to do the
formatting for me?

Ben 
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 878 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000615html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 879 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000616html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <caz.tones@mcmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 18:10:54 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <363A012E.DDEC365@mcmail.com>
References: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk> <3639CA19.F55CEA9E@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3639E618.6BFC@bton.ac.uk>
Reply-To: boltonto@geest.REMOVETHIS.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.203
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi BJ,

If I remember correctly, I think you have to use the Debugger to do this. I
might be talking complete plop, as I am at work and haven't got the stuff
in front of me, but I think I remember having the same problem as
yourself.  Try it out......

Tones
Who still hasn't got his lovely silver memory card he won for having PSS
(Cmon Sony!!)



--MESSAGE FILE 879 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000616html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 880 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000617html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:28 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <1dhrfl3.w1xb83m9dpdwN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk> <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<715f9v$fj63@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36372AD9.5B78@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> RE: the cable; 
> 
> Well I think I'll have it sorted by tommorow. I've ordered the PalmPilot
> Mac Pac which *apparently* will work. Unfortunately MacWarehouse UK
> weren't very forthcoming on me having a refund for the other cables, as
> I was the one at fault. (Plus they've been used.) So, so far I've spent
> 20 on cables (and no result) and the palmpilot stuff was another  30.
> Hoo boy.

Why not try the agfa-cable, like I use. I think you can buy them
seperate for a fiver.. And MacWarehouse in Holland is not much better.
They delivered somthing wrong and now, 2 months later they still did not
refund my money.

> > the mac tools have proven to be a very crap in comparison
> > to the PC...
> 
> Get a PC? No way! I've spent my entire Uni term evangalising the Mac;
> I'm not selling out. No way.

Same here!!

> > I got myself a G3 system and I'm quite proud of it but linked to the
> > NY is not a very happening event.
> 
> Well I've used Virtual PC on an iMac (albeit briefly) and Win95 seemed
> to run just as fast as on the Uni's own PCs... ;-) I was planning on
> buying RealPC so I could use just the DOS utilities...

Our dear friend Paul Harvey took his G3 powerbook to the NY short
course. He was running VirtualPC 2 and it was faster than the
sufisticated systems they used on the Middlesex Uni. Robert said that
coursed by a unknown reason the systems run slower than they should.
Paul was running 3D studio Max on his G3 at a great speet and without
any trouble. He was able to do it all on his G3 without trouble.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 880 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000617html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 881 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000618html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:32 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <1dhrfxa.y0wyj514uemcrN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk> <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<36372B81.360B@bton.ac.uk> <7186l3$fj65@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Carl <noa@knoware.nl> wrote:

> Ben do let me know if you have any luck with the emulators.
> Of course I tried Virtual PC and found that I could not get the ports
> connected.
> But that was version 1

I had the same problem, but I did see Paul work perfectly with version2.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 881 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000618html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 882 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000619html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Invisible memory card...?
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:34 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <1dhrg1m.abqrdkdpmlz9N@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <36384578.2637@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> Hey,
> 
> AS some may know, I'm still waiting for the right cables to connect my
> Mac to the NY, but in the meantime can somebody explain why the NY
> doesn't recognise that there is a memory card in port 2? When I start up
> from the black bootdisk with the access card in port 1, and a
> (formatted) memory card in port 2, it says MEMORY CARD: NOT FOUND.
> 
> The card has loads of space on it, (although there is a Gran Turismo
> save on there also) so why is it not being recognised? Is this something
> to do with the comm. cable not being connected? Please help.
> 
> Ben ;-)

I had the same problem, and so I worked at the low speed the first
months. At the short course I noticed that the powerbooks did work at
higher speeds so I started finding out why it did not wok on my system.
I think I trew the prefs of PScomUtil away and the next time I started
it up, it asked at what speed I want to work. Then I said a higher speed
(the highest speed is not possible with mac, if I remember well). Then
It saved the bautrate to the memorycard. And now it works fine.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 882 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000619html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 883 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000620html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card saving PSComUtil settings...
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:36 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <1dhrgdz.zfx4d21i74krnN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <3639B0BB.6FA1@bton.ac.uk> <3639CA19.F55CEA9E@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3639E618.6BFC@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> > the source to siocons is available on the website - if you can
> > recompile it to work for the Mac, then there's your solution.
> 
> OK, so you're saying I have to use a Mac compiler (e.g. CodeWarrior
> prof.) to create my own Mac version of SIOCONS? Surely this isn't how
> other Mac users save their settings? Couldn't I just get a PC to do the
> formatting for me?

Siocons for mac would be nice, it would also be great if there would be
a dxf2rsd and a RSDtool for mac..

DEnnis..

PS.
I wrote in an other article how I worked your problem out (if I remember
well). And I think its odd that 'support' said that you must use a PC to
get that done.
--MESSAGE FILE 883 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000620html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 884 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000621html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NY department
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:38 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <1dhrgj1.p4kltp1l2of2wN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <36348FD0.EB52A5F1@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> wrote:

> --------------69B8F7D96DB179B9F30FCCC9
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
> Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
> 
> Hi folks,
> 
> sorry for my curiosity, but I would be interested if the NY department
> is a complete stand alone department at Sony,
> or if the people out there (Sarah, George, ...) are also working part
> time in the pro development group. Thanks,
> 
> Christoph Luerig
> 



not much of an answer is there?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 884 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000621html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 885 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000622html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:40:40 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <1dhrgkh.1c7br1l1zhgd9N@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com> <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl> 
<3637364D.FA@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> So how much will the student discount take it to? I can't afford over
> 100 really. But then I am only using Extreme 3D v1.0.2 at the
> moment...*pants*...
> 
> Ben 

Well, you can do a few things. 

One: buy Hash Animation studio. They have a student discount and you
should be able to get the 3D package for about 50 pounds. It's a rather
good package but It woks mostly with NURBS. I know this may make things
hard, but I know a canadian Mac-user that used it for a great net
yaroze-presentation. And Hash said that RSD will be supported in future
versions. (htt://www.hash.com)

Two: Buy old versions of the software. At local stores I can sometimes
buy older versions of software. I just bought Photoshop 3.0.3 for a
bargain. I still use version 3 since I still like this version better
than 4 or 5.

Three: Buy "Computer Arts" or "MacFormat" from Future-publishing.
Sometimes there are complete versions of software packages on the
coverdisks. I already got: ColourIt, Bryce, Poser, Extreme3D, Apple
Media Tool, etc. for FREE!! All complete versions

Four: Cinema 4D (not the XL version) can be bought for a studentprice.
And Cinema 4D XL is for sure the best (but not yet most supported) 3D
program for mac. Lightwave 5.6 is also availeble for mac but has a
PC-interface.

Five: Well..... You can try the programs by borrowing them. You know the
illegal way. I always need to be carefull with this. I don't wan't to
support illegal software! But I do take software from school home to try
or use it.

DEnnis..  
--MESSAGE FILE 885 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000622html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 886 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000623html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Mon, 02 Nov 1998 11:21:53 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <363D95D1.6DC@bton.ac.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk> <1dhj8hi.e767usv4quccN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<715f9v$fj63@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36372AD9.5B78@bton.ac.uk> 
<1dhrfl3.w1xb83m9dpdwN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite35.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

> Our dear friend Paul Harvey took his G3 powerbook to the NY short
> course. He was running VirtualPC 2 and it was faster than the
> sufisticated systems they used on the Middlesex Uni. Robert said that
> coursed by a unknown reason the systems run slower than they should.
> Paul was running 3D studio Max on his G3 at a great speet and without
> any trouble. He was able to do it all on his G3 without trouble.

Dammit I want a G3! Any generous folks listening out there? Please Mr
Satan Claws; buy me a G3...I'll be a good boy, honest!

Ben ;-)
-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 886 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000623html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 887 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000624html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Mon, 02 Nov 1998 11:31:10 +0000
Organization: University of Brighton
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <363D97FD.507E@bton.ac.uk>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com> <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl> 
<3637364D.FA@bton.ac.uk> <1dhrgkh.1c7br1l1zhgd9N@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: itsuite35.it.bton.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Win95; I)

OK, so which do I do...?

> One: buy Hash Animation studio. They have a student discount and you
> should be able to get the 3D package for about 50 pounds. It's a 
> rather good package but It woks mostly with NURBS. I know this may
> make things hard, but I know a canadian Mac-user that used it for a
> great net yaroze-presentation. And Hash said that RSD will be 
> supported in future versions.

OK, so is it any good with ploygons? I'm really not very experienced in



3D modelling, although I imagine it wouldn't take long to get used to
it... I'm prepared to pay 50 for it though, so if it'll do what I need�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
I'll go for it.

> Two: Buy old versions of the software. At local stores I can sometimes
> buy older versions of software. I just bought Photoshop 3.0.3 for a
> bargain. I still use version 3 since I still like this version better
> than 4 or 5.

Well I already have Photoshop 5 courtesy of my university, but what
older versions would be any good...?
 
> Three: Buy "Computer Arts" or "MacFormat" from Future-publishing.
> Sometimes there are complete versions of software packages on the
> coverdisks. I already got: ColourIt, Bryce, Poser, Extreme3D, Apple
> Media Tool, etc. for FREE!! All complete versions

I buy MacFormat regularly, but I'm not sure those packages are as good
as those I can buy...
 
> Four: Cinema 4D (not the XL version) can be bought for a studentprice.
> And Cinema 4D XL is for sure the best (but not yet most supported) 3D
> program for mac. Lightwave 5.6 is also availeble for mac but has a
> PC-interface.

I want LightWave 3D SO BAD! But it costs over a grand, and you need a G3
to get the best out of it....geez...I need a G3....!
 
> Five: Well..... You can try the programs by borrowing them. You know
> the illegal way. I always need to be carefull with this. I don't wan't
> to support illegal software! But I do take software from school home
> to try or use it.

Well all would be fine, but I wouldn't be able to get them anyway. The
Macs at uni have got Extreme 3D 2... is that any good?

Ben ;-)

-- 
Screw you guys; I'm going home. Talking poo is where I draw the line.
 - Cartman

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~bjdarlow - Ben's Yaroze Homepage
http://ituser.it.bton.ac.uk/student/bjd3/ - Ben's Brighton Uni Page
--MESSAGE FILE 887 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000624html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 888 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000625html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!paul.hannington
From: paul.hannington@luton.ac.uk (Paul H)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze and Macs....(oh boy...)
Date: Mon, 02 Nov 1998 17:10:35 +0000
Organization: Bad Monkey Media
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <paul.hannington-0211981710350001@paul.luton.ac.uk>
References: <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: paul.luton.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.4

Ben,

Do not give in to the PC pressure - I am using a Mac with no problems (so
far !) to develop for the Yaroze (using CodeWarrior). I use the MacAdapter



kit for the 3Com PalmPilot as a friend told me that would work and I
already had a PalmPilot.

The Mac has the best of both worlds as you can drop into Windows using
Virtual PC to run other utilities when you have to !

Paul

In article <36344EC2.6898@bton.ac.uk>, Ben J <BJD3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> I've just recently (well three weeks ago) gotten my NY, but I'm having a
> little trouble getting it to work with my Mac. (Please; no sick jokes
> about it serving me right etc...) I've bought what I *think* are the
> right cables, but attempting to connect using PSComUtil gives me an
> error message along the lines of 'hardware interrupt at 0x0'.
> 
> And before anybody says anything; yes I've checked the cables are firmly
> connected/baud rate is 9600 bps etc...
> 
> Are my cables wrong? Or is there something wrong with the yaroze itself?
> 
> Ben
--MESSAGE FILE 888 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000625html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 889 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000626html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Win/Mac 3D Modeller upgraded
Date: Mon, 2 Nov 1998 21:23:40 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <1dhvtf6.1s5vq4424p7wN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
References: <3581FDD8.321F@home.com> <1dal8t6.1oayrbq1fi6xaiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl> 
<3637364D.FA@bton.ac.uk> <1dhrgkh.1c7br1l1zhgd9N@a1-88-106.a1.nl> 
<363D97FD.507E@bton.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-127.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

BJ <bjd3@bton.ac.uk> wrote:

> Well all would be fine, but I wouldn't be able to get them anyway. The
> Macs at uni have got Extreme 3D 2... is that any good?
> 
> Ben ;-)

Well, do you want a nice reaction or the painfull truth?? I'll be
honest. I love (!!!!!!) MacroMedia! I think the world of Director and
FreeHand is much better than Illustrator IMHO. But....
Xres and Extreme3D suck!! Both could be found at coverCD's for free in
the past (older versions). I'm taking a look at my 4-year collection of
MacFormat CD's and see here...

CD MF53 August 1997..... Extreme 3D version 1.0 FOR FREE!!!
CD MF47 February 1997... xRes version 2.0 FOR FREE!!

Well... I must correct you that LightWave 5.6 works great on my
Powerbook 1400c (166) and my PPC8500av (120) can handle it too without



any problems. So you don't even need a G3. But I can recomend a large
screen for Lightwave. And again... It's realy a PC program so It's not
as easy as other 3D programs on Mac.
You could also think about Amapi. That is an odd program and I don't
like it. But it supposed to be cheap..
For Hash I can give you the mailadres of the SCEA-member that uses it.

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 889 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000626html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 890 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000627html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: angles, angles
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:20:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client1531.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi

Could someone please give me a few pointers about using trig functions.

I have this sprite that rotates left and right, and what I want to do is
move it in the direction it is pointing when you press forward (up).

The way I thought of doing it is finding the angle the sprite is at from 0,
say (a), calculating using sin(a) and cos(a) to get the x and y distances to
move. However, I realise that the accuracy of this is no good, its either
going to be 0,0  1,1  1,0  or 1,1 and there's probably a whole bunch of
other
problems too. Basically I need a shove in the right direction (a big shove
maybe!)

Help!

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 890 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000627html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 891 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000628html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:50:40 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client128f.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3



HHmmm...

The previous message isn't quite right, I am confusing myself at the minute
!!

The thing is how do I get the correct x and y values according to the angle.
I know that x and y can only be integers but I need to know how many pixels
across for every one up, for example. ( I have had a hard day at work and I
trying to figure this out now!!).

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 891 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000628html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 892 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000629html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 10:01:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p38-guillemot-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:50:40 -0000, "Darren Jackson"
<darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk> wrote:

>HHmmm...
>
>The previous message isn't quite right, I am confusing myself at the minute
>!!
>
>The thing is how do I get the correct x and y values according to the angle.
>I know that x and y can only be integers but I need to know how many pixels
>across for every one up, for example. ( I have had a hard day at work and I
>trying to figure this out now!!).
>
>Darren
>
>

To compute the trajectory the following bit of maths is used;

xv = sin( angle ) * magnitude
yv = cos( angle ) * magnitude

( where angle is the angle relative to the horizon and magnitude is
the overall speed of the sprite in pixels per game cycle )

If you apply xv and yv to your sprites x and y co-ordinates the sprite
will move in a straight line path from its point of origin.

To get around the floating point problem you'll need a fixed point
trig library.   There are a couple floating around, two I know of can
be found at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj or
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~nslaven



Richard.

--MESSAGE FILE 892 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000629html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 893 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000630html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jake Turner <jaket@cthullu.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 19:50:13 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <365324F5.258FE38B@cthullu.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-59.polonium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Richard Cutting wrote:

> On Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:50:40 -0000, "Darren Jackson"
> <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk> wrote:
>
> >HHmmm...
> >
> >The previous message isn't quite right, I am confusing myself at the minute
> >!!
> >
> >The thing is how do I get the correct x and y values according to the angle.
> >I know that x and y can only be integers but I need to know how many pixels
> >across for every one up, for example. ( I have had a hard day at work and I
> >trying to figure this out now!!).
> >
> >Darren
> >
> >
>
> To compute the trajectory the following bit of maths is used;
>
> xv = sin( angle ) * magnitude
> yv = cos( angle ) * magnitude
>
> ( where angle is the angle relative to the horizon and magnitude is
> the overall speed of the sprite in pixels per game cycle )
>
> If you apply xv and yv to your sprites x and y co-ordinates the sprite
> will move in a straight line path from its point of origin.
>
> To get around the floating point problem you'll need a fixed point
> trig library.   There are a couple floating around, two I know of can
> be found at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj or
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~nslaven
>
> Richard.

An even better method would be to use the internal matrix functions of the 
Yaroze

e.g. RotMatrixX (or Y or Z), that will give cos (angle) and sin(angle) in GTE



fixed point values e.g. 4096 = 1.0, look it up in the library reference

Cheers

Jake

--

Jake Turner : Token Rocket Scientist
=========================================
Practice VI it may save your life one day

Home e-mail: jaket@cthullu.freeserve.co.uk
Work e-mail: jaket@revolution.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 893 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000630html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 894 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000631html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 1998 00:06:19 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <72vnst$olq4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<365324F5.258FE38B@cthullu.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.232.123.96
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Jake Turner wrote in message <365324F5.258FE38B@cthullu.freeserve.co.uk>...
>An even better method would be to use the internal matrix functions of the
Yaroze
>e.g. RotMatrixX (or Y or Z), that will give cos (angle) and sin(angle) in
GTE
>fixed point values e.g. 4096 = 1.0, look it up in the library reference

& don't forget to set up the identity matrix 1st!

but how would you get acos(x) asin(x) etc from the yaroze libs in this case?

cheers

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 894 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000631html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 895 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000632html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 1998 20:24:17 -0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client15e0.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Richard Cutting wrote in message
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk>...
>On Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:50:40 -0000, "Darren Jackson"
><darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk> wrote:
>
>>HHmmm...
>>
>>The previous message isn't quite right, I am confusing myself at the
minute
>>!!
>>
>>The thing is how do I get the correct x and y values according to the
angle.
>>I know that x and y can only be integers but I need to know how many
pixels
>>across for every one up, for example. ( I have had a hard day at work and
I
>>trying to figure this out now!!).
>>
>>Darren
>>
>>
>
>To compute the trajectory the following bit of maths is used;
>
>xv = sin( angle ) * magnitude
>yv = cos( angle ) * magnitude
>
>( where angle is the angle relative to the horizon and magnitude is
>the overall speed of the sprite in pixels per game cycle )
>
>If you apply xv and yv to your sprites x and y co-ordinates the sprite
>will move in a straight line path from its point of origin.
>
>To get around the floating point problem you'll need a fixed point
>trig library.   There are a couple floating around, two I know of can
>be found at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj or
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~nslaven
>
>Richard.
>

I understand the maths, no problem, its just the fixed point trig that I am
trying to get my head around.
At the moment I am trying to use the rotation element of the sprite
structure to give me an angle ? And then using this in the trig equations to
give x and y. But what do I have to do to the rotation value to make it
meaningful to use in trig.

ONE=4096=1degree, right?

should I convert to degrees before using it in sin and cos?



Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 895 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000632html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 896 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000633html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Fri, 20 Nov 1998 03:50:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Darren Jackson wrote:
> ONE=4096=1degree, right?
> should I convert to degrees before using it in sin and cos?

It depends on what your sin/cos library uses.  If you use my SINCOS.H
lookup tables (see SCBUILD from my page plug plug ;-) ) then
you can divide a full circle into whatever you want, including
degrees if you wish:  "scbuild 360" gives proper 'degree' tables,
so to do sin(90 degrees) just do: SIN[90] in your program.
If you use "scbuild 1024" then sin(90 degrees) is SIN[256].
(I assume you are aware that "SIN[]" is just an array, and not
a slow maths function like "sin()")

The result of SIN[] is multiplied by 4096 as the fixed point scaling
function (nothing to do with the angle argument which I think you
are confusing it with), so when you want to refer to it in it's "true"
form, you must bitshift it right 12 times: (SIN[angle]>>12)

There's no reason why you should use degrees though, it's best
and more accurate to use say 1024.  For more accuracy (but more
memory) use 4096 for a full circle. (SIN[4096] and COS[4096] tables
would add 32Kb to the executable so not too bad anyhoo)

Then use a pencil to ram up your nose to mash up the part of the brain
that always wants to think in degrees.  The only reason a circle was
divided into 360 was because it was "quite near" to how many days that
are in a year you know.  End of history lesson. 8-)
4096 is dead easy to get used to though (1024 right-angle), just be
glad we don't have to use RADIANS! (or that mutant Gradian..)

Jim
(aka: Joey Joe Joe Junior Shabadoo)
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 896 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000633html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 897 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000634html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Fri, 20 Nov 1998 04:14:20 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3654EC9C.7C02@manc.u-net.com>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Darren Jackson wrote:
> ONE=4096=1degree, right?
> should I convert to degrees before using it in sin and cos?

I'm an idiot, as soon as I post it I get what you were getting at.
You are using the sprite's actual .rotate value as its rotation,
so yes 4096 == 1 degree, but this needs to be scaled to whatever
lookup tables/trig library you are using.  So if you use 360 as
your SIN[]/COS[] size (with "scbuild 360") then just divide
the .rotate by 4096 (>>12) to get the array index as a degree.
Job's a good'en.

BE SURE though to limit the range of .rotate between 0~(4096*360-1)
when doing this (with mod %), otherwise wierd things will happen (BUG
CITY).  The best way to avoid this is to NOT use .rotate as your sprite
angle variable, ie. store it in a STRUCT, and merely set .rotate after
manipulating the other variables.  Etc.

4096 = 1 degree is a pain in the arse when other structs use
4096 as 360 degrees.  Still, what can you do.

Joey Joe joe.
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 897 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000634html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 898 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000635html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Sat, 21 Nov 1998 17:40:14 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <736vpv$ekm8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 



<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqk-vty15.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Darren Jackson wrote in message <731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I understand the maths, no problem, its just the fixed point trig that I am
>trying to get my head around.
>At the moment I am trying to use the rotation element of the sprite
>structure to give me an angle ? And then using this in the trig equations
to
>give x and y. But what do I have to do to the rotation value to make it
>meaningful to use in trig.
>
>ONE=4096=1degree, right?

for sprite rotation 4096=1 degree
for rotation transforms in 3D space 4096=360 degrees
does anyone know why this is like this??

I wrote trig lib with 4096=360 degrees for the PSX functions.
and the function values in fixed point where 4096=1.0

eg
sin(45deg)=0.707

using trig lib
SinD(45)=0.707*4096=2897
SinP(512)=2897

ASinD(2897)=45;        // mul by 4096 to use in sprite stuff
ASinP(2897)=512;      // mul by 360 to use in sprite stuff

in trig lib the PSX functions are quicker as the degree
functions all do a conversion 1st on the angle to get it in PSX
units.

cheers

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 898 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000635html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 899 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000636html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Sun, 22 Nov 1998 19:57:17 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 79
Message-ID: <739qi2$ekm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pFAs07a06.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3



James Shaughnessy wrote in message <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com>...
>Darren Jackson wrote:
>> ONE=4096=1degree, right?
>> should I convert to degrees before using it in sin and cos?
>
>It depends on what your sin/cos library uses.  If you use my SINCOS.H
>lookup tables (see SCBUILD from my page plug plug ;-) ) then
>you can divide a full circle into whatever you want, including
>degrees if you wish:  "scbuild 360" gives proper 'degree' tables,
>so to do sin(90 degrees) just do: SIN[90] in your program.
>If you use "scbuild 1024" then sin(90 degrees) is SIN[256].
>(I assume you are aware that "SIN[]" is just an array, and not
>a slow maths function like "sin()")
>
>The result of SIN[] is multiplied by 4096 as the fixed point scaling
>function (nothing to do with the angle argument which I think you
>are confusing it with), so when you want to refer to it in it's "true"
>form, you must bitshift it right 12 times: (SIN[angle]>>12)
>
>There's no reason why you should use degrees though, it's best
>and more accurate to use say 1024.  For more accuracy (but more
>memory) use 4096 for a full circle. (SIN[4096] and COS[4096] tables
>would add 32Kb to the executable so not too bad anyhoo)
>
>Then use a pencil to ram up your nose to mash up the part of the brain
>that always wants to think in degrees.  The only reason a circle was
>divided into 360 was because it was "quite near" to how many days that
>are in a year you know.  End of history lesson. 8-)
>4096 is dead easy to get used to though (1024 right-angle), just be
>glad we don't have to use RADIANS! (or that mutant Gradian..)

After a bit of thinking and a lot of trial and error, I came up with this,
which kinda does what I want but the sprite moves way to fast. Also, I am
not really sure what is going on, and I am not sure as to the accuracy (i.e.
how may different paths are they between 0 and 90degrees? and how do I get
more?) I am using the trig library generated by scbuild 4096. Am I on the
right track?

basically I want the sprite (tank) to move forward in the direction its
pointing, but I want it to go quite slowly.

code snippet :

if (PAD & PADup }
   {
   tank1.x_speed=(SIN[tank1.sprite.rotate/360]>>9);
   tank1.y_speed=-(COS[tank1.sprite.rotate/360]>>9);
   MovePlayer();
   }

  if (PAD & PADdown )
   {
   }

  if (PAD & PADright )
   {
   tank1.sprite.rotate+=ONE;
   }



  if (PAD & PADleft )
   {
   tank1.sprite.rotate-=ONE;
   }

void MovePlayer()
 {
 tank1.sprite.x += tank1.x_speed;
 tank1.sprite.y += tank1.y_speed;
 }

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 899 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000636html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 900 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000637html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Sun, 22 Nov 1998 22:09:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <36588BB6.65EC@manc.u-net.com>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com> 
<739qi2$ekm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Darren Jackson wrote:
> how may different paths are they between 0 and 90degrees? and how do

There are 1024 finite directions between 0 and 90 degrees if you use
SCBUILD 4096.  That should be plenty enough for the vast majority
of projects.  Use of velocity vectors effectively increases this too.
(which you are already using)

So yes you are on the right track but you're making a classic error --
you are losing the 'resolution' by storing the tank's speed in its
real (ie. non simulated floating point) form (by doing the >>9 in
the wrong place).

So, looking at the code you posted:

> if (PAD & PADup }
>    {
>    tank1.x_speed=(SIN[tank1.sprite.rotate/360]>>9);
>    tank1.y_speed=-(COS[tank1.sprite.rotate/360]>>9);
>    MovePlayer();
>    }
> void MovePlayer()
>  {
>  tank1.sprite.x += tank1.x_speed;



>  tank1.sprite.y += tank1.y_speed;
>  }

It should actually be: 

  if (PAD & PADup }
  {
    tank1.x_speed = SIN[tank1.sprite.rotate/360];
    tank1.y_speed = -COS[tank1.sprite.rotate/360];
    MovePlayer();
  }
void MovePlayer()
{
  tank1.sprite.x += tank1.x_speed>>12; // can use >>9
  tank1.sprite.y += tank1.y_speed>>12; // or whatever
}

You should find that you can get the tank to go as slowly as
you want.  Bear in mind that the x_speed and y_speed velocity
vectors are where the SCALING FUNCTION is (they are ALWAYS 4096
times their floating point size) -- so only when you *refer* to them
do you use the >>12 part.

Hope this helps,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 900 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000637html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 901 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000638html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 1998 01:24:04 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Hello.
For the past 11 months of having this Black Beauty called the
Yaroze, I quite possibly have been doing something incredibly
stupid.  "Trying to code" hahaha yes indeed.
You see my PC has only 2 COM ports on the motherboard.  COM1
is used for the mouse, and COM2 for the Modem.  Now, as you
know the Yaroze-PC serial lead wants a COM port so it's a game
of "musical chairs" every time I want to do something.
So I just have to swap the modem/yaroze cable every time I want
to use the repective device.  Do most of you do this, or do
a lot of people have 4 COM ports?  Or do you all splash out on a
serial card?  Call me tight but I'm not paying PC-WORLD 35 for one.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
That cash can go towards more important things (like Turok 2, Zelda
etc..)



My solution (like an idiot) to my prob was to buy an INTERNAL
modem, thus freeing up COM2.  How naive.  Of course having bought
one it tells me I have to DISABLE COM2 for it to work. DOH!!!!
Straight back it went, along with my dreams of a handy internal
56k modem and the idea of using my Yaroze, modem and mouse all
at the same time.
It's not so much me being lazy, but swapping the leads twice a day
puts unnecessary strain on the Yaroze cable's internal wires.
Will buying a serial card fix my problem, or just introduce IRQ
conflicts and waste memory with sorry-arse resident TSR drivers?
Will Penelope Pitstop escape?

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 901 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000638html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 902 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000639html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: 23 Nov 1998 01:44:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <slrn75hffc.863.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)

On Mon, 23 Nov 1998 01:24:04 +0000, James Shaughnessy wrote:

>You see my PC has only 2 COM ports on the motherboard.  COM1
>is used for the mouse, and COM2 for the Modem.  Now, as you
>know the Yaroze-PC serial lead wants a COM port so it's a game
>of "musical chairs" every time I want to do something.
>So I just have to swap the modem/yaroze cable every time I want
>to use the repective device.  Do most of you do this, or do
>a lot of people have 4 COM ports?  Or do you all splash out on a
>serial card?  Call me tight but I'm not paying PC-WORLD 35 for one.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>That cash can go towards more important things (like Turok 2, Zelda
>etc..)

I use a 2 port serial card. Very few motherboards have more than 2 serial
ports, although some have a ps/2 mouse port, which you can use to free up
a com port, if you really want to. I got my serial card for ~$30, which is
1/2 - 1/3 the price you've quoted. I think if you looked harder, you should
be able to find a much better price.

>My solution (like an idiot) to my prob was to buy an INTERNAL
>modem, thus freeing up COM2.  How naive.  Of course having bought
>one it tells me I have to DISABLE COM2 for it to work. DOH!!!!
>Straight back it went, along with my dreams of a handy internal
>56k modem and the idea of using my Yaroze, modem and mouse all
>at the same time.



You can get internal modems that can use many different port/IRQ assignments.
This is the kind of thing you've got to specify, though, and hope that the
sales assistant actually knows what you're talking about.

>It's not so much me being lazy, but swapping the leads twice a day
>puts unnecessary strain on the Yaroze cable's internal wires.
>Will buying a serial card fix my problem, or just introduce IRQ
>conflicts and waste memory with sorry-arse resident TSR drivers?

Adding extra com ports might cause you problems if you're not careful.
com3 and com4 share IRQs with com1 and com2. This is normally fine, if the
driver is written to accomodate it. The win95/NT drivers are fine, but of
course siocons bypasses the OS and goes straight to the hardware, so it's
hard to say whether it'll work with IRQ sharing. On the other hand, linux
doesn't have a problem sharing IRQs, and psxfer works like a charm :)

If you're careful about the serial card you get, you'll be able to stick one
of the ports on IRQ 5, and then just don't connect anything to the other one.

All in all, I'd suggest doing something about the situation, but whether that
something is purchasing a (better) internal modem, or a (cheaper & better)
serial card, I don't know.

>Will Penelope Pitstop escape?

Not if I can help it.

Toby..
--MESSAGE FILE 902 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000639html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 903 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000640html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Steve Parnell <steve@parny.force9.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 1998 14:16:08 +0000
Organization: Architectronics
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <36596E28.BD6C464A@parny.force9.co.uk>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: steve@parny.force9.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: 356.hiper02.shef.dialup.force9.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Hi James,

> For the past 11 months of having this Black Beauty called the
> Yaroze, I quite possibly have been doing something incredibly
> stupid.  "Trying to code" hahaha yes indeed.
> You see my PC has only 2 COM ports on the motherboard.  COM1
> is used for the mouse, and COM2 for the Modem.  Now, as you
> know the Yaroze-PC serial lead wants a COM port so it's a game
> of "musical chairs" every time I want to do something.
> So I just have to swap the modem/yaroze cable every time I want
> to use the repective device.  Do most of you do this, or do
> a lot of people have 4 COM ports?  Or do you all splash out on a
> serial card?  Call me tight but I'm not paying PC-WORLD 35 for one.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> That cash can go towards more important things (like Turok 2, Zelda
> etc..)



I got a bog standard ISA serial card from MAPLIN about a year ago for about a 
tenner.
Took a bit of fiddling around with IRQs and jumpers and all with this NT box but
I finally fixed it
so Yaroze (COM4) and the modem (COM2) share IRQ3 with mouse on COM1.
Don't ask about COM3. It still won't play ball, but I don't need it to...yet.

> My solution (like an idiot) to my prob was to buy an INTERNAL
> modem, thus freeing up COM2.  How naive.  Of course having bought
> one it tells me I have to DISABLE COM2 for it to work. DOH!!!!
> Straight back it went, along with my dreams of a handy internal
> 56k modem and the idea of using my Yaroze, modem and mouse all
> at the same time.

You should be able to set the internal modem to use COM3 instead of COM2.
Again, you'll need to mess with irksome IRQs, but this has worked for me B4 on 
'95 machines, leaving
2 serial ports free.

> Will Penelope Pitstop escape?

Erm, I'm currently negotiating with the Hooded Claw.
I'll get back to you on that one...

-- 
Steev
--MESSAGE FILE 903 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000640html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 904 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000641html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 1998 15:30:38 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <36597F9E.8A5@manc.u-net.com>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com> 
<36596E28.BD6C464A@parny.force9.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Steve Parnell wrote:
> I got a bog standard ISA serial card from MAPLIN about a year ago for
> about a tenner.

10 notes is a price I'd pay for one, and there's a Maplin near me.
I seem to remember trying them though a while back to no avail.  The
thing about Maplin is they know their stuff (compare to ... TANDY)
[Another Simpsons reference I'm afraid: Homer: "Right, let's try
looking where all the social misfits hang out!"  Lisa: "OK, I'll
start with Radio Shack." ;-)]

An new (internal) modem would be a better solution for me as my
28.8k jobby can't cut the proverbial mustard on 'net Quake anymore,
so I think I'll look into getting one that can use COM2 without
having to disable the physical port.



Cheers Steve and Toby,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 904 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000641html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 905 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000642html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 1998 19:13:16 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <73cck7$no88@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com> 
<36596E28.BD6C464A@parny.force9.co.uk> <36597F9E.8A5@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqo-vty166.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

James Shaughnessy wrote in message <36597F9E.8A5@manc.u-net.com>...
>10 notes is a price I'd pay for one, and there's a Maplin near me.
>I seem to remember trying them though a while back to no avail.  The
>thing about Maplin is they know their stuff (compare to ... TANDY)
>[Another Simpsons reference I'm afraid: Homer: "Right, let's try
>looking where all the social misfits hang out!"  Lisa: "OK, I'll
>start with Radio Shack." ;-)]

If they don't have jumpers, I have (sucessfully) hacked the
tracks going to the edge connector to rewire (requires a bit
of soldering) the IRQ onto something more reasonable,
I'll dig out the pin assignments on the ISA bus if you need.
Though my current solution to this problem is a computer
with a PS2 mouse - got racked off with groveling under the
table to swap the serial cables over!

You could always go for one of those incredibly overpriced
serial port switches, I think Maplin do them.

Cheers

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 905 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000642html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 906 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000643html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Mon, 23 Nov 1998 23:36:18 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52



Message-ID: <73cs2m$no810@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com> 
<739qi2$ekm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36588BB6.65EC@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client4081.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>It should actually be:
>
>  if (PAD & PADup }
>  {
>    tank1.x_speed = SIN[tank1.sprite.rotate/360];
>    tank1.y_speed = -COS[tank1.sprite.rotate/360];
>    MovePlayer();
>  }
>void MovePlayer()
>{
>  tank1.sprite.x += tank1.x_speed>>12; // can use >>9
>  tank1.sprite.y += tank1.y_speed>>12; // or whatever
>}
>
>You should find that you can get the tank to go as slowly as
>you want.  Bear in mind that the x_speed and y_speed velocity
>vectors are where the SCALING FUNCTION is (they are ALWAYS 4096
>times their floating point size) -- so only when you *refer* to them
>do you use the >>12 part.
>

it is helping a bit, its slowly becoming more clear, but I still have a
basic problem.

Have you ever been in a position where no matter how many times you bang
your head against a brick wall, the wall doesn't budge? I think I have a
mental block at the minute! Changing the code as you suggested doesn't make
any difference (note I used >>9 because >>12 didn't work, if I used >>11,
then I get a slower sprite but lower resolution).
I think I am missing something fairly basic here or maybe I am not thinking
about it right.
Going back to basics, my sprite has a x_speed and a y_speed. These speeds
are added to x and y members of the GsSPRITE when up is pressed. To find the
values of x_speed and y_speed when the sprite has been rotated to make the
sprite go forward in the direction its pointing, I use trig functions, hence
x_speed=sin(angle)*magnitude y_speed=-cos(angle)*magnitude. Since I want the
sprite to go slowly, magnitude=1.
This is where I get a block, because I cant see how I can move the sprite
one pixel at a time when the angle is not 0,45,90,135 etc? If I was to move
it say 8 pixels at a time, I can see how to get more resolution, but this is
no good.

Apologies if you are getting fed up with this (I know I am!) I know it will
take just one little thing for me to understand then I will kick my self
very hard as it all becomes clear!

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 906 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000643html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 907 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000644html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 1998 19:01:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <365B0276.4760@manc.u-net.com>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com> 
<739qi2$ekm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36588BB6.65EC@manc.u-net.com> 
<73cs2m$no810@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Darren Jackson wrote:
> Have you ever been in a position where no matter how many times you
> bang your head against a brick wall, the wall doesn't budge? I think
> I have a mental block at the minute! Changing the code as you
> suggested doesn't make any difference (note I used >>9 because >>12

It is something that will just 'click', usually when you're not
banging your head against the wall, but some irrelevant time.  I
see now that the code I gave you wouldn't sort out the problem
(D'OH!) although it did highlight a classic mistake (location of
the bitshifts.)  Phew.

You need to add a scaling function on the SPRITE's coordinates,
but you cannot do that if you are still using the .x .y members
of the GsSPRITE structure to handle its position -- you will need
to create your own player struct:

tyedef struct {
  long x;
  long y;
} TANK;

TANK Tank;

Then make Tank.x and Tank.y your scaled coordinates (*4096) and just
before GsSorting the actual sprite, set the sprite's .x and .y values:
tanksprite.x = Tank.x>>12;
tanksprite.y = Tank.y>>12;

This WILL allow you to get the tank to move as slow as you want.
Honest ;-)  So when Tank.x = 4096 it actually refers to sprite.x = 1

Also, you can put all of the Tank's variables in its struct, which
will tidy it all up and allow you to add more tanks very easily.
If you have trouble still I could help much better if you posted more
code, but this should sort it out.  Keep banging!  (oo'er).

Later,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------



James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 907 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000644html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 908 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000645html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: angles, angles
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 1998 20:38:01 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <73f5ei$no812@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72spa7$dvm12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<72sr28$dvm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3652971c.228584498@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<731up3$olq9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3654E715.74C8@manc.u-net.com> 
<739qi2$ekm13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36588BB6.65EC@manc.u-net.com> 
<73cs2m$no810@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <365B0276.4760@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client9578.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>It is something that will just 'click', usually when you're not
>banging your head against the wall, but some irrelevant time.  I
>see now that the code I gave you wouldn't sort out the problem
>(D'OH!) although it did highlight a classic mistake (location of
>the bitshifts.)  Phew.
>

Hurray!!

I have it working (and going slowly!!) now i have just got to digest what is
going on, and i think i am beginning to see. i see now how bitshifting in
the wrong place will affect the result.

>Also, you can put all of the Tank's variables in its struct, which
>will tidy it all up and allow you to add more tanks very easily.
>If you have trouble still I could help much better if you posted more
>code, but this should sort it out.  Keep banging!  (oo'er).

yes, i have a struct with all the variables for the tank already, and i
think i will use one for the angle rather than use .rotate (as you said
earlier but now i understand why)

Thanks for your help, it was much appreciated

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 908 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000645html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 909 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000646html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Crap TV?



Date: Wed, 25 Nov 1998 23:21:48 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <73i3cn$9ia9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p75s14a06.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi everyone,

Is my TV crap?

Let me explain, I draw a border around the screen using GsLINE, screen size
320,240.

The top and bottom lines are fine, the right hand line is only just visible
and a bit hidden at the corners, and the left hand line is just not visible.
It seem I must move the lines in a bit by a couple of pixels just so I can
see them on the screen.

Is it time to get a new TV? (bad news really, cos I can't afford one :(  )

Darren

(posted this to scea.yaroze.beginners by mistake)

--MESSAGE FILE 909 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000646html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 910 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000647html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Crap TV?
Date: 26 Nov 1998 07:53:08 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <73j1d4$9ia10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <73i3cn$9ia9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi there,

Use the DISPENV environment to modify position on t.v.
Check out the Net Yaroze Tutorial demos for examples
on how to perform this.

Regards,

George@SCEE

In article <73i3cn$9ia9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk 
says...
>
>Hi everyone,



>
>Is my TV crap?
>
>Let me explain, I draw a border around the screen using GsLINE, screen size
>320,240.
>
>The top and bottom lines are fine, the right hand line is only just visible
>and a bit hidden at the corners, and the left hand line is just not visible.
>It seem I must move the lines in a bit by a couple of pixels just so I can
>see them on the screen.
>
>Is it time to get a new TV? (bad news really, cos I can't afford one :(  )
>
>Darren
>
>(posted this to scea.yaroze.beginners by mistake)
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 910 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000647html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 911 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000648html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Wed, 02 Dec 1998 15:56:41 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <3665D3B9.1329F43F@shell.jps.net>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Weird.  I have your basic old Pentium Pro with 2 serial ports.
I have my mouse plugged into port 1, my Yaroze in port 2.  My
internal modem used the same COM number as my Yaroze, but I've
never had to swap.  I thought it was because I use different
IRQ numbers.  I've not yet tried the modem and Yaroze at the
same time, but everything seems to work OK.  Correct me if I'm
wrong, but I don't see why things shouldn't work.

I did have to spend some time trying all 4 permutations of
the DJSETUP.BAT settings to get that DTLH environment variable
to have the right settings.  Maybe you just have to play around
with it until it works?

- e!

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> Hello.
> For the past 11 months of having this Black Beauty called the
> Yaroze, I quite possibly have been doing something incredibly
> stupid.  "Trying to code" hahaha yes indeed.
> You see my PC has only 2 COM ports on the motherboard.  COM1
> is used for the mouse, and COM2 for the Modem.  Now, as you
> know the Yaroze-PC serial lead wants a COM port so it's a game
> of "musical chairs" every time I want to do something.



> So I just have to swap the modem/yaroze cable every time I want
> to use the repective device.  Do most of you do this, or do
> a lot of people have 4 COM ports?  Or do you all splash out on a
> serial card?  Call me tight but I'm not paying PC-WORLD 35 for one.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> That cash can go towards more important things (like Turok 2, Zelda
> etc..)
> 
> My solution (like an idiot) to my prob was to buy an INTERNAL
> modem, thus freeing up COM2.  How naive.  Of course having bought
> one it tells me I have to DISABLE COM2 for it to work. DOH!!!!
> Straight back it went, along with my dreams of a handy internal
> 56k modem and the idea of using my Yaroze, modem and mouse all
> at the same time.
> It's not so much me being lazy, but swapping the leads twice a day
> puts unnecessary strain on the Yaroze cable's internal wires.
> Will buying a serial card fix my problem, or just introduce IRQ
> conflicts and waste memory with sorry-arse resident TSR drivers?
> Will Penelope Pitstop escape?
> 
> Cheers,
> Jim
> --
> -----------------------------------------
> James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
> -----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 911 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000648html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 912 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000649html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Thu, 03 Dec 1998 20:29:13 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3666F499.2215@manc.u-net.com>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com> <3665D3B9.1329F43F@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> I did have to spend some time trying all 4 permutations of
> the DJSETUP.BAT settings to get that DTLH environment variable
> to have the right settings.  Maybe you just have to play around
> with it until it works?

No, this particular modem *specifically* had to have COM2 disabled
(from the BIOS setup.) for it to work.  It was a cheapo one though.
What model is yours then?

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 912 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000649html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 913 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000650html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Serial lead & COM ports
Date: Thu, 03 Dec 1998 21:53:52 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 91
Message-ID: <366778F0.D3DCD3AD@shell.jps.net>
References: <3658B934.5D2C@manc.u-net.com> <3665D3B9.1329F43F@shell.jps.net> 
<3666F499.2215@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn3.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Heya,

Hopefully here's the info about my system you can use.  I didn't
disable anything from the BIOS menu...

My (relevant) system config:

- pentium pro board w/ 2 serial ports
- Modem Blaster Flash 56 Value
- PCI Ethernet Adapter
- Adaptec 2940 SCSI Controller
- AWE 32 PnP
- Win 95

Part of my autoexec.bat:

rem Other system stuff
SET MIDI=SYNTH:1 MAP:E MODE:0
SET SOUND=C:\PROGRA~1\CREATIVE\CTSND
SET BLASTER=A220 I10 D1 H7 P300 E620 T6 

rem Yaroze stuff
call c:\progra~1\psx\djsetup.bat

My config.sys is:

device=C:\OS\WIN\95\himem.sys
device=c:\os\win\95\emm386.exe
rem device=c:\os\win\95\emm386.exe m6
devicehigh=c:\os\dos\mtmcdai.sys /d:MSCD0001
devicehigh=c:\os\win\95\command\ansi.sys

My djsetup.bat is:

@echo off
PATH %path%;c:\progra~1\psx\bin;c:\progra~1\gnu\bin
set DJGPP=c:/progra~1/psx/djgpp.env
set TMP=c:\progra~1\psx\temp
set DTLH3000=0x3f8,4,115200
set go32=dpmistack 2000000

The Modem Properties are:

Port: COM3



I/O Range: 03E8-03EF
IRQ: 5

COM1 Properties:

I/O Range: 03F8-03FF
IRQ: 4

COM2 Properties:

I/O Range: 02F8-02FF
IRQ: 3

Mouse Properties:

Standard Serial Mouse.  Doesn't say what port it's on but
it's plugged into my first serial port.

Note: I had problems with the Creative IDE controller, so I disabled
it---that freed up an IRQ.

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > I did have to spend some time trying all 4 permutations of
> > the DJSETUP.BAT settings to get that DTLH environment variable
> > to have the right settings.  Maybe you just have to play around
> > with it until it works?
> 
> No, this particular modem *specifically* had to have COM2 disabled
> (from the BIOS setup.) for it to work.  It was a cheapo one though.
> What model is yours then?
> 
> Cheers,
> Jim
> --
> -----------------------------------------
> James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
> -----------------------------------------

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 913 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000650html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 914 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000651html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Olaf Grau <OlafGrau@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Re: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Mon, 07 Dec 1998 23:33:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com>
References: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 167-63-233.ipt.aol.com



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1062 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:370 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:104
scee.yaroze.beginners:651 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3131 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:416 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:287

Steve Dunn schrieb:

> Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).
>
> If you have, please let me know
>
> Thanks in advance.
>
> Steve Dunn

  Where can I Buy the Hardware (PC - Card, etc) to Work with ARS ?

--MESSAGE FILE 914 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000651html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 915 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000652html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve_dunn@europe.mccann.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Re: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Tue, 8 Dec 1998 11:50:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <74j3r5$8bc7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.4.27.1
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1063 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:371 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:105
scee.yaroze.beginners:652 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3134 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:417 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:288

www.datel.co.uk

Olaf Grau <OlafGrau@aol.com> wrote in message
news:366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com...
>
>
>Steve Dunn schrieb:
>
>> Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).
>>
>> If you have, please let me know
>>
>> Thanks in advance.
>>



>> Steve Dunn
>
>  Where can I Buy the Hardware (PC - Card, etc) to Work with ARS ?
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 915 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000652html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 916 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000653html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze Software Setup - HELP!
Date: Fri, 11 Dec 1998 16:53:23 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36714E03.4242F372@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 172-34-103.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello,

My name is Ed (gookaloo), and I'm having problems with using the
djsetup.bat setup program.  If I try to run it thru Win95 (dos box), it
just shouts 'Out of environment space' to me.

If I restart the computer in MS-DOS mode, it works, but if I try to use
'make' for example through the DOS box later, it doesn't work - so it
seems that the file only works either a) once or b)only in complete
MS-DOS mode.

But even when using make in MSDOS, it comes up with a strange error
about in not being able to find a swapfile in c:\temp - I noticed that
there was not a c:\temp and so I have created one, and haven't tried
again - I wonder if it will work??

Please help me, I'm pulling my hair out on this one.

Cheers,
Ed :)

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo

P.S - If it helps, my computer is a P300 with 64MB RAM

--MESSAGE FILE 916 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000653html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 917 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000654html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze Software Setup - HELP!
Date: Fri, 11 Dec 1998 18:30:46 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <367164D6.5A0AED61@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36714E03.4242F372@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Ed Fear wrote:
> 
> My name is Ed (gookaloo), and I'm having problems with using the
> djsetup.bat setup program.  If I try to run it thru Win95 (dos box), it
> just shouts 'Out of environment space' to me.

You have to increase your environment space in MS-DOS. Check the FAQ (off the 
New members section on
the Website) for more info.
 
> But even when using make in MSDOS, it comes up with a strange error
> about in not being able to find a swapfile in c:\temp - I noticed that
> there was not a c:\temp and so I have created one, and haven't tried
> again - I wonder if it will work??

It should do.
 
Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

His fountain pen was so expensive it looked as if someone had grabbed
the pope, turned him upside down and started writing with the tip of
his big pointy hat.
--MESSAGE FILE 917 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000654html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 918 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000655html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze AC Plug - weird?
Date: Sat, 12 Dec 1998 16:01:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204-72-98.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

This is to all of the UK Net Yaroze members:

Did your NY come with a European cable and a hollow plug?  My dad is an
electrician so he can change the plugs around, but what did all you guys
do?  Did you buy a European to UK plug converter?

Thanks,

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 918 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000655html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 919 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000656html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze AC Plug - weird?
Date: Sat, 12 Dec 1998 18:32:25 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <74ucqa$1s8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-9.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

The hollow uk plug is included for a reason :) simply connect the european
plug to it.

Ed Fear wrote in message <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com>...
>This is to all of the UK Net Yaroze members:
>
>Did your NY come with a European cable and a hollow plug?  My dad is an
>electrician so he can change the plugs around, but what did all you guys
>do?  Did you buy a European to UK plug converter?
>
>Thanks,
>
>Ed :)
>

--MESSAGE FILE 919 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000656html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 920 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000657html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Niccolo' <jameskirk@hempseed.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: - HELP A BEGINNER -
Date: Sun, 13 Dec 1998 00:10:15 +0100
Organization: nikkolo@lycosmail.com
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3672F7D7.AC743927@hempseed.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-verona64-2.iol.it
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [it] (Win95; I)

Hi guys,

I am an italian beginner and as until now I haven't find help here in
Italy, I hope to find it in U.K.:

1. how can I connect Yaroze and particullary how to use  the software to
make it work?
2. I have been designing some pcx about  my RPG game project: is there
some beginner that would be interessed to join to my project or to teach
me the first step in programming, moving and collisions of sprite.

Thank in advance.

                    Niccollo'
                    Italy



--MESSAGE FILE 920 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000657html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 921 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000658html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Enemies in a Space Invaders Clone
Date: Sat, 26 Dec 1998 16:46:42 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <368512F2.4AC179EE@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 167-21-241.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey,

I woz just wondering what you guys would do when faced with the fact
that you need 20 enemies on the screen at a time?  I was thinking of
doing something like this

typedef struct {
GsSPRITE sprite;
int dead;
} enemy

enemy Enemies[20];    // as a global

And then whenever I get to the main loop and I have to enter the sprites
into the OT, do this:

for (i = 0; i < MAX_SPRITES, i++)
{
  if (Enemies[i].dead = 0)
   GsSortFastSprite(&Enemies[i].sprite, WorldOT[activeBuff], 0);
 }

so that when the enemy is shot, dead is set to 1 and it is not drawn.

Does this seem the most sensible idea?

Cheers,

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 921 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000658html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 922 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000659html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Wright" <dafrog@dapad.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: - HELP A BEGINNER -
Date: Sun, 27 Dec 1998 13:31:14 +0000
Organization: Genesis Computer Software Ltd
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <765ctd$22912@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3672F7D7.AC743927@hempseed.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.83.182



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express for Macintosh - 4.01 (295)

Hi there, 

To connect the yaroze, you just plug the cable that came with it into the
back of the Playstation (looking at the back, its the socket on the left)
and the other end into a nine pin serial port on the back of your PC. If you
are using a Mac, then you will need to get hold of a Macintosh modem cable
(8 pin male din on one end, 25 pin male serial plug on the other end) and
plug that into a converter that converts your 25 pin male end to a 9 pin
male end. Then you just plug the 9 pin end of the Yaroze lead into that. If
you are using a Mac then you will also need to invest in a copy of
CodeWarrior for the Yaroze in order to actually write any code. You will
still need to copy across the libraries and include files from the included
PC CD ROM though. 

If you are using a PC then just dump the PC CDROM that came with your yaroze
into the CD Drive and copy everything to your C drive. 

From that point on, look at the getting started guide to geta simple program
compiled and downloaded. There is an equivalent guide included with
Codewarrior if you are using a Mac, or even if you bought Codewarrior for
the PC. 

Once you have followed the startup guides and got a simple example program
compiled and uploaded to the Yaroze, browse through the member's homepages
on the Yaroze Europe site and you'll find quite a lot more code to play with
as well as some excellent tutorials out there as well. 

Good luck, 

Peter Wright. 

----------
>From: Niccolo' <jameskirk@hempseed.com>
In article <3672F7D7.AC743927@hempseed.com>, Niccolo'
<jameskirk@hempseed.com> wrote:

>Hi guys,
>
>I am an italian beginner and as until now I haven't find help here in
>Italy, I hope to find it in U.K.:
>
>1. how can I connect Yaroze and particullary how to use  the software to
>make it work?
>2. I have been designing some pcx about  my RPG game project: is there
>some beginner that would be interessed to join to my project or to teach
>me the first step in programming, moving and collisions of sprite.
>
>Thank in advance.
>
>                    Niccollo'
>                    Italy
>
--MESSAGE FILE 922 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000659html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 923 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000660html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Wright" <dafrog@dapad.co.uk>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Enemies in a Space Invaders Clone
Date: Sun, 27 Dec 1998 13:32:06 +0000
Organization: Genesis Computer Software Ltd
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <765cuv$22913@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <368512F2.4AC179EE@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.83.182
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express for Macintosh - 4.01 (295)

Sounds like you are on the right track to me.  Good luck with your game. 

Peter Wright. 

---------
In article <368512F2.4AC179EE@yahoo.com>, Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
wrote:

>Hey,
>
>I woz just wondering what you guys would do when faced with the fact
>that you need 20 enemies on the screen at a time?  I was thinking of
>doing something like this
>
>typedef struct {
>GsSPRITE sprite;
>int dead;
>} enemy
>
>enemy Enemies[20];    // as a global
>
>
>And then whenever I get to the main loop and I have to enter the sprites
>into the OT, do this:
>
>for (i = 0; i < MAX_SPRITES, i++)
>{
>  if (Enemies[i].dead = 0)
>   GsSortFastSprite(&Enemies[i].sprite, WorldOT[activeBuff], 0);
> }
>
>so that when the enemy is shot, dead is set to 1 and it is not drawn.
>
>Does this seem the most sensible idea?
>
>Cheers,
>
>Ed :)
>
--MESSAGE FILE 923 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000660html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 924 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000661html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Help me!
Date: Sun, 27 Dec 1998 16:40:39 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36866307.756DC07@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204-40-177.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I know that the attribute member of a GsSPRITE for a 8-bit sprite with
rotation, scaling, no semi-transparency blah blah is 0x01000000

I need to play around with bit 31 (the one which controls whether the
sprite is displayed) - does anyone know what the value is for the same
*but with bit 31 set to 1*?

I've tried many ways (0x01000000 + (1<<31)) being one, but it doesn't
work.

So can someone help me?

Cheers in advance,

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 924 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000661html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 925 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000662html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Help me!
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 00:22:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3686CF38.78559533@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <36866307.756DC07@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-117.zoloft.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

> I've tried many ways (0x01000000 + (1<<31)) being one, but it doesn't
> work.

Try (SPRITE_ATTRIBUTE | (0x1<<31)) to set bit 31 of SPRITE_ATTRIBUTE.

Check up your C book on bitwise operators too.

ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 925 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000662html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 926 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000663html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze AC Plug - weird?
Date: Sat, 2 Jan 1999 15:26:11 +0100



Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <1dl05f3.1nc3bgyvp9m5bN@a1-88-108.a1.nl>
References: <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-108.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com> wrote:

> This is to all of the UK Net Yaroze members:
> 
> Did your NY come with a European cable and a hollow plug?  My dad is an
> electrician so he can change the plugs around, but what did all you guys
> do?  Did you buy a European to UK plug converter?
> 

I don't get you english people!! I don't need the UK-converter for my
UK-NY.. I just plug it in. But wile we in the rest of europe:
- we drive right, you have to drive left
- we have a standaard plug, you need to have a different one
- we all wight with kilo's, you want to weight in stones
- we use liters, you use gallons
- we use meters, you use feet
- we put salt on our fries, you have to use vinigar

What kind of people are you, natural pains in the arss? I suppose when
civilasation struck us, it just never got to the UK ;-)

(Before I get all wacky mails and stuff... I love the UK and my
girlfriend is even British official, so no offence to the UK or
any of you)

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 926 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000663html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 927 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000664html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Charles Nicholson <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g
Subject: greets to all
Date: Fri, 08 Jan 1999 15:40:32 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: toshiba-173-23.nycap.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1123 
scee.yaroze.beginners:664

Hello all.  Just got my Yaroze last week and i have my first official
maddening problem with it.

I wrote up a simple compression/file packing library that compresses
multiple directories into one big .lib file so i don't have to reference
everything with defines and offset values.  This works fine on my pc
(watcom, dos4gw), but it does the strangest thing when i port it to the
Yaroze.  It finds the correct offset to start decompressing from in the
file (in mem.. it's at 80009000), it validates it by reading a signature



off the beginning of the correct entry, but when i walk through it (i
mean walk, no writes at ALL, just reading...) to decompress, the yaroze
crashes.  But it doesn't crash consistently.  I threw a c file in and
uncomp'd it, read it out, it worked fine.  I threw a tim in there, it
gets halfway through.  It gets better.

It's simple huffman compression (binary tree- the file format i have is
"header, tree, data".  What i was doing was setting a pointer in memory
to the tree and the data, and uncompressing from there.  What ended up
working was creating two more pointers, mallocing in one the size of the
tree and the other the size of the data.  I memcpy'd the data from the
file in memory to these malloc'd arrays, and now it works more
frequently, but it still is not consistently functional.  I am 100% on
the compression/decompression routines and file formats, and i am
POSITIVE that they function properly.  can anyone tell me what on earth
is going on?  I figured i might have been walking over my code, but that
starts at 80100000 and i know my data file is not that big (usually
about 12k)... is there something about memory i just don't know?

thanks a lot, talk to you all in the future..
-charles nicholson

--MESSAGE FILE 927 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000664html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 928 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000665html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: 9 Jan 1999 16:02:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1125 
scee.yaroze.beginners:665

Charles - 

Just on the off chance.....

If you're using malloc() to create working space dynamically add some debug
code to return the allocated address. By default malloc() allocates space
anywhere after 0x80000000 you may find you're overwriting the NY debugger
workspace located just below 0x80009000.

- Miles

--MESSAGE FILE 928 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000665html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 929 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000666html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g



Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Sat, 9 Jan 1999 11:20:10 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <7782i9$m3r4@scea>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1126 
scee.yaroze.beginners:666

Miles Buzzing wrote in message <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>...
>Charles -
>
>Just on the off chance.....
>
>If you're using malloc() to create working space dynamically add some debug
>code to return the allocated address. By default malloc() allocates space
>anywhere after 0x80000000 you may find you're overwriting the NY debugger
>workspace located just below 0x80009000.
>
>- Miles

Yes, definitely.  I had all kinds of flaky problems with malloc() until I
realized I
actually needed to call InitHeap() first.  By flaky, I mean, sometimes the
program would crash, sometimes not.  Even if I alloc'd the exact same
size memory each time I ran!

Good luck,
EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 929 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000666html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 930 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000667html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Charles Nicholson <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Sat, 09 Jan 1999 14:28:37 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3697ADE4.3F396011@vassar.edu>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
<7782i9$m3r4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: toshiba-173-23.nycap.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1127 
scee.yaroze.beginners:667

> Yes, definitely.  I had all kinds of flaky problems with malloc() until I
> realized I
> actually needed to call InitHeap() first.  By flaky, I mean, sometimes the
> program would crash, sometimes not.  Even if I alloc'd the exact same
> size memory each time I ran!



>
> Good luck,
> EdF

Thanks- What should i put for my initheap params?
-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 930 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000667html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 931 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000668html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Tony Levatino <levatino@nycap.rr.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Sat, 09 Jan 1999 17:38:05 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <3697DA4D.2DA108B9@nycap.rr.com>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
<7782i9$m3r4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: toshiba-173-23.nycap.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1128 
scee.yaroze.beginners:668

You know what the crazy thing is?  Sometimes it crashes (locks up, needs a reset
punch) BEFORE i malloc... :)
i don't understand it.  I'm not doing anything but walking a file in memory, and
WELL within limits at that...

:)
-charles

Ed Federmeyer wrote:

> Miles Buzzing wrote in message <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>...
> >Charles -
> >
> >Just on the off chance.....
> >
> >If you're using malloc() to create working space dynamically add some debug
> >code to return the allocated address. By default malloc() allocates space
> >anywhere after 0x80000000 you may find you're overwriting the NY debugger
> >workspace located just below 0x80009000.
> >
> >- Miles
>
> Yes, definitely.  I had all kinds of flaky problems with malloc() until I
> realized I
> actually needed to call InitHeap() first.  By flaky, I mean, sometimes the
> program would crash, sometimes not.  Even if I alloc'd the exact same
> size memory each time I ran!
>
> Good luck,
> EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 931 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000668html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 932 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000669html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programmin
g
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Sat, 9 Jan 1999 17:57:15 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <778pqg$m3r6@scea>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <01be3be9$6c109f40$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
<7782i9$m3r4@scea> <3697ADE4.3F396011@vassar.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1129 
scee.yaroze.beginners:669

Charles Nicholson wrote in message <3697ADE4.3F396011@vassar.edu>...
>> Yes, definitely.  I had all kinds of flaky problems with malloc() until I
>> realized I
>> actually needed to call InitHeap() first.  By flaky, I mean, sometimes
the
>> program would crash, sometimes not.  Even if I alloc'd the exact same
>> size memory each time I ran!
>>
>> Good luck,
>> EdF
>
>Thanks- What should i put for my initheap params?
>-charles

The start address of a chunk of memory, and it's length.  The docs say the
length is "/4" in other words, the length in 32bit words rather than 8 bit
bytes.  I dunno about that.  I've been using the length as in 8-bit byte
quantitites and it's worked great for me.

Just like any other memory-file, you need to make sure this heap area does
not overlap anything else.  All malloc() memory will come from within this
area, so it must be big enough for all your potential malloc()s.

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 932 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000669html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 933 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000670html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Music - eek?
Date: Sun, 10 Jan 1999 09:50:02 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <369877CA.FE59B0A5@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208-137-66.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



Does anyone know of a place where I can find a simple tutorial on sound
and music?  Nick Ferguson mentioned a tutorial called 'Sound for
Dummies', but he didn't know where it was - can someone help me, please?

Oh, my site will soon be hosting the Net Yaroze Members MUSIC
Directory.  If anybody has the demo version of MUSIC for the
PlayStation, make a cool piece, use a microphone to record to your PC
and save it as a .wav.  Upload it to your web space (I may use mine,
watch this space, it's just that a 30 second piece is 600kb) and give me
some details (that will be specified up on the site) and a link to it.
If anybody thinks this is a good idea, mail me!

Ed :)
gookaloo@yahoo.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo

--MESSAGE FILE 933 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000670html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 934 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000671html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 1999 09:14:52 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3699C10C.FF06A956@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1130 
scee.yaroze.beginners:671

Check that your addresses are what they expect to be - the tradition on Yaroze 
is to put all
addresses in the range 0x80090000 - 0x801fffff, even though you can put them at 
0x00090000 -
0x001fffff without any ill effects. If you're casting between signed ints and 
pointers, there might
be a problem there. Unlikely, but worth a try if you're desparate.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

"I TOLD you boys not to go in there. What IS your fascination with my Forbidden
 Closet of Mystery?" -- Police Chief Wiggam
--MESSAGE FILE 934 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000671html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 935 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000672html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 1999 11:05:11 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3699DAE7.26D36389@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <3699C10C.FF06A956@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s50-82-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1132 
scee.yaroze.beginners:672

James Russell wrote:

> Check that your addresses are what they expect to be - the tradition on Yaroze
is to put all
> addresses in the range 0x80090000 - 0x801fffff, even though you can put them 
at 0x00090000 -
> 0x001fffff without any ill effects. If you're casting between signed ints and 
pointers, there might

Doesn't that do something to the I-cache enable? Like, turn's it off?

> James

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 935 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000672html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 936 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000673html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 1999 13:23:06 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3699FB3A.CE3B52DB@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <3699C10C.FF06A956@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3699DAE7.26D36389@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1133 
scee.yaroze.beginners:673

Craig Graham wrote:
> 
> Doesn't that do something to the I-cache enable? Like, turn's it off?

Nah. You're thinking of segment k1. (BTW the memory map in the Yellow Yaroze 
manual is incorrect in
the I-Cache column, the last two entries should be switched).



Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

"I TOLD you boys not to go in there. What IS your fascination with my Forbidden
 Closet of Mystery?" -- Police Chief Wiggam
--MESSAGE FILE 936 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000673html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 937 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000674html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: greets to all
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 1999 16:41:17 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <369A29AD.1AA3CE97@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36966D40.47664F57@vassar.edu> <3699C10C.FF06A956@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<3699DAE7.26D36389@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <3699FB3A.CE3B52DB@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s43-199-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1134 
scee.yaroze.beginners:674

James Russell wrote:

> Craig Graham wrote:
> >
> > Doesn't that do something to the I-cache enable? Like, turn's it off?
>
> Nah. You're thinking of segment k1. (BTW the memory map in the Yellow Yaroze 
manual is incorrect in
> the I-Cache column, the last two entries should be switched).

My mistake (should look thing's up instead of relying on shaky old memory).

> James

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 937 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000674html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 938 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000675html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Music - eek?
Date: Tue, 12 Jan 1999 17:44:27 -0800
Organization: .



Lines: 30
Message-ID: <369BFA7B.A98D739B@shell.jps.net>
References: <369877CA.FE59B0A5@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

The best tutorials are probably the NY games with source available.
Try that.

For music, there is my MOD player I put together last year sometime.
You can link to it (for now) at:

     http://www.jps.net/tenchi/etc/dms_111.zip

Personally, I think it's easier to use than MIDI, but it's not as
accurate.

- e...

Ed Fear wrote:
> 
> Does anyone know of a place where I can find a simple tutorial on sound
> and music?  Nick Ferguson mentioned a tutorial called 'Sound for
> Dummies', but he didn't know where it was - can someone help me, please?
> 
> Oh, my site will soon be hosting the Net Yaroze Members MUSIC
> Directory.  If anybody has the demo version of MUSIC for the
> PlayStation, make a cool piece, use a microphone to record to your PC
> and save it as a .wav.  Upload it to your web space (I may use mine,
> watch this space, it's just that a 30 second piece is 600kb) and give me
> some details (that will be specified up on the site) and a link to it.
> If anybody thinks this is a good idea, mail me!
> 
> Ed :)
> gookaloo@yahoo.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo
--MESSAGE FILE 938 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000675html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 939 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000676html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: 456 <65@sfdkljngs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: tuts and documentation
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 19:58:56 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <369CFB00.8787387C@sfdkljngs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:676 
scea.yaroze.beginners:298

Hello again all you Yaroze people!!

I wondering if there is any tutorial information out there similar to
Peter Passmore's 3D booklet from Middlesex university.  This one was



really well organized and because it started from the very basics it
helped alot.. but I would like to know if anyone else out there has made
anything like that so I can gather more info and help these guys learn.

So far I seen that most of the tuts on the websites are simply batches
of source code that demostrate particular yaroze capabilities.  This is
good to cut + paste, but to really understand it I think I'll need some
more documentation on the code itself.

I was looking forward to seeing Darco's upcoming tut, but it looks like
he gave it up, a darn shame!!

Anyone know of anything like this let me know,

Will

--MESSAGE FILE 939 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000676html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 940 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000677html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: tuts and documentation
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 20:02:36 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <369CFBDC.90643E89@hotmail.com>
References: <369CFB00.8787387C@sfdkljngs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:677 
scea.yaroze.beginners:299

sorry.. my browser decided to play a funny trick on everyone...

My name is Will Atkin.. email: william_atkin@hotmail.com

456 wrote:

> Hello again all you Yaroze people!!
>
> I wondering if there is any tutorial information out there similar to
> Peter Passmore's 3D booklet from Middlesex university.  This one was
> really well organized and because it started from the very basics it
> helped alot.. but I would like to know if anyone else out there has made
> anything like that so I can gather more info and help these guys learn.
>
> So far I seen that most of the tuts on the websites are simply batches
> of source code that demostrate particular yaroze capabilities.  This is
> good to cut + paste, but to really understand it I think I'll need some
> more documentation on the code itself.
>
> I was looking forward to seeing Darco's upcoming tut, but it looks like
> he gave it up, a darn shame!!
>
> Anyone know of anything like this let me know,
>
> Will



--MESSAGE FILE 940 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000677html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 941 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000678html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gaponline.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How to fade ???
Date: Sun, 17 Jan 1999 10:15:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line55.GAPONLINE.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

Hey,

I just started to convert my PC game demo to N.Y, but i don't 
know how to do this simple Fadings, like from a pic to black or 
to white. If anyone got's and idea, please tell me.
Thanks in advice.

Regards, Roman

P.S: Does anyone know how to do this palette rotations ?
--MESSAGE FILE 941 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000678html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 942 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000679html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 1999 22:16:52 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p34-max2.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Roman und Gregor Dashuber wrote in message <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de>...
>Hey,
>
>I just started to convert my PC game demo to N.Y, but i don't
>know how to do this simple Fadings, like from a pic to black or
>to white. If anyone got's and idea, please tell me.
>Thanks in advice.
>
>Regards, Roman
>
>P.S: Does anyone know how to do this palette rotations ?

Hi Roman,

A common method for fading to black is to draw a semi transparent RECT over
the top of everything and vary the RGB values over the course of several
frames.



To fade to white, apply the same principal but use additive transparency
instead.

Check out the "Fading.." thread in *.2d_graphics for more information and
some basic source by Robert Swan.

Regards

Mario
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 942 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000679html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 943 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000680html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 1999 11:40:59 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de> <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m08.fen.bris.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)

> Hi Roman,
> 
> A common method for fading to black is to draw a semi transparent RECT over
> the top of everything and vary the RGB values over the course of several
> frames.
> 

Surely the easiest way to fade to black is to change the values of the
rgb data in the GsSPRITE structure? This doesn't work for fading to
white though because setting these values to 255 only makes the image
twice as bright.

Cheers, 

Tom
--MESSAGE FILE 943 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000680html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 944 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000681html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Roman und Gregor Dashuber <d-twinz@gaponline.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How to Fade 2 ???
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 1999 20:19:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <36A38937.4F77@gaponline.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: line63.GAPONLINE.DE
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (WinNT; I)

Thanks a lot, i'll be checking out what you told me

Regards,Roman.
--MESSAGE FILE 944 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000681html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 945 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000682html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 10:04:36 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <78077g$hoo14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de> <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p46-max2.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Tom wrote in message <36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk>...
>> Hi Roman,
>>
>> A common method for fading to black is to draw a semi transparent RECT
over
>> the top of everything and vary the RGB values over the course of several
>> frames.
>>
>
>Surely the easiest way to fade to black is to change the values of the
>rgb data in the GsSPRITE structure? This doesn't work for fading to
>white though because setting these values to 255 only makes the image
>twice as bright.

That will only work if all items on your screen are sprites though.  Using
the transparent GsBOXF method is more generic allowing you to perform a fade
over any type of graphics.

Mario
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 945 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000682html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 946 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000683html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 11:13:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36A468C6.3CEA@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de> <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk> <78077g$hoo14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n39.fen.bris.ac.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)

Mario Wynands wrote:
>
> That will only work if all items on your screen are sprites though.  Using
> the transparent GsBOXF method is more generic allowing you to perform a fade
> over any type of graphics.

Goo point, well made.

> Mario
> mario@sidhe.co.nz
> www.sidhe.co.nz

I stand corrected (although I would prefer to sit)

Cheers, 

Tom
--MESSAGE FILE 946 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000683html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 947 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000684html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 11:14:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <36A46902.7B69@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de> <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk> <78077g$hoo14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A468C6.3CEA@bristol.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n39.fen.bris.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)

Good, even.
--MESSAGE FILE 947 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000684html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 948 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000685html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Matthew Chubb" <matthew@mchubb.fresserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Compiling !!
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 1999 12:22:18 -0000
Organization: Home
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <78f3ak$nd45@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Matthew Chubb" <matthew@mchubb.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-3.ibogaine.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

I am having problems compiling my first program, this may sound really dumb
but when ever I have tried to compile my code it comes up with an error :



    main.c:9 libps.h: file not found

any suggestions would be most helpful

--MESSAGE FILE 948 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000685html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 949 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000686html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Compiling !!
Date: 24 Jan 1999 13:40:28 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <78f7sc$nd47@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <78f3ak$nd45@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi there,

Make sure you setup your paths correctly.
Check your djsetup.bat. See below...

Regards,

George@SCEE

@echo off
set DJGPP=d:/yaroze/psx/djgpp.env
PATH %path%;d:\yaroze\psx\bin;d:\yaroze\gnu\bin
set TMP=c:\temp
set DTLH3000=0x2f8,3,115200

In article <78f3ak$nd45@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, 
matthew@mchubb.fresserve.co.uk says...
>
>I am having problems compiling my first program, this may sound really dumb
>but when ever I have tried to compile my code it comes up with an error :
>
>    main.c:9 libps.h: file not found
>
>any suggestions would be most helpful
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 949 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000686html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 950 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000687html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Matthew Chubb" <matthew@mchubb.fresserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Compiling !!
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 1999 15:22:54 -0000
Organization: Home
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <78fdt8$nd48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <78f3ak$nd45@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<78f7sc$nd47@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Matthew Chubb" <matthew@mchubb.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-97.strontium.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

My djsetup.bat file looks like this:

@echo off
set DJGPP=c:/psx/djgpp.env
PATH %path%;c:\psx\bin;c:\gnu\bin
set TMP=c:\Temp
set DTLH3000=0x2F8,3,9600

I have a main.c file which uses the librarys pad.h and libps.h.

I copy the main.c file and the pad.h file to the C:\gnu\bin directory.

Once that is done I then go into dos invoke djsetup (not sure if I'm
supposed to or not) and then type in gcc -c main.c, the error then occurs !!

Matt

George Bain wrote in message <78f7sc$nd47@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi there,
>
>Make sure you setup your paths correctly.
>Check your djsetup.bat. See below...
>
>Regards,
>
>George@SCEE
>

--MESSAGE FILE 950 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000687html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 951 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000688html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Compiling !!
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 1999 10:54:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36AD90D1.560A2AD7@hotmail.com>
References: <78f3ak$nd45@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<78f7sc$nd47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <78fdt8$nd48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: palpalpalpal@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: marseille9-91.club-internet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

> I have a main.c file which uses the librarys pad.h and libps.h.

Make sure you write :#include <libps.h>
and not
#include "libps.h"

> I copy the main.c file and the pad.h file to the C:\gnu\bin directory.

You should use a separate directory for your projects. Using the gnu, psx or
whatever directories doesn't hurt, but may well introduce confusion as your
projects grow. Moreover, your projects may not run on someone else's system if
they are not copied in the same directory.

Hope this helps,
pal (palpalpalpal@hotmail.com)

--MESSAGE FILE 951 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000688html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 952 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000689html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: F.P.S.
Date: Sat, 30 Jan 1999 19:34:44 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <78vmsl$6fv1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en139-011.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Can anyone tell me, or give me a code snippet for how to calculate how many
frames per second a game is running at?

Thanks in advance
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 952 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000689html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 953 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000690html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: F.P.S.
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 18:02:02 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <79264i$6fv7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <78vmsl$6fv1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-40.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Rikki Prince wrote in message <78vmsl$6fv1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Can anyone tell me, or give me a code snippet for how to calculate how many
>frames per second a game is running at?



>
>Thanks in advance
>Rikki
>
>

I think this will work.  Call fps() in your main loop just after VSync(0).

void fps(void) {
    static int previous;
    int now, fps;

    now=VSync(-1);                        // VSyncs since program start
    fps=50/(now-previous);            // for PAL. use 60/(now-previous) for
NTSC
    FntPrint("FPS: %d\n",fps);
    previous=now;
}

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 953 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000690html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 954 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000691html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How to fade ???
Date: Sat, 06 Feb 1999 03:58:30 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <36BC2E66.28BF672@shell.jps.net>
References: <36A1AA36.348D@gaponline.de> <77utol$hoo10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36A31DCB.5EB9@bristol.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn1.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

The reason why you shouldn't vary the RGB values of the GsSPRITE
structure is that it causes an odd flickering.  It's just something
that happens as the image gets rendered to 15-bit graphics in the
frame buffer...

Tom wrote:
> 
> > Hi Roman,
> >
> > A common method for fading to black is to draw a semi transparent RECT over
> > the top of everything and vary the RGB values over the course of several
> > frames.
> >
> 
> Surely the easiest way to fade to black is to change the values of the
> rgb data in the GsSPRITE structure? This doesn't work for fading to
> white though because setting these values to 255 only makes the image
> twice as bright.
> 



> Cheers,
> 
>         Tom

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 954 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000691html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 955 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000692html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory Addresses
Date: Sun, 07 Feb 1999 20:49:23 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-2-14-41.access.telinco.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Heya all, howz life?

Well, I've got a question, hope someone can help me...

I know that you can upload stuff to the Yaroze's memory from address
80090000 - 80140000, or something like that.  Or at least, when my
program loads, the main program starts loading at 80140000.  I have
reached that limit, and I was wondering if there are any other places to
where you can upload things.  If there is, can respond in a way like
'you can upload from 804721ef - 80600000'.  I have reached the limit,
and have only loaded a few TIMS and a .vb and .vh file and a .seq

Cheers in advance,

Ed :)

'There was a wise man who once said "Never quote me".  Heh'

--MESSAGE FILE 955 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000692html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 956 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000693html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 1999 09:48:23 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <36BF2367.B9A504B8@vmlabs.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs29.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)



X-Accept-Language: en

Ed,

The library functions occupy 0x80000000 through 0x808FFFFF (I think).
You could find some functions you're not using and overwrite them with
your own data.

To find out the exact address of each function use the "nm.exe"
utility:

  nm main

I find it useful to pipe it through "sort" so that everything is 
sorted by address.  Also redirect output to a file so you can read it 
more easily:

  nm main | sort > nm.out

I have a little blurb about all this on my website.  Click on 
"NM.EXE" in the left frame.  It's under the "Tech" heading.

  http://www.concentric.net/~dsyaroze/insider

A word of warning though.  I have tried this.  I attempted to reuse
some of the 3D drawing functions since my game is 2D only.  This 
didn't work for some reason and I never spent time figuring out why.

Scott

> Heya all, howz life?
> 
> Well, I've got a question, hope someone can help me...
> 
> I know that you can upload stuff to the Yaroze's memory from address
> 80090000 - 80140000, or something like that.  Or at least, when my
> program loads, the main program starts loading at 80140000.  I have
> reached that limit, and I was wondering if there are any other places to
> where you can upload things.  If there is, can respond in a way like
> 'you can upload from 804721ef - 80600000'.  I have reached the limit,
> and have only loaded a few TIMS and a .vb and .vh file and a .seq
> 
> Cheers in advance,
> 
> Ed :)
> 
> 'There was a wise man who once said "Never quote me".  Heh'
--MESSAGE FILE 956 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000693html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 957 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000694html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 1999 19:39:52 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <36BF3D88.93494BC4@yahoo.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <36BF2367.B9A504B8@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-2-4-52.access.telinco.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Um, in English?

So basically I have reached my limit...

Ed :)

Scott Cartier wrote:

> Ed,
>
> The library functions occupy 0x80000000 through 0x808FFFFF (I think).
> You could find some functions you're not using and overwrite them with
> your own data.
>
> To find out the exact address of each function use the "nm.exe"
> utility:
>
>   nm main
>
> I find it useful to pipe it through "sort" so that everything is
> sorted by address.  Also redirect output to a file so you can read it
> more easily:
>
>   nm main | sort > nm.out
>
> I have a little blurb about all this on my website.  Click on
> "NM.EXE" in the left frame.  It's under the "Tech" heading.
>
>   http://www.concentric.net/~dsyaroze/insider
>
> A word of warning though.  I have tried this.  I attempted to reuse
> some of the 3D drawing functions since my game is 2D only.  This
> didn't work for some reason and I never spent time figuring out why.
>
> Scott
>
> > Heya all, howz life?
> >
> > Well, I've got a question, hope someone can help me...
> >
> > I know that you can upload stuff to the Yaroze's memory from address
> > 80090000 - 80140000, or something like that.  Or at least, when my
> > program loads, the main program starts loading at 80140000.  I have
> > reached that limit, and I was wondering if there are any other places to
> > where you can upload things.  If there is, can respond in a way like
> > 'you can upload from 804721ef - 80600000'.  I have reached the limit,
> > and have only loaded a few TIMS and a .vb and .vh file and a .seq
> >
> > Cheers in advance,
> >
> > Ed :)
> >
> > 'There was a wise man who once said "Never quote me".  Heh'

--MESSAGE FILE 957 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000694html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 958 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000695html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Found the problem, but need more help!!!!
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 1999 20:14:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <36BF458A.4D0F9814@yahoo.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-1-12-56.access.telinco.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Heya all!

I have found the problem...

I am following the Sound For Dummies tutorial, and to play midi I have to
load a file called std0.vb (I do also have to load a .vh file, but it's only
small...).  Unfortunatley, it is 300kb...  can anyone suggest a way of
making it smaller or using another method?  Please respond in 'plain
English' - I'm just a lowly beginner!

I can't see that they expect you to give up 300kb for a file that you need.

To make a soundfile, you have to split it up into a .vb and .vh file.  Can I
get a very small sound file and use these as the .vb and .vh file?

Cheers in advance,

Ed :)

"Um...."

--MESSAGE FILE 958 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000695html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 959 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000696html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Found the problem, but need more help!!!!
Date: Mon, 8 Feb 1999 20:34:50 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 84
Message-ID: <79ni2o$1do3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <36BF458A.4D0F9814@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqk-vty203.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Ed Fear wrote in message <36BF458A.4D0F9814@yahoo.com>...
>I am following the Sound For Dummies tutorial, and to play midi I have to
>load a file called std0.vb (I do also have to load a .vh file, but it's
only
>small...).  Unfortunatley, it is 300kb...  can anyone suggest a way of
>making it smaller or using another method?  Please respond in 'plain
>English' - I'm just a lowly beginner!
>
>I can't see that they expect you to give up 300kb for a file that you need.



>
>To make a soundfile, you have to split it up into a .vb and .vh file.  Can
I
>get a very small sound file and use these as the .vb and .vh file?
>

Have you considered the fact that the VB portion of your data does not
need to be retained in main memory once you have transferred it to sound
RAM?
My solution to this problem is to load the std0.vb into the memory space
that
will be occupied by the heap before I initialise the heap. BTW the stdo.vb
file is stored on your Yaroze boot disc so you can load it from there inside
your code. You need to do something along the lines of

main()
{
LoadSounds();
MakeHeap();
// now use malloc to create areas for the ordered table etc rather than
// statically defining them in your code & you will reclaim the area used by
// std0.vb when loaded from CD
}

void MakeHeap(void)
{
 // heap initialisation stuff
 // heap starts after the main program on a 16-byte boundary
 unsigned long lclHeapStart=(_end & 0xFFFFFFF0L)+0x10;
 // heap extends to the bottom of the stack.
 unsigned long  lclHeapSize=((_stack_addr-(_stack_size<<10)) &
0xFFFFFFF0L)-lclHeapStart;

 InitHeap((unsigned long *)lclHeapStart, lclHeapSize);
}

// loads sound from cd & sets up vabs etc
// NOTE : This is called before InitHeap
void LoadSounds(void)
{
unsigned long LBuff=(_end & 0xFFFFFFF0L)+0x10; // program end
// LBuff will now be pointing to the 1st word boundary after your program in
memory
GetFile("\\data\\sound\\STD0.VB",(ulong*)LBuff);
GetFile("\\data\\sound\\STD0.VH",(ulong*)ST_VH);
MusicVabID=SsVabTransfer((u_char*)ST_VH,(u_char*)LBuff,-1,1);
// the VB file has now been transferred to sound RAM & therefore you can now
// initialise the heap over the area it was loaded into
}

void GetFile(char * File,ulong*LBuff)
{
unsigned char Result;

CdReadFile(File,LBuff,0);
CdReadSync(0,&Result);
}

You can also do something similar with your tim files once they have been



loaded into
video RAM.

Hope this helps

Cheers

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 959 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000696html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 960 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000697html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 1999 09:51:15 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36C07593.FB1476@vmlabs.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <36BF2367.B9A504B8@vmlabs.com> 
<36BF3D88.93494BC4@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs34.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Unless you want to overwrite the library functions (risky), yes, you've 
reached the limit.

Scott

> Um, in English?
> 
> So basically I have reached my limit...
> 
> Ed :)
--MESSAGE FILE 960 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000697html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 961 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000698html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Found the problem, but need more help!!!!
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 1999 10:07:14 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 83
Message-ID: <36C07952.17FA1882@vmlabs.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <36BF458A.4D0F9814@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs34.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Okay, I'll try to make this plain English.  Let me know if I lose 



you. :)

Note, this is definitely not a "beginners" topic.

One thing I thought about doing (to solve this very problem) is to have
my program execute in two parts.  The first part would load in the 
sample set and sound effects, put them in sound RAM, and then quit.
Once they are in sound RAM you can reuse the memory that they occupied.
So the sequence would be something like this (in SIOCONS pseudo-code):

  dload sfx.vb 0x80090000
  dload sfx.vh 0x800A0000
  dload main
  go

  <program loads in sfx.vb & sfx.vh and stores them in sound RAM>
  <program reads in std0.vb & std0.vh from CD and stores them in sound
RAM>
  <program quits>

  dload graphix1.tim 0x80090000
  dload graphix2.tim 0x800A0000
     .
     .
     .
  go

  <game starts>

Your main program might look something like this:

    int mode = 0;

    void main() {

      if (mode == 0) {
        <load sounds and sample set>
        mode++;
        exit;
      }

      <rest of your program>

    }

When you load your program, "mode" will be set to 0.  The first time 
you execute it, that "if" statement will take effect, load the sounds,
increment "mode", and exit.

Then after you've loaded your graphics and other data you execute the
program again (DON'T reload it - just type "go" again).  This time 
"mode" is 1 so it skips that first part.

Did that make sense?  I know I'll be using this method once I run out
of RAM.

Anyone else have ideas how to accomplish the same thing?

Scott

> Heya all!
> 



> I have found the problem...
> 
> I am following the Sound For Dummies tutorial, and to play midi I have to
> load a file called std0.vb (I do also have to load a .vh file, but it's only
> small...).  Unfortunatley, it is 300kb...  can anyone suggest a way of
> making it smaller or using another method?  Please respond in 'plain
> English' - I'm just a lowly beginner!
> 
> I can't see that they expect you to give up 300kb for a file that you need.
> 
> To make a soundfile, you have to split it up into a .vb and .vh file.  Can I
> get a very small sound file and use these as the .vb and .vh file?
> 
> Cheers in advance,
> 
> Ed :)
> 
> "Um...."
--MESSAGE FILE 961 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000698html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 962 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000699html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Thanx
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 1999 20:02:19 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 93
Message-ID: <36C0944B.C39BB7FD@yahoo.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <36BF458A.4D0F9814@yahoo.com> 
<36C07952.17FA1882@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-1-9-57.access.telinco.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Scott, thou ist a god.  Quite frankly.  A superb god at that.
I don't know if it will work when I do it, but thanx!

Ed :)

P.S  If anyone else has any ways of doing it, feel free to post them!

Scott Cartier wrote:

> Okay, I'll try to make this plain English.  Let me know if I lose
> you. :)
>
> Note, this is definitely not a "beginners" topic.
>
> One thing I thought about doing (to solve this very problem) is to have
> my program execute in two parts.  The first part would load in the
> sample set and sound effects, put them in sound RAM, and then quit.
> Once they are in sound RAM you can reuse the memory that they occupied.
> So the sequence would be something like this (in SIOCONS pseudo-code):
>
>   dload sfx.vb 0x80090000
>   dload sfx.vh 0x800A0000
>   dload main
>   go
>
>   <program loads in sfx.vb & sfx.vh and stores them in sound RAM>



>   <program reads in std0.vb & std0.vh from CD and stores them in sound
> RAM>
>   <program quits>
>
>   dload graphix1.tim 0x80090000
>   dload graphix2.tim 0x800A0000
>      .
>      .
>      .
>   go
>
>   <game starts>
>
> Your main program might look something like this:
>
>     int mode = 0;
>
>     void main() {
>
>       if (mode == 0) {
>         <load sounds and sample set>
>         mode++;
>         exit;
>       }
>
>       <rest of your program>
>
>     }
>
> When you load your program, "mode" will be set to 0.  The first time
> you execute it, that "if" statement will take effect, load the sounds,
> increment "mode", and exit.
>
> Then after you've loaded your graphics and other data you execute the
> program again (DON'T reload it - just type "go" again).  This time
> "mode" is 1 so it skips that first part.
>
> Did that make sense?  I know I'll be using this method once I run out
> of RAM.
>
> Anyone else have ideas how to accomplish the same thing?
>
> Scott
>
> > Heya all!
> >
> > I have found the problem...
> >
> > I am following the Sound For Dummies tutorial, and to play midi I have to
> > load a file called std0.vb (I do also have to load a .vh file, but it's only
> > small...).  Unfortunatley, it is 300kb...  can anyone suggest a way of
> > making it smaller or using another method?  Please respond in 'plain
> > English' - I'm just a lowly beginner!
> >
> > I can't see that they expect you to give up 300kb for a file that you need.
> >
> > To make a soundfile, you have to split it up into a .vb and .vh file.  Can I
> > get a very small sound file and use these as the .vb and .vh file?
> >
> > Cheers in advance,
> >
> > Ed :)
> >
> > "Um...."



--MESSAGE FILE 962 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000699html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 963 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000700html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <Garewill@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: 14 Feb 1999 02:06:27 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01b9dbb0$1eb98100$c13cac3e@gareth>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-172-60-193.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hey Ed,

Okay, I'm working from a very sketchy memory of something I read at about 3
in the morning but I think one of the Code Warrior demos uses host
downloading to fetch files off the server (your computer) to the Yaroze.

If this is correct, you could dload your sound into RAM, copy it into SRAM
and then dload the rest of the files you need. All this is done at runtime
and you wouldn't need to execute the program twice as Scott sugested,
which, lets face it, is not very user friendly (no offence Scott).

Gareth!
--MESSAGE FILE 963 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000700html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 964 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000701html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 07:49:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <36C68017.555C476C@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <01b9dbb0$1eb98100$c13cac3e@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d2-s6-100-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Gareth wrote:

> Hey Ed,
>
> Okay, I'm working from a very sketchy memory of something I read at about 3
> in the morning but I think one of the Code Warrior demos uses host
> downloading to fetch files off the server (your computer) to the Yaroze.
>
> If this is correct, you could dload your sound into RAM, copy it into SRAM
> and then dload the rest of the files you need. All this is done at runtime
> and you wouldn't need to execute the program twice as Scott sugested,



> which, lets face it, is not very user friendly (no offence Scott).

There's currently 3 (yaroze) way's to do this:

1) CodeWarrior's MWDebugIO library allows you to redirect file io
to a file server built into their console program & debugger. Only useful
for people who have CodeWarrior (GNU user's cann't use it). And it
has a tendency to lock up.
2) I forget the name, but some guy wrote the Cyclone serial fileserver.
It's ok - no source released though, but seems to be more stable than
the Metrowerks server.
3) The ARS fileserver library for GNU and CodeWarrior. This is the
most widely supported file server protocol (with support from the original
DOS ARS server, a WinNT server called NiceARS, and a server built
into Maurice Sibrandi's Yaroze Master IDE for GNU). And a Linux server
coming up in the next week or two. Requires a Datel Action Replay comms
link card to work though (but from that you get MUCH faster and more reliable
file loading times than the other servers).

> Gareth!

Craig.
(who wrote the original ARS server 'coz the CodeWarrior one kept locking up,
so he should know)

--MESSAGE FILE 964 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000701html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 965 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000702html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 09:46:14 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <36C9AEE6.C84FA937@vmlabs.com>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <01b9dbb0$1eb98100$c13cac3e@gareth> 
<36C68017.555C476C@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs24.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Of these three, only #2 will be guaranteed to work with everyone's 
Yaroze.  Not everyone has CW or the Action Replay.  Oh how I wouldn't
love to get an AR, though, for the faster downloads.

Scott

> There's currently 3 (yaroze) way's to do this:
> 
> 1) CodeWarrior's MWDebugIO library allows you to redirect file io
> to a file server built into their console program & debugger. Only useful
> for people who have CodeWarrior (GNU user's cann't use it). And it
> has a tendency to lock up.
> 2) I forget the name, but some guy wrote the Cyclone serial fileserver.
> It's ok - no source released though, but seems to be more stable than
> the Metrowerks server.



> 3) The ARS fileserver library for GNU and CodeWarrior. This is the
> most widely supported file server protocol (with support from the original
> DOS ARS server, a WinNT server called NiceARS, and a server built
> into Maurice Sibrandi's Yaroze Master IDE for GNU). And a Linux server
> coming up in the next week or two. Requires a Datel Action Replay comms
> link card to work though (but from that you get MUCH faster and more reliable
> file loading times than the other servers).
> 
> > Gareth!
> 
> Craig.
> (who wrote the original ARS server 'coz the CodeWarrior one kept locking up,
> so he should know)
--MESSAGE FILE 965 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000702html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 966 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000703html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <Garewill@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: 16 Feb 1999 20:32:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <01b9dddc$ec83bf00$623dac3e@gareth>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <01b9dbb0$1eb98100$c13cac3e@gareth> 
<36C68017.555C476C@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <36C9AEE6.C84FA937@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-172-61-98.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Too many jokes about NiceARS, must....re..sist!
--MESSAGE FILE 966 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000703html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 967 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000704html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory Addresses
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 1999 14:28:14 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36CAD1FE.89D5E881@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <36BDFC53.2014A8AC@yahoo.com> <01b9dbb0$1eb98100$c13cac3e@gareth> 
<36C68017.555C476C@hinge.mistral.co.uk> <36C9AEE6.C84FA937@vmlabs.com> 
<01b9dddc$ec83bf00$623dac3e@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s45-201-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Gareth wrote:

> Too many jokes about NiceARS, must....re..sist!

Been done - check out Steve Dunn's page for the NiceARS
server for NT (complete with great ladies backside on the
splash screen).

Craig.



--MESSAGE FILE 967 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000704html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 968 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000705html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze AC Plug - weird?
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 1999 18:31:56 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7ahmba$btf11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com> <1dl05f3.1nc3bgyvp9m5bN@a1-88-
108.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en139-096.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>I don't get you english people!! I don't need the UK-converter for my
>UK-NY.. I just plug it in. But wile we in the rest of europe:
>- we drive right, you have to drive left
>- we have a standaard plug, you need to have a different one
>- we all wight with kilo's, you want to weight in stones
>- we use liters, you use gallons
>- we use meters, you use feet
>- we put salt on our fries, you have to use vinigar

And we call them chips, not fries, and we put salt AND vinegar.

>What kind of people are you, natural pains in the arss?
You noticed then... :)

Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 968 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000705html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 969 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000706html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Tim Load Function
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 1999 18:37:10 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7ahmku$btf13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en139-096.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I'm writing a very basic function to load a TIM into the VRAM. It is based
on those that I've seen in other programs and tutorials. As it is not
specific to a program, I need it to be able to load any TIM I need to. For
this reason, I need to know whether its best to pass (along with the TIM
address) the GsIMAGE structure as a pointer, or whether to return the
GsIMAGE at the end of the function. Can someone please tell me what the most
efficient/most used or generally best way of doing this?
Thanks, sorry if this doesn't make sense, I'm in a rush!
Rikki



--MESSAGE FILE 969 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000706html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 970 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000707html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Counters
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 1999 18:55:49 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7ahnnv$btf15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-41.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Whats the deal with these counters? i.e. root counters, etc.
Could someone please explain to me what the different types are and what
they are used for.

Thanks,

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

--MESSAGE FILE 970 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000707html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 971 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000709html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Counters
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 1999 21:18:47 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <7ai02v$btf20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ahnnv$btf15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p96s09a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>Whats the deal with these counters? i.e. root counters, etc.
>Could someone please explain to me what the different types are and what
>they are used for.
>Rad.

George Bain's NY tutorial contains a section on counters and the 'root
counter'.

Just a quick question of my own - how often exactly is the root counter
incremented?  The manual states it is increased every 0.24 microseconds.

Using the framerate as a guide, I worked out that the time between ResetRCnt
and the root counter reaching the value of about 15500 is 1 second.  What
gives?

Derek
---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---



dasi@globalnet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 971 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000709html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 972 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000710html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <Garewill@dwines.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Tim Load Function
Date: 20 Feb 1999 03:03:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <01b9e06f$2d791160$7292a6c3@gareth>
References: <7ahmku$btf13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 114.hiper03.shef.dialup.force9.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Um, if I understand you correctly, Rikki, then you will want to pass the
GsIMAGE as a pointer, for example:

GsIMAGE my_picy;

// Loads the .tim into VRAM
load_tim (&my_picy);               // This line in your main function

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////////////////////////////////////////
void load_logo (GsIMAGE *picy)
{

RECT dest;

GsGetTimInfo ((u_long *) (TIM_ADDR + 4), picy);
dest.x = picy->px; dest.y = picy->py;
dest.w = picy->pw; dest.h = picy->ph;
LoadImage (&dest, picy->pixel);

// Test for presence of CLUT, skip this part if not needed.
dest.x = picy.cx; dest.y = picy.cy;
dest.w = picy.cw; dest.h = picy.cy;
LoadImage (&dest, picy.clut);

}

I'm also in a rush...to get to bed (03:02!!!) so I haven't looked too hard
into this little snippet of code. Anyway, this will load the .tim at
TIM_ADDR in RAM into VRAM (and the CLUT if neccesary, but I haven't got
that code to hand 'cause I haven't needed it yet). Hope this helps 'till
someone a little more awake than me replies...

Gareth!
--MESSAGE FILE 972 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000710html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 973 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000711html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Counters
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 1999 12:44:03 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 46



Message-ID: <7aov1r$erp14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ahnnv$btf15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7ai02v$btf20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pFCs13a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Here's some info from way back in May 1997.  Look, and ye shall find...
So, nobody knows how often the timers are incremented? :-)

>Basically, a call to GetRCnt(1) obtains the value of this
>counter; it seems to increment Very fast (not yet sure how fast),
>and its range is (we think) 0-65535 ie unsigned_short,
>and can be expected to wraparound very often (more than once
>per second).

>Sorry about the uncertainty, but we're unsure about the
>other timers and whether or nopt they're usable.
>Will post again soon.

>There are 3 root counters, 0, 1, and 2. The return values are 0-65535,
>root counter 1 is slowest. As theres no information on which root
>counter measures what, so we don't know the timings, so it'll have to be
>trial and error (1 maybe hsyncs).
>
>As for the code, something like this should do the trick.
>
>void main(void)
>{
>  printf("starting\n");
>  StartRCnt(1);        // not needed on Yaroze
>  ResetRCnt(1);
>
>  while(!kbhit())
>    {
>    if (GetRCnt(1) == 40)
>      {
>      printf("event\n");
>      ResetRCnt(1);
>      }
>    }
>  getch();
>  printf("done\n");
>}
>SCEE Developer Support

Derek
---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---
dasi@globalnet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 973 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000711html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 974 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000712html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: memory overwrite
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 1999 17:26:36 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32



Message-ID: <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi,

How can I stop my program overwriting my data,

at the moment my *.sio is like this

------------------------------------------------------------
local dload data\font1.tim 80091000
local load ny.pxe
go
------------------------------------------------------------

all the other tutorials I've looked at do a similar thing
without their data being overwritten?

BTW this is using codewarriors PSComUtil as SIOCONS doesn't work on my NT
system.

Also with regard ordering tables and such, I've allocated a PACKET of 128000
for the workspace and an ordertable with a length of 9 (it started out at 1
and I've increased it to try and fix this problem) the problem is, if I add
a sprite to the OT fine, if I add a line or box to the OT fine, if I add
both a sprite & a line to the OT it crashes (just pops up a black screen -
it's cleared to blue BTW)

This is beginning to annoy me, I've never had so many problems programming
any other system before.

TIA
Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 974 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000712html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 975 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000714html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory overwrite
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 1999 23:59:36 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <7aq716$erp22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-17.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Nigel Critten wrote in message <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi,
>
>How can I stop my program overwriting my data,
>
>at the moment my *.sio is like this
>
>------------------------------------------------------------
>local dload data\font1.tim 80091000



>local load ny.pxe
>go
>------------------------------------------------------------
>
>all the other tutorials I've looked at do a similar thing
>without their data being overwritten?
>
>BTW this is using codewarriors PSComUtil as SIOCONS doesn't work on my NT
>system.
>

Try loading your data at a higher address.  At the moment you're loading
your data only 4Kb beyond the default program start address (80090000).  An
alternative is to change the porgram address and load it beyond the data,
which will make sure you wont have to move your data as your program grows.
(Check out the linker settings for your CW project).

>Also with regard ordering tables and such, I've allocated a PACKET of
128000
>for the workspace and an ordertable with a length of 9 (it started out at 1
>and I've increased it to try and fix this problem) the problem is, if I add
>a sprite to the OT fine, if I add a line or box to the OT fine, if I add
>both a sprite & a line to the OT it crashes (just pops up a black screen -
>it's cleared to blue BTW)
>

Strange.  Sounds like you're not setting up your OTs and packet areas
correctly.  Post us your source code and I'll take a look.  ( either here or
to my email: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk )

>This is beginning to annoy me, I've never had so many problems programming
>any other system before.
>
>TIA
>Nigel
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 975 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000714html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 976 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000715html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory overwrite
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 21:31:25 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <7asia3$erp32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7aq716$erp22@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>Try loading your data at a higher address.  At the moment you're loading
>your data only 4Kb beyond the default program start address (80090000).  An

That's worked great thanks, I did try increasing the start address but not
by enough.



>Strange.  Sounds like you're not setting up your OTs and packet areas
>correctly.  Post us your source code and I'll take a look.  ( either here
or
>to my email: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk )

You were right I wasn't setting the packets until it got to my double buffer
stuff that handles all the DrawOTs and ClearOTs, I've now sorted this by
setting the packets after setting them right after initialising the screens
and OT's thanks.

Thanks for the help

--------------------

Last thing, I can now see the TIM, what it is, I've got a TIM containing a
custom font, when the font is displayed on screen some vertical lines are
repeated, I've using Dataman to set up the data now to avoid more dload
problems in the future, is this an alignment problem, I'm using
SortFastSprite so there is no scaling or rotating going on.

TIA

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 976 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000715html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 977 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000716html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory overwrite
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 22:14:14 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <7asl7k$erp33@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7aq716$erp22@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7asia3$erp32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-53.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Nigel Critten wrote in message <7asia3$erp32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>
>Last thing, I can now see the TIM, what it is, I've got a TIM containing a
>custom font, when the font is displayed on screen some vertical lines are
>repeated, I've using Dataman to set up the data now to avoid more dload
>problems in the future, is this an alignment problem, I'm using
>SortFastSprite so there is no scaling or rotating going on.
>
>TIA
>
>Nigel
>
>

GsSortFastSprite() doesn't like odd numbers for either .u or .w.
GsSortSprite() doesn't mind.



Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 977 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000716html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 978 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000717html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 21:16:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 65
Message-ID: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en140-241.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:895 
scee.yaroze.beginners:717

I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed, not
copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge from
doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes something
very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the thick
black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.

Rikki

begin 666 main.c
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>)B!0041S96QE8W0I#0H)"7)E='5R;B@Y.2D[#0I]
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 978 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000717html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 979 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000718html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 16:50:00 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:896 
scee.yaroze.beginners:718

Umm... most of it looks pretty good- You might want to change the line in
InitSprite() that calls GsGetTimInfo though...

Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be changed
to
"(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".

The information that GetTimInfo needs is actually 4 bytes in from the
header.  Since you're casting spriteAdd to a u_long, it will multiply any
addition you do (in this case +4) by the size of a u_long.  The final offset
calculated (in bytes, not dwords) by "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" is 16 bytes
into spriteAdd.  (u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1) will give you the proper 4 byte
advancement.

This was a real pain for me too... :)

hope i helped.
-charles

>I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed,
not



>copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge
from
>doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes
something
>very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the thick
>black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
>anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
>incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.
>
>Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 979 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000718html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 980 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000719html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: ScoTT Campbell <escotia@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 00:31:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <36D34854.92429E91@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-90.icehockey.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:897 
scee.yaroze.beginners:719

I don't know whether Charles' advice has worked but I know I certainly use
(u_long*)(spriteAdd+4) without problems.

If you are using Ira Rainey's sprite rather than your own, unless you've
modified it with timTool or similar then you are loading it into the double
buffers and then overwriting it. This is because Ira used NTSC and put the
sprite into the space below the buffers, rather than to the side. Of course
there is no space below the buffers when you use PAL.

Solution: Move the sprite somewhere safe using timTool.

I spent AGES working this out when I first got my Yaroze.

I hope this helps. If you've got access to siocons there's a bare bones sprite
display demo an my site too.

ScoTT

Charles Nicholson wrote:

> Umm... most of it looks pretty good- You might want to change the line in
> InitSprite() that calls GsGetTimInfo though...
>
> Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be changed
> to
> "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".
>
> The information that GetTimInfo needs is actually 4 bytes in from the
> header.  Since you're casting spriteAdd to a u_long, it will multiply any



> addition you do (in this case +4) by the size of a u_long.  The final offset
> calculated (in bytes, not dwords) by "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" is 16 bytes
> into spriteAdd.  (u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1) will give you the proper 4 byte
> advancement.
>
> This was a real pain for me too... :)
>
> hope i helped.
> -charles
>
> >I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed,
> not
> >copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge
> from
> >doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes
> something
> >very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the thick
> >black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
> >anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
> >incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.
> >
> >Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 980 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000719html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 981 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000720html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 20:10:50 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36D3519A.3C53E96E@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:898 
scee.yaroze.beginners:720

Charles Nicholson wrote:
> Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be changed
> to
> "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".

That shouldn't be necessary.  spriteAdd is simply a number at the time
of addition.  After the addition it is cast to a u_long *.  (Personally
I'd just define spriteAdd to be 4 more.)

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 981 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000720html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 982 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000721html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 00:23:39 -0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-13.mallet.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:899 
scee.yaroze.beginners:721

Hi all

I think the addition is carried out before the cast so keep the +4 or it'll
break :) apart from that Scott is right after the first draw your blank out
the sprite and clut..

Pete.

Charles Nicholson wrote in message <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>...
>Umm... most of it looks pretty good- You might want to change the line in
>InitSprite() that calls GsGetTimInfo though...
>
>Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be
changed
>to
>"(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".
>
>The information that GetTimInfo needs is actually 4 bytes in from the
>header.  Since you're casting spriteAdd to a u_long, it will multiply any
>addition you do (in this case +4) by the size of a u_long.  The final
offset
>calculated (in bytes, not dwords) by "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" is 16
bytes
>into spriteAdd.  (u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1) will give you the proper 4 byte
>advancement.
>
>This was a real pain for me too... :)
>
>hope i helped.
>-charles
>
>
>
>>I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed,
>not
>>copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge
>from
>>doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes
>something
>>very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the thick
>>black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
>>anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
>>incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.
>>
>>Rikki
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 982 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000721html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 983 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000722html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 22:58:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <7avte3$8jb9@scea>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea> 
<7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:900 
scee.yaroze.beginners:722

heh... funny.  I've been looking through all my code (just to double check
at the chance of sounding like a fool), and it all has the sprite address +
1 inside the cast.  Go figure- seems to work fine for me... :)

ah well.
-charles

Peter Dollochan wrote in message <7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi all
>
>I think the addition is carried out before the cast so keep the +4 or it'll
>break :) apart from that Scott is right after the first draw your blank out
>the sprite and clut..
>
>
>Pete.
>
>
>Charles Nicholson wrote in message <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>...
>>Umm... most of it looks pretty good- You might want to change the line in
>>InitSprite() that calls GsGetTimInfo though...
>>
>>Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be
>changed
>>to
>>"(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".
>>
>>The information that GetTimInfo needs is actually 4 bytes in from the
>>header.  Since you're casting spriteAdd to a u_long, it will multiply any
>>addition you do (in this case +4) by the size of a u_long.  The final
>offset
>>calculated (in bytes, not dwords) by "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" is 16
>bytes
>>into spriteAdd.  (u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1) will give you the proper 4 byte
>>advancement.
>>
>>This was a real pain for me too... :)
>>
>>hope i helped.
>>-charles
>>
>>
>>
>>>I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed,
>>not



>>>copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge
>>from
>>>doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes
>>something
>>>very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the
thick
>>>black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
>>>anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
>>>incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.
>>>
>>>Rikki
>>
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 983 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000722html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 984 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000723html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 11:14:16 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <7b0nbq$9po5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea> 
<7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7avte3$8jb9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-21.lute.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:901 
scee.yaroze.beginners:723

hmmm.....

by any chance do you do
u_long *spriteadd = 0x80100000;
instead of
#define spriteadd  0x80100000   rikki' code

and yes C buffs the top one will give a warning about integer/pointer
conversion... maybe  ;-)

Pete.

Charles Nicholson wrote in message <7avte3$8jb9@scea>...
>heh... funny.  I've been looking through all my code (just to double check
>at the chance of sounding like a fool), and it all has the sprite address +
>1 inside the cast.  Go figure- seems to work fine for me... :)
>
>ah well.
>-charles
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 984 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000723html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 985 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000724html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 11:25:03 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <7b196v$8jb10@scea>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea> 
<7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7avte3$8jb9@scea> 
<7b0nbq$9po5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:902 
scee.yaroze.beginners:724

ummmm, I load it from a library file that's a large u_char array, but when i
finally get to the correct starting byte, it's a u_long *.  I suppose that
MIGHT have something to do w/it... :)

doh
-charles

>hmmm.....
>
>by any chance do you do
>u_long *spriteadd = 0x80100000;
>instead of
>#define spriteadd  0x80100000   rikki' code
>
>
>and yes C buffs the top one will give a warning about integer/pointer
>conversion... maybe  ;-)
>
>
>Pete.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 985 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000724html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 986 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000725html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Handy newbie site
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 23:36:21 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7b22cr$9po12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-75.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hiya,



I was "cruising" my bookmarked websites when I came upon this little gem -
handy for newbie programmers, I suspect...

http://www.intstudios.co.uk/gameon/index.htm

Check it out - it's pretty useful (and it's just in the early stages)

Nick F

PS Bob + Mr Frosty - let's get those Edinburgh photos up!!! :)
--------------------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"Game over, man. Game over!"

--MESSAGE FILE 986 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000725html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 987 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000726html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Johan MacLeod" <j-mac@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: A 'c' question...
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 01:01:06 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7b27fm$9po14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-45-2.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

    I have been working hard to get my first game out there and am nearly
there! I do have a problem, though. I am using a linked list in the game and
am not sure how to free the space back to the system. I think I need the
'free' function. Do I need to 'free' each pointer in the linked list,
individually, or can I just 'free' the head of the list (or would that just
leave a chunk of used up memory with no access to it)?

    Cheers,

        Mac.
j-mac@lineone.net

--MESSAGE FILE 987 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000726html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 988 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000727html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A 'c' question...
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 08:36:38 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <36D50B96.8E621C69@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <7b27fm$9po14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Johan MacLeod wrote:
> 
>     I have been working hard to get my first game out there and am nearly
> there! I do have a problem, though. I am using a linked list in the game and
> am not sure how to free the space back to the system. I think I need the
> 'free' function. Do I need to 'free' each pointer in the linked list,
> individually, or can I just 'free' the head of the list (or would that just
> leave a chunk of used up memory with no access to it)?

Depends how you've allocated your memory. If you've allocated each element using
malloc(), then
you'll have to free() each element as well. Just use 'free' with the address you
got back from
malloc().

_However_, as I recall there is a bug in free which basically means it doesn't 
work. :O(

Instead, you could figure out the maximum number of structures you'd need, 
allocate a big chunk of
space for them, and do it all manually. This might work out to be a bit more 
time efficient,
depending on your implementation. You'd have to manage the used/free areas 
yourself.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Amnesia: You've read the book now read the book.
--MESSAGE FILE 988 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000727html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 989 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000728html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A 'c' question...
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 03:01:28 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <7b302d$8jb11@scea>
References: <7b27fm$9po14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

It sounds like you have to free each node in the list.
Basically, a good rule of thumb to follow is that if you got it with
malloc(),
you give it back with free().  Keep those in a 1:1 check, and you'll be
cool.

oh yeah- and don't forget to put out an ntsc version for us scea ppl. :)



-charles

Johan MacLeod wrote in message <7b27fm$9po14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>    I have been working hard to get my first game out there and am nearly
>there! I do have a problem, though. I am using a linked list in the game
and
>am not sure how to free the space back to the system. I think I need the
>'free' function. Do I need to 'free' each pointer in the linked list,
>individually, or can I just 'free' the head of the list (or would that just
>leave a chunk of used up memory with no access to it)?
>
>    Cheers,
>
>        Mac.
>j-mac@lineone.net
>
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 989 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000728html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 990 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000729html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Please help with Error in compiler
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 18:28:47 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7b6p5a$9po23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en135-035.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I've just been trying out a basic sprite viewer, and when compiling have had
the following error:
    main.c:xx: declaration for parameter 'MyFunction' but no such
                      parameter

where xx is the line number the error occurred, and MyFunction is one of my
functions. Also, main.c is sometimes graphics.h etc.
If anyone can tell me what the problem is in my program, I will be very
grateful.

Thanks in advance
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 990 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000729html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 991 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000730html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Setting Multiple Bits in GsSPRITE
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 1999 10:41:33 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13



Message-ID: <7bb6h9$9po30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en138-193.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:908 
scee.yaroze.beginners:730

To set the Semi-transparency rate in a GsSPRITE structure, can I use
attribute |= (3<<28); to set 1.0xBack+0.25xForward, and therefore
attribute |= (2<<28); for 1.0xBack-1.0xForward?
Or do I have to use
attribute |= (1<<28);
attribute |= (1<<29); for 1.0xBack+0.25xForward
and
attribute |= (1<<29); for 1.0xBack-1.0xForward?

Thanks in advance to anyone who can help
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 991 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000730html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 992 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000731html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Setting Multiple Bits in GsSPRITE
Date: Sun, 28 Feb 1999 19:56:33 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <7bc7e3$abn5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7bb6h9$9po30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-56.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:912 
scee.yaroze.beginners:731

Rikki Prince wrote in message <7bb6h9$9po30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>To set the Semi-transparency rate in a GsSPRITE structure, can I use
>attribute |= (3<<28); to set 1.0xBack+0.25xForward, and therefore
>attribute |= (2<<28); for 1.0xBack-1.0xForward?

Yep, that's fine.

>Or do I have to use
>attribute |= (1<<28);
>attribute |= (1<<29); for 1.0xBack+0.25xForward

I'd avoid doing it in multiple statements.  If you do need to set multiple
bits, it would be neater to compund the statements like:

attribute |=(1<<28) | (1<<29);

as you can be sure that the compiler will evaluate the complete expression
at compile time.  Personally, I'd do it like:

attribute |= 0x50000000;

but then I love hex.  At the end of the day, it doesn't matter much.  Use
whichever way makes most sense to you - at the end of the day it will
compile into similar code, if not idenical.



>and
>attribute |= (1<<29); for 1.0xBack-1.0xForward?
>
>Thanks in advance to anyone who can help
>Rikki
>
>

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 992 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000731html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 993 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000732html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "WickedNun" <wickednun@callnetuk.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: proposition
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 1999 18:31:41 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.67.133.67
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3629 
scee.yaroze.event:93 scee.yaroze.beginners:732

Ok all you doomsayers, the yaroze isn't dead untill people stop developing
for it. I'm going to start a yaroze page on freeserve, this will include
help, tutorials, demos and yaroze media, basically the same as the support
site is now, so if anyone wants to add demos, games or tutorial files reply
to this group or e-mail me at wickednun@callnetuk.com

Rob

--MESSAGE FILE 993 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000732html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 994 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000733html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 1999 19:34:41 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <7bhegv$9he5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3634 
scee.yaroze.event:94 scee.yaroze.beginners:733

I'm not sure you are allowed to do that, I would check your Application
form, I think it says something about not publishing Yaroze code outside the
Yaroze membership



I could be wrong

Nigel

WickedNun wrote in message <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Ok all you doomsayers, the yaroze isn't dead untill people stop developing
>for it. I'm going to start a yaroze page on freeserve, this will include
>help, tutorials, demos and yaroze media, basically the same as the support
>site is now, so if anyone wants to add demos, games or tutorial files reply
>to this group or e-mail me at wickednun@callnetuk.com
>
>Rob
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 994 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000733html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 995 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000734html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: 2 Mar 1999 19:39:28 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3635 
scee.yaroze.event:95 scee.yaroze.beginners:734

This is a great idea for the future but unless I've missed something Sony
aren't actually killing or scapping the Yaroze project. If their press
release is to be believed they're going to continue supporting existing
academic and private users for some time to come. 

If Sony have got a termination date in mind then they should publish it in
order to give owners time to prepare with alternative ways of comunicating
- that is providing they don't inforce their license and ask for all the
development libraries back!

Personally, I don't see myself getting tired of Yaroze programming just yet
and I just hope that Sony's announcement doesn't dishearten too many other
users. As for Yaroze-2; how many NY or commercial  developers (Konami
excluded) have really pushed playstation to its limits?

WickedNun <wickednun@callnetuk.com> wrote in article
<7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> Ok all you doomsayers, the yaroze isn't dead untill people stop
developing
> for it. I'm going to start a yaroze page on freeserve, this will include
> help, tutorials, demos and yaroze media, basically the same as the
support
> site is now, so if anyone wants to add demos, games or tutorial files
reply
> to this group or e-mail me at wickednun@callnetuk.com



> 
> Rob

--MESSAGE FILE 995 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000734html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 996 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000735html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Tue, 02 Mar 1999 20:38:06 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <36DC4C2E.6C7548BF@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7bhegv$9he5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3638 
scee.yaroze.event:96 scee.yaroze.beginners:735

Nigel Critten wrote:
> 
> I'm not sure you are allowed to do that, I would check your Application
> form, I think it says something about not publishing Yaroze code outside the
> Yaroze membership

Yaroze code is fine, it's things like the tools and the libraries that you're 
not allowed to make
available.

We're definitely not closing down support - we've just run out!

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

The cigarette does the smoking, YOU'RE just the sucker!!
--MESSAGE FILE 996 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000735html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 997 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000736html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 1999 16:41:51 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <7bhm0d$bsd8@scea>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3639 
scee.yaroze.event:97 scee.yaroze.beginners:736

Hehe...
I hope you're excluding SquareSoft and Namco too....

-charles

>Personally, I don't see myself getting tired of Yaroze programming just yet
>and I just hope that Sony's announcement doesn't dishearten too many other
>users. As for Yaroze-2; how many NY or commercial  developers (Konami
>excluded) have really pushed playstation to its limits?
>
>
>
>WickedNun <wickednun@callnetuk.com> wrote in article
><7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>> Ok all you doomsayers, the yaroze isn't dead untill people stop
>developing
>> for it. I'm going to start a yaroze page on freeserve, this will include
>> help, tutorials, demos and yaroze media, basically the same as the
>support
>> site is now, so if anyone wants to add demos, games or tutorial files
>reply
>> to this group or e-mail me at wickednun@callnetuk.com
>>
>> Rob
>

--MESSAGE FILE 997 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000736html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 998 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000737html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: 2 Mar 1999 23:13:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01be6502$43377340$0a3ddec2@sonia>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <7bhm0d$bsd8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3640 
scee.yaroze.event:98 scee.yaroze.beginners:737

FFVII, didn't do much for me I'm afraid  ... Yes, seriously.
Namco. Tekken3, RR4,  hmmm. OK, I'll give you that one.
(But just wait until you see my latest epic: Spinning 3D Yaroze, WITH
controller! Coming just a soon a I finish texture mapping the controller -
grrrrr, lousy RSDTool).

Charles Nicholson <chnicholson@vassar.edu> wrote in article
<7bhm0d$bsd8@scea>...
> Hehe...
> I hope you're excluding SquareSoft and Namco too....
> 
> -charles

--MESSAGE FILE 998 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000737html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 999 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000738html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Tue, 02 Mar 1999 17:48:48 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 348.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3642 
scee.yaroze.event:99 scee.yaroze.beginners:738

Miles Buzzing wrote:
> 
> This is a great idea for the future but unless I've missed something Sony
> aren't actually killing or scapping the Yaroze project. If their press
> release is to be believed they're going to continue supporting existing
> academic and private users for some time to come.
> 
> If Sony have got a termination date in mind then they should publish it in
> order to give owners time to prepare with alternative ways of comunicating
> - that is providing they don't inforce their license and ask for all the
> development libraries back!
> 

Certainly such action would be followed by a swift lawsuit! What would
sony want with thousands of black playstations anyway?

> Personally, I don't see myself getting tired of Yaroze programming just yet
> and I just hope that Sony's announcement doesn't dishearten too many other
> users.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 999 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000738html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1000 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000739html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 1999 01:10:50 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3643 
scee.yaroze.event:100 scee.yaroze.beginners:739

>> - that is providing they don't inforce their license and ask for all the
>> development libraries back!



>>
>
>Certainly such action would be followed by a swift lawsuit! What would
>sony want with thousands of black playstations anyway?

I don't think it's a lawsuit you would win, as we all signed a contract
saying Sony could take the machines back with 30days notice

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 1000 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000739html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1001 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000740html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: 3 Mar 1999 06:57:56 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3645 
scee.yaroze.event:101 scee.yaroze.beginners:740

You love your license agreement don't you Nigel ;-)

Seriously through, I can't really imagine that Sony will inforce the
'return development kit clause'. The logistics of gathering in & checking
the equipment and software would be a nighmare. 

In addition -and lets be honest here - faced with a demand to hand back
their kit, many Yaroze owners would try every trick in the book to
crack/hack & copy the libraries, dongle etc before doing so - creating a
flood of 'unorthorised' development kits where there weren't any before!

I'm pretty sure than when the black day comes and Sony finally do
officially end the Yaroze project, if they do anything they will take the
more pragmatic approach of asking users to 'destroy' their development
libraries and withdraw the official license.

- Miles

Nigel Critten <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk> wrote in article
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >> - that is providing they don't inforce their license and ask for all
the
> >> development libraries back!
> >>
> >
> >Certainly such action would be followed by a swift lawsuit! What would
> >sony want with thousands of black playstations anyway?
> 
> 



> I don't think it's a lawsuit you would win, as we all signed a contract
> saying Sony could take the machines back with 30days notice
> 
> Nigel
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 1001 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000740html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1002 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000741html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philip gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 1999 10:22:49 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36DD0D79.319EE9A6@easynet.co.uk>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.205.68.227
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3649 
scee.yaroze.event:102 scee.yaroze.beginners:741

Miles Buzzing wrote:

> I'm pretty sure than when the black day comes and Sony finally do
> officially end the Yaroze project, if they do anything they will take the
> more pragmatic approach of asking users to 'destroy' their development
> libraries and withdraw the official license.

I'm not sure they'd even ask us to do that. By the time the license expires
the PSX2 will be out in Japan and the original Playstation/Yaroze will have
ZX Spectrum status in the gaming world :). No one will be using the original
libraries commercially anymore by then.

I can't see what Sony would have to lose by letting people continue to
develop for the Yaroze for as long as they want to.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 1002 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000741html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1003 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000742html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian Baird <brian@dma-design.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 1999 13:21:23 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <36DD3753.656BDC0E@dma-design.com>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 



<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.153.133.80
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3655 
scee.yaroze.event:103 scee.yaroze.beginners:742

Miles Buzzing wrote:
> 
> Seriously through, I can't really imagine that Sony will inforce the
> 'return development kit clause'. The logistics of gathering in & checking
> the equipment and software would be a nighmare.

Ummmm... As far as I understand the licence, the actual physical black
Playstation is *ours*. That's /not/ the development kit that we licence.
We're effectively licencing the memory card, the two dev CDs, the
manuals + the link cable. /That's/ what we would theoretically have to
return, /not/ the actual machine. 

> I'm pretty sure than when the black day comes and Sony finally do
> officially end the Yaroze project, if they do anything they will take the
> more pragmatic approach of asking users to 'destroy' their development
> libraries and withdraw the official license.

I think we're collectively worrying about nothing here. 

-- 

Brian @ DMA

[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]
--MESSAGE FILE 1003 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000742html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1004 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000743html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Mathieu Tanguay <mtanguay@megatoon.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: HELP!!!
Date: Thu, 04 Mar 1999 13:44:54 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <36DED4A6.FCC536BC@megatoon.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: qtmtl1.megatoon.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

i've writtin an app on the net yaroze using two library, the libps.lib
and the libsio.lib.
The problem is that when I execute make I get errors like this:

Main.c: undefined reference to '_sio_control'
Main.c:relocation truncated to fit: JMPADDR _sio_control

It seems that the linker takes by default libps.a and doesn't find that
function in it.



My question is how do i do to link new library to that file (if thats
the problem) or how can i include library in my makefile?

Thanks
Reiko

--MESSAGE FILE 1004 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000743html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1005 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000744html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tony Bolton" <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 1999 21:40:17 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <7bmuml$9he33@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia> 
<36DD3753.656BDC0E@dma-design.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-76.doctor.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3670 
scee.yaroze.event:104 scee.yaroze.beginners:744

Yep,

That's how I pretty much understood it as well.  The psx is ours, the dev
software isn't.  Pretty simple, really.

Besides, I don't know why everyone is worrying about 'maybe' having to hand
back the dev software stuff anyway - by the time that comes (if ever), we'll
all be playing on our PSX2 and worrying about coding our game for the Yaroze
2.  He hehe! ;)

Cheers!

Tones 8)
Brian Baird wrote in message <36DD3753.656BDC0E@dma-design.com>...
>Miles Buzzing wrote:
>>
>> Seriously through, I can't really imagine that Sony will inforce the
>> 'return development kit clause'. The logistics of gathering in & checking
>> the equipment and software would be a nighmare.
>
>Ummmm... As far as I understand the licence, the actual physical black
>Playstation is *ours*. That's /not/ the development kit that we licence.
>We're effectively licencing the memory card, the two dev CDs, the
>manuals + the link cable. /That's/ what we would theoretically have to
>return, /not/ the actual machine.
>
>*snip*
>I think we're collectively worrying about nothing here.
>
>--
>
>Brian @ DMA
>
>[ All opinions & views are my own, not DMA's, yadda, yadda, yadda ]



--MESSAGE FILE 1005 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000744html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1006 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000745html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP!!!
Date: Thu, 04 Mar 1999 20:18:22 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36DF30DE.7D37E236@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <36DED4A6.FCC536BC@megatoon.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

To link in libsio.lib just add '-lsio' to the link command.  (You may
also need '-Ldir' where dir is the directory containing the library.) 
This assumes you're using the dos compiler don't know about doing it
with codewarrior.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 1006 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000745html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1007 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000746html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: Fri, 05 Mar 1999 07:26:01 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <36DFCD59.B950F007@datasys.net>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia> 
<36DD3753.656BDC0E@dma-design.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 289.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3681 
scee.yaroze.event:105 scee.yaroze.beginners:746

Brian Baird wrote:
> 
> Ummmm... As far as I understand the licence, the actual physical black
> Playstation is *ours*. That's /not/ the development kit that we licence.
> We're effectively licencing the memory card, the two dev CDs, the
> manuals + the link cable. /That's/ what we would theoretically have to
> return, /not/ the actual machine.
> 

That's true... They did come in seperate packages. The most they could
ask us to do is back up everything in the "Software Development Tool"



box and send that back, which I doubt they would do. Ever. Sony isn't
that paranoid.

The Net Yaroze program will continue for years to come, we have no good
reason to think otherwise. So grab up that sexy black PSX and give it a
hug - it won't be saying good bye anytime soon unless you do something
stupid.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 1007 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000746html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1008 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000747html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: proposition
Date: 5 Mar 1999 19:29:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01be673e$87f58380$0a3ddec2@sonia>
References: <7bhb7u$9he4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01be64e4$62bb0f60$0a3ddec2@sonia> <36DC6AD0.1199EE7C@datasys.net> 
<7bi26e$9he8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <01be6543$2abd0f00$0a3ddec2@sonia> 
<36DD3753.656BDC0E@dma-design.com> <36DFCD59.B950F007@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3684 
scee.yaroze.event:106 scee.yaroze.beginners:747

> The Net Yaroze program will continue for years to come, we have no good
> reason to think otherwise. So grab up that sexy black PSX and give it a
> hug - it won't be saying good bye anytime soon unless you do something
> stupid.

I'm hugging, I'm hugging :-)
PS I found a great method for reading gold disks on the NY .... Only
kidding Sony. No seriously, it was just a joke! Honest!

--MESSAGE FILE 1008 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000747html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1009 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000748html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <gareth@yaroze.force9.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: LoadImage sending me to the loony farm
Date: 7 Mar 1999 22:51:34 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <01b9eb4c$79110640$1a92a6c3@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 26.hiper03.shef.dialup.force9.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Oh well, here goes...

I know a lot of more experienced people out there are gonna be hacked off
with another stupid question, but what's up with this code?

What it's supposed to do is copy a .tim from RAM to VRAM so that it's
displayed on the frame buffer every cycle but for some reason it just
doesn't show up. It's not like I haven't done this before I've had great
success using LoadImage in the past. I've spent pretty much all weekend
looking at other people's code and demos and tuts but none of it has



helped. It's driving me crazy! ARRGGGGHHH!!!

I've tried a putpixel function and that worked fine so I know the buffers
are set up okay.
I've tried my .tim in other programs and it's displayed, then I tried
editing these programs code and PSComUtil kept reporting an error on data
fetch or something?!

Well, enough yammering here's the source from the main function, should be
pretty self explanetory.

Gareth!
I hope it doesn't drive any of you crazy too...

void main(void)
{

GsIMAGE green;
RECT dest;

init_game (); // Set up the screen res, d/buffer and joypads
active_buffer = GsGetActiveBuff(); // Initialise the active_buffer

variable

GsGetTimInfo ((u_long *) (LOGO_ADDR + 4), &green);
if (green.ph == 256) printf ("TIM Loaded successfully");
dest.x = 0;
dest.w = green.pw; dest.h = green.ph;

while (! PAD_PRESS (buffer1, PAD_CROSS)) // Exit when X pressed on
controller 1

{
GsSetWorkBase ((PACKET *) gpu_packet_area [active_buffer]);

GsClearOt (0, 0, &ordering_table [active_buffer]);

dest.y = active_buffer * SCREEN_HEIGHT;
LoadImage (&dest, green.pixel);

DrawSync (0);
VSync(0);
GsSwapDispBuff();
GsSortClear (0, 0, 0, &ordering_table [active_buffer]);
GsDrawOt (&ordering_table [active_buffer]);

active_buffer = 1 - active_buffer; // Flip the active_buffer
}
ResetGraph(3);

}

--MESSAGE FILE 1009 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000748html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1010 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000749html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: LoadImage sending me to the loony farm
Date: Mon, 08 Mar 1999 10:16:13 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <36E3A36D.79AE903B@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01b9eb4c$79110640$1a92a6c3@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

LoadImage can be confusing when you're trying to use it every frame, because the
frame buffer the
CPU is building is identical to the frame that is being displayed, not the frame
that the GPU is
currently drawing. I.e. The GPU is displaying frame X, the GPU is drawing frame 
X+1, the CPU is
building frame X+2. So it's easy to miscalculate which frame buffer your 
LoadImage should target.

As a test, take out the GsSortClear statement. If you get an image on screen, 
change this line.

>                 dest.y = active_buffer * SCREEN_HEIGHT;

to:

>                 dest.y = (1-active_buffer) * SCREEN_HEIGHT;

If there's no image, then there's something else wrong, like your texture in 
memory is getting
overwritten.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Windws is @ine for bckground# comunicaions
--MESSAGE FILE 1010 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000749html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1011 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000750html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <gareth@yaroze.force9.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: LoadImage sending me to the loony farm
Date: 11 Mar 1999 22:06:50 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01b9ee6a$ee320980$015e38d4@gareth>
References: <01b9eb4c$79110640$1a92a6c3@gareth> 
<36E3A36D.79AE903B@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.94.1
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Ah ha! I reduced the size of the gpu packet area and it works. Could it be
this was overwriting the TIM info? I would've thought the area taken by the
TIM was reserved.

Anyway it works fine now, thanks James. This baby's almost ready for
upload, just a few optimisations and a web page update...might have it by
Saturday night...

Gareth!
--MESSAGE FILE 1011 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000750html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1012 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000751html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: LoadImage sending me to the loony farm
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 1999 09:56:11 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36E8E4BB.4E96856C@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01b9eb4c$79110640$1a92a6c3@gareth> 
<36E3A36D.79AE903B@scee.sony.co.uk> <01b9ee6a$ee320980$015e38d4@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Gareth wrote:
> 
> Ah ha! I reduced the size of the gpu packet area and it works. Could it be
> this was overwriting the TIM info? I would've thought the area taken by the
> TIM was reserved.

No, the libraries consider the GPU packet area to be infinite and will blindly 
overwrite data (even
code) as it feels necessary. This is both good and bad, depending on whether you
have memory
constraints or you're debugging!

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

To err is human.  And stupid.
--MESSAGE FILE 1012 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000751html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1013 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000752html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze AC Plug - weird?
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 1999 18:00:01 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <1dnzxa2.11709is1cvun5oN@a1-88-123.a1.nl>
References: <36729369.4D280474@yahoo.com> <1dl05f3.1nc3bgyvp9m5bN@a1-88-
108.a1.nl> <7ahmba$btf11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-123.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Rikki Prince <rprince@dircon.co.uk> wrote:

> >I don't get you english people!! I don't need the UK-converter for my
> >UK-NY.. I just plug it in. But wile we in the rest of europe:
> >- we drive right, you have to drive left
> >- we have a standaard plug, you need to have a different one



> >- we all wight with kilo's, you want to weight in stones
> >- we use liters, you use gallons
> >- we use meters, you use feet
> >- we put salt on our fries, you have to use vinigar
> 
> 
> And we call them chips, not fries, and we put salt AND vinegar.

In Holland we call them Patat or frietjes. If you order chips in
Holland, you'll get crisps. As far as I know, a chip is a flat round,
and what you call chips is not flat and round, but what you call crisps
is.

> >What kind of people are you, natural pains in the arss?
> You noticed then... :)

Yeah, can't wait to come over again and meet my kind of people ;-)

Cheers,

DEnnis.. (the biggest pain the the arss around!)
--MESSAGE FILE 1013 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000752html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1014 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000753html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Terry Arnold" <kingswoo@gte.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Net Yaroze Web Account Help
Date: 14 Mar 1999 04:15:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01be6dd1$2e1b8320$18a9fad0@terryarn>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust24.tnt39.dfw5.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

My web account access information has not yet been added to the SCEE
members only site and I have been a member since December 28th . Can you
see about getting it set up ?

--MESSAGE FILE 1014 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000753html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1015 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000754html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jon Prestidge (alias Moose)" <zmoose@premier.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: TMD diagnostics
Date: 22 Mar 1999 21:37:18 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01be74ac$a7d7fea0$869793c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p85s07a02.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I've written some diagnotic code that folk might find useful
if they are having problems creating TMD objects within their
programs.
It'll also tell you if you have any redundant normals or vertices.

to find out more or to down load the source goto:-
  www.netyaroze-europe.com/~zmoose/

Jon



--MESSAGE FILE 1015 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000754html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1016 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000755html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: peter black <peter_black@dolphin94.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: screen grab sprite
Date: Fri, 26 Mar 1999 22:45:46 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <36FC0E19.BCA85D4A@dolphin94.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-79.depacon.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

is it possible to grab the whole screen in 640,480 mode as  a sprite
setting tpage as 0,0  and sprite w=640 height 480
when i try this the area 0,0 to 256,256 seems to repeat itself four
times
in a tiled arrangement??

--MESSAGE FILE 1016 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000755html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1017 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000756html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Kezza <swiseltd@" <"remove no spam>aol.com">
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying to display a sprite
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 1999 01:06:14 +0000
Organization: StreetWise Consulting Limited.
Lines: 73
Message-ID: <7dhavb$lmc8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7av5sm$9po1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7av7s5$8jb8@scea> 
<7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7avte3$8jb9@scea>
Reply-To: "swiseltd@ aol.com" <"remove no spam">
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98CC2486.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:920 
scee.yaroze.beginners:756

Hmmm,

Just a guess from a total novice, but maybe +1 and +4 are worked out by the
compiler to fit into the same 4-byte boundary, and therefor the same physical
memory address?

-Kezza
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~kmillar

Charles Nicholson wrote:

> heh... funny.  I've been looking through all my code (just to double check
> at the chance of sounding like a fool), and it all has the sprite address +
> 1 inside the cast.  Go figure- seems to work fine for me... :)
>
> ah well.



> -charles
>
> Peter Dollochan wrote in message <7avh7s$9po2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >Hi all
> >
> >I think the addition is carried out before the cast so keep the +4 or it'll
> >break :) apart from that Scott is right after the first draw your blank out
> >the sprite and clut..
> >
> >
> >Pete.
> >
> >
> >Charles Nicholson wrote in message <7av7s5$8jb8@scea>...
> >>Umm... most of it looks pretty good- You might want to change the line in
> >>InitSprite() that calls GsGetTimInfo though...
> >>
> >>Your first parameter, "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" should probably be
> >changed
> >>to
> >>"(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1)".
> >>
> >>The information that GetTimInfo needs is actually 4 bytes in from the
> >>header.  Since you're casting spriteAdd to a u_long, it will multiply any
> >>addition you do (in this case +4) by the size of a u_long.  The final
> >offset
> >>calculated (in bytes, not dwords) by "(u_long *)(spriteAdd + 4)" is 16
> >bytes
> >>into spriteAdd.  (u_long *)(spriteAdd + 1) will give you the proper 4 byte
> >>advancement.
> >>
> >>This was a real pain for me too... :)
> >>
> >>hope i helped.
> >>-charles
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >>>I've just typed out the code at the end of Ira Rainey's tutorial (typed,
> >>not
> >>>copied and pasted, to try and gain some experience, and extra knowledge
> >>from
> >>>doing so. However, I've compiled, and attempted to run, it flashes
> >>something
> >>>very quickly on the screen, and then the screen goes blank, with the
> thick
> >>>black strips at the top and bottom. Anyway, I've attached the code, so if
> >>>anyone has the chance to look at it, and tell me what's been copied
> >>>incorrectly, or what's in the wrong order, etc. I would be very thankful.
> >>>
> >>>Rikki
> >>
> >>
> >>
> >
> >

--MESSAGE FILE 1017 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000756html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1018 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000757html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Kezza <swiseltd@" <"remove no spam>aol.com">
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: memory overwrite
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 1999 01:08:42 +0000
Organization: StreetWise Consulting Limited.
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <7dhb3v$lmc9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7apfkd$erp17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "swiseltd@ aol.com" <"remove no spam">
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98CC2486.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Why not check out my PSXComm utility, at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~kmillar
if you can't use siocons under NT then you should be able to use PSXComm - it is
a full windows 32 bit app and supports siocons type auto files.

-kezza

Nigel Critten wrote:

> Hi,
>
> How can I stop my program overwriting my data,
>
> at the moment my *.sio is like this
>
> ------------------------------------------------------------
> local dload data\font1.tim 80091000
> local load ny.pxe
> go
> ------------------------------------------------------------
>
> all the other tutorials I've looked at do a similar thing
> without their data being overwritten?
>
> BTW this is using codewarriors PSComUtil as SIOCONS doesn't work on my NT
> system.
>
> Also with regard ordering tables and such, I've allocated a PACKET of 128000
> for the workspace and an ordertable with a length of 9 (it started out at 1
> and I've increased it to try and fix this problem) the problem is, if I add
> a sprite to the OT fine, if I add a line or box to the OT fine, if I add
> both a sprite & a line to the OT it crashes (just pops up a black screen -
> it's cleared to blue BTW)
>
> This is beginning to annoy me, I've never had so many problems programming
> any other system before.
>
> TIA
> Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 1018 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000757html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1019 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000758html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: screen grab sprite
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 1999 10:41:19 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7dicos$lmc12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36FC0E19.BCA85D4A@dolphin94.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-26.altace.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Max sprite size is 256x256 so use move/loadimage instead for larger areas, I
believe there is stuff about it in James Russells FAQ. Oh yeh you could use
more than one sprite...

Pete.

peter black wrote in message
<36FC0E19.BCA85D4A@dolphin94.freeserve.co.uk>...
>is it possible to grab the whole screen in 640,480 mode as  a sprite
>setting tpage as 0,0  and sprite w=640 height 480
>when i try this the area 0,0 to 256,256 seems to repeat itself four
>times
>in a tiled arrangement??
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1019 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000758html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1020 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000759html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Parse Error in Libps.h
Date: Wed, 31 Mar 1999 16:14:27 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <7dte6v$5qu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en133-080.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:311 
scee.yaroze.beginners:759

I'm writing a simple sprite viewer, but whenever I try to compile, I get
Parse Errors in Libps.h Can anyone tell me why this is happening?

Thanks
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1020 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000759html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1021 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000760html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Parse Error in Libps.h
Date: Wed, 31 Mar 1999 20:13:03 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3702C81F.42083DE2@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <7dte6v$5qu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.35 i486)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:312 
scee.yaroze.beginners:760

My guess would be that there is a problem in an earlier include file. 
Try making it the first included file if it isn't already.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com

Rikki Prince wrote:
> I'm writing a simple sprite viewer, but whenever I try to compile, I get
> Parse Errors in Libps.h Can anyone tell me why this is happening?
> 
> Thanks
> Rikki
--MESSAGE FILE 1021 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000760html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1022 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000761html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Parse Error in Libps.h
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 01:30:35 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <7duepn$5qu3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dte6v$5qu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3702C81F.42083DE2@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en137-120.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:313 
scee.yaroze.beginners:761

Thanks, but I read the message just after working it out. I tried running it
through CodeWarrior, and the debugger picked it up, and I found the comment
above the #include line was faulty. It now compiles and runs, but the sprite
won't display properly. Instead I get a huge (bigger than the sprite size)
green block. I haven't got a clue what could be wrong, can anyone help?

Thanks
Rikki

Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote in message
news:3702C81F.42083DE2@identicalsoftware.com...
> My guess would be that there is a problem in an earlier include file.
> Try making it the first included file if it isn't already.
>
> Dennis Payne
> dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
>
> Rikki Prince wrote:
> > I'm writing a simple sprite viewer, but whenever I try to compile, I get
> > Parse Errors in Libps.h Can anyone tell me why this is happening?
> >
> > Thanks



> > Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1022 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000761html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1023 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000762html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: Sprite Viewer Faulty
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 01:40:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 245
Message-ID: <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en137-120.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:762 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:923

The sprite viewer I am attempting to write, is written in a style, which
will allow me to reuse the functions for other games for all sprites.
However, at the moment, all that is displayed is a large green block in the
sprites place, but bigger than the sprite. All my functions are based on
those in Ira Rainey's tutorial (though not copied and pasted). I've made as
many functions as possible, to reduce the amount of code in the main file,
so anything that is repeated, or doesn't change, is stored in a function.
For example, the basic code in the game loop (the ordering table set up,
buffer changing etc) is split into two functions, one for code after the
GsSortFastSprite, and one for after.

I haven't got a clue what is going wrong, and I have attached all my code,
and makefile, auto etc in case anyone can look at it and see if they can
find what is wrong.
I would be extremely grateful if someone could find the problem, and tell me
the reason that it is wrong.

Thanks
Rikki

begin 666 sprite.zip
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 1023 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000762html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1024 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000763html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Sprite Viewer Faulty
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 10:51:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pA9s04a03.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:763 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:924

It looks like you're trying to load your sprite and your program to the same
place in memory.  Try changing the address of your sprite; something like
0x80090000 should work.

Derek

Rikki Prince wrote in message <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I haven't got a clue what is going wrong, and I have attached all my code,
>and makefile, auto etc in case anyone can look at it and see if they can
>find what is wrong.

--MESSAGE FILE 1024 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000763html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1025 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000764html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Sprite Viewer Faulty
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 18:11:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7e09fb$5qu6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt145-002.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:764 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:925

Derek da Silva <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> It looks like you're trying to load your sprite and your program to the
same
> place in memory.  Try changing the address of your sprite; something like
> 0x80090000 should work.
>
> Derek
>
>

Just tried that Derek, but it didn't do the job. Any other ideas anybody?

Thanks
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1025 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000764html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1026 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000765html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Sprite Viewer Faulty
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 18:41:25 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <7e0b8h$5qu7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7e09fb$5qu6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-56.amoxicillin.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:765 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:926

Hi,
Yes it does work but you have to remember to update your main.c file as well
... the part where you call GraphicsInitSprite(0x80100000,...... haven't
tried it with anything other than your tim file though :)

Pete.

Rikki Prince wrote in message <7e09fb$5qu6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>
>Derek da Silva <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote in message
>news:7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>> It looks like you're trying to load your sprite and your program to the
>same
>> place in memory.  Try changing the address of your sprite; something like
>> 0x80090000 should work.
>>
>> Derek
>>
>>
>
>Just tried that Derek, but it didn't do the job. Any other ideas anybody?
>



>Thanks
>Rikki
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1026 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000765html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1027 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000766html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: Re: Sprite Viewer Faulty
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 18:59:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <7e0c98$5qu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7dufd6$5qu4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7e09fb$5qu6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7e0b8h$5qu7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt145-002.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:766 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:927

yeah, yippee, it works, I'm so happy!!! Thanks. After Derek's suggestion, I
tried it, but forgot to update the main file like you just said, then I
tried loadsa other stuff to get it working, but I've just gone back and
changed it all back like you said, and it works!! Now I can do something
proper with my programming!!! Yea!!

Thanks Peter

Rikki (not at all happy to sarcastically say the least!!)

Peter Dollochan <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com> wrote in message
news:7e0b8h$5qu7@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hi,
> Yes it does work but you have to remember to update your main.c file as
well
> ... the part where you call GraphicsInitSprite(0x80100000,...... haven't
> tried it with anything other than your tim file though :)
>
> Pete.
>
> Rikki Prince wrote in message <7e09fb$5qu6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >
> >Derek da Silva <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote in message
> >news:7dvfiv$5qu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> >> It looks like you're trying to load your sprite and your program to the
> >same
> >> place in memory.  Try changing the address of your sprite; something
like
> >> 0x80090000 should work.
> >>
> >> Derek
> >>
> >>
> >



> >Just tried that Derek, but it didn't do the job. Any other ideas anybody?
> >
> >Thanks
> >Rikki
> >
> >
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1027 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000766html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1028 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000767html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Collision Detection with the Background
Date: Fri, 2 Apr 1999 00:17:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7e0ut2$5qu12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en137-103.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:928 
scee.yaroze.beginners:767

Can anyone tell me how to do collision detection between the player's
sprite, and a background made with the BG functions? I'm not too bothered
about getting any actual code, I just need the theory behind doing this. All
I can think of is to check whenever the player moves through 16 pixels, then
say that the player has moved into a new cell, then check whether the cell
is filled with a block which would stop the player, then move the player
back to the nearest place where they are not in the cell. However, I don't
know how efficient this would be. Anyone got any other ideas?

Thanks

Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1028 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000767html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1029 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000768html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Collision Detection with the Background
Date: Fri, 2 Apr 1999 02:32:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7e16nc$5qu15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7e0ut2$5qu12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-12.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:929 
scee.yaroze.beginners:768



Yep thats one way to do it and it's probably the most effiecent way.
Another way is to test the player's sprite against the cell at the pixel
level but this is obviously slower and introduces other problems but it all
depends on the type of game and the type of cells you are using.

p.s. I'm sure most people check all the newsgroups so there really is no
need to post the same messages in multiple groups it just causes duplicate
messages all over the place.

Cheers,

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

Rikki Prince wrote in message <7e0ut2$5qu12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Can anyone tell me how to do collision detection between the player's
>sprite, and a background made with the BG functions? I'm not too bothered
>about getting any actual code, I just need the theory behind doing this.
All
>I can think of is to check whenever the player moves through 16 pixels,
then
>say that the player has moved into a new cell, then check whether the cell
>is filled with a block which would stop the player, then move the player
>back to the nearest place where they are not in the cell. However, I don't
>know how efficient this would be. Anyone got any other ideas?
>
>Thanks
>
>Rikki
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1029 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000768html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1030 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000769html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Collision Detection with the Background
Date: Fri, 2 Apr 1999 13:28:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <7e2d8o$5qu18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7e0ut2$5qu12@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7e16nc$5qu15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en137-107.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:930 
scee.yaroze.beginners:769

Rad <rad@cyberdude.com> wrote in message
news:7e16nc$5qu15@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Yep thats one way to do it and it's probably the most effiecent way.
> Another way is to test the player's sprite against the cell at the pixel
> level but this is obviously slower and introduces other problems but it
all



> depends on the type of game and the type of cells you are using.
>
Cheers, I'll get going on writing the code then.

> p.s. I'm sure most people check all the newsgroups so there really is no
> need to post the same messages in multiple groups it just causes duplicate
> messages all over the place.
>
Sorry about that, I'll refrain from multiple posting in the future

> Cheers,
>
> Rad.
> rad@cyberdude.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx
>
>
> Rikki Prince wrote in message <7e0ut2$5qu12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >Can anyone tell me how to do collision detection between the player's
> >sprite, and a background made with the BG functions? I'm not too bothered
> >about getting any actual code, I just need the theory behind doing this.
> All
> >I can think of is to check whenever the player moves through 16 pixels,
> then
> >say that the player has moved into a new cell, then check whether the
cell
> >is filled with a block which would stop the player, then move the player
> >back to the nearest place where they are not in the cell. However, I
don't
> >know how efficient this would be. Anyone got any other ideas?
> >
> >Thanks
> >
> >Rikki
> >
> >
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1030 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000769html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1031 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000770html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pete.black" <pete.black@eidos.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: dither GsInitGraph
Date: Sat, 03 Apr 1999 22:21:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <37068671.99C70060@eidos.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tnt-1-85.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

could anyone tell me what dither dose??
as GsInitGraph (    ,    ,    ,int dither,    )

--MESSAGE FILE 1031 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000770html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1032 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000771html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: dither GsInitGraph
Date: Tue, 06 Apr 1999 11:27:15 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3709E183.A4DA698B@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <37068671.99C70060@eidos.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

"pete.black" wrote:
> 
> could anyone tell me what dither dose??
> as GsInitGraph (    ,    ,    ,int dither,    )

When rendering multicoloured polygons (like Gouraud triangles), the renderer 
will either dither the
colours (making it look smoother), or not dither the colours, which can make 
cause nasty bands.
Leave dithering on.

J

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk        ph: +44 (171) 447-1626  -  fax: 390 4324
== Tools and Middleware Licensing Manager  -  Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A will is a dead giveaway.
--MESSAGE FILE 1032 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000771html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1033 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000772html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: unwanted graphics
Date: Tue, 6 Apr 1999 16:21:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 229
Message-ID: <7ed8qk$jii1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p57s01a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

my sprites are displayed with an extra mysterious horizontal and vertical
line of pixels.   The central row and colomn of pixels in the sprite is
duplicated, and so twice as thick as it should be.   Why is this happening?

Check the attached example to see what I mean.  I've noticed the same effect
in other peoples sprite viewers too.

Thanks

Derek



dasi@eidosnet.co.uk

begin 666 example.zip
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 1033 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000772html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1034 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000773html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pete.black" <pete.black@eidos.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: unwanted graphics
Date: Tue, 06 Apr 1999 21:36:41 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <370A7058.5C365745@eidos.co.uk>
References: <7ed8qk$jii1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-122.uranium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Derek da Silva wrote:

> my sprites are displayed with an extra mysterious horizontal and vertical
> line of pixels.   The central row and colomn of pixels in the sprite is
> duplicated, and so twice as thick as it should be.   Why is this happening?
>
> Check the attached example to see what I mean.  I've noticed the same effect
> in other peoples sprite viewers too.
>
> Thanks
>
> Derek
>
> dasi@eidosnet.co.uk
>
>                   Name: example.zip



>    example.zip    Type: Zip Compressed Data (application/x-zip-compressed)
>               Encoding: x-uuencode

--MESSAGE FILE 1034 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000773html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1035 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000774html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pete.black" <pete.black@eidos.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: unwanted graphics
Date: Wed, 07 Apr 1999 00:24:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 122
Message-ID: <370A97B1.1256424@eidos.co.uk>
References: <7ed8qk$jii1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tnt-6-57.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
 boundary="------------F52421FD3EE581A4913E84B0"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------F52421FD3EE581A4913E84B0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I'll get it right this time I hope
I have attached a zip file read the text file for explanation.
    yours peter black.

Derek da Silva wrote:

> my sprites are displayed with an extra mysterious horizontal and vertical
> line of pixels.   The central row and colomn of pixels in the sprite is
> duplicated, and so twice as thick as it should be.   Why is this happening?
>
> Check the attached example to see what I mean.  I've noticed the same effect
> in other peoples sprite viewers too.
>
> Thanks
>
> Derek
>
> dasi@eidosnet.co.uk
>
>                   Name: example.zip
>    example.zip    Type: Zip Compressed Data (application/x-zip-compressed)
>               Encoding: x-uuencode

--------------F52421FD3EE581A4913E84B0
Content-Type: application/x-zip-compressed;
 name="sprt.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline;
 filename="sprt.zip"

UEsDBBQAAAAIALuuhiZ8CjVLNQEAABQQAAAIAAAARkFDQy5USU3tlc0NwjAMhU3hyIER6AKV
2IATC3DoGAzAoSzWSThkg47Q0odlOY4IpakEQoqeID/156ROau+IqBh/2x3Rbezs6UhDIyo3
5UZHQ9ORlf8stMXM9XK96HxH95WVeIAN24Y0t5gH3RaudnVf9VVbtIV4gAXdhsZ6wCzawwl9
5l0NTiU8W8GDz/t74XdXkkfKxyhtOzqvxAP6GEkErGUYA+Xx79ZgQj6MnnrQ6ENuDXFf9m/t
YuK9iwfI56fFfF8t4X16Lg8P6auLh/j9/4aWrc5fkL37c2mJIL7AudG35wcP6afHHv6LH7OX
4ee+/zP/eXTaCabS7OGXtx85SjPldMYKaa4HoJh8nTHjvLaxfP2O5tUt9fkO+H1f6TM+Tbn+


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AAAANAAAAAkAAABiYXRjaC5zaW/LyU9OzFFIyclPTFFIS0xO1ivJzFWwMDCwNAACXq4csDRY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--------------F52421FD3EE581A4913E84B0--

--MESSAGE FILE 1035 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000774html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1036 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000775html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: unwanted graphics
Date: Wed, 7 Apr 1999 11:03:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7efahm$jii3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ed8qk$jii1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <370A97B1.1256424@eidos.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p9Es01a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Thanks

I didn't expect to get any distortion when scaling up by a power of 2.
How annoying.

Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 1036 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000775html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1037 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000776html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Hey everyone
Date: Sat, 10 Apr 1999 19:48:09 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7eqqlu$s5q1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967220.religion.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Hi there



i want to learn to code cool yaroze games. i have a bit of experience in
pascal, vb and C++, but not much. I need a tutorial that will start right
from the basics. it must be easy to use. If anyone can help me, reply to
this message. Pleez!

Cya all

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1037 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000776html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1038 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000777html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pankaj Gautama" <pankaj.gautama@NOSPAMvirgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hey everyone
Date: Mon, 12 Apr 1999 23:16:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <7etrcl$h8o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7eqqlu$s5q1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p04-parmigan-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Michael,

Looks like the newsgroups are a bit quiet.

Try the home page links from the NY WebSite. Lots of Tutorials out there.

Jak.

Michael Dyer wrote in message <7eqqlu$s5q1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi there
>
>i want to learn to code cool yaroze games. i have a bit of experience in
>pascal, vb and C++, but not much. I need a tutorial that will start right
>from the basics. it must be easy to use. If anyone can help me, reply to
>this message. Pleez!
>
>Cya all
>
>Loz
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1038 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000777html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1039 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000778html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: unwanted graphics
Date: Tue, 04 May 1999 18:46:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <372F3276.EEAE9D4D@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7ed8qk$jii1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <370A97B1.1256424@eidos.co.uk>
<7efahm$jii3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.201
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

S'funny,

I've had a similar problem with my sprite on my new project - except I
fixed it by making sure the GsSPRITE.u and GsSPRITE.v are always even.
Anyone else had this problem?

Cheers!

Tones 8)

Derek da Silva wrote:

> Thanks
>
> I didn't expect to get any distortion when scaling up by a power of 2.
> How annoying.
>
> Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 1039 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000778html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1040 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000779html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Hello All, Quick Question
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 16:19:08 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7h6tfl$hrs9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967208.environment.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

When i use FntPrint to print to the monitor, it always comes out in CAPITAL
LETTERS LIKE THIS, even when I write it in small letters like this. Is there
any way to print small letters to the screen??

Any answers please send directly to me @
laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1040 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000779html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1041 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000780html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Hello All, Quick Question
Followup-To: laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk



Date: 10 May 1999 15:53:04 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <7h6vd0$hrs10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h6tfl$hrs9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi there,

No you'll have to write your own font printing routines.
The fntprint() is mainly for debug purposes.

George@SCEE

In article <7h6tfl$hrs9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, 
laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk says...
>
>When i use FntPrint to print to the monitor, it always comes out in CAPITAL
>LETTERS LIKE THIS, even when I write it in small letters like this. Is there
>any way to print small letters to the screen??
>
>Any answers please send directly to me @
>laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk
>
>Loz
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1041 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000780html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1042 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000781html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Hello All, Quick Question
Date: Wed, 12 May 1999 16:01:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7hc2gi$kr44@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967247.people.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

When i use FntPrint to print to the monitor, it always comes out in CAPITAL
LETTERS LIKE THIS, even when I write it in small letters like this. Is there
any way to print small letters to the screen??

Any answers please send directly to me @
laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1042 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000781html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1043 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000782html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "pete.black" <pete.black@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: G-con45
Date: Sun, 16 May 1999 22:03:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <373F3293.D4311507@eidosnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tnt-5-238.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Dose anyone have a good calibration routine for the G-con45 gun
Or can anyone give me some advice on calibrating the gun to low and high
res modes
The X and Y read From the controller ports seems to bear  little
relation to the guns
position on the screen.
I can get accuracy at the corners of the screen but lose it in the
middle
I assume this is due to the speed of the TV electron beam being faster
at the edge
of the screen than in the middle because of the difference in distance
from electron gun
to screen.
many thanks pete

--MESSAGE FILE 1043 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000782html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1044 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000783html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: -***Please, Please help me. ***
Date: Mon, 17 May 1999 15:32:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7hp9cb$llu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967228.crime.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

With this email is an attached file called main.c

It is some code that i'm trying to get to work. Whenever i try to compile it
in gcc, it comes up with a few error messages, does anyone know what's wrong
with it?

Any help would realllllly be appreciated. Please send it to me at
laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk

From
    Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1044 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000783html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 1045 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000784html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: -*** Please help me 2 ***
Date: Tue, 18 May 1999 16:19:36 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 107
Message-ID: <7hs0gn$4u57@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967244.justice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Sorry, i forgot to attach it. Here it is.

begin 666 main.c
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+"@T*?2 -"@T*#0H`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1045 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000784html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1046 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000785html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: daniel@reichardt.ch (Daniel Hartmeier)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: -***Please, Please help me. ***
Date: Tue, 18 May 1999 17:05:30 GMT
Organization: Reichardt Informatik AG
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <37429b07.1888335@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7hp9cb$llu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-in-97.magnet.ch
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

On Mon, 17 May 1999 15:32:28 +0100, Laurence Dyer wrote:

> It is some code that i'm trying to get to work. Whenever i try to compile it
> in gcc, it comes up with a few error messages, does anyone know what's wrong
> with it?

I had to make two small adjustments in your source:

> void initpads(void) { GetPadBuf(&bb[0], &bb[1]); }
           ^
The function prototype and calls have an upper-case 'P'. Might cause an
error from a case-sensitive linker.

> int padState(int port) { return ~(*(bb[port]+3) ||  * (bb[port]+2) <<8); }
                                                  ^^
> 
> int updateGame(void) {
>         if (padConnected(0) == PADin) {
>                 if ((padType(0) == PADstandard) ||
>                     (padType(0) == PADanalogue) ||
                                                  ^^
Instead of the logical OR operator '||' (I assume that's what is meant
here) the source file contained invalid characters. Might have been
scrambled through transmission, though.

Otherwise your code compiles and links without errors or warnings in my
environment. The executable does, as far as I can tell, display a timer
in the upper left corner (counting seconds) and doesn't crash.

So, what compiler or linker error messages do you get exactly? Are they
related to your source code only, or is there a problem with your header
files?

Is your environment configured correctly and compiles and links other
programs successfully?

Regards,
-- 
Daniel Hartmeier  <daniel@reichardt.ch>  PGP 6A3A7409  ICQ# 12742482

"The woods are lovely, dark and deep.  But I have promises to keep,
And lines to code before I sleep, And lines to code before I sleep."
--MESSAGE FILE 1046 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000785html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1047 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000786html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: -***Please, Please help me. ***



Date: Tue, 18 May 1999 20:03:15 -0400
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3741FFC3.3C84EC03@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <7hp9cb$llu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37429b07.1888335@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.35 i486)

> > int padState(int port) { return ~(*(bb[port]+3) ||  * (bb[port]+2) <<8); }

I think you want a bitwise OR '|' not a logical one.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 1047 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000786html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1048 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000787html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: G-con45
Date: Wed, 19 May 1999 17:50:03 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7huq3n$4u58@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <373F3293.D4311507@eidosnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tnt-8-222.easynet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

pete.black wrote in message <373F3293.D4311507@eidosnet.co.uk>...
>Dose anyone have a good calibration routine for the G-con45 gun

James Rutherford's flibraries contain GCON45 calibration routines and other
useful GCON45 info.

www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/

Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 1048 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000787html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1049 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000788html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: -*** Please, Please help me again !!! ***-
Date: Thu, 20 May 1999 16:18:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 123
Message-ID: <7i197u$1182@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967211.people.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

thanks a lot for your help last time, Daniel and Dennis, the problem was the
Inavlid characters instead of ||.

Now i've got some more trouble with the same code (the code can be found
attachede to this file). The program is programmed to terminate when the
user presses the buttons START + SELECT, using the updateGame(); function.
When i run the program, it start and then stops straight away, unless i
comment out the line:

done = updateGame();

I think that theprogram is being told that the user is pressing the start +
select buttons, even if they're not.

Please help me.

Loz

begin 666 main.c
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*#0I]( T*#0H-"@``
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1049 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000788html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 1050 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000789html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: -*** Please, Please help me again !!! ***-
Date: Thu, 20 May 1999 17:30:43 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <37444667.836628718@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i197u$1182@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Michael, I'm not sure, but it looks like you are using a logical or
where you wanted to make a bitwise or

int padState(int port) {
    return ~(*(bb[port]+3) || * (bb[port]+2) <<8); 
}

Should probably read

int padState(int port) {
    return ~(*(bb[port]+3) | * (bb[port]+2) <<8); 
}

(note the | instead of ||)

See if that helps.

Steven

On Thu, 20 May 1999 16:18:24 +0100, "Michael Dyer"
<laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote:

>thanks a lot for your help last time, Daniel and Dennis, the problem was the
>Inavlid characters instead of ||.
>
>Now i've got some more trouble with the same code (the code can be found
>attachede to this file). The program is programmed to terminate when the
>user presses the buttons START + SELECT, using the updateGame(); function.
>When i run the program, it start and then stops straight away, unless i
>comment out the line:
>
>done = updateGame();
>
>I think that theprogram is being told that the user is pressing the start +
>select buttons, even if they're not.
>
>Please help me.
>
>Loz
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1050 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000789html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1051 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000790html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners



Subject: --- Please help me ---
Date: Thu, 20 May 1999 19:19:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 151
Message-ID: <7i1km9$1184@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967196.crime.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Hi folks.

Me again. Still having trouble with my code.

now i'm trying to change it so that you can move the timer around the
screen.

Whenever i compile it says :

parse error before '1'
no data type or definition

(I don't remember excactly but it's something like that.)

the code is included with this e-mail.

Someone please help me again

Loz

begin 666 main.c
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)"GT@#0H-"@T*
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1051 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000790html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1052 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000791html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Please help me ---
Date: Thu, 20 May 1999 19:32:24 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 58
Message-ID: <374462e4.843921414@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i1km9$1184@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Here you go... two things :

        while (!done) {
                        if (padConnected(0) == PADin) {
                             if ((padType(0) == PADstandard) |
                                (padType(0) == PADanalogue) |
                                (padType(0) == PADdualshck)) {
                                        if (padState(0) & PADLup) {
                                                vpos--;
                                        }
                                        if (padState(0) & PADLdown) {



                                                vpos++;
                                        }
                                        if (padState(0) & PADLleft) {
                                                hpos--;
                                        }
/*                                  if (padState(0) & PADLleft){*/
                                        if (padState(0) & PADLright) {
                                                hpos++;
                                        }

                                        
                                }
                        }
/*                } Don't need this here */

First of all, you closed the curlies too many times, so I commented
the fourth one out.  Second, you looked for the left pad button twice,
never the right one.  I doubt this is what you had intended!  that is
the line that is fixed.

Steven

On Thu, 20 May 1999 19:19:32 +0100, "Michael Dyer"
<laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote:

>Hi folks.
>
>Me again. Still having trouble with my code.
>
>now i'm trying to change it so that you can move the timer around the
>screen.
>
>Whenever i compile it says :
>
>parse error before '1'
>no data type or definition
>
>(I don't remember excactly but it's something like that.)
>
>the code is included with this e-mail.
>
>Someone please help me again
>
>Loz
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1052 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000791html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1053 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000792html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Please help me ---
Date: Thu, 20 May 1999 13:04:47 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <7i1q70$aps8@scea>
References: <7i1km9$1184@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: rippy.Stanford.EDU
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Michael Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7i1km9$1184@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hi folks.
>
> Me again. Still having trouble with my code.
>
> now i'm trying to change it so that you can move the timer around the
> screen.
>
> Whenever i compile it says :
>
> parse error before '1'
> no data type or definition
>
> (I don't remember excactly but it's something like that.)
>
> the code is included with this e-mail.
>
> Someone please help me again
>
> Loz

This happens because ResetGraph is outside of a function; the close brace
immediately preceding it ends main().  I haven't looked at it carefully
enough, but either that brace is to blame or you don't want to end the
while(!done) loop on line 129.

Good luck!

--MESSAGE FILE 1053 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000792html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1054 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000793html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: transparency question
Date: Fri, 21 May 1999 13:51:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7i3kv1$1186@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p59s03a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I want to fade an opaque foreground sprite into invisibility against it's
background (and back again) - kinda like the onscreen icons in Zelda64.  In
terms of transparency rate, sprite brifghtness values, etc - how is this
effect achieved?

Thanks
Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 1054 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000793html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 1055 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000794html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Help me again ??? ---
Date: Fri, 21 May 1999 16:12:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 164
Message-ID: <7i3t77$1187@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967267.religion.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Hello Everyone

Before i tell you about my latest problem in my timer program, I just want
to thank everyone who's helped me over the past few days. I've been
programming a timer program and i couldn't have got to the stage i'm at now
without the help from people who have helped me.

Anyway my latest problem :

I'm trying to change the timer prgram so that you can pause and unpause by
pressing X and O respectively. It pauses when i press X, but then does
nothing when i press O. What's wrong? The code is included with this email.

Please help.

Loz

begin 666 main.c
M+RHJ*BHJ#0H-"DEN8VQU9&4@4W1A;F1A<F0@3&EB<F%R>0T*#0HJ*BHJ*B\-
M"@T*(VEN8VQU9&4@(FQI8G!S+F@B#0H-"B\J*BHJ*@T*#0I0860@0V]N<W1A
M;G1S#0H-"BHJ*BHJ+PT*#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1$QU<" @(" @(" @(" H,3P\
M,3(I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1$QD;W=N(" @(" @(" H,3P\,30I#0HC9&5F:6YE
M(%!!1$QL969T(" @(" @(" H,3P\,34I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1$QR:6=H=" @
M(" @(" H,3P\,3,I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1%)U<" @(" @(" @(" H,3P\-"D-
M"B-D969I;F4@4$%$4F1O=VX@(" @(" @("@Q/#PV*0T*(V1E9FEN92!00412
M;&5F=" @(" @(" @*#$\/#<I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1%)R:6=H=" @(" @(" H
M,3P\-2D-"B-D969I;F4@4$%$<W1A<G0@(" @(" @("@Q/#PQ,2D-"B-D969I
M;F4@4$%$<V5L96-T(" @(" @("@Q/#PX*0T*(V1E9FEN92!0041,,2 @(" @
M(" @(" @*#$\/#(I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1$PR(" @(" @(" @(" H,3P\,"D-
M"B-D969I;F4@4$%$3#,@(" @(" @(" @("@Q/#PY*0T*(V1E9FEN92!00412
M,2 @(" @(" @(" @*#$\/#,I#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1%(R(" @(" @(" @(" H
M,3P\,2D-"B-D969I;F4@4$%$4C,@(" @(" @(" @("@Q/#PQ,"D-"@T*(V1E
M9FEN92!0041I;B @(" @(" @(" @,'@P, T*(V1E9FEN92!0041O=70@(" @
M(" @(" @,'AF9@T*#0HC9&5F:6YE(%!!1'-T86YD87)D(" @(" P>#0-"B-D
M969I;F4@4$%$86YA;&]G=64@(" @(#!X-0T*(V1E9FEN92!0041D=6%L<VAC
M:R @(" @,'@W#0H-"B\J*BHJ*@T*#0I'86UE($-O;G-T86YT<PT*#0HJ*BHJ
M*B\-"@T*(V1E9FEN92!/5$Q%3B @(" @(" @(" @*#$I(" @(" O+R!B:70@
M;&5N9W1H(&]F(&]R9&5R:6YG('1A8FQE#0HC9&5F:6YE(%-#3E<@(" @(" @
M(" @(" H,S(P*2 @("\O('=I9'1H(&]F('-C<F5E;@T*(V1E9FEN92!30TY(
M(" @(" @(" @(" @*#(T,"D@(" O+R!H96EG:'0@;V8@<V-R965N#0HC9&5F
M:6YE(%-%0T].1" @(" @(" @(" H-3 I(" @("\O(&YO+B!O9B!F<F%M97,@
M:6X@82!S96-O;F0-"@T*+RHJ*BHJ#0H-"D9U;F-T:6]N(%!R;W1O='EP97,-
M"@T**BHJ*BHO#0H-"G9O:60@:6YI=%!A9',H=F]I9"D[(" @(" @(" @(" @
M+R\@26YI=&EA;&ES97,@=&AE('!A9',@<V\@=&AA="!T:&4@8V]N=')O;"!B
M=69F97)S(&-A;B!B92!R96%D#0II;G0@<&%D0V]N;F5C=&5D*&EN="!P;W)T
M*3L@(" @("\O(')E='5R;G,@,2!I9B!P860@8V]N;F5C=&5D+" P(&EF(&YO
M= T*:6YT('!A9%1Y<&4H:6YT('!O<G0I.R @(" @(" @(" O+R!R971U<FYS



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


M041S=&%N9&%R9"D@? T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @*'!A
M9%1Y<&4H,"D@/3T@4$%$86YA;&]G=64I('P-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @("AP8614>7!E*# I(#T](%!!1&1U86QS:&-K*2D@>PT*(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @:68@*'!A9%-T871E*# I
M("8@4$%$4F1O=VXI('L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @("!P875S960@/2 Q.R!]#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @("!I9B H<&%D4W1A=&4H,"D@)B!00412<FEG:'0I('L-
M"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!P875S
M960@/2 P.R!]#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!]#0H@(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @?0T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @( T*#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M:68@*'!A=7-E9" ]/2 P*2![#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!I
M9B H8V]U;G0@/3T@=F%L=64I('L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @<V5C<RLK.PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @("!V86QU92 ]('9A;'5E("L@4T5#3TY$.PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!I9B H<V5C<R ]/2 V,"D@>PT*(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(&UI;G5T97,K*SL-"B @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!S96-S(#T@
M,#L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!]
M#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!]#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M?0T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @( T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(&1O;F4@/2!U
M<&1A=&5'86UE*"D[#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @+R\@9&ES<&QA>2!T:6UE
M<@T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(&EF("AM:6YU=&5S(#P@,3 I#0H@(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!&;G10<FEN="@B,"(I.PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @($9N=%!R:6YT*"(E9#HB+"!M:6YU=&5S*3L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M("!I9B H<V5C<R \(#$P*0T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @1FYT
M4')I;G0H(C B*3L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!&;G10<FEN="@B)60B+"!S
M96-S*3L-"@T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @($9N=$9L=7-H*"TQ*3L-"B @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @("!$<F%W4WEN8R@P*3L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!64WEN
M8R@P*3L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!'<U-W87!$:7-P0G5F9B@I.PT*(" @
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9(" @(')E='5R;B P.PT*#0I]( T*#0H-"@``
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1055 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000794html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1056 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000795html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Help me again ??? ---
Date: Fri, 21 May 1999 20:26:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <7i4c17$1188@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



References: <7i3t77$1187@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt142-223.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

I'm not sure, coz I haven't had a chance to try it (sorry!) but it could
possibly be that the incrementation of the 'count' variable is independant
of whether it is paused or not. I can't quite get my head around what is
happening (coz I'm lazy), but I'll have a go later, when I'm offline, and
see if I can work it out. Also, you I'm not sure why you've put the check to
see if the cross or circle is pressed away from the other pad checking, but
it makes the code a bit confusing, so I suggest you put it with the rest, to
make it easier when the program gets more complex, and even if it won't, you
might as well get into the habit of doing it for later games.
Anyway, try putting the increment of the 'count' variable inside the check
for paused or not, and if I do work out if it's something else, I'll repost.

Thanks
Rikki

Michael Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7i3t77$1187@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hello Everyone
>
> Before i tell you about my latest problem in my timer program, I just want
> to thank everyone who's helped me over the past few days. I've been
> programming a timer program and i couldn't have got to the stage i'm at
now
> without the help from people who have helped me.
>
> Anyway my latest problem :
>
> I'm trying to change the timer prgram so that you can pause and unpause by
> pressing X and O respectively. It pauses when i press X, but then does
> nothing when i press O. What's wrong? The code is included with this
email.
>
> Please help.
>
> Loz
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1056 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000795html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1057 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000796html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Help me again ??? ---
Date: Fri, 21 May 1999 21:33:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <3746d09b.92448213@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i3t77$1187@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7i4c17$1188@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

You are correct.

The reason is because Michael sets the next clock update to be at a
time when count==value (not when count>=value)

Count is incrementing  while the game is paused, so once count becomes
greater than value, it will never be equal to it (and the clock will
never update).

Michael :

Move your "count++;" statement to insider if not paused statement and
then it will work fine.

Steven

On Fri, 21 May 1999 20:26:24 +0100, "Rikki Prince"
<netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote:

>I'm not sure, coz I haven't had a chance to try it (sorry!) but it could
>possibly be that the incrementation of the 'count' variable is independant
>of whether it is paused or not. I can't quite get my head around what is
>happening (coz I'm lazy), but I'll have a go later, when I'm offline, and
>see if I can work it out. Also, you I'm not sure why you've put the check to
>see if the cross or circle is pressed away from the other pad checking, but
>it makes the code a bit confusing, so I suggest you put it with the rest, to
>make it easier when the program gets more complex, and even if it won't, you
>might as well get into the habit of doing it for later games.
>Anyway, try putting the increment of the 'count' variable inside the check
>for paused or not, and if I do work out if it's something else, I'll repost.
>
>Thanks
>Rikki
>
>Michael Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
>news:7i3t77$1187@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>> Hello Everyone
>>
>> Before i tell you about my latest problem in my timer program, I just want
>> to thank everyone who's helped me over the past few days. I've been
>> programming a timer program and i couldn't have got to the stage i'm at
>now
>> without the help from people who have helped me.
>>
>> Anyway my latest problem :
>>
>> I'm trying to change the timer prgram so that you can pause and unpause by
>> pressing X and O respectively. It pauses when i press X, but then does
>> nothing when i press O. What's wrong? The code is included with this
>email.
>>
>> Please help.
>>
>> Loz
>>
>>
>>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1057 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000796html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 1058 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000797html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: transparency question
Date: 21 May 1999 23:34:02 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <slrn7kbrc0.60u.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7i3kv1$1186@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)

On Fri, 21 May 1999 13:51:47 +0100, Derek da Silva <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote:
>
>
>I want to fade an opaque foreground sprite into invisibility against it's
>background (and back again) - kinda like the onscreen icons in Zelda64.  In
>terms of transparency rate, sprite brifghtness values, etc - how is this
>effect achieved?

Very not easily, I'm afraid.

One way to do it is this:

Take a copy of the sprite on a black background. Use the subtract mode to
subtract a copy of the background that it's currently on top of from the
copy of the sprite.

You need to leave all the transparent pixels the same though (i.e. the ones
with the sprite pixel value 0x0000), which *might* require CPU intervention.

If it's a static background, you're in luck, and you can precompute this.

This leaves you with an area of VRAM that is essentially (sprite - background)

then you can use the add mode to get (sprite - background) + background,
which is == sprite.

by varying the semitransparency rate, you get:

n*(sprite - background) + background,

== n*sprite + (1 - n)*background

which is the alpha transparency formula you wanted.

Also, because pixels can't have negative intensities, you'd better be sure that
all the pixels in your sprite are brighter than the ones in the background,
otherwise computing (sprite - background) will cause clipping of colour
values, and the effect won't look right (some pixels in the unfaded version
will appear to be transparent (or the wrong colour) when they shouldn't be).

[Not just brighter, by the way; every R, G and B component in the sprite has
to be brighter]

All in all, I think it's better to either

a) fake it. (most games I've seen do this)
b) (for small sprites) do it with the CPU.

Proper alpha transparency. Another reason why a Yaroze 2 would be so much
more fun.



Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 1058 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000797html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1059 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000798html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Hey there ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 09:51:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7i5rr2$lic1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967239.advice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Right, my timer program now displays minutes:seconds:splitseconds, you can
move it round the screen, pause and unpause, and other stuff. It's almost
time for me to move on to another project. But first i want to know how to
change the font and colour. I've included the code with this email. Please
let me know how to change the colour and font.

And please stop calling me Michael. My name is Laurence, or loz, michael is
my dad's name.

Byee!

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1059 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000798html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1060 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000799html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Hey there ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 09:53:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7i5rr3$lic2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967239.advice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Right, my timer program now displays minutes:seconds:splitseconds, you can
move it round the screen, pause and unpause, and other stuff. It's almost
time for me to move on to another project. But first i want to know how to
change the font and colour. I've included the code with this email. Please
let me know how to change the colour and font.

And please stop calling me Michael. My name is Laurence, or loz, michael is
my dad's name.

Byee



--MESSAGE FILE 1060 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000799html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1061 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000800html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Hey There ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 10:01:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 171
Message-ID: <7i5rr6$lic3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967239.advice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Right, my timer program now displays minutes:seconds:splitseconds, you can
move it round the screen, pause and unpause, and other stuff. It's almost
time for me to move on to another project. But first i want to know how to
change the font and colour. I've included the code with this email. Please
let me know how to change the colour and font.

And please stop calling me Michael. My name is Laurence, or loz, michael is
my dad's name.

Byee

Loz

begin 666 main.c
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.,#L-"@T*?2 -"@T*#0H`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1061 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000800html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 1062 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000801html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- *** Hey There *** ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 18:29:11 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7i6pjf$lic6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Michael Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967177.death.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Right, my timer program now displays minutes:seconds:splitseconds, you can
move it round the screen, pause and unpause, and other stuff. It's almost
time for me to move on to another project. But first i want to know how to
change the font and colour. I've included the code with this email. Please
let me know how to change the colour and font.

And please stop calling me Michael. My name is Laurence, or loz, michael is
my dad's name.

Byee

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1062 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000801html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1063 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000802html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Hey There ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 19:49:51 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <7i6u8r$lic7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i5rr6$lic3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt142-182.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Hi Mich..sorry Loz, j/k

Well to fix the problem with the name if you're using Outlook Express, goto
Tools, Accounts, click the News tab, choose the Net Yaroze server
(news://www.netyaroze-europe.com or news://news.playstation.co.uk) and click
the Properties button. Here you'll be able to set the Name section. This
will not affect any other names for other newsgroup servers, or e-mailing,
except from the Net Yaroze newsgroups.
About the colour of text, use ~cRGB where RGB are the red, green and blue
values between 0 and 9 of the text. eg for fully red: ~c900
In the context of FntPrint, to display "Hello World" in blue, put:
FntPrint("~c009HelloWorld");



In the case of changing the font, you will need to create your own font in a
graphics program, then convert it into a TIM. You then need to write a
function which uses a GsSPRITE, sets the .u and .v values to match the
character you wish to display, display it, then loop round to the next
character in the string. It's also best to leave the colour of the font
white, so you can alter the RGB of the GsSPRITE to whatever colour you want.
I'm going to make my own font handler when I get around to it, so I've got
some ideas, so ask me if you want any more help.

Thanks
Rikki

Michael Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7i5rr6$lic3@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Right, my timer program now displays minutes:seconds:splitseconds, you can
> move it round the screen, pause and unpause, and other stuff. It's almost
> time for me to move on to another project. But first i want to know how to
> change the font and colour. I've included the code with this email. Please
> let me know how to change the colour and font.
>
> And please stop calling me Michael. My name is Laurence, or loz, michael
is
> my dad's name.
>
> Byee
>
> Loz
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1063 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000802html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1064 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000803html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Help me pleez ---
Date: Sat, 22 May 1999 21:23:03 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 214
Message-ID: <7i73pd$lic8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967185.advice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Ok, here's the deal :

This code (main.c, attached to this email.) is supposed to change the colour
of the timer when you press R1 or L1. And it does nothing when you press
either of these buttons. Why? Please reply to this email if you can help.

Byee !!

Loz

begin 666 main.c
M+RHJ*BHJ#0H-"DEN8VQU9&4@4W1A;F1A<F0@3&EB<F%R>0T*#0HJ*BHJ*B\-



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M<F1E<FEN9R!T86)L90T*(" @(" @("!'<T]47U1!1R!O='1A9W-;,EU;,3P\
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M(" @(" @(" @(" @("\O(&EF(&1O;F4],2P@=&AE('!R;V=R86T@:7,@<75I
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M87)E(&-O=6YT('1O#0H@(" @(" @(&QO;F<@:6YT('-E8W,](# L;6EN=71E
M<R ](# [(" @+R\@;F\N(&]F('-E8V]N9',@86YD(&UI;G5T97,-"B @(" @
M(" @:6YT(&AP;W,@/2 Q-# L('9P;W,@/2 Q,3 [(" @(" O+R!V97)T:6-A
M;"!A;F0@:&]R:7IO;G1A;"!P;W-I=&EO;G,@;V8@=&EM97(-"B @(" @(" @
M:6YT('!A=7-E9" ](# [(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" O+R!P875S92!S=&%T
M90T*(" @(" @("!I;G0@<W!L:70@/2 P.R @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("\O
M(&YO+B!O9B Q,#!T:',@;V8@82!S96-O;F0-"B @(" @(" @:6YT(&-O;&]U
M<B ](# [(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" O+R!T97AT(&-O;&]U<@T*(" @(" @
M("!I;G0@<C$@/2 P+"!L,2 ](# [#0H-"B @(" @(" @+RHJ*BHJ#0H-"B @
M(" @(" @36%I;B!#;V1E#0H-"B @(" @(" @*BHJ*BHO#0H-"B @(" @(" @
M4V5T5FED96]-;V1E*$U/1$5?4$%,*3L@(" @(" @(" O+R!S971S('9I9&5O
M(&UO9&4-"B @(" @(" @1W-);FET1W)A<&@H4T-.5RQ30TY(+$=S3T931U!5
M?$=S3D].24Y415(L,"PP*3L-"B @(" @(" @1W-$969$:7-P0G5F9B@P+# L



M,"Q30TY(*3L-"B @(" @(" @9F]R("AI/3 [:3PR.VDK*RD@>PT*(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(&]T6VE=+FQE;F=T:" ]($]43$5..PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(&]T6VE=+F]R9R ](&]T=&%G<UMI73L-"B @(" @(" @?2 O+R!I;FET
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M(&EN:710861S*"D[#0H@(" @(" @('=H:6QE("@A9&]N92D@>PT*(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @:68@*'!A9$-O;FYE8W1E9"@P*2 ]/2!0041I
M;BD@>PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!I9B H*'!A9%1Y
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M(" @(" @(" @(" @:68@*'!A9%-T871E*# I("8@4$%$3'5P*2![#0H@(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!V
M<&]S+2T[#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @?0T*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(&EF("AP8613=&%T92@P*2 F(%!!1$QD;W=N*2![#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!V<&]S*RL[#0H@
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @?0T*(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(&EF("AP8613
M=&%T92@P*2 F(%!!1$QL969T*2![#0H@(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @("!H<&]S+2T[#0H@(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @?0T*(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(&EF("AP8613=&%T92@P*2 F
M(%!!1$QR:6=H="D@>PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
M(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @:'!O<RLK.PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @
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`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 1064 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000803html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1065 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000804html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Help me pleez ---
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 01:35:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <7i7igs$lic9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i73pd$lic8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt141-088.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Well Loz, your problem this time is that I didn't explain the colouring of
text fully. I suppose I should have said this explicitly, but it skipped my
mind at the time. The ~cRGB only affects the colour of the text in the rest
of the text after it is inserted. So:
FntPrint("~c090Hello World")    /* Would be in green */
FntPrint("~c900This is Loz")     /* Would be in red */
Sorry for this mix-up.
I suggest it would be best to declare three integer variables named r, g and
b, then put ~crgb before any text, then in your check to see whether the
chosen colour is RED, BLUE, PURPLE etc, set r, g and b to whatever will make
the text that colour.
I hope this has made it clear, sorry for not making this obvious before.

Thanks
Rikki

Loz Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7i73pd$lic8@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Ok, here's the deal :
>
> This code (main.c, attached to this email.) is supposed to change the
colour
> of the timer when you press R1 or L1. And it does nothing when you press
> either of these buttons. Why? Please reply to this email if you can help.
>
> Byee !!
>
> Loz
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1065 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000804html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 1066 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000805html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- Help me pleez ---
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 01:44:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 58
Message-ID: <7i7j16$lic10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i73pd$lic8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7i7igs$lic9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt141-088.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Sorry, a bit of a mistake:
In FntPrint, you cannot put ~crgb, but instead you need to put ~c%d%d%d,
then put r,g,b at the end of FntPrint, like you would with any other
variable. So:
r=0;
g=9;
b=0;
FntPrint("~c%d%d%dHello World",r,g,b)    /* Print Hello World in Green */

Sorry again, its late so my mind slipped. Another thing is that for white
you'd need ~c999, not ~c000.
If you need any more help just ask.

Thanks
Rikki

Rikki Prince <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7i7igs$lic9@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Well Loz, your problem this time is that I didn't explain the colouring of
> text fully. I suppose I should have said this explicitly, but it skipped
my
> mind at the time. The ~cRGB only affects the colour of the text in the
rest
> of the text after it is inserted. So:
> FntPrint("~c090Hello World")    /* Would be in green */
> FntPrint("~c900This is Loz")     /* Would be in red */
> Sorry for this mix-up.
> I suggest it would be best to declare three integer variables named r, g
and
> b, then put ~crgb before any text, then in your check to see whether the
> chosen colour is RED, BLUE, PURPLE etc, set r, g and b to whatever will
make
> the text that colour.
> I hope this has made it clear, sorry for not making this obvious before.
>
> Thanks
> Rikki
>
> Loz Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
> news:7i73pd$lic8@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> > Ok, here's the deal :
> >
> > This code (main.c, attached to this email.) is supposed to change the
> colour
> > of the timer when you press R1 or L1. And it does nothing when you press
> > either of these buttons. Why? Please reply to this email if you can
help.



> >
> > Byee !!
> >
> > Loz
> >
> >
> >
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1066 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000805html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1067 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000806html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- Help me again pleez ---
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 08:42:36 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <7i8bjb$lic11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967268.death.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Right, the colour part of my timer program is working... But not very well.
When you press R1 or L1 it flickers for ages and never goes white or red -
it is usually purple, but sometimes green or blue. ????

Pleez help.

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1067 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000806html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1068 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000807html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- yaroze 2 ---
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 08:44:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7i8bnb$lic12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967268.death.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Will there be a net yaroze 2 to go with the ngps hardware ????

--MESSAGE FILE 1068 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000807html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 1069 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000808html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: --- How ? ---
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 09:17:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967267.mythology.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

how...

Do I include my own .h files with some code? When i type #include
"filename.h" (replacing filename with my own filename), I get an error
(can't remember what it says), do i needed to add an extra command when
linking or something ??

Pleez help.

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1069 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000808html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1070 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000809html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ---Help me pleez--- ETC ETC
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 14:25:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 81
Message-ID: <7i8vjj$lic14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pBAs13a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi Loz

Before you post anything else here, have a look at a version of your progam
I've altered - I've mainly removed duplicated stuff (you don't really need
to check the pad type and status so much) and tried to make things clearer
by grouping related items together (eg joypad button checks).

Some stuff is rewritten in a slightly clearer way but in doing so I've not
made it any more complicated than your original work.

I've used Rikki's way of altering the text colour - which now works - it's
all pretty clear in the attached source.

It's worth trying to limit the number of seperate threads you start up - it
makes it easier for people to reply to your question.  If you're gonna
include a file attachment - zip it up.  If you don't have WinZip - email me
and I'll send you the code directly.



To include a header file you also have to specify you want to include it in
your makefile - the yellow user guide has some info.

Good luck in your future projects

Cheers
Derek
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 1070 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000809html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 1071 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000810html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ---Help me pleez--- ETC ETC
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 14:12:04 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <374a0c06.238731828@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7i8vjj$lic14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Derek (rather, more for Loz than Derek),

I would make a couple of further enhancements on this.

For one thing, you can just say R=(++R) %10 and eliminate an if
statement (when increasing the R, B and G).

Further, instead of calling padState(0), I would assign it to a
variable and compare that variable over and over.

Calling functions cost a sliver of time, and it could be eliminated.

Steven

On Sun, 23 May 1999 14:25:06 +0100, "Derek da Silva"
<dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote:

--MESSAGE FILE 1071 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000810html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1072 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000811html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ---Help me pleez--- ETC ETC
Date: Sun, 23 May 1999 18:02:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7i9ccn$lic16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7i8vjj$lic14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<374a0c06.238731828@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p79s01a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi Steven

Steven Osman wrote in message
>For one thing, you can just say R=(++R) %10 and eliminate an if
>statement (when increasing the R, B and G).
>Steven



Yup.  It wasn't my intention to rewrite the whole thing.  Loz was already
using an if statement to control a colour variable in his original, so I
stuck with the way he was already doing it to get his colour problem
sorted - no point in intoducing unfamiliar stuff (forgive me if I'm making
inaccurate assumptions here, Loz ;-)).

No doubt Loz is already making your suggested optimizations :-)

Cheers
Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 1072 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000811html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1073 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000812html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: --- How ? ---
Date: 24 May 1999 06:21:17 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <7iar4t$sfd1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: Dial-6-182.funtv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.9 (Released Version) (x86 32bit)

Hi Loz,

I strongly suggest you read a good C programming book before
jumping into some game code.  After a good month or two of that
try out some of the tutorials located on the members website.
Learn C first then how to code games.  Also try not to post source 
code on the newsgroup...just drop it to your ftp directory so people 
can look at it there. That would be the easiest way. 

George

In article <7i8dll$lic13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, 
laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk says...
>
>how...
>
>Do I include my own .h files with some code? When i type #include
>"filename.h" (replacing filename with my own filename), I get an error
>(can't remember what it says), do i needed to add an extra command when
>linking or something ??
>
>Pleez help.
>
>Loz
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1073 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000812html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1074 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000813html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: transparency question
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 09:28:20 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <37490DA4.FA7A4042@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <7i3kv1$1186@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Derek da Silva wrote:
> 
> I want to fade an opaque foreground sprite into invisibility against it's
> background (and back again) - kinda like the onscreen icons in Zelda64.  In
> terms of transparency rate, sprite brifghtness values, etc - how is this
> effect achieved?

The way I've seen it done is to have a grey mask in addition to your sprite. The
mask is the same
dimensions as your sprite, but all the non-transparent pixels are grey. Then you
draw two sprites
with semi-trans - Say you have a 'fade value' "f" between 0 (invisible) and 128 
(visible), then you
draw the mask with semitrans 100%-100% at brightness value f, then the sprite at
the same position
with brightness value f, but the semitrans mode is 100%+100%.

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk        ph: +44 (171) 447-1626  -  fax: 390 4324
== Tools and Middleware Licensing Manager  -  Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

How do you make Windows faster? Throw it harder.
--MESSAGE FILE 1074 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000813html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1075 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000814html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: One more question.... Eeeeek.....
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 15:19:44 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7ibn8k$sfd7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967185.environment.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Sorry i'm so pathetic and have to keep coming here. Thank you, Derek, for
helping me with my timer program.

The timer program now changes colour, pause/unpauses, stops when you hit a
side, and so forth. My mentour, Jon Cousins has seen it and he wants me to
make a program where the timer bounces around the screen on it's own, like a



snooker ball. I'm not sure where to start, can someone point me in the right
direction??

I've attached the timer program. Type "auto.txt" in siocons to run it. The
source is main.c

Byee!

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1075 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000814html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1076 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000815html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: One more question.... Eeeeek.....
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 15:11:26 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <37496af4.328569978@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ibn8k$sfd7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Loz,

When you think about it, it is rather simple.

Why does a snooker ball behave the way it does?  It does so because it
has a certain "speed".  Lets say, every second it edges two
centimeters to the right, and one centimeter in to the table.  What
happens when it hits the right wall?  It now "bounces" back and moves
2 centimeters per second to the left, and still moving one centimeter
per second into the table.  (until it hits the far end, in which case,
it starts moving "out" of the table, back to you).

Basically, that is what you will need to do with your timer.  Pick a
"speed" at which you want your timer to travel.  Perhaps one point
down and one point to the right each time you draw the screen.  All
you have to do is increment the X and Y coordinates once each loop.
Finally, when it hits the edge of the screen, you need to move in the
opposite direction to that.

I say you give it a shot and try to write it instead of someone else
writing it for you!  After all, how will you solve a complex problem
in a fighting game when you are a professional developer, if you can't
try and solve a smaller problem today!

Steven

On Mon, 24 May 1999 15:19:44 +0100, "Loz Dyer"
<laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote:

>Sorry i'm so pathetic and have to keep coming here. Thank you, Derek, for
>helping me with my timer program.
>
>The timer program now changes colour, pause/unpauses, stops when you hit a



>side, and so forth. My mentour, Jon Cousins has seen it and he wants me to
>make a program where the timer bounces around the screen on it's own, like a
>snooker ball. I'm not sure where to start, can someone point me in the right
>direction??
>
>I've attached the timer program. Type "auto.txt" in siocons to run it. The
>source is main.c
>
>Byee!
>
>Loz
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1076 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000815html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1077 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000816html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sorry Everyone.
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 16:36:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <7ibrno$sfd10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967251.advice.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

i've had an email from "pal" saying i've been abusing the newsgroup. I'm
very sorry, i just want to make lots of progress quicik, but i realise it's
better to puzzle it out myself.

Loz

--MESSAGE FILE 1077 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000816html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1078 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000817html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sorry Everyone.
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 10:05:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <7ic184$2j1@scea>
References: <7ibrno$sfd10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: rippy.Stanford.EDU
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Loz Dyer <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7ibrno$sfd10@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> i've had an email from "pal" saying i've been abusing the newsgroup. I'm
> very sorry, i just want to make lots of progress quicik, but i realise
it's



> better to puzzle it out myself.
>
> Loz

I wouldn't call it abuse.  If you're going to be posting a lot, you might
want to contain it within a thread or two, in order to take up less space
visually in peoples' newsreaders (and so "pal" can ignore/killfile it), but
it's not like the Yaroze news servers are running at anything near maximum
capacity.

Of course, it's rude of me to volunteer other peoples' newsgroups.  So I'll
volunteer the howling desert that is scea.yaroze.beginners instead.

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 1078 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000817html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1079 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000818html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Tue, 25 May 1999 17:57:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 426
Message-ID: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967210.fashion.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

The .zip file attached is a sprite viewer i've been working on.

the code is in main.c and the sprite is in ball.tim. The siocons batch file
is in auto.txt

When i run it the sprite doesn't appear.

Does anyone know why???

Loz

begin 666 sprite.zip
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 1079 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000818html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1080 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000819html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Donal O'Duibhir" <oduibhir@indigo.ie>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ireland
Date: Fri, 28 May 1999 15:27:23 +0100
Organization: Indigo ( ISP )
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7im9d7$6pd6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc-83.lan.indigo.ie
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

I must be one of the last people to get a Yaroze, I've been planning to get
one for months and only just got in in time....I'm a second year student in
Computer Science UCD and am desperate to hook up with people in Ireland who
are currently programming for the Yaroze......anybody know of anybody?

Hook me up please!

Donal O' Duibhir
--
"Your brain is a cre-a-tive com-pu-ter", Professor Hawk, Dexter's Laboratory

Mailto: oduibhir@indigo.ie, dod@netsoc.ucd.ie
Web: www.netsoc.ucd.ie/~dod

--MESSAGE FILE 1080 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000819html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1081 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000820html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sorry Everyone.
Date: 3 Jun 1999 08:56:22 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bead9e$ad4e9940$ee9524c3@pal-s-omnibook>
References: <7ibrno$sfd10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: Marseille-4-238.club-internet.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Loz.
I'm sorry that you understood my email that way ; i really didn't meant



that you were "abusing". Feel free to post as much as you want, the
newsgroups are here for people to help each other (moreover, this is the
beginners group, so even basic questions are welcome). I just pointed out
some details you might not have been aware of, such as the importance of a
precise subject line, and not exagerately drawing attention. Please don't
get me wrong, and continue posting as you need.

pal

--MESSAGE FILE 1081 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000820html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1082 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000821html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: 3 Jun 1999 17:55:15 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: Marseille-4-173.club-internet.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I haven't been able to fix your code, but I noticed one error (surely a
typo, but the compiler won't barf at it) :
in main.c at line 68, for initGame to be called you must add parenthesis :
initGame() ;
The form without parenthesis just evaluates "initGame", which is the
pointer to the function - i.e. it does nothing.

I also noticed that at the first frame, your code works ; after that it
messes the sprite up. To see this, add a line like :
{long m ; for (m = 0 ; m < 1000000L ; m++) ;}
at the end of the loop to make the program pause between frames.
Change also the background color in GsSortClear to (100, 100, 100) (don't
know why, but when it's black something disappears - you''ll see what I
mean when you try).

Also, the screen height in PAL mode is 256, not 240. Changing this causes
the first frame to not work anymore, however... weird.

I suspect something is littering your sprite's memory - I tried to reinit
the sprite every frame, and it works. But this is not what should be done !

hope this helps,
pal

--MESSAGE FILE 1082 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000821html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1083 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000822html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Thu, 3 Jun 1999 19:25:19 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt141-026.pool.dircon.co.uk



X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com> wrote in message
news:01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook...
> I haven't been able to fix your code, but I noticed one error (surely a
> typo, but the compiler won't barf at it) :
> in main.c at line 68, for initGame to be called you must add parenthesis :
> initGame() ;
> The form without parenthesis just evaluates "initGame", which is the
> pointer to the function - i.e. it does nothing.
>
Well wouldn't this mean that his sprite doesn't get initialised, so cannot
be used?

Also, I dunno how much of a problem, if any, but he #includes libps.h in
speech marks (meaning located in local folder), when I think he needs to use
greater and lower than signs: #include <libps.h>

Another thing, which I'm not sure about but rings a bell could be to do with
defining a lot of his variables (I'm looking at gpuPktArea and the OT
handling ones) inside the main. I dunno, but maybe these should be global
variables so the outside lib functions have access to them.

Hope that helps
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1083 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000822html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1084 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000823html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Thu, 03 Jun 1999 21:24:52 -0400
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.35 i486)

Rikki Prince wrote:
> Also, I dunno how much of a problem, if any, but he #includes libps.h in
> speech marks (meaning located in local folder), when I think he needs to use
> greater and lower than signs: #include <libps.h>

Using double quotes simply means to check the current directory then the
include path.  <> signs only check the include path.  Unless he created
his own libps.h in the current directory it shouldn't matter.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 1084 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000823html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1085 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000824html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Fri, 04 Jun 1999 22:57:34 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

That's funny, I thought quote marks meant look only in the source
path, and <> meaning look in the include path.

Steven

On Thu, 03 Jun 1999 21:24:52 -0400, Dennis Payne
<dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote:

>Rikki Prince wrote:
>> Also, I dunno how much of a problem, if any, but he #includes libps.h in
>> speech marks (meaning located in local folder), when I think he needs to use
>> greater and lower than signs: #include <libps.h>
>
>Using double quotes simply means to check the current directory then the
>include path.  <> signs only check the include path.  Unless he created
>his own libps.h in the current directory it shouldn't matter.
>
>Dennis Payne
>dulsi@identicalsoftware.com

--MESSAGE FILE 1085 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000824html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1086 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000825html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Sat, 5 Jun 1999 00:22:14 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <7j9n3t$9665@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
<375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt143-049.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Right my mistake, damn C books! Don't tell you anything!!



Sorry, I doubted that was at all the reason, anyway, hence the other idle
suggestions
Rikki

Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
news:375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk...
> That's funny, I thought quote marks meant look only in the source
> path, and <> meaning look in the include path.
>
> Steven
>
> On Thu, 03 Jun 1999 21:24:52 -0400, Dennis Payne
> <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote:
>
> >Rikki Prince wrote:
> >> Also, I dunno how much of a problem, if any, but he #includes libps.h
in
> >> speech marks (meaning located in local folder), when I think he needs
to use
> >> greater and lower than signs: #include <libps.h>
> >
> >Using double quotes simply means to check the current directory then the
> >include path.  <> signs only check the include path.  Unless he created
> >his own libps.h in the current directory it shouldn't matter.
> >
> >Dennis Payne
> >dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1086 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000825html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1087 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000826html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Fri, 04 Jun 1999 17:09:24 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <37586AB4.E30A5E1@vmlabs.com>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
<375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk> <7j9n3t$9665@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs27.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Okay, something is wrong here.

For me, this message appears with the subject "Re: Best game" with 
the author Alan Yuen.  However, it was clearly written by Rikki as a 
response to "Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work".

Plus, if I go to the scee.yaroze.freetalk.english group, find the thread
"Best game" on 5/3/98 and read Alan's message I get Rikki's instead.

Does this happen to anyone else, or is it just my newsreader?  I'm 
using Netscape 4.5.



This has happened before for me in the scee.yaroze.programming.sound
group too.  It's very weird.

Scott

> Right my mistake, damn C books! Don't tell you anything!!
> 
> Sorry, I doubted that was at all the reason, anyway, hence the other idle
> suggestions
> Rikki
--MESSAGE FILE 1087 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000826html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1088 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000827html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: -Sprite Viewer still faulty-
Date: Sat, 5 Jun 1999 18:29:00 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 826
Message-ID: <7jbmt7$96611@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Loz Dyer" <laurence@bleakhouse.swinternet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem4294967282.firearms.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

Hello All,

This sprite program should make a sprite bounce around the screen. And it
does. But it leaves a copy of the sprite behind in the top left corner. Does
anyone know how to fix this?

The siocons batch file is in AUTO2.TXT, the sprite is JONC.TIM, and the
source code is MAIN2.C.

Please help.

Loz

begin 666 sprite2.zip
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M)?>)!\+],S5#-:>KIKKWN;XMEIFT7Y=H16W:KRG-IPL^6>#V; $[1TO+=6MH
M"H[_)<L&QR4+/"-=U(FZ$CCV>TW'P)I".A%H9%9FCYE0'TWZ/2B&)L,QB]OC
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MQTW/Z)9KG]&MAY6'=!KZN D9<<UX0^M!`EPO^(AAN4Y]9(^!8<(<ZJD$GZEC
M&-2?!6*:15OCR(SD1[<&R3JJVM7UW!'_4R1WZF&"/OPI43/>%O]@;7OPE>)2
MQ_.>;Q=8V3"':YN4+FJ/F^!H:JR,E5D.!"5://HE6O5HYVA4/>"S8.U$=R$M
M`U\J0XD6_Z;Z_&3F&'#C.^(1^J-!)#K<8XEZO?'V"=ZJ^LJ=ZTW%I+LI4!M;
M@6$K4&!^ZZD:"DZ5OUU@5U9PETWW4B_I0[#>R71:^E[#/A?&G$\+CYDH6$-(
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 1088 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000827html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1089 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000828html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: 5 Jun 1999 22:51:39 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01beafa5$af1360e0$a89524c3@pal-s-omnibook>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: Marseille-4-168.club-internet.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> > The form without parenthesis just evaluates "initGame", which is the
> > pointer to the function - i.e. it does nothing.
> >
> Well wouldn't this mean that his sprite doesn't get initialised, so
cannot
> be used?

Exactly.

> Another thing, which I'm not sure about but rings a bell could be to do
with
> defining a lot of his variables (I'm looking at gpuPktArea and the OT
> handling ones) inside the main. I dunno, but maybe these should be global
> variables so the outside lib functions have access to them.

Everything needed is passed as arguments, so there's nothing wrong in the
variables being local, as long as they are not used after the end of the
function they're declared in. It may be confusing, though, because of what
I just wrote. (and this last sentence may be confusing, too, may not it ?)
Btw, you can have as many different OTs (esp. in hierarchical structures)
and displays (think split screen) as you want, which lets you imagine that



those things are better handled with parameters.

pal.

--MESSAGE FILE 1089 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000828html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1090 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000829html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Naylor" <satan#2@usa.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Visual C++ 5
Date: Sun, 6 Jun 1999 16:39:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7je4pa$49v4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33C345AD.453A@hotmail.com> 
<01bc8120$19d11280$c793989e@fourny.demon.co.uk> 
<6c200f$bej18@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6ca1g2$beo25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: du-1524.claranet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

i also have a tutorial at my site to set it up on my site, if u want a
lookie, at www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mnaylor .

--MESSAGE FILE 1090 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000829html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1091 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000830html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Out of Environment Space
Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 17:46:43 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt145-017.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision), but
I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went to
set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space" error,
after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
it.
Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?

Thanks
Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1091 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000830html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1092 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000831html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work
Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 09:53:12 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <7jgt55$ql64@scea>
References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
<375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk> <7j9n3t$9665@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
<37586AB4.E30A5E1@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide73.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

I see the same thing and I'm using whatever version of Outlook Express that
ships with IE 5.0.

-Steve

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote in message
news:37586AB4.E30A5E1@vmlabs.com...
> Okay, something is wrong here.
>
> For me, this message appears with the subject "Re: Best game" with
> the author Alan Yuen.  However, it was clearly written by Rikki as a
> response to "Re: My Sprite Viewer Doesn't Work".
>
> Plus, if I go to the scee.yaroze.freetalk.english group, find the thread
> "Best game" on 5/3/98 and read Alan's message I get Rikki's instead.
>
> Does this happen to anyone else, or is it just my newsreader?  I'm
> using Netscape 4.5.
>
> This has happened before for me in the scee.yaroze.programming.sound
> group too.  It's very weird.
>
> Scott
>
>
> > Right my mistake, damn C books! Don't tell you anything!!
> >
> > Sorry, I doubted that was at all the reason, anyway, hence the other
idle
> > suggestions
> > Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 1092 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000831html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1093 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000832html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Corrupted newsgroups
Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 10:08:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <375BFC9C.7453D3D4@vmlabs.com>



References: <7iekt2$sfd26@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01beade9$f30c3000$ad9524c3@pal-s-omnibook> 
<7j6hbd$m4q16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37572AE4.76B55C85@identicalsoftware.com>
<375859c1.80988034@news.playstation.co.uk> <7j9n3t$9665@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
<37586AB4.E30A5E1@vmlabs.com> <7jgt55$ql64@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs93.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Glad to know I'm not going insane.  Or at least not because of this :)

Does anyone at Sony see this too?  I'm not sure where the problem is 
originating from.

Scott

> I see the same thing and I'm using whatever version of Outlook Express that
> ships with IE 5.0.
> 
> -Steve
--MESSAGE FILE 1093 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000832html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1094 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000833html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 18:32:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

What operating system are you running?  DOS or Windows 95?

On Mon, 7 Jun 1999 17:46:43 +0100, "Rikki Prince"
<netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote:

>I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision), but
>I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went to
>set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space" error,
>after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
>working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
>recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
>it.
>Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
>
>Thanks
>Rikki
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1094 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000833html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 1095 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000834html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: Mon, 7 Jun 1999 21:47:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <7jhb6f$49v9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt143-058.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Sorry, Win 95, using a DOS window.

Thanks
Rikki

Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
news:375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk...
> What operating system are you running?  DOS or Windows 95?
>
> On Mon, 7 Jun 1999 17:46:43 +0100, "Rikki Prince"
> <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote:
>
> >I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision),
but
> >I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went
to
> >set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space"
error,
> >after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
> >working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
> >recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
> >it.
> >Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
> >
> >Thanks
> >Rikki
> >
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1095 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000834html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1096 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000835html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: 8 Jun 1999 07:45:48 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <7jihnc$rqe1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)



HI there,

Read the FAQ on the website...answer is there.

George

In article <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, 
netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk says...
>
>I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision), but
>I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went to
>set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space" error,
>after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
>working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
>recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
>it.
>Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
>
>Thanks
>Rikki
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 1096 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000835html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1097 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000836html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alan Marshall <admars32@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: Mon, 07 Jun 1999 22:19:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <375C3774.7CF09903@breathemail.net>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<7jhb6f$49v9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: VIP-206-4.vip.uk.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.6 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Rikki Prince wrote:
> 
> Sorry, Win 95, using a DOS window.
> 
> Thanks
> Rikki

I get that if I run djsetup, then djsetup again.

At the risk of sounding patronizing, have you created  anice little bat
file so that when your DOS prompt starts it runs DJSetup automatically.
An then when you manually start djsetup, you get the error. I do that
all the time!



btw that's in Win95

Al

> Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
> news:375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk...
> > What operating system are you running?  DOS or Windows 95?
> >
> > On Mon, 7 Jun 1999 17:46:43 +0100, "Rikki Prince"
> > <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote:
> >
> > >I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision),
> but
> > >I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went
> to
> > >set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space"
> error,
> > >after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
> > >working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
> > >recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
> > >it.
> > >Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
> > >
> > >Thanks
> > >Rikki
> > >
> >

--MESSAGE FILE 1097 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000836html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1098 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000837html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: Wed, 09 Jun 1999 13:37:56 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <37606c0a.478885500@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<7jhb6f$49v9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <375C3774.7CF09903@breathemail.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Well, in all honesty is that the problem is that he has not got enough
environment space!

That is easy to rectify really.

Rikki, you have two options :

1. You can add a line that looks like this in your C:\CONFIG.SYS file

SHELL=C:\WINDOWS\COMMAND.COM /E:3072 /P

Or, if there already is a SHELL= line, make sure there is a /E:
parameter.  If there is, then make the number better (if it is
currently 2048 or something, 3072 is okay) I believe the maximum is
4096.



This will give you more environment space at startup time.

2. If, however, you know for a fact that you will only ever use the
environment space out of a specific MSDOS window, you can right click
on your DOS prompt, go to properties, click on the memory tab, and
pick a nice, large number for initial environment.

I would opt for choice number 1.  It is more permanent, and you can
then set up your yaroze stuff in autoexec.bat and forget about it!

Steven

On Mon, 07 Jun 1999 22:19:48 +0100, Alan Marshall
<admars32@breathemail.net> wrote:

>Rikki Prince wrote:
>> 
>> Sorry, Win 95, using a DOS window.
>> 
>> Thanks
>> Rikki
>
>
>I get that if I run djsetup, then djsetup again.
>
>At the risk of sounding patronizing, have you created  anice little bat
>file so that when your DOS prompt starts it runs DJSetup automatically.
>An then when you manually start djsetup, you get the error. I do that
>all the time!
>
>btw that's in Win95
>
>Al
>
>> Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
>> news:375d103b.324310664@news.playstation.co.uk...
>> > What operating system are you running?  DOS or Windows 95?
>> >
>> > On Mon, 7 Jun 1999 17:46:43 +0100, "Rikki Prince"
>> > <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk> wrote:
>> >
>> > >I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision),
>> but
>> > >I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went
>> to
>> > >set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space"
>> error,
>> > >after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
>> > >working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
>> > >recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
>> > >it.
>> > >Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
>> > >
>> > >Thanks
>> > >Rikki
>> > >
>> >

--MESSAGE FILE 1098 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000837html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1099 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000838html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Chow <james@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Using VC++ (Dev Studio) IDE. How?
Date: Sun, 13 Jun 1999 20:31:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <376406FE.F29F20C9@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chowfam.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I'd like to use the Developer Studio IDE to develop the executable.
I know the customisable functions on the toolbar and that, but I want to
know if it is possible to generate a makefile from VC++ which I can then
use the gcc make with.
Or do I have to write one myself?

Thanks,
James.

--MESSAGE FILE 1099 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000838html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1100 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000839html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ed Fear" <ed@directxbeginners.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Using VC++ (Dev Studio) IDE. How?
Date: Mon, 14 Jun 1999 19:14:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7k3gh6$hn714@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <376406FE.F29F20C9@chowfam.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-64.name71.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

check out http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mnaylor - he's put together a
tutorial.

Hope It Helped

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 1100 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000839html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1101 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000840html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Scott Ward" <scott.ward6@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Drawing to background.
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 1999 02:43:14 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: p48-meadowlark-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Wow, I've finally got on the news group. Don't ask me why I couldn't get on
before, it was just me being thick again.

I've never used a newsgroup before so here's a question to test it out.

Is there any way to draw images to the background.
For example:
                            Say I have a game which has lots of aliens
flying about the screen, when the aliens get shot the sprites are replaced
with pictures of dead aliens. However, because the images just need to stay
there without moving or anything is there anyway of drawing them without
sorting them as sprites and therefore maybe saving on speed. Is this a
relevent question or am I just missing the point?

Cheers,

Scott "thick as pig shit" Ward.

--MESSAGE FILE 1101 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000840html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1102 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000841html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Drawing to background.
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 1999 14:13:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <7k5jf3$75r5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.120.22
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Scott Ward <scott.ward6@virgin.net> wrote in message
news:7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Wow, I've finally got on the news group. Don't ask me why I couldn't get
on
> before, it was just me being thick again.
>
> I've never used a newsgroup before so here's a question to test it out.
>
> Is there any way to draw images to the background.
> For example:
>                             Say I have a game which has lots of aliens
> flying about the screen, when the aliens get shot the sprites are replaced
> with pictures of dead aliens. However, because the images just need to
stay
> there without moving or anything is there anyway of drawing them without
> sorting them as sprites and therefore maybe saving on speed. Is this a
> relevent question or am I just missing the point?



>
> Cheers,
>
> Scott "thick as pig shit" Ward.
>

Hi Scott,

Welcome to the newsgroups!

As the screen is completely redrawn each frame, those objects still need to
be drawn.  However, if your background is a static 16-bit bitmap, then you
could draw your sprites directly onto the background image by moving the GPU
drawing/clipping area accordingly.  This would give the desired effect, but
you have to be careful not to move the clipping area while the GPU is
drawing.  And don't forget, a screen sized 16-bit image will take up a lot
of VRAM.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 1102 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000841html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1103 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000842html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Drawing to background.
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 1999 16:41:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <7k5s87$75r8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt145-118.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Scott Ward <scott.ward6@virgin.net> wrote in message
news:7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Wow, I've finally got on the news group. Don't ask me why I couldn't get
on
> before, it was just me being thick again.
>
> I've never used a newsgroup before so here's a question to test it out.
>
> Is there any way to draw images to the background.
> For example:
>                             Say I have a game which has lots of aliens
> flying about the screen, when the aliens get shot the sprites are replaced
> with pictures of dead aliens. However, because the images just need to
stay
> there without moving or anything is there anyway of drawing them without
> sorting them as sprites and therefore maybe saving on speed. Is this a
> relevent question or am I just missing the point?
>
I don't really think its worth trying to integrate the dead player sprite
into the background, as you'll probably have more grief attempting this than
you will lose in speed. As you're sprites for the aliens, and dead aliens



are probably resonably small, so the time taken to do this shouldn't really
matter, unless the rest of the game is super processor intensive, which it
shouldn't be unless you've advanced that quickly (which by your pessimism it
doesn't look like).

As I say, unless you've finished the game, and its running slow, and you're
working on optimising it, I reccomend you get on with finishing the game,
just get some more experience. Worrying about this sort of thing will do you
no good.

Rikki

> Cheers,
>
> Scott "thick as pig shit" Ward.
>
>
Such self confidence... J/K, don't degrade yourself so much Scott, it will
only affect your programming in a bad way. Just remember, although it looks
like there's a lot of people better than you in the Yaroze community, just
turn around and look out of the Yaroze world and see how many can't even
turn on a computer, let alone run a piece of software, let alone program a
bit of software, let alone program a hi-tech gaming console like the
PlayStation.

--MESSAGE FILE 1103 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000842html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1104 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000843html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Scott Ward" <scott.ward6@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Drawing to background.
Date: Tue, 15 Jun 1999 22:12:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7k6fju$75r9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7k5s87$75r8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p25-pigeon-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Cheers boys,

It seems like it's not worth bothering about then, oh well, never mind.

P.S.
Rikki, when I titled my note 'Scott "thick as pig shit" Ward' I did it
slightly 'tongue in cheek'. I don't actually think my intellect resembles
that of a shit from a pig, however, your little pep talk was most touching.
;o)

Scott "Smart as Dr. Stephen Hawkins" Ward.
:o.

--MESSAGE FILE 1104 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000843html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1105 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000844html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Drawing to background.
Date: Wed, 16 Jun 1999 12:42:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <37678D8C.7C2A@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <7k4b39$75r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7k5s87$75r8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7k6fju$75r9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n66.fen.bris.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)

Hi Scott,

I think you'll be surprised at just how much the Net Yaroze can cope
with. In a few days I'll be releasing the latest version of Arena2 and
the front end has loads of sprites whizzing around at 50fps (and with a
load of playgon models AND with the ever-present motion blurring).

Cheers,

Tom "I know what a pointer is" ;-)
--MESSAGE FILE 1105 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000844html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 1106 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/beginners/000000845html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Andrew Murray <mad.max@which.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Out of Environment Space
Date: Wed, 16 Jun 1999 21:05:43 +0100
Organization: Max Studios
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <37680396.B5C06C5E@which.net>
References: <7jgt29$49v8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p256-bantam-gui.tch.which.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
 boundary="------------5832936E26C10DC5D8CBAFC7"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------5832936E26C10DC5D8CBAFC7
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I had the same problem... I think.

Launch a dos shell in a window from Windows. Click on the properties tab and
go through Memory to the Environment space then set it to the maximum amount
you can get.

Should sort it, or is this totally not the answer you needed?

Max

Rikki Prince wrote:

> I haven't been able to play with my Yaroze for a few weeks (revision), but



> I've just downloaded some games, and wanted to run them. Just as I went to
> set up the DOS stuff etc. I got a double "Out of Environment Space" error,
> after running djsetup. I've got no idea why this has happened, coz it was
> working perfectly before. All I can think of is that I installed LCC
> recently, but I don't know how this could have affected it, or how to fix
> it.
> Could any suggest what I can do to fix this problem?
>
> Thanks
> Rikki

--------------5832936E26C10DC5D8CBAFC7
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii;
 name="mad.max.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline

Ok, sorry about the long delay....Here is a cdfeed.o module that should
work fine on CodeWright

(See attached file: Cdfeed.o)

Colin.

To:       Colin_Hughes@scee.sony.co.uk
cc:        (bcc: Colin Hughes)
From:     news@playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o ":scee.yaroze.programming.sound

--0__=Ab5n0Mm7rix6FvBivJH6bkCP4a8wT3EmvjggDTD5NRgssdf1mqudAH40
Content-Disposition: inline

From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
boundary="----=_NextPart_000_01BD7E9A.597A69E0"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Ceci est un message multi-parties au format MIME.

------=_NextPart_000_01BD7E9A.597A69E0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit

Hi pete,

this is the sound2light demo (Zipped) written by Colin...
cdfeed.o hasn't been updated/recompiled(with opt"0") to work with CW,
look at my" Small request to Colin" in this news group...

cheers

Laurent

Pete <Hanno@btinternet.com> a #$BqD#(Brit dans l'article
<01bd7de5$99c2b8a0$e93a63c3@default>...
> Hi,
> I've been searching for the sound 2 light demo without success, any
chance



> of someone telling me its location, or sending it to me direct would be
> just as good.
>
> I'm after using the cdfeed.o file for the ReadCDDA function. I'm a
> CodeWorrier - I mean Warrior, has cdfeed.o been updated/recompiled to
work
> with it yet?
>
> Cheers for any info you can give
>
> Pete.
>
>
>
------=_NextPart_000_01BD7E9A.597A69E0
Content-Type: application/octet-stream; name="snd2lt.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64

name="Cdfeed.o"
Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="Cdfeed.o"
Content-transfer-encoding: base64
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--0__=Ab5n0Mm7rix6FvBivJH6bkCP4a8wT3EmvjggDTD5NRgssdf1mqudAH40--

--MESSAGE FILE 15987 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15988 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "
Date: 14 May 1998 16:29:59 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader>
References: <6jek31$lnp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-117-254.infonie.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161



Thanks a lot Colin,

I'm sorry but i can't find the attached file: Cdfeed.o...
It look like the file is include in the text-part with a lot of strange
things
i tried some other ways to reload your answer but alway the same result:
a big text-file...
could you try to post it again please ?

Cheers,

Laurent

PS: I hope it's not my fault i really tried all possibilities
--MESSAGE FILE 15988 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15989 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 21:50:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6jfldj$f4o1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6jek31$lnp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

It looks as though Colin's attachment has been screwed up by some fixed line
length limitation somewhere along the line of posting it! See if you can put
each single character on the end of the line above and try decoding the
result! It will take a while but it might work.

JohnT

Laurent GAY wrote in message <01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader>...
>Thanks a lot Colin,
>
>I'm sorry but i can't find the attached file: Cdfeed.o...
>It look like the file is include in the text-part with a lot of strange
>things
>i tried some other ways to reload your answer but alway the same result:
>a big text-file...
>could you try to post it again please ?
>
>Cheers,
>
>Laurent
>
>PS: I hope it's not my fault i really tried all possibilities

--MESSAGE FILE 15989 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15990 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "



Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 22:00:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 214
Message-ID: <6jfm14$f4o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6jek31$lnp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader> <6jfldj$f4o1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

It worked! I just done it by copying the attachment text to a text file then
adjusted the lines and loaded the file into WinZip 6.3 which saw the two
files perfectly! :)
I have attached them to this message (hoping the get there better with my
unrestricted news reader)

JohnT

JohnT wrote in message <6jfldj$f4o1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>It looks as though Colin's attachment has been screwed up by some fixed
line
>length limitation somewhere along the line of posting it! See if you can
put
>each single character on the end of the line above and try decoding the
>result! It will take a while but it might work.
>
>JohnT
>
>Laurent GAY wrote in message <01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader>...
>>Thanks a lot Colin,
>>
>>I'm sorry but i can't find the attached file: Cdfeed.o...
>>It look like the file is include in the text-part with a lot of strange
>>things
>>i tried some other ways to reload your answer but alway the same result:
>>a big text-file...
>>could you try to post it again please ?
>>
>>Cheers,
>>
>>Laurent
>>
>>PS: I hope it's not my fault i really tried all possibilities
>
>

begin 666 Cdfeed.o
M8@$#``````!P`@``8 ```#@`! $'`0L"< $`````````" ````````````!P
M`0``< $``/P``: ``````````````````````````"YT97AT````````````
M``!P`0``T ```$ "````````!@```" ````N9&%T80```' !``!P`0``````
M`$ "``````````````````! ````+F)S<P````!P`0``< $````(````````
M````````````````@ ```#$`W0XR,62P7KR[S.C_O2> 'P,\%!!C-!0`OZ\0
M`+"O``!BE `````````,``!BI( ?`CRF'4(T``! I ``0I0`````!@! $( ?
M`SRF'6,T``!BE ````#]_T 4`````( ?`SRJ'6,T``!BE `````P`$(T``!B
MI ``8I0P``,D, !", @`0Q" 'P,\JAUC-# `!"0``&*4`````# `0C#\_T04
M`````( ?!SS $.<T@!\&/,00QC0@``4\$ "E-( ?!#S($(0T``$#/ `"8S0`
M``(\< %") ``XJP``,6L``"#K ``@HP``0,\)!!#``@`0!" 'P,\R!!C- `!
M!#P``&*,`````"001 #\_T 4`````( ?`CRN'4(T``!0E `````````,__\0
M,H ?`CRF'4(T@!\#/*H=8S0```0\< &$) ``0*0``&*4``@0,L__0C ``&*D
M`P``%B$0@ ```H0D(1" `!0`OX\0`+"/" #@`Q@`O2<`````' ````,``)C$
M````!@``(,@````&```H& $```4``)@P`0``!@``(#0!```&```H"7 +`@``
M`````````````````````````0```- "```'````! ,``````````````P``
M`%@#```\````9 ,``%P```"@`P```0```/P#``````````````8```!$! ``



M``````$```#_____```!@/S___\````````````````8````'0`?`/______
M____``````$`````````2W ```H`````````1A ```H```!L`0``2! ``!,`
M````````1?#__R(`````````1?#__S,```!P`0``PO#__P$`````````2 ``
M```````#``````````!C9&9E960N8P!296%D0T1$00!G8V,R7V-O;7!I;&5D
M+@!?7V=N=5]C;VUP:6QE9%]C`&-D9&%T80```&=C8S)?8V]M<&EL960N`%]?
M9VYU7V-O;7!I;&5D7V,`4F5A9$-$1$$`16YT97)#<FET:6-A;%-E8W1I;VX`
M8V1D871A`$5X:71#<FET:6-A;%-E8W1I;VX```````````$`````````.@``
M```````'`````````````````````````````0```````P``````````````
M`````````````````````````````````/#__P`````/``````````#P__\`
M````( ````````!&$ ```````"D`````````@?'__P`````^````< $```#P
2__\`````10````````"!\?__
`
end

begin 666 snd2lt.zip
M4$L#!!0````(`!QSIR*;6AZ/M (``- %```(`!(`8V1F965D+F]N=0H`J([W
MRJ2!T 4``/__9@"M4\]K$U$0GK>[VM06NF#1'BI-9:$]A5"#>HB0YH=4%"F*
MT(.P27;7&NDOFBW46XPY*!3BP4/_@-!#*;;_0#&(A]Z\>O3@P8.'BAX\1-:9
M]V:S2U!/#CR^[WLS.SOOS;RJ,(#L1 ,H(UX'0PR)$2TG`)+D2$#?:*^,:Q+$
M$0Q8;AX@Y7O;?GP/8T\1%S6EQT#E3+D5O\)^6F1I;2 ?Q=558!B7_$,<H$Y5
MZW6B9:XO7G-H#5RC+R_.&]UF^TMP/#,.;P]-.#H$*+SFD%'D'>@^;Y/8$^7.
MGJA*WZ\@-RXCNBWIVQ=-N9^&? 9YAW0:= MU>@@*YO1$`WV&M<_?TWXO*,H<
M23"R)K0R"?D?+5L6>0N@>C"*=8'0LP#%`Y.XYF2P'N3JGP#-'?);9@&&("?_
M`<+ ^.H.>2VS"+U^G4WYS1NQV#];$)ASZFP&_K-ET?ED?0ES[D.03R/OZ `7
MIDW,J[4L0KRC-MY1.P&?] DXGI&9)AM3XV9CJHOK/:X37(-WC1.5GD <!MA-
MLLXROF"DHL_B=;Q2.+O+^QW&(\;/C#\0SV&^'FL0ZGM#X>SPQLC@9$BC<9C5
M97/AH1[M$_VJJYG_J:OY6#)4_$<CBANAGIV)<@5HR!H]B9'1>2_!E/0'[./1
MAMM=6;NTFZ;B670N(#_/^Z73(+@<XU?X?>2_!\$UY$7F^,Q@@?DMY'>8+]([
M8[[$;^$=Y@EK6(B=6YKC/O(\-^7 /:_B%HK%>5AVG#G;65_=J*V@`VQ[>6VK
MKVT'ZAM;M&S76ZD\!3=CKU;<3<*J(\%YC.BXZLW^EV3]TCAK:<WW-@N;-;_F
M5%;N>XY?6U^#TG;-']R+^D5F1P_\+Q,2NY=_V:GJZ]B 3G*O0FUQOT*=XIZ%
M^BKW+=0WN'>A+L5FA>PN]S/T/V#_LV]*/XGIWU!+`P04````" `D8:<BM],I
M+[\%```U#@``!0`2`&9F="YC;G4*`%?QP .D@34.``#__V8`;5?13AM+#'U.
M)/YA'@NL+VO/3G97*7WL%]RW"EVE)$" DBI)JZ**?[\^9V8W6U0DPL;V'!_;
M9YQP=7$V/YO//G_^-^QW/X[;E\T__D/;OP_;0SBNGC:'L'H)J_U^]1IV=^'P
ML-L?#Y7;UN'[9G^WVW_S@&!I$;[OMB_'X%@5`"ZN\'HV/VSO7S;K\+Q[N0_[
MS>KYBX?>+&?XN;I"=/BY>OZQ.>3$T^CMM]5]CBY(2!V^_G=<?7W>A"\WX3K\
MG@?_J:N@UE5AT?A#;U6(_JL+-_>+*I@U%</4WVCC,9U[K/8#C?]J"[/Z"6OJ
M' AK=&L+8^W!#3(L8*[]N#D\XPSYD@=U[C+ )V!U,!MR./Z<D;" %#% "O!*
MOL W9Y\1D0BL@&$@!7@%806^-4,M,(,6V!M8H3 %8T5EY@DR(C*"%OIBP$=?
M%(P5_,T39(XX&N$'M=Y=$8@+-_<`M *H.-EX3 = ]0,)@"W,"L"F= <NC6YN
M8:T]ND&*%N8:K&.IQ9 P>5"/5@`_`:R#V9#$$V2*L( 5,< *\$K"P+=8!HA3
M"EK ,+ "O(*Q`M^:H1B800OT#:Q0F8*Q@K_%,A@T1D$+C3'@HS':4WI(X@DR
M1X6E=W^"/SK'"(YN[EL<325SB\P>TRDR^X&F1V:8-8*BYD!8HUM;&&L/;I!A
M`7.=P#"6FI$O>5#7HV8_D8#5P6S(X?B9(2P@10R0`KR2+_#-V6=$) (K8!A(
M`5Y!6(%OS5 +S* %]@96*$S!6%&9>8*,B(R@A;X8\-$7!6,%?_,$F2..1OA!
MK7=7!.+"S3T`K0`J3C8>TP%0_4 "8 NS`K IW8%+HYM;6&N/;I"BA;D&ZUAJ
M,21,'M2C%<!/`.M@-B3Q!)DB+&!%#+ "O)(P\"V6`>*4@A8P#*P`KV"LP+=F
M* 9FT )]`RM4IF"LX&^Q# :-4=!"8PSX:(SVE!Z2I#1_6\[+PCS\=6'R,G&-
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M$EG&N!19WLQ@S2!^%KG@=C^;_]QMU^'N[OCA_&S^&]^0`;#?W&\/Q\V^?(>N
MPF,5#L?5_:8*VZ<J/%1A784G6[Z+QE?W0Q5NW?W+?U_+=^[9.ESCRWT)O]OM
MPP>BN5F7&3A\9$1Y<^'QYSG:.<UF#QY9+_'T9/Y83GSTT["MPZ=/U_F1V(^,
M#H^.R4@\7EZ>PP\TH,YN`9,_U+X\A,NP:&X(`.=AZLO_.&0'T;?N?5R&[<!X
M&RZOO1?G0Q )SV;;)X]S7Z&009SK+S=_.(2+_)_)]NG&0V[]+?^M\;?GX:KT



MBN&O"+^=ADLX_#4\'QCL.):?;V3]Z_S*EE/_S>SDOIRZQRSNS\](N'Y]'S$-
MN#RY4?];:?$#^K*F^2V/\BW+@7_^!U!+`P04````" #=7J@BKPJ8:(T*``!1
M&P``!@`2`&UA:6XN8VYU"@!_[(=BI(%1&P``__]F`*59>W/;-A+_FYG)=]A+
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M^X4`H&&9SM'I9)E',L5<($<TXPA N> \KK@6O"@Q?SR/$$W.Y!)5NI$0&<6I
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MHP(&3Y]\?OK$<</#P[#;\AQ'^1WT;E,)8ZWL+I4SN!R]`A;_LE0KOAV$+SS\
M\#T<A'L]+^RJG^:C\76_C[^JCQ6AZQ_T//5!<T^?5.$<ZV6U*'AIT*I2]0XP
M],/#H/?T29I+S$<QY?+]Q,1P_DXAI(%7E8XS:E)-::2-`SBM)E]E2UXQTB3.
M_33#J*T^RWC\P'(ENU(X,GN<;V5I\BV;\IPJUKCC6'> 35F:.S90&].U"<E?
M30VA7<WI0&.>25;%>>T-\:^C+%]K,&GBVE.T:PO_T)*(WX1M>)#=^D'J610]
M!B(P"27B+%=H$H7V,(LGZ=G9<7X4#PL6KQ:>XHE$CM*Y3N,GD3&99AR6'\SR
M10'?H\^@KW&Z0 VWRR3A12/Q%T?#\K]+5G#'#1"7O5:#%!6B+#6ENT9)BR@S
M0KM-DD0W\ZDEAJTU<Y>!HRE!4^Q-`/J/(OI-XF6HA>!@32BL"<&+=5L93Z01
MW&\*QN(N-Y1>DU*DTYG4E#4TE@LCT5VWH_*H:6M@E#SCD2'Y+;N/TNZK6B?U
M^8[92-6ZLY/O)S" SQ!XH;?K=;T]K^?M>R^\`R_PO2#P@M +=KV@ZP6K_8KD
MYRS-W9:N-QJG\7W?_O1R+Z%!<Y^G)F!9E/5J0+W.#DPW'_AV0I\$!D&X;V=N
MQ3*/^(HC*=B\-M0M>C6^965M),IX$-B!V5X552V LSR5*4-8.)0/I>1SU9(O
M:1<;%6PQ<\$':E/.J"16,V=WSU%Y?CH>75Q[@5>Q#7DRQ)!>+9/$5:T`:/_O
MU;7L#DWKHU/8!8N1UX4MM:[H,X#6!O?.K]3J<H1\[T\Z&<^G<H:)Q&%0&^H6
MUZ_X1#'%6=4#_8F9#AK3P42[LF[O)N5W"X&@E8ZN+71^C.X6XA>N>KX+@>_[
M8)LX2H^I5JD`*:%T$F#+.!5*=DRR8UZ@\AN1N3 >?S@>>IAC^J>QJ;$<25E8
M'OR\/+FAK_'YZ>GOL;X]^Z=F?:<YC^,+] 4SYE7U[S5\KD5\*JB85E5PFLLW
M@L7N00^3B"ELT7[G.+"S`XE0VZ.3((K(=K[@N=L.@M"#]@$QAUT/@AZE'D@.
M*G-O69I#)L1"6;B;T<[J4N8Q#UO5HJ93Z&?%X>ASX0!NQ@]YA)"O:H..],L%
M9ER?Q<TMH93+)-&KWG'2^!Y%1^6(RR/,V2>NJE(!H[/YDR@^OF(E=_51"/DG
M8,G'&6?%N=1%O"5DG6K^:#].N8QF^L*A3OC'PTZG$W/$)&:T`'-[B([$,I?&
MLP1<<-5";K=;AX$Z>%/,J%5I&D#CF(C3BAGGM;*7+W?5])>ZOCJ2;X+68."W
M8&L+7"."HY81;[?[CXB%ZV*'8;<FN+VMO3$?%/^QOJ/8C1>V[&4&M>><QSQ6
MK)OM4;=86=2"RM$5'GK2>/S(2M(\YLLDZ<MFB\O%NKW#(-S?8-&&^HT6%30:
MB0'8];>[8?T1=D.N-_?8WOQ*JEW'`5-?.@#3``9^S4>:;\1%'5E%MK7E*F,(
MH^(W`MHG"^/&G4%[;4O<6 U\/?ZRV:QJZ@V[JLFJ7]O!Y"^#35Y8:/\O+^K;
M!NV\+0N0-27*&/XS@*"A"9/RV[HN@Z\4F;;Y^\K4!\]*;GJV0EN1H;9AO&9Y
MK+8#=6=(]*VQ6BQ:(-<=W*%+D9OB(#WL]=/M[5;EL[E(I-O4[Q%G.A"GDX;?
M>FI[H(_BAM,$D-L<*)_I'UW?.H6/,9&</WGY,NCU*\+4$H(UPJTEA&N$(C"$
MW755EM!=5V4)>YI@85-M9[6#N+DIMWK:[-E8):^V3BCF[8'>+/5BHN/1( Q:
MM8.2WD9U=NA!IM%-:H9K]M0!7N\D]AUH`%K95]6IK@'KO,%&7GWZ7^<-31F5
MZNT%W(ID`Z6O",,!_P=]HTN+0A20I%G&8YB+7%0/4^8T8R"_I^SI7P0^79+[
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 15990 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15991 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: 101655.153@compuserve.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Unwanted fading drums
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 22:14:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35676c55.4108250@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3543DC10.78E3A1C@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld12-242.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/16.451

Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:

>In my SEQ, the drum track keeps fading in and out.  I would like it to
>stay at a constant volume.  In the original midi file, there are no
>volume changes or anything of the sort for that track.  Does anybody
>know what's going on, and how to fix it?

Do the note-on velocities change? If so then perhaps the drum voices
are particularly velocity sensitive?
--MESSAGE FILE 15991 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15992 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000139html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pete" <Hanno@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "
Date: 16 May 1998 18:14:12 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bd80f6$421f4e60$3b3b63c3@default>
References: <6jek31$lnp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader> <6jfldj$f4o1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6jfm14$f4o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-59-59.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Cheers John :)

Pete.

JohnT <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk> wrote in article
<6jfm14$f4o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> It worked! I just done it by copying the attachment text to a text file
then
> adjusted the lines and loaded the file into WinZip 6.3 which saw the two
> files perfectly! :)
> I have attached them to this message (hoping the get there better with my
> unrestricted news reader)
> 
> JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 15992 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15993 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound 2 Light, - cdfeed.o "
Date: 17 May 1998 08:48:19 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bd8170$6ea0e3c0$fc58f2c3@leader>
References: <6jek31$lnp1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd7f55$6b0b6ae0$fe75f2c3@leader> <6jfldj$f4o1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6jfm14$f4o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-88-252.infonie.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Thanks a lot John !!

Good job !

Laurent

JohnT <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk> a crit dans l'article�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
<6jfm14$f4o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> It worked! I just done it by copying the attachment text to a text file
then
> adjusted the lines and loaded the file into WinZip 6.3 which saw the two
> files perfectly! :)
> I have attached them to this message (hoping the get there better with my
> unrestricted news reader)



> 
> JohnT
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 15993 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000140html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15994 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: CDDA Playing-list length (how many tracks on it?)
Date: 19 May 1998 09:12:03 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bd8306$0d0de9e0$e475f2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-117-228.infonie.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi there,

On the 3 of February there was a request in this news-group about CDDA
playlist lengh,but...it seem's there's no solution, exept a big crash in
your program when you go to far on the CD...So, what's new?
The Yaroze read the TOC ( Table Of Content ) when you put an audio CD in
it...if there is no Function to grap this info...please let us know where
the TOC datas are store in memory...we will do the rest !
an other way is to catch the error in the prog ( and not crash ! )...is
this possible ?

Cheers,

Laurent

--MESSAGE FILE 15994 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15995 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: peter black <peter.black@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: SsVabTranfer -1
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 00:49:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 159
Message-ID: <356B550D.488D@virgin.net>
Reply-To: peter.black@virgin.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: p42-osterich-gui.tch.virgin.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------283240CC34BE"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-VN709-003  (Win95; I)
CC: peter, black

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------283240CC34BE
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="help.txt"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="help.txt"

hello net yaroze technical people

i'm having troble making noise 



i have created .vh and .vb files using aiff2vag,mkvab and vabsplit
i used the simle.def file form psx\bin 
and even creatad a debug.deffile with mkvab -r -o
i have tried using the waves.vh & waves.vb files from sndemo
try as i might SsVabTranfer keeps returning the error code -1
i have attached my source code i hope you can help
also could someone please explain the difference between
a   void func() and static void func()

--------------283240CC34BE
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="main.c"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="main.c"

/*LANDER 
WRITTEN USING CODE WARRIOR 2
COPY WRITE PETER BLACK 4.4.98
E MAIL ME peter.black@virgin.net
*/
#include <libps.h>
#include <__rts_info_t__.h>
#include "padread.h"
#define VH_ADDR 0X80090000//.vh loaded here
#define VB_ADDR 0X800a0000//.vb loaded here
// MAIN  PROGRAM 0X800b0000
#define OT_LENGTH  1
#define MVOL 127
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//GLOBAL VARIABLES
//OT 
GsOT WorldOT[2];
GsOT_TAG OTTags[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];
int ActiveBuff;
//PRIMITIVES
PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][524*24];

//CONTROLLER BUFFS
volatile u_char *bb0,*bb1;
//SOUND RELATED
short vabID,seq;

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//STATIC FUNCTION TEMPLATES

static void ClearOT();
static void DrawOT();
void init_sound();
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
main()
{

// heap starts after the main program on a 16-byte boundary
unsigned long lclHeapStart=(_end & 0xFFFFFFF0L)+0x10;

// heap extends to the bottom of the stack.
unsigned long lclHeapSize=((_stack_addr-(_stack_size<<10)) &

0xFFFFFFF0L)-lclHeapStart;

InitHeap((unsigned long *)lclHeapStart, lclHeapSize);

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//INITIALISE YAROZE SYSTEM
//



// PAD BUFFERS
GetPadBuf(&bb0,&bb1);
//DISPLAY BUFFERS
SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC);
GsInitGraph(320,240,4,0,0);
GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,240);
//ORDERING TABLE
WorldOT[0].length=OT_LENGTH;
WorldOT[0].org   =OTTags[0];
WorldOT[1].length=OT_LENGTH;
WorldOT[1].org   =OTTags[1];
//FONTS
FntLoad(960,256);
FntOpen(16,16,320,240,0,512);
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//MAIN PROGRAM
//

 init_sound();//SsVabTransfer

while(1)
{
ClearOT();
if(PadOneCross)// checks for button press

{
SsSetMVol(MVOL,MVOL);
SsUtKeyOn(vabID,0,0,48,0,127,127);
FntPrint("make noise");
FntFlush(-1);
}

DrawOT();
}

}//main terminal
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//FUNCTIONS
//

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//CLEAR OT
//
static void ClearOT()

{
ActiveBuff=GsGetActiveBuff();
GsSetWorkBase((PACKET*)GpuPacketArea[ActiveBuff]);
GsClearOt(0,0,&WorldOT[ActiveBuff]);
}

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//DRAW OT SWAP DISPLAY BUFFERS
//
static void DrawOT()

{
DrawSync(0);
VSync(0);
GsSwapDispBuff();
GsSortClear(0,0,0,&WorldOT[ActiveBuff]);
GsDrawOt(&WorldOT[ActiveBuff]);
}

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/* These are bits of code provided by SONY */



/* defines */

void init_sound()
{
/* VAB opening and transmission to sound buffer */
vabID = SsVabTransfer( (u_char*)VH_ADDR, (u_char*)VB_ADDR, -1, 1 );
if (vabID < 0)

{
printf("SsVabTransfer failed (%d)\n", vabID);
return;
}

}

--------------283240CC34BE--

--MESSAGE FILE 15995 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15996 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Oliver Hippel" <nospam@spam.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: SsVabTranfer -1
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 10:55:01 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6kfo3a$lev5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <356B550D.488D@virgin.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 210.8.106.48
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

 if (vabID < 0)
    then there is something wrong with what it is tring to load.

2 things, I hope your .vb file is less than 64k!
If of course your program file does start at 0X800b0000.

The next is make sure that the correct addresses are listed in your .sio
file.

HTH

Oliver.

BTW, The most reliable method of making the vag file is by using vabtool,
while complex at first, it provides all the functionality available.

--MESSAGE FILE 15996 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15997 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: DMS v1.1.0 Released
Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 16:18:40 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <3579CE50.298AF844@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port1507.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:144 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:189 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1103 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:698

Hello,

That Yaroze MOD player thing that I was working on about 2 months
ago is finally finished---well, sort of.  You can grab it from:

http://www.jps.net/tenchi/dms_110.zip

For those who didn't see the other thread, DMS is an S3M player
for the Yaroze which is a set of library routines that interpret
its own file.  It uses a frame-by-frame polling process and
supports up to 16 channels of stereo sound with reverb capability.
All this with very little CPU overhead.

The dms_110.zip pack should contain:

- DMSPlay (an example DMS player for NTSC)
- DMS libraries
- S2S S3M-to-DMS DOS conversion utility
- VABtest (Yaroze VAB testing utility)
- an example S3M file
- documentation

After downloading, please see the README.TXT file for instructions
on compiling and converting files.

DMS will not play your S3M exactly, but it's pretty close.  The
major things missing are pitch slides, portamento, and vibrato---I
may eventually get around to fixing that.

Thanks to everyone with their feedback.  Please send me any
comments you have.

p.s.  I've changed e-mail addresses to "tenchi@shell.jps.net",
      and my web pages will also be down until I get them
      transferred over from my old ISP...

Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 15997 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15998 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Eric Bleinagel <bleinagel@creatron.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Pause Sound
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 14:04:42 +0200



Organization: CREATRON GmbH
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <357BD35A.A6CC16E1@creatron.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.30.95.254
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)

First of all sorry for my bad english, i hope you understand what I
mean...:)

So here s my problem:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
After very hard work I got all my sound samples running and it sounds
good. But now I want to pause a sound sample and if I start it again, it
should start at the place where I paused it. But I cannot find any
function which realises this.
I have only samples, so I use only SsUt... -stuff.
There is a function called SsSeqPause(...), but I don t know if (and�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
how) I can use it and if it would manage my vag-vab, I have no
experience with sequence-stuff.

Could anybody help me?

Eric
--MESSAGE FILE 15998 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 15999 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Pause Sound
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 15:21:03 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <357BF34F.B976E4BA@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <357BD35A.A6CC16E1@creatron.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Eric Bleinagel wrote:
> 
> After very hard work I got all my sound samples running and it sounds
> good. But now I want to pause a sound sample and if I start it again, it
> should start at the place where I paused it. But I cannot find any
> function which realises this.
> I have only samples, so I use only SsUt... -stuff.

Try setting the pitch to zero (using SsUtSetPitch()), then resetting back
to normal when you want to restart.
--MESSAGE FILE 15999 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16000 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Eric Bleinagel <bleinagel@creatron.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Pause Sound
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 18:18:14 +0200
Organization: CREATRON GmbH



Lines: 19
Message-ID: <357C0EC6.7E757E83@creatron.de>
References: <357BD35A.A6CC16E1@creatron.de> <357BF34F.B976E4BA@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.30.95.254
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)

Hey, it works (with SsUtChangePitch())!
Thanks!

Eric

James Russell schrieb:
> 
> Eric Bleinagel wrote:
> >
> > After very hard work I got all my sound samples running and it sounds
> > good. But now I want to pause a sound sample and if I start it again, it
> > should start at the place where I paused it. But I cannot find any
> > function which realises this.
> > I have only samples, so I use only SsUt... -stuff.
> 
> Try setting the pitch to zero (using SsUtSetPitch()), then resetting back
> to normal when you want to restart.
--MESSAGE FILE 16000 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16001 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ben James <elvis@enterprise.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Soundtracker Format
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 16:32:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <358E7928.1E1B@enterprise.net>
Reply-To: elvis@enterprise.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp189.enterprise.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Hi,

Does anyone have a full description of the old SoundTracker / ProTracker
format from the Amiga? I am attempting to write a player for the PSX. Or
better still, has anyone already programmed one?

Cheers,

Ben.

--MESSAGE FILE 16001 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000148html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16002 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound



Subject: Re: Soundtracker Format
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 18:37:57 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 149
Message-ID: <6mm4qu$khq7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <358E7928.1E1B@enterprise.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm328.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0518.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0518.4

Here's the Protracker 1.1B module format.

Someone in the "dodgy" developer's scene (you know, those people who seem to
have tRouBlE wIth thEiR CaPs lOCk keY) has done a mod player, and Elliot
Lee's DMS player will play S3Ms which are quite closely realted to mods.

Mark

Ben James <elvis@enterprise.net> wrote in message
358E7928.1E1B@enterprise.net...
>Hi,
>
>Does anyone have a full description of the old SoundTracker / ProTracker
>format from the Amiga? I am attempting to write a player for the PSX. Or
>better still, has anyone already programmed one?
>
>Cheers,
>
>Ben.
>

begin 666 Modform.zip
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MGTX:T_$ZNDHU'MD-"=L/K7ID&7!)\/4M7DRL9G+RK7@Q>3POM CU,D&SX/#@
M"YDP(5LT_E9,F'PS)DRM*GGXAE9K"M(7`E9;+?W+6"TSIY!:>WQ9<I=VTY,1
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MD,BQF1WI,OD*>\Y,[['IH4&X#?7QK6*GR'-XH ]5RF:W&<$NVJ%\5SK34=2B
M.CQJJCS4E:H\$RWP?'F%MI"Y5QZG144Y3+V.AH"0?]>1P(4]T1*HJUQJTJ-R
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M* !<3#5^A_Z75GTR\"L8T.(`%=QH01S1!0S1<+W+`6EO\$#7IEH\^%H*7YI-
M%Y,L$;!^"GO[S>K<:IV'5!^(4H^(ZN84U:5%V*!/(UK['(ET-\W@BD1FPPK8
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MM+"J'#X`&#X0%0``44,```L``````````0`@`+:!`````$U/1$9/4DTN5%A4
64$L%!@`````!``$`.0```#D5````````
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 16002 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16003 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Soundtracker Format
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 12:28:43 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <358EB06B.55C9258@jps.net>
References: <358E7928.1E1B@enterprise.net> <6mm4qu$khq7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-246.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Yup, I wrote a system for this and it works okay---some tempo probs.
Write me for the latest version of it where I actually fixed the
pitch sliding.  :)  (tenchi@shell.jps.net)

You will need to convert your MOD to an S3M format.  Why?  Because
it seemed to be the most common ground somewhere between the ProTracker
and IT/XM formats.  I suggest using Impulse Tracker to handle the
conversion to S3M.

The main things not yet supported are certain effects like portamento
(Gxx), vibrato (Hxx), and appregio (Qxx?).  There's other stuff in
it like enabling hardware reverb and resampling your instruments to
save space/re-tune them.



I'm using DMS in a group project right now and it seems to hold up
pretty well.

Mark Wilson wrote:
> 
> Here's the Protracker 1.1B module format.
> 
> Someone in the "dodgy" developer's scene (you know, those people who seem to
> have tRouBlE wIth thEiR CaPs lOCk keY) has done a mod player, and Elliot
> Lee's DMS player will play S3Ms which are quite closely realted to mods.
> 
> Mark
> 
> Ben James <elvis@enterprise.net> wrote in message
> 358E7928.1E1B@enterprise.net...
> >Hi,
> >
> >Does anyone have a full description of the old SoundTracker / ProTracker
> >format from the Amiga? I am attempting to write a player for the PSX. Or
> >better still, has anyone already programmed one?
> >
> >Cheers,
> >
> >Ben.
>                      Name: Modform.zip
>    Modform.zip       Type: Zip Compressed Data (application/x-zip-compressed)
>                  Encoding: x-uuencode

Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16003 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000150html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16004 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000151html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: asc@netlink.ch (Yannick Suter)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: vabsplit
Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 23:57:29 GMT
Organization: Nowadays
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <359190d6.13833227@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: asc@netlink.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: pppb217.netlink.ch
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

hihoe..
well.. my prob is that after splitting my vabFile, the size of the
resulting *.vb file is always 0 (NULL) .. is this normal? - well, my
player is not able to play the waves.. =( 

strange is, that the size of the *.vh file is equal to the size of the
vabfile!

the problem could be my define.def file to generate the vabfile .. for
one *wav file..

VabHdr
form = 'VABp'
ver = 0x7



id = 0
fsize = 0

        ps = 1
        ts = 1
        vs = 1

ProgAtr 0
tones = 1
mvol = 127
mpan = 64

VagAtr 0 0
prior = 0
mode = 0
vol = 127
pan = 64

        center = 90
shift = 0
min = 0

        max = 127
pbmin = 0

        pbmax = 0
        ar = 127
        dr = 15

sr = 0
rr = 31
sl = 15
prog = 0

        vag = 1
vsize
        0

yan
asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
--MESSAGE FILE 16004 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000151html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16005 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: vabsplit
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 14:46:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 66
Message-ID: <359254CF.F64CEF6@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <359190d6.13833227@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-29.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Yannick Suter wrote:

> hihoe..
> well.. my prob is that after splitting my vabFile, the size of the
> resulting *.vb file is always 0 (NULL) .. is this normal? - well, my
> player is not able to play the waves.. =(
>



> strange is, that the size of the *.vh file is equal to the size of the
> vabfile!
>
> the problem could be my define.def file to generate the vabfile .. for
> one *wav file..
>
> VabHdr
>         form = 'VABp'
>         ver = 0x7
>         id = 0
>         fsize = 0
>         ps = 1
>         ts = 1
>         vs = 1
>
> ProgAtr 0
>         tones = 1
>         mvol = 127
>         mpan = 64
>
> VagAtr 0 0
>         prior = 0
>         mode = 0
>         vol = 127
>         pan = 64
>         center = 90
>         shift = 0
>         min = 0
>         max = 127
>         pbmin = 0
>         pbmax = 0
>         ar = 127
>         dr = 15
>         sr = 0
>         rr = 31
>         sl = 15
>         prog = 0
>         vag = 1
> vsize
>         0
>
> yan
> asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
> Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/

Right.  I haven't actually seen this problem before, but I suggest you use
VabTool (which can be downlaoded the SCEE/SCEA sites).  VabTool is a
Windows util which compiles VAGs into a single VAB and bypasses the need
to create a DEF file.  I've had no troubles with Vabsplit with VABs
created by VabTool.

Hope that sorts you.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16005 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16006 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound



Subject: Re: vabsplit
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 17:13:55 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 84
Message-ID: <35943943.A05DD8D4@jps.net>
References: <359190d6.13833227@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-246.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Something is probably screwed up with your DEF file.  Make sure that you
follow the header stuff EXACTLY.  Use TABS to indent.  The mkvab
utility is very very picky.

After you've made sure everything is okay, run mkvab.  Then go one
step further: extract the header.  Do something like:

mkvab -r -o TEST.DEF MYVAB.VAB

Now, check the TEST.DEF file and make sure that it looks very close
to the original .DEF file you created.  If TEST.DEF has weird things
in it or is 0, then you know you screwed up.

Some things I noticed about the DEF file you posted:

  In the VagAtr 0 0 section:
- set "prior = 127"
- set "center = 90"
- put a blank line after "vag = 1"

  In the vsize section:
- take all of that out.  completely.  it will be generated for
  you.

Try that and let us know if it works...

Yannick Suter wrote:
> 
> hihoe..
> well.. my prob is that after splitting my vabFile, the size of the
> resulting *.vb file is always 0 (NULL) .. is this normal? - well, my
> player is not able to play the waves.. =(
> 
> strange is, that the size of the *.vh file is equal to the size of the
> vabfile!
> 
> the problem could be my define.def file to generate the vabfile .. for
> one *wav file..
> 
> VabHdr
>         form = 'VABp'
>         ver = 0x7
>         id = 0
>         fsize = 0
>         ps = 1
>         ts = 1
>         vs = 1
> 
> ProgAtr 0
>         tones = 1
>         mvol = 127



>         mpan = 64
> 
> VagAtr 0 0
>         prior = 0
>         mode = 0
>         vol = 127
>         pan = 64
>         center = 90
>         shift = 0
>         min = 0
>         max = 127
>         pbmin = 0
>         pbmax = 0
>         ar = 127
>         dr = 15
>         sr = 0
>         rr = 31
>         sl = 15
>         prog = 0
>         vag = 1
> vsize
>         0
> 
> yan
> asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
> Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16006 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16007 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Kevin <kevin@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: VAB Tools, Help Please
Date: Sun, 28 Jun 1998 13:03:51 +0100
Organization: Reality-Bytes Coding Group
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35963127.EAF612AB@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: reality-bytes.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi, just download the new soundtools and although you are probably very
busy, I wondered if you could answer a couple of questions for me.

I was having a lot of trouble with the old command line tools and to see
something a little more intuitive arrive on the scene is very
encouraging.

I think my difficulties now are arising because I am unsure of the
definition of a few terms in use.

What is a program ?
what is a tone   ?



I have managed to make a vag file called PING.VAG, using WAV2VAG.EXE
it also produced PING.RAW.

When I run vabtool.exe, it runs fine (I'm running my display at 1280 X
1024) so no problems seeing the whole picture. how do I get PING.WAV in
to the VAB file ?

Any help you can offer, I would be very gratefull for.

Kevin

Remove X from Address if you wish to Email me.

--MESSAGE FILE 16007 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16008 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB Tools, Help Please
Date: Sun, 28 Jun 1998 12:28:26 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 80
Message-ID: <3596995A.ADF6D85@shell.jps.net>
References: <35963127.EAF612AB@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port655.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Kevin wrote:
[...]

> I think my difficulties now are arising because I am unsure of the
> definition of a few terms in use.
> 
> What is a program ?
> what is a tone   ?

Program and Tone are two things that make up a particular sound in the
MIDI world.  Say you have a bank of sound samples (pianos, guitars,
guitars, etc.).  A Program is an "instrument" made up of those sound
samples.  The Tones are the sound samples that are incorporated in the
Program.

For example, say you have a General Midi Drum program.  It usually
consists of 48-70 different Tones, each tone being a different sound
sample.  You would configure the Tones so that only certain keys
respond to certain Tones---e.g. if hitting C3 played the bass drum,
you probably wounldn't want the cymbal to be played at the same time.

Another example, say you have an instrument which is a piano
with strings and bells all played at the same time.  You would create
a Program with 3 Tones, one tone for the piano, one for the strings,
and one for the bells.

So why do they call it a Tone instead of just an audio wave sample?
The reason is that a Tone is more complicated than just keeping the
audio data.  A tone describes how quickly the Attack or Decay (see
the ADSR envelope in the User's Guide, I think) or the amount of
reverb and so on.  In the old days when memory was extremely precious,
you had things like the Roland MT32 MIDI box.  Each sound sample was
like 1K - 4K long and was looped.  So, the Tone parameters were used



to create a soft attack and long decay for, say, the violin sound.
Then the Programs combined multiple Tones to create a nice warm
sound.

> I have managed to make a vag file called PING.VAG, using WAV2VAG.EXE
> it also produced PING.RAW.

(Believe it or not, AIFF2VAG works with WAV files.)

> When I run vabtool.exe, it runs fine (I'm running my display at 1280 X
> 1024) so no problems seeing the whole picture. how do I get PING.WAV in
> to the VAB file ?

I don't know how VabTool works, so I'll describe my process of making
sound effects:

1) I start with a directory of sound samples.
2) I convert each one of them (some RAW, some WAV) into VAGs.
3) I create a DEF file and list each one of the VAGs in there.
   For sound effects, almost all programs have 1 tone.
4) I run MKVAB and that produces my VAB file.
5) I run MKVAB with the "-r" option to extract the DEF file from
   the VAB and I compare that against the DEF file I originally
   wrote.  If both files are about the same, then the VAB-
   making process succeeded.  If not, usually there was an
   error in the DEF file (e.g. typo, not enough spacing,
   not using tab characters for delimiters).
6) I run VABSPLIT to make the final product.

If you're converting some MIDI stuff to SEQ format and need to create
the sound banks (if you're not using the supplied General Midi banks),
then you may end up having to do a lot of handiwork to create the
multiple tones for each program.

I hope that helps a little....

> Any help you can offer, I would be very gratefull for.
> 
> Kevin
> 
> Remove X from Address if you wish to Email me.

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16008 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16009 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Kevin <kevin@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB Tools, Help Please
Date: Sun, 28 Jun 1998 22:06:29 +0100
Organization: Reality-Bytes Coding Group
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3596B055.5BA8F90B@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk>
References: <35963127.EAF612AB@reality-bytesX.demon.co.uk> 
<3596995A.ADF6D85@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: reality-bytes.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Thanks for help, I'm gonna work through this lot and see how I get on. Will
keep you posted.

Sound is one major thing missing from my latest game and to get it sorted
would be great.

Thanks.

Kevin.

Remove 'X' from address to Email me.

--MESSAGE FILE 16009 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16010 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "michael.resch" <michael.resch@metronet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: TOC
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 23:53:06 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: md33-078.mun.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Hi,

does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
Audio CD ???

cu
 Mike
--MESSAGE FILE 16010 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16011 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: TOC
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 18:03:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35991A5F.8258FED4@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-39.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



michael.resch wrote:

> Hi,
>
> does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
> Audio CD ???
>
> cu
>  Mike

Sorry, no.  This is one of those unanswered questions.  It doesn't
appear to be possible.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16011 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000158html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16012 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: TOC
Date: Wed, 1 Jul 1998 15:42:32 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6ne2hf$57l12@scea>
References: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port20.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Yup....    I have a freeware util called TOC.EXE that will give you the full
table of contents for an audio CD....   The only catch is that it's for SCSI
drive's only...

Still interested???

michael.resch wrote in message <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>...
>Hi,
>
>does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
>Audio CD ???
>
>cu
> Mike

--MESSAGE FILE 16012 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000159html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16013 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000160html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: TOC
Date: Wed, 1 Jul 1998 15:45:49 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21



Message-ID: <6ne2o8$57l13@scea>
References: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port20.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

The original address for the utils is

http://www.goldenhawk.com/products/freeware.htm

I think it's under CDTOOLS.EXE  or something like that..

Later
Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

michael.resch wrote in message <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>...
>Hi,
>
>does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
>Audio CD ???
>
>cu
> Mike

--MESSAGE FILE 16013 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000160html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16014 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: TOC
Date: Wed, 1 Jul 1998 16:14:05 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6ne4dj$57l14@scea>
References: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de> <6ne2hf$57l12@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port10.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Sorry about that the new version supports many IDE drives..

Hope this helps..

Steve Tolin wrote in message <6ne2hf$57l12@scea>...
>Yup....    I have a freeware util called TOC.EXE that will give you the
full
>table of contents for an audio CD....   The only catch is that it's for
SCSI
>drive's only...
>
>Still interested???
>
>
>michael.resch wrote in message <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de>...
>>Hi,
>>



>>does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
>>Audio CD ???
>>
>>cu
>> Mike
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16014 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000161html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16015 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: TOC
Date: Fri, 03 Jul 1998 19:01:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <359D1C5F.270EB608@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35980CC2.3F5B@metronet.de> <35991A5F.8258FED4@ndirect.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-01.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Alex Herbert wrote:

> michael.resch wrote:
>
> > Hi,
> >
> > does anyone know how i can get the TOC (TableOfContest) of an
> > Audio CD ???
> >
> > cu
> >  Mike
>
> Sorry, no.  This is one of those unanswered questions.  It doesn't
> appear to be possible.
>

I assumed that Mike meant from within Yaroze code.  Did I assume wrong?

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16015 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16016 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: SsVabTransfer locks up!
Date: Sat, 04 Jul 1998 12:36:41 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <359E8449.860@dial.pipex.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: userm538.uk.uudial.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Hi

I think Ive asked for help on this before but
didnt get any response. Anyway, Ill try again so here goes...

Can anyone tell me why SsVabTransfer fails and causes the
Yaroze to lock-up when I have the stack setup in the DCache.
Everything works fine when I have the stack in main memory.

Any help would be greatly appreciated!

-Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 16016 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16017 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Converting .WAV files
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 20:32:08 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35b3a86d.799038@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p58-finch-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Is there a size limit on the files that the wav2vag program can create
?  I tried converting some samples at the weekend which the source
WAV file size varied from 198,000 to about 480,000 bytes and once run
through wav2vag the vag file is always 83,504 bytes no matter the size
of the .WAV file.

In the end I had to split up the samples which allowed me to create
something even wierder than the original plan but thats another
story....

Richard.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 16017 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000164html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16018 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Converting .WAV files
Date: Mon, 20 Jul 1998 17:31:26 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35B3E15E.502E9B07@jps.net>
References: <35b3a86d.799038@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Try feeding your WAV through the AIFF2VAG converter?  (It will handle
the WAV files just fine, IMO.)  As for a sample THAT large?!  You're
not recording background music are you?  If so there are a few other
options...

- e!

Richard Cutting wrote:
> 
> Is there a size limit on the files that the wav2vag program can create
> ?  I tried converting some samples at the weekend which the source
> WAV file size varied from 198,000 to about 480,000 bytes and once run
> through wav2vag the vag file is always 83,504 bytes no matter the size
> of the .WAV file.
> 
> In the end I had to split up the samples which allowed me to create
> something even wierder than the original plan but thats another
> story....
> 
> Richard.
> 
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16018 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16019 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Converting .WAV files
Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 17:48:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <35b4d2e9.622707@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35b3a86d.799038@news.playstation.co.uk> <35B3E15E.502E9B07@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p40-buzzard-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 20 Jul 1998 17:31:26 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
wrote:

>Try feeding your WAV through the AIFF2VAG converter?  (It will handle
>the WAV files just fine, IMO.)  As for a sample THAT large?!  You're
>not recording background music are you?  If so there are a few other
>options...
>
>- e!
>
>Richard Cutting wrote:
>> 
>> Is there a size limit on the files that the wav2vag program can create
>> ?  I tried converting some samples at the weekend which the source
>> WAV file size varied from 198,000 to about 480,000 bytes and once run



>> through wav2vag the vag file is always 83,504 bytes no matter the size
>> of the .WAV file.
>> 
>> In the end I had to split up the samples which allowed me to create
>> something even wierder than the original plan but thats another
>> story....
>> 
>> Richard.
>> 
>> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting
>
>-- 
>Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
>- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                   '''                                          '''

Nope it's not for background music, I was just arseing around on
Sunday afternoon with a large scrolling alien thingy and I thought it
would be fun to stick some sounds on to go with it and having just
sussed out how to get the Yaroze singing that week I wanted an outlet
for my new found skills.  What I've been doing is to take samples off
of a music CD which get captured in .WAV format and use them on the
Yaroze.  As it happens splitting them up gets an even groovier effect
as they are played at random so in effect you get random bits of
sound.

For anyone who's interested I've knocked up a quick and dirty sound
tutorial on my web page as I did go through some pain in getting it to
work and hopefully it'll help others avoid it ! You can find it under
the 'help' button.

Richard.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 16019 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16020 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: MIDI_EDITOR
Date: 1 Aug 1998 09:08:41 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <01bdbd2d$254e2c20$88a1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip008.pool-05.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi,i'm searching a program to create music in midi format,if someone know
where i can find one,please help me!

Diotallevi Emanuele

--MESSAGE FILE 16020 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16021 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000168html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound



Subject: Standard_VB_VH
Date: 1 Aug 1998 09:11:23 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bdbd2d$85f2c5e0$88a1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip008.pool-05.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I have the standard .vb and .vh files ,but i want to use the standard .vab
file in vabtool but i didn't find it ,if someone have the Std.vab,please
help me!

Thanks,Diotallevi emanuele

--MESSAGE FILE 16021 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16022 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MIDI_EDITOR
Date: Sat, 01 Aug 1998 12:04:40 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35C366C8.8B101B1E@sinclair.net>
References: <01bdbd2d$254e2c20$88a1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Check out http://www.midisoft.com for Midisoft Recording Studio.  They
have free demos, I'm not sure how limited they are.

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
> 
> Hi,i'm searching a program to create music in midi format,if someone know
> where i can find one,please help me!
> 
> Diotallevi Emanuele

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 16022 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16023 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Standard_VB_VH
Date: Sat, 01 Aug 1998 19:26:05 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16



Message-ID: <35c36a6f.2171113@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdbd2d$85f2c5e0$88a1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p41-griffon-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On 1 Aug 1998 09:11:23 GMT, "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
wrote:

>I have the standard .vb and .vh files ,but i want to use the standard .vab
>file in vabtool but i didn't find it ,if someone have the Std.vab,please
>help me!
>
>Thanks,Diotallevi emanuele
>

You already have it !  std0.vab would simply be std0.vh and std0.vb
concatenated into the single file std0.vab.

Richard.
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 16023 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16024 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MIDI_EDITOR
Date: Mon, 03 Aug 1998 17:23:59 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35C5E41F.BCA7FF72@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <01bdbd2d$254e2c20$88a1f7c2@manolo>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-10.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:

> Hi,i'm searching a program to create music in midi format,if someone know
> where i can find one,please help me!
>

Are you wanting a decent cormercial package, or free stuff off the net?  BTW
Midi editors are more widely known as Midi Sequencers.

Comercial titles worth checking out:

Steinberg (spelling?) Cubase - very common in recording studios in Europe.  I
beleive they have a cheap, cut-down but very adequate version called Cubasis.

Emagic Logic Audio - serious stuff! (expensive too)
Cakewalk Express - Personally I don't like it, but it's standard stuff in the
US.

Or you might like to try searching WebCrawler for "Free MIDI Sequencer" or
something...  You never know. :)



Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16024 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16025 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Colin Hughes" <colin_hughes@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MIDI_EDITOR
Date: Mon, 3 Aug 1998 17:39:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6q4pm9$7vo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bdbd2d$254e2c20$88a1f7c2@manolo> 
<35C5E41F.BCA7FF72@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I've just bought Computer Shopper Issue 127 which has a Midi Sequencer call
Evolution Audio Lite, this may be usefull..

Colin.
Alex Herbert wrote in message <35C5E41F.BCA7FF72@ndirect.co.uk>...
>
>
>Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:
>
>> Hi,i'm searching a program to create music in midi format,if someone know
>> where i can find one,please help me!
>>
>
>Are you wanting a decent cormercial package, or free stuff off the net?
BTW
>Midi editors are more widely known as Midi Sequencers.
>
>Comercial titles worth checking out:
>
>Steinberg (spelling?) Cubase - very common in recording studios in Europe.
I
>beleive they have a cheap, cut-down but very adequate version called
Cubasis.
>
>Emagic Logic Audio - serious stuff! (expensive too)
>Cakewalk Express - Personally I don't like it, but it's standard stuff in
the
>US.
>
>Or you might like to try searching WebCrawler for "Free MIDI Sequencer" or
>something...  You never know. :)
>
>Herbs
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16025 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000172html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16026 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Colin Hughes" <colin_hughes@playstation.sony.com>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: SsVabTransfer locks up!
Date: Mon, 3 Aug 1998 17:42:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6q4pr4$7vo2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <359E8449.860@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

The D-cache stack is only 1k in size, so you should only use it for tight
code loops, not your whole game

Colin.

Chris Chadwick wrote in message <359E8449.860@dial.pipex.com>...
>Hi
>
>I think Ive asked for help on this before but
>didnt get any response. Anyway, Ill try again so here goes...
>
>Can anyone tell me why SsVabTransfer fails and causes the
>Yaroze to lock-up when I have the stack setup in the DCache.
>Everything works fine when I have the stack in main memory.
>
>Any help would be greatly appreciated!
>
>-Chris

--MESSAGE FILE 16026 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16027 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Standard_VAB_Names
Date: 4 Aug 1998 09:55:58 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bdbf8f$41340a40$7bbff7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip059.pool-02.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi guys,thank fo all informations ,now i 'll to know the name of each
standard tone,and if someone know how i can create a new bank.
Thanks ,Emanuele Diotallevi

--MESSAGE FILE 16027 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16028 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Standard_VAB_Names
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 1998 17:18:45 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <35C73464.8B687FA@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <01bdbf8f$41340a40$7bbff7c2@manolo>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk



NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-52.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Emanuele Diotallevi wrote:

> Hi guys,thank fo all informations ,now i 'll to know the name of each
> standard tone,and if someone know how i can create a new bank.
> Thanks ,Emanuele Diotallevi

Just to let you know...

The standard vab follows the GM (General Midi) standard.  GM was
introduced by Roland (who make audio-production stuff, synths etc) so
that compositions recorded on one synth can play with the correct sounds
on another synth.  (As long as they are both synths are GM.)

All GM synths have the same first 128 instruments (programs).  Not all GM
synths sound the same, but at least the sounds will be similar.  GM is
like the synth equivalent to ASCII.

GM synths tend to have much more memory for their wave tables than the
PSX, which means that the standard vab has a lot of duplication of
sounds.  E.g. many of the guitar sounds in the standard vab sound
identical, whereas on a synth there would be subtle differences between
them.

Fortunately, there are a lot of people with GM synths and soundcards, and
there are thousands of tunes to be found on the net in GM format.  So,
you can download a midi file, convert it to a .SEQ file, and play it
without modification on the PSX using the standard VAB.  Cool eh?

But, because of the shortage of wave table memory on the PSX, the tunes
hardly ever sound as good as they should.  Having said that though, it's
unlikely that a tune will use anything like the 128 GM programs
available.  This means that you can build banks of sounds yourself which
only contain the sounds used in the midi file.

I can dig out a copy of the GM program specification if you like.  Let me
know and I'll post a copy here.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16028 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16029 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Standard_VAB_Names
Date: Tue, 04 Aug 1998 17:32:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 181
Message-ID: <35C7378F.7FAA87E8@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <01bdbf8f$41340a40$7bbff7c2@manolo> <35C73464.8B687FA@ndirect.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-52.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Alex Herbert wrote:

> I can dig out a copy of the GM program specification if you like.  Let me
> know and I'll post a copy here.
>

Just found this in a earlier post from Mario Perdue.  Does this help at all?

> TABLE 1 - General MIDI Instrument Patch Map
>
> (groups sounds into sixteen families, w/8 instruments in each family)
>
>
> Prog#     Instrument               Prog#     Instrument
>
> (1-8        PIANO)                   (9-16      CHROM PERCUSSION)
> 1         Acoustic Grand             9        Celesta
> 2         Bright Acoustic           10        Glockenspiel
> 3         Electric Grand            11        Music Box
> 4         Honky-Tonk                12        Vibraphone
> 5         Electric Piano 1          13        Marimba
> 6         Electric Piano 2          14        Xylophone
> 7         Harpsichord               15        Tubular Bells
> 8         Clav                      16        Dulcimer
>
>    (17-24      ORGAN)                      (25-32      GUITAR)
> 17        Drawbar Organ             25        Acoustic Guitar(nylon)
> 18        Percussive Organ          26        Acoustic Guitar(steel)
> 19        Rock Organ                27        Electric Guitar(jazz)
> 20        Church Organ              28        Electric Guitar(clean)
> 21        Reed Organ                29        Electric Guitar(muted)
> 22        Accoridan                 30        Overdriven Guitar
> 23        Harmonica                 31        Distortion Guitar
> 24        Tango Accordian           32        Guitar Harmonics
>
>    (33-40      BASS)                        (41-48     STRINGS)
> 33        Acoustic Bass             41        Violin
> 34        Electric Bass(finger)     42        Viola
> 35        Electric Bass(pick)       43        Cello
> 36        Fretless Bass             44        Contrabass
> 37        Slap Bass 1               45        Tremolo Strings
> 38        Slap Bass 2               46        Pizzicato Strings
> 39        Synth Bass 1              47        Orchestral Strings
> 40        Synth Bass 2              48        Timpani
>
>    (49-56     ENSEMBLE)                      (57-64      BRASS)
> 49        String Ensemble 1         57        Trumpet
> 50        String Ensemble 2         58        Trombone
> 51        SynthStrings 1            59        Tuba
> 52        SynthStrings 2            60        Muted Trumpet
> 53        Choir Aahs                61        French Horn
> 54        Voice Oohs                62        Brass Section
> 55        Synth Voice               63        SynthBrass 1
> 56        Orchestra Hit             64        SynthBrass 2
>
>    (65-72      REED)                         (73-80      PIPE)
> 65        Soprano Sax               73        Piccolo



> 66        Alto Sax                  74        Flute
> 67        Tenor Sax                 75        Recorder
> 68        Baritone Sax              76        Pan Flute
> 69        Oboe                      77        Blown Bottle
> 70        English Horn              78        Skakuhachi
> 71        Bassoon                   79        Whistle
> 72        Clarinet                  80        Ocarina
>
>    (81-88      SYNTH LEAD)                   (89-96      SYNTH PAD)
> 81        Lead 1 (square)           89        Pad 1 (new age)
> 82        Lead 2 (sawtooth)         90        Pad 2 (warm)
> 83        Lead 3 (calliope)         91        Pad 3 (polysynth)
> 84        Lead 4 (chiff)            92        Pad 4 (choir)
> 85        Lead 5 (charang)          93        Pad 5 (bowed)
> 86        Lead 6 (voice)            94        Pad 6 (metallic)
> 87        Lead 7 (fifths)           95        Pad 7 (halo)
> 88        Lead 8 (bass+lead)        96        Pad 8 (sweep)
>
>    (97-104     SYNTH EFFECTS)                (105-112     ETHNIC)
>  97        FX 1 (rain)              105       Sitar
>  98        FX 2 (soundtrack)        106       Banjo
>  99        FX 3 (crystal)           107       Shamisen
> 100        FX 4 (atmosphere)        108       Koto
> 101        FX 5 (brightness)        109       Kalimba
> 102        FX 6 (goblins)           110       Bagpipe
> 103        FX 7 (echoes)            111       Fiddle
> 104        FX 8 (sci-fi)            112       Shanai
>
>    (113-120    PERCUSSIVE)                  (121-128     SOUND
> EFFECTS)
> 113        Tinkle Bell              121       Guitar Fret Noise
> 114        Agogo                    122       Breath Noise
> 115        Steel Drums              123       Seashore
> 116        Woodblock                124       Bird Tweet
> 117        Taiko Drum               125       Telephone Ring
> 118        Melodic Tom              126       Helicopter
> 119        Synth Drum               127       Applause
> 120        Reverse Cymbal           128       Gunshot
>
> TABLE 2 - General MIDI Percussion Key Map
>
> (assigns drum sounds to note numbers. MIDI Channel 10 is for
> percussion)
>
>
> MIDI   Drum Sound                MIDI    Drum Sound
> Key                              Key
>
> 35     Acoustic Bass Drum        59      Ride Cymbal 2
> 36     Bass Drum 1               60      Hi Bongo
> 37     Side Stick                61      Low Bongo
> 38     Acoustic Snare            62      Mute Hi Conga
> 39     Hand Clap                 63      Open Hi Conga
> 40     Electric Snare            64      Low Conga
> 41     Low Floor Tom             65      High Timbale
> 42     Closed Hi-Hat             66      Low Timbale
> 43     High Floor Tom            67      High Agogo
> 44     Pedal Hi-Hat              68      Low Agogo
> 45     Low Tom                   69      Cabasa
> 46     Open Hi-Hat               70      Maracas
> 47     Low-Mid Tom               71      Short Whistle
> 48     Hi-Mid Tom                72      Long Whistle
> 49     Crash Cymbal 1            73      Short Guiro
> 50     High Tom                  74      Long Guiro



> 51     Ride Cymbal 1             75      Claves
> 52     Chinese Cymbal            76      Hi Wood Block
> 53     Ride Bell                 77      Low Wood Block
> 54     Tambourine                78      Mute Cuica
> 55     Splash Cymbal             79      Open Cuica
> 56     Cowbell                   80      Mute Triangle
> 57     Crash Cymbal 2            81      Open Triangle
> 58     Vibraslap
>
> TABLE 3 - General MIDI minimum sound module specs
>
> Voices:
>      A minimum of either 24 fully dynamically allocated voices
> available simultaneously for both melodic and percussive sounds or 16
>      dynamically allocated voices for melody plus eight for
> percussion.
> Channels:
>      General MIDI mode supports all sixteen MIDI channels. Each
> channel can play a variable number of voices (polyphony). Each channel
>      can play a different instrument (timbre). Keybased Percussion is
> always on Channel 10.
> Instruments:
>      A minimum of sixteen different timbres playing various instrument
> sounds. A minimum of 128 preset for Intruments (MIDI program
>      numbers).
> Note on/Note off:
>      Octabe Registration: Middle C(C3) = MIDI key 60. All Voices
> including percussion respond to velocity.
> Controllers:
>
>      Controller #   Description
>        1             Modulation
>        7             Main Volume
>       10             Pan
>       11             Expression
>       64             Sustain
>      121             Reset All Controllers
>      123             All Notes Off
>
>      Registered      Description
>      Parameter #
>      0               Pitch Bend Sensitivity
>      1               Fine Tuning
>      2               Coarse Tuning
>
> Additional Channel Messages:
>      Channel Pressure (Aftertouch)
>      Pitch Bend
> Power-Up Defaults:
>      Pitch Bend Amount = 0
>      Pitch Bend Sensitivity = +-2 semitones
>      Volume = 90
>      All Other Controllers = reset

--MESSAGE FILE 16029 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16030 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound



Subject: Re: Mac Sound Tools
Date: Fri, 07 Aug 1998 04:46:34 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35CABEE9.1922@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 38.165.241.13
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-MACOS8 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

>I have a few questions about sound tools for the Mac.

>Are there any available? If not, are there any technical docs for
>VAG, VB,VH and SEQ files?

I found a handy sound conversion tool on the SCEE website called
AIFF2VAG. It does a slick drag n' drop conversion of 16-bit AIFF sound
to VAG files :) (Note: I haven't had any luck with it's "preview"
option... it always seems to freeze my machine.)

You can grab it at:
<http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/ftp/utils/mac/aiff2vag/aiff2vag.zip>

As for other tools, there are none for the Yaroze that I'm aware of. I
heard a vicious rumor that the pro kit has plenty of Mac sound tools
(for the obvious reason that sound techs frequently use Macs), but some
bit of hardware is required to use them...

- Gerrit

PS - If you've turned up any other Mac sound tools I'd like to know
about 'em! Thanks. <gerrit@funnytown.com>
--MESSAGE FILE 16030 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16031 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Mac Sound Tools
Date: 7 Aug 1998 10:42:08 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <01bdc18c$6985cac0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6irgag$6r8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Check the Net Yaroze ftp site under utils for mac tools.  For
the technical docs you can download the "fileformat.pdf" file from
the SCEA members website along with a "sound.html" file.  The
SCEA website is very organised you should be able to find it no
problem!

Regards,

George@SCEE

Mark Andrade <reewq@andradearts.com> wrote in article <6irgag$6r8@scea>...



> I have a few questions about sound tools for the Mac.
> 
> Are there any available? If not, are there any technical docs for VAG,
VB,VH
> and SEQ files?  Perhaps the souce for the PC tools?  I would like to
write
> some tools if there aren't any.  For example I'd like to write a plug-in
for
> SoundEditPro to import and export vh and vb sound files and to create
vabs. 
> If I do succeed in
> writing them I'll make them available to everyone of course.  Thanks in
> advance.
> 
> Mark Andrade
> mark@andradearts.com
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16031 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16032 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Standard_VAB_Names
Date: Wed, 12 Aug 1998 13:58:23 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35D1916F.6CD8B38F@nospam.easynet.co.uk>
References: <01bdbf8f$41340a40$7bbff7c2@manolo> <35C73464.8B687FA@ndirect.co.uk>
<35C7378F.7FAA87E8@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

>

Just to add to what Alex wrote, when using STD0.VAB, drums have to be assigned
to GM prog# 127, or the PSX won't play them properly.

Any midi files downloaded from the Net that contain drum tracks *have* to have
their drum tracks reassigned to GM #127. You'll need a midi sequencer to do
this.

Unmodified midi -> seq files with drum tracks tend to sound like a drunken brass
band. Try it and you'll see what I mean!

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 16032 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16033 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ben James <elvis@enterprise.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: SMF Format-0
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 00:58:31 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35DA1527.E7A43D22@enterprise.net>



NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp116.enterprise.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Help! I've got a cool format-0 .MID file I want to put in my GDUK entry
but SMF2SEQ only supports format-1. Is there an alternative converter
around? Or, something to convert from format-0 to format -1.
Any assistance would be greatly appreciated!

Cheers
Ben

...
elvis@enterprise.net
(~madmonk)
--MESSAGE FILE 16033 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16034 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: SMF Format-0
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 14:33:54 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35DAD442.BFC199F0@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35DA1527.E7A43D22@enterprise.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-13.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Ben James wrote:

> Help! I've got a cool format-0 .MID file I want to put in my GDUK entry
> but SMF2SEQ only supports format-1. Is there an alternative converter
> around? Or, something to convert from format-0 to format -1.
> Any assistance would be greatly appreciated!
>

Most sequencing software that I've used will save in format 1, so you could
convert it that way.  If it's a GM file (and you're using the STD sound
bank) then you have to insert a program change to get the drums to work
right anyway - so I'm told.  (Chan 10, Prog 127 - Can this be right?  I
thought drums were on Prog. 128, but that would require a bank select as
MIDI prog numbers are 7-bit.)

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16034 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16035 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ben James <elvis@enterprise.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: SMF Format-0
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 23:32:13 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35DB526D.6A718A3C@enterprise.net>
References: <35DA1527.E7A43D22@enterprise.net> <35DAD442.BFC199F0@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: max01-059.enterprise.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> Ben James wrote:
> 
> > Help! I've got a cool format-0 .MID file I want to put in my GDUK entry
> > but SMF2SEQ only supports format-1. Is there an alternative converter
> > around? Or, something to convert from format-0 to format -1.
> > Any assistance would be greatly appreciated!
> >
> 
> Most sequencing software that I've used will save in format 1, so you could
> convert it that way.  If it's a GM file (and you're using the STD sound
> bank) then you have to insert a program change to get the drums to work
> right anyway - so I'm told.  (Chan 10, Prog 127 - Can this be right?  I
> thought drums were on Prog. 128, but that would require a bank select as
> MIDI prog numbers are 7-bit.)
> 
> Herbs

A-ha! Thanks Herbs, my sequencer took it upon itself to save my MIDI
file as type 0 because there's only 1 track in it. I'm using Magix Music
Studio.

It's definitely channel 10, program 127 on my CS1x. But that uses XG
sounds so it might be different for GM/GS synths.
--MESSAGE FILE 16035 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16036 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "LEVET Yoann" <LEVET_YOANN@COMPUSERVE.COM>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: MIDI translate...
Date: 2 Sep 1998 17:10:09 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <01bdd696$09067ae0$d74ae8c3@custom-p200>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pd10-215.par.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

When I convert a MIDI file, the drums parts is not replay correctly with
the PSX...
How to convert a MIDI file with the drums...
--MESSAGE FILE 16036 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16037 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MIDI translate...
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 1998 12:08:30 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems



Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35ED97AE.250F9D78@jps.net>
References: <01bdd696$09067ae0$d74ae8c3@custom-p200>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Pull your MIDI into any MIDI seq program and reassign the drums to
instrument 127.

LEVET Yoann wrote:
> 
> When I convert a MIDI file, the drums parts is not replay correctly with
> the PSX...
> How to convert a MIDI file with the drums...

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16037 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16038 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Levet Yoann" <LEVET_YOANN@COMPUSERVE.COM>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Mkvab.exe
Date: 3 Sep 1998 11:37:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bdd730$c08537c0$7741e8c3@custom-p200>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pd01-119.par.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Is my Mkvab.exe file bugged???
When I want to insert more than 10 vags file in my vab files, mkvab reply
to me: VAG(10) not found...
I type:
mkvab -f simple.def -o effects.vab key.vag boing.vag ... win.vag dec.vag
and all this vag files exist...
If you have a recently version of mkvab thanks to send him to me...
My mkvab is a 28.04.96 version...
E-Mail me at: YOANN_LEVET@COMPUSERVE.COM
Thanks...
--MESSAGE FILE 16038 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16039 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Mkvab.exe
Date: 3 Sep 1998 13:21:10 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <01bdd6da$7f779580$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdd730$c08537c0$7741e8c3@custom-p200>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Try using VABTOOL which is located on the members website under "tools"

Regards,

George@SCEE

Levet Yoann <LEVET_YOANN@COMPUSERVE.COM> wrote in article
<01bdd730$c08537c0$7741e8c3@custom-p200>...
> Is my Mkvab.exe file bugged???
> When I want to insert more than 10 vags file in my vab files, mkvab reply
> to me: VAG(10) not found...
> I type:
> mkvab -f simple.def -o effects.vab key.vag boing.vag ... win.vag dec.vag
> and all this vag files exist...
> If you have a recently version of mkvab thanks to send him to me...
> My mkvab is a 28.04.96 version...
> E-Mail me at: YOANN_LEVET@COMPUSERVE.COM
> Thanks...
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16039 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16040 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Mkvab.exe
Date: Thu, 03 Sep 1998 13:29:58 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35EEFC46.F8DE0965@jps.net>
References: <01bdd730$c08537c0$7741e8c3@custom-p200>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

This is usually because you ran out of environment space somewhere.
Shorten all filenames to things like 0.VAG, 1.VAG, etc.  I've packed
in dozens of instruments/effects like this...  Otherwise, check your
.DEF file to see if there's some bad entries in it.

- e!

Levet Yoann wrote:
> 
> Is my Mkvab.exe file bugged???
> When I want to insert more than 10 vags file in my vab files, mkvab reply
> to me: VAG(10) not found...
> I type:
> mkvab -f simple.def -o effects.vab key.vag boing.vag ... win.vag dec.vag
> and all this vag files exist...
> If you have a recently version of mkvab thanks to send him to me...
> My mkvab is a 28.04.96 version...
> E-Mail me at: YOANN_LEVET@COMPUSERVE.COM
> Thanks...



-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16040 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16041 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: A great idea for a utility
Date: Sat, 5 Sep 1998 12:22:35 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6srrru$7v93@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hey gang!  I've got an idea for a Net Yaroze music utility, but I really,
really don't want to program it.  Part laziness, and part because I don't
want to program Net Yaroze tools.

BUT, if you want fame, fortune and eternal gratitude (ok, maybe not the
fortune part!  :-) how about this:

A program that takes a standard MIDI file (mysong.MID) and a "SoundFont"
file (mysounds.SBK or mysounds.SF2) and outputs a Yaroze SEQ file (with the
drum track automagically corrected: mysong.SEQ) and a VH/VB file
(mysounds.VH, mysounds.VB) with only the samples needed to play that song.
[Ideally, it can take several MIDI and "SoundFont" files so that the VH/VB
file created can be used with all the songs.]

You can get info on the "SoundFont" file format from the Emu web site
http://www.emu.com and looking through the support section.  It looks to me
like there is more than enough info inside a "SoundFont" format file to
create the VAB (VH/VB) files we need.

This is a tool that I think everyone would use!  Anyone else interested?
Comment here to hopefully drum up interest!

Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16041 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16042 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Levet Yoann" <LEVET_YOANN@COMPUSERVE.COM>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Please help me!
Date: 6 Sep 1998 12:13:00 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <01bdd991$3664c160$da46e8c3@custom-p200>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pd06-218.par.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I have a problem:



I want to send my SoundBanks into the PSX:

-This program run with no bug:

#include "Sound.h" //Sound subroutine
#include "Address.h" //Definition of address

static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;

void InitSoundEffects(void)
{

gSoundBank = LoadSound(EFFECTSVH, EFFECTSVB);
}

-This program run with no bug:

#include "Sound.h" //Sound subroutine
#include "Address.h" //Definition of address

static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;

void InitSoundEffects(void)
{

gSoundBank2 = LoadSound(EFFECTS2VH, EFFECTS2VB);
}

-But this program made one assertion failed!!!:

#include "Sound.h" //Sound subroutine
#include "Address.h" //Definition of address

static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;

void InitSoundEffects(void)
{

gSoundBank = LoadSound(EFFECTSVH, EFFECTSVB);
gSoundBank2 = LoadSound(EFFECTS2VH, EFFECTS2VB); //Error into this

line!!!!!!!!!!!
}

Please help me, this is the last bug of my game!
--MESSAGE FILE 16042 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16043 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A great idea for a utility
Date: Mon, 07 Sep 1998 04:05:33 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <35F3BDFD.EE62C921@shell.jps.net>
References: <6srrru$7v93@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209-239-203-11.oak.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

The only drawback i can see is that don't you need an EMU-based
wavetable card?  Other than that, it might work out pretty good.

- e?



Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> Hey gang!  I've got an idea for a Net Yaroze music utility, but I really,
> really don't want to program it.  Part laziness, and part because I don't
> want to program Net Yaroze tools.
> 
> BUT, if you want fame, fortune and eternal gratitude (ok, maybe not the
> fortune part!  :-) how about this:
> 
> A program that takes a standard MIDI file (mysong.MID) and a "SoundFont"
> file (mysounds.SBK or mysounds.SF2) and outputs a Yaroze SEQ file (with the
> drum track automagically corrected: mysong.SEQ) and a VH/VB file
> (mysounds.VH, mysounds.VB) with only the samples needed to play that song.
> [Ideally, it can take several MIDI and "SoundFont" files so that the VH/VB
> file created can be used with all the songs.]
> 
> You can get info on the "SoundFont" file format from the Emu web site
> http://www.emu.com and looking through the support section.  It looks to me
> like there is more than enough info inside a "SoundFont" format file to
> create the VAB (VH/VB) files we need.
> 
> This is a tool that I think everyone would use!  Anyone else interested?
> Comment here to hopefully drum up interest!
> 
> Ed Federmeyer

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16043 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16044 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Please help me!
Date: Mon, 07 Sep 1998 04:07:10 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <35F3BE5E.4CD89C54@shell.jps.net>
References: <01bdd991$3664c160$da46e8c3@custom-p200>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209-239-203-11.oak.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Not enough info here.  Can you either post the LoadSound function
or send me all the files?

- e?

Levet Yoann wrote:
> 
> I have a problem:
> I want to send my SoundBanks into the PSX:
> 
> -This program run with no bug:
> 



> #include "Sound.h"              //Sound subroutine
> #include "Address.h"            //Definition of address
> 
> static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;
> 
> void InitSoundEffects(void)
> {
>         gSoundBank = LoadSound(EFFECTSVH, EFFECTSVB);
> }
> 
> -This program run with no bug:
> 
> #include "Sound.h"              //Sound subroutine
> #include "Address.h"            //Definition of address
> 
> static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;
> 
> void InitSoundEffects(void)
> {
>         gSoundBank2 = LoadSound(EFFECTS2VH, EFFECTS2VB);
> }
> 
> -But this program made one assertion failed!!!:
> 
> #include "Sound.h"              //Sound subroutine
> #include "Address.h"            //Definition of address
> 
> static int gSoundBank, gSoundBank2;
> 
> void InitSoundEffects(void)
> {
>         gSoundBank = LoadSound(EFFECTSVH, EFFECTSVB);
>         gSoundBank2 = LoadSound(EFFECTS2VH, EFFECTS2VB); //Error into this
> line!!!!!!!!!!!
> }
> 
> Please help me, this is the last bug of my game!

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16044 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16045 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 7 Sep 1998 14:31:11 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip044.pool-04.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hello world,i've downloaded and installed the new release of vab tool but
it doesn'tn work
at all !!

When i load a vab file (Created with the old vabtool) ,and then i tried to



play vag the windows system say:" DEVICE ID NO EXIST!"

       "error OPEN DRIVE "

      " error get SPU MEMORY Base Addr"

      " Access violation at address 004A1FBF read of address FFFFFFFF"

Help me please...

Thanks Emanuele!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16045 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16046 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 9 Sep 1998 10:24:36 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

The tool works fine.  Don't install it on top of the old version.  Put it
in a new directory.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
<01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo>...
> Hello world,i've downloaded and installed the new release of vab tool but
> it doesn'tn work
> at all !!
> 
> When i load a vab file (Created with the old vabtool) ,and then i tried
to
> play vag the windows system say:" DEVICE ID NO EXIST!"
> 
>        "error OPEN DRIVE "
> 
>       " error get SPU MEMORY Base Addr"
> 
>       " Access violation at address 004A1FBF read of address FFFFFFFF"
> 
> Help me please...
> 
> Thanks Emanuele!!
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16046 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000193html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16047 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A great idea for a utility
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 22:25:44 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <6te6gt$abv2@scea>
References: <6srrru$7v93@scea> <35F3BDFD.EE62C921@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Elliott Lee wrote in message <35F3BDFD.EE62C921@shell.jps.net>...
>The only drawback i can see is that don't you need an EMU-based
>wavetable card?  Other than that, it might work out pretty good.
>- e?

Actually, the SoundFont specs are supposed to be pretty generic
across sound cards and technologies.  The samples themselves
should be able to be converted to the PlayStation "SPU" format
used in the VH/VB VAG file.  The idea is that the SoundFont is
a description of all the data available to make a sound, and each
sound card uses as much of that info as possible.  The more info
that gets used (like with newer and better technologies), the more
faithfully the sound is produced, but that doesn't stop older cards
and technologies from getting as reasonably close as they can.

I'd bet the PlayStation could do a pretty good job, even compared
to run-of-the mill PC sound cards.

And it would sound a *heck* of alot better then using the ST0 VAG
file from the Yaroze boot CD!

>Ed Federmeyer wrote:
>> A program that takes a standard MIDI file (mysong.MID) and a "SoundFont"
>> file (mysounds.SBK or mysounds.SF2) and outputs a Yaroze SEQ file (with
the
>> drum track automagically corrected: mysong.SEQ) and a VH/VB file
>> (mysounds.VH, mysounds.VB) with only the samples needed to play that
song.
>> [Ideally, it can take several MIDI and "SoundFont" files so that the
VH/VB
>> file created can be used with all the songs.]

--MESSAGE FILE 16047 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16048 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: 2bad@lineone.net (Tanvir Khan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Vab fail
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 17:27:30 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35fd51c2.9018638@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-171-230-69.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



Hi,

I am having problems with getting a tune in my game. The code I use
( George Bain's)  works perfectly alone but when put into my game
comes up with the error Vab fail (-1 ERROR). The vab and seq file are
alright. Its just that when I put the code in my game it messes up.
Sorry for the the lack detail but there nothing else to tell you.
Please can anyone help. 

Cheers.

Tanvir Khan
EMAG DESIGN

2bad@lineone.net
--MESSAGE FILE 16048 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16049 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A great idea for a utility
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 12:40:54 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35FD7146.66EC9212@shell.jps.net>
References: <6srrru$7v93@scea> <35F3BDFD.EE62C921@shell.jps.net> 
<6te6gt$abv2@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote in message <35F3BDFD.EE62C921@shell.jps.net>...
> >The only drawback i can see is that don't you need an EMU-based
> >wavetable card?  Other than that, it might work out pretty good.
> >- e?

[...]
> sound card uses as much of that info as possible.  The more info
> that gets used (like with newer and better technologies), the more
> faithfully the sound is produced, but that doesn't stop older cards
> and technologies from getting as reasonably close as they can.
> 
> I'd bet the PlayStation could do a pretty good job, even compared
> to run-of-the mill PC sound cards.
> 
> And it would sound a *heck* of alot better then using the ST0 VAG
> file from the Yaroze boot CD!

[...]

That's why I use MOD/S3M files for sound now.  (Shameless plug.)

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16049 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000196html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16050 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Vab fail
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 14:00:55 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <35FE6507.46B4ECAB@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35fd51c2.9018638@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Tanvir Khan wrote:

> Hi,
>
> I am having problems with getting a tune in my game. The code I use
> ( George Bain's)  works perfectly alone but when put into my game
> comes up with the error Vab fail (-1 ERROR). The vab and seq file are
> alright. Its just that when I put the code in my game it messes up.
> Sorry for the the lack detail but there nothing else to tell you.
> Please can anyone help.
>
> Cheers.
>
> Tanvir Khan
> EMAG DESIGN
>
> 2bad@lineone.net

Tanvir

The Vab fail error suggests that the VAB file has not been read from the
CD correctly, or that it has not been transferred to the SPU before
attempting to use it, or that the variable you are using to refer to the
VAB i.d. has not been correctly assigned, or all sorts of other reasons.

You must be able to give us *some* more information, surely? Are you
calling the functions in the correct order? Are you loading in the VAB
from the CD first before attempting to play the SEQ file? Are you loading
the Vab from the CD into the correct location in memory? Perhaps the
memory address for the Vab clashes with something else you are loading
in, such as a TIM file, or even the location of your executable. The
Yaroze reads from the CD in units of 2048 bytes, so you must allow an
extra 2048 bytes when allocating space in memory for your Vab file.

Please give us some more info.

Please, please, don't say that you've just dropped George's code into the
middle of your game code and expected it to work!

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 16050 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000197html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16051 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 17 Sep 1998 08:57:57 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bdb619$27804fc0$2802bfc3@manolo>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip040.pool-15.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thanks,but i tried to use it in a new directory and the problem is always
there it doesn't work what i can do ???

Thanks ,Emanuele Diotallevi

--MESSAGE FILE 16051 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16052 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 17 Sep 1998 09:29:50 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <01bde1ba$bf0cdda0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb619$27804fc0$2802bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Just try making new vags and open them up in the new version of VAB TOOL.
The tool does work with old and new vags...I tested it.  What version of
windows are you running?

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
<01bdb619$27804fc0$2802bfc3@manolo>...
> Thanks,but i tried to use it in a new directory and the problem is always
> there it doesn't work what i can do ???
> 
> Thanks ,Emanuele Diotallevi
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16052 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000199html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16053 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Specify sound loop points?
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 11:27:51 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <360154A7.C86279D7@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:200 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:194

Heya,

Is it possible to set specific loop points on a VAG?  I know the
sound can be successfully looped over the entire waveform, but it would
be nice to only loop a section of it.

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16053 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000200html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16054 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rob Vawter <robert_vawter@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Specify sound loop points?
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 16:51:34 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36019117.C7F@playstation.sony.com>
References: <360154A7.C86279D7@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:201 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:195

Elliott Lee wrote:
> Is it possible to set specific loop points on a VAG?  I know the
> sound can be successfully looped over the entire waveform, but it 
> would be nice to only loop a section of it.

You may change the loop start point to a position other than the start
point, but not the loop end point. You must first set up loop markers in
your source file. It's best to use source aiff file format for this
procedure or a editing program which can convert to aiff, since aiff2vag
does a better job of converting looping aiff files than looping wavs.

- Rob



--MESSAGE FILE 16054 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16055 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Specify sound loop points?
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 17:23:07 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <3601A7EB.EB8B61EC@shell.jps.net>
References: <360154A7.C86279D7@shell.jps.net> 
<36019117.C7F@playstation.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:202 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:196

Heya,

Thanks for the quick response.  I read that about the start marker as well,
but I'm at a loss to say which program can generate them.  Is
this part of the AIFF spec?  Do you know where I can find the info?

I'd like to modify some of my current utilities to take advantage of
moving the start point around.  :)

Big thanks,
- e!

Rob Vawter wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > Is it possible to set specific loop points on a VAG?  I know the
> > sound can be successfully looped over the entire waveform, but it
> > would be nice to only loop a section of it.
> 
> You may change the loop start point to a position other than the start
> point, but not the loop end point. You must first set up loop markers in
> your source file. It's best to use source aiff file format for this
> procedure or a editing program which can convert to aiff, since aiff2vag
> does a better job of converting looping aiff files than looping wavs.
> 
> - Rob

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16055 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16056 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rob Vawter <robert_vawter@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Specify sound loop points?



Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 12:35:19 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 377
Message-ID: <3602B5F7.61E2@playstation.sony.com>
References: <360154A7.C86279D7@shell.jps.net> 
<36019117.C7F@playstation.sony.com> <3601A7EB.EB8B61EC@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------3B612F33B2B"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:203 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:197

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------3B612F33B2B
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Elliott Lee wrote:
"Thanks for the quick response.  I read that about the start marker as
well, but I'm at a loss to say which program can generate them.  Is
this part of the AIFF spec?  Do you know where I can find the info?"

Here you go... (I have no idea where I got the c  code or header file)

--------------3B612F33B2B
Content-Type: application/x-zip-compressed; name="aiffform.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="aiffform.zip"

UEsDBBQAAAAIAO1QGyOihCuQ1AYAAHUUAAAXAAAAUFNYU09VTkQvRm9ybWF0cy9haWZmLmOd
WFtP20gUfjYS/+GUqjShLpeHRdCUSmkgBamUVUJ3VWkl5NhjbOGMo7Fd6Fb89z3nzIw9dhJa
9iWKZ871O1d7b2dzA3ZgVOSVjEDlVZlKUUCcK7hXKT7cwvBiPIY4zUSxS7RM/zHNMvgUqEgK
5cNloMLEh4Pj44OGZHL218X04uoLnF9Mr68m397x6XCh0gz+0MTeOH0QEcgwyQqYVbeQSpDV
vAjmi1gFc7QjDLKwyoIyzSVL3tvceJnKMKsi4b2vZPqwm3xwjrbCYjfZcmmKOBFBJFSHjt1N
8zbxVpDGMR/hYSRiRAJOzz5+/eTt01FRoh0h2lgCWXhTpP+KQesYbb8hXwZEvqdh+BtRFHCf
lgkIpRDWMBHhHeJq/SGlTNSLpT+rYl/2NzdIWiwHnuft7TD2EIkiVOmiRAmoZiYUM4dJgH+Q
a8CUi1JBmSOUcWwI2Cwjx/DNfpSILF3+3Nzw0hh692318OIEyAjPi1LR2wrzKovk65ITQkCZ
CMA0YaM0tlt9dPjR8XkqxB3EKp/DTNymUlIW/QIBYiELFnnxDPezHCUji/aeNWI4VAl5rNlc
L7Oi0eHvs5dam/GTro2F9wkxV4so4ApY46YOLZeHpsAkwMKZc7pCULZt2dWFFmQZpnwQl0ie
LwRjQ9c+YoXM6GlQBhrqAvIwrNRSopxHitygJKQc9Ll+/EI9AzibxJzDREsPSE3PVIVNjnAC
cVK7OYQ+YepJKTJNFeXVjNiVpmJp5JkKSvTs+BBmaVkARuHw6OjoAHrIJ+Bon4/7NkqEJPrm
kaNcQi+RgQsQY4R9Q5Zxb8tF4R36Cq+i2hP6r5sJHSp4lcX/yC2fIrwSL1TyUmAfiEmZVxc1
nDTY4LmtajyWprrZxF2K9W54h4bg78Up3o+vJpc3F6erKaZa9L6GKBPBd8F9lignwvrEYDjc
9HP9YyGs9Otvf57V8sN83rFgdHXZsqBFYSwgx/K4N8KrXI6SSt714W19SrT9Nj8iMLLR7oJg
CaacQGPdttnL33OS+XX2TdvYY7UcDTgJsBfDzeWIc+cGGR+OD8v84Wi/t10of7srZoI5p0OL
SbZCDd2TGuWEXxMVhYzacE6nX05dOFsUzw4oc+dxXIiS+Vrnsyx3RJqrejCwl76JkSmU/uqG
tFDYVxTHs6CxlLstatd2INNtwiwvbAtyG01jP2p/RmP5aZoy4kp92Ty1hro9JK/tEOUDSnV7
sK70G7tM8VOB479OLWv1iGQpsqynr732anGCXUhT1blf4wp70GvawU492FlMbTeK6EoYowsk
wamnX1RZ7fQKaTXVKjQM8ass6uxMdNLYSE+NDnyyHVHz+21mv+H0GzYXXM+d1j2KWx+uxuPp
2bWFz1/qev26nzT5XAu3Sc2iasKnNaxqOquUtH37H4qW6n2Vlgayrga3OCdYf61lgQa9TytI
yvuConta4OzugoVbLxC6cxW+qdDzs+Hp8HoIO7okguicRZI1sURf/SR6zjagt0jmHDjCUQh3
cTKUuxOZpERZKWlr3eQ7pwqycsIC40VPTeoDRQyPprR3n6I8oiPcBtpKur5hBHTz4/2EYHXO
mqbhdBb9t1k/MDhoMXPRohqnqiiBKQN8v+HNE9JS92SiSmWdjcv5QVvj0pCvp3wfflIdueqU
KDhcFhZW4+jpaaT7rA/egKvRql9uIY1BjUX1WvDC2Qt4l9XL7CzQZQ8lEeFG5+ywnoeRffuB
zGJkUMLw8/SsuWHUzBWPokdqqbSyWY9lbgT6EBRFNUfXg3u9umqfWQ7+FM5AW1J7Pfm6RmsH
9YGGkTMv4dxik/Sa3jswkXDiyawWUd1GtefLU4ExbQfYLFFGbB1hJeZBKiO9/rrJrV1eFWfK
6ybO2hDuvp73G/NB28cvdoFC9F2dWIqJKbygtBawK52F6v0JHFlPDNCa5wSGZzej8+Fk4NzV
y1e9JpIrxpBH/uVEWKPp4HC9qun51eT6aV1FkqtyWdk6iZ+vvnx6WiCXjiuP6XCDlbzKdrfb
wcp10/Nw18SF8/iwt93ZI7H5W3C0BYr2Cj1KzIKpl9AV9x1RA2fG6pco3BLdiHMOxllwa6Pt
Ns26lNjNJkStvDbb7JN53erQ6xOb+vDTie0KWpfZtpsDv4p3iRr5bVlvwFmkHfCbduNMCatl
JU6IAKI0y8ukhTSNihYOxOxTh5dwL17TS3ouhUHHVoLWsL3dzC2Lc+vjgzXNfIGwj7p1696t
v0EQA23mrTWAv9JRmzWNXEe63Rlr1/iDxiLAkVQmaYHDz/QNKR5QWssB99sI4utuPM2nks6F



M23crybWblbM+w4r1gY/8k70H1BLAwQUAAAACADyUBsj50IsGmEBAAD0AgAAFwAAAFBTWFNP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gI2eNlM6dR7UBU34UvC9ieiEjPK1el2+oKLvhT2S/KGtbJNBUlv1u1K/RqEDNMqYskxz24ds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IbU6kyUBfcveom1OS4cJYNMveVI82Zb3nyo2eGVlg3c1mEH5XLKlsdqfnCzXMfSlSCBh7ECw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OAfOh9vgHrgfHoW/wtswmb70FDgPLoSd6T8Pg0VwHFwAl8Hd8AAMoB+9DbRAGxTgFLgSiXMz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z5sLzPli625eaM5ft/f/0bovse6dlxj3pda9aKk5r1lqfr/M+nPA0eZ8ub3vSuu+wrq/dqxx
X+mly3HG/Q37/KrjzfmbXjyt+1v2/uYTjPsq6z7eNe41XjwbjPtq+3zfuDl/214/3bqvsdcX
Jcz5fnv+jr3vaeu+1t73QdKcr7PXC43Gfb11v5oy7hus+4oTjftG+/w5y835Jq98WPdae/3Z
FnP+rr2+sNW4b/binTbu71n3jDbjvsU+/1Prvs1en7nCuG+37qtyxn2Hdf93wbjvtO5zVxr3
XV66rDLnu+31n1n3PfZ67iRz/r51v2/dP7DulVYenKbPm8y87kVrYlehJzZkkF4G6AfoYWwx
r5Nhbe8YoPvdXt97I83rejr2v9BzEMXFqmiLIj+hbH/q5kr+HY+Xrm1W8Vdkcd9QbXvkH73M
yjPPTi543NBW+lvJcYmd4/TOV9jfOzmLOnj+GuP8Ge5Hehfd5c6ifn5jjZl/834/914zJ/i6
dW/o+Zi1ZuDouLXGHTyLuvNFzmJ9eex3zXn/m814+72EL+J+u/tMRZrD74fa0Z/QYd/bC09m
JqcQ4qCSmESP6HUJQY4xNobRlO3KH++56FmuT5Mxr6g/EfcxXrjeYa08h15hZlSXXmEs1Loq
AVH/JB77qsB7bZZjUImgG8YxyNsDXm/e6++YLDt0J83uz94Xs/TW24lk3k21mM2A89lCPC9f
/s00dvRhzmmZfLPdPDhnPrelv/Ni9g82W8q7+qMhLS0mtJz/ZZy42Y4+8AHSLj43an3NZJ2M
bIfsZJMtyZVuOm+/KtOQKeSL22B7W8frL9oEtpYu3cU7k25p9/eilk89dLA1vmzKnNEfnc8m
ym03nUhxTT7SbLYZb9UfWg6ErL/iLsklHzvR3lu/ygcnu0jLGy1PF7emNpnjp0vZD72aDZ1D
H+SRr8WfRKjB7xuR1G3yxYDh9el8NpMomKJA1E1hsbtDz3Hj8lnxXPNw/2MUDZmM3uK9YL9y
GtxT2t4TCNorY7IDuWwiniDD4sSiLZtpyrqtrcmsyYBqx9vMu7aQla/BtrRXlX1H+3ENL/OC
+8oXt/E227br0ujtr+59uoDfAtErPYJb7Jtfip+E7fTBWm+b8GCCFAtlcZ9t+5FsJ/wldPOB
TX+r8RZTBU1BNzWl09ClzhXisu24/u5uIOrRTzV37yXc6LeTJTbe95IDxS+aI44blzKtC2xx
a3q9/7z+/FKnofsCJ+GMtJ5L2RjlvU7w82EbkxdheWLSLVe8IpE3XyxKexVd78LvRSP6HYXu
RaUYsPdZI/sZjdY2xF2yNGJecHPc7HIKQQ+CatVP2ADMJ6lkt/lMLuVVmqKcNB83CCSwTP71
JLC494xJXy/swFe3wulWE48jt0nfTI/eKSxm7PfkeCtX6nxYoMuvXiBJKzeD31AJfZqt9Ah8
VyvwVUj7SH1aCqn+VEfXka+zHzZpcHOpuNPmSrbn/YzRVcz3baRXDN1iIVyebG/IuNnEKN12
6M8kZEzrIR/K6jTo8vk7p76uvscFVz8U9KVGp8qCpFfRNzAX25JZ+dGKCpPUWd/TRHJlKo74
9sIsZrCz0AqcHsmz4vOjPYEVjI0Xjv5eTw9rtf4qVDlVpZhgNOU9Ku2ZtHyOzWmVD67przB5
/rvaq5wzUj4AJ9+CxzGq08BrM23tWfn8fI+Si1rgPZbOoIsVP3tV/g3T3GVyp4ehaOGBsmae
WBRqxnOeypiwVgm2JS1k0R9o+VNtbouznHYq53+wx5Oq8q2OeLwgn7zoQHX11A2tFszLNrnp
1Mm2ofCku3ysK/Jp22ir7bfYueRK+XBS4HP2vjJsIma+wJE8SSef1m28D3oEmzUTfe8LYra5
TLXKh3ZE0w3IkHJ5XuU3ZvKFP/3lmEAbJuJQf4/JBtySo9qV/7qTCbfcJ55MPTU+ymdfrK7F
rTmUdqv8Ux+aUaST4S+OmIw13/vR9xQ/iGjutm8beCTorWuDqq/zPmUo7+Z6jnzzlu+/bfn+
W/DxLd9/2/L9N+/Y8v23Ld9/2/L9ty3ff9vy/bf/4++/cUd/DpeT+as/QfW3hzx/7EL8b0/q
bnyuOZnMH++UOzpqaO3V6PffxJ5LbLjEbktstsReS2yyxP5KbK7ErkpsqcR+SmymxE5KbKPE
HkpsoMTuSWycxK5JbJnEfklslsROSWyTxA5JbI/E3khsjMSuSGyKxJ5IbIjEbkhshcQ+SGyC
xA5IbH/E3kdsfMSuR2x5xH5HbHbETkdsc8QeR2xwxO5GbG3EvkZsasR+RmxmxE5GbGPEHkZs
YMTuRWxdxL5FbFrEjkVsV8ReRWxUxC5FbFHE/kRsTsTORGxLxJ5EbEjEbkRsRcQ+RGxCxA5E
bD/E3kNsPD4Ese0Quw6x6RD7DbHZEDsNsc0QewyxwRC7C7G1EPsKsakQOwptO/FJV7MWG3CU
8bOiEEtI/m/5/pvqbPPVTbO96yY9bVQI/hHb8v23Tq9tZNnYyJhtmmA72ys4tmX/902SoBu9
oXOPQ7dCb8NO/hHbsv/7v++p46LlH7F/of3fRY87F91IbEU3a1XejKfNITrK3lJZ+mO5g/yv
+r/b/72LPkv5AdOSI+P/1UHfacv+7z3a/136G2Kf/SVbt8TmWuysxbZa7KnFhlrspsVGWuyi
xRZa7J/F5lnsnMWmWeyYxXZZ7JXFRlnsksUWWeyPxeZY7IzFtljsicV2WOyFxUZY7ILFFljs
f8XmV+x8xbZX7HnFhlfsdsVWV+xzxSZX7HDF9lbsbcXGVuxqxZb2h/DUJarnxydd3/LvfND/
0yspxJ6zUqei+SrDAFU5TO/mM0x/lWGY3h1umP4qwzD9VYZh+qsMw/RXGYZFv8pgv8egzIrP
5duTT3soVb2fWUVYUUuezaZvvphys4w+33LPnhRFn1q0u8RL16Been+XSvUtWS+rvq+K9e4q
pbTMknonS1dMvRP3rvz3YYVZPytrYycjtK6D92GW7bnuQA/1G/AT2J0XOBGugUp6pXPsWtah
/U3sxxGRJ6kxaWrL9UiTf1LNKqi75/JWD+6EdrOLWRe6LcKhZjh1GUmzZG9K7D68OXX7I6L3
Jm++B9Ln+mqlUvtTY3itSdT5gaT9c+PNWktJmYcPVOp3k9CiESsNyAMHsTPcroe80a6JvAsW
T+M6/G2aSc0fwk9hbp1Sy2Ad/AZmIk+OgU+mm53y50MT/A4+gWUz0bThdngQtp5FesDlsBaG
1NPzqjdrKU+BpxE2z88lF+abtZJvzDe7z++9iPcnN59firRAohaQqHceS/iIytnIsTkgKxLy
cA28DDvTqzgaroTfwK6UhCPhq8tMqbgCboPb4X7Yml7FbvADeByuoFdxK7yM5H4D3qM30Z+e
w4mwGrajtzAUqqEJ1sCLsC0y9QiYDWvhkSajwd6FpnoMLcAOaKLVGVsiTbup21L7d0XJ/7GS
/zu/Guv0ap/A35WBO3sFfgn+3TvwdyCeFZUd3BP0Lfh/RcnV4C+9A/8H41Yaq1IfOn/3nv7d
nTTsPOU37H5zTzANg0+VvHtF6Z2lad79GG6q/ztK1V4d/N3TVOr8f5MypTUoVIqMPiJt+aGy
29YGaEuiw3SuLd2IXL8THocn4T34BGKE1A8OhsPgbrgHXkKj+h3sQDuwNxwDDXAJXA0vwMvw
2hDaHtiWdmIHOBhqYCbMhQKcBo9sYzTTw2lLFsD5cDEM4C23gxOgET4P58OMHUgFeHRH2gt4
Dd6EHWh/doPhMAomQ+1OZtumOfAYPAUzP8PzsA5+DW/BuzCMFB2xu+xNdiapQjJuWW/zH3go
NZ5yMBmOgya4FK6DG+FWeB5+Czujxe0J18Nd8ASsgw8h5tDXgaEwEWpgBayGs+BcuA3udcxX
mT6GA4dRViEHZ8Lh6E+L4VF0qF/CN/cy+2b8D7wN70JvdKtlcCJcB3fAvehaP4Y/Ih3egedH
olPA4H2V+sy+Zv8MWcF8G9wDFehjW8Et6GT3g6xGfgE+hl7oaP1hCEyB6aKzQRYKcKr8jQ53
CmTGoCvCQ/BTSI81X1M6Ep1uyXiz18UAJNUkmAJtsBK2Q4fbGaZAHZw9BakFP4ZnYOvDkHZw
JBwHl8JV8CL8AfaYSn2HBOThJngQ/g7vw3h6uAdBDk6Bu+Ah+AD6oDMeA8vgTVnSh974IPxX
rfki9wnwLPw3zEbCLoVe6IqDYDEk4U/wkfyNzpiGe+B+GIrOuBt8C26E7dEZh9k9ON6DfRC/
Y2EWzIYCnAKnH26+xPQErIOZR5g9O+bTABwFF8Nl8E24Blrn8BxcD3fBE7AO3oEPIYaO2g/2
hwPhdDhzrvlC07NzzZ4fx8JX4BL4GTwNf4f3YPp8dES4Gq6Fm+DW+WY/kOdg4AL0ZDgADoIT
FpgvHZ+4wHy16Uw4D74CX4dfw29gIrryIXY/kR/CX+B1eBveh13Qo/eEgxDFNXAJXA1Pwq/g
zaPM15mcJaQljIOD4FhohEvgWrgBboHn4BXYCb18OJwKq5eaLzM9C4uOln1L/hdQSwECMgsU
AAAACADtUBsjooQrkNQGAAB1FAAAFwAAAAAAAAABACAAtoEAAAAAUFNYU09VTkQvRm9ybWF0



cy9haWZmLmNQSwECMgsUAAAACADyUBsj50IsGmEBAAD0AgAAFwAAAAAAAAABACAAtoEJBwAA
UFNYU09VTkQvRm9ybWF0cy9haWZmLmhQSwECMgsUAAAACACigVoiUS2/fV9BAAAACAEAHQAA
AAAAAAAAACAAtoGfCAAAUFNYU09VTkQvRm9ybWF0cy9BSUZGZm9ybS5kb2NQSwUGAAAAAAMA
AwDVAAAAOUoAAAAA
--------------3B612F33B2B--

--MESSAGE FILE 16056 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000203html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16057 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 21 Sep 1998 12:04:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bdb957$ddaf7a00$7802bfc3@manolo>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb619$27804fc0$2802bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde1ba$bf0cdda0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip056.pool-16.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

It doesn't work!!
I have win 95 OS.
Thanks,Emanuele Diotallevi .

> Just try making new vags and open them up in the new version of VAB TOOL.
> The tool does work with old and new vags...I tested it.  What version of
> windows are you running?

--MESSAGE FILE 16057 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16058 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 21 Sep 1998 13:26:12 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Your sound card is either configured wrong or not very good.  Also,
you can't be using the sound card with another application while
trying to play the VAG using VABTOOL.

Regards,

George@SCEE



> Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
> <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo>...
> > Hello world,i've downloaded and installed the new release of vab tool
but
> > it doesn'tn work
> > at all !!
> > 
> > When i load a vab file (Created with the old vabtool) ,and then i tried
> to
> > play vag the windows system say:" DEVICE ID NO EXIST!"
> > 
> >        "error OPEN DRIVE "
> > 
> >       " error get SPU MEMORY Base Addr"
> > 
> >       " Access violation at address 004A1FBF read of address
FFFFFFFF"
> > 
> > Help me please...
> > 
> > Thanks Emanuele!!
> > 
> > 
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16058 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000205html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16059 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 25 Sep 1998 14:33:51 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip049.pool-07.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

It doesn't work...
Thanks,Emanuele.

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> scritto nell'articolo
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>...
> 
> Hi there,
> 
> Your sound card is either configured wrong or not very good.  Also,
> you can't be using the sound card with another application while
> trying to play the VAG using VABTOOL.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 
> 
> 
> 



> > Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
> > <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo>...
> > > Hello world,i've downloaded and installed the new release of vab tool
> but
> > > it doesn'tn work
> > > at all !!
> > > 
> > > When i load a vab file (Created with the old vabtool) ,and then i
tried
> > to
> > > play vag the windows system say:" DEVICE ID NO EXIST!"
> > > 
> > >        "error OPEN DRIVE "
> > > 
> > >       " error get SPU MEMORY Base Addr"
> > > 
> > >       " Access violation at address 004A1FBF read of address
> FFFFFFFF"
> > > 
> > > Help me please...
> > > 
> > > Thanks Emanuele!!
> > > 
> > > 
> > > 
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16059 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16060 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 25 Sep 1998 14:46:11 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bde82f$4921c9e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Can you by any chance give more detail instead of
saying "it doesn't work" all the time.  We can't help
you out if you don't be more specific.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in 
> It doesn't work...
> Thanks,Emanuele.

> > > Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote 



> > > > Hello world,i've downloaded and installed the new release of vab
tool
> > but
> > > > it doesn'tn work
> > > > at all !!

--MESSAGE FILE 16060 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16061 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 25 Sep 1998 15:45:34 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <01bde836$c4b4c060$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

I talked to the programmer and he knows how to fix your
problem.  Well, looks like you tried to run the 
"Sound Artist Board" which I know for certain you don't
own.  You should be using the Sound Blaster compatible
board.  So now you have to make some minor changes.

1: Edit "vabtool.ini" and make the following changes.

c:\windows\vabtool.ini

2: Make sure the "SoundMode" = 1. 

[Settings]
SoundMode=1

3: Now open up the VABTOOL and open a VAB.  Next 
    under "Preview" choose "Select Mode" "Sound Blaster Preview".
    This should solve your problems.  Let me know your results.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo>...
> It doesn't work...
> Thanks,Emanuele.
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16061 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16062 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound



Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 26 Sep 1998 19:32:50 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bdb996$8560f9c0$6ea1f7c2@manolo>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde836$c4b4c060$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip046.pool-06.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I said only "It doesn't work" because i didn't have any idea on what was
happening on my computer!!!
i've told you all what i know ,and i'm really grateful to you because you
spent your time to solve my problem.
I'll test this way and i'll send you the effects...

Thank you very much ,Emanuele!!! 

--MESSAGE FILE 16062 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000209html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16063 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 27 Sep 1998 10:56:29 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <01bde9a1$919c7bc0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde836$c4b4c060$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb996$8560f9c0$6ea1f7c2@manolo>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi there,

Great.  Let me know you it works out.  I managed to get your
exact error messges and corrected it by changing the "vabtool.ini".

Regards,

George@SCEE

Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
<01bdb996$8560f9c0$6ea1f7c2@manolo>...
> I said only "It doesn't work" because i didn't have any idea on what was
> happening on my computer!!!
> i've told you all what i know ,and i'm really grateful to you because you
> spent your time to solve my problem.
> I'll test this way and i'll send you the effects...
> 
> Thank you very much ,Emanuele!!! 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16063 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000210html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16064 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Emanuele Diotallevi" <g.mork@flashnet.it>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAB_TOOL_HELP!!!
Date: 29 Sep 1998 22:51:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <01bdbc0d$ae2503a0$ae04bfc3@manolo>
References: <01bdc211$43a28980$2ca1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bddb78$ee744e40$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bde500$82f818e0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb8a3$968f5dc0$3104bfc3@manolo> 
<01bde836$c4b4c060$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<01bdb996$8560f9c0$6ea1f7c2@manolo> 
<01bde9a1$919c7bc0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip174.pool-07.flashnet.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Thanks,it
works!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

George Bain <george_bain@playstation.sony.com> scritto nell'articolo
<01bde9a1$919c7bc0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>...
> Hi there,
> 
> Great.  Let me know you it works out.  I managed to get your
> exact error messges and corrected it by changing the "vabtool.ini".
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 
> 
> Emanuele Diotallevi <g.mork@flashnet.it> wrote in article
> <01bdb996$8560f9c0$6ea1f7c2@manolo>...
> > I said only "It doesn't work" because i didn't have any idea on what
was
> > happening on my computer!!!
> > i've told you all what i know ,and i'm really grateful to you because
you
> > spent your time to solve my problem.
> > I'll test this way and i'll send you the effects...
> > 
> > Thank you very much ,Emanuele!!! 
> > 
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16064 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16065 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "David Mittag" <dmittag@donau.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: VAG-Plugin for CoolEdit
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 1998 17:55:06 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6vee4f$rda7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d16-35.phoenix.goodnet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express for Macintosh - 4.01 (295)

Hi,

does anyone know how the ADPCM-Compression of the VAG-Files work. I'm
programming a plugin for CoolEdit,from which you can load and save VAG-Files
directly under CoolEdit. But I haven't found any information about the
compression. I have tried to decode them with the IMA-ADPCM compression and
the Microsoft version, but I only got some noise and not the original sound.

_________________________________________
David Mittag
E-Mail-Address: dmittag@donau.de
--MESSAGE FILE 16065 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16066 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAG-Plugin for CoolEdit
Date: Tue, 06 Oct 1998 22:26:25 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <361AFB81.8BB58BE7@shell.jps.net>
References: <6vee4f$rda7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn2.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

That would be awesome, but I was under the impression that rev.
engr. was a violation of the Yaroze contract.  I'd love to get the
specs and sanctioned approval for this stuff, too.  ^_^

- e!

David Mittag wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> does anyone know how the ADPCM-Compression of the VAG-Files work. I'm
> programming a plugin for CoolEdit,from which you can load and save VAG-Files
> directly under CoolEdit. But I haven't found any information about the
> compression. I have tried to decode them with the IMA-ADPCM compression and
> the Microsoft version, but I only got some noise and not the original sound.
> 
> _________________________________________
> David Mittag
> E-Mail-Address: dmittag@donau.de

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16066 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16067 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000214html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: VAG-Plugin for CoolEdit
Date: Wed, 07 Oct 1998 10:57:15 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <361B3AFB.346E984B@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6vee4f$rda7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

David Mittag wrote:
> 
> does anyone know how the ADPCM-Compression of the VAG-Files work. I'm
> programming a plugin for CoolEdit,from which you can load and save VAG-Files
> directly under CoolEdit. But I haven't found any information about the
> compression. I have tried to decode them with the IMA-ADPCM compression and
> the Microsoft version, but I only got some noise and not the original sound.

The ADPCM compression used is proprietry to Sony, and we cannot divulge how it 
works. However, there
is a new VAGedit tool that has just been completed and is undergoing beta-
testing. We'll make that
available when it's ready.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

At the border:  "What's in the trunk?"  "Oh, nobody!"
--MESSAGE FILE 16067 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16068 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Doglife" <doglife@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 16:29:26 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.12.95.99
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi

I am trying to load 2 VB and VH files but the second one always returns
me -1 error. Can I load 2 VB and Vh files in the first place?

Doglife

--MESSAGE FILE 16068 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000215html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16069 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 18:55:09 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr01-31.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Doglife wrote:

> Hi
>
> I am trying to load 2 VB and VH files but the second one always returns
> me -1 error. Can I load 2 VB and Vh files in the first place?
>
> Doglife

There's no problem with loading more than one.  Are you keeping your VH
data in tact in main RAM?  Do your VBs both fit in the sound RAM?
Otherwise I can't think of any reasons why it should fail.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16069 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16070 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000217html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Doglife" <doglife@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 08:33:10 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.12.95.99
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi,

I try loading them and each time, the second one will return me -1 error, no
matter which one I load second, and the VH and VB are fine since the one
loaded first will play, but the one loaded second will not.

I checked, it maybe the file size... the file size (both VHs and VBs) add up



to be over 600K... is there a way to over come this?

Alex Herbert wrote in message <362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk>...
>
>
>Doglife wrote:
>
>> Hi
>>
>> I am trying to load 2 VB and VH files but the second one always returns
>> me -1 error. Can I load 2 VB and Vh files in the first place?
>>
>> Doglife
>
>
>There's no problem with loading more than one.  Are you keeping your VH
>data in tact in main RAM?  Do your VBs both fit in the sound RAM?
>Otherwise I can't think of any reasons why it should fail.
>
>
>Herbs
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16070 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000217html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16071 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 20:15:19 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn4.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

OH.  The limit is 512kb.  You can't load more than that into memory.
(Besides that's a killer long time to transfer 512kb from the PC to
the Yaroze over the serial cable!)  Try to size down your VAB files.
Reduce sample quality, use things with long, constant tones to
increase compression ratio, use shorter instruments/sfx that can be
looped.

- e!

Doglife wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> I try loading them and each time, the second one will return me -1 error, no
> matter which one I load second, and the VH and VB are fine since the one
> loaded first will play, but the one loaded second will not.
> 
> I checked, it maybe the file size... the file size (both VHs and VBs) add up
> to be over 600K... is there a way to over come this?



> 
> Alex Herbert wrote in message <362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk>...
> >
> >
> >Doglife wrote:
> >
> >> Hi
> >>
> >> I am trying to load 2 VB and VH files but the second one always returns
> >> me -1 error. Can I load 2 VB and Vh files in the first place?
> >>
> >> Doglife
> >
> >
> >There's no problem with loading more than one.  Are you keeping your VH
> >data in tact in main RAM?  Do your VBs both fit in the sound RAM?
> >Otherwise I can't think of any reasons why it should fail.
> >
> >
> >Herbs
> >
> >

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16071 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16072 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Doglife" <doglife@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 20:03:40 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <707d3u$nec17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.12.95.99
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Argh.. thanks for the help, I think I am stuck...

Huh? u mean u can change the sampling rate? I thought the converter
(wav2vag.exe) can only take in 44KHz Mono wave file?

Doglife

Elliott Lee wrote in message <3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net>...
>OH.  The limit is 512kb.  You can't load more than that into memory.
>(Besides that's a killer long time to transfer 512kb from the PC to
>the Yaroze over the serial cable!)  Try to size down your VAB files.
>Reduce sample quality, use things with long, constant tones to
>increase compression ratio, use shorter instruments/sfx that can be
>looped.
>
>- e!



>

--MESSAGE FILE 16072 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16073 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 13:22:28 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <36273A83.46539866@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-51.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:

> OH.  The limit is 512kb.  You can't load more than that into memory.
> (Besides that's a killer long time to transfer 512kb from the PC to
> the Yaroze over the serial cable!)  Try to size down your VAB files.
> Reduce sample quality, use things with long, constant tones to
> increase compression ratio, use shorter instruments/sfx that can be
> looped.
>
> - e!
>

Constant tones will increase the compression ratio?  Is that right?  My
understanding of ADPCM is that the number of samples doesn't change, but the bit
resolution is reduced, normally to 4-bits per sample.  Thus, the compression 
ratio
is fixed.  Ok, I don't know the ins and outs of the PSX ADPCM format, but every
other ADPCM format I've worked with is fundamentally the same.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16073 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16074 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 13:44:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <36273FBB.30E0D293@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 



<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net> <707d3u$nec17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-51.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Doglife wrote:

> Argh.. thanks for the help, I think I am stuck...
>
> Huh? u mean u can change the sampling rate? I thought the converter
> (wav2vag.exe) can only take in 44KHz Mono wave file?
>
> Doglife
>

You can use almost any sample rate you like.  The PSX changes the sample
rate depending on which note is played.  If you go up an octave (12
semi-tones) the sample rate doubles, and down an octave halves the sample
rate.  So, a 22KHz sample needs to be played 12 semi-tones lower than a
44KHz sample to keep the same pitch/duration.

You can choose the sample rate depending on the type of sound.  A 44KHz
sample has a frequency range of 22KHz which is what the human ear is
capable of hearing.  A 11KHz sample has a frequency range of 5.5KHz which
may be enough for lower frequency sounds, such as bass notes.  This is
all well and good in theory, but in practise it doesn't work quite so
well, as many lower frequency sounds do have a higher frequency harmonic
content.  As a result, you get quantization noise.  At the end of the day
it's best to experiment, but remember that bright, crisp sounds tend to
need a high sample rate to sound good, and dark, dull sounds don't.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16074 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16075 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jake Turner <jaket@revolution.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Real-time sound effects
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 09:34:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3629A81D.5659472C@revolution.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 62.172.91.248
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

I was wondering what real-time sound effects anybody had managed to get
out of the Yaroze e.g. reverb, echo, pitch bend, pitch offseting, change
sampling rate, playing backwards .....
--



Jake Turner : Token Rocket Scientist
=========================================
Practive VI it may save your life one day

--MESSAGE FILE 16075 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16076 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Real-time sound effects
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 15:39:28 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <362A6E20.44C5581D@shell.jps.net>
References: <3629A81D.5659472C@revolution.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn4.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Reverb: yes.  Hardware.
Echo:   yes.  Simulated by using more than one channel.
Pbend:  yes.  Use SsUtChangePitch().
Poffs:  yes.  It's the fine tuning parameter.
Sampr:  yes.  I preprocess my instruments.  Remember that the sampling
        rate does change with pitch.  e.g. a 22Khz sample at C4 plays
        at 22Khz, but at C5 plays at 44Khz.
Backw:  no.   You'd have to preprocess the sample.  You can't do it
        with our Yaroze libraries.

- e!

Jake Turner wrote:
> 
> I was wondering what real-time sound effects anybody had managed to get
> out of the Yaroze e.g. reverb, echo, pitch bend, pitch offseting, change
> sampling rate, playing backwards .....
> --
> 
> Jake Turner : Token Rocket Scientist
> =========================================
> Practive VI it may save your life one day

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16076 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000223html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16077 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?
Date: Sun, 18 Oct 1998 15:43:17 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46



Message-ID: <362A6F05.A87AA392@shell.jps.net>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net> <707d3u$nec17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn4.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

No.  The WAV2VAG.EXE works best with 16-bit, mono, 22KHz samples.
Same goes for AIFF2VAG.  Sure you can have any sampling rate you
want, but you'll have to compensate when you key on the instrument.

Rate considerations:

  For bass instruments, long strings or warm synth sounds, use
  lower sampling rates (8Khz - 16Khz).

  For leads, pianos, guitars, and most synth sounds, use higher
  rates (16Khz - 32Khz).  This includes digitized voice samples.

  For very crisp, clear samples (cymbals, hi-hats, snares,
  complex synths) spend the extra memory and splurge (28Khz-44Khz).

If you stick to something basic like this, you'll be able to recreate
music faithfully without having to spend unnecessary memory.

- e!

Doglife wrote:
> 
> Argh.. thanks for the help, I think I am stuck...
> 
> Huh? u mean u can change the sampling rate? I thought the converter
> (wav2vag.exe) can only take in 44KHz Mono wave file?
> 
> Doglife
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote in message <3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net>...
> >OH.  The limit is 512kb.  You can't load more than that into memory.
> >(Besides that's a killer long time to transfer 512kb from the PC to
> >the Yaroze over the serial cable!)  Try to size down your VAB files.
> >Reduce sample quality, use things with long, constant tones to
> >increase compression ratio, use shorter instruments/sfx that can be
> >looped.
> >
> >- e!
> >

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16077 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16078 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: 2 vb and vh files?



Date: Fri, 30 Oct 1998 13:19:20 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3639BCD7.90610E08@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <704c6f$nec10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362636FD.72AB44A@ndirect.co.uk> <7064lb$nec15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3626BA47.36234426@shell.jps.net> <707d3u$nec17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<362A6F05.A87AA392@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr02-59.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Elliott Lee wrote:

> Sure you can have any sampling rate you
> want, but you'll have to compensate when you key on the instrument.
>

Or a neater way is to pre-compensate by adjusting the note's centre point
in VabTool.
Also, we have VagEdit now which means we don't have to use WAV2VAG any
more.  :)

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16078 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16079 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Sound Problems
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 1998 21:14:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3651a62f.166898943@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p28-hornbill-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I'm just getting around to sticking the in-game music into my game and
I've come across a little problem. If I load STD0.VB and STD0.VH via
siocons everything works fine, but if I try to load them from the CD (
using CdReadFile etc... ) when I go to play my .SEQ file I get a
message saying 'Old SEQ format' and the Yaroze hangs.

Anyone got any ideas ?

Richard.
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 16079 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16080 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000227html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound Problems



Date: Thu, 19 Nov 1998 16:34:58 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <365448B2.9B6BDAD@writeme.com>
References: <3651a62f.166898943@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: janus.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Hi R,

The only thing I can think of (and /yes/, this isn't very helpful) is
that you're loading the SEQ into a different memory address or
overwriting the SEQ with one of your other files.

The error you report, I think, happens when the SEQ header is anything
but what the PSX is expecting.

Illuminating, huh?

...No, I agree =;o)

James.

> I'm just getting around to sticking the in-game music into my game and
> I've come across a little problem. If I load STD0.VB and STD0.VH via
> siocons everything works fine, but if I try to load them from the CD (
> using CdReadFile etc... ) when I go to play my .SEQ file I get a
> message saying 'Old SEQ format' and the Yaroze hangs.
>
> Anyone got any ideas ?
>
> Richard.
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting

--MESSAGE FILE 16080 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16081 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound Problems
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 1998 18:09:35 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36545EDF.3A376F26@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <3651a62f.166898943@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<365448B2.9B6BDAD@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b2 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

James Rutherford wrote:
> 
> The only thing I can think of (and /yes/, this isn't very helpful) is
> that you're loading the SEQ into a different memory address or
> overwriting the SEQ with one of your other files.
> 



> The error you report, I think, happens when the SEQ header is anything
> but what the PSX is expecting.

That sounds very likely - You get that error if the first byte of the SEQ file 
is not 'S' or 'p'.
The value of the first byte on the CD files is 'p'.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

How do you make Windows faster? Throw it harder.
--MESSAGE FILE 16081 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16082 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound Problems
Date: Sat, 21 Nov 1998 09:49:20 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <36568c64.787064@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3651a62f.166898943@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<365448B2.9B6BDAD@writeme.com> <36545EDF.3A376F26@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p30-jacana-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 19 Nov 1998 18:09:35 +0000, James Russell
<James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> wrote:

>James Rutherford wrote:
>> 
>> The only thing I can think of (and /yes/, this isn't very helpful) is
>> that you're loading the SEQ into a different memory address or
>> overwriting the SEQ with one of your other files.
>> 
>> The error you report, I think, happens when the SEQ header is anything
>> but what the PSX is expecting.
>
>That sounds very likely - You get that error if the first byte of the SEQ file 
is not 'S' or 'p'.
>The value of the first byte on the CD files is 'p'.
>
>Cheers,
>
>James
>
>
>-- 
>== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
>== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
>
>How do you make Windows faster? Throw it harder.

A sort of followup question. When I read from the CD do I need to
allocate more space than the actual size of the file ? ( i.e when you
do a CdReadFile does it only read in blocks of a certain size ? ).



Richard.

--MESSAGE FILE 16082 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16083 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound Problems
Date: 23 Nov 1998 08:34:45 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <73b6n5$no81@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3651a62f.166898943@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<365448B2.9B6BDAD@writeme.com> <36545EDF.3A376F26@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36568c64.787064@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

Hi there,

The data file must be a multiple of 2048 bytes.  So make sure that
you allocate enough memory to store file. 

Regards,

George@SCEE

In article <36568c64.787064@news.playstation.co.uk>, richard.cutting@virgin.net 
says...

>A sort of followup question. When I read from the CD do I need to
>allocate more space than the actual size of the file ? ( i.e when you
>do a CdReadFile does it only read in blocks of a certain size ? ).
>
>Richard.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16083 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16084 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: MOD player: DMS v1.1.1 Quick Update
Date: Wed, 02 Dec 1998 15:46:32 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3665D158.C5F22F77@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Hiya,



I've been really unproductive the past few months but did manage to
do a quick update on the DMS MOD player stuff I wrote back in
September or so.  You can download it at:

http://www.jps.net/tenchi/etc/dms_111.zip

The only real fix is that the pitch sliding commands (Exx and Fxx)
are now active.  The sliding isn't perfect because of timing issues,
but I think the pitch is pretty close.  (Previous version v1.1.0
didn't have Exx and Fxx.)

For those curious about the internals: the old representation used
integers (0..127) to represent the note values (e.g. 48=Middle C).
The code was slightly modified to use fixed-point vectors so that
note values were left-shifted 16-bits.  That should provide the
ability to add in detuning, pitch portamento (Gxx), and vibrato
(Hxx) in the near future.

Until later,
- e!
  tenchi@shell.jps.net
  SCEA
--MESSAGE FILE 16084 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16085 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Determining # of tracks
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 1999 17:15:03 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36AD1717.E9B4FC38@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs28.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.sound:203 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:234

Posted this in the "programming" group, but figure it belongs here too.

How does one determine how many music tracks there are on an audio CD 
from within your program?  When using CdPlay() I'd like to avoid 
accessing non-existant tracks if I can.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16085 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16086 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Determining # of tracks
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 1999 15:23:31 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36ADDDF3.571BC230@manc.u-net.com>
References: <36AD1717.E9B4FC38@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.sound:204 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:235

Hi Scott,
I found this problem too and posted numerous messages to try and find a
solution, to no avail.  I'm SURE there is a way though -- someone's just
not letting on!

The result was the CD Player in Grav always thinks there are exactly 20
tracks on a CD (I guessed 20 was ample without being too many).  Bit of a
pain, but what y'gonna do.  The biggest problem with CDPlay() is that it
seems to always find dummy tracks, and loves skipping all over the place,
and not going to the next track properly.  Strange when the PSX's built-in
CD Player plays all CDs perfectly.  Just an iffy Yaroze lib function of
course, but I'm just glad they let us have this much!

Jim

Scott Cartier wrote:

> Posted this in the "programming" group, but figure it belongs here too.
>
> How does one determine how many music tracks there are on an audio CD
> from within your program?  When using CdPlay() I'd like to avoid
> accessing non-existant tracks if I can.
>
> Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 16086 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16087 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Determining # of tracks
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 1999 08:49:48 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <36ADF22C.283CCADA@vmlabs.com>
References: <36AD1717.E9B4FC38@vmlabs.com> <36ADDDF3.571BC230@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs30.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.sound:205 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:236

James,

I've seen an error message printed to SIOCONS when it tries to access
an unavailable track.  Perhaps there's some way of trapping this error?
At any rate I'll make do with what we're given.

Scott



> Hi Scott,
> I found this problem too and posted numerous messages to try and find a
> solution, to no avail.  I'm SURE there is a way though -- someone's just
> not letting on!
> 
> The result was the CD Player in Grav always thinks there are exactly 20
> tracks on a CD (I guessed 20 was ample without being too many).  Bit of a
> pain, but what y'gonna do.  The biggest problem with CDPlay() is that it
> seems to always find dummy tracks, and loves skipping all over the place,
> and not going to the next track properly.  Strange when the PSX's built-in
> CD Player plays all CDs perfectly.  Just an iffy Yaroze lib function of
> course, but I'm just glad they let us have this much!
> 
> Jim
--MESSAGE FILE 16087 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16088 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rob Vawter <robert_vawter@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Determining # of tracks
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 14:56:53 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <36B63135.2BE9@playstation.sony.com>
References: <36AD1717.E9B4FC38@vmlabs.com> <36ADDDF3.571BC230@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.247.15.29
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.sound:206 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:237

James Shaughnessy wrote:
"Strange when the PSX's built-in CD Player plays all CDs perfectly."

Ah, but it doesn't actually. If you leave the lid open and then put in a
CD and close the lid back down, non-audio tracks will show up as options
to be played on the CD player!
--MESSAGE FILE 16088 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16089 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ed Fear <gookaloo@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Sound newbie seeks advice
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 1999 20:17:30 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36C097D9.9FE74F5@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-1-9-57.access.telinco.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Heya all!

I'm loading my .seq file into memory, and in order to play it I need to
have a .vb and .vh file into memory.  The tutorial that I am using,
Sound For Dummies, loads a set of .vb and .vh files called std0.vb and



std0.vh - but the .vb file is 300kb, and this completley mucks up
everything because I need more space!  Can you make a 1 second sound
file, split it up into .vb and .vh files and use these instead?

I'm a newbie, so can you explain this in as plain english as you can?

Cheers in advance,

Ed :)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo

--MESSAGE FILE 16089 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16090 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound newbie seeks advice
Date: Tue, 09 Feb 1999 18:25:01 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <36C0EDFD.D95B7006@shell.jps.net>
References: <36C097D9.9FE74F5@yahoo.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Fear wrote:
> 
> Heya all!
> 
> I'm loading my .seq file into memory, and in order to play it I need to
> have a .vb and .vh file into memory.  The tutorial that I am using,
> Sound For Dummies, loads a set of .vb and .vh files called std0.vb and
> std0.vh - but the .vb file is 300kb, and this completley mucks up
> everything because I need more space!  Can you make a 1 second sound
> file, split it up into .vb and .vh files and use these instead?
> 
> I'm a newbie, so can you explain this in as plain english as you can?
> 
> Cheers in advance,
> 
> Ed :)
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo

Well, the 300kb is the amount of sound RAM that is required to hold the
entire general MIDI set for the Yaroze.  Not bad, but eats up the space.
The alternative is to use your own instrument set.  I use MODs, so I
only load what instruments I need.

As for the 1 second sound file, all you need to do is turn that waveform
into an instrument and then "key on" the instrument.  So...

  1)  save your waveform in something that's either AIFF or WAV format
      (16-bit, mono)

  2)  run WAV2VAG to convert that waveform into a .VAG file

  3)  snag someone's VAB header file and edit it so that you only have
      1 instrument and 1 "program".



  4)  run MKVAB and create the .VAB file

  5)  run VABSPLIT to create your final .VH and .VB files

  6)  load the .VH and .VB into memory somewhere in your SIOCONS batch
      file

  7)  in your program, initialize the new VAB (.VH and .VB) and be sure
      you get that sound handle back!

  8)  you then just use SsUtKeyOn() to play back your sound.  Pick a
      middle note like 48 or 60 and a volume of like 128 (both left and
      right channels).

Does that help?

- e!
  tenchi@shell.jps.net
  SCEA
--MESSAGE FILE 16090 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16091 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Sound newbie seeks advice
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 15:28:22 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7a6qdn$6p31@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36C097D9.9FE74F5@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-11.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Ed Fear wrote in message <36C097D9.9FE74F5@yahoo.com>...
>Heya all!
>
>I'm loading my .seq file into memory, and in order to play it I need to
>have a .vb and .vh file into memory.  The tutorial that I am using,
>Sound For Dummies, loads a set of .vb and .vh files called std0.vb and
>std0.vh - but the .vb file is 300kb, and this completley mucks up
>everything because I need more space!  Can you make a 1 second sound
>file, split it up into .vb and .vh files and use these instead?
>
>I'm a newbie, so can you explain this in as plain english as you can?
>
>Cheers in advance,
>
>Ed :)
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~gookaloo
>

Just a couple of points.

As the std0 files are on the boot CD (and are also present on the OPSM cover
disks etc), you can safely load them at run time.  So, once you've
transferred your TIM files into VRAM, you can load the std0 files over the
top of your TIMs.

Also, once the vb file has been loaded into SRAM, the copy in main RAM is no



longer required, so you could reuse that memory.  You could, for example,
put your GPU packet workspace here.  Don't destroy the memory occupied by
the vh file though 'cos the sound functions need that data to work.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16091 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16092 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <escotia@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: mid2smf convertor needed
Date: Wed, 31 Mar 1999 00:22:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <37015CB4.7BAB5B4D@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-61.ytterbium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I don't suppose anyone knows of a convertor for changing .mid files to
.smf .

I'm trying to do some music but the Yaroze tells me that I'm using an
old midi format when my program runs. (I was quite impressed - it's not
normally so friendly when it fails)

Cheers

ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 16092 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16093 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rob Vawter <rob_vawter@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mid2smf convertor needed
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 1999 18:55:14 -0800
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <37018E92.F4859052@playstation.sony.com>
References: <37015CB4.7BAB5B4D@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.247.15.29
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Scott,

Many MIDI editing\playback\creation programs allow you to save as MIDI
format 1 (smf).However, if you are getting this message: "This is an old
SEQ Data Format.", the problem may be something else.



- RV

Scott Campbell wrote:

> I don't suppose anyone knows of a convertor for changing .mid files to
> .smf .
>
> I'm trying to do some music but the Yaroze tells me that I'm using an
> old midi format when my program runs. (I was quite impressed - it's not
> normally so friendly when it fails)
>
> Cheers
>
> ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 16093 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16094 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Rob Vawter <rob_vawter@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re:midi2smf converter question
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 1999 18:58:17 -0800
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <37018F49.9C651E3@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.247.15.29
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
CC: escotia@escotia.freeserve.co.uk

Scott,

The newgroups are wigging, so I'm reposting this and issuing you a copy.

Many MIDI editing\playback\creation programs allow you to save as MIDI
format 1 (smf).However, if you are getting this message: "This is an old

SEQ Data Format.", the problem may be something else.

- RV

Scott Campbell wrote:

> I don't suppose anyone knows of a convertor for changing .mid files to

> .smf .
>
> I'm trying to do some music but the Yaroze tells me that I'm using an
> old midi format when my program runs. (I was quite impressed - it's
not
> normally so friendly when it fails)
>
> Cheers
>
> ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 16094 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000243html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16095 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Campbell <escotia@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mid2smf convertor needed
Date: Thu, 01 Apr 1999 02:00:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <3702C536.832CB28E@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <37015CB4.7BAB5B4D@escotia.freeserve.co.uk> 
<37018E92.F4859052@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-8.thulium.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I can play the SEQs using seqplay.bat, but I still get the 'old SEQ format'
message when I try my own code.

The code I'm using looks something like:

standardSounds = SsVabTransfer( ( u_char * ) STANDARD_VH_ADDRESS,
         ( u_char * ) STANDARD_VB_ADDRESS, -1, 1 );

 music = SsSeqOpen( ( u_long * ) seqAddress, standardSounds);

 SsSeqPlay( music, SSPLAY_PLAY, SSPLAY_INFINITY );

which owes a lot to the 'Sound for Dummies' document.

I think the PS complains when I try to open the SEQ i.e. SsSeqOpen().

I'm ready to join a lunatic asylum.

ScoTT

Rob Vawter wrote:

> Scott,
>
> Many MIDI editing\playback\creation programs allow you to save as MIDI
> format 1 (smf).However, if you are getting this message: "This is an old
> SEQ Data Format.", the problem may be something else.
>
> - RV
>
> Scott Campbell wrote:
>
> > I don't suppose anyone knows of a convertor for changing .mid files to
> > .smf .
> >
> > I'm trying to do some music but the Yaroze tells me that I'm using an
> > old midi format when my program runs. (I was quite impressed - it's not
> > normally so friendly when it fails)
> >
> > Cheers
> >
> > ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 16095 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000244html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16096 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mid2smf convertor needed - Nothing to do with the problem just an 
observation
Date: Wed, 28 Apr 1999 15:30:58 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7g75so$ftl1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <37015CB4.7BAB5B4D@escotia.freeserve.co.uk> 
<37018E92.F4859052@playstation.sony.com> 
<3702C536.832CB28E@escotia.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>I'm ready to join a lunatic asylum.
>

Show me a Yaroze member who isn't and I'll give you 10 ;0)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

>ScoTT

--MESSAGE FILE 16096 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16097 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: PC Software like 'Music'
Date: Sat, 8 May 1999 16:39:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7h1lvg$2qc7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt141-097.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Can anyone tell if there are any PC programs which allow you to compose
musical pieces like Codemaster's Music for the PSX? I want something which
is easy to use, and allows you to choose what clip of music to put where,
rather than having to play the notes into the PC with the keyboard, which is
all I seem to get my MIDI software to do, which doesn't help my lack of
musical ability.

Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 16097 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16098 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Ed Fear" <ed@directxbeginners.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: PC Software like 'Music'
Date: Wed, 19 May 1999 20:24:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7hv2t9$1181@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h1lvg$2qc7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-117.name37.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Try either Magix Music Maker 3.0 (just like music), or Dance eJay 2 (my
current fave - some amazing stuff can be made with this)

Problem is, these both save the files as .wav's (obviously), and this takes
up a lot of space...  a LOT of space...

Hope this helps :)

Ed :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16098 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16099 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 18 Jun 1999 07:26:57 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7kcsc1$4fj10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:222 scee.yaroze.beginners:851
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4196 scee.yaroze.mydemos:447 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:88 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:42 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:205 scee.yaroze.profile:167 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:999 scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1360
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:483 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:323
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:220 scee.yaroze.programming.sound:248 
scee.yaroze.event:135

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 16099 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16100 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)



Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 19 Jun 1999 13:05:03 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7kg4hv$4fj20@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:223 scee.yaroze.beginners:857
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4199 scee.yaroze.mydemos:449 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:89 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:43 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:206 scee.yaroze.profile:170 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1000 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1361 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:484
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:324 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:221 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:249 scee.yaroze.event:136

Mike test 2

--MESSAGE FILE 16100 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16101 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: sound question
Date: Thu, 15 Jul 1999 00:07:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <7mj588$bjc3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p31s03a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

This sound stuff is pretty darn tricky.

I understand that for a  44khz sample, note 60 (middle C) plays the sample
at the correct speed, and that a 22khz sample must be played an octave lower
(note 48) to get the same speed.

I've been using VabTool to create a VAB of my sound effects and find that
44khz samples play back correctly at note 64 and 22 khz samples at note 52.
Why is this?  I notice in George Bain's sound tutorial that the the example
sound effects are keyed on with note 64.

Looking at a SEQ player example by Jason Page I grabbed from the tutorial
section of the website, all the samples in the VAB (t11.vab) play back at
the correct speed with note 60.  Why does a 44khz sample play back correctly
at note 60 in one instance and note 64 in another?

When creating a VAB of samples to use as your 'instruments' (in a
SEQ)sampled at different frequencies, I suppose it must be necessary to
adjust the position of middle C depending on the frequency of the sample.



If so, how is this done?

Thanks

Derek

--MESSAGE FILE 16101 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16102 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: sound question
Date: Fri, 16 Jul 1999 20:46:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <7mo1kn$bjc13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7mj588$bjc3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.166.144.99
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Hi Derek,

In the Tone Attribute Table in VabTool, set the "centre" attribute to 60 for
44KHz, 72 for 22KHz etc.

That should do the trick!

Herbs

Derek da Silva <dasi@eidosnet.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7mj588$bjc3@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> This sound stuff is pretty darn tricky.
>
> I understand that for a  44khz sample, note 60 (middle C) plays the sample
> at the correct speed, and that a 22khz sample must be played an octave
lower
> (note 48) to get the same speed.
>
> I've been using VabTool to create a VAB of my sound effects and find that
> 44khz samples play back correctly at note 64 and 22 khz samples at note
52.
> Why is this?  I notice in George Bain's sound tutorial that the the
example
> sound effects are keyed on with note 64.
>
> Looking at a SEQ player example by Jason Page I grabbed from the tutorial
> section of the website, all the samples in the VAB (t11.vab) play back at
> the correct speed with note 60.  Why does a 44khz sample play back
correctly
> at note 60 in one instance and note 64 in another?
>
> When creating a VAB of samples to use as your 'instruments' (in a
> SEQ)sampled at different frequencies, I suppose it must be necessary to
> adjust the position of middle C depending on the frequency of the sample.



> If so, how is this done?
>
> Thanks
>
> Derek
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16102 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16103 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Bruce McNeish <bruce@mcneish.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Sound Problems, George Bain?
Date: Thu, 29 Jul 1999 14:22:56 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <37A055B0.83761EE1@mcneish.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-55.carafate.dialup.pol.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.6 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Last night I was trying to make the PS play sound effects.  I took the
George Bains sound tutorial and used the functions therein.  When I came
to testing it I got nothing.

After several hours debugging I found out that the line

voice_data siren,helli;

After the structure definition was to blame. What is going on?? Am i
doing something stupid.  I have verified that the memory is intact and
am using the sample samples, got me beat for now.  Any help most
welcome.

Bruce McNeish

===================
| CoolFusion Developments|
===================

--MESSAGE FILE 16103 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16104 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yar
oze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.problems.internet,scee.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.yaroze.p
roblems.pc,scee.yaroze.profile,scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.p
rogramming.3d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programmi
ng.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.sound,
scee.yaroze.event
Subject: test
Date: 31 Aug 1999 16:07:15 GMT



Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7qgujj$702@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.announce:233 scee.yaroze.beginners:905
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4582 scee.yaroze.mydemos:508 
scee.yaroze.problems.internet:94 scee.yaroze.problems.mac:44 
scee.yaroze.problems.pc:207 scee.yaroze.profile:183 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1067 
scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:1400 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:489
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:343 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:226 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound:253 scee.yaroze.event:169

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 16104 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000253html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16105 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Omar Metwally <Metwally7@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Loading Sounds
Date: Sat, 04 Sep 1999 15:22:45 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <37D17185.534AC39@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98ABA99C.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Is there a way I can load a .VAG file directly to my program to be
played?   If so, please give me code examples or other people's code
which I can look at.  And if I can't load .VAG files directly, what
sound files should I convert my original .WAV to so I can load music
directly into my game (and what tools are needed)?
Thank you.

--MESSAGE FILE 16105 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000254html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16106 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Omar Metwally <Metwally7@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: MkVab
Date: Sat, 04 Sep 1999 21:53:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <37D1CD03.11E3CD15@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ABD7E861.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

    How do I use Mkvab to convert .VAG to .VAB?  I use the commands I am



supposed to, but I get an EMPTY vab file which has no data.  WHAT IN THE
WORLD is the def file which they tell me I should enter?

--MESSAGE FILE 16106 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16107 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MkVab
Date: Mon, 6 Sep 1999 18:40:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7r0u97$23b1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <37D1CD03.11E3CD15@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.110.162
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Omar Metwally <Metwally7@aol.com> wrote in message
news:37D1CD03.11E3CD15@aol.com...
>     How do I use Mkvab to convert .VAG to .VAB?  I use the commands I am
> supposed to, but I get an EMPTY vab file which has no data.  WHAT IN THE
> WORLD is the def file which they tell me I should enter?
>

Make sure you have downloaded VabTool from the Tools section of the NY
Members site.  It's much easier to use than the DOS based utils.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16107 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16108 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: Loading Sounds
Date: Mon, 6 Sep 1999 18:47:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <7r0un2$23b2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <37D17185.534AC39@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.110.162
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Omar Metwally <Metwally7@aol.com> wrote in message
news:37D17185.534AC39@aol.com...
> Is there a way I can load a .VAG file directly to my program to be
> played?   If so, please give me code examples or other people's code
> which I can look at.  And if I can't load .VAG files directly, what
> sound files should I convert my original .WAV to so I can load music



> directly into my game (and what tools are needed)?
> Thank you.
>

You can't use VAGs directly.  VAGs contain the raw sample data.  You need to
package your VAGs together into a VAB which holds keyboard mapping data.
The PSX sound system is very music orientated and more like a synth or
pro-sampler in it's configuration.  (See my reply to your following post -
"Mkvab".)

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16108 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16109 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: MkVab
Date: Mon, 6 Sep 1999 18:54:09 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7r0v30$23b3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <37D1CD03.11E3CD15@aol.com> <7r0u97$23b1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.110.162
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Alex Herbert <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk> wrote in message
news:7r0u97$23b1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>
>
>
> Make sure you have downloaded VabTool from the Tools section of the NY
> Members site.  It's much easier to use than the DOS based utils.
>
>

Oops, I forgot... Make sure you get VagEdit too.  It converts WAV to VAG and
has some simple edit features.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16109 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16110 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stanley Lim" <lkhemail@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 1999 08:50:18 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: qtns03040.singnet.com.sg



X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Hi everyone,

I'm wondering if anyone have consider the possibly of playing MP3 on a
Yaroze? I wanna try but do not know where to start... Can anyone gave me
some pointers here?

Regards
Stanley

--MESSAGE FILE 16110 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16111 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 1999 23:53:54 +1300
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p22-max11.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Stanley Lim <lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote in message
news:7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Hi everyone,
>
> I'm wondering if anyone have consider the possibly of playing MP3 on a
> Yaroze? I wanna try but do not know where to start... Can anyone gave me
> some pointers here?

I would suggest that the PSX is not powerful enough to do it in software,
but if you are really keen a good place to start might be

http://mp3tech.free.fr/programmers/programmers.html

Regards

Mario

mario@sidhe.co.nz
http://www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 16111 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000260html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16112 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stanley Lim" <lkhemail@bigfoot.com>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Wed, 27 Oct 1999 23:05:33 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: qtns03707.singnet.com.sg
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Issit possible to code in Assembly in Yaroze? Do you have any idea?

Regards
Stanley
Mario Wynands <mario@sidhe.co.nz> wrote in message
news:7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> Stanley Lim <lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote in message
> news:7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
> > Hi everyone,
> >
> > I'm wondering if anyone have consider the possibly of playing MP3 on a
> > Yaroze? I wanna try but do not know where to start... Can anyone gave me
> > some pointers here?
>
> I would suggest that the PSX is not powerful enough to do it in software,
> but if you are really keen a good place to start might be
>
> http://mp3tech.free.fr/programmers/programmers.html
>
>
>
> Regards
>
> Mario
>
> mario@sidhe.co.nz
> http://www.sidhe.co.nz
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16112 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16113 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Wed, 27 Oct 1999 22:32:30 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I agree...  I'm not sure it's THAT impossible...  but then again, I
really don't know enough about mp3.  What I do know is that the
resulting data (post processed) needs to sustain only 150k/second (I
doubt that the output of mp3 exceeds that of a CD).  That doesn't seem
like an impossible task.

But then again, I really DON'T know enough about mp3.

Steven

On Wed, 27 Oct 1999 23:05:33 +0800, "Stanley Lim"
<lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote:

>Issit possible to code in Assembly in Yaroze? Do you have any idea?
>
>Regards
>Stanley
>Mario Wynands <mario@sidhe.co.nz> wrote in message
>news:7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>> Stanley Lim <lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote in message
>> news:7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>> > Hi everyone,
>> >
>> > I'm wondering if anyone have consider the possibly of playing MP3 on a
>> > Yaroze? I wanna try but do not know where to start... Can anyone gave me
>> > some pointers here?
>>
>> I would suggest that the PSX is not powerful enough to do it in software,
>> but if you are really keen a good place to start might be
>>
>> http://mp3tech.free.fr/programmers/programmers.html
>>
>>
>>
>> Regards
>>
>> Mario
>>
>> mario@sidhe.co.nz
>> http://www.sidhe.co.nz
>>
>>
>>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16113 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16114 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: 27 Oct 1999 23:50:30 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)



On Wed, 27 Oct 1999 22:32:30 GMT, Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com> wrote:
>I agree...  I'm not sure it's THAT impossible...  but then again, I
>really don't know enough about mp3.  What I do know is that the
>resulting data (post processed) needs to sustain only 150k/second (I
>doubt that the output of mp3 exceeds that of a CD).  That doesn't seem
>like an impossible task.
>
>But then again, I really DON'T know enough about mp3.

A 486dx2-66 (twice the clock speed of the playstation CPU) can _just_ play
a mono 128k mp3, at pretty much full CPU utilisation.

mp3 playing also relies on floating point operations, and seeing as the PSX
CPU has no FPU, this has to be emulated.

The playstation plays ADPCM samples only. Thus, there's the added overhead
of converting from raw sample data to ADPCM format (which, I might add, is
a SONY proprietary format, information on which is not available to yaroze
members).

All of this adds up to a very slow mp3 player.

That being said, there's a *possibility* that if you could write an integer
based mp3 player that used the GTE for matrix operations in order to
parallelise the decoding of the mp3, there's a chance that you could play
mp3's in realtime. In order to do it, however, you'd need to be very familiar
with mp3 decoding and very familiar with the PSX at a hardware level.

Anyone who's programming a yaroze has access to a PC anyway, so I don't see
why having the playstation play mp3s is so interesting to people (apart, I
guess, from the obvious geek factor).

If you want a component unit that will play mp3s, ripping the guts out of
an old vcr, and sticking an old pentium motherboard with a soundcard,
ethernet and a serial port driven LCD display in their place would be a
much cooler option.

Alternatively, there's apparently a hardware addon like an Action Replay
that will allow the psx to play mp3s. I don't know anything more than that,
though.

>Steven
>
>On Wed, 27 Oct 1999 23:05:33 +0800, "Stanley Lim"
><lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote:
>
>>Issit possible to code in Assembly in Yaroze? Do you have any idea?

Definitely, but this won't help you write an mp3 player. If you want to learn
more, get a MIPS programmers manual, and have a look at as.exe (I'm assuming
that the dos compiler has an accessible version of as), which is the assembler
backend for gcc. if you compile a .c file with -S (note, capital s, not
lowercase) the output will be the assembler conversion of the .c file. That's
as good a place as any to start learning about the input format that as
accepts.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16114 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000263html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16115 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stanley Lim" <lkhemail@bigfoot.com>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Fri, 29 Oct 1999 18:25:18 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 81
Message-ID: <7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: qtns04311.singnet.com.sg
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200

Toby Sargeant <tjs@cs.monash.edu.au> wrote in message
news:slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au...
> On Wed, 27 Oct 1999 22:32:30 GMT, Steven Osman <sosman@terratron.com>
wrote:
> >I agree...  I'm not sure it's THAT impossible...  but then again, I
> >really don't know enough about mp3.  What I do know is that the
> >resulting data (post processed) needs to sustain only 150k/second (I
> >doubt that the output of mp3 exceeds that of a CD).  That doesn't seem
> >like an impossible task.
> >
> >But then again, I really DON'T know enough about mp3.
>
> A 486dx2-66 (twice the clock speed of the playstation CPU) can _just_ play
> a mono 128k mp3, at pretty much full CPU utilisation.

I'm not so sure about that.... Let's look at the Philips Nino 312(A Palmtop
PC) having a processor of R3000(same as Yaroze) but with 8mb ram is able to
play MP3. So I think that it is possible.

>
> mp3 playing also relies on floating point operations, and seeing as the
PSX
> CPU has no FPU, this has to be emulated.
>
> The playstation plays ADPCM samples only. Thus, there's the added overhead
> of converting from raw sample data to ADPCM format (which, I might add, is
> a SONY proprietary format, information on which is not available to yaroze
> members).
>
> All of this adds up to a very slow mp3 player.
>
> That being said, there's a *possibility* that if you could write an
integer
> based mp3 player that used the GTE for matrix operations in order to
> parallelise the decoding of the mp3, there's a chance that you could play
> mp3's in realtime. In order to do it, however, you'd need to be very
familiar
> with mp3 decoding and very familiar with the PSX at a hardware level.
>
> Anyone who's programming a yaroze has access to a PC anyway, so I don't
see
> why having the playstation play mp3s is so interesting to people (apart, I
> guess, from the obvious geek factor).

Well it's a challenge of it to create a MP3 Player on Yaroze.



>
> If you want a component unit that will play mp3s, ripping the guts out of
> an old vcr, and sticking an old pentium motherboard with a soundcard,
> ethernet and a serial port driven LCD display in their place would be a
> much cooler option.
>
> Alternatively, there's apparently a hardware addon like an Action Replay
> that will allow the psx to play mp3s. I don't know anything more than
that,
> though.
>
> >Steven
> >
> >On Wed, 27 Oct 1999 23:05:33 +0800, "Stanley Lim"
> ><lkhemail@bigfoot.com> wrote:
> >
> >>Issit possible to code in Assembly in Yaroze? Do you have any idea?
>
> Definitely, but this won't help you write an mp3 player. If you want to
learn
> more, get a MIPS programmers manual, and have a look at as.exe (I'm
assuming
> that the dos compiler has an accessible version of as), which is the
assembler
> backend for gcc. if you compile a .c file with -S (note, capital s, not
> lowercase) the output will be the assembler conversion of the .c file.
That's
> as good a place as any to start learning about the input format that as
> accepts.
>
> Toby.

--MESSAGE FILE 16115 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000264html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16116 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!trsoft.demon.co.uk!ARoss
From: Tony Ross <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Mon, 1 Nov 1999 15:22:01 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk>
 <slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trsoft.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <exP12GmtMdbiXSYwoARBCAMIJY>

In article <7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, Stanley Lim
<lkhemail@bigfoot.com> writes
>I'm not so sure about that.... Let's look at the Philips Nino 312(A Palmtop
>PC) having a processor of R3000(same as Yaroze) but with 8mb ram is able to
>play MP3. So I think that it is possible.
In that case then it is probably do-able (is that a word.......it is
now) but surely you would have to dig into asm and the sound processor
to get it going and I'm not sure that we are allowed to do that. (Hey
what do I know anyway!)



It amazes me that console manufacturers are not tapping into things like
playing mp3.
Consoles that are also able to show basic picture formats from a CD so
that you can invite your friends round for a go on your PlayStation and
then bore them with your holiday snaps.
I know that the Saturn could show Kodak Photo CD's but you had to buy
extra software and PCD is very expensive.  You could create your own
disc with GIF's or whatever on the cheap and play them on any TV using
your console.  This should be fairly easy to implement.

The same goes for MP3 (Imagine a 100 song CD). Consoles are poor for
playing cd's (even apart from quality considerations) since it is
quicker to play one on your CD player but the convenience of a 100 track
music source would be tempting to all of us with a CD burner and an
interest in mp3.  I'm sure that CD player manufacturers are looking into
this also.  Sod minidisc as a smaller solution for music, with mp3's we
could bring back the 3" CD (& CDR & CDRW)

Hey....I bet not even Ron Manager could go off at as big a tangent as
me.
Oh it's a far cry from small boys in the park, mp3 players for goal-
posts.......oh......enduring image isn't it......oh......
 
-- 
Tony
--MESSAGE FILE 16116 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000265html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16117 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Fri, 05 Nov 1999 04:47:21 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> 
<7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Mon, 1 Nov 1999 15:22:01 +0000, Tony Ross
<ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk> wrote:

>It amazes me that console manufacturers are not tapping into things like
>playing mp3.

I disagree.  Consoles are standalone machines.  How are you going to
get MP3s in there?

If you required people burned them to CD, you're already eliminating
98% of your potential customers.  Of the 2% who would spend money on a
CDR, 50% are probably techno-freaks and would buy something cool and
portable like a diamond rio.  Now you're left with 1% of the would-be
mp3 market.



Hope you make a tonne of profit on each one!

>I know that the Saturn could show Kodak Photo CD's but you had to buy
>extra software and PCD is very expensive.  You could create your own
>disc with GIF's or whatever on the cheap and play them on any TV using
>your console.  This should be fairly easy to implement.

Same here.
>
>The same goes for MP3 (Imagine a 100 song CD). Consoles are poor for
>playing cd's (even apart from quality considerations) since it is
>quicker to play one on your CD player but the convenience of a 100 track
>music source would be tempting to all of us with a CD burner and an
>interest in mp3.  I'm sure that CD player manufacturers are looking into
>this also.  Sod minidisc as a smaller solution for music, with mp3's we
>could bring back the 3" CD (& CDR & CDRW)
>
>Hey....I bet not even Ron Manager could go off at as big a tangent as
>me.
>Oh it's a far cry from small boys in the park, mp3 players for goal-
>posts.......oh......enduring image isn't it......oh......
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16117 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000266html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16118 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!trsoft.demon.co.uk!ARoss
From: Tony Ross <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Sun, 7 Nov 1999 13:37:19 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <J9YkiHAPCYJ4EwSG@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk>
 <slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
 <382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trsoft.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <exP12GmtMdbiXSYwoARBCAMIJY>

In article <382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk>, Steven Osman
<sosman@terratron.com> writes
>On Mon, 1 Nov 1999 15:22:01 +0000, Tony Ross
><ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk> wrote:

>If you required people burned them to CD, you're already eliminating
>98% of your potential customers.  Of the 2% who would spend money on a
And 15 years ago the record companies would have been mad to put stuff
out on CD when only a few % had the players or minidisc now with only a
few % of households having the player.  Markets like this are CREATED.

Those without CDR burners have the option of having the disc made-up for
them (anyone using Photo CD has to do this).  Mp3s could also appear as
samplers on cover disks on various types of magazine whilst still
leaving loads of room for the other stuff.
>CDR, 50% are probably techno-freaks and would buy something cool and
>portable like a diamond rio.  Now you're left with 1% of the would-be
The diamond RIO is good but nothing special but if ANY CD or Minidisc
system started having the ability to play mp3 from a disc then RIO type



devices would die quickly.
>mp3 market.
>
>Hope you make a tonne of profit on each one!
If you start the new market then you will get most of the profit if it
explodes (OR you could lose a bit of development money when you got your
coding team to write a player which nobody uses but that's just
business).

SONY are really pushing the boat out on the new console and are going to
struggle to bring it to market at a competitive price point.  The type
of add-ons that I am talking about would be relatively inexpensive but
they have real potential. 

All new formats have to start somewhere!

15 years ago most of my mates could not understand why I wanted a thing
called a CD player when you could hardly get any music for it and it
probably would not catch on or 10 years ago why I wanted a business type
PC in my home and 7 years ago they again wondered why I wanted access to
something called the Internet.

Give me some credit mate!

This is not intended as part of any type of flame war.  I am just
answering some of your points.
All the best!
-- 
Tony
--MESSAGE FILE 16118 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000267html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16119 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Sun, 07 Nov 1999 17:09:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3825b192.180732249@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> 
<7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk> 
<382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<J9YkiHAPCYJ4EwSG@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sun, 7 Nov 1999 13:37:19 +0000, Tony Ross
<ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>All new formats have to start somewhere!
>
>15 years ago most of my mates could not understand why I wanted a thing
>called a CD player when you could hardly get any music for it and it
>probably would not catch on or 10 years ago why I wanted a business type
>PC in my home and 7 years ago they again wondered why I wanted access to
>something called the Internet.
>



>Give me some credit mate!
>
>This is not intended as part of any type of flame war.  I am just
>answering some of your points.
>All the best!

By all means!  I don't mean to discount anyone's opinion.  I'm just
uncertain of the success of mp3-on-cd.  Perhaps it will work out, or
perhaps not.  Maybe we'll be seeing audio on DVDs which can probably
store 50000000 hours per disc.

My point is that mp3 may be reserved for a "download on demand"
environment.  For the PS2, this may be a good thing, with all the
available expansion ports, etc, but as for the current psx, I'm not
convinced about mp3 distrubution over CD... just yet...

Steven
--MESSAGE FILE 16119 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000268html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16120 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Mon, 8 Nov 1999 10:59:20 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <8076cp$j6n1@scea>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> 
<7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk> 
<382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<J9YkiHAPCYJ4EwSG@trsoft.demon.co.uk> 
<3825b192.180732249@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide71.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.5600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.5600

Man, I wish I could find the link... But, the other day I saw a news article
about a company that is making a home MP3 player.  It will be able to read
up to 500 songs off of a standard CD(/R).  It was pretty cool.  Much easier
than setting up a PC in the living room, and you get a remote control.  :)

-Steve

"Steven Osman" <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
news:3825b192.180732249@news.playstation.co.uk...
> On Sun, 7 Nov 1999 13:37:19 +0000, Tony Ross
> <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk> wrote:
> >All new formats have to start somewhere!
> >
> >15 years ago most of my mates could not understand why I wanted a thing
> >called a CD player when you could hardly get any music for it and it
> >probably would not catch on or 10 years ago why I wanted a business type
> >PC in my home and 7 years ago they again wondered why I wanted access to
> >something called the Internet.
> >
> >Give me some credit mate!



> >
> >This is not intended as part of any type of flame war.  I am just
> >answering some of your points.
> >All the best!
>
>
> By all means!  I don't mean to discount anyone's opinion.  I'm just
> uncertain of the success of mp3-on-cd.  Perhaps it will work out, or
> perhaps not.  Maybe we'll be seeing audio on DVDs which can probably
> store 50000000 hours per disc.
>
> My point is that mp3 may be reserved for a "download on demand"
> environment.  For the PS2, this may be a good thing, with all the
> available expansion ports, etc, but as for the current psx, I'm not
> convinced about mp3 distrubution over CD... just yet...
>
> Steven

--MESSAGE FILE 16120 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000269html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16121 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sosman@terratron.com (Steven Osman)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: mp3 on yaroze....
Date: Mon, 08 Nov 1999 21:33:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <38284159.283075591@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7v2toh$6s1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7v4171$6kf1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7v7481$f4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38197cd9.204929122@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn81f3u4.kiq.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> 
<7vbsj3$7l1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <J5NXSCAZAbH4EwSU@trsoft.demon.co.uk> 
<382360c0.221043974@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<J9YkiHAPCYJ4EwSG@trsoft.demon.co.uk> 
<3825b192.180732249@news.playstation.co.uk> <8076cp$j6n1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.27.57.69
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I remember hearing something about that as well.

The big problem is that MP3s have no standard on how they are actually
stored on disc.

This makes it hard to make a player that gives you a table of contents
which is anything shorter than a browser for the whole CD.  That means
the files have to be self descriptive really.

Steven

On Mon, 8 Nov 1999 10:59:20 -0800, "Steve Spiller"
<sspiller@microsoft.com> wrote:

>Man, I wish I could find the link... But, the other day I saw a news article
>about a company that is making a home MP3 player.  It will be able to read
>up to 500 songs off of a standard CD(/R).  It was pretty cool.  Much easier
>than setting up a PC in the living room, and you get a remote control.  :)
>



>-Steve
>
>"Steven Osman" <sosman@terratron.com> wrote in message
>news:3825b192.180732249@news.playstation.co.uk...
>> On Sun, 7 Nov 1999 13:37:19 +0000, Tony Ross
>> <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>> >All new formats have to start somewhere!
>> >
>> >15 years ago most of my mates could not understand why I wanted a thing
>> >called a CD player when you could hardly get any music for it and it
>> >probably would not catch on or 10 years ago why I wanted a business type
>> >PC in my home and 7 years ago they again wondered why I wanted access to
>> >something called the Internet.
>> >
>> >Give me some credit mate!
>> >
>> >This is not intended as part of any type of flame war.  I am just
>> >answering some of your points.
>> >All the best!
>>
>>
>> By all means!  I don't mean to discount anyone's opinion.  I'm just
>> uncertain of the success of mp3-on-cd.  Perhaps it will work out, or
>> perhaps not.  Maybe we'll be seeing audio on DVDs which can probably
>> store 50000000 hours per disc.
>>
>> My point is that mp3 may be reserved for a "download on demand"
>> environment.  For the PS2, this may be a good thing, with all the
>> available expansion ports, etc, but as for the current psx, I'm not
>> convinced about mp3 distrubution over CD... just yet...
>>
>> Steven
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16121 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000270html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16122 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Max <mad.max@which.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: A cool sound composer.........
Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2000 18:06:14 +0000
Organization: Max Studios
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <38820896.A8FB840C@which.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p38-ibis-gui.tch.which.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.61 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Does anyone know of a good sound composer? One that preferably saves
very small files in WAV format and has a lot of useful options???

Not a very good post I know but this group is so stagnant that I thought
I'd stir it up a little.

Max

--MESSAGE FILE 16122 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000271html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16123 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Matt Verran" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A cool sound composer.........
Date: Mon, 17 Jan 2000 15:34:28 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <85vcqg$8ov1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <38820896.A8FB840C@which.net>
Reply-To: "Matt Verran" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.70.71.140
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Well I use SoundForge as a sample *editor* and it's okay but not perfect,
although it is suffixed 'SE' and came free with my SBlive so new versions
might be better. I assume you mean editor not composer which would be
something that actaully makes/generates sounds for you.

What I really want is the audio equivalent of Adobe Photoshop, whereby you
can fade/mix effects and view all your undo levels.

Max <mad.max@which.net> wrote in message news:38820896.A8FB840C@which.net...
> Does anyone know of a good sound composer? One that preferably saves
> very small files in WAV format and has a lot of useful options???
>
> Not a very good post I know but this group is so stagnant that I thought
> I'd stir it up a little.
>
> Max
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16123 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000272html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16124 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000273html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: shade@dragonshadow.com (Scott Cartier)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A cool sound composer.........
Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2000 19:39:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <38821dc9.263889467@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <38820896.A8FB840C@which.net> <85vcqg$8ov1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs36.vmlabs.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>What I really want is the audio equivalent of Adobe Photoshop, whereby you
>can fade/mix effects and view all your undo levels.

I'm not sure about the "undo levels" part, but I use Goldwave which
has served me well.  It's one of the few shareware's I've actually
registered.  http://www.goldwave.com

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16124 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000273html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16125 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000274html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <alex@herbs.dabsol.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A cool sound composer.........
Date: Mon, 17 Jan 2000 23:42:11 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <8608tp$beu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <38820896.A8FB840C@which.net> <85vcqg$8ov1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38821dc9.263889467@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.159.73.124
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Scott Cartier <shade@dragonshadow.com> wrote in message
news:38821dc9.263889467@news.scea.sony.com...
> >What I really want is the audio equivalent of Adobe Photoshop, whereby
you
> >can fade/mix effects and view all your undo levels.
>
> I'm not sure about the "undo levels" part, but I use Goldwave which
> has served me well.  It's one of the few shareware's I've actually
> registered.  http://www.goldwave.com
>
> Scott

I use Cool Edit for basic WAV editing - lots of processing/effects options
and I think it has plenty of undo levels.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16125 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000274html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16126 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000275html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: <stuart@macdonald4798.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Re: A cool sound composer.........
Date: Tue, 18 Jan 2000 11:06:52 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <861hvs$6j1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <38820896.A8FB840C@which.net> <85vcqg$8ov1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<38821dc9.263889467@news.scea.sony.com> <8608tp$beu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-114.atenolol.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Alex Herbert wrote in message <8608tp$beu1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Scott Cartier <shade@dragonshadow.com> wrote in message
>news:38821dc9.263889467@news.scea.sony.com...
>> I'm not sure about the "undo levels" part, but I use Goldwave which
>> has served me well.  It's one of the few shareware's I've actually
>> registered.  http://www.goldwave.com
>>
>> Scott
>
>I use Cool Edit for basic WAV editing - lots of processing/effects options



>and I think it has plenty of undo levels.

I've tinkered with both and I agree that they're fine for knocking up some
.wav files for sound effects. In the end I think it was Cool Edit I
preferred.

Stuart.

--MESSAGE FILE 16126 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000275html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16127 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000276html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!trsoft.demon.co.uk!ARoss
From: Tony Ross <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: Cool tool for making sound effects
Date: Sun, 27 Feb 2000 16:48:29 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <fQ7xZDAdVVu4Ewbg@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trsoft.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <exP12GmtMdbiXSYwoARBCAMIJY>

Download a copy of Anvil Studio from 
www.AnvilStudio.com
It's a sequencer type program but it has an option called audio lab for
generating tones in 44kHz mono format.  When you copy these you can
paste a 44Khz WAV file into your WAV editor.
It lets you draw a waveform, a pitch envelope and an amplitude envelope.  
Some cool sounds can be had from it with little effort.  You'll get the
hang of it in no time.

Run it and then choose VIEW->Audio Lab

I have had this software for ages and only found this option today.

Excellent.
-- 
Tony Ross
--MESSAGE FILE 16127 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000276html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16128 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000277html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!trsoft.demon.co.uk!ARoss
From: Tony Ross <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.programming.sound
Subject: What on earth?
Date: Fri, 3 Mar 2000 17:35:39 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <U9ZQTLArf$v4Ewx5@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trsoft.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <exP12GmtMdbiXSYwoARBCAMIJY>

I'm getting confused with playing SEQ's

I converted a mid file with 

melody on ch1 prog1
and bass on ch2 prog 2 



what parts of my vab should be played?

What's the difference between a program and a tone in a Vab file?

Thanks for any help offered.
-- 
Tony Ross
--MESSAGE FILE 16128 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/programming/sound/000000277html.html
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test
--##############   
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16129 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 24 Mar 1997 16:58:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3336B2B3.1A5C@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jim.micronetics.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b2 (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

just testing

--MESSAGE FILE 16129 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16130 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: William Docherty <xij60@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: TEST-IGNORE
Date: Tue, 25 Mar 1997 10:38:40 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33381BB0.55AE@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ae199.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Simple text test -Please ignore

William Docherty



--MESSAGE FILE 16130 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16131 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Message
Date: Wed, 02 Apr 1997 14:42:21 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3342623D.3897@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16131 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16132 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Internal Test 2
Date: Wed, 02 Apr 1997 14:45:20 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <334262F0.71DB@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Message for SCEE staff - let me know if this reaches you.
--MESSAGE FILE 16132 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16133 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Andy Winton <andy@spider.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 1997 09:35:00 +0100
Organization: Spider Software Limited
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33436BB4.6DD9@spider.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tasha.spider.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)

testing testing 1 2 3.
-- 
Andy Winton             Spider Software Limited  
8 John's Place, Leith, Edinburgh, EH6 7EL.
(mailto:andy@spider.com) (http://www.spider.com/)
(voice +44 131 475 7008) (fax +44 131 475 7001)



--MESSAGE FILE 16133 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16134 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: (no subject)
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 1997 14:40:10 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3343B33A.5C34@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.2
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16134 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16135 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 03 Apr 1997 14:59:58 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3343B7DE.74B7@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16135 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16136 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Web Master <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: (no subject)
Date: Thu, 10 Apr 1997 14:58:54 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <334CF21E.7D46@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

dsaf
--MESSAGE FILE 16136 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16137 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "del :)" <del@nlights.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: testing.. :)
Date: 10 Apr 1997 22:46:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bc4600$d7c09c80$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nlights.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

test test test....

what a sweet test!
--MESSAGE FILE 16137 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16138 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 14 Apr 1997 03:22:09 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <33520551.DDD@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: af111.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

'tis a testing time
--MESSAGE FILE 16138 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16139 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: falcom@bekkoame.or.jp (falcom)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: 16 Apr 1997 10:22:55 GMT
Organization: Net Yarouze!(SCEI)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <5j299v$nfb@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.251.251.207
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.7J PL01 (x86 32bit)

 Hello!

 I'm Japanese member.

 Test!

-- 
 _/_/_/    Handlename        :  falcom(Masakiyo Hirayama)  _/_/_/
 _/_/_/    E_Mail_Address    :  falcom@bekkoame.or.jp      _/_/_/
 _/_/_/    Net Yarouze! ID   :  ayz00581                   _/_/_/

--MESSAGE FILE 16139 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16140 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: SCEE Developer Support <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Test
Date: Wed, 16 Apr 1997 11:43:35 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3354AD56.35FA@interactive.sony.com>
References: <5j299v$nfb@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
To: falcom <falcom@bekkoame.or.jp>

Hajimiamashite Hirayama-san,

Best wishes from Net Yaroze Members in Europe and Australia !

- SCEE

falcom wrote:
> 
>  Hello!
> 
>  I'm Japanese member.
> 
>  Test!
> 
> --
>  _/_/_/    Handlename        :  falcom(Masakiyo Hirayama)  _/_/_/
>  _/_/_/    E_Mail_Address    :  falcom@bekkoame.or.jp      _/_/_/
>  _/_/_/    Net Yarouze! ID   :  ayz00581                   _/_/_/
--MESSAGE FILE 16140 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16141 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: GSX-R <kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Fujiyama
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 1997 18:17:37 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp>
Reply-To: kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.231.136.64
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Macintosh; I; PPC)

#$B!!#(JHi!
#$B!!#(JMy name is Kouzou Tamura.
#$B!!#(JNanka-Yarouze forum leader.

#$B!!#(JI like geisya girl!
--MESSAGE FILE 16141 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16142 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: GSX-R <kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: Good Night!(Test)
Date: Thu, 17 Apr 1997 23:15:09 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3356306B.78E@ymg.urban.or.jp>
Reply-To: kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.231.136.88
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Macintosh; I; PPC)

See you next evening!
--MESSAGE FILE 16142 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16143 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: alias test - ignore
Date: Fri, 18 Apr 1997 16:33:25 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <335804C5.E35@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: am071.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

name test
--MESSAGE FILE 16143 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16144 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: Youhei TAKADA <kazta-ta@aix.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Sat, 19 Apr 1997 06:20:11 +0900
Organization: Japan
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3357E58B.44021963@aix.or.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.208.35.122
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b3 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Hello!
My name is Youhei Takada.
I'm Japanese boy and can't speak English well.

Now I'm studying English and French.

Good Bye.
--MESSAGE FILE 16144 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16145 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: kamon@mail.web-hyogo.or.jp (Taro Kamon)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Fujiyama
Date: Sun, 20 Apr 1997 23:04:18 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <kamon$21c519970420230418@news1.scei.co.jp>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 210.136.1.14
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=ISO-2022-JP
X-Posting-Software: WSNews 2.015beta

Hi!
I'm Taro Kamon.Nice to meet you!:-)

GSX-R <kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp> wrote:
>#$B!!#(BI like geisya girl!

Whommmmm. I don't like it. I can't eat it.

Bye.
---
   http://www.age.ne.jp/x/kamon/
   kamon@mail.web-hyogo.or.jp
        Taro Kamon
--MESSAGE FILE 16145 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16146 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Dollochan <peter.dollochan@ukonline.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Sun, 20 Apr 1997 20:16:59 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <335A6BAB.2A15@ukonline.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lon3-43.ukonline.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16146 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16147 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: GSX-R <kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Fujiyama
Date: Mon, 21 Apr 1997 20:22:23 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <335B4DE7.35F6@ymg.urban.or.jp>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp> 
<kamon$21c519970420230418@news1.scei.co.jp>
Reply-To: kouzou@ymg.urban.or.jp
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.231.136.53
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Macintosh; I; PPC)



Taro Kamon wrote:

> Hi!
> I'm Taro Kamon.Nice to meet you!:-)

 Hello!! Mr.Kamon.
 Are You Samurai?

> Whommmmm. I don't like it. I can't eat it.

 You will be assimilated.
--MESSAGE FILE 16147 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16148 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: kAZZY <kazzy168@fa2.so-net.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: =?iso-2022-jp?B?VGVzdC4bJEIlRiU5JUghIxsoSnRlc3V0by4=?=
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 1997 01:27:58 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <335E388E.7A42@fa2.so-net.or.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 210.132.170.14
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Win95; I)

Hello Everybody,
#$B$_$J$5$s#(J #$B$3$s$K$A$O!##(J
Minasan konnichiwa.

My name is kAZZY.
#$B;d$NL>A0$O#(JkAZZY#$B$C$F$$$$$^$9!##(J
Watashi no namaewa kAZZY tteiimasu.

I'm NetYaroze/JPN Gamers'Forum Leader.
#$B;d$O!"%M%C%H$d$m$&$<#(J/#$BF|K\#(J #$B$N%2!<%^!<%:%U%)!<%i%`%j!<%@!<$G$9!##(J
watashiwa NetYaroze/nippon no Ge-ma-zu fo-ramu ri-da- desu.

-- 
    NetYaroze Gamers'Forum Leader 
      kazzy168@fa2.so-net.or.jp
         - kAZZY.sPECTER -
--MESSAGE FILE 16148 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16149 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: sceetech <ps_yaroze@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Mon, 28 Apr 1997 17:09:20 +0100
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3364CBB0.3B1C@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.5
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)



Test News forwarding to the US
--MESSAGE FILE 16149 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16150 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark.Dickman@elmail.co.uk (Mark )
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test...
Date: Tue, 06 May 1997 08:48:45 GMT
Organization: ElectricMail Ltd.
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <336eda13.1047565@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oneida.elmail.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

<FX: door creaks open>
<FX: Eerie music filters out of nowhere>

Anybody around?

<FX: wind blows across the open wastelands>

<GULP!!>

Mark, who hasn't seen anybody for a few days.

--MESSAGE FILE 16150 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16151 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!aldebaran
From: jean-luc.deltombe@alt.lu (Jean-Luc Deltombe)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test - don't read
Date: Tue, 06 May 1997 21:11:35 GMT
Organization: Advanced Logic Technology (ALT)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5koad6$3cm2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup5.arlon.skynet.be
X-Newsreader: News Xpress 2.01

test!
--MESSAGE FILE 16151 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16152 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sat, 21 Jun 1997 12:25:50 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <33AC2ABE.36D6@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts014d07.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

The zip is located <A HREF=ftp/scartier/timmanip.zip><B>here</B></A>.
--MESSAGE FILE 16152 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16153 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test2
Date: Sat, 21 Jun 1997 12:34:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <33AC2CCF.1E1D@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts014d07.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

The zip is located here:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/ftp/scartier/timmanip.zip
--MESSAGE FILE 16153 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16154 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Anthony Durity <anthony@cyberia.ie>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: This is for Peter (a Matrix dude)
Date: Tue, 24 Jun 1997 00:29:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <33AF06ED.43BA5C2B@cyberia.ie>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cyberia7.cyberia.ie
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Best wishes on your wedding day, lad

From the guys at Matrix.

--MESSAGE FILE 16154 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000031html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16155 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape
From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:18:07 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5qil6v$5na35@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16155 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000032html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16156 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape
From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:19:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5qil9q$5na36@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16156 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16157 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape
From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:20:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5qilb1$5na37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16157 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16158 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape
From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:30:13 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5qiltl$5na41@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16158 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16159 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape
From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:31:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <5qilvl$5na43@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
--MESSAGE FILE 16159 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16160 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!netscape



From: netscape@chuka.playstation.co.uk ()
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 16 Jul 1997 14:33:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <5qim3f$5na45@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test
Test2
--MESSAGE FILE 16160 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16161 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: "KJS" <ssa@os.gulf.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test_kjs
Date: Fri, 1 Aug 1997 07:47:50 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <5rr4or$ipt@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.136.178.59
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-2022-jp"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1008.4
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.1008.3

test
#$B$F$9$H#(B
#$B%F%9%H#(B
#$B<jAc8M#(B 

--MESSAGE FILE 16161 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16162 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: "KJS" <ssa@os.gulf.or.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test_kjs
Date: Fri, 1 Aug 1997 07:51:15 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <5rr4v8$iq3@news1.scei.co.jp>
References: <5rr4or$ipt@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.136.178.59
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-2022-jp"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1008.4
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.1008.3

>test

#$B%F%9%H#(B

>#$B$F$9$H#(B



#$B$=$&$C$9!*#(B

>#$B%F%9%H#(B
>#$B<jAc8M#(B 

--MESSAGE FILE 16162 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16163 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gavin Shelley" <Gavin.Shelley@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Yes, another test, but hey, it is a test group, wow, my first ever post
Date: 8 Aug 1997 19:17:44 GMT
Organization: Chrome Igloo
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bca430$e7562820$LocalHost@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ao073.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

"Heeeehheee, that tickles"

-- as Tickle-Me-Elmo would say, 

Yes, Elmo, the Big Fat Lazy Muppet!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16163 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16164 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gavin Shelley" <Gavin.Shelley@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Yes, another test, but hey, it is a test group, wow, my first ever 
post
Date: 8 Aug 1997 19:19:55 GMT
Organization: Chrome Igloo
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bca431$85ca1f20$LocalHost@default>
References: <01bca430$e7562820$LocalHost@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ao073.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

That worked then.

Gavin Shelley <Gavin.Shelley@dial.pipex.com> wrote in article
<01bca430$e7562820$LocalHost@default>...
> 
> "Heeeehheee, that tickles"
> 
> -- as Tickle-Me-Elmo would say, 
> 
> Yes, Elmo, the Big Fat Lazy Muppet!!
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16164 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16165 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: SCEE Developer Sypport <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: This is a test
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 1997 15:38:02 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <33FB014A.DF3E52C8@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.2
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

From A to B

--MESSAGE FILE 16165 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16166 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: SCEE Developer Sypport <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test here
Date: Wed, 20 Aug 1997 15:59:54 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <33FB066A.4E655235@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.2
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4u)

Again

--MESSAGE FILE 16166 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16167 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Here
Date: 20 Aug 1997 18:14:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <5tfc6r$q9q1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Originator: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test here

--MESSAGE FILE 16167 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16168 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Here
Date: 21 Aug 1997 7:34:6 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <5tgr1j$q9q2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: chuka.playstation.co.uk
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Originator: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk

Test Reply

To:       Paul Holman
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Test Here:scee.yaroze.test

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Here
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Test here

--MESSAGE FILE 16168 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16169 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Tue, 28 Oct 1997 18:26:13 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <635bec$3gf1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

To make sure this propogates

--MESSAGE FILE 16169 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000046html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16170 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Message
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 1997 16:43:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-022.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Mmmm,

A <a href = http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty>Test Link</a>!

Tiddly-pom.
--MESSAGE FILE 16170 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16171 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Test Message
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 1997 16:47:31 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3460A323.50DA@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-022.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Perhaps I'll scrap the html tags...
 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty!

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16171 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16172 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 15:30:16 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3461E287.638B@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw88.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)

test



--MESSAGE FILE 16172 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16173 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Hanno <hanno@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 18:40:30 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34620F1E.1733@lineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-55-94.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16173 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16174 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter <hanno@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: temp test
Date: Fri, 07 Nov 1997 18:19:11 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34635B9F.589E@lineone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-56-20.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

last?
--MESSAGE FILE 16174 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000051html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16175 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: danone <ddanone@mx3.redestb.es>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sat, 08 Nov 1997 17:45:44 +0100
Organization: Redes TB
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34649738.6A49@mx3.redestb.es>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp69.196.redestb.es
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16175 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16176 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ginster" <seans@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: Just Testing
Date: 17 Nov 1997 19:58:46 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bcf394$b53fd4e0$7de52ac2@springfield>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-05-61.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Just testing...

/* seans@netcomuk.co.uk */

--MESSAGE FILE 16176 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16177 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Passmore <p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: How do you catch a monkey?
Date: Wed, 19 Nov 1997 20:09:35 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3473477F.419F@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: staff-dialup3.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Hang upside down from a tree and make a noise like a banana...
--MESSAGE FILE 16177 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16178 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Test Message
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 19:01:35 -0000
Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <68tsn6$bfn2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk> <3460A323.50DA@sms.ed.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty!
>

foo! Yr nt s pnk. Hv nc dy. Grm

--MESSAGE FILE 16178 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16179 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Developer Support <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: Whats brown and sticky
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 14:25:36 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34B39060.36F4@interactive.sony.com>
References: <3473477F.419F@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

a stick
--MESSAGE FILE 16179 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16180 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test Message
Date: Thu, 8 Jan 1998 11:50:15 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <692f5l$bfn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Our automatic forwarding had broken

--MESSAGE FILE 16180 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16181 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: How do you catch a monkey?
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:50:42 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34BFAC02.3520@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <3473477F.419F@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------15605DE64A1"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------15605DE64A1
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Peter Passmore wrote:
> 
> Hang upside down from a tree and make a noise like a banana...

My response is test
-- 
Robert Swan 
~~~~~~~~~~~



<A HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2">Yaroze web page
(~middex2)</A>
What is middex2? I'm not a number, I'm a free man

--------------15605DE64A1
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="sig"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="sig"

Robert Swan 
~~~~~~~~~~~
<A HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2">Yaroze web page 
(~middex2)</A>
What is middex2? I'm not a number, I'm a free man

--------------15605DE64A1--

--MESSAGE FILE 16181 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16182 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: another test.
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:56:23 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <34BFAD57.7EC6@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

You can tell i dont use newsgroups alot

<TT>gjfkdgjdfklgjdfkl</TT>
fjdksgfjdsgjfkdgjfld
--MESSAGE FILE 16182 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16183 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: (no subject)
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 18:58:16 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34BFADC8.1AB2@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

<IMG SRC = "http://www.sun.mdx.ac.uk/~rs108/status">
jgkgjdfl
<h1>gjkdfsgjdfl
--MESSAGE FILE 16183 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16184 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000061html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ???
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 17:47:09 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34C3919D.4227@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk> <3460A323.50DA@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<68tsn6$bfn2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-049.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

>Graeme Evans wrote:
>
> foo! Yr nt s pnk. Hv nc dy. Grm

fool! Your aunt is punk. Have a nice day. Graeme

am I close?

Graeme, your uncle's a hippy, scumbag!

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16184 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16185 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: dewdewdedewfeere
Date: 21 Jan 1998 17:32:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <6a5bf3$9104@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n5.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.test

blah blah blah

--MESSAGE FILE 16185 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16186 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "PlayStation@milia" <PlayStation@milia.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: From Milia
Date: Sun, 08 Feb 1998 10:30:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34DD7B42.7E0@milia.net>
Reply-To: PlayStation@milia
NNTP-Posting-Host: host41-27.milia.lan-isdn.imaginet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Bonjour.
--MESSAGE FILE 16186 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16187 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: What's pink and hangs out ya pants ?
Date: Sun, 8 Feb 1998 09:45:06 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6bjup7$bej1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3473477F.419F@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera084.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

ya mum ! ;)

--MESSAGE FILE 16187 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16188 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Fujiyama
Date: Sun, 8 Feb 1998 09:45:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <6bjuqs$bej2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera084.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

600 or 750 ?
GSX-R wrote in message <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp>...
>#$B!!#(JHi!
>#$B!!#(JMy name is Kouzou Tamura.
>#$B!!#(JNanka-Yarouze forum leader.
>
>#$B!!#(JI like geisya girl!

--MESSAGE FILE 16188 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16189 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ???
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 10:47:04 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6cbpht$beo31@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk> <3460A323.50DA@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<68tsn6$bfn2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34C3919D.4227@sms.ed.ac.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

James Rutherford wrote in message <34C3919D.4227@sms.ed.ac.uk>...
>>Graeme Evans wrote:
>>
>> foo! Yr nt s pnk. Hv nc dy. Grm
>
>fool! Your aunt is punk. Have a nice day. Graeme
>
>am I close?
>
>Graeme, your uncle's a hippy, scumbag!
>
>James.
I think it means: You are not a punk. Have a nice day!
Yr = You are
nt = not
s = a (typo)
pnk = punk (you got that right :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16189 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16190 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ???
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 14:12:46 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34E99ADE.3A85@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <3460A24E.6B6D@sms.ed.ac.uk> <3460A323.50DA@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<68tsn6$bfn2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34C3919D.4227@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6cbpht$beo31@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-045.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

JohnT wrote:

> I think it means: You are not a punk. Have a nice day!
> Yr = You are
> nt = not
> s = a (typo)
> pnk = punk (you got that right :)

Hmmm, a typo eh?

That's a leap of faith if ever I heard one... I remain unconvinced.

James (unconvinced, that is).
--MESSAGE FILE 16190 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16191 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000068html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: shrewrs@aol.com (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: TEST
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 00:21:56 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34eb7b16.1502437@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-206-120.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

TEST
--MESSAGE FILE 16191 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16192 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <cgraham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Craigy Test
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 16:31:16 +0000
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34F6EA54.7CAEA844@intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

Quick Test...
Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 16192 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16193 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: hello?
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:15:26 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ddt9j$g2d14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gatekeeper.ndsuk.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

hello?

--MESSAGE FILE 16193 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16194 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunnmobile@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: hello?
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:16:00 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: gatekeeper.ndsuk.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Wise words Steve

Steve Dunn wrote in message ...
>hello?
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16194 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16195 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: hello?
Date: Tue, 3 Mar 1998 00:26:56 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

He who talks to himself is either very wise or very out of it!

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Wise words Steve
>
>Steve Dunn wrote in message ...
>>hello?
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16195 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16196 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: testing, testing, 1, 2, 3
Date: Wed, 4 Mar 1998 16:39:40 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6dmf35$iap2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-Mimeole: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Having problems uploading messages to this server so here I am testing!!
Funny, it's been fine for weeks.

--MESSAGE FILE 16196 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000073html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16197 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian S Massingham <ianm@theplanet.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test test test
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 15:12:57 +0000
Organization: Planet Online
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34FEC0F9.9B68DBB8@theplanet.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tetsuo.theplanet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

.

./

.

.

-- 
Ian S Massingham                        Planet Online SysAdmin Team
Opinions expressed are my own     Planet : http://www.theplanet.net
--MESSAGE FILE 16197 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16198 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: (no subject)
Date: 5 Mar 1998 15:17:29 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6dmfm9$iap4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n29.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.test

ededewdewdewde i hate unix i hate unix
i hate unix
i hate unix

--MESSAGE FILE 16198 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16199 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 5 Mar 1998 16:44:00 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <01bd4856$6e6bfc80$aa5cf2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-92-170.infonie.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

nada



--MESSAGE FILE 16199 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16200 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000077html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: stephen fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 17:26:20 +0000
Organization: ChaoticShockalot
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34FEE03C.1FA8@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16200 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16201 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a?
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 14:35:45 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6dn0r8$iap8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm293.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16201 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16202 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: hello?
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 20:24:51 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <6dn1mr$iap9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm047.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

No, no.  It's quite natural for a
penguin.

Peter.

JohnT wrote in message
<6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...



>He who talks to himself is either very
wise or very out of it!
>
>Steve Dunn wrote in message
<6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>..
.
>>Wise words Steve
>>
>>Steve Dunn wrote in message ...
>>>hello?
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16202 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000079html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16203 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: hello?
Date: Fri, 6 Mar 1998 11:23:56 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <6dom2s$iap13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6dn1mr$iap9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

So you are a penguin now heh?
So, let me get this straight...
You are a long haired, chain smoking, coffee drinking, Yaroze programming
penguin who lives in London.

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6dn1mr$iap9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>No, no.  It's quite natural for a
>penguin.
>
>Peter.
>
>JohnT wrote in message
><6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>He who talks to himself is either very
>wise or very out of it!
>>
>>Steve Dunn wrote in message
><6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>..
>.
>>>Wise words Steve
>>>
>>>Steve Dunn wrote in message ...
>>>>hello?
>>>>
>>>>
>>>



>>>
>>
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16203 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000080html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16204 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: stephen fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 15:25:12 +0000
Organization: ChaoticShockalot
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <35055B58.7444@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw88.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16204 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16205 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: hello?
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 22:54:11 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <6ehm7p$dud9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6dn1mr$iap9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6dom2s$iap13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usern075.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

hey, London can do those things to an
erect short-legged flightless aquatic
bird of the Spheniscidae family from the
southern hemisphere !  It's not easy you
know !

Phillip

JohnT wrote in message
<6dom2s$iap13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>..
.
>So you are a penguin now heh?
>So, let me get this straight...
>You are a long haired, chain smoking,
coffee drinking, Yaroze programming
>penguin who lives in London.
>



>
>Steve Dunn wrote in message
<6dn1mr$iap9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>No, no.  It's quite natural for a
>>penguin.
>>
>>Peter.
>>
>>JohnT wrote in message
>><6dfif2$2kk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>.
..
>>>He who talks to himself is either
very
>>wise or very out of it!
>>>
>>>Steve Dunn wrote in message
>><6ddt9j$g2d15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
..
>>.
>>>>Wise words Steve
>>>>
>>>>Steve Dunn wrote in message ...
>>>>>hello?
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>
>>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16205 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16206 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "jack" <jackh@freenet.uk.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a atest file
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 10:53:20 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ethe5$l5r35@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.164.183.160
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

this is just a test for xplorer 4

--MESSAGE FILE 16206 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16207 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 20:08:14 -0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6euj83$l5r39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem071.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

test
------------------------------------
nickf@writeme.com
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/index.html
http://www.n64gazetta.com
ICQ #: 9464742
"I dunno, the whole Judy Garland thing really did it for me
...does that make me a fag?"   "No, baby, you're money!"

--MESSAGE FILE 16207 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16208 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "jack" <jackh@freenet.uk.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test file
Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 10:50:25 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <6f2q0r$f1o9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.164.183.190
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Yet another test. this will work I hope

yo hoho

--MESSAGE FILE 16208 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16209 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Yaroze" <omgim@swipnet.se>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 22 Mar 1998 11:53:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6f2qai$f1o10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup107-3-14.swipnet.se
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

jag vill ox  testa :) (sorry all you english speakers :)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
me gusta el Yaroze! ..

--
// Anders Clerwall (anders.clerwall@SPAMFREEswipnet.se)
// http://home5.swipnet.se/~w-56212/
// Jag SKA bygga en gitarr
// I AM going to build a guitar!



--MESSAGE FILE 16209 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16210 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: binary test part1
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:44:02 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 403
Message-ID: <35191832.738B@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw85.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: image/gif; name="america.gif"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
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R0lGODdh8QB6APcAAAAAAJSMhO/nEPf376WEQoSlAHN7ADmEtWMpKTExCBhKY8Zzc72lQs6l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Dwmbhh308SlTbUMI5/gCPiBoDgf9FCjYNAk3peLBar1lqX6yRwqSqLltFEACgNjDHRRwuoyg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43b4xRdm/mcNkQgezgq00A15owA9QAsgIg3nEAvm4ARcgO0cM0dBNunmMAkc0Ac5MAWoMgbM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B1nQADAoiEOxB3vAg0Q5B1fQhbpqIVBSjToDjRWwwppkTblDCH1bAXBIMVm4xrKphjyghArw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SygOEEUwBiWycbdnuOAf/+rBG47gAUGFonSAqIIPbuKBLXHhCP44Rer2QAxenOIPvDjhJc4g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XIM1wAAPKMM2OMAzMAJS84AXOAI8EAEcyMJYl4MiOMAYIGEJIkIHtIEshAIpeLUbcIMsyMI/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M4AaAMEGaOsECKhg5gIRXKgC8O0fSkEW+GIAaIoH9qFyHKYaiuixgkUa0gE2FCG6bICVwCUD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--MESSAGE FILE 16210 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16211 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: binary test part2
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:44:57 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 560
Message-ID: <35191869.628A@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw85.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: image/gif; name="bullanim.gif"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="bullanim.gif"

R0lGODlhZACUAPcAACwiLJiVnoxPSNDK1NGTf5BvaNuvochwaGFWWlwuLO2UgZGEg/KvksiE
cvPm3UM/RdOjirZYVLBwZXlzefqwvvPLwN6Fb7iws3lYUo9gV19FRvGYp/Pc0LqUikYtMXZJ
S9CcnbCEetPAw3pnYqhgXpF0du+kibijoOCUf/K/q/LAt8d9a8mFh7B8b+zN1tGkmdGxs0xK
UeOFhmFPUez2/HdZX49hZ/Kwoq6EjLeUnTQ1O/Lo70Y4O+CkmOGwsJJ7ffDFz8iMeE8/QvLe
5O+Vj7GLgfPUxuGciNh8a7B1dfK4p6F7bGFjdPynl7ZmYOCMd9Ccjbqaj59wZ2xERfKlr5Bn
W6KEfndQS3lgYcdnU6ZZVtRxZ3lpbqloXfGnlvzCt7x8bTw1O/Pv9eLd5PG5tWxZWLxzaHtg
U1Q5PU1DTKunrY9YULyEduHBwMeNhe/V3GxQUO+cj9SFcZBpZvzLubm6wWBJVcSUh96NhqB8


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QwTY9Zs4w0dWaGY46Hv80LM/5VCWlQaIJWh3PUgof5YLojc7DLJjEGhnK/mGhCAE2xCaXSdu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ZNgACVdCwJJ86Ty7Q8cxyhef+TTQhuvCT7uEAIdlrCEnriuNEKnHtuqgYAtjMQMSA+Y/Ev5v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fAMBPfJRkEfDDwdj5QH6wMA08CgH4FrPenFFrDugecAKJDLLwH5vYBnpZaWquJpORkH1hItm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9BAAVYO/Ra2AvjyQAIJgD7biIr5QajSSIZHvAZyiDGgCCpivDvsDBdEKREA0iLqQuKOvC6kQ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Y2ABW8CGDE2FYVgHWyBVTziGSWBKVdACLaiESmCGamAFVfCSODiHR9g/VDAEKIiCIlAu2AgL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KQZriHEH6POipmaRDklglCxdYshEOFqzmqXBDnXQVCISsYkCmIIaGAjMUHBphkdxLD/PcKIC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gMgQeUjGEuU0X7IhCAhQmK2AlKvSj1AgDfzW02kPiQxNIwdHoFXUFFNgU2EI02mApZonZSuK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T7DXVzyDHkvpqyU2yEWAToQIZESJJCtRh/VIhabb4EcZwBFOCzKgDoIgAgzLGRQKPGGBBDUH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--MESSAGE FILE 16211 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16212 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: binary test part4
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:45:58 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <351918A6.CBB@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw85.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: image/gif; name="skeleton.gif"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="skeleton.gif"

R0lGODlhLAF7AID/AP///wAAACwAAAAALAF7AAAC/4yPqcvtD6OctNqLs948gA+G4kiW5omm
6sq27gvH8kzPRo3n+s73/g9U3YLEovGITB6HyqbzCY0SmdKq9Yq9UrPcrvdb24LHRjH5vDKj
17mbhw0/qeN01vBdz3/m+r7o7qfHF9j3NkgIdogYZ7iYp+iIZoi35xCpRXlZBwiAEILXqBkF
Keq18PlQCkWqKnUA8lq5FdrZ2sRq69ToBvtnmZuEC7x0F/uq0FurPFyWybwaW6nsMdvwTHw9


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--MESSAGE FILE 16212 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16213 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: binary test part3
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 14:47:26 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 81
Message-ID: <351918FE.55C0@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nsw85.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: image/gif; name="silywalk.gif"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="silywalk.gif"
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oAAtaNTR1Tll6HHKdUf4MBYTNSqVAHVj4aRDcyXWtBtoKjCJBHpQkkCVZFYcKQAOk2Ch45Pm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6gK6MByo8U1vZGx5WwHDA1KIoKv6OqtPM7UXsIF2UCSRiAKZ1V3xcxnUQLwp8Bjmvkg+UWsI
Mlo5msBvfJoCnBFg7NI473AZ0rCOFGIKoFkBkja23sUL3Ksd4Qe9WFYKjJkHoTW/7uu9aqYe
outINctnDftqwiMQQ+U5wlYsxTK/FUAYZHtEq2Iny0phNLBs8ZOnNOGe1ocrBrC04OhpCZHA
7Yuxg/ANA6QzhAMS9zsp2GsDIRwfQyrCEgt3NAAUR1SRqTldOJIHxsZmXdag/xsVDMFT0jDA
9Ughx+sJnNOiylFpmCsBqTAEqaACEQAAOw==
--MESSAGE FILE 16213 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16214 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test test test!!!!!!
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 10:02:14 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6fnnib$6ne3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Test message 30th/3rd

--MESSAGE FILE 16214 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16215 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 19:41:32 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6fhga9$pui2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port15.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

1...     2.....   3....     This Is A Test

--MESSAGE FILE 16215 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16216 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: binary test part1
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 18:33:49 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 498
Message-ID: <6fnrcb$6ne5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35191832.738B@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl031.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

OK then,
    But wait until after World
Superbikes 98...And make sure John



Kochinski's in it when it's done.

Stephen Fernandez wrote in message
<35191832.738B@mdx.ac.uk>...
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 16216 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16217 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test test test!!!!!!
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 11:26:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6fns4g$6ne10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6fnnib$6ne3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl031.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Thanks for fixing it !



(what does 'throttling' apply to ?)

;)

Steve

>Test message 30th/3rd
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16217 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16218 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: whats gone wrong
Date: Sat, 28 Mar 1998 16:55:57 -0000
Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <6fojmo$6ne15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

whr hs vryn gn?

s h nws brkn?

james your aunt is a pinko commie scumbag.

--MESSAGE FILE 16218 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16219 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: whats gone wrong
Date: Sat, 28 Mar 1998 18:38:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6fole4$6ne17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6fojmo$6ne15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm865.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hello Stranger
    You've probably forgotten how to
work your newsreader !

Steve

>whr hs vryn gn?
>
>s h nws brkn?
>
>james your aunt is a pinko commie



scumbag.
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16219 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16220 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 14:47:50 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <351BBC16.CB7E5259@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

Adventure, excitement..  a Jedi craves not...

--MESSAGE FILE 16220 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16221 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a
Date: Sat, 28 Mar 1998 19:50:18 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6fopko$6ne18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm865.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

a

--MESSAGE FILE 16221 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16222 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 19:58:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6fopml$6ne19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm865.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

a



--MESSAGE FILE 16222 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16223 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 11:52:55 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6fqhmi$6ne28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--
------------------------------------------------
 Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
    Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
   Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 16223 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16224 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: nothing
Date: 1 Apr 1998 14:11:57 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <01bd5d78$d1aa4ea0$f275f2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-117-242.infonie.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

abeguedouflish abeguedouflash !!!!!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16224 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16225 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a one again
Date: 1 Apr 1998 14:13:45 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <01bd5d79$12530aa0$f275f2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-117-242.infonie.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

nada nada



--MESSAGE FILE 16225 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16226 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!blabla.xs4all.nl!anonymous
From: "Raymond" <news@blabla.xs4all.nl>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test?
Date: Sun, 5 Apr 1998 16:09:21 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <BLBL137646CE@blabla.xs4all.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: blabla.xs4all.nl
To: scee.yaroze.test
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16226 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16227 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a
Date: Thu, 9 Apr 1998 15:03:16 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6gik7v$p8n8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm284.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16227 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16228 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Mambo" <TSekine@berksys.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: quick test
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 11:15:53 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6h2su4$53c3@scea>
Reply-To: "Mambo" <TSekine@ berksys.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bsi218-116.berksys.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

does anyone get this message?

--MESSAGE FILE 16228 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16229 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: quick test
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 20:40:36 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6h328s$g1s11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6h2su4$53c3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl611.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>does anyone get this message?
I'm extremely pleased to say that I did
! :D

Mambo wrote in message
<6h2su4$53c3@scea>...
>does anyone get this message?
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16229 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16230 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test, of course.
Date: 19 Apr 1998 14:29:09 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <u3efazb6y.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

This is a test post using Gnus v5.3; nntp 4.0
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16230 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16231 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a
Date: Mon, 20 Apr 1998 18:39:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6hg11o$shn10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm118.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16231 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000108html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16232 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 28 Apr 1998 18:50:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <354616CE.C6ABC682@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld09-055.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

tis quiet around here

--MESSAGE FILE 16232 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16233 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Tue, 28 Apr 1998 12:24:58 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35462D0A.14AE5150@netmagic.net>
References: <354616CE.C6ABC682@compuserve.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Nick Slaven wrote:
> tis quiet around here

The lambs have stopped screaming...  Muahahahaa...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16233 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16234 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Wed, 29 Apr 1998 20:22:55 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35477E0C.CBD82E28@compuserve.com>
References: <354616CE.C6ABC682@compuserve.com> <35462D0A.14AE5150@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld11-063.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



You are Hanibal Lecter and I claim my five pounds.

Elliott Lee wrote:

> Nick Slaven wrote:
> > tis quiet around here
>
> The lambs have stopped screaming...  Muahahahaa...
>
> - e!
>   tenchi@netmagic.net
>   http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

--MESSAGE FILE 16234 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16235 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Fri, 01 May 1998 13:30:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3549C054.3157@saqnet.co.uk>
Reply-To: nickf@saqnet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-034.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

test (doh!)
--MESSAGE FILE 16235 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16236 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Gavin Shelley <gavin.shelley@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Yes, another test, but hey, it is a test group, wow, my first ever 
post
Date: 01 May 1998 18:35:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Sender: unknown@DEFAULT
Message-ID: <wkhg39vqql.fsf@dial.pipex.com>
References: <01bca430$e7562820$LocalHost@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ae114.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

boo
--MESSAGE FILE 16236 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16237 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "dr Z" <gsauve@sie.qc.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: This is not a test. NOT!
Date: 7 May 1998 05:41:30 GMT



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <01bca22c$468df360$10b6e9cd@lausauvege>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205.233.182.16
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Well, wat do you know. It's another test.
--MESSAGE FILE 16237 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16238 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: blah
Date: Sat, 9 May 1998 13:24:25 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6j1i2t$aek13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera589.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16238 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16239 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:30:41 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <355a1ef1.5659676@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p48-guillemot-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

This is a test as I just installed a new newsreader and I want to
check it works.....
--MESSAGE FILE 16239 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16240 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 19 May 1998 09:59:57 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6jrhpl$4p1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 16240 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000117html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16241 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 19 May 1998 10:03:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6jrhqe$4p2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

--MESSAGE FILE 16241 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16242 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Laurent GAY" <mystbeast@infonie.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test again and again
Date: 19 May 1998 09:06:49 GMT
Organization: INFONIE
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <01bd8305$4e9e1520$e475f2c3@leader>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-117-228.infonie.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Once upon a time, in a far far country...
est ce que a marche?�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

--MESSAGE FILE 16242 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16243 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: b - "Brian West"
Date: 19 May 1998 15:34:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <6js8q9$4p4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n8.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.test

b

--MESSAGE FILE 16243 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16244 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test



Date: 19 May 1998 15:35:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6js8sc$4p5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n8.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.test

Whats the diff between Pricess Di and Micheal Hutch?

Micheal Hutch knew when to belt up.

--MESSAGE FILE 16244 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16245 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: 19 May 1998 15:37:52 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6js90g$4p6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <351BBC16.CB7E5259@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n8.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/351BBC16.CB7E5259@codeworks.demon.co.uk

Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>Adventure, excitement..  a Jedi craves not...
>

As anyone playing jedi Knight will testify :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16245 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16246 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: bored
Date: 20 May 1998 22:52:25 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <6jvmr9$4p18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n29.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/scee.yaroze.test

Dont you have something better to do than read this?

--MESSAGE FILE 16246 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000123html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16247 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: bored
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 00:17:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <35637279.1384331@www.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6jvmr9$4p18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng06-191.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On 20 May 1998 22:52:25 GMT, West <wb6ac> wrote:

>Dont you have something better to do than read this?
>

so this is why my phone bill is so big :)
--MESSAGE FILE 16247 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16248 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Tenchi <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Just testing
Date: Wed, 20 May 1998 23:23:36 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3563C868.650BA7EC@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-12.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Heya,

New modem.  New browser.  Same old newsgroups.  Hello.

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16248 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16249 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Tenchi <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Just testing
Date: Wed, 20 May 1998 23:24:00 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3563C880.3563EA7D@netmagic.net>
References: <3563C868.650BA7EC@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-12.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)



Yeehah!  Eeet werkzzz...

Tenchi wrote:
> 
> Heya,
> 
> New modem.  New browser.  Same old newsgroups.  Hello.
> 
> - e!
>   tenchi@netmagic.net
>   http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16249 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16250 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: bananarama
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 00:39:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3564BB39.E18555D7@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld34-174.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

bananarama

--MESSAGE FILE 16250 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16251 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: bananarama
Date: 22 May 1998 16:17:57 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6k48fl$4p35@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3564BB39.E18555D7@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n28.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/3564BB39.E18555D7@compuserve.com

Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com> wrote:
>bananarama
>

never as good since  sibby left

--MESSAGE FILE 16251 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000128html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16252 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "JW" <jarw@clover.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Fri, 29 May 1998 19:15:12 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6knf0c$as72@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-tort-m14-r14.clover.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16252 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16253 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: burrowinggerbil@hotmail.com (Barry Stuart Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: subject
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 22:50:22 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3575d316.2337182@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng09-209.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

this is a test, as indeed are all the other ones here, so at least
it's in good company :)
--MESSAGE FILE 16253 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16254 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: burrowinggerbil@hotmail.com (Barry Stuart Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: bananarama
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 22:52:42 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3575d395.2463371@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3564BB39.E18555D7@compuserve.com> 
<6k48fl$4p35@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng09-209.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On 22 May 1998 16:17:57 GMT, West <wb6ac> wrote:

>Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com> wrote:
>>bananarama
>>
>
>never as good since  sibby left
>

Yeah, and let's hope for them to regroup and fill the soon to be
demised spice girls shoes :)
(If they don't fall off the ridiculously tall things)



Gerbil
--MESSAGE FILE 16254 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16255 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: ZZzzz?
Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 04:40:55 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35792AC7.B6A08DEE@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port1347.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Testing.

Sure is quiet around here...

Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16255 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16256 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Sarah Bennett <Sarah_Bennett@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 09 Jun 1998 17:14:52 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <357D5F7C.230FA413@Playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

yadda
--MESSAGE FILE 16256 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16257 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ZZzzz?
Date: Sun, 21 Jun 1998 17:10:00 +0100
Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6mjb76$khq4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35792AC7.B6A08DEE@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3



testing

--MESSAGE FILE 16257 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16258 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ZZzzz?
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 21:51:18 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <359328C6.3D80E578@shell.jps.net>
References: <35792AC7.B6A08DEE@jps.net> <6mjb76$khq4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port5.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Test

Graeme Evans wrote:
> 
> testing
--MESSAGE FILE 16258 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16259 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: ZZzzz?
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 21:53:06 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35932931.987266BF@shell.jps.net>
References: <35792AC7.B6A08DEE@jps.net> <6mjb76$khq4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<359328C6.3D80E578@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port5.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

asldkjfl;askdjf lkasdj fl;kasjd faskjd f;asjdf kl;asjdf; askldjf ;asfjas
f;lajsdlf jaslkdfj akl;sjd fl;jasdlk jfsadk jfasldkfj laksjd flkas
jdflkas;dfj klasjd f;lkasjdflk;sjf;lasjd flk;as jfdkl;asd jfkl;jasl;dfj
klasjklsajdfkjs ;klfj akl;sdjf l;ksadjfklas jf;dl j

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Test
> 
> Graeme Evans wrote:
> >
> > testing

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::



  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16259 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16260 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 2 Jul 1998 14:59:31 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <6ng78j$60l2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.9 (Released Version) (x86 32bit)

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 16260 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16261 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Yet another test !!
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 19:27:43 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <35a124fa.774920@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p16-crane-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Just a test to check that my new PC is working OK !
--MESSAGE FILE 16261 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16262 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Yet another test !!
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 16:27:35 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35A15D67.7A9B089E@jps.net>
References: <35a124fa.774920@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

'gratz on the new PC...

Richard Cutting wrote:
> 
> Just a test to check that my new PC is working OK !

Mata ne,           ...                                          ...



- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16262 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000140html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16263 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: "K.Tamura" <kouzou@ymg.urban.ne.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Fujiyama
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 22:25:52 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6nt83c$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp> 
<6bjuqs$bej2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.231.136.70
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-WWWns-ID: <35A221DC.6F3E@ymg.urban.ne.jp>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Steve Dunn wrote:
> 
> 600 or 750 ?
> GSX-R wrote in message <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp>...
> >#$B!!#(JHi!
> >#$B!!#(JMy name is Kouzou Tamura.
> >#$B!!#(JNanka-Yarouze forum leader.
> >
> >#$B!!#(JI like geisya girl!

 My GSX-R is 1100.
 1986 model and 1992 model.

 narrow.....Japan Road!!!!!

 but GSX-R is very fun.

--MESSAGE FILE 16263 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16264 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!usenet
From: "K.Tamura" <kouzou@ymg.urban.ne.jp>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: GSX-R
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 22:35:24 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yarouze
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6nt8ks$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp> 
<6bjuqs$bej2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6nt83c$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.231.136.70
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-WWWns-ID: <35A22416.7597@ymg.urban.ne.jp>
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 [ja] (Macintosh; I; PPC)

http://www.sannet.ne.jp/userpage/gsxr/



  GSX-R1100 Mailing List is here.

--MESSAGE FILE 16264 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16265 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: richard.cutting@virgin.net (Richard Cutting)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Yet another test !!
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 20:32:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35a2856f.185245@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35a124fa.774920@news.playstation.co.uk> <35A15D67.7A9B089E@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p57-pigeon-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 06 Jul 1998 16:27:35 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
wrote:

>'gratz on the new PC...
>
>Richard Cutting wrote:
>> 
>> Just a test to check that my new PC is working OK !
>
>Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
>- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                   '''                                          '''

Yup, I'm one happy bunny now. I've got a Happauge Win-TV card and it's
all working nicely ( not quite as good as a real TV but I'm not
complaining ). No more trips into the living room to see what the hell
my latest creation does.....Plus I can watch TV while I code !!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16265 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16266 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: GSX-R
Date: Wed, 8 Jul 1998 11:35:53 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6nvib5$9o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp> 
<6bjuqs$bej2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6nt83c$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp> 
<6nt8ks$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userk453.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

www.backroom.tm
Pics of my R1 there

K.Tamura wrote in message <6nt8ks$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp>...
>http://www.sannet.ne.jp/userpage/gsxr/



>
>  GSX-R1100 Mailing List is here.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16266 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16267 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 16:34:43 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <35AE1D93.BF80719F@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16267 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16268 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <ferguson@hkstar.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test
Date: Sat, 12 Sep 1998 22:58:45 +0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6te2fk$pf58@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202.82.241.84
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Just testing from Hong Kong. Nice weather here. Not.

--MESSAGE FILE 16268 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16269 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <bweut98@hv.se>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: yet another silly pointless test messageH
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 16:54:24 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <35FFD120.63FCC7E0@hv.se>
Reply-To: bweut98@hv.se
NNTP-Posting-Host: balder.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.6 sun4m)

Hi there
    Any other yaroze coders out there in Sweden?



--MESSAGE FILE 16269 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16270 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Colin Hughes" <Colin_Hughes@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: dfdf
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 15:17:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6u5ns3$fsh8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>Myslisz ze ludzie nagle rzuca sie na Plusa ?
>Sorry, ale zeby sie wybic, musialbys miec zespol
>potezniejszy niz Neo, Psx Extreme, Psx fan, Playstation Magazine
>a chyba przyznasz sam ze jest to malo realne.
Dlaczego? Uwazam, ze moj zespol operuje poprawna polszyzna, jezykiem
literackim, fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu.
Powtarzam - fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu. Nie mamy konsol od dwoch
miesiecy, Tomek.>Rynek jest stabilny,
>miejsca na nim dosyc. Widocznie masz ambicje bycia pierwszym
>i jedynym na podium, ale to przyzwyczajenie z SS'a, ktorego to powinienes
>sie jak najszybciej pozbyc.
Dlaczego? Chyba ambicja kazdego redaktora naczelnego jest to, aby jego pismo
bylo najlepsze, a ambicja kazdego autora powinno byc to, aby jego teksty
byly najlepsze. Jesli ktos tak nie mysli, to nie jest
dobrymredaktorem/autorem.
Bede sie staral, bo jest o co walczyc.
>Co sklonilo Was do zamieszczania barterowych reklam w
>UMIERAJACYM TM-Semic. Dobra kondycja ? Nie sadze...
Pozwol, ze odpowiem pytaniem na pytanie.
A co sklonilo Was do oddawania stron reklamodawcom ZA DARMO? Niech zgadne -
dobra kondycja?Jak chcesz to ciagnac dalej to zapraszam na priva...Gulash

--MESSAGE FILE 16270 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000148html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16271 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: dfdf
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 15:32:17 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <360BA971.6714@writeme.com>
References: <6u5ns3$fsh8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m08.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)

Crikey, Colin!

Been at the loopy juice?
Someone at SCEE give this guy a holiday - he's been working too hard...



James.

Colin Hughes wrote:
> 
> >Myslisz ze ludzie nagle rzuca sie na Plusa ?
> >Sorry, ale zeby sie wybic, musialbys miec zespol
> >potezniejszy niz Neo, Psx Extreme, Psx fan, Playstation Magazine
> >a chyba przyznasz sam ze jest to malo realne.
> Dlaczego? Uwazam, ze moj zespol operuje poprawna polszyzna, jezykiem
> literackim, fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu.
> Powtarzam - fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu. Nie mamy konsol od dwoch
> miesiecy, Tomek.>Rynek jest stabilny,
> >miejsca na nim dosyc. Widocznie masz ambicje bycia pierwszym
> >i jedynym na podium, ale to przyzwyczajenie z SS'a, ktorego to powinienes
> >sie jak najszybciej pozbyc.
> Dlaczego? Chyba ambicja kazdego redaktora naczelnego jest to, aby jego pismo
> bylo najlepsze, a ambicja kazdego autora powinno byc to, aby jego teksty
> byly najlepsze. Jesli ktos tak nie mysli, to nie jest
> dobrymredaktorem/autorem.
> Bede sie staral, bo jest o co walczyc.
> >Co sklonilo Was do zamieszczania barterowych reklam w
> >UMIERAJACYM TM-Semic. Dobra kondycja ? Nie sadze...
> Pozwol, ze odpowiem pytaniem na pytanie.
> A co sklonilo Was do oddawania stron reklamodawcom ZA DARMO? Niech zgadne -
> dobra kondycja?Jak chcesz to ciagnac dalej to zapraszam na priva...Gulash
--MESSAGE FILE 16271 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16272 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: dfdf
Date: 28 Sep 1998 15:11:27 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uk92oddog.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <6u5ns3$fsh8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <360BA971.6714@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com> writes:

> 
> Crikey, Colin!
> 
> Been at the loopy juice?
> Someone at SCEE give this guy a holiday - he's been working too hard...

I had a Polish friend translate this for me.  Quite a read.

> 
> James.
> 
> Colin Hughes wrote:
> > 
> > >Myslisz ze ludzie nagle rzuca sie na Plusa ?
> > >Sorry, ale zeby sie wybic, musialbys miec zespol
> > >potezniejszy niz Neo, Psx Extreme, Psx fan, Playstation Magazine
> > >a chyba przyznasz sam ze jest to malo realne.
> > Dlaczego? Uwazam, ze moj zespol operuje poprawna polszyzna, jezykiem
> > literackim, fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu.
> > Powtarzam - fachowa wiedza i znajomoscia tematu. Nie mamy konsol od dwoch



> > miesiecy, Tomek.>Rynek jest stabilny,
> > >miejsca na nim dosyc. Widocznie masz ambicje bycia pierwszym
> > >i jedynym na podium, ale to przyzwyczajenie z SS'a, ktorego to powinienes
> > >sie jak najszybciej pozbyc.
> > Dlaczego? Chyba ambicja kazdego redaktora naczelnego jest to, aby jego pismo
> > bylo najlepsze, a ambicja kazdego autora powinno byc to, aby jego teksty
> > byly najlepsze. Jesli ktos tak nie mysli, to nie jest
> > dobrymredaktorem/autorem.
> > Bede sie staral, bo jest o co walczyc.
> > >Co sklonilo Was do zamieszczania barterowych reklam w
> > >UMIERAJACYM TM-Semic. Dobra kondycja ? Nie sadze...
> > Pozwol, ze odpowiem pytaniem na pytanie.
> > A co sklonilo Was do oddawania stron reklamodawcom ZA DARMO? Niech zgadne -
> > dobra kondycja?Jak chcesz to ciagnac dalej to zapraszam na priva...Gulash

-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16272 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000150html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16273 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000151html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:32:13 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut122$gul1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16273 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000151html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16274 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:35:59 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut18t$gul2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16274 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16275 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:37:24 +0100



Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut1bp$gul3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16275 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16276 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:39:25 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut1fe$gul4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16276 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16277 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:56:33 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut2fd$gul6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16277 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16278 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 1998 00:01:33 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut2oq$gul7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4



--MESSAGE FILE 16278 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16279 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 1998 00:04:17 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut2tu$gul8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16279 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16280 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 1998 00:11:47 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut3c2$gul9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16280 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000158html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16281 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: eggbox
Date: Mon, 19 Oct 1998 23:35:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <70ijma$7i2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld50-236.lon.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

omlete

--MESSAGE FILE 16281 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000159html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16282 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000160html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Tenchi <tenchi@cisco.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Rice Crispies
Date: Tue, 20 Oct 1998 12:39:28 -0700
Organization: .
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <362CE6F0.3EB1886A@cisco.com>
References: <70ijma$7i2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

marshmellow squares
--MESSAGE FILE 16282 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000160html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16283 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: milk jug
Date: Tue, 20 Oct 1998 12:41:40 -0700
Organization: .
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <362CE774.42709AA1@shell.jps.net>
References: <70ijma$7i2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <362CE6F0.3EB1886A@cisco.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Quik
--MESSAGE FILE 16283 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000161html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16284 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <bweut98@hv.se>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: l�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Date: Sun, 25 Oct 1998 21:39:03 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <36338C67.D7205DDC@hv.se>
Reply-To: bweut98@hv.se
NNTP-Posting-Host: saratoga.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.6 sun4u)

--MESSAGE FILE 16284 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16285 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Oi Gaffer!
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 17:25:08 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3638A4F4.CE2F79B4@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: huldra.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)

Wake up and smell the Costa Rican, Sidney!

(or 'woohoo, I can post to newsgroups again!)

James.

--MESSAGE FILE 16285 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16286 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 30 Oct 1998 12:18:42 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <71car2$fj610@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16286 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000164html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16287 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Steve Randerson <stever@tw2.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 03 Nov 1998 16:52:18 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <363F34C2.8845ADE1@tw2.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 62.232.8.254
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

test
steve
--MESSAGE FILE 16287 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16288 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 4 Nov 1998 08:45:26 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <71p476$9iv16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16288 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16289 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 5 Nov 1998 19:43:54 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <71sv5q$psk2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16289 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16290 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000168html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 5 Nov 1998 19:48:19 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <71sve3$psk3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

www.netyaroze-europe.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16290 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16291 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 5 Nov 1998 19:50:28 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <71svi4$psk4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

http://www.ksc.nasa.gov/ 

--MESSAGE FILE 16291 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16292 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 9 Nov 1998 14:27:46 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <726u52$psk8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16292 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16293 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Laura <Laura@scee.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: testes, testes, 1, 2, 3
Date: Mon, 09 Nov 1998 14:56:52 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <364702B4.8C97297C@scee.com>
Reply-To: laura@scee.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: scee.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Ah the old Beavis and Butthead Jokes are the best!!!

love and kisses

Laura

--MESSAGE FILE 16293 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16294 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: testes, testes, 1, 2, 3
Date: Wed, 11 Nov 1998 18:48:59 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3649DC1B.D4D2A68@writeme.com>
References: <364702B4.8C97297C@scee.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: booboo.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)

Laura wrote:

> Ah the old Beavis and Butthead Jokes are the best!!!

I might care to disagree ;o)

James.

--MESSAGE FILE 16294 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000172html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16295 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: freebooter <world@war.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a er test
Date: Sun, 15 Nov 1998 15:52:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <364EF8AF.383C@war.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-49-95.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

<BASE HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/">

<html>
<head>
<title>Untitled Document</title>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Refresh" CONTENT="1; URL=yaroze/index.html">

<script language='JavaScript'>
<!--
if ( self != top ) top.location=self.location;
// -->
</script>

</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>

--MESSAGE FILE 16295 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16296 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: freebooter <world@war.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: sub noject
Date: Sun, 15 Nov 1998 15:56:39 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <364EF9B7.4495@war.com>
References: <364EF8AF.383C@war.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-49-95.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: message/rfc822
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)
Content-Disposition: inline

Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: freebooter <world@war.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: a er test
Date: Sun, 15 Nov 1998 15:52:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <364EF8AF.383C@war.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-49-95.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I)

<BASE HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/">

<html>
<head>
<title>Untitled Document</title>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Refresh" CONTENT="1; URL=yaroze/index.html">

<script language='JavaScript'>
<!--
if ( self != top ) top.location=self.location;
// -->
</script>

</head>
<body>
</body>
</html>

--MESSAGE FILE 16296 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16297 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: <JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Test auth
Date: 29 Nov 1998 05:54:23 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <19981129055226.1@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: wyrddreams.demon.co.uk

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16297 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16298 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!not-
for-mail
From: JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: testing newsfeed



Date: 29 Nov 1998 19:53:29 -0000
Organization: Wyrd Dreams - Internet Realities
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <73s8np$g3f@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: TIN [version 1.2 PL2]

just to see if this gets batched.
-- 
Life isn't precious - | JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk         ICQ# 17834893
  it's expensive.     | http://www.sun.mdx.ac.uk/~jt061/
--MESSAGE FILE 16298 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16299 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Mayday, mayday!
Date: Sun, 06 Dec 1998 00:56:50 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3669D652.AD05AFDF@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Testing 1 2 3.

Etc.

No, I'm not trying to be funny (like most posts here) but I've just been

stupid/clever (delete as applicable) to install Netscape Communcator 4.5

and seeing if this thing can post.  I'm totally confused now, I was
happy when
it was all v2.  Aahhh, they were the days.  I've probably missed out on
a
load of vital messages too from having to renew the news files and
that.  Oh well.
The thing still keeps crashing, but then it IS a Microsoft OS and from
what I hear
they and Netscape don't quite see I to I so to speak..   I would've
stuck with NS3.0
but I bought PC Answers to get truespace2 for free and well it had NS4.5
on it
(plus DirectX6 and WinZip7 so it all saves me a hour downloading stuff.
The magazine is essentially an 'insert' on the CDs though of course, but

then are you really reading a TEST newsgroup???  Are you as sad enough
to be reading this as I am to be typing it?  Touche.

Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 16299 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16300 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: reaper@clara.net (Mark)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: testing
Date: Sun, 06 Dec 1998 22:19:12 GMT
Organization: Twisted Minds
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <366b02ce.35479859@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: du-1515.claranet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hello!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
--MESSAGE FILE 16300 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16301 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: testing
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 1998 00:29:39 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <366F8673.1B5E37CC@shell.jps.net>
References: <366b02ce.35479859@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn3.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

HELLO! 
  hello! 
    h-ll-. 
      :.::.: 
        ,.,,., 
          . .. .

(echo)

Mark wrote:
> Hello!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16301 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16302 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Garbage
Date: Mon, 14 Dec 1998 21:11:07 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <756ad5$78c4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqw-vty144.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0



Garbage

--MESSAGE FILE 16302 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16303 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: robert_swan@playstation.sony.com (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 15 Dec 1998 23:32:02 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3676f16f.15128310@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p65s12a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Why the hell are you reading this test message???????

--MESSAGE FILE 16303 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16304 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 1998 13:56:22 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3677BC05.9A4073D9@writeme.com>
References: <3676f16f.15128310@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: huldra.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)

Robert Swan wrote:

> Why the hell are you reading this test message???????

Because you wrote it, Rob and you're my hero!

--MESSAGE FILE 16304 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16305 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!sixgun.demon.co.uk!sixgun.demon.co.uk
From: antony@sixgun.demon.co.uk (Antony Scott)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Just checking
Date: Thu, 17 Dec 1998 21:24:35 GMT
Organization: None
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <367b7682.6727591@sixgun>
Reply-To: antony@sixgun.demon.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: sixgun.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451
X-No-Archive: yes



Hello, is anyone there?

---
Antony Scott
http://www.sixgun.demon.co.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 16305 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16306 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!not-
for-mail
From: JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Garbage
Date: 16 Dec 1998 03:30:29 -0000
Organization: Wyrd Dreams - Internet Realities
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <7579gl$he2@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
References: <756ad5$78c4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: TIN [version 1.2 PL2]

What a generally cool band they are too.

Nick Slaven (NickSlaven@compuserve.com) wrote:
: Garbage

-- 
Life isn't precious - | JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk         ICQ# 17834893
  it's expensive.     | http://www.sun.mdx.ac.uk/~jt061/       0956 652763
--MESSAGE FILE 16306 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16307 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!wyrddreams.demon.co.uk!not-
for-mail
From: JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: 16 Dec 1998 03:31:36 -0000
Organization: Wyrd Dreams - Internet Realities
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7579io$he6@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
References: <3676f16f.15128310@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: wyrddreams.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: TIN [version 1.2 PL2]

What can I say, I just pressed <TAB> and it brought me here.  The question
you should be asking is why am I replying to it....

Robert Swan (robert_swan@playstation.sony.com) wrote:
: Why the hell are you reading this test message???????

-- 
Life isn't precious - | JTait@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk         ICQ# 17834893
  it's expensive.     | http://www.sun.mdx.ac.uk/~jt061/       0956 652763
--MESSAGE FILE 16307 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16308 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Brian West <briest@deskmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Garbage
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 01:17:44 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36882DB7.385E92B@deskmail.com>
References: <756ad5$78c4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7579gl$he2@wyrddreams.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bwefr98.lyan.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

> What a generally cool band they are too.
>
>

Sure are, and I've got a ticket to see 'em in Goteborg :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16308 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16309 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <briest@deskmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Ugly Goblins make me Sad
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 01:19:59 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <36882E3F.CCE30859@deskmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bwefr98.lyan.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Whey-hey I can now post for free and write pointless test messages.

--MESSAGE FILE 16309 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16310 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <briest@deskmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: testing
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 01:20:30 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <36882E5E.643A8C8C@deskmail.com>
References: <366b02ce.35479859@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<366F8673.1B5E37CC@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bwefr98.lyan.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Hej

--MESSAGE FILE 16310 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16311 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: yaroze@theburrow.co.uk (Barry & Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test as ever
Date: Mon, 11 Jan 1999 21:01:54 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <369a66b4.5173271@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pD7s01a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

blah.
Go read something interesting
--MESSAGE FILE 16311 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16312 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Tones" <caz.tones@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Testing, Testing, 1, 2, 3...
Date: Sun, 17 Jan 1999 19:43:53 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <77teil$hoo8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p38-grackle-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hello,

This is the BBC.

Hmmm,  Testing.....

Tones

--MESSAGE FILE 16312 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16313 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Testing, Testing, 1, 2, 3...
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 15:44:05 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36A4A845.B373B16F@manc.u-net.com>
References: <77teil$hoo8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

HE#^$#^%#*$*^LLO.

THIS *#^%&#(#^%(( IS ^&%(&%^(&&( CHANNEL *^&%*#FIVE.

## $^#^#^ #.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

Tones wrote:

> Hello,
>
> This is the BBC.
>
> Hmmm,  Testing.....
>
> Tones

--MESSAGE FILE 16313 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16314 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: Testing, Testing, 1, 2, 3...
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 19:18:46 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7835ef$nli2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <77teil$hoo8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36A4A845.B373B16F@manc.u-
net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqn-vty19.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

James Shaughnessy wrote in message <36A4A845.B373B16F@manc.u-net.com>...
>HE#^$#^%#*$*^LLO.
>
>THIS *#^%&#(#^%(( IS ^&%(&%^(&&( CHANNEL *^&%*#FIVE.
>
>## $^#^#^ #.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

hells teeth! someone who can actually receive channel 5 in reasonable
quality!

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 16314 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16315 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "almars" <almars@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: breathemail test 1



Date: Sat, 20 Feb 1999 10:59:52 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7aoroh$erp12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: VIP-203-41.vip.uk.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

breathemail test 1

--MESSAGE FILE 16315 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000193html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16316 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alan Marshall <almars@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: netscape test
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 18:27:47 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <36D6E7A3.6DA24916@breathemail.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: VIP-205-239.vip.uk.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

blah blah
--MESSAGE FILE 16316 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16317 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Grey" <grey@bespoke-software.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Testing, testing
Date: Fri, 26 Feb 1999 20:54:13 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7b9qfi$9po26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-29.nitrogen.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

One
Two
Three

--MESSAGE FILE 16317 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16318 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 02 Mar 1999 16:07:30 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 7



Message-ID: <36DC0CC2.C2D318F0@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Shazbut hogmanay.

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

The cigarette does the smoking, YOU'RE just the sucker!!
--MESSAGE FILE 16318 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16319 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 1999 23:41:37 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7bn645$9he39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36DC0CC2.C2D318F0@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs-pci-bqp-vty174.as.wcom.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

James Russell wrote in message <36DC0CC2.C2D318F0@scee.sony.co.uk>...
>Shazbut hogmanay.

????

I'm intrigued

--MESSAGE FILE 16319 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000197html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16320 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "hannes winkelmann" <mindflow@gmx.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 1999 18:34:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7c11lp$l2g9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pC19F3F0B.dip.t-online.de
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

hi there, anyone listening?

yours,



hannes

--MESSAGE FILE 16320 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16321 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick S" <NickSlaven@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Lager Tubby
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 20:06:50 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7c6jqe$cij9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Nick S" <NickSlaven@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-171-240-192.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Too much tubby lager leads to lager tubby wobbly belly

--MESSAGE FILE 16321 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000199html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16322 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Homer J Simpson" <goaway@dontbugme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Is it bust, I dunno?
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 1999 00:55:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7curmt$6i2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: boutros.easynet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

This probably won't work so.

Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah..............................
My connection probably busted anyway..
If this works i'm gonna be gutted.

--MESSAGE FILE 16322 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000200html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16323 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Homer J Simpson" <goaway@dontbugme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Gutted.
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 1999 00:56:47 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <7curpa$6i3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: boutros.easynet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

It worked. [Gutted!!]



--MESSAGE FILE 16323 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16324 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Kezza <swiseltd@" <"remove no spam>aol.com">
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: UK Troubles
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 1999 11:56:47 +0000
Organization: StreetWise Consulting Limited.
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7dajvh$6v2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "swiseltd@ aol.com" <"remove no spam">
NNTP-Posting-Host: 167-35-253.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Just testing after the recent UK server troubles!

--MESSAGE FILE 16324 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16325 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 1999 21:44:01 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36F9CD21.7BF658FD@shell.jps.net>
References: <7c11lp$l2g9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn3.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Nope.

hannes winkelmann wrote:
> 
> hi there, anyone listening?
> 
> yours,
> hannes

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16325 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000203html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16326 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: ghost909@yahoo.com (Owes Beck)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 11 Apr 1999 14:33:10 GMT
Organization: THE MASTERMINDS
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3710b293.51150682@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: resnet193-123.resnet.buffalo.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

just testing
--MESSAGE FILE 16326 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16327 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: ghost909@yahoo.com (Owes Beck)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: another test
Date: Sun, 11 Apr 1999 14:43:43 GMT
Organization: THE MASTERMINDS
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3710b4fd.51769152@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: resnet193-123.resnet.buffalo.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

just another posting test
--MESSAGE FILE 16327 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000205html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16328 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Loughran" <Steve_Loughran@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: GSX-R
Date: Wed, 28 Apr 1999 00:24:30 +0100
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <7g5gv3$r8s2@scea>
References: <3355EAB0.4DFA@ymg.urban.or.jp> 
<6bjuqs$bej2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6nt83c$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp> 
<6nt8ks$4mo@news1.scei.co.jp> <6nvib5$9o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6nvib5$9o2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>www.backroom.tm
>Pics of my R1 there

Pic of my old bike that will make your eyes water (well, they made mine
water!)

http://camsg001.millennium.co.uk/pix/zzrcrash4.jpg

--

Steve

-------------------------------------------------



Steve Loughran, SGI/PC IT Manager
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe (Cambridge)
http://camsg001.millennium.co.uk/index.htm
Yamaha YZF1000R Thunderace
Team Waste - Where do you want to go wrong today?

--MESSAGE FILE 16328 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16329 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mike Kavallierou" <Mike_Kavallierou@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Guess What
Date: Tue, 8 Jun 1999 08:45:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7jii4n$rqe2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Test

--MESSAGE FILE 16329 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16330 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Michael Milne" <mike@sunteam.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Surprise
Date: Sat, 12 Jun 1999 11:04:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7jtb33$qtv14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-38.name53.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Test

--MESSAGE FILE 16330 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16331 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 16 Jun 1999 11:32:29 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <7k820d$75r13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)

this is a test

--MESSAGE FILE 16331 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000209html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16332 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <toby@hutton.org>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Gr.
Date: Thu, 29 Jul 1999 12:12:10 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <379FB87A.60332A12@hutton.org>
NNTP-Posting-Host: foo.mel.cybec.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.08 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.36 i386)

Netscape test.

--
Toby.

--MESSAGE FILE 16332 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000210html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16333 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!foo.mel.cybec.com.au!nobody
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@vet.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Grrr.
Date: 29 Jul 1999 12:03:17 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Sender: toby@foo.mel.cybec.com.au
Message-ID: <86emhsi55m.fsf@foo.mel.cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: foo.mel.cybec.com.au
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.6.45/XEmacs 21.1 - "20 Minutes to Nikko"

Leafnode proxy power... ACTIVATE!
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16333 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16334 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!foo.mel.cybec.com.au!nobody
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@vet.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Server..?
Date: 11 Aug 1999 18:05:58 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Sender: toby@foo.mel.cybec.com.au
Message-ID: <86zozyrbbt.fsf@foo.mel.cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.60



X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.6.45/XEmacs 21.1 - "20 Minutes to Nikko"

-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16334 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16335 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: nickf@saqnet.co.uk (Nick Ferguson)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 19 Sep 1999 16:15:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <37e50c21.5872183@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-18.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

--MESSAGE FILE 16335 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16336 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000214html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: nickf@saqnet.co.uk (Nick Ferguson)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 19 Sep 1999 16:18:11 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <37e50cb9.6024632@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-18.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

test
--MESSAGE FILE 16336 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16337 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: nickf@saqnet.co.uk (Nick Ferguson)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 19 Sep 1999 16:19:26 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <37e50d03.6098422@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-18.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

tsticls
--MESSAGE FILE 16337 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000215html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16338 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sat, 9 Oct 1999 10:18:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4



Message-ID: <7tn1ts$b6r3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-6-10-129.btinternet.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

"I am not an Aardvark & I do not sit in the corner."

--MESSAGE FILE 16338 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16339 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000217html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@tannsoft.force9.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Wed, 3 Nov 1999 14:13:08 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7vpfto$d9g1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tannsoft.force9.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16339 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000217html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16340 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert_Swan@scee.net (Robert)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: tester
Date: Wed, 16 Feb 2000 16:31:35 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 90
Message-ID: <38aaca84.23338863@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
Reply-To: Robert_Swan@scee.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Step 1

general discussion about making a racetrack

LOD

Aim:

To have a racetrack that morphs between a high detail model for close
up sectinos of road and a low detail model for far away sections.

This is all in theory - but is worthwhile planning so that the problem
can be approached in a logical manner. The idea is for a high detail
model to morph into the low detail model by moving its vertices until



they are where they would be if the low detail model were to have
those vertices.

   
// variables: arguments
VECTOR Vhi = {Xhi, Yhi, Zhi}; // hi detail coordinate
VECTOR Vlo = {Xlo, Ylo, Zlo}; // lo detail coordinate
unsigned int res; // resolution of
blending
unsigned int c; // coefficient of
blending where 0 < c < res

// variables: result
VECTOR Vnew; // morphed coordinate

// code
Vnew.vx = (Xhi * c) + (Xlo * (res-c)) / res;
Vnew.vy = (Yhi * c) + (Ylo * (res-c)) / res;
Vnew.vz = (Zhi * c) + (Zlo * (res-c)) / res;

the calculation is 6 multiplies, 3 subtractions, and 3 divides. Making
res a power of 2 you get 6 multiplies, 3 subtractions, and 3 bit
shifts - 
a fast and generally free operation. This works where a vertex exists
in both the MODhi and MODlo. By definition the MODlo has less vertices
so
some form of interpolation must be done to create the 'assumed' Vlo
for those vertices that dont exist in MODlo. There has to be some
information
to determine the relative position of the 'assumed' Vlo to create it
from the MODlo. For quick calculation the 'assumed' Vlos it is easiest
to determine that they lie somewhere on a straight line between two
vertices on the MODlo as you can use a form of the above creation to
compute
it.

// variables: arguments
VECTOR Vlo1 = {Xlo1, Ylo1, Zlo1}; // lo detail coordinate
VECTOR Vlo2 = {Xlo2, Ylo2, Zlo2}; // lo detail coordinate
unsigned int total; // number to
represent total distance from Vlo1 to Vlo2
unsigned int dist; // distance
from Vlo1 to Vlo2 as fraction of total

// variables: result
VECTOR Va; //
calculated coordinate

// code
Va.vx = (Xlo1 * dist) + (Xlo2 * (total-dist)) / total;
Va.vy = (Ylo1 * dist) + (Ylo2 * (total-dist)) / total;
Va.vz = (Zlo1 * dist) + (Zlo2 * (total-dist)) / total;

the idea of using any values for total and dist is used for clarity -
but you end up with divides. Using powers of two makes for much neater

calculations - taken to extremes assume Va is halfway between Vlo1 and
Vlo2.

// variables: arguments
VECTOR Vlo1 = {Xlo1, Ylo1, Zlo1}; // lo detail coordinate
VECTOR Vlo2 = {Xlo2, Ylo2, Zlo2}; // lo detail coordinate

// variables: result
VECTOR Va; //



calculated coordinate

// code
Va.vx = (Xlo1 + Xlo2) >> 1;
Va.vy = (Ylo1 + Ylo2) >> 1;
Va.vz = (Zlo1 + Zlo2) >> 1;

Thats pretty neat - to use this sort of equation the MODhi must have
2^n times more vertices than MODlo in any one axis. The lowest detail 
a section of track can be is 1x1, so I'll pick the resolution of MODhi
to be 8x4 vertices. 
--MESSAGE FILE 16340 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16341 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Loughran" <Steve_Loughran@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: first test
Date: Thu, 31 Aug 2000 17:46:35 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <8om253$7h1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camnt001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400

Just testing

--
--

Steve

-------------------------------------------------
Steve Loughran, Network Infrastructure Manager
Sony Computer Entertainment Europe (Cambridge)
http://camsg001.millennium.co.uk/index.htm
Yamaha YZF1000R Thunderace, ICQ#: 12666311
Team Waste - Where do you want to go wrong today?

--MESSAGE FILE 16341 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16342 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <ps_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sun, 3 Sep 2000 09:39:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <8ot2r2$7p3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400



--MESSAGE FILE 16342 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16343 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <pal_news@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 27 Sep 2000 11:21:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <01c026d9$cb661ec0$e72c1bd4@pal-s-omnibook>
NNTP-Posting-Host: paris11-nas7-53-157.dial.proxad.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

test sailor mercury
--MESSAGE FILE 16343 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16344 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Webmaster" <webmaster@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: yep, it's a test
Date: Wed, 4 Apr 2001 10:26:25 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <9aeplk$h1u1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.96
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16344 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16345 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gwald <gwald@start.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: testing.......
Date: Wed, 04 Apr 2001 21:30:53 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3ACBF4FD.6E3C8CC8@start.com.au>
References: <9aeplk$h1u1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
Reply-To: gwald@start.com.au
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205.brs0208.brs.iprimus.net.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.75 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Hmmmmmm ;)

--MESSAGE FILE 16345 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000223html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16346 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Will" <william.touzalin@wanadoo.fr>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: testing.......
Date: Tue, 24 Apr 2001 12:13:07 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <9c3jkm$bu46@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <9aeplk$h1u1@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<3ACBF4FD.6E3C8CC8@start.com.au>
Reply-To: "Will" <william.touzalin@wanadoo.fr>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ALagny-101-1-1-160.abo.wanadoo.fr
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

ho ! What's test ?
"gwald" <gwald@start.com.au> a crit dans le message news:�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
3ACBF4FD.6E3C8CC8@start.com.au...
> Hmmmmmm ;)
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16346 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16347 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ben James" <hungryghost@clara.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test-me-do
Date: Sun, 10 Jun 2001 15:36:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <9g0116$bov1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: du-026-0034.claranet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600

a-holes and elbows online!

--MESSAGE FILE 16347 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16348 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nicholas Ferguson" <home@nickferguson.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 12 Jun 2001 14:44:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <9g56c4$hqo7@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip02.tronji.adsl.uk.xo.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

testes, er, testing

--MESSAGE FILE 16348 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16349 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000227html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Fu <sylvia@hknet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 18 Jun 2001 01:13:03 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3B2CD70F.DE057514@hknet.com>
Reply-To: jamesfu@alias.com.hk
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts36220.hknet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD SGI  (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: zh-TW,en

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16349 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16350 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Fu <jamesfu@alias.com.hk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 18 Jun 2001 01:16:32 +0900
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3B2CD7E0.AB5BAE4C@alias.com.hk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts36220.hknet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en]C-CCK-MCD SGI  (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: zh-TW,en

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16350 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16351 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <net_yaroze@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Wed, 27 Jun 2001 17:28:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <9hd22j$8ml3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.101
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

test
--
Bain @ SCEE Technology Group

--MESSAGE FILE 16351 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16352 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nicholas Ferguson" <home@nickferguson.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Tue, 10 Jul 2001 13:35:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <9iesol$lgc2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip02.tronji.adsl.uk.xo.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4522.1200
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4522.1200

test(ing my work connection)

--MESSAGE FILE 16352 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16353 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jonnathon Tann" <tanjo_galbi@sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: TEST
Date: Sun, 21 Oct 2001 15:17:10 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <9qv74j$g5g1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: HSE-Hamilton-ppp243981.sympatico.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2600.0000
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2600.0000

Long time no access from me! LOL

Hi all that might remember me!

JohnT

--MESSAGE FILE 16353 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16354 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pal" <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test



Date: 31 Jul 2002 21:09:29 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <01c238d5$64f40b60$6992933e@pal-s-omnibook>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nas-cbv-5-62-147-146-105.dial.proxad.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

heidi

--MESSAGE FILE 16354 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16355 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "gazw" <sandinista@ic24.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Mon, 12 Aug 2002 18:21:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <ajbft4$ro21@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-369.binger.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4133.2400
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4133.2400

test

--MESSAGE FILE 16355 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16356 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Burns <james.w.burns@talk21.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: Sat, 07 Dec 2002 00:52:34 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <asrhas$3d42@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m12-mp1.cvx5-c.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.2) 
Gecko/20021126
X-Accept-Language: en, en-us

Is the this working?

--MESSAGE FILE 16356 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16357 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Burns <james.w.burns@talk21.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test
Date: Sat, 07 Dec 2002 00:54:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <asrhcs$3d43@www.netyaroze-europe.com>



References: <asrhas$3d42@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m12-mp1.cvx5-c.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.2) 
Gecko/20021126
X-Accept-Language: en, en-us
In-Reply-To: <asrhas$3d42@www.netyaroze-europe.com>

Yeh are you dumb or what :)

James Burns wrote:
> Is the this working?
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16357 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16358 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test 28-01-2003
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 2003 10:06:08 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <b15l8q$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 213.219.49.222
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1106
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106

testing 123

--MESSAGE FILE 16358 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16359 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test 28-01-2003
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 2003 10:06:53 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <b15la7$6f2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <b15l8q$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 213.219.49.222
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1106
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106

Yay, it works

"James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net> wrote in message
news:b15l8q$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> testing 123
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 16359 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16360 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: test 28-01-2003
Date: Tue, 28 Jan 2003 15:48:51 -0800
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <b175fe$6f3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <b15l8q$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <b15la7$6f2@www.netyaroze-
europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 131.107.3.74
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1106
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106

Thank goodness!  I was worried we'd lost it for good.

"James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net> wrote in message
news:b15la7$6f2@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> Yay, it works
>
> "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net> wrote in message
> news:b15l8q$6f1@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> > testing 123
> >
> >
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16360 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16361 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: monkey testing
Date: Fri, 13 Jun 2003 15:48:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <bccp6v$7fv1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.124
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1158
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1165

monkey monkey monkey

--MESSAGE FILE 16361 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16362 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test



Subject: Re: monkey testing
Date: Fri, 13 Jun 2003 15:48:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <bccp84$7fv2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <bccp6v$7fv1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 43.193.234.124
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1158
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1165

Monkey works :)

"James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net> wrote in message
news:bccp6v$7fv1@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> monkey monkey monkey
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16362 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16363 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Burns <james.w.burns@talk21.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: monkey testing
Date: Mon, 11 Aug 2003 05:56:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <bh78f5$p0s1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <bccp6v$7fv1@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <bccp84$7fv2@www.netyaroze-
europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m29-mp1.cvx2-b.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.4) 
Gecko/20030624
X-Accept-Language: en, en-us
In-Reply-To: <bccp84$7fv2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>

Is the monkey still awake?

James Burns wrote:
> Monkey works :)
> 
> "James Burns" <James_Burns@scee.net> wrote in message
> news:bccp6v$7fv1@www.netyaroze-europe.com...
> 
>>monkey monkey monkey
>>
>>
> 
> 
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16363 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16364 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "pal" <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: is it alive?
Date: 26 Aug 2003 21:19:47 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <01c36c15$bf09a820$8500a8c0@portable-pal>
NNTP-Posting-Host: AMontsouris-108-1-25-109.w81-48.abo.wanadoo.fr
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

 
--MESSAGE FILE 16364 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16365 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Burns <james.w.burns@talk21.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: is it alive?
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 2003 23:30:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <bijc7r$da21@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <01c36c15$bf09a820$8500a8c0@portable-pal>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m152-mp1.cvx3-a.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.4) 
Gecko/20030624
X-Accept-Language: en, en-us
In-Reply-To: <01c36c15$bf09a820$8500a8c0@portable-pal>

its a bit quiet innit

pal wrote:
>  

--MESSAGE FILE 16365 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16366 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "rllmuk" <someone@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: whaaaa!
Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2003 22:07:43 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <bqlnn7$p5u3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 213.249.184.131
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 6.00.2800.1158
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1165

it's so quiet here!

--MESSAGE FILE 16366 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000244html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16367 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Michael Garcia <mgarcia@mailme.org>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: whaaaa!
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 2003 17:56:17 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <bqpdsq$1vc2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <bqlnn7$p5u3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: c210-49-145-192.kelvn1.qld.optusnet.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.0; en-US; rv:1.4.1) 
Gecko/20031008
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en
In-Reply-To: <bqlnn7$p5u3@www.netyaroze-europe.com>

yes i agree

rllmuk wrote:
> it's so quiet here!
> 
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16367 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16368 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "@james.w.burns@talk21.com" <""james\"@james.w.burns@talk21.com">
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: monkey test
Date: Sun, 02 May 2004 10:14:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <c72f65$eqv4@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m151-mp1.cvx2-a.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 0.6a (Windows/20040416)
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en

monkey see monkey do
--MESSAGE FILE 16368 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16369 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Burns <james.w.burns@talk21.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: monkey test
Date: Sun, 02 May 2004 10:15:09 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <c72f85$eqv5@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <c72f65$eqv4@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: m151-mp1.cvx2-a.bre.dial.ntli.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 0.6a (Windows/20040416)
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en
In-Reply-To: <c72f65$eqv4@www.netyaroze-europe.com>



hello does this work?

@james.w.burns@talk21.com > wrote:

> monkey see monkey do
--MESSAGE FILE 16369 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16370 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philippe Lorin <palpalpalpal@gmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: test
Date: 28 Jun 2005 11:11:49 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Sender: pal@localhost.localdomain
Message-ID: <87psu66e22.fsf@localhost.localdomain>
NNTP-Posting-Host: AMarseille-253-1-39-17.w83-205.abo.wanadoo.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
User-Agent: Gnus/5.09 (Gnus v5.9.0) Emacs/21.3

Just testing gnus.
--MESSAGE FILE 16370 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16371 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philippe Lorin <palpalpalpal@gmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: line wrap test
Date: Thu, 07 Jul 2005 11:54:48 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <daivje$9bg2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: AMarseille-253-1-10-119.w83-205.abo.wanadoo.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.2 (X11/20050404)
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en

test............................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
................................................................................
..........................

     (gtk:drag-source-set dragable GDK-BUTTON1-MASK (alien:addr target-entry) 1 
GDK-ACTION-COPY)
     (dynamic-signal-connect dragable "drag-data-get" :void (widget context data
info time user-data)
                             ;; I don't know why the line below doesn't work
                             ;; (gtk:selection-data-set data GDK-SELECTION-TYPE-
STRING 8 text-to-send (length text-to-send))
                             (gtk:selection-data-set-text data text-to-send 
(length text-to-send))
                             (format t "Text sent!~%"))
     (gtk:widget-show-all win-source))
--MESSAGE FILE 16371 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000249html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16372 START: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Philippe Lorin <palpalpalpal@gmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.test
Subject: Re: line wrap test
Date: Thu, 08 Jun 2006 15:44:22 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <e699qc$70h1@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <daivje$9bg2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 135.69.99-84.rev.gaoland.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1; format=flowed
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
User-Agent: Mozilla Thunderbird 1.0.7 (X11/20051013)
X-Accept-Language: en-us, en
In-Reply-To: <daivje$9bg2@www.netyaroze-europe.com>

test huhu
--MESSAGE FILE 16372 END: ./1 SCEE/yaroze/test/000000250html.html
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./2 SCEA
--##############   
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./2 SCEA/yaroze
--##############   
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce
--##############   
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16373 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000002html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: tga2img
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 1997 05:50:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <335ef3c4.2132007@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0005-2.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

If you downloaded the utility 'tga2img.exe' you might want to download
the new version posted on 04/24/97. This version fixes a couple of
minor bugs and adds a couple of new features. It also changes the



command line options, so if you also downloaded WalZ you'll want to
get the new version of it as well. The makefile has been changed to
work with the new version of tga2img. 

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16373 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000002html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16374 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000003html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: More file formats
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 03:55:24 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0009-17.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I have just finished posting the file formats for the RSD files and
the TMD files. These are not the 'official' documents. They were
created from html files obtained from the SCEE Net Yaroze site. The
official files will be posted as soon as they become available.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16374 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000003html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16375 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000004html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Sound document
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 05:22:45 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0007-12.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I have posted a Word document on Sound Basics to the files area. If
anyone needs this file in another format, let me know. I didn't upload
the RTF file because, for some unknown reason, it grew to 3.79Mb.
Let's see, 17K of text plus 38K of images... Yeah, 3.79Mb in MSmath.
:^{

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16375 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000004html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16376 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:19:01 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <336663af.20055276@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.3.138.208
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 05:22:45 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
wrote:

>I have posted a Word document on Sound Basics to the files area.

What version of Word did you use?  I can't read the document with Word
for Windows95 (verision 7).  I tried downloading it a couple times to
see if the file was corrupted in transit, but Word asks me what the
format it.

Maybe it's missing the other 3.5 megs of data <grin>...

--MESSAGE FILE 16376 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16377 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 00:18:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33668fa6.36048286@205.149.189.29>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29> 
<336663af.20055276@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0008-24.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Sorry, it looks like I used Word 97. I'll save it as a Word 7 document
and update it later.

Mario

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:19:01 GMT, lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart) wrote:

>On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 05:22:45 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
>wrote:
>
>>I have posted a Word document on Sound Basics to the files area.
>
>What version of Word did you use?  I can't read the document with Word
>for Windows95 (verision 7).  I tried downloading it a couple times to
>see if the file was corrupted in transit, but Word asks me what the
>format it.
>
>Maybe it's missing the other 3.5 megs of data <grin>...
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16377 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16378 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff Lawton <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:03:29 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33669A61.6F2A@groupz.net>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29> 
<336663af.20055276@news.scea.sony.com> <33668fa6.36048286@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net



NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.138.69.193
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Sorry, it looks like I used Word 97. I'll save it as a Word 7 document
> and update it later.

Would you mind saving it as Word 6?  I don't have anything higher..

Thanks,

Jeff
--MESSAGE FILE 16378 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16379 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 02:55:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3366b45d.45448740@205.149.189.29>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29> 
<336663af.20055276@news.scea.sony.com> <33668fa6.36048286@205.149.189.29> 
<33669A61.6F2A@groupz.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0007-21.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

No problem, Word 6 it is.

Mario

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:03:29 -0400, Jeff Lawton <jlawton@groupz.net>
wrote:

>Mario Perdue wrote:
>> 
>> Sorry, it looks like I used Word 97. I'll save it as a Word 7 document
>> and update it later.
>
>Would you mind saving it as Word 6?  I don't have anything higher..
>
>Thanks,
>
>Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16379 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16380 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 16:39:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14



Message-ID: <33677523.2411815@205.149.189.29>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0013-25.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Wow, did I have enough typos in my last post?

Let's try it again.

I have re-posted the Sound Basics file as a zipped HTML document. I
tried several other formats, but the resulting files were all HUGE! I
hope everyone can work with this one.

I also hope I do a better job of proof reading my messages before
posting them in the future.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16380 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16381 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 16:35:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33677460.2216468@205.149.189.29>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0013-25.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I have re-posted a the Sound Basics to the file as a zipped HTML
document. I tried several other formats, but they were all HUGE! I hpe
everyone can work with this one.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16381 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16382 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 17:28:21 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33677f3c.10518702@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29> <33677523.2411815@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.3.138.208
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 30 Apr 1997 16:39:56 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
wrote:

>I have re-posted the Sound Basics file as a zipped HTML document. I
>tried several other formats, but the resulting files were all HUGE! I
>hope everyone can work with this one.



It's great.  I was able to download and view it with no problems.

Since we all have web browsers, it makes sense to use HTML.  You can
even have a link to it on-line so that we don't have to download the
zip file.

Another nice cross-platform doc product is Adobe Acrobat.  They tend
to be larger files, though.

Thanks.  I'm in "sponge mode" and have spent the past week absorbing
all of the docs I can get.

--MESSAGE FILE 16382 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16383 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Sound document
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 21:41:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3367bb54.15995899@205.149.189.29>
References: <336584b3.3679162@205.149.189.29> <33677523.2411815@205.149.189.29> 
<33677f3c.10518702@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Lee,

I'm glad you were able to get the doc file. I hope everyone else who
wanted it also got it. In the future I'll upload ASCII text files or
HTML if needed. I'll probably convert the existing files to maintain
consistancy.

Mario

On Wed, 30 Apr 1997 17:28:21 GMT, lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart) wrote:

>On Wed, 30 Apr 1997 16:39:56 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
>wrote:
>
>>I have re-posted the Sound Basics file as a zipped HTML document. I
>>tried several other formats, but the resulting files were all HUGE! I
>>hope everyone can work with this one.
>
>It's great.  I was able to download and view it with no problems.
>
>Since we all have web browsers, it makes sense to use HTML.  You can
>even have a link to it on-line so that we don't have to download the
>zip file.
>
>Another nice cross-platform doc product is Adobe Acrobat.  They tend
>to be larger files, though.
>
>
>Thanks.  I'm in "sponge mode" and have spent the past week absorbing
>all of the docs I can get.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16383 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000012html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16384 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Bill Romanowski" <prairie@iquest.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: download tomago
Date: Thu, 1 May 1997 18:12:51 -0500
Organization: prairie research
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <5kb7s5$9a37@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: roin1-a02.indy.tds.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.0544.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.0544.0

Yes, it's time to start uploading to the site...

<http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/bromanowski4.html>

Just runtime in this zip.. Source is ragged right now but it'll be up
soon.

billr

--MESSAGE FILE 16384 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16385 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New documentation files
Date: Sun, 04 May 1997 00:11:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <336bd3d0.3176318@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

The RSD, TIM and TMD file formats have been reposted as zipped HTML
files.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16385 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16386 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Greg LaBrec <greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Some Good News and Some Bad News
Date: Thu, 08 May 1997 00:35:11 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3371822F.1DB@interactive.sony.com>
Reply-To: greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: glabrec.vip.best.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)



Good News ---
 
Anyone who was a Yaroze member since Monday, May 5 should now have
access to the SCEE Yaroze website. We will be forwarding updated
userlists to SCEE and SCEI on every Monday.

Bad News ---

We've been having some trouble with the Newserver and lost some
messages. We're trying to fix it but there may be a level of instability
for the next few days. I will post an update when there is a change in
condition.
--MESSAGE FILE 16386 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16387 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: George_Bain@bc.sympatico.ca (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: tga2img
Date: 8 May 1997 19:49:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <5ktaoa$8ja1@scea>
References: <335ef3c4.2132007@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vanc01m01-14.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.9 (Released Version) (x86 32bit)

In article <335ef3c4.2132007@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@iquest.net says...
>
>If you downloaded the utility 'tga2img.exe' you might want to download
>the new version posted on 04/24/97. This version fixes a couple of
>minor bugs and adds a couple of new features. It also changes the
>command line options, so if you also downloaded WalZ you'll want to
>get the new version of it as well. The makefile has been changed to
>work with the new version of tga2img. 
>
>Mario

Can you give more info on tga2img?  I downloaded your game ( quite good ) 
I like your programming style because it's so much like mine..anyhow how
does img files work..the defines, WW and so on.  Also in the make file you 
have imga targets listes there..could your explain that.

Latah....

George Bain

--MESSAGE FILE 16387 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16388 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: tga2img
Date: Thu, 08 May 1997 23:34:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News



Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33726172.14907553@205.149.189.29>
References: <335ef3c4.2132007@205.149.189.29> <5ktaoa$8ja1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

>Can you give more info on tga2img?  I downloaded your game ( quite good ) 
>I like your programming style because it's so much like mine..anyhow how
>does img files work..the defines, WW and so on.  Also in the make file you 
>have imga targets listes there..could your explain that.

George,

I'm glad you like the game. If your programming style is like mine,
you're obviously a great programmer <VBG>.

Oh, you wanted to know about .IMG files. They're pretty straight
forward. The defines give the image attributes, x & y location in the
frame buffer, width and height in pixels and WW or width in words.

It's actually almost a TIM file. I'm thinking about changing it over
to create TIM's since there are already routines to support them.

I hope that clears things up,

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16388 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16389 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jay Brewer <J.Brewer@handsontoys.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Download Free Model
Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 12:29:12 +0000
Organization: HandsOnToys, Inc.
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33731899.1579@handsontoys.com>
Reply-To: J.Brewer@handsontoys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.167.99.141
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

We are going to be providing all of our concept models for downloading.
They are FREE - meaning you can use them however you like but tell us if
you do - we'd love to see them up and running around.

Enjoy!!!

http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jbrewer8.html

- Peerless Yaroze
--MESSAGE FILE 16389 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16390 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Spaceguy update
Date: Fri, 16 May 1997 04:14:11 GMT



Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <337bded6.560451@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

The original version of Spaceguy had a bad MAKEFILE. A new version has
been posted to correct this problem.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16390 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16391 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Debug Docs
Date: Tue, 20 May 1997 02:48:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3381100c.1651862@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I have just placed the file DEBUG.ZIP into the documentation file
library. This file describes the use of the GDB debugger. This file
contains the same information that is provided on the SCEE Yaroze
site, so if you already got that one, you don't need this one.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16391 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16392 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New SCEE Demos
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 15:32:39 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33846684.2982688@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

The files CHROME.ZIP, FLAME.ZIP and MORPH.ZIP have been posted to the
SCEE Demos area. If you havn't already DL'd these files from the SCEE
web site, they're worth the effort.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16392 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16393 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_co
mpiler,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: GNU C WIN95/NT Front end editor...
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 09:46:02 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18



Message-ID: <33845C2A.21ED75EB@groupz.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-5200-1-p23.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b4 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:22 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:108 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:15 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:45

I just finished a front end WIN95/NT editor for GNU C.  This is the
first version of the program, so it's in BETA phase.  It supports upload
via SIOCONS (as soon as we finish our windows version it'll work dirctly
through it as opposed to a DOS window), GCC, strip, makefiles, compiler
flags, function jump tables, project type listing, and lot's more.

We are also working on a SIOCONS for 95/NT, and a TMD Editor.  If you
want to download the most recent version visit my Sony page at:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jlawton.html

Please send me suggestions for additions to the program or any bugs you
might find.  We should have another version ready in a week or so.

Regards,

Jeff Lawton

--MESSAGE FILE 16393 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16394 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New version of TIM tool
Date: Mon, 26 May 1997 03:00:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3388fc8c.4052246@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

A new version of TIM tool has been posted to the Utilities area. This
version fixes all of the known bugs.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16394 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16395 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New 3D demos
Date: Mon, 26 May 1997 03:02:07 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3388fcdc.4132696@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Eight new 3D demos have been added to the SCEE files area. It appears



that our friends in Europe have been very busy.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16395 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16396 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Step1
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 02:49:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <338a4a86.3112178@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I've just uploaded a VERY SIMPLE 2D sprite demo called STEP1.ZIP.
Several people have asked for a sample of just displaying a Sprite to
the screen. Well, here it is. All this program does is display a
sprite (actually there are six of them) to the screen and wait for the
Select button to be pressed. The sprites don't move, they don't scale,
they don't rotate; they just sit there. It doesn't get much easier
than this.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16396 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16397 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: George_Bain@bc.sympatico.ca (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: Star Fighter PSX
Date: 5 Jun 1997 08:25:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <5n5t5t$7d027@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vanc01m05-5.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.9 (Released Version) (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:26 scee.yaroze.announce:10

Check out my first Yaroze game Star Fighter.  It's a 2D side
scroller which I originally did on my PC but converted it over
to the PSX.  I would like to get some feedback on the game and
also my source code both of which are available at my website.  
The game is also located on Showcase.  

..to code or not to code.....I'd rather code.....

Latah....

George Bain

--MESSAGE FILE 16397 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16398 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce



Subject: Anyone want to form a group?
Date: 8 Jun 1997 22:53:45 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bc745f$77aef0c0$3791b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-23.ix.netcom.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hopefully by now we have all found out that it takes more than one person
to make a great game.  I think a group of four or more programmers could
get results comparable to (if not better than) the games in the showcase
made by our overseas counterparts.

How about this, If you're interested in starting something, I can send you
a demo I made (about 400k), and perhaps you could do the same...

I'm interested in working on a large scale production - graphics, sound,
music - the whole nine.

Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 16398 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16399 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New SIOCONS & Front End for GNU for 95/NT
Date: Tue, 17 Jun 1997 10:29:14 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <33A6AD4A.9E70ABDD@groupz.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r4-p1.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I just finish the new version of our front end for GNU compiler.  It now
includes a Windows 95/NT version of SIOCONS.  I have included quite a
few of the SIOCONS functions, but alas since it's a beta there may still
be a couple of little glitches.

If you encounter anything , or want me too add something to make the
program better please feel free to send me e-mail.

You can find the latest version at:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jlawton.html

Regards,

Jeff Lawton

--MESSAGE FILE 16399 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16400 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: TIM Manipulator
Date: Sat, 21 Jun 1997 13:10:52 -0700



Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <33AC354C.32EA@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts030d06.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I would like to announce a utility I wrote called the TIM Manipulator.

While making some TIMs for the Yaroze I ran across a problem.  When I
used the Tim Tool to automatically convert TIMs from 8-bit to 4-bit,
it would often select the wrong colors.  I wanted some way to convert 
it on my own, choosing which colors to keep and which to discard.

This became the TIM Manipulator.

Here are the program features: 
  o Read or write 4- or 8-bit TIM files
    * To output a 4-bit TIM you must first reduce the number of colors
      your TIM uses to 16 or less.
  o Change the RGB and transparency attributes of any CLUT entry
  o Swap CLUT entries to better organize your CLUT
  o Consolidate colors scattered about the CLUT
  o Undo the most recent action
  o View the TIM in 320x200 256 color
  o Print information about which CLUT entries are used and how many 
    pixels use them
  o Print the TIM as hex values
  o Print the TIM info such as X/Y coordiates and H/W attributes for
    both CLUT and pixel sections

The zip is located on my website:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

Please read the text file in the zip before using it for the first 
time.  It explains how to use all the commands.  I've also included
that file's contents on my page.

Please feel free to mail me if you have any problems or suggestions
about the utility.
--MESSAGE FILE 16400 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16401 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Anyone want to form a group?
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 16:22:34 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <33B2F9BA.1B0D@earthlink.net>
References: <01bc745f$77aef0c0$3791b8cd@mannynaj>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max4-so-ca-23.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)



Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Hopefully by now we have all found out that it takes more than one person
> to make a great game.  I think a group of four or more programmers could
> get results comparable to (if not better than) the games in the showcase
> made by our overseas counterparts.
> 
> How about this, If you're interested in starting something, I can send you
> a demo I made (about 400k), and perhaps you could do the same...
> 
> I'm interested in working on a large scale production - graphics, sound,
> music - the whole nine.
> 
> Manny Najera
Definetely I would like to be part of the group,Im a beginning games
programmer  with not much experience,except Im an artist and I could do
the layouts and drawings. Anyway later
--MESSAGE FILE 16401 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16402 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Context Switching Primitives.
Date: Fri, 27 Jun 1997 15:50:21 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <33B41977.5B3A@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Hello Everyone.
As Part of my master plan to take over the universe, I have gotten 75%

though the implemetation of a basic task switching method EXE.

Called Context.u {Metrowerks CW 1.7.4 Project} the exe developed and
dl'd to the PSX will communicate vis-a-vis the serial port for ANSI
conio and will show how much time the R3000 Engine in the PSX spends its
time doing.

The code is -O0 optimised and will illustrate the concept of "Context
Switching" an isoteric term referring to the time it takes to go from
one thing to another and really get something done in the first place
anyway. More about that later in July. {Release date ? hmm, maybe July
20 or so, if I can get it to work like I would like to see it.}

On a side note, I aquired an interesting piece of technology:
A Scanning Electron Microscope.

It is an old one, It is irreparably damaged, BUT it looks like a
Supremely Technish thing Right out of the OLD Star Trek shows.
Lotsa Dials, Pipes, Shiny Metal Bits, and Glass. I think it would make
an Awesome Lamp. I'll Probably have a picture of it soon.

-TTFN
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16402 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000031html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16403 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@admin.con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Anyone want to form a group?
Date: 28 Jun 1997 17:36:02 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bc83e9$d311a9a0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bc745f$77aef0c0$3791b8cd@mannynaj> <33B2F9BA.1B0D@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port10.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I would be definitely interested.  I am a C/C++ programmer for over a
decade and a computer programmer for twenty years.  My speciality is
industrial controls systems, and I currently write autosortation systems
for UPS.

I am a consumate C programmer, however, I am also new to the game arena.

Wayne

--MESSAGE FILE 16403 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16404 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Anyone want to form a group?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 08:14:23 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <33D7714F.4318@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <01bc745f$77aef0c0$3791b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-3.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Hopefully by now we have all found out that it takes more than one person
> to make a great game.  I think a group of four or more programmers could
> get results comparable to (if not better than) the games in the showcase
> made by our overseas counterparts.
> 
> How about this, If you're interested in starting something, I can send you
> a demo I made (about 400k), and perhaps you could do the same...
> 
> I'm interested in working on a large scale production - graphics, sound,
> music - the whole nine.
> 
> Manny Najera

I might could throw some stuff in.
I've been in the work world now for just a year doing INTENSIVE C
programming (well, tack on another 2 years working on my own as a
general computer contractor to help pay my way through school). I have a
BS in CS from Clemson. Ive been programming since early C64 (games of
course).
Im a good artist and musician.



I play video games almost to the point of being neurotic.
Count me in.
I'm a newbie to the yaroze and it seems the documentation out there is
sad.
l8r
mike
mclee@clemson.edu
--MESSAGE FILE 16404 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16405 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New site layout
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 1997 21:13:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <340257F8.7E8D@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts033d04.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I've changed the layout of my web site to be a bit more
attractive.  Also, it's now listed under "DragonShadow
Industries" instead of "Scott Cartier's Website".  This
is because my friend and I will be collaborating on the
projects quite a bit and I didn't want it to seem like I
was the only one working on them.  So we're using the
name DragonShadow Industries (or DSI) to refer to 
ourselves.  Since my friend doesn't have a Yaroze (and
lives 3000 miles away), I'll be the one maintaining the 
site.

I've tried to make the new layout similar to a newspaper
with articles and such.  Hopefully I can pass on what
information I glean from my endeavors.  Drop on by and 
let me know what you think!

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16405 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16406 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Please play Tobal 2
Date: Tue, 26 Aug 1997 00:07:31 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34026492.7EA882A8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ara-il8-10.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
95AF4F7D19270C07F49684B2"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

--------------95AF4F7D19270C07F49684B2



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

If you want to see what a PlayStation can really do, I suggest you
purchase an import copy of Tobal 2 at www.therage.com.

Look, I normally don't post messages like this, but once you see this
game in action, you'll realize how poorly the PlayStation's hardware has
been utilized until now.

Manny Najera

--------------95AF4F7D19270C07F49684B2
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<HTML>
If you want to see what a PlayStation can really do, I suggest you purchase
an import copy of Tobal 2 at <A 
HREF="http://www.therage.com">www.therage.com</A>.

<P>Look, I normally don't post messages like this, but once you see this
game in action, you'll realize how poorly the PlayStation's hardware has
been utilized until now.

<P>Manny Najera</HTML>

--------------95AF4F7D19270C07F49684B2--

--MESSAGE FILE 16406 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16407 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com (Greg LaBrec)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Reminder
Date: Tue, 26 Aug 1997 17:36:01 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <340313bc.66969484@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

There will be a presentation this Thursday, August 28th, in the SCEA
On-line Auditorium.  The presentation, entitled "Survival-- An
Overview" will begin at 7:00pm PST.  A link to the Auditorium can be
found on the main Net Yaroze Member Homepage.  SCEA Engineer, Pradip
Fatehpuria, will be presenting an overview on how he designed
"Survival" for the Net Yaroze.  The discussion will remain at the
concept level, addressing the tricks and libraries applied and
developed for the game.

Partial Outline:
Survival -- An Overview
Designing Games for Net Yaroze
Memory Resources
Processors / IO Devices
OS and Runtime Libraries
GCC Compiler and Linkers
SIOCONS



Data for Textures and Sound
Double Buffering
Object Handling
Collision Detection
The Libraries

Following the presentation, Bill Rehbock, VP Technical Support, Don
Thomas, Net Yaroze Project Leader, and myself, will be on hand to take
some general questions regarding the Net Yaroze program.

I'll be in the Auditorium a half-hour early to help with any questions
regarding the set-up or use of the Auditorium environment.

--MESSAGE FILE 16407 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16408 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Please play Tobal 2
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 1997 01:55:08 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34038672.2767819@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34026492.7EA882A8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: c26.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Tue, 26 Aug 1997 00:07:31 -0500, Manny Najera
<mannyn@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>If you want to see what a PlayStation can really do, I suggest you
>purchase an import copy of Tobal 2 at www.therage.com.
>
>Look, I normally don't post messages like this, but once you see this
>game in action, you'll realize how poorly the PlayStation's hardware has
>been utilized until now.

I rented Tobal 2 at my local videogames store last Saturday and I was
quite impressed at the sharpness of the graphics. I've never seen a
PSX fighting game in a resolution as high as this! The gouraud shading
is great too. The quest mode has also been revamped. But since there's
too much text, I'm kinda lost :)

A great game, but Square doesn't seem eager to release it in the
States even if it is more polished that the first one. I think that
Tobal No.1 didn't sold too well :(

Patrick Bureau

--MESSAGE FILE 16408 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16409 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: My AI page is up
Date: Wed, 27 Aug 1997 22:28:35 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <34051A8F.35DC@bc.sympatico.ca>



NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m03-148.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Hi everybody -
In case anyone's interested in my AI architecture I use in my games,
I've posted an old paper I wrote on my website.

<a
href="http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nporcino.html">http://
www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nporcino.html</a>

I've used it to implement a soccer game when I was working at Bandai, as
well as various toy robots, RPG prototypes, and shooter games. The cool
thing is the AIs are very powerful, and it takes minimal CPU power to
process the logic. I didn't work on Tamagotchi, but I did train a bunch
of engineers on AI techniques. We were working on a project called
"SyntelliPet" which was an awful lot like a Tamagotchi, but it was
targetted at SNES, not even GameBoy. Boy did we miss the boat! I hope
some of my old teammates worked on Tamagotchi... Takahashi san and Seki
san, are you out there?

I apologize that the paper is kind of dry, but it does lead off with a
nice quote by Peter Molyneux. I was intending to have the paper
published in an AI journal, but I went to Japan to work on game and toy
design instead.

If anyone has any comments or questions on the AI architecture or how
it's implemented I'd be happy to field them.

- nick porcino
--MESSAGE FILE 16409 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16410 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Solmonson <scosol@aimquest.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 13:13:28 -0800
Organization: AimQuest Corporation
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: scosol@aimquest.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: black4-2-0death.aimquest.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:122 scea.yaroze.announce:39 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:163

All-

Sadly, my NY must go.
Between women/cars/band/work I just don't have the time.
I realize that everyone here already has one, but I'm hoping one of you
may know someone who wants one.

You all know how much it was new. (With Codewarrior)
Make me an offer-



Respond privately to "scosol@aimquest.com"

Scott

-- 
Scott Solmonson
Systems Administrator / Organic Grower \ Man Of Leisure
AimQuest Corporation         \|/
                        scosol@aimquest.com
V.408.965.1169               /|\
F.408.955.1968
P.408.539.1942               \|/
                      p.scosol@aimquest.com
"Excuse me while I           /|\      
whip this out."
--MESSAGE FILE 16410 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16411 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Context Switching Primitives.
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 22:26:28 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <34628A64.6349@bconnex.net>
References: <33B41977.5B3A@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Reply-To: skennedy@bconnex.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-12.barrie.connex.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Macintosh; I; 68K)

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> Hello Everyone.
>         As Part of my master plan to take over the universe, I have gotten 75%
> though the implemetation of a basic task switching method EXE.
> 
> Called Context.u {Metrowerks CW 1.7.4 Project} the exe developed and
> dl'd to the PSX will communicate vis-a-vis the serial port for ANSI
> conio and will show how much time the R3000 Engine in the PSX spends its
> time doing.
> 
> The code is -O0 optimised and will illustrate the concept of "Context
> Switching" an isoteric term referring to the time it takes to go from
> one thing to another and really get something done in the first place
> anyway. More about that later in July. {Release date ? hmm, maybe July
> 20 or so, if I can get it to work like I would like to see it.}
> 
 
> -TTFN
> -sean
Alas, What a Disaster...

Here's the scoop.

I disappeared Halfway Through August, And came back to the Wonderful
land of reality here in November...
It was the worst Season Startup Ever! { Origionally The Humber College
Thread..}



As well, I found that Context.pxe had a flaw. 1: No Floating Point.
Which I Integered, but that wasn't going to help..   2: IOCTL bits,
specifically the printf function in RDB mode, AND printf in serial
console {SIOCONS} mode. THAT was a depressing finding..
Then came work. And the Yaroze turned into a game console again.

Well, Version 2 of CodeWarrior was Sent to my house. BUT, since the
Elton John CD manufacturing caused a runout of CD-ROM platters, I didn't
get mine. But the graphics on the mailcase were rather nice just the
same. { Nudge NUdge Wink! Joel..   ;)   }

So I'm back online again. And Looksee at my website:

http://panther.humberc.on.ca/~woodentulip/index.html

And I'll give a status update when I get Context.pxe going.   

As well I'm doing PC development in Parallel with NY development using
the 3Dfx chipset

Namely the Diamond Multimedia Monster 3D... Emm, Nice!

till later..

skennedy@bconnex.net
--MESSAGE FILE 16411 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16412 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 08:44:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3461F408.1781@earthlink.net>
References: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool015-max9.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:123 scea.yaroze.announce:41 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:164

I'll miss ya,
Ill make a game just for you, in your honor.
-Austin Kottke(Bufferman)
--MESSAGE FILE 16412 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16413 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Legal issues with the Yaroze
Date: Fri, 28 Nov 1997 15:34:45 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <347F38F4.AAD67812@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il2-09.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I'm going to use my Yaroze for the Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers National Academic Olympiad Competition this coming February,
which will be held in Orlando, Florida, with about 3000 people in
attendance.

Would it be illegal to use my Yaroze for such a purpose?  Better yet,
would it be illegal to boot up the machine on a big, movie-theatre-size
screen, letting everyone know that the whole thing is being run on a
PlayStation?  I don't want to be sued by Sony for using the PlayStation
logo.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16413 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16414 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Hello All!
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:27:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip115.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:173 scea.yaroze.beginners:133
scea.yaroze.announce:43

Just wanted to say hello to everyone on the newsgroups I am new to the
NY program so HELLO!
--MESSAGE FILE 16414 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16415 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Hello All!
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:19:47 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34899743.2B10@concentric.net>
References: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts011d13.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:175 scea.yaroze.beginners:134
scea.yaroze.announce:44

Nice to know our ranks are still growing.  Welcome aboard!



Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16415 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16416 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Titan" <titan@cyberbeach.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Add one more to the group.
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 1997 02:08:52 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <66dhn3$6s1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp5-240.sudbury.cyberbeach.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Just wanna announce that there is yet another newcomer on the block.

Hope to hear from ya!!

Steve Tolin
titan@cyberbeach.net

--MESSAGE FILE 16416 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16417 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: The History of Video Games
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 19:03:52 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3492daa7.6495456@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I just thought I'd let everyone here know that Don Thomas and I have
recently created a web site of Don's book, "I.C. When - The Chronology
of Video Games and Computers." It's a great place to find out about
where all this Video Game stuff came from. You can find it at:

http://www.l4software.com/icwhen

While you're at it, my new L4 Software site (it really needs work) is
at:

http://www.l4software.com

and I can be reached via email at:

mperdue@l4software.com

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16417 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16418 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Escape Velocity Demo
Date: Sat, 13 Dec 1997 17:27:20 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <349335F8.55C8@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts009d24.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Hi all,

I just wanted to let everyone know that I recently posted a demo of my
game "Escape Velocity".  I'd be interested to hear what you all think
of it.  You can get it from my web page:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

I look forward to hearing from you!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16418 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16419 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: The History of Video Games
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 21:24:58 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <349610AA.6B70@concentric.net>
References: <3492daa7.6495456@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts007d25.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I just checked it out.  Hey I'm impressed!  I can't wait to sit down 
and read it all!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16419 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16420 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: The History of Video Games
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 21:58:59 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3496f97c.3199366@205.149.189.29>
References: <3492daa7.6495456@205.149.189.29> <349610AA.6B70@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



There's a lot there to read. Don's done a great job getting all the
info together in one place.

Mario

On Mon, 15 Dec 1997 21:24:58 -0800, Scott Cartier
<dsyaroze@concentric.net> wrote:

>I just checked it out.  Hey I'm impressed!  I can't wait to sit down 
>and read it all!
>
>Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 16420 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16421 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Who speaks for Steve
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 03:11:13 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <349B3751.79DE@bellatlantic.net>
References: <66dhn3$6s1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-23.bellatlantic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)
CC: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net>

Funny, I wrote Steve to say hi and he had no idea where this came
from. Very strange... certainly has a pc sound to it, doesn't it?
   Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 16421 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16422 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Add one more to the group.
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 00:56:03 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <349DBAA3.73BE@bellatlantic.net>
References: <66dhn3$6s1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-26.bellatlantic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)
CC: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net>

Sorry everyone, titan did deny authorship, not he says oops, he did post
it. What can I say, I thought only Sony could post in this group, I
figured a staffer posted the statement when he denied it, which would
have been odd because of the wording.
   Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 16422 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000054html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16423 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Next Informal Chat
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 02:04:21 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34ea40ac.16635286@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

The next chat will be held at 9:00pm EST on Saturday Feb 21. As usual,
everyone is welcome to attend. We'll do it again at 10:00pm EST on
Wednesday Feb 25.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16423 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16424 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Next Informal Chat
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 1998 02:41:14 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34eced05.43683128@205.149.189.29>
References: <34ea40ac.16635286@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

It has come to my attention that some members do not know the chats
are held in the Auditorium Lobby, so I thought I'd better mention it
here.

Mario

On Wed, 18 Feb 1998 02:04:21 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>The next chat will be held at 9:00pm EST on Saturday Feb 21. As usual,
>everyone is welcome to attend. We'll do it again at 10:00pm EST on
>Wednesday Feb 25.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16424 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16425 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Break3D game ready for download!
Date: Fri, 06 Mar 1998 18:17:35 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3500921F.E20B531E@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:57 scee.yaroze.mydemos:98

I've uploaded a game I worked on in January, called "Break-3D" to
my SCEA Yaroze web page:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
(file "Break3D.zip").

It's a 3D interpretation of the classic "Breakout(tm)" game, with some
influence of "Space Invaders(tm)". It's got the 90's 3D thing going for
it, while retaining an authentic retro graphics look!  It's got 12
classical
songs that change each level.  Lots of action and fun!  ;-)

It's up by the graces of Sony unless a "Breakout(tm)" copyright holder
complains, in which case, ffffwwhhhiitt, it's gone, so get it while it's
hot! :-)

I hope you all enjoy it!
Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16425 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16426 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Katrina Auyeung <kauyeung@usa.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Break3D game ready for download!
Date: Sat, 07 Mar 1998 23:35:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35024A2B.D14B2142@usa.net>
References: <3500921F.E20B531E@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-23.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> I've uploaded a game I worked on in January, called "Break-3D" to
> my SCEA Yaroze web page:
> 
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
> (file "Break3D.zip").
> 
> It's a 3D interpretation of the classic "Breakout(tm)" game, with some
> influence of "Space Invaders(tm)". It's got the 90's 3D thing going for
> it, while retaining an authentic retro graphics look!  It's got 12
> classical
> songs that change each level.  Lots of action and fun!  ;-)
> 
> It's up by the graces of Sony unless a "Breakout(tm)" copyright holder
> complains, in which case, ffffwwhhhiitt, it's gone, so get it while it's
> hot! :-)
> 
> I hope you all enjoy it!
> Ed Federmeyer



Pretty good!  Getting past level 1 was tough 'cuz I could never hit
the blocks at the ends of the screen.  It got easier afterwards when
you had more balls in play.

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16426 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16427 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Informal Chat
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 04:09:17 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35060d81.48498484@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

After fighting a killer virus for the last 3 weeks, my doctor tells me
I'm going to live. So I guess it's time to schedule another informal
chat. It seems that Saturday night gets a better turnout than
Wednesday, so Saturday it is. I'll be in the Auditorium Lobby at
9:00pm EST or there abouts. See you there.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16427 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16428 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Informal Chat
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 17:35:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6e9njq$i0m13@scea>
References: <35060d81.48498484@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Everyone must be sick..  I just getting over the flu myself...  I'll be
there this time...  I thought we were posting info about the chat sessions
in the Freetalk group..  So I would almost never read this one..  And when I
noticed I had found out that I had missed 2 already..  :(  This time though
I'm ready.

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

Mario Perdue wrote in message <35060d81.48498484@205.149.189.29>...
>After fighting a killer virus for the last 3 weeks, my doctor tells me
>I'm going to live. So I guess it's time to schedule another informal
>chat. It seems that Saturday night gets a better turnout than
>Wednesday, so Saturday it is. I'll be in the Auditorium Lobby at
>9:00pm EST or there abouts. See you there.
>
>Mario



--MESSAGE FILE 16428 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16429 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: Break3D game ready for download!
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 15:10:52 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6ec3g7$i0m16@scea>
References: <3500921F.E20B531E@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:61 scee.yaroze.mydemos:109

Ed Federmeyer wrote in message <3500921F.E20B531E@mw.3com.com>...
>I've uploaded a game I worked on in January, called "Break-3D" to
>my SCEA Yaroze web page:
>
>http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
>(file "Break3D.zip").

Nice job...  Although I must say I did have some trouble getting past the
first wave..  You lose a couple of balls and that game becomes HARD fast..
Really bad if one of the 2 balls you have left gets behind the advancing
wall.

Regards

Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 16429 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16430 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroz
e.announce
Subject: Mine Field v1.0 (NTSC) ready for downloading!
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 15:20:29 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <350DB3BD.2E12F823@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:519 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:519 scee.yaroze.mydemos:111 scea.yaroze.announce:62

Hiya all,



I finished up the game I have been working on for the last 3 weeks
or so.  I was going to make it larger, but decided it was already
hard enough.  Some of the highlights:

    - 6 different levels
    - a good-looking mouse cursor
    - a cheezy digital soundtrack (if you can call it that)

To get it, point your browser to:

  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/minefld.zip

Please see the README.TXT file for details on setup and game play.
Comments always appreciated.  Have fun!  ^_^

Jyaa...
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16430 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16431 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Accepted at DigiPen Vancouver
Date: Fri, 27 Mar 1998 19:39:27 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6fhga8$pui1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port15.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Well guys I'd like to say that I received my acceptance letter to DigiPen
Vancouver today!!

The program starts in September but I think I might get out there sooner.

Just figured I'd announce my second major step towards professional game
development....after the Yaroze of course.

Thanx

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

--MESSAGE FILE 16431 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16432 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Accepted at DigiPen Vancouver
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 19:44:53 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35



Message-ID: <35203C85.9D268D5C@mail.datasys.net>
References: <6fhga8$pui1@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 216.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: Steve Tolin <titan@vianet.on.ca>

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> Well guys I'd like to say that I received my acceptance letter to DigiPen
> Vancouver today!!

Cool! I went to DigiPen Vancouver for the 2 week summer programing
course, and it was awesome. I plan to goto the DigiPen Institute of
technology when I graduage from highschool.

> The program starts in September but I think I might get out there sooner.

Vancouver is a very nice city - Everything is right there. Malls,
computer stores, the ocean... And it's also 30 minutes away from total
isolation in the mountains so you can relax. 
 
> Just figured I'd announce my second major step towards professional game
> development....after the Yaroze of course.

Too bad they don't (And won't ever) have any yaroze systems...
Nintendo supports DigiPen by offering them profesional SNES
development systems as well as all sorts of game development teaching
aids. And they are hoping to get some n64 dev systems in the near
future. Because DigiPen doesn't want to ruin this relationship, they
won't have any yaroze systems.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Meow, Meow, Meow..." - The Dan
--MESSAGE FILE 16432 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16433 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: "Cool" labels
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 02:44:57 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <35259dff.2017097@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I just thought I'd let everyone know that the 'cool' labels have been



removed from the member index. This doesn't mean that I don't think
those sites are cool anymore. In fact, it's just the opposite, I think
all the sites are cool.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16433 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16434 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: web site update: free texture
Date: Sat, 11 Apr 1998 01:17:43 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1104980117430001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-asft04--101.sirius.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Ok, nothing too exciting to announce, except that I have uploaded a single
texture file that some may find useful, or not. It's a texture that I made
from a digital photograph I took of a building (I had to distort it in
Photoshop because I took the picture at street level). Check it out!

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 16434 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16435 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: FAQ
Date: Fri, 17 Apr 1998 02:51:47 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3536c33e.44117046@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I've posted the beginning of the Yaroze FAQ. You can find a link to it
on the FILES page.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16435 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16436 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: A short story...
Date: Thu, 23 Apr 1998 13:48:24 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16



Message-ID: <6hnufu$a2a6@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I just opened up a web site off the sony server.  I wanted to make a place
we could all go to trade Libs that were / are user created.  All runtime
code will be password protected on the Yaroze servers, and we will NOT post
any code that is licensed by Sony, we are only looking for user libs..  You
can get there by going http://yaroze-world.org .  If you have any libs or
any reviews or pretty much anything you want to add to the site please let
me know.

On a side note if you send me e-mail and don't get a reply right away it's
because I'll be in Austria / Germany from Apr 24 -> May 9th...

Regards,

Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16436 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16437 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Going to E3
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 02:32:39 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <356b7ad2.762801@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Just a reminder that I will be at E3 for the next few days. I'll check
in when I return.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16437 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16438 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <dwhite2@san.rr.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: HolliDance is ready
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 20:02:34 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <357CA4DD.63AE@san.rr.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dt033nc9.san.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

HolliDance is a simple dance program that I've written as
a personal project. It displays a girl who dances in sync



to music. The program simulates 2 cameras that move about
her club, two spot lights that move about and change color,
and an ocasional stobe light effect. HolliDance is a real
time animation program; no two frames are ever the same.

HolliDance exixts in four versions: PowerMac, SGI, Be OS,
and Sony Play Station (Net Yaroze).

The Net Yaroze version is compiled for both NTSC and PAL
configurations. Due to it's large amount of data, it
requires a Code Warrior compatible loader.

It has been a fun project and hopefully you will enjoy it
as well.

Note to sony: I'm temporarily hosting the binary until you
have posted it. It's only available via my web page on your
server and therefore can not be downloaded by nonmembers.
I'll take it off my server when you are ready (I need the space!).

David White
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dwhite.html
dwhite2@san.rr.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16438 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16439 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Vacation
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 02:16:00 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35813cd7.2745866@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I just wanted to let everyone know that I will be leaving for a (long
overdue) vacation on friday. I'll be checking in from time to time
while I am away, but not as often as I normally do. Things should get
back to normal after I return on, or about the 25th.

Also, I've been having some trouble with my newsreader. If you can
read this message, it has probably been fixed. If you have an
outstanding issue that I seem to have missed in the last week or so,
please bring it up again.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16439 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16440 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!129
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 03:28:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1341
Message-ID: <6n71c1$4at1@scea>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 98M0022.dorm.gmu.edu
X-Newsreader: News Xpress 2.01

Hi, I've been working on a Yaroze Development FAQ.   Here is a preliminary 
version of it, and I was hoping that anyone that would wish to contribute to 
it would let me know.  I'm especially looking for answers to some questions 
I've provided.  It would be nice to have one common resource to go to for 
any technical Net Yaroze questions, and I'm hoping this can be the start of 
it.  If there's any more questions/answers/comments you could provide, please 
email at jamin1@psu.edu, thanks!

Jamin

Yaroze Dev FAQ  0.5

DEFINITIONS
-----------

In this FAQ, I would like to keep some definitions consistent so that there is 
no confusion about terminology.  If you are adding something to this FAQ, 
please use the following conventions, thanks.

CLUT - color look-up table (4-bit or 8-bit)

display buffer (or display area or frame buffer) - portion of video memory 
that actually gets displayed when the playstation is running

main memory - memory used for normal program storage and operation; also the 
initial place for all incoming code and data when a yaroze project is 
downloaded 

model - the information making up the 3D representation of a game object; it 
includes orientation of the primitives making up the object and their coloring 
attributes

object - the arbitrary game object in a Yaroze game, which can have state 
information attached to it, including sprite and 3D model references

OT - ordering table, the thing that sorts primitives such as lines, sprites, 
triangles, and quads

texture - image for sprite or image for mapping onto a model

translucency - image or polygons appear "clear", meaning you can see through 
it, but not invisible

transparency - doesn't show up at all, like the black background pixels of a 
sprite

video memory - memory physically apart from main memory, used for image 
storage and blitting to display area of video memory

<FILE FORMATS>

TIM = image file
RSD = intermediate model file



TMD = playstation format model(s) file

TROUBLESHOOTING
---------------

See the following:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/problems/trblsht.htm

1) Why is display from my Net Yaroze is completely grey and grainy / shudders?

"You may be running an NTSC configured program on a PAL configured monitor.
If you have the source, make sure that the program contains a 
SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL) command and does not contain a SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC) 
command.

If you only have the executable, you can pick up the 'Screen Mode Changer' 
(N!K/Napalm) from the Napalm hacker site (see link section) - it is able to 
change executables which contain a SetVideoMode(...) command.
If, like me, you own an old Amiga monitor (1084/1084S/CM1884), an RGB to SCART 
cable should do the trick - forget your old Amiga lead!" -- James Rutherford 

2) I am trying to use graphic functions, but the screen locks / judders?

"These kind of effects can occur when you haven't allocated enough GPU packet 
space." -- James Rutherford
 

ORDERING TABLE, SORTING, DISPLAY LOOP, ETC.
-------------------------------------------

1) How does priority work in the ordering table?

For each "primitive" that you "sort", you can give a priority of 0 to 
2^MY_OT_LENGTH - 1, where 0 is the frontmost to the screen, and 2^MY_OT_LENGTH 
- 1 is backmost on the screen.  So obviously, increasing MY_OT_LENGTH gives 
you more layers, or priorities, to work with.

If you sort primitives at the *same* priority, then the ones you sort first 
are drawn last, meaning they will appear frontmost (at that priority level) 
when displayed. 

2) How does the display loop work?  Do I sort stuff and update stuff every 
single cycle, or what?

3) Why would you want to "turn off" a primitive/object for display instead of 
just not sorting it?

SPRITES 
-------

1) How do sprites work?

Sprites are simply references to rectangular regions in video memory that are 
transferred to the "display" or "frame buffer" position in  video memory when 
they are "sorted" into the ordering table.  So to make these images appear, 
you must load textures (also called bitmaps or TIMs) into the video memory 



first, and set up your sprites so that they reference portions of these 
textures.  So what the playstation does is simply make use of the information 
stored in the sprite to "blit", or transfer, the pixels from one part of video 
memory to the other.  The reason it is done this way is that copying from 
video mem to video mem is much faster than main mem to video mem.

2) What's the deal with video memory -- what's with the 4-bit, 8-bit, and 
16-bit stuff?

TIM images can be specified as either 4-bit, 8-bit, or 16-bit (or 24-bit, but 
that will be covered later) meaning that there are 4, 8, or 16 bits of 
information, respectively, for each pixel in the image.  However, all image 
colors on the playstation (besides the 24-bit true color picture mode) are 
displayed using 15 bits of information for the actual RGB values altogether -- 
5 bits for R, 5 bits for G, and 5 bits for B.  However, unsigned shorts are 16 
bits, meaning there's one bit left over when storing a color -- and this is 
used for "translucency". This bit is '1' if the color is to be considered for 
translucency (the docs call it "transparency", but I reserve this word for 
something else).  In other words, if a sprite or model texture using this 
color would like to be translucent, then the translucent color will be 
calculated.  Otherwise, if the bit is '0', the color will not even be 
considered for translucency, even if the sprite or texture feels like being 
translucent. Note that there's a special case if each R,G,B value is 0, and 
then the remaining bit is considered as something totally different -- which I 
call "transparency", which is what is used to draw sprites without the black 
background.  In this case, the 0 and 1 stand for the color black to be 
considered transparent or not when blitting the image.

So even though 16 bits are used for color, what about 4-bit and 8-bit TIMs? 
Well, obviously, 4-bit and 8-bit TIMs take up less space than 16-bit TIMs, 
which have a 16-bit value for each pixel, which is the actual color of the 
image pixel.  4-bit and 8-bit TIMs work differently, though.  Instead of using 
their data bits for actual color, their data bits are used to reference a 
*table* of 16-bit colors (remember, I said all object colors are really 
16-bit).  This is where the term "CLUT" comes into play.  With 4 bits, 16 
different CLUT entries can be accessed, and for 8 bits, 256 different CLUT 
entries can be accessed.  So 4-bit TIMs need to include a 16-value CLUT, and 
8-bit TIMs need to include a 256-value CLUT.  The CLUT values themselves are 
16-bit, though, since they're referring to an actual color (well, actually 
15-bit color...this is where some confusion sometimes arises).  There are 
tools to edit the pixel positions and CLUT positions of the TIM image in video 
memory -- the TIM must include both the pixel information and the CLUT itself.

What about video memory?  Well, the video memory is considered to be 1024 x 
512 *pixels* -- where a pixel is an unsigned 16-bit color value.  But the TIMs 
contained in video memory (when transferred with LoadImage()) are actually 
compressed, so that one "video memory pixel" takes up *two* 8-bit TIM pixels, 
and *four* 4-bit TIM pixels.  But remember, these pixels represent CLUT 
look-up values, not actual 16-bit colors.  So the TIM sprites are actually 
"squished" in video memory, before they get to have fun in their decompressed 
state over in the display buffer. 

So what this means is that all of the sprites you see on the screen are 
actually 16-bit pixels, not 4-bit or 8-bit CLUT pixels -- so what actually 
happens when a blit occurs in the video memory with a 4-bit or 8-bit image, is 
that the playstation automatically references the TIM's pixel color by 
referencing the CLUT, and expands the pixel in its true color on the display 
buffer.  Pretty neat, huh?  

3) How do the 24-bit images work?
 
4) What's (x,y), (mx,my), and (u,v) for in the sprite structure GsSPRITE?



The vars x and y refer to the sprite's position on the screen when it is 
sorted to the OT.  However, note that this x and y is with respect to the 
sprite's center, which is denoted by the vars mx and my.  These vars describe 
the "center" of the sprite, which is the thing that gets placed at x and y on 
the screen.  This can be used if you want to refer to some other part of the 
sprite as the center, instead of the upper left corner.  Note that x and y can 
be negative, or even larger than the screen, but this does not cause an error. 
 The OT compensates and automatically "clips" the sprite if it is partially or 
even totally off screen.   

The u and v refer to the *pixel* location of the sprite's upper left corner 
with reference to its parent image (or texture page, or TIM). This can be 
considered as if the sprite is already expanded from its original 4-bit or 
8-bit compressed image size.  So if my sprite starts on pixel 20 over and on 
pixel 10 down in my TIM (just like it is painted, not worrying about 
compression), then you just specify (u,v) = (20, 10).  The playstation takes 
care of the actual referencing in video memory, which takes into consideration 
the compression and the texture offset in video memory, via the information 
included in the TIM file.  

5) Why are my sprites colored wrong?

Check the CLUT position in TimTool.  All CLUTS must have unique positions in 
video mem; if any of them are the same, one CLUT will get loaded over another, 
using the color scheme of the other picture.

6) Why do my sprite textures look misaligned on the screen?

Double check the alignment of the texture in TimTool. Sometimes TimTool nudges 
the texture down some, messing up what you might think is the proper offset 
for the texture.

7) Why is my sprite losing pixels, especially along the vertical axis?

Change sprite scaling from 4096 to 4095.

8) How can I cycle colors on my sprites?

Use MoveImage() to make a copy in video memory of the CLUT of the image that 
the sprite is using (to somewhere below the original CLUT), and between update 
frames, use MoveImage() to copy colors from the copied CLUT into the original 
CLUT, and the palette colors that are mapped to the sprite will give it an 
appearance of cycling, if it's set up right.  Check out Jamin Frederick's Pt 
(Palette) library, which you can use to do this. 

7) How can I do pixel-by-pixel collision detection on my sprites?

Typically, you can use just bounding boxes to see if sprites collide, but 
sometimes it is necessary to get down to the pixel level.  One way to do this 
is to first see if the bounding boxes intersect, and if they do, then you can 
do a pixel-by-pixel collision detection on the intersection rectangle of the 
corresponding sprite images.  The only problem is that these images are in 
video memory, unless you haven't written over the images that are in main 
memory when they originally were copied over from the com utility.  In other 
words, we don't really have byte-by-byte access to the video memory for close 
comparisons, so we are forced to work with main memory.  So once you get 
access to the intersection rectangles of the sprite images, all you have to do 
is compare corresponding pixels in the rectangles, one at a time, until you 



get a "hit" (non-black) pixel from one image with a "hit" pixel from the other 
image.  However, this involves some rather tricky interpretation of the TIM 
image data in main memory.  This is implemented in the CollisionDetect() 
function available on Jamin Frederick's web page.

8) What other methods of collision detection are there?

From a newsgroup discussion:

"Have you considered whether a pixel-by-pixel collision detect is *really* 
necessary? It sounds so time expensive when you could be doing some freaky 
special effects or better AI or something instead... I've used gobs of weird 
hacks for collision detection in games, and I've always been able to find a 
way around pixel-by-pixel. I thought I'd list some of them off: 

0. Make your game so intense no one has time to notice that collisions are 
pixel exact or not. 

1. Simple shapes as hit regions - design the art so it fits well into shapes 
that are easy to mathematically check against, like rectangles, circles, and 
triangles. 

2. Rotated simple shapes as hit regions - sometimes you've got objects that 
can rotate - rotating a rectangle and checking it against another rotated 
rectangle is still cheaper than pixel-by-pixel. 

3. Stick Figures. Say you've got a figure like a character in a 2d fighter. 
Make a simple stick figure that mimics the shape and motion of the sprite, ie: 
a line for the head, a line for upper arm, lower arm, hand, two lines for the 
torso, etc. etc. Then to do hit detect with the other character in the game 
all you have to do is treat each line as a fat line and check them against the 
fat lines in the other character. This has the advantage of letting you know 
that the hand connected with the noggin. 

4. Simple hierarchical shapes. Say you've got a top down view of the TOS 
U.S.S. Enterprise on the screen. Do your hit detecting on a circle and three 
rectangles, one for the two engines and one for the engineering hull, with the 
rectangles of course rotated according to the orientation of the ship on the 
screen. 

5. Polygon shapes. Make a polygon outline that fits around the shape as 
tightly as you'd like so that game feels good, then check for intersection 
with collidable objects. If you design it right you can have one complicated 
polygon collision shape which you test against some trivial shape like a 
rectangle, but even still, poly-poly intersection is faster than 
pixel-by-pixel, unless your sprites are really tiny, in which case suggestion 
number 1. is probably the best IMO." -- Nick Porcino

  
IMAGES
------

1) Where do my images have to be aligned in video memory?

2) Do my sprites have to be in a special position within an image?  I heard 
they have to be on even coords or something.

3) Can I have more than one image on a given texture page?  Can I arrange 
several images next to each other within the texture page?
   



4) What's the max size of a TIM? Does it depend on the number of colors?

Max size of a TIM is 256 x 256 pixels, no matter how few colors it is.  One of 
the reasons is because sprites are referenced (u,v) via pixel offsets of 
texture pages (or TIMs), and since u and v are both unsigned chars, the 
biggest they can both be is 255, meaning sprite (u,v)s can only be from (0,0) 
to (255, 255).    

5) Where are the best places for CLUTs in video memory?

The typical convention is placement below the display buffers, since the area 
is too small to have any decent-sized sprites down there.

6) How do you set up transparency for a sprite / texture?

7) How do you set up translucency for a sprite / texture / model / polygon?

8) What do the different translucency settings mean?

50% back + 50% polygon
100% back + 100% polygon
100% back - 100% polygon
100% back + 25% polygon

9) Do all the translucency settings work right?

10) Why do you have to specify translucency for GetTPage()?

"You can use GetTPage to calculate the tsb section of a tmd primitive
which does require the semi-transpency rate.  Just & the result with 31
to get the Texture page number." -- Jim

11) How are texture pages numbered, and what is their ID?

12) Why doesn't LoadImage() work for large rectangles, close to the size of 
the video memory (1024 x 512)?

BACKGROUNDS 
-----------

1) How does the 16x16 pixel tiling work?

2) How do I make tiled backgrounds with sprites (bigger than 16x16 pixel 
tiles)?

This is a nifty trick.  The ordering table accepts information in the sprite 
struct (GsSPRITE) that you give it as a *new* sprite, so that  you don't have 
to maintain the same information in the struct within a screen update.  So 
what you can do is keep changing the info in the sprite struct and sort it 
into the OT.  So to make a checkered background, for instance, you just need a 
black square struct and a  white square struct, and repeatedly sort them while 
changing their positions.    



3) How does the offsetting work -- I mean, how do you get sprites to scroll 
around in the background and stuff (2D)?

It usually depends on the game, but here it goes...

First of all, let's draw a difference between a game object and a game sprite. 
 A game object is something in the game that has a state and presence, but is 
not necessarily displayed.  A sprite is just a representation of the object ON 
THE SCREEN, and always refers to the thing being displayed.  So an object can 
easily have many sprites, each one representing different states of the 
object, or an object's current position on the screen.

Ok, so first you set up a world coordinate system, where all of the  objects 
that you intend to have in the game are given a position in the  world. So all 
the changes that you give to your objects are with respect  to the world 
coordinates, NOT THE SPRITE COORDINATES.  The reason for  this is that the 
sprite coordinates can be calculated from the object's position in the world 
with respect to the SCREEN's position in the world.  That's right -- you 
consider the "game screen" to have a position in the world as well, so that 
when you want to "scroll around" the world, you're just moving the screen's 
position around in the world,  and the sprites that get displayed on your 
screen are just a result of them being around the screen when it gets close to 
them in the world. 

So for instance, if you chose your world to start at (0,0) in the top left 
corner, then you could assign objects coordinates like (8,20) or (67,258) or 
(600,780) or even (4563,23453), depending on  how big you want to make your 
world.  Of course you're limited by how large your numbers can get, which for 
an unsigned long (32-bit) is 0 to 4,294,967,295.  So just imagine that you 
have a bunch of  (rectangular) objects positioned in your world like this 
(usually when you're referring to an object's world coord, it is the upper 
left corner of its rectangle, at least in this example) and think about a  
rectangular, 320x240 screen, moving and scrolling around in the world  with 
them (again using the upper-left corner pixel as the world coord).   Now to 
get them to be on the proper position on the screen, you want  their sprite 
representations to be according to where the object is in  reference to the 
screen in the world.  If the object stays still and the screen moves, for 
instance, well then the sprite moves on the screen  even though the object 
hasn't moved in the world at all.  So what you have to do is set up a relation 
between the sprite and the screen.   It's just:

         SpriteX = ObjectX - ScreenX
        SpriteY = ObjectY - ScreenY

So if the object position gets bigger with the screen position fixed,  then 
the sprite position gets bigger, and moves right and down on the screen.  If 
the screen position gets bigger with the object position  fixed, then the 
sprite position get smaller, and moves left and up on the screen.  Now 
remember, this example is all in terms of the origin  of the world being to 
the upper left, and the origin of the objects and  screen at the upper left of 
their bounding boxes as well.

When you give the OT a sprite to sort, you're giving it the sprite's SCREEN 
position.  From experimentation I have found out that this does not mean it 
has to be from (0,0) - (SCREENW-1, SCREENH-1), but it can be any number at 
all, even negative!  The OT compensates and does all the clipping for you, so 
that the formula above works fine when using SpriteX and SpriteY as the 
position to be be placed on the screen.      

If you have trouble visualizing it, just start out with 1 object and the 
screen at the origin of the world, and imaging what happens to the sprite 
image on the screen when you try to move either one according  to the formula:

ORIGIN



  +-------+------+--------------------------+
  |       |      |                          |
  |OBJECT |      |                          |
  |-------+      |                          |
  |              |                          |
  |   SCREEN     |                          |
  |              |                          |       
  +--------------+                          |
  |                        WORLD            |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |                 
  +-----------------------------------------+

4) Why am I getting a "banding" effect with my background tiles, where a 
vertical line in the tile is smeared over a pixel?

The individual tile textures of a background each have to be on an even u 
coordinate. If each sprite texture is not positioned on an even number in the 
video memory, you will get this effect.  This can easily happen if you use 
gridlines to separate your tiles for easy editing, for instance.

3D 
--

1) What is the 3D coordinate system of the playstation? I've looked everywhere 
in the manuals but couldn't find a simple description!

It's actually a right-handed coordinate system, meaning (with your right hand) 
+X cross +Y gives you +Z. The +X axis is to the right of the screen, +Y is 
down on the screen, and +Z is in towards (behind) the screen.

2) What's the difference between RSD and TMD?

RSD is the file format used to convert from modelers, similar to DXF and other 
model formats.  It is in ascii, making it easy to edit by hand.  The info 
making up an RSD is actually four files, .rsd, .ply, .mat, and .grp.  It's 
easy to mix up talking about RSD (which includes all four files) with just 
rsd.  A modeler converting to RSD will generate all four of these files.  
Also, an RSD refers to only one model, and the grouping information (.grp) in 
the model doesn't carry over to TMD.

TMD is the file format the playstation uses, and the data making up this file 
actually resides in memory when your Yaroze program is drawing objects on the 
screen.  A TMD can have more than one model, and each model has its own set of 
primitives, which are made up of those model's own vertices and normals.  Each 
primitive is described in detail as a triangle, quad, flat shaded, gourand 
shaded, colored, color gradated, or textured.  All the combinations are 
described in the Sony online docs.

3) Are the coordinates different in RSD and TMD?

3) How can I see information on my RSD?

To view an RSD, use RSDTool.  To get information on the vertex extents and 
"center" position, do rsdform -v mymodel.rsd.  Follow this with > to output to 
a file.



4) How can I see information on my TMD?

To view a TMD, try this: 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/ftp/demos/yaroze/tmdview.ZIP

You can also get vertex information on the TMD when you are converting from 
the RSD with rsdlink, just do rsdlink -v mymodel.rsd or rsdlink -info 
mymodel.rsd.  Follow this with > to output to a file.

5) Can I save multiple models in one RSD file?

Yes and no.  An RSD contains only one model per file, so if you wish to put 
several models into one RSD with rsdcat, you are really only merging several 
models into one big one, and in effect, merging three coordinate systems into 
one.

6) Can I save multiple RSD models to one TMD file?

Yes.  Unlike RSD files, TMD files can make references to several different 
models within the file.  To put several RSD models together into one TMD, you 
can use rsdlink with several RSD file names as arguments (see top of p.149 in 
yellow manual).

7) Is there any reason to put several models within a TMD file instead of only 
one?

8) What do the coordinates mean in rsdform (option -v)?  What is "center"?

These coordinates refer to the offsets from the model's coordinate system.  If 
you "translate" the model with rsdform, you are moving all the vertices within 
the fixed model coord system, and you can imagine a bounding box of all the 
vertices that comprise the primitives of the model moving around in space with 
respect to the model's fixed coordinate axis.  The "center" is just a 
reference to the center of mass of the model, which can usually be specified 
within a modeler program.  The playstation will rotate models around (0,0,0) 
of the coordinate system, *not* the "center", which can be a nonzero offset 
from (0,0,0).  

When you save an object in a modeler and it is not placed in the middle of the 
world, for instance at (8, 10, 12), the "center" in your RSD will appear as 
(8, 10, 12).  To get the model back to the origin (so that it rotates 
correctly) you need to translate back to (-8, -10, -12).  However, many times 
you will want to use this information, for instance, if you have several 
objects and need to know their relative offset position, such as a helicopter 
and its blades.  You would need to know how high the blades are in the world 
originally, so that you can offset them with respect to the helicopter when 
you're actually drawing them in your program.

The origin of the model's coord system (0,0,0) is the point that is referred 
to when translating the model in your program.  So if I give my model's 
translation vector (.t) in my program the value of (5, 2, 10), the model's 
origin will be at (5, 2, 10), and all the primitives will be drawn around this 
point. 

9) How do I assign parents to other objects?

When initializing your object's coordinate system, instead of doing 



GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &MyObjectCoord), do GsInitCoordinate2(&MyParentCoord, 
&MyObjectCoord), assuming you already initialized &MyParentCoord with WORLD or 
some other coordinate system.  Each argument is a pointer to type 
GsCOORDINATE2, which includes a matrix that describes the coordinate system 
you are using.  So then, after the initialization is done, all of the offsets 
of your model are with reference to the parent coordinate system.  For 
example:

GsCOORDINATE2 MyParentCoord;
GsCOORDINATE2 MyObjectCoord;

// the coords of an object with MyParentCoord are in the world
GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &MyParentCoord);  

// the coords of an object with MyObjectCoord are w.r.t. the parent
GsInitCoordinate2(&MyParentCoord, &MyObjectCoord);

So if you had an GsDOBJ2 handler representing a tank, make its coord2 member 
point to MyParentCoord (the tank is the parent), and if you had a GsDOBJ2 
handler representing the tank turret, make its coord2 member point to 
MyObjectCoord (the tank turret is the child).  Now if the turret is at 
(0,0,0), it will be at the tank model's origin.  You'll probably want to 
tranlate the turret to (0, -1000, 0) or so, depending on your model, and 
everywhere the tank moves (in the world), the tank turret will follow.

10) How do I rotate an object?

First you have to know that all models rotate about the origin (0,0,0) of your 
model's coordinate system (do rsdform -v mymodel.rsd).  This means that 
however your primitives are placed in your RSD, they will rotate around this 
point.  So if the "center" of your model (representing the actual center of 
your model) is not (0,0,0), translate it there first before you rotate it.

Assuming there is an initialized GsCOORDINATE2 Coord structure (belonging the 
object which I am rotating), and I want to rotate the object (RotX, RotY, 
RotZ):

MATRIX TempMatrix;
SVECTOR RotVector;

// this makes a vector
RotVector.vx = RotX;
RotVector.vy = RotY;
RotVector.vz = RotZ;

// this turns a vector into a matrix, so that I can multiply
RotMatrix(&RotVector, &TempMatrix);

// multiply original coord matrix by "rotation" matrix
MulMatrix0(&Coord.coord, &TempMatrix, &Coord.coord);

// object should be redrawn now since it changed
Coord.flg = 0;

Note: Rotation this way may distort your model if your model is not very 
large.

11) How do you advance an object in the direction it's facing?

Assuming that your model starts out pointing in the +z direction, and you want 
to advance U units, and that your object has a GsCOORDINATE2 Coord struct:



SVECTOR StartVector;
SVECTOR CurrentDir;

// assume origin points exactly towards +z direction
StartVector.vx = 0;
StartVector.vy = 0;
StartVector.vz = ONE;

// multiply original orientation (start vector) by current orientation matrix, 
to get the current direction vector
ApplyMatrixSV(&Coord.coord, &StartVector, &CurrentDir);

// add a multiple (units) of the current direction to the current translation
Coord.coord.t[0] += (U * CurrentDir.vx) / ONE;
Coord.coord.t[1] += (U * CurrentDir.vy) / ONE;
Coord.coord.t[2] += (U * CurrentDir.vz) / ONE;

// the object should be updated now
Coord.flg = 0;

Note: You could use 1 instead of ONE=4096, and then not divide later on by 
ONE, but you'd get considerable error if you don't "pump up" your start vector 
to considerable size because of the integer precision. 

9) What's a standard size for a model?

Typical sizes are about 500.0 to 2000.0 in each dimension.  

10) How small/big can I make my model?

If a model is too small (meaning its vertex coordinates are small numbers, 
like 1s or 10s), errors of the playstation fixed-integer rotation and scaling 
(matrix computations) will be too large and the model will distort.

If a model is too large

8) I don't see my object!  Where is it?

First, see if you're actually sorting it with GsSortObject4() -- of course, 
there's some stuff you have to do before you can actually sort it, like 
calling GsGetLws(), GsSetLightMatrix(), and GsSetLsMatrix().  You should also 
make sure the loading of the model was done right, too.

Second, see if the scale is big enough.  Modelers tend to save out RSD models 
in the -2.0 to 2.0 range, which is pretty small for a standard playstation 
model.  Scale it up with rsdform -s 512 512 512 mymodel.rsd, to give it a size 
big enough to see at standard viewing distances, which are 500.0 to 1000.0 
units away.

7) I want to have an object with several moving parts (a model for each part) 
and have each part move independently. What do I have to do to get this to 
work?

Since each model must move independently, you should first center each RSD 
model by setting its "center" to (0,0,0).  For instance, This is so that each 
object will rotate properly about its "center".



12) What's the difference between GsVIEW2 and GsRVIEW2?

) Is it true that the colors specified for an object's polygon is 24-bit, 
whereas images used for textures on models may only be 4-, 8-, or 16-bit?

) I've tried to draw TMD lines or sprites as documented in the File Format 
document, but they don't seem to be working.

Even though they're documented, 3d lines and sprites cannot be used on the 
yaroze.

) I've also tried to use double sided polygons with no success.

Again, double-sided polys are not supported on the Yaroze.  

) How do TIMs get linked up with objects?

When you do the rsdlink command, your TMD gets info about the textures you are 
using for the mapping to the object(s) from the TIM files referenced by your 
object.  Make sure that if these textures change at all, such as tpage 
location or clut location, that you redo rsdlink.

) Do you have to texture map TIMs onto each individual polygon, as in RSDTool, 
or is there a way to "wrap" a texture around groups of polygons.

There doesn't seem to be any tools out right now to do this, although the next 
version of RSDTool was supposed to incorporate this feature.

) Why are my objects all "flat", even when I rotate them?

You forgot to set the coordinate system of your object, i.e., make your 
GsDOBJ2 object handler coordinate pointer (.coord2) point to a validly 
initialized GsCOORDINATE2 struct. 

) Are there any *simple* modelers out there, that don't triangulate like 
crazy?

) How do I convert a 3D coordinate to a 2D coordinate?

--SNIP-------------------------------------------------------------------

void InitTransProj(void);
void TransProj(VECTOR *pos, short *x, short *y);

static GsCOORDINATE2 trans;

//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
//      init trans proj coord
//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
void InitTransProj()
{
        GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &trans);
}



//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
//      Trans Proj - convert 3d x,y,z to 2d screen x,y
//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
void TransProj(VECTOR *pos, short *x, short *y)
{
        MATRIX mat;
        VECTOR v;

        trans.coord.t[0] = pos->vx;
        trans.coord.t[1] = pos->vy;
        trans.coord.t[2] = pos->vz;
        trans.flg = 0;

        GsGetLs(&trans, &mat);

        ApplyMatrixLV(&mat, pos, &v);

        if(mat.t[2]) {
                *x = ProjectionDistance * v.vx / mat.t[2];
                *y = ProjectionDistance * v.vy / mat.t[2];
        } else {
                *x = 0;
                *y = 0;
        }
}

--SNIP-------------------------------------------------------------------

Contributed by Steve Hunt <steve@itallnight.u-net.com>

YAROZE PLATFORM
---------------

) What's this 0x00000000 stuff mean?                        

This is a hex value, which is 32 bits, meaning 8 hex digits corresponds  to 32 
binary digits (4 bits per hex digit). The PSX has a 32-bit  address space, 
meaning all operations with memory are done with 8-digit  hex values. Some 
other addresses are 4 hex digits = 16 bits, like device  memory, but most 
things are done with 8-digit hex values.

 ) What's the difference between uchar and ushort and ulong?                   
     

The "u" stands for unsigned, so any values you stick in the variable  can't be 
negative. This gives you twice the numbers you can get from  "signed" 
variables char, short, and long. Unsigned variables are ideal  for memory 
addresses, though, since they are never negative -- uchar  gives you 8 bits of 
storage, or addresses from 0x00 to 0xff, ushort  gives you 16 bits of storage, 
or addresses from 0x0000 to 0xffff, and  ulong gives you 32 bits of storage, 
or addresses from 0x00000000 to  0xffffffff. 

) Why do I have to load data at 0x80090000? What about those other addresses 
mentioned in the manual?

For the yaroze system, the only valid memory-mapped addresses (meaning if you 
stick stuff at these locations, it gets "mapped" to the actual playstation 
RAM) are 0x80000000 to 0x801fffff. This is exactly 2  megabytes, or 2,097,152 



(2 * 2 ^ 20) bytes, to be exact. The other  locations are not used on the 
yaroze.  The only valid space for us is 0x80090000 to 0x801fff00 (1,507,072 
bytes), since the rest is being used for the system. That's why data is 
usually started at 0x80090000, and  added upwards. Your program may be loaded 
anywhere in this space, depending on where you tell your compiler to load it, 
but it's usually  loaded up towards the top. There has to be enough space 
upwards for the program itself (code and heap), plus the amount the stack will 
grow.  The program's stack usually starts at the top of our usable space, 
which is  0x801fff00, and grows down until it collides with the loaded program 
 (this is bad). That's why it's up to the programmer to figure out how  much 
his stack will grow, and tell the compiler to place the program  low enough in 
memory so that the stack doesn't end up running into it.

   
Typical Setup:

  SYSTEM (OS) STACK (0x801FFFFF)
  PROGRAM STACK (0x801FFF00)
    |
    |
    *

  (hope the stack and heap don't collide!)

    *
    |
    |
  PROGRAM HEAP
  PROGRAM CODE (stays same size)
  DATA N
    ...
  DATA 3
  DATA 2
  DATA 1 (0x80090000)
  OTHER OS GOODIES (0x80000000)
   
You can set the PROGRAM STACK and PROGRAM CODE in your compiler and the DATA 1 
- DATA N in your yaroze batch file.

) What's fixed point?

Fixed point is an alternative to floating point, and is quicker since it 
actually uses integer hardware and not any special floating-point hardware.  
It is actually a trick done with integers, and tends not to be quite as 
accurate as true floating point operations, so you have to watch it when 
rotating and scaling models, and make sure they're not getting distorted.

The playstation uses 12-bit fixed point, meaning there's 12 bits of a short 
(16-bit) integer allocated to the decimal portion of a number (3 bits are used 
for the integer part, and 1 for the sign).  These numbers are the values that 
will represent the vertices and normals in 3D space within a TMD file.  The 
details aren't important unless you plan to change the attributes of a model 
in real-time, which involves fiddling with the byte values of the TMD in 
memory.

See the following web page for more info on fixed point:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

) Can I do floating point?

) How do I get C++ to work?



http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/cplus.html

EFFICIENCY
----------

) How efficient is C++ on the playstation?

) How efficient is using 16x16 pixel tiles (with GsBG) as opposed to using 
sprites (with GsSPRITE) as backgrounds?

) How can I make my games quicker, taking into account playstation hardware?

a) Make use of the DCACHE in functions that you call very often; see Scott 
Evans' (SCEE) DCACHE article.

b) Declare variables static in functions that you call very often, so fewer 
local variables need to be pushed and popped.

) What are some suggestions to make my 2D graphics a little faster?

) What are some suggestions to make my 3D graphics a little faster?

a) First and foremost -- keep polygon count low.  With the tools available 
this is sometimes difficult, since it seems modelers like to triangulate when 
saving out. 

b) Make several versions of objects at different "resolutions", and sort 
higher polygon objects when those objects are closer to the camera, and lower 
polygon objects when they are farther away.

) Why does saving to DXF from modelers make so many more polygons?  What can I 
do to avoid this?

) Is it more important that I make fewer objects or fewer polygons?

CODEWARRIOR
-----------

) What can I do with Codewarrior that I can't do with Siocons?

a) Automatic makefiles
b) GUI coding (not suggested)
c) GUI debug 
d) Use MWDebugIO functions, which allow you to create, open,
and close files on your PC 

) What can I do with Siocons that I can't do with Codewarrior?

a) Download memory directly to a PC file (DSAVE[])

) Is there any differences in writing code for Codewarrior versus writing code 
for Siocons?

) What's the best setup?



One way to develop for Yaroze is to use Codewarrior to "make" your projects 
and the PSComUtil to download batch files, since it's mostly point and click.  
I have found the Codewarrior IDE very disturbing, though, so I choose to use 
an outside editor such as Microsoft DevStudio, or some shareware code editor.  
You can leave the files that you edit in the Codewarrior project, and just 
bring Codewarrior into focus and click "make" when you want to build your 
project to be downloaded to the yaroze.

Some other people have suggested forgetting Codewarrior altogether, using the 
makefile capabilities of MS DevStudio and integrating DJGPP(GCC) with it.  See 
Steve Dunn's (SCEE) home page.

Also, check out the front end gnu programs that are available (in the 
utilities listing of this FAQ).

) How about some simple Codewarrior (MWDebugIO) example code for creating, 
opening, reading, and writing files to the PC?

) What kinds of problems are there with Metrowerk's MWDebugIO library?

) Why is PSComUtil failing?

If you get
"Connection Failed. Status -1
Transport Send Data. Status 101812
Transport Poll Rx Status. Status 101812
The PlayStation has generated a Hardware Interrupt exception at instruction 
address 0x0."

Probably means that Pscomutil is still resident in memory.  Check your task 
manager and delete the process.  For some reason, even if you exit PSComUtil, 
it still stays resident in memory sometimes.

SOUND 
-----

) How do I make sounds play? What programs have to be run?

Say I want to use 3 .wav files, a.wav, b.wav, and c.wav. First you do 
"aiff2vag a.wav b.wav c.wav" to create .vag's out of the .wav's. Then  you 
have to type "mkvab -f sounds.def a.vag b.vag c.vag -o sounds.vab"  where 
sounds.vab is the output .vab and sounds.def is your definition file. What's 
that? It's a file you need to provide to make a vab. The  vab can contain 
programs, and for each program, a tone. You set it up so  that there's a .vag 
for each tone. You have to set this by hand via the  .def file. To see other 
people's .def files for their programs, type  "mkvab -r person.vab -o 
person.def" where person.vab is their vab, and  person.def is the output .def 
that you want to look at. In the .def file  is where you associate programs 
and tones. A program can have one or more  tones, but the way it is usually 
set up is that there's a program for each  sound, and each program only 
contains one tone, the .vag that you specify.  Sometimes people use maybe two 
programs and say ten different tones, and  maybe 4 tones in the first program 
and 6 tones in the second program, where  each tone is associated with a vag. 
I don't know why, though. Maybe someone  can answer this for me. Anyway, 
suppose you set up your .def so that program  0 has two tones, a.vag and 
b.vag, and program 1 has one tone, c.vag. So to  play the sound, you do 
"SsUtKeyOn(vabid, prog, tone, note, fine,  voll, volr);", where prog is the 
the program for the sound you want to play as  specified in your .def file, 



such as prog 0, and tone is the tone of that prog as  specified in your .def 
file, such as tone 0 or tone 1. The note is the pitch to play the sound. At 0, 
it's normal. Increasing the pitch is like going up the keys of a piano. The 
fine parameter is just fine pitch. And voll and volr is the left and right 
volumes. But what about vabid? Well, when you call SsVabTransfer(), you get 
returned a vab id. This is the vab that is being used for your sound calls. 
The vab got loaded into sound memory when you called SsVabTransfer(), where 
you have to specify the VH and VB type files that have been loaded into main 
memory from siocons. How did they get into main memory in the first place? 
Well, all you have to do is split up your vab you made, sounds.vab, with 
"vabsplit sounds.vab". Then you got the files sounds.vh and sounds.vb, which 
you just load into the psx memory via siocons. Using the syntax of 
SsVabTransfer(), you just transfer them into sound memory, and you're ready to 
make sound calls.  

KNOWN BUGS, ERRORS, OR TYPOS
----------------------------

1) In the green manual, RotMatrix(MATRIX *m, SVECTOR *r) should actually be 
RotMatrix(SVECTOR *r, MATRIX *m)

MISCELLANEOUS
-------------

1) What Yaroze tutorials are available?

Ira Rainey's Sprite Tutorial (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow/ftp/STUFF/Howto.pdf

James Chow's help docs (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/

Peter Passmore's 3D Tutorial (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/tutorial.zip

Robert Swan's accompaniment to above tutorial (SCEE) - see other downloads too
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/ftp/comp_tut.zip

Jamin Frederick's Sprite Tutorial (SCEA)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/jfrederick/onespr.zip

Nelson Santos' Ping - beginner game with docs
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/ping.zip

2) What are some useful general-purpose yaroze utilities?

**SCEE member sites:

Memory Viewer - graphically view Yaroze RAM, 0x80000000 to 0x801fffff
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj/ftp/memview.zip

Analog PAD diagnostics - displays analog PAD values
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj/ftp/analog.zip

DOS yaroze tools for people who don't like windows
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/

ARS (Action Replay File Server) - lets you do i/o with yaroze at 20x the 
speed;  NOTE: you need Datel Action Replay for this 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/areplay.html



NiceARS - ARS implemented in windows NT;  NOTE: you need Datel Action Replay 
for this 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/nice_ars_for_windows_nt.htm

RsdAnim - "...a PC (Win95) hosted keyframe animator for Playstation RSD format 
3D models...."
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/rsdanim.html

Binary Conversion Tool - converts data files to C source binaries
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/tools/binary_conversion_tool.htm

Sound Effects Player - lets you test sounds on yaroze 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.
com/~steved/articles/sfx_player/sound_effects_player.htm

C++ Library - wrappers around standard pslib function calls
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/cpp_yaroze_library.htm

Yaroze Master - makes editing and using makefiles a snap on Win95/NT 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/ym.zip

Lightwave to RSD converter - convert from LOB to RSD
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/ftp/converters/pcpsx120.zip

Starfield Library - function calls to easily make a 3d starfield
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting/ftp/starfield/starfield.ZIP

GCC C++ - Win32 compiler for your C++ code, even if you don't have Codewarrior
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~frothy/ftp/gcc281.ZIP

Crossroads - freeware 3D file converter (Win32)
http://www.pnn.com/~rickhowd/xroads1.zip

Convert - freeware DOS audio file converter
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~nslaven/ftp/utils/convrt14.zip 

PAK - compression utility for data uploads (incomplete?)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~smithers/ftp/pak.zip

Linux Tools 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~respond/download.html

Amiga Tools
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~CACTUS/

Unix Tools
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~byz00002/unix/

Utilities for Atari ST sprites
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/demos.htm

TMD Viewer - includes depth cuing and object/viewpoint manipulation
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/ftp/demos/yaroze/tmdview.ZIP

CRNCHPLY - reduces redundant PLY data
CRNCHPL - same as above, but without DOS4GW.EXE 
MEMEDIT - edit the contents of any file on your second memory card
DATAMAN - manages data download offsets
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jruss1/#tools

Memory Card Dump
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~badchild/ftp/card.zip



Stereoscopic Vision
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/stereo.zip

Dump Address - creates .h and batch files for your Yaroze datafiles
Palette Ripper - extracts Cluts from PCX files. Useful for light and palette 
animation
Vertex Extractor - Extracts vertex and normal data from TMD files. Useful for 
animated 3D objects 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~IBEYOND/ftp/niftytools.zip

**SCEA member sites:

VRAM and TIM viewer
http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/kbender/vvram.zip

PSXsock - enables TCP/IP connection of Yaroze (Win95/NT)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/jblack/PSXsock.zip

Unix Tools
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/chenrich.html

Psx IDE - front end to gcc for Win95/NT
http://yaroze-world.org/assets/images/psxide.zip

WAD Builder - compression utility for Yaroze data/code
http://yaroze-world.org/assets/images/wb.zip

Joystick Routines
Sprite Animation
Decompression
Starfield
(libraries and example code)
http://yaroze-world.org/html/ps_code.html

Card save module - functions to save to memory card
Font module - lets you use pretty, custom fonts
Menu module - lets you easily make a menu system
http://lucien.blight.com/~sauron/Net.Yaroze._Rocks_.My.World/

Address Arranger - automatically arranges your data addresses for downloading
Sprite Assembler - clips a sprite from a TIM and resaves it
TIM Manipulator - fiddle with specific TIM attributes
Screen Grabber - grabs the screen and stores as a file
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

PPTMDView - TMD/RSD viewer for Mac
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/wlee/PPTMDView_0.21.sit.hqx

Font Library - fonts and special effects
http://comradery.com/erico/cool/yaroze/fontdemo/fontdemo.zip

GsBG Library - lets you do tiled backgrounds
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/eolaughlen/bgdemo.zip

3) Where is there some useful technical info?

**SCEE member sites:

Scott Evans' Technical Notes
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/tech.htm)

Some intro demos and tidbits: dynamic TMDs, lines, sprites, gradients, split 
screen (Robert Swan, Downloads section)



http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/

Various technical info 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/yze_resource/rce_index.html

Using DevStudio with GCC
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/using_gcc_makefiles_in_ds.htm

General matrix and MIPS info, graphics links
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~javier/index.html

Shiny Toruses
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/projects/second/howto.htm

3D Studio file format
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/3ds/3ds.html

Motion Capture
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/motion.html

TMD file format
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/tmd/tmdform.html

Exception Handling
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/ftp/source/EXCEP.ZIP

Macintosh help
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~daryl/

C++ for Yaroze
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/cplus.html

**SCEA member sites:

NM.EXE
ClearImage() 
Multiple CLUTs 
Misc Tricks 
Fixed Point 
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

Using the Yaroze with C++
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell2.html

C++ class examples
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell4.html

Some programming tips
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell3.html 

Some answered FAQs
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/hchen.html

VSync() Diagram
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee5.html

Tidbit on speeding up DOS SIOCONS programs
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dminsterman.html

Macintosh resources
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nporcino.html

Some info on SSUtKeyOn()
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/sfx.zip



Docs describing api
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/yardoc.zip

4) Where are some other interesting sites?

Personal profiles of participating Yaroze members
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac/

Yaroze Game Reviews
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/yze_resource/rce_index.html

Net Yaroze Times
http://www.geocities.com/TimesSquare/Alley/2200/

Club Yaroze
http://www.clubyarouze.com/cyarchive/

Underground Yaroze (no longer updated)
http://www.pacificcoast.net/~titan/

5) Are there any chat sessions going on? 

Yaroze Chat in Auditorium on SCEA web page (every Saturday 9:00pm EST)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/aud.html

James Rutherford's chat page (schedule posted)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/chat/index.html

ICQ Chat Group
http://groups.icq.com/group.asp?no=17896

6) What yaroze contests are there?  Who can participate?

UK Game Developer 98 -- SCEE Yaroze only�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
(http://www.gduk.co.uk/html/first.html)

) Is there any way to read from a CD other than the Yaroze boot disk, and is 
it allowed?

) Can I run yaroze programs on a regular playstation?  Do I still need to 
download? 

) What are some cool 2D special effects?

) What are some cool 3D special effects?

) How do I get PAL games from SCEE to work in NTSC?

) What is ARG and Pro Action Replay?

) How much is Pro Action Replay, and where do I get it?



--MESSAGE FILE 16440 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16441 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 15:58:58 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 113
Message-ID: <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-246.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Sections cut to save space.

Jamin Frederick wrote:
[...]

> Yaroze Dev FAQ  0.5
> 
> DEFINITIONS
> -----------

[...]
> CLUT - color look-up table (4-bit or 8-bit)

Change to:

CLUT - Color Look-Up Table.  A color map for 4-bit and 8-bit
sprites.

[...]
> main memory - memory used for normal program storage and operation; also the
> initial place for all incoming code and data when a yaroze project is
> downloaded

Add:

Each Playstation contains 2 MB of main memory, of which about 512 KB
is used by the operating system (0x80000000-0x8008ffff) leaving
approximately 1.4 MB for use.

> model - the information making up the 3D representation of a game object; it
> includes orientation of the primitives making up the object and their coloring
> attributes

Probably should be changed to "3D model".

You should also add in entries for all the file format types.

> <FILE FORMATS>
> 
> TIM = image file
> RSD = intermediate model file
> TMD = playstation format model(s) file

You should probably make this into a heirarchy.  e.g.



FILE FORMATS
------------
Graphics:
  RSD - intermediate model file
  TIM - bitmap image file
  TMD - Playstation format model(s) file
Sound:

          DEF - instrument definition file
          SEQ - Playstation music sequence file.  Usually

        generated by SMF2SEQ.
  VAB - soundwave data file containing VAGs and a DEF

          VAG - individual soundwave data file.  Generated by
                AIFF2VAG or WAV2VAG.

  VB  - soundwave data file generated by splitting a
                VAB
          VH  - soundwave data file generated by splitting a
                VAB

Utilities:
  SIO - common SIOCONS batch file extension

[...]
> IMAGES
> ------
> 
> 1) Where do my images have to be aligned in video memory?

They should be aligned on 16-byte boundaries.  Try to ensure that your
TIM stays within one of the 32 designated texture pages.

> 3) Can I have more than one image on a given texture page?  Can I arrange
> several images next to each other within the texture page?

Yes, as long as you abide by #1.

> 6) How do you set up transparency for a sprite / texture?

Ensure that when you converted your bitmap to TIM format that you have
enabled the transparency bit.  This can be done by putting a checkmark in
the
appropriate boxes in TimUtil.  Then, when setting up your GsSPRITE
structure,
make sure the transparency attribute is set correctly.

> 8) What do the different translucency settings mean?
> 
> 50% back + 50% polygon
> 100% back + 100% polygon
> 100% back - 100% polygon
> 100% back + 25% polygon

This is additive transparency which manipulates the RGB values per pixel
based on the new image's RGB values.  For example, if you use the
"50% back + 50% polygon", then for each pixel in the display buffer (where
the new image is being placed) the old pixel's RGB values are reduced by
50% intensity and are added to 50% of the intensitiy of the new image.

[...]

> **SCEA member sites:

Please add:

DMS (S3M module player for Yaroze)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/elee2.html



Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16441 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16442 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 00:56:43 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35983791.87283832@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea> <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-141.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

> Utilities:
>   SIO - common SIOCONS batch file extension

  Am I mistaken, or is .SIO a common PsComUtil batch file extension?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16442 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16443 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 17:48:09 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35998749.BD6EF3D9@jps.net>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea> <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net> 
<35983791.87283832@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

I've seen both.  SIO can also be used by CodeWarrior---please correct
me if wrong.

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> >       Utilities:
> >         SIO - common SIOCONS batch file extension
> 
>   Am I mistaken, or is .SIO a common PsComUtil batch file extension?
> 
> -Matt

-- 



Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16443 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16444 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Sat, 4 Jul 1998 09:53:34 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl04.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:76 scea.yaroze.freetalk:797 
scee.yaroze.beginners:389 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1350

I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
site:

http://yaroze-world.org

If you are interested in joining let me know.

Regards,

Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 16444 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16445 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000077html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 10:42:09 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:77 scea.yaroze.freetalk:798 
scee.yaroze.beginners:390 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1356

Cool.  Some notes:



- some kind of disclaimer statiting that this is not an
  officialed contest from the SCE[A|E|I].

- requirements for entries.  something like:

All games and demos must:
- be executables that can be loaded with the
  provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
  doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
  it must be run-able for all.
- have an NTSC mode if it originates from a PAL system.
- have a title screen or ending credits text
  listing at least one contact address (e-mail)
- adhere to the Yaroze membership guidelines
  (i.e. no profanity, racism, sexist comments, 
  nudity etc.); basic courtesy to other members
  worldwide.

- copyright disclaimer stating that Yaroze and the Playstation
  are Sony stuff and that the programs entered in this compo
  are copyright their respectful authors.  Also, that entries
  are being run at the risk of the members' machines---e.g.
  no one will be responsible for damage to their equipment
  due to bad refresh rates.  Of course, there would be a penalty
  if someone enters a virus or something.

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
> group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
> site:
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org
> 
> If you are interested in joining let me know.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16445 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16446 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <david.white@cubic.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 11:08:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: onyx1.corp.cubic.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 5.3 IP19)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:78 scea.yaroze.freetalk:799 
scee.yaroze.beginners:391 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1357

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Cool.  Some notes:
> 
>         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> 
>                 All games and demos must:
>                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
>                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
>                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
>                   it must be run-able for all.

That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

David
--MESSAGE FILE 16446 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16447 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 16:26:45 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:79 scea.yaroze.freetalk:800 
scee.yaroze.beginners:394 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1359

David White wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!
> 
> David

Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
What is the highest common denominator we have?



-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16447 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000079html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16448 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 22:49:56 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982249560001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com> <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:80 scea.yaroze.freetalk:806 
scee.yaroze.beginners:395 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1369

In article <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>, tenchi@jps.net wrote:

> David White wrote:
> > Elliott Lee wrote:
> > > Cool.  Some notes:
> > >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> > >                 All games and demos must:
> > >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> > >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> > >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> > >                   it must be run-able for all.
> > That would lock out all Macintosh developers!
> > David
>
> Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
> CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
> be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
> something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
> What is the highest common denominator we have?

Yes, that is a good point, But I have also been dev'ing PSX apps and using
SIOCONS {USING SOFTPC... ;) } to DL and test the code. This really does
well for those who want good speed.

It does mean that if you are a Mac Developer {I am, I also do WIN32 DX5
and GB..} that you do need the requirement of using a Power Macintosh.
I found out {Much to the annoyance of J. Sumner @ Metrowerks...} that to
do any "REAL" work on Yaroze, I needed a powermac. I finally got one.
Hi Joel...   :)

FYI, I also got the GCC under MkLinux {Powermac} to host yaroze technology.
Trouble is, I need to build a SIOCONS for MkLinux..
Anybody at Sony got the source??? All I need is the Binary Downloader.. BLOAD
component.
--MESSAGE FILE 16448 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000080html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16449 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 1998 21:50:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6numah$7mk7@scea>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl01.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:81 scea.yaroze.freetalk:807 
scee.yaroze.beginners:396 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1370

Great point...  I'll add exectly that to the site.

Regards,

Zark / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

--MESSAGE FILE 16449 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16450 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 14:55:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35A51234.B26BE66C@mail.datasys.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:82 scea.yaroze.freetalk:821 
scee.yaroze.beginners:399 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1381

David White wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> >
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It



> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

As long as you run your PSE file through the PlayStation postlinker
and turn it inso the PS-X format (extension PXE), then it loads fine
in SIOCONS. This is what I've been doing.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 16450 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16451 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetak,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Compiling Utilites List
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 08:52:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35a726c2.53921695@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:83 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1391

Hello fellow yaroze members! Well I am trying to do something useful
and though af a great Idea I think we should have a list of all the
utilities that members have made. So if you have a useful program for
the Net Yaroze E-Mail me at dajudge@home.com and let me know where I
can get the utility and what it is used for so I can catagorize it!
Thanks for your help 
Michael Klucher
--MESSAGE FILE 16451 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16452 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: ECTS 98
Date: Tue, 28 Jul 1998 21:24:13 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35be4133.21907636@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452



September 6th marks the beginning of ECTS 98, Europe s premier�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
interactive entertainment exposition, and Net Yaroze will be there. In
the spirit of cooperation that is the hallmark of the Net Yaroze
project, our counterparts in Europe have agreed to allow North
American members to submit games to be included on a Net Yaroze demo
disk. This is a great opportunity for you to get your work shown to
thousands of ECTS attendees, including journalists, game industry
representatives and other Net Yaroze members around the world. If
you've got something that you would like to have considered for
inclusion on the CD please post it on the web site and contact me
ASAP. We will make our selection from all submissions received by
Friday August 7th.

Mario

For more information on ECTS 98 visit http://www.ects.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16452 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16453 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: ECTS Uploads
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 19:01:32 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35d9ceb4.22543025@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

This message is to notify all members who submitted files for ECTS
that these files have been released. You may now create links to them
from your web page if you wish.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16453 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16454 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: ECTS Uploads
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 15:26:33 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35D9FF99.18083B3D@jps.net>
References: <35d9ceb4.22543025@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-238.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Is there a web page on SCEA listing all these files?

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 



> This message is to notify all members who submitted files for ECTS
> that these files have been released. You may now create links to them
> from your web page if you wish.
> 
> Mario

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16454 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16455 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: ECTS Uploads
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 23:14:03 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35da0a89.37861643@205.149.189.29>
References: <35d9ceb4.22543025@205.149.189.29> <35D9FF99.18083B3D@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

No, but with luck, the individuals who submitted files will post
announcements here.

Mario

On Tue, 18 Aug 1998 15:26:33 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
wrote:

>Is there a web page on SCEA listing all these files?
>
>Mario Perdue wrote:
>> 
>> This message is to notify all members who submitted files for ECTS
>> that these files have been released. You may now create links to them
>> from your web page if you wish.
>> 
>> Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16455 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16456 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: I'm back!!!
Date: 21 Aug 1998 06:14:59 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bdcce4$dbf02480$d99dcdcd@nsantos>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0163.tor.accent.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160



Hello all,

It has been a while since I have been in the Yaroze scene, but now I'm
back!  Our projects are again under way, so feel free to visit our web site
to stay up-to-date.

www.total.net/~nsantos

Glad to be back!

Nelson

--MESSAGE FILE 16456 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16457 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl22.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:89 scea.yaroze.beginners:253 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:874 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1875

I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :

http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
one of them)

I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
Let me know what you guys think.

BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
have access to the SCEE server.

Regards,

Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 16457 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16458 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Our latest game...
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 15:00:12 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6rkj5r$1qh2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl06.bisnet.net



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Just letting you guys know that you can grab the latest version of our game
from:

http://yaroze-world.org/html/ps_exe_s.html

Regards,

Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

Great to see that you are finally back with us Nelson!

--MESSAGE FILE 16458 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16459 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 16:14:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35DDD530.3E070299@bigfoot.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 88.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:91 scea.yaroze.beginners:254 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:876 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1889

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> one of them)

Cool. I'll check it out tonight. I haven't attended any saturday night
yaroze chat yet, mainly because by the time I remember, it's 11:00pm!
 
> BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> have access to the SCEE server.

Heh. Yeah.
--MESSAGE FILE 16459 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16460 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free



talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 20:03:04 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:92 scea.yaroze.beginners:255 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:881 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1895

The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
restrict your discussions.

Mario

On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
<jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:

>I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>
>http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
>would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
>one of them)
>
>I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>Let me know what you guys think.
>
>BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>have access to the SCEE server.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16460 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16461 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New upload: "Haunted Maze" (ECTS'98 upload)
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 12:19:09 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6rpinm$1qh8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I've just uploaded my latest game: "Haunted Maze".  The ECTS'98 demo disc
was what prompted me to pull this one together, after many months of other
(non-Yaroze) projects.

It's a 3D 3rd person game where you move your guy around a maze collecting
goodies and avoiding zombie-like monsters to open the exit and get to the



next level.

Check it out from my web page:
http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html

It is a little over 1.0Mb, but you get alot for that download time!  It
includes all the source, including my personal Yaroze quick-prototyping
library, all the graphical and sound data in their original form, plus the
entire tree is pre-built, with the "release" subdirectory containing just
what you need to download to your Yaroze and play the game.

I hope you like it!
Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16461 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16462 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: New upload: "Haunted Maze" (ECTS'98 upload)
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 02:05:02 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <35E27E3E.272C94E3@shell.jps.net>
References: <6rpinm$1qh8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn1.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Hey.  That's pretty cool.  I played it to like level 10 before I had
to take a break.  The music you picked just makes me plain nervous.
:P  The baddies move pretty quick....

- e!

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> I've just uploaded my latest game: "Haunted Maze".  The ECTS'98 demo disc
> was what prompted me to pull this one together, after many months of other
> (non-Yaroze) projects.
> 
> It's a 3D 3rd person game where you move your guy around a maze collecting
> goodies and avoiding zombie-like monsters to open the exit and get to the
> next level.
> 
> Check it out from my web page:
> http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
> 
> It is a little over 1.0Mb, but you get alot for that download time!  It
> includes all the source, including my personal Yaroze quick-prototyping
> library, all the graphical and sound data in their original form, plus the
> entire tree is pre-built, with the "release" subdirectory containing just
> what you need to download to your Yaroze and play the game.
> 
> I hope you like it!
> Ed Federmeyer

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...



- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16462 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16463 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <support@accelerationsw.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:95 scea.yaroze.beginners:263 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:894 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2004

Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
more user friendly than the auditorium).

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
> restrict your discussions.
> 
> Mario
> 
> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
> 
> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> >
> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> >one of them)
> >
> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
> >Let me know what you guys think.
> >
> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> >have access to the SCEE server.
> >
> >Regards,
> >
> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
> >

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds



  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 16463 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16464 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 23:11:01 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35e88a2c.13761044@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:96 scea.yaroze.beginners:264 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:895 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2007

Also, we should have a new version of the Auditorium running soon
(Peter is working on it) which will give us new options for chatting.

Stay tuned,

Mario

On Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000, Joshua Meeds
<support@accelerationsw.com> wrote:

>Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
>people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
>the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
>reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
>more user friendly than the auditorium).
>
>Mario Perdue wrote:
>> 
>> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
>> restrict your discussions.
>> 
>> Mario
>> 
>> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
>> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
>> 
>> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>> >
>> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it



>> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
>> >one of them)
>> >
>> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>> >Let me know what you guys think.
>> >
>> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>> >have access to the SCEE server.
>> >
>> >Regards,
>> >
>> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>> >

--MESSAGE FILE 16464 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16465 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: George Bain's tutorials
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 02:38:39 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35f73b1c.47263702@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

For those of you who still do not have access to the SCEE web site,
George Bain's 2D tutorials are now available on the SCEA site. Go to
http://www.scea.cony.com/net/yaroze/demos/scee and check them out.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16465 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16466 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: George Bain's 2D tutorials (really)
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 02:41:05 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35f83bf5.47481235@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Oooops! Try this link instead:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/demos/scee

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16466 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000098html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16467 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 07:52:06 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 255.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:99 scea.yaroze.beginners:271 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:930 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2323

I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.

The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)

Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
to look it up. Just click on it.

I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
tell me.

Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:

1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
3) Memory Management
4) A Glossary
5) Using GCC effectively
6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
7) How to use MAKE
8) Ordering tables
9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
10) Your first yaroze program
11) An explanation of VRAM
12) Working with VRAM

Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
at school in 15 minutes.

The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 

Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn



something; to re-write it.

I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
a sure footing in C.

But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16467 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16468 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.announce
Subject: PAL Eater v1.0
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 16:18:18 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36002B1A.5B84E6F1@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:100 scee.yaroze.announce:156

Hey all you SCEA members, don't you wish you could see what our
SCEE friends are up to, but that really great game or demo only comes
as an executable without source, and you don't have a TV that supports
the PAL format?  Well, give "PAL Eater v1.0" a try...  It's a DOS
program that takes a PAL-only Net Yaroze executable and converts
it to an NTSC Net Yaroze executable!

You can get it from my web page:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html

Source and documentation is included if you are curious about how
this program works.  I should mention that since I don't have the
official specs on all the file formats and compiler outputs, I can't
guarantee it will work on ALL programs, but it did work on all of
the dozen or so I tried it on.  If you find a program it fails to
convert, let me know and I'll try to fix it.

I don't have a Mac, otherwise I would have provided a Mac
version as well.  If anyone wants to port it, that'd be great.  I only
had to make a few changes (ulong/ushort already defined, O_BINARY
wasn't defined) to make it compile on a Sun, so a Linux port
should be easy as well, for anyone who wants to support that
platform.

Have fun with all the new games and demos this opens up to you!
Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16468 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16469 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials



Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:36:16 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:101 scea.yaroze.beginners:278
scea.yaroze.freetalk:938 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2349

Darco Wrote:
> I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
> newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
> modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.
> 
> The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
> shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
> Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)
> 
> Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
> the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
> to look it up. Just click on it.
> 
> I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
> on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
> there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
> tell me.
> 
> Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
> that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:
> 
> 1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
> 2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
> 3) Memory Management
> 4) A Glossary
> 5) Using GCC effectively
> 6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
> 7) How to use MAKE
> 8) Ordering tables
> 9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
> 10) Your first yaroze program
> 11) An explanation of VRAM
> 12) Working with VRAM
> 
> Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
> at school in 15 minutes.
> 
> The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
> tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
> Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
> But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
> Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
> it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 
> 
> Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
> re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
> something; to re-write it.
> 
> I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
> a sure footing in C.
> 
> But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 
> 
> 'Darco



Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.

Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
Kind of like doing assembler.

#1:Start small, but have a plan.
#2:Then Expand on content in #1.
#3:Add features.
#4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.

Very successful way of doing this.

Email me at kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca  I'd like to try this.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16469 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16470 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 04:05:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-80.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:102 scea.yaroze.beginners:279
scea.yaroze.freetalk:939 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2352

Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I
think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.

Just some ideas...

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16470 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16471 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials



Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:49:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3601AE00.5C0E05C0@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
To: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:103 scea.yaroze.beginners:280
scea.yaroze.freetalk:950 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2369

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
> These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
> took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.
> 
> Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
> Kind of like doing assembler.
> 
> #1:Start small, but have a plan.
> #2:Then Expand on content in #1.
> #3:Add features.
> #4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.
> 
> Very successful way of doing this.
> 

*Darco reads and re-reads the above text with a look of bewilderment on
his face*

...........................Huh?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16471 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16472 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 21:01:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3601B0D0.6FE514C5@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> 
<36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:104 scea.yaroze.beginners:282
scea.yaroze.freetalk:951 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2371



Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
> to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
> got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I
> think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Ahh... Ok, that's cool. 
 
> Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
> team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
> tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
> between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
> a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
> were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
> good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.
>

Not sure about teaming up with someone. I'll write a few tutorials and
see how everything works out...Who knows what this could turn into in
time? A cooperative effort might be possible in the future. 

I'll be starting work on the tutorial this weekend, simply because I
don't have any time to do it during the week. (Gadda keep my grades up
for DigiPen, now don't I?) I'll be releasing it in sections... As I
finish a lesson I'll post it on my web space.

Thanks everyone for the input. I'll try to make the actual tutorial live
up to your hopes. I already have a motif setup, and this weekend the
real drafting begins. After I get the first lesson up, I'll try to post
a new lesson or two every week until most everything is covered. (Or
until I get too tired to keep it up) This will be a learning experience
for me as well, as this will force me to cover and research nearly all
aspects of the PlayStation. So... Here we go.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16472 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16473 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.problems.mac
Subject: A bit late, but new version of Mac TMD viewer available
Date: Mon, 05 Oct 1998 23:21:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R0510982321440001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-68.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:105 
scea.yaroze.problems.mac:84

I finally uploaded the most recent version of my Mac RSD/TMD viewer. Take a
look... let me know what you think! It's available on my web page (address
below). I haven't been spending much (any) time doing any Yaroze-related
coding lately (got a new job), but I hope to get back into it soon...

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>



<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 16473 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16474 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Game discussion
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 02:29:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <70rri9$dnq13@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port35.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hello all..

As you might have read there are a few SCEA members that are currently
working on a group project in the forma of a 2D scrolling adventure.   If
you are interested in getting in on some of our games design discussions
join us on Saturday nights at 9:00PM est in the Sony PalaceChat accessed off
the main Yaroze page.

Hope to see ya there.

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

Project: S.E.D.E

--MESSAGE FILE 16474 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16475 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 14:38:32 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mdm045.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; I)

I'm missing something... what Palace Chat?  I don't see any link for
that from the main Yaroze Page.

- Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> Hello all..
> 



> As you might have read there are a few SCEA members that are currently
> working on a group project in the forma of a 2D scrolling adventure.   If
> you are interested in getting in on some of our games design discussions
> join us on Saturday nights at 9:00PM est in the Sony PalaceChat accessed off
> the main Yaroze page.
> 
> Hope to see ya there.
> 
> Steve Tolin
> titan@vianet.on.ca
> 
> Project: S.E.D.E
--MESSAGE FILE 16475 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16476 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 18:52:28 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <70tl3c$dnq14@scea>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea> <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port27.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

The Auditorium....

It lauches the PalaceChat software..

Sorry for the confusion...

Joshua Meeds wrote in message <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net>...
>I'm missing something... what Palace Chat?  I don't see any link for
>that from the main Yaroze Page.
>
>- Joshua Meeds
>  Dreamwriter
>
>Steve Tolin wrote:
>>
>> Hello all..
>>
>> As you might have read there are a few SCEA members that are currently
>> working on a group project in the forma of a 2D scrolling adventure.   If
>> you are interested in getting in on some of our games design discussions
>> join us on Saturday nights at 9:00PM est in the Sony PalaceChat accessed
off
>> the main Yaroze page.
>>
>> Hope to see ya there.
>>
>> Steve Tolin
>> titan@vianet.on.ca
>>
>> Project: S.E.D.E

--MESSAGE FILE 16476 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000108html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16477 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 21:08:47 -0400
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36327A1F.55D2CE15@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea> <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net> 
<70tl3c$dnq14@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

> The Auditorium....
> 
> It lauches the PalaceChat software..

Is there a stand alone program for accessing the
chat rather than a web browser?  (And is there a
Linux version?)

You should log the chats and make them available
online.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16477 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16478 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Sun, 25 Oct 1998 18:09:39 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36336907.10010252@205.149.189.29>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea> <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net> 
<70tl3c$dnq14@scea> <36327A1F.55D2CE15@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sat, 24 Oct 1998 21:08:47 -0400, Dennis Payne
<dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote:

>Is there a stand alone program for accessing the
>chat rather than a web browser?  (And is there a
>Linux version?)

No, it's a Java app that runs in your browser.

>You should log the chats and make them available
>online.

I don't know of any way to do this at the present time. I'm hoping
that the new version will allow us to capture the chats.



Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16478 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16479 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Sun, 25 Oct 1998 20:49:19 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <3633FF4F.186779E5@sinclair.net>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea> <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net> 
<70tl3c$dnq14@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mdm-17-203.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Just to clear up some possible confusion, now that I know what you're
talking about, it's Placeware Chat.  I happen to have a commercial
program called Palace Chat, which is decent, and requires client
software.

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> The Auditorium....
> 
> It lauches the PalaceChat software..
> 
> Sorry for the confusion...
> 
> Joshua Meeds wrote in message <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net>...
> >I'm missing something... what Palace Chat?  I don't see any link for
> >that from the main Yaroze Page.
> >
> >- Joshua Meeds
> >  Dreamwriter
> >
> >Steve Tolin wrote:
> >>
> >> Hello all..
> >>
> >> As you might have read there are a few SCEA members that are currently
> >> working on a group project in the forma of a 2D scrolling adventure.   If
> >> you are interested in getting in on some of our games design discussions
> >> join us on Saturday nights at 9:00PM est in the Sony PalaceChat accessed
> off
> >> the main Yaroze page.
> >>
> >> Hope to see ya there.
> >>
> >> Steve Tolin
> >> titan@vianet.on.ca
> >>
> >> Project: S.E.D.E
--MESSAGE FILE 16479 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16480 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000112html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Game discussion
Date: Tue, 27 Oct 1998 12:04:30 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <714tui$eeg4@scea>
References: <70rri9$dnq13@scea> <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net> 
<70tl3c$dnq14@scea> <3633FF4F.186779E5@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port108.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Yup...  Joshua is right....   I also use Palace Chat which is totally
different software...

When I typed the original message I was using it so I had it on the brain...

Sorry about all the confusion...

Joshua Meeds wrote in message <3633FF4F.186779E5@sinclair.net>...
>Just to clear up some possible confusion, now that I know what you're
>talking about, it's Placeware Chat.  I happen to have a commercial
>program called Palace Chat, which is decent, and requires client
>software.
>
>Steve Tolin wrote:
>>
>> The Auditorium....
>>
>> It lauches the PalaceChat software..
>>
>> Sorry for the confusion...
>>
>> Joshua Meeds wrote in message <363248D8.4D618513@sinclair.net>...
>> >I'm missing something... what Palace Chat?  I don't see any link for
>> >that from the main Yaroze Page.
>> >
>> >- Joshua Meeds
>> >  Dreamwriter
>> >
>> >Steve Tolin wrote:
>> >>
>> >> Hello all..
>> >>
>> >> As you might have read there are a few SCEA members that are currently
>> >> working on a group project in the forma of a 2D scrolling adventure.
If
>> >> you are interested in getting in on some of our games design
discussions
>> >> join us on Saturday nights at 9:00PM est in the Sony PalaceChat
accessed
>> off
>> >> the main Yaroze page.
>> >>
>> >> Hope to see ya there.
>> >>
>> >> Steve Tolin
>> >> titan@vianet.on.ca
>> >>
>> >> Project: S.E.D.E



--MESSAGE FILE 16480 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16481 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jamin Frederick" <jamin1@psu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Dev FAQ 1.0
Date: Wed, 30 Dec 1998 20:22:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2353
Message-ID: <76ej38$g3o5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup359-pri.voicenet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Happy Holidays!

Yaroze Dev FAQ 1.0
September 1998

Compiled by Jamin Frederick
Net Yaroze Member SCEA
http://www.cse.psu.edu/~frederic
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
DEFINITIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this FAQ, I would like to keep some definitions consistent so that
there is no confusion about terminology.  If you are adding something
to this FAQ, please use the following conventions, thanks.

3D model
--------
the information making up the 3D representation of a game object; it
includes orientation of the primitives making up the object and their



coloring attributes

CLUT
----
Color Look-Up Table.  A color map for 4-bit and 8-bit sprites

display buffer (or display area or frame buffer)
------------------------------------------------
portion of video memory that actually gets displayed when the
playstation is running

image
-----
a 2D picture that is typically created by an artist and used for sprites
or model textures

main memory
-----------
memory used for normal program storage and operation; also the initial
place for all incoming code and data when a yaroze project is downloaded

object
------
the arbitrary game object in a Yaroze game, which can have state
information attached to it, including sprite and 3D model references

OT
--
ordering table, the thing that sorts primitives such as lines, sprites,
triangles, and quads

sound memory
------------
memory physically apart from main memory, used for storage and playback
of sound

sprite
------
portion of an image that is used to display a game object

texture
-------
portion of an image for mapping onto a model

texture page
------------
one of 64 portions of video memory that are labeled according to the
Playstation API

translucency
------------
image or polygons appear "clear", meaning you can see through them,
but still allowing original coloring to be seen

transparency
------------
doesn't show up at all, like the black background pixels of
a sprite

video memory
------------
memory physically apart from main memory, used for image
storage and blitting to display area of video memory



---------------------------------------------------------------------------
FILE FORMATS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Graphics:

 RSD - intermediate model file
 TIM - bitmap image file
 TMD - Playstation format model(s) file

Sound:

 DEF - instrument definition file
 SEQ - Playstation music sequence file.  Usually
  generated by SMF2SEQ.
 VAB - soundwave data file containing VAGs and a DEF
 VAG - individual soundwave data file.  Generated by
  AIFF2VAG or WAV2VAG.
  VB - soundwave data file generated by splitting a
  VAB
  VH - soundwave data file generated by splitting a
  VAB

Utilities:

   SIO - common SIOCONS batch file extension

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ADDITIONAL SONY UTILITIES
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Listed here are the utilities that are additional to the Net Yaroze
package received in the mail, and their upgrade histories.  They are
distributed and supported by the "official" Net Yaroze authorities (SCEI,
SCEE, and SCEA).

Rsdcat
v1.04
v1.06

Rsdlink
v3.7
v3.72

Tmdsort
v1.1
v1.25

Aiff2vag
v2.0
v3.1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
KNOWN BUGS, ERRORS, OR TYPOS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------



1) In the green manual, RotMatrix(MATRIX *m, SVECTOR *r) should actually
be RotMatrix(SVECTOR *r, MATRIX *m)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
STARTUP / TROUBLESHOOTING
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

See the following:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/problems/trblsht.htm

1) How do I use the memory card to store the default baud rate?

Information on this is available on the [SCEA] Yaroze web site in the
file BAUDRATE.ZIP located in the MISC section of the file area.

2) Why can't I see all the pixels on my TV screen? Part of the image is
cut off on all sides.

Most TV s do not display the entire image broadcast to them. The size of�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
the border varies from set to set, but for 320x240 mode it can be as much
as 27 pixels on all sides. For this reason, it is recommended that you not
display information critical to the game in these areas. A good rule of
thumb is to limit your game play to the center 266x200 pixels.

3) What can I do if I get "Out of environment space" when I try to build
a project?

There are a couple of ways to increase your environment space, depending
on your operating system. The easiest is to add "/e:4096" to the SHELL=
line in your CONFIG.SYS file. If you do not have a "SHELL=" line in your
config.sys file, you can add one. The format for the command is:

SHELL=<full path to command.com> /E:<memory size> /p

If your COMMAND.COM is at the root of your C: drive, the command would be:

SHELL=C:\command.com /E:4096 /p

You may also need to add the following line to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file:

SET GO32=DPMIStack 500000

After making these changes, you must reboot your computer before they will
take effect.

4) Why is display from my Net Yaroze is completely grey and grainy /
shudders?

You may be running an NTSC configured program on a PAL configured monitor.
If you have the source, make sure that the program contains a
SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL) command and does not contain a
SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC) command. If you only have the executable, you can
pick up the 'Screen Mode Changer' (N!K/Napalm) from the Napalm hacker site
(see link section) - it is able to change executables which contain a
SetVideoMode(...) command. If, like me, you own an old Amiga monitor
(1084/1084S/CM1884), an RGB to SCART cable should do the trick - forget



your old Amiga lead!

5) I am trying to use graphic functions, but the screen locks / judders?

These kind of effects can occur when you haven't allocated enough GPU
packet space.

6) What does "BUS ERROR ON DATA LOAD" mean when I upload files to main
memory?

a) You're loading code/data into main memory at an improper address.  Make
sure the address is from 0x80090000 to 0xFFFFFF00.

b) A bus error often occurs when you write words or double words to an
odd address.  Check you're not uploading to funny or uneven offsets.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
YAROZE PLATFORM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) What's this 0x00000000 stuff mean?

This is a hex value, which is 32 bits, meaning 8 hex digits corresponds to
32 binary digits (4 bits per hex digit). The PSX has a 32-bit  address
space, meaning all operations with memory are done with 8-digit hex
values. Some other addresses are 4 hex digits = 16 bits, like device
memory, but most things are done with 8-digit hex values.

2) What's the difference between uchar and ushort and ulong?

The "u" stands for unsigned, so any values you stick in the variable
can't be negative. This gives you twice the numbers you can get from
"signed" variables char, short, and long. Unsigned variables are ideal
for memory addresses, though, since they are never negative -- uchar
gives you 8 bits of storage, or addresses from 0x00 to 0xff, ushort
gives you 16 bits of storage, or addresses from 0x0000 to 0xffff, and
ulong gives you 32 bits of storage, or addresses from 0x00000000 to
0xffffffff.

3) Why do I have to load data at 0x80090000? What about those other
addresses mentioned in the manual?

For the yaroze system, the only valid memory-mapped addresses (meaning if
you stick stuff at these locations, it gets "mapped" to the actual
playstation RAM) are 0x80000000 to 0x801fffff. This is exactly 2
megabytes, or 2,097,152 (2 * 2 ^ 20) bytes, to be exact. The other
locations are not used on the yaroze.  The only valid space for us is
0x80090000 to 0x801fff00 (1,507,072 bytes), since the rest is being used
for the system. That's why data is usually started at 0x80090000, and
added upwards. Your program may be loaded anywhere in this space,
depending on where you tell your compiler to load it, but it's usually
loaded up towards the top. There has to be enough space upwards for the
program itself (code and heap), plus the amount the stack will grow.  The
program's stack usually starts at the top of our usable space, which is
0x801fff00, and grows down until it collides with the loaded program
(this is bad). That's why it's up to the programmer to figure out how
much his stack will grow, and tell the compiler to place the program
low enough in memory so that the stack doesn't end up running into it.



Typical Setup:

  SYSTEM (OS) STACK (0x801FFFFF)
  PROGRAM STACK (0x801FFF00)
    |
    |
    *

  (hope the stack and heap don't collide!)

    *
    |
    |
  PROGRAM HEAP
  PROGRAM CODE (stays same size)
  DATA N
    ...
  DATA 3
  DATA 2
  DATA 1 (0x80090000)
  OTHER OS GOODIES (0x80000000)

You can set the PROGRAM STACK and PROGRAM CODE in your compiler and the
DATA 1 - DATA N in your yaroze batch file.

4) What's fixed point?

Fixed point is an alternative to floating point, and is quicker since it
actually uses integer hardware and not any special floating-point
hardware.  It is actually a trick done with integers, and tends not to be
quite as accurate as true floating point operations, so you have to watch
it when rotating and scaling models, and make sure they're not getting
distorted.

The Playstation uses 12-bit fixed point, meaning there's 12 bits of a
short (16-bit) integer allocated to the decimal portion of a number (3
bits are used for the integer part, and 1 for the sign).  The Playstation
uses fixed point for the following cases:

a) Sprite rotation
b) Sprite scale
c) 3D normals

See the following web page for more info on fixed point:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

5) How do I get C++ to work?

Take a look at these web sites:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/cplus.html
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell2.html

6) Are there any naming conventions established for the Net Yaroze when
using the memory card to store game information?

Please follow the conventions outlined below. While not mandatory,
commercially released games expect save files to be in this format, and
may behave unpredictably if they encounter a Memory Card with a file that
is not.



  File Names

  =========

  Use the following structure for file names.

  Bytes Contents Notes

  0 Magic Number Always 'B'

  1 Region Japan: 'I' (*1)

  North America: 'A'

  Europe: 'E'

  2-11 "NETYAROZE"

  12-20 User/Public Use only non-0x00,

  0x2a(*),0x3f(?) ASCII.

  End with 0x00.

  *1: None are checked by the system

  Example: If the product code is SLPS-00001, the file name's first 12
    characters are BISLPS-00001. Always add zeros to make the numerical
    portion 5 digits.

  File Headers

  ==========

  Put the following headers at the start of each file.

  Bytes Contents Notes

  2 Magic number Always 'SC'

  1 Type See "Type Field" table below

  1 Number of slots

  64 Text name Shift JIS, (*1)

  28 Pad

  32 CLUT

  128 Icon image (1) 16 x 16 x 4 bits

  128 Icon image (2) Type: 0x12, 0x13 only

  128 Icon image (3) Type: 0x13 only

  128 x N Data Varies

  *1: Non-kanji and primary standard kanji only, full-size 32 characters.

  Type Field

  ========



  Type Number of icon images (automatically replaced animation)

  0x11 1

  0x12 2

  0x13 3

7) How do I read the controller?

The controllers are read automatically during the vertical blank interval.
All you need to do is provide a pair of variables to store the controller
state and register those variables with the Yaroze libraries. Like this:

volatile u_char *Cont0;
volatile u_char *Cont1;

GetPadBuf(&Cont0, &Cont1);

Once this has been done, the controllers can be referenced as Cont0 and
Cont1.  For more information see Section 12, "Peripheral Devices
Management," in the Yaroze User Guide.

8) In the sample programs I see ResetGraph(3). The manual does not
document what the value of 3 is supposed to do.

ResetGraph(3) is essentially the same as ResetGraph(0) except that the
current screen mode is maintained and the screen is not cleared.

9) Why does the screen flicker in interlace mode?

In interlace mode, the entire screen must be drawn between Vsync's. In
NTSC mode this means that you must be able to draw the entire screen 60
times a second. If not, flicker will occur.

For more information see Section 5, "Frame Buffer Access," in the Yaroze
User Guide.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
ORDERING TABLE, SORTING, DISPLAY LOOP, ETC.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) What is an Ordering Table?

An Ordering Table is a list of items to be drawn on the screen. The
Ordering Table can also implement a simple Z-buffer algorithm to ensure
that closer  objects are not drawn under objects that are deeper  into�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
the screen. You can think of an Ordering Table as a series of transparent
layers laid on top of the other. Any number of objects can be drawn on
each of the layers. The layers are drawn from the back toward the front.

For more information see Section 6, "Integrated Graphics," in the Yaroze
User Guide.

2) What is a Packet?

A packet is sometimes referred to as a primitive. It is the smallest unit



that can be dealt with by the GPU.

For more information see Section 6, "Integrated Graphics," in the Yaroze
User Guide.

3) In the sample programs, the packet area is defined as:

PACKET GpuPacketArea[2][PACKET_CNT*(20+4)];

What does this mean?

Four (4) bytes are used for the tag area of the packet. Twenty (20) bytes
is the largest possible primitive packet, hence, (20+4) bytes per packet.
You may use a smaller value than 20, like (n+4) where n is the size of the
largest possible packet in your models. Information on the number and size
of the primitives is reported when you run the RSD2TMD tool. Using these
values, you can calculate the largest memory block taken by all the
primitives in your world and use that area as the GS packet area.

4) How does priority work in the ordering table?

For each "primitive" that you "sort", you can give a priority of 0 to
2^MY_OT_LENGTH - 1, where 0 is the frontmost to the screen, and
2^MY_OT_LENGTH - 1 is backmost on the screen.  So obviously, increasing
MY_OT_LENGTH gives you more layers, or priorities, to work with.

If you sort primitives at the *same* priority, then the ones you sort
first are drawn last, meaning they will appear frontmost (at that priority
level) when displayed.

5) How does the display loop work?  Do I sort stuff and update stuff every
single cycle, or what?

You should sort your primitives each frame (with the appropriate SortXXX()
functions), since the screen is entirely updated anew each time DrawOt()
is called.  However, this does not mean you have to update the other
attributes of your game objects at each frame, which may not benefit from
being updated as quickly as this.  Alternatively, you can keep track of
the number of times the screen was redrawn with a variable called LoopCnt,
which can be incremented after DrawOt(), and only change game object
attributes at certain intervals:

if(LoopCnt % Interval == 0)
  ..Do Object Update..

So by varying Interval, you can change how often you want your object to
get updated -- big Interval for longer times, small Interval for quicker
times.  Note that LoopCnt can be incremented forever if it is unsigned --
it will just wrap around to 0 again after it hits its maximum.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPRITES
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How do sprites work?

Sprites are simply references to rectangular regions in video memory that
are transferred to the "display" or "frame buffer" position in  video
memory when they are "sorted" into the ordering table.  So to make these
images appear, you must load textures (also called bitmaps or TIMs) into



the video memory first, and set up your sprites so that they reference
portions of these textures.  So what the playstation does is simply make
use of the information stored in the sprite to "blit", or transfer, the
pixels from one part of video memory to the other.  The reason it is done
this way is that copying from video mem to video mem is much faster than
main mem to video mem.

2) What's the deal with video memory -- what's with the 4-bit, 8-bit, and
16-bit stuff?

TIM images can be specified as either 4-bit, 8-bit, or 16-bit (or 24-bit,
but that will be covered later) meaning that there are 4, 8, or 16 bits of
information, respectively, for each pixel in the image.  However, all
image colors on the playstation (besides the 24-bit true color picture
mode) are displayed using 15 bits of information for the actual RGB
values altogether -- 5 bits for R, 5 bits for G, and 5 bits for B.
However, unsigned shorts are 16 bits, meaning there's one bit left over
when storing a color -- and this is used for "translucency". This bit is
'1' if the color is to be considered for translucency (the docs call it
"transparency", but I reserve this word for something else).  In other
words, if a sprite or model texture using this color would like to be
translucent, then the translucent color will be calculated.  Otherwise,
if the bit is '0', the color will not even be considered for translucency,
even if the sprite or texture feels like being translucent. Note that
there's a special case if each R,G,B value is 0, and then the remaining
bit is considered as something totally different -- which I call
"transparency", which is what is used to draw sprites without the black
background.  In this case, the 0 and 1 stand for the color black to be
considered transparent or not when blitting the image.

So even though 16 bits are used for color, what about 4-bit and 8-bit
TIMs? Well, obviously, 4-bit and 8-bit TIMs take up less space than
16-bit TIMs, which have a 16-bit value for each pixel, which is the
actual color of the image pixel.  4-bit and 8-bit TIMs work differently,
though.  Instead of using their data bits for actual color, their data
bits are used to reference a *table* of 16-bit colors (remember, I said
all object colors are really 16-bit).  This is where the term "CLUT"
comes into play.  With 4 bits, 16 different CLUT entries can be accessed,
and for 8 bits, 256 different CLUT entries can be accessed.  So 4-bit
TIMs need to include a 16-value CLUT, and 8-bit TIMs need to include a
256-value CLUT.  The CLUT values themselves are 16-bit, though, since
they're referring to an actual color (well, actually 15-bit color...this
is where some confusion sometimes arises).  There are tools to edit the
pixel positions and CLUT positions of the TIM image in video memory --
the TIM must include both the pixel information and the CLUT itself.

What about video memory?  Well, the video memory is considered to be
1024 x 512 *pixels* -- where a pixel is an unsigned 16-bit color value.
But the TIMs contained in video memory (when transferred with LoadImage())
are actually compressed, so that one "video memory pixel" takes up *two*
8-bit TIM pixels, and *four* 4-bit TIM pixels.  But remember, these pixels
represent CLUT look-up values, not actual 16-bit colors.  So the TIM
sprites are actually "squished" in video memory, before they get to have
fun in their decompressed state over in the display buffer.

So what this means is that all of the sprites you see on the screen are
actually 16-bit pixels, not 4-bit or 8-bit CLUT pixels -- so what actually
happens when a blit occurs in the video memory with a 4-bit or 8-bit
image, is that the playstation automatically references the TIM's pixel
color by referencing the CLUT, and expands the pixel in its true color on
the display buffer.  Pretty neat, huh?



3) What's (x,y), (mx,my), and (u,v) for in the sprite structure GsSPRITE?

The vars x and y refer to the sprite's position on the screen when it is
sorted to the OT.  However, note that this x and y is with respect to the
sprite's center, which is denoted by the vars mx and my.  These vars
describe the "center" of the sprite, which is the thing that gets placed
at x and y on the screen.  This can be used if you want to refer to some
other part of the sprite as the center, instead of the upper left corner.
Note that x and y can be negative, or even larger than the screen, but
this does not cause an error.  The OT compensates and automatically
"clips" the sprite if it is partially or even totally off screen.

The u and v refer to the *pixel* location of the sprite's upper left
corner with reference to its parent image (or texture page, or TIM).
This can be considered as if the sprite is already expanded from its
original 4-bit or 8-bit compressed image size.  So if my sprite starts
on pixel 20 over and on pixel 10 down in my TIM (just like it is painted,
not worrying about compression), then you just specify (u,v) = (20, 10).
The playstation takes care of the actual referencing in video memory,
which takes into consideration the compression and the texture offset
in video memory, via the information included in the TIM file.

4) Why are my sprites colored wrong?

a) Check the CLUT position in TimTool.  All CLUTS must have unique
positions in video mem; if any of them are the same, one CLUT will get
loaded over another, using the color scheme of the other picture.

b) Check the image positions of all images within the video memory with
TimTool.  If any images are overlapping, you will get this effect.  Make
sure no images are hidden underneath another, either.

5) Why do my sprite textures look misaligned, or shifted some, on the
screen?

Double check the alignment of the texture in TimTool. Sometimes TimTool
nudges the texture down some, messing up what you might think is the
proper offset for the texture.

6) Why is my sprite losing pixels, especially along the vertical axis?

Try changing sprite scaling from 4096 to 4095.

7) Do my sprites have to be in a special position within an image?  I
heard they have to be on even coords or something.

You may get display problems if your sprites are not aligned on
appropriate boundaries:

"Sprite data (or TIMs) should be horizontally aligned on 16-bit
bounderies, i.e.,  4-bit images should be on 4 pixel boundaries, and
8-bit images on 2 pixel boundaries."

"Fast Sprites (not scaled or rotated) must have even u co-ords, and even
widths (Because the GPU renders them 2 pixels at a time).  The v position
is not limited however."

8) How can I cycle colors on my sprites?



Use MoveImage() to make a copy in video memory of the CLUT of the image
that the sprite is using (to somewhere below the original CLUT), and
between update frames, use MoveImage() to copy colors from the copied
CLUT into the original CLUT, and the palette colors that are mapped to
the sprite will give it an appearance of cycling, if it's set up right.
Check out Jamin Frederick's palette library, which you can use to do this.

9) How can I do pixel-by-pixel collision detection on my sprites?

Typically, you can use just bounding boxes to see if sprites collide, but
sometimes it is necessary to get down to the pixel level.  One way to do
this is to first see if the bounding boxes intersect, and if they do, then
you can do a pixel-by-pixel collision detection on the intersection
rectangle of the corresponding sprite images.  The only problem is that
these images are in video memory, unless you haven't written over the
images that are in main memory when they originally were copied over from
the com utility.  In other words, we don't really have byte-by-byte
access to the video memory for close comparisons, so we are forced to
work with main memory.  So once you get access to the intersection
rectangles of the sprite images, all you have to do is compare
corresponding pixels in the rectangles, one at a time, until you get a
"hit" (non-black) pixel from one image with a "hit" pixel from the other
image.  However, this involves some rather tricky interpretation of the
TIM image data in main memory.

10) What other methods of collision detection are there?

>From a newsgroup discussion:

"Have you considered whether a pixel-by-pixel collision detect is
*really* necessary? It sounds so time expensive when you could be doing
some freaky special effects or better AI or something instead... I've
used gobs of weird hacks for collision detection in games, and I've
always been able to find a way around pixel-by-pixel. I thought I'd list
some of them off:

0. Make your game so intense no one has time to notice that collisions
are pixel exact or not.

1. Simple shapes as hit regions - design the art so it fits well into
shapes that are easy to mathematically check against, like rectangles,
circles, and triangles.

2. Rotated simple shapes as hit regions - sometimes you've got objects
that can rotate - rotating a rectangle and checking it against another
rotated rectangle is still cheaper than pixel-by-pixel.

3. Stick Figures. Say you've got a figure like a character in a 2d
fighter. Make a simple stick figure that mimics the shape and motion of
the sprite, ie: a line for the head, a line for upper arm, lower arm,
hand, two lines for the torso, etc. etc. Then to do hit detect with the
other character in the game all you have to do is treat each line as a
fat line and check them against the fat lines in the other character.
This has the advantage of letting you know that the hand connected with
the noggin.

4. Simple hierarchical shapes. Say you've got a top down view of the TOS
U.S.S. Enterprise on the screen. Do your hit detecting on a circle and
three rectangles, one for the two engines and one for the engineering
hull, with the rectangles of course rotated according to the orientation
of the ship on the screen.



5. Polygon shapes. Make a polygon outline that fits around the shape as
tightly as you'd like so that game feels good, then check for
intersection with collidable objects. If you design it right you can
have one complicated polygon collision shape which you test against some
trivial shape like a rectangle, but even still, poly-poly intersection is
faster than pixel-by-pixel, unless your sprites are really tiny, in which
case suggestion number 1. is probably the best IMO." -- Nick Porcino

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
IMAGES
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) What is a texture page, and why does the Yaroze system use them?

A tpage is a memory area in the frame buffer that stores images used for
texturing a 3D model, or 2D sprite. They are used to make it easier to
reference a portion of the frame buffer. A texture page ID is simply a
form of shorthand for referring to a specific rectangular block of the
frame buffer using a single byte rather than a complete set of
coordinates.

This also allows the texture UV coordinates to be specified as 8-bit
values that reference an offset from the start of the texture page,
instead of 16-bit values that reference an offset into the frame buffer
as a whole.

2) Where do my images have to be aligned in video memory?

They should be aligned on 16-bit boundaries.  Try to ensure that your
TIM stays within one of the 32 designated texture pages.

3) Can I have more than one image on a given texture page?  Can I arrange
several images next to each other within the texture page?

Yes, as long as you abide by 2).

4) What's the max size of a sprite? Does it depend on the number of
colors?

Max size of a sprite is 256 x 256 pixels, no matter how few colors it
is.  One of the reasons is because sprites are referenced (u,v) via
pixel offsets of texture pages (or TIMs), and since u and v are both
unsigned chars, the biggest they can both be is 255, meaning sprite
(u,v)s can only be from (0,0) to (255, 255).

Here's an informative snippet from a newsgroup:

"Sprites can be a maximum of 256 * 256. It's important to distinguish
between the RENDERED width (the width you see on the screen) and the
DATA width (the width of the image in VRAM). If you're using a 15-bit
TIM, the rendered width is the same as the data width. For an 8 bit TIM,
the rendered width is double the width of the data width, because the
data is compressed into half the space. And for a 4 bit tim, the rendered
width is 4 times the size of the data width, for similar reasons.

The size of a texture page is always 256x256 _rendered_ pixels, but in
terms of VRAM this might mean 256, 128 or 64 VRAM words (16 bits each)
depending on whether you're using 15bit, 8bit or 4bit tims.



When you're specifying UV coords, it's in rendered pixels, not VRAM words.
Thus the maximum UV coords you can specify are always 255,255, and the
smallest is 0,0. If you want to display something bigger, you'll have to
split it up into more than one sprite."

5) Where are the best places for CLUTs in video memory?

The typical convention is placement below the display buffers, since the
area is too small to have any decent-sized sprites down there.

6) How do you set up transparency for a sprite / texture?

"Ensure that when you converted your bitmap to TIM format that you have
enabled the transparency bit.  This can be done by putting a checkmark
in the appropriate boxes in TimUtil.  Then, when setting up your GsSPRITE
structure, make sure the transparency attribute is set correctly."

More specifically, each 15-bit color in a TIM has an additional bit
left over in the 16-bit word.  When this 15-bit color is black (meaning
all 15 bits are 0), then the left-over bit determines whether the black
is transparent or not when the sprite or texture is displayed on the
screen (only the color black can be used for transparency on the
Playstation).  If it is 0, then the black is transparent (not drawn).
If it is 1, then it is drawn as black.  This tranlucency applies to
all individual sprites or textures using the particular color (either
direct or as a look-up value).

You do not have to specifically tell a sprite or texture to turn on
transparency processing; setting the last color bit of black to 0 in the
TIM as explained above is enough.

7) How do you set up translucency for a sprite / texture / polygon /
model?

When a 15-bit color in a TIM is non-black (something other than all
15 bits zero), it is able to become a translucent color.  This means that
any sprite or texture using this color will show it as translucent only
if the remaining bit left over (of the 16-bit color word) is 1, AND the
translucency feature is turned on for the particular sprite or texture.
Note that a sprite or texture also has one of four translucency settings
that can apply when the translucency feature is turned on.

For sprites, the translucency flag and settings are contained in the
attribute field of the GsSPRITE struct.  For textures, the translucency
flag (to make either the texture on the polygon or the polygon itself
translucent) is within the TMD > PRIMITIVE > MyPolyPacket > Mode data
block, and settings (to set the translucency level of just the texture)
are within the TMD > PRIMITIVE > MyPolyPacket > TSB data block. These
individual polygon settings can more easily be specified in a modeler
tool such as RSDform, however.  If you want to change model polygons
dynamically, though, then you'll have to fool around with the TMD data
blocks in memory.

It seems that translucency must be applied on a sprite-by-sprite or
polygon-by-polygon basis, so you must turn on each polygon to translucent
in order to make an entire model translucent.

8) What do the different translucency settings mean?

 50% back +  50% polygon



100% back + 100% polygon
100% back - 100% polygon
100% back +  25% polygon

This is additive translucency which manipulates the RGB values per pixel
based on the new image's RGB values.  For example, if you use the "50%
back + 50% polygon", then for each pixel in the display buffer (where the
new image is being placed) the old pixel's RGB values are reduced by 50%
intensity and are added to 50% of the intensitiy of the new image.

9) Why do you have to specify translucency for GetTPage()?

"You can use GetTPage to calculate the tsb section of a tmd primitive
which does require the semi-transpency rate.  Just & the result with 31
to get the Texture page number." -- Jim

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
BACKGROUNDS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How does the 16x16 pixel tiling work?

There is a special Playstation function called GsSortFixBg16(), which
will automatically sort an entire background composed of 16x16 pixel
tile images if you set it up right.

2) How do I make tiled backgrounds with sprites (bigger than 16x16 pixel
tiles)?

This is a nifty trick.  The ordering table accepts information in the
sprite struct (GsSPRITE) that you give it as a *new* sprite, so that
you don't have to maintain the same information in the struct within a
screen update.  So what you can do is keep changing the info in the sprite
struct and sort it into the OT.  So to make a checkered background, for
instance, you just need a black square struct and a white square struct,
and repeatedly sort them while changing their positions.

3) How does the offsetting work -- I mean, how do you get sprites to
scroll around in the background and stuff (2D)?

It usually depends on the game, but here it goes...

First of all, let's draw a difference between a game object and a game
sprite.  A game object is something in the game that has a state and
presence, but is not necessarily displayed.  A sprite is just a
representation of the object ON THE SCREEN, and always refers to the
thing being displayed.  So an object can easily have many sprites, each
one representing different states of the object, or an object's current
position on the screen.

Ok, so first you set up a world coordinate system, where all of the
objects that you intend to have in the game are given a position in the
world. So all the changes that you give to your objects are with respect
to the world coordinates, NOT THE SPRITE COORDINATES.  The reason for
this is that the sprite coordinates can be calculated from the object's
position in the world with respect to the SCREEN's position in the world.
That's right -- you consider the "game screen" to have a position in the
world as well, so that when you want to "scroll around" the world, you're



just moving the screen's position around in the world,  and the sprites
that get displayed on your screen are just a result of them being around
the screen when it gets close to them in the world.

So for instance, if you chose your world to start at (0,0) in the top
left corner, then you could assign objects coordinates like (8,20) or
(67,258) or (600,780) or even (4563,23453), depending on  how big you
want to make your world.  Of course you're limited by how large your
numbers can get, which for an unsigned long (32-bit) is 0 to
4,294,967,295.  So just imagine that you have a bunch of  (rectangular)
objects positioned in your world like this (usually when you're referring
to an object's world coord, it is the upper left corner of its rectangle,
at least in this example) and think about a  rectangular, 320x240 screen,
moving and scrolling around in the world  with them (again using the
upper-left corner pixel as the world coord).   Now to get them to be on
the proper position on the screen, you want  their sprite representations
to be according to where the object is in reference to the screen in the
world.  If the object stays still and the screen moves, for instance, well
then the sprite moves on the screen even though the object hasn't moved
in the world at all.  So what you have to do is set up a relation between
the sprite and the screen.   It's just:

  SpriteX = ObjectX - ScreenX
       SpriteY = ObjectY - ScreenY

So if the object position gets bigger with the screen position fixed,
then the sprite position gets bigger, and moves right and down on the
screen.  If the screen position gets bigger with the object position
fixed, then the sprite position get smaller, and moves left and up on
the screen.  Now remember, this example is all in terms of the origin
of the world being to the upper left, and the origin of the objects and
screen at the upper left of their bounding boxes as well.

When you give the OT a sprite to sort, you're giving it the sprite's
SCREEN position.  From experimentation I have found out that this does
not mean it has to be from (0,0) - (SCREENW-1, SCREENH-1), but it can be
any number at all, even negative!  The Playstation compensates and does
all the clipping for you, so that the formula above works fine when using
SpriteX and SpriteY as the position to be be placed on the screen.

If you have trouble visualizing it, just start out with 1 object and the
screen at the origin of the world, and imagining what happens to the
sprite image on the screen when you try to move either one according
to the formula:

ORIGIN
  +-------+------+--------------------------+
  |       |      |                          |
  |OBJECT |      |                          |
  |-------+      |                          |
  |              |                          |
  |   SCREEN     |                          |
  |              |                          |
  +--------------+                          |
  |                        WORLD            |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |
  |                                         |
  +-----------------------------------------+

4) Why am I getting a "banding" effect with my background tiles, where a



vertical line in the tile is smeared over a pixel?

The individual tile textures of a background each have to be on an even u
coordinate. If each sprite texture is not positioned on an even number in
the video memory, you will get this effect.  This can easily happen if you
use gridlines to separate your tiles for easy editing, for instance.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
3D GRAPHICS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How do I create a 3D object?

3D objects can be created using a variety of modeling and/or CAD programs.
Any program that can output a 3D DXF file can be used. Once you have
created a DXF file, you run the program DXF2RSD.EXE to convert it into a
format usable with the Yaroze.

For more information see Section 14, "Graphic Tools," in the Yaroze User
Guide.

2) What is the 3D coordinate system of the playstation? I've looked
everywhere in the manuals but couldn't find a simple description!

It's actually a right-handed coordinate system, meaning (with your right
hand) +X cross +Y gives you +Z. The +X axis is to the right of the screen,
+Y is down on the screen, and +Z is in towards (behind) the screen.

3) What is the direction of positive rotation around the x, y, and z axes?

Each positive rotation goes counter-clockwise when the positive axis is
pointing at you.  Again, it's the right hand rule:  put your (right) thumb
in the direction of the positive axis, and curl your fingers.  The
direction your four fingers point and curl is the direction that things
get rotated about that axis.

4) What's the difference between RSD and TMD?

RSD is the file format used to convert from modelers, similar to DXF and
other model formats.  It is in ascii, making it easy to edit by hand.  The
info making up an RSD is actually four files, .rsd, .ply, .mat, and .grp.
It's easy to mix up talking about RSD (which includes all four files) with
just .rsd.  A modeler converting to RSD will generate all four of these
files.  Also, an RSD refers to only one model, and the grouping
information (.grp) in the model doesn't carry over to TMD.

TMD is the file format the playstation uses, and the data making up this
file actually resides in memory when your Yaroze program is drawing
objects on the screen.  A TMD can have more than one model, and each model
has its own set of primitives, which are made up of those model's own
vertices and normals.  Each primitive is described in detail as a
triangle, quad, flat shaded, gourand shaded, colored, color gradated, or
textured.  All the combinations are described in the Sony online docs.

5) Are the coordinates different in RSD and TMD?

RSD and TMD both use floating point for coordinate x, y, and z of points,
but they differ in the polygon normal representation.  RSD uses a



floating point number for each normal component, while TMD uses fixed
point (12:3), with 4096 (2^12) representing one coordinate unit.

6) How can I see information on my RSD?

To view an RSD, use RSDTool.  To get information on the vertex extents
and "center" position, do rsdform -v mymodel.rsd.  Follow this with > to
output to a file.

7) How can I see information on my TMD?

To view a TMD, try this:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/ftp/demos/yaroze/tmdview.ZIP

You can also get vertex information on the TMD when you are converting
from the RSD with rsdlink, just do rsdlink -v mymodel.rsd or rsdlink -info
mymodel.rsd.  Follow this with > to output to a file.

8) Can I save multiple models in one RSD file?

Yes and no.  An RSD contains only one model per file, so if you wish to
put several models into one RSD with rsdcat, you are really only merging
several models into one big one, and in effect, merging three coordinate
systems into one.

9) Can I save multiple RSD models to one TMD file?

Yes.  Unlike RSD files, TMD files can make references to several different
models within the file.  To put several RSD models together into one TMD,
you can use rsdlink with several RSD file names as arguments (see top of
p.149 in yellow manual).

10) What do the coordinates mean in rsdform (option -v)?  What is
"center"?

These coordinates refer to the offsets from the model's coordinate system.
If you "translate" the model with rsdform, you are moving all the
vertices within the fixed model coord system, and you can imagine a
bounding box of all the vertices that comprise the primitives of the
model moving around in space with respect to the model's fixed coordinate
axis.  The "center" is just a reference to the center of mass of the
model, which can usually be specified within a modeler program.  The
playstation will rotate models around (0,0,0) of the coordinate system,
*not* the "center", which can be a nonzero offset from (0,0,0).

When you save an object in a modeler and it is not placed in the middle
of the world, for instance at (8, 10, 12), the "center" in your RSD will
appear as (8, 10, 12).  To get the model back to the origin (so that it
rotates correctly) you need to translate back to (-8, -10, -12).  However,
many times you will want to use this information, for instance, if you
have several objects and need to know their relative offset position,
such as a helicopter and its blades.  You would need to know how high
the blades are in the world originally, so that you can offset them with
respect to the helicopter when you're actually drawing them in your
program.

The origin of the model's coord system (0,0,0) is the point that is
referred to when translating the model in your program.  So if I give m
 model's translation vector (.t) in my program the value of (5, 2, 10),



the model's origin will be at (5, 2, 10), and all the primitives will be
drawn around this point.

11) How do I assign parents to other objects?

When initializing your object's coordinate system, instead of doing
GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &MyObjectCoord), do
GsInitCoordinate2(&MyParentCoord, &MyObjectCoord), assuming you already
initialized &MyParentCoord with WORLD or some other coordinate system.
Each argument is a pointer to type GsCOORDINATE2, which includes a matrix
that describes the coordinate system you are using.  So then, after the
initialization is done, all of the offsets of your model are with
reference to the parent coordinate system.  For example:

GsCOORDINATE2 MyParentCoord;
GsCOORDINATE2 MyObjectCoord;

// the coords of an object with MyParentCoord are in the world
GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &MyParentCoord);

// the coords of an object with MyObjectCoord are w.r.t. the parent
GsInitCoordinate2(&MyParentCoord, &MyObjectCoord);

So if you had an GsDOBJ2 handler representing a tank, make its coord2
member point to MyParentCoord (the tank is the parent), and if you had a
GsDOBJ2 handler representing the tank turret, make its coord2 member point
to MyObjectCoord (the tank turret is the child).  Now if the turret is at
(0,0,0), it will be at the tank model's origin.  You'll probably want to
tranlate the turret to (0, -1000, 0) or so, depending on your model, and
everywhere the tank moves (in the world), the tank turret will follow.

12) How do I rotate an object?

First you have to know that all models rotate about the origin (0,0,0) of
your model's coordinate system (do rsdform -v mymodel.rsd).  This means
that however your primitives are placed in your RSD, they will rotate
around this point.  So if the "center" of your model (representing the
actual center of your model) is not (0,0,0), translate it (with rsdform
-t <x> <y> <z> mymodel.rsd) there first before you rotate it.

Assume there is an initialized GsCOORDINATE2 Coord structure (belonging
to the object which I am rotating), and I want to rotate the object (RotX,
RotY, RotZ) more than it was before.  The model coordinates represented
in the Coord.coord structure will be transformed from where they were the
last time, destroying the last position information:

MATRIX TempMatrix;
SVECTOR RotVector;

// this makes a vector
RotVector.vx = RotX;
RotVector.vy = RotY;
RotVector.vz = RotZ;

// this turns the angular displacement into a matrix, so that I can
//  multiply matrices
RotMatrix(&RotVector, &TempMatrix);

// multiply original coord matrix by "rotation" matrix, which changes
//  the position coordinates
MulMatrix0(&Coord.coord, &TempMatrix, &Coord.coord);



// object should be redrawn now since it changed
Coord.flg = 0;

Note: Your model may become distorted after several rotations if this
method is used. "The problem with matrix concatenation is that precision
errors accumulate and build up to produce scaling and shearing of your
object.  This happens very quickly for integer based matrices [which the
playstation uses] but also occurs for eventually for floating point
matrices." Try the following alternative to avoid this error accumulation:

GsCOORDINATE2 Coord;
SVECTOR RotVector = { 0, 0, 0 };
SVECTOR Position  = { 0, 0, 0 };

I want to rotate this object by 100 degrees around the Y, and move it to
the position X=20, Y=30, Z= 50;

MATRIX TempMatrix;
SVECTOR RotVector;

RotVector.vy = 100 * 360 / 4096;  (4096 = 360 degrees)
Position.vx = 20;
Position.vy = 30;
Position.vz = 50;

// Creates the rotation matrix.
RotMatrix(&RotVector, &Coord.coord);

// Fills in the Translation part of the rotation matrix.
RotVector.coord.t[0] = Position.vx;
RotVector.coord.t[1] = Position.vy;
RotVector.coord.t[2] = Position.vz;

// Let the system know that this matrix has changed.
Coord.flg = 0;

13) How do you advance an object in the direction it's facing?

Assuming that your model starts out pointing in the +z direction, and you
want to advance U units, and that your object has a GsCOORDINATE2 Coord
struct:

SVECTOR StartVector;
SVECTOR CurrentDir;

// assume origin points exactly towards +z direction
StartVector.vx = 0;
StartVector.vy = 0;
StartVector.vz = ONE;

// multiply original orientation (start vector) by current orientation
//  matrix, to get the current direction vector
ApplyMatrixSV(&Coord.coord, &StartVector, &CurrentDir);

// add a multiple (units) of the current direction to the current
//  translation
Coord.coord.t[0] += (U * CurrentDir.vx) / ONE;
Coord.coord.t[1] += (U * CurrentDir.vy) / ONE;
Coord.coord.t[2] += (U * CurrentDir.vz) / ONE;

// the object should be updated now
Coord.flg = 0;



Note: You could use 1 instead of ONE=4096, and then not divide later on
by ONE, but you'd get considerable error if you don't "pump up" your
start vector to a suitable size because of the integer precision.

14) What does GsGetLs(), GsSetLs(), and Gs--- actually do?

GsGetLs() will create the Local to Screen matrix. It also checks the flg
variable and recalculates the product of the parent matrices if necessary.
This means the coordinate system hierarchy will contain the correct Local
to World matrices. After the function call, TempMatrix will contain a
matrix which will translate this coordinate system to Screen coords.

    GsGetLs(&Coord, &TempMatrix);

GsSetLs() sets up the Local -> Screen matrix in the GTE. Any subsequent
GsSortObject() calls will use this matrix.

    GsSetLs(&TempMatrix);

"The Lw Matrix describes the transformation of the local coordinate system
to the world coordinate system. The lihting subsystem of the PSX needs
this matrix to perform the calculations (probably for the transformation
of the normal vectors of surface elements). The Ls Matrix transforms the
local coordinates into viewing coordinates, where the origin is positioned
at the Viewing Reference Point and the Z-Axis is pointing into viewing
direction and the -Y-Axis is poiting into the viewing up vector direction.
The Application of the Ls Matrix is perfomed juts before the perspective
transformation is done.  As you usually perform lighting and drawing of an
object, you have this GsGetLws method that returns both matrices."

"Your 3D object is described in local coordinates, and must be transformed
into World coordinates, and then finally into Screen coordinates before it
can be drawn. GsGetLs creates a matrix which will perform these two
transformations in one go. However, any lighting must be performed using
the Local->World matrix. You set up the lighting in the GTE with the
Local->World matrix.

If you're not performing any lighting, then you can ignore this matrix,
but if you want to perform lighting, then you call GsGetLws() which will
return both the Local->World and the Local->Screen matrices. You then set
the GTE's lighting parameters with the Local->World matrix(using
GsSetLightMatrix() ), and the GTE's point transformation parameters with
the Local->Screen matrix (using GsSetLsMatrix() )."

"If you use the Local->Screen matrix as the Light Matrix, the lights will
be relative to the view, as if you've got some lights attached to the
camera. With the Dino demo, this doesn't really matter much. In most
games the lights are fixed in relation to the world, not the camera,
which is why the intermediate LW matrix is required."

15) What does gteMIMefunc() do?

Fast addition of one array of SVECTORS to another array of SVECTORS.
With a scaling factor.

16) What's a standard size for a model?

Typical sizes are about 500.0 to 2000.0 in each dimension.

17) How small/big can I make my model?



If a model is too small (like 5.0-10.0 or so), the view will have to get
very close to the model to see it, making viewing difficult and distorting
textures.

If a model is too large, (>2000.0 or so), it may "blink out" when the
view gets far away from it, since the view can only see up to 16 bits
(-32768 to +32768) away.  The model can be placed anywhere in the world,
however, which is 32 bits (-2147483648 to +2147483647). If the model is
small enough to begin with, though, it will shrink in size before this
happens.

18) I don't see my object!  Where is it?

First, see if you're actually sorting it with GsSortObject4() -- of
course, there's some stuff you have to do before you can actually sort
it, like calling GsGetLws(), GsSetLightMatrix(), and GsSetLsMatrix().
You should also make sure the loading of the model was done right, too.

Second, see if the scale is big enough.  Modelers tend to save out RSD
models in the -2.0 to 2.0 range, which is pretty small for a standard
playstation model.  Scale it up with something like rsdform -s 512 512
512 mymodel.rsd, to give it a size big enough to see at standard viewing
distances, which are 500.0 to 1000.0 units away.

Third, make sure the view is not too far away, and that your model is
not too big, since you can only see up to 16 bits away with the view.
(see #17)

19) What's the .flg member in GsCOORDINATE2 for?

The flg variable is used to indicate that the 'workm' matrix in the
GsCOORDINATE2 is valid. The 'workm' matrix is identical to the 'coord'
matrix for the top coordinate system in a heirarchical model, but in
coordinate systems further down the tree it is the matrix you get when
you multiply the 'coord' matrix and all this GsCOORDINATE2's parents'
coord matrices together - thus creating a matrix which will translate
this coord system's to WORLD coordinates. The flg variable is used to
determine whether or not it should recalculate some or all these matrix
multiplications (which is performed internally by the libraries), because
if one matrix changes, all its children must change too.

20) Is it true that the colors specified for an object's polygon is
24-bit, whereas images used for textures on models may only be 4-, 8-,
or 16-bit?

Yes.

21) I've tried to draw TMD lines or sprites as documented in the File
Format document, but they don't seem to be working.

Even though they're documented, 3d lines and sprites cannot be used on
the yaroze.  See the next question.

22) How do I draw lines in 3D?

There is no library function for drawing 3D lines. What you need to do
is map the endpoints of the line to the screen and draw a 2D line (using
the GsSortLine() function) connecting the points. If you are connecting



the vertices of a 3D object with lines, you can use the function GsGetLs()
to obtain a local-to-screen transformation matrix. This matrix could then
be applied to the vertex coordinates to obtain the endpoints of the line.

23) I've also tried to use double sided polygons with no success.

Again, double-sided polys are not supported on the Yaroze.  Try using
the option on Dxf2Rsd to make double sided polys into two one-sided polys.
See the next question.

24) I ve set the fce  flag in the TMD structure to create double-sided�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
polygons, but it doesn t work. What s wrong?�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

The fce  flag and double-sided polygons are not supported on the Yaroze�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
system. However, when you are converting the DXF file to an RSD file, you
can use the both option to simulate double-sided polygons. This option�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
works by creating two polygons (one for each side) for each polygon in the
original model.

25) How can I mix 3D objects with 2D sprites?

The best way to do this is to create a single polygon for each 2D sprite
and texture it with the sprite image. This method makes it easier to
scale, rotate and otherwise fit the sprite into the 3D environment.

26) How do TIMs get linked up with objects?

When you do the rsdlink command, your TMD gets info about the textures
you are using for the mapping to the object(s) from the TIM files
referenced by your object.  Make sure that if these textures change at
all, such as tpage location or clut location, that you redo rsdlink.

27) Do you have to texture map TIMs onto each individual polygon, as in
RSDTool, or is there a way to "wrap" a texture around groups of polygons?

There doesn't seem to be any tools out right now to do this, although the
next version of RSDTool was supposed to incorporate this feature.

28) Why are my objects all "flat", even when I rotate them?

You forgot to set the coordinate system of your object, i.e., make your
GsDOBJ2 object handler coordinate pointer (.coord2) point to a validly
initialized GsCOORDINATE2 struct.

29) How do I convert a 3D coordinate to a 2D coordinate?

--SNIP-------------------------------------------------------------------

void InitTransProj(void);
void TransProj(VECTOR *pos, short *x, short *y);

static GsCOORDINATE2 trans;

//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
//      init trans proj coord
//



-------------------------------------------------------------------------
void InitTransProj()
{
        GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &trans);
}

//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
//      Trans Proj - convert 3d x,y,z to 2d screen x,y
//
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
void TransProj(VECTOR *pos, short *x, short *y)
{
        MATRIX mat;
        VECTOR v;

        trans.coord.t[0] = pos->vx;
        trans.coord.t[1] = pos->vy;
        trans.coord.t[2] = pos->vz;
        trans.flg = 0;

        GsGetLs(&trans, &mat);

        ApplyMatrixLV(&mat, pos, &v);

        if(mat.t[2]) {
                *x = ProjectionDistance * v.vx / mat.t[2];
                *y = ProjectionDistance * v.vy / mat.t[2];
        } else {
                *x = 0;
                *y = 0;
        }
}

--SNIP-------------------------------------------------------------------

Contributed by Steve Hunt <steve@itallnight.u-net.com>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOUND
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How do I make sounds play? What programs have to be run?

Say I want to use 3 .wav files, a.wav, b.wav, and c.wav. First you do
"aiff2vag a.wav b.wav c.wav" to create .vag's out of the .wav's. Then
you have to type "mkvab -f sounds.def a.vag b.vag c.vag -o sounds.vab"
where sounds.vab is the output .vab and sounds.def is your definition
file. What's that? It's a file you need to provide to make a vab. The
vab can contain programs, and for each program, a tone. You set it up so
that there's a .vag for each tone. You have to set this by hand via the
.def file. To see other people's .def files for their programs, type
"mkvab -r person.vab -o person.def" where person.vab is their vab, and
person.def is the output .def that you want to look at. In the .def file
is where you associate programs and tones. A program can have one or more
tones, but the way it is usually set up is that there's a program for
each  sound, and each program only contains one tone, the .vag that you
specify.  Sometimes people use maybe two programs and say ten different
tones, and  maybe 4 tones in the first program and 6 tones in the second
program, where  each tone is associated with a vag. I don't know why,
though. Maybe someone  can answer this for me. Anyway, suppose you set



up your .def so that program  0 has two tones, a.vag and b.vag, and
program 1 has one tone, c.vag. So to  play the sound, you do
"SsUtKeyOn(vabid, prog, tone, note, fine,  voll, volr);", where prog is
the the program for the sound you want to play as  specified in your
.def file, such as prog 0, and tone is the tone of that prog as specified
in your .def file, such as tone 0 or tone 1. The note is the pitch to play
the sound. At 0, it's normal. Increasing the pitch is like going up the
keys of a piano. The fine parameter is just fine pitch. And voll and volr
is the left and right volumes. But what about vabid? Well, when you call
SsVabTransfer(), you get returned a vab id. This is the vab that is being
used for your sound calls. The vab got loaded into sound memory when you
called SsVabTransfer(), where you have to specify the VH and VB type files
that have been loaded into main memory from siocons. How did they get into
main memory in the first place? Well, all you have to do is split up your
vab you made, sounds.vab, with "vabsplit sounds.vab". Then you got the
files sounds.vh and sounds.vb, which you just load into the psx memory
via siocons. Using the syntax of SsVabTransfer(), you just transfer them
into sound memory, and you're ready to make sound calls.

2) I tried to test my sound FX with VABPLAY but it doesn't work. What's
wrong?

VABPLAY uses a .SEQ file to key the sounds and is used primarily for
testing your game music. If you want to test your sound FX, you'll need
to create a VAB containing the sound FX. Load the VAB in SPU using
SsVabTransfer() and save the return VabId. Set the main volume using
SsSetMVol() and use SsUtKeyOn() with proper parameters (including the
VabId) to play the sound effect. (Please refer to LibSound.c and
LibSound.h in the game Survival for a simple implementation of playing
background music and sound FX).

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
EFFICIENCY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How can I make my games quicker, taking into account playstation
hardware?

a) Make use of the DCACHE in functions that you call very often; see
Scott Evans' (SCEE) DCACHE article.  Also, from a newsgroup post:

-------------------------------- SNIP --------------------------------
>
>   Anyone mind if I jump in here? Just taking up on your comment here,
>about putting the stack on the D-cache - in what cases would you want
>to do this, and when? Would you put in this code:
>
>         __asm__ volatile ("sw $29,(savesp)");
>         __asm__ volatile ("la $29,0x1f8003f0");
>
>    before a particular function call, and this:
>
>         __asm__ volatile ("lw $29,(savesp)");
>
> afterwards?

Yes, that looks right. The first bit saves the current stack pointer and
loads in the new one, and the second bit restores the old stack pointer.

> For what sort of functions would I want to do this?



Well, for starters, as a general rule I wouldn't call any Yaroze library
functions while your stack is on the D-Cache, which probably rules out a
few functions that you want to speed up. Many of the library functions
don't change the stack to the D-Cache, but some do to get extra speed.
If your program is running with a D-Cache stack and you call a library
function which resets the stack to the D-Cache too, your program will
crash and burn because the new stack will overwrite the old one.

GsSortObject4 doesn't reset the stack (to my knowledge), but takes as a
parameter a 'scratch' area to use for its intermediate workspace. If
you've followed the sample code, you'll see that they use getScratchAddr(0)
for this scratch area, which is a macro that points to the start of the
D-Cache.

To be honest, I can't think of any obvious examples where using the
D-Cache _as_a_stack_ would bring you a huge speed increase. But here's 3
reasons:

1) If you're writing a function that uses a lot of local variables (more
than the number of registers available), then those variables will be
allocated on the stack (and hence on the D-Cache), and therefore they'll
go a bit faster.

2) If you are doing some major processing on a local array which is less
than 1K, then having the stack on D-Cache will (generally) increase the
speed of that function.

3) If you are doing a tree traversal (depth/breadth first, that sort of
thing) which involves a lot of recursive function calls, then having the
stack on D-Cache will be faster. The only proviso is to make sure that
there aren't too many local variables and/or the tree is not too deep, or
you'll overflow the D-Cache!

The D-Cache isn't a true cache in the usual sense of the word. A normal
cache will _transparently_ store the most recently used lines of RAM to
increase speed. The D-Cache is more like a really fast area of memory, but
it's only 1K long. Thus it's up to the programmer to explicitly load and
store parts of this memory, which is why most people set up their stack
on it, because it gives an instant speed increase to local variable
access.

If you want to process a global/static array, it's going to be stored on
the heap and so you'll have to transfer it to D-Cache before you start,
and transfer it back after you finish. This transfer overhead is only
worth it if you're going to be accessing each element of the array more
than twice. This is certainly the case if you're doing some image
processing (like the flame/water effects).

The first heuristic of optimisation is to optimise the biggest timewaster.
Back in the days when I was writing Unix database code, I managed to speed
up a debugging function that was used twice in every function by a factor
of 8. But since 90% of the time was spent preparing and parsing the SQL,
the speed increase from the new function hardly made a dent in the
performance. The lesson there is that you should concentrate on optimising
the component which takes the longest time to complete.

If you want to time various parts of your code, use the VSync(-1) call or
the Root counters. Run various important pieces of code in a loop a
million times and see how many VSyncs each part takes.  That will give
you some idea of the proportion of time that code is taking."
-- James Russell, SCEE



-------------------------------- SNIP --------------------------------

b) Declare variables static in functions that you call very often, so
fewer local variables need to be pushed and popped.

c) Use lookup tables wherever possible, which are just arrays of
pre-calculated numbers.  There is no reason to do unnecessary
CPU-intensive calculations when they have relatively the same output
every time, for instance, Sin and Cos lookup tables.

2) What are some suggestions to make my 3D graphics a little faster?

a) First and foremost -- keep polygon count low.  With the tools
available this is sometimes difficult, since it seems modelers like to
triangulate when saving out.

b) Make several versions of objects at different "resolutions", and sort
higher polygon objects when those objects are closer to the camera, and
lower polygon objects when they are farther away.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
CODEWARRIOR
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) What can I do with Codewarrior that I can't do with Siocons?

a) Automatic makefiles - but other free Yaroze utils allow this
b) GUI coding - not suggested for PC, pretty choppy interface
c) GUI debug - very useful
d) FileServer - use MWDebugIO functions, which allow you to create, open,
   and close files on your PC; can be very unreliable; ARS and NiceARS (uses
   Pro Action Replay) is an alternative
e) Dead code stripping & call tree analysis.
f) Optimization that works
g) Understandable inline assembler syntax
h) Generate Playstation EXE format (for those who want that)

Here are some comments given by Craig Graham (creator of ARS):

"The yaroze version editor is buggy, yes. They sorted the IDE out on the
Pro version about 6 months ago, no more dodgy characters and stuff.
Perhaps if enough people mail them they'll do an IDE update for the yaroze
compiler that provides the same fixes.

The debugger is a big step beyond the GNU one. The rest of the system is
actually rather good. The compiler itself is very fast compared to GNU,
and the code browsing stuff is excellent (better in many respects than
the Microsoft IDE)."

And by Philip Gooch:

"
1) Compiling programs with multiple targets is a doddle - if you want to
compile multiple versions of your code, say your trying out different
things and you want to test the effects, this is easy. You can add all
the different versions of your code to a project and quickly choose which
ones to compile.

2) Similarly, it's easy to compile Debug and Optimised (with 4 levels of
optimisation) versions of your code



3) Markers: if you want to quickly go to a particular point in your code,
you can add a marker. Great for long and untidy source code!

4) Pop-up menus so you can quickly jump to all your functions.

5) Pop up menus so you can quickly open up your header files (great if
you've forgotten what you've called or defined something as

6) Clicking and holding on a variable will let you jump to its definition

7) Colour syntax highlighting

8) Being able to dynamically download data from the host computer - great
if you want to write games with lots of levels and graphics (downside is
you need PsComUtil to run them)
"

Some other comments:

"I like the fact that I can compile and run my code with a single button
press.  I like the way the compiler points to erronous code in an editor
window so it can be corrected there and then.  But the main reason I stick
with CW is the dynamic loading - load a TIM, copy to VRAM, load next TIM
at same location etc etc.  Saves a hell of a lot of memory.  Now I have
it, I can't live without it!"

2) What can I do with Siocons that I can't do with Codewarrior?

a) Download memory directly to a PC file (DSAVE[])

3) What's the best compiler setup?

One way to develop for Yaroze is to use Codewarrior to "make" your
projects and the PSComUtil to download batch files, since it's mostly
point and click.  Many people have found the Codewarrior IDE very
disturbing, though, so they choose to use an outside editor such as
Microsoft DevStudio, or some shareware code editor.  You can leave the
files that you edit in the Codewarrior project, and just bring Codewarrior
into focus and click "make" when you want to build your project to be
downloaded to the yaroze.

Some other people have suggested forgetting Codewarrior altogether, using
the makefile capabilities of MS DevStudio and integrating DJGPP(GCC) with
it.  See Steve Dunn's (SCEE) home page.

Also, check out the front end gnu programs that are available (in the
utilities listing of this FAQ).

4) What kinds of problems are there with Metrowerk's MWDebugIO library?

The library seems to arbitrarily cause exceptions (crash your program) for
unknown reasons (Metrowerks has been very quiet, and have not responded
yet).  You may want to check out ARS and NiceARS, which are libraries that
allow quick I/O operations with the use of Pro Action Replay (European).

5) Why is PSComUtil failing?

a) If you get
"Connection Failed. Status -1
Transport Send Data. Status 101812



Transport Poll Rx Status. Status 101812
The PlayStation has generated a Hardware Interrupt exception at
instruction address 0x0."

Probably means that Pscomutil is still resident in memory.  Check your
task manager and delete the process.  For some reason, even if you exit
PSComUtil, it still stays resident in memory sometimes.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
YAROZE COMMUNITY
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) What Yaroze tutorials are available?

Ira Rainey's Sprite Tutorial (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow/ftp/STUFF/Howto.pdf

James Chow's help docs (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/

Peter Passmore's 3D Tutorial (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/tutorial.zip

Robert Swan's accompaniment to above tutorial (SCEE) - see other
downloads too
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/ftp/comp_tut.zip

Jamin Frederick's Sprite Tutorial (SCEA)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/jfrederick/onespr.zip

Nelson Santos' Ping - beginner game with docs (SCEA)
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/ping.zip

James Russell's Vectors and Matrices Tutorial (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jruss1/matrix.html

Javier's Vector and Matrix Math (SCEE)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~javier/

2) What are some useful general-purpose yaroze utilities?

**SCEE member sites:

Memory Viewer - graphically view Yaroze RAM, 0x80000000 to 0x801fffff
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj/ftp/memview.zip

Analog PAD diagnostics - displays analog PAD values
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj/ftp/analog.zip

DOS yaroze tools for people who don't like windows
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/

ARS (Action Replay File Server) - lets you do i/o with yaroze at 20x the
 speed;  NOTE: you need Datel Action Replay for this
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/areplay.html

NiceARS - ARS implemented in windows NT;  NOTE: you need Datel Action
 Replay for this
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/nice_ars_for_windows_nt.htm

RsdAnim - "...a PC (Win95) hosted keyframe animator for Playstation RSD
 format 3D models...."



http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/rsdanim.html

Binary Conversion Tool - converts data files to C source binaries
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/tools/binary_conversion_tool.htm

Sound Effects Player - lets you test sounds on yaroze
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/articles/sfx_player/
sound_effects_player.htm

C++ Library - wrappers around standard pslib function calls
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/cpp_yaroze_library.htm

Yaroze Master - makes editing and using makefiles a snap on Win95/NT
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/ym.zip

Lightwave to RSD converter - convert from LOB to RSD
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/ftp/converters/pcpsx120.zip

Starfield Library - function calls to easily make a 3d starfield
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rcutting/ftp/starfield/starfield.ZIP

GCC C++ - Win32 compiler for your C++ code, even if you don't have
 Codewarrior
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~frothy/ftp/gcc281.ZIP

Crossroads - freeware 3D file converter (Win32)
http://www.pnn.com/~rickhowd/xroads1.zip

Convert - freeware DOS audio file converter
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~nslaven/ftp/utils/convrt14.zip

PAK - compression utility for data uploads (incomplete?)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~smithers/ftp/pak.zip

Linux Tools
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~respond/download.html

Amiga Tools
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~CACTUS/

Unix Tools
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~byz00002/unix/

Utilities for Atari ST sprites
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/demos.htm

TMD Viewer - includes depth cuing and object/viewpoint manipulation
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/ftp/demos/yaroze/tmdview.ZIP

CRNCHPLY - reduces redundant PLY data
CRNCHPL - same as above, but without DOS4GW.EXE
MEMEDIT - edit the contents of any file on your second memory card
DATAMAN - manages data download offsets
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jruss1/#tools

Memory Card Dump
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~badchild/ftp/card.zip

Stereoscopic Vision
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/stereo.zip

Dump Address - creates .h and batch files for your Yaroze datafiles
Palette Ripper - extracts Cluts from PCX files. Useful for light and
 palette animation



Vertex Extractor - Extracts vertex and normal data from TMD files. Useful
 for animated 3D objects
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~IBEYOND/ftp/niftytools.zip

General GsBG Background Editor
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj/ftp/bgedit.zip

**SCEA member sites:

VRAM and TIM viewer
http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/kbender/vvram.zip

PSXsock - enables TCP/IP connection of Yaroze (Win95/NT)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/jblack/PSXsock.zip

Unix Tools
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/chenrich.html

Psx IDE - front end to gcc for Win95/NT
http://yaroze-world.org/assets/images/psxide.zip

WAD Builder - compression utility for Yaroze data/code
http://yaroze-world.org/assets/images/wb.zip

Joystick Routines
Sprite Animation
Decompression
Starfield
(libraries and example code)
http://yaroze-world.org/html/ps_code.html

Card save module - functions to save to memory card
Font module - lets you use pretty, custom fonts
Menu module - lets you easily make a menu system
http://lucien.blight.com/~sauron/Net.Yaroze._Rocks_.My.World/

Address Arranger - automatically arranges your data addresses for
 downloading
Sprite Assembler - clips a sprite from a TIM and resaves it
TIM Manipulator - fiddle with specific TIM attributes
Screen Grabber - grabs the screen and stores as a file
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

PPTMDView - TMD/RSD viewer for Mac
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/wlee/PPTMDView_0.21.sit.hqx

Font Library - fonts and special effects
http://comradery.com/erico/cool/yaroze/fontdemo/fontdemo.zip

GsBG Library - lets you do tiled backgrounds
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/eolaughlen/bgdemo.zip

Card Save Library - lets you save to memory card
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/

DMS - S3M module player for Yaroze
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/elee2.html

3) Where is there some useful technical info?

**SCEE member sites:

Scott Evans' Technical Notes



http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/tech.htm)

Some intro demos and tidbits: dynamic TMDs, lines, sprites, gradients,
 split screen (Robert Swan, Downloads section)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/

Various technical info
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/yze_resource/rce_index.html

Using DevStudio with GCC
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/using_gcc_makefiles_in_ds.htm

General matrix and MIPS info, graphics links
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~javier/index.html

Shiny Toruses
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/projects/second/howto.htm

3D Studio file format
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/3ds/3ds.html

Motion Capture
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/motion.html

TMD file format
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/tmd/tmdform.html

Exception Handling
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL/ftp/source/EXCEP.ZIP

Macintosh help
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~daryl/

C++ for Yaroze
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~c_graham/cplus.html

**SCEA member sites:

NM.EXE
ClearImage()
Multiple CLUTs
Misc Tricks
Fixed Point
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

Using the Yaroze with C++
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell2.html

C++ class examples
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell4.html

Some programming tips
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/cblackwell3.html

Some answered FAQs
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/hchen.html

VSync() Diagram
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee5.html

Tidbit on speeding up DOS SIOCONS programs
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dminsterman.html

Macintosh resources



http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nporcino.html

Some info on SSUtKeyOn()
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/sfx.zip

Docs describing Yaroze API
http://www.total.net/~nsantos/downloads/yardoc.zip

4) Where are some other interesting sites?

Yaroze Demos Page (Nick Ferguson)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1/demos/demos.htm
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/public_html/demos/demos.htm

Personal profiles of participating yaroze members
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac/

Yaroze Game Reviews
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/yze_resource/rce_index.html

Net Yaroze Times
http://www.geocities.com/TimesSquare/Alley/2200/

Club Yaroze
http://www.clubyarouze.com/cyarchive/

Underground Yaroze (no longer updated)
http://www.pacificcoast.net/~titan/

5) Are there any chat sessions going on?

Yaroze Chat in Auditorium on SCEA web page (every Saturday 9:00pm EST)
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/aud.html

James Rutherford's chat page (still pending)
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty/chat/index.html

ICQ Chat Group
http://groups.icq.com/group.asp?no=17896

 6) What yaroze contests are there?  Who can participate?

UK Game Developer 98 -- SCEE yaroze only�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
(http://www.gduk.co.uk/html/first.html)

Jeff Lawton's Yaroze Competition
http://yaroze-world.org

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
MISCELLANEOUS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

1) How do I convert from PAL to NTSC or NTSC to PAL?

See:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~jaycee/palntsc.html

2) How can I make my program detect NTSC or PAL an runtime?

According to George Bain:



if( CdSearchFile(&file, "\\DTL_S30.35;1") == 0)
  {
  printf("Boot file not found... MODE_NTSC enabled \n");
  SetVideoMode( MODE_NTSC );
  video_mode = GetVideoMode();
  }
else
  {
  printf("Boot file found... MODE_PAL enabled \n");
  SetVideoMode( MODE_PAL );
  video_mode = GetVideoMode();
  }

3) How do I takes screenshots?

There are two methods, described by the following newsgroup post:

"There are two main methods of grabbing screenshots which can be got from
the scea mirror under scee utilities (i think) Unfortunately, I think both
could do with being better programmed, so maybe theres a short thing i can
do tomight.

The first uses the files scrngrab.c/h and it basically printfs() the
contents of a rectangle of video ram to the pc, which is picked up by
logging the siocons output. A program is then run (log2raw) which strips
the other crap out and leaves you with a .raw file which something like
paint shop pro can convert to bmp. Plus points: fairly easy to set up,
and easy to grab more than one image from the game without needing to
reload it. Bad points: can be corrupted relatively easy during pc
transfer. (A post by James Russell says there shouldn't be any
interference using printfs but that isnt true. works fine at home, but
maybe having 30 other pcs around the ones at uni explains why they cock
up everysingle time).

second is screensht.c/h and uses storeimage to copy video ram contents
to main memory, then dsave to transfer to PC. Use timtool to convert
from tim format to bmp. Good points, hasnt corrupted on me yet. Bad
points: harder to include, only get one screenshot (without extra work
to it) have to quit program to grab pictures)

The first method takes around 20 seconds to load to pc, and the second
takes 29 seconds at full speed..."

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
UNANSWERED
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

) Why does saving to DXF from modelers make so many more polygons?  What
can I do to avoid this?

) Is it more important that I make fewer objects or fewer polygons?

) Is there any reason to put several models within a TMD file instead of
only one?

) How do the 24-bit images work?

) Can I do floating point?

) How are texture pages numbered, and what is their ID?



) Why doesn't LoadImage() work for large rectangles, close to the size of
the video memory (1024 x 512)?

) Why is PSComUtil failing?

) Is there any differences in writing code for Codewarrior versus writing
code for Siocons?

) What can I do with Siocons that I can't do with Codewarrior?

) Is there any way to read from a CD other than the Yaroze boot disk, and
is it allowed?

) Can I run yaroze programs on a regular playstation?  Do I still need to
download?

) What are some cool 2D special effects?

) What are some cool 3D special effects?

) What is ARG and Pro Action Replay?

) How much is Pro Action Replay, and where do I get it?

) Is Pro Action Replay worth the money?

) Can I use the Game Shark instead of Pro Action Replay?

) What are some suggestions to make my 2D graphics a little faster?

) What are some suggestions to make my 3D graphics a little faster?

) Do all the translucency settings work right?

) Why would you want to "turn off" a primitive/object for display instead
of just not sorting it?

) Are there any *simple* modelers out there, that don't triangulate like
crazy?

) How about some simple Codewarrior (MWDebugIO) example code for creating,
opening, reading, and writing files to the PC?

) How efficient is C++ on the playstation?

) How efficient is using 16x16 pixel tiles (with GsBG) as opposed to using
sprites (with GsSPRITE) as backgrounds?

) How can I make my games quicker, taking into account playstation
hardware?

) How do I rotate my model around a different pivot point, while keeping
it centered (at (0,0,0)) on its local coordinate system?

) What's the difference between GsVIEW2 and GsRVIEW2 and how do they
work?

) I want to have an object with several moving parts (a model for each
part) and have each part move independently. What do I have to do to get
this to work?



--MESSAGE FILE 16481 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16482 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "J. Pretorius" <jpretori@home.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: New Game Available!
Date: Mon, 18 Jan 1999 14:30:57 -0800
Organization: @Home Network
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <36A3B621.736D5DEB@home.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs207965-a.gvmt1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-AtHome0402  (Win95; U)

Hello Everybody,

The NTSC version of "Opera of Destruction" is ready for release. I haven't put
up a home page on the US Yaroze site, but you can download the game from
http://members.home.net/jpretori/opera.zip 

(see http://members.home.net/jpretori/betafx.html for some out of date screen
shots)
The game will also hopefully appear in the showcase section of the U.S. site
shortly.

Opera of Destruction is an intense 3D flight sim type game that can be best
described as a mix between Defender and Skychase for the Amiga. In one player
mode you have to battle through 20 worlds, destroying enemy cities while
protecting your own flying city. The game also features a 2 player split screen
mode where players try to demolish each others city.

I've been working on the game part time for the last 8 months. It probably took
about 550 hours to complete, but it was time well spent (???). I think that 
everybody who enjoys programming should write at least one game in their life
time (but not necessarily try and sell it for $60 to poor game addicted children
like some companies do!)

SCEA has received some criticism lately for the state of the Yaroze program in
North America. I hope this game helps improve the situation or perceived
situation. I am just grateful that Sony had the insight to create the Yaroze
program in the first place. Hopefully they will also create an amateur
development system for the Playsation 2.

I know how useful it can be browsing through source code, but I have not
released the code for this game. Half way through development I started becoming
frustrated that it was taking so long to complete and entered a zombie hacking
state - the result being embarrassingly ugly code. But if you think that my game
addresses a programming issue which you would like to know more about feel free
to ask me..

James Pretorius

--MESSAGE FILE 16482 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16483 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: test
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 1999 19:45:28 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <36a783ce.20645387@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

test 123
--MESSAGE FILE 16483 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16484 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: new upload: dxcard-- read Dex Drive game saves!
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 00:53:51 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <36E6331F.318636DB@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-22.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:116 scee.yaroze.mydemos:408

New upload: dxcard ver. 1.0

Dxcard allows your Yaroze to read Playstation game save files made with 
Interact's Dex Drive (.GME) or the Playsaver (.MC) and copy them to a 
memory card. Lots of game save files are available on the internet with 
all levels, all cars, etc. -- go back and have fun with all those games 
you gave up on.   Based on Sony card sample source, with enhanced menus, 
messages, and error checking. Lets you select individual files to copy, 
includes card directory, hex dump, and erase file functions. Includes 
source, with Japanese comments translated.  PAL & NTSC versions.

-- Limitations:  
Only writes from main memory to memory card, does not transfer files 
from memory card to PC.  Only works
with memory card #2.  Memory card cannot be removed while program is 
running. No icons, but displays card descriptions using Kanji font. 

file link:
http://ww1.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/kbender/dxcard.zip

my yaroze page:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html

Without dxcard, I know I'd never get to see the toilet level
in Parappa the Rapper, with my sense of rhythm.

share and enjoy.

feedback hungrily accepted.



---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
--MESSAGE FILE 16484 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16485 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 20:57:03 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Just a quick note to let everyone know that I am moving the chats from
Saturday night to Tuesday night. The time will remain the same, 9:00pm
EST.

I hope to see you there,

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16485 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16486 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 1999 15:38:27 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36EEEB73.96CB691F@vmlabs.com>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs68.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Ah nuts, I can't make it tonight.  Gotta drop by GDC and see what
freebies they have.

I do like it better on Tuesday's though.  9pm EST is 6pm my time so it
coincides well with when I start thinking about leaving work.  I just 
wanted to give feedback so you don't change it back to Saturday :)

Scott

> Just a quick note to let everyone know that I am moving the chats from
> Saturday night to Tuesday night. The time will remain the same, 9:00pm
> EST.
> 
> I hope to see you there,
> 
> Mario



--MESSAGE FILE 16486 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16487 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Wed, 17 Mar 1999 20:32:58 -0500
Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7cpljm$obj6@scea>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port23.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

I completely forgot about the change...

How was the attendance in the Auditorium on Tuesday??

Mario Perdue <mperdue@l4software.com> wrote in message
news:36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29...
>Just a quick note to let everyone know that I am moving the chats from
>Saturday night to Tuesday night. The time will remain the same, 9:00pm
>EST.
>
>I hope to see you there,
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16487 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16488 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 1999 03:51:49 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36f0781e.3876380@205.149.189.29>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29> <7cpljm$obj6@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Wed, 17 Mar 1999 20:32:58 -0500, "Steve Tolin"
<BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com> wrote:

>I completely forgot about the change...
>
>How was the attendance in the Auditorium on Tuesday??

Not too good, there were only two of us. Hopefully there will be a
better turnout next week.



Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16488 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16489 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 1999 09:07:25 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7crbns$obj7@scea>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29> <7cpljm$obj6@scea> 
<36f0781e.3876380@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide77.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.203
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.203

Yeah, weeknights are hard.  I usually work past 6pm and the auditorium
applet won't work through the firewall we have here. :(

-Steve

Mario Perdue <mperdue@l4software.com> wrote in message
news:36f0781e.3876380@205.149.189.29...
> On Wed, 17 Mar 1999 20:32:58 -0500, "Steve Tolin"
> <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com> wrote:
>
> >I completely forgot about the change...
> >
> >How was the attendance in the Auditorium on Tuesday??
>
> Not too good, there were only two of us. Hopefully there will be a
> better turnout next week.
>
> Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16489 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16490 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 1999 23:32:34 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <36f18cd0.34680695@205.149.189.29>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29> <7cpljm$obj6@scea> 
<36f0781e.3876380@205.149.189.29> <7crbns$obj7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Steve,

You don't have to be there right at the starting time. I'm usually



there for at least 2 hours.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16490 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16491 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Mark Andrade" <mark@andradearts.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Chats move to Tuesday nights
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 1999 17:48:11 -0800
Organization: Andrade Arts
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7csa8h$obj9@scea>
References: <36e82d89.23513987@205.149.189.29> <7cpljm$obj6@scea> 
<36f0781e.3876380@205.149.189.29> <7crbns$obj7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dol-proxy1.disney.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Are you on a PC?  If so check out a program called SocksCap32.  I think it's
shareware.  I'm behind a firewall also but SockCap32 lets the applet work
through it.

Mark Andrade

Steve Spiller wrote in message <7crbns$obj7@scea>...
>Yeah, weeknights are hard.  I usually work past 6pm and the auditorium
>applet won't work through the firewall we have here. :(

--MESSAGE FILE 16491 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16492 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: PLAYSTATION 2 RELEASED!!!!!!!
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 14:26:37 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7e0kjr$b4r2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98CF30C5.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:124 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1291
scee.yaroze.event:109 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3872

www.next-generation.com HAS ANNOUNCED THAT SONY HAS DONE A SURPRISE RELEASE
OF THE PLAYSTATION 2 AND THAT IT SHOULD COME TO THE US IN THE FALL!!!!
THERE ARE 5 GAMES AVAILABLE FOR THE SYSTEM RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!

CHECK IT OUT FOR ALL OF THE GOOD INFO!!!!!!!!!!!

Nathan Miller



--MESSAGE FILE 16492 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16493 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: Re: PLAYSTATION 2 RELEASED!!!!!!!
Date: Thu, 01 Apr 1999 17:50:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3703F81C.6D542642@datasys.net>
References: <7e0kjr$b4r2@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 336.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:125 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1292
scee.yaroze.event:111 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3875

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> www.next-generation.com HAS ANNOUNCED THAT SONY HAS DONE A SURPRISE RELEASE
> OF THE PLAYSTATION 2 AND THAT IT SHOULD COME TO THE US IN THE FALL!!!!
> THERE ARE 5 GAMES AVAILABLE FOR THE SYSTEM RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!
> 
> CHECK IT OUT FOR ALL OF THE GOOD INFO!!!!!!!!!!!

hehehehehe........ Check out the date man..... April 1st.......

IT'S AN APRIL FOOLS JOKE. hehe!

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16493 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16494 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: PLAYSTATION 2
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 17:25:57 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7e0v43$b4r4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98ADA61A.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:126 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1293
scee.yaroze.event:112 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3876

Well, I guess I forgot what day it was!!!!!!!!!!  Hmmm..... back to
programming!!!!!!!!!



--MESSAGE FILE 16494 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16495 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Access to SCEE site
Date: Fri, 02 Apr 1999 23:29:48 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3705213c.5894697@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Everyone should now have access to the SCEE site. Please email me with
your member ID if you cannot get in.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16495 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16496 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.problems.mac
Subject: wadder, a mac utility, now available
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 1999 23:49:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1dqsi25.1f0tb4j39yq4gN@user-33qsplh.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qsplh.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:128 
scea.yaroze.problems.mac:92

wadder collects all of your data files together (TIMs, TMDs, etc.) and
creates one big data file with all that data inside it. Now, instead of
having to upload each individual TIM and TMD to the Yaroze, all you have
to do is upload the single resultant data file. wadder also creates a
header file which tells you where in memory each TIM and TMD resides.
Just #include this header in your code and you're ready to go!

[Inspired by (but uses no code from) Darco's "combine" utility (for the
PC).]

Get it at <http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 16496 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16497 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000129html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Decaying Orbit
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 09:37:55 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 44
Message-ID: <37498063.C46675FC@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs111.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

At long last, here it is.

What began as a simple test of my sprite-handling abilities soon 
blossomed into a full game.  Those of you that have been here a while
might remember this game when it was called Planet Graviton.  I then
changed it to Escape Velocity since it fit so nicely.  Unfortunately
that name is taken so it's now Decaying Orbit.

This demo has the first of five planned galaxies (each comprising 
20-25 levels).  Unfortunately, unless response is overwhelming, I 
won't be finishing the other four any time soon.  I've been stuck in
2D for so long I need to move on to another (3D) project.

You can get the NTSC or PAL version of the game here:

  http://www.dragonshadow.com/downloads/do_ntsc.zip
  http://www.dragonshadow.com/downloads/do_pal.zip

I'm sorry I didn't do a proper port from NTSC to PAL.  By the time
I realized I needed to do it my code was firmly entrenched in NTSC.
Still, it's playable.

I want to thank both Bob Shand and Nick F for taking the time to help
me with testing before the release.

If you want to get more info about the game, I've made a website for
it:

  http://www.dragonshadow.com/decayingorbit

It has an online manual, information about the levels, and some help
on using the level editor.  I'll be adding more stuff over the next 
few weeks - like cheats/secrets and diagrams of all the levels.

Also, I packaged up the online-manual portion of the website and have 
it available for download (and subsequent offline-reading) here:

  http://www.dragonshadow.com/downloads/do_manual.zip

About all that's left to say is WHEW!

Can I take a nap now?

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16497 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000129html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16498 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: Decaying Orbit
Date: Mon, 24 May 1999 17:15:51 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9



Message-ID: <3749EBB7.6CD94088@vmlabs.com>
References: <37498063.C46675FC@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs38.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:130 scee.yaroze.mydemos:436

It has been pointed out to me that I shouldn't make binaries available
on a non-Yaroze server.

Much appologies for the transgression.  I've removed them and will post
another message once they're available at the approriate locations.

Goes to show you how long it's been since I've posted anything :)

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16498 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16499 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Decaying Orbit (for real this time)
Date: Wed, 26 May 1999 18:41:50 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <374CA2DE.87C76FBE@vmlabs.com>
References: <37498063.C46675FC@vmlabs.com> <3749EBB7.6CD94088@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs36.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:131 scee.yaroze.mydemos:440

Decaying Orbit is available at the proper place this time.  SCEE folks
might have to wait until it gets mirrored over to your side.

For SCEA:
  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/scartier/do_ntsc.zip -
NTSC (514k)
  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/scartier/do_pal.zip -
PAL (515k)

For SCEE (once available):
 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/scartier/do_ntsc.zip
- NTSC (514k)
 
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/scartier/do_pal.zip
- PAL (515k)

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16499 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16500 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: System problems
Date: Sun, 27 Jun 1999 12:50:58 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <37761d8a.2332447@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Just thought I'd let everyone know that I've been having system
problems lately and have lost a few email requests from members. If
you have emaild any requests to me in the last two weeks and I have
not responded yet, please email your request again.

Thanks,

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16500 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16501 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 'lizard' first-look now available
Date: Fri, 16 Jul 1999 03:12:03 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <1dv0lin.1mexggb1fjc9tsN@user-33qti7h.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qti7h.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:133 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1436

well, it's nowhere near an actual game yet, and it's pretty barren,
graphics-wise, but my yaroze demo has reached a point where i wanted to
share it with the outside world.

it's called "lizard," because your character is supposed to be a cyborg
lizard, although currently it looks more like a turtle. it will
eventually be some kind of 3-d 3rd-person platformy-shooter kind of
thing; as it stands now, it's more of a skeleton of an engine. i'm
pretty happy with the way it's coming together, though.

no source code yet, and no PAL version yet (sorry!)... but it's a small
download (like i said, it's graphically barren, and no sound), so please
take a look if you can!

thanks.

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/wlee/lizard.zip

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16501 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16502 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 'lizard' first-look now available
Date: Fri, 16 Jul 1999 20:28:28 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <378FF85C.1BC27E55@concentric.net>
References: <1dv0lin.1mexggb1fjc9tsN@user-33qti7h.dialup.mindspring.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts009d38.oak-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:134 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1438

Wayne,

Looking good!  The player textures are really cool as are the shots.

One thing I noticed was that the camera rotate buttons (L2 & R2) I 
believe seemed reversed.

I can't wait to see how this turns out!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16502 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16503 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.problems.mac
Subject: new version of TMDViewer available
Date: Mon, 13 Sep 1999 22:29:17 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <1dy3ck8.fx0zt6jsmsn4N@[192.168.0.1]>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qtgmr.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:135 
scea.yaroze.problems.mac:93

i've uploaded version 0.5 of tmdviewer, my rsd/tmd viewer/editor for
macintosh. new features include better rsd support, uv editing, and
more. oh yeah, i've uploaded the source code, too, warts and all!

check out my web page (in my sig) for details!

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16503 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16504 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.problems.mac
Subject: dxf to rsd for macintosh!
Date: Sat, 23 Oct 1999 12:43:16 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <1dzzq49.1603wn71fmwpbqN@wal-2.dsl.speakeasy.net>



NNTP-Posting-Host: wal-2.dsl.speakeasy.net
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:136 
scea.yaroze.problems.mac:97

i've recently upgraded my mac tmd/rsd viewer to import dxf files. it's
available on my web site (see my .sig below).

oh yeah, i'll probably be renaming the program soon (currently named
"TMDViewer"), since it does far more than just view tmds now. i'm
leaning towards "DR TIM": Dxf Rsd Tmd Interchange for Macintosh.... any
suggestions?

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16504 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16505 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: shade@dragonshadow.com (Scott Cartier)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.problems.mac
Subject: Re: dxf to rsd for macintosh!
Date: Sun, 24 Oct 1999 16:40:21 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <381335ef.403519132@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <1dzzq49.1603wn71fmwpbqN@wal-2.dsl.speakeasy.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs39.vmlabs.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:137 
scea.yaroze.problems.mac:98

>oh yeah, i'll probably be renaming the program soon (currently named
>"TMDViewer"), since it does far more than just view tmds now. i'm
>leaning towards "DR TIM": Dxf Rsd Tmd Interchange for Macintosh.... any
>suggestions?

DR TIM sounds good.  It's catchy and descriptive.  Too bad I can't use
it!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16505 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16506 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Lemont Washington" <lwashington@premierhome.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaro
ze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: 2000 Game Developer Conference?
Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 10:37:31 -0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <883ui3$2kh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cust19.premierhome.net
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1534 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5334 scea.yaroze.announce:138 



scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1123

Are any fellow yarozers going to the game Developer conference this year?

--MESSAGE FILE 16506 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16507 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Lemont Washington" <lwashington@premierhome.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.announce,scee.yaro
ze.programming.2d_graphics
Subject: 2000 Game Developer Conference?
Date: Sat, 12 Feb 2000 10:37:55 -0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <883ui4$2kh2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cust19.premierhome.net
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1535 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:5335 scea.yaroze.announce:139 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:1124

Are any fellow yarozers going to the game Developer conference this year?

--MESSAGE FILE 16507 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/announce/000000139html.html
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners
--##############   
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16508 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000001html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Yaroze philosophy
Date: Wed, 23 Apr 1997 20:07:58 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <335EB26E.19A3@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I've been looking at the demos, and one thing that seems very common
to me is that people use siocons to load data chunks (TIM, VAB, etc)
into "hard coded" locations, and then use #define VAB_ADDR 0x8011000



type definitions to let the run-time code know where they are.

Wouldn't it be easier to include a big array in the code, (ie,
convert the binary datafile into a big, "C" array, like using
tga2img.exe) with the appropriate size, and then just refer to
&array[0] (or just "array" of course) in the code, and let the linker
figure out where it should go?

I'm not sure if I'm missing the benefit of the multiple load
method.

Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 16508 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000001html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16509 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000002html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze philosophy
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 1997 01:49:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <335eba97.9388537@205.149.189.29>
References: <335EB26E.19A3@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0004-24.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Ed,

One advantage to loading the data seperately is that you don't have to
load it each time. You could have two batch files, one that loads
everything and one that just loads the executable. Since the graphics
and sound normally make up the bulk of a game program, you could save
a fair amount of time by not reloading them every time you change your
code. So far I havn't done anything big enough to worry about DL time,
so tim2img.exe works fine for me.

I'm sure there are other advantages, but they don't come to mind right
now.

Mario

On Wed, 23 Apr 1997 20:07:58 -0500, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:

>I've been looking at the demos, and one thing that seems very common
>to me is that people use siocons to load data chunks (TIM, VAB, etc)
>into "hard coded" locations, and then use #define VAB_ADDR 0x8011000
>type definitions to let the run-time code know where they are.
>
>Wouldn't it be easier to include a big array in the code, (ie,
>convert the binary datafile into a big, "C" array, like using
>tga2img.exe) with the appropriate size, and then just refer to
>&array[0] (or just "array" of course) in the code, and let the linker
>figure out where it should go?
>
>I'm not sure if I'm missing the benefit of the multiple load
>method.
>
>Ed Federmeyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16509 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000002html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16510 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000003html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze philosophy
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 1997 02:12:28 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <335F07DC.3712@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <335EB26E.19A3@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<335eba97.9388537@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> One advantage to loading the data seperately is that you don't have to
> load it each time.

Ahhh, so when the program exits, and the Yaroze returns to the console
screen, it doesn't clear the RAM?  If thats true, then I can see that
being a big advantage.  I kind of assumed it cleared the RAM when it
reset to console mode..  I'll have to try that out.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16510 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000003html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16511 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000004html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pradip Fatehpuria <pradip_fatehpuria@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze Philosophy
Date: Thu, 24 Apr 1997 10:29:36 -0700
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <335F9880.E70@interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Yes it is true,

you just need to download the data portion just ones but after that
you can just do the executables and that is what changes more
frequently.

One important thing to note is that the data integrity is maintained
only until you reset the PlayStation.  Onece you do that, you can not
rely on the memory contents anymore.

Pradip
--MESSAGE FILE 16511 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000004html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16512 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How do I make a TMD?
Date: 30 Apr 1997 01:13:43 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <01bc5504$01a8c880$2291b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-02.ix.netcom.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Can anyone outline for me in detail how to create a textured 3d object.  I
know it is a lot to ask.  Perhaps there is some sort of FAQ floating
around?

Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 16512 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16513 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How do I make a TMD?
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 03:12:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3366b756.46209678@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc5504$01a8c880$2291b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0007-21.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Manny,

The basic process is this:

1) Create your 3D objects with a modeler or CAD program.

2) Export the objects as DXF files.

3) Use DXF2RSD.EXE or DXF2RSDW.EXE to convert the DXF files to RSD
   file sets of the objects.

4) Use RSDLINK.EXE to link all your RSD file sets into a TMD file.

Instructions for using these utilities are available in the User's
Guide, Chapter 14 - Graphics Tools.

Mario

On 30 Apr 1997 01:13:43 GMT, "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
wrote:

>Can anyone outline for me in detail how to create a textured 3d object.  I
>know it is a lot to ask.  Perhaps there is some sort of FAQ floating
>around?
>
>Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16513 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16514 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: David Minsterman <daminste@top.cis.syr.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Just a comment
Date: Mon, 28 Apr 1997 23:41:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33659823.590B@top.cis.syr.edu>
Reply-To: daminste@top.cis.syr.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: sudial0609-025.syr.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win16; U)

I've had my PSX for about a week now and I am really happy so far with
it.  Mainly I just wanted to test my posting ability to the newsgroups
and say hello to everyone.  This looks like everone involved is going to
have some fun!  Maybe frustrating at times but this is the best thing
I've seen happen in a long time for us little guys with a fantasy in
mind.
--MESSAGE FILE 16514 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16515 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Brian Dawson <brian_dawson@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Yaroze philosophy
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 16:34:18 -0700
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3367D6FA.4E17@interactive.sony.com>
References: <335EB26E.19A3@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<335eba97.9388537@205.149.189.29> <335F07DC.3712@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01 (Win95; I)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> Mario Perdue wrote:
> > One advantage to loading the data seperately is that you don't have to
> > load it each time.
> 
> Ahhh, so when the program exits, and the Yaroze returns to the console
> screen, it doesn't clear the RAM?  If thats true, then I can see that
> being a big advantage.  I kind of assumed it cleared the RAM when it
> reset to console mode..  I'll have to try that out.
> 
> EdFAlso, by using siocons to load the data you avoid having to "rewrite" 
the array every time the data changes.
--MESSAGE FILE 16515 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16516 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jay Brewer <J.Brewer@handsontoys.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Just a comment
Date: Thu, 01 May 1997 10:02:11 +0000
Organization: HandsOnToys, Inc.
Lines: 9



Message-ID: <33686A23.5F67@handsontoys.com>
References: <33659823.590B@top.cis.syr.edu>
Reply-To: J.Brewer@handsontoys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.167.99.141
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

David Minsterman wrote:
> 
>little guys with a fantasy in
> mind.

I think that says it all. My friends and I have been in constant denial
since programming games for C64 and Amiga sort of ended in Junior High -
now at 25 we have returned with better tools - much more knowledge and
the ability to finance the "dream" that fantasy...
--MESSAGE FILE 16516 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16517 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Sat, 03 May 1997 12:08:28 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: Cust13.Max10.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

It appears that there are some sound and graphics files available on the
Yaroze Boot CD (e.g., Mario uses sounds from the CD in his spaceguy
demo).

How can I find out what files are on the CD (short of writing a program
to do it.. an exercise left for the reader??).  Have I missed something
in a readme or in the documentation?

Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16517 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16518 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Sat, 03 May 1997 19:11:28 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230



>It appears that there are some sound and graphics files available on the
>Yaroze Boot CD (e.g., Mario uses sounds from the CD in his spaceguy
>demo).
>
>How can I find out what files are on the CD (short of writing a program
>to do it.. an exercise left for the reader??).  Have I missed something
>in a readme or in the documentation?
>

Well, you could put the CD into your PC's CDROM drive browse it to see
what's there. You could also look in the PSX/DATA directory where you
installed the NY dev system. The files are all there as well.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16518 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16519 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Sat, 03 May 1997 18:08:34 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <336BB762.1411@earthlink.net>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net> <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: Cust26.Max10.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
 
> Well, you could put the CD into your PC's CDROM drive browse it to see
> what's there. You could also look in the PSX/DATA directory where you
> installed the NY dev system. The files are all there as well.
> 
> Mario

Sigh... I never think of CDs in terms of ISO standard... I was thinking
the boot CD was some wierd format...

HOWEVER, I went ahead and started to write a function to
programmatically browse... and have yet to get anything to work.

I tried what seemed to be the straightforward thing to do:

struct DIRENTRY stBaseDirectory;
firstfile("cdrom:\\*", &stBaseDirectory); // note lower case cdrom:

This sends the playstation off into the weeds. I've tried various other
permutations for the name parameter, but all either lock up the
playstation or cause an error message but no directory info.

For example :

firstfile("*", &stBaseDirectory);

causes an error message something like



* is not a known device.
Known device types are:
  tty:  SIO console
  cdrom: CD-ROM
  bu:    MEMORY CARD
  mem:  (reserved)
  cdx:  (reserved)

If I use CDROM: (upper case) the error message says CDROM is not a valid
device .... (note that there is NO : after the CDROM).

I I use bu10: as the name parameter, I get something valid back (I have
a memory card in slot two).

So, what am I doing wrong for the CD??

Thanks.
Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16519 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16520 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Sat, 03 May 1997 18:37:31 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <336BCC3B.6713@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net> <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29> 
<336BB762.1411@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Jack Copper wrote:
> Sigh... I never think of CDs in terms of ISO standard... I was thinking
> the boot CD was some wierd format...
> 
> HOWEVER, I went ahead and started to write a function to
> programmatically browse... and have yet to get anything to work.

You can use 'siocons.exe' to get the '>>' prompt. It has a "dir"
function that lets you browse the CD.  I'm typing this from memory,
since I still need to get a second serial card so I can have my modem
and Yaroze active at the same time :-(

I think if you 'dir cdrom:' it gives the top level directory.  Then if
you see a file without a ";" after it, that means it is a subdirectory. 
You can then 'dir cdrom:\data' (for example), and see the contents of
the data directory (which contains still more subdirs, etc).

Much easier than writing a program to do this!  :-)  Although a nice set
of programmer freindly routines to get directory listings could be
useful in the long run.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16520 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000013html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16521 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Mon, 05 May 1997 20:50:37 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <336E805D.2BFE@earthlink.net>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net> <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29> 
<336BB762.1411@earthlink.net> <336BCC3B.6713@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: Cust107.Max6.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote (among other things):
> 
> Much easier than writing a program to do this!  :-)  Although a nice set
> of programmer freindly routines to get directory listings could be
> useful in the long run.
> 
> EdF

I spent some more time trying to access the CD programmatically, to no
avail. Either I'm missing something (likely), or there is a bug in
firstfile() that prevents it from recognizing the * wildcard when
applied to the CD ROM.

BTW, I could swear I posted the details yesterday, but I don't see the
post anywhere.. so at the risk of duplication:

struct DIRENTRY stBaseDirctory;
firstfile("cdrom:\\*", &stDirectory );

sends the playstation off into the weeds (reset city...)
using simply * as the name parameter causes the playstation to generate
an error message to the effect that * is not a  valid device, along with
a list of valid devices (of which, cdrom: is one!)

using UPPER case CDROM: also generated an error message, but the invalid
device in the string was CDROM (WITHOUT the : that was used with the
name!)

Various other names yield similar wierd results; however, using another
device from the valid list (i.e., bu10:*) works.. I get a reasonable
ASCII string for a "file" on the memory card in slot 2.

This is increasingly bothersome- I'd like to know how to reliably get to
the drive.. If and when I do (with a little help from my friends...) I'd
be happy to post whatever I come up with.

Insights??

Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16521 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16522 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: "Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Need info on using pads
Date: Thu, 08 May 1997 16:16:54 -0400
Organization: Lobo Electronics
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net>
Reply-To: lobo@vicon.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp12.vicon.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Hi!  Can someone tell me, simply, how to read the control pad?  I've
looked at sample code and tried the same things but get lots of errors.
Do I need to link pad.h when I compile my code?  I didn't think so, but
maybe I do.  Thanks for any help.

-Manny
lobo@vicon.net
--MESSAGE FILE 16522 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16523 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Need info on using pads
Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 07:27:29 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <33730A21.BE3@earthlink.net>
References: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust21.Max6.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Manifered H. Wolfe, II wrote:
> 
> Do I need to link pad.h when I compile my code?  I didn't think so, but
> maybe I do.  Thanks for any help.
> 
> -Manny
> lobo@vicon.net

Yes, you do need to #include "pad.h" - it has the bit field definitions
you need to meaningfully  access the value returned from PadRead().

Make sure the file itself is either in your working directory (the place
where your main source file is) or in your compiler's include path.

Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16523 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16524 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD



Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 07:40:41 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <33730D39.A7D@earthlink.net>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net> <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust21.Max6.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
 
> Well, you could put the CD into your PC's CDROM drive browse it to see
> what's there. You could also look in the PSX/DATA directory where you
> installed the NY dev system. The files are all there as well.
> 
> Mario

This is the THIRD time I've tried to respond to you... the newsgroup bit
bucket keeps eating messages.

Anyway, I went ahead and tried programmatic access, but have had no
success so far. I'm either doing something wrong (hmmm..) or there is a
bug in the library firstfile() function.

First, I tried what appeared to be the straightforward thing to do:

struct DIRENTRY stBaseDirectory;
firstfile( "cdrom:*", &stBaseDirectory);

This sends the playstation off into the weeds (reset city), as do
"cdrom:\\", "cdrom:\\*", and other variations.

However, some other permutations (e.g., "*", "\\*", "CDROM:\\")
resulted in an error message that listed devices (something to the
effect of:)

* is not a valid device
valid devices are:
cdrom:
tty:
bu:

etc.
And, if in fact I use "bu10:*" as the name parameter, I get a reasonable
string back for the first "directory" (i.e., I have a memory card in
slot 2, and it has the configuration file on it)

Any insights?
Thanks,
Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16524 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16525 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Contents of Boot CD
Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 13:52:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <33732b6b.1921713@205.149.189.29>
References: <336B62FC.B67@earthlink.net> <336b8d4c.18253753@205.149.189.29> 



<33730D39.A7D@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

>This is the THIRD time I've tried to respond to you... the newsgroup bit
>bucket keeps eating messages.

Sorry, we've been having a little trouble with the news groups. The
problem seems to be under control now, and should be fixed shortly.

>Anyway, I went ahead and tried programmatic access, but have had no
>success so far. I'm either doing something wrong (hmmm..) or there is a
>bug in the library firstfile() function.
>
>First, I tried what appeared to be the straightforward thing to do:
>
> struct DIRENTRY stBaseDirectory;
> firstfile( "cdrom:*", &stBaseDirectory);
>This sends the playstation off into the weeds (reset city), as do
>"cdrom:\\", "cdrom:\\*", and other variations.
>
>However, some other permutations (e.g., "*", "\\*", "CDROM:\\")
>resulted in an error message that listed devices (something to the
>effect of:)
> * is not a valid device
> valid devices are:
> cdrom:
> tty:
> bu:
>etc.
>And, if in fact I use "bu10:*" as the name parameter, I get a reasonable
>string back for the first "directory" (i.e., I have a memory card in
>slot 2, and it has the configuration file on it)
>
>Any insights?

Not really. I havn't worked with this stuff yet, but you can bet I'll
be looking at it later today. If I can't figure it out, I'll find
someone who can.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16525 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16526 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Need info on using pads
Date: Fri, 09 May 1997 13:56:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <33732c75.2187559@205.149.189.29>
References: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net> <33730A21.BE3@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

>Manifered H. Wolfe, II wrote:
>> 
>> Do I need to link pad.h when I compile my code?  I didn't think so, but
>> maybe I do.  Thanks for any help.
>> 
>> -Manny
>> lobo@vicon.net



>
>Yes, you do need to #include "pad.h" - it has the bit field definitions
>you need to meaningfully  access the value returned from PadRead().
>
>Make sure the file itself is either in your working directory (the place
>where your main source file is) or in your compiler's include path.
>
>Jack Copper

Sorry Manny. Your message must have been one of the ones lost
recently; this is the first I've seen it. Jack's right, you need to
include "pad.h" if you intend to access the controller.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16526 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16527 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Need info on using pads
Date: Mon, 12 May 1997 21:11:44 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3377875d.26634746@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net> <33730A21.BE3@earthlink.net> 
<33732c75.2187559@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.3.138.208
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Fri, 09 May 1997 13:56:37 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
wrote:

>Jack's right, you need to
>include "pad.h" if you intend to access the controller.

Any word on how to read the new analog controller?

--MESSAGE FILE 16527 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16528 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Need info on using pads
Date: Mon, 12 May 1997 22:02:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <337792ef.15867498@205.149.189.29>
References: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net> <33730A21.BE3@earthlink.net> 
<33732c75.2187559@205.149.189.29> <3377875d.26634746@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 12 May 1997 21:11:44 GMT, lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart) wrote:

>Any word on how to read the new analog controller?
>

Since you mentioned it, I'll be uploading an HTML (periph.zip)
document from the European site tonight. This document covers the



Playstation periperals, and should answer a lot of questions.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16528 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16529 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dp310@earthlink.net (Brian Gilman)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: A few requests
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 05:29:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool052-max5.la-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
X-Newsreader: Anawave Gravity v1.10

I got my Net Yaroze a couple days ago, and I've noted a few things 
that would make things easier for someone learning the system. Right now, 
as it is, the documentation that comes with the Net Yaroze needs to be 
five or six volumes longer. Currently it would be extremely hard for 
someone who meets the minimum reqs(Good knowledge of C) to write PSX 
programs using just the documentation and samples that come with the Net 
Yaroze. Therefore, it seems that the example code that is posted by SCEA 
should be refined to cater to the lowest common denominator. A few things 
should be done to the existing example code(By SCEA), and when writing 
example code. 

The #define's should be cut down to a minimum, and when they are 
used, the same Macro names should be used in everyone's example source. 
That will make the code more readable, and newbie's won't have to sort 
out the common macro's when looking at different author's code. 

For variables, the name's used for common var's should also be 
standardized. Variable names need to be very verbose, (i.e. 
"WorldOrderingTable[2];" would be preffered over "wot[2];") if you know 
what your doing then this will seem trivial, but I think it would 
preffered by newbie's. 

For examples that show basic concepts, no user created external 
libraries should be used that don't come with the Net Yaroze. Learning 
how to display a 3D object can be confusing when everyone is using 
multiple libs of their own.

This is just for example code that is posted to the examples 
section, obviously you should do whatever you want when your writing for 
yourself :). 
--MESSAGE FILE 16529 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16530 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jay Brewer <J.Brewer@handsontoys.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 09:10:05 +0000
Organization: HandsOnToys, Inc.
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <33782FED.3DF0@handsontoys.com>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: J.Brewer@handsontoys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.167.99.141
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)



Brian Gilman wrote:
> 
>         I got my Net Yaroze a couple days ago, and I've noted a few things
> that would make things easier for someone learning the system. Right now,
> as it is, the documentation that comes with the Net Yaroze needs to be
> five or six volumes longer. Currently it would be extremely hard for
> someone who meets the minimum reqs(Good knowledge of C) to write PSX
> programs using just the documentation and samples that come with the Net
> Yaroze.

Couldn't agree more Brian. Just to get up and running took us a week of
nights - because everything was so under-documented. There was no
troubleshooting and no documentation of error messages, etc.

Until we got onto the web site and started to get support we were
definitely dead in the water.
--MESSAGE FILE 16530 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16531 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 15:35:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 67
Message-ID: <33788386.949380@205.149.189.29>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Tue, 13 May 1997 05:29:39 -0700, dp310@earthlink.net (Brian Gilman)
wrote:
> I got my Net Yaroze a couple days ago, and I've noted a few things 
>that would make things easier for someone learning the system. Right now, 
>as it is, the documentation that comes with the Net Yaroze needs to be 
>five or six volumes longer. Currently it would be extremely hard for 
>someone who meets the minimum reqs(Good knowledge of C) to write PSX 
>programs using just the documentation and samples that come with the Net 
>Yaroze. 

I agree that we need to do several more examples that show the basics,
but I'll have to disagree with you on the manuals. I've done some work
with other console dev systems, and the documentation for Yaroze is as
good or better than the others I've seen. Yes, there have been (and
still are) some shortcomings, but they are being addressed and the
corrections and additions are being posted here.

If you're having some specific problems, ask in one of the news
groups. There are several people here (Sony reps and not) who could
probably help you get started. Don't be shy about asking questions.
After all, none of us has been doing this for long.

>Therefore, it seems that the example code that is posted by SCEA 
>should be refined to cater to the lowest common denominator. A few things 
>should be done to the existing example code(By SCEA), and when writing 
>example code.
 
> The #define's should be cut down to a minimum, and when they are 
>used, the same Macro names should be used in everyone's example source. 
>That will make the code more readable, and newbie's won't have to sort 
>out the common macro's when looking at different author's code.



Actually, I find that more #defines makes the program easier to read.
For example, when setting the scale of a sprite to one, I use the
define ONE, not the constant 4096.

> For variables, the name's used for common var's should also be 
>standardized. Variable names need to be very verbose, (i.e. 
>"WorldOrderingTable[2];" would be preffered over "wot[2];") if you know 
>what your doing then this will seem trivial, but I think it would 
>preffered by newbie's.

That might be nice, but it's going to be pretty hard to get all these
programmers scattered around the world to agree on the same standard
names. I can only speak for myself, but I try to make the variable
names self-explanatory. However, since I don't like to type any more
than necessary, I'd probably use WorldOT[].

> For examples that show basic concepts, no user created external 
>libraries should be used that don't come with the Net Yaroze. Learning 
>how to display a 3D object can be confusing when everyone is using 
>multiple libs of their own.
> This is just for example code that is posted to the examples 
>section, obviously you should do whatever you want when your writing for 
>yourself :). 

OK, I can buy that. I'm not aware of any 'basic' examples that use any
user created libraries though.

Please don't think that I'm dismissing your comments here. They all
make good sense. I try to standardize #defines, variable names and
function names in all my code; it makes cutting and pasting between
programs much easier. However, each programmer has his/her own take on
this stuff; it's like religon. I suspect that you'll be hard pressed
to get people to change too much.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16531 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16532 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dp310@earthlink.net (Brian Gilman)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 11:23:37 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 55
Message-ID: <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool052-max5.la-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
X-Newsreader: Anawave Gravity v1.10

> I agree that we need to do several more examples that show the basics,
> but I'll have to disagree with you on the manuals. I've done some work
> with other console dev systems, and the documentation for Yaroze is as
> good or better than the others I've seen. Yes, there have been (and
> still are) some shortcomings, but they are being addressed and the
> corrections and additions are being posted here.

Ah, but your talking Apple's and Orange's. Zilog & Motorola CPU's 
are all extremely well documented, and systems that use them aren't 
nearly as capable as the PSX. There isn't a system before the current 
generation that hasn't been emulated on a PC by someone who had no access 
to special information. As a  silly statement, if we had to program the 



PSX in R3000 assembly, we couldn't. I figure that you need to know at 
least the instruction set for that :p Also, there is a big difference 
between you and someone who has no prior console programming experince. 
I'm sure my post would be a non-issue if everyone who bought the Net 
Yaroze was used to reading Z80 code from hex dumps. In my logic, the 
documentation should be much longer and in-depth for something available 
to the public, and shorter for devolpers. Not vice-versa. 

> If you're having some specific problems, ask in one of the news
> groups. There are several people here (Sony reps and not) who could
> probably help you get started. Don't be shy about asking questions.
> After all, none of us has been doing this for long.
:), I have no questions. Most of the stuff I posted about makes little 
difference to me, since I'm past that point. I'm just relaying what would 
have made getting past that point easier, and what might make things 
easier for people who have less experince. 

> Actually, I find that more #defines makes the program easier to read.
> For example, when setting the scale of a sprite to one, I use the
> define ONE, not the constant 4096.
I agree, but that's for my own code. IMHO code is a lot less readable by 
someone other than the coder when lots of #define's are used.
 
> That might be nice, but it's going to be pretty hard to get all these
> programmers scattered around the world to agree on the same standard
> names. I can only speak for myself, but I try to make the variable
> names self-explanatory. However, since I don't like to type any more
> than necessary, I'd probably use WorldOT[].
Right, that would be hard. Instead, use search and replace :) 

> Please don't think that I'm dismissing your comments here. They all
> make good sense. I try to standardize #defines, variable names and
> function names in all my code; it makes cutting and pasting between
> programs much easier. However, each programmer has his/her own take on
> this stuff; it's like religon. I suspect that you'll be hard pressed
> to get people to change too much.
Your right, I wasn't implying that anyone change their general coding 
habits. When it isn't example code that others are going to be learning 
from, then do whatever you want. However, I think that examples are a 
special case, and need extra care. I didn't ask for anything that I 
couldn't do myself, if you want, I'll standardize the #define's and 
variable names for you. 

 
--MESSAGE FILE 16532 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16533 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 17:38:46 -0500
Organization: (No organization)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <3378ED76.408C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29> <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)



Brian Gilman wrote:
> > Mario wrote:
> > I agree that we need to do several more examples that show the basics,
> > but I'll have to disagree with you on the manuals. I've done some work

Just my $.02 on this topic, in the hopes that the system gets even
better
and more easy for newbies (like me :-) to get up to speed:

One thing that would help the current docs *a lot* would be to include
an example call for each of the functions, and an example of directly
initializing each of the data structures.  The example calls might
require
a little bit of surrounding code, but hopefully not much.

> > Actually, I find that more #defines makes the program easier to read.
> > For example, when setting the scale of a sprite to one, I use the
> > define ONE, not the constant 4096.
> I agree, but that's for my own code. IMHO code is a lot less readable by
> someone other than the coder when lots of #define's are used.

If there are "standard" defines, they should be mentioned in the docs.
Now I know that ONE means 4096, but at first, I had to take a break from
reading the code to go hunt that down, which breaks the concentration,
which just makes it a bit harder to understand new stuff.  Even if the
'standard' defines are used, it would be good to say /* ONE = 4096 */,
just to help keep the learner focused on learning the subject, not
hunting
down the defines.

> > That might be nice, but it's going to be pretty hard to get all these
> > programmers scattered around the world to agree on the same standard
> > names. I can only speak for myself, but I try to make the variable
> > names self-explanatory. However, since I don't like to type any more
> > than necessary, I'd probably use WorldOT[].
> Right, that would be hard. Instead, use search and replace :)

Since the functions are all "SortOT", "BlahOT", etc, it would make
things
more readable to use "WorldOT", rather than "WorldOrderingTable". 
Likewise
for "SortBG", I call my data structure "MyBG" (or whatever).  It's very
obvious then that that struct is use with the "WhateverBG" routines.
 
EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16533 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16534 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Need info on using pads
Date: Tue, 13 May 1997 17:41:42 -0500
Organization: (No organization)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3378EE26.2BF1@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <337234B6.6297@vicon.net> <33730A21.BE3@earthlink.net> 
<33732c75.2187559@205.149.189.29> <3377875d.26634746@news.scea.sony.com> 
<337792ef.15867498@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> On Mon, 12 May 1997 21:11:44 GMT, lee@voxware.com (Lee Stewart) wrote:
> 
> >Any word on how to read the new analog controller?
> >
> 
> Since you mentioned it, I'll be uploading an HTML (periph.zip)
> document from the European site tonight. This document covers the
> Playstation periperals, and should answer a lot of questions.

By the way:  I got a "deal" on some Light Guns with my Welcome
letter.  I was wondering if all light guns for the PlayStation
are the same, as far as software is concerned, or do you need to
"support" all of the Light Guns out there?  Did anyone else buy the
light gun deal?  Do you get programming info with them, or does that
"periph.zip" include Light Gun programming info.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16534 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16535 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nelson Santos" <nelson@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ordering Tables
Date: 16 May 1997 23:08:08 GMT
Organization: Marconi
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-5200-1215.mtl.total.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

To whoever can help:

I am a little unclear as to the meaning of an Ordering Table (OT).
According to the User Guide, an ordering table is used "for controlling
the proper display of polygons".  Polygons means 3D, however I've seen
OT's used in 2D graphics programming as well as a simple "Hello World"
program.  What gives?

Here is MY analysis:  An ordering table is actually a place where you
insert a list of instructions on where to place sprites on the screen.
It basically holds all of the locations of each object on the screen.
When the list is complete, you call GsDrawOT() to place everything on
the screen that is defined in the table.

Is this correct?  If not, please clarify for me as it seems to be an
essential step for placing any kind of graphics on the screen.

Also, how do packets fit into all this?

Thank you very much in advance!

Nelson.



--MESSAGE FILE 16535 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16536 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 12:46:40 -0500
Organization: (No organization)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <33833500.5414@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29> <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3378ED76.408C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Another thing that would help improve the Reference Guide is if
the heading of the pages were always printed towards the outside
margin, away from the center spine of the book.

In other words, odd pages would have the subject heading on the
right, and even pages would have the subject heading on the left.

This way, when you flip through the pages, you only need to look
at the corner to see what that page is referring to, rather then
needing to open the book all the way.  

Most refernce books are printed this way.

Looking at the libraryref.pdf, in the files/documentation section
of this Web site, I notice that it is still showing the subect
on the left side of each page.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16536 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16537 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jack Copper <impmeister@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 19:51:32 -0400
Organization: ArcanaTech
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <33838A84.689B@earthlink.net>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29> <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3378ED76.408C@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <33833500.5414@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: impmeister@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust62.Max28.Cleveland.OH.MS.UU.NET
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:



> 
> Another thing that would help improve the Reference Guide is if
> the heading of the pages were always printed towards the outside
> margin, away from the center spine of the book.
> 
> In other words, odd pages would have the subject heading on the
> right, and even pages would have the subject heading on the left.
> 
> This way, when you flip through the pages, you only need to look
> at the corner to see what that page is referring to, rather then
> needing to open the book all the way.
> 
SNIPPP
> EdF

Speaking of flipping through the reference guide, how about
alphabetizing things, so that flipping actually makes sense...
I have yet to discern any consistent rationale for the way data
structures and functions are interspersed, or the general sequence of
things...

Also, can someone from Sony confirm that the pdf files that were posted
are the right ones?  I can't say that I've noticed any difference
between the pdf docs and the printed docs that I got- certainly most of
the blatant typos and non sequiturs are still in the pdf files.

Jack Copper
--MESSAGE FILE 16537 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16538 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Thu, 22 May 1997 14:11:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33845352.37705686@205.149.189.29>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29> <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3378ED76.408C@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <33833500.5414@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<33838A84.689B@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Wed, 21 May 1997 19:51:32 -0400, Jack Copper
<impmeister@earthlink.net> wrote:

>Also, can someone from Sony confirm that the pdf files that were posted
>are the right ones?  I can't say that I've noticed any difference
>between the pdf docs and the printed docs that I got- certainly most of
>the blatant typos and non sequiturs are still in the pdf files.

The PDF files posted here are MUCH different from the ones I got in
January. That's not to say that there are no typo's or errors, but
they are a big improvement. I've never seen the english printed
manuals, so I don't know how they differ from those.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16538 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000031html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16539 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000032html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 14:37:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <338d944c.22562637@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Nelson,

You've pretty much figured it out. The ordering table holds the
instructions on how to draw the screen. The packet area is a work area
used when doing the drawing.

Mario

On 16 May 1997 23:08:08 GMT, "Nelson Santos" <nelson@total.net> wrote:

>To whoever can help:
>
>I am a little unclear as to the meaning of an Ordering Table (OT).
>According to the User Guide, an ordering table is used "for controlling
>the proper display of polygons".  Polygons means 3D, however I've seen
>OT's used in 2D graphics programming as well as a simple "Hello World"
>program.  What gives?
>
>Here is MY analysis:  An ordering table is actually a place where you
>insert a list of instructions on where to place sprites on the screen.
>It basically holds all of the locations of each object on the screen.
>When the list is complete, you call GsDrawOT() to place everything on
>the screen that is defined in the table.
>
>Is this correct?  If not, please clarify for me as it seems to be an
>essential step for placing any kind of graphics on the screen.
>
>Also, how do packets fit into all this?
>
>Thank you very much in advance!
>
>Nelson.
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16539 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16540 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 19:13:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <338dd515.4460142@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb5ppp172.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I've been programming some 2d stuff for like a week and



a half now and I still haven't figured out how big the PACKETs
need to be.  You need enough space for each basic thing you stick
in the OT.  It hasn't been real clear to me yet, though, exactly how
the OT, packets, and tags are structurally organized.

You need two OTs, two tag arrays and two PACKET arrays.
since the playstation does two things at once: displaying and drawing.
So while its drawing with one OT, tag array, and PACKET, it's
displaying the other set.  The programmer doesn't really have to worry
about this, though.  Its always done the same way.  You stick things
like lines, sprites, and boxes into the "currently active"  OT, sort
them, and draw them, just make sure you do the sorting/drawing in the
right order, per the demos.  The switch to the opposite set is done
at every screen refresh, when the opposite buffer is now "active".
Actually, the loop present in all the demos is only going around once
per screen refresh, since one of the commands, VSync(0), pauses
execution until the screen is ready to be refreshed.

Jamin Frederick
jamin1@psu.edu

On 16 May 1997 23:08:08 GMT, "Nelson Santos" <nelson@total.net> wrote:

>To whoever can help:
>
>I am a little unclear as to the meaning of an Ordering Table (OT).
>According to the User Guide, an ordering table is used "for controlling
>the proper display of polygons".  Polygons means 3D, however I've seen
>OT's used in 2D graphics programming as well as a simple "Hello World"
>program.  What gives?
>
>Here is MY analysis:  An ordering table is actually a place where you
>insert a list of instructions on where to place sprites on the screen.
>It basically holds all of the locations of each object on the screen.
>When the list is complete, you call GsDrawOT() to place everything on
>the screen that is defined in the table.
>
>Is this correct?  If not, please clarify for me as it seems to be an
>essential step for placing any kind of graphics on the screen.
>
>Also, how do packets fit into all this?
>
>Thank you very much in advance!
>
>Nelson.
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16540 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16541 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 15:07:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <338eec08.46773468@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default> 
<338dd515.4460142@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230



On Thu, 29 May 1997 19:13:30 GMT, jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
wrote:

> I've been programming some 2d stuff for like a week and
>a half now and I still haven't figured out how big the PACKETs
>need to be.  You need enough space for each basic thing you stick
>in the OT.  It hasn't been real clear to me yet, though, exactly how
>the OT, packets, and tags are structurally organized.

I've been told that a basic rule of thumb for packet size is the
maximum number of objects to be drawn times twenty-four (MAX_OBJ*24).
This works most of the time. This all falls under the heading of PSX
Voodoo. If there's anyone out there who has a better handle on this,
feel free to jump right in.

> You need two OTs, two tag arrays and two PACKET arrays.
>since the playstation does two things at once: displaying and drawing.
>So while its drawing with one OT, tag array, and PACKET, it's
>displaying the other set.  The programmer doesn't really have to worry
>about this, though.  Its always done the same way.  You stick things
>like lines, sprites, and boxes into the "currently active"  OT, sort
>them, and draw them, just make sure you do the sorting/drawing in the
>right order, per the demos.  The switch to the opposite set is done
>at every screen refresh, when the opposite buffer is now "active".
>Actually, the loop present in all the demos is only going around once
>per screen refresh, since one of the commands, VSync(0), pauses
>execution until the screen is ready to be refreshed.

I don't see a question in this paragraph, so I'll just agree with you.
8^)

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16541 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16542 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 00:49:52 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R3005970049520001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default> 
<338dd515.4460142@news.scea.sony.com> <338eec08.46773468@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp024-sf5.sirius.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

> I've been told that a basic rule of thumb for packet size is the
> maximum number of objects to be drawn times twenty-four (MAX_OBJ*24).

Do rotated sprites count as more than one primitive/object in this
equation? I had a simple test program that worked fine using a packet array
of size (1 * 24) for a single non-rotated, non-scaled sprite, but I had to
increase the packet array size for it to work with a scaled and rotated
sprite. I didn't bother trying to find out what the minimum working size
was... I used (1 * 8 * 24) to be on the safe side and it worked.

-- 



wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 16542 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16543 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Sat, 31 May 1997 03:03:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <338f949b.460911@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default> 
<338dd515.4460142@news.scea.sony.com> <338eec08.46773468@205.149.189.29> <wal-
ya02408000R3005970049520001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Fri, 30 May 1997 00:49:52 -0700, wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
wrote:

>Do rotated sprites count as more than one primitive/object in this
>equation? I had a simple test program that worked fine using a packet array
>of size (1 * 24) for a single non-rotated, non-scaled sprite, but I had to
>increase the packet array size for it to work with a scaled and rotated
>sprite. I didn't bother trying to find out what the minimum working size
>was... I used (1 * 8 * 24) to be on the safe side and it worked.

It appears that they do. I had a similar problem with one of my
programs. You just have to throw in a little fudge factor now and
then.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16543 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16544 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How to ... Display sprites.
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 20:13:37 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <33931B5F.595@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-11-17.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

How to ... Display sprites.

As promised, I have written some documentation and source code for the
display of sprites for use by anybody who needs it.

The docs started out short, but ended up about eight pages long. They're
pretty detailed without being complicated, I just cover the necessary
bits to get the sprite from your head onto the screen.

The source code is short, functional, well documented with comments, and
easy to follow.



The docs and source code are available now, including the executable and
a sample TIM from my ftp site at:

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/ftp/

It's available as a .zip file for PC, with the docs in Word 6 format &
Ascii text, and .hqx format for Mac with the docs in Wordperfect 3.1
format & Simpletext.

If you can't access the SCEE ftp, mail me and I will mail it to you,
just say what format you want it in.

I know how frustrating it can get when you are trying to get stuff
working, it took me a couple of weeks to get my head round it all. So I
just hope this  makes life easier and quicker for those of you who are
struggling and starting out - have faith we've all been there.

How about continuing this "How to .." series, if anyone else could knock
together some docs and source code for say, basic 3D, basic sound, using
Yaroze on Mac/Amiga/Linux, assembler on Yaroze, collision detection,
etc, etc. Source code alone without docs can sometimes just be
confusing. Perhaps SCEE could give us some more FTP space for a "How to
.." area, and then people could upload stuff there for the benefit of
everyone.

How about it people, after all, we're all in this together.

Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16544 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16545 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: memory
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 04:56:56 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <33928AD8.4622@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d06.tar-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (Win95; I)

hi,

i was just wondering if anyone could explain to me how memory allocation
for the ny works. i've been looking at sample batch- files and i see the
programmer d-loading tim,main,...ect to memory locations such as
"0x8000....ect". how do they know the size of their file?, how do they
know where to d-load it to? can some one please help. i've read the
whole userguid and still cant grasp the concept.

-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 16545 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16546 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000039html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 14:21:05 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <339426fe.2259421@205.149.189.29>
References: <33928AD8.4622@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 02 Jun 1997 04:56:56 -0400, djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
wrote:

>hi,
>
>i was just wondering if anyone could explain to me how memory allocation
>for the ny works. i've been looking at sample batch- files and i see the
>programmer d-loading tim,main,...ect to memory locations such as
>"0x8000....ect". how do they know the size of their file?, how do they
>know where to d-load it to? can some one please help. i've read the
>whole userguid and still cant grasp the concept.
>

Djinn,

The DOS command DIR will give you the size of a file. Once you have
that, you just add an appropriate offset to the address to allow room
for the entire file.

This is one of the reasons I wrote TGA2IMG. I didn't want to mess with
all these file offsets. My images are part of the code and can be
anywhere the linker wants.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16546 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16547 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Backgrounds
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 22:40:23 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33948F44.29EC@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-00-32.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

I have posted more how to code on my ftp area:

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

This time it is about displaying a 320x240 16 bit image as a whole
screen using two sprites.

Let me know what you think.



Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16547 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16548 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: memory
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 22:53:25 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33938725.24EF@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d09.tar-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

mario,
do you have a copy of that file tga2img?
i would like to see what you did in it.

-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 16548 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16549 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 22:08:28 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <339495a8.30593340@205.149.189.29>
References: <33938725.24EF@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 02 Jun 1997 22:53:25 -0400, djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
wrote:

>mario,
>do you have a copy of that file tga2img?
>i would like to see what you did in it.

Djinn,

The executable is available in the utilities library here. The source
is not available at this time.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16549 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16550 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: trouble again
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 1997 08:18:12 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33940B84.54BE@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts022d03.hil-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

hi again,

my newest problem is that i can't run the executable "make".  Everytime
i try to run it i get an error:
"loaded error (0025) can not initiale make.exe[tuto.0] error 1"

when i first hooked up mt ny i copyed the command.com to my desk top and
changed the memory setting to a # like 4096 (can't remember the exact #)
is this related? thanks again!
-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 16550 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16551 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Simple sprite rotation
Date: Thu, 05 Jun 1997 23:45:02 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3397416D.6B1D@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-54.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

To continue on with the sprite how to series, a simple rotation and
scaling demo, with source is now at my ftp.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

Ira

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16551 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16552 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pepper Miller <mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Sprite Display problems
Date: Fri, 06 Jun 1997 22:24:42 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu>



NNTP-Posting-Host: pub-18-b-157.dialup.umn.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02Gold (Win95; I)

I'm having a problem getting my sprites to display properly, actually, pretty 
much 
getting them to display at all.  I've been looking at the 'check' program, the 
'2D' 
sample program off the web, and a program off of, I believe Ira's web page.  I 
believe 
I've followed the examples well (and tried a million other ways of doing things)
but the 
only thing I can get to happen is that I get a colored box where my sprite 
should be.  
I'm compiling in Code Warrior (i don't *THINK* that's the problem) and I'm 
downloading 
the data file and executable in DOS.  I tried to compile Ira's 'sprite.c' 
program and 
run it, but I get the same problem.  I've searched the doc's and news groups and
I 
can't seem to figure anything out.  Does anybody have any idea what I should try
next?  
Any advice would be helpful!

Pepper
--MESSAGE FILE 16552 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16553 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 03:42:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hrtc.firewall.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Fri, 06 Jun 1997 22:24:42 -0500, Pepper Miller
<mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu> wrote:

>I'm having a problem getting my sprites to display properly, actually, pretty 
much 
>getting them to display at all.  I've been looking at the 'check' program, the 
'2D' 
>sample program off the web, and a program off of, I believe Ira's web page.  

Do the 'CHECK' and '2D' programs work when you compile them? In other
words, is the problem with all programs, or just the programs you are
working on. If the samples work, but your programs don't, we need to
help you figure out what you're doing wrong. If the samples don't work
either, we need to help you get your system setup correctly.

>I believe I've followed the examples well (and tried a million other ways of 
doing 
>things) but the only thing I can get to happen is that I get a colored box 
where my 
>sprite should be.



That's a step in the right direction :^)

>I'm compiling in Code Warrior (i don't *THINK* that's the problem) and I'm 
downloading 
>the data file and executable in DOS.

As I recall, you must modify GNU C programs before they will work with
CodeWarrior. Have you tried using GNU C to see if things work?

Hang in there, we'll get you going.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16553 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16554 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pepper Miller <mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 00:59:39 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3398F8CB.24D2@gold.tc.umn.edu>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu> <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pub-29-c-227.dialup.umn.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02Gold (Win95; I)

> Do the 'CHECK' and '2D' programs work when you compile them? In other
> words, is the problem with all programs, or just the programs you are
> working on. If the samples work, but your programs don't, we need to
> help you figure out what you're doing wrong. If the samples don't work
> either, we need to help you get your system setup correctly.
>
> As I recall, you must modify GNU C programs before they will work with
> CodeWarrior. Have you tried using GNU C to see if things work?

I compiled my program with GNU C and I had the same results with my sprites.  On
an up 
note though, my ResetGraph(3) works now! :)  I also compiled the '2D' programs 
and they 
seemed to work just fine.

Thanks for the help!
Pepper
--MESSAGE FILE 16554 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16555 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 11:41:45 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33993AE7.5D8C@netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-07-52.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Pepper Miller wrote:
> 
> I'm having a problem getting my sprites to display properly, actually, pretty 
much
> getting them to display at all.  I've been looking at the 'check' program, the
'2D'
> sample program off the web, and a program off of, I believe Ira's web page.  I
believe
> I've followed the examples well (and tried a million other ways of doing 
things) but the
> only thing I can get to happen is that I get a colored box where my sprite 
should be.

Have you set the frame buffer positions in your TIM files? Or are you
using my TIM files? It sounds to me like the sprite data isn't in the
frame buffer where you think it is/should be.

> I'm compiling in Code Warrior (i don't *THINK* that's the problem) and I'm 
downloading
> the data file and executable in DOS.  I tried to compile Ira's 'sprite.c' 
program and
> run it, but I get the same problem.  I've searched the doc's and news groups 
and I
> can't seem to figure anything out.  Does anybody have any idea what I should 
try next?

I use CW on my Mac and it's very unlikely that's the problem.

Ira.
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16555 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16556 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 15:18:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33997b8e.370186@205.149.189.29>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu> <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29> 
<3398F8CB.24D2@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hrtc.firewall.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Sat, 07 Jun 1997 00:59:39 -0500, Pepper Miller
<mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu> wrote:

>> Do the 'CHECK' and '2D' programs work when you compile them? In other
>> words, is the problem with all programs, or just the programs you are
>> working on. If the samples work, but your programs don't, we need to
>> help you figure out what you're doing wrong. If the samples don't work
>> either, we need to help you get your system setup correctly.
>>
>> As I recall, you must modify GNU C programs before they will work with
>> CodeWarrior. Have you tried using GNU C to see if things work?
>



>I compiled my program with GNU C and I had the same results with my sprites.  
On an up 
>note though, my ResetGraph(3) works now! :)  I also compiled the '2D' programs 
and they 
>seemed to work just fine.

OK, now all we need to do is have a look at the code to see what's up.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16556 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16557 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pepper Miller <mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 15:38:49 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 108
Message-ID: <3399C6D9.5E30@gold.tc.umn.edu>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu> <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29> 
<3398F8CB.24D2@gold.tc.umn.edu> <33997b8e.370186@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pub-26-a-138.dialup.umn.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02Gold (Win95; I)

Here's the latest version of my code, I think the format is off, Code Warrior 
doesn't
exactly like you to get your code out of their program.  (forgive me if there 
was a
better way to put my code up, I generally stay away from the Web)

#include "libps.h"
#include "pad.h"

// Defines
#define OT_LENGTH 1
#define SPRITE_LOCAL 0x80090000
#define SPRITE_COUNT (1+1)

// Global Variables
static GsOT          WorldOT[2];
static GsOT_TAG      OTTags[2][1<<OT_LENGTH];
static PACKET        GpuPacketArea[2][24*28*12];
GsSPRITE      sprt;
GsIMAGE       *tim;

static u_long PadRead(void);

volatile u_char *bb0, *bb1;

main()
{
      int i;
      int activeBuff;
      RECT rect;
      u_long pad;

      SetVideoMode( MODE_NTSC );



//      ResetGraph(0);

      GsInitGraph(320,240,4,0,0);
      GsDefDispBuff(0,0,0,240);

      for (i = 0; i < 2; i++)
      {
         WorldOT[i].length = OT_LENGTH;
         WorldOT[i].org = OTTags[i];
      }

//      GsClearOt(0,0, &WorldOT[activeBuff]);

      GsGetTimInfo((u_long *)(SPRITE_LOCAL+4), tim);

      rect.x = tim->px;
      rect.y = tim->py;
      rect.w = tim->pw;
      rect.h = tim->ph;
      LoadImage(&rect, tim->pixel);
      rect.x = tim->cx;
      rect.y = tim->cy;
      rect.w = tim->cw;
      rect.h = tim->ch;
           LoadImage(&rect, tim->clut);

            sprt.attribute = (0x1<<24);
            sprt.x = 94;
            sprt.y = 50;
            sprt.w = (tim->pw*2)-1;
            sprt.h = tim->ph;
            sprt.tpage = GetTPage(1,0,tim->px,tim->py);
            sprt.u = 0;
            sprt.v = 0;
            sprt.cx = tim->cx;
            sprt.cy = tim->cy;
            sprt.r = 128;
            sprt.g = 128;
            sprt.b = 128;
            sprt.mx = 0;
            sprt.my = 0;
            sprt.scalex = ONE;
            sprt.scaley = ONE;
            sprt.rotate = 0;

            DrawSync(0);
            GetPadBuf(&bb0, &bb1);

            while(!(pad & PADstart))
            {
               activeBuff = GsGetActiveBuff();

               GsSetWorkBase((PACKET *)GpuPacketArea[activeBuff]);

               GsClearOt(0,0, &WorldOT[activeBuff]);

               GsSortFastSprite(&sprt, &WorldOT[activeBuff],0);

               DrawSync(0);
               VSync(0);

               GsSwapDispBuff();



               GsSortClear(0,0,4,&WorldOT[activeBuff]);
               GsDrawOt(&WorldOT[activeBuff]);
               pad = PadRead();
             }
             printf("End of main.\n");
             ResetGraph(3);
           }

static u_long PadRead(void)
{
      return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) << 8 | *(bb1+3) << 16 | *(bb1+2) << 24));
}
--MESSAGE FILE 16557 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16558 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 22:42:34 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3399D5C9.461A@netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu> <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29> 
<3398F8CB.24D2@gold.tc.umn.edu> <33997b8e.370186@205.149.189.29> 
<3399C6D9.5E30@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-07.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Pepper Miller wrote:
> 
> Here's the latest version of my code, I think the format is off, Code Warrior 
doesn't
> exactly like you to get your code out of their program.  (forgive me if there 
was a
> better way to put my code up, I generally stay away from the Web)
> 
> #define SPRITE_LOCAL 0x80090000

I figure this is probably your problem.

CodeWarrior as default sets the executable program start area as
0x80090000, so by loading your sprite here, it is overwritten by the
program.

Try setting your sprite to load at say, 0x80100000, and then load your
sprite and then try to run the app.

If you want to change the default program area, goto the edit menu,
select project setting, and you can change the program  area from here.

I put money on this will work.

Ira

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16558 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000051html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16559 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pepper Miller <mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 22:16:27 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <339A240B.3AA6@gold.tc.umn.edu>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pub-14-c-46.dialup.umn.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02Gold (Win95; I)

I'm unable to send mail to Mario Perdue so I'm posting my auto file here (it's 
very 
small).  As for the tim, I was able to display it with timv.bat.  I've also 
tried 
another tim file to the same effect.  If seeing the actual tim is needed I think
I can 
try to attach it to a posting.  Thanks

Pepper

auto file:
local dload pacman.tim 80090000
local load main
go
--MESSAGE FILE 16559 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16560 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sun, 08 Jun 1997 15:01:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <339ac7de.2064481@205.149.189.29>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu> <3398d5cb.46088567@205.149.189.29> 
<3398F8CB.24D2@gold.tc.umn.edu> <33997b8e.370186@205.149.189.29> 
<3399C6D9.5E30@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hrtc.firewall.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Peper,

I had a chance to look at your code this morning so I built a small
TIM file with an Origin at 320,0 and gave it a shot. When I sent it to
the Yaroze system and ran it, the program exited immediately. I looked
at the code a bit closer and added a line to initialize the variable
pad just before the while loop:

pad = 0;
while(!(pad & PADstart))

{
...
}

That stopped the program from falling through and exiting. Everything



else worked fine after that.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16560 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16561 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: djinn666 <djinn666@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: sprite display problems
Date: Sat, 07 Jun 1997 05:38:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <33992BFF.F55@concentric.net>
Reply-To: djinn666@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d10.tar-ny.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

hi pepper,
i had the same problem you did when i first looked at ira's great work.
it seemed that when i ran the main program it overwrites the tim file
because there in the same memory location. 

1) go into the main source and change the constant timadd to 0x80190000
2) when you dload your tim in siocons use this same address.

you will also need to include a "pad.h" file from another demo to
compile it right.

ira set her video mode in pal. you should change it to ntsc to get
color.

tell me if your still getting problems.

it's actually the document that really got me started on the yaroze

-Djinn
--MESSAGE FILE 16561 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16562 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: sprite display problems
Date: Sun, 08 Jun 1997 20:43:55 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <339B0B7A.6FB8@netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <33992BFF.F55@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-07-39.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

djinn666 wrote:
> 
> ira set her video mode in pal. you should change it to ntsc to get



> color.
> 

Sorry to disapoint you, SHE is a * HE *.

Mr. Ira
-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16562 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16563 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pepper Miller <mill1076@gold.tc.umn.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Sprite Display problems
Date: Sun, 08 Jun 1997 16:04:27 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <339B1E5B.7FDB@gold.tc.umn.edu>
References: <3398D47A.77F3@gold.tc.umn.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pub-27-c-217.dialup.umn.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02Gold (Win95; I)

I got it to work!!!!  WuHu! Thanks for the help!  I looks as though my tim file 
was the 
problem, I had set the origins to 0,0 instead of 320,0. (no laughing please :) )

Thanks again
The VERY Happy Pepper
--MESSAGE FILE 16563 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16564 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Baokang Chen <chen@actlab.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Q: How to use memory card in NY?
Date: Mon, 09 Jun 1997 11:50:09 -0700
Organization: ACT Laboratory Ltd.
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <339C5061.4A88@actlab.com>
Reply-To: chen@actlab.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: FLYERS.ACTLAB.COM
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; U)

Hi there,

I am new to this NY area. Can anyone out there kindly answer the
following questions regarding capabilities of NY dev. kit:

1) Can I load contents from CD to the JoyStick? Suppose the joystick
   is able to receive config. data. In other words, Is JoyStick
   treated as INPUT-ONLY device in NY?

2) How can I use memory card? Is memory card viewed as extension to the
   memory module in the Playstation? If this is case, what's the address



   of the memory card and what functions available for acess to 
   the memory card?

Thanks in advance.

--Benny
--MESSAGE FILE 16564 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16565 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Q: How to use memory card in NY?
Date: Tue, 10 Jun 1997 00:27:07 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <339c9ef5.325288@205.149.189.29>
References: <339C5061.4A88@actlab.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Benny,

There is a file in the Documentation download area called PERIPH.HTML.
This file should answer most of your questions about the controller
ports and the memory card.

Mario

On Mon, 09 Jun 1997 11:50:09 -0700, Baokang Chen <chen@actlab.com>
wrote:

>Hi there,
>
>I am new to this NY area. Can anyone out there kindly answer the
>following questions regarding capabilities of NY dev. kit:
>
>1) Can I load contents from CD to the JoyStick? Suppose the joystick
>   is able to receive config. data. In other words, Is JoyStick
>   treated as INPUT-ONLY device in NY?
>
>2) How can I use memory card? Is memory card viewed as extension to the
>   memory module in the Playstation? If this is case, what's the address
>   of the memory card and what functions available for acess to 
>   the memory card?
>
>Thanks in advance.
>
>--Benny

--MESSAGE FILE 16565 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16566 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Stars
Date: Wed, 11 Jun 1997 00:38:33 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <339DE578.4466@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-07-46.netcomuk.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Another simple step up the routine ladder.

Check out my stars demo at my ftp, showing a four field parallax star
field and sprite rotation and scaling stuff.

Only simple stuff, but ace fun to play with.

Source code available when it's tidy.

Ira

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16566 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16567 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ira Rainey <shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Source available
Date: Thu, 12 Jun 1997 19:01:29 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33A03979.1ECA@netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-08-03.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Macintosh; I; PPC)

The source for the starfield and runner demos are now on my ftp area.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

Check them out.

Ira

-- 
"Never take life too seriously, 'cause you know you're not getting out
of it alive."  - Bugs Bunny
--MESSAGE FILE 16567 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16568 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ordering Tables
Date: Thu, 12 Jun 1997 15:51:10 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <33A05310.75FB@admin.humberc.on.ca>
References: <01bc624e$1366b300$4da1cdcd@default>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca



NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Nelson Santos wrote:
> To whoever can help:
> I am a little unclear as to the meaning of an Ordering Table (OT).
> According to the User Guide, an ordering table is used "for controlling
> the proper display of polygons".  Polygons means 3D, however I've seen
> OT's used in 2D graphics programming as well as a simple "Hello World"
> program.  What gives?

Ordering Tables are another anologous description of the Infamous
Display List.

AutoCAD used Vector Display Lists that were transmitted to the Vector
Display Unit using a serial transfer method in the Olden Days of CAD.
The GCE Vectrex used Ordering Tables to optimize the display list that
the Main Processor had to output to the Display X,Y, Integrators as
quickly as it could.
If a Vectrex {Vector Line Drawing Game Console} had a Dual Processor
system, It could use one Processor for Game Handling, and another for
Vector Drawing. The DATA FORMAT between such a system would use PACKETS.

Now however this Vector Lineto Data/Method set is done to a Raster
buffer [Frame Buffer] array ant the graphics are handled by the VGP unit
in the PSX.
But! The data being transferred and its method is called PACKETS

For Win16/32 people this would be the DrawDeviceContext BitBlockTransfer
Mechanism called     BitBlT()   A very common algorithym used in 2D
FrameBuffer Raster Imaging systems.

> Here is MY analysis:  An ordering table is actually a place where you
> insert a list of instructions on where to place sprites on the screen.
> It basically holds all of the locations of each object on the screen.
> When the list is complete, you call GsDrawOT() to place everything on
> the screen that is defined in the table.

BitBlt()  --> see above...

> Is this correct?  If not, please clarify for me as it seems to be an
> essential step for placing any kind of graphics on the screen.
> Also, how do packets fit into all this?
> Thank you very much in advance!
> Nelson.
I learned the above by circumstance of using a 20Mhz  Microchip PIC RISC
Micro-Controller to overlay a Wind-Direction finder project I got out of
a Popular Electronics Magasine 3-4 Years ago.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16568 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16569 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Q: How to use memory card in NY?
Date: Fri, 13 Jun 1997 03:56:20 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 47



Message-ID: <33a0c3b9.179797916@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <339C5061.4A88@actlab.com> <339c9ef5.325288@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ivyland338.voicenet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent .99g/32.339

I've read the docs for the memory card and I'm familiar
with the file format, but I'm unfamiliar with the procedure of loading
or saving games, and the library calls to do so.  I'm assuming you
use the standard file open/close/etc. calls, with a special file
descriptor for memory cards(?)  The controller reading procedure I
figured out straight out from reading sample code, it's pretty
straightforward, but I haven't found anything similar for
the memory cards.  Does anyone know of any sources?  Thanks.

Jamin Frederick

On Tue, 10 Jun 1997 00:27:07 GMT, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
wrote:

>Benny,
>
>There is a file in the Documentation download area called PERIPH.HTML.
>This file should answer most of your questions about the controller
>ports and the memory card.
>
>Mario
>
>On Mon, 09 Jun 1997 11:50:09 -0700, Baokang Chen <chen@actlab.com>
>wrote:
>
>>Hi there,
>>
>>I am new to this NY area. Can anyone out there kindly answer the
>>following questions regarding capabilities of NY dev. kit:
>>
>>1) Can I load contents from CD to the JoyStick? Suppose the joystick
>>   is able to receive config. data. In other words, Is JoyStick
>>   treated as INPUT-ONLY device in NY?
>>
>>2) How can I use memory card? Is memory card viewed as extension to the
>>   memory module in the Playstation? If this is case, what's the address
>>   of the memory card and what functions available for acess to 
>>   the memory card?
>>
>>Thanks in advance.
>>
>>--Benny
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16569 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16570 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Clint Kelly <clint@erols.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: baud rate
Date: Sat, 14 Jun 1997 22:39:29 -0400



Organization: Cornell University
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33A355E1.50E9@erols.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dam-as5s68.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01KIT (Win95; U)

I know that this is kind of silly, but I've looked through the 
documentation and I can't remember where the instructions on this are...

How do I change the baud rate of my Yaroze/PC connection?  I tried 
typing in 
siocons -b<baud rate>

when I start applications, but unless I select 9600 as my rate, nothing 
works!  I finally bought a memory card (I remember reading that you need 
one of those), so what do I do?

Any help appreciated greatly.

Clint
--MESSAGE FILE 16570 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16571 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: baud rate
Date: Sun, 15 Jun 1997 13:56:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33a3f436.693475@205.149.189.29>
References: <33A355E1.50E9@erols.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

There is a file called BAUDRATE.ZIP in the MISC. section of the file
download area that should answer your questions.

Mario

On Sat, 14 Jun 1997 22:39:29 -0400, Clint Kelly <clint@erols.com>
wrote:

>I know that this is kind of silly, but I've looked through the 
>documentation and I can't remember where the instructions on this are...
>
>How do I change the baud rate of my Yaroze/PC connection?  I tried 
>typing in 
>siocons -b<baud rate>
>
>when I start applications, but unless I select 9600 as my rate, nothing 
>works!  I finally bought a memory card (I remember reading that you need 
>one of those), so what do I do?
>
>Any help appreciated greatly.
>
>Clint

--MESSAGE FILE 16571 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000064html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16572 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Clint Kelly <clint@erols.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: good help
Date: Sun, 15 Jun 1997 19:09:24 -0400
Organization: Cornell University
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <33A47624.6211@erols.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dam-as1s11.erols.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.01KIT (Win95; U)

All beginners:

If you're having trouble with 2D sprites, I *highly* recommend Ira 
Rainey's documentation and sample code.  It's helped me immensely.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/

Also, is there any way to change the baud rate of my Yaroze without 
clearing my memory card?  Cos I really don't feel like starting all over 
again in WipeOut XL...

Clint
--MESSAGE FILE 16572 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16573 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stars
Date: Fri, 27 Jun 1997 16:40:59 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <33B42551.7F53@admin.humberc.on.ca>
References: <339DE578.4466@netcomuk.co.uk>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Ira Rainey wrote: 
> Another simple step up the routine ladder.
> Check out my stars demo at my ftp, showing a four field parallax star
> field and sprite rotation and scaling stuff.
> Only simple stuff, but ace fun to play with.
> Source code available when it's tidy.
> Ira
> 
As in the forementioned articles , I too came across the TIM file origin
fault, {I changed the STARS.C file and made it into another called
CHAMPAGNE.C you all can try to guess why...} when I put a transferred
image sprite of my own into the code, and all it generated was the matte
cutout in memory. Moving the matte around however lead to the finding of
the palette buffer being displayed, and when I rotated the matte, a 1
bit dithered distortion of my sprite materialized {And I wasn't drinking
Soda at the time either...} That lead me to look closely at the TIM file



used in the STARS version, and I found that the origin was 1/2 of the
image screen reference. {Duh, to display a centered sprite, use a center
reference..uh Duh..} Aha! that was the trick. I learned a lot from that
one..
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16573 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16574 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-06-43.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: shad.dev@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Stars
Date: Sat, 28 Jun 1997 00:36:16 +0100
Organization: shadow developments
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <shad.dev-2806970036170001@dialup-06-43.netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <339DE578.4466@netcomuk.co.uk> <33B42551.7F53@admin.humberc.on.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-06-43.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

In article <33B42551.7F53@admin.humberc.on.ca>,
kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca wrote:

> Ira Rainey wrote: 
> > Another simple step up the routine ladder.
> > Check out my stars demo at my ftp, showing a four field parallax star
> > field and sprite rotation and scaling stuff.
> > Only simple stuff, but ace fun to play with.
> > Source code available when it's tidy.
> > Ira
> > 
> As in the forementioned articles , I too came across the TIM file origin
> fault, {I changed the STARS.C file and made it into another called
> CHAMPAGNE.C you all can try to guess why...} when I put a transferred
> image sprite of my own into the code, and all it generated was the matte
> cutout in memory. Moving the matte around however lead to the finding of
> the palette buffer being displayed, and when I rotated the matte, a 1
> bit dithered distortion of my sprite materialized {And I wasn't drinking
> Soda at the time either...} That lead me to look closely at the TIM file
> used in the STARS version, and I found that the origin was 1/2 of the
> image screen reference. {Duh, to display a centered sprite, use a center
> reference..uh Duh..} Aha! that was the trick. I learned a lot from that
> one..
> -sean

I'm glad it's coming to some use!

Ira

-- 
"The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in determination" 
-- Tommy Lasorda
--MESSAGE FILE 16574 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16575 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: gadget@pizzacats.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D Beginning Demo
Date: Sat, 28 Jun 1997 16:41:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 15



Message-ID: <5p3j0r$c8m1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbnn1.dialup.mindspring.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

Hello,
   If anyone is looking for a very small demo which does nothing but
load a tmd file and display one object, look at the following URL.

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jjones.html

I grabbed the original code from the SCEI site and took out everything
but the basic for displaying one object. It seems to be much easier to
understand at the beginning when you don't have all sorts of extra
code in there.

Thanks,
Jason Jones

[Posted with Free Agent 1.0. For info, email agent-info@forteinc.com.]
--MESSAGE FILE 16575 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16576 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A few requests
Date: Mon, 30 Jun 1997 13:19:09 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 76
Message-ID: <33B7EA89.1726@admin.humberc.on.ca>
References: <MPG.de1fe9172b83dda989681@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33788386.949380@205.149.189.29> <MPG.de25181a54b0de2989682@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3378ED76.408C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

2 cents aside, but...
The following is all on who leaned how to program by what means and
how..

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> Brian Gilman wrote:
> > > Mario wrote:
> > > I agree that we need to do several more examples that show the basics,
> > > but I'll have to disagree with you on the manuals. I've done some work

I found the manuals for the PSX on par with those from current companies
supplying the microchips used in the PSX. Limited in documentation
scope, they rely on you the programmer to come up to speed on the
specific system of doing things. AND that is by no means standard...

> One thing that would help the current docs *a lot* would be to include
> an example call for each of the functions, and an example of directly
> initializing each of the data structures.  The example calls might
> require
> a little bit of surrounding code, but hopefully not much.

Hmm, a neat Borland Turbo example thing to do, but dangerous.
Here's why: In assembler for one function there are usually six ways of



doing the function, depending on what type of coder you are. In C there
could be twelve different ways of Initializing the data. By giving no
examples at all, the easiest and LAZIEST {we're programmers here,
remember that.} method of doing something will always come to the top of
the pile. Why? I really cannot be certain except it follows the ASAP
philisophy.

AS. SIMPLE. AS. POSSIBLE.
AS. SOON. AS. POSSIBLE.

I hate the KISS method because I may be lazy, but I'm NOT STUPID!

{No Fat Chicks, No VBX, AND NO DLL'S!!!} ASAP.

> > > Actually, I find that more #defines makes the program easier to read.
> > > For example, when setting the scale of a sprite to one, I use the
> > > define ONE, not the constant 4096.
> > I agree, but that's for my own code. IMHO code is a lot less readable by
> > someone other than the coder when lots of #define's are used.
> 
> If there are "standard" defines, they should be mentioned in the docs.
> Now I know that ONE means 4096, but at first, I had to take a break from
> reading the code to go hunt that down, which breaks the concentration,
> which just makes it a bit harder to understand new stuff.  Even if the
> 'standard' defines are used, it would be good to say /* ONE = 4096 */,
> just to help keep the learner focused on learning the subject, not
> hunting
> down the defines.
> 
> > > That might be nice, but it's going to be pretty hard to get all these
> > > programmers scattered around the world to agree on the same standard
> > > names. I can only speak for myself, but I try to make the variable
> > > names self-explanatory. However, since I don't like to type any more
> > > than necessary, I'd probably use WorldOT[].
> > Right, that would be hard. Instead, use search and replace :)
> 
> Since the functions are all "SortOT", "BlahOT", etc, it would make
> things
> more readable to use "WorldOT", rather than "WorldOrderingTable".
> Likewise
> for "SortBG", I call my data structure "MyBG" (or whatever).  It's very
> obvious then that that struct is use with the "WhateverBG" routines.
> 
> EdF

Trying to get someone to agree to anything is hard. Getting someone to
document something is harder. 
But, documentation in programming is vital. ASAP --> Not too verbose,
Not too sparse.
Thais is the difference between good programmers and programmers that
work at a large comapany that makes the most used operating system...
{ASAP_BAR! for those who know what I'm talking about..}
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16576 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16577 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Am I the only beginner?
Date: Tue, 08 Jul 1997 23:22:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 3



Message-ID: <33C32E09.1D88@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max11-so-ca-43.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

^ 
   | 
see above
--MESSAGE FILE 16577 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16578 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Am I the only beginner?
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 09:32:45 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <33C3A10D.987ABA3F@groupz.net>
References: <33C32E09.1D88@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r2-p6.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Linda J. Hodge wrote:

> see above

  I don't think so..  I think a lot of us have just stared out on the
Yaroze.  I think there are a couple of guys in the SCEE groups that have
worked with real PS development stations.

I think most of us work as coders in the real world.  That may be why we
picked up on it a little faster.

Regards,

Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16578 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16579 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Animation?
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 1997 22:37:57 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <33C71834.40B5@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max3-so-ca-00.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)



So Ive been thinking maybe this is the theory behind animation:

LoadImage() //projects image on screen
StoreImage()//store rectangle with image on it in buffer
MoveImage()//asumming your using the same background 
LoadImage()// loop through

This is probably totally wrong but if you could show me how that would
be greatly appreciated.
--MESSAGE FILE 16579 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16580 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Animation?
Date: Sat, 12 Jul 1997 16:09:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33c7ab9c.2705935@205.149.189.29>
References: <33C71834.40B5@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Linda,

Actually you load the image into the frame buffer and then create a
GsSPRITE that points to it. Then all you need to do is move and redraw
the sprite for each frame. There are several good examples of this in
the download area. I'd suggest that you start with 2D.ZIP in the SCEE
area and go from there.

Mario

On Fri, 11 Jul 1997 22:37:57 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>So Ive been thinking maybe this is the theory behind animation:
>
>LoadImage() //projects image on screen
>StoreImage()//store rectangle with image on it in buffer
>MoveImage()//asumming your using the same background 
>LoadImage()// loop through
>
>This is probably totally wrong but if you could show me how that would
>be greatly appreciated.

--MESSAGE FILE 16580 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16581 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Animation technique
Date: Sun, 13 Jul 1997 22:58:11 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <33C9BFF3.461B@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max6-so-ca-08.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Ok So I listened to what you said and Im thinking.

maybe something like this

//defines

GsOT// Define your ordertables
GsOTTAG//Tag your odertables

PACKET// Do packet for ot stufff
GsSPRITE //pointer to sprite
GsinitGraph//Screen initialiize stuff
GsdefDispbuff// Setup double buffer stuff for page flipping
//For loop for WOT  
Activebuff =GsGetActiveBuff()//bouble buffer setup
GsSetWorkBase//Have no idea except it asigns buffer to packet?  
GsClearOt//init ot packet

Do main loop animation stuff right here with frames and all

DrawSync(0)// wait for the entire drawing   to be done
Vsync(0)//Wait for the vblank interupt which tells the sys it is done
//with drawing the pic on screen
GsSwapDispBuff()// Switch the buffers
GsSortClear()//Have no idea
GsDrawOT()//Draw everything that has just been done in the ot

Then do the sprite init.

end

This is probably completely wrong but I init the sprite.
mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16581 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16582 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Animation technique
Date: Tue, 15 Jul 1997 01:31:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <33cad207.44933192@205.149.189.29>
References: <33C9BFF3.461B@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Linda,

That looks a bit better. I'd like to stress that you should look at
several of the examples and see how things are handled in them. The
BALLS sample is a good one. Play around with the code to see what
happens when you change things. Make sure you understand the simple
stuff before you tackle something bigger. It's pretty easy if you take
it one step at a time.



Mario

On Sun, 13 Jul 1997 22:58:11 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>Ok So I listened to what you said and Im thinking.
>
>maybe something like this
>
>[snip]
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16582 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16583 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Animation technique
Date: Mon, 14 Jul 1997 22:53:37 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33CB1061.621F@earthlink.net>
References: <33C9BFF3.461B@earthlink.net> <33cad207.44933192@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.217.138.17
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Linda,
> 
> That looks a bit better. I'd like to stress that you should look at
> several of the examples and see how things are handled in them. The
> BALLS sample is a good one. Play around with the code to see what
> happens when you change things. Make sure you understand the simple
> stuff before you tackle something bigger. It's pretty easy if you take
> it one step at a time.
> 
> Mario
> 
> On Sun, 13 Jul 1997 22:58:11 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
> <hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:
> 
> >Ok So I listened to what you said and Im thinking.
> >
> >maybe something like this
> >
> >[snip]
> >
So the "balls" is in the europe website?
--MESSAGE FILE 16583 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16584 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000077html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Animation technique
Date: Tue, 15 Jul 1997 15:43:17 GMT



Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <33cb999f.759313@205.149.189.29>
References: <33C9BFF3.461B@earthlink.net> <33cad207.44933192@205.149.189.29> 
<33CB1061.621F@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 14 Jul 1997 22:53:37 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>So the "balls" is in the europe website?

Well, yes it is. You can also find it in the SCEE section of the scea
download area. 

Have you browsed the download areas to see what's there yet? There are
several very good samples that you can work with. 

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16584 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16585 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Animation technique
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 1997 23:02:46 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <33cd529e.2069219@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33C9BFF3.461B@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb11ppp60.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Also, you might want to check out my "onespr" tutorial...it explains
each function pretty extensively, plus its very simple, just
displays one sprite on the screen, not much more to it.
Its on my yaroze web page.

Jamin

On Sun, 13 Jul 1997 22:58:11 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>Ok So I listened to what you said and Im thinking.
>
>maybe something like this
>
>
>//defines
>
>GsOT// Define your ordertables
>GsOTTAG//Tag your odertables
>
>PACKET// Do packet for ot stufff
>GsSPRITE //pointer to sprite
>GsinitGraph//Screen initialiize stuff
>GsdefDispbuff// Setup double buffer stuff for page flipping
>//For loop for WOT  
>Activebuff =GsGetActiveBuff()//bouble buffer setup
>GsSetWorkBase//Have no idea except it asigns buffer to packet?  



>GsClearOt//init ot packet
>
>Do main loop animation stuff right here with frames and all
>
>
>DrawSync(0)// wait for the entire drawing   to be done
>Vsync(0)//Wait for the vblank interupt which tells the sys it is done
>//with drawing the pic on screen
>GsSwapDispBuff()// Switch the buffers
>GsSortClear()//Have no idea
>GsDrawOT()//Draw everything that has just been done in the ot
>
>Then do the sprite init.
>
>end
>
>This is probably completely wrong but I init the sprite.
>mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16585 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16586 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Circle?
Date: Sat, 19 Jul 1997 01:54:54 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33D080DE.161D@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: max3-so-ca-08.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Mario or anyone that can help,
I made my first program and am getting some errors. I am trying to
display a bunch of circles on screen using a drawing function.I dont
know which one thats the thing.I mean I got the math for it:

for(index=0; index<1000; index++)
{

xo   = 20 + rand()%300;
yo   = 20 + rand()%1800;
rad  = 1  + rand()%20;

       color =      rand()%256;

for(ang=0;ang<360; ang++)
   {
     x = xo  +  cos(ang*3.14/180) * rad;
     y = yo  +  cos(ang*3.14/180) * rad;

//Now from here I need a function to put x,y and color on 
//to screen.I was thing of a GsLINE func to do the job //but that is

for straight line endpoints only.Any //suggestions?

Thanks.
--MESSAGE FILE 16586 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000079html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16587 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Circle?
Date: Sun, 20 Jul 1997 02:03:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <33d17140.10866964@205.149.189.29>
References: <33D080DE.161D@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Drawing a circle with GsGLines would work fine. You just need to
calculate a series of points on the circumference of the circle and
connect them with line segments. As you would expect, the number of
lines will determine how round the circle looks.

Mario

On Sat, 19 Jul 1997 01:54:54 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>Mario or anyone that can help,
>I made my first program and am getting some errors. I am trying to
>display a bunch of circles on screen using a drawing function.I dont
>know which one thats the thing.I mean I got the math for it:
>
>for(index=0; index<1000; index++)
> {
>
> xo   = 20 + rand()%300;
> yo   = 20 + rand()%1800;
> rad  = 1  + rand()%20;
>       color =      rand()%256;
>
> for(ang=0;ang<360; ang++)
>    {
>      x = xo  +  cos(ang*3.14/180) * rad;
>      y = yo  +  cos(ang*3.14/180) * rad;
>
> //Now from here I need a function to put x,y and color on 
> //to screen.I was thing of a GsLINE func to do the job //but that is
>for straight line endpoints only.Any //suggestions?
>
>Thanks.

--MESSAGE FILE 16587 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000080html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16588 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Hello, I'm a newbie
Date: Mon, 21 Jul 1997 15:50:19 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33D3E7AB.5533@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-6.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)



This is awesome.
I can't get over how nice everyone is here.
I just got my Yaroze the other day and have JUST started playing with
it.
I have a BS in CS from Clemson University and am still rather confused
after reading the user manual.
But...
I feel much better after checking out this group.
Are most people here CS majors?
Cuz if not, I don't want my ignorance to shine through too hard.
(It might look bad if a CS major is having problem and gets help from
some 15 year old kid. PS: I was writing games when I was 15 for the C64
so I know where some of the help will come from! So you 15 year old
kids, please take it easy on this newbie! ha)
--MESSAGE FILE 16588 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16589 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ira's Sprite stuff
Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 01:56:20 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33D475B4.2B15@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.139.128.53
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

First Day...
How do I compile your stuff?
All of it has wierd stuff in it like...
ny.pxe
download.sio
and no make file or auto type file to upload.
What am i doing wrong?
I have a pc, and code warrior if needed.
there is no make file.
the sprite.c appears to have junk at the beginning and the end of
the file.
this is not looking good
1st day and I can't even compile people's code.
--MESSAGE FILE 16589 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16590 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: sumner@metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Ira's Sprite stuff
Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 17:37:40 -0500
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <MPG.e3ef22c6e14398c98968e@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33D475B4.2B15@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 198.214.227.194
X-Newsreader: Anawave Gravity v1.10
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:83 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:136



Hi Michael,
  Since you have CodeWarrior, I'd recommend reading the "Targeting 
PlayStation OS.pdf" file inside the CodeWarrior 
documentation\embedded[doc] folder. It has three tutorials on connecting 
your Net Yaroze to your PC, building the examples files, and running them 
in the debugger.

The Metrowerks support staff monitors these newsgroups so feel free to 
ask any questions that you may have. Either our support staff or the 
other people reading scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior can answer your 
questions.

In article <33D475B4.2B15@hubcap.clemson.edu>, mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu 
says...
> First Day...
> How do I compile your stuff?
> All of it has wierd stuff in it like...
> ny.pxe
> download.sio
> and no make file or auto type file to upload.
> What am i doing wrong?
> I have a pc, and code warrior if needed.
> there is no make file.
> the sprite.c appears to have junk at the beginning and the end of
> the file.
> this is not looking good
> 1st day and I can't even compile people's code.
> 

-- 
-------------------------
PlayStation Debugger Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 16590 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16591 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!!user
From: "Ira Rainey" <ira@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's Sprite stuff
Date: Sat, 02 Aug 1997 11:15:21 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <5rv0rh$oj1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33D475B4.2B15@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-03-42.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet Mail & News for Macintosh - 3.0

I just noticed your message - I've been on holiday for the past week or so.

The junk, I believe, is IDE formatting information left behind by CW. I only
use CW because I have a PowerMac and basically I have no choice.

The download.sio file is actually a batch file, I guess for your PC you'll
need to change the extension to .bat to use it. The file NY.pxe is the CW
generated playstation executable.

Keep at it, I know it seems complicated at first, but it'll soon become
clear - it took me about two weeks to make any sense of anything.



Ira

----------
> From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
> Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners 
> Subject: Ira's Sprite stuff 
> Date: Tue, 22 Jul 1997 01:56:20 -0700 
> 
>First Day...
>How do I compile your stuff?
>All of it has wierd stuff in it like...
>ny.pxe
>download.sio
>and no make file or auto type file to upload.
>What am i doing wrong?
>I have a pc, and code warrior if needed.
>there is no make file.
>the sprite.c appears to have junk at the beginning and the end of
>the file.
>this is not looking good
>1st day and I can't even compile people's code.

--MESSAGE FILE 16591 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16592 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ira's sprite stuff
Date: Wed, 06 Aug 1997 22:19:03 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-21.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

I cant get anything to come up.
I run it under CodeWarrior.
I run the ny.psx file under the PSComutil and
nothing shows up.
I ran the download.sio and it did the same thing.
Just a black screen that has nothing on it.
this is frustrating.
Where does it load the *.tim files?
If i create a drawing, I do i get my file to recognize it.
What is this address stuff at the beginning?
The documentation SUCKS and im starting to get pissed.
Im very intelligent and this is making no sense.
mike
mclee@clemson.edu
--MESSAGE FILE 16592 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16593 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!lcy-pm0-ip14.halcyon.com!user
From: gromit@halcyon.com (eli curtz)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's sprite stuff
Date: Thu, 07 Aug 1997 09:45:26 -0800



Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <gromit-0708970945270001@lcy-pm0-ip14.halcyon.com>
References: <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm0-ip14.halcyon.com
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.1

In article <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>, "Michael C. Lee, Jr."
<mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu> wrote:

> I cant get anything to come up.
> I run it under CodeWarrior.
> I run the ny.psx file under the PSComutil and
> nothing shows up.
> I ran the download.sio and it did the same thing.
> Just a black screen that has nothing on it.
> this is frustrating.
> Where does it load the *.tim files?
> If i create a drawing, I do i get my file to recognize it.
> What is this address stuff at the beginning?
> The documentation SUCKS and im starting to get pissed.
> Im very intelligent and this is making no sense.
> mike
> mclee@clemson.edu

I haven't looked at Ira's code, but there are basically three ways it
could be loading the .TIM:

1) Static data in the program - ugly and probably not how he's doing it.
2) Using the Metrowerks BLoad (or whatever it is) to simulate the CD and
   load it automatically from within the program.
3) Pre-loading the .TIM to memory using a batch file.

As I said case 1 is unlikely to check if its case 2 or 3:

A) Check for a Windoze batch file (.BAT) if its there you should be able
to use it in the new version of PSComUtil or read the addresses out and
use the load data function in PSComUtil to put them in the right places.
B) Search for the filename in the code to see if it thinks it should be
loading it using the fake CD routines.
C) If it comes to it look in the code for where the .TIM is being used -
if it isn't being loaded from the fake CD you need to put it in memory
where it expects it using PSComUtil.

You may also be compiling your code to the wrong address - make sure that
the address in your project preferences matches the one in the Makefile
(it there is one)

eli
gromit@halcyon.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16593 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16594 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's sprite stuff
Date: 7 Aug 1997 21:37:02 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <01bca379$f47e00c0$8fbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port43.con2.com



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Looking at Ira's code, (Ira being a member of the Euro group, this is no
suprise) I see the following line:

SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);

Since the default is NTSC, you could just remove this line.  Just as well,
you could substitute it with:

SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC);
Further, you must replace the vertical height with 240 (not the PAL value
of 256).

#define SCREEN_HEIGHT 240

And try not to get too POed.  The learning curve here is STEEP!

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16594 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16595 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!!user
From: "Ira Rainey" <ira@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's sprite stuff
Date: Tue, 12 Aug 1997 00:40:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 121
Message-ID: <5so7cj$d576@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>

 <01bca379$f47e00c0$8fbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-05-38.netcomuk.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet Mail & News for Macintosh - 3.0

Mike said:

>I cant get anything to come up.
>I run it under CodeWarrior.
>I run the ny.psx file under the PSComutil and
>nothing shows up.
>I ran the download.sio and it did the same thing.
>Just a black screen that has nothing on it.
>this is frustrating.
>Where does it load the *.tim files?
>If i create a drawing, I do i get my file to recognize it.
>What is this address stuff at the beginning?

Ira says:

First off, the "download.sio" file is actually a batch file for downloading
all the relevant files to the correct addresses. I use the ".sio" extension
because that's just how CW documented it when they first implemented it and
I haven't got round to changing it, and seeing as has I write all my code on
my Mac the extension is irrelevant. Try opening it using CW and you will see
the files and the addresses that it loads.



Secondly, if you are compiling code using the GNU stuff make sure your
makefile sets your object code in at 0x8009000. If you're using CW still,
then go to your project settings and check the same thing (0x8009000 is the
default address space used by CW).

Eli said:

>I haven't looked at Ira's code, but there are basically three ways it
>could be loading the .TIM:
>
>1) Static data in the program - ugly and probably not how he's doing it.

Urghh, what a horrid thought! If that method was a woman, she'd be a moose!

>2) Using the Metrowerks BLoad (or whatever it is) to simulate the CD and
>   load it automatically from within the program.

A nice tool, but I didn't use these tools so that people without CW could
still benefit.

>3) Pre-loading the .TIM to memory using a batch file.

Spot on!

>A) Check for a Windoze batch file (.BAT) if its there you should be able
>to use it in the new version of PSComUtil or read the addresses out and
>use the load data function in PSComUtil to put them in the right places.

"download.sio" is the one you want.

>You may also be compiling your code to the wrong address - make sure that
>the address in your project preferences matches the one in the Makefile
>(it there is one)

Wayne said:

>Looking at Ira's code, (Ira being a member of the Euro group, this is no
>suprise) I see the following line:
>
> SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
>
>Since the default is NTSC, you could just remove this line.  Just as well,
>you could substitute it with:
>
> SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC);
>
>Further, you must replace the vertical height with 240 (not the PAL value
>of 256).
>
>#define SCREEN_HEIGHT 240

Ira says:

I noticed I did put this line in some of my very early code, but I changed
the whole web site thing about a month ago and changed all the code. None of
the demos include this line now, purely for reasons of international
compatability.

Also I always use 320x240, in all of the demos and stuff that I have done so
far. No real reason but because I do there should be no PAL/NTSC clashes.

Mike said:

>The documentation SUCKS and im starting to get pissed.



>Im very intelligent and this is making no sense.

Wayne said:
>And try not to get too POed.  The learning curve here is STEEP!

Ira says:

Cool out Mike. Just step back take a deep breath and count to ten. You're
probably trying too hard and failing to see the wood for the trees. It took
me about five or six weeks to get my head round the basics of this thing,
and boy did I want to beat the crap out of the little bastard thing
sometimes, but I just turned it off, went to bed and tried again the next
day. Until one day everything hit me like a ton of bricks.

We're all on a huge learning curve here and it doesn't make it any easier
that Sony haven't provided us with any kinda decent documentation, or real
starter stuff. I've never said that any of my docs are the best or that I'm
the best coder, far from it, but the very fact that you've been able to
download some docs and source code that someone - namely me - has taken
their own time and effort to write for no reason other than to help people
like yourself, and to ensure we can all get some value for money out of this
thing, is something you should be grateful for. When I got my yaroze back in
March we had diddly squat to work with.

Don't knock it, just keep working at it.

Ira
--
"The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in
determination"
 -- Tommy Lasorda

--MESSAGE FILE 16595 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16596 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira's sprite stuff
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 1997 01:45:43 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 126
Message-ID: <33F17437.5EE2@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33E95AC7.6F5C@hubcap.clemson.edu>

 <01bca379$f47e00c0$8fbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<5so7cj$d576@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-4.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Ira Rainey wrote:
> 
> Mike said:
> 
> >I cant get anything to come up.
> >I run it under CodeWarrior.
> >I run the ny.psx file under the PSComutil and
> >nothing shows up.



> >I ran the download.sio and it did the same thing.
> >Just a black screen that has nothing on it.
> >this is frustrating.
> >Where does it load the *.tim files?
> >If i create a drawing, I do i get my file to recognize it.
> >What is this address stuff at the beginning?
> 
> Ira says:
> 
> First off, the "download.sio" file is actually a batch file for downloading
> all the relevant files to the correct addresses. I use the ".sio" extension
> because that's just how CW documented it when they first implemented it and
> I haven't got round to changing it, and seeing as has I write all my code on
> my Mac the extension is irrelevant. Try opening it using CW and you will see
> the files and the addresses that it loads.
> 
> Secondly, if you are compiling code using the GNU stuff make sure your
> makefile sets your object code in at 0x8009000. If you're using CW still,
> then go to your project settings and check the same thing (0x8009000 is the
> default address space used by CW).
> 
> Eli said:
> 
> >I haven't looked at Ira's code, but there are basically three ways it
> >could be loading the .TIM:
> >
> >1) Static data in the program - ugly and probably not how he's doing it.
> 
> Urghh, what a horrid thought! If that method was a woman, she'd be a moose!
> 
> >2) Using the Metrowerks BLoad (or whatever it is) to simulate the CD and
> >   load it automatically from within the program.
> 
> A nice tool, but I didn't use these tools so that people without CW could
> still benefit.
> 
> >3) Pre-loading the .TIM to memory using a batch file.
> 
> Spot on!
> 
> >A) Check for a Windoze batch file (.BAT) if its there you should be able
> >to use it in the new version of PSComUtil or read the addresses out and
> >use the load data function in PSComUtil to put them in the right places.
> 
> "download.sio" is the one you want.
> 
> >You may also be compiling your code to the wrong address - make sure that
> >the address in your project preferences matches the one in the Makefile
> >(it there is one)
> 
> Wayne said:
> 
> >Looking at Ira's code, (Ira being a member of the Euro group, this is no
> >suprise) I see the following line:
> >
> >       SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);
> >
> >Since the default is NTSC, you could just remove this line.  Just as well,
> >you could substitute it with:
> >
> >       SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC);
> >
> >Further, you must replace the vertical height with 240 (not the PAL value
> >of 256).



> >
> >#define                SCREEN_HEIGHT   240
> 
> Ira says:
> 
> I noticed I did put this line in some of my very early code, but I changed
> the whole web site thing about a month ago and changed all the code. None of
> the demos include this line now, purely for reasons of international
> compatability.
> 
> Also I always use 320x240, in all of the demos and stuff that I have done so
> far. No real reason but because I do there should be no PAL/NTSC clashes.
> 
> Mike said:
> 
> >The documentation SUCKS and im starting to get pissed.
> >Im very intelligent and this is making no sense.
> 
> Wayne said:
> >And try not to get too POed.  The learning curve here is STEEP!
> 
> Ira says:
> 
> Cool out Mike. Just step back take a deep breath and count to ten. You're
> probably trying too hard and failing to see the wood for the trees. It took
> me about five or six weeks to get my head round the basics of this thing,
> and boy did I want to beat the crap out of the little bastard thing
> sometimes, but I just turned it off, went to bed and tried again the next
> day. Until one day everything hit me like a ton of bricks.
> 
> We're all on a huge learning curve here and it doesn't make it any easier
> that Sony haven't provided us with any kinda decent documentation, or real
> starter stuff. I've never said that any of my docs are the best or that I'm
> the best coder, far from it, but the very fact that you've been able to
> download some docs and source code that someone - namely me - has taken
> their own time and effort to write for no reason other than to help people
> like yourself, and to ensure we can all get some value for money out of this
> thing, is something you should be grateful for. When I got my yaroze back in
> March we had diddly squat to work with.
> 
> Don't knock it, just keep working at it.
> 
> Ira
> --
> "The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in
> determination"
>  -- Tommy Lasorda
Im not knocking you. Im very happy you wrote the sprite stuff. Its all I
have to go on. I just wish Sony had provided something better.
check out spells of fury if you want to see a good work of
documentation.
I think once i start to get some of this stuff, ill write something.
later,
mike
--MESSAGE FILE 16596 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16597 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@islandnet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: ResetGraph
Date: 13 Aug 1997 09:45:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: i3-9.islandnet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the docs
state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing). What
the heck is 3?

-Chris B
--MESSAGE FILE 16597 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16598 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Where's the help!
Date: Sat, 16 Aug 1997 22:54:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <ira-1608972254080001@dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-00-52.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

I've just updated my ftp area to incorporate all of my demos to PAL and
NTSC so there's something for everybody.

Ira

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow/
--MESSAGE FILE 16598 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16599 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@islandnet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ResetGraph
Date: 19 Aug 1997 08:20:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bcac79$56fbe3e0$0aaf35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
References: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: i3-10.islandnet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

When a question like this doesn't get answered for several days do I assume
that there is no answer or that you gnarly (and I mean that in a good way
:-) developer support studs are looking for an answer? I guess what I mean
is, how long should you wait for an answer before you decide a question has
no answer?

-ChrisB

Chris Blackwell <bespeed@islandnet.com> wrote in article
<01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>...
> This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
> tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the
docs
> state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing).
What
> the heck is 3?



> 
> -Chris B
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16599 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16600 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Shadow stuff update
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 1997 20:44:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <ira-2208972044150001@dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

After a few complaints about junk in the PC files on my ftp area, I
checked it out and found that CW puts all it's formatting in the header
and tail of the file, so if you don't use CW to open the file then you get
loads of shit. Also some of the text files were still in Mac format, and
so a bit difficult to read with a basic text editor.

I've now fixed all these problems and *all* the pc stuff has been sorted
out and zipped up - on a pc - and I've just uploaded it all again.If
you've had some problems like this then just download again and it will
all be nice and lovely.

Sorry about that.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16600 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16601 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ResetGraph
Date: 24 Aug 1997 07:36:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <01bcb061$22eb6620$0e9f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
References: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com> 
<01bcac79$56fbe3e0$0aaf35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vict-mx0100101.smartt.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Wahh! Why won't anyone reply? Is this group not scanned by Mario or other
sony engineers?

-Chris Blackwell, in a last, desperate attempt to get an answer...

Chris Blackwell <bespeed@islandnet.com> wrote in article
<01bcac79$56fbe3e0$0aaf35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>...
> When a question like this doesn't get answered for several days do I
assume
> that there is no answer or that you gnarly (and I mean that in a good way
> :-) developer support studs are looking for an answer? I guess what I
mean
> is, how long should you wait for an answer before you decide a question
has
> no answer?



> 
> -ChrisB
> 
> Chris Blackwell <bespeed@islandnet.com> wrote in article
> <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>...
> > This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
> > tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the
> docs
> > state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing).
> What
> > the heck is 3?
> > 
> > -Chris B
> > 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16601 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16602 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ResetGraph
Date: Sun, 24 Aug 1997 15:14:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <34004ce0.494768@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com> 
<01bcac79$56fbe3e0$0aaf35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com> 
<01bcb061$22eb6620$0e9f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Chris,

Yikes! Sorry but for some reason, this message has fallen through the
cracks. I could cop out and say I was waiting for an answer, but
that's just not true. The truth is, I overlooked the question. 

Anyway, I think the reason that people are using ResetGraph(3) is that
the samples were written that way. I know that's why I used it. I
don't know if passing a value of 3 does anything different with the
full libraries or not. I have since started using ResetGraph(1) as it
seems to have the same effect.

So, the short answer to your question (and the one I should have given
back when you asked) is that ResetGraph(3) seems to be an error and
should be replaced with ResetGraph(1). If anyone know's something I
don't here, please feel free to correct me.

Again, sorry it took so long for a reply. Thanks for bringing it up
again.

Mario

On 24 Aug 1997 07:36:53 GMT, "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
wrote:

>Wahh! Why won't anyone reply? Is this group not scanned by Mario or other
>sony engineers?
>
>-Chris Blackwell, in a last, desperate attempt to get an answer...
>
>Chris Blackwell <bespeed@islandnet.com> wrote in article



><01bcac79$56fbe3e0$0aaf35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>...
>> When a question like this doesn't get answered for several days do I
>assume
>> that there is no answer or that you gnarly (and I mean that in a good way
>> :-) developer support studs are looking for an answer? I guess what I
>mean
>> is, how long should you wait for an answer before you decide a question
>has
>> no answer?
>> 
>> -ChrisB
>> 
>> Chris Blackwell <bespeed@islandnet.com> wrote in article
>> <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>...
>> > This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
>> > tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the
>> docs
>> > state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing).
>> What
>> > the heck is 3?
>> > 
>> > -Chris B
>> > 
>> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16602 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16603 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pradip Fatehpuria <pradip_fatehpuria@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: memory
Date: Mon, 25 Aug 1997 17:16:05 -0700
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <34022045.841@interactive.sony.com>
References: <33928AD8.4622@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (Win95; U)

djinn666 wrote:
> 
> hi,
> 
> i was just wondering if anyone could explain to me how memory allocation
> for the ny works. i've been looking at sample batch- files and i see the
> programmer d-loading tim,main,...ect to memory locations such as
> "0x8000....ect". how do they know the size of their file?, how do they
> know where to d-load it to? can some one please help. i've read the
> whole userguid and still cant grasp the concept.
> 
> -Djinn

One of the main reasons, why people load data files like the models,
textures and sound data directly at the pre-determined location is to
avoid loading the same everytime you make changes to your code.  So
while debugging your code you can simply reload just the executable
which turns out to be a faster proposition.

Once you reset the PlayStation, you will have to reload the data once



again.

Another thing to note is that the run-time library and other necessary
data structures take first 0x90000 bytes of main memory.  So, I like to
load my data starting from 0x90000 memory address and the executable is
set to load after the data, so that rest of the memory is available for
the bss section and the heap.

Pradip K Fatehpuria
--MESSAGE FILE 16603 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16604 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: New game demo
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 1997 01:25:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <ira-3108970125350001@dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

I have just uploaded to my ftp area my first finished game demo, a dog tale.

Check it out and let me know what you think.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16604 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16605 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying the NY demos...
Date: 19 Sep 1997 04:32:45 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <01bcc4b4$d53f8b00$71bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port13.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Jeffrey Siegel <jsiegel@hypernet.com> wrote:

> I've downloaded a few of the demos from Sony's site and converted them
> into Code Warrior projects (and cleaning up a couple of lines that
> needed it - minor stuff).  Then I use the debugger to try them and
> always get the same thing...the .PSE is downloaded fine and I can step
> through the source - when I run the program the screen on the NY goes
> black and nothing happens at all...its the same with the three samples
> I downloaded...I'm puzzled.  I've compiled, edited, and messed with
> the samples that came with the hardware without problem.  What am I
> doing wrong with the stuff from the web site?
> 
> Thanks!

Sounds to me like you haven't downloaded the data files into memory.  Check
out the locations to download to in the batch execution file (usually



called Auto, or perhaps batch, or something with an sio extension.)

Sometimes you need to modify the start address for the program (see the
target options) to match what the writer of the program did (check out the
original makefile.)

You can usually modify the original batch file to do all of the dirty work
without too much effort.  A batch file that just sets up the data without
running the program is usually useful.  The program can then be run
directly from the debugger or pscomm utility without reloading the data on
subsequent runs.

Hope this helps!
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16605 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16606 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Ira Rainey" <ira@netcomuk.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying the NY demos...
Date: 19 Sep 1997 09:33:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <01bcc4e0$b7945000$23e62ac2@ira-rainey>
References: <34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-08-35.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

The most likely bet is that you are compiling the code to run at a
different address to that which the author intended.

CW as default sets the code location at 0x80090000, whilst many of the sony
demos use other addresses. Check the makefile that was in the download,
this specifies to the GNU compiler where to locate the code. Then change
the program location in the project options of the CW project to the same
address.

Once that is done and you can see that all the data is loaded from the
batch file onto the yaroze and that nothing overlaps in memory, it should
work fine.

Ira

Jeffrey Siegel <jsiegel@hypernet.com> wrote in article
<34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>...
> OK, I'm a real newbie to the NY stuff...literally just got it.
> 
> I've downloaded a few of the demos from Sony's site and converted them
> into Code Warrior projects (and cleaning up a couple of lines that
> needed it - minor stuff).  Then I use the debugger to try them and
> always get the same thing...the .PSE is downloaded fine and I can step
> through the source - when I run the program the screen on the NY goes
> black and nothing happens at all...its the same with the three samples
> I downloaded...I'm puzzled.  I've compiled, edited, and messed with
> the samples that came with the hardware without problem.  What am I
> doing wrong with the stuff from the web site?
> 
> Thanks!
> 



> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16606 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16607 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jsiegel@hypernet.com (Jeffrey Siegel)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Trying the NY demos...
Date: Thu, 18 Sep 1997 18:09:14 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: media245.hypernet.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

OK, I'm a real newbie to the NY stuff...literally just got it.

I've downloaded a few of the demos from Sony's site and converted them
into Code Warrior projects (and cleaning up a couple of lines that
needed it - minor stuff).  Then I use the debugger to try them and
always get the same thing...the .PSE is downloaded fine and I can step
through the source - when I run the program the screen on the NY goes
black and nothing happens at all...its the same with the three samples
I downloaded...I'm puzzled.  I've compiled, edited, and messed with
the samples that came with the hardware without problem.  What am I
doing wrong with the stuff from the web site?

Thanks!

--MESSAGE FILE 16607 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16608 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!formica
From: sumner@metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Trying the NY demos...
Date: Thu, 18 Sep 97 18:58:04 GMT
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <5vrtbg$97815@scea>
References: <34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 198.214.13.31
X-Newsreader: News Xpress 2.0 Beta #0

Which samples have you converted? We have already converted most of the 
samples internally so we might be able to give some clues.

-Joel
(p.s. are you using the CodeWarrior update from our web site?)

In article <34216d5b.21034315@news.scea.sony.com>, jsiegel@hypernet.com 
(Jeffrey Siegel) wrote:
>OK, I'm a real newbie to the NY stuff...literally just got it.
>
>I've downloaded a few of the demos from Sony's site and converted them
>into Code Warrior projects (and cleaning up a couple of lines that
>needed it - minor stuff).  Then I use the debugger to try them and
>always get the same thing...the .PSE is downloaded fine and I can step
>through the source - when I run the program the screen on the NY goes
>black and nothing happens at all...its the same with the three samples
>I downloaded...I'm puzzled.  I've compiled, edited, and messed with



>the samples that came with the hardware without problem.  What am I
>doing wrong with the stuff from the web site?
>
>Thanks!
>

--------
PlayStation Debugger Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 16608 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16609 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spencer Newland <snewland@bod.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: survival demo and code warrior (mac)
Date: Tue, 30 Sep 1997 00:50:34 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 100
Message-ID: <3430A13B.7179@bod.net>
Reply-To: snewland@bod.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.168.205.7
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:102 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:209

Hello,

I had my NY for a while now but am just now starting to try anything. 
My first experience with CodeWarrior was converting the playstation
library.  I could not get this to work automatically.  I did get it to
convert manually, I think.  There is an example project that comes with
CodeWarrior called Check.  I can compile link and run this without any
problems.  

When I try to run the survival demo, here is what happens.  I've been
able to get survival to compile (with warnings) and link.  

warnings....

Warning : possible unwanted ';'
LIBPAD.C line 89   while(!PadRead());

Warning : variable 'i' is not initialized before being used
MAIN_new.C line 1805   short i, slabid, ballid, enmyid, roboid;

Warning : possible unwanted ';'
LIBPAD.C line 89   while(!PadRead());

Warning : variable 'i' is not initialized before being used
MAIN_new.C line 1805   short i, slabid, ballid, enmyid, roboid;

While in CW, I pick 'Debug' from the 'Project' menu and the CW debugger
seems to have no trouble connecting to the NY.  There is a popup stating
the NY.pse is being downloaded.  I get some output on my NY display
stating "TERMINAL SPEED 115200 BPS REMOTE DEBUGGER STARTUP".  From the



debugger I pick 'Download Data From Batch File' from the 'Debug' menu. 
After choosing the file called "AUTO",  all of the file seem to download
with no errors.  

contents of "AUTO"

local dload cube.tmd  80090000
local dload cube.tim  80090B00
local dload slab.tmd  80094E00
local dload slab.tim  80095000
local dload robo.tmd  80099300
local dload prop.tmd  8009A100
local dload robo1.tim 8009A400
local dload robo2.tim 8009A800
local dload ship.tmd  8009BB00
local dload ship.tim  8009C600
local dload ball.tmd  800A8900
local dload sfx.vh    800A8B00
local dload sfx.vb    800AA400
local dload sfx.seq   800EC100

log results...

Downloading File - CUBE.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - CUBE.TIM
Download Complete
Downloading File - SLAB.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - SLAB.TIM
Download Complete
Downloading File - ROBO.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - PROP.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - ROBO1.TIM
Download Complete
Downloading File - ROBO2.TIM
Download Complete
Downloading File - SHIP.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - SHIP.TIM
Download Complete
Downloading File - BALL.TMD
Download Complete
Downloading File - SFX.VH
Download Complete
Downloading File - SFX.VB
Download Complete
Downloading File - SFX.SEQ
Download Complete

When I hit the play button I get a popup which has the following text in
it.... "Illegal (reserved) Instruction Error".  Nothing happen on the NY
display making me believe that the illegal instruction error is a CW
debugger error?

If anyone thinks it might be important, I'm running MacOS 7.6.1 on a
PowerComputing PowerCenterPro 210 w/64M of RAM.

Anyone seen this before?  



Thanks

Spencer
--MESSAGE FILE 16609 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16610 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: survival demo and code warrior (mac)
Date: 1 Oct 1997 20:25:22 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 93
Message-ID: <01bccea7$d85a7b40$8fbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <3430A13B.7179@bod.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port43.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:103 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:210

Spencer Newland <snewland@bod.net> wrote:

> 
> Warning : possible unwanted ';'
> LIBPAD.C line 89   while(!PadRead());
> 
Just a warning about the null line on the pad read.  Ignore it.

> Warning : variable 'i' is not initialized before being used
> MAIN_new.C line 1805   short i, slabid, ballid, enmyid, roboid;
> 
This is a real problem.  i is used without initialization, because it
is just plain wrong.  Earlier in this group, Pradip posted the
correction.  I'll include it here for your convienence:

>> Wayne K. Werner wrote:
>>
>> In converting the survival demo over to CW, I go a warning that
the local
>> variable short i is used before it is initialized.  This is indeed
the
>> case, in the function HandleEnmyCollision() at line 1814 of
main.c:
>> 
>> static short HandleEnmyCollision(OBJECT *objc, short *dx, short
*dy, short
>> *dz)
>> {
>>         short i, slabid, ballid, enmyid, roboid;
>>         short where_onwall, where_onslab, where_onball,
where_onenmy,
>> where_onrobo;
>>         short state = objc->State;
>> 
>>         /* Check the collision of the object with robot */
>>         roboid = -1;
>>         where_onrobo = HandleObjcCollision(objc, &Robo, dx, dy,
dz);
>>         if (where_onrobo & COLLISION_XYZ) {
>>                 if ((Robo.Pos.coord.t[1] - Robo.DifY) <=
>> this is the offending line:
>>                         (Enmy[i].Pos.coord.t[1] - Enmy[i].DifY +



(*dy)))
>>                         roboid = 0;
>>                 else
>>                         roboid = 1;
>>         }
>> 
>> What is the legitamate initialization value?
>> 
>> Thanks,
>> Wayne K. Werner
>> wkwerner@con2.com
>>
>>Yes, that is a mistake.  Instead of "Enmy[i]." I should be using
>>"objc->".  So the line will look like the following
>>
>>(objc->Pos.coord.t[1] - objc->DifY + (*dy))) instead of
>>(Enmy[i].Pos.coord.t[1] - Enmy[i].DifY + (*dy)))
>>
>>I will try to make the change soon and post it back.

>>Pradip K Fatehpuria

> 
> 
> After choosing the file called "AUTO",  all of the file seem to
download
> with no errors.  
> 
> When I hit the play button I get a popup which has the following
text in
> it.... "Illegal (reserved) Instruction Error".  Nothing happen on
the NY
> display making me believe that the illegal instruction error is a
CW
> debugger error?

That's because you are not downloading the executable!  To tell the
truth, I don't know what address you are jumping to if the executable
is not loaded, but, whatever it is, it isn't likely to contain a
legal opcode!

BTW, you must make sure that the program is compiled to start at
address 0x80100000.  This is vitally important.  CW defautlts to
0x8009000.  This load address will overwrite your data.

Good luck,

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16610 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16611 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: tim ?'s
Date: Wed, 15 Oct 1997 19:12:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34457813.7DCD@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net



NNTP-Posting-Host: pool045-max7.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Well my computer crashed down and the maintenence guys took about 2
months fixing the thing.Well Im sorta in the same ball game as I was
back then.I have a question.How do I get the tim address thingy
"8x00100000"
Is it by looking at the tim through timv.bat?Or something else.Its weird
too.After the maintenence,siocons,make,gcc, and timv.bat do not work
either.I guess Im gonna have to Xcopy again.
--MESSAGE FILE 16611 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16612 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: tim ?'s
Date: Thu, 16 Oct 1997 06:02:05 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3445ad1f.52187720@205.149.189.29>
References: <34457813.7DCD@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Wed, 15 Oct 1997 19:12:35 -0700, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>Well my computer crashed down and the maintenence guys took about 2
>months fixing the thing.Well Im sorta in the same ball game as I was
>back then.I have a question.How do I get the tim address thingy
>"8x00100000"
>Is it by looking at the tim through timv.bat?Or something else.Its weird
>too.After the maintenence,siocons,make,gcc, and timv.bat do not work
>either.I guess Im gonna have to Xcopy again.

I'm sorry to hear about you PC problems. 

I just checked to verify that all your original messages are still
available here. They are. Please start by reviewing them. If you are
still having problems after that, let me know. 

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16612 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16613 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sofboy.cs.uchicago.edu!user
From: thomas@cs.uchicago.edu (Robb Thomas)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Question about Survival code.
Date: Fri, 17 Oct 1997 18:14:51 -0500
Organization: University of Chicago
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <thomas-1710971814510001@sofboy.cs.uchicago.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sofboy.cs.uchicago.edu

I've been looking through the code for the Survival Demo and
I can't figure out what the function HandlePolyDivision() 



in main.c does. Can someone explain why it is needed and how 
it works?

   --Robb Thomas
--MESSAGE FILE 16613 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16614 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Clayton <mark@nombas.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.problems,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Newbie having trouble getting setup
Date: Sat, 18 Oct 1997 08:22:04 -0400
Organization: Nombas Inc
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3448A9EC.96D20B1A@nombas.com>
Reply-To: mark@nombas.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205.181.136.237
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-DIAL  (WinNT; U)

I'm a little late getting started here since I've been real busy
with other projects.  I've finally got around to hooking of the
playstation to my TV (after is sitting in the box for 4 months).
It appears that I'm not getting any output.  I've tried attaching 
the NY to either the TV and the VCR video and audio inputs.  For 
the TV, I need one of those Game/TV switches (circa 1985 Atari).  
What's the likelihood I've  a) broken the NY  b) received a busted 
NY or c) my TV and VCR are not compatible with the NY?
I've never hooked up a PS/NY, it can't be this difficult, right?
(heck, I haven't even played a video game since the Atari died
back in the '80's).  All I can get is static.  Just to make sure 
I'm not being stupid, here are a few assumption I made, a) I don't 
need the NY to be hooked up to a computer just to see if the NY 
boots, b) the boot CD and access card are all I need to install 
(besides hooking to a TV ofcourse) or c) even a 20 year old TV
should work (or a 2 year old VCR).  What do you think?
Mark
mark@nombas.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16614 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16615 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.problems,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Newbie having trouble getting setup
Date: Sat, 18 Oct 1997 17:31:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <3448f0f3.9584297@205.149.189.29>
References: <3448A9EC.96D20B1A@nombas.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Sat, 18 Oct 1997 08:22:04 -0400, Mark Clayton <mark@nombas.com>
wrote:

>I'm a little late getting started here since I've been real busy
>with other projects.  I've finally got around to hooking of the
>playstation to my TV (after is sitting in the box for 4 months).
>It appears that I'm not getting any output.  I've tried attaching 



>the NY to either the TV and the VCR video and audio inputs.  For 
>the TV, I need one of those Game/TV switches (circa 1985 Atari).  
>What's the likelihood I've  a) broken the NY  b) received a busted 
>NY or c) my TV and VCR are not compatible with the NY?
>I've never hooked up a PS/NY, it can't be this difficult, right?
>(heck, I haven't even played a video game since the Atari died
>back in the '80's).  All I can get is static.  Just to make sure 
>I'm not being stupid, here are a few assumption I made, a) I don't 
>need the NY to be hooked up to a computer just to see if the NY 
>boots, b) the boot CD and access card are all I need to install 
>(besides hooking to a TV ofcourse) or c) even a 20 year old TV
>should work (or a 2 year old VCR).  What do you think?
>Mark
>mark@nombas.com

Hey, I think I've seen this message before.

The PlayStation is pretty much plug and play. You just hook it to the
TV (or VCR) and set the TV to receive input from the video in
connections instead of the antenna. If this doesn't work, you may have
a bad unit and you would need to contact someone at Sony about getting
a replacement. 

As an alternative, you can purchase an RF converter to connect the PS
to an older TV that doesn't have video input jacks. Of course, if the
PlayStation is defective it still won't work.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16615 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000108html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16616 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mikel <hs@xmission.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: Sat, 01 Nov 1997 12:32:11 -0600
Organization: Ecks - Meeshun
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com>
Reply-To: hs@xmission.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dissent.users.xmission.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Hello,

   I've been involved with 3d development for the pc, for roughly 3
years now, and have written several different engines.  My question is,
has anyone successfully ported their own code over to the yaroze, and
has still been able to take advantage of the GPU, and the GTE?  I only
need a matrix calculator, and a polygon renderer, Not an entire engine.

   I'm also curious, as to whether or not sony has released a FAQ on the
yaroze hardware, so I could possibly write my own low-level functions? 

     Mikel Negugogor
hs@xmission.com

                 "Remember when everything was as simple as 0xA0000?"
--MESSAGE FILE 16616 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000109html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16617 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Dumb Question
Date: Sat, 01 Nov 1997 05:29:42 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <345B2EC6.1382@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool004-max1.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

I know this is a dumb problem,Buy every time I make a sprite it is
outrageously huge and the timutil says "File is bigger than specified
size" Has anyone had this problem?
-Austin
--MESSAGE FILE 16617 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16618 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dumb Question
Date: Sun, 02 Nov 1997 01:15:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <345bd410.33744863@205.149.189.29>
References: <345B2EC6.1382@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Austin,

I've never had this problem. Can you tell me what steps you are
following to create your sprites?

Mario

On Sat, 01 Nov 1997 05:29:42 -0800, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>I know this is a dumb problem,Buy every time I make a sprite it is
>outrageously huge and the timutil says "File is bigger than specified
>size" Has anyone had this problem?
>-Austin

--MESSAGE FILE 16618 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16619 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: 2 Nov 1997 17:56:26 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <01bce7b8$3712a9e0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner>



References: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port10.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Mikel <hs@xmission.com> wrote:

> has still been able to take advantage of the GPU, and the GTE?

>    I'm also curious, as to whether or not sony has released a FAQ
on the
> yaroze hardware, so I could possibly write my own low-level
functions? 
 
Mikel,

We've been down this thread in the newsgroups before...

Sony says no.  Direct access is for the Professional Developers.
Yaroze is a hobbyist console and the NY library is the supplied
interface to the hardware.  I know, I know,  I would like access
to the hardware info myself, but I get the feeling that Sony
isn't going to budge on this issue.
 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16619 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16620 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mikel <hs@xmission.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: Sun, 02 Nov 1997 13:28:21 -0700
Organization: Ecks - Meeshun
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <345CE265.1F51@xmission.com>
References: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com> <01bce7b8$3712a9e0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner>
Reply-To: hs@xmission.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dissent.users.xmission.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

> 
> Mikel,
> 
> We've been down this thread in the newsgroups before...
> 
> Sony says no.  Direct access is for the Professional Developers.
> Yaroze is a hobbyist console and the NY library is the supplied
> interface to the hardware.  I know, I know,  I would like access
> to the hardware info myself, but I get the feeling that Sony
> isn't going to budge on this issue.
> 
> Wayne K. Werner
> wkwerner@con2.com

   Thats odd.. I would assume the opposite would be true, that they
would stick the hobbyist developers with just a faq of the hardware, and
say "good luck", and would give all the fancy libraries to the



blue-boys.. Frankly, I would enjoy the first option much more.. Maybe
sony needs to create another level of developer, one which says "he's
got a yaroze, but he gets all the info".. I'd rather give up all hopes
of support, and get the hardware info.. It seems to me, that sony would
have less support questions (atleast from me) if they released their
hardware info.. That way, if i run into a problem, it will be with my
own code, which i can diagnose rather easily, on the other hand, if i'm
stuck with their code, i have an extremely VAGUE idea of what is
occuring behind the scenes, and that is where 'support' is required.. 

   To me, the idea of restricting knowledge, after $750, is a joke.. If
anyone at sony is reading this, consider the option of releasing the
hardware specs. I am not as concerned with losing my 'technical support'
priveledges, as I am with writing some killer games.. 

Mikel Negugogor
hs@xmission.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16620 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16621 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <jamesr@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dumb Question
Date: Mon, 03 Nov 1997 11:27:26 +1300
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <345CFE4E.15FB@peace.co.nz>
References: <345B2EC6.1382@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: intro.peace.co.nz
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)

Linda J. Hodge wrote:
> 
> I know this is a dumb problem,Buy every time I make a sprite it is
> outrageously huge and the timutil says "File is bigger than specified
> size" Has anyone had this problem?

Nope, but I'd recommend using TIMTool instead of TIMUtil - It's
downloadable from the Yaroze web site. It's a lot better than TIMUtil.
That might solve your problem.

J

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
The meek shall inherit the earth, if that's OK with you.
--MESSAGE FILE 16621 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16622 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <jamesr@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: Mon, 03 Nov 1997 13:44:56 +1300
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd



Lines: 23
Message-ID: <345D1E88.ABD@peace.co.nz>
References: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com> <01bce7b8$3712a9e0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner> 
<345CE265.1F51@xmission.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: intro.peace.co.nz
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)

Mikel wrote:
> 
> > Sony says no.  Direct access is for the Professional Developers.
> > Yaroze is a hobbyist console and the NY library is the supplied
> > interface to the hardware
> 
>    Thats odd.. I would assume the opposite would be true, that they
> would stick the hobbyist developers with just a faq of the hardware, and
> say "good luck", and would give all the fancy libraries to the
> blue-boys.. Frankly, I would enjoy the first option much more..

Well, same here, but I guess their reasoning is that if they released
the information two things would happen:

We'd all write dodgy non standard code which won't run on
future versions of the Playstation (or Playstation BIOS).

They would get inundated with questions, and they haven't exactly
 got heaps of time to answer.

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
The penalty for bigamy is having two mothers-in-law.
--MESSAGE FILE 16622 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16623 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mikel Negugogor <hs@xmission.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: Sun, 02 Nov 1997 21:50:46 -0700
Organization: Ecks - Meeshun
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <345D57C1.2961@xmission.com>
References: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com> <01bce7b8$3712a9e0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner> 
<345CE265.1F51@xmission.com> <345D1E88.ABD@peace.co.nz>
Reply-To: hs@xmission.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dissent.users.xmission.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

> 
> Well, same here, but I guess their reasoning is that if they released
> the information two things would happen:
>         We'd all write dodgy non standard code which won't run on
>                 future versions of the Playstation (or Playstation BIOS).
>         They would get inundated with questions, and they haven't exactly
>                  got heaps of time to answer.
> 
> --
> ==PEACE COMPUTERS



> ==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
> 
> The penalty for bigamy is having two mothers-in-law.

   I would love to hear sony's reasoning behind holding back the
information.. I mean,
If you read the FAQ on the non-members page, it clearly asks the
question, can I write my own 
engine, or must I use one supplied by sony, the answer stated is 

"Net Yaroze members are encouraged to design and share their work with
other Net Yaroze  members including engines, graphics, simple/complex
routines,programming structures, etc."

   Maybe someone at sony could explain this to me clearly?  

Mikel Negugogor
hs@xmission.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16623 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16624 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Dumb Question
Date: Sun, 02 Nov 1997 09:47:54 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <345CBCCA.5FB3@earthlink.net>
References: <345B2EC6.1382@earthlink.net> <345bd410.33744863@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool047-max6.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Austin,
> 
> I've never had this problem. Can you tell me what steps you are
> following to create your sprites?
> 
> Mario
> 
Well,I basically create the sprite in corel draw making sure to keep the
size of the sprite small.Then I save it as a .bmp file Then open it with
timutil and press convert and it says the error.
--MESSAGE FILE 16624 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16625 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Pradip K Fatehpuria" <Pradip_Fatehpuria@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Question about Survival code.
Date: 3 Nov 1997 19:33:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <01bce890$e2b86040$c24331a2@p.fatehpuria>



References: <thomas-1710971814510001@sofboy.cs.uchicago.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

This functions sets the polygon division flags in the GsDOBJ2 structures
for an object which gets close to a wall or a slab.  This is done to avoid
the wrong z sort on polygons from two different objects.  This approach did
not give the results I wanted.

A safer approach to proper sorting of polygons from different objects would
be to use separate OTs for the whole objects and somehow sort the OTs in
the main OT before we do the drawing.

I hope this answers your question.

Pradip

-- 
Pradip K Fatehpuria
Senior Software Development Engineer
Sony Computer Entertainment of America

Robb Thomas <thomas@cs.uchicago.edu> wrote in article
<thomas-1710971814510001@sofboy.cs.uchicago.edu>...
> 
> I've been looking through the code for the Survival Demo and
> I can't figure out what the function HandlePolyDivision() 
> in main.c does. Can someone explain why it is needed and how 
> it works?
> 
>    --Robb Thomas
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16625 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16626 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith (Telecommuting))
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 1997 00:51:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <345fc20b.5765574@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <345B83BB.404E@xmission.com> <01bce7b8$3712a9e0$6ebf43ce@wkwerner> 
<345CE265.1F51@xmission.com> <345D1E88.ABD@peace.co.nz>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng10-083.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 03 Nov 1997 13:44:56 +1300, James Russell <jamesr@peace.co.nz>
wrote:
> We'd all write dodgy non standard code which won't run on
> future versions of the Playstation (or Playstation BIOS).
> They would get inundated with questions, and they haven't exactly
>  got heaps of time to answer.

Basically, yes to both.
For the same reason there are seemingly no plans for updates to the
Net Yaroze libraries. If it don't work now you're bollixed for life.
(On the other hand, this gives you a degree of certainty unparalleled
amongst professional developers ;=)

- Gil



--MESSAGE FILE 16626 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16627 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Date: 5 Nov 1997 09:22:31 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 44
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <63pdsn$e1o1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

FYI. Sony in general dosn't provide low level information on any of the
          hardware, to either Yaroze or Professional developers.

The only exception has been programming info for the GTE (which was
          provided around a year ago). but libps Gs* functions are
          generally written in R3000 assembler with optimized calls to the
          GTE anyway....

You can of course write in assembler -but its worth doing a few benchmarks
          - you may be surprised at how good C compilers are these days !

Paul

From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Direct Hardware Access?
Mikel <hs@xmission.com> wrote:
> has still been able to take advantage of the GPU, and the GTE?
>    I'm also curious, as to whether or not sony has released a FAQ
on the
> yaroze hardware, so I could possibly write my own low-level
functions?
Mikel,
We've been down this thread in the newsgroups before...
Sony says no.  Direct access is for the Professional Developers.
Yaroze is a hobbyist console and the NY library is the supplied
interface to the hardware.  I know, I know,  I would like access
to the hardware info myself, but I get the feeling that Sony
isn't going to budge on this issue.
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16627 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000120html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16628 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Id problem?
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 1997 05:52:44 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34607A2C.26F4@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool034-max1.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Its always a new problem isn't it?Well when I run make I get this:
"c:\Id.exe: cannot open linker script file Idscripts/mipspsx.x:file not
found"
--MESSAGE FILE 16628 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16629 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Solmonson <scosol@aimquest.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 13:13:28 -0800
Organization: AimQuest Corporation
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: scosol@aimquest.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: black4-2-0death.aimquest.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:122 scea.yaroze.announce:39 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:163

All-

Sadly, my NY must go.
Between women/cars/band/work I just don't have the time.
I realize that everyone here already has one, but I'm hoping one of you
may know someone who wants one.

You all know how much it was new. (With Codewarrior)
Make me an offer-

Respond privately to "scosol@aimquest.com"

Scott

-- 
Scott Solmonson
Systems Administrator / Organic Grower \ Man Of Leisure
AimQuest Corporation         \|/
                        scosol@aimquest.com
V.408.965.1169               /|\
F.408.955.1968
P.408.539.1942               \|/
                      p.scosol@aimquest.com
"Excuse me while I           /|\      



whip this out."
--MESSAGE FILE 16629 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16630 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 08:44:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3461F408.1781@earthlink.net>
References: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool015-max9.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:123 scea.yaroze.announce:41 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:164

I'll miss ya,
Ill make a game just for you, in your honor.
-Austin Kottke(Bufferman)
--MESSAGE FILE 16630 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16631 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: crt0?
Date: Sun, 09 Nov 1997 10:11:35 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <3465FCD7.585C@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool042-max5.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

What is crt0? I get this when I run make.
--MESSAGE FILE 16631 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16632 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: crt0?
Date: Mon, 10 Nov 1997 12:00:58 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3466f5db.3975135@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3465FCD7.585C@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

"Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:



>What is crt0? I get this when I run make.

That's the default name for the GNU startup code object. By the looks
of things, the 'specs' file should override this and tell the linker
to use libps.a. Check your GNU tool configuration and make sure
whatever environment variables need to be set are set correctly.

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 16632 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16633 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <toughguy@innova.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: A good 3d Graphics Package
Date: Sat, 15 Nov 1997 10:32:39 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <346DC097.47DC@innova.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d29.piedmont.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

I notice that a good deal of people have 3d Studio to make their DXF
files. Well, I dont have 5000 bucks to blow so how is ray dream studio
5?
thanks,
mike

PS: Use C only, no C++ for maximum speed in games.
--MESSAGE FILE 16633 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16634 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A good 3d Graphics Package
Date: Sat, 15 Nov 1997 12:36:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <346E07E8.2922@concentric.net>
References: <346DC097.47DC@innova.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts016d41.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> I notice that a good deal of people have 3d Studio to make their DXF
> files. Well, I dont have 5000 bucks to blow so how is ray dream studio
> 5?

Actually, the version of 3D Studio they offered with the Yaroze was only
$500.  Of course it's an older version, but it serves my purposes for
now.

> PS: Use C only, no C++ for maximum speed in games.



Oooo you're just asking for people to get riled up with a statement like
this :)

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16634 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16635 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: " " <gavila@whc.net>�
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: errr GsBG anyone?
Date: Mon, 17 Nov 1997 23:46:13 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <347139B5.446B9B3D@whc.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: as04-080.whc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.2-RELEASE i386)

Hola. I just got my yaroze, so I suspect that I have missed threads
pertaining to this: Am I blind, or is there no fully functional
GsSortBG() function capable of handling scaling, rotation, and 16bit
color? That GsMAP .index member looks super-handy. 

Thanks in advance.

-dan

Also: running "nm," I noticed that libps.a contains a function by the
name of "CdRead," an undocumented little gem which, I suspect, is a more
general version of CdReadFile()... anybody have any further info
regarding this function? 

Oh... also, I must apologize for any duplicate posts. It seems I haven't
a clue
what I'm trying to do with Netscape news.
--MESSAGE FILE 16635 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16636 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000129html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: errr GsBG anyone?
Date: Tue, 18 Nov 1997 15:13:10 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3471af40.2351567@205.149.189.29>
References: <347139B5.446B9B3D@whc.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Dan,

You're right, Yaroze does not support the full GsSortBG() function.
All we have is GsSortFixBg16(), which has some limitations (listed in
the docs.)

I have no information on CdRead(). Perhaps someone else can help you
there.



Mario

PS
Welcome to the group

On Mon, 17 Nov 1997 23:46:13 -0700, " " <gavila@whc.net> wrote:�

>Hola. I just got my yaroze, so I suspect that I have missed threads
>pertaining to this: Am I blind, or is there no fully functional
>GsSortBG() function capable of handling scaling, rotation, and 16bit
>color? That GsMAP .index member looks super-handy. 
>
>Thanks in advance.
>
>-dan
>
>Also: running "nm," I noticed that libps.a contains a function by the
>name of "CdRead," an undocumented little gem which, I suspect, is a more
>general version of CdReadFile()... anybody have any further info
>regarding this function? 
>
>Oh... also, I must apologize for any duplicate posts. It seems I haven't
>a clue
>what I'm trying to do with Netscape news.

--MESSAGE FILE 16636 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000129html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16637 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: errr GsBG anyone?
Date: Thu, 20 Nov 1997 19:20:51 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3474E1F3.7543@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <347139B5.446B9B3D@whc.net> <3471af40.2351567@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:

> You're right, Yaroze does not support the full GsSortBG() function.
> All we have is GsSortFixBg16(), which has some limitations (listed in
> the docs.)

I was trying to create the functionality of GsBG using several smaller
GsSPRITEs, tiled together.  Works great exceprt for one thing:

I can't seem to make my background "clip" properly.  I've tried all the
GsSetClip() type functions (my manual isn't handy right now), and they
all seem to clip *everything* or *nothing*.  What I want, is to set the
clipping window, do my "GsSortSprite()" calls to get my background
sprites on the screen drawn (clipped smaller then the screen), then
return the clipping window back to the default full screen so I can put
more stuff on the screen, like a border around the tiled background.

The only way clipping seems to work is if it is on when you do your
GsDrawOT() call, then *everything* gets clipped.



Is there a way to set the clipping window so it only takes effect during
the "Sort" phase?

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16637 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16638 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: errr GsBG anyone?
Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 03:31:46 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <3474ffd3.13053073@205.149.189.29>
References: <347139B5.446B9B3D@whc.net> <3471af40.2351567@205.149.189.29> 
<3474E1F3.7543@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 20 Nov 1997 19:20:51 -0600, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:

>[snip]
>
>I can't seem to make my background "clip" properly.  I've tried all the
>GsSetClip() type functions (my manual isn't handy right now), and they
>all seem to clip *everything* or *nothing*.  What I want, is to set the
>clipping window, do my "GsSortSprite()" calls to get my background
>sprites on the screen drawn (clipped smaller then the screen), then
>return the clipping window back to the default full screen so I can put
>more stuff on the screen, like a border around the tiled background.
>
>The only way clipping seems to work is if it is on when you do your
>GsDrawOT() call, then *everything* gets clipped.
>
>Is there a way to set the clipping window so it only takes effect during
>the "Sort" phase?
>

Ed,

Clipping is a function of drawing, so it doesn't have any effect while
sorting the sprites. I don't know of any way around this.

If you're going to have a border, why not just draw the background
sprites on a 'layer' that is behind everything else?

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16638 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16639 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: A good 3d Graphics Package
Date: 24 Nov 1997 07:11:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bcf8a8$e4d21a60$109f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>



References: <346DC097.47DC@innova.net> <346E07E8.2922@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vict-mx0100303.smartt.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

The joy of ignorance, eh? ;-)

-Chris Blackwell

Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net> wrote in article 
> > PS: Use C only, no C++ for maximum speed in games.
> 
> Oooo you're just asking for people to get riled up with a statement like
> this :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16639 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16640 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Hello All!
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:27:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip115.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:173 scea.yaroze.beginners:133
scea.yaroze.announce:43

Just wanted to say hello to everyone on the newsgroups I am new to the
NY program so HELLO!
--MESSAGE FILE 16640 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16641 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Hello All!
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:19:47 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34899743.2B10@concentric.net>
References: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts011d13.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:175 scea.yaroze.beginners:134
scea.yaroze.announce:44

Nice to know our ranks are still growing.  Welcome aboard!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16641 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000134html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16642 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Movies.....
Date: Sun, 07 Dec 1997 22:04:26 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip21.ts15.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
AVI file too?
--MESSAGE FILE 16642 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16643 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: LibXplode
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 07:54:38 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <348EBB3E.368@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 170-74-50.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)

Hi I was wondering if someone had the same problem as me.when I use the
xploding functions I only get a little bit of polygons flying in the
screen randomly,And my tmd is still there undistorted.I want my tmd to
explode like in the survival demo in to littlle bits and pieces.Can
someone help
--MESSAGE FILE 16643 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16644 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Smy <psmy@skynet.be>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Thu, 11 Dec 1997 21:50:46 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34906034.47C38378@skynet.be>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup373.antwerpen.skynet.be
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Well, I think the short answer is that you can't!



One of the 'shortcomings' of the Yaroze is that it doesn't do FMV. Of
course, I would love to be proven wrong!

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 16644 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16645 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Fri, 12 Dec 1997 09:44:32 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34910780.97E07A30@micronetics.com>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

Michael Klucher wrote:

> I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
> yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
> AVI file too?

Take a look at my 'grooving baby' demo on my homepage.  This was
converted from an AVI I found on the net.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL

/Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 16645 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16646 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Mon, 15 Dec 1997 23:31:48 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34910780.97E07A30@micronetics.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up31.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

It still wolnt let me get on the europe site yet :( 

On Fri, 12 Dec 1997 09:44:32 +0000, Jim <jim@micronetics.com> wrote:



>
>
>Michael Klucher wrote:
>
>> I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
>> yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
>> AVI file too?
>
>Take a look at my 'grooving baby' demo on my homepage.  This was
>converted from an AVI I found on the net.
>
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL
>
>/Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 16646 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16647 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 1997 02:03:18 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <3495e14b.1914637@205.149.189.29>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34910780.97E07A30@micronetics.com> <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I'll check into that for you.

Mario

On Mon, 15 Dec 1997 23:31:48 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>It still wolnt let me get on the europe site yet :( 
>
>
>
>On Fri, 12 Dec 1997 09:44:32 +0000, Jim <jim@micronetics.com> wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>Michael Klucher wrote:
>>
>>> I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
>>> yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
>>> AVI file too?
>>
>>Take a look at my 'grooving baby' demo on my homepage.  This was
>>converted from an AVI I found on the net.
>>
>>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL
>>
>>/Jim
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16647 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000140html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16648 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mike Fulton <mfulton@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ResetGraph
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 11:39:05 -0800
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34982A59.3C2A@playstation.sony.com>
References: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
Reply-To: mfulton@playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Chris Blackwell wrote:
> 
> This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
> tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the docs
> state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing). What
> the heck is 3?
> 
> -Chris B

ResetGraph(3) is essentially the same as ResetGraph(0) except that the
current screen mode is maintained and the screen is not cleared.

Mike Fulton @ SCEA

P.S. Sorry it's been so long, but the developer support engineers here
at SCEA don't really monitor these newsgroups on a full-time basis. 
When we have a little free time we may look at some questions and maybe
even post a few messages ourselves, but there's no rhyme or reason to
the process.
--MESSAGE FILE 16648 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16649 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: ResetGraph
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:02:36 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <34984bac.19849930@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bca7ce$498fe580$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com> 
<34982A59.3C2A@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Thanks for clearing that one up Mike. I've enquired about it a few
times but I never got an answer. It's nice to know it's not just a
typo.

Mario



On Wed, 17 Dec 1997 11:39:05 -0800, Mike Fulton
<mfulton@playstation.sony.com> wrote:

>Chris Blackwell wrote:
>> 
>> This is a pretty dumb question, but I was noticing that in every single
>> tutorial that calls ResetGraph, the value 3 is passed in. However, the docs
>> state that the valid inputs are 0 (all reset) and 1 (cancel drawing). What
>> the heck is 3?
>> 
>> -Chris B
>
>
>ResetGraph(3) is essentially the same as ResetGraph(0) except that the
>current screen mode is maintained and the screen is not cleared.
>
>
>
>Mike Fulton @ SCEA
>
>P.S. Sorry it's been so long, but the developer support engineers here
>at SCEA don't really monitor these newsgroups on a full-time basis. 
>When we have a little free time we may look at some questions and maybe
>even post a few messages ourselves, but there's no rhyme or reason to
>the process.

--MESSAGE FILE 16649 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16650 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Freetalk access
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 22:40:27 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3499A65B.39C@bellatlantic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-81.bellatlantic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)
CC: Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlanitic.net>

Hello everyone,
   Well, I decided it was time to start participating over here in the
newsgroups. I have a question: The freetalk group interests me, yet it
is the one group I cannot access like all the others. If I hit the
normal link listing, my browser responds no such group exists.
I assumed it didn't for months. Well, I tried the text-only link
for accessing the group through the World Wide Web, and I was able to
access a grocery list of 200 or so files, no names, no topics. What's
up? Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
--MESSAGE FILE 16650 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16651 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Titan" <titan@cyberbeach.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 21:43:22 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 29
Message-ID: <67fb0t$5hi4@scea>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34910780.97E07A30@micronetics.com> <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp5-32.sudbury.cyberbeach.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I can't get on the European site either :(

Michael Klucher wrote in message <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com>...
>It still wolnt let me get on the europe site yet

>
>
>
>On Fri, 12 Dec 1997 09:44:32 +0000, Jim <jim@micronetics.com> wrote:
>
>>
>>
>>Michael Klucher wrote:
>>
>>> I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
>>> yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
>>> AVI file too?
>>
>>Take a look at my 'grooving baby' demo on my homepage.  This was
>>converted from an AVI I found on the net.
>>
>>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL
>>
>>/Jim
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16651 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16652 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Movies.....
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 21:54:52 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <349aece7.40620493@205.149.189.29>
References: <348b1d17.10247645@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34910780.97E07A30@micronetics.com> <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com> 
<67fb0t$5hi4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

It sometimes takes a couple weeks to get access to the other web
sites. If you don't get access in a reasonable amout of time, let me
know.

Mario

On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 21:43:22 -0500, "Titan" <titan@cyberbeach.net>
wrote:



>I can't get on the European site either :(
>
>
>
>Michael Klucher wrote in message <3495bdc5.1295082@news.scea.sony.com>...
>>It still wolnt let me get on the europe site yet
>
>>
>>
>>
>>On Fri, 12 Dec 1997 09:44:32 +0000, Jim <jim@micronetics.com> wrote:
>>
>>>
>>>
>>>Michael Klucher wrote:
>>>
>>>> I was wondering if I made lets say a 1meg AVI file and I wanted the
>>>> yaroze o play it how could I do that what would I need to convert the
>>>> AVI file too?
>>>
>>>Take a look at my 'grooving baby' demo on my homepage.  This was
>>>converted from an AVI I found on the net.
>>>
>>>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL
>>>
>>>/Jim
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16652 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16653 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Freetalk access
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 00:26:16 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34a1a7ef.10991961@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3499A65B.39C@bellatlantic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-31.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

  Never mind, the problem was my news  browser, Netscape 3.04.
Using Forte solved the problem.

On Thu, 18 Dec 1997 22:40:27 +0000, Matthew Hulett
<matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:

>Hello everyone,
>   Well, I decided it was time to start participating over here in the
>newsgroups. I have a question: The freetalk group interests me, yet it
>is the one group I cannot access like all the others. If I hit the
>normal link listing, my browser responds no such group exists.
>I assumed it didn't for months. Well, I tried the text-only link
>for accessing the group through the World Wide Web, and I was able to
>access a grocery list of 200 or so files, no names, no topics. What's
>up? Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.

--MESSAGE FILE 16653 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000164html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16654 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3d vectored bullets
Date: Sun, 04 Jan 1998 09:24:31 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <34AFC5CF.5F85@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 169-225-108.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win95; U; 16bit)

hello,Im trying to make a bullet fly from the center of the Car in the
current vector of the car and proceed on ,like the missiles in twisted
metal.I have some code but it doesnt seem to work.All it displays is the
bullet tmd around the car and wherever the car moves the bullet rotates
around the car.

code Sample:

void Shoot(PlayerStructType2 *theBullet,
                 unsigned long *lModelAddress)
         {
         DrawPlayer(theBullet,&othWorld[currentBuffer]);  
         lModelAddress++;
         GsMapModelingData((unsigned long *)lModelAddress);
         GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &theBullet->gsObjectCoord);
         lModelAddress++;  lModelAddress++;
        GsLinkObject4((unsigned
long*)lModelAddress,&theBullet->gsObjectHandler,0);
        theBullet->gsObjectHandler.coord2 = &theBullet->gsObjectCoord;
        
        theBullet->rotation.vx = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[0];
        theBullet->rotation.vy = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[1];   
        theBullet->rotation.vz = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[2];   
        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[0] = theBullet->rotation.vx;
        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[1] = theBullet->rotation.vy;
        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[2] = theBullet->rotation.vz; 
       
AdvanceModel(&theBullet->gsObjectCoord,&theBullet->rotation,&theBullet-
>speed,256);
        
        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.flg = 0;
}
I call this function when the pad is pressed.
thanx any help would be appreciated=:-]
-Austin
--MESSAGE FILE 16654 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16655 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3d vectored bullets
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:51:51 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <34b1a9d7.13820491@205.149.189.29>



References: <34AFC5CF.5F85@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Austin,

I'm not sure there is enough information in your post to really tell
what is wrong. Shoot() seems to set-up the initial location, and from
what you've said, that works. What function actually moves the bullet,
and how is it called?

Mario

On Sun, 04 Jan 1998 09:24:31 -0800, "Linda J. Hodge"
<hodgke@earthlink.net> wrote:

>hello,Im trying to make a bullet fly from the center of the Car in the
>current vector of the car and proceed on ,like the missiles in twisted
>metal.I have some code but it doesnt seem to work.All it displays is the
>bullet tmd around the car and wherever the car moves the bullet rotates
>around the car.
>
>code Sample:
>
>void Shoot(PlayerStructType2 *theBullet,
>                 unsigned long *lModelAddress)
>         {
>         DrawPlayer(theBullet,&othWorld[currentBuffer]);  
>         lModelAddress++;
>         GsMapModelingData((unsigned long *)lModelAddress);
>         GsInitCoordinate2(WORLD, &theBullet->gsObjectCoord);
>         lModelAddress++;  lModelAddress++;
>        GsLinkObject4((unsigned
>long*)lModelAddress,&theBullet->gsObjectHandler,0);
>        theBullet->gsObjectHandler.coord2 = &theBullet->gsObjectCoord;
>        
>        theBullet->rotation.vx = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[0];
>        theBullet->rotation.vy = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[1];   
>        theBullet->rotation.vz = theCar.gsObjectCoord.coord.t[2];   
>        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[0] = theBullet->rotation.vx;
>        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[1] = theBullet->rotation.vy;
>        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.coord.t[2] = theBullet->rotation.vz; 
>       
>AdvanceModel(&theBullet->gsObjectCoord,&theBullet->rotation,&theBullet-
>speed,256);
>        
>        theBullet->gsObjectCoord.flg = 0;
>}
>I call this function when the pad is pressed.
>thanx any help would be appreciated=:-]
>-Austin

--MESSAGE FILE 16655 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16656 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3d vectored bullets
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 12:02:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34B28DD2.6A7C@earthlink.net>



References: <34AFC5CF.5F85@earthlink.net> <34b1a9d7.13820491@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 168-228-196.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win95; U; 16bit)

This is the function that performs the bullet moving:

AdvanceModel(&theBullet->gsObjectCoord,&theBullet->rotation,&theBullet-
>speed,256);

It is as follows:
void AdvanceModel (GsCOORDINATE2 *gsObjectCoord, SVECTOR *rotateVector,

long *speed, int nD)
{

 
MATRIX *matTmp;
SVECTOR startVector;
SVECTOR currentDirection;

if(nD!=0){
       startVector.vx = 0; startVector.vy = 0; startVector.vz = ONE;
       RotMatrix(rotateVector, matTmp);
       ApplyMatrixSV(matTmp, &startVector, &currentDirection);

gsObjectCoord->coord.t[0] +=(currentDirection.vx * 
nD)/4096;            gsObjectCoord->coord.t[1] +=(currentDirection.vy * 
nD)/4096;            gsObjectCoord->coord.t[2] +=(currentDirection.vz * 
nD)/4096;            gsObjectCoord->flg = 0;

}
}
--MESSAGE FILE 16656 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16657 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000168html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Calling all beginners (And everyone else!)
Date: 8 Jan 1998 08:39:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <01bd1c2b$147008e0$1454eccd@nsantos>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0313.tor.total.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160

Hello fellow Net Yaroze members,

This message is primarily for those Yaroze beginners who would like a
little helping hand to get them up and running with their Yaroze
programming.  I have completed a simple game called PING (clone of a famous
classic ping-pong game) and have placed it on my web page along with it's
source code.  The source code is fully documented and the code is cleanly
written (well, at least I think so).  I dedicated my work on this for those
who are having a hard time starting their Yaroze programming adventures.

Yes, I now have a web page.  (It's about freakin' time, eh?) but it is
still under construction.  Ping is online as well as the first chapter of
my own Library Reference Manual documentation.  It is currently not
available from our Sony Yaroze site, however, I would still like for you to
visit it by directly accessing http://www.total.net/~nsantos.  The page is
nowhere near complete.  I intend to keep working on it so visit me from
time to time to see the additions.



Thanks for your patience.

Nelson Santos

--MESSAGE FILE 16657 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16658 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: #yaroze on irc?
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 05:28:47 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34BA1A8F.2F57@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 168-204-80.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win95; U; 16bit)

Hey anyone want to start a chat on efnet called #yaroze?Ill try to be
there from like 7:00 pm to like 10:00 or maybe L8r.
-Austin
--MESSAGE FILE 16658 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16659 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: tsanjose <troy@triplebeam.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: HELP!!!
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 16:47:31 -0800
Organization: Triplebeam Entertainment
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34C15122.8F0547F4@triplebeam.com>
Reply-To: troy@triplebeam.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr25-dialup42.mix1.Sacramento.mci.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey folks,

I am NOT a programmer but merely an aspiring one.  My background happens

to be art... anyways, I am in need of some help getting my Yaroze to run
an
executable file.  I had a friend create something for me, but I can't
seem to get it up(no pun intended).

I guess what I really need is directions on where to put the executables

and the .cpe file.  Then how to launch the app.

Anyone?

--MESSAGE FILE 16659 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16660 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000171html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: HELP!!!
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 20:55:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <34c115c6.668611@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34C15122.8F0547F4@triplebeam.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-113.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   Well, I am going to assume you have your yaroze hooked up properly.
If you don't, go to the little red book, the Start Up Guide, and go
through pages 17-25 and set it up.
   Go to Dos or your windows Dos shell. Open the path to your PSX
folder, then type in djsetup and hit enter. Now you are prepared to
run the program. You can leave the program grouping where it is.
Set your path to the file with the executable. When you are in that
folder, turn on your yaroze and type in siocons and hit enter.
Once siocons boots, just hit enter to see if the double arrows
repeatedly appear. If not, go back to the start up guide and work at
getting your set up correct, because the PC and the yaroze are not
communicating properly.
   If so, then you need to take a look at your program grouping. Do
you have an auto file? If so, hit F3 and type auto, then enter.
Do you have just a batch file? If so, do the same, typing batch, of
course. These are the most common occurances, but sometimes you need
to hit F4 and enter the object file. I have never seen a .cpe file. I
have seen .pxe, auto, batch.bat, main files loaded by batches or auto,
etc... Loading just the .cpe by F4 may not work properly, unless you
aren't loading any other stuff, like TMDs, VABs, etc..  Then hit
enter.
   This is the best I can offer, perhaps someone else will chime in.
If these things don't work, provide some more information on your
program grouping so what you are doing is more clear.
   Matt

>Hey folks,
>
>I am NOT a programmer but merely an aspiring one.  My background happens
>
>to be art... anyways, I am in need of some help getting my Yaroze to run
>an
>executable file.  I had a friend create something for me, but I can't
>seem to get it up(no pun intended).
>
>I guess what I really need is directions on where to put the executables
>
>and the .cpe file.  Then how to launch the app.
>
>Anyone?
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16660 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16661 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jacob Scarlett <cosc001e@mtsu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ida Rainey



Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:48:01 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34D10721.B4477409@mtsu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: kentucky.mtsu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.32 i586)

Does anyone know where I can get  copies of Ida's  examples?  His
website has gone poof and no one has posted anything about it yet.

Jacob Scarlett

--MESSAGE FILE 16661 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000172html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16662 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ida Rainey
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:12:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34d0e23f.11715718@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34D10721.B4477409@mtsu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-100.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Does anyone know where I can get  copies of Ida's  examples?  His
>website has gone poof and no one has posted anything about it yet.
>
>Jacob Scarlett

   Hello,
   His page is still there, I just checked. Go to the European
member's home [ages, and click on Shadow Developments.
Even better, here is the page address:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow/

   Cheers,
   Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16662 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16663 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: My first yaroze project.
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 17:08:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34d20840.239234@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip4.ts1.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hello all! Well the time has come for me to start a project and I have
a few questions (go figure) :) What I am planning to do is a 2D Side
Scroller (Everyone has told me that this is the eaisest game to start
out with) now I have alot of friends who want to help but how does
that work if they dont have a yaroze??  But also if you could post
anything I should look into to help me along that would be great!!!
--MESSAGE FILE 16663 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16664 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira.rainey
From: ira.rainey@btinternet.com (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ida Rainey
Date: Fri, 30 Jan 1998 18:02:58 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <ira.rainey-3001981802580001@host5-99-62-130.btinternet.com>
References: <34D10721.B4477409@mtsu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-62-130.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5

In article <34D10721.B4477409@mtsu.edu>, Jacob Scarlett
<cosc001e@mtsu.edu> wrote:

> Does anyone know where I can get  copies of Ida's  examples?  His
> website has gone poof and no one has posted anything about it yet.
> 
> Jacob Scarlett

Ira [not Ida]
--MESSAGE FILE 16664 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16665 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My first yaroze project.
Date: Sat, 31 Jan 1998 12:54:59 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <34D38FA3.4F40@concentric.net>
References: <34d20840.239234@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts006d47.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> Hello all! Well the time has come for me to start a project and I have
> a few questions (go figure) :) What I am planning to do is a 2D Side
> Scroller (Everyone has told me that this is the eaisest game to start
> out with) now I have alot of friends who want to help but how does
> that work if they dont have a yaroze??  But also if you could post
> anything I should look into to help me along that would be great!!!

(mailed and posted)

Mike,



If your friends are programmers then you're out of luck.  Well I 
suppose you could all program separately (since you can just copy the
GNU compiler to their computers), but once it came time to run and 
debug you'd have to all use your Yaroze.

If they are artists or musicians then it's easier.  Just have them 
draw/compose something that can be converted to the Yaroze format.
For instance, save pictures as BMPs which can be converted to TIMs.
Or create WAVs to make into VAG/VAB files.  Similarly MIDI becomes
SEQ on the Yaroze.

As for demos, there's lots of stuff on the member sites.  Spend a few
hours surfing and you should find lots of helpful stuff.

Good luck!
Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16665 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16666 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: My first yaroze project.
Date: Sun, 01 Feb 1998 03:18:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <34d4e96c.679497@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34d20840.239234@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip40.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Well I guess more specifically is what can you can/cant share with
friends who want to help . I know you cant give out you
username/password but I just want to be very carefull about not
breaking my N.D.A. with sony.
--MESSAGE FILE 16666 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16667 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: My first yaroze project.
Date: 2 Feb 1998 16:06:38 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 46
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6b4que$hlu1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Definitely look at the 2d, 2d2 demos from SCEE; also the games gforce
(James Rutherford,
homepage ~mrfrosty) and dogtail (Ira Rainey, ~shadow I think).



As regards your friends who want to help:
they can write, compile and link code on their PCs, if you give them the
Yaroze GNU setup.
However, they cannot test that code; you'd also need ways of re-integrating
the projects
from N different people's modifications.
The easiest ways if you all work on independent things; since it's
frustrating and slow
progress for programmers to work on code they cannot run, it's perhaps best
if the others concentrate on design issues, graphics, sound, and testing.

     Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  My first yaroze project.:scea.yaroze.beginners

From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: My first yaroze project.
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Hello all! Well the time has come for me to start a project and I have
a few questions (go figure) :) What I am planning to do is a 2D Side
Scroller (Everyone has told me that this is the eaisest game to start
out with) now I have alot of friends who want to help but how does
that work if they dont have a yaroze??  But also if you could post
anything I should look into to help me along that would be great!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16667 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16668 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: More suggestions?
Date: Mon, 09 Feb 1998 06:19:06 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <34de9f3f.17196016@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip15.ts16.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well if you read any of m other post you probally know I said I was
probally going to do a 2D side scroller but what I am wonderin is even
if I should persue doing somthing in 2D if I did do a 2D side scroller
what kinda 3D elements do you think I could add.
--MESSAGE FILE 16668 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16669 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000180html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: More suggestions?
Date: Mon, 09 Feb 1998 11:05:47 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34DF538B.35148EA4@netmagic.net>
References: <34de9f3f.17196016@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Michael Klucher wrote:
> 
> Well if you read any of m other post you probally know I said I was
> probally going to do a 2D side scroller but what I am wonderin is even
> if I should persue doing somthing in 2D if I did do a 2D side scroller
> what kinda 3D elements do you think I could add.

That depends on what kind of scroller you're thinking of doing.
Is this going to be a run/jump kind like Yoshi's Story?  Maybe a
shoot-em-up like Team 17's X2?  What kind of landscapes are you
going to put in?

I think if you figure that part out first, deciding what to put
into the scenes will be a lot easier...

My $0.02,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16669 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16670 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Gravitation correction...
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 14:52:18 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34E45E22.17F7@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <6b4que$hlu1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-018.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

> Definitely look at the 2d, 2d2 demos from SCEE; also the games gforce
> (James Rutherford, homepage ~mrfrosty)...

The game you're being referred to is 'Gravitation' (recently underwent a
name change). It's by James Shaughnessy (~shaughnj / SCEE) and although
the game seems to be shaping up very nicely, it may not be the best
example code to look at as, although it's well written, it's a little
unorthodox in the way it works.



James Rutherford (~mrfrosty).
--MESSAGE FILE 16670 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16671 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D tutorial
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 16:03:58 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <34E46EEE.511@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <34de9f3f.17196016@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34DF538B.35148EA4@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
CC: rs108@mdx.ac.uk

A 3D tutorial was made available to everyone a while ago by my lecturer
(P.Passmore). I have recently finished a complimentary set of tutorial
demo programs that work well with this tutorial. The files can be picked
up from -

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

and the file details are as follows -

tutorial.zip (the tutorial text file)
comp_tut.zip (the example programs)

Many people found the tutorial helpful, so are worth a look. I had a
quick check when I put up the files, and they seem ok. Because of a lack
of time, I have not included a README.TXT which I will do on Monday, but
for now, here are a couple of points off the top of my head...

The programs are zipped up in directories. You should recreate the
directory structure when unzipping. Using DOS pkunzip, the command
syntax is -

PKUNZIP COMP_TUT.ZIP -d

The .C files are written and best viewed in an editor that is set up
with over 90 columns, no line wrap, and tabs every 2 characters.

There are discrepencies between the tutorial file and the example
programs; in most cases becuase I have merely renamed variables and
functions to differentiate between structures and instances of the
structures, but also in some cases because of mistakes in the tutorial
file (which I will be trying to correct Monday)

I hope they are helpful, and any comments on them would be gratefully
received -

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
--MESSAGE FILE 16671 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000182html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16672 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: tsanjose <troy@triplebeam.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Wanted: PSX Programmers
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 00:54:32 -0800
Organization: Triplebeam Entertainment
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34E55BC8.E163C39E@triplebeam.com>
Reply-To: troy@triplebeam.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr17-dialup33.mix1.Sacramento.mci.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey out there!

My name is Troy San Jose from Triplebeam Entertainment.  We are a small
start-up game developer looking for PSX programmers to join join us here
in the San Francisco Bay Area(we may be able to re-locate you).  We have
various positions available from JR. to Senior Level.  We offer VERY
competitive salaries.  Currently, we are working on our first 3D Sony
PSX title slated for Summer '99.

I can fill you in on the details later...

Please call or e-mail me ASAP if interested.
T. San Jose
(510)207-4268

--MESSAGE FILE 16672 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16673 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D tutorial
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 13:57:47 +0000
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34E845DB.1CCB@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <34de9f3f.17196016@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34DF538B.35148EA4@netmagic.net> <34E46EEE.511@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

I wrote:
> 
> A 3D tutorial was made available to everyone a while ago by my lecturer
> (P.Passmore). I have recently finished a complimentary set of tutorial
> demo programs that work well with this tutorial. The files can be picked
> up from -
> 
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
> 
> and the file details are as follows -
> 
> tutorial.zip    (the tutorial text file)
> comp_tut.zip    (the example programs)



Owing to my complete rush to put this up, I stupidly placed it on
your American newsgroups, when I meant to put them up on the Europe one.
I think this may be a problem, ie that you people can't get to my site
and download the files. If this IS the case, and anyone wants a copy
of the files, or to mirror them onto an American server, I'd be more
than
pleased...

Robert (now off, to post onto correct Europe newsgroup)

rs108@mdx.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 16673 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16674 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jacob Scarlett <cosc001e@mtsu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Japanese Text Editors?
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 23:05:45 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35198DC9.2BE769A@mtsu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: georgia.mtsu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.32 i586)

Got a question, don't know where else to stick it...
anyone know of any good shareware Japanese Text editors
so that I can read the readme.txt files that come with games made
over there?

-Jacob Scarlett

--MESSAGE FILE 16674 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16675 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Japanese Text Editors?
Date: Wed, 25 Mar 1998 20:19:49 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3519D765.98E1DAF9@sinclair.net>
References: <35198DC9.2BE769A@mtsu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Sounds like you want NJWin - it will allow you to view Japanese
characters on English Machines.  I don't remember who made it or
anything, so you should just search on Excite or Yahoo for NJWin.  It
may also be known as CJK.



Jacob Scarlett wrote:
> 
> Got a question, don't know where else to stick it...
> anyone know of any good shareware Japanese Text editors
> so that I can read the readme.txt files that come with games made
> over there?
> 
> -Jacob Scarlett

-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 16675 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16676 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Japanese Text Editors?
Date: Thu, 26 Mar 1998 13:17:49 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <351AC5FD.EEB39622@netmagic.net>
References: <35198DC9.2BE769A@mtsu.edu> <3519D765.98E1DAF9@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

NJWin is pretty good and it's made by NJ Star.  Go to:

www.njstar.com

I think that will bounce you to their Australian site.  Takes
forever to download, but it'll do Shift-JIS and EUC well.  You'll need
2 things if you use that package:

- NJWin CJK: the font display stuff.
- NJStar WP: the word processor so you can create the
  unicode text.

It is not free, but you'll have 30 days to try it out.

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> 
> Sounds like you want NJWin - it will allow you to view Japanese
> characters on English Machines.  I don't remember who made it or
> anything, so you should just search on Excite or Yahoo for NJWin.  It
> may also be known as CJK.
> 
> Jacob Scarlett wrote:
> >
> > Got a question, don't know where else to stick it...
> > anyone know of any good shareware Japanese Text editors
> > so that I can read the readme.txt files that come with games made
> > over there?



> >
> > -Jacob Scarlett
> 
> --
> 
>                 - Dreamwriter Dragon
>                   dreamer@sinclair.net
>                         -==UDIC==-

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16676 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16677 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Guillermo Bruce <gbrucejr@pacbell.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Ira question
Date: Sun, 29 Mar 1998 14:50:11 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <351ED023.965DDB4F@pacbell.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-238-181.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en] (Win95; I)

I know this is beating a dead horse, but, I can't seem to access Ira's
homepage at scee. It asks me for my login/pwd and then the dreaded
"authorization failed". I just joined, so is there some waiting time
before I can access scee? If I'm not supposed to access that site then
can someone send me the Ira sprite tutorial and Prof 3d tutorial?

thanks
Guillermo Bruce

--MESSAGE FILE 16677 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16678 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira question
Date: Sun, 29 Mar 1998 21:01:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <351eb682.8690663@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <351ED023.965DDB4F@pacbell.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-17.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>I know this is beating a dead horse, but, I can't seem to access Ira's
>homepage at scee. It asks me for my login/pwd and then the dreaded
>"authorization failed". I just joined, so is there some waiting time
>before I can access scee? If I'm not supposed to access that site then
>can someone send me the Ira sprite tutorial and Prof 3d tutorial?



   Yes, there is a couple of week delay. I will e-mail them to you.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 16678 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16679 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Ira question
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 04:39:30 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <351f21f1.48157024@205.149.189.29>
References: <351ED023.965DDB4F@pacbell.net> 
<351eb682.8690663@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Thanks Matt.

Mario

On Sun, 29 Mar 1998 21:01:23 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>
>
>>I know this is beating a dead horse, but, I can't seem to access Ira's
>>homepage at scee. It asks me for my login/pwd and then the dreaded
>>"authorization failed". I just joined, so is there some waiting time
>>before I can access scee? If I'm not supposed to access that site then
>>can someone send me the Ira sprite tutorial and Prof 3d tutorial?
>
>   Yes, there is a couple of week delay. I will e-mail them to you.
>
>-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16679 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16680 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Brian A. Lee" <octopus8@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: I need help using two sprites
Date: Fri, 03 Apr 1998 18:04:59 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3525954B.529F5D6A@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbm0k.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

hey.  i have a very simple program that is supposed to display two
sprites on the screen.  It displays the first sprite without a problem.



The second sprite seems to use it's own palette, but the first sprite's
texture map instead of it's own.  It is very simple and I would greatly
appreciate any help i get.  anyone interested can find the program at
http://octopus8.mindspring.com/yaroze/test.zip.

thanks in advance,
-brian a lee.

--MESSAGE FILE 16680 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16681 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I need help using two sprites
Date: Fri, 03 Apr 1998 18:36:12 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35259C9C.A78B1D07@netmagic.net>
References: <3525954B.529F5D6A@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Brian A. Lee wrote:
> 
> hey.  i have a very simple program that is supposed to display two
> sprites on the screen.  It displays the first sprite without a problem.
> The second sprite seems to use it's own palette, but the first sprite's
> texture map instead of it's own.  It is very simple and I would greatly
> appreciate any help i get.  anyone interested can find the program at
> http://octopus8.mindspring.com/yaroze/test.zip.
> 
> thanks in advance,
> -brian a lee.

"octopus8.mindspring.com"?  I can't seem to find that server in my DNS. 
What's its dotted-quad address?

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16681 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16682 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Brian A. Lee" <octopus8@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: I need help using two sprites
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 12:43:01 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35269B55.579FE368@mindspring.com>
References: <3525954B.529F5D6A@mindspring.com> <35259C9C.A78B1D07@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-38lcjt6.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)



I'm sorry.  I forgot to add the www at the beginning.  The program can be
found at www.octopus8.home.mindspring.com/yaroze/test.zip.

thanks for the quick response.

-b

--MESSAGE FILE 16682 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000193html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16683 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Brian A. Lee" <octopus8@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Wait!  I messed up again
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 12:56:23 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35269E77.82E5DA04@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-38lcjt6.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

i'm just starting to work with my new web site, and i messed up the
address again.  the final and correct address is:

http://octopus8.home.mindspring.com/yaroze/test.zip

thanks again for your help and patience.

-b

--MESSAGE FILE 16683 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16684 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "cnevison" <rschutt@cs.colgate.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: timings - HELP!!!!
Date: Fri, 10 Apr 1998 14:02:16 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6gllnn$3685@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 149.43.162.22
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Does anyone know how do write code for timing things
on the playstation?

The ANSI C "time.h" file is not supported in the GCC compiler
distributed with the playstation.

please advise.

You can email me back at:

rschutt@cs.colgate.edu



Thanks in advance.

--MESSAGE FILE 16684 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16685 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Brian A. Lee" <octopus8@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: VRAM location
Date: Mon, 13 Apr 1998 10:07:19 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <35324647.6CCE0380@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-38lcmk8.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

hi everybody.  here's a question for you.  the books say in the
description for the GetTPage function that "the texture page address is
limited to multiples of 64 in the x direction and multiples of 256 in
the y direction".

does this mean that when i load my images into VRAM that i better make
sure that the top left corner of the image in VRAM X % 64=0 and Y % 256
= 0?

thanks for clearing this up for me.

-brian a lee

--MESSAGE FILE 16685 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16686 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: VRAM location
Date: Mon, 13 Apr 1998 13:25:27 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <353274B6.99591BDA@netmagic.net>
References: <35324647.6CCE0380@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

For 3D, maybe.  I dunno.  (I haven't gotten that far yet.)

But for 2D, I've had no problems spanning texture pages.  Just make
sure that X%16==0 && Y%16==0.  Perfect example: download the silly
Mine Field game (from my page), load up a bunch of the larger TIMs
in TimUtil and see how larger ones go across the page boundaries.
There are several smaller 16x16 TIMs that I stacked right next to



each other.

Another note: for the CLUTs, X%16==0 but Y can be just about anything
as long as it doesn't collide with anything else.

Other opinions/corrections?

Brian A. Lee wrote:
> 
> hi everybody.  here's a question for you.  the books say in the
> description for the GetTPage function that "the texture page address is
> limited to multiples of 64 in the x direction and multiples of 256 in
> the y direction".
> 
> does this mean that when i load my images into VRAM that i better make
> sure that the top left corner of the image in VRAM X % 64=0 and Y % 256
> = 0?
> 
> thanks for clearing this up for me.
> 
> -brian a lee

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16686 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000197html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16687 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: VRAM location
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 09:27:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <6h1qt6$g1s9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35324647.6CCE0380@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

If you want to show large images ( 256 wide ) then you will need to load
them on 64 pixel boundaries,
or you wont be able to draw them using single sprites... ( This is
especially true for 4 bit images, 8 bit and 16 bit TPAGEs have multiple
redundencies ( TPAGE 4 u0 is TPAGE 3 u64 etc etc ) )

Colin.

Brian A. Lee wrote in message <35324647.6CCE0380@mindspring.com>...
>hi everybody.  here's a question for you.  the books say in the
>description for the GetTPage function that "the texture page address is
>limited to multiples of 64 in the x direction and multiples of 256 in
>the y direction".
>
>does this mean that when i load my images into VRAM that i better make
>sure that the top left corner of the image in VRAM X % 64=0 and Y % 256
>= 0?
>
>thanks for clearing this up for me.
>



>-brian a lee
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16687 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16688 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Brian A. Lee" <octopus8@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: transparent background
Date: Sat, 18 Apr 1998 10:52:22 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3538E855.DA439822@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbm3g.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

i'm finally making good progress, but there is one thing that i can't
solve.  how do i make a sprite's background color transparent?

thanks for the help,
-b

--MESSAGE FILE 16688 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000199html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16689 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: transparent background
Date: Sat, 18 Apr 1998 11:59:52 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3538F828.658C@concentric.net>
References: <3538E855.DA439822@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts030d22.sto-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Brian,

You'll need to make the background color black.  Then when you convert
it to TIM format using Tim Util just select the "Transparent for black"
check box.

If your actual sprite has black in it (that you don't want to be
transparent) then I would suggest changing that part to a dark gray 
instead.  That way it won't confuse Tim Util during conversion.

Hope that helps
Scott

> i'm finally making good progress, but there is one thing that i can't



> solve.  how do i make a sprite's background color transparent?
> 
> thanks for the help,
> -b

--MESSAGE FILE 16689 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000200html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16690 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: transparent background
Date: Sat, 18 Apr 1998 21:48:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6hb3c8$shn8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3538E855.DA439822@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userk982.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

theres quite a lengthy thread in the
scee 2dgraphics group

Steve
Brian A. Lee wrote in message
<3538E855.DA439822@mindspring.com>...
>i'm finally making good progress, but
there is one thing that i can't
>solve.  how do i make a sprite's
background color transparent?
>
>thanks for the help,
>-b
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16690 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16691 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: timings - HELP!!!!
Date: Tue, 21 Apr 1998 11:58:10 -0500
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R2104981158100001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6gllnn$3685@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks177.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

If you want to get a rough time estimate, you can use Vsync(-1).  It will
give you the number of Hsyncs since the last time you called Vsync(-1). 
The number of Hsyncs/second depends upon your Video mode.  It is somewhere
around 260 for NTSC. I'm not sure of the exact number.



-Joel

In article <6gllnn$3685@scea>, "cnevison" <rschutt@cs.colgate.edu> wrote:

>Does anyone know how do write code for timing things
>on the playstation?
>
>The ANSI C "time.h" file is not supported in the GCC compiler
>distributed with the playstation.
>
>please advise.
>
>You can email me back at:
>
>rschutt@cs.colgate.edu
>
>Thanks in advance.

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 16691 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16692 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: gerard audet <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: downloading to yaroze
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 10:53:37 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-171-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)

Alright,

This is gonna seem like a silly one,

but what directory do you download file to the Yaroze, and can you
easily change it, I still haven't gotten the tutorial programs to down
load, so I don't even know if my swift new device works correctly.

Any input will be greatly appreciated!!!

the beans
--MESSAGE FILE 16692 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000203html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16693 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 15:16:23 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <354c89aa.1819690@205.149.189.29>



References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Gerard,

It doesn't really matter where you download to as long as you remember
where it is. Most of these files are zipped so you need to unzip them
into the directory where you want to use them.

Personally, all my downloads are to a directory called 'inbox.' That
way I can always find the file.

Mario

On Sun, 03 May 1998 10:53:37 -0400, gerard audet
<william_atkin@hotmail.com> wrote:

>Alright,
>
>This is gonna seem like a silly one,
>
>but what directory do you download file to the Yaroze, and can you
>easily change it, I still haven't gotten the tutorial programs to down
>load, so I don't even know if my swift new device works correctly.
>
>Any input will be greatly appreciated!!!
>
>the beans

--MESSAGE FILE 16693 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16694 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 15:20:31 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <354d8b13.2181470@205.149.189.29>
References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com> <354c89aa.1819690@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Oops. I guess that should be Will.

Mario

On Sun, 03 May 1998 15:16:23 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>Gerard,
>
>[snip]
--MESSAGE FILE 16694 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000205html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16695 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 15:19:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <354c8700.34975816@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-81.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Alright,
>
>This is gonna seem like a silly one,

   No questions are silly, I am getting to the point where I will be
asking plenty! Welcome to the program.

>but what directory do you download file to the Yaroze, and can you
>easily change it, I still haven't gotten the tutorial programs to down
>load, so I don't even know if my swift new device works correctly.

    Well, Mario is quite correct when he says you can put your stuff
in any directory you want. But, I am not sure if you are refering to
the files you take off the development disc, stuff you download,
etc... When setting up your PC to work with the yaroze, it makes life
infinitely easier to copy the folders off the silver development disc
onto your C: partition directly. If you look up above at HELP!!!, by
tsanjose, I was confused about the fact he was trying to boot a gold
debug disc with the yaroze, so I gave a long-winded explanation of how
to get started.
   As for programs you download, or even the programs you get off the
software development disc, you can organize them anyway you want.
You will be working from a DOS prompt, setting the path, then
executing Siocons from that folder, so the only thing to keep in mind
is simplicity of remembering and entering your paths. 
   I keep everything I download in a folder with many subdivisions, I
really should reorganize it, but it has grown to 70 MB., and I won't
be bothered. Plan ahead, as you explore the member site, you are going
to find many tools, games, documents, etc... to download. Else you'll
be minimizing your DOS window constantly, like me, to double check
paths.

>Any input will be greatly appreciated!!!

   No prob.

>the beans

-The Counter

--MESSAGE FILE 16695 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16696 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 23:30:47 -0400



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <354D3667.6C77@hotmail.com>
References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com> <354c8700.34975816@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-179-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    No questions are silly, I am getting to the point where I will be
> asking plenty! Welcome to the program.
> 

Sounds Good, how long have you been a member?

    Well, Mario is quite correct when he says you can put your stuff
> in any directory you want. But, I am not sure if you are refering to
> the files you take off the development disc, stuff you download,
> etc... When setting up your PC to work with the yaroze, it makes life
> infinitely easier to copy the folders off the silver development disc
> onto your C: partition directly. If you look up above at HELP!!!, by
> tsanjose, I was confused about the fact he was trying to boot a gold
> debug disc with the yaroze, so I gave a long-winded explanation of how
> to get started.

For starters lets just try doing the beginning tuts off of the CD-Rom
from Directory

PSX
Quick

I put the PSX folder in the root C: directory like everyone advised but
when I run makefile on them to compile them it comes up with a weird
error.  Also tried compiling them trough Borland 3.1 and there were
multiple errors in the compliation.  Can anyone advise?

>    As for programs you download, or even the programs you get off the
> software development disc, you can organize them anyway you want.
> You will be working from a DOS prompt, setting the path, then
> executing Siocons from that folder, so the only thing to keep in mind
> is simplicity of remembering and entering your paths.

Okay this need some more explaining...  What do you mean set up the
setting the path from dos? And should I be running djsetup beforehand.

Basically I am a DOS dunce, I've been around MACS and Windows way too
long, If anyone out there has tried Codewarrior, does it alleviate the
necessity to work in DOS or what?

Hey Guys Thanks for all your help, I'll be seeing alot of you believe
me,  Hey anyone here from Vermont?  It'd be great to get in touch with
you and make some games.
Beans signin off
--MESSAGE FILE 16696 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16697 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 03:21:57 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 100
Message-ID: <354d2a3c.14855824@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com> <354c8700.34975816@news.scea.sony.com> 
<354D3667.6C77@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-17.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Sounds Good, how long have you been a member?

   Since the beginning, almost... May 15 '97, or thereabouts. I
started from scratch, literally, I could not even use my computer when
I pulled it out of the box.  DOS was one of the few things I had
distant memories of from my IBM PC days back in the late 70's... ah,
Zork was a kid's dream world...

>Okay this need some more explaining...  What do you mean set up the
>setting the path from dos? And should I be running djsetup beforehand.

   Hmmm..., o.k.. Lets say you want to look at the contents of a
folder in Windows. You could use file manager, which I never do, or
you could just double-click your way through your files to open the
file.
   Setting your path in DOS is akin to this. You start out with:

[WINDOWS] C:\Windows>

   At this point, your path is set to the Windows folder, or
directory. If you type in at the prompt:

[WINDOWS] C:\Windows>cd\psx      

and hit enter... your path will change to:

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX>

Now you are in the psx folder, having set your path, and you can now
type in djsetup and set the environment...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX>djsetup

and hit enter. The path information will just repeat itself. You will
see this again...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX>

Now, you need to set your path to the folder containing the nifty ball
demo, so type at the prompt...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX>cd\psx\sample\check

and hit enter (isn't this fun?). Now you will see this...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX\SAMPLE\CHECK>

Type make at the prompt...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX\SAMPLE\CHECK>make



and hit enter. You should see two lines worth of compiler and linker
information that is understood by the engineers in the program, but
not by me. As long as you don't see anything saying 'make failed', or
any other fail messages, you should be o.k.. Leave the DOS window open
with that path.
   Now, turn on your yaroze and wait for the brick screen to appear.
Now, type siocons at the prompt...

[WINDOWS] C:\PSX\SAMPLE\CHECK>siocons

and hit enter. We are basically doing pg.26 in the little red book, so
you can look there for a sample of the output you will see.
You should see a '>>' thingy after the console monitor information.
Hit enter a few times, if you see double arrows keep appearing, you
are connected properly. Hit the F3 key, and hit enter. And the demo
will begin downloading, and will execute automatically.
   If there are problems at any step along the way, reading and
working through pgs. 17-25 in the Start-Up Guide should solve them.

>Basically I am a DOS dunce, I've been around MACS and Windows way too
>long, If anyone out there has tried Codewarrior, does it alleviate the
>necessity to work in DOS or what?

   Yep, it does allow you to avoid DOS. CodeWarrior has a program
called PsComUtil. But, programs built with CW have a different
executable from those built with DJGPP. 90% of stuff in the program is
built with DJGPP, so you are going to have to get used to siocons if
you wish to use 90% of the available games and demos. There is
actually a Windows replacement for siocons too, but it is on the
european server, and you may not be able to get in there yet. Here's
the address where it is located...

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/

In all reality, I just have to say, working in DOS is one or two
nights of learning some basics. You'll be relishing your DOS
adventures when you get into programming the yaroze. I actually have
never tried to download .SIO  files with siocons, I just use the
appropriate program when called for. In the final analysis, in my
humble opinion, both CW and DJGPP both have their own pecularities
and specifics, and both require equal effort to learn. 
   And by the way, is your name Will or Gerard?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16697 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16698 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: downloading to yaroze
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 05:19:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <354d4fa6.6044751@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354C84F1.4EDC@hotmail.com> <354c8700.34975816@news.scea.sony.com> 
<354D3667.6C77@hotmail.com> <354d2a3c.14855824@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-15.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



>are connected properly. Hit the F3 key, and hit enter. And the demo

   Ooops, I like to work in the early hours... Hit the F3 key, type
auto, and then hit enter.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 16698 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000209html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16699 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Byron@snsys.com (Byron Atkinson-Jones)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Graphics tools that generate 15 bit images to convert to TIMS
Date: Wed, 06 May 1998 14:11:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35506f23.5186728@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: byron.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Hi,

What tools do you use to output 15 bit images for use as TIMs ?

I have Corel Photo Paint 7 and that doesn't seem to manage it.

Byron.

--MESSAGE FILE 16699 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000210html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16700 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Graphics tools that generate 15 bit images to convert to TIMS
Date: Wed, 06 May 1998 11:07:41 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3550A6ED.595B0A84@netmagic.net>
References: <35506f23.5186728@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Just save your image as a TrueColor BMP file. :)  TIM Util will
handle the conversion.

Byron Atkinson-Jones wrote:
> 
> Hi,
> 
> What tools do you use to output 15 bit images for use as TIMs ?
> 
> I have Corel Photo Paint 7 and that doesn't seem to manage it.
> 
> Byron.



- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16700 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16701 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Byron@snsys.com (Byron Atkinson-Jones)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Graphics tools that generate 15 bit images to convert to TIMS
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 09:07:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3551797e.1224691@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35506f23.5186728@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<3550A6ED.595B0A84@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: byron.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 06 May 1998 11:07:41 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
wrote:

>Just save your image as a TrueColor BMP file. :)  TIM Util will
>handle the conversion.
>

I tried that and it just seems to produce a 24 bit TIM rather than a
16bit one.

Byron.

--MESSAGE FILE 16701 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16702 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Graphics tools that generate 15 bit images to convert to TIMS
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 11:51:49 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <355202C5.9FCF0A95@netmagic.net>
References: <35506f23.5186728@news.playstation.co.uk> 
<3550A6ED.595B0A84@netmagic.net> <3551797e.1224691@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

TIMUtil defaults to 24-bit.  You have to select the radio button
next to the "16" near the top-center of the interface.  Be sure
that after you do your conversion, reload the TIM and check it with
the Preview button.  :)

Byron Atkinson-Jones wrote:
> 
> On Wed, 06 May 1998 11:07:41 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
> wrote:
> 
> >Just save your image as a TrueColor BMP file. :)  TIM Util will



> >handle the conversion.
> >
> 
> I tried that and it just seems to produce a 24 bit TIM rather than a
> 16bit one.
> 
> Byron.

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16702 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16703 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000214html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Abstrakt <abstrakt@yourlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Memory card?
Date: Mon, 11 May 1998 15:34:34 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 205.152.62.251
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

MAC user,  I am having a problem getting my yaroze to recognize the
memory card, I have tried several different things, ie. format the
memory card using the app that was included in the package and even
tried purchasing a new card but it still won't see the card, I have all
the obvious things troubleshooted and now I am stuck.  Can anyone help
me?

--MESSAGE FILE 16703 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16704 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card?
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 02:01:23 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1205980201230001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-170.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net>, Abstrakt
<abstrakt@yourlink.net> wrote:

> MAC user,  I am having a problem getting my yaroze to recognize the
> memory card, I have tried several different things, ie. format the
> memory card using the app that was included in the package and even
> tried purchasing a new card but it still won't see the card, I have all



> the obvious things troubleshooted and now I am stuck.  Can anyone help
> me?

I had problems trying to get the connection speed saved to the memory card,
but I did manage it. Let's see if I can remember how...

First, I downloaded and ran the card formatting utility. Then, I think I
quit PSComUtil and reset the yaroze. Then I used ZTerm (a shareware
terminal program) and set its baud rate to 9600, using the serial port that
the Yaroze is connected to. Using ZTerm you can send and receive console
commands. Then I typed the command "BAUD 57600" and hit RETURN. I think at
this point I got prompted to save the new baud setting to the memory card,
but it may have been at a later point... in any case, I had to change
ZTerm's settings to 57600, to match what I had told the yaroze. Hmm...
maybe the save prompt came *after* switching ZTerm's baud rates...

Sorry this is so muddled, I should have kept better notes! But give ZTerm a
shot (or another terminal emulator program).

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 16704 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000215html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16705 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card?
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 16:02:00 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35587231.3499762@205.149.189.29>
References: <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Sorry, I don't have a MAC so I'm not real sure how you do it.
Hopefully one of the other MAC users can help.

Mario

On Mon, 11 May 1998 15:34:34 +0000, Abstrakt <abstrakt@yourlink.net>
wrote:

>MAC user,  I am having a problem getting my yaroze to recognize the
>memory card, I have tried several different things, ie. format the
>memory card using the app that was included in the package and even
>tried purchasing a new card but it still won't see the card, I have all
>the obvious things troubleshooted and now I am stuck.  Can anyone help
>me?

--MESSAGE FILE 16705 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16706 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000217html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Member page text...



Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 11:04:30 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6jccd4$2v214@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Who is supposed to update the text under you site page?  I Added some new
text weeks ago and it still hasn't been updated.

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

--MESSAGE FILE 16706 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000217html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16707 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Member page text...
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 17:00:57 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3559d16a.1826774@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6jccd4$2v214@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-101.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Who is supposed to update the text under you site page?  I Added some new
>text weeks ago and it still hasn't been updated.

   Peter Alau, if there has not been any staff turnover of late. Not
that I can explain what they are up to, and why your description has
not been updated....

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16707 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16708 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Member page text...
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 22:26:23 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <355a1d49.37332453@205.149.189.29>
References: <6jccd4$2v214@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452



Well, that would be me, however I'm not getting the notifications that
the changes are being made, so I don't know when I need to make
changes. I've notified the proper people at Sony of the problem so
hopefully it will be fixed soon.

Mario

On Wed, 13 May 1998 11:04:30 -0400, "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
wrote:

>Who is supposed to update the text under you site page?  I Added some new
>text weeks ago and it still hasn't been updated.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>
>http://yaroze-world.org
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16708 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16709 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Member page text...
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 23:55:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <355a32af.21310433@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6jccd4$2v214@scea> <355a1d49.37332453@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-69.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Oops, sorry, I thought Peter was our only webmaster.

_matt
--MESSAGE FILE 16709 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16710 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Peter_Alau@playstation.sony.com (Peter Alau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Member page text...
Date: Fri, 15 May 1998 16:59:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <355c740c.3948743@205.149.189.29>
References: <6jccd4$2v214@scea> <355a1d49.37332453@205.149.189.29> 
<355a32af.21310433@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Wed, 13 May 1998 23:55:03 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Oops, sorry, I thought Peter was our only webmaster.



>
>_matt

Nope, Mario helps out too, and once I finish with some final things,
he should be doing more of the page updates. 

My apologies to everyone who has update their page, I have been more
busy than I have been in a while, I guess E3 and CGDC will do that to
you.....

I expect to finish with updates today, if I don't I will be spending
time here this weekend.

Thanks for everyone's patience.

-Peter
--MESSAGE FILE 16710 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16711 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card?
Date: Sun, 17 May 1998 19:02:14 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <355F96A2.4ABD@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-51.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)
To: Abstrakt <abstrakt@yourlink.net>

Hi, I got my memory card working a totally sideways way. I stuck in the
new card, ran Tobal No. 1, saved a few games, and then finally got
around to trying out PSComUtil. The first time I had connect and boot
speeds both set to 9600, and the "bricks" came up okay. Then, using
PSComUtil to set the speeds to 57600 and ever after it worked fine. The
only times I ran into problems is when I tried to set the connect speed
to 110k or whatever it is. I bet I'm the only Yaroze member running on
an antique Quadra!!!! I have way less RAM than you're supposed to run on
as well, woe is me.

-nick
--MESSAGE FILE 16711 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16712 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 09:01:25 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24



Message-ID: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:223 scea.yaroze.freetalk:660
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:195 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:325 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:97 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:14 
scee.yaroze.beginners:322 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:4

YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!

YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
NT.

You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
look for YarozeMaster.

If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.

Happy programming!

Maurice Sibrandi
sibrandi@orion.nl

--MESSAGE FILE 16712 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000223html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16713 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 21:53:27 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-70-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:224 scea.yaroze.freetalk:664
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:197 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:326 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:98 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:15 
scee.yaroze.beginners:323 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:5

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> 
> YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!



> 
> YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> NT.
> 
> You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> look for YarozeMaster.
> 
> If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> 
> Happy programming!
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi
> sibrandi@orion.nl

Hey Maurice,

I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and
couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,

any ideas?

Will
--MESSAGE FILE 16713 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16714 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 19:35:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <356A2A55.8091BCF0@netmagic.net>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp3-27.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:225 scea.yaroze.freetalk:665
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:198 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:327 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:99 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:16 
scee.yaroze.beginners:324 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:6

DOH!  ^_^ The URL should be:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/

Will Atkin wrote:
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> >



> > YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!
> >
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> > Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> > and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> > Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> > Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> > NT.
> >
> > You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> > look for YarozeMaster.
> >
> > If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> >
> > Happy programming!
> >
> > Maurice Sibrandi
> > sibrandi@orion.nl
> 
> Hey Maurice,
> 
> I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
> screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and
> couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,
> 
> any ideas?
> 
> Will

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 16714 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16715 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Craig Venz <craig@cobite.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: TIM wont display...<sigh>
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 10:28:35 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 841
Message-ID: <3576AF13.CD9D11C8@cobite.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snew.cobite.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------9321FBEFE1D3C96BA387288A"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------9321FBEFE1D3C96BA387288A
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hello,

Well after finally breaking down and having a go at doing some
graphics on my yaroze for the first time, I'm already ready to throw
the damn thing across the room.

Its most frustrating, I cant even get a simple TIM to load up
and display... I've attached the TIM I'm using, the source and a batch
file in the zip, and I would appreciate tips/pointers from anyone who



cares to take a peek at my ugly code and give me a clue to what it is 
I'm not doing right here...

Currently, the program runs, but all I get on screen is a big
fat load of nothing...

Thanks a heap for any help...
Craig

PS The TIM is a snapshot of someones Ghouls and Ghosts emulator that I 
   grabbed (the snapshot, not the emulator) off the net, nothing to do
   with me...(I only wish)
--------------9321FBEFE1D3C96BA387288A
Content-Type: application/x-zip-compressed; name="spritetest.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="spritetest.zip"
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90f90jt9bzTAxuVADoILM/1jRy7Mw8yYbSb4GrWj/8igkfT0FTKVtkrgoI574nGYbezFVpAX
lxowPsz8xZPXr59MMSftuVTqeiMAiEQxECM6sq8DOEHEK02KUtBTEi+JtqHICugmRW4CHwVN
GRktEmR9gzwVT0EuFSNFrIdwazmZCTkqUiJg7qnoncacrFCSsbJyHWbCyljfhdZcLATxmhAG
YSaYX5kZGbv68YnGyZlrrVyGSw2urKRs63qfbafm7b75kZWRlZUL996IAQbHMV2OU0FsxQbD
2AwMbmAgcwVGZAhddoI5IHZIC1F3oBEnCE4iQCHw0EXHccYZ5uVGA96Aff56q9F68XcbxjsS
kwcdkZe9d1OSZARvvHMSDKORf7HRmut7MWgE4DVlwGNlBBp0PxUYsp5oUk9xwdSVJDnw8mLw
vAcGGDVoWW6yKfCWMDvzDVBwNr4LzCoLOiBbozwtykiI8ExZ6BApRQCJEAhoDVg7OH65a0Jg
quvcWVOataipwADociK9ulpZzCSTGpVFpKImz0oSmpGXggnI2mN3UnNx3lK5ONQ7YSYT96X6
xu7lYy6XajROrlZciWUbqY6YYuIgaDAOtLfVaNxferdd5eK42m67nIN4xAEjWkzAWMhdNMsD
bxnQKkRF6Mko4tuEBOhCSxdElhZZNohFANUxGcZj7BTgyQIqdqNPFBtzNMsAoQtSA9rLiiyO
UyOYBbvAL1mWUUkKwFrQnJYdQP8ndhr2DjhTBZgMeBxmYwKbI+hEGgGFAlnCIIqWGQUsi2g0
ZePsRwsnToRAuQurHw6FONoLJ84mQbtFP1oYCoUmjl3NE4QwIt2JeB6cPcGH3OdBr0CYocub
G9EUKHAhCoIV+aF/Nwzhl1n8QaENISCjkgRkxZjx3CkGBqRkCaWjlcy0rp8YWjjxUU60rBML
J25VOhJnnTjxkSsaQWfo7IlFVszj/bLrVuOqY5XbYWxxjkUQyYsxUG1VZWKDt3jw8BGNNIX+
BD0Iab0MzIthE41WZLCeGeMTGJphwTPD6LAwLgGqSlMMjACjGmQaytOFbBDYALIsNwIkqg7B
F16RVRZODIUTyvqk33bp5EGR0uQVgAVQmcAJouuoAuGfAQ0CLlKa8DoKIBJ5uUq4XGkKQh0G
rl4/pgythslVAKa+6vsnVv1IQYnrNTsyOAh8EU+JvCbRLgiJF8ky8SJbHJmiR5TQARMBTsPe
EPqkfL/XZg/CQhgPOx+bajyggiYah6Ggk5PToNDDMKxXJKHZHArDCqWpJ4b8Y/WPOLp+Npms
D4Xuwlk3OVR31ZKqtstlIKvQBUTcGK3EsRynWjVjmNoWiGB4TaGrtrrTkbCXTCQ6C2gwNNiF
KTqmIcIN1MwiAoZzFqnAAG0Ml5JIJCJ+9CiI90Ccwv7LnjyLgY0ODO01h+qh/8ervlLbmZbA
kwLH4DQnQYBAFDq2yNJnLVFMEHUBMkiG6Qt/SqiC8OEPCuFEFIKDWx7yocuCN7R8bOiPs0Hi
bCFJAsEE0VgYXuAEAA0F7hvpGNW8Aoq2uU1318A0KIBQQZi89d9mfa0LjAcq1RYt0XJicVwf
NTwWAIp+cmj6yrehV7WzhfSxZrQ6NLR8MDlVH0oms/Xj4dCQ35moF5Jnhy752Xq6LKoOjj+n
ciWX84pgL1Wu6jrVvQ7yT1cF0zjjCUNA6KdD2D5L5BVoPISDBRlgxhyYlckYiB6oAPSKOGMN
7FIHvKQAUd4aBDLjelZG90/0CvZfIO5oNlhdvpRYq1eu7OYmkNQ6vVnKN7Ndp4aIACaIjCxM
TAEkgAcYLojCWaEehkOnk4Iy2yzUkxOFMPISQ2kfbEan6gWfyFjyCjjTui/MKx6xVZhNPMYf
XZg2X14iompRwqNqFI5w1zwqawiNJwTA3+OMGs/ShodP1Lrfx34xqWm/qWlgF6t3k3whBHso
hAeTlfDQ0NlwOanS/lAhXA7Djl4/7VqOyYERiKqqljnKdduISLvqFh1HdaomjjGCYtGEZtGP
k+wO9sTgYT4YjMmwqAdMC7SARWyJxE4oVhRwjglZoCaaCV1YwxGkdVoIglkKZ5Q2Cv2fwv7L
Ml9IJprC0A/CR3huT5dQdCZglLxo4xLIF0bekTABUgnAFtFWZtuRkEmXo6CwmAtH9btJhefr
Pzh2NyvMUvA+uqB3U1TEIT7wEOCdmjK6EjEhPyS6KQ3IMtpkGniBrZGRl0D581OCTbDoMS7+
IZNZq2nnqSY4qvrpkhRSzdHLMP7HTofUasG/66vlTn3ZXyx3BGvoeBkGNLbF2Bil067qWVW3
6iIixXPo4LnYZGgRRtxghZ4m76kt4AtgK4MRTcN2YjN2GccybBM1AIyFMAvGgTIeJmw0IYMT
7IArgRiasB44FmipRibXaKSMgjGx0VLRkPmFxdyjpBS4h0S2k20KHiWsXz0x3r3WOp3sLJkt
AJAiVNJJXi6cyAneZClZ8BP1xayePJ2khpazmJPoUh8mA3ShSzg9UwSXLetdWLWHZ8UEdKpG
DKSmwfTxk9m/01N6rICdknreRII+HiU5hYz2H2kaH0XL6dCKhFX/9OlKJbwbqh8USp10uqye
WPb13GJYGkqXLWB+OzBcnspCaANKSgQFoKqWmmu3udiK1WqM/pmhsds9z0FuiIAG+AtgKvA4
nCM6AYYu8FiMbcl49LgA5GINuLgjogjC/rOBnNjSf2UUNFE5HXZOFJK7YqGge8WQGawpQoGJ
SnsWJ3nXSiDAiBI68KklzgKD6c3l5btnkkqicLZQSGcAw7BQGAp1IwoPgvfAlFm3fQLyH3jZ
LQkBDaZUYjaBr41eY1tTakhaFLV6DB540K9XsuSXlCxL1KZuSas+pdUKvxj2D01O/3xqqrC8
HJY6CWF5efmYXwEKXU4fdCOaLi8Wjpc7RpRLn00nBd0KPnDpjnw3rCd9SZdB+VgWeCTw7xza
h+NwjmmZTIDOWSBc3e0/WoJlARqx5bpxYHEmRC7gyceJLxdmyXiRHiuUJxPfGwj0xEQE0bSS
AKvZ1v+1ZOHuD8KJprSb/+jaJpJbx6I6lGwYKN9QDEHkGkUpsD5RB+lmQEgYAGmFx5JKtBYl
/TBMZtcEJQrDS/AKYpRM+hiLzHYj9Kaww5vxOHGAvBJRolmjHoakSVpfWF29W8kcTCIGiS5F
aeo6ZpQSVDLDycJwJaxNvDY93Qx9HxxSlAB78sPsXbhbLo/CIDLQPg/4h0rCA/ipiPbSq0OF
wmolST1omsSLYqwWc05skaiCIXMbBW9vkDEygWje4pgYEONAKFvo3E3Dgh6uzYJHiEiKkY5E
ig1owQD7CJDho9mdJj849oljoT+RiCZ2j/uA/yhQuYHcwde4d+/qvTc4iDru3XsDwLh3b+7O
hTtX5+bvzV29F5s2GmkQyLMTEGp3XTdmC8XuZMIcokAU9M62KES1x0ShGCRph/xkxfdrYAYb
kB3tOsBaTZYTSvaY7x/rvEq999d/Mj2tdecdNCsRTaE0xpsGwp7rEI578JbhsezB0O/Cgazg
ETEtim6baxP5a6BPZ4nSokURpiAmVRgD/mQ6YEngYGzADOJCAXUYDgC+WYeFWxAZggi0Id4J
QDyzvYB6i/kD+UTd5jxmFICtKCFibBuMrDo3d+PIXBAZdur+nbnAvrD/3o0LV6/eaO2/Ondh
Xx44mDb22QGGKbOYEUN8dKC6gGSnQCiS5NQuwqHbltojGlTr/UnT1u2n1p00fgc4CyGSegoM
RMH5Wu3wdFc5dqdDAlcskNgh3BSaWfAWGy+73gJNy3o4TzHwlnvhDTARRCRmDD5EjS3axuwv
dDM2jIbIDJhVFSJ70NoED9uwMVkvYFolIXajeAvQsNGMSEasAfZjgx7mvYf6r2005hFjUNOa
zTVq3OjvH3yfpZi5C0cuSCwAMnd1XyqwwSp+4/435ub6rgIedmCz7PuD176xzxgFkwbzmACP
QPHQMR5kmtiBYKaJofjO76RRT3ltws7PehvjClhpyUNaDeLF2pXpaVBnmIsG10rYV0HfCkYa
hllN4Lc1oJlNht12gKDUgTRxFnui6y4tOdW4R1lgJfCNMaANNFUF28GAHhNeNMM0MA4k6JOU
EHpKFnw+iwljAAyll2GOG+PmgDqg07S3aUbUtk+PHbsMX/w4Tb9/c+bi++9LcM1dkCSKD+yr
9+wGbZ+as+/cm0sBOnN5O2Xsu//+yzP99w1aF0EJTmCkQ0kKpqww26KQBZzd8HgKHDbA65lJ
6IdUzzBIiw8dO3Tg0KsI2PQ0UJw3GzXRSOC7g94E7SWdzFJ6c2LbJEj7+voQ8Wu9dgIg1fZx
MJG2CZoWpC/oLFBJnk2jpHJMxwK+yoPd0JgksQ1UiL08NoaLFMWyYsw3cEXFpD0e2Y42RkdH
vc1CpLYFid0RQSlJQ9A/P3JhrNEHSHx8L5BkXbSY/D1bklr75o6k9h25c+fekQv2nJ23G3aj
NTN/ip4CKZKAyGSDJBWUBQrfvflJMKhts6V164AvDRzKlr9WkoAHYAN/Ozhd4zv8hN4EzsQR
QFSykZ6FZyiK0OQfAIIqOh1q294G9HPkWXGVa7tgCu17DiDCYAAoOkZcdeNYBKqyRLQNoCuw



Awa9C/H2AZEnEkWzhoprXAzrYQskaIK0U3KqtuudLU3i8UXnV74okSswJAnerCmeet6mG9LH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miZWYzEM2fu5zpbhUsXN1FdzajnnlttlVaUyq9nCaphVNUscsFRM5hq4FCDJ0SdCpNOd+tpP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Uxm+Gw5T2nv+tmNULUmtvrvkSKezEJp7PkT0+nDmdFbTwDZ8LTl00Neyi1556Vwbog+susI9
ht3zezalrja/KASWYbaLuipp5VxW9z5NvtLHvwpw0OOfDevoFpGf9/27yaw2+XPt0KGthwFK
qrl3cPAjz63w+BE7NS9LeZm6r+laFvCgwsxqRdNCKb3UbldRXJHyaawkJAXU3pZ3ktY//0V1
189gsDy1lPP1T6t3uEA1QMOPS5fKU58FviJNPL/+QTq/eHu6RiW3Efr7Lz8/WK0el8Ay8COP
wELS9awHYUe6rnUOVPAM2ZJ0Lo2n6rWrTmwGEHzYWN7J2ptO0JWI2ygvZ76CdbruotrBP5Vd
Cw9mKH96698a7g0sf/iV05fL/vhnAJEapb2m/TlWUdcOfXt6+u0rlJ/ddPiJRkmvfIN95X0T
j7XSjhHyp8IFDZiK8iepDpWcxE9LCM+1HTfX5twBy7SMAPDA499SDLspHRDvLb6bTma98LhH
uW6uhIWI7jnV09yQEz4lbh/C9y4NfeX0hx+mT/8sW4r+bQcEgr/zNe187YXztUM1rC75xQvH
slsGx6m+cn+vRE6Pwm0alNbR/EVtseyFfgVtpqLpvlZ2ONdxXRWrDyAyNz0DS332eZsidPeW
9Hyxqknhhy5YhuureKYP54KBhKVkKHw6A1UulT+sf+X0acDjQ/hxq/IJ4ndobSAy+Imo/Cf1
CBK1cUCoh5vF2N0T39pvY7oKYo73CDqHX5o+fEjb7OzPnSnvlTaHEJ6WDcE6vDSV1ChdKmuq
7uKMh0DQid2YAIJH5dsMyz5ok/rT6vuvVNPp42eXkLhwd0dHpdwyV+qoi37Ztz4VQE6XAQn4
GjqNmJy+fPmBqOD5iG8+CU+ykkQHAaiT6JMasYdHDOOZkbgrnzH2YdkTuzMiNe0/6x4UR7Ik
x2q1F/5kenp4PWUCnkRNlyTV2zqlvBBebPkslcXTeFXNyqoqJ1m4xQA/FoecGUMO5DMaG6fE
S+2qJHmvcH467eKzveyZ0JKsM1VOtbz0YpgNvSd0dk8VRlwuXSZA3Dr9sw8/vHz5Urd2wyOf
GSZ7T5LPkSiBZ3H7Ps9/gv2kFD9ljZv4jx4foHnDMHEDDAyNaHg79q+m/RB8hwd4DOMmpbvn
p88fOzy5+vYklcHMbyVZ33o43/LZrETdohZd92whjS856nUsj4spV62qVXJGIu4JwVPgjIZh
POiV1juMgCvfWipTi2cySfeMBe68pKpUGt4km30i0fuUVnR576Uzl09fPnPmDHz/9ExZJaet
CHhK2hNLCNEIRMNIsewn5CuKp+lRsA+BB5uk8cNIGyzL7LShCGaLdv7P19tVmRwqFOo/P1br
fRZyYSiTPlgvJDePQUYb0qgPpAWY0qpbqGuUaOmqVQIBW2o7qqQ6BA4sBrVxxyC7baohlWrH
z7qen1moL+rFcrFqqa6QXEgnC9nsp8BY5Uvqjy/fQu8BxgFwjI4SMJ5qL6YYGSITGDIb/RL5
6vVtRx6Pp3KzNJ6b+hAgaoeqvab99fWtwB0/rECgBqbSXUT3L/kF/9i25+Cu51K77KoWGWBB
LS9yqutyseoEVQeP1cAKatqmt4cf67GglE77yWS6/sGkmivHbkkVPW9hUa1ns9mdbGGnbaVP
4T9OX1bBPPBfeaD043F6Khp92qwz2AcaCGtE3idAYfP/te6c9IDPIWqmN/mjrruXws7aev6w
m7XyJHDZw9MPUlgHtlEEfnItDLubK6ouRnHn2iitwAkUq1gubYrxAEOT81zZBrPzelTu1ol0
IZkpDy263BmUATqVyVQyk9mk9ggVuD7hc6H1FANy5vLlEuIB195xenw8YvmnLr4WRIMRbbCP
p+Grnp5im8ZDhWeSR5sD7Wo1FmEm8hEe7Lx+eoSfxQ+POrbNqmqTV3qZPz+5FWneAoppV4ux
VVXBKvA4Dc6Jz7l4MAanOnjSSGwyNo0BOgvu3Nue4CXjGlbSpYXMalJ1z7ntcuha2kI9TK4m
9V0ORZW00npGJReWS5vrxR7rPy6XB85c/uflM3vPlH88+lU8T/RpFwEkITDEfPAJ7EPiIwOi
Mfy4Mn7DtKXIYMy4XWyfKzocqQDED2TqLk2E5GM9ahuA9La7Hh6e7lpMNrm+Cxx4SfVVq+y0
20Wn7bSrcTV2uVyZK1a5atxu4wYPS3RMCyTWgNk9uwHLr3byxxoEH6urw2cW8YCloltUS1Jl
tXBstRIe281Akt1Vesx3eW4u23ly//HmmVKpXC5d2nup9OO9e8eNT1DLKILaZQLWkGX2KUhK
8iJaJKeM4cXgITrEZgyaUeNqsWrGxSU87Q3mMGOJ3UNBDya7lK2dR0bYGIxpLMJCA0m7fu/1
O1zZhbmMJ729gZsLcOeZC19FjAPxgx1F3GgT9zYbgC+3DdtL7bpAWKlnwrqfBTyqwFiqUKkn
w/qwv8WlS5u+1bDUIcWpmN0s4bmwTziWqloaKA38uDQAXKUeLb8pbJl4T4gHfhY7nsL2JHp3
3QokFgvvLYd8GI1lYmGzCHZgGZY47gLBILPHDqlY4xyGFtQwovzKOkFs2TI4PH0FWAxPzS+U
umsVMpdbzBXJZ2rjJ6FiJbuZt0ysfXbukZQu7hrAz6PFT9A2B/5v2q7nt200Pd95MFEdFgtN
Z1iyjGFNMAeSaKxIyFaLEoQB0UYNkQg4kURjIZPsLuBFjQ+Cq5gXE4UQnROjC/TQy2JycIEe
oi1gYHtgqOUA7GGBYE9BIAwwO5eiQLfxH9D3+WQnTvxLHk1lO3HsOJH48v3xvO/7PY+EAzcu
1gyveM52ecceW77ZLppRs2nZzbc70ztH/YM776ZTp6C2WX3+tlpmwqBszTisQ5/5YTidtxSr
HHI8+Nneq8M3nXYljDL1A4YIe7784VD+kGu14/nQ32YminqH012Be2R2VCnycIrV1xXQF/oB
FIPWJVfJcd7vX5tKUqr26+XVs2e1OtNdIze5v71vP6UAdlB9dK+v8BtUV7wUh/2+C+KHioIP
HPGAhLDP5WpxEi2mr8UKjgyA05WzK911Zrxzlz5GtsBaloIsRMlh+2jUH72t2ucyOjMC76++
7Zb7xmBM93nIaZJtelGGEFmROedYcfMNZXJgD0okHSpFnOy8SJjdmAOEGHAPJ5Frc/mH6kDJ
VxTpOgDy/dlxDYK5vo/6s/CaObQ9QtMHJ0Ii6r4sHOtmHoyf/74J7Vn2rqf4y9kTvE/moJv0
T/ePdjYAPXAz6VE6plBXcI5QnCyLighHZ3HeYz3yYgpYReBFKLOCXHfXISdB9hDBpGBcCevo
jRlm5A4UQv9Hb6myOCoL59TahPiF8edLAROUeyNQ9EZ9y7fJLoopNKNRv8XmSq7iqy8GvLqi
etdvd2wV0sc1XiixySSbS0iQ8nkvATPEnPmDcXVY9kF1ji/hfBEkNfwM0MMQZIezuTgdky5c
2RyH5/rqNkLUgY1lai6v1u/3d041JXQlHb6Y8RnTrc91PDgKJ4PoklvAcSibYHkXyyX0Dap4
XWg9yr3r76jWyPYFNRqZPqtT5LSPrPLo/dgqXvrtN3+9VB1/e2+Ml2TSrdH2bZxYNM2ddjRn
v2vzMJxZg37vdOgaocLMMpWTRBnzZWco7/YSMoezWBNalsHX52cfJ1WDLGUqeG7iOxLHg79A
Bt9/IPCl0VnJb0Cvy3CK1+Pm7BwzZQ29iE3kp1kOyV2cWSpw1KAoIgxAKGrpIBJ1IGiHGeE1
ff4degbDNhCFUKfC4lHVHp2LQYM2+l3t6Otw1MRzNZuRxsywTeYwquNy25or+ovwjgHVu+Fh
2JpVB4DI4Kydu3jVCQ72EhRYi+6TGRcpimYvQcwVcxjpmnOWO+1P7QPrPld3rn+wsuSPqk0P
B8sxhyXrxqbv4pg4GMfcPNCh2FU8VAKcXfZm9nADmAK0JY4rXjTD2cPiaD2wzVFL3ekzYQyh
yk/OgQ5OJGOYg581Rzbl9RFFHDJH2/TtYd0q90f2HB6yORgshYMB2ePfw03e1b39VdQTXUok
p+bU/v8G8KpCEDuo0P17Jki1+tX+9uc2D1fniCgMXylw2/MDzWQOx0dTylBxFhOnZ2SfiuCI
Mjl5CfmHEiHFm5KrS3zhRxJv6Ax2BwI7tHmThq6v2W6pHyvIGEb18cgoP7+3PfAH0UChoswP
n49HO/15+l2v9l6/ekMV1qFpVoQVsbMpznmBSu9TmUjV7npSu8o9foium0GFOZhGdJewOmhG
c2v3yf7TT//QyqctutC+glP7okT5OU/HyyidKBmJl/SIMyWEuShmPRwrZA9K9TnXFzw97+yr
1yGwjShi468ZqiWLWa3QalMN9PELHL9WRuWdo+3nZrPIIzOgVHJUterWSf/mkDPc4c2rw7K4
Szm1s7I57xaWDdGnGd8T3KOnO7I21UfTqWb/kIZ4n1x8qn0jxcU5Vbqa43F4Z/8ff7nar1ZD
wgRRbsbFsBm4BJ+7y57ykMpkXdIvmaEYqo/MESsPoULfzGEPsAFUcvQBZJlgD7vCIsgKNhNe
P+aHp9sER1pm+6I5hGb38ePqxtv+2y490ahpRjrvd9Wt0Rz9ErLFF1TuhvT5Sqcjrszf8phU



T1+h7B9TqK5l+iiyLOsjkYJ3p78X9RB9lBd6jBjz0FtO96rdUf83//Mff7x/v79T3TC73WbY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SkHwLy6UcUr+QXVuEcSxmzs5ulU+mC6v6xXP1Dw5qbXxYSBQ0echPMabPOj7HF8Pj80vD/dm
J9D3DsN5/EPXHB3rb72E7+yyxmR3a9ICl6ffuGwAyPEdo/hEt2Et46cZGFnF/qjWOsuV2ZyH
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uXKkqJ+dvjMczvyAN97mxCTg/NrKJQ/R3Jud/kBan+e5O1oCJYvk+JjxayhklDymcIOEscal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WNlA7qixmnO/DWFiUiWs/D+CGDDFArumoS26GcJDgD8agukPIaUEgnepkBdC5psjU41g8ElD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mZW9PDdI9+F6UjJbtuDgv8A+FjvTgm4fjIZMKJ9ktanFqSWpT99enc46x+bSm54kZ0JyIjo5
Ua87x27dGN2/f/+ehW9vAycTVN6tXn3zm5tliZg8XNq6t/bbXdVftUUie39zdFlL1fINe/si
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Y83GjZJHTXya2cGyfGYlkV6STd2qXl9TU3PqsdPZuds2bRr4dODMwoPjzvTStPPWlRsDqRT0
NtU0cGU8i+aYJMdD6hZY+/qux2rUAwuvnhmYt3LPVRQV2bS0YOHoq6mQ6fmvjfOjxvIqk9Vh
MlF6IYGSmN2/vm+uc8FbC3bAVx6iISzKd8ljccGkbREIJJV69YCUGHfOdWZrslJMZAi3UiK7
vuzKpk+7MxGc0DRwdcHcBEtkx1euPNM7Onpw4YKyjcn2tavHxsbmfhtZ8tHaRfwJDbVrl0QO
+cOBpX27diGwJWJO9fVzG2NQzfV96awwln28rGb8Vir9XTofJb5LfUQy6Hu5ZqyPS+Xl6r6c
reDoZM7M0pXIUAOoOIXKFtd0edD7P3h9Xt/gC8heUWIiNKGnH/qQgNfpT/R/ke1PqBv7e7b1
40d/zxepuX3JbBI2lICa9KZq+u7U9D3WN/bNyk0HR7szqAL23/ymb316rAnFQipii0RS3d0Q
SFm2R1SleCye3PX4knjN2OrzV/ePdgPhzOjVt8v60wt+C+xUyGH6wx+uvXnkj5cvWw3GIIoI
NbHt7VeR6bMaqP6BAbQIgZBpcDkgI9bSMLDbEBMYnln5dn8PAvqO1dv6oUx3EolsWc/4+U1o
ORWJ2ODTBkYXZJ1l4zdHz+DaoPXq2zfLqnfVbHz8q42px/+Pr/zLRhrCG5Y17K1JLan1+JM9
iZ6+1T09iDqvQ6FiTkFK0whBWU06XZZpSqfvcAOhgc7MPHySKNjYHZLBmJ6NpdO5uDKRX3VV
Ksqp4eEWITz9Bhj/iy/WFnzAn0hmbRgaKpL5II2qvr8EAoFE4LjU/p+pMI1+KdHTv60Mx1Lo
KCIajdiofTWZJRUVp/rWjm0abcpQGYAt82nT6Pkr2MdPyAeHM2f2/N2BcWdPFgo79/FPv0vd
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lVwZQgO/h/gtoBBK77tjY+vnppa8uhDJ02lnWc+CBVf3DPArcfoytzaN3xxoGiDieFJ268bb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8VQOB4bDJSUBn6VCIr5LyV13amu7amP+JFTCDSLdSVhcsqcP0GzMY7WEXGGzgcZvEPBgUiQO
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aIJkj4uiTMvj4vGY3OAxGFyV5oBSMX09NXPW3rkoaFbBYQ2HXTRoujTB12/R7E216lzKfQXU
kOaqcwlNflPZUlomZkCJH2ox8/XUMYksYVcM8rjo8VdjL6aCHTA3/IhLoLVfTFg8IVcohPzC
33KxVtLXujLSNNZGYx639+3bt+JOWrAo4WCHoFUnq5lhL/NIHjrxyv7RAQTtPUgq9GzXqfBV
mgJi+beZxamm7v1XsgkfDYmq8Nqefm+i3y72270Qd8zuBU9kT1ySJdixmqRu+jRD5TB/uc3J
naUjI7/fuexk6cjwmlJ6kR3swxLz+UgYCVmFgfnUPkgDPaFliHLMl/TbIZN4redOrafWo8bR
fZmvKIT9SBJ5OZJ5AsFG5YsfVF9cjid8YTDMbK5U/NPno4T2p1+aHRY6QhZrQ0Eg7KrU11/R
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TgtwJUk+VUmvrdmwc+eyjpENv1h2cmRkpGWkIxyEvyoJWGQ/hUDZHkv67BK4mUTyhCRejoeg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sI+Pn/4YTZ8rli71e6UnfiMoyoXZXW0NjgLzzq7aO06WbsqkujMZWk/KpN5M6r3IbXJY8/7t
36Q0CplU5sb+0XOU7W+R9JWJND71LD55f0B5HCpzjvpDIHQijuLQYikJdAQ1g8FaUlJpDoUN
AWvQZQgELS0Wn+ZjIUqTeXucfpWaYYP0Ez/kLChfz9jETQkycmnIuJ74o1dsDaRvH+j0EL+q
q9vb0Rm/gfo/zT62tnr8rQVDIeuW5LPnpNep6JaQGEqDdvaZhLZFmMI5NDMoS9iPkYUSbexJ
zttnGbtLHLyMj9PiUhz08IX9YqKTBsOe5Lc07iV98rg8NBAakgVPyCBP3B/HPP69e58AEvyz
inzG/iQdPLvX72+tHyoa9HgAWtkj0SqTr2is9b++TwX5rynByvzdnnnwYMKujd1XF4h/plzr
OB8tbOCSKcL1t8jsSb0/EqWk1L/f0L6XSfXS577Qk5YXQz6twWoI8fdiGr6Ufa/5II4tqjxI
XuE4p/9Z4g+1B58FfkCsdiYkqehAhz303h7mFTtJaMdz/JE4vyS2OYePFNYDBsRCodAp6v+9
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nwH+hdifbRMsg+6nHn029ev6X9vff+edL96RzjFJ0z6AZ/2zJL1zfPNTnWif4+v9m7z+U+oP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30wvS6bXa+XgwWiJaX5Qp6/5XnlAz4IlzdRkMxpuNgXNJrPJdCxqMkH/sAFuDOTgaHhYKQGb
h+cble3g4ZFhI5QaTF2+XSH3ojRHwUiI4ZgZfFu1HQDOdziiie9PiOHHdHk8skrRBaDo+5DL
I/ww2qDvR2YR+7G7isuH4LSv/BLsLg/6XNb2j20rhOWBkuGSgMxeaWDN0WAwGoyWH4M4os1E
/VT68WkyBqP37d/DhBOvJ65PkAD/5Pwl+kw6fdPWw6FhwPC/iuRgcuA/3ADkrhjnR0sg4bvg
5SZyS1pJsFmZhR8B47BC4lCGl0NOYH9LB+yEjsBeZh2DgFyKRn5HY8Izsx7hfugY57Muh1V5
ueCb9B/fx7gAZpEgVuW+uVzy+5/ge9V/gd5rZp9nxaLIx11CyOgoNw99yc5uUBw5+s1vgv6S
6Px76X9Q/x4e/M389aM6fPjDqMFhAn0OkxGSmN+smOFlzKZ75dEIjPLGqqqfVzWW/8FkamzE
f6MZpjTfWGI0mo0EN02Bg/kawoJVo5uSghS1KU6sGdFILIrJoSlwLcoxhHEFRzSCk8GQgcDD
0ZPNoOmz6O3akM8qwllF+5PfxHhdTqs44qpP9EByLBdPVm1fNeu/zI/CfVessEVWtAtDwapo
1c/XfChctirobjmn3wj654N8o+Me+h/Uv4cFjzYb5wcBL8/BsZVfa4zSU9BhGYFyUzPkZTZP
u78WsjOVN16runYtWlVlipabHI1wfMbmryFTI0RJ4ClwR5TEEA2ZTUiXuGsjAa2pKqgiln5o
JTgifrP5iIKAr0SNX4OTYPLINf6tdLiwgx8Cvo9tp2+NLEphGyDI7RyH2xdt5BFJQMf072O5
b2XW/KjZ6Ag2CF22yCJmDTYeafxDo2NIe6FDMzXm6DeDfjPXzr+ufw8Nfm0K3EHyMJmuVUEa
UUe5lfKARrIj+Ltp8gDA1FiO/9dMPzc1RnX7azRyu0N/ouhhVIeXE9xk1oywuaDDoUSHIR6r
A1bRaHWYChSlKtgYLTdC9ztMb5ZDEKzFeCQKwSjK1+Vf07d2JGqyapQ8BVtbNA2Cs7Y46AZS
oaOjQ6FXFFiHARSQoHWg2sDPcAuha8qGDjpNI/Fh32QKfWld1NXVtYKZC9DhI43ljQ7tQodi
zfmPcrNOP/gx2b/yH9O/hwWPTsDJYnD2tWsdUcVo0kxK1NRyLYdvnG4faCtKH1WNVVHCp9au
VVErUf5HP8odBL9GcDNsxNH4YSPZKaQD0TQ2WhuhFB+aqhwma9QcHdZaCv4InYT3QHPl5R2C
0FF+pPznwwILmoxms5UJGphotaIwhESDBRaFXXOYWgo0TbOazVEYieb42uTANwMB5SgflRZT
tAqnaQ4ze5opypf/4LCOvGTrEgRrATr8j0dMjY4C7RUHazRwbjTen/4H9e/fCQ4/Clk1mqPW
oENxVJmu6XBTdHr80CXCNzPaA6Kpqko/P0r+sDwHd3C4KdpobPywqpE8A0UeU1WUjDAIOFIe
kANBmT5srIKbhJLiA+eB+6DF4bAGjaYjVSbr0IfXfo74NwTvVt7Y6LDCuqLYDwWtgJsKrNaq
P5DCW61BE33jR+MREqDVYIy62IXr1i8dX3Ycvb1ihTLkIP9Q/o//L+hGfqUFHFE6oNNPPXDc
S/+D+vcQ4SYOxz4FeVNjixI1P/981GoKKn8gBur0/UD8cJAeIw1wGMnacAUj134yBi6nafAo
ScNYbnyTrJFnFPx0hCiHo8BhIm2FgHgyCFuymky0A48fpJaJ86Yj5eVkzM1wNUdwjunN6BGc
GzT/Y/l/4lcsL8d+1Bo1Am6CEzpihA1Yg9EjjdZ62MGXVod13VGkdSG0Hz1SDr8UHdLODimW
4an0G+9D/4P697Dgd10fHjTYUv45tM6hDDt0OLzaD8jDqMPMUQqA5VHOWhPPnHUZ3gXPm6EZ
8HJuoFT5UGzCCbgAFNQEFltRB0RJqfXTOUH4g0GUk0WXQwJothzhJcr97BEjNnKoxP+o6cg/
GinYQfMhLyIG+0ZqMvq8xuY4IA4kbpXDQQe/AA4HrSHhuotd5j7SZNLpN/0A/Q/q38OET1yf
/EPQ+Pz/VH7/fPR//D6ogS95/Gn1oJmcjNnIGWs0U5VCiYnZGNX9G7FZhxsn4biGkdsE6QCJ
gXhJcOMEPuxShwPfqsNNIPgIwfWz83C6Ppka8IGIKsoEt0ZwK798Hh9wK8i4rGgXHIrVGh0e
Hg4Pwx0Hg+blQXPQamDXrdplTW//AfT/B8G5HDgIGVf0+cvPP/+8NfjK89YSVJJBHX9aPOdd
NVPCrKv6tWtgBzFsQkQEbzZPhQfNpAv6IZ1VzRP4jVXQB7ORH7dyeJDwCU7qPQx8Y5BMKdei
2ai3z80B8CrevnGyffwOcvqsHN5x+YKLsmK644BGfuluHv7Lwqx/+tyqUPuE85fof1D/Hhrc
NAVuVBRHAFm6oUUpaUH3gjr+tPFEkp2R84PKlmtVPy+nUh+HOVOj0+AfOmgowmxs1vWCg7FH
Rknw//4h9DrYjAIahgfK3mwmePObb3L8/w64g+CoYKHTQUI1Q8Wb0ZrJ6gD+CG8/YMaG9oOc
jKi+B/w1BUoBEuOz1+fMmfPKPVsBGypQPqz68AH0//w/FM6/iT/mjijiZ8hhVqzIKiEgLkKj
cdp4YvP8Zt5dZCKoahqrOvhVmrn/Jk7OB+8m4R1VDhoiwoEgFBaaTPAcPk+Dq74muLGZm0eQ
Kp8AEdeMwFHeWHXta9RM4L8ON8EQmucHDGaivRy5QNW1coiDrm/Q9cccBHrzmzjB6kCqVdXo
WIMq5IWGofqCesfQkKO+oGCoYAhbfYH1lSGLVmDF9cn67kf/g/r3kOHUvxx/TC0mKKBi2Xn5
whoFHQ9y+PTxdq6auSAIXh3hLois7Gvd+98Nj0Z1MZiNfHcCng9eqBFN0by98OjSTD/JXVIU
R4wnxxU0vvkm8g4rBY7m5iA/yjNG3WnR9Wmw7IjevjF/fT724LBa5qAqFKhMyT3wFb9Qy5y1
KuTSdPzm+9D/oP79u8GRT8LLWtasO3v58uWdSrNZZ9c0eeici3LzMlFHkCFAqBAw947N1PJU
eIC3Mp9GcEwTcAeHWylgN/M8EEoR1OFc9U0UAoxIoszR+Yhh0eb5xhz+mxSvIQf8CPIsheOT
SqEUoV2jGbkwD4tGJAPGaIkjarDMuaAZgsGW4HDQYK6sDKIyCc45O6w5yPFxfbg//Q/q30OG
m8086aUIq62BJM7+0+UwvhQjH8yJTh9vhzvg/sTIUbET5SYGfO72AvN/AI6D4DiFpGaOjo3o
0uHgNuB5fN4AxyeGGifwjRzNSN4ycFf75onrv2nWvd0U/GaOb7YoGseKmgPziRYaT6MxmGAJ
8cM4v3n+X6b/Qf17iHDqXjOPH+aTly9c/r8uXF6mXIA8qKcIjtPno9ChALEmwL8D883AL2mO
6m4f7MLhH4APT8BpJkaHlwTMNDkDYkq42w8QuRydw+eXEDcJf3tJc5Dj663O5ycAHtAnd6h9
Dm9eTuKcpK+kmXvrZpoMNlBj6FQJv4DBTG+jJPpKSFEeTP9/GHyy/80jl8MvXfinC8u0yxeO
Ks15LGFmm9lmtpltZpvZZraZbWab2Wa2mW1mm9lmtpltZpvZZraZbWab2Wa2mW1mu8/GZljw
78bV3BuM2X0ZzX6MSNj0RmcE97AUnU1KiE2HsR/HZzZjUf8/kCz7QTOZEcnfZh7s/p5nYtN+
LGvZjCT+94ZyNuHr2F+HOLPdj1nsrgjyVzOSTceeEcWP3iIReqne7Qj/qR/R/+d2Irf5p+0e
rNz/qf7IFolMtMdyp+QO2Vj+98z2IHnQ3+THBK8jU3/nuT+h6ZH8CZMb5/nkqSTBqdj8c8ZG
fpw8wMtJedim2MckL+82kAjTz48ILKJNyCoyxXCI+fQqSRsw2XSZzmx/yV/RH7NNchI+ir33
A/YRieS8ji4zNtWsGItMILDcJ72uHBLjnmzGX/1Y+3iPTfordo8AptmH7nJyNkSM5rZF2+27
AouOwHI+asY+/tr4YdMmYvikKLiAbLqq/0A8j/DDuVgfmRo/2ISt8WIlooNvz7D7R/grYqct
ogdpvRbMp0YkJlt+567aO5+DTfgtbitT3ZLuo7iobLnPCJtJev+KmoH90OgVm4TepxaJTBuI
ZHr9PqUxNlOB/G8ozR9w1ox1/KjNFnlggJkSPCL3giarQDY1Y2M/cFyYrDlntr8Yz+/SXDbF
8dxd+rEpZYgOyUVx2xRJ6fKz3XOc6Y1EZtzWA+XBcmqbH9zI20w+MAv50i8vvoksLJeR4Qzt
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nIc2XsHTEAoNq2j5GDPBYd3GGK8QCfm9SXlMHM/X/zPyeFBByD9yIxssYpvwS8w2rfTTizzb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--------------9321FBEFE1D3C96BA387288A--

--MESSAGE FILE 16715 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16716 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000227html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: TIM wont display...<sigh>
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 09:23:14 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 130
Message-ID: <3576C9F2.BD90C96A@netmagic.net>
References: <3576AF13.CD9D11C8@cobite.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-232.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------D2233B66541CDC2DE856A1AB"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------D2233B66541CDC2DE856A1AB
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

There are 2 possible problems with what you have:

- your image is 400x300.  The maximum TIM size is
  256x256, no matter what the pixel depth is.  So
  you'd have to break up your TIM into 4 separate
  sprites.

- you may have a problem with your sprite loading
  routine.  I can't be sure 'cuz I don't have my
  Yaroze at work :P  Try the attached sprite
  loader that I use.  Easy to set up and it has
  been tested to work.  :)

Craig Venz wrote:
> 
> Hello,
> 
>         Well after finally breaking down and having a go at doing some
> graphics on my yaroze for the first time, I'm already ready to throw
> the damn thing across the room.
>         Its most frustrating, I cant even get a simple TIM to load up
> and display... I've attached the TIM I'm using, the source and a batch
> file in the zip, and I would appreciate tips/pointers from anyone who
> cares to take a peek at my ugly code and give me a clue to what it is
> I'm not doing right here...
>         Currently, the program runs, but all I get on screen is a big
> fat load of nothing...
> 
> Thanks a heap for any help...
> Craig
> 
> PS The TIM is a snapshot of someones Ghouls and Ghosts emulator that I
>    grabbed (the snapshot, not the emulator) off the net, nothing to do
>    with me...(I only wish)
> 
>                                                   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
> 
>                         Name: spritetest.zip
>    spritetest.zip       Type: Zip Compressed Data (application/x-zip-
compressed)
>                     Encoding: base64

-- 



- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--------------D2233B66541CDC2DE856A1AB
Content-Type: application/x-zip-compressed; name="spritez.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="spritez.zip"

UEsDBBQAAgAIABRlUCRay3JlFA0AAEkpAAAJAAAAU1BSSVRFWi5D3Vptb9s4Ev6sAv0PkxzS
2lnZsZ20m3Xi7KVdb89AmhSxW7TYLgpZom1eJFGQqNjebu+33wypF0p22m6R4l4MOLD4MhwO
n3lmOMrBAUSxmMdO0LfGUcwlg5dOyKPUd6SIHz44OIDA4eGM+6xvJWrAH22X2lWfbq92wC2L
Ey7CvtVtd9pd1eTGzJHM61vH8CubQvenn45Vexp5ur3bqXY4qVyIuG8NfZ8LKeGCMS1IBJET
rvvWq1hI4QofxmIml06su1kLtfX7lmShu+B/D5kMnDl32/hDrxdjp7WQMuofHCyXy7Y54uBf
elqxO1dE65jPF7JvNZ43lXKwqVAx5pWIJe47gWLwWIRreI4qp5LFMAzxr0RrBiyUMArddrGS
xxI35pFUZrsWqeQhS0AK8IXjHQT5iTDQlga0mlPODoVkSd96J1II0kRCIrnvw00olrDAbyYG
nHz2kssFyAWDC2we4f5Zo0mCLMsJPXjB5OSVaoNZGrpqS22AyYIn4PNp7MRr+CctEzg3qCSX
4OjJPpfSZ8CchLMYtVO6te/lo0S9GF4Or88vYHT5/OL1L8Pxvcr/Gw9dP/UY7OZgXuze/xae
X12OJ+eXk/vV/d4NfXH17Pziv1tHjo7yIhm/uh5NhhAJTr5lw2T0Eq7PXyLeXYeAa8MbekT3
Qo9SLQj+0BPLfWiIGC5fX1w0bVDwRUxNvjSQh1xyx4diYUfKmE/Ru5P9/X1bKaY/mkvJv9CN
zFFqDDo4Ut4gSV2XJYkNnQGLYxEnBRf0LfLYpHTZBu2M2BadMhaBImW1U3RutcXGG+4xQU3N
ghP61j6fwRppIU2YBxMevEZmaLMVysPp2BHDq/Hbg2ejS1yWx02ShmSDzk/0oMxC6/oODpU2
tWWzqPVDshCp732AhXPLkAaSivVIKSUgZq50wjkSA5GLsnLZlDCJ1DKaQSJsUlIZWg0cPfZ9
NX/OpOIqDEJC752eSAFFggBX+BwvecJsSNIo8tdaRbEM1fxbx081lwoMTDFaiQQEOPGaBSyY
IjHLhaPWwPWNLajZGgR4EDGDV1ejy8nwekyyHLgePp8g08apK9OY7VTIuA/7++Wh0+S+kjbl
spE0M5Usj80UoLKlWtln88fXfZSQN8PrZ1fj0eQdXAzfDC/0sp1W12qMWR49kNpghqB2kdjx
HGSSkX/HugrRejgGwxOG1JCH8+SgRKZlda03DNkf7TgVicaH1bPGCEucEQgPN+6J8LHMZGCg
lgsUUhjH6rUOv06T8xSNnDAfkZIv/auIXQZHLTSihhFiIFdB9x1v6TvM+rpPVecvnMCXd1cO
bD/37urJKbgVTYRYSXZRelNXzgWG8xeoUCCbEcIEXPBpm57aEMHhoZruMcwGfB1ci9Ae4Vos
Dg1xpDcZFxpT8rLeUav3pKlUQ2UoUxIBAtZ1fH99kGHcQ0edriss1K5tWMVzQQdOXoOpS6Jt
a2sz2soLM6txyhFIT/1s6KZ7kCsx4ZiSk6LuUcwwpwMnge4TNd3TRheY07TvNQ4QyIw9lry8
r42JnPLBF+Ec9iUPPjiehyFC+e3+LWa8H8jZkbQt3YThX+qmfBYBgk6+aDCQgUj9+PDBi2T0
8vzF0ELxJw8fkByLQo//geTboH+T4BOlrBWJxOYnFA35rAGNUt6jRmd12GzuDPQGPrwZjy6G
lxNaBuAj/VEuhZN2aauIQEWBig/3Ou3j1aL/PtylzTS0rsjl2ZaheULzPwFQ2PzqZdVB5eRL
a1UJmGKRgSbdFGNWeITAIwOJGZIkzSOgEm4XzPEoRicClgzZHfg8FHHGxllU158G+gq5Sh+i
NnS7h80KdHt9GIHAnBt5GiGP4cejO8zUZ0FSprY/HKEGM3KQKXMdCi1ZRMvWUDcJ3AM5sUgx
fy+iAE0NGLIR7CL5sxUc7fYLBYpPbt3fjn43O8zfY4xp6OYuHRZ6wdRxb3TowG0HyDM5qNDP
Jv8YXgKKo6FHaCk/Yl6b4EXJOA9GaHo8txzMTfydH3OuRxO1btqP8FGdt04z8oAXEX38rEFn
Hv7h6WmvaWAsQfO5izvHZKPQdg7aM4MMHvHRs9GkTxZpq4UGnROY4oXv5mTr6OPa6O5nR3ef
1ob3qsMxiDqpL/v6yXCT4fX11XXfoIc+vA7pThQqVMp1xHbQZTLvUFy21TcGhW/o2DqEJh1z
fsgfy5/F0iT2fdmef3bpgpZkHmVQCWJipmKUU2imwTjS0fQucUiqYh7yPyjMPF8wRJdKfFwK
FQSqxIyzOsjcJUplJBjzE9jz2ppI6mPqhjEM93ly+awBMVSkcdjo5MK0oC/gsFxt6wB9L1cG
IUtHfMV8FUDRBkggebzDEJW5RSUuUmBORMBQNSehG0SZVSQ61WUrGTugYrHOX8eoRBSR7zL0
OJ3zGESAPIRzXBbJImnwHWTKXi6DiAtBsBTxDTp9AXUYlLAnW/5IRqJdlyPOUEjpvn8lphTI
/ZzDEBzJYkctMoONrFvJCAr/0ZK+4fg/brjtVoTuvpfnmBUFER1aXs7I8iUVkVSckUYk3Cqj
cinbkvqoQzYPnHZ8l7BqQpnlQSqCYF6FJ0Roe5fflbAJeTiUfMaZd5dEh+57vSNTLBr8/a6g
C8773RzCBUeU7vrl3bpOSAeJiTZmrylTPg71SfWYYpdAK539G139r6cfagLq/bhUe4daM8qA
zkZis+EXygljRkdcmO2u1GuL7pu5l2F9+gwgjx85YxkW24yYnX4pqQScdqLNGNg1Rh9/cXTP
GJ1Bs5Gl367wBd7tNaS2zP/0pfRwq2my+i+lfBnXChVx+AzTOwiZ9tQ83FE+XKkP0K0P82Kz
rSjtKAmKZV09m276gL6EF8Jbum2o9FFxMS2Bd58bSrBw95RdqaRbpflK2jSd4Q1MXxdwd0Xi
PxioWkN5yEUPHuujMos/qfS1zlY5La/qPeu8Z13vWeY9y3rPIu9Z1LC8RU9tnERXQ4hvMH7M
57p+EUJn1fm5tkVa+BS68Oef1SWp7TtHjQVyk4ckGNKbANA1hO8YLizkO0W22i6aGVd7XqvV
ImstuYfXAsqJFoxq9bpMPqUsDHxGsbi7U5UEgbPWCHMy9YGXtS9k4dfoc1lBjUCoXYDLLHmy
zDOwK9bHzv8JMv1aFG2i0nfiApW9J0/JcIxTDMsKAYiIbUg9U4Prq+jW74xWys6Yl9BSK/z+
B4CqwEkmfOfE4g9GR6UzFDSi5+d5fKGhIQ2R6bMk0dlGCVsixshHVkwj4waPrXIp6EFVneI1
pAkmq4a4rFvd7xOV8BWP+nLdg3rZXTn2/yHovwBIBfyrG2dt63y0CFTKzAELRLxWYad8y1ZK
0qmVupkU13VHly7VsbMVT6QuMupMAX8cG7W4ndpN4LR+DyiqWWacK9ORvLeMdVmVqtJbRjt3
tdmXxzt3vdmXRzx3udmXxzx3cVI/2S1a0xDDgmWVTomgFCL3VPWu+gZ9Jc2qtm9LwiGGcnw+
DzEtwSeH7jHa/FORhp4Tr3c2LEe7fwQIsFm9/vHXSGgbHWwhInX4lKQbenafwlutZz16fsdy
BbKAvu0WUTJTCGFdNxunN8AhWdvgEMPuGS3NiZICFUzfIm0kXOeAs7LcYJlmJ2Wse6kvfAtp
3FWV2AIOxEa9JFFzSeXZl2JZZMLZtbXUJk97y/LDtmF2lvXicWRlPao3lC8EysqnUXkg5s5f
WOBJnPv0mk3LySqiRY2bDjev9iYs4C3MvsMkcmIWumtDZOxIIlGtXuusfDEyoHeKWhbZd+bO
1KfZhD+hURrltHekQZxLIIbpnJTP69pzmTufnjZ6rUJS0xhTyaLLZhlRjB2U/9FQTLYLXc/O
esdNDQjbzPLNh3VV45T2ao5t7j09OoFywG1twLq5hzHjRFmR3vSsqrwUpL7kEcZX9IenR+o1
K6xr1FUZhMLamTBHPsb70GKtJqX2bVb01m+ucKeP0W2n1CvwvMOUXncSEugVnPFCqg1PftT3



OURfQEX5/NWUuW+Xjuqu2FAMWlcHVYJEOSzG5m7v2Jg432iZFi2oGf4gQ+R1f7zAUiIfYuaD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--------------D2233B66541CDC2DE856A1AB--

--MESSAGE FILE 16716 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16717 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: asc@netlink.ch (Yannick Suter)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: kanjii and ascii strings
Date: Sun, 14 Jun 1998 02:05:55 GMT
Organization: Nowadays
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <35832fab.36036290@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: asc@netlink.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: pppv27.netlink.ch
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hi!
How can I convert a kanji string into a ascii string? and also, how
can I convert a ascii string into a kanji string? I think it must be a
simple mathematical function.. thnx for your help!

Yan
asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
--MESSAGE FILE 16717 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16718 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Nick <porcino@home.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: kanjii and ascii strings
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 23:12:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <358369DA.14C7@home.com>
References: <35832fab.36036290@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: porcino@home.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs1000396-a.gvob1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

You can't easily convert from kanji to ascii or vice versa if what you



want to do is to transliterate between Japanese characters and English
characters (commonly referred to as Romanji).

If you want to go from Shift JIS (the most commonly used Japanese
character set) to Romanji, you'll need a Shift JIS decoder - a good
place to start would be JDic at the monash Nihongo archive.

If you want to go from Romanji to Shift JIS you'll need an expert system
because there are so many homonyms in Japanese that the only way to go
from Romanji to Japanese characters is by doing context sensitive
translation - and even then it is necessary to have a human in the loop
to double check the results of the translation. That's why if you go to
babelfish at altavista, they translate between all sorts of European
languages, but not to Japanese. If you write such an expert system, you
could sell it for thousands and thousands of dollars! The two most
common in use right now are Kotoeri on the Macintosh, and the Japanese
IME on Windows. The code isn't available!

-nick
--MESSAGE FILE 16718 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16719 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: kanjii and ascii strings
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 13:39:48 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 98
Message-ID: <6m315k$9bv4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35832fab.36036290@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I have created a two function's for that conversion (or actually stole it
from somebody...)
I attached my files. Mail me if you can't read them.

begin 666 ShiftJIS.c
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


M,3<Q+" G/"=]+" @>S!X.#$X,2P@)STG?2P@('LP>#@Q-S(L("<^)WTL( T*
M("![,'@X,30X+" G/R=]+" @>S!X.#$Y-RP@)T G?2P@('LP>#@Q-F0L("=;
M)WTL#0H@('LP>#@Q.&8L("=<7"=]+"![,'@X,39E+" G72=]+" @>S!X.#$T
M9BP@)UXG?2P@#0H@('LP>#@Q-3$L("=?)WTL("![,'@X,38U+" G8"=]+" @
M>S!X.#$V9BP@)WLG?2P@( T*("![,'@X,38R+" G?"=]+" @>S!X.#$W,"P@
M)WTG?2P@('LP>#@Q-3 L("=^)WT-"GT[(" -"@T*:6YT(%]A<V-I:3)S:FES
M*'5N<VEG;F5D(&-H87(@87-C:6E?8V]D92D-"GL-"B @:6YT(" @(" @(" @
M("!S:FES7V-O9&4@/2 P.PT*("!U;G-I9VYE9"!C:&%R(&ED>#L-"B @=6YS
M:6=N960@8VAA<B!I9'@R(#T@,#L-"@T*("!I9B H87-C:6E?8V]D92 ^/2 P
M>#(P("8F(&%S8VEI7V-O9&4@/#T@,'@R9BD-"B @("!I9'@R(#T@,3L-"B @
M96QS92!I9B H87-C:6E?8V]D92 ^/2 P>#,P("8F(&%S8VEI7V-O9&4@/#T@
M,'@S.2D-"B @("!I9'@@/2 P.PT*("!E;'-E(&EF("AA<V-I:5]C;V1E(#X]
M(#!X,V$@)B8@87-C:6E?8V]D92 \/2 P>#0P*0T*(" @(&ED>#(@/2 Q,3L-
M"B @96QS92!I9B H87-C:6E?8V]D92 ^/2 P>#0Q("8F(&%S8VEI7V-O9&4@
M/#T@,'@U82D-"B @("!I9'@@/2 Q.PT*("!E;'-E(&EF("AA<V-I:5]C;V1E
M(#X](#!X-6(@)B8@87-C:6E?8V]D92 \/2 P>#8P*0T*(" @(&ED>#(@/2 S
M-SL-"B @96QS92!I9B H87-C:6E?8V]D92 ^/2 P>#8Q("8F(&%S8VEI7V-O
M9&4@/#T@,'@W82D-"B @("!I9'@@/2 R.PT*("!E;'-E(&EF("AA<V-I:5]C
M;V1E(#X](#!X-V(@)B8@87-C:6E?8V]D92 \/2 P>#=E*0T*(" @(&ED>#(@
M/2 V,SL-"B @96QS92 -"B @("!R971U<FX@,#L-"@T*("!I9B H:61X,BD-
M"B @("!S:FES7V-O9&4@/2!A<V-I:5]K7W1A8FQE6V%S8VEI7V-O9&4@+2 P
M>#(P("T@*&ED>#(@+2 Q*5U;,%T[#0H@(&5L<V4-"B @("!S:FES7V-O9&4@
M/2!A<V-I:5]T86)L95MI9'A=6S!=("L@*&%S8VEI7V-O9&4@+2!A<V-I:5]T
M86)L95MI9'A=6S%=*3L-"@T*("!R971U<FX@<VII<U]C;V1E.PT*?0T*#0IC
M:&%R(%]S:FES,F%S8VEI*'5N<VEG;F5D('-H;W)T('-J:7-?8V]D92D-"GL-
M"B @8VAA<B!A<V-I:2 ](# [#0H@(&EN=" @:61X(" @/2 M,3L-"B @:6YT
M("!I.PT*#0H@(&EF("AS:FES7V-O9&4@/CT@,'@X,C1F("8F('-J:7-?8V]D
M92 \/2 P>#@R-3@I#0H@(" @:61X(#T@,#L-"B @96QS92!I9B H<VII<U]C
M;V1E(#X](#!X.#(V," F)B!S:FES7V-O9&4@/#T@,'@X,C<Y*0T*(" @(&ED
M>" ](#$[#0H@(&5L<V4@:68@*'-J:7-?8V]D92 ^/2 P>#@R.#$@)B8@<VII
M<U]C;V1E(#P](#!X.#(Y82D-"B @("!I9'@@/2 R.PT*("!E;'-E#0H@('L-
M"B @("!F;W(H:3TP.R!I/#,S.R!I*RLI#0H@(" @>PT*(" @(" @:68@*&%S
M8VEI7VM?=&%B;&5;:5U;,%T@/3T@<VII<U]C;V1E*0T*(" @(" @>PT*(" @
M(" @("!A<V-I:2 ](&%S8VEI7VM?=&%B;&5;:5U;,5T[#0H-"B @(" @(" @
M<F5T=7)N(&%S8VEI.PT*(" @(" @?3L-"B @("!].PT*("!].PT*(" -"B @
M:68@*&ED>" A/2 M,2D-"B @("!A<V-I:2 ](&%S8VEI7W1A8FQE6VED>%U;
M,5T@*R H<VII<U]C;V1E("T@87-C:6E?=&%B;&5;:61X75LP72D[#0H-"B @
M<F5T=7)N(&%S8VEI.PT*?0T*#0H-"FEN="!32DE3,D%S8VEI*%4Q-B J<VII
M<RP@8VAA<B J<W1R:6YG+"!I;G0@8G5F;&5N*0T*>R @#0H@(&EN=" @;&5N
M(#T@,#L-"B @8VAA<B!C:#L-"B @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @( T*
M("!W:&EL92@J<VII<R F)B!L96X@/"!B=69L96XI#0H@('L-"B @(" J<W1R
M:6YG*RL@/2!C:" ](%]S:FES,F%S8VEI*"IS:FES*3L[#0H@(" @*G-J:7,K
M*SL-"B @(" -"B @("!I9B H(6-H*0T*(" @(" @8G)E86L[#0H@(" @;&5N
M*RL[#0H@('T@(" @(" @(" @#0H@( T*(" J<W1R:6YG(#T@,#L-"B @#0H@
M(')E='5R;B!L96X[#0I]#0H-"@T*:6YT($%S8VEI5&]32DE3*&-H87(@*G-T
M<FEN9RP@53$V("IS:FES+"!I;G0@8G5F;&5N*0T*>PT*("!I;G0@;&5N(#T@
M,#L-"B @53$V(&-H.PT*(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @(" @#0H@('=H
M:6QE*"IS=')I;F<@)B8@;&5N(#P@8G5F;&5N*0T*("![#0H@(" @*G-J:7,K
M*R ](&-H(#T@7V%S8VEI,G-J:7,H*G-T<FEN9RD[.PT*(" @("IS=')I;F<K
M*SL-"B @(" -"B @("!I9B H(6-H*0T*(" @(" @8G)E86L[#0H@(" @;&5N
M*RL[#0H@('T[#0H@( T*(" J<VII<R ](# [#0H@( T*("!R971U<FX@;&5N
'.PT*?0T*( ``
`
end

begin 666 ShiftJIS.h
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


M*BHJ#0H-"FEN="!32DE3,D%S8VEI*%4Q-B J<VII<RP@8VAA<B J<W1R:6YG
M+"!I;G0@8G5F;&5N*3L-"FEN="!!<V-I:51O4TI)4RAC:&%R("IS=')I;F<L
:(%4Q-B J<VII<RP@:6YT(&)U9FQE;BD[#0H`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 16719 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16720 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Memory card?
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 17:01:32 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3592BAAB.E0F@funnytown.com>
References: <35571A81.4D913768@yourlink.net> <355F96A2.4ABD@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 38.165.241.13
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-MACOS8 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Have you tried the memory card format utility that came on the
Metrowerks CD? (It's tucked away in the "Gooddies" folder.)

Also, don't forget to download the NetYaroze 2.1 update from the
Metrowerks website!

- Gerrit

PS - I've been using a desktop G3 to tinker with my Yaroze, and despite
a little glitch with the serial link not functioning when the computer
is over-clocked to 315Mhz, everything has been smooth sailing :)
--MESSAGE FILE 16720 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16721 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: asc@netlink.ch (Yannick Suter)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: LaserGun
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 19:28:01 GMT
Organization: Nowadays
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3593f632.1857558@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: asc@netlink.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: pppb204.netlink.ch
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

hi!
are there any docs out about how to control the lasergun? - any
hints/ideas? thnx..

Yan
asC . nowadayS . www.netlink.ch/nowadayS
Yan . Net!Yaroze . www.netyaroze-europe.com/~yannick/
--MESSAGE FILE 16721 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16722 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 23:21:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 82.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I'm having problems using the GDB debugger. I'm connected to my Yaroze
from com4, yet when I type target hss com4 at the GDB prompt I get an
"invalid drive" error message. If anyone could help me figure out why
this is happening, I would really appreciate it!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16722 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16723 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 23:43:24 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <35A83EEC.4ABE@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Michael Briere wrote:
> 
> I'm having problems using the GDB debugger. I'm connected to my Yaroze
> from com4, yet when I type target hss com4 at the GDB prompt I get an
> "invalid drive" error message. If anyone could help me figure out why
> this is happening, I would really appreciate it!!!

I had the same problem.  Eventually, I tried COM1 and it worked fine.
I don't know why this version of GDB seems to only support COM1.

(I use COM4 to download to my Yaroze, so it's not a problem with
my PC.  It seems like GDB just only "understands" COM1.)

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16723 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16724 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Looking at SCEI web site
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 00:12:50 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35A845D2.7D0C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>



Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Does anyone have a link I can follow to download whatever I need to
to make my "Netscape Navigator 4.0" show the Japanese web pages at
SCEI like they were meant to be seen?

How about the similar thing for "Internet Explorer"?

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16724 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16725 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Looking at SCEI web site
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 22:34:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35A84AEB.49455E8@sinclair.net>
References: <35A845D2.7D0C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

There is a program called NJWin which will show Japanese fonts in any
browser without changing any settings - you can find it at
http://www.njstar.com.au/.  It has a free trial you can download.

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> Does anyone have a link I can follow to download whatever I need to
> to make my "Netscape Navigator 4.0" show the Japanese web pages at
> SCEI like they were meant to be seen?
> 
> How about the similar thing for "Internet Explorer"?
> 
> EdF

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 16725 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16726 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 12:28:12 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35A8E41B.E77910F8@accessv.com>
References: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com> <35A83EEC.4ABE@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 35.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi Ed! Thanks for the reply. Just one more question. Your cable is still
plugged in com4 even though you type target hss com1, right?

Ed Federmeyer wrote:

> Michael Briere wrote:
> >
> > I'm having problems using the GDB debugger. I'm connected to my Yaroze
> > from com4, yet when I type target hss com4 at the GDB prompt I get an
> > "invalid drive" error message. If anyone could help me figure out why
> > this is happening, I would really appreciate it!!!
>
> I had the same problem.  Eventually, I tried COM1 and it worked fine.
> I don't know why this version of GDB seems to only support COM1.
>
> (I use COM4 to download to my Yaroze, so it's not a problem with
> my PC.  It seems like GDB just only "understands" COM1.)
>
> EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 16726 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16727 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 11:38:09 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35A8E671.67A5@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com> <35A83EEC.4ABE@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<35A8E41B.E77910F8@accessv.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Michael Briere wrote:
> 
> Hi Ed! Thanks for the reply. Just one more question. Your cable is still
> plugged in com4 even though you type target hss com1, right?
> 

Opps, no, sorry that wasn't clear.  I needed to unplug my modem from
COM2, move my mouse from COM1 to COM2, then move the Yaroze from COM4



to COM1.

Then when I'm done debugging, I put everything back.

Yikes what a pain.  I don't use GDB unless I'm absolutly desperate.

If some kind person could take the actual GDB source that was used
to make the Yaroze PC disc,  and just fix it so it "knows about"
COM2, COM3, and COM4, that would be a very cool thing!

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 16727 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16728 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: 13 Jul 1998 12:15:59 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <un2aev6lc.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com>

<35A83EEC.4ABE@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <35A8E41B.E77910F8@accessv.com>
<35A8E671.67A5@charlie.cns.iit.edu>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> writes:
> 
> If some kind person could take the actual GDB source that was used
> to make the Yaroze PC disc,  and just fix it so it "knows about"
> COM2, COM3, and COM4, that would be a very cool thing!

gdb reads a file called .gdbinit at startup, from the current
directory or your home directory (which is set by DJGPP.BAT, AFAIR).
Sony supplied a .gdbinit, although under DOS I imagine it's called
_gdbinit or gdb.ini, which initialises some settings and creates some
macros specifically for debugging the Yaroze over the serial line.

Now, I reckon if you can find this file on your system, you should
find that you can configure the default com port in there.

You should also be able to specify the com port at the gdb prompt,
with a command similar to 'target hss com1', or 'target remote com1'.

I haven't used gdb with the Yaroze for a few months, and definitely
not for ages under DOS, so this info is off the top of my head where a
fuzzy vagueness reigns and may be slightly off target.  Hope it helps,
though.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16728 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16729 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: GDB DEBUGGER
Date: Mon, 13 Jul 1998 15:21:03 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 263
Message-ID: <35AA5E1F.BEB05129@accessv.com>
References: <35A82BA0.C6A8D35C@accessv.com>

<35A83EEC.4ABE@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <35A8E41B.E77910F8@accessv.com>
<35A8E671.67A5@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <un2aev6lc.fsf@cybec.com.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 90.209.135.80.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Guys, you're both great. I'm still not successful yet though. here's a
copy of my gdb.ini file. As you can see I've changed from com1 to com4.
Anything else I should change here? Am I missing something? Thanks once
again!

> # sample gdb script of %HOME%/gdb.ini for DTL-H3000
>
> echo \n\nAdding definitions for remote PSX debugging (See %HOME%/gdb.ini)\n
>
> define start-remote-debugging
>  set remotebaud 115200
>  target hss com4
> end
>
> document start-remote-debugging
> start remote PSX debugging (115.2Kbps, COM4)
> end
>
> # echo \ dr (display registers)\n
> define dr
>
>   printf " $0-%08x %08x %08x %08x  %08x %08x %08x %08x\n", \
>     $zero, $at, $v0, $v1, $a0, $a1, $a2, $a3
>   printf " $8-%08x %08x %08x %08x  %08x %08x %08x %08x\n", \
>     $t0, $t1, $t2, $t3, $t4, $t5, $t6, $t7
>   printf "$16-%08x %08x %08x %08x  %08x %08x %08x %08x\n", \
>     $s0, $s1, $s2, $s3, $s4, $s5, $s6, $s7
>   printf "$24-%08x %08x %08x %08x  %08x %08x %08x %08x\n", \
>     $t8, $t9, $k0, $k1, $gp, $sp, $fp, $ra
>
>   printf " $cr = %08x  ", $cr
>   if $cr & 0x80000000
>     printf " BD"
>   end
>   printf " CE%d", ($cr & 0x30000000) >> 28
>   if $cr & 0x0000ff00
>     printf " IP"
>     if $cr & 0x00008000
>       printf "5"
>     end
>     if $cr & 0x00004000
>       printf "4"
>     end
>     if $cr & 0x00002000
>       printf "3"
>     end
>     if $cr & 0x00001000
>       printf "2"
>     end
>     if $cr & 0x00000800
>       printf "1"
>     end



>     if $cr & 0x00000400
>       printf "0"
>     end
>     if $cr & 0x00000300
>       printf "S"
>       if $cr & 0x00000200
>         printf "1"
>       end
>       if $cr & 0x00000100
>         printf "0"
>       end
>     end
>     printf " "
>   end
>   printf " "
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (0 << 2)
>     printf "External interrupt"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (4 << 2)
>     printf "Address error (load/instruction-fetch)"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (5 << 2)
>     printf "Address error (store)"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (6 << 2)
>     printf "Bus error (instruction-fetch)"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (7 << 2)
>     printf "Bus error (load/store)"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (8 << 2)
>     printf "Syscall"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (9 << 2)
>     printf "Breakpoint"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (10 << 2)
>     printf "Reserved instruction"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (11 << 2)
>     printf "Coprocessor unusable"
>   end
>   if ($cr & 0x0000003c) == (12 << 2)
>     printf "Arithmetic overflow"
>   end
>   printf "\n"
>
>   printf " $sr = %08x  ", $sr
>   if ($sr & 0xf0000000)
>     printf " Cu"
>     if ($sr & 0x80000000)
>       printf "3"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x40000000)
>       printf "2"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x20000000)
>       printf "1"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x10000000)
>       printf "0"
>     end
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00400000)



>     printf " BEV"
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00200000)
>     printf " TS"
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00100000)
>     printf " PE"
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00080000)
>     printf " CM"
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00040000)
>     printf " PZ"
>   end
>   if $sr & 0x0000ff00
>     printf " IM"
>     if $sr & 0x00008000
>       printf "5"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00004000
>       printf "4"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00002000
>       printf "3"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00001000
>       printf "2"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00000800
>       printf "1"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00000400
>       printf "0"
>     end
>     if $sr & 0x00000300
>       printf "S"
>       if $sr & 0x00000200
>         printf "1"
>       end
>       if $sr & 0x00000100
>         printf "0"
>       end
>     end
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x00000030)
>     printf " "
>     if ($sr & 0x00000020)
>       printf "KU"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x00000010)
>       printf "IE"
>     end
>     printf "o"
>   end
>   if ($sr & 0x0000000c)
>     printf " "
>     if ($sr & 0x00000008)
>       printf "KU"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x00000004)
>       printf "IE"
>     end
>     printf "p"
>   end



>   if ($sr & 0x00000003)
>     printf " "
>     if ($sr & 0x00000002)
>       printf "KU"
>     end
>     if ($sr & 0x00000001)
>       printf "IE"
>     end
>     printf "c"
>   end
>   printf "\n"
>
>   printf " $pc = %08x\n", $pc
>
> # printf " $hi=%08x  $lo=%08x  $bad=%08x  $s8=%08x\n", $hi, $lo, $bad, $s8
> #
>
>   printf "   "
>   x/i $pc - 8
>   printf "   "
>   x/i $pc - 4
>   printf " ->"
>   x/i $pc
>   printf "   "
>   x/i $pc + 4
>   printf "   "
>   x/i $pc + 8
>
> end
> document dr
> display registers
> end
>
> # echo \ si (stepi and dr)\n
> define si
>   stepi
>   dr
> end
> document si
> stepi and display registers (dr)
> end
>
> # echo \ ni (nexti and dr)\n
> define ni
>   nexti
>   dr
> end
> document ni
> nexti and display registers (dr)
> end
>

Toby Hutton wrote:

> Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> writes:
> >
> > If some kind person could take the actual GDB source that was used
> > to make the Yaroze PC disc,  and just fix it so it "knows about"
> > COM2, COM3, and COM4, that would be a very cool thing!
>
> gdb reads a file called .gdbinit at startup, from the current
> directory or your home directory (which is set by DJGPP.BAT, AFAIR).
> Sony supplied a .gdbinit, although under DOS I imagine it's called



> _gdbinit or gdb.ini, which initialises some settings and creates some
> macros specifically for debugging the Yaroze over the serial line.
>
> Now, I reckon if you can find this file on your system, you should
> find that you can configure the default com port in there.
>
> You should also be able to specify the com port at the gdb prompt,
> with a command similar to 'target hss com1', or 'target remote com1'.
>
> I haven't used gdb with the Yaroze for a few months, and definitely
> not for ages under DOS, so this info is off the top of my head where a
> fuzzy vagueness reigns and may be slightly off target.  Hope it helps,
> though.
> --
> Toby.

--MESSAGE FILE 16729 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16730 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Looking at SCEI web site
Date: Mon, 13 Jul 1998 13:05:53 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <35AA68A1.4314C1F8@jps.net>
References: <35A845D2.7D0C@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <35A84AEB.49455E8@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

I found NJStar to be easier to use than TwinBridge.  NJStar also has
Chinese (both traditional and simplified characters) and Korean
interpreters.  It works not only with Netscape, but with anything in
Windows (in general)---e.g. you can use Eudora to read Japanese e-mail.

The package Joshua is talking about is the CJK package.  There's
another one (also for trial download) for writing Asian text.  I tried
the Japanese one and it was very cool.

- e!

Joshua meeds wrote:
> 
> There is a program called NJWin which will show Japanese fonts in any
> browser without changing any settings - you can find it at
> http://www.njstar.com.au/.  It has a free trial you can download.
> 
> Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> >
> > Does anyone have a link I can follow to download whatever I need to
> > to make my "Netscape Navigator 4.0" show the Japanese web pages at
> > SCEI like they were meant to be seen?
> >
> > How about the similar thing for "Internet Explorer"?
> >
> > EdF



> 
> --
> -   Joshua Meeds
>   Dreamwriter Dragon
>  dreamer@sinclair.net
>       -=UDIC=-
> _____________________________________
> We are the music-makers,
> And we are the dreamers of the dreams
> 
> - Willy Wonka quoting
>   Arthur O'Shaughnessy

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16730 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16731 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: JOYSTICK FUNCTION
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 13:03:52 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35AF83F8.4DDB67D@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 41.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi! I need some explanation on how the joystick function u_long
PadRead(void) works.
Here's the complete function:

u_long PadRead(void)
{
    return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) <<8 | *(bb1 +3) << 16 | *(bb1+2)
<<24));
}

I understand that this reads the joystick and returns a value equal to
the button that was pressed as shown in the yellow manual. However I'd
love it if someone could show me the math behind this with an example.
ie. if PADLstart (bit 11) is pressed on joystick #1 which should be put
in the *bb0 pointer. I could spend hours trying to figure this out for
myself, but I'd really appreciate your help. I know the function works,
but I make it a habit of understanding the code I use in my programs.
Thanks!

--MESSAGE FILE 16731 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16732 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: JOYSTICK FUNCTION



Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 11:16:50 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <35AF9512.8AE0DE7D@jps.net>
References: <35AF83F8.4DDB67D@accessv.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

First of all, you might want to try my pad routine library (other people
have also written some good ones) instead of using the book's, but it
works similar:

        http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/padstuff.zip

(This corrects a #define error in the pad.h file.)

Anyways, what happens is that every frame the controller is polled and
the status stored in a fixed location in memory.  The PadRead() just
references that area.  But what it returns is a 32-bit integer which
looks like this:

bits:  31 .. 16          15..0
use: Controller1 Controller2

The PadRead() just takes the relevant 2 bytes from the 2 controller
pad status buffers and returns it to you in a form which you can then
do bit testing on.

If you want to see what I mean in real-time, you can do what I first
did: make a simple program that just spits out the bit values to the
screen or to STDOUT (via printf()).

So, the defines you see in the Sony demo's pad.h are for controller 1.
To get the bits for controller 2, just shift the mask over 16 bits to
the left.

Confused?  Did this help?

Michael Briere wrote:
> 
> Hi! I need some explanation on how the joystick function u_long
> PadRead(void) works.
> Here's the complete function:
> 
> u_long PadRead(void)
> {
>     return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) <<8 | *(bb1 +3) << 16 | *(bb1+2)
> <<24));
> }
> 
> I understand that this reads the joystick and returns a value equal to
> the button that was pressed as shown in the yellow manual. However I'd
> love it if someone could show me the math behind this with an example.
> ie. if PADLstart (bit 11) is pressed on joystick #1 which should be put
> in the *bb0 pointer. I could spend hours trying to figure this out for
> myself, but I'd really appreciate your help. I know the function works,
> but I make it a habit of understanding the code I use in my programs.
> Thanks!

-- 



Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16732 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16733 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: JOYSTICK FUNCTION
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 18:57:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 74
Message-ID: <35AFD6E4.6BDB3993@accessv.com>
References: <35AF83F8.4DDB67D@accessv.com> <35AF9512.8AE0DE7D@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 32.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hi Elliott! Thanks for your help! I really like your joystick lib as it does
include the diagonal combinations. I also like your suggestion of using
printfs to see the math behind this. I am confused though about what you've
put in your reply to me and what you have in your padstuff.h header file.

In your reply you say that controller 1 uses bits 16 to 31 and controller 2
uses bits 0 to 15, yet in your header file when you assign buttons to bits
it's the reverse. Am I missing something here? I know I have to do some more
reading on bitwise operators to get all of this, so I wouldn't be surprised
if I'm the one who's getting it wrong. I've got to take a good look at your
padstuff now. Thank you!

Elliott Lee wrote:

> First of all, you might want to try my pad routine library (other people
> have also written some good ones) instead of using the book's, but it
> works similar:
>
>         http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/padstuff.zip
>
> (This corrects a #define error in the pad.h file.)
>
> Anyways, what happens is that every frame the controller is polled and
> the status stored in a fixed location in memory.  The PadRead() just
> references that area.  But what it returns is a 32-bit integer which
> looks like this:
>
>         bits:    31 .. 16          15..0
>         use:    Controller1     Controller2
>
> The PadRead() just takes the relevant 2 bytes from the 2 controller
> pad status buffers and returns it to you in a form which you can then
> do bit testing on.
>
> If you want to see what I mean in real-time, you can do what I first
> did: make a simple program that just spits out the bit values to the
> screen or to STDOUT (via printf()).
>
> So, the defines you see in the Sony demo's pad.h are for controller 1.
> To get the bits for controller 2, just shift the mask over 16 bits to



> the left.
>
> Confused?  Did this help?
>
> Michael Briere wrote:
> >
> > Hi! I need some explanation on how the joystick function u_long
> > PadRead(void) works.
> > Here's the complete function:
> >
> > u_long PadRead(void)
> > {
> >     return(~(*(bb0+3) | *(bb0+2) <<8 | *(bb1 +3) << 16 | *(bb1+2)
> > <<24));
> > }
> >
> > I understand that this reads the joystick and returns a value equal to
> > the button that was pressed as shown in the yellow manual. However I'd
> > love it if someone could show me the math behind this with an example.
> > ie. if PADLstart (bit 11) is pressed on joystick #1 which should be put
> > in the *bb0 pointer. I could spend hours trying to figure this out for
> > myself, but I'd really appreciate your help. I know the function works,
> > but I make it a habit of understanding the code I use in my programs.
> > Thanks!
>
> --
> Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
> - e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>   (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                    '''                                          '''

--MESSAGE FILE 16733 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000244html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16734 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: JOYSTICK FUNCTION
Date: Sat, 18 Jul 1998 23:48:36 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35B196C4.D8C2330@shell.jps.net>
References: <35AF83F8.4DDB67D@accessv.com> <35AF9512.8AE0DE7D@jps.net> 
<35AFD6E4.6BDB3993@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn1.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Michael Briere wrote:
> Hi Elliott! Thanks for your help! I really like your joystick lib as it does
> include the diagonal combinations. I also like your suggestion of using
> printfs to see the math behind this. I am confused though about what you've
> put in your reply to me and what you have in your padstuff.h header file.
> 
> In your reply you say that controller 1 uses bits 16 to 31 and controller 2
> uses bits 0 to 15, yet in your header file when you assign buttons to bits
> it's the reverse. Am I missing something here? I know I have to do some more
> reading on bitwise operators to get all of this, so I wouldn't be surprised



> if I'm the one who's getting it wrong. I've got to take a good look at your
> padstuff now. Thank you!

Oh...hehehe... I've not been getting much sleep lately due to other
projects but you're right, I goofed in my example.  Whatever is in the
padstuff.h is correct---I know this because I use it all the time.  The
lower 16 bits should be controller 1.  Shift the #defines left 16 and
you
got controller 2.  ^_^  (I think I mislabled them because I wrote the
bits
in MSB on the left but was thinking "controller 1 then controller 2".)

*yawn*

Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16734 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16735 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: JOYSTICK FUNCTION
Date: Sun, 19 Jul 1998 21:33:20 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <35B29E5F.EB2D1284@accessv.com>
References: <35AF83F8.4DDB67D@accessv.com> <35AF9512.8AE0DE7D@jps.net> 
<35AFD6E4.6BDB3993@accessv.com> <35B196C4.D8C2330@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 30.209.135.84.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

That's allright! Thanks again for all your help. I'm starting to get a good feel
for it with your help. As I've said before. I really want to understand 
everything
that's going on in the program and not just copy chunks of code because I know 
the
code works. :)

Elliott Lee wrote:

> Michael Briere wrote:
> > Hi Elliott! Thanks for your help! I really like your joystick lib as it does
> > include the diagonal combinations. I also like your suggestion of using
> > printfs to see the math behind this. I am confused though about what you've
> > put in your reply to me and what you have in your padstuff.h header file.
> >
> > In your reply you say that controller 1 uses bits 16 to 31 and controller 2
> > uses bits 0 to 15, yet in your header file when you assign buttons to bits
> > it's the reverse. Am I missing something here? I know I have to do some more
> > reading on bitwise operators to get all of this, so I wouldn't be surprised
> > if I'm the one who's getting it wrong. I've got to take a good look at your
> > padstuff now. Thank you!
>
> Oh...hehehe... I've not been getting much sleep lately due to other
> projects but you're right, I goofed in my example.  Whatever is in the
> padstuff.h is correct---I know this because I use it all the time.  The



> lower 16 bits should be controller 1.  Shift the #defines left 16 and
> you
> got controller 2.  ^_^  (I think I mislabled them because I wrote the
> bits
> in MSB on the left but was thinking "controller 1 then controller 2".)
>
> *yawn*
>
> Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
> - e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
>   (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
>   (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
>                      '''                                  '''

--MESSAGE FILE 16735 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16736 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Craig Venz <craig@cobite.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: TIM wont display...<sigh>
Date: Thu, 23 Jul 1998 13:40:06 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35B77576.C673EB97@cobite.com>
References: <3576AF13.CD9D11C8@cobite.com> <3576C9F2.BD90C96A@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snew.cobite.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
X-Accept-Language: en

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> There are 2 possible problems with what you have:
> 
>         - your image is 400x300.  The maximum TIM size is
>           256x256, no matter what the pixel depth is.  So
>           you'd have to break up your TIM into 4 separate
>           sprites.
> 
>         - you may have a problem with your sprite loading
>           routine.  I can't be sure 'cuz I don't have my
>           Yaroze at work :P  Try the attached sprite
>           loader that I use.  Easy to set up and it has
>           been tested to work.  :)
> 

Well after all this time of frustration (2 months???) I finally figured
this one out. Hadnt set the r,g, and b values for brightness in GsSPRITE
so I got a black square cuz the brightness factor was set to zero.

And I call myself a professional programmer??? Someone shoot me
please...

At least I'm happy this thing finally works and I can try and do
something a little more complicated.

Btw thanks Elliott way back when for tryin to help, gave me the
inspiration to start doing a convenience lib for myself in the same



style as yours.

Craig, feeling like an utter smeghead.
--MESSAGE FILE 16736 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16737 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: MAKING LIBS
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 20:45:55 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 77.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Anyone ever made their own libs with ar.exe? I need some help as there
are no docs on how to do this.

--MESSAGE FILE 16737 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16738 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: MAKING LIBS
Date: 25 Jul 1998 10:44:48 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <01bdb7b8$ef0cc960$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d2-s12-115-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com> wrote in article
<35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>...
> Anyone ever made their own libs with ar.exe? I need some help as there
> are no docs on how to do this.

I did. The GNU version of ARS is built as a lib.

Cann't remember the command line, but it's standard GNU ar so just look at
the GNU docs on it...

Craig.
--MESSAGE FILE 16738 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16739 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: MAKING LIBS
Date: 27 Jul 1998 13:24:38 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19



Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uww907z7t.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>

<01bdb7b8$ef0cc960$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

"Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> writes:
> Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com> wrote in article
> <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>...
> > Anyone ever made their own libs with ar.exe? I need some help as there
> > are no docs on how to do this.
> 
> I did. The GNU version of ARS is built as a lib.
> 
> Cann't remember the command line, but it's standard GNU ar so just look at
> the GNU docs on it...

The simplest way to use ar is with just -r.

ar -r libmylib.a myobj1.o myobj2.o...

This will add the object files to the library if they don't exist, or
replace them if they do.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 16739 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16740 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: MAKING LIBS
Date: Mon, 27 Jul 1998 20:54:36 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35BD214B.B6126145@accessv.com>
References: <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>

<01bdb7b8$ef0cc960$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<uww907z7t.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 96.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Thank you so much both! I'm sure this will probably help others who may be
interested in doing this too!!
                        Michael

Toby Hutton wrote:

> "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> writes:
> > Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com> wrote in article
> > <35B92AC3.8287CCA3@accessv.com>...
> > > Anyone ever made their own libs with ar.exe? I need some help as there
> > > are no docs on how to do this.
> >
> > I did. The GNU version of ARS is built as a lib.
> >
> > Cann't remember the command line, but it's standard GNU ar so just look at
> > the GNU docs on it...
>



> The simplest way to use ar is with just -r.
>
> ar -r libmylib.a myobj1.o myobj2.o...
>
> This will add the object files to the library if they don't exist, or
> replace them if they do.
> --
> Toby.

--MESSAGE FILE 16740 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16741 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jay Ayres <PennyA@cris.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: PsCommUtil Connection Problem
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 17:05:09 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35C0E005.C02EFEC6@cris.com>
Reply-To: PennyA@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d10.per-md.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

If anyone could help me with the following problem I would greatly
appreciate it:

I've been having problems getting PsCommUtil to connect with my Yaroze,
and I can't figure out what the problem is.
I have confirmed in the BIOS that my serial port corresponds to COM1,
and the console bootup screen says "TERMINAL SPEED 9600 BPS", yet when I
connect via COM1 with the boot speed at 9600 BPS it does not connect.
Does anyone have any suggestions as to what my problem is?

Jay Ayres

--MESSAGE FILE 16741 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16742 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl22.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:89 scea.yaroze.beginners:253 



scea.yaroze.freetalk:874 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1875

I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :

http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
one of them)

I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
Let me know what you guys think.

BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
have access to the SCEE server.

Regards,

Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 16742 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000253html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16743 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 16:14:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35DDD530.3E070299@bigfoot.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 88.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:91 scea.yaroze.beginners:254 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:876 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1889

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> one of them)

Cool. I'll check it out tonight. I haven't attended any saturday night
yaroze chat yet, mainly because by the time I remember, it's 11:00pm!
 
> BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> have access to the SCEE server.

Heh. Yeah.
--MESSAGE FILE 16743 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000254html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16744 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 20:03:04 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:92 scea.yaroze.beginners:255 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:881 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1895

The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
restrict your discussions.

Mario

On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
<jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:

>I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>
>http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
>would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
>one of them)
>
>I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>Let me know what you guys think.
>
>BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>have access to the SCEE server.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16744 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16745 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:50:30 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-033.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:256 scea.yaroze.freetalk:886
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1924

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
> restrict your discussions.
> 
> Mario

Mmm, this is why I kept the Java access code on a secure server - Whilst
I approve of getting as many people into it as possible, I don't think a
public page is suitable (hence why I didn't put it on one myself). If
there are any SCEA members who would like to host the Chat-Room on a
secure page, then I'd feel a bit happier about it - indeed, I'd be
fairly happy for anyone to post the code on their secure page, if I
could be persuaded which of the two chat-rooms I've registered for (Chat
Planet, Xoom) is the better option. Suggestions?

James (mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 16745 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16746 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:51:47 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <35E18C13.4398@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-033.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:257 scea.yaroze.freetalk:887
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1925

As a side issue, why can't I post to scea.announce, like the rest of
this thread (hrmmph!)

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16746 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16747 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: 24 Aug 1998 20:24:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.230.83
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:258 scea.yaroze.freetalk:888
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1928

Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a 
discussion the other night ?

Pete.
-- 
|| Death is a non-maskable interrupt ||

> 
> Mmm, this is why I kept the Java access code on a secure server - Whilst
> I approve of getting as many people into it as possible, I don't think a
> public page is suitable (hence why I didn't put it on one myself). If
> 
> James (mrfrosty)
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16747 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16748 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 21:54:54 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35e1e0ff.34276498@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <35E18C13.4398@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:259 scea.yaroze.freetalk:889
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1929

Good question. I thought it was an open message base like all the
others. I'll look into it.

Mario

On Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:51:47 +0100, James Rutherford
<hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote:

>As a side issue, why can't I post to scea.announce, like the rest of
>this thread (hrmmph!)
>
>James.

--MESSAGE FILE 16748 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16749 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 



scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Chat Room consensus
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 15:55:45 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-020.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:260 scea.yaroze.freetalk:891
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1941

Peter Dollochan wrote:
 
> Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
> accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a
> discussion the other night ?

Yep, the Chat Room /is/ accessible to anyone, which is why I wanted to
keep the Java code away from public pages. The Xoom chat-room (the one
that used to be the main one) was my personal favourite and seemed to be
pretty secure. The Chat-Planet organisation (currently hosting the
available chat room) has the dubious advantage that members from other
chat-rooms are able to duck in on yours if there is someone in there.
Perhaps fairly predictably, most of the other frequently visited chat
pages concern Busty Brenda's house of Sin and other such niceties -
though I'm not entirely sure whether 'heavenly body' would get off on
Chat-Yaroze...

The Xoom Chatroom, I believe, is not advertised publicly and not
accessible publicly without the relevant bit of Java code. Did people
have a problem with the Xoom one, but not the Earthweb one? If not, I'd
like to bring that back and keep it away from public servers.

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16749 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000260html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16750 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Chat Room consensus
Date: 25 Aug 1998 18:21:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <01bdd054$998b10a0$026f6f6f@two>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two> 
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-44-26.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:261 scea.yaroze.freetalk:892
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1947

Hi James,

The only prob was most of the names (common ones) were
already being used(so you had probs logging on) but if you



put your proper name in the description field when logging 
on the info was just a click away so i suppose...
bring back the old one :)

Pete.
-- 
|| Death is a non-maskable interrupt ||

James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote in article
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>...
> Peter Dollochan wrote:
>  
> > Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
> > accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a
> > discussion the other night ?
> 
> Yep, the Chat Room /is/ accessible to anyone, which is why I wanted to
> keep the Java code away from public pages. The Xoom chat-room (the one
> that used to be the main one) was my personal favourite and seemed to be
> pretty secure. The Chat-Planet organisation (currently hosting the
> available chat room) has the dubious advantage that members from other
> chat-rooms are able to duck in on yours if there is someone in there.
> Perhaps fairly predictably, most of the other frequently visited chat
> pages concern Busty Brenda's house of Sin and other such niceties -
> though I'm not entirely sure whether 'heavenly body' would get off on
> Chat-Yaroze...
> 
> The Xoom Chatroom, I believe, is not advertised publicly and not
> accessible publicly without the relevant bit of Java code. Did people
> have a problem with the Xoom one, but not the Earthweb one? If not, I'd
> like to bring that back and keep it away from public servers.
> 
> James.
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16750 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16751 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Chat Room consensus
Date: Wed, 26 Aug 1998 13:51:13 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35E404C1.3D4F@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two> 
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com> <01bdd054$998b10a0$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-072.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:262 scea.yaroze.freetalk:893
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1955

Peter Dollochan wrote:

> bring back the old one :)

I'm with that - anybody else.
Views on chat times?



Suggestions?

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16751 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16752 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <support@accelerationsw.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:95 scea.yaroze.beginners:263 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:894 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2004

Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
more user friendly than the auditorium).

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
> restrict your discussions.
> 
> Mario
> 
> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
> 
> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> >
> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> >one of them)
> >
> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
> >Let me know what you guys think.
> >
> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> >have access to the SCEE server.
> >
> >Regards,
> >
> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
> >

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon



 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 16752 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000263html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16753 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 23:11:01 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35e88a2c.13761044@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:96 scea.yaroze.beginners:264 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:895 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2007

Also, we should have a new version of the Auditorium running soon
(Peter is working on it) which will give us new options for chatting.

Stay tuned,

Mario

On Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000, Joshua Meeds
<support@accelerationsw.com> wrote:

>Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
>people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
>the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
>reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
>more user friendly than the auditorium).
>
>Mario Perdue wrote:
>> 
>> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
>> restrict your discussions.
>> 
>> Mario
>> 
>> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
>> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
>> 
>> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>> >
>> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
>> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being



>> >one of them)
>> >
>> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>> >Let me know what you guys think.
>> >
>> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>> >have access to the SCEE server.
>> >
>> >Regards,
>> >
>> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>> >

--MESSAGE FILE 16753 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000264html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16754 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Tue, 01 Sep 1998 13:00:50 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-043.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:265 scea.yaroze.freetalk:896
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2057

Joshua Meeds wrote:

> Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
> people show up (and few enough show up as it is).

Can SCEE Yarozites access the auditorium?
I've never been able to...

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16754 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000265html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16755 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 1998 22:25:16 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35edc3b5.31150231@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com> <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:266 scea.yaroze.freetalk:899
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2102

James,

No, you can't at this time. For whatever reason (probably speed), SCEE
maintains a mirror of the North American site instead of just letting
you come in directly like we do to theirs.

I'll talk to the guys here and see if there's anything that can be
done. I'd like to see some of you guys participating in our chats. Of
course, we might have to shift the time about a bit to accommodate
you, but, if we can get you access, that's not a problem.

Mario

On Tue, 01 Sep 1998 13:00:50 +0100, James Rutherford
<hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote:

>Joshua Meeds wrote:
>
>> Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
>> people show up (and few enough show up as it is).
>
>Can SCEE Yarozites access the auditorium?
>I've never been able to...
>
>James.

--MESSAGE FILE 16755 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000266html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16756 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Thu, 03 Sep 1998 14:58:45 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35EEA094.143C@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com> <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com> 
<35edc3b5.31150231@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-048.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:267 scea.yaroze.freetalk:900
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2112

Mario Perdue wrote:

> I'll talk to the guys here and see if there's anything that can be
> done. I'd like to see some of you guys participating in our chats. Of
> course, we might have to shift the time about a bit to accommodate
> you, but, if we can get you access, that's not a problem.

Cheers Mario,



That'd be great if you can pull it off.

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 16756 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000267html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16757 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 14 yr old Net Yaroze Member!
Date: Tue, 08 Sep 1998 00:12:06 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35F4D8C6.5117@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool003-max13.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

hahhaha hello everyone I am a 14 yr old Net Yaroze member or should I
say programmer hehehe ! well just to let you know I am alive! and am a
proud coder!! :) hhe although i am still learning C it is pretty
difficlult, I do have one question though, what do I write in C code in
rder to add my own TIM, Midi files etc.. to my program? I don't
understand what the addresses are? and how do I put an addres on one of
my files? example of addres:
8000x 111XX   Hey its not an addres but it looks loke it right? I
think:) hhehe well goodbye!!!! thanks for reading this ohh and If anyone
of you have ICQ please add me to your list my ICQ # is  12156523 and my
nick name is MAD DOG  well good bye guess I will go play some Parasite
eve!
Chris Ramirez
--MESSAGE FILE 16757 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000268html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16758 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 14 yr old Net Yaroze Member!
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 12:27:42 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 94
Message-ID: <35FD6E2E.2439D8F9@shell.jps.net>
References: <35F4D8C6.5117@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Welcome to the member ranks, Chris.  :)

Chris Ramirez wrote:
[...]

> proud coder!! :) hhe although i am still learning C it is pretty
> difficlult, I do have one question though, what do I write in C code in

Don't make the mistake that several other people have: make sure you
spend time to learn the basic C fundamentals.  Doesn't matter how you do



it but get a solid foundation.  You will definitely need to know:

- function parameter passing
- arrays
- pointers
- structures and type definitions

The Yaroze manuals (IMO) are not laid out for easy reading.  Your best
friend there will be the index unless you've read the Reference Guide
from cover to cover.  There's also small errors, I think.  If you work
at it a lot in the afternoons/evenings (maybe a couple of hours or so),
you should be able to get the fundamentals done in a few weeks while
still playing with the Yaroze.

> rder to add my own TIM, Midi files etc.. to my program? I don't

To add a TIM file, Midi file, "WAD" file (there's a compression
library out there), you need to add in lines to your SIOCONS batch
file and then in your C program you need to load the stuff to sound
RAM or video RAM.

Download some of the game demos (i.e. the GDUK ones) and check out
their "auto" or "auto.sio" files.  That's how you tell SIOCONS to
transfer the data off your PC's hard drive to the NY main RAM.  Then
your C program (when it's running) transfers the stuff from NY main
RAM to the respective other RAM buffers.  If you've tinkered with
PC programming, you could poke video ram with the same pointer you
use to poke the interrupts table---not so here.  Use the functions
like LoadImage or SsVabTransfer to send the data to different
RAM.

Spend time to look at the sample stuff that should have come on
your PC CD set.

> understand what the addresses are? and how do I put an addres on one of
> my files? example of addres:

The addresses are listed in hexadecimal notation.  In C, a hexadecimal
number is written:

0xNUMBER

where NUMBER is the hex digits.  So the following are equivalent:

256   = 0x100
257   = 0x101
266   = 0x10A
267   = 0x10B

For the Yaroze memory space, everything is mapped.  You're going to
be dealing with the approx. 1.4 MB stuck between 0x8009000 and
0x801effff.  So in the "auto" file you should see things being
loaded into addresses that fit within that range.

And, no, "800x111XX" does not look right.

> 8000x 111XX   Hey its not an addres but it looks loke it right? I
> think:) hhehe well goodbye!!!! thanks for reading this ohh and If anyone
> of you have ICQ please add me to your list my ICQ # is  12156523 and my
> nick name is MAD DOG  well good bye guess I will go play some Parasite
> eve!
> Chris Ramirez

Biggest advice at the moment:  download some good games with source



code.  (Ones that aren't too big because they'll take less time to
download.)  Compile them and download them.  Tweak parts of the code,
recompile, download, and run.  See what changed.  See how playing with
attributes affects things.  Rinse, repeat.  :P  You'll get a good feel
for how minor effects will change the look/feel of stuff.

Definitely don't try to go out and write your own video loop the first
time.  It's tricky and you're better off using the bouncing ball demo
as a base and tweaking that.  When you've gotten a little more experienced
you'll find interesting ways of doing stuff.

Anyways, I hope this gets you started.  Post a message to the
appropriate groups (e.g. don't ask sound questions on a 3D group) or
write us e-mail.  Welcome aboard...  ^_^

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16758 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000269html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16759 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: please help me!!!!
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 20:12:50 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35F743B2.14D4@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool013-max10.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

help me< I am chris ramirez the 14 yr old net yaroze member :) and I am
having problems with this file thing- ok here it is I downlaoded this
tutorial and it is telling me to download a tim-sprite image into an
addres like 0x800f8000, the thing I do not understand is what is the
deal with an addres like that. How do I download an image-tim file into
an adres like that? hmm?. please I would really like any help I can get
:) please please please I beg any one!!!
well thank you for reading this message
Chris Ramirez
p.S thank you once more :)
--MESSAGE FILE 16759 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000270html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16760 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 07:52:06 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 255.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:99 scea.yaroze.beginners:271 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:930 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2323

I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.

The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)

Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
to look it up. Just click on it.

I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
tell me.

Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:

1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
3) Memory Management
4) A Glossary
5) Using GCC effectively
6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
7) How to use MAKE
8) Ordering tables
9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
10) Your first yaroze program
11) An explanation of VRAM
12) Working with VRAM

Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
at school in 15 minutes.

The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 

Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
something; to re-write it.

I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
a sure footing in C.

But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16760 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000271html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16761 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 14:28:46 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 71
Message-ID: <35FE6B8E.DB23B00D@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-20.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:272 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2325

Darco wrote:

> I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
> newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
> modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.
>

Good move.

> The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
> shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
> Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)
>
> Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
> the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
> to look it up. Just click on it.
>

Also a good move.

> I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
> on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
> there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
> tell me.
>
> Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
> that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:
>
> 1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
> 2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
> 3) Memory Management
> 4) A Glossary
> 5) Using GCC effectively
> 6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
> 7) How to use MAKE
> 8) Ordering tables
> 9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
> 10) Your first yaroze program
> 11) An explanation of VRAM
> 12) Working with VRAM
>
> Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
> at school in 15 minutes.
>
> The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any



> tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
> Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them.
> But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
> Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
> it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code.
>
> Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
> re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
> something; to re-write it.

I'm in total agreement.

> I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
> a sure footing in C.
>
> But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated.
>
> 'Darco

Collision detection seems to be a tricky area for the newbies.  Not so much
the detection itself, but what to do when a collision has been detected.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16761 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000272html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16762 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000273html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 15:05:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35FE7411.D55A7BD4@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <35FE6B8E.DB23B00D@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:273 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2327

Alex Herbert wrote:

>
>
> Collision detection seems to be a tricky area for the newbies.  Not so much
> the detection itself, but what to do when a collision has been detected.
>
>

That's me, that is. It's funny how you get a mental block about some things. In
my 2D game I knocked out the scrolling algorithm, car physics (acceleration,
braking, reversing, turning, skidding, terrain resistance) in no time, but the
collision stuff just has me stumped. I've got the car's collision rect rotating
correctly with the car (2D matrix transforms), so in principle I can do almost
pixel perfect collisions, but my collision routine just won't do the business



(car sticks to boundary, car gets stuck in a collision loop, back and forth,
car drives over boundary etc).

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 16762 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000273html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16763 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000274html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 17:50:50 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <35FE9AE9.5F49EFCD@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <35FE6B8E.DB23B00D@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35FE7411.D55A7BD4@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-09.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:274 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2329

Phil Gooch wrote:

> Alex Herbert wrote:
>
> >
> >
> > Collision detection seems to be a tricky area for the newbies.  Not so much
> > the detection itself, but what to do when a collision has been detected.
> >
> >
>
> That's me, that is. It's funny how you get a mental block about some things. 
In
> my 2D game I knocked out the scrolling algorithm, car physics (acceleration,
> braking, reversing, turning, skidding, terrain resistance) in no time, but the
> collision stuff just has me stumped. I've got the car's collision rect 
rotating
> correctly with the car (2D matrix transforms), so in principle I can do almost
> pixel perfect collisions, but my collision routine just won't do the business
> (car sticks to boundary, car gets stuck in a collision loop, back and forth,
> car drives over boundary etc).
>
> Phil

Try undoing the movement which caused the collision, and these problems usually 
go
away.  Maybe I should explain that better.  For a 2D example, lets assume you 
have
the co-ords of the object (x and y) and it's velocities (vx and vy).  Now, if 
each
frame you are adding vx to x, and vy to y, then as soon as you detect a 
collision,



you could subtract vx from x and, vy from y.  This effectively means that the
collision never happened, and the problems you are talking about don't happen.
(Make sure you do this before your matrix transforms etc.)  It's not necessarily
the best way to do things, but it is a simple fix which I've used numerous times
in
the past.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 16763 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000274html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16764 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000275html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: please help me!!!!
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 13:30:32 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <35FECE68.929DB224@shell.jps.net>
References: <35F743B2.14D4@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Chris Ramirez wrote:
> 
> help me< I am chris ramirez the 14 yr old net yaroze member :) and I am
> having problems with this file thing- ok here it is I downlaoded this
> tutorial and it is telling me to download a tim-sprite image into an
> addres like 0x800f8000, the thing I do not understand is what is the
> deal with an addres like that. How do I download an image-tim file into
> an adres like that? hmm?. please I would really like any help I can get
> :) please please please I beg any one!!!
> well thank you for reading this message
> Chris Ramirez
> p.S thank you once more :)

Not sure what you mean by "what is the deal with an address like that"?

Remember that the tool you use (if not using CodeWarrior) to transfer
data from the PC to the Yaroze is called SIOCONS and should be in your
PSX\BIN directory.  SIOCONS uses a batch file to tell it what file to
get from your PC's HDD and where to stick it in Yaroze RAM.  So...

1) Make sure that SIOCONS runs.  Type "siocons" in a DOS prompt
window.  After pressing Enter a couple of times, you should
get a ">>" prompt.  That's your cue that you're talking to
Yaroze---yes, the Yaroze sends back terminal chars.  That's
also why you should have the ANSI.SYS loaded in your
CONFIG.SYS file.  Exit SIOCONS.

2) Make sure that you have a batch file around.  Not the DOS
batch file, but the SIOCONS batch file.  They usually go
with names like "auto" or "auto.sio", or something like
that.  At least one line in the batch file should look like:

local dload <file> <address>



e.g.

local dload mytim.tim 800f8000

Remember that the addresses are 8 HEX digits in length
without that "0x" stuff at the front.  (In C, you have
to tell the computer you're using a hex number by
telling it 0x800f8000.)

3) Make sure that the mytim.tim (or whatever your TIM file is
called) exists in the current directory.  Chances are,
your TIM file will be in the same directory as the
code file (which may be something ".PSX", ".PSE"....).

OK.  That's the setup.  That makes sure that everything's in
their right place.  Now, just run:

siocons auto

(If your batch file isn't named "auto", substitute it there.)

You should see stuff in the DOS window about how it's
downloading stuff from the PC to the Yaroze, and your Yaroze
should show you on your TV pretty much the same---there's a
little more info like the checksum...

Try this, and if you still need help, reply to this thread.

- e!

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16764 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000275html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16765 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000276html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 13:32:26 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <35FECEDA.919F3373@shell.jps.net>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <35FE6B8E.DB23B00D@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35FE7411.D55A7BD4@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:276 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2331

If that bounding box is giving you major problems, do a single-point
collision detection for now.  Check only the center of the object
to see if it collided with something.  If you get that working, it's
pretty easy to extend that to N number of points...



- e!

Phil Gooch wrote:
> 
> Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> >
> >
> > Collision detection seems to be a tricky area for the newbies.  Not so much
> > the detection itself, but what to do when a collision has been detected.
> >
> >
> 
> That's me, that is. It's funny how you get a mental block about some things. 
In
> my 2D game I knocked out the scrolling algorithm, car physics (acceleration,
> braking, reversing, turning, skidding, terrain resistance) in no time, but the
> collision stuff just has me stumped. I've got the car's collision rect 
rotating
> correctly with the car (2D matrix transforms), so in principle I can do almost
> pixel perfect collisions, but my collision routine just won't do the business
> (car sticks to boundary, car gets stuck in a collision loop, back and forth,
> car drives over boundary etc).
> 
> Phil

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 16765 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000276html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16766 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000277html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: TIM wont display...<sigh>
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:24:22 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982324220001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <3576AF13.CD9D11C8@cobite.com> <3576C9F2.BD90C96A@netmagic.net> 
<35B77576.C673EB97@cobite.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net

> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > 
> > There are 2 possible problems with what you have:
> > 
> >         - your image is 400x300.  The maximum TIM size is
> >           256x256, no matter what the pixel depth is.  So
> >           you'd have to break up your TIM into 4 separate
> >           sprites.
> > 
> >         - you may have a problem with your sprite loading
> >           routine.  I can't be sure 'cuz I don't have my
> >           Yaroze at work :P  Try the attached sprite
> >           loader that I use.  Easy to set up and it has
> >           been tested to work.  :)
> > 
> Well after all this time of frustration (2 months???) I finally figured



> this one out. Hadnt set the r,g, and b values for brightness in GsSPRITE
> so I got a black square cuz the brightness factor was set to zero.
> And I call myself a professional programmer??? Someone shoot me
> please...
> At least I'm happy this thing finally works and I can try and do
> something a little more complicated.
> Btw thanks Elliott way back when for tryin to help, gave me the
> inspiration to start doing a convenience lib for myself in the same
> style as yours.
> Craig, feeling like an utter smeghead.

Thats OK my first time I tried my image I did the same thing. Too bad I
was Busy since June and I didn't see your post. I could have made a bit of
a mention. -sorry

My Best saying:

"Tomorrow I'll Sharpen the Crayons..."
--MESSAGE FILE 16766 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000277html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16767 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000278html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:36:16 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:101 scea.yaroze.beginners:278
scea.yaroze.freetalk:938 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2349

Darco Wrote:
> I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
> newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
> modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.
> 
> The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
> shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
> Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)
> 
> Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
> the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
> to look it up. Just click on it.
> 
> I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
> on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
> there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
> tell me.
> 
> Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
> that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:
> 
> 1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
> 2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
> 3) Memory Management
> 4) A Glossary
> 5) Using GCC effectively
> 6) Using CodeWarrior effectively



> 7) How to use MAKE
> 8) Ordering tables
> 9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
> 10) Your first yaroze program
> 11) An explanation of VRAM
> 12) Working with VRAM
> 
> Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
> at school in 15 minutes.
> 
> The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
> tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
> Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
> But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
> Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
> it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 
> 
> Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
> re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
> something; to re-write it.
> 
> I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
> a sure footing in C.
> 
> But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 
> 
> 'Darco

Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.

Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
Kind of like doing assembler.

#1:Start small, but have a plan.
#2:Then Expand on content in #1.
#3:Add features.
#4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.

Very successful way of doing this.

Email me at kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca  I'd like to try this.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16767 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000278html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16768 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000279html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 04:05:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-80.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:102 scea.yaroze.beginners:279
scea.yaroze.freetalk:939 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2352



Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I
think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.

Just some ideas...

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 16768 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000279html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16769 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000280html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:49:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3601AE00.5C0E05C0@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
To: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:103 scea.yaroze.beginners:280
scea.yaroze.freetalk:950 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2369

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
> These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
> took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.
> 
> Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
> Kind of like doing assembler.
> 
> #1:Start small, but have a plan.
> #2:Then Expand on content in #1.
> #3:Add features.
> #4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.
> 
> Very successful way of doing this.
> 

*Darco reads and re-reads the above text with a look of bewilderment on
his face*



...........................Huh?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16769 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000280html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16770 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000281html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:50:22 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3601AE4E.CC051107@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <35FE6B8E.DB23B00D@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:281 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2370

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> Collision detection seems to be a tricky area for the newbies.  Not so much
> the detection itself, but what to do when a collision has been detected.
> 

Yeah, that's a good idea. I'll add that to the list.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16770 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000281html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16771 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000282html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 21:01:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3601B0D0.6FE514C5@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> 
<36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:104 scea.yaroze.beginners:282
scea.yaroze.freetalk:951 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2371

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
> to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
> got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I



> think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Ahh... Ok, that's cool. 
 
> Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
> team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
> tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
> between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
> a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
> were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
> good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.
>

Not sure about teaming up with someone. I'll write a few tutorials and
see how everything works out...Who knows what this could turn into in
time? A cooperative effort might be possible in the future. 

I'll be starting work on the tutorial this weekend, simply because I
don't have any time to do it during the week. (Gadda keep my grades up
for DigiPen, now don't I?) I'll be releasing it in sections... As I
finish a lesson I'll post it on my web space.

Thanks everyone for the input. I'll try to make the actual tutorial live
up to your hopes. I already have a motif setup, and this weekend the
real drafting begins. After I get the first lesson up, I'll try to post
a new lesson or two every week until most everything is covered. (Or
until I get too tired to keep it up) This will be a learning experience
for me as well, as this will force me to cover and research nearly all
aspects of the PlayStation. So... Here we go.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16771 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000282html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16772 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000283html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 18:19:16 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <36029614.62F1@writeme.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net> <3601AE00.5C0E05C0@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m03.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:283 scea.yaroze.freetalk:961
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2387

Darco wrote:

> > #1:Start small, but have a plan.
> > #2:Then Expand on content in #1.
> > #3:Add features.
> > #4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.
> >
> > Very successful way of doing this.
> >
> 



> *Darco reads and re-reads the above text with a look of bewilderment 
> on his face*
> 
> ...........................Huh?

I think what he means is don't start with a huge plan and write every 
bit (from the beginning) as you would in the final finished verbose 
version - you're very likely to get bored too soon doing it that way 
(and may find that huge revisions are necessary).

..Though the way you're going to do it sounds more like the way James 
Chow (SCEE) has set about it - and he's fairly far.

Good Luck!

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 16772 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000283html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16773 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000284html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <george_bain@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: blah
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 1998 23:53:42 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6ut2a6$gul5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

--MESSAGE FILE 16773 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000284html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16774 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000285html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Davison" <steve_davison@yahoo.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 08:39:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sdar.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Now this may seem pretty obvious to most people but when I compile source
code at the dos prompt how do I redirect the output to a file or a printer.
I know this can be done as I remember it from my COBAL days, unfortunately
my COBAL days were probably the last time I used dos.(about 7 years ago)

--MESSAGE FILE 16774 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000285html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16775 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000286html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 23:29:20 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <70osit$cv311@scea>
References: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port64.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

There is a way to do this very easily....   but I haven't done it in so long
that I can't remember the syntax..

I'll check some of my earlier notes amnd hopfully have an answer soon...

Anyone else???

Steve Davison wrote in message <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Now this may seem pretty obvious to most people but when I compile source
>code at the dos prompt how do I redirect the output to a file or a printer.
>I know this can be done as I remember it from my COBAL days, unfortunately
>my COBAL days were probably the last time I used dos.(about 7 years ago)
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16775 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000286html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16776 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000287html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-169.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 02:04:02 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <developer-2310980204020001@pro1-169.barrie.connex.net>
References: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <70osit$cv311@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-169.barrie.connex.net

In article <70osit$cv311@scea>, "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote:

> There is a way to do this very easily....   but I haven't done it in so long
> that I can't remember the syntax..
> I'll check some of my earlier notes amnd hopfully have an answer soon...
> Anyone else???
> 
> Steve Davison wrote in message <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> >Now this may seem pretty obvious to most people but when I compile source
> >code at the dos prompt how do I redirect the output to a file or a printer.
> >I know this can be done as I remember it from my COBAL days, unfortunately
> >my COBAL days were probably the last time I used dos.(about 7 years ago)

Depends on whose MAKEFILE you are using.

If it is a generic one, do the following :



c:\myproject>make >>errors.log

Mind you you will not see anything. And when it finishes, the command
prompt will re-appear.

I was able to get MAKEFILEs to output error to a file in the local
directory under LINUX gcc make, but I don't think the MAKE.EXE that comes
with the PSX tools disk is that advanced. I also lost my notes about that.
:(
Sorry.   Try looking in some of the LINUX info sites. That might help.
 
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 16776 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000287html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16777 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000288html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 21:27:28 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <70rdag$dnq8@scea>
References: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <70osit$cv311@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Steve Tolin wrote in message <70osit$cv311@scea>...
>There is a way to do this very easily....   but I haven't done it in so
long
>that I can't remember the syntax..
>
>I'll check some of my earlier notes amnd hopfully have an answer soon...
>
>Anyone else???
>
>
>Steve Davison wrote in message <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>Now this may seem pretty obvious to most people but when I compile source
>>code at the dos prompt how do I redirect the output to a file or a
printer.
>>I know this can be done as I remember it from my COBAL days, unfortunately
>>my COBAL days were probably the last time I used dos.(about 7 years ago)
>>

Under Unix (traditional shells anyway) and Windows NT you use:
gcc main.c > errors.log 2>&1
The "2>&1" means, make file descriptor 2 (stderr) go to the same place
as file descriptor 1 (stdout).  This won't work for Windows 95 or 98.

There is a program from the DJGPP port of GNU C to the PC called
"redir", which you can use to redirect the output of stderr in all kinds
of useful ways.  You might try a web search for DJGPP, and grab the
"binutils" archive.  (Might as well grab the whole thing though, it's an
awesome "free" compiler and stuff.)

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 16777 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000288html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16778 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000289html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 02:26:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <70rri8$dnq12@scea>
References: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <70osit$cv311@scea> 
<70rdag$dnq8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port35.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

There was a simple parameter that could be used under 95/98..   I was using
when I first got my Yaroze because I seen it in one of the earlier posts..
But that was about a year ago..

It might have been something like this instead  make >> errors.txt

Does this jog anyones memory???

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

Ed Federmeyer wrote in message <70rdag$dnq8@scea>...
>Steve Tolin wrote in message <70osit$cv311@scea>...
>>There is a way to do this very easily....   but I haven't done it in so
>long
>>that I can't remember the syntax..
>>
>>I'll check some of my earlier notes amnd hopfully have an answer soon...
>>
>>Anyone else???
>>
>>
>>Steve Davison wrote in message <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>>Now this may seem pretty obvious to most people but when I compile source
>>>code at the dos prompt how do I redirect the output to a file or a
>printer.
>>>I know this can be done as I remember it from my COBAL days,
unfortunately
>>>my COBAL days were probably the last time I used dos.(about 7 years ago)
>>>
>
>Under Unix (traditional shells anyway) and Windows NT you use:
>gcc main.c > errors.log 2>&1
>The "2>&1" means, make file descriptor 2 (stderr) go to the same place
>as file descriptor 1 (stdout).  This won't work for Windows 95 or 98.
>
>There is a program from the DJGPP port of GNU C to the PC called
>"redir", which you can use to redirect the output of stderr in all kinds
>of useful ways.  You might try a web search for DJGPP, and grab the
>"binutils" archive.  (Might as well grab the whole thing though, it's an
>awesome "free" compiler and stuff.)
>
>EdF
>
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 16778 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000289html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16779 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000290html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D - basic questions about available software
Date: Mon, 02 Nov 1998 21:35:54 -0500
Organization: NO-SPAM, I am.  I do not like SPAM!
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <363E6C0A.46EA@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbnht.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Hi.  It has been a while since I have had any free time to
do any Yaroze development (having a son a couple of months
ago will do that to your free time <grin>).

Anyway, I am now trying to once again set aside some time to
work on projects.  I have done some simple 2D stuff, and I
would now like to try some simple 3D stuff.

One concern I have is a lack of a 3D modeler.  I have read that
our friends at SCEI were given a free 3D modeler with their Net
Yaroze package.  I remember getting a coupon for a DOS 3D modeler,
but have long since lost this coupon and I can not remember the
name of the package.

What are people using to generate 3D models?  If you do not own
any modeling software, are you just using provided sample ... or
models generated by folks with the nice software packages?

Long story short, what is available (please list web sites if
possible).  Also, is there anything out there for $99 or less?
I would really like to get something on the cheap.  <grin>

I guess I could post this to the 3D group, but the beginner
group seems like a better place for this type of question.

Thanks for your time.  Please remember to get rid of the NO-SPAM
stuff (sorry ... I have to do something to keep the spam away).

Also, feel free to check out my home page (non-yaroze) and see some
nice pictures of my new pride and joy ...
-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
Visit Calverts' Stuff - http://calvertj.home.mindspring.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16779 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000290html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16780 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000291html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: burrowinggerbil@hotmail.com (Barry Stuart Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners



Subject: Re: 3D - basic questions about available software
Date: Tue, 03 Nov 1998 23:26:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <363f908d.6140877@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <363E6C0A.46EA@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm037.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Mon, 02 Nov 1998 21:35:54 -0500, Jonathan Calvert
<jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com> wrote:

>One concern I have is a lack of a 3D modeler.  I have read that
>our friends at SCEI were given a free 3D modeler with their Net
>Yaroze package.  I remember getting a coupon for a DOS 3D modeler,
>but have long since lost this coupon and I can not remember the
>name of the package.

it wouldnt matter if you found it; the coupon is now out of date. I
know as our new Yaroze arrived with it and I just laughed at the out
of date coupon. Seemed to sum up some of the Yaroze experience (grin)

>What are people using to generate 3D models?  If you do not own
>any modeling software, are you just using provided sample ... or
>models generated by folks with the nice software packages?

I use dynamic tmds (if you think they are a pain then have a look at
adventure game) for everything except the characters. Obviously it
isnt intuitive + stuff like a proper package but you can do various
things with them (email me if you want more info)

Craig graham has kindly put up RsdAnim which sounds like it should be
what you want. Still havent checked it out myself but this weekend I
promise!

Robert Swan
(check freetalk for new email address)
--MESSAGE FILE 16780 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000291html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16781 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000292html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D - basic questions about available software
Date: Tue, 03 Nov 1998 19:31:55 -0500
Organization: NO-SPAM, I am.  I do not like SPAM!
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <363FA07B.692E@mindspring.com>
References: <363E6C0A.46EA@mindspring.com> <363f908d.6140877@www.netyaroze-
europe.com>
Reply-To: jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-38lcdue.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Barry Stuart Swan wrote:
> 
> On Mon, 02 Nov 1998 21:35:54 -0500, Jonathan Calvert
> <jonathan.NO-SPAMcalvert@mindspring.com> wrote:
>
> >What are people using to generate 3D models?  If you do not own



> >any modeling software, are you just using provided sample ... or
> >models generated by folks with the nice software packages?
> 
> I use dynamic tmds (if you think they are a pain then have a look at
> adventure game) for everything except the characters. Obviously it
> isnt intuitive + stuff like a proper package but you can do various
> things with them (email me if you want more info)
> 
> Craig graham has kindly put up RsdAnim which sounds like it should be
> what you want. Still havent checked it out myself but this weekend I
> promise!

Thanks for the reply!  I am not sure what I really want.  I figure that
I need some type of modeler if I want to make ... say a space ship which
flys around a planet and a star.

To be honest I have no knowledge of dynamic tmds ... and little
knowledge
of 3D on the PlayStation.  I may take you up on your offer for more
info.
on the subject of dynamic tmds!
-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
Visit Calverts' Stuff - http://calvertj.home.mindspring.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16781 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000292html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16782 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000293html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D - basic questions about available software
Date: Fri, 6 Nov 1998 20:00:13 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7208ss$je62@scea>
References: <363E6C0A.46EA@mindspring.com> <363f908d.6140877@www.netyaroze-
europe.com> <363FA07B.692E@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Jonathan Calvert wrote in message <363FA07B.692E@mindspring.com>...
>> >What are people using to generate 3D models?  If you do not own
>> >any modeling software, are you just using provided sample ... or
>> >models generated by folks with the nice software packages?

I got the "3D Studio R4" offer when I got my Yaroze.  It's a pretty heavy
duty
and featureful (and expensive) program for the simple 3D objects I
use it to create.  (Boxes, spheres, etc)  I'd have a hard time recommending
it unless you're planning on spending alot of time creating 3D objects.  It
could also be handy to make prerendered intro screens, backgrounds,
and stuff like that.

On the other hand, I also use a program called "Poser 3" (v3 just released
a few months ago, "Poser 2" was good, but "3" is well worth it) for
creating animated models of people.  (Poser3 adds a few animal types
as well).  It's not a picnic, since I wind up exporting each frame of the
animation as a DXF file and then converting each DXF to an RSD and
coloring/texturing the RSDs and combining them into a big TMD.  But it
isn't all *that* bad either.  I would recommend this if you want to add



"people" to your games.  I think "Poser 3" is in the range of about $150.

Steve Tolin was telling me about a program called "Character Builder"
that is aimed at generating animated GIFs of "people" for web graphics,
but he's been able to use it to generate animations for a side-scrolling
action adventure game.  The url is: http://www.zapadigital.com/
looks cool, but I have not tried it myself yet.  I dunno if you can export
the "people" data as 3D DXF files to convert to RSD/TMD or anything
like that.  It's a bit cheaper to register than Poser3 at something like $99
I think.  (You can get a free trial at that url).

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 16782 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000293html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16783 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000294html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D - basic questions about available software
Date: Thu, 12 Nov 1998 11:49:00 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <72ehsk$2am4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <363E6C0A.46EA@mindspring.com> <363f908d.6140877@www.netyaroze-
europe.com> <363FA07B.692E@mindspring.com> <7208ss$je62@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3151.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

If you want a good modeller try Rhino3D, the full package is expensive, but
there is a demo version which works for 60 days.  We are using it in our
course for the modelling module.

The URL is
www.rhino3d.com

Hope this helps
Bob
Robert Shand
Class Rep - First Year BSc Computer Game Technology
ABERTAY-DUNDEE UNIVERSITY
e-mail: 298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 16783 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000294html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16784 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000295html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: crap tv?
Date: Wed, 25 Nov 1998 23:19:02 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <73i38k$9ia8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p75s14a06.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3



Hi everyone,

Is my TV crap?

Let me explain, I draw a border around the screen using GsLINE, screen size
320,240.

The top and bottom lines are fine, the right hand line is only just visible
and a bit hidden at the corners, and the left hand line is just not visible.
It seem I must move the lines in a bit by a couple of pixels just so I can
see them on the screen.

Is it time to get a new TV? (bad news really, cos I can't afford one :(  )

Darren

--MESSAGE FILE 16784 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000295html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16785 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000296html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: crap tv?
Date: Wed, 25 Nov 1998 03:59:31 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <365b71dd.6420579@205.149.189.29>
References: <73i38k$9ia8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Wed, 25 Nov 1998 23:19:02 -0000, "Darren Jackson"
<darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk> wrote:

>Hi everyone,
>
>Is my TV crap?
>
>Let me explain, I draw a border around the screen using GsLINE, screen size
>320,240.
>
>The top and bottom lines are fine, the right hand line is only just visible
>and a bit hidden at the corners, and the left hand line is just not visible.
>It seem I must move the lines in a bit by a couple of pixels just so I can
>see them on the screen.
>
>Is it time to get a new TV? (bad news really, cos I can't afford one :(  )
>

Darren,

Your TV is fine. It's actually displaying more than may TVs I've seen.
FAQ question #6 addresses this problem...

Why can't I see all the pixels on my TV screen? Part of the image is
cut off on all sides. 

Most TV s do not display the entire image broadcast to them. The size�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry



of the border varies from set to set, but for 320x240 mode it can be
as much as 27 pixels on all sides. For this reason, it is recommended
that you not display information critical to the game in these areas.
A good rule of thumb is to limit your game play to the center 266x200
pixels.

>

--MESSAGE FILE 16785 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000296html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16786 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000297html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Darren Jackson" <darren@tang.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: crap tv?
Date: Thu, 26 Nov 1998 19:54:50 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <73ki0h$9ia19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <73i38k$9ia8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<365b71dd.6420579@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client4012.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

>
>Your TV is fine. It's actually displaying more than may TVs I've seen.
>FAQ question #6 addresses this problem...
>

oops....I did read the FAQ, honest, perhaps next time I read it properly :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16786 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000297html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16787 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000298html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: 456 <65@sfdkljngs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: tuts and documentation
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 19:58:56 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <369CFB00.8787387C@sfdkljngs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:676 
scea.yaroze.beginners:298

Hello again all you Yaroze people!!

I wondering if there is any tutorial information out there similar to
Peter Passmore's 3D booklet from Middlesex university.  This one was
really well organized and because it started from the very basics it
helped alot.. but I would like to know if anyone else out there has made



anything like that so I can gather more info and help these guys learn.

So far I seen that most of the tuts on the websites are simply batches
of source code that demostrate particular yaroze capabilities.  This is
good to cut + paste, but to really understand it I think I'll need some
more documentation on the code itself.

I was looking forward to seeing Darco's upcoming tut, but it looks like
he gave it up, a darn shame!!

Anyone know of anything like this let me know,

Will

--MESSAGE FILE 16787 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000298html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16788 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000299html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: tuts and documentation
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 20:02:36 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <369CFBDC.90643E89@hotmail.com>
References: <369CFB00.8787387C@sfdkljngs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.beginners:677 
scea.yaroze.beginners:299

sorry.. my browser decided to play a funny trick on everyone...

My name is Will Atkin.. email: william_atkin@hotmail.com

456 wrote:

> Hello again all you Yaroze people!!
>
> I wondering if there is any tutorial information out there similar to
> Peter Passmore's 3D booklet from Middlesex university.  This one was
> really well organized and because it started from the very basics it
> helped alot.. but I would like to know if anyone else out there has made
> anything like that so I can gather more info and help these guys learn.
>
> So far I seen that most of the tuts on the websites are simply batches
> of source code that demostrate particular yaroze capabilities.  This is
> good to cut + paste, but to really understand it I think I'll need some
> more documentation on the code itself.
>
> I was looking forward to seeing Darco's upcoming tut, but it looks like
> he gave it up, a darn shame!!
>
> Anyone know of anything like this let me know,
>
> Will

--MESSAGE FILE 16788 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000299html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16789 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000300html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: How can I output gcc error list to a file?
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 1999 15:43:58 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <36A7918E.3FCBC4A4@datasys.net>
References: <70mndd$7i7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <70osit$cv311@scea> 
<70rdag$dnq8@scea> <70rri8$dnq12@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 449.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> There was a simple parameter that could be used under 95/98..   I was using
> when I first got my Yaroze because I seen it in one of the earlier posts..
> But that was about a year ago..
> 
> It might have been something like this instead  make >> errors.txt
> 
> Does this jog anyones memory???
> 

No... Sorry. ;)

But > and >> aren't exactly command line arguments... They just redirect
output to a file or a device. > overwrites, and >> ammends. The work
with (nearly) all programs and commands.

echo hello > hello.txt
echo hello > hello.txt

That would make a text file with hello in it. But this:

echo hello > hello.txt
echo hello >> hello.txt

This will make a text file with 2 hellos in it. >> is useful when you
are dealing with log files...

DJGPP-compiled DOS programs never seemed to work with this though. I
always assumed it to be because it accessed the hardware at some lower
level, being a 32 bit program rather than 16 bit.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 16789 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000300html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16790 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000301html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: William Barry <wb95ab@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Batch File ??
Date: Sat, 06 Feb 1999 12:52:32 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24



Message-ID: <36BC8160.F227F8BC@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: zepar.cosc.brocku.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I have been playing around with the Yaroze and have been having a hard
time understanding the Batch file. I know how to run the comands to get
the TMD's, TIM's and VAD's to the Yaroze but my question is what about
the address.

local dload theShip.tmd  0x800c0000

When I place this line in the model shows up. And my Debug Setting for
the Code address is set at 0x80140000. This is ok and works fine but
when I change it to

local dload theShip.tmd  0x80100000

and the Debug Settings for the Code address to 0x80090000 nothing
happens. I guess my problem is how do I know where the actual address of

the TMD's, the TIM's and the VAD's start and finish. Do I look at the
actual size of the file the add it to the address so that they will
follow in sequence in memory.

If anyone has any information about this please respond because I am
lost.

--MESSAGE FILE 16790 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000301html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16791 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000302html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Batch File ??
Date: Sat, 6 Feb 1999 16:18:44 -0500
Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 73
Message-ID: <79iasm$2ed1@scea>
References: <36BC8160.F227F8BC@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port23.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800

You are correct in that you just add the size of the TIM to the starting
address and that becomes your next start point.

Example.

0X80090000 is the beginning of useable memory for data

So let's say you have TIM file that is 32768 bytes big.  You can place this
in the bath file at 0x80090000 no prob.

Then you want to add another TIM file.  That's 65536 bytes big.  Well....
You have to place this one where the last one ends.   TIM1 at 32768 bytes is



equal to 0X8000 in hex so that means the first TIM uses the memory from
0X80090000 to 0X80098000. So we start TIM2 at 0X80098000.

One more time...  Now let's say you have one more TIM or TMD or SEQ data
file..  That's  18104 bytes..  Which is equal to 0X46B8 in hex.   We would
want to start this file at the end of TIM2..
Since TIM2 is 65536 bytes which is 0X10000 we add this to the the end of
where TIM1 ended.
The starting address for the third file would be 0X800A8000....

One last point..   The fourth starting address would be 0X800AC6B8 right...
The only thing is that I have had a few problem with TIM's not stating at
16bit offsets meaning the address end with zero.

So for the fourth address I would change it to 0x800AC6C0 by rounding up to
the next 16bit offset.

I hope this helps..

If someout out there has solution for the rounding up problem or if I'm just
not seeing something please reply.

I have been using Darco's Combine utility for all my data purposes.  It is
simple to use and very powerfull.  It sure does come in handy in case you
want to change the size of your graphics and stuff.

http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/combv154.zip

This is where you can find it.

Steve Tolin
BitSlap Software

William Barry <wb95ab@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca> wrote in message
news:36BC8160.F227F8BC@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca...
>
>I have been playing around with the Yaroze and have been having a hard
>time understanding the Batch file. I know how to run the comands to get
>the TMD's, TIM's and VAD's to the Yaroze but my question is what about
>the address.
>
>local dload theShip.tmd  0x800c0000
>
>When I place this line in the model shows up. And my Debug Setting for
>the Code address is set at 0x80140000. This is ok and works fine but
>when I change it to
>
>local dload theShip.tmd  0x80100000
>
>and the Debug Settings for the Code address to 0x80090000 nothing
>happens. I guess my problem is how do I know where the actual address of
>
>the TMD's, the TIM's and the VAD's start and finish. Do I look at the
>actual size of the file the add it to the address so that they will
>follow in sequence in memory.
>
>If anyone has any information about this please respond because I am
>lost.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16791 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000302html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16792 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000303html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: unmodify@gate.net (Jesse Palmer)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: NA yarozer accessing Euro site
Date: Sun, 07 Feb 1999 11:06:51 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <36bd731a.4876231@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tstpa1-115.gate.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I've heard there's a wait of 2-4 weeks for the international sites to
have your account information.  I've had my account in North America
for almost 2 months and I still cannot access the European site. Will
I eventually be able to access the sites around the world?
--MESSAGE FILE 16792 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000303html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16793 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000304html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: NA yarozer accessing Euro site
Date: Sun, 07 Feb 1999 16:53:31 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <36bec4d7.1554744@205.149.189.29>
References: <36bd731a.4876231@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Jesse,

I've added you to the list of accounts to check.

Mario

On Sun, 07 Feb 1999 11:06:51 GMT, unmodify@gate.net (Jesse Palmer)
wrote:

>I've heard there's a wait of 2-4 weeks for the international sites to
>have your account information.  I've had my account in North America
>for almost 2 months and I still cannot access the European site. Will
>I eventually be able to access the sites around the world?

--MESSAGE FILE 16793 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000304html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16794 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000305html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Batch File ??
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 1999 09:40:44 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36BF219C.C7767208@vmlabs.com>
References: <36BC8160.F227F8BC@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca> <79iasm$2ed1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs29.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

> One last point..   The fourth starting address would be 0X800AC6B8 right...
> The only thing is that I have had a few problem with TIM's not stating at
> 16bit offsets meaning the address end with zero.
> 
> So for the fourth address I would change it to 0x800AC6C0 by rounding up to
> the next 16bit offset.

Hmmm, I've not had this problem.  I did find that I needed to make my
addresses start on a long (4-byte) boundary.  All of my addresses end 
in 0, 4, 8, or C.  This hasn't caused me any problems.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16794 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000305html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16795 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000306html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Johan MacLeod" <j-mac@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: A 'c' question...
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 00:31:46 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7b25oi$9po13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-45-2.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

    I have been working hard to get my first game out there and am nearly
there! I do have a problem, though. I am using a linked list in the game and
am not sure how to free the space back to the system. I think I need the
'free' function. Do I need to 'free' each pointer in the linked list,
individually, or can I just 'free' the head of the list (or would that just
leave a chunk of used up memory with no access to it)?

    Cheers,

        Mac.
 j-mac@lineone.net

--MESSAGE FILE 16795 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000306html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16796 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000307html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: William Barry <wb95ab@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Floating Point
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 1999 15:28:30 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36F6A7EE.B048F75E@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: zepar.cosc.brocku.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)



X-Accept-Language: en

Ok well I was told that the Yaroze is a non-floating point enviroment
but has is there a library that will do the floating point calculations
I find it stupid that you can declare floating variables but are unable
to use them.

Example:

    float x = 1.1, y = 1.2;

    x = x * y;

// Error

Is there anyother way aroung this??

--MESSAGE FILE 16796 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000307html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16797 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000308html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gary Kroll <garykroll@mediaone.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Setting transparency in TimUtil
Date: Sun, 04 Apr 1999 21:23:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3708107B.BDED2966@mediaone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: garykroll.ne.mediaone.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

I finally managed to successfully create a bitmap file and then display
it on the screen as a sprite.  My problem is that I can't seem to get
any pixels to display (or actually NOT display) as transparent.  As far
as I understand it, all I have to do to make a pixel transparent is to
make it pure black in the bitmap and then check the "Transparent for
black" box in the TimUtil program.  I do set the bit depth to 4.  I've
noticed that if I check the "Transparent for black" box, save, and then
reload, the box is unchecked.  What am I missing?  Any help would be
appreciated.  Thanks.

--MESSAGE FILE 16797 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000308html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16798 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000309html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Setting transparency in TimUtil
Date: Mon, 05 Apr 1999 10:10:20 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <3708EE7C.7FFC2182@vmlabs.com>
References: <3708107B.BDED2966@mediaone.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs32.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)



X-Accept-Language: en

> I finally managed to successfully create a bitmap file and then display
> it on the screen as a sprite.  My problem is that I can't seem to get
> any pixels to display (or actually NOT display) as transparent.  As far
> as I understand it, all I have to do to make a pixel transparent is to
> make it pure black in the bitmap and then check the "Transparent for
> black" box in the TimUtil program.  I do set the bit depth to 4.

The meaning of that bit is reversed for pure black (RGB=0,0,0).  So you
actually don't want it set.  Kind of strange I know.

If you have other, non-black, colors which you want transparent you 
also need to set the appropriate bits in the "attributes" field of your 
sprite.

> I've noticed that if I check the "Transparent for black" box, save, 
> and then reload, the box is unchecked.  What am I missing?

This merely has to do with your preferences.  Every time you load an
image it takes the values in the various boxes from the preferences.
Go up to (I think) "File" and then "Preferences" to view/change them.

Good luck!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16798 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000309html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16799 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000310html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Owes Beck" <ghost909@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3d view
Date: Tue, 13 Apr 1999 16:26:11 -0400
Organization: THE MASTERMINDS
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <7f099h$j3@scea>
Reply-To: "Owes Beck" <ghost909@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: resnet193-123.resnet.buffalo.edu
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

hi,
 im trying to get a good overhead view for a 3d game im making,
im using GsRVIEW2 but i just cant seem to set the camera so its a "birds
eye" view of the world... anyone have any suggestions on what to set the
vpx, vpy, vpz, vrx.............  members to?

open to suggestions!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 16799 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000310html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16800 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000311html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: DFSUSER <lamont.washington@db.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Floating Point
Date: Wed, 14 Apr 1999 12:55:20 -0400



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3714C878.91927A3D@db.com>
References: <36F6A7EE.B048F75E@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak1.dfsc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

IT probably uses a floating point emulator library.

William Barry wrote:

> Ok well I was told that the Yaroze is a non-floating point enviroment
> but has is there a library that will do the floating point calculations
> I find it stupid that you can declare floating variables but are unable
> to use them.
>
> Example:
>
>     float x = 1.1, y = 1.2;
>
>     x = x * y;
>
> // Error
>
> Is there anyother way aroung this??

--MESSAGE FILE 16800 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000311html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16801 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000312html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: DFSUSER <lamont.washington@db.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Floating Point
Date: Wed, 14 Apr 1999 12:55:52 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3714C898.4044EF14@db.com>
References: <36F6A7EE.B048F75E@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak1.dfsc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

IT probably uses a floating point emulator library.

William Barry wrote:

> Ok well I was told that the Yaroze is a non-floating point enviroment
> but has is there a library that will do the floating point calculations
> I find it stupid that you can declare floating variables but are unable
> to use them.
>
> Example:
>
>     float x = 1.1, y = 1.2;
>
>     x = x * y;



>
> // Error
>
> Is there anyother way aroung this??

--MESSAGE FILE 16801 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000312html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16802 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000313html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3d view
Date: Wed, 14 Apr 1999 18:15:17 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <7f37bd$dno2@scea>
References: <7f099h$j3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Owes Beck wrote in message <7f099h$j3@scea>...
>hi,
> im trying to get a good overhead view for a 3d game im making,
>im using GsRVIEW2 but i just cant seem to set the camera so its a "birds
>eye" view of the world... anyone have any suggestions on what to set the
>vpx, vpy, vpz, vrx.............  members to?
>
>open to suggestions!!!

I usually put some temporary code in the game so that instead of
controlling the player, the control pad controls the viewpoint and
refpoint.  I also have it "print" the current "vpx, vpy, etc" values
on the screen.  Then, I use the control pad to set the camera up
the way I like it, write down the values, and make those the
default values.

I usually leave the camera control code in (just commented out)
so that if stuff changes later in the game, I can readjust the
camera easily.

Good Luck,
EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 16802 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000313html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16803 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000314html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Owes Beck" <ghost909@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3d view
Date: Thu, 15 Apr 1999 09:29:54 -0400
Organization: THE MASTERMINDS
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <7f4pkv$dno3@scea>
References: <7f099h$j3@scea> <7f37bd$dno2@scea>
Reply-To: "Owes Beck" <ghost909@yahoo.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: resnet193-123.resnet.buffalo.edu
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote in message
news:7f37bd$dno2@scea...
> Owes Beck wrote in message <7f099h$j3@scea>...
> >hi,
> > im trying to get a good overhead view for a 3d game im making,
> >im using GsRVIEW2 but i just cant seem to set the camera so its a "birds
> >eye" view of the world... anyone have any suggestions on what to set the
> >vpx, vpy, vpz, vrx.............  members to?
> >
> >open to suggestions!!!
>
>
> I usually put some temporary code in the game so that instead of
> controlling the player, the control pad controls the viewpoint and
> refpoint.  I also have it "print" the current "vpx, vpy, etc" values
> on the screen.  Then, I use the control pad to set the camera up
> the way I like it, write down the values, and make those the
> default values.
>
> I usually leave the camera control code in (just commented out)
> so that if stuff changes later in the game, I can readjust the
> camera easily.
>
> Good Luck,
> EdF
>
>

yeh thats actually what im trying now but for some reason i cant get a good
"birds eye" view,  it seems that when i finally have a desent camera shot, i
move my 3d object to the corners of the screen and it gets all warped??? (i
have no idea why)

--MESSAGE FILE 16803 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000314html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16804 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000315html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3d view
Date: Sun, 18 Apr 1999 12:49:35 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <7fd5nb$3qq1@scea>
References: <7f099h$j3@scea> <7f37bd$dno2@scea> <7f4pkv$dno3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Owes Beck wrote in message <7f4pkv$dno3@scea>...
>
>Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote in message
>news:7f37bd$dno2@scea...
>> Owes Beck wrote in message <7f099h$j3@scea>...
>> >hi,
>> > im trying to get a good overhead view for a 3d game im making,



>> >im using GsRVIEW2 but i just cant seem to set the camera so its a "birds
>> >eye" view of the world... anyone have any suggestions on what to set the
>> >vpx, vpy, vpz, vrx.............  members to?
>> >
>> >open to suggestions!!!
>>
>>
>> I usually put some temporary code in the game so that instead of
>> controlling the player, the control pad controls the viewpoint and
>> refpoint.  I also have it "print" the current "vpx, vpy, etc" values
>> on the screen.  Then, I use the control pad to set the camera up
>> the way I like it, write down the values, and make those the
>> default values.
>>
>> I usually leave the camera control code in (just commented out)
>> so that if stuff changes later in the game, I can readjust the
>> camera easily.
>>
>> Good Luck,
>> EdF
>>
>>yeh thats actually what im trying now but for some reason i cant get a
good
>"birds eye" view,  it seems that when i finally have a desent camera shot,
i
>move my 3d object to the corners of the screen and it gets all warped??? (i
>have no idea why)

Hmmm, have you tried different settings for the "SetProjection()" function
also?

Between moving the actual viewpoint and tweaking the projection distance,
(a back-and-forth kind of process, you'll see when you start messing with
it)
you should be able to get a nice view that looks close enough to your target
without a huge amount of that "fishbowl" distortion at the edges of the
screen.

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 16804 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000315html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16805 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000316html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Twinn" <twinn@intonet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Mem card transfer
Date: Sat, 5 Jun 1999 21:26:54 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <7jc17h$96612@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user161.intonet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0025_01BEAF9A.21FE7060"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211



This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BEAF9A.21FE7060
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Can mem card files be transferred from PC to mem card with the usual =
setup?

Ric

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BEAF9A.21FE7060
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3D"text/html; charset=3Dwindows-1252" =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D"MSHTML 5.00.2014.210" name=3DGENERATOR>
<STYLE></STYLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<DIV><FONT face=3D"MS Sans Serif">Can mem card files be transferred from =
PC to mem=20
card with the usual setup?</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT face=3D"MS Sans Serif">Ric</FONT></DIV><FONT=20
face=3D"Times New Roman"></FONT><FONT size=3D2></FONT></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BEAF9A.21FE7060--

--MESSAGE FILE 16805 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000316html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16806 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000317html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: niccolo' <niccolo@sis.it>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: COLLABORATION
Date: Wed, 23 Jun 1999 20:06:13 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <37712215.AC1E2D05@sis.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: totaldipo-35.sis.it
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [it] (Win95; I)

Is there some new beginner who want to start to programming together
with me??

Tnk

Niccolo'

Italy

--MESSAGE FILE 16806 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000317html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16807 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000318html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jo180@mdx.ac.uk (John Owens)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: 3D studio files
Date: Wed, 06 Oct 1999 14:19:58 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <37fb58ea.177347542@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Jo180@mdx.ac.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dyn025-104.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I am a beginner to the Yaroze but I have come from an Opengl
background so I have a few questions.

1. Are you forced to use TMD files or can you use .3ds files instead
and write your own reader and viewer, this goes for using other image
formats as well instead of TIMs.

2. On this same point does the full playstion development kit have
this restriction.

3. I see that the yaroze doesn't have a FPU and it has to do all
floating point calculations in software so when it comes to matrix and
vector functions do people use fixed point maths or do they use
floating point and let the library take care of the conversion as I
see that the library has Vector and matrix funcs.

Thanks for any help you can be

--MESSAGE FILE 16807 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000318html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16808 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000319html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Lemont Washington" <lemont@defiantsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: 3D studio files
Date: Wed, 6 Oct 1999 11:37:41 -0400
Organization: Defiant Games
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <7tfq7j$ot91@scea>
References: <37fb58ea.177347542@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 63.69.218.158
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

A TMD is not only a file format  but a data structure. If you download the
document from the yaroze web site that describes the format of a tmd file
you could write a conversion tool yourself 3ds2TMD or you could even
write a psx loader that  loads the 3ds and dynamically create a .tmd at run
time.
and of course you would free the memory the .3ds file would take up right
away. OpenGL is a very procedural low level API. The yaroze is very high
level, this was done probably because the bulk of the users could not
program a loader and conversion tools and all that. the goal was to create
some objects in the yaroze format then quckly plug them into your
application. I suggest you just write a conversion tool or a proprietary
loader. and dynmically create the TMD file at run time. I debated over this
before as well.seems more like a retained mode api , but it is not. even



though sony made the yaroze easier by adding these functions there are
loopholes. One MAJOR loophole is the data structures they expose to you.
Once you understand these structures, you can create your own data and use
them for your own dastardly deeds...
Lemont Washington
Defiant Games.....
www.defiantsoft.com/
John Owens <Jo180@mdx.ac.uk> wrote in message
news:37fb58ea.177347542@news.playstation.co.uk...
> I am a beginner to the Yaroze but I have come from an Opengl
> background so I have a few questions.
>
> 1. Are you forced to use TMD files or can you use .3ds files instead
> and write your own reader and viewer, this goes for using other image
> formats as well instead of TIMs.
>
> 2. On this same point does the full playstion development kit have
> this restriction.
>
> 3. I see that the yaroze doesn't have a FPU and it has to do all
> floating point calculations in software so when it comes to matrix and
> vector functions do people use fixed point maths or do they use
> floating point and let the library take care of the conversion as I
> see that the library has Vector and matrix funcs.
>
> Thanks for any help you can be
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16808 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000319html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16809 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000320html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Brian Weed" <bweed@vipah.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Timer
Date: Tue, 26 Oct 1999 15:32:37 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7v4vh8$9m44@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mail.vipah.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

Is there a way to get timing information on the NetYaroze?
I need a replacement for clock() (which apparently does not exist in the
NetYaroze API).

I looked at GetRCnt(), but, even though it says it returns a long, it only
uses a 16bit integer for it's counter, and therefore wraps around way too
often.

Brian Weed
bweed at vipah dot com

--MESSAGE FILE 16809 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000320html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16810 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000321html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners
Subject: Re: Timer
Date: Mon, 01 Nov 1999 17:52:01 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <381DD341.A73076D@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <7v4vh8$9m44@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.7 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Brian Weed wrote:
> 
> Is there a way to get timing information on the NetYaroze?
> I need a replacement for clock() (which apparently does not exist in the
> NetYaroze API).
> 
> I looked at GetRCnt(), but, even though it says it returns a long, it only
> uses a 16bit integer for it's counter, and therefore wraps around way too
> often.
> 

You can use the Vsync function which returns the number of VSyncs since bootup 
(1/60 or 1/50th per
second, NTSC/PAL), HSyncs for TV scanlines and RCnt for anything in between.

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk       ph: +44 (20) 7447-1626  -  fax: 7390 4324
== Tools and Middleware Licensing Manager  -  Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Many people think they are thinking, when they are really only rearranging
their prejudices.
--MESSAGE FILE 16810 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/beginners/000000321html.html
 
 
 
--##############   
--##############   
 
 
--##############   
--START NEWSGROUP FOLDER:      ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk
--##############   
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16811 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000001html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Bill Romanowski" <prairie@iquest.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: add group scea.yaroze.hardware
Date: Wed, 23 Apr 1997 23:28:49 -0500
Organization: prairie research
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <5jmncl$gi11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: roin6-a05.indy.tds.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.0544.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.0544.0



Would it be possible to add scea.yaroze.hardware as a news group?

Bill Romanowski

--MESSAGE FILE 16811 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000001html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16812 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000002html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: David White <dwhite2@san.rr.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Message archiving
Date: Sat, 26 Apr 1997 23:11:25 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3362EE0B.2302@san.rr.com>
Reply-To: dwhite2@san.rr.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dt3h2n10.san.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Are these news messages going to be archived, kept on the
server, or should we be saving them for future reference? 

David
--MESSAGE FILE 16812 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000002html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16813 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000003html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Message archiving
Date: Sun, 27 Apr 1997 14:27:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33636077.360510@205.149.189.29>
References: <3362EE0B.2302@san.rr.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0005-30.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

David,

The messages will be left on the server for as long as possible. When
the directories get too large, they will be archived.

On Sat, 26 Apr 1997 23:11:25 -0700, David White <dwhite2@san.rr.com>
wrote:

>Are these news messages going to be archived, kept on the
>server, or should we be saving them for future reference? 
>
>David

--MESSAGE FILE 16813 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000003html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16814 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000004html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: bobt10@cris.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: posting code and pictures of Net Yaroze package on internet
Date: Sun, 27 Apr 1997 18:11:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3363DD3F.52FB@cris.com>
Reply-To: bobt10@cris.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 61021d0017ch.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

If I wanted to put some of my own written code on a web page
outside of the Net Yaroze site, and also place some pictures of
the dev kit, would I be violating the Net Yaroze license agreement?
--MESSAGE FILE 16814 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000004html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16815 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Pradip Fatehpuria <pradip_fatehpuria@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: posting code and pictures of Net Yaroze package on internet
Date: Mon, 28 Apr 1997 10:39:39 -0700
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3364E0DB.51E7@interactive.sony.com>
References: <3363DD3F.52FB@cris.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

bobt10@cris.com wrote:
> 
> If I wanted to put some of my own written code on a web page
> outside of the Net Yaroze site, and also place some pictures of
> the dev kit, would I be violating the Net Yaroze license agreement?

I think you will be violating the license agreement if you post any
source code outside of the Net Yaroze site.  Pictures of the Net Yaroze
kit will be ok I guess, 'cause some of them are already available on the
Home Page of Net Yaroze.

May be Mario can elaborate on this a luttle more.

Mario, are you there ?

Pradip
--MESSAGE FILE 16815 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16816 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: posting code and pictures of Net Yaroze package on internet
Date: Mon, 28 Apr 1997 20:09:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News



Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3364fd0d.1994826@205.149.189.29>
References: <3363DD3F.52FB@cris.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0016-20.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I've checked with my contacts at Sony and have been informed that your
request lies in a gray area. Noone locally wants to give this sort of
blanket permission. Without that permission, my recommendation would
be that you not do it without first seeking the advice of an attorney.

If the Sony legal department returns a decision on this, it will be
posted here.

Sorry if it seems like I'm passing the buck, but I am. :^/

Mario

On Sun, 27 Apr 1997 18:11:59 -0500, bobt10@cris.com wrote:

>If I wanted to put some of my own written code on a web page
>outside of the Net Yaroze site, and also place some pictures of
>the dev kit, would I be violating the Net Yaroze license agreement?

--MESSAGE FILE 16816 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16817 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Access to other sites?
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 07:55:24 +0000
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com>
Reply-To: gromit@halcyon.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm0-ip3.halcyon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Has there been a decision on what's going to happen about getting stuff
distributed from the Japanese and European sites?

(I figure if I can't get much of anything to work now, then I should
have much more luck doing the same stuff in Japanese...)

eli
--MESSAGE FILE 16817 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16818 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com (Greg LaBrec)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Access to other sites?
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:25:48 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <33666745.15188356@205.149.189.29>
References: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent .99g/32.339

You should have access to their website in about a week.

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 07:55:24 +0000, eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
wrote:

>Has there been a decision on what's going to happen about getting stuff
>distributed from the Japanese and European sites?
>
> (I figure if I can't get much of anything to work now, then I should
>have much more luck doing the same stuff in Japanese...)
>
>eli

--MESSAGE FILE 16818 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16819 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More file formats
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 14:58:02 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2904971458020001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: wal2.mfactory.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

> I have just finished posting the file formats for the RSD files and
> the TMD files. These are not the 'official' documents. They were
> created from html files obtained from the SCEE Net Yaroze site. The
> official files will be posted as soon as they become available.
> 
> Mario

Hooray, but I would have preferred that the original HTML documents were
posted, rather than being converted to RTF; they would be more universally
readable that way. I'm a Mac user, and I don't use Word, and the other apps
I own that are supposed to read RTF are having problems with the posted
files.

Just my 2 cents.
--MESSAGE FILE 16819 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16820 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff Lawton <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: posting code and pictures of Net Yaroze package on internet
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:09:49 -0400
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News



Lines: 19
Message-ID: <33669BDD.D95@groupz.net>
References: <3363DD3F.52FB@cris.com>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.138.69.193
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (Win95; I)

bobt10@cris.com wrote:
> 
> If I wanted to put some of my own written code on a web page
> outside of the Net Yaroze site, and also place some pictures of
> the dev kit, would I be violating the Net Yaroze license agreement?

I don't work with Sony or anything, but from what I have read and heard
is you can post code as long as is does not contain any of the Sony
owned libs..  GNU comes with a standard free lic on the code YOU write
with GNU.  If you read through the files on the Yaroze disk you'll find
something that talks about that.

If you go to the NY Times Yaroze web site he covers that topic in
detail, and has some stuff he got from Sony explaining the lic.

Regards,

Jeff
--MESSAGE FILE 16820 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16821 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More file formats
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 02:31:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3366ae8e.43961169@205.149.189.29>
References: <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29> <wal-
ya02408000R2904971458020001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0007-21.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Wayne,

Thanks for your input. We'll try to decide on a better format and
re-post the files in whatever that format is soon. Hang in there.

Mario

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 14:58:02 -0700, wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
wrote:

>In article <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario
>Perdue) wrote:
>
>> I have just finished posting the file formats for the RSD files and
>> the TMD files. These are not the 'official' documents. They were
>> created from html files obtained from the SCEE Net Yaroze site. The
>> official files will be posted as soon as they become available.



>> 
>> Mario
>
>Hooray, but I would have preferred that the original HTML documents were
>posted, rather than being converted to RTF; they would be more universally
>readable that way. I'm a Mac user, and I don't use Word, and the other apps
>I own that are supposed to read RTF are having problems with the posted
>files.
>
>Just my 2 cents.

--MESSAGE FILE 16821 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16822 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: posting code and pictures of Net Yaroze package on internet
Date: Wed, 30 Apr 1997 03:16:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <3366b8f1.46620582@205.149.189.29>
References: <3363DD3F.52FB@cris.com> <33669BDD.D95@groupz.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ind-0007-21.iquest.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Jeff,

Thanks for your input on this. I'll go take a look at the info at NY
Times tonight. 

Mario

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:09:49 -0400, Jeff Lawton <jlawton@groupz.net>
wrote:

>bobt10@cris.com wrote:
>> 
>> If I wanted to put some of my own written code on a web page
>> outside of the Net Yaroze site, and also place some pictures of
>> the dev kit, would I be violating the Net Yaroze license agreement?
>
>
>I don't work with Sony or anything, but from what I have read and heard
>is you can post code as long as is does not contain any of the Sony
>owned libs..  GNU comes with a standard free lic on the code YOU write
>with GNU.  If you read through the files on the Yaroze disk you'll find
>something that talks about that.
>
>If you go to the NY Times Yaroze web site he covers that topic in
>detail, and has some stuff he got from Sony explaining the lic.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16822 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16823 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More file formats
Date: Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:13:58 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2904972113580001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33657096.14133213@205.149.189.29> <wal-
ya02408000R2904971458020001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3366ae8e.43961169@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mg128-177.ricochet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <3366ae8e.43961169@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@iquest.net (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

> Wayne,
> 
> Thanks for your input. We'll try to decide on a better format and
> re-post the files in whatever that format is soon. Hang in there.
> 
> Mario

Thanks. BTW, I hope I didn't sound sarcastic or snarky in my previous post,
I don't mean to sound ingrateful :-)

I'm very happy to see the file formats, and for the record, I managed to
get them printed out (we have Word at work). Thanks!

wayne
--MESSAGE FILE 16823 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16824 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: EMail address change
Date: Thu, 01 May 1997 13:32:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33689b14.6992900@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

If anyone has added my EMail address to their address book, please be
advised that it has changed. My new EMail address is:

mperdue@hrtc.net

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16824 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16825 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Welcome Throngs!
Date: Thu, 01 May 1997 20:14:10 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News



Lines: 12
Message-ID: <33695C00.6B5D@halcyon.com>
Reply-To: gromit@halcyon.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm1-ip12.halcyon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

This is just a nice friendly hello to the uncounted multitudes who are
rushing to join us here in Yaroze-land!

Just got the big glad-hand press release - I guess they must have tons
of people signing up or they wouldn't be able to pay all the carnies.

eli
With your recommended daily dose of cynacism and sarcasm in one easy to
read post!

(And no, I'm not trying to insult anybody here - I just find the trade
show and hype portions of the computer industry ridiculous...)
--MESSAGE FILE 16825 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16826 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Bill Romanowski" <prairie@iquest.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: beyond the boot
Date: Fri, 2 May 1997 19:34:24 -0500
Organization: prairie research
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <5ke11j$bjf1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: roin0-a03.indy.tds.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.0544.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.0544.0

After yaroze boots, brings up CIP and some target exe is launched,
can't a "homemade" CD-R be put in and accessed for (all) resources?

Possibly, the PC/MAC could load a tiny shell, prompt for a disk,
yaroze disk is exchanged for a CD-R, real game is booted from the disk,
and we now have access
 to big game world fun.

I know that the boot disk has to be there when the exe exits,
but are there any other circumstances where the boot disk
 is called upon
 beyond when an exe directly reads the CD?

Actually, we could same alot of trouble if the CIP would just
be that "shell" anyway. Now we could run yaroze programs
in a stand alone mode. Even better than that...

Seeing that the yaroze is copy protected by the access key
in conjunction with (I assume) the internal yaroze ROM,
Sony could release a CIP runtime/boot that we could freely put on our
CD-Rs as a boot image. Yaroze is still as protected as always,
but now our learning experience can also involve large data
.

Does this line of thinking violate our agreement?
Is this another grey area? 



scea.yaroze.greyarea?

billr

--MESSAGE FILE 16826 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16827 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: beyond the boot
Date: Sat, 03 May 1997 02:31:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <336aa23f.50449482@205.149.189.29>
References: <5ke11j$bjf1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Bill,

I think I'm going to 'pass the buck' again and let someone at Sony
handle this inquery.

Mario

On Fri, 2 May 1997 19:34:24 -0500, "Bill Romanowski"
<prairie@iquest.net> wrote:

>
>After yaroze boots, brings up CIP and some target exe is launched,
>can't a "homemade" CD-R be put in and accessed for (all) resources?
>
> ...
> ...
>
>Does this line of thinking violate our agreement?
>Is this another grey area? 
>scea.yaroze.greyarea?
>
>billr
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16827 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16828 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Tekken 3?
Date: 6 May 1997 03:11:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bc59cb$7ceef700$9973d9ce@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il11-25.ix.netcom.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Do you think that they will be able to squeeze Tekken 3 onto the PSX?



I think we've all been programming long enough to be able to make educated
guesses about the capabilty of the PlayStation...

Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 16828 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16829 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Test / missing news?
Date: Wed, 07 May 1997 14:24:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3370F31D.FED@halcyon.com>
Reply-To: gromit@halcyon.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm0-ip7.halcyon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Where did all the posts go?

I logged on for the first time in a couple days and there's nothing on
news.scea.sony.com. What gives? (Of course I am reading with NetScape,
so it could just be expressing its lameness by not showing me posts...)

eli curtz
gromit@halcyon.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16829 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16830 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000020html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Europe is cool...
Date: 10 May 1997 03:16:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bc5cf0$ce7f7fe0$2d91b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-13.ix.netcom.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I like the way SCEE has their Yaroze site set up.  From what it looks like
to me, they each get their own little ftp space to upload files.  I know
it's not a question of CAN, but will we (or do we) have a similar setup for
our homepages?  I would have my own page set up now, but I don't have any
outside places to store pics and such.

If I have been an unobservant slime and we actually have the same set up,
please be kind enough to correct me in a non-violent way.

Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 16830 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000020html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16831 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Europe is cool...



Date: Sun, 11 May 1997 03:41:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <33753f47.165801@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc5cf0$ce7f7fe0$2d91b8cd@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On 10 May 1997 03:16:49 GMT, "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
wrote:

>I like the way SCEE has their Yaroze site set up.  From what it looks like
>to me, they each get their own little ftp space to upload files.  I know
>it's not a question of CAN, but will we (or do we) have a similar setup for
>our homepages?  I would have my own page set up now, but I don't have any
>outside places to store pics and such.
>
>If I have been an unobservant slime and we actually have the same set up,
>please be kind enough to correct me in a non-violent way.
>

Manny,

There are no plans to duplicate that capability on this side of the
Atlantic. I agree that it's nice, but it's a real pain to manage.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16831 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16832 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Fred Flintstone" <Fred@Bedrock.Net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: beyond the boot
Date: 12 May 1997 15:06:21 GMT
Organization: Slate's Gravel Pit
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <01bc5ee6$a12dbeb0$be8fb5cc@furlough>
References: <5ke11j$bjf1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> After yaroze boots, brings up CIP and some target exe is launched,
> can't a "homemade" CD-R be put in and accessed for (all) resources?

I played with this all weekend..  The Yaroze never stops spinning the CD
from what I've been able to see.  So that in itself is a problem.  You have
to "Hot swap" the disks.

> Possibly, the PC/MAC could load a tiny shell, prompt for a disk,
> yaroze disk is exchanged for a CD-R, real game is booted from the disk,
> and we now have access
>  to big game world fun.

I wrote a routine that loaded the "system.cnf" file from the CD in the
unit, and "printf'ed" it to the PC.  After a disk swap, it would read the
file, and dump it just fine.  Soooo, in theory, you could read your data
files from the CD-R.  
 
> I know that the boot disk has to be there when the exe exits,

This isn't true.  I exited and re-downloaded with a different CD in the
drive!



> Seeing that the yaroze is copy protected by the access key
> in conjunction with (I assume) the internal yaroze ROM,
> Sony could release a CIP runtime/boot that we could freely put on our
> CD-Rs as a boot image. Yaroze is still as protected as always,
> but now our learning experience can also involve large data

Can't be done..  There is also the protection on the "Yaroze Boot Disc"
that is required for the PS to load anything.  This, I'M SURE Sony won't
give up!

Now what *I* want from Sony is a call to stop the CD from spinning so you
can swap them safely!

--MESSAGE FILE 16832 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16833 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Furlough" <furlough@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: beyond the boot
Date: 12 May 1997 15:51:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <01bc5eec$edd91150$be8fb5cc@furlough>
References: <5ke11j$bjf1@scea> <01bc5ee6$a12dbeb0$be8fb5cc@furlough>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Sorry about the previous post.  I was in "Anti-Spam" mode for the regular
newsgroups..

Fred Flintstone <Fred@Bedrock.Net> wrote in article
<01bc5ee6$a12dbeb0$be8fb5cc@furlough>...
> > After yaroze boots, brings up CIP and some target exe is launched,
> > can't a "homemade" CD-R be put in and accessed for (all) resources?
> 
> I played with this all weekend..  The Yaroze never stops spinning the CD
> from what I've been able to see.  So that in itself is a problem.  You
have
> to "Hot swap" the disks.
> 
> > Possibly, the PC/MAC could load a tiny shell, prompt for a disk,
> > yaroze disk is exchanged for a CD-R, real game is booted from the disk,
> > and we now have access
> >  to big game world fun.
> 
> I wrote a routine that loaded the "system.cnf" file from the CD in the
> unit, and "printf'ed" it to the PC.  After a disk swap, it would read the
> file, and dump it just fine.  Soooo, in theory, you could read your data
> files from the CD-R.  
>  
> > I know that the boot disk has to be there when the exe exits,
> 
> This isn't true.  I exited and re-downloaded with a different CD in the
> drive!
> 
> > Seeing that the yaroze is copy protected by the access key
> > in conjunction with (I assume) the internal yaroze ROM,
> > Sony could release a CIP runtime/boot that we could freely put on our
> > CD-Rs as a boot image. Yaroze is still as protected as always,
> > but now our learning experience can also involve large data



> 
> Can't be done..  There is also the protection on the "Yaroze Boot Disc"
> that is required for the PS to load anything.  This, I'M SURE Sony won't
> give up!
> 
> 
> Now what *I* want from Sony is a call to stop the CD from spinning so you
> can swap them safely!
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16833 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16834 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Artist Wanted
Date: Sun, 18 May 1997 11:22:25 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <337F2CC1.3C8@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

HELP!

I've written a little "PacMan(tm)" like game for Net Yaroze, but
Sony wants the graphics to be less "PacMan(tm)" like.  (I can't blame
them really).

I'm a programmer, not an artist, however, and my pitiful attempts to
be one look silly.

If you are an artist (or just have decent art skills!) looking for a
quick, light project, email me, and I'll send you the graphics and
engine and you can update the sprites.  Of course, I'll give you credit
for the art in the title screen!

Ed Federmeyer
fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
--MESSAGE FILE 16834 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16835 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jay Brewer <J.Brewer@handsontoys.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Summer and Yaroze
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 16:48:17 +0000
Organization: HandsOnToys, Inc.
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <33832752.1E3D@handsontoys.com>
Reply-To: J.Brewer@handsontoys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.167.99.141
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)



Why does it have to be summer now that I have a yaroze...
--MESSAGE FILE 16835 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16836 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nelson Santos" <nelson@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Summer and Yaroze
Date: 22 May 1997 02:17:59 GMT
Organization: Marconi
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bc6656$6c8976a0$6aa2cdcd@default>
References: <33832752.1E3D@handsontoys.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0424.mtl.total.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

> Why does it have to be summer now that I have a yaroze...

Because it is telling you that it is better than Summer!  :)

Nelson.

--MESSAGE FILE 16836 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16837 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: walter griswold <walterg@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Artist Wanted
Date: Wed, 21 May 1997 23:56:16 -0700
Organization: MindSpring Enterprises, Inc.
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3383EE10.33D8@mindspring.com>
References: <337F2CC1.3C8@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-2k7i873.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> HELP!
> 
> I've written a little "PacMan(tm)" like game for Net Yaroze, but
> Sony wants the graphics to be less "PacMan(tm)" like.  (I can't blame
> them really).
> 
> I'm a programmer, not an artist, however, and my pitiful attempts to
> be one look silly.
> 
> If you are an artist (or just have decent art skills!) looking for a
> quick, light project, email me, and I'll send you the graphics and
> engine and you can update the sprites.  Of course, I'll give you credit
> for the art in the title screen!
> 
> Ed Federmeyer
> fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
Dear Ed:



Have you had a reply to this yet? If not, (or even if so, I guess) I
may be able to help you.

I have both Fractal Design Painter and a 3d rendering program on my PC,
and I may be able to provide you with something to help. If you're
interested, send me the samples at walterg@mindspring.com and I will do
whatever I can. 

Of course, I need information about what you want in terms of an
aesthetic. Almost anything will do. If you have a deadline, I also need
that.

I myself am also working on a game, but this is a fighting game (as
though the PSX doesn't have enough already). I am trying to implement
some ideas I haven't seen used together before, and things might turn
out nicely. However, I still need to learn C syntax better.

Anyway, send the samples if you're interested.
Sincerely,
Walter Griswold
walterg@mindspring.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16837 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16838 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Access to other sites?
Date: Sat, 24 May 1997 15:12:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <338767B8.49EF@znet.com>
References: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com> <33666745.15188356@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: capts-33.znet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Greg LaBrec wrote:
> 
> You should have access to their website in about a week.
> 

I do, thanks.
Does this mean they (europs) have access to ours (amerops) ?

regards,
kirk

kbender@znet.com
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16838 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16839 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Access to other sites?
Date: Sun, 25 May 1997 11:02:24 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33881c1e.8266779@205.149.189.29>
References: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com> <33666745.15188356@205.149.189.29> 
<338767B8.49EF@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net



X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Sat, 24 May 1997 15:12:08 -0700, Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
wrote:

>Greg LaBrec wrote:
>> 
>> You should have access to their website in about a week.
>> 
>
>I do, thanks.
>Does this mean they (europs) have access to ours (amerops) ?

Yes, they do.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16839 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16840 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: scorn@pacbell.net (Rajiv Patel)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Access to other sites?
Date: Mon, 26 May 1997 18:10:05 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3389d16d.9858155@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com> <33666745.15188356@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-206-170-223-144.anhm01.pacbell.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.01/32.397

On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 21:25:48 GMT, greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
(Greg LaBrec) wrote:

>You should have access to their website in about a week.
>
>On Tue, 29 Apr 1997 07:55:24 +0000, eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
>wrote:
>
>>Has there been a decision on what's going to happen about getting stuff
>>distributed from the Japanese and European sites?
>>
>> (I figure if I can't get much of anything to work now, then I should
>>have much more luck doing the same stuff in Japanese...)

I can't get into the SCEE site at all.  I keep getting "Authorization
Failed".

raj
--MESSAGE FILE 16840 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16841 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Access to other sites?
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 10:49:11 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 13



Message-ID: <338abba7.32077537@205.149.189.29>
References: <3365A969.23D2@halcyon.com> <33666745.15188356@205.149.189.29> 
<3389d16d.9858155@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 26 May 1997 18:10:05 GMT, scorn@pacbell.net (Rajiv Patel)
wrote:

>I can't get into the SCEE site at all.  I keep getting "Authorization
>Failed".
>
raj,

This should be working. Maybe someone from Sony can check into it when
they get into the office after the long weekend.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16841 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000031html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16842 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Patrick Devine <jehu@ranch.org>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 14:47:38 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
NNTP-Posting-Host: magritte.artschool.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (X11; I; Linux 2.0.27 i586)

I actually just got my Yaroze, and I haven't even been able to try it
out yet (my computer is in storage as I'm moving this weekend) but I'm
dieing to get it out and I already have a boatload of questions;  I
will, however, keep it short for fearing I'll stick my foot in my mouth
and ask something obvious once I can pull the damn thing out of the box
-- here goes:

- Has anyone attempted to get it to work with Linux?  Linux comes with
GCC, offers an excellent development environment and IMHO kicks
MS-Windows butt in terms of the strengths of an OS;  with the possible
exceptions of not having enough apps --  anyhow, it's free, it's great,
it would be lots of fun to do development work with it for something
like Yaroze.

..

What would it entail, is it worth the time to even attempt to write
something?

p.
--MESSAGE FILE 16842 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16843 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Wed, 28 May 1997 15:19:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <338c4a3e.1927717@205.149.189.29>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
NNTP-Posting-Host: filter-hrtc1.nortel.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Tue, 27 May 1997 14:47:38 -0700, Patrick Devine <jehu@ranch.org>
wrote:

>- Has anyone attempted to get it to work with Linux?  Linux comes with
>GCC, offers an excellent development environment and IMHO kicks
>MS-Windows butt in terms of the strengths of an OS;  with the possible
>exceptions of not having enough apps --  anyhow, it's free, it's great,
>it would be lots of fun to do development work with it for something
>like Yaroze.

Pat,

I don't know of anyone who is doing Net Yaroze work with Linux. The
tools provided with the Yaroze system are, for the most part, DOS
tools. As such, you're pretty much limited to DOS or Windows as
development environments. 

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16843 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16844 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 23:14:27 +0000
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <338B6AD2.1CFA@bmc.com>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <338c4a3e.1927717@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dresden.bmc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> I don't know of anyone who is doing Net Yaroze work with Linux. The
> tools provided with the Yaroze system are, for the most part, DOS
> tools. As such, you're pretty much limited to DOS or Windows as
> development environments.
> 

Well Linux has a DOS emulator too. 
When I get time I will try it to see if the tools will work under it. 
Most DOS programs work under it.

I would love to be able to use Linux for Yaroze development. 
Win95 is too unstable and NT beats my high-end PC to death.
--MESSAGE FILE 16844 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000034html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16845 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: [frivolous] NetYaroze merchandising?
Date: Tue, 27 May 1997 23:36:43 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2705972336430001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp017-sf5.sirius.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

This has nothing to do with actual coding or anything, but are there any
plans for stickers, patches, t-shirts or whatever with the Net Yaroze logo
on it? Obviously a low priority, but it's just a thought... I'd make my own
but I'm sure I wouldn't be allowed to distribute anything with any Sony
trademarks.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 16845 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16846 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Link-up games... over the Internet!  And more....
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 01:52:35 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <338D27B3.225C@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx2-04.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:36 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:116

I have completed my PSXsock utility program for Windows 95/NT4 which
allows the Yaroze (tm) to be accessed via TCP/IP sockets.  It allows
your PC to act as a socket server or client.  Using PSXsock, two
Yaroze systems can be connected, allowing link-up games to be
written/debugged/played via any TCP/IP network (including LANs and
dial-up networking connections).  In fact, even commercial PSX games
should work (Internet WipeOut, anyone?).  Also, PSXsock will act as
a server for local connections, allowing utility programs (such as
replacements for SIOCONS) to be written (in fact, I'm working on
some of these right now; more on this later).

This is the initial release of PSXsock, and so it is bound to have
bugs, so if (when) you find some, let me know (kindly).  I will
try to fix them as quickly and cleanly as possible.

Other upcoming additions include a Win32 DLL which provides a high-
level interface, allowing you to write Win32 programs to perform
such tasks as file/data upload, program execution, etc. -- anything



that SIOCONS can do, and then some.  More on this as things
develop.

I am about to go and post the PSXsock archive (PSXSOCK.ZIP) on the
SCEA web site.  I haven't tried uploading anything there yet, so
if you can't find it, or I fouled up in uploading it somehow, let
me know; also, if you want, I can email it to you instead (it is
only 21K zipped).
--MESSAGE FILE 16846 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16847 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: scorn@pacbell.net (Rajiv Patel)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 03:58:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <338cfe5c.903118@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <338c4a3e.1927717@205.149.189.29> 
<338B6AD2.1CFA@bmc.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-206-170-223-216.anhm01.pacbell.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.01/32.397

On Tue, 27 May 1997 23:14:27 +0000, Kevin Holbrook
<Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com> wrote:

>Well Linux has a DOS emulator too. 
>When I get time I will try it to see if the tools will work under it. 
>Most DOS programs work under it.
>
>I would love to be able to use Linux for Yaroze development. 
>Win95 is too unstable and NT beats my high-end PC to death.

How high-end is your high-end PC?  I'm running NT on a P133 with 64M
and it's on average 20-30% faster than Win95 for everything but games.
Games that run in NT (Outlaws demo, GLQuake) run 5-10% faster in NT
than in Win95.

raj
--MESSAGE FILE 16847 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16848 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Link-up games... over the Internet!  And more....
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 02:22:50 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <338D2ECA.2306@ix.netcom.com>
References: <338D27B3.225C@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx2-04.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:38 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:117

Behold, for the Scribes of the Ancients record that I spake thusly:
   > I have completed my PSXsock utility program for Windows 95/NT4
   > which allows the Yaroze (tm) to be accessed via TCP/IP sockets.
   [ ... ]
   > I am about to go and post the PSXsock archive (PSXSOCK.ZIP) on
   > the SCEA web site.

Woe unto the unprepared -- little did I know that files uploaded are
not immediately available on this site.  I uploaded the archive, but
it will not be available for download until it is duly authorized by
whomever is in charge there.  When this is done it will be available
from the following web site:
   http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html
Most likely it will be available later today (the 29th), but if not,
email me and I'll send you a copy.
--MESSAGE FILE 16848 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16849 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: [frivolous] NetYaroze merchandising?
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 18:24:48 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <338dc995.1516433@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R2705972336430001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb5ppp172.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I think all Net Yaroze members should get complimentary 
t-shirts with their development kit to endorse it!  What do you say?

Jamin Frederick

On Tue, 27 May 1997 23:36:43 -0700, wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
wrote:

>This has nothing to do with actual coding or anything, but are there any
>plans for stickers, patches, t-shirts or whatever with the Net Yaroze logo
>on it? Obviously a low priority, but it's just a thought... I'd make my own
>but I'm sure I wouldn't be allowed to distribute anything with any Sony
>trademarks.
>
>-- 
>wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>

--MESSAGE FILE 16849 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16850 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Thu, 29 May 1997 16:01:33 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <338DEEAD.79258B34@bmc.com>



References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <338c4a3e.1927717@205.149.189.29> 
<338B6AD2.1CFA@bmc.com> <338cfe5c.903118@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dresden.bmc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; U; Linux 2.0.26 i586)

Rajiv Patel wrote:
> 
> >I would love to be able to use Linux for Yaroze development.
> >Win95 is too unstable and NT beats my high-end PC to death.
> 
> How high-end is your high-end PC?  I'm running NT on a P133 with 64M
> and it's on average 20-30% faster than Win95 for everything but games.
> Games that run in NT (Outlaws demo, GLQuake) run 5-10% faster in NT
> than in Win95.
> 

Well my statement comes from comparing another multi-tasking OS to NT -
Linux.

My PC is a Pentium 166 with 96M Ram and 10Gig of disk. I triple boot
between Win95, NT 4.0 and Linux 2.0.26

Here's my experience with the three:

             Speed   Stability   (* = poor  **** = excellent)
Win95        **      *
NT 4.0       ***     **
Linux 2.0    ****    ****

I really only use Win95 for games and one graphic modelling program.
I pretty much quit using NT after it erased one of my hard drives. (I
deal with it too much at work anyways) 
Linux is my OS of choice, and I have all the GUI bells and whistles to
boot.

The yaroze really doesn't care what platform the data comes from. It's
not a Intel platform either (thank GOD). I just wished Sony would open
up with a little more information about the protocols and such so some
of us could make more/better tools available.  After all I bought into
Sony's vision, I only want to help them as much as I can, I'm not after
trade secrets.

Kevin
--MESSAGE FILE 16850 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16851 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!go
From: go@cclub.tutcc.tut.ac.jp (Go Watanabe)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: 30 May 1997 02:02:03 GMT
Organization: Computer Club, Toyohashi Univ. of Tech., Aichi, Japan
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <5mlcer$6h7@news1.scei.co.jp>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 133.15.192.120
X-Newsreader: mnews [version 1.19PL2] 1996-01/26(Fri)

In article <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
jehu@ranch.org writes:



>- Has anyone attempted to get it to work with Linux?  Linux comes with

Yes. There are some patches for BINUTILS/GCC/GDB on Japanese Yaroze site. 
(Mr. Motohashi has made this patch.)
These works fine almost UNIX environment. (Linux, BSDs, SunOS etc.)

And Mr. Motohashi make a utility "hssutils" to transmit UNIX<->PS, too.
This tool uses HSS protocol to transmit a data to PlayStation.
The HSS protocol is used by GDB and need to run RDB.EXE on
PlayStation when using.

I made another tool "SIOCONS for UNIX" for UNIX environment.
This works like original siocons almost same.
(Ive checked this program works fine on OpenBSD and FreeBSD.
 I think It will work on Linux, too )

You can get these patches and tools from Japanese site.
Mr. Motohashi's page:  http://www1.scei.co.jp/~byz00002/unix/
My page:               http://www1.scei.co.jp/~crj00686/

** These pages and tool's documents are written in Japanese.
** I don't know whether SCEA/SCEE people can access to SCEI or not.
--
Go Watanabe go@cclub.tutcc.tut.ac.jp
--MESSAGE FILE 16851 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16852 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jehu J. Jackson" <jehu@artschool.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Fri, 30 May 1997 09:45:15 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <338F041B.678ED288@artschool.com>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <5mlcer$6h7@news1.scei.co.jp>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.23.82.12
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

This all sounds great (too good to be true almost), however
unfortunately SCEA members can't seem to get into the SCEI website.
Argh.

How does the quality compare between Mr. Motohashi's utilities and the
normal Sony utilities?

I'd also love to see your SIOCONS utility as well.

p.

Go Watanabe wrote:

> In article <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
> jehu@ranch.org writes:
>
> >- Has anyone attempted to get it to work with Linux?  Linux comes
> with
>
> Yes. There are some patches for BINUTILS/GCC/GDB on Japanese Yaroze



> site.
> (Mr. Motohashi has made this patch.)
> These works fine almost UNIX environment. (Linux, BSDs, SunOS etc.)
>
> And Mr. Motohashi make a utility "hssutils" to transmit UNIX<->PS,
> too.
> This tool uses HSS protocol to transmit a data to PlayStation.
> The HSS protocol is used by GDB and need to run RDB.EXE on
> PlayStation when using.
>
> I made another tool "SIOCONS for UNIX" for UNIX environment.
> This works like original siocons almost same.
> (Ive checked this program works fine on OpenBSD and FreeBSD.
>  I think It will work on Linux, too )
>
> You can get these patches and tools from Japanese site.
> Mr. Motohashi's page:  http://www1.scei.co.jp/~byz00002/unix/
> My page:               http://www1.scei.co.jp/~crj00686/
>
> ** These pages and tool's documents are written in Japanese.
> ** I don't know whether SCEA/SCEE people can access to SCEI or not.

--MESSAGE FILE 16852 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16853 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Yaroze I/O
Date: Sat, 31 May 1997 01:59:40 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx5-04.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:43 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:118

For those who were asking (and anyone else for that matter), I have
put up some source code showing how to perform I/O with the Yaroze
using the PSXsock utility.  There is also version 1.01 of PSXsock
(puts your Yaroze on a TCP/IP network) and a summary of the file
upload protocol.
   http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html
--MESSAGE FILE 16853 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16854 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 2 megs too little?
Date: 1 Jun 1997 04:06:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-36.ix.netcom.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155



Most of the complaints about the Yaroze from people who don't own one are
about the 2 meg memory limit.  They say that no serious game can be made
with "only" 2 megs.

From what I've seen in the month or so I've been working with it, I've had
no problems at all due to memory limits.  Has anyone run into problems with
memory?

Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 16854 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16855 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Amelia DY Holman <amelia_holman@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 09:12:49 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <33919F81.DC@dial.pipex.com>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <5mlcer$6h7@news1.scei.co.jp> 
<338F041B.678ED288@artschool.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ae094.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)
To: "Jehu J. Jackson" <jehu@artschool.com>

Goto "Utilities & Links" on the SCEE site (http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze) 
where your UserID and Password from this site will allow you entrance.

There, you can browse a mirror of the SCEI site.  (The ~'s won't work, but you 
can go straight to 
http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze_scei/homepages/home00/byz00002/public_html/
unix/

or

http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze_scei/homepages/home00/crj00686/public_html/

(Also, take a look at the SCEE "Homepages" section - one of the SCEE Members 
has ported the tools to Amiga as well)...

Paul@SCEE

Jehu J. Jackson wrote:
> 
> This all sounds great (too good to be true almost), however
> unfortunately SCEA members can't seem to get into the SCEI website.
> Argh.
> 
> How does the quality compare between Mr. Motohashi's utilities and the
> normal Sony utilities?
> 
> I'd also love to see your SIOCONS utility as well.
> 
> p.
> 
> Go Watanabe wrote:



> 
> > In article <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org>
> > jehu@ranch.org writes:
> >
> > >- Has anyone attempted to get it to work with Linux?  Linux comes
> > with
> >
> > Yes. There are some patches for BINUTILS/GCC/GDB on Japanese Yaroze
> > site.
> > (Mr. Motohashi has made this patch.)
> > These works fine almost UNIX environment. (Linux, BSDs, SunOS etc.)
> >
> > And Mr. Motohashi make a utility "hssutils" to transmit UNIX<->PS,
> > too.
> > This tool uses HSS protocol to transmit a data to PlayStation.
> > The HSS protocol is used by GDB and need to run RDB.EXE on
> > PlayStation when using.
> >
> > I made another tool "SIOCONS for UNIX" for UNIX environment.
> > This works like original siocons almost same.
> > (Ive checked this program works fine on OpenBSD and FreeBSD.
> >  I think It will work on Linux, too )
> >
> > You can get these patches and tools from Japanese site.
> > Mr. Motohashi's page:  http://www1.scei.co.jp/~byz00002/unix/
> > My page:               http://www1.scei.co.jp/~crj00686/
> >
> > ** These pages and tool's documents are written in Japanese.
> > ** I don't know whether SCEA/SCEE people can access to SCEI or not.

--MESSAGE FILE 16855 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16856 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: scorn@pacbell.net (Rajiv Patel)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 17:23:19 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-206-170-223-132.anhm01.pacbell.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.01/32.397

On 1 Jun 1997 04:06:41 GMT, "Manny Najera" <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
wrote:

>Most of the complaints about the Yaroze from people who don't own one are
>about the 2 meg memory limit.  They say that no serious game can be made
>with "only" 2 megs.

That makes them fools because a full-blown PSX has "only" 2 megs.

>From what I've seen in the month or so I've been working with it, I've had
>no problems at all due to memory limits.  Has anyone run into problems with
>memory?

Not I.  Tell these people to check out Ridge Racer or WipeOut XL.
Each level of these games is entirely memory resident.  Remember, any



game that uses Redbook audio has to load the entire level into memory,
because the CD is effectively lost to you while the audio is playing.

raj
--MESSAGE FILE 16856 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16857 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Mr. Fabulous" <potomac1@medifax.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Yaroze I/O
Date: Sat, 31 May 1997 16:43:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com>
References: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host-207-53-19-216.bna.bellsouth.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.0 (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:47 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:120

Spellweaver wrote:
> 
> For those who were asking (and anyone else for that matter), I have
> put up some source code showing how to perform I/O with the Yaroze
> using the PSXsock utility.  There is also version 1.01 of PSXsock
> (puts your Yaroze on a TCP/IP network) and a summary of the file
> upload protocol.
>    http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html

Just bouncing this around, and wondered if there would be a way 
to download files from the PC to the Yaroze employing this 
method.  Thus, allowing us to write programs that are larger 
than 2 meg..

Thoughts??
--MESSAGE FILE 16857 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16858 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 05:40:14 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3391518E.4538@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj> 
<3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx13-07.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Quoth Rajiv Patel:



   [ ... ]
   > Tell these people to check out Ridge Racer or WipeOut XL.
   > Each level of these games is entirely memory resident.
   > Remember, any game that uses Redbook audio has to load the
   > entire level into memory, because the CD is effectively lost
   > to you while the audio is playing.

This is true; don't forget, however, that we have a sizeable
chunk of memory taken up by the Yaroze libraries, etc..
--MESSAGE FILE 16858 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16859 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Yaroze I/O
Date: Sun, 01 Jun 1997 05:36:49 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <339150C1.68D4@ix.netcom.com>
References: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com> <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx13-07.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
To: "Mr. Fabulous" <potomac1@medifax.com>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:49 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:121

Quoth Mr. Fabulous:
   > Spellweaver wrote:
   > > For those who were asking (and anyone else for that matter),
   > > I have put up some source code showing how to perform I/O
   > > with the Yaroze using the PSXsock utility.  There is also
   > > version 1.01 of PSXsock (puts your Yaroze on a TCP/IP network)
   > > and a summary of the file upload protocol.
   > >    http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html
   >
   > Just bouncing this around, and wondered if there would be a way
   > to download files from the PC to the Yaroze employing this
   > method.  Thus, allowing us to write programs that are larger
   > than 2 meg..

It should be possible.  You would need to work out the protocol.
Just write a Win32 app that connects to the Yaroze socket, and
when the Yaroze requests a file, send it to the socket (it would
be up to the Yaroze program to actually transfer the data into
the proper memory location, but that is not difficult).
I will probably put something of this sort in the utility
program that I'm working on.  If anyone has any protocol
suggestions (i.e., how much error detection should I include,
etc.), let me know.
--MESSAGE FILE 16859 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16860 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: scorn@pacbell.net (Rajiv Patel)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?



Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 01:43:39 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33922490.12898697@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj> 
<3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com> <3391518E.4538@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-206-170-220-75.anhm01.pacbell.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.01/32.397

On Sun, 01 Jun 1997 05:40:14 -0500, Spellweaver
<spelwevr@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>Quoth Rajiv Patel:
>   [ ... ]
>   > Tell these people to check out Ridge Racer or WipeOut XL.
>   > Each level of these games is entirely memory resident.
>   > Remember, any game that uses Redbook audio has to load the
>   > entire level into memory, because the CD is effectively lost
>   > to you while the audio is playing.
>
>This is true; don't forget, however, that we have a sizeable
>chunk of memory taken up by the Yaroze libraries, etc..

Fair enough.  Still, there's LOTS left over, and we don't have to
worry (can't worry) about MDEC code for FMV, or Redbook code or any of
the like.  I don't think we're facing any real restriction.

Also, remember that there are libraries that you have to link in for
full-blown PSX development too.  I don't doubt that they're around the
same size as the Yaroze libs.

raj
--MESSAGE FILE 16860 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16861 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 01:20:39 -0500
Organization: The Implementor
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33926637.44F4@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj> 
<3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com> <3391518E.4538@ix.netcom.com> 
<33922490.12898697@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: spelwevr@ix.netcom.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: aus-tx3-13.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Quoth Rajiv Patel wrote:
   [ ... ]
   > Fair enough.  Still, there's LOTS left over, and we don't have to
   > worry (can't worry) about MDEC code for FMV, or Redbook code or
   > any of the like.  I don't think we're facing any real restriction.
   >
   > Also, remember that there are libraries that you have to link in



   > for full-blown PSX development too.  I don't doubt that they're
   > around the same size as the Yaroze libs.

True.  I'm not disagreeing -- I haven't run into any memory shortage
yet (though admittedly most of my Yaroze time has been working on
Yaroze/PC tools, and not yet on Yaroze games).  I do suspect, though,
that although the commercial libs are probably comparable in size,
they don't all have to be loaded (whereas we always have Yaroze I/O
drivers and such resident).  Still, even if we do run out of memory,
we can still load code in sections (as most commercial games do, i.e.,
when changing levels) -- either from a CD, or pipe it down the serial
line.  I don't think that it will be a major problem, though I think
that sooner or later it will at least get in the way a bit.
--MESSAGE FILE 16861 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000051html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16862 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jehu J. Jackson" <jehu@artschool.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and Yaroze
Date: Mon, 02 Jun 1997 09:07:42 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3392EFCE.336EB237@artschool.com>
References: <338B567A.EEAD686@ranch.org> <5mlcer$6h7@news1.scei.co.jp> 
<338F041B.678ED288@artschool.com> <33919F81.DC@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.23.82.12
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Amelia DY Holman wrote:

> Goto "Utilities & Links" on the SCEE site
> (http://www.playstation.co.uk/yaroze)
> where your UserID and Password from this site will allow you entrance.

It won't let me in there either .. Ergh.

--MESSAGE FILE 16862 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16863 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Kenshin Fujiwara" <kenshin@pacificnet.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?
Date: Wed, 4 Jun 1997 16:03:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <5n4rt7$7d026@scea>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj> 
<3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com> <3391518E.4538@ix.netcom.com> 
<33922490.12898697@news.scea.sony.com> <33926637.44F4@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm3b-7.pacificnet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="us-ascii"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.0544.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE Engine V4.71.0544.0



Did you guys know that there is a nice routine that enables your PS to load
files in the host machine(PC) dynamically? Technically speaking, therefore,
there isn't any limitation of memory. Also, compressed TMD (using LHA
compression tool) is available now. Check them out.

Kenshin

--MESSAGE FILE 16863 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16864 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Furlough" <furlough@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
,scee.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.programming,scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphic
s
Subject: Dino Demo Control
Date: 5 Jun 1997 16:48:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bfcf0e$698cf340$be8fb5cc@furlough>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:54 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:24 scee.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:203

I'm sure some of you guys have looked over the Dino demo.  My question is:
"Why is the control section SO BIZARRE?"

There doesn't seem to me to be any reason that it has to be so convoluted,
other than the author wanted it that way.  Couldn't it have been written
like the rest of the demos??

--MESSAGE FILE 16864 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16865 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: chat
Date: Tue, 10 Jun 1997 05:10:52 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <339ee0fe.49786656@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ivyland222.voicenet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent .99g/32.339

Why isn't there a chat room for yaroze-only members?
There's currently a channel in EFnet (I'm not sure exactly what
that means, but that's what I've heard) hosting Yaroze talk.
Go there and talk!  I might try going in a few times to see if
anyone shows up -- remember, #yaroze (use a chat program
like mIRC or something).  Later.

Jamin Frederick



jamin1@psu.edu
--MESSAGE FILE 16865 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16866 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: SNES Emulator?
Date: Sun, 15 Jun 1997 00:14:51 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <33A3966B.6262@znet.com>
References: <3353B97E.E7F@aisb.ed.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: capts-30.znet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:123 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:56

Gordon Bell wrote:
> 
> Hi all,
>         Well just to show my sincerity and commitment to games programming, I
> was wondering if anyone has found the SNES emulator which is supposed to
> exists on the Japanese site.  Phil Harrison at Develop96,
> said that there was one, and now my flatmates are asking me why I havent
> got it yet!
> 
> Well, thats all for now,
>                         Gordon

I found a FC emulator on the Japan site, which I suppose emulates the
Famicon,
or old 8-bit nintendo.  I downloaded and ran it, but it is missing files
for
the included batch file.  I guess it would be illegal for them to post
binaries of the
8-bit cartridges...
You can find it at 
http://www1.scei.co.jp/~ezm00028/
What's neat about this page is that it also has a yaroze parody of Final
Fantasy VII,
called Fatal Fantasy, and a neat 3D plaform/RPG game called Terra
Incognita.
In Fatal Fantasy, the character appears to be searching a men's room for
toilet paper! 
No source code though.
some other interesting Japanese links:

yaroze home page:
http://www1.scei.co.jp/
other downloads:
http://www1.scei.co.jp/forum/program/pssoft.html
member home pages:
http://www1.scei.co.jp/cgi-bin/homepage/list.cgi

share and enjoy.

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html



--MESSAGE FILE 16866 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16867 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: New Win95/NT SIOCONS & GNU Front end
Date: Tue, 17 Jun 1997 10:35:46 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <33A6AED2.C3AD7320@groupz.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r4-p1.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I just finish the new version of our front end for GNU compiler.  It now
includes a Windows 95/NT version of SIOCONS.  I have included quite a
few of the SIOCONS functions, but alas since it's a beta there may still
be a couple of little glitches.

If you encounter anything , or want me too add something to make the
program better please feel free to send me e-mail.

You can find the latest version at:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jlawton.html

Regards,

Jeff Lawton

--MESSAGE FILE 16867 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16868 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: SNES Emulator?
Date: Thu, 19 Jun 1997 14:36:03 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <33A98A23.6DF7C3E4@ix.netcom.com>
References: <3353B97E.E7F@aisb.ed.ac.uk> <33A3966B.6262@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-10.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:128 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:58

Kirk Bender wrote:

> What's neat about this page is that it also has a yaroze parody of
> Final
> Fantasy VII,
> called Fatal Fantasy, and a neat 3D plaform/RPG game called Terra
> Incognita.



> In Fatal Fantasy, the character appears to be searching a men's room
> for
> toilet paper!

I just ran Fatal Fantasy... that is one good-looking game!  It looks
very similar to the Final Fantasy 7 demo disc.  The bathroom looks very
professional, they modeled Cloud perfectly (execpt for the face), and
they even got that cool warping effect.  Do these guys work for Square
or something?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16868 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16869 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Yaroze I/O
Date: Fri, 20 Jun 1997 14:53:40 -0500
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <sumner-ya023380002006971453400001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com> <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sumner-mac.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.3.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:59 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:129

In article <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com>, "Mr. Fabulous"
<potomac1@medifax.com> wrote:
>Just bouncing this around, and wondered if there would be a way 
>to download files from the PC to the Yaroze employing this 
>method.  Thus, allowing us to write programs that are larger 
>than 2 meg..

The CodeWarrior tools actually have this built in. There is a library
"MWDebugIO.lib" which you can link in to your program which gives you
open(), read(), write() <grin>, seek(), and close() capability. If you are
running the program using PSComUtil (not SIOCONS), you can load levels,
graphics, or whatever you like at up to 115k.

-Joel

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 16869 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16870 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Furlough" <furlough@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Yaroze I/O
Date: 24 Jun 1997 13:19:48 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10



Message-ID: <01bc80a6$313a6bd0$be8fb5cc@furlough>
References: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com> <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com> <sumner-
ya023380002006971453400001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: potomac.medifax.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:60 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:133

I found this out after getting the update to CodeWarrior.  Nice feature!

> The CodeWarrior tools actually have this built in. There is a library
> "MWDebugIO.lib" which you can link in to your program which gives you
> open(), read(), write() <grin>, seek(), and close() capability. If you
are
> running the program using PSComUtil (not SIOCONS), you can load levels,
> graphics, or whatever you like at up to 115k.

--MESSAGE FILE 16870 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000060html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16871 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jon Blocksom <blocksom@Kreative.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: E3?
Date: Wed, 25 Jun 1997 16:34:47 -0300
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
Reply-To: blocksom@Kreative.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.0.26.50
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; I)

Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
racing games.

Jon
--MESSAGE FILE 16871 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16872 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: yaroze members?
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 02:45:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb11ppp43.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Does anyone know a ballpark figure of the number of yaroze members in
the US and Europe and Japan?  The newsgroups haven't been very lively
lately.  I'm wondering if there's many members who know what they're
doing already and don't really contribute, or if a lot of people don't
even use newsgroups, or if a lot of people don't know much at all, or
finally, there's not that many people to begin with!



Jamin
--MESSAGE FILE 16872 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16873 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 07:44:17 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <33B26420.6F189B48@groupz.net>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r2-p6.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Jon Blocksom wrote:

> Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
> did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
> racing games.

I did...   I was kinda surprised as well..  Although I love playing
racing games..  I missed getting a Matrox Mystic (sp?) video card by .25
of a second..  Kinda sucked..  The show ended after that so I didn't
have a chance to redeem myself..  :(

I thought they would have had a little more on the Yaroze than they
did...  There were also a lot of Tekken type games there.  I did see
Street Fighter EX for the PS, and it seemed just like the arcade machine
they had running it..  Pretty cool..

Did you see any of the SoftImage demos?  They were pretty neat..  They
would render stuff and then output the C code to play the demo on the
host machine.. (Just keyframer type stuff, animation) They were working
with a N64, but the guy said that it would do the same for the PS.

Over all I had a good time..  I should have posted that I was going, and
maybe a few of us could have got together.  Maybe next year.

Regards,

Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16873 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16874 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Is this worth it...
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 09:01:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <33B27636.C2DA63D8@groupz.net>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r2-p6.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Now I know that Code Warrior has this, but I want something for the rest
of the people..  Now I have Code Warrior, so I don't need it so much,
but here it is..

I was thinking of coding a couple of routines that would let you request
files off the host PC, or a CD depending on how you call the request
routine..  So that way you could code you program and request levels,
images etc. off the host PC or off a CD.

Although I think there may be a problem trying to load off a CD that
isn't a Black CD..  Anyone try this?  It would all depend on what copy
protection is active on the Yaroze.

The routines would let you do the following:

getfile = Get a file from PC, or CD
senddata = Allow you to send data to the PC

This would be a lib you would include in your program.  So all you would
have to do is call the routines..  It'll do the open and everything...
I'll even make it so it'll print a progress bar to the screen..

Is there anything else you think I should add?  Naturally I will have to
code a Win95/NT front end so the Yaroze has something to talk to.  I'll
publish the protocols when I'm done so people can code front ends to
their own systems.

Let me know what you think...

Regards,

Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16874 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16875 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 14:21:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <334ba5bb.2328890@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net> <33B26420.6F189B48@groupz.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: socks6.raleigh.ibm.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hello,
   I went to E3 (I live in Atlanta) and was very impressed with Sony's
booth. I was kind of disappointed with the Yaroze display though. Only
two Yarozes showing demos, which was ok. What I didn't like was, they
were being watched over by a man who didn't seem to like people
touching the machines. He would quietly hover over you like a an
overprotective mother. Other than that, E3 was nicely done. 

Jason Jones

On Thu, 26 Jun 1997 07:44:17 -0500, Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net> wrote:



>Jon Blocksom wrote:
>
>> Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
>> did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
>> racing games.
>
>I did...   I was kinda surprised as well..  Although I love playing
>racing games..  I missed getting a Matrox Mystic (sp?) video card by .25
>of a second..  Kinda sucked..  The show ended after that so I didn't
>have a chance to redeem myself..  :(
>
>I thought they would have had a little more on the Yaroze than they
>did...  There were also a lot of Tekken type games there.  I did see
>Street Fighter EX for the PS, and it seemed just like the arcade machine
>they had running it..  Pretty cool..
>
>Did you see any of the SoftImage demos?  They were pretty neat..  They
>would render stuff and then output the C code to play the demo on the
>host machine.. (Just keyframer type stuff, animation) They were working
>with a N64, but the guy said that it would do the same for the PS.
>
>Over all I had a good time..  I should have posted that I was going, and
>maybe a few of us could have got together.  Maybe next year.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16875 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16876 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is this worth it...
Date: Thu, 26 Jun 1997 11:14:55 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <33B2957F.219@bmc.com>
References: <33B27636.C2DA63D8@groupz.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dresden.bmc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (X11; I; HP-UX A.09.05 9000/715)

Jeff wrote:
> 
> I was thinking of coding a couple of routines that would let you request
> files off the host PC, or a CD depending on how you call the request
> routine..  So that way you could code you program and request levels,
> images etc. off the host PC or off a CD.
> 
> ...
>
> Let me know what you think...
> 

Sounds great, I was thinking about doing something similiar. 

I keep seeing references to this being done already though by some of



the Japanese members. I don't speak Japanese so I had a hard time
figuring out what was at the Japanese site. I did come across something
there that looks like it is a client/server program to do just what you
describe. If I could only read Japanese I might figure out what it is
attempting to do.

Kevin
--MESSAGE FILE 16876 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16877 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 2 megs too little?
Date: Fri, 27 Jun 1997 10:38:17 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <5p0510$fv53@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <01bc6e41$e5bc8c40$6473d9ce@mannynaj> 
<3391af86.1616093@news.scea.sony.com> <3391518E.4538@ix.netcom.com> 
<33922490.12898697@news.scea.sony.com> <33926637.44F4@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

Spellweaver <spelwevr@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>Quoth Rajiv Patel wrote:
>   [ ... ]
>   > Fair enough.  Still, there's LOTS left over, and we don't have to
>   > worry (can't worry) about MDEC code for FMV, or Redbook code or
>   > any of the like.  I don't think we're facing any real restriction.
>   >
>   > Also, remember that there are libraries that you have to link in
>   > for full-blown PSX development too.  I don't doubt that they're
>   > around the same size as the Yaroze libs.

>True.  I'm not disagreeing -- I haven't run into any memory shortage
>yet (though admittedly most of my Yaroze time has been working on
>Yaroze/PC tools, and not yet on Yaroze games).  I do suspect, though,
>that although the commercial libs are probably comparable in size,
>they don't all have to be loaded (whereas we always have Yaroze I/O
>drivers and such resident).  Still, even if we do run out of memory,
>we can still load code in sections (as most commercial games do, i.e.,
>when changing levels) -- either from a CD, or pipe it down the serial
>line.  I don't think that it will be a major problem, though I think
>that sooner or later it will at least get in the way a bit.

I'm getting stuff from this newsgroup very late...

The professional devkit links in whichever of the libraries you need,
as opposed to linking in references to hardcoded addresses, which is
what the Net Yaroze appears to do (my, someone must've strained at the
mental leash to come up with that idea: "let's disable the normal ld
functionality and make it do something really weird"). Since the
library functions are organised into object modules which implement
usually a handful of functions ('one' is my idea of a nice handful),
this means your code is usually as minimal as it can be, especially
since by release time you've done all your debugging and can turn on
that wonderful suite of options "-O3 -ffast-math -fomit-frame-pointer
-G16" ... which makes all known debuggers go weak at the knees.

Add to that the fact that most level-specific code and graphics are



loaded into memory as overlays (library code is linked into the main
code block, leaving just the specific animation routines and per-level
gameplay code to go into each overlay) and you find that, indeed,
writing a huge game becomes much easier. The notion of overlays fits
ideally with the way most games are broken down into levels, and even
games which appear to have large seamlessly-stitched-together maps are
generally overlaying like mad without you noticing (much). The N64
does this too, except that it only has 8-12Mb of source material to
overlay into a 4-ish Mb RAM space. Still, every time you see an FMV
sequence on a N64, you've just lost out on some gameplay, which isn't
something you can really say about the PSX. (And is presumably why N64
'FMV' sequences are often animated with the in-game engine.)

(Incidentally, since it takes about six seconds to fill a
PlayStation's memory from CD, you might wonder why some games take
more than this time to load between levels. As a gamesplayer, let
alone as a support technician and ex-games-programmer, believe me, so
do I ;=)

I haven't checked to see whether the Yaroze libraries are optimised or
not - which would make them faster & smaller as opposed to easier to
debug. Who knows, there could be a few K being saved there too.

As for people questioning whether serious games can be done in 'only'
2Mb, these sound like the same kind of people who thought you couldn't
do serious games in 32Kb until Elite and Exile came along. Does
someone pay Pessimists Anonymous a monthly fee to issue statements
like that?! Most games get designed without much reference to the
platforms available, and it's up to platform-specific designers and
implementers to pare down the features until they fit with the current
state of the art. Don't think that the animation currently being
implemented in games like Turok and Soul Edge couldn't have been
designed ten years ago; it just would've run in wireframe. And not
much quicker than two frames a day.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16878 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jeff <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is this worth it...
Date: Fri, 27 Jun 1997 07:59:37 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <33B3B939.E705D5A@groupz.net>
References: <33B27636.C2DA63D8@groupz.net> <33B2957F.219@bmc.com>
Reply-To: jlawton@groupz.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ags-r1-p4.groupz.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Kevin Holbrook wrote:

> I keep seeing references to this being done already though by some of
> the Japanese members. I don't speak Japanese so I had a hard time
> figuring out what was at the Japanese site. I did come across
> something
> there that looks like it is a client/server program to do just what



> you
> describe. If I could only read Japanese I might figure out what it is
> attempting to do.

Alas I have heard the same things..  But what use is it if we can't get
our hands on it..  You would think that Sony would promote the tools so
people could get an idea of what other software there is out there.
Yaroze code isn't the only code to help us on our journey..  I think you
need 3D engines, Sprite Libs, Windows tools, Serial protocols.  Now if
people are developing this stuff for all to work with, I have yet to see
it..  If it's on the Japanese site I guess most of us are screwed...

Regards,

Jeff

--MESSAGE FILE 16878 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16879 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Yaroze I/O
Date: Fri, 27 Jun 1997 15:24:34 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <33B4136E.7F74@admin.humberc.on.ca>
References: <338FCC5C.5E46@ix.netcom.com> <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com> <sumner-
ya023380002006971453400001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
CC: Joel Sumner <sumner@austin.metrowerks.com>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:69 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:135

Joel Sumner wrote:
> 
> In article <33909B68.1BD0@medifax.com>, "Mr. Fabulous"
> <potomac1@medifax.com> wrote:
> >Just bouncing this around, and wondered if there would be a way
> >to download files from the PC to the Yaroze employing this
> >method.  Thus, allowing us to write programs that are larger
> >than 2 meg..
> 
> The CodeWarrior tools actually have this built in. There is a library
> "MWDebugIO.lib" which you can link in to your program which gives you
> open(), read(), write() <grin>, seek(), and close() capability. If you are
> running the program using PSComUtil (not SIOCONS), you can load levels,
> graphics, or whatever you like at up to 115k.
> -Joel 
> --
> PlayStation Development Tools Dude
> Metrowerks
Hi Joel,

I like the fact that the MWDebugIO.lib uses the HSS.EXE debugger in
Interactive mode
This make certain prototyping ops In Win95 and Mac_OS a lot easier.



Unfortunately, SIOCONS does not support this feature, And thence the 2MB
code limit.

The plus-ses and Minus's of both utilities should be merged.
IE: in SIOCONS you can Bload and download a binary to memory. Then using
the CONIO interface, execute the program, and monitor its stdio Output
to serial. As well, the serial port could be monitored {PSXsock} for
incoming packets that could tell the debugger to break, and allow
monitoring of memory, OR download of More Bins. SIOCONS also allows the
programmer to use more UNIX like command line IO attributes to be
handled by ANSI.SYS for line feeds, placements, Etc...

Question? {I'm going around with this one} What methodtype Does SIOCONS
binary download when bload is run, at the serial console?  Does it use
binary packet with crc runtime?
Xmodem? -Y/Zmodem?  ASCII DL of S19 or Intel Hex Format? or what. I have
realised that PSCommUtil uses an interactive method of loading files,
and Executing them. But what about Macintosh users who wish for an
ANSI.SYS interface {Zterm} but want to be able to DL exe Binaries to the
PSX and make them go. {This Question applies to Linux Support too.}

As for the PSCommUtil: Can the utility be prevented from going into HSS
mode and the Serial port Console be left available as an ANSI.SYS Bi-Dir
interface. This is a lot to ask I know but for Dev work on things like
kernel's and timing sensitive apps I don't want the Debugger in the way
all the time. 

ANSI.SYS STDIO.H support for the PSCommUtil would be super Cool cause
you can set the interface colors, limit the font to a monospaced font.
AND be able to send printf() formatting and have it work. {Very
important to serial based-Communication.} 
Allowing tty access to the console would be super too.

-sean
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--MESSAGE FILE 16880 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Yaroze Developer" <yaroze@yaroze.yaroze>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: 27 Jun 1997 23:48:16 GMT
Organization: Office
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <01bc3b16$6bda01e0$c14274cf@sloppy>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
Reply-To: "Eric O'Laughlen" <give@it.up.gov>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.arlington-003.va.dial-access.att.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hey Jon,

I was at E3!  I thought that is was really awesome.  I did play a few
racing games...
like Andretti (PC EA Sports game) and Ferrari 64 (Nintendo 64).  They were
both pretty
good.  I was pretty impressed with Crash Bandicoot 2 and with Sony's booth
in general.

Talk about money and Hollywood...I took a lot of pictures and I'm going to
be throwing them
on a website somewhere.  My friend and I put together a little page for E3
at http://www.cyberreef.com/e3.



It's pretty funny...we wanted to document my trip to E3 without getting
into "journalism."  I mean
I want to write games no review them :).

Later,

Eric

Jon Blocksom <blocksom@Kreative.net> wrote in article
<33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>...
> Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
> did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
> racing games.
> 
> Jon
> 
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--MESSAGE FILE 16881 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: object-oriented support?
Date: Sun, 29 Jun 1997 17:54:59 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nb5ppp170.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

To Chris Blackwell:

I took a look at your page with concerns for Sony's lack of
support for C++ programming.  I also like using C++ very much, and it
seems very natural to incorporate it into video games, since it offers
such rich relationships among objects, and video game objects have
very distinct conceptual boundaries, very fun to abstract!

However, since I'm very new to video game programming, I
haven't got far enough to worry about larger-scale relationships among
objects, I've been trying just to get things displayed properly and
the library functions worked out.  But once I start to figure out what
I'm doing, and it comes time to create the game world and the objects,
I can see where I'd really miss the advantages of object-oriented
programming.

The obvious reason I've been avoiding C++ is that its
supposedly not supported, and I'd also like to know why!  Is there
really that much loss of performance, and must games be programmed
using a large number of global variables (sort of the opposite of
object-oriented paradigm)?  I HAVE been using a large number of global
variables, but it seems that once the game world starts to become more
complex, they will become enormously hard to maintain (i.e., having to
remember what each global variable stands for, for every event in the
game is not an easy thing to do -- object encapsulation gets rid of
this problem...).

Does anyone know the details behind Sony's reasoning, or is
there really no fair technical reason that C++ and object-oriented
programming should not be supported?

Jamin Frederick
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--MESSAGE FILE 16882 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Mon, 30 Jun 1997 10:29:39 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:
> The obvious reason I've been avoiding C++ is that its
>supposedly not supported, and I'd also like to know why!  Is there
>really that much loss of performance, and must games be programmed
>using a large number of global variables (sort of the opposite of
>object-oriented paradigm)?  I HAVE been using a large number of global
>variables, but it seems that once the game world starts to become more
>complex, they will become enormously hard to maintain (i.e., having to
>remember what each global variable stands for, for every event in the
>game is not an easy thing to do -- object encapsulation gets rid of
>this problem...).

It's simple enough to deal with the global-variables problem. Most
global variables are related to some or other aspect of the game and
are thus candidates for class statics. The rest go in a class called
'Game' which is defined as 'everything required to run a session of
this game' and of which all other classes (sprites, sound queues,
controller options, etc) are members. (Hey. It's an object model. Your
problem is...? :=)

> Does anyone know the details behind Sony's reasoning, or is
>there really no fair technical reason that C++ and object-oriented
>programming should not be supported?

Sony hasn't bothered implementing a C++ library because there's a
fluxing standard for its contents; this is the only thing stopping you
from writing games in C++, in that they aren't necessarily portable
via the standard library interface in the way that games written to
use libc are. (Most games are written for PC, PlayStation, and Saturn
simultaneously; the common denominator for libraries is C rather than
C++.) However, there is a fair bit of professional development going
on which uses C++. The Sony Net Yaroze stuff doesn't include the C++
compiler but you can build it no problem with the standard GNU source
release (that's what we do for the professional developers).
CodeWarrior includes a proprietary C++ compiler; some recondite C++
features like namespaces appear not to be supported. (But if you're
really in need of namespaces then GNU wouldn't satisfy you either, and
anyway you're not being cautious enough with your linkage
specifications, is my grumbling & contentious personal opinion.)

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16883 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000073html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nicholas La Frenais <"lanic "@ hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Link-up games... over the Internet!  And more....
Date: Mon, 30 Jun 1997 17:31:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <5p8n1s$fv58@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <338D27B3.225C@ix.netcom.com> <338D2ECA.2306@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: lanic, @, hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.216.35.89
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:73 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:141

Spellweaver wrote:
> 
> Behold, for the Scribes of the Ancients record that I spake thusly:
>    > I have completed my PSXsock utility program for Windows 95/NT4
>    > which allows the Yaroze (tm) to be accessed via TCP/IP sockets.
>    [ ... ]
>    > I am about to go and post the PSXsock archive (PSXSOCK.ZIP) on
>    > the SCEA web site.
> 
> Woe unto the unprepared -- little did I know that files uploaded are
> not immediately available on this site.  I uploaded the archive, but
> it will not be available for download until it is duly authorized by
> whomever is in charge there.  When this is done it will be available
> from the following web site:
>    http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html
> Most likely it will be available later today (the 29th), but if not,
> email me and I'll send you a copy.

Will this be released on the SCEE site ? If not can you post the archive
to lanic@hotmail.com.

Thanks - Nic
--MESSAGE FILE 16883 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16884 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: my webpage
Date: Tue, 01 Jul 1997 19:55:08 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <33b95e54.26339464@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nbppp99.cac.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Ok, I've finally posted my webpage, and it has a few files for
download.  I've included a tutorial that's great if you're just
starting out, and it says a lot of stuff I've only learned by demos
and the newsgroups.  Let me know what you think.  It's at:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jfrederick.html



Jamin
--MESSAGE FILE 16884 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16885 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Benjamen Siroshton" <benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: [frivolous] NetYaroze merchandising?
Date: 2 Jul 1997 21:28:01 GMT
Organization: First DataBank
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bc872f$bd5f3fc0$5271df26@disintegration>
References: <wal-ya02408000R2705972336430001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<338dc995.1516433@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pluto.firstdatabank.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Sign me up.. :)

Jamin Frederick <jamin1@psu.edu> wrote in article
<338dc995.1516433@news.scea.sony.com>...
> I think all Net Yaroze members should get complimentary 
> t-shirts with their development kit to endorse it!  What do you say?
> 
> Jamin Frederick

--MESSAGE FILE 16885 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16886 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "naijeru" <naijeru@MCI2000.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: 5 Jul 1997 01:09:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bc88df$d34db120$684337a6@connie>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr2-dialup40.mix2.Boston.mci.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I also attended E3.  While the overall quality of games was high, they
seemed pretty mundane to me.  Another racer, another fighter, etc.  I was
impressed by games like Parappa the Rapper, Ghost in the Shell, and Metal
Gear Solid.  Overall, I had a blast.  Definitely going next year!

Nigel

Jon Blocksom <blocksom@Kreative.net> wrote in article
<33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>...
> Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
> did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
> racing games.
> 
> Jon
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16886 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000076html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16887 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000077html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "naijeru" <naijeru@MCI2000.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: 5 Jul 1997 01:17:24 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bc88e0$f1804b20$684337a6@connie>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr2-dialup40.mix2.Boston.mci.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I've had my Yaroze for about a month and I just discovered the newsgroups. 
I've never had a reason to use them before.  Personally, I am having a hard
time fitting the Yaroze into my schedule.  I get only a few hours a week on
it.  I'm working to change that though.  Maybe that's what's happening with
the other members.

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 16887 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000077html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16888 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000078html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Benjamen Siroshton" <benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Dissassembling??
Date: 9 Jul 1997 17:12:47 GMT
Organization: First DataBank
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bc8c8c$6ceb95e0$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pluto.firstdatabank.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Is dissassembling the Yaroze libraries considered "reverse engineering"?
.. Isnt reverse engineering a term when you tear something apart because
you want to duplicate it?  I dont want to duplicate their functionallity, I
want to get at the low-level stuff.  Is this breaking the liscense
agreement?  Thanks in advance.

Benjamen Siroshton

--MESSAGE FILE 16888 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000078html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16889 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000079html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@iquest.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Dissassembling??
Date: Wed, 09 Jul 1997 23:55:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <33c424bd.26198562@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc8c8c$6ceb95e0$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I'd say "Yes". Disassembling is taking a program apart.

Mario



On 9 Jul 1997 17:12:47 GMT, "Benjamen Siroshton"
<benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com> wrote:

>
> Is dissassembling the Yaroze libraries considered "reverse engineering"?
>.. Isnt reverse engineering a term when you tear something apart because
>you want to duplicate it?  I dont want to duplicate their functionallity, I
>want to get at the low-level stuff.  Is this breaking the liscense
>agreement?  Thanks in advance.
>
>Benjamen Siroshton
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16889 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000079html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16890 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000080html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Benjamen Siroshton" <benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 3D Shutter Glasses
Date: 10 Jul 1997 22:36:09 GMT
Organization: First DataBank
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <01bc8d82$c754f570$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pluto.firstdatabank.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Has there been any attempt (or thought) about hooking up these shutter
glasses to Playstation? .. (How about you Sony? This would be an excellent
addition to your fine line of products. =) I have not attempted this yet,
however I am sure it will work. I have an old pair of Sega Master System
shutter glasses. For those of you who know, these glasses have a stereo
headphone jack on the end of this.  Out of curiosity, I hooked it up to a
stereo (with no volume of course), then I turned on some music and slowly
started raising the volume until I got the glasses turning on and off the
shutters.  Ahh ha! I thought, this would be a simple way to create shutter
glasses without any hardware add-ons.  Control the shutter glasses with the
left and right audio.  Simply create a call that sends a beep to either
channel for the cooresponding shutter. Does anyone know how much voltage is
required to turn these shutters on/off? ( I imagine it is the standard 5
volts.) The down side to this is; you can't have any sound with your game.
=(  ... Anyone want to make a parrallel adapter for shutter glasses? (oh
wait! that would require sony to give us specs on the parallel port....
hint hint!  =) At any rate, currently this is all a thought in my head...
as soon as I get around to it I will try it out and post a sample program
on my web site (once I get that done too. =) .. Happy Yaroz'ing!

Benjamen Siroshton

--MESSAGE FILE 16890 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000080html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16891 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000081html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: eli curtz <gromit@halcyon.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 3D Shutter Glasses
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 1997 10:43:47 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <33C670D2.347E@halcyon.com>



References: <01bc8d82$c754f570$5271df26@disintegration>
Reply-To: gromit@halcyon.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm0-ip7.halcyon.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

I would think that you could hook them up to one of the controller
ports. I don't know if Sony's released the data for them, but I have
seen the specs somewhere on ye ol' net...

eli
--MESSAGE FILE 16891 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000081html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16892 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000082html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "del :)" <del@nlights.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: engine6.zip NTSC released!
Date: 15 Jul 1997 14:53:08 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bc912d$87fa1280$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nlights.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

hit http://www.nlights.demon.co.uk

then goto my yaroze page (LINKED)

:)
--MESSAGE FILE 16892 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000082html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16893 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000083html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: engine6.zip NTSC released!
Date: 16 Jul 1997 03:15:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bc9196$81fd14e0$95bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bc912d$87fa1280$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port49.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I went to your website, Del, and you were talking about an action replay
downloading a meg in 8 seconds?  Don't want to appear ignorant (whoops, too
late) but I don't know what  you are talking about, and I sure would! 
Please fill me in!

Thanks,
Wayne

del :) <del@nlights.demon.co.uk> wrote in article
<01bc912d$87fa1280$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk>...
> 
> 
> hit http://www.nlights.demon.co.uk



> 
> then goto my yaroze page (LINKED)
> 
> :)

--MESSAGE FILE 16893 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000083html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16894 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000084html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: engine6.zip NTSC released!
Date: Wed, 16 Jul 1997 10:56:29 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <33CC9ACD.D449260@micronetics.com>
References: <01bc912d$87fa1280$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk> 
<01bc9196$81fd14e0$95bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jim.micronetics.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0b4 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

The AR is called the Game Shark in the US.  Its a gizmo
that fits on the back of the para port on the psx.

It has flash ram on it so you can hack your own ROMS,
one function to achieve faster downloads from the pc.  
Its also useful for plane ol' hacking around.

Its a very kewl device.  

JiM

Wayne K. Werner wrote:
> 
> I went to your website, Del, and you were talking about an action replay
> downloading a meg in 8 seconds?  Don't want to appear ignorant (whoops, too
> late) but I don't know what  you are talking about, and I sure would!
> Please fill me in!
> 
> Thanks,
> Wayne
> 
> del :) <del@nlights.demon.co.uk> wrote in article
> <01bc912d$87fa1280$da7f989e@nlights.demon.co.uk>...
> >
> >
> > hit http://www.nlights.demon.co.uk
> >
> > then goto my yaroze page (LINKED)
> >
> > :)
--MESSAGE FILE 16894 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16895 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 00:14:02 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <33D700BA.6FFF@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-5.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Jon Blocksom wrote:
> 
> Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
> did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
> racing games.
> 
> Jon
I was there.
People were mean.
You would wait in line to ask a question or something and some
SOB would feel the need to just walk right in front of you like
he owned the show.
I felt like giving the attendees a true 3D fighting experience by
whippin' up on these bastards.
But don't worry, I kept my Kung Fu skills in check for....

                  that is not the way....

I was surprised at how mean everyone was.
I too was also surprised at how lame many of the new games were.
Not much revolutionary new stuff, although the Silicon Graphics
development stuff was pretty cool.
I didn't have a yaroze then but did play most of the PS games.
There were surprisingly few dudes in costumes also.
I saw a fleeting elmo but never saw him again.
I must have stopped by that kids sesame street booth (or whatever it
was) 7 times just to find that guy.
I kept asking the lady "where is elmo?" but she keeps telling me
"elmo's out" or "elmo's taking a break" so I tell her
"elmo's a lazy little muppet isn't he?" and she gives me this
annoyed Ricky lake head shaking look. Like I said, mean.
Elmo must be a chronic smoker or have some bladder problem for
the number of times he "stepped out".

They had some live characters (people not in muppet type outfits, but
that looked and dressed like your favorite gaming hero).
They had one there, and I am ashamed to say,
considering I am engaged, I had impure thoughts about the Tomb Raider
babe.
Man she was hot.

Also, near the mechwarrior display, why did they have that scantily clad
chick? What does she have to do with the game?

If I wasn't a sexist pig I might be offended by the blatent display of
flesh for the sake of profit.

Oh ya! I met the guy that wrote twisted metal and XWING!!
That was very exciting.



I will post some pictures. I almost got one of this guy picking his
nose. Right in the middle of a ton of people too!
--MESSAGE FILE 16895 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000085html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16896 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 00:22:54 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-5.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:
> >       The obvious reason I've been avoiding C++ is that its
> >supposedly not supported, and I'd also like to know why!  Is there
> >really that much loss of performance, and must games be programmed
> >using a large number of global variables (sort of the opposite of
> >object-oriented paradigm)?  I HAVE been using a large number of global
> >variables, but it seems that once the game world starts to become more
> >complex, they will become enormously hard to maintain (i.e., having to
> >remember what each global variable stands for, for every event in the
> >game is not an easy thing to do -- object encapsulation gets rid of
> >this problem...).
> 
> It's simple enough to deal with the global-variables problem. Most
> global variables are related to some or other aspect of the game and
> are thus candidates for class statics. The rest go in a class called
> 'Game' which is defined as 'everything required to run a session of
> this game' and of which all other classes (sprites, sound queues,
> controller options, etc) are members. (Hey. It's an object model. Your
> problem is...? :=)
> 
> >       Does anyone know the details behind Sony's reasoning, or is
> >there really no fair technical reason that C++ and object-oriented
> >programming should not be supported?
> 
> Sony hasn't bothered implementing a C++ library because there's a
> fluxing standard for its contents; this is the only thing stopping you
> from writing games in C++, in that they aren't necessarily portable
> via the standard library interface in the way that games written to
> use libc are. (Most games are written for PC, PlayStation, and Saturn
> simultaneously; the common denominator for libraries is C rather than
> C++.) However, there is a fair bit of professional development going
> on which uses C++. The Sony Net Yaroze stuff doesn't include the C++
> compiler but you can build it no problem with the standard GNU source
> release (that's what we do for the professional developers).
> CodeWarrior includes a proprietary C++ compiler; some recondite C++
> features like namespaces appear not to be supported. (But if you're
> really in need of namespaces then GNU wouldn't satisfy you either, and
> anyway you're not being cautious enough with your linkage
> specifications, is my grumbling & contentious personal opinion.)
> 



> Gil Jaysmith
> SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
> Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
DONT USE C++!!
Too much overhead.
Trust me.
In school we learned C++ for my data structures and algorithms class.
We had a whole test on C++.
One section dealt with memory allocation and dealocation.
You would be surprised how much of this is taken away with C++.
Just write a simple program that calls a few member functions a few
times each.
Then include something in the constructor or destructor to tell you when
a new class is being created.
You will see that many times it creates a local object until the member
function finishes, then dealocates it on exit.
Mucho overhead.
It happens a lot more than one would care to admit.
The only way to get around this is to make SURE its not pass by value.
BIG OVERHEAD!!
Use the 'this' and all that jazz as much as necessary if you plan to use
c++(not recommended).
--MESSAGE FILE 16896 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16897 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 10:53:28 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

"Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu> wrote:
>DONT USE C++!!
>Too much overhead.
>Trust me.

Trust me, squire, what you learnt in school doesn't cover half the
interesting optimisations you can make in C++.

Sometimes you need compiler support, sometimes you don't. To give one
compiler-specific example, GNU C++ supports an extension declaring the
return object to be a local variable. In other words, the compiler
avoids creating a temporary for transferring back the result.

More generally, the sensible use of references also avoids temporary
object creation. (Which is of course why references exist :)

Anyway, for efficiency's sake constructors should do the minimum
amount of work, since they can't return a result code. (The only
result code you'll get is from the 'new' operator, if that's how you
created your object.) If you need a temporary object, use an empty
constructor, and fill in the bits you need only when you need them.
The 'real' data construction can be handled by an Init method or
suchlike. Making your constructors and destructors inline will add to
their speed; frequent function calls cause the problematic overhead.



For an educational experience which amongst other things demonstrates
how to second-guess the compiler (not that a few small tests won't
show up how to take advantage of your particular compiler's ideas
about code generation) you could take a look at Ellis/Stroustrup's
"The Annotated C++ Reference Manual" (Addison Wesley, ISBN
0-201-51459-1).

(This, like Stroustrup's other C++ book, is also a useful book to read
if you're at all in need of humility concerning your programming
ability, since Stroustrup is one of those people who talks of
month-long programming projects as 'exercises for the reader' and
'useful scaffolding which can be implemented without difficulty'.
ARGH!!!)

Also, trust me (again!), the overhead of using C++ for your game
manipulation is trivial compared to the overhead of using inefficient
graphics routines and bulk data processing code - which you lucky
Yaroze programmers are condemned to do because of the absence of
documented GTE library support. Most gameswriters would rather have
95% of their code running 5% less efficiently than face inordinate
hassles trying to organise 100% of their code without the structural
advantages and improved clarity of expression which C++ offers.

There are several games out there written in C++, and I'm certainly
getting far more support calls for C++ compared to, say, six months
back, and could name half a dozen C++ games due out in the next few
months. It isn't just me bangin' away about C++ being handy!

Incidentally, half of "Crash Bandicoot" is written in LISP. What did
your school test say about LISP's efficiency? :=)

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.

--MESSAGE FILE 16897 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16898 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 10:57:36 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <5r7c9t$5na48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:
>Does anyone know a ballpark figure of the number of yaroze members in
>the US and Europe and Japan?  The newsgroups haven't been very lively
>lately.  I'm wondering if there's many members who know what they're
>doing already and don't really contribute, or if a lot of people don't
>even use newsgroups, or if a lot of people don't know much at all, or
>finally, there's not that many people to begin with!

A bit of hearsay floating around the office right now is that Sony has
sold only a couple of hundred units in the States. Or was that



Metrowerks? You see how gossip gets mangled in transit over the
Atlantic.

In either case I'm surprised as hell that there's been so little
takeup; the impression I got from the European groups was that there'd
be more, since it's usually only a vocal 2% who contribute to
newsgroups. Perhaps all those garage programmers out there have
decided to wait for the Nintendo 64 home devkit ;=)

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16899 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 08:52:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 110
Message-ID: <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-3.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu> wrote:
> >DONT USE C++!!
> >Too much overhead.
> >Trust me.
> 
> Trust me, squire, what you learnt in school doesn't cover half the
> interesting optimisations you can make in C++.
> 
> Sometimes you need compiler support, sometimes you don't. To give one
> compiler-specific example, GNU C++ supports an extension declaring the
> return object to be a local variable. In other words, the compiler
> avoids creating a temporary for transferring back the result.
> 
> More generally, the sensible use of references also avoids temporary
> object creation. (Which is of course why references exist :)
> 
> Anyway, for efficiency's sake constructors should do the minimum
> amount of work, since they can't return a result code. (The only
> result code you'll get is from the 'new' operator, if that's how you
> created your object.) If you need a temporary object, use an empty
> constructor, and fill in the bits you need only when you need them.
> The 'real' data construction can be handled by an Init method or
> suchlike. Making your constructors and destructors inline will add to
> their speed; frequent function calls cause the problematic overhead.
> 
> For an educational experience which amongst other things demonstrates
> how to second-guess the compiler (not that a few small tests won't



> show up how to take advantage of your particular compiler's ideas
> about code generation) you could take a look at Ellis/Stroustrup's
> "The Annotated C++ Reference Manual" (Addison Wesley, ISBN
> 0-201-51459-1).
> 
> (This, like Stroustrup's other C++ book, is also a useful book to read
> if you're at all in need of humility concerning your programming
> ability, since Stroustrup is one of those people who talks of
> month-long programming projects as 'exercises for the reader' and
> 'useful scaffolding which can be implemented without difficulty'.
> ARGH!!!)
> 
> Also, trust me (again!), the overhead of using C++ for your game
> manipulation is trivial compared to the overhead of using inefficient
> graphics routines and bulk data processing code - which you lucky
> Yaroze programmers are condemned to do because of the absence of
> documented GTE library support. Most gameswriters would rather have
> 95% of their code running 5% less efficiently than face inordinate
> hassles trying to organise 100% of their code without the structural
> advantages and improved clarity of expression which C++ offers.
> 
> There are several games out there written in C++, and I'm certainly
> getting far more support calls for C++ compared to, say, six months
> back, and could name half a dozen C++ games due out in the next few
> months. It isn't just me bangin' away about C++ being handy!
> 
> Incidentally, half of "Crash Bandicoot" is written in LISP. What did
> your school test say about LISP's efficiency? :=)
> 
> Gil Jaysmith
> SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
> Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
Like I said, say what you will.
Just do a test and see how many times a new object is allocated and
deallocated.
This was hard learned through many long, late nights in the lab.
And the loss was MUCH greater than 5%.
This is why I do not use C++ for games.
I'll tell you where C++ comes in handy...
For a better, more robust design, such as a database where an ER or DFD
can be more easily represented with C++, smalltalk or other such oop
languages.
C++ is bad for games, period.
Hardware has gotten MUCH faster and compensated well for this, but when
it comes to game, any good coder know that you squeeze what you can out
of it.
And inlining constructors and destructors won't matter. The compiler
does what it wants anyway.
I've DONE IT! Go ahead if you want mondo overhead.
Don't trust me, take a look at the number of times a temporary object is
created for a small task. You will be very surprised I'm sure.

Don't get me wrong, I like C++ for what it is good at (Hell, I even like
smalltalk and smoked all my classmates consistently in OOP design and
coding (different class)), taking something from design to product.  It
is quicker, easier to read, and more robust than C generally, but it is
slower, period, and a good deal more than 5%.

More like 15-20 conservatively.
Once again, don't take my word for it, check some of your already
existing code for the number times a new temporary object is created.
Open it in a profiler, put a breakpoint on the constructor and open it
in the debugger, whatever, just DON'T trust me. Trust what exists.
Bad for games. Bad. True, compiler technology is getting better, but if



that were a truism, assembly would not still be as prevelant in games
(and I HATE ASSEMBLY).

later,
mike

Incidentally, what did your school teach you about Smalltalk? Or oop
design? Or compiler technology and design? As for LISP, what does that
have to do with anything. They can write Crash Bandicoot in interpreted
REXX for all I care. I'm just trying to help.
Considering this is just a hobby thing.
Go ahead, C++ your brains out and have slower code.

l8r
mike

8O
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--MESSAGE FILE 16900 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 09:21:52 -0800
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <33D78F2F.42C9@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-18.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

I hate wading in on a C vs. C++ fest, but the overhead of C++ is way
overrated. The temporary objects Mike is talking about are there to a
certain degree, but as Gil points out, your constructors shouldn't be
doing anything that takes any time. The temps are created on the stack
as well, so you're not waiting for someone's poor excuse of a memory
manager to find space for them. And you can code so that they are seldom
produced anyway.

Our game engine at Disney is coded in C++ and we are getting better
performance than when it was coded in C, on the same machines. I've
double checked the assembly code for our sprite renderers, and the C++
generates better code because it is better able to deal with pointer
aliasing and other optimization problems that are difficult to resolve
with C.

We've got a particle system running a quarter million antialiased
blurred transparent particle sprites a second, all implemented in C++
with virtual base classes and templates galore. Of course we've written
our own memory manager because the stuff that ships with the compilers
is in general slower than spit.

You'd be surprised how many professional game shops use C++. Try
programming a game like Sim City in C, and in C++... One of the two
would be a nightmare.

Oh well, rant mode off.



- nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 16901 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 17:15:11 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <5r82ds$5na49@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

"Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu> wrote:
>Don't trust me, take a look at the number of times a temporary object is
>created for a small task. You will be very surprised I'm sure.

Don't worry, squire, I'm not trusting you - it's just, you're wrong...

This isn't intended as an insulting comment, but it happens to be
true. I take the GNU compilers apart as part of my job; SN Systems is
the company which makes the professional PSX and N64 development kits
and has a history stretching back to cross-development on the Atari ST
and Amiga, and I handle compiler support and compilation tool
development. I *do* see PlayStation games in C++, and they are *not
visibly slower* (the only criterion which matters in gameswriting)
than those in C...

>Bad for games. Bad. True, compiler technology is getting better, but if
>that were a truism, assembly would not still be as prevelant in games
>(and I HATE ASSEMBLY).

... and I don't see *any* games written in assembler, except for the
occasional stunningly important fast-throughput routine which can
exploit some MIPS instruction the compiler doesn't want to generate.

>Incidentally, what did your school teach you about Smalltalk? Or oop
>design? Or compiler technology and design? As for LISP, what does that
>have to do with anything. They can write Crash Bandicoot in interpreted
>REXX for all I care. I'm just trying to help.

The questions are irrelevant but here are the answers:
Smalltalk - nothing.
OOP design - quite a bit. Six years as a business programmer may have
helped too.
Compiler technology and design - quite a bit, to the extent that I
wrote parsers and code generators.

(The first two of those are in fact so irrelevant that I'd love to
know why you asked them...)

As for what LISP has to do with it - the point is that LISP is not
noted for being a fast or attractive language or a common choice for
games programmers, but someone managed to make it perform
satisfactorily, and to prove that something is possible you only need
one instance. So LISP is, in my opinion, now proven as a viable choice



for gameswriting - if not necessarily the preferable choice.

If you don't believe C++ has an important and growingly popular place
in gameswriting, well, that's your decision, and I wouldn't think to
tell you you were wrong to have your own opinion. But I disagree 100%
with the body of that opinion, and plenty of companies (see the
message from Nick in another subthread) concur and have enough
confidence in C++ to use it at an industrial-strength level.

<opinion> I hope you think again about your entrenched position,
because the programming world needs fewer people in the new generation
who are addicted to C and believe there will never be a substitute.
<\opinion>

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16902 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: 24 Jul 1997 23:31:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01bc9889$8d86e260$a0bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port60.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Don't want to, but can't help myself...

Mike,

Don't forget the bottom line design concept behind C++.  You only pay for
what you use.  This philosophy has been adhered to stringently.  As a base
line, if you use no object oriented features, you just get a better C.

As for all of those nasty little temps, if you understand what causes them,
you understand how to avoid them.  Don't stop with the Stroustrup book. 
Try Scott Meyers' fantastic duo, Effective C++ and More Effective C++.

Bad design and bad coding are bad whatever the underlying language is! 
Check out the news thread that began with Some Ideas and Concerns RE CW,
which turned into a discussion of these issues, in the CodeWarrior area.

There are some awesomely talented and experienced people active on NY. 
Despite my 20 years in the business, I intend to keep my ears (eyes?) open!
 Learning doesn't stop when school ends.  If you're lucky, it doesn't stop
til the day you die!

Welcome to the Club, Mike!
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

"Live and learn, from fools and from sages." Aerosmith
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--MESSAGE FILE 16903 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 21:07:56 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <33D8269C.3466@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<01bc9889$8d86e260$a0bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.139.128.68
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Wow, got some serious followers here.
C++ compiler technology must have come a long way since 2.5 years ago
cuz, I knew how to code in it and it was dragging.
gcc and Visual C++ (borland and MS).
If you want to do oop, use smalltalk. Im talking to a company now that
is looking for a programmer and theyre interested in my smalltalk
experience. It is a true oop language. I've noticed that a good deal
of people who code in C++ end up reverting back to C and don't use many
of the powerful features of C++ (exception handling, templates, etc).
I'm not a steadfast C programmer. As a matter of fact, I think most C
programmers are nerdy closet types who have trouble designing good user
friendly code because they don't understand that the end product is for
the more computer illiterate public.  Just look at the documentation for
the Yaroze, pretty lacking. I know 13 languages. C is not my favorite,
but it is my best, cuz I use it, cuz thats pretty much what everyone
uses. If I had it my way, everything would be Ada. Now there's a well
designed language. I am a fan of functional languages, like C and Ada.
Now, if we could direct all this talk into better documentation for the
yaroze, i would be set.
This thing can't get more confusing than a woman.
good input on the C++ though, disagree, but good (not cuz I'm a C fan,
like I said, Ada)
l8r
mike

PS: Every programmer I talked to at E3 said they had to do some assembly
programming in their games. I'm not throwing this at you. I wish it were
not so. It just is.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16904 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: Thu, 24 Jul 1997 21:33:40 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33D81084.5F8C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com> 



<5r7c9t$5na48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:
> >Does anyone know a ballpark figure of the number of yaroze members in
> >the US and Europe and Japan?  The newsgroups haven't been very lively
> >lately.  [etc]
> 
> A bit of hearsay floating around the office right now is that Sony has
> sold only a couple of hundred units in the States. [etc]
> In either case I'm surprised as hell that there's been so little
> takeup; the impression I got from the European groups was that there'd
> be more, since it's usually only a vocal 2% who contribute to
> newsgroups. Perhaps all those garage programmers out there have
> decided to wait for the Nintendo 64 home devkit ;=)

It really could be that the system was released just shortly before
summer.  It really makes a *big* difference around here (Chicago, IL)
I guess we'll find out in the fall if thats true.

EdF
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--MESSAGE FILE 16905 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Fri, 25 Jul 1997 11:59:24 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <5ra49g$pm11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<01bc9889$8d86e260$a0bf43ce@wkwerner> <33D8269C.3466@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

>Wow, got some serious followers here.

Were I not the possessor of a joyous and loving heart, I'd probably
resent that remark ;=)

>C++ compiler technology must have come a long way since 2.5 years ago
>cuz, I knew how to code in it and it was dragging.
>gcc and Visual C++ (borland and MS).

Yes, it has. Microsoft, amongst other companies, decided not to waste
time and they've evidently  made a commitment to support C++ over C.
Meanwhile, the GNU C++ compiler is still badly in need of some
rewriting (it lacks debug support for static class members, amongst
other things). I agree that things have changed quite quickly; when I
meddled with Borland C++ a few years ago it didn't implement the
delete operator properly, amongst other things. It's taken until now



for it to become a viable gameswriting choice. If you were basing your
commentary on outdated knowledge, then you're forgiven...

>If you want to do oop, use smalltalk. Im talking to a company now that
>is looking for a programmer and theyre interested in my smalltalk
>experience. It is a true oop language. I've noticed that a good deal
>of people who code in C++ end up reverting back to C and don't use many
>of the powerful features of C++ (exception handling, templates, etc).

Their loss. But programmers who structure their work with any sense
and who aim to write good clear code can generally do so in any
language.

>I'm not a steadfast C programmer. As a matter of fact, I think most C
>programmers are nerdy closet types who have trouble designing good user
>friendly code because they don't understand that the end product is for
>the more computer illiterate public.  Just look at the documentation for
>the Yaroze, pretty lacking. I know 13 languages. C is not my favorite,
>but it is my best, cuz I use it, cuz thats pretty much what everyone
>uses. If I had it my way, everything would be Ada. Now there's a well
>designed language. I am a fan of functional languages, like C and Ada.

(13, is that all? ;=)

Terminology tip: C and Ada are procedural, not functional, languages
(unless you mean 'they work') - the technical meaning of 'functional'
encompasses wondrous things like ML.

The documentation for the Yaroze is poor because it's been sadly
translated and because DTS stuff is invariably poor; documentation
only becomes an important issue to most companies when it's part of a
shrinkwrapped product, otherwise, it's left to the support desk. The
reason that the libraries are for C is probably that they didn't want
to write their own compiler, just to ship a free one like GNU, and C
was the obvious choice from the languages supported by GNU.

<opinion>
Interesting that you like Ada and feel that it's well-designed. My
understanding of Ada is that it contains all the popular features from
five or six contemporaneously popular languages, and that you can
comfortably write Ada which looks like C, Ada which looks like Pascal,
etc, and the work of programmers with different interests can look
even more radically different than usual. In other words, perhaps you
like Ada because you program it like you program C :=)

For my part I'm a fan of the right language for the job. And there are
a lot of right languages for each job.
</opinion>

>This thing can't get more confusing than a woman.

?
Fortunately I feel like ignoring that, too :)

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.
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--MESSAGE FILE 16906 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Mark.Dickman@elmail.co.uk (Mark )
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: Fri, 25 Jul 1997 16:09:50 GMT
Organization: ElectricMail Ltd.
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <33dacf5c.338817015@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5r7c9t$5na48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oneida.elmail.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.0/32.390

On Thu, 24 Jul 1997 10:57:36 GMT, gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith) wrote:

>A bit of hearsay floating around the office right now is that Sony has
>sold only a couple of hundred units in the States. Or was that

For scee, the easiest way to find out would be to ftp in, and count
the number of directories, taking off a few for freebies, test accts,
and sony accts.

You should end up with a number, reflecting the number of users in the

scee group anyway.

Mark
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--MESSAGE FILE 16907 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael C. Lee, Jr." <mclee@hubcap.clemson.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: object-oriented support?
Date: Tue, 29 Jul 1997 03:29:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 88
Message-ID: <33DDC5F4.5DDC@hubcap.clemson.edu>
References: <33b69d9c.138132316@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5p81kr$fv57@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D702CE.22A9@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5r7c25$5na47@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33D77A4E.3BDB@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<01bc9889$8d86e260$a0bf43ce@wkwerner> <33D8269C.3466@hubcap.clemson.edu> 
<5ra49g$pm11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pm4-25.innova.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> >Wow, got some serious followers here.
> 
> Were I not the possessor of a joyous and loving heart, I'd probably
> resent that remark ;=)
> 
> >C++ compiler technology must have come a long way since 2.5 years ago
> >cuz, I knew how to code in it and it was dragging.
> >gcc and Visual C++ (borland and MS).
> 



> Yes, it has. Microsoft, amongst other companies, decided not to waste
> time and they've evidently  made a commitment to support C++ over C.
> Meanwhile, the GNU C++ compiler is still badly in need of some
> rewriting (it lacks debug support for static class members, amongst
> other things). I agree that things have changed quite quickly; when I
> meddled with Borland C++ a few years ago it didn't implement the
> delete operator properly, amongst other things. It's taken until now
> for it to become a viable gameswriting choice. If you were basing your
> commentary on outdated knowledge, then you're forgiven...
> 
> >If you want to do oop, use smalltalk. Im talking to a company now that
> >is looking for a programmer and theyre interested in my smalltalk
> >experience. It is a true oop language. I've noticed that a good deal
> >of people who code in C++ end up reverting back to C and don't use many
> >of the powerful features of C++ (exception handling, templates, etc).
> 
> Their loss. But programmers who structure their work with any sense
> and who aim to write good clear code can generally do so in any
> language.
> 
> >I'm not a steadfast C programmer. As a matter of fact, I think most C
> >programmers are nerdy closet types who have trouble designing good user
> >friendly code because they don't understand that the end product is for
> >the more computer illiterate public.  Just look at the documentation for
> >the Yaroze, pretty lacking. I know 13 languages. C is not my favorite,
> >but it is my best, cuz I use it, cuz thats pretty much what everyone
> >uses. If I had it my way, everything would be Ada. Now there's a well
> >designed language. I am a fan of functional languages, like C and Ada.
> 
> (13, is that all? ;=)
> 
> Terminology tip: C and Ada are procedural, not functional, languages
> (unless you mean 'they work') - the technical meaning of 'functional'
> encompasses wondrous things like ML.
> 
> The documentation for the Yaroze is poor because it's been sadly
> translated and because DTS stuff is invariably poor; documentation
> only becomes an important issue to most companies when it's part of a
> shrinkwrapped product, otherwise, it's left to the support desk. The
> reason that the libraries are for C is probably that they didn't want
> to write their own compiler, just to ship a free one like GNU, and C
> was the obvious choice from the languages supported by GNU.
> 
> <opinion>
> Interesting that you like Ada and feel that it's well-designed. My
> understanding of Ada is that it contains all the popular features from
> five or six contemporaneously popular languages, and that you can
> comfortably write Ada which looks like C, Ada which looks like Pascal,
> etc, and the work of programmers with different interests can look
> even more radically different than usual. In other words, perhaps you
> like Ada because you program it like you program C :=)
> 
> For my part I'm a fan of the right language for the job. And there are
> a lot of right languages for each job.
> </opinion>
> 
> >This thing can't get more confusing than a woman.
> 
> ?
> Fortunately I feel like ignoring that, too :)
> 
> Gil Jaysmith
> SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
> Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.



Oh ya, procedural, ML is functional. Anyway...
No, I don't write Ada like C. I love Ada. C is awful, but it works.
Ada isn't a bunch of languages thrown together but a language that was
developed for a need (DOD). It so happens that is is like many other
languages cuz what they needed was features that many languages support.
The problem is, they wanted easily ported and readable code so they
wouldn't have to shell out the big dough for new dudes to come and
update/rewrite stuff, hence Ada...BUT they keep changing the language,
defeating its main purpose. So this is its big drawback.

Anyway, can we get back to yaroze talk?
This stuff is still confusing.
mike
--MESSAGE FILE 16907 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000097html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16908 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Benjamen Siroshton" <benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: ShowCase section of website
Date: 31 Jul 1997 18:57:07 GMT
Organization: First DataBank
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bc9de4$31cacd50$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pluto.firstdatabank.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Out of curiosity does the showcase section consist of the best 'submitted'
Yaroze stuff around the globe? or just the US? .. I noticed the 3d Mansion
game having Japanese text.. Is this from a fellow american who prefers
Japanese text or a member in Japan?

Thanks in advanced.

Benjamen Siroshton

--MESSAGE FILE 16908 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16909 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ShowCase section of website
Date: Thu, 31 Jul 1997 22:16:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <33e10da6.33509558@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bc9de4$31cacd50$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Benjamen,

The showcase currently contains programs that we felt showed off the
system in some way. Since there weren't any programs from SCEA members
at the time the web site was set up, the programs were taken from the
Japanese and European sites. As time goes on you can expect to see the
work of North American members added to the showcase.

Mario



On 31 Jul 1997 18:57:07 GMT, "Benjamen Siroshton"
<benjamen_siroshton@firstdatabank.com> wrote:

>
> Out of curiosity does the showcase section consist of the best 'submitted'
>Yaroze stuff around the globe? or just the US? .. I noticed the 3d Mansion
>game having Japanese text.. Is this from a fellow american who prefers
>Japanese text or a member in Japan?
>
>Thanks in advanced.
>
>Benjamen Siroshton
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16909 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16910 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Anyone going to Siggraph?
Date: Thu, 31 Jul 1997 22:10:41 -0800
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <33E17DDF.6D3D@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m05-130.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Hi all, is anyone going to Siggraph next week? If so, let's figure out a
place to meet!

r ǅ s * lǢ *ǩ H ǡǩ * A Ǣ ǵ ǧǩ H�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

-nick
--MESSAGE FILE 16910 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000100html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16911 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@islandnet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone going to Siggraph?
Date: 1 Aug 1997 08:03:02 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bc9e51$f382b3a0$09af35c6@islandnet.com.islandnet.com>
References: <33E17DDF.6D3D@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: i3-9.islandnet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca> wrote in article
<33E17DDF.6D3D@bc.sympatico.ca>...

> r ǅ s * lǢ *ǩ H ǡǩ * A Ǣ ǵ ǧǩ H�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

What the heck is that? :-)

-CB



--MESSAGE FILE 16911 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16912 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Chris Chadwick <xjk18@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: Sat, 02 Aug 1997 13:05:08 -0700
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 55
Message-ID: <33E392F4.64CD@dial.pipex.com>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5r7c9t$5na48@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: am080.du.pipex.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Win95; I; 16bit)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:
> >Does anyone know a ballpark figure of the number of yaroze members in
> >the US and Europe and Japan?  The newsgroups haven't been very lively
> >lately.  I'm wondering if there's many members who know what they're
> >doing already and don't really contribute, or if a lot of people don't
> >even use newsgroups, or if a lot of people don't know much at all, or
> >finally, there's not that many people to begin with!
> 
> A bit of hearsay floating around the office right now is that Sony has
> sold only a couple of hundred units in the States. <snip>

This would not surprise me, but then again what does it matter?
Just as long as there is a *significant* (not neccessarily huge) number.
IMHO It's not going to sell in thousands like the home PS as it's
catering to a niche market. Reletively speaking, there cant be that
many home game programmers, using C, willing (or able) to spend this
much money to move over to programming for another system.

This does not mean I think Yaroze is expensive because I don't -
Sony couldn't buy mine back for five times what I paid for it!
I think the price paid is not for the hardware but for the
*essential* on-line support and again, the reletively small sales.

I've tried to think why Sony released Yaroze in the first place:
I can't believe they can make any significant profit from the project,
if any profit at all! And any thoughts of an act of philanthropy must
go out the window - Sony is in business to make money, after all.

Anyway, whatever the reasons, I for one am just glad they did it as I
am enjoying the experience (except when I can't sort a problem, 'course :)

> 
> In either case I'm surprised as hell that there's been so little
> takeup; the impression I got from the European groups was that there'd
> be more, since it's usually only a vocal 2% who contribute to
> newsgroups. Perhaps all those garage programmers out there have
> decided to wait for the Nintendo 64 home devkit ;=)

Don't hold your breath! Although, they might bring out a
Virtual Boy (ha ha ha) dev kit...   not! :)

> 



> Gil Jaysmith
> SN Systems Software Ltd, makers of Psy-Q... http://www.snsys.com
> Disclaimer: What I say when I post here represents me, not my employers.

These are just some of my thoughts I thought I'd post (I've never
posted to SCEA newgroups before, see) and BTW no I'm not in any way
associated to Sony - in case you were wondering :)

SCEE ya!

Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 16912 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16913 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: yaroze members?
Date: 2 Aug 1997 19:19:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <01bc9f78$f11e06a0$71bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <33b1d797.15944657@news.scea.sony.com> 
<5r7c9t$5na48@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <33E392F4.64CD@dial.pipex.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port13.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> I've tried to think why Sony released Yaroze in the first place:
> I can't believe they can make any significant profit from the project,
> if any profit at all! And any thoughts of an act of philanthropy must
> go out the window - Sony is in business to make money, after all.

It makes obvious good financial sense to me.  What makes the PS dust the
N64?  Well, not the hardware, PS is now one generation behind.  What makes
a platform great is the software!  The NY is a brilliant piece of work by
Sony R & D to expand on the base of programmers and designers for PS.  They
are counting on us to swell the ranks and keep the PS number one. 
Ingenious!

Makes me feel like I'm part of a AAA team!
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16913 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16914 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 1997 07:02:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: e19.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hello everybody!,
Do you feel like that there will be a "Net Yaroze 2"

when the PSX2 comes out in 1999-2000? For my part, I would like it to
come out early and offer us the NY2 before or when the consumer PSX2



comes out. That way, it would be possible to develop games that are
very competitive to what the market offers at that point in time.
Furthermore, it would give us more time to become developpers if we
wished and possibly create commercial games. Don't worry, I'm very
happy with my Net Yaroze, but I would have liked it even more if it
could have been available in September 1995 :) 

Anyway, I think I'm just dreaming of having a Net Yaroze with
16 or 32 megs of unified ram, a R5000 at 200Mhz, DVD, lod mip-mapping,
Anti-aliasing, alpha blending, per-pixel fog and transparency,
tri-linear filtering and perspective correction. Could also render 2
million polygons/sec with all features on. Did I miss anything? :)

Share your thoughts if you want!

Patrick Bureau

P.S: I almost forgot, a trade-in offer for Net Yaroze members would be
cool!
--MESSAGE FILE 16914 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16915 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 1997 18:24:10 -0500
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <33E7B619.C72B8E7A@ix.netcom.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ara-il10-41.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

>                 Do you feel like that there will be a "Net Yaroze 2"
> when the PSX2 comes out in 1999-2000? For my part, I would like it to
> come out early and offer us the NY2 before or when the consumer PSX2
> comes out. That way, it would be possible to develop games that are
> very competitive to what the market offers at that point in time.
> Furthermore, it would give us more time to become developpers if we
> wished and possibly create commercial games. Don't worry, I'm very
> happy with my Net Yaroze, but I would have liked it even more if it
> could have been available in September 1995 :)

That would probably be the coolest thing a large company like Sony ever
did.

>         Anyway, I think I'm just dreaming of having a Net Yaroze with
> 16 or 32 megs of unified ram, a R5000 at 200Mhz, DVD, lod mip-mapping,
>
> Anti-aliasing, alpha blending, per-pixel fog and transparency,
> tri-linear filtering and perspective correction. Could also render 2
> million polygons/sec with all features on. Did I miss anything? :)
>         Share your thoughts if you want!

Could you imagine the type of CG intros we'd see with DVD?  The
background music for games would no longer stop at 5 minutes...

What about a modem?  You know Sony would provide a communication library
that would make programming online games as easy as interfacing with the
pads.



> P.S: I almost forgot, a trade-in offer for Net Yaroze members would be
>
> cool!

Umm... I don't think that Sony would really "want" all their machines
back.  I'll keep my Yaroze for a long, long time.

--MESSAGE FILE 16915 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16916 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Don Thomas" <don_thomas@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: 6 Aug 1997 00:40:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <01bca202$c058a340$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Patrick,

You have very good points.

As you know, there is no PlayStation2 to speak of at this point. Obviously,
any highly successful high-tech company has to look ahead and, rest
assured, Sony has R&D people very busy. At the same time technology changes
very quickly and what people think may happen in the years ahead may be
very far from the truth. Consequently, it is very difficult to discuss
things that don't yet exist in the real world.

Regardless of any PSX2 that may come one day, you know that 17 million
PlayStations that are out there now are impressive numbers and that many
people aren't going to swing over to any new system overnight. PlayStation
as we know it today has a lot of life in it for years to come.

Thanks for supporting the world's favorite system!

--Don Thomas
  SCEA

Patrick Bureau <pbureau@odyssee.net> wrote in article
<33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com>...
> Hello everybody!,
> Do you feel like that there will be a "Net Yaroze 2"
> when the PSX2 comes out in 1999-2000? For my part, I would like it to
> come out early and offer us the NY2 before or when the consumer PSX2
> comes out. That way, it would be possible to develop games that are
> very competitive to what the market offers at that point in time.
> Furthermore, it would give us more time to become developpers if we
> wished and possibly create commercial games. Don't worry, I'm very
> happy with my Net Yaroze, but I would have liked it even more if it
> could have been available in September 1995 :) 
> Anyway, I think I'm just dreaming of having a Net Yaroze with
> 16 or 32 megs of unified ram, a R5000 at 200Mhz, DVD, lod mip-mapping,
> Anti-aliasing, alpha blending, per-pixel fog and transparency,
> tri-linear filtering and perspective correction. Could also render 2
> million polygons/sec with all features on. Did I miss anything? :)
> Share your thoughts if you want!
> 



> Patrick Bureau
> 
> P.S: I almost forgot, a trade-in offer for Net Yaroze members would be
> cool!
> 
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--MESSAGE FILE 16917 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: Wed, 06 Aug 1997 03:50:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <33e7eb59.2966106@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com> 
<33E7B619.C72B8E7A@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a111.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Tue, 05 Aug 1997 18:24:10 -0500, Manny Najera
<mnajera@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>Could you imagine the type of CG intros we'd see with DVD?  The
>background music for games would no longer stop at 5 minutes...

I think Square and Namco would have too much fun :)
Moreover, with a powerful machine you could do a lot more detailed
cut-scenes rendered on the fly a la Resident Evil or like in Soul
Blade's endings.
>
>What about a modem?  You know Sony would provide a communication library
>that would make programming online games as easy as interfacing with the
>pads.

Oups, I forgot that. With games like Tanarus and EverQuest, Sony
Interactive Studios America could probably manage to setup servers to
play these games and other PSX games. The only problem is: interaction
with other people. You can't "talk to other people" without a
keyboard. And if you include a keyboard + a modem you get a computer.
I don't know how Sony will adress the Internet issue with the current
and the next PSX. But sure, it would be cool to make our own online
games and be able to play with our Net Yaroze via the Internet :)
>
>> P.S: I almost forgot, a trade-in offer for Net Yaroze members would be
>>
>> cool!
>
>Umm... I don't think that Sony would really "want" all their machines
>back.  I'll keep my Yaroze for a long, long time.

Me too, but I mean that members of the Net Yaroze could get a discount
on the next Net Yaroze, if there is one :)

Patrick Bureau
--MESSAGE FILE 16917 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16918 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: Wed, 06 Aug 1997 05:28:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA Net Yaroze News
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <33e7f499.5335169@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bca202$c058a340$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a111.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On 6 Aug 1997 00:40:03 GMT, "Don Thomas"
<don_thomas@interactive.sony.com> wrote:

>As you know, there is no PlayStation2 to speak of at this point. Obviously,
>any highly successful high-tech company has to look ahead and, rest
>assured, Sony has R&D people very busy. At the same time technology changes
>very quickly and what people think may happen in the years ahead may be
>very far from the truth. Consequently, it is very difficult to discuss
>things that don't yet exist in the real world.

I was just pointing out what could be done with off-the-shelf
components with a 1999-2000 release date and a $300 price tag in mind.
I don't wish to take decisions for Sony or to look like I know
everything :) Moreover, I'm not attempting to make Sony "spill the
beans" about the PSX2.  It was only an attempt to give my thoughts
about the NY and the PSX future and to bring up a new thread in the
newsgroup. 

Then again, I've got a new reflexion today.
I think the main question Sony's debating at the moment is to include
a DVD player or a fast cd-rom player in the next PSX. Sure at this
moment DVD-ROM players cost around 400-500 bucks. But who knows at
what speed prices are gonna drop? 

After all, two years ago you could get a 2x cd-rom drive or a 2 megs
ram SIMM for a little less than $100. Now, for the same price you can
purchase a 24x cd-rom drive or a 32 meg SIMM!

The other thing is that if Sony chooses to adopt the DVD in their next
incarnation of the PSX, it would really push the DVD industry.
Imagine, two years after the release of a DVD-PSX you could have 15
million homes with DVD players!
>
>Regardless of any PSX2 that may come one day, you know that 17 million
>PlayStations that are out there now are impressive numbers and that many
>people aren't going to swing over to any new system overnight. PlayStation
>as we know it today has a lot of life in it for years to come.

Just to clear one point. In the latest Next-Generation magazine, at
the question: "But you're still involved with PlayStation 2?", Mr. Ken
Kutaragi answered: "I am head of the development team, so yes, you
could say that I'm still involved." 

That's why I talked about a 1999-2000 release date. If you take
account that Sega will probably release their Black Belt system a year
sooner than the PSX2. Sega is in a real bad situation due to the
domination of PlayStation sales and they must rush a new product to
the market. But Sony can't wait much after that to release their own
system because I don't think Sony wants the same fate as the
Nintendo64 :)

>
>Thanks for supporting the world's favorite system!



No problem, I gave my support since September 9,1995! Why stop now? :)

And as a side note, I know that you can't comment much about the PSX2
or a possible Net Yaroze 2 for security reasons or maybe you don't
even know much more than we do about these projects, but I'm still
grateful for your participation in this thread. Thanks!

Patrick Bureau
--MESSAGE FILE 16918 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000108html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16919 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <briest@mail.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Demo discs
Date: Fri, 08 Aug 1997 19:06:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <33EB6018.8BC9CFAA@mail.globalnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client87ec.globalnet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Just a thought but next time you compile some demo discs could we have a
bit more warning then I might be able to get one ready! Or perhaps I'm
just a bit slow:)

How are they going? There haven't been that many demos posted to the
website so far.

--MESSAGE FILE 16919 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16920 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Carnage Heart
Date: 13 Aug 1997 01:28:31 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <01bca788$1af6bd20$afbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port75.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Can anyone give me the scoop on this Carnage Heart thing.  I have no idea
at all what it's about, but it sure looks interesting.  (The page on the NY
site appears to assume pre-knowledge.)
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16920 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16921 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart



Date: Wed, 13 Aug 1997 08:48:49 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <33F1BB41.500E969B@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bca788$1af6bd20$afbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ara-il10-49.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

> Can anyone give me the scoop on this Carnage Heart thing.  I have no
> idea
> at all what it's about, but it sure looks interesting.  (The page on
> the NY
> site appears to assume pre-knowledge.)

Carnage Heart is an awesome game.  You buy robot parts, put them
together, and program the robot to defend itself against others.  You
program it in sort of a flowchat fashion, which seems pretty basic, but
the commands allow you to make tons of complex decisions.  It's the
ultimate game for programmers.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16921 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16922 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: david_white <david_white@cubic.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 3D Shutter Glasses
Date: Wed, 13 Aug 1997 13:17:29 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <33F21651.13C2@cubic.com>
References: <01bc8d82$c754f570$5271df26@disintegration>
NNTP-Posting-Host: amp.corp.cubic.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Benjamen Siroshton wrote:
> 
>         Has there been any attempt (or thought) about hooking up these shutter
> glasses to Playstation? .. 
> 
> Benjamen Siroshton

I plan to use AmiVR shutter glasses with my Net Yaroze program.
The AmiVR system will work with the Play Station because it only
requires
a standard RCA style video connector (it has a video passthrough). I've
used
these glasses with my Amiga before and the results are well worth it. By
the
way, Sega glasses are compatible with the AmiVR system. Their web page
is

http://www.megagem.com/amivr.html



David
--MESSAGE FILE 16922 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16923 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart
Date: 14 Aug 1997 02:49:34 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bca85c$8cd10f20$bdbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bca788$1af6bd20$afbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<33F1BB41.500E969B@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port89.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

> Carnage Heart is an awesome game.  You buy robot parts, put them
> together, and program the robot to defend itself against others.  You
> program it in sort of a flowchat fashion, which seems pretty basic, but
> the commands allow you to make tons of complex decisions.  It's the
> ultimate game for programmers.
> 
> Manny Najera

Available in the US?  It's just that I've never seen it!
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16923 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16924 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 3D Shutter Glasses
Date: 14 Aug 1997 02:52:32 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bca85d$00932740$bdbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bc8d82$c754f570$5271df26@disintegration> 
<33F21651.13C2@cubic.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port89.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

I have a pair of X-Specs 3D for my old Amiga.  They took power and the
signal for flipping from the amiga game/mouse port.  Anyone with any ideas
on how this might be integrated into the playstation?

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16924 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16925 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart
Date: Thu, 14 Aug 1997 08:50:42 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <33F30D31.7C470F67@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bca788$1af6bd20$afbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<33F1BB41.500E969B@ix.netcom.com> <01bca85c$8cd10f20$bdbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ara-il2-17.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Wayne K. Werner wrote:

> Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
>
> > Carnage Heart is an awesome game.  You buy robot parts, put them
> > together, and program the robot to defend itself against others.
> You
> > program it in sort of a flowchat fashion, which seems pretty basic,
> but
> > the commands allow you to make tons of complex decisions.  It's the
> > ultimate game for programmers.
> >
> > Manny Najera
>
> Available in the US?  It's just that I've never seen it!

You can find it for sure at Toys r us, although I got mine at Best Buy.
I forgot to mention that there is also a second CD included, which
contains lots of video, explaining how to play the game.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16925 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16926 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart
Date: 14 Aug 1997 21:21:45 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bca8f7$f594f620$88bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bca788$1af6bd20$afbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<33F1BB41.500E969B@ix.netcom.com> <01bca85c$8cd10f20$bdbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<33F30D31.7C470F67@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port36.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Manny Najera <mnajera@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

> > Available in the US?  It's just that I've never seen it!
> 
> You can find it for sure at Toys r us, although I got mine at Best Buy.

Guess who's headed for Toys R Us tonight! (Nope, I'm not giving out any



hints!)

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16926 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16927 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Recomendations for RPG wanted
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 1997 23:56:04 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <33F92764.714E@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

As part of my game programming learning, I consider it part of my
"education" to play a wide variety of games, as "research".  :-)
At least, thats the way I explain it to my wife!  :-)

I'm sadly lacking in playing "RPGs", and I'd like to address this
deficiency.

Can any of my fellow Yaroze members recommend a good Playstation RPG
for a beginning RPG player?  It should not be too long, since I won't
want to spend enless hours playing when I could be programming!
It shouldn't be too hard either, since it'll be my first RPG.
It should be fairly representative of what people call "RPG"s-
you know, plot, characters, user interface, should all be pretty
much standard-fair "RPG".  Did I mention that it should not be
toooo long?

Real PlayStation releases as well as Yaroze RPG's are welcome as
suggestions, by the way.

Thanks for any and all suggestions,
Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 16927 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16928 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Recomendations for RPG wanted
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 1997 23:16:18 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <33F94841.1BD8@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <33F92764.714E@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m05-78.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)



If you have a couple of hours a night for about two weeks, you can get
through Suikoden which isn't bad as a low tech PSX RPG or a very high
tech SNES RPG. The story is quite engrossing. I will warn you that
downloading a walkthrough spoils any RPG to the point where they aren't
interesting at all. I wrecked Suikoden for myself :( 

- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 16928 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16929 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!lcy-pm1-ip21.halcyon.com!user
From: gromit@halcyon.com (eli curtz)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Recomendations for RPG wanted
Date: Mon, 18 Aug 1997 23:44:40 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <gromit-1808972344410001@lcy-pm1-ip21.halcyon.com>
References: <33F92764.714E@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lcy-pm1-ip21.halcyon.com
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.1

In article <33F92764.714E@charlie.cns.iit.edu>,
fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu wrote:
> Can any of my fellow Yaroze members recommend a good Playstation RPG
> for a beginning RPG player?  It should not be too long, since I won't
> want to spend enless hours playing when I could be programming!
> It shouldn't be too hard either, since it'll be my first RPG.
> It should be fairly representative of what people call "RPG"s-
> you know, plot, characters, user interface, should all be pretty
> much standard-fair "RPG".  Did I mention that it should not be
> toooo long?
> 
> Real PlayStation releases as well as Yaroze RPG's are welcome as
> suggestions, by the way.
> 
> Thanks for any and all suggestions,
> Ed Federmeyer

"City of Lost Children" is very nice (it is NOT what people would current
describe as an RPG but I would claim its more the way they're headed) 3D
environments and puzzles similar (but less violent and silly) to Resident
Evil. Best of all you can play through in about three hours (Make sure you
rent it, not buy it - WAY too little got done before the suits made them
releases it)

eli curtz
gromit@halcyon.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16929 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16930 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Gregor Menasian <gregor@lh.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Who should I send my new address to?
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 1997 13:14:36 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33FCA1AC.250@lh.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gregorm.cnet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)

I moved recently, and I tried emailing my new address to
yarozeinfo_scea@interactive.sony.com

but I got no response - how do I confirm that my snailmail
address has been updated, or who else should I send it to?

I don't want my Yaroze-related snail-mails going to whoever moved into
my old apartment!

Thanks,
-Gregor Menasian
--MESSAGE FILE 16930 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16931 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Who should I send my new address to?
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 1997 00:28:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <33fcdbe7.28238889@205.149.189.29>
References: <33FCA1AC.250@lh.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Gregor,

That would be the correct place to send address changes. I seem to
recall having forwarded that message, and that it was taken care of.
I'm a bit concerned that you didn't get a reply from me though, so if
you can re-send the information I'll verify that it was taken care of.

Mario

On Thu, 21 Aug 1997 13:14:36 -0700, Gregor Menasian <gregor@lh.com>
wrote:

>I moved recently, and I tried emailing my new address to
>yarozeinfo_scea@interactive.sony.com
>
>but I got no response - how do I confirm that my snailmail
>address has been updated, or who else should I send it to?
>
>I don't want my Yaroze-related snail-mails going to whoever moved into
>my old apartment!
>
>Thanks,
>-Gregor Menasian

--MESSAGE FILE 16931 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16932 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Shadow stuff update
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 1997 20:45:21 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <ira-2208972045210001@dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-34.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

After a few complaints about junk in the PC files on my ftp area, I
checked it out and found that CW puts all it's formatting in the header
and tail of the file, so if you don't use CW to open the file then you get
loads of shit. Also some of the text files were still in Mac format, and
so a bit difficult to read with a basic text editor.

I've now fixed all these problems and *all* the pc stuff has been sorted
out and zipped up - on a pc - and I've just uploaded it all again.If
you've had some problems like this then just download again and it will
all be nice and lovely.

Sorry about that.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16932 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16933 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Recomendations for RPG wanted
Date: Sat, 23 Aug 1997 06:36:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <33fe82e3.18312354@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33F92764.714E@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a7.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Mon, 18 Aug 1997 23:56:04 -0500, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:
>Can any of my fellow Yaroze members recommend a good Playstation RPG
>for a beginning RPG player?  It should not be too long, since I won't

Wild Arms is a great RPG, with many mini-quests and a good story. I've
also played Suikoden, Persona and Beyond the Beyond. But Wild Arms is
my favorite to date, with Suikoden not far away. Then again, all may
change in two weeks when Final Fantasy 7 will be released :)

Patrick Bureau
--MESSAGE FILE 16933 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16934 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 30 Aug 1997 15:43:25 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port08.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Are you using W95 and are experiencing audio breakup?  Well, the problem
may not be with your ISP or modem speed but with W95 internet defaults



instead!

MS ships W95 with default values for two very important internet parameters
set up for those using LANs to get access.  I don't know about you, but I
use a modem!  These values are the MTU (Max Transfer Unit) size and receive
window size.

MS defaults to 1500 bytes for MTU and 8KB for the rwin.  These values
severly hamper internet access thru a modem.  The "natural" size of an
internet MTU is 576 bytes.  40 bytes of this packet is header info, leaving
536 for data.  The rwin should be a multiple of 536.

I have attached two .reg files that can be used to add the keys to the
registry that will fix this problem.  They set MTU to 576 and rwin to 4 *
536.  Just double click on these files to merge them into the registry.  As
always, when messing with the registry, save user.dat and system.dat (the
two reg files) before doing this.  Everyone I know who has done this
procedure, has done so without mishap, but better safe than sorry!

You will be astounded at how much faster your downloads are, with no
changes in ISP or modem speed.  I have been using these settings for a
month or so now, and I have been experiencing great audio quality in the
auditorium.  I do get some breakup, but mostly I get clear, coherent audio.

Trust MS to cripple the home user in favor of the corporate user, and then
not even give any info or direct access to a method for changing these
values.

One caveat... DO NOT use these .reg files in Win NT!!!

Speak to you at the next auditorium presentation!
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

begin 600 mtu_edit.reg
M4D5'141)5#0-"@T*#0H-"EM(2T597TQ/0T%,7TU!0TA)3D5<4WES=&5M7$-U
M<G)E;G1#;VYT<F]L4V5T7%-E<G9I8V5S7$-L87-S7$YE=%1R86YS7# P,#)=
B#0H-"@T*#0HB36%X3515(CTB-3<V(@T*#0H-"@T*#0H-"E1R
`
end

begin 600 rwn_edit.reg
M4D5'141)5#0-"@T*#0H-"EM(2T597TQ/0T%,7TU!0TA)3D5<4WES=&5M7$-U
M<G)E;G1#;VYT<F]L4V5T7%-E<G9I8V5S7%9X1%Q-4U1#4%T-"@T*#0H-"B)$
9969A=6QT4F-V5VEN9&]W(CTB,C$T-"(-"E9X
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 16934 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16935 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: Sat, 30 Aug 1997 12:57:01 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh.cl.msu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02b7 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.2-RELEASE i386)

Wayne K. Werner wrote:

> MS defaults to 1500 bytes for MTU and 8KB for the rwin.  These values
> severly hamper internet access thru a modem.  The "natural" size of an
> internet MTU is 576 bytes.  40 bytes of this packet is header info, leaving
> 536 for data.  The rwin should be a multiple of 536.

There is no such thing as a "natural" internet packet, in fact you will 
find the vast majority of any bulk data transfers are always 1500, to
limit the header overhead associated with each packet. 
> 
> You will be astounded at how much faster your downloads are, with no
> changes in ISP or modem speed.  I have been using these settings for a
> month or so now, and I have been experiencing great audio quality in the
> auditorium.  I do get some breakup, but mostly I get clear, coherent audio.

Im curious as to how you measure this, downloads should be *slower* with
a
smaller MTU.  When you decrease the MTU size, you are adding extra bytes
you must both send and receive (ack for each packet, as well as header
data in each received packet, increasing the overall data stream size.)

What shrinking the MTU size WILL do for you is make interactive response
during high bandwidth usage feel better.  Your keypresses get more
chances
at being sent off when your system is generating a new packet more
frequently
than at 1500.  However download/upload times will suffer..  It may be
that
placeware is doing all sorts of little transmissions during a
presentation,
and as they queue up behind large data load, it gets nasty.  Then again
maybe Windows networking sucks for beans, and it doesnt deal with 
large packet sizes well.

-Crh

       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu

                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich
--MESSAGE FILE 16935 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16936 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk!user
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: New game demo
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 1997 01:24:41 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <ira-3108970124410001@dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-11-58.netcomuk.co.uk
X-newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.2.2

I have just uploaded to my ftp area my first finished game demo, a dog tale.

Check it out and let me know what you think.

http://www.playstation.co.uk/~shadow



Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16936 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16937 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 31 Aug 1997 07:34:44 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <01bcb5e0$2da633e0$9bbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port55.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu> wrote:

> There is no such thing as a "natural" internet packet, in fact you will 
> find the vast majority of any bulk data transfers are always 1500, to
> limit the header overhead associated with each packet. 

You are incorrect there.  The packet size used in the internet, and by
internet routers is indeed 576 bytes.  When you use larger packets, they
must be disassembled into smaller packets on send and reassembled on
receive.  The size of the receive window, also to prevent fragmentation,
must be a multiple of the data size, which is 576 - 40.  Yes, you are
adding "extra" bytes up front.  But the extra bytes are added anyhow when a
1500 byte packet is fragmented, with the further inconvience of not
dividing up neatly, causing the system to wait for a second 1500 byte
packet to fill up the space after any leftover data from the first packet.

> Im curious as to how you measure this, downloads should be *slower* with

Don't take my word for it, try it!  FTP down a file from a nearby site,
time it, make the fix, and download the same file.  Everyone I know who has
made the change has experienced a great increase in speed, all claiming at
least 2 times, some claiming as much as 3 or 4.  I myself have experienced
an increase of at least 2 times.

> What shrinking the MTU size WILL do for you is make interactive response
> during high bandwidth usage feel better.  Your keypresses get more
> chances at being sent off when your system is generating a new packet
more
> frequently than at 1500.

Keypresses and such are processed locally.  The size of a packet has no
influence over when packet sending is initiated.  For example, I compose a
message locally for the newsgroup. When I press the post to news group
button, my message is assembled into packets and sent, whether it's 20
packets full of data or one packet with a single byte of data in it.  What
does matter is whether or not I am exploiting the "natural" size of
internet packets or not.

This is not a perceived increase because of increased interactivity, but a
real improvement of transfer speed.  Again, don't take my word for it. 
Experiment for yourself (and let me know the results, if you don't mind).

Also, don't forget... just setting the MTU is insufficeint to realize the
improvements.  The receive window must also be set at n * (576 - 40). 



experiments with different values for n, but 4 appears to be optimal for
most people. (40 is the number of bytes in the packets header).  The
problem with using larger values with rwin is that the entire buffer is
requested for resending if any one packet comprising it is damaged in
transmission.  If you have an extremely clean connection consistently, you
may find better results with values of 6 or 8.  Again, experiment.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16937 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16938 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 1997 13:43:25 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <3409AD3D.7960145D@msu.edu>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu> 
<01bcb5e0$2da633e0$9bbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh.cl.msu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02b7 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.2-RELEASE i386)

Wayne K. Werner wrote:

> You are incorrect there.  The packet size used in the internet, and by
> internet routers is indeed 576 bytes.  When you use larger packets, they
> must be disassembled into smaller packets on send and reassembled on
> receive.  The size of the receive window, also to prevent fragmentation,
> must be a multiple of the data size, which is 576 - 40.  Yes, you are
> adding "extra" bytes up front.  But the extra bytes are added anyhow when a
> 1500 byte packet is fragmented, with the further inconvience of not
> dividing up neatly, causing the system to wait for a second 1500 byte
> packet to fill up the space after any leftover data from the first packet.

Wayne go pick up any book on the subject (Computer Networks by A.S. Tannenbaum
is a good start).  You arent correct.  MTU is purely a factor of the underlying
transport, (e.g. PPP, Ethernet, FDDI, CDDI).  In any case it hardly matters,
because your packets are being encapsilated by some other protocol before being
sent along on the internet.  It is *that* protocol which is doing the
fragmenting and reassembly, and any additional overhead you add in the data
stream that protocol has to deal with gains you nothing.  Hell, a large
percentage of the high bandwidth links are running ATM, where we're talking a
48 byte packet size, of which 5 bytes are header!

> 
> > Im curious as to how you measure this, downloads should be *slower* with
> 
> Don't take my word for it, try it!  FTP down a file from a nearby site,
> time it, make the fix, and download the same file.  Everyone I know who has
> made the change has experienced a great increase in speed, all claiming at
> least 2 times, some claiming as much as 3 or 4.  I myself have experienced
> an increase of at least 2 times.

Sounds like there is definatly software bugs in the TCP/IP core of windows 95,
but thats not all that unexpected.



> Also, don't forget... just setting the MTU is insufficeint to realize the
> improvements.  The receive window must also be set at n * (576 - 40).
> experiments with different values for n, but 4 appears to be optimal for
> most people. (40 is the number of bytes in the packets header).  The

IP Header is 20 bytes plus a variable length options field.  The minimum IP
header is defined to be 5 32-bit words (or 20 bytes).  Then you have your TCP
data.  Of course all this is only true for PPP links, which themselves have
some packet overhead, which then in most places is turned into an ethernet
packet which has even more overhead.  From there out to 100mbps, or FDDI, or
maybe even directly to a internet link, which could be running all sorts of
funky protocols.  The point here is, there is no internet standard transport. 
TCP/IP is the highest level protocol defined as the standard, but the
underlying transport can change 100 times before ever reaching its destination,
and during that entire mess, your adding TCP/IP overhead.

-Crh

-- 

       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu

                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich
--MESSAGE FILE 16938 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16939 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000129html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Japanese Dual Analog Controller
Date: Sun, 31 Aug 1997 16:57:06 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3409DAA2.10C755BE@msu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh.cl.msu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02b7 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.2-RELEASE i386)

Howdy Folks, does anyone out there know of a good source for these hard-to-find
items?  Any information greatly appreciated !
 
-Crh
-- 

       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu

                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich
--MESSAGE FILE 16939 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000129html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16940 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 1 Sep 1997 02:08:55 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bcb67b$d2fc1620$83bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu> 
<01bcb5e0$2da633e0$9bbf43ce@wkwerner> <3409AD3D.7960145D@msu.edu>



NNTP-Posting-Host: port31.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Again, all I can say is try it yourself.  These settings work.

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16940 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16941 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 1 Sep 1997 07:08:52 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <01bcb6a5$b9f791c0$6bbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu> 
<01bcb5e0$2da633e0$9bbf43ce@wkwerner> <3409AD3D.7960145D@msu.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port07.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Sorry Charles, just can't leave this alone.  Perhaps you would like to do a
little research on the topic.  Start here:

http://www.sns-access.com/~netpro/maxmtu.htm

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16941 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16942 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: Mon, 01 Sep 1997 14:12:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <340B0598.B1257214@msu.edu>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> <340850DD.92B0A366@msu.edu> 
<01bcb5e0$2da633e0$9bbf43ce@wkwerner> <3409AD3D.7960145D@msu.edu> 
<01bcb6a5$b9f791c0$6bbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh.cl.msu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02b7 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.2-RELEASE i386)

Wayne K. Werner wrote:
> 
> Sorry Charles, just can't leave this alone.  Perhaps you would like to do a
> little research on the topic.  Start here:
> 
> http://www.sns-access.com/~netpro/maxmtu.htm

I would suggest looking into the actual RFC's and specifications for



networking, and not some users perspective.  Like I said, go get a good book
on networking such as Tannenbaum's.  If you wish to continue this out of the
newsgroup, I'd be more than happy to.

-Crh

-- 

       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu

                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich
--MESSAGE FILE 16942 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16943 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 3 Sep 1997 05:37:51 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bcb82c$2defe6e0$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vict-mx0100909.smartt.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Just on a lark I tried this to see who would win the debate :-) Based on my
experience, I wouldn't reccomend making these mods. They actually caused my
downloads to slow down appreciably and also caused my news reader and
Internet Explorer to become highly unstable. It may work one some peoples
systems, such as Wayne's, but it was disasterous on mine. Back up those
dat files if you do this!

-Chris Blackwell

--MESSAGE FILE 16943 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16944 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 3 Sep 1997 22:21:51 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 914
Message-ID: <01bcb8b7$8c32d9c0$71bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcb55b$48b98360$6cbf43ce@wkwerner> 
<01bcb82c$2defe6e0$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port13.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Yikes!

I never meant to open such a big can of worms (thought it was just a tasty
one serving can of Spagetti O's!)

I am attaching a help file that describes in detail the inner workings of
the MTU and the receive window.  I hope it helps anyone who is interested.

I personally know 8 other people IRL, face to face who have used this fix
with excellent results.  Has anyone else out there tried it?  I'd love to



here how it is working (or not) for people.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

begin 600 tune_faq.zip
M4$L#!!0``@`(`&Z6W2"G8E)VNYP``.O+`@`,````5%5.15]&05$N2$Q0[;T+
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M?)?^J^]^E__@/SAX_?77U?3T-%PITW]H-/_!?V7J`_6CXL=6&WW^5^8G^GRI
M]]4)^5G..;YFSN4G='XB]+/<\Y,5YY,OA\^GF\/GJB5T?M)<Y[^32KWL-@E@
MWNRV%WZU\'FYS*_SB]A=?ITK8'#AZU@!`PS.J986.2^KDU*MAM<DG[^LSZ?Y
MO%DM8SS4F_P35[O547\\'13]PM%\J9C.^>UMV6PP!1>R7:E,IJW3:PMRJ8%,
M<FHP7\JE\#R]9S#=U@'OWJX>+^1/!/[CI6(QGPO:.U23^KCZVU@VF<ZIAA;U
MW&UTI'Y0?OK([S_R<L.9(T\TO/9O?J7A%_Z-4I\]HM2GCOS([I?IRADX^^F&
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MGSY1Y_:'OO-#'75N'_NK;_[G.K??]?'W[*F^7;;$[?V&??*&``$'"OEB'G V
M\#X&J#X<^/;V,SAE!G&">6IP(E_*I!0^\X1?_)!]Z-#0\+9#@X/;CC[3?]@[
M'GA[858=`>PNE'*!4Q7/X8 FZG NY<.<@FKW3>62F73NF'UP\&#_0*<W,#! 
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M3:&72/5_B2CQ3++!00L-S3^8?/?>.L">^LT7FNO<_N?/Q)KJW#[RKE_;%7&[
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end

--MESSAGE FILE 16944 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16945 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: paul.sawyer@gbd.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: Thu, 04 Sep 1997 02:36:46 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <340e1d73.680878@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bcb8b7$8c32d9c0$71bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: s175.gbd.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Wayne, I tried your mod (accidentally!) and I seem to be getting very
poor results.  Do you know of a way to revert back to the defaults?
Thanks.

Paul Sawyer

--MESSAGE FILE 16945 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16946 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Audio breakup in the auditorium
Date: 4 Sep 1997 21:51:33 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bcb97c$84c4bb20$7bbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcb8b7$8c32d9c0$71bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<340e1d73.680878@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port23.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

paul.sawyer@gbd.com wrote:

> Wayne, I tried your mod (accidentally!) and I seem to be getting very
> poor results.  Do you know of a way to revert back to the defaults?
> Thanks.
> 
> Paul Sawyer

If you wish to revert, and didn't save your registry file, don't panic!  It
is very easy to do!

Use Start/Run... and enter RegEdit. to start the registry editor.  Drill
down and delete the following two registry entries:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\Class\NetTrans\0002\Max
MTU



HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Services\VxD\MSTCP\DefaultRcvWin
dow

Exit and save from RegEdit, reboot, and it's as if it never happened.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16946 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16947 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: David Tin Nyo <memex@teleport.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Tue, 09 Sep 1997 03:12:45 -0700
Organization: Meme-X
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com>
Reply-To: memex@teleport.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip-pdx01-01.teleport.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (WinNT; U)

I just saw the old posts about Carnage Heart, and it brought
up something I thought of a while ago...

People with both a Yaroze and Carnage Heart have the ability
to swap robot designs over the net!  Since you can download
memcard files onto your PC, the info for Carnage Heart designs
is easily transferred.  This is much better than trying to read
an ascii diagram and enter in all the parameters.  Maybe we
can rekindle interest in this great game: I'd love to see
a sequel!

-Dave
--MESSAGE FILE 16947 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16948 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: 9 Sep 1997 22:49:37 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port76.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

David Tin Nyo <memex@teleport.com> wrote:

> People with both a Yaroze and Carnage Heart have the ability
> to swap robot designs over the net!  Since you can download
> memcard files onto your PC, the info for Carnage Heart designs
> is easily transferred.

Can anyone detail the specifics of this?



Thanks
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16948 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16949 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Tue, 09 Sep 1997 19:20:38 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <341603F6.3C5F@concentric.net>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts022d24.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> I'd love to see a sequel!

You ain't kidding.  There is SO much potential in the genre.
I wish Artdink would bring over Carnage Heart EZ to the 
states.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16949 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16950 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: David Tin Nyo <memex@teleport.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Wed, 10 Sep 1997 01:11:28 -0700
Organization: Meme-X
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34165630.4C6A@teleport.com>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <341603F6.3C5F@concentric.net>
Reply-To: memex@teleport.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip-pdx04-26.teleport.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (WinNT; U)

Scott Cartier wrote:
> I wish Artdink would bring over Carnage Heart EZ to the
> states. 

Wow! I didn't know about this, so I checked out Artdink's
website.  I'm going to get me an import and wade through
the Japanese, I don't care!

-David
--MESSAGE FILE 16950 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000140html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16951 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: David Tin Nyo <memex@teleport.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Wed, 10 Sep 1997 01:50:52 -0700
Organization: Meme-X
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <34165F6C.3F07@teleport.com>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner>
Reply-To: memex@teleport.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip-pdx03-04.teleport.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01Gold (WinNT; U)

[ memcard transfers over the internet ]
> Can anyone detail the specifics of this?

Here's some general info on saving and loading
any of your savegame files from your memcard:

Get into SIOCONS and do a directory of your memcard

  >>dir mem:

You'll see a listing of all your savegames, for example:
  001:BASCUS-94351WIPEXL 8192(2000) 64(40)
  002:BASLUS-00283TEMPEST 8192(2000) 128(80)

Choose one and read it into somewhere into the PSX memory 
(eg. location 0x80090000 works fine)

  >> read mem:BASCUS-94351WIPEXL 80090000

SIOCONS will tell you how large the file was.
Now save it to your PC (eg. filename WIPEOUT.SAV) :

  >> [F10][F4]
  Dsave[1]: wipeout.sav 80090000 2000  

Be sure to use the hex values of the location and size.
You should now have a file on your PC, ready for transfer
over the internet!  Make sure you record the full filename
as stored on the memcard!

To place a file from your PC back into your memcard, type
the following into SIOCONS to transfer the file into PSX
memory:

  >> [F9][F4]
  Dload[2]: wipeout.sav 80090000

Then write it to the memcard using the name you recorded previously:
  >> write mem:BASCUS-94351WIPEXL 80090000 2000

That's it!  Now can someone send me the save file for Tobal #1
with Toriyama unlocked?

-David



--MESSAGE FILE 16951 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16952 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Wed, 10 Sep 1997 21:43:24 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34175ACB.C8A83FD2@ix.netcom.com>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<34165F6C.3F07@teleport.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-03.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

> That's it!  Now can someone send me the save file for Tobal #1
> with Toriyama unlocked?

I've tried beating that last dungeon for months... it's impossible.

How about someone uploading the save file for Tobal 2 with all the extra
characters enabled?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 16952 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16953 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Fri, 19 Sep 1997 18:39:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <3423293C.4066@concentric.net>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<34165F6C.3F07@teleport.com> <34175ACB.C8A83FD2@ix.netcom.com> 
<341AC59F.431C@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts026d07.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> It took me months too, but I finally did it.  If I get a chance
> I'll upload it.
> 
> Also, the company that I bought Tobal 2 from also offered memory
> card with 200+ characters unlocked.  I guess they had someone go
> through it and get them all.  I bought it since there's no way in
> heck I'll be able to finish the quest mode without learning
> Japanese.
> 
> So I can upload that as well.



> 
> Once I get both of them available I'll reply here.
> 
> Scott

Aaagh!  I just went looking for my Tobal 1 save game and couldn't
find it!  I think what happened is one time I bought one of those
mega memory cards and copied all my stuff on it.  Well, as they
all seem to do, the card went belly-up and I lost everything.  No
big deal since I had everything still on my Sony cards.  In the
process of transferring back and forth I must have forgotten to
keep a copy of Tobal 1 on a normal card.  So I lost it!  I think
my friend copied it from me so I'll check with him to see if he
has it.

In the meantime, I *do* have the Tobal 2 save game with 200+
characters enabled so I can at least upload that.  I'll have a
new set of web pages up this weekend and will have a link to the
file.  I'll let you know when it's up.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16953 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16954 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Sun, 21 Sep 1997 14:05:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <34258C28.4CC0@concentric.net>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<34165F6C.3F07@teleport.com> <341C01F2.432D@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts024d03.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> Yaroze, but I can't upload them.
> 
> When I hit [F10][F4], I get the Dsave prompt, I enter
> the proper info, and the Yaroze screen shows a block
> of text indicating it is writing (0/2000 bytes), but
> then nothing else happens.
> 
> After a few mins, I figure nothing will happen, so
> I hit ESC and exit SIOCONS, and there is a 0-byte file
> with the name I supplied.
> 
> Any ideas why I can't upload data?

I had this happen to me the other day.  I think the problem
was that my DTLH3000 was set for a different baud rate than
I was actually trying to use.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16954 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000144html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16955 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Carnage Heart, Again
Date: Sun, 21 Sep 1997 14:08:58 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34258CEA.DBC@concentric.net>
References: <3415211D.45D8@teleport.com> <01bcbd72$7118bfa0$b0bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<34165F6C.3F07@teleport.com> <34175ACB.C8A83FD2@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts024d03.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

> I've tried beating that last dungeon for months... it's impossible.
> 
> How about someone uploading the save file for Tobal 2 with all the extra
> characters enabled?

Okay, I've put up some new web pages.  I've included my Tobal 2
save game on the main page (at the bottom).  I'd be interested to
know if anyone gets this to work.

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/scartier.html

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16955 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16956 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze programming FAQ?
Date: Wed, 24 Sep 1997 18:05:06 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2409971805060001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.105.28.187
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Hm, does anyone want to work on a Yaroze programming FAQ? It could be as
simple as a collection of the most common q&a's that have appeared in these
newsgroups.

I hope I'm not volunteering by just suggesting this ;-)  Actually, I'd be
willing to help. Anyone else?

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 16956 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16957 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze programming FAQ?
Date: Thu, 25 Sep 1997 01:45:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3429c212.11754241@205.149.189.29>
References: <wal-ya02408000R2409971805060001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Funny you should mention it. It's being worked on even as I type.

Mario

On Wed, 24 Sep 1997 18:05:06 -0700, wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
wrote:

>Hm, does anyone want to work on a Yaroze programming FAQ? It could be as
>simple as a collection of the most common q&a's that have appeared in these
>newsgroups.
>
>I hope I'm not volunteering by just suggesting this ;-)  Actually, I'd be
>willing to help. Anyone else?
>
>-- 
>wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>

--MESSAGE FILE 16957 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16958 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze programming FAQ?
Date: 25 Sep 1997 01:47:40 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bcc954$bde57a60$82bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <wal-ya02408000R2409971805060001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3429c212.11754241@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port30.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Mario Perdue <mperdue@hrtc.net> wrote:

> Funny you should mention it. It's being worked on even as I type.

Wow!  The cream of the newsgroups!  Who's doing it?  Could it be put
up as a work in progress?  Maybe people could email some choices
over... I know I have saved a bunch of news that I have found
valuable.

I bet a lot of people would like to help on this.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16958 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000148html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 16959 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mike" <m.ferenduros@btinternet.com.removethisbit>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Does CW suck?
Date: 30 Sep 1997 21:56:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bccdec$dea40b80$6e3863c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-56-110.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi,

Is it just me, or does CodeWarrior suck?

That's a genuine question. I went ahead and got it with the rest of the
Yaroze kit, and as much as I prefer IDEs to command-line tools, I find it a
lot easier to use GNU.

Do I have to dig deeper to uncover its charms, or does it out-and-out suck?
Having forked out 90 for the thing, I'd like to get *some* use out of it.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

Cheers,

Mike

m.ferenduros@btinternet.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16959 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16960 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Don Thomas" <don_thomas@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: 2 Oct 1997 00:46:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bccece$48d16ac0$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bca202$c058a340$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com> 
<33e7f499.5335169@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Patrick,

> I was just pointing out what could be done with off-the-shelf
> components with a 1999-2000 release date and a $300 price tag in mind.
> I don't wish to take decisions for Sony or to look like I know
> everything :) Moreover, I'm not attempting to make Sony "spill the
> beans" about the PSX2.  It was only an attempt to give my thoughts
> about the NY and the PSX future and to bring up a new thread in the
> newsgroup. 
>
Understood. It's just hard for Sony people to participate because the
decussion involves things that are not decided yet and Marketing likes to
make the announcements about it first when everything is decided or set in
stone. <g>

> And as a side note, I know that you can't comment much about the PSX2



> or a possible Net Yaroze 2 for security reasons or maybe you don't
> even know much more than we do about these projects, but I'm still
> grateful for your participation in this thread. Thanks!

Thanks. (Sorry I didn't answer sooner.)

--Don Thomas
  SCEA

--MESSAGE FILE 16960 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000150html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16961 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000151html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Don Thomas" <don_thomas@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze programming FAQ?
Date: 3 Oct 1997 00:27:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <01bccf94$b9bfde80$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R2409971805060001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3429c212.11754241@205.149.189.29> <01bcc954$bde57a60$82bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Wayne,

Hi.

We're working on this. It cannot be posted as work in progress because
anything that is officially posted must be reviewed for accuracy and legal
matters, if any. As soon as the first version is ready, we'll let all the
members know.

Thanks for the suggestion!

--Don Thomas
  SCEA

Wayne K. Werner <wkwerner@con2.com> wrote in article
<01bcc954$bde57a60$82bf43ce@wkwerner>...
> 
> 
> Mario Perdue <mperdue@hrtc.net> wrote:
> 
> > Funny you should mention it. It's being worked on even as I type.
> 
> Wow!  The cream of the newsgroups!  Who's doing it?  Could it be put
> up as a work in progress?  Maybe people could email some choices
> over... I know I have saved a bunch of news that I have found
> valuable.
> 
> I bet a lot of people would like to help on this.
> -- 
> Wayne K. Werner
> wkwerner@con2.com
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 16961 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000151html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16962 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Don Thomas" <don_thomas@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Who should I send my new address to?
Date: 3 Oct 1997 00:30:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <01bccf95$1ee91600$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com>
References: <33FCA1AC.250@lh.com> <33fcdbe7.28238889@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Mario,

I try to respond to all the most pertinent messages to that address, but
it's impossible to do them all. If Gregor has a concern, he can write me
directly at don_thomas@playstation.sony.com.

--Don Thomas
  SCEA

Mario Perdue <mperdue@hrtc.net> wrote in article
<33fcdbe7.28238889@205.149.189.29>...
> Gregor,
> 
> That would be the correct place to send address changes. I seem to
> recall having forwarded that message, and that it was taken care of.
> I'm a bit concerned that you didn't get a reply from me though, so if
> you can re-send the information I'll verify that it was taken care of.
> 
> Mario
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 16962 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16963 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Are the newsgroups still alive? Just testing...
Date: 10 Oct 1997 04:39:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vict-mx0100909.smartt.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I've seen no posts for several days. I'm just seeing if I have some sort of
problem...

-Chris
--MESSAGE FILE 16963 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16964 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Are the newsgroups still alive? Just testing...
Date: Fri, 10 Oct 1997 00:14:23 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 10
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1010970014230001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mg136-127.ricochet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>, "Chris
Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com> wrote:

> I've seen no posts for several days. I'm just seeing if I have some sort of
> problem...

Yeah, it seems pretty quiet here these days. Back to school season perhaps?

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 16964 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16965 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@hrtc.net (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Are the newsgroups still alive? Just testing...
Date: Fri, 10 Oct 1997 15:40:35 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <343e4c0a.456225@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

No problem that I know of. I think a lot of the members have returned
to school and have their hands full of other things. 

Mario

On 10 Oct 1997 04:39:23 GMT, "Chris Blackwell" <bespeed@smartt.com>
wrote:

>I've seen no posts for several days. I'm just seeing if I have some sort of
>problem...
>
>-Chris

--MESSAGE FILE 16965 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16966 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Are the newsgroups still alive? Just testing...
Date: 11 Oct 1997 07:00:03 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01bcd612$f746d0e0$7fbf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port27.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161



Chris Blackwell <bespeed@smartt.com> wrote:

> I've seen no posts for several days. I'm just seeing if I have some
sort of
> problem...

Yeah... kinda spooky, all that echoing silence!  I know I've just
been busy.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16966 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16967 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Are the newsgroups still alive? Just testing...
Date: Mon, 13 Oct 1997 16:33:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <34424ce0.6161073@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bcd537$27730c20$169f22cf@SmarttNet.smartt.com> 
<01bcd612$f746d0e0$7fbf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: JAF175.rh.psu.edu
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Yea, it's been *back to school* for me, for the last few week.  I'm
attempting to fit in some Yaroze work, finish my game demo, and spruce
up my web page, though.  I'd also like to contribute to the FAQ when
it comes out.  See you all later...

Jamin

On 11 Oct 1997 07:00:03 GMT, "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
wrote:

>
>
>Chris Blackwell <bespeed@smartt.com> wrote:
>
>> I've seen no posts for several days. I'm just seeing if I have some
>sort of
>> problem...
>
>Yeah... kinda spooky, all that echoing silence!  I know I've just
>been busy.
>-- 
>Wayne K. Werner
>wkwerner@con2.com
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16967 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16968 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Does CW suck?
Date: Mon, 13 Oct 1997 16:50:37 -0500
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R1310971650370001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <01bccdec$dea40b80$6e3863c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 198.214.227.156
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <01bccdec$dea40b80$6e3863c3@default>, "Mike"
<m.ferenduros@btinternet.com.removethisbit> wrote:

>Hi,
>
>Is it just me, or does CodeWarrior suck?
>
>That's a genuine question. I went ahead and got it with the rest of the
>Yaroze kit, and as much as I prefer IDEs to command-line tools, I find it a
>lot easier to use GNU.
>
>Do I have to dig deeper to uncover its charms, or does it out-and-out suck?
>Having forked out 90 for the thing, I'd like to get *some* use out of it.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

Hi Mike,
  Have you downloaded the update from our Website? I think you will find it
much improved over the original.  <http://www.metrowerks.com>.  We have
already completed version 2 of the tools which you will be mailed on CD
(please send in your registration card).  They are in production right now
(which is being slowed due to Elton John's single doing so well) and should
be in the mail in 5 days.

-Joel

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 16968 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000158html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16969 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Seems like we lost our fearless leader...
Date: Tue, 04 Nov 1997 04:29:01 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 90
Message-ID: <345ea2b2.4538307@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a82.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I just saw on Next-Generation Online that our leader, Bill Rehbock,
left Sony to pursue his career at VM Labs. So, who's in charge of the
Net Yaroze program now?

Here's a transcript of the article:

Exclusive: Nintendo, Sony, Sega and ??? 

November 4, 1997 



Sony's head of R&D, Bill Rehbock, has left the company to work on VM
Labs' new hardware. Next Generation Online spoke with Rehbock where
he reveals that a fourth major player will be joining the hardware
wars. 

Just when you thought the market was stable and that all the
players in the industry have already placed their bids, up pops a
new technology and a "major" backer that promises to making
things just a bit more interesting again. 

While Next Generation Magazine has provided some early insights
into the VM Labs in its last issue, little has been said of the
mysterious `Project X' that the company promises will be `the next
Mario killing hardware'. 

Friday was Bill Rehbock's last day at Sony and Monday will mark
his first day at VM Labs. Said Rehbock "The guys at VM Labs
waited to approach me until they had something to show me so
that I would have an easy decision to make. Needless to say they
knocked my socks off." 

In addition to the hardware (and here's the key) VM Labs already
has a deal signed with a `major' but as yet unknown manufacturer.
"Every company that VM Labs approached was of the magnitude
of a Sony. One of them eventually signed," said Rehbock. "I
wouldn't have left my position at the `country club' in Foster City
[Sony] if this weren't a sure thing." Already speculation as to who
the backer is in the Next Generation office is running rampant.
Time frame for the system release is said to be a cryptic "really
soon". 

In his new role at VM Labs, Rehbock will be the vice-president of
software development (which was a role he originally played at
both Atari and to some degree early on in his position at Sony). In
this role, he will be trying to solicit third party support for the
new hardware in addition to overseeing internal projects. Obviously
one of the major feathers in the new hardware's cap is the support
from coding genius, Jeff Minter. Minter's forte is clearly in the
realm of fast action, psychedelic games such as Tempest 2000,
Llamatron and Defender 2000. 

Other members of the team include former Atari employees, Jon
Mathison (known to some as the `father of the Jaguar') and
Richard Miller (who seems to be the mastermind on the project).
Despite the obvious Atari heritage, Rehbock is key to point out
that "this is not Atari and that it is an entirely different company
with entirely new technology." 

When asked what he felt of potential technology competitors 3Dfx
and PowerVR, Rehbock commented: "3Dfx has good
performance, but it's still a bit pricey and I don't think PowerVR
will ever be a significant factor in the market." Assuming that in his
position at Sony Rehbock also had knowledge of Sony's
forthcoming hardware and Project X still impressed him, it raises
some interesting questions as to the power of this system. 

With regard to differences between VM Labs and Sony, Rehbock
pointed to the difference in developer support and tools for the
systems. "I don't think the team at VM Labs has left a stone
unturned with regard to development tools," said Rehbock. "I'm
used to good tools having worked at Sony. But the guys at VM
Labs hail from all facets of gaming industry and have written tools
from a game programmers perspective. The teams we've put
together at Sony, while they offered the best support around,



simply weren't gamers." 

In terms of who VM Labs will be going to first for development
support, Rehbock indicated that "it will be all the obvious ones"
(clearly not wanting to give away much of his plans). "We already
have a few development systems seeded out there but for now
we're going to be working with a few select developers at first. It
sounds funny, but it's true, we need to focus on quality first. When
developers see this hardware and the tools at their disposal, I think
my job isn't going to be very hard." 

To sum up, VM Labs has working hardware. It has development
systems in a few developers' offices already and probably most
importantly, it supposedly has `major backing from a company the
size of Sony'. The next generation hardware wars are getting
extremely interesting. 
--MESSAGE FILE 16969 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000159html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16970 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000160html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Seems like we lost our fearless leader...
Date: Tue, 04 Nov 1997 18:15:09 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <345FAC7D.F6C7EF0D@msu.edu>
References: <345ea2b2.4538307@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh.cl.msu.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03b8 [en] (X11; I; FreeBSD 2.2.5-RELEASE i386)

Patrick Bureau wrote:
> 
> I just saw on Next-Generation Online that our leader, Bill Rehbock,
> left Sony to pursue his career at VM Labs. So, who's in charge of the
> Net Yaroze program now?
> 
> Here's a transcript of the article:
> 
> Exclusive: Nintendo, Sony, Sega and ???

Wow... That sort of sends an interesting message, when the head of Sony
Research and Development sees something else, goes "Wow" and leaves... If
there is one person on the planet who shouldnt be wowable, it should've been
Bill.  Im curious as to if he was "wowed" by the technology, or their $$
offering to him :)  In any case, now Im drooling :)

-Crh
-- 

       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu

                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich
--MESSAGE FILE 16970 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000160html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16971 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Seems like we lost our fearless leader...
Date: 5 Nov 1997 09:22:30 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 38
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <63pdsm$e1j1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

FYI  At Sony (SCEA), Bill was VP of Technical Support.       Remember also
that although some R&D is performed in SCEE and SCEA (the American and
Europe/Australia parts of Sony Computer Entertainment), core R&D is
performed in Tokyo ....

Paul

From: Charles Henrich <henrich@msu.edu>

> I just saw on Next-Generation Online that our leader, Bill Rehbock,
> left Sony to pursue his career at VM Labs. So, who's in charge of the
> Net Yaroze program now?
>
> Here's a transcript of the article:
>
> Exclusive: Nintendo, Sony, Sega and ???
Wow... That sort of sends an interesting message, when the head of Sony
Research and Development sees something else, goes "Wow" and leaves... If
there is one person on the planet who shouldnt be wowable, it should've
been
Bill.  Im curious as to if he was "wowed" by the technology, or their $$
offering to him :)  In any case, now Im drooling :)
-Crh
--
       Charles Henrich     Michigan State University     henrich@msu.edu
                         http://pilot.msu.edu/~henrich

--MESSAGE FILE 16971 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000161html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16972 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Seems like we lost our fearless leader...
Date: Wed, 05 Nov 1997 10:50:02 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34604e73.212239@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <63pdsm$e1j1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: gil.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com wrote:
>FYI  At Sony (SCEA), Bill was VP of Technical Support.       Remember also
>that although some R&D is performed in SCEE and SCEA (the American and
>Europe/Australia parts of Sony Computer Entertainment), core R&D is
>performed in Tokyo ....

Tokyo? That's in Japan isn't it? I suppose that would explain why Next
Generation hasn't heard of it...

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 16972 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16973 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Solmonson <scosol@aimquest.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 13:13:28 -0800
Organization: AimQuest Corporation
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: scosol@aimquest.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: black4-2-0death.aimquest.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:122 scea.yaroze.announce:39 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:163

All-

Sadly, my NY must go.
Between women/cars/band/work I just don't have the time.
I realize that everyone here already has one, but I'm hoping one of you
may know someone who wants one.

You all know how much it was new. (With Codewarrior)
Make me an offer-

Respond privately to "scosol@aimquest.com"

Scott

-- 
Scott Solmonson
Systems Administrator / Organic Grower \ Man Of Leisure
AimQuest Corporation         \|/
                        scosol@aimquest.com
V.408.965.1169               /|\
F.408.955.1968
P.408.539.1942               \|/
                      p.scosol@aimquest.com
"Excuse me while I           /|\      
whip this out."
--MESSAGE FILE 16973 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16974 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Linda J. Hodge" <hodgke@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: NY must go! :(
Date: Thu, 06 Nov 1997 08:44:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <3461F408.1781@earthlink.net>
References: <346232F8.71555BA7@aimquest.com>
Reply-To: hodgke@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool015-max9.so-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-NSCP  (Win16; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:123 scea.yaroze.announce:41 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:164

I'll miss ya,
Ill make a game just for you, in your honor.
-Austin Kottke(Bufferman)
--MESSAGE FILE 16974 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000164html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16975 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: A DOG TALE - with source
Date: Fri, 07 Nov 1997 20:27:11 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <ira-0711972027120001@dialup-07-31.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-07-31.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5

A Dog Tale

I've fixed a couple of bugs and made the game a tad easier and reposted it
complete with full source code for anyone to delve into/be amazed by/laugh
at, whatever.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow

Comments?

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16975 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16976 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Slow SCEA webserver
Date: 23 Nov 1997 21:17:11 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <01bcf855$e34e4f40$d9bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.67.191.217
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Am I the only one having problems with the SCEA web server?

The news server seems fine, I have no problem with it.  I
frequent several sites including the NY SCEE site, and have



no problem.  But when I access the American NY server,
I am often getting *SLOW* response or no response at all. 
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16976 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16977 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Slow SCEA webserver
Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 04:01:34 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <3478fba6.50345093@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bcf855$e34e4f40$d9bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Hi Wayne,

I've been having trouble with slow response lately too. We checked
last week and at that time it appeared to be a problem with the net,
not the yaroze server. I'll be sure to mention to Sony that others are
having problems so we can look into it further.

Thanks,

Mario

On 23 Nov 1997 21:17:11 GMT, "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
wrote:

>Am I the only one having problems with the SCEA web server?
>
>The news server seems fine, I have no problem with it.  I
>frequent several sites including the NY SCEE site, and have
>no problem.  But when I access the American NY server,
>I am often getting *SLOW* response or no response at all. 
>-- 
>Wayne K. Werner
>wkwerner@con2.com
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16977 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16978 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000168html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: CD collection
Date: Wed, 26 Nov 1997 01:52:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <ira-2611970152040001@dialup-08-40.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-08-40.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:168 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:249



I know that I've seen somewhere in a post before about someone thinking of
putting together a CD with source code, demos, and stuff on for other
yaroze members, but I saw nothing else of it.

Anyway, I was thinking of something very similar, and would be prepared to
compile something if enough people wanted it, all I'd ask is the cost of
the disk, postage, and a couple of quid for my time.

Any ideas, suggestions or thoughts, post here or mail me with interest. I
was thinking of producing an ISO 9660 disk so that all and sundry can
access it (PC, MAC, Linux etc)

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16978 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16979 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: CD collection
Date: Tue, 25 Nov 1997 18:55:14 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <347B8F92.7C54@concentric.net>
References: <ira-2611970152040001@dialup-08-40.netcomuk.co.uk>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts015d02.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:169 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:250

I think that's a great idea.  Unfortunately I don't think too many 
of us U.S. people have much in the way of finished products (or at
least I haven't seen too many announcements about them).  Still I'd 
like to see it happen.

Scott
 

> I know that I've seen somewhere in a post before about someone thinking of
> putting together a CD with source code, demos, and stuff on for other
> yaroze members, but I saw nothing else of it.
> 
> Anyway, I was thinking of something very similar, and would be prepared to
> compile something if enough people wanted it, all I'd ask is the cost of
> the disk, postage, and a couple of quid for my time.
> 
> Any ideas, suggestions or thoughts, post here or mail me with interest. I
> was thinking of producing an ISO 9660 disk so that all and sundry can
> access it (PC, MAC, Linux etc)
> 
> Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16979 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16980 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: CD collection



Date: Mon, 01 Dec 1997 10:35:08 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <348292DC.219E1BF4@micronetics.com>
References: <ira-2611970152040001@dialup-08-40.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jim.micronetics.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:170 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:251

Ira,

I made a posting about 4 weeks ago along these lines.  I just
downloaded  all 3 NY web sites and blew them to cd. Its turned out
rather useful.
I made the offer of making copies for other members but got no reply.

Anyway, it's certainly worth doing.

Cheers
/Jim

Ira Rainey wrote:
> 
> I know that I've seen somewhere in a post before about someone thinking of
> putting together a CD with source code, demos, and stuff on for other
> yaroze members, but I saw nothing else of it.
> 
> Anyway, I was thinking of something very similar, and would be prepared to
> compile something if enough people wanted it, all I'd ask is the cost of
> the disk, postage, and a couple of quid for my time.
> 
> Any ideas, suggestions or thoughts, post here or mail me with interest. I
> was thinking of producing an ISO 9660 disk so that all and sundry can
> access it (PC, MAC, Linux etc)
> 
> Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16980 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16981 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Slow SCEA webserver
Date: 2 Dec 1997 19:27:30 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bcff59$041839c0$d7bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <01bcf855$e34e4f40$d9bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<3478fba6.50345093@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port115.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Just wanted to note that the web server seems to be
back to it's previous speedy performance...  Thanks!

Wayne K. Werner



wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16981 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16982 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Slow SCEA webserver
Date: Wed, 03 Dec 1997 00:08:49 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3484a2db.31921733@205.149.189.29>
References: <01bcf855$e34e4f40$d9bf43ce@wkwerner> 
<3478fba6.50345093@205.149.189.29> <01bcff59$041839c0$d7bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Wayne,

I've noticed the same thing. Peter seems to have found and corrected
the problem.

Thanks for the feedback.

Mario

On 2 Dec 1997 19:27:30 GMT, "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
wrote:

>Just wanted to note that the web server seems to be
>back to it's previous speedy performance...  Thanks!
>
>Wayne K. Werner
>wkwerner@con2.com
>

--MESSAGE FILE 16982 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000172html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16983 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Hello All!
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:27:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip115.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:173 scea.yaroze.beginners:133
scea.yaroze.announce:43

Just wanted to say hello to everyone on the newsgroups I am new to the
NY program so HELLO!
--MESSAGE FILE 16983 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16984 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000174html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Fri, 05 Dec 1997 21:29:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <348971fe.5972397@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip115.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

How were you guys able to attend E3 dont you have to be a
developer????

On Wed, 25 Jun 1997 16:34:47 -0300, Jon Blocksom
<blocksom@Kreative.net> wrote:

>Just out of curiousity, did any other Yaroze owners attend E3?  What
>did people think?  Personally, I was amazed that there were so many
>racing games.
>
>Jon

--MESSAGE FILE 16984 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16985 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.announce
Subject: Re: Hello All!
Date: Sat, 06 Dec 1997 10:19:47 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34899743.2B10@concentric.net>
References: <3488713e.5780191@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts011d13.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:175 scea.yaroze.beginners:134
scea.yaroze.announce:44

Nice to know our ranks are still growing.  Welcome aboard!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 16985 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16986 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Questions about E3
Date: Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <348d756e.849040@news.scea.sony.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: ip138.ts16.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
buch
--MESSAGE FILE 16986 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16987 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Tue, 09 Dec 1997 19:28:40 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <348d9b57.8510437@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <33B172D7.5D46@Kreative.net> <348971fe.5972397@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher) wrote:
>How were you guys able to attend E3 dont you have to be a
>developer????

If it's anything like ECTS in England then attendance restrictions
such as 'no students' or 'professionals only' typically mean only that
you can't buy your way in at the door. However, there were, for
example, free invitations to ECTS in Computer Trade Weekly which could
have been filled in for friends by people with access to it.

Gil Jaysmith
SN Systems Software Ltd (http://www.snsys.com)
Standard disclaimer for personal opinions.
--MESSAGE FILE 16987 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16988 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming
.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PSX-EXE image format
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 00:05:54 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <348E3142.1E73@bmc.com>
Reply-To: Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dresden.bmc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:178 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:253 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:110



Is there any chance we could get the documentation or information
specifying the layout of the PSX-EXE image format? 

I can get information about ELF quite readily which covers the gcc
compiler. The Yaroze CodeWarrior system generates intermediate ELF code
then uses a final phase linker to generate Sony's PSX-EXE image format.  

I've figured out a bit but it is slow going looking at hex code.
Why does Sony have to pad out the image and why the nice string like
"Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. for XYZ area" wasting space in the
image? I would hope the loader just checks this and then starts loading
into memory from another offset. I'm sure there is a country code in
there somewhere. CodeWarrior Yaroze generates "Sony Computer
Entertainment Inc. for Japan area" by the way. 8-)

Why do I want this you might ask? 
Well I want to write a utility that transparently calls the correct
loader, whether it be siocons or the Metrowerks stuff. It should be
possible to write a generic loader for both formats.

It also wouldn't be too terrible to support dynamic code loading, which
I assume is what the overlays mentioned in places for professional PS
development are for. Their format would be nice to know as well.

Sony, please share with us....

Kevin Holbrook
100% PSX Enthusiast
--MESSAGE FILE 16988 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000178html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16989 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PSX-EXE image format
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 19:16:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <66mpf9$9k31@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <348E3142.1E73@bmc.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Kevin Holbrook wrote in message <348E3142.1E73@bmc.com>...

>I can get information about ELF quite readily which covers the gcc
>compiler. The Yaroze CodeWarrior system generates intermediate ELF code
>then uses a final phase linker to generate Sony's PSX-EXE image format.

>Why do I want this you might ask?
>Well I want to write a utility that transparently calls the correct
>loader, whether it be siocons or the Metrowerks stuff. It should be
>possible to write a generic loader for both formats.
>

siocons already supports s-record format, psx-exe, and a.out MIPS-ECOFF. So
if you know what the codewarrior format is and you know what the string is
to send to the yaroze monitor to make it receive that format, why not just
hack the siocons source?



But if I remember in the dim and distant past when I actually used to use
codewarrior (no, really!), siocons used to load my codewarrior programs,
although they never returned to the prompt; are you sure you need to do
anything apart from sort this bug out??

You can get the siocons source (which includes info on the psx-exe format)
from the scee site.
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze/ftp/comp/devtools/siocons.zip

yay

Graeme

--MESSAGE FILE 16989 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16990 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming
.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PSX-EXE image format
Date: Wed, 10 Dec 1997 19:58:37 GMT
Organization: SN Systems
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <348ef301.1832079@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <348E3142.1E73@bmc.com>
Reply-To: gil@snsys.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:180 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:254 scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:111

Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com> wrote:
>It also wouldn't be too terrible to support dynamic code loading, which
>I assume is what the overlays mentioned in places for professional PS
>development are for. Their format would be nice to know as well.

Overlays aren't dynamically linked. It's just a mechanism where you
place chunks of code at the same address and output them as different
files. The linker fixes it up properly without particularly caring
that it's just located two functions at the same address, and it's up
to you to make sure that you've loaded the correct block of code into
memory during game execution before you call any of the functions
which are inside it.

The format used for overlay files is pure binary, which I wouldn't
regard as a particular trade secret. The reason is that the last thing
you want, if you're using overlays to minimise RAM wastage, is for the
overlay mechanism to require basically a runtime linker, which is what
shared-object systems such as Unix and Win32 have lurking in memory at
all times.

I don't know whether you could do this with the GNU linker in one
pass; our linker is customised to do this since it would be a pain for
the developers to write ten extra linker scripts if they wanted ten
overlays. So you'll probably need to link each overlay in a separate
command. Don't see why the technique shouldn't be possible, though.



- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 16990 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16991 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Chat
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:05:02 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16991 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16992 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000182html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:08:00 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3498BDC0.6F4D@concentric.net>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts006d36.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

That sounds good.  Although I'd prefer waiting until after the
holidays.  I'll be gone until after the new year and I'm sure 
others will similarly be on vacation.

Scott

> Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
> chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
> anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?
> 
> Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16992 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16993 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 07:13:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18



Message-ID: <3498ccf5.582307@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <3498BDC0.6F4D@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up9.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I agree also sounds like a good idea!!!!

On Wed, 17 Dec 1997 22:08:00 -0800, Scott Cartier
<dsyaroze@concentric.net> wrote:

>That sounds good.  Although I'd prefer waiting until after the
>holidays.  I'll be gone until after the new year and I'm sure 
>others will similarly be on vacation.
>
>Scott
>
>
>> Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
>> chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
>> anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?
>> 
>> Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16993 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16994 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: 18 Dec 1997 07:39:29 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bd0b88$b3a2f160$b8bf43ce@wkwerner>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port84.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Mario Perdue <mperdue@l4software.com> wrote:

> Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
> chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
> anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?

Sounds good to me.  People could get together extremely easily.
I check my email everyday, and would need no more than 24 hrs
notice of an inpromtu meeting.

Also, at a specific time (how about 9:00 pm est?) everyday,
interested parties could just go and see if anyone is
hanging out.  No schedule, no presure, just drop on 
by if the mood hits ya.

-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16994 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000184html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 16995 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 10:38:19 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <3498fc98.3427105@205.149.189.29>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Anyone game for tomorrow night? (That would be Friday, 19 Dec) I'll
try to show up around 9:00pm EST. We'll see what happens.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 16995 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16996 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.
yaroze.problems.mac,scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.
2d_graphics,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries
Subject: Christmas pressies for Mac users
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:19:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <ira-1912970019220001@dialup-01-02.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-02.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:186 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:262 scea.yaroze.problems.mac:70 
scee.yaroze.problems.mac:9 scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:297 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:201 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:4 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:96

I have now on my ftp site a pair of Photoshop plugins for the import and
export of TIM files for the Macintosh. This now gives Mac users full TIM
development abilities.

The files can be found at:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shadow

Happy christmas guys!

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 16996 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000186html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16997 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!paulk
From: paulk@anon.nymserver.com (Paul Kearns)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:38:07 GMT
Organization: The Hacker's Shack
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <67cfe5$5hi1@scea>



References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide18.microsoft.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: News Xpress 2.01

In article <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario 
Perdue) wrote:
>Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
>chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
>anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?

This is an excellent idea, but are there restrictions on how many
people can participate?  When we had the presentation a few months
back, it seemed like Palace was more geared towards a one-way
presenter / audience thing.

Is there interest in / capability for an IRC channel somewhere?  It's
more complicated to use, but I believe it has more features.

Just a thought...

>Mario

Paul Kearns
paulk@anon.nymserver.com
--MESSAGE FILE 16997 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16998 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:56:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3499d42b.3052869@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up43.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Umm so because I ma new and stuff how do I get into this place to chat
with everyone?????

On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:38:07 GMT, paulk@anon.nymserver.com (Paul
Kearns) wrote:

>In article <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29>, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario 
Perdue) wrote:
>>Lately I've been thinking it might be fun to get together and just
>>chat a bit. I think we can use the Auditorium lobby for this. Would
>>anyone else be interested in "shooting the breeze" some evening?
>
>This is an excellent idea, but are there restrictions on how many
>people can participate?  When we had the presentation a few months
>back, it seemed like Palace was more geared towards a one-way
>presenter / audience thing.



>
>Is there interest in / capability for an IRC channel somewhere?  It's
>more complicated to use, but I believe it has more features.
>
>Just a thought...
>
>>Mario
>
>Paul Kearns
>paulk@anon.nymserver.com

--MESSAGE FILE 16998 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 16999 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:53:22 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34998cd2.8630762@205.149.189.29>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea> 
<3499d42b.3052869@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:56:30 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Umm so because I ma new and stuff how do I get into this place to chat
>with everyone?????

Go to the auditorium lobby from the main page. If you've never been
there, it will take about 5 minutes or so to download all the
necessary software. Then just click the button to join us in the
lobby.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 16999 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17000 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:55:09 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34998d5c.8769597@205.149.189.29>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 00:38:07 GMT, paulk@anon.nymserver.com (Paul
Kearns) wrote:

>This is an excellent idea, but are there restrictions on how many
>people can participate?  When we had the presentation a few months
>back, it seemed like Palace was more geared towards a one-way
>presenter / audience thing.



I don't know what the restrictions in the lobby are, I guess we'll
just have to try it and see.

>Is there interest in / capability for an IRC channel somewhere?  It's
>more complicated to use, but I believe it has more features.

If the lobby can't handle it, we can always try something else.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17000 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17001 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 03:46:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3499edd0.2411928@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea> 
<3499d42b.3052869@news.scea.sony.com> <34998cd2.8630762@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.108.255.104
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Umm I did that but it says the version I have has expired so where can
I get the latest one ??

On Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:53:22 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:56:30 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>Klucher) wrote:
>
>>Umm so because I ma new and stuff how do I get into this place to chat
>>with everyone?????
>
>Go to the auditorium lobby from the main page. If you've never been
>there, it will take about 5 minutes or so to download all the
>necessary software. Then just click the button to join us in the
>lobby.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17001 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17002 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 23:33:24 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3499b290.1793303@205.149.189.29>



References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea> 
<3499d42b.3052869@news.scea.sony.com> <34998cd2.8630762@205.149.189.29> 
<3499edd0.2411928@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

It should automatically download the software when you go to the
auditorium. At least it did for me.

Mario

On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 03:46:04 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Umm I did that but it says the version I have has expired so where can
>I get the latest one ??
>
>
>
>
>
>On Thu, 18 Dec 1997 20:53:22 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
>Perdue) wrote:
>
>>On Fri, 19 Dec 1997 01:56:30 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>>Klucher) wrote:
>>
>>>Umm so because I ma new and stuff how do I get into this place to chat
>>>with everyone?????
>>
>>Go to the auditorium lobby from the main page. If you've never been
>>there, it will take about 5 minutes or so to download all the
>>necessary software. Then just click the button to join us in the
>>lobby.
>>
>>Mario
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17002 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17003 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Chat
Date: Thu, 18 Dec 1997 23:38:30 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3499b2f6.1895280@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Please forgive my rudeness for not posting this here as well as in the
North America group. We'll be having an informal chat in the
Auditorium in the NA site Friday the 19th at 9:00pm EST. That's
probably fairly late on your side of the pond, but if your up, feel
free to stop by and join us.

Hopefully this will become a semi-regular event.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17003 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000193html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17004 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yar
oze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Pointer usage (Was Re: Now I'm getting REALLY mad!)
Followup-To: scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 12:01:20 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 94
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R1912971201200001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34902D9A.A58C5281@tin.it> 
<01bd094f$aa411420$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk> <3496FC87.B1AD07DF@tin.it>
<01bd0a92$e4e72b20$LocalHost@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<349A9CA1.7E336240@tin.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks134.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:120 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:262 scea.yaroze.freetalk:194

Hi Guilio,
  I'm glad you posted your source for this.  I think I know what's going
on. This may be helpful for others having this problem.

In article <349A9CA1.7E336240@tin.it>, Giulio <vanderik@tin.it> wrote:

>typedef struct SpriteType
>{
>  GsSPRITE *SprBody            ; // Body of the sprite using library
>  int       SprOld_X,SprOld_Y  ; // Old sprite's position
>  u_char    AnimClock          ; // Animation clock
>  u_char    AnimSpeed          ; // Animation speed
>  u_char    MotionClock        ; // Motion clock
>  u_char    MotionSpeed        ; // Motion speed
>  u_char    CurrentFrame       ; // Current frame being displayed
>  u_char    NumFrames          ; // Total number of frames
>  u_char    State              ; // State of the sprite (Dead, Alive...)
>  u_char    Hits               ; // How many hits the sprite has got    
>  u_char    Doing              ; // What the sprite is doing
>  u_char    Type               ; // What kind of sprite is
>                                 // being processed
>  // Other sprite related variables....
>} Sprite, *SpritePtr ;
> 
>Sprite PlayerOne [1] ;    // Ugly struct of player one that 
>                          // I must use to make my program run
>                          // using PlayerOne as a pointer
>
>// SpritePtr PlayerOne ;  // Right pointer def that it's not usable
>// Sprite *PlayerOne ;    // Eh,eh too easy to be able to use this

I think I see your original problem.  Defining a *pointer* to a type, does
not allocate space for the type itself. When you do the following

SpritePtr   PlayerOne;

You have allocated space for a POINTER to a structure. Not the structure
itself.  You can't use this pointer until you tell it to point to something



(a SpriteType structure).  So how do you make space for a SpriteType
structure? There are two ways.

1) Have the compiler generate space for it.

The following code sequence will do this

// allocate space for two SpriteType objects
Sprite   gSprite[2];

// set the PlayerOne to point to an area in memory that holds a Sprite object
SpritePtr   PlayerOne=&gSprite[0];

// set the PlayerTwo pointer to point to an area in memory that holds a
Sprite object
SpritePtr   PlayerTwo=&gSprite[1];

2) Allocate it at runtime.
The above sequence works because you know at compile-time how many players
you are going to support (max two).  However, maybe you only want to
allocate space for the second player if they have selected a multi-player
game.  You can allocate memory  at runtime using the "malloc()" library
function.

// Allocate space for the POINTERs to the SPRITE objects, not the SPRITE
objects themselves.
SpritePtr   PlayerOne;
SpritePtr   PlayerTwo;

PlayerOne=(SpritePtr)malloc(sizeof(SPRITE));      // allocate memory for
PlayerOne
if (numPlayers==2)
   PlayerTwo=(SpritePtr)malloc(sizeof(SPRITE)); // allocate memory for PlayerTwo
else
   PlayerTwo=NULL;   // always initialize pointers, even if you are not
using them. It helps catch runtime errors

One thing you need to do if you malloc() memory is free() it when you are
done.  Thus, at the end of your game, you should

// release memory from the heap.
free(PlayerOne);
free(PlayerTwo);

(note: in order to use malloc(), you must call Init_Heap(). See the
_psstart.c file for information on doing this)

I hope this helped.  If you have any other code questions, please don't
hesitate to post examples. There are a lot of people here who can help.

(followups to scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior)

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 17004 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17005 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Smy <psmy@skynet.be>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.problems.mac,scee.
yaroze.problems.mac,scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics,scee.yaroze.programming.



2d_graphics,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.programming.libraries
Subject: Re: Christmas pressies for Mac users
Date: Fri, 19 Dec 1997 22:48:00 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <349AF99E.17723F05@skynet.be>
References: <ira-1912970019220001@dialup-01-02.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup239.antwerpen.skynet.be
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
To: Ira Rainey <ira@netcomuk.co.uk>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:195 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:263 scea.yaroze.problems.mac:71 
scee.yaroze.problems.mac:10 scea.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:298 
scee.yaroze.programming.2d_graphics:202 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:5 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:97

Also, I have just done a quickie Tim Util for the mac that let's you
edit palette position and the like.

I'll upload it next year! Off to Spain tomorrow.

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17005 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17006 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Sat, 20 Dec 1997 01:13:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <349b1b8f.804847@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34984c0a.19943853@205.149.189.29> <67cfe5$5hi1@scea> 
<3499d42b.3052869@news.scea.sony.com> <34998cd2.8630762@205.149.189.29> 
<3499edd0.2411928@news.scea.sony.com> <3499b290.1793303@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up19.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Ok me again Umm I guess you have the power to get the stuff going
right? I have visited their a few times but nothing has come up just
one yellow box and thats it umm I hope you guys will be their and I
will be able to see you guys
--MESSAGE FILE 17006 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17007 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Postmaster??
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 02:33:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <349dd147.333820@news.scea.sony.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up3.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Does anyone else have these postmaster things in their meggages???
--MESSAGE FILE 17007 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17008 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Postmaster??
Date: Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:47:52 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <349d8e63.10788673@205.149.189.29>
References: <349dd147.333820@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Yes. I think something broke. I'll ask Peter to look into it on
Monday.

Mario

On Mon, 22 Dec 1997 02:33:03 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Does anyone else have these postmaster things in their meggages???

--MESSAGE FILE 17008 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17009 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: john.rees@dial.pipex.com (John Rees)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: US/Euro message duplication
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 14:40:42 GMT
Organization: Bubble Boy Limited
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <67lto3$9ij2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: aa142.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

I am sure I am not the only person to notice a high amount of message
duplication across the Yaroze newsgroups. An especially noticable
redundancy is the presence of American and European groups that
discuss exactly the same topics. At the moment everybody has to scan
both sets anyway, just in case something is only posted to one.

I remember an old post that mentioned the problem that the American
site has to be monitored more carefully to avoid legal problems. If
this is the only real difference between the US and European groups,
then why not delete the US groups, and just hold discussions in
European groups. Please believe me that I am not trying to be
euro-centric here, but just trying to cut out wasted time.

I know this sort of message is likely to start up lots of argument,
especially the sort that goes along the lines of "We don't need
newsgroup A.B but must have newsgroup X.Y", but I think it would be



more useful if for now we can just discuss the US/Euro duplication.

John

--MESSAGE FILE 17009 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17010 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: US/Euro message duplication
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 1997 19:14:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <ira-2212971914560001@dialup-01-09.netcomuk.co.uk>
References: <67lto3$9ij2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-01-09.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5

> I am sure I am not the only person to notice a high amount of message
> duplication across the Yaroze newsgroups. An especially noticable
> redundancy is the presence of American and European groups that
> discuss exactly the same topics. At the moment everybody has to scan
> both sets anyway, just in case something is only posted to one.

I agree totally, why can't we have just one global set of newsgroups,
surely that's the whole thing with the internet - breaking down distance
between people. It'd certainly stop me having to check all groups and end
up reading the same messages twice.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 17010 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17011 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Peter_Alau@playstation.sony.com (Peter Alau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Postmaster??
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:39:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34a1243f.2836482@205.149.189.29>
References: <349dd147.333820@news.scea.sony.com> 
<349d8e63.10788673@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:47:52 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>Yes. I think something broke. I'll ask Peter to look into it on
>Monday.

I looked into it, and it seems to be a problem with the replication
with the UK. I think I fixed it, but I'll find out tomorrow.

-Peter



--MESSAGE FILE 17011 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17012 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 09:04:45 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up23.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Hey everyone I showed up for the chat but I could see anyone else I
think maybe my software wasnt working right it dint ask me too put in
a nickname or anything it just showed that one window and their was
nobody under other people well anyway I have a IRC chatserver that we
could use that I downloaded if we want to if we can just set up maybe
another date and time that would be cool. And if is my software does
anyone know how to fix it <GRIN>?
--MESSAGE FILE 17012 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17013 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Outside netyaroze page???
Date: Tue, 23 Dec 1997 09:07:22 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34a07eb9.1324634@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up23.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Umm I wanted to ask a question about this because I dont want to do
anything wrong. If I have an "outside" yaroze page with like my plans
fo a game the graphics maybe screenshots and code is that ok as long
as I dont put the excuteable on the site I would just appericate any
help on what I am allowed to have and am not allowed.
Thanks!
--MESSAGE FILE 17013 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17014 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000223html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Postmaster??
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 03:40:43 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34a0840d.2895292@205.149.189.29>
References: <349dd147.333820@news.scea.sony.com> 
<349d8e63.10788673@205.149.189.29> <34a1243f.2836482@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net



X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

It seems to be fixed now. Thanks Peter.

Mario

On Tue, 23 Dec 1997 02:39:32 GMT, Peter_Alau@playstation.sony.com
(Peter Alau) wrote:

>On Sun, 21 Dec 1997 21:47:52 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
>Perdue) wrote:
>
>>Yes. I think something broke. I'll ask Peter to look into it on
>>Monday.
>
>I looked into it, and it seems to be a problem with the replication
>with the UK. I think I fixed it, but I'll find out tomorrow.
>
>-Peter
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17014 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000223html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17015 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Postmaster??
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:09:26 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34a08aea.4008704@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349dd147.333820@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up8.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Yes thanks for your help!

On Mon, 22 Dec 1997 02:33:03 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Does anyone else have these postmaster things in their meggages???

--MESSAGE FILE 17015 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17016 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Merry Christmas
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:10:38 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34a18b21.4063813@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up8.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Just wanted to let everyone know have a good holiday season!
--MESSAGE FILE 17016 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17017 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:14:57 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34a28b56.4116739@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up8.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Just a followup message I was thinking about puting the server up
friday if anyone wated to chat if someone does just leave a message
here and we can all agree on a time. Also on another note mario if you
read this please make sure it's ok for me to do this I really dont
want to violate anything. but like I said it is a privitae chat server
and we would be the only ones their because I would post the adress
for the thing here and this is secure. But thanks for everyone putting
up with me blabbing. (To think what might happen if I ever became a
full developer) =-)
--MESSAGE FILE 17017 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17018 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000227html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Postmaster??
Date: 24 Dec 1997 09:30:38 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 17
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <67qknu$2l91@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Yes, I'm afraid that something horrible happened to the link
between the outside world and our internal SCEE networks.

We've changed the PERL script involved to disgard this sort
of message in future (and deleted the messages from our
server).

Apologies !!

Paul @ SCEE



--MESSAGE FILE 17018 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000227html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17019 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000228html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira
From: ira@netcomuk.co.uk (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Crimble
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 19:28:03 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <ira-2412971928030001@dialup-13-47.netcomuk.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup-13-47.netcomuk.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:228 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:272

Merry Christmas and a happy new year to all yaroze members the world over.

Lets see more games and demos in the new year.

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 17019 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000228html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17020 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 16:13:50 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <34a13219.6243926@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34a28b56.4116739@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-36.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Well, I just want to get some practice with my new newsreader, so
I'm going to blab a bit myself. Your idea sounds good, I suppose Mario
will post a reply soon enough. As for the blabbing bit, you just keep
right on making entries. It makes life interesting, it brings life to
the program, and it is annoying and boring to come by 
twice a day and see no new messages. And I would like to
think that if you became a full developer, you would make a great team
player because you like to communicate. 
   Blab on,
   Matt

P.S.-And if this doesn't post right, just be patient and give me a
chance to learn my new software. At least now I can participate
with the new reader.

On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:14:57 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Just a followup message I was thinking about puting the server up
>friday if anyone wated to chat if someone does just leave a message
>here and we can all agree on a time. Also on another note mario if you
>read this please make sure it's ok for me to do this I really dont
>want to violate anything. but like I said it is a privitae chat server



>and we would be the only ones their because I would post the adress
>for the thing here and this is secure. But thanks for everyone putting
>up with me blabbing. (To think what might happen if I ever became a
>full developer) =-)

--MESSAGE FILE 17020 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000229html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17021 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 21:58:07 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34a1849a.6762441@205.149.189.29>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34a28b56.4116739@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

This sounds great, but we'll have to get with the guys at Sony when
they return from the holiday break. I'm just a programmer, I don't
know what legal stuff we would get into if we went that route. I do
hope to get something put together so we can get together and talk on
a more regular basis. We'll just have to wait til next year to see
what happens.

Mario

On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 04:14:57 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Just a followup message I was thinking about puting the server up
>friday if anyone wated to chat if someone does just leave a message
>here and we can all agree on a time. Also on another note mario if you
>read this please make sure it's ok for me to do this I really dont
>want to violate anything. but like I said it is a privitae chat server
>and we would be the only ones their because I would post the adress
>for the thing here and this is secure. But thanks for everyone putting
>up with me blabbing. (To think what might happen if I ever became a
>full developer) =-)

--MESSAGE FILE 17021 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17022 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Questions about E3
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:13:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <34a14207.454387@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <348d756e.849040@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-42.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello Mike,
   Sorry to dissapoint you, but E3 is a business insider event. Now,
maybe Sony might arrange for we Yarozers to go, but I really doubt it
and I would not hold my breath.



   But, if you would like to check out some information about next
years event, you can go to:
http://www.e3expo.com/
I think we all wish we could go...
   Matt

On Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
>had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
>attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
>this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
>buch

--MESSAGE FILE 17022 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17023 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze for the PlayStation 2?
Date: Wed, 24 Dec 1997 20:02:31 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 100
Message-ID: <34a16a33.4774844@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <33e6c460.16134731@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bca202$c058a340$e44231a2@DonThomas.interactive.sony.com> 
<33e7f499.5335169@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-37.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

    Hello,  
   Very interesting discussion, since I just  got into this group, let
me say one or two things.
   I don't think Sony need worry about being another N64.
I would be much more worried about being another Sega.
Think about how much money we all have laid out of late 
on hardware. I want this platform supported for a good long time.
I guess it's been out for three years, but how many of us bought one
when the prices were so high? I've had mine two years, and now that
I'm playing Colony Wars, I don't find my self yearning for more power.
I really enjoy the games being put out at the moment.
    I think Sony can best position itself to compete against Katana by
simply being good to it's present userbase, because if we know we
won't get sapped, we will be more than happy to buy the PS2 when it is
released. Of course, with the other hardware manufacturers fumbling
all over the place, it would be really tough for Sony to mess up at
this point... All they need is loyality from current users. They will
get that if they support the current platform for a significant period
of time.
   I was one of those jerks who bought a 32X/Sega CD/Genesis combo
in the fall'94. Do you think I will ever buy another Sega product
after seeing the history of that hardware, on top of the Saturn
fiasco. I don't think so...   I sincerely hope that Sony will delay
release of PS2 into the next century.  That way it will be cheaper,
the libraries will be better developed, and all of us will come back
for more. And if they make PS2 backwards-compatible, I will just be in
heaven.
    Am I the only one in this world not dying for more power and more
polygons? Oh well, when I still reply King's Field 1, I think it is
visually stunning.



    Happy Holidays,
    Matt

On Wed, 06 Aug 1997 05:28:33 GMT, pbureau@odyssee.net (Patrick Bureau)
wrote:

>On 6 Aug 1997 00:40:03 GMT, "Don Thomas"
><don_thomas@interactive.sony.com> wrote:
>
>>As you know, there is no PlayStation2 to speak of at this point. Obviously,
>>any highly successful high-tech company has to look ahead and, rest
>>assured, Sony has R&D people very busy. At the same time technology changes
>>very quickly and what people think may happen in the years ahead may be
>>very far from the truth. Consequently, it is very difficult to discuss
>>things that don't yet exist in the real world.
>
>I was just pointing out what could be done with off-the-shelf
>components with a 1999-2000 release date and a $300 price tag in mind.
>I don't wish to take decisions for Sony or to look like I know
>everything :) Moreover, I'm not attempting to make Sony "spill the
>beans" about the PSX2.  It was only an attempt to give my thoughts
>about the NY and the PSX future and to bring up a new thread in the
>newsgroup. 
>
>Then again, I've got a new reflexion today.
>I think the main question Sony's debating at the moment is to include
>a DVD player or a fast cd-rom player in the next PSX. Sure at this
>moment DVD-ROM players cost around 400-500 bucks. But who knows at
>what speed prices are gonna drop? 
>
>After all, two years ago you could get a 2x cd-rom drive or a 2 megs
>ram SIMM for a little less than $100. Now, for the same price you can
>purchase a 24x cd-rom drive or a 32 meg SIMM!
>
>The other thing is that if Sony chooses to adopt the DVD in their next
>incarnation of the PSX, it would really push the DVD industry.
>Imagine, two years after the release of a DVD-PSX you could have 15
>million homes with DVD players!
>>
>>Regardless of any PSX2 that may come one day, you know that 17 million
>>PlayStations that are out there now are impressive numbers and that many
>>people aren't going to swing over to any new system overnight. PlayStation
>>as we know it today has a lot of life in it for years to come.
>
>Just to clear one point. In the latest Next-Generation magazine, at
>the question: "But you're still involved with PlayStation 2?", Mr. Ken
>Kutaragi answered: "I am head of the development team, so yes, you
>could say that I'm still involved." 
>
>That's why I talked about a 1999-2000 release date. If you take
>account that Sega will probably release their Black Belt system a year
>sooner than the PSX2. Sega is in a real bad situation due to the
>domination of PlayStation sales and they must rush a new product to
>the market. But Sony can't wait much after that to release their own
>system because I don't think Sony wants the same fate as the
>Nintendo64 :)
>
>>
>>Thanks for supporting the world's favorite system!
>
>No problem, I gave my support since September 9,1995! Why stop now? :)
>
>And as a side note, I know that you can't comment much about the PSX2



>or a possible Net Yaroze 2 for security reasons or maybe you don't
>even know much more than we do about these projects, but I'm still
>grateful for your participation in this thread. Thanks!
>
>Patrick Bureau

--MESSAGE FILE 17023 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17024 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Thu, 25 Dec 1997 05:01:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34a1e792.735637@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-up38.pdrpip.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Cool! That would probally be better to me too I will try to get some
chttating started (Providing it is ok with sony) than as soon as I get
back from vacation if because thats sounds better for most people I am
on vacition from college myself. (This is why I havent replyed to your
emails yet my STMP server from home wolnt let me send mail from my
parents internet accound :( but I will get back to everyone as soon as
possible) I should be home on th 4th which is around when everyone
should be back from their vacations so it will be a good time to start
things up. Also just so you know matthew the message posted great! 
--MESSAGE FILE 17024 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17025 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: New files:  SwitchEm.zip and doteater.zip
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 14:37:38 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34A6B892.3124@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

If you have not checked out my web page lately, you might want
to have a look.

I've uploaded some stuff.  Most recently, a 3D version of the game
"Lights Out(tm)", or "Merlin(tm) Magic Square", which are loosly
based on the classic "Life" computer program.  A few days ago,
a "PacMan(tm)" like game.

Happy Holidays!
Ed Federmeyer
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html



--MESSAGE FILE 17025 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17026 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira.rainey
From: ira.rainey@btinternet.com (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Change of details
Date: Sun, 28 Dec 1997 21:41:57 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <ira.rainey-2812972141580001@host5-99-57-93.btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-57-93.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:235 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:277

Just a short note for all who wish to contact me, I have changed service
providers and so have obviously changed e-mail address.

My new e-mail address is:

ira.rainey@btinternet.com

Happy new year

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 17026 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17027 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Questions about E3
Date: Mon, 29 Dec 1997 20:10:06 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3366472f.2173924@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <348d756e.849040@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34a14207.454387@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: socks7d.raleigh.ibm.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Hello,
   E3 costs about $75 to get in for the three days. Since it was local
this year in Atlanta I went. Just go to the registration area and give
them a company name. Doesn't matter to them, as long as they get their
money. 

Jason

On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:13:15 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Hello Mike,
>   Sorry to dissapoint you, but E3 is a business insider event. Now,
>maybe Sony might arrange for we Yarozers to go, but I really doubt it
>and I would not hold my breath.
>   But, if you would like to check out some information about next
>years event, you can go to:
>http://www.e3expo.com/
>I think we all wish we could go...
>   Matt



>
>
>On Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>Klucher) wrote:
>
>>Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
>>had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
>>attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
>>this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
>>buch
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17027 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17028 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Selamat Datang!!!
Date: 5 Jan 1998 18:48:29 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <01bd1a0b$100a12e0$d0bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port108.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi, All!

Haven't been exactly too active lately, so I am sure
I won't be missed :( but I am heading out to Malaysia
for an adventure (Louis Wu goes on sabatical).  I am
leaving on Jan 16 and returning sometime in April.

I am going for the beautiful beaches, scuba-diving,
great food, beautiful women and pristine jungles.  I am
taking an appartment in Peneng (The Pearl of the Orient)
for the three months.  I might set up an inet account
while there, so, people just might hear from me.

Has anyone else been to Malaysia?  Any Malaysians lurking?
If so, I would appreciate any email of suggestions, 
ideas, warnings, etc.

"The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step."
(I think that is Lao Tse)
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17028 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17029 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Selamat Datang!!!
Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 11:51:29 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <34B139C0.56DD@playstation.sony.com>
References: <01bd1a0b$100a12e0$d0bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Well Wayne, it's not exactly a Yaroze topic but maybe some of the
components are made there.

I have been to Malaysia probably 15 or so times and have visited Penang
twice. You will find the Indian Ocean side of the Island very nice, but
the Georgtown side (towards the mainland) is very industrial. Just past
the Airport is the "Snake Temple" check it out.

Intel has a large facility near the Airport that bonds Pentium dies
into  the ceramic packages. National Semi and Motorola have facilities
also....and most Barbie dolls are assembled in Penang by Mattel.

I really recommend you rent a car and visit the capitol Kuala Lumpur
(about a 5 hour drive) and spend a few days there, very interesting
place. By all means stop at "Bahtu Caverns" just outside of town towards
the mountains. For beautiful beaches and unspoiled countryside you need
to get to the China sea coast of Malaysia, fantastic country! Try and
visit the Tioman Islands also if you get a chance. You could also drive
an hour south of Kuala Lumpur to Seremban and drop into the Sony monitor
factory :) 

Always enjoyed the people and countryside in Malaysia, have a great trip
and don't forget to write......some Yaroze code that is :)

Regards,

Jerry Jessop
SCEA Hardware Engineer

* All opinions expressed are my own and not my employers *

Wayne K. Werner wrote:
> 
> Hi, All!
> 
> Haven't been exactly too active lately, so I am sure
> I won't be missed :( but I am heading out to Malaysia
> for an adventure (Louis Wu goes on sabatical).  I am
> leaving on Jan 16 and returning sometime in April.
> 
> I am going for the beautiful beaches, scuba-diving,
> great food, beautiful women and pristine jungles.  I am
> taking an appartment in Peneng (The Pearl of the Orient)
> for the three months.  I might set up an inet account
> while there, so, people just might hear from me.
> 
> Has anyone else been to Malaysia?  Any Malaysians lurking?
> If so, I would appreciate any email of suggestions,
> ideas, warnings, etc.
> 
> "The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step."
> (I think that is Lao Tse)
> --
> Wayne K. Werner
> wkwerner@con2.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17029 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000238html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17030 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Sean D. Evans" <sevans@worldchat.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Mon, 5 Jan 1998 20:17:49 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <68s0ej$vi3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: rlan5-p6.wchat.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

I thought the Net Yaroze was supposed to be able to play all PlayStation
games.  A friend of mine has some Japanese games and he brought them over
for me to see but my Net Yaroze sees them as Music CD's only.  It won't play
them.

Am I wrong in saying that NY will play international games?

Thanks

Sean D. Evans

--MESSAGE FILE 17030 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17031 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 19:46:20 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34B18CEC.678E069B@ix.netcom.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il2-01.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Sean D. Evans wrote:

> I thought the Net Yaroze was supposed to be able to play all
> PlayStation
> games.  A friend of mine has some Japanese games and he brought them
> over
> for me to see but my Net Yaroze sees them as Music CD's only.  It
> won't play
> them.
>
> Am I wrong in saying that NY will play international games?

The Japanese games you tried to play were probably pirated CDs.  There's
no other explanation because the Net Yaroze certainly plays Japanese
games.  Ever since I recieved my Net Yaroze, I've been playing the
latest Japanese games via numerous import companies.

Manny Najera



--MESSAGE FILE 17031 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17032 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Mon, 05 Jan 1998 18:06:30 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Sean,

A Yaroze will indeed play any game without regard to it's territorial
lockout so it should have worked. Are you certain the CD's were not
CDR's or pirate silver CD's (commonly called HK's) that you were trying? 

If the CD surface was not black, it will not boot on a Yaroze. The
Yaroze still checks for a valid ECC header or "wiz" code that all
authorized PlayStation CD's have. The only PlayStation's that do not
check for all codes (that Sony sells) are the professional blue or green
debug units. 

Best Regards,

Jerry Jessop
SCEA Hardware Engineer

Sean D. Evans wrote:
> 
> I thought the Net Yaroze was supposed to be able to play all PlayStation
> games.  A friend of mine has some Japanese games and he brought them over
> for me to see but my Net Yaroze sees them as Music CD's only.  It won't play
> them.
> 
> Am I wrong in saying that NY will play international games?
> 
> Thanks
> 
> Sean D. Evans
--MESSAGE FILE 17032 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17033 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:41:44 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: ip73.ts9.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I have also played japanese games fine on my yaroze also what is
different in the green one? Is that the new version that the SCEA guy
was takling about in NextGen?? Also if anyone from SCEA reads this if
you do  ever make a playstation 2 or whatever (lets just say a new
model machine) I really hope you do keep them blue or even better make
the yaroze's blue cause ya know thats a cool color <GRIN>

On Mon, 05 Jan 1998 18:06:30 -0800, Jerry Jessop
<Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com> wrote:

>Sean,
>
>A Yaroze will indeed play any game without regard to it's territorial
>lockout so it should have worked. Are you certain the CD's were not
>CDR's or pirate silver CD's (commonly called HK's) that you were trying? 
>
>If the CD surface was not black, it will not boot on a Yaroze. The
>Yaroze still checks for a valid ECC header or "wiz" code that all
>authorized PlayStation CD's have. The only PlayStation's that do not
>check for all codes (that Sony sells) are the professional blue or green
>debug units. 
>
>Best Regards,
>
>Jerry Jessop
>SCEA Hardware Engineer
>
>
>
>Sean D. Evans wrote:
>> 
>> I thought the Net Yaroze was supposed to be able to play all PlayStation
>> games.  A friend of mine has some Japanese games and he brought them over
>> for me to see but my Net Yaroze sees them as Music CD's only.  It won't play
>> them.
>> 
>> Am I wrong in saying that NY will play international games?
>> 
>> Thanks
>> 
>> Sean D. Evans

--MESSAGE FILE 17033 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17034 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000243html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:43:05 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <34b3a811.1098914@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip73.ts9.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Well I am back from vacation and still havent heard anything about the
chat stuff yet. but hopefully we can still get something started.
--MESSAGE FILE 17034 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17035 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:48:03 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34b1a948.13677186@205.149.189.29>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b3a811.1098914@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Sounds good to me. Lets start by deciding on a good time to do it.
Suggestions anyone?

Mario

On Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:43:05 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Well I am back from vacation and still havent heard anything about the
>chat stuff yet. but hopefully we can still get something started.

--MESSAGE FILE 17035 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000244html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17036 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:55:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <34b7aae9.1827813@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip73.ts9.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Fridays are good for me. Also should I write an email directly to SCEA
about the IRC thing or do they usually read these posts. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17036 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17037 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 04:15:05 GMT
Organization: L4 Software



Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34b1af8f.15284552@205.149.189.29>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b7aae9.1827813@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I'll be talking with them about this very subject before the week is
out. I'll let everyone know what's decided here.

Mario

On Tue, 06 Jan 1998 03:55:25 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Fridays are good for me. Also should I write an email directly to SCEA
>about the IRC thing or do they usually read these posts. 

--MESSAGE FILE 17037 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17038 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 09:03:11 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 65
Message-ID: <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Michael,

The "green" debugs vs "blue" debugs have a latter revision GPU that
takes advantage of a different VRAM configuration than the original
model. This facilitated some cost savings that are always a priority. A
few other changes were incorporated into the latter rev GPU but they are
fairly minimal.

The "green" debugs more closely represent the actual hardware sold to
consumers. Unfortunatly there is no real good story to tell here, it was
driven mainly because the old GPU's were no longer availible.

And before you ask, the Yaroze hardware (and consumer units) have the
same GPU and VRAM as in the "green" debugs.

Jerry

SCEA Hardware Engineer

Michael Klucher wrote:
> 
> I have also played japanese games fine on my yaroze also what is



> different in the green one? Is that the new version that the SCEA guy
> was takling about in NextGen?? Also if anyone from SCEA reads this if
> you do  ever make a playstation 2 or whatever (lets just say a new
> model machine) I really hope you do keep them blue or even better make
> the yaroze's blue cause ya know thats a cool color <GRIN>
> 
> On Mon, 05 Jan 1998 18:06:30 -0800, Jerry Jessop
> <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com> wrote:
> 
> >Sean,
> >
> >A Yaroze will indeed play any game without regard to it's territorial
> >lockout so it should have worked. Are you certain the CD's were not
> >CDR's or pirate silver CD's (commonly called HK's) that you were trying?
> >
> >If the CD surface was not black, it will not boot on a Yaroze. The
> >Yaroze still checks for a valid ECC header or "wiz" code that all
> >authorized PlayStation CD's have. The only PlayStation's that do not
> >check for all codes (that Sony sells) are the professional blue or green
> >debug units.
> >
> >Best Regards,
> >
> >Jerry Jessop
> >SCEA Hardware Engineer
> >
> >
> >
> >Sean D. Evans wrote:
> >>
> >> I thought the Net Yaroze was supposed to be able to play all PlayStation
> >> games.  A friend of mine has some Japanese games and he brought them over
> >> for me to see but my Net Yaroze sees them as Music CD's only.  It won't 
play
> >> them.
> >>
> >> Am I wrong in saying that NY will play international games?
> >>
> >> Thanks
> >>
> >> Sean D. Evans
--MESSAGE FILE 17038 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17039 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 19:27:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <34b2859f.466310@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip235.ts4.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Cool thanks for all you help in this mario I really appericate it!
--MESSAGE FILE 17039 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000248html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17040 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Scott Barnett <scott@snrc.uow.edu.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 08:07:26 +1100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: babe.snrc.uow.edu.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4c)

Hi,

I'm looking for some advice regarding performing I/O using either the
serial or parallel port on the PlayStation.  It doesn't seem that the
Yaroze libraries support this at all.  Can I get sufficient hardware
info. to make it possible to write my own libraries ?  Has anyone
tried such a thing, and if successful, how ??

Any tips are appreciated, regards
-- 
______________________________________________________________________
Scott Barnett - Switched Networks Research Centre - Uni. of Wollongong
*Email: scott@snrc.uow.edu.au *Ph: +61 42 21 4984 *Fax: +61 42 21 3236
All opinions expressed above... blah blah blah ... yak yak yak........
______________________________________________________________________
                Fast, Cheap, Good:  Choose any two.
______________________________________________________________________
--MESSAGE FILE 17040 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17041 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Tue, 06 Jan 1998 12:45:25 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-23.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

By the way, how much would a blue PlayStation cost?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17041 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17042 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 17:37:54 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

I'm not certain I can give out that information :(

It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
report. They are only availible to registered professional developers in
any case.

Jerry

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> By the way, how much would a blue PlayStation cost?
> 
> Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 17042 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17043 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 17:46:50 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Scott Barnett wrote:

Scott,

It's my understanding that the Yaroze libraries do not include any
support for serial or parallel I/O.

There is nothing hardware wise that would prevent you from using either.
How much info we could release is another matter, probably very little. 

Jerry Jessop
SCEA Hardware Engineer

 
> Hi,
> 
> I'm looking for some advice regarding performing I/O using either the



> serial or parallel port on the PlayStation.  It doesn't seem that the
> Yaroze libraries support this at all.  Can I get sufficient hardware
> info. to make it possible to write my own libraries ?  Has anyone
> tried such a thing, and if successful, how ??
> 
> Any tips are appreciated, regards
> --
> ______________________________________________________________________
> Scott Barnett - Switched Networks Research Centre - Uni. of Wollongong
> *Email: scott@snrc.uow.edu.au *Ph: +61 42 21 4984 *Fax: +61 42 21 3236
> All opinions expressed above... blah blah blah ... yak yak yak........
> ______________________________________________________________________
>                 Fast, Cheap, Good:  Choose any two.
> ______________________________________________________________________
--MESSAGE FILE 17043 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17044 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 02:23:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip13.ts7.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Umm I have a question and I dont mean to sound rude so please dont
take it that way,but why does it seem that everyting is so tight
lipped at sony? I can uderstand about like not commenting about new
products and stuff? I also wanted to know how much it's costs but I
understand if you cant say anything. but like I said I just wondered
why they dont give out things like that (I would think that it would
be a good thing that word would get around about how it's affordable).
Is that why you fill out that form and stuff on the SCEA web site does
like some from sony contact you and explain stuff (Not that I would do
that but I am guessing this is why). But thanks for hearing me out.

On Wed, 07 Jan 1998 17:37:54 -0800, Jerry Jessop
<Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com> wrote:

>I'm not certain I can give out that information :(
>
>It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
>report. They are only availible to registered professional developers in
>any case.
>
>Jerry
>
>Manny Najera wrote:
>> 
>> By the way, how much would a blue PlayStation cost?
>> 
>> Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17044 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000253html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17045 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: Wed, 07 Jan 1998 18:36:14 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts009d19.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

But we're given the "ioctl()" routine which performs many serial I/O
functions.  Mark Jawad and myself have been trying to get some sort
of Yaroze/PC communications program going to no avail.  The header file
for "ioctl()" isn't very helpful and the green reference manual doesn't
say much either.

I assume since we're given that function then we should be able to use
it.  As such it would cool if we could get questions answered about
serial I/O.

Scott

Jerry Jessop wrote:
> Scott,
> 
> It's my understanding that the Yaroze libraries do not include any
> support for serial or parallel I/O.
> 
> There is nothing hardware wise that would prevent you from using either.
> How much info we could release is another matter, probably very little.
> 
> Jerry Jessop
> SCEA Hardware Engineer
--MESSAGE FILE 17045 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000254html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17046 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New files:  SwitchEm.zip and doteater.zip
Date: 8 Jan 1998 04:53:28 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <01bd1c0b$a9cacc60$1454eccd@nsantos>
References: <34A6B892.3124@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0210.tor.total.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160

Hi Ed,

I would just like to say that I am impressed with the quantity of material
you are releasing for the Yaroze!  Keep it up!



I just visited your page today as a matter of fact and downloaded and tried
all of your games.  I love it when I see people actually getting into this.
 Don't slow down!!

C Ya.

Nelson Santos

Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote in article
<34A6B892.3124@charlie.cns.iit.edu>...
> If you have not checked out my web page lately, you might want
> to have a look.
> 
> I've uploaded some stuff.  Most recently, a 3D version of the game
> "Lights Out(tm)", or "Merlin(tm) Magic Square", which are loosly
> based on the classic "Life" computer program.  A few days ago,
> a "PacMan(tm)" like game.
> 
> Happy Holidays!
> Ed Federmeyer
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17046 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17047 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 01:59:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-26.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the 
libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
don't seem to be any different than our grey units. 
   Matt

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 02:23:54 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Umm I have a question and I dont mean to sound rude so please dont
>take it that way,but why does it seem that everyting is so tight
>lipped at sony? I can uderstand about like not commenting about new
>products and stuff? I also wanted to know how much it's costs but I
>understand if you cant say anything. but like I said I just wondered
>why they dont give out things like that (I would think that it would
>be a good thing that word would get around about how it's affordable).
>Is that why you fill out that form and stuff on the SCEA web site does
>like some from sony contact you and explain stuff (Not that I would do
>that but I am guessing this is why). But thanks for hearing me out.
>



>On Wed, 07 Jan 1998 17:37:54 -0800, Jerry Jessop
><Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com> wrote:
>
>>I'm not certain I can give out that information :(
>>
>>It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
>>report. They are only availible to registered professional developers in
>>any case.
>>
>>Jerry
>>
>>Manny Najera wrote:
>>> 
>>> By the way, how much would a blue PlayStation cost?
>>> 
>>> Manny Najera
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17047 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17048 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 11:47:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34b4b8ca.1757210@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
<34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 07 Jan 1998 18:36:14 -0800, Scott Cartier
<dsyaroze@concentric.net> wrote:
>But we're given the "ioctl()" routine which performs many serial I/O
>functions.  Mark Jawad and myself have been trying to get some sort
>of Yaroze/PC communications program going to no avail.  The header file
>for "ioctl()" isn't very helpful and the green reference manual doesn't
>say much either.

The lib40 manual says that peripheral devices should document
themselves so you can use ioctl to control them. Not altogether
useful, but not surprising.

>I assume since we're given that function then we should be able to use
>it.  As such it would cool if we could get questions answered about
>serial I/O.

The Sony engineers who created the Yaroze libs probably had a
different assumption, namely that it would've been potentially
dangerous to meddle too much with the header files just for the
purposes of cleanliness.

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17048 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17049 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 11:51:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34b4bd0c.2847300@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 01:59:17 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:
>   Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
>know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the 
>libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
>don't seem to be any different than our grey units. 

Have a word squire! The pro devkit is significantly better :) You get
a more powerful assembler/linker/debugger. In Windows. And the
download speed is much faster. And you can emulate CD access from hard
disk. And it's still the GNU compiler, but you can use C++. If you're
mad.

"Don't seem to be any different", huh! (exits in tears)

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17049 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17050 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "CRAIG GRAHAM" <c_graham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: 8 Jan 1998 11:51:03 GMT
Organization: Intelligent Research Ltd
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <01bd1c2c$c8c90d40$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Scott Barnett <scott@snrc.uow.edu.au> wrote in article
<34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au>...
> Hi,
> 
> I'm looking for some advice regarding performing I/O using either the
> serial or parallel port on the PlayStation.  It doesn't seem that the
> Yaroze libraries support this at all.  Can I get sufficient hardware
> info. to make it possible to write my own libraries ?  Has anyone
> tried such a thing, and if successful, how ??
> 
> Any tips are appreciated, regards

You can get some code to use the parallel port for comms from my WWW site
(europe). There's also a PC side fileserver program....

Only works if you have an Action Replay / Game Shark + PC comms link card.

Craig Graham.



--MESSAGE FILE 17050 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17051 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "CRAIG GRAHAM" <c_graham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: 8 Jan 1998 11:56:20 GMT
Organization: Intelligent Research Ltd
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bd1c2d$85847b40$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
<34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>...
> 
>    Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
> know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the 
> libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
> don't seem to be any different than our grey units. 
>    Matt
> 

Debug Playstation isn't the same as the expensive dev kit you're thinging
of. You don't use a Debug Station for development, you use it for play
testing.

Craig.
--MESSAGE FILE 17051 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000260html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17052 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 09:19:40 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <34B50AAC.6FE8@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Fair question Michael. I'll give you my personal feelings on the matter.

If I were to just throw out a price it really could cause many problems,
and not just for me. I'm not certain that some developers have not been
given certain "discounts" and so would rather just keep the information
less specific. The professional tools are rather extensive and many
hardware variations exist. Don't forget that this price also includes a
very extensive support team that factors into their costs. As the price



of a blue debug unit is really not relavent to the Yaroze user, it just
makes more sense to say what I did and not give specifics that could be
wrong or misinterpreted. 

And no a blue debug does not even come close to costing $20,000 :) 

In all honesty Sony has been much more open than any other console
manufacturer by leaps and bounds...... or we would not be having this
discussion. I wish we were a little more open with hardware information
but then all hardware guys would say that.  

Jerry

Michael Klucher wrote:
> 
> Umm I have a question and I dont mean to sound rude so please dont
> take it that way,but why does it seem that everyting is so tight
> lipped at sony? I can uderstand about like not commenting about new
> products and stuff? I also wanted to know how much it's costs but I
> understand if you cant say anything. but like I said I just wondered
> why they dont give out things like that (I would think that it would
> be a good thing that word would get around about how it's affordable).
> Is that why you fill out that form and stuff on the SCEA web site does
> like some from sony contact you and explain stuff (Not that I would do
> that but I am guessing this is why). But thanks for hearing me out.
> 
> On Wed, 07 Jan 1998 17:37:54 -0800, Jerry Jessop
> <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com> wrote:
> 
> >I'm not certain I can give out that information :(
> >
> >It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
> >report. They are only availible to registered professional developers in
> >any case.
> >
> >Jerry
> >
> >Manny Najera wrote:
> >>
> >> By the way, how much would a blue PlayStation cost?
> >>
> >> Manny Najera
--MESSAGE FILE 17052 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17053 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 09:28:08 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <34B50CA8.88D@playstation.sony.com>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
<34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

I'm not a Yaroze coder but I might suggest you check out the "floating
worlds" members page. It appears that they have some pretty cool serial



stuff going.

Jerry

Scott Cartier wrote:
> 
> But we're given the "ioctl()" routine which performs many serial I/O
> functions.  Mark Jawad and myself have been trying to get some sort
> of Yaroze/PC communications program going to no avail.  The header file
> for "ioctl()" isn't very helpful and the green reference manual doesn't
> say much either.
> 
> I assume since we're given that function then we should be able to use
> it.  As such it would cool if we could get questions answered about
> serial I/O.
> 
> Scott
> 
> Jerry Jessop wrote:
> > Scott,
> >
> > It's my understanding that the Yaroze libraries do not include any
> > support for serial or parallel I/O.
> >
> > There is nothing hardware wise that would prevent you from using either.
> > How much info we could release is another matter, probably very little.
> >
> > Jerry Jessop
> > SCEA Hardware Engineer
--MESSAGE FILE 17053 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17054 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:27:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34b4d32e.27475681@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b4bd0c.2847300@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-76.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   L:ighten up Gil! I was referring to the hardware, every difference
you listed is a software difference. And if we didn't need the boot
disc in the Yaroze, we would be able to read off of a CD-rom with the
proper library functions.
   Geez, I wonder why more beginners don't participate in the
newsgroups?  Like I said, it was a RUMOR! 
   I can't wait for you to shed more tears and inform me of some
obscure difference in the hardware achitecture...
   Matt

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 11:51:33 GMT, gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith) wrote:

>On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 01:59:17 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew



>Hulett) wrote:
>>   Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
>>know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the 
>>libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
>>don't seem to be any different than our grey units. 
>
>Have a word squire! The pro devkit is significantly better :) You get
>a more powerful assembler/linker/debugger. In Windows. And the
>download speed is much faster. And you can emulate CD access from hard
>disk. And it's still the GNU compiler, but you can use C++. If you're
>mad.
>
>"Don't seem to be any different", huh! (exits in tears)
>
>- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17055 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:37:45 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34b4d5d9.28158169@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1c2d$85847b40$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-76.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Sorry, I think most newbies believe the blue unit is the
professional kit, now I know better, I think the professional kit
is what Micheal was curious about.
   Oh, and by the way, for anyone in tears, I realize the pro kit has
8 MB of Ram. And if I am wrong, oh well, cry your unhumble heart out.

>Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
><34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>...
>> 
>>    Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
>> know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the 
>> libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
>> don't seem to be any different than our grey units. 
>>    Matt
>> 
>
>Debug Playstation isn't the same as the expensive dev kit you're thinging
>of. You don't use a Debug Station for development, you use it for play
>testing.
>
>Craig.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17056 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 15:38:45 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <34B54764.A8859403@ix.netcom.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-03.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Jerry Jessop wrote:

> I'm not certain I can give out that information :(
>
> It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
>
> report. They are only availible to registered professional developers
> in
> any case.

What exactly is a registered professional developer?  Here's my story:

I spent most of my natural life hoarding money, in the hopes that I was
going to purchase my own car one day.  Now that I can actually afford a
car (a REAL car), I'm going to college, where it would be grossly
impractical to have one.  So, now I've got all this cash, and nothing to
spend it on.

Would a "regular Joe", like me, be able to purchase a full-blown
development kit?  I don't think I would have too much trouble convicing
other CS majors to help me make a real PlayStation game.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17057 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:55:08 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <34B54B3C.61B3@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B54764.A8859403@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Manny,



My reference was along the lines of a software development company and
SCEA's approval. Many factors effect the approval process, game idea,
signed non-disclosure forms.....etc. It's not just a matter of showing
up at the door with lot's of $$$$$. As it is not my area of expertise
that's all I can say, and maybe I should not have said that :)

Jerry

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Jerry Jessop wrote:
> 
> > I'm not certain I can give out that information :(
> >
> > It's fair to say their expensive, but not as overpriced as some people
> >
> > report. They are only availible to registered professional developers
> > in
> > any case.
> 
> What exactly is a registered professional developer?  Here's my story:
> 
> I spent most of my natural life hoarding money, in the hopes that I was
> going to purchase my own car one day.  Now that I can actually afford a
> car (a REAL car), I'm going to college, where it would be grossly
> impractical to have one.  So, now I've got all this cash, and nothing to
> spend it on.
> 
> Would a "regular Joe", like me, be able to purchase a full-blown
> development kit?  I don't think I would have too much trouble convicing
> other CS majors to help me make a real PlayStation game.
> 
> Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17058 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 14:04:43 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <34B54D7B.B2C@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1c2d$85847b40$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk> 
<34b4d5d9.28158169@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    Sorry, I think most newbies believe the blue unit is the
> professional kit, now I know better, I think the professional kit
> is what Micheal was curious about.
>    Oh, and by the way, for anyone in tears, I realize the pro kit has



> 8 MB of Ram. And if I am wrong, oh well, cry your unhumble heart out.
>

The PC based boards that are typically used in the professional
development community have 8 meg. The "blue debug" units have 2 meg the
same as a Yaroze or consumer unit. A number of different PC based
hardware tools exist so it's easy for people to confuse them sometimes.

As this is Yaroze freetalk, I would like to steer away from discussing
the developers hardware if it can be avoided :)

Jerry

 
> >Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
> ><34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com>...
> >>
> >>    Oh well, it is just a rumor I heard, but I heard $20,000. We all
> >> know how valuable rumors are, don't we? You're paying for the
> >> libraries and the professional support anyway, the development kits
> >> don't seem to be any different than our grey units.
> >>    Matt
> >>
> >
> >Debug Playstation isn't the same as the expensive dev kit you're thinging
> >of. You don't use a Debug Station for development, you use it for play
> >testing.
> >
> >Craig.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17059 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Questions about E3
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 17:47:35 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <34b50f9c.5445041@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <348d756e.849040@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34a14207.454387@news.scea.sony.com> <3366472f.2173924@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-118.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello again everyone,
   Y'know, I wasn't going to say a thing, but that is lame advice
Jason. If I were a professional who paid all the dues to achieve a
certain status, I would not appreciate a bunch of laypeople and
hobbyists crashing my party through deception. If they did not care,
they would allow everyone in. I suppose they rely on people's sense of
honesty and honor, but if they were to become aware of a significant
number of people like you, I bet you they would take steps to
alleviate the problem, and everyone else would end up paying more to
go to cover the cost of policing the people who just can't be
satisfied with all the other shows we can legitimitely attend.
   Don't listen Mike, all you have in this life that counts is your
honor. 
   Matt
   



On Mon, 29 Dec 1997 20:10:06 GMT, jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
wrote:

>Hello,
>   E3 costs about $75 to get in for the three days. Since it was local
>this year in Atlanta I went. Just go to the registration area and give
>them a company name. Doesn't matter to them, as long as they get their
>money. 
>
>Jason
>
>On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:13:15 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
>Hulett) wrote:
>
>>   Hello Mike,
>>   Sorry to dissapoint you, but E3 is a business insider event. Now,
>>maybe Sony might arrange for we Yarozers to go, but I really doubt it
>>and I would not hold my breath.
>>   But, if you would like to check out some information about next
>>years event, you can go to:
>>http://www.e3expo.com/
>>I think we all wish we could go...
>>   Matt
>>
>>
>>On Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>>Klucher) wrote:
>>
>>>Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
>>>had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
>>>attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
>>>this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
>>>buch
>>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17060 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 08 Jan 1998 23:34:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-48.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   
   Hello everyone,
   I am actually going to try to start a conversation that I think
will be beneficial to all newbies, like me. Since I have already
witnessed some headbutting on the topic, I hope to get some
interesting feedback.
   Well, here I am, six months into my adventure, I had no idea how
intricate a language C is, that the challenges it presents can
basically keep you learning for a lifetime. 



   Here's my beef: Did anyone miss that string up above between Mike
Lee and Gil Jaysmith? Unfortunately, for someone like me, it seemed
most members weren't going near that discussion, but I would really
like to know your opinions. I have heard a few opinions, and as you
can imagine, I am left clueless. 
   Sure, my plate is full, but I am in this program for
self-education, with the eventual goal of attaining an entry-level
position in this field. When Ed Federmeyer wrote me a few weeks back
about his experiences, he expressed the opinion that companies would
want an entry-level candidate  to know C++, which makes it a
meaningful issue for all members with a dream. 
   I suppose what really gets me curious for your opinions is that Gil
was defending the language up above, and then he said later on in a
little reply to me, ".And it's still the GNU compiler, but you can use
C++. If you're mad." Now, c'mon, you can't have it both ways!!!
   I have encountered a number of statements that C++ is a waste of
time, anything you can do in C++, you can do in C. Chris Blackwell
obviously is a  fan of the language. Gil Jaysmith seems to believe
there are advantages, but you must be mad to use it. Ed Federmeyer
says you need the skills to land a job. Mike Fulton says it's just
peachy if you use it properly with well-structured code and libraries.
Phadip Fatehpuria said in our last auditorium meeting that C is the
way to go...  I wonder why I am confused? It's a serious question, if
I decide this is a language I need to learn, we are talking about a
minimum six month additional delay to grasp the just the basics before
I really apply my self to the yaroze beyond my little tinkerings.
   So please, if you could, why should the aspiring developer  learn
or ignore  C++? 
   Cheers fellow members,
   Matt
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--MESSAGE FILE 17061 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 00:27:20 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34B5C348.286@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b3a811.1098914@news.scea.sony.com> <34b1a948.13677186@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Sounds good to me. Lets start by deciding on a good time to do it.
> Suggestions anyone?



I'd join in fairly often.  (Hope that doesn't cause the thing
to get cancled :-)

Any day is okay with me generally, Pref Monday-Thursday.  After 9:00pm
central is a good time.

Ed Federmeyer
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--MESSAGE FILE 17062 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: C versus C++
Date: 9 Jan 1998 09:57:10 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 63
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hey there,

>When Ed Federmeyer wrote me a few weeks back
>about his experiences, he expressed the opinion that companies would
>want an entry-level candidate  to know C++, which makes it a
>meaningful issue for all members with a dream.

depends on what platform you will be programming your game!
C++ for Win95 because you really don't have a choice...and C for
console programming such as the PSX........also what ever the lead
programmer whats to use!  If he chooses ASM well ASM is it..if he chooses
C++ well he will want someone on his team who knows his C++ stuff......
>I have encountered a number of statements that C++ is a waste of
>time, anything you can do in C++, you can do in C.

true...

>Mike Fulton says it's just peachy if you use it properly with
well-structured code and libraries.

have to agree here............

>Phadip Fatehpuria said in our last auditorium meeting that C is the way to
go...

have to agree here....

>I wonder why I am confused? It's a serious question, if
>I decide this is a language I need to learn, we are talking about a
>minimum six month additional delay to grasp the just the basics before

seems like you just want to learn what language is easier to learn.....
I would recommend learning something like Pascal, then move to some Intel
asm,
then off to C.......yes I know you can't use Pascal or Intel asm of PSX but



learn it anyway
and you will pick up and learn C faster then diving into C or C++......nuff
said.
>I really apply my self to the yaroze beyond my little tinkerings.
 >  So please, if you could, why should the aspiring developer  learn
>or ignore  C++?

C++ is mainly for database programming and C is better for game
programming......

Latah..

George - SCEE Dev Support
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--MESSAGE FILE 17063 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 11:14:25 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <34b605bc.478555@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b4bd0c.2847300@www-s.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b4d32e.27475681@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:27:36 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:
>   L:ighten up Gil! I was referring to the hardware, every difference
>you listed is a software difference. And if we didn't need the boot
>disc in the Yaroze, we would be able to read off of a CD-rom with the
>proper library functions.

I was taking the mickey... and like Craig says, the hardware is
different in that the blue kit is only only for testing.
You can swap the boot disk out after booting, can't you? It's because
the MPEG engine is missing that means you can't play good movies.

>   Geez, I wonder why more beginners don't participate in the
>newsgroups?  Like I said, it was a RUMOR! 

Rumours are evil...

>   I can't wait for you to shed more tears and inform me of some
>obscure difference in the hardware achitecture...



I'll exert myself thinking of something :)

- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17064 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000273html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Fri, 09 Jan 1998 11:47:12 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 94
Message-ID: <34b60720.835391@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 23:34:09 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:
>   I suppose what really gets me curious for your opinions is that Gil
>was defending the language up above, and then he said later on in a
>little reply to me, ".And it's still the GNU compiler, but you can use
>C++. If you're mad." Now, c'mon, you can't have it both ways!!!

LOL! Okay, I'll clarify what I mean.

First you have to bear in mind that I amn't a Yaroze or PSX programmer
myself. My perspective is from the SN support and tool-development
desk, and so I tend to get feedback from the pro developers about the
various languages and tools, and try to do something helpful about it.

We write our PC-hosted dev tools in C++, because it aids team
development and compartmentalised design. We have an IDE coming out
shortly which is being worked on by eight people. I strongly doubt
this would be as straightforward as it's proving were it not for C++ -
or rather, for the concept of classes and interfaces. We could do it
in Java for that matter. The important thing is that C doesn't have
any formal mechanisms for making sure your project remains reasonably
streamlined and cohesive while several programmers are working on
different modules. You have to work at it. It's possible, and most
games programmers are familiar enough with C to make it work
adequately. But C++ simply makes it easier.

On the PSX I know of perhaps a dozen companies using C++. The reason
for much of this use is that PC games are being ported to PSX and the
language of choice for PC games developed under Windows is C++.
Microsoft has worked hard making its implementation of C++ fairly
rigorous, extending it and ignoring the delays of the ANSI committee,
perhaps causing trouble for itself later on, but nonetheless supplying
all its customers with a solid C++ compiler now, as opposed to some
years in the future.

However, the GNU compiler everyone uses for C++ on PSX is neither as
stable nor as powerful as VC++. I know it works because there are
people using it. I also know that there are people using it who don't
like being made to use it, and who feel there are speed problems which
are unacceptable in an embedded system. This point of view isn't
restricted to console programming; there's now something called
Embedded C++ which attempts to strip out the unimportant bulk of C++
to make it more efficient for embedded systems of any kind.

The argument on here a while ago about C++ boiled down to: is C++



*always* inefficient and thus simply the wrong choice, or is the
slight loss of efficiency worth the gain to developers in making
projects run smoothly, and in some cases run at all? There are plenty
of cases of games, applications, whatever, on many chips, being
designed and half-implemented in C, and then abandoned because the
program's complexity was running out of control. My view is that C++
will help you control this problem, but you need to display due care
and attention when designing and writing a game in C++, so as not to
fall prey to the inefficiencies which the compiler will insert for you
if you let it. If you don't let the compiler make assumptions which
involve extra temporary variables, lots of class member calls, and
horrible convolved operations to call virtual functions, then you can
get C++ code which runs *almost* as fast as C - and will be more
easily tweaked at points where the C code would become "something we
don't mess with in case it breaks". (I don't believe in having code
which "works, but no-one really understands how". It's an offence
against design and more seriously an offence against common sense; if
you don't know how it works, how can you be *sure* it works? A million
examples aren't enough.)

Some years ago the argument was about the tradeoff between C and
assembly language. To put it bluntly, assembly language lost: C
compilers which had been poor were suddenly capable of out-optimising
human beings. The issue is now whether good C code is ruined when
rewritten as good C++ code. And I think it'd be difficult at first,
and perhaps impossible for some people, but that C++ is certainly a
viable option, and probably the one I'd choose.

All of which might seem like a longwinded way to explain what is
probably now obvious, that my comment "if you're mad" was somewhat
flippant... but I thought you ought to know the background...

>   So please, if you could, why should the aspiring developer  learn
>or ignore  C++? 

You should always learn everything, is my opinion. Or at least you
should learn meta-programming: learning a language in terms of its
concepts, without stressing yourself out too much about the fact that
it's specifically 'C++' or 'Java', will mean that other languages can
be understood that much more readily. The context of a new language
may help you to see how to implement more efficiently in an old one,
or make you suddenly understand why a particular language feature is
regarded as evil by other programmers. (For example, Java is the
logical conclusion of the argument to remove the C preprocessor.)

So now you know...

- Gil
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>seems like you just want to learn what language is easier to learn.....

Well, number one, thank you George and Gil for your replies.
I hope more of you will add your opinions.
   George, you have a mistaken impression. Obviously, you can not see
things from my point of view, and where you got that impression is
beyond me. I got into this program because I love games and  AD&D,
and I want to eventually create games akin to King's Field, or even
Hexen, a game you all might be more familiar with.  Forgive me for
being a little impatient with the endless practice programs. Besides,
if I were so inclined, I would blow off the whole notion of C++
because I already have a BASIC grasp of C, so there! 
   Some of you advanced programmers are too much sometimes...
I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
you would wonder why so many beginners steer clear of these groups and
don't post member websites.
   So sorry, rant over.
   Matt
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Hello,
   I never said that I got in through deception. I gave them the name
of the company I work for doing programming. I was remarking on the
fact that they don't care to check any of the information that you
give them. I was attempting to explain that E3 has become so
commercialized they don't really care who attends, as long as they
show a profit for the event. 

Jason

On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 17:47:35 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Hello again everyone,
>   Y'know, I wasn't going to say a thing, but that is lame advice
>Jason. If I were a professional who paid all the dues to achieve a
>certain status, I would not appreciate a bunch of laypeople and
>hobbyists crashing my party through deception. If they did not care,
>they would allow everyone in. I suppose they rely on people's sense of
>honesty and honor, but if they were to become aware of a significant
>number of people like you, I bet you they would take steps to
>alleviate the problem, and everyone else would end up paying more to
>go to cover the cost of policing the people who just can't be
>satisfied with all the other shows we can legitimitely attend.



>   Don't listen Mike, all you have in this life that counts is your
>honor. 
>   Matt
>   
>
>
>
>
>
>
>On Mon, 29 Dec 1997 20:10:06 GMT, jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
>wrote:
>
>>Hello,
>>   E3 costs about $75 to get in for the three days. Since it was local
>>this year in Atlanta I went. Just go to the registration area and give
>>them a company name. Doesn't matter to them, as long as they get their
>>money. 
>>
>>Jason
>>
>>On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:13:15 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
>>Hulett) wrote:
>>
>>>   Hello Mike,
>>>   Sorry to dissapoint you, but E3 is a business insider event. Now,
>>>maybe Sony might arrange for we Yarozers to go, but I really doubt it
>>>and I would not hold my breath.
>>>   But, if you would like to check out some information about next
>>>years event, you can go to:
>>>http://www.e3expo.com/
>>>I think we all wish we could go...
>>>   Matt
>>>
>>>
>>>On Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>>>Klucher) wrote:
>>>
>>>>Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
>>>>had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
>>>>attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
>>>>this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
>>>>buch
>>>
>>
>
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   Why hello again,
   Well, what you say may or may not be true. I find it hard to
believe that they wouldn't drop the restriction if they don't care.
Are you one of 'they', or are you just making assumptions about their 
attitudes? If I wrote the organizers and asked them if I could go,
would they say, "Sure, who cares?"
    Perhaps it is because of people who break the rules to go to E3
that Mike Lee received such a chilly reception at the show. I believe
"mean" was a word he used to describe his experience, in fact he used
the term three times. 
   Whatever, I wouldn't be advising people to engage in deception.
Perhaps you could advise him to write the show's organizers, explain
his situation, and ask for permission. From what you say, they would
probably give it. If I wanted to go, that is what I would do, but I am
not foolish enough to go to Georgia in the middle of the summer.
   Peace, 
   Matt

>Hello,
>   I never said that I got in through deception. I gave them the name
>of the company I work for doing programming. I was remarking on the
>fact that they don't care to check any of the information that you
>give them. I was attempting to explain that E3 has become so
>commercialized they don't really care who attends, as long as they
>show a profit for the event. 
>
>Jason
>
>On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 17:47:35 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
>Hulett) wrote:
>
>>   Hello again everyone,
>>   Y'know, I wasn't going to say a thing, but that is lame advice
>>Jason. If I were a professional who paid all the dues to achieve a
>>certain status, I would not appreciate a bunch of laypeople and
>>hobbyists crashing my party through deception. If they did not care,
>>they would allow everyone in. I suppose they rely on people's sense of
>>honesty and honor, but if they were to become aware of a significant
>>number of people like you, I bet you they would take steps to
>>alleviate the problem, and everyone else would end up paying more to
>>go to cover the cost of policing the people who just can't be
>>satisfied with all the other shows we can legitimitely attend.
>>   Don't listen Mike, all you have in this life that counts is your
>>honor. 
>>   Matt
>>   
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>On Mon, 29 Dec 1997 20:10:06 GMT, jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
>>wrote:
>>
>>>Hello,
>>>   E3 costs about $75 to get in for the three days. Since it was local
>>>this year in Atlanta I went. Just go to the registration area and give
>>>them a company name. Doesn't matter to them, as long as they get their
>>>money. 
>>>
>>>Jason
>>>



>>>On Wed, 24 Dec 1997 17:13:15 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
>>>Hulett) wrote:
>>>
>>>>   Hello Mike,
>>>>   Sorry to dissapoint you, but E3 is a business insider event. Now,
>>>>maybe Sony might arrange for we Yarozers to go, but I really doubt it
>>>>and I would not hold my breath.
>>>>   But, if you would like to check out some information about next
>>>>years event, you can go to:
>>>>http://www.e3expo.com/
>>>>I think we all wish we could go...
>>>>   Matt
>>>>
>>>>
>>>>On Mon, 08 Dec 1997 22:34:16 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>>>>Klucher) wrote:
>>>>
>>>>>Hello I hope I am not bothering too many people with all my posts. I
>>>>>had some questions about E3 maily the big one is are we allowed to
>>>>>attend? and if so does it cost anything? I have always wanted to go to
>>>>>this but I was just wondering any help would be appericated thanks a
>>>>>buch
>>>>
>>>
>>
>
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Quoth Jerry Jessop:
   > I'm not a Yaroze coder but I might suggest you check out the
   > "floating worlds" members page. It appears that they have some
   > pretty cool serial stuff going.

[ Shameless self-promotion as well as useful info follows ;) ]
The URL is http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html
What I have on the page is a program for Win32 systems that lets
you access the Yaroze as a TCP/IP socket, and allows two Yarozes
to be linked over the Internet (i.e., via dial-up networking) or
over a TCP/IP LAN.
I haven't updated the page lately, but the only thing regarding
PSXsock that is now out of date is the suggestion that commercial
link-up games such as WipeOut XL might work over PSXsock.  After
some testing, I have unfortunately found that these games do not
seem to use the serial connection in the same fashion as the



Yaroze libraries do, and this will not work.
It would be truly useful to know how to access the SIO port
directly, as the Yaroze libraries are not particularly swift at
times.  This would also allow non-blocking polling of the port,
etc.; if anyone has figured out how to do this (or if Sony might
be persuaded to release some info regarding this), let me know
(or better yet, post it here or in the .hardware group so that
everyone can work on this underused but potentially very
interesting area of PSX development).
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First off, hello :)

This note is part rant, part statement and part question, so please bear
with me.  I hope this should be of interest to just about everyone
involved in trying to create NY/PSX games.

Right now, after about 8 months of banging away (off and on) I would
have to say that I have a rather solid and speedy engine for a 1st/3rd
person, 3D game.  The one problem that has been bugging me from day one,
that has yet to be solved is the flaky renderer in the PS.  With its
affine texture mapping and z-sorting/painters algorithm approach, it
cannot effectively display polygons that are either large or close to
the viewpoint (without the engine having to clip things manually which
kills the performance).  I have tried a number of work-arounds, from the
standard subdivision flags in the GsDOBJ2 structures, to level of
detail-type modelling and outright clipping of near faces, none of which
have produced very reasonable results.

The question I am left with is this...
"Commercial products work with this same renderer, so how do they get
away with it?"
Is the answer just to make models with more/smaller polygons and handle
the level of detail better (I had hoped to let distance fogging take
away some of the work, but if the fog is set to anything but black, with
a black background, it looks horrible)?  Just don't let the player
camera go anywhere near the walls of the model and hope it all looks Ok?

Maybe the answer is in the geometry engine... currently I am using a
region/portal approach with subdivision turned on for the local region
and less for adjacent regions, but the problems don't go away
(admittedly, I am lacking a good model to experiment with... ie



something that takes full advantage of the benefits of this approach).
It has reduced the number of calls to the GsSort... func to a bare
minimum (one for local region and one for each adj. region... not more
than a handful in the end).
Is there a better way?  Something that will allow me to better tell what
will pop in and out because the PS renderer decided that its average
centre will be off the screen, while in fact the other 50% of it is
visible...

My next project for the next few days (big ice storms are great for
getting time off work :) is to implement a good scanline-based renderer
(similar to z-buffering, but more efficient, imho) and see how close I
can come to real-time performancewhile doing all the work in system
memory (ie. totally ignoring the PS renderer).  I doubt this will work
out very well, but ya never know.

Ok, to sum up, my quetsions are these...
- How do the pros really work around/with the PS renderer
- How do you work around/with the PS renderer
- How do you handle the faces in your world and the ...fun... or giving
them to the PS to draw.

Oh and while I'm at it... I would like to suggest/ask that if anyone has
any interesting models/worlds that they want to donate ;) to post the
files/links to files somewhere... or maybe just mail them to me.  Heh.

Please comment at will, I am hoping this will be a productive/useful
thread, and if you have any detailed questions feel free to ask :)
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> cannot effectively display polygons that are either large or close to
> the viewpoint (without the engine having to clip things manually which
> kills the performance).  I have tried a number of work-arounds, from the
> standard subdivision flags in the GsDOBJ2 structures, to level of

I think setting the subdivision flags is the way to go. You can look at my
demo to see how I dealt with the problem (by the way the source code is
free).

Roland
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If you look exactly at the graphics of games like Gran Turismo, Porsche
Challenge or Tomb Raider you can see that they set the subdivision flag to
a high value at the polys near the view point and to a low value to those
polys far away.

Roland
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Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com>...
>    Some of you advanced programmers are too much sometimes...
> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
> you would wonder why so many beginners steer clear of these groups and
> don't post member websites.

Honestly, some people eh?

>    Matt

Yaroze wasn't supposed to teach C, C++, or MIPS programming....
...it's a great toy though - and in the right hands, a deadly weapon ;)

Craig.
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   Well, you didn't post your opinion on whether or not learning C++
is a worthy effort. Did I ever say I expected Sony to teach me C?
I knew exactly what I was buying, Sony was very straightforward in
informing us we should already know C before our purchase.
You would think I could ask a simple question without the
mini-lectures. And if you took offense at my comment, that should tell
you something.
   And please, if anyone else is inclined to add their opinions,
please pay attention to my question. Where these strange
interpretations come from is beyond me.
   If you think I am the only member in my position, then you have
gained a mistaken impression because 80% of people do not post
in these groups. I am beginning to think they are wiser than me.
   Matt

>Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
><34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com>...
>>    Some of you advanced programmers are too much sometimes...
>> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
>> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
>> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
>> you would wonder why so many beginners steer clear of these groups and
>> don't post member websites.
>
>Honestly, some people eh?
>
>>    Matt
>
>Yaroze wasn't supposed to teach C, C++, or MIPS programming....
>...it's a great toy though - and in the right hands, a deadly weapon ;)
>
>Craig.
>
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 Doh!,
 O.k., I am going to try to clarify my question so that the
misinterpretations might be alleviated. Geez, I get all excited
someone else took the time to express an opinion, and I get nada.
   I want to know if the aspiring game developer should consider it
worth his time to learn C++. The time I would dedicate to such a
pursuit would take time away from advancing my C skills and from
learning my 3D modeler True Space 3. Time is a factor, I will
evenually fall from my father's grace and be forced to take some
repulsive retail management-type position. I joined this program 
for self-education after dropping out from The Chubb Institute.
I did not want to spend my life working with twenty year old
mainframes and I didn't like spending $9000 to learn Cobol II.
   I had a good amount of experience with computers back when the
Atari 800 was around. I already knew Basic before joining this
program. I just hadn't programmed seriously in ten years.
So, studying Pascal would be a waste of time. In addition, I am
learning C with Visual C/C++ by Microsoft. I am already typing in
in-line assembler from my tutorial programs, unfortunately I can't
compile and run them because Microsoft dropped support for in-line
assembler. And before one of you goes off on Microsoft, just drop it.
I don't have any more money for a better quality program, I have
already spent over $5000. 
   I have a notebook stuffed with about 200  practice  programs, and I
have  a basic grasp of C. The next chapter I will be doing is arrays,
the chapter after that introduces pointers. These are the two major
gaps in my learning curve that prevent me from fully understanding the
sample yaroze code I study.  Of course, there are many more topics to
cover, but I can't delve into my books on game programming recomended
by Sony until I cover those topics throughly.  
   So, having been painfully verbose on my situation in an attempt to
get rid of the b.s., I repeat the question: Should the aspiring game
developer consider learning C++ a worthy effort?
   Matt

   
   
>   Hello everyone,
>   I am actually going to try to start a conversation that I think
>will be beneficial to all newbies, like me. Since I have already
>witnessed some headbutting on the topic, I hope to get some
>interesting feedback.
>   Well, here I am, six months into my adventure, I had no idea how
>intricate a language C is, that the challenges it presents can
>basically keep you learning for a lifetime. 
>   Here's my beef: Did anyone miss that string up above between Mike
>Lee and Gil Jaysmith? Unfortunately, for someone like me, it seemed
>most members weren't going near that discussion, but I would really
>like to know your opinions. I have heard a few opinions, and as you
>can imagine, I am left clueless. 
>   Sure, my plate is full, but I am in this program for
>self-education, with the eventual goal of attaining an entry-level
>position in this field. When Ed Federmeyer wrote me a few weeks back
>about his experiences, he expressed the opinion that companies would
>want an entry-level candidate  to know C++, which makes it a
>meaningful issue for all members with a dream. 
>   I suppose what really gets me curious for your opinions is that Gil
>was defending the language up above, and then he said later on in a
>little reply to me, ".And it's still the GNU compiler, but you can use
>C++. If you're mad." Now, c'mon, you can't have it both ways!!!
>   I have encountered a number of statements that C++ is a waste of
>time, anything you can do in C++, you can do in C. Chris Blackwell



>obviously is a  fan of the language. Gil Jaysmith seems to believe
>there are advantages, but you must be mad to use it. Ed Federmeyer
>says you need the skills to land a job. Mike Fulton says it's just
>peachy if you use it properly with well-structured code and libraries.
>Phadip Fatehpuria said in our last auditorium meeting that C is the
>way to go...  I wonder why I am confused? It's a serious question, if
>I decide this is a language I need to learn, we are talking about a
>minimum six month additional delay to grasp the just the basics before
>I really apply my self to the yaroze beyond my little tinkerings.
>   So please, if you could, why should the aspiring developer  learn
>or ignore  C++? 
>   Cheers fellow members,
>   Matt
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17075 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000284html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 00:58:54 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <69clhc$4381@scea>
References: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b9689b.1503826@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <34b9689b.1503826@news.scea.sony.com>...

[stuff deleted]

>   So, having been painfully verbose on my situation in an attempt to
>get rid of the b.s., I repeat the question: Should the aspiring game
>developer consider learning C++ a worthy effort?
>   Matt

  It's a tricky question.  There isn't a really straightforward answer.  I
think a lot of the important points have been covered here, but so much
depends on your situation and patience.

  If you want an answer: yes, you should learn C++, but probably not quite
yet.  It certainly isn't necessary, and I get the impression that,
particularly in game programming, there are speed issues it takes skill and
experience to overcome.  It's a skill worth having, definitely, and there
are conveniences in C++ which make it more pleasant to program; however, it
seems to me that you want to spend as little time as possible learning how
to program, and as much as possible programming.

mike
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--MESSAGE FILE 17076 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000285html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <cgraham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 12 Jan 1998 09:19:06 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 79
Message-ID: <01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: l113.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com>...
>    Well, you didn't post your opinion on whether or not learning C++
> is a worthy effort. Did I ever say I expected Sony to teach me C?
> I knew exactly what I was buying, Sony was very straightforward in
> informing us we should already know C before our purchase.
> You would think I could ask a simple question without the
> mini-lectures. And if you took offense at my comment, that should tell
> you something.

Ok, yes I do take some offence at what you're wrighting. I think you're
looking for a free ride - and there aren't any, so you're blaming the
people
who've already put the effort in, learned their language and learned their
system
- aparently for having done just that.

> >> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
> >> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
> >> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of

And comments like that one - well, that's going to encourage people
to contribute usefully isn't it? Sorry, but that was (in my humble view), a
daft
move. How old are you? less than 17, it must be, as my 17 year old
baby brother thought that it was a childish move....

>    And please, if anyone else is inclined to add their opinions,
> please pay attention to my question. Where these strange
> interpretations come from is beyond me.
>    If you think I am the only member in my position, then you have
> gained a mistaken impression because 80% of people do not post
> in these groups. I am beginning to think they are wiser than me.
>    Matt

If they don't post messages like the one below, then to be honest - they
are
wiser than you.



But, just to show there's no grudges...

I personally find the overhead's of some standard C++ techniques
unacceptable
when performance is the key. If you are writing an adventure where
object/data
management is more important than speed, then use C++. For an arcade game
(on this platform), C is the way to go. I've tried doing some ASM on the
Playstation
but it's only worth doing for a few very specific areas (core library
routines, sorting
code, etc). Sony takes that same view (the core libgs routines are written
in ASM,
with the rest of the libs written in C).

Craig.

> 
> >Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
> ><34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com>...
> >>    Some of you advanced programmers are too much sometimes...
> >> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
> >> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
> >> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
> >> you would wonder why so many beginners steer clear of these groups and
> >> don't post member websites.
> >
> >Honestly, some people eh?
> >
> >>    Matt
> >
> >Yaroze wasn't supposed to teach C, C++, or MIPS programming....
> >...it's a great toy though - and in the right hands, a deadly weapon ;)
> >
> >Craig.
> >
> 
> 
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 12 Jan 1998 09:08:58 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 21
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hey there,

>   So, having been painfully verbose on my situation in an attempt to
>get rid of the b.s., I repeat the question: Should the aspiring game



>developer consider learning C++ a worthy effort?
 >  Matt

Console - > no.  Win95 -> yes.

George - SCEE Developer Support

" this is my personal opinion and not Sony's..blah blah blah... "
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--MESSAGE FILE 17078 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000287html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 05:06:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 107
Message-ID: <34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-15.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

 
   To  Craig,
  Whoa, now I am getting a good laugh. You are so angry your spelling
went to hell in a handbasket. I don't know how I could get a free ride
even if I wanted one, you are being unreasonable.
   Actually, I have good reason for saying what I did, I don't see
what my age has to do with the issue. I have seen way too much ego
flying around these groups, and I know many who will not post. 
I don't like it, and I wish the more advanced members would tone down
their egos. You are irrational to think I blame advanced members for
my trials, I enjoy what I am doing. I blame advanced members for
intimidating the beginners. Don't you wonder why you see the same
twenty names over and over again?  I suppose you just don't care.
   As for what your wee brother thinks of me, that's nice, he didn't
pay the money to join this program like my friends and I did, and I
want them to feel free to participate. You would think you could
express your opinion without relying on your little brothers ideas to
support you. If that means stepping on a few egos, ooops, I think you
will survive. Like I said, I said some advanced members, not all
advanced members, and if you take offense, that should tell you
something. Besides, if you consider your self an advanced member, you
certainly don't seem very humble.
   I wish you wouldn't hold a grudge, that would make you only the
second member in this program who I have, shall we say, a little thing
with. Be reasonable, 
   Cheers,
   Matt

>Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
><34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com>...



>>    Well, you didn't post your opinion on whether or not learning C++
>> is a worthy effort. Did I ever say I expected Sony to teach me C?
>> I knew exactly what I was buying, Sony was very straightforward in
>> informing us we should already know C before our purchase.
>> You would think I could ask a simple question without the
>> mini-lectures. And if you took offense at my comment, that should tell
>> you something.
>
>Ok, yes I do take some offence at what you're wrighting. I think you're
>looking for a free ride - and there aren't any, so you're blaming the
>people
>who've already put the effort in, learned their language and learned their
>system
>- aparently for having done just that.
>
>> >> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
>> >> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
>> >> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
>
>And comments like that one - well, that's going to encourage people
>to contribute usefully isn't it? Sorry, but that was (in my humble view), a
>daft
>move. How old are you? less than 17, it must be, as my 17 year old
>baby brother thought that it was a childish move....
>
>>    And please, if anyone else is inclined to add their opinions,
>> please pay attention to my question. Where these strange
>> interpretations come from is beyond me.
>>    If you think I am the only member in my position, then you have
>> gained a mistaken impression because 80% of people do not post
>> in these groups. I am beginning to think they are wiser than me.
>>    Matt
>
>If they don't post messages like the one below, then to be honest - they
>are
>wiser than you.
>
>But, just to show there's no grudges...
>
>I personally find the overhead's of some standard C++ techniques
>unacceptable
>when performance is the key. If you are writing an adventure where
>object/data
>management is more important than speed, then use C++. For an arcade game
>(on this platform), C is the way to go. I've tried doing some ASM on the
>Playstation
>but it's only worth doing for a few very specific areas (core library
>routines, sorting
>code, etc). Sony takes that same view (the core libgs routines are written
>in ASM,
>with the rest of the libs written in C).
>
>Craig.
>
>> 
>> >Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
>> ><34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com>...
>> >>    Some of you advanced programmers are too much sometimes...
>> >> I could rant about some of your inflated, bloated, flagellating
>> >> egos, but I guess that would make me a hypocrite.  Besides, you all
>> >> seem very nice, but GET OVER YOURSELVES! Like I said, I wish more of
>> >> you would wonder why so many beginners steer clear of these groups and
>> >> don't post member websites.
>> >



>> >Honestly, some people eh?
>> >
>> >>    Matt
>> >
>> >Yaroze wasn't supposed to teach C, C++, or MIPS programming....
>> >...it's a great toy though - and in the right hands, a deadly weapon ;)
>> >
>> >Craig.
>> >
>> 
>> 
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--MESSAGE FILE 17079 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000288html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: games
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 03:37:28 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <69cuqm$4382@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

  What games are you all working on?  What do you like and dislike about the
current crop of games available (both Yaroze and commercial) and in what
ways can we craft a new, superior generation of games?

  It seems to me that there's been a lot of talk about various programming
techniques and graphics, but little about higher-level things or game
design.  I--and I suspect many others--are at the point where I'm
comfortable enough with the system to attempt a real project.  I've also
spent this last weekend playing Hover Racing (thx James\mrfrosty for the
pointer--the game rocks!) and think that for those of us in the West, the
'they had it first' excuse is starting to lose validity.

  I'll follow this shortly with a description of what I've been doing, and
games I'm working on in various states of incompleteness, with most more
incomplete than not; but it's late and I've problem sets due on the morrow.

mike
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--MESSAGE FILE 17080 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000289html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 13:44:13 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <34ba1a80.10686421@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 



<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Newsgroups - any newsgroups, but specifically gated ones - are not the
place for anything more personal than a little gentle ribbing and a
lot of intense technical argument. So please the both of you knock it
off.

Fact: amateurs should be allowed to post things which are wrong, and
should be prepared to learn from anyone. Fact: experts should be
allowed to opine that something is right, and should also be prepared
to learn from anyone. Fact: everyone is allowed to have an ego, and
ego shouldn't put people off the entire newsgroup, just (perhaps) the
postings of the person with the ego. If someone has useful information
to offer, you have to accept their ego as part of it. Ego without at
least some experience or some code to go with it is tiresome. But
everyone has a unique way of expressing what's in their mind, and we
all have to deal with that.

And, since everyone seems to violently agree on this, even in the
midst of bloody battle, perhaps we can peaceably return to the topic.

Looking at it from a strictly technical viewpoint, the question of
using C++ for Yaroze is dependent on someone porting the GNU C++
compiler, since I don't think Metrowerks provides C++ support, and I'm
sure Sony hasn't supplied cc1plus.exe. Has anyone done this yet, and
would I be popular if I did it? :=)

- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17081 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000290html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 09:32:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <34b9e24f.13849639@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b9689b.1503826@news.scea.sony.com> <69clhc$4381@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-36.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Thank you very much, nice to meet you. I am leaning towards just
chucking in an hour or two at the end of the day towards C++,
considering that the language appears to have certain benefits.
I took Ed's advice to heart, and I have not forgotten some of Chris
Blackwell's comments to me that he was getting excellent performance.
   Cheers,
   Matt

>Matthew Hulett wrote in message <34b9689b.1503826@news.scea.sony.com>...
>
>[stuff deleted]
>
>>   So, having been painfully verbose on my situation in an attempt to
>>get rid of the b.s., I repeat the question: Should the aspiring game
>>developer consider learning C++ a worthy effort?
>>   Matt
>



>
>  It's a tricky question.  There isn't a really straightforward answer.  I
>think a lot of the important points have been covered here, but so much
>depends on your situation and patience.
>
>  If you want an answer: yes, you should learn C++, but probably not quite
>yet.  It certainly isn't necessary, and I get the impression that,
>particularly in game programming, there are speed issues it takes skill and
>experience to overcome.  It's a skill worth having, definitely, and there
>are conveniences in C++ which make it more pleasant to program; however, it
>seems to me that you want to spend as little time as possible learning how
>to program, and as much as possible programming.
>
>mike
>
>
>
>
>
>
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 09:48:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-36.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

  
   Hello again, 
  Thanks again, I got the jist of your first entry. Remember, some
disagree with you, you seem quite adamant in your opinion.
   And by the way, in case you or anyone else took offense
at my comment, it was not directed at you, nor was it meant to make
any one fume. I don't walk around using words like flagellating
all the time, it was meant to inspire people who don't post to start
posting. In addition, it is supposed to make certain people laugh at
themselves and act a little less competitive.  I had an image in my
head from the 50's sci-fi classics of the floating brains, pulsating
and throbbing as they floated through the air. It made me laugh...
Besides, no one is very advanced in this program, I believe the quote
I got from a Sony staffer was that releasing low-level information
would be pointless because we have barely scratched the capabilities
of the tools givin to us. 'Nuff said.
   And for the record, I stand by my comment 100%. If  anyone  feels
the need to kick some sand in my face, please grab my e-mail address
off the header of any of these entries and go right ahead. I am not
inclined to discuss the issue any further in the thread, it is
embarrassing and probably pretty boring to all members.
   And I really wish Chris Blackwell would add his opinion to the
thread! I would value his input very much!
   Thank you,
   Matt  



>From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
>To: news@playstation.co.uk
>
>
>Hey there,
>
>>   So, having been painfully verbose on my situation in an attempt to
>>get rid of the b.s., I repeat the question: Should the aspiring game
>>developer consider learning C++ a worthy effort?
> >  Matt
>
>Console - > no.  Win95 -> yes.
>
>
>George - SCEE Developer Support
>
>" this is my personal opinion and not Sony's..blah blah blah... "
>
>
>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17083 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000292html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "CRAIG GRAHAM" <c_graham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 12 Jan 1998 17:13:49 GMT
Organization: Intelligent Research Ltd
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <01bd1f7e$825fd1e0$6c0b0a0a@newcastle.twowaytv.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Gil Jaysmith <gil@snsys.com> wrote in article
<34ba1a80.10686421@www-s.playstation.co.uk>...
> Newsgroups - any newsgroups, but specifically gated ones - are not the
> place for anything more personal than a little gentle ribbing and a
> lot of intense technical argument. So please the both of you knock it
> off.

CRAIG: Blows rasberry, grins and get's a round of beers in ("who's having
the Shandy???")

[SNIP]

> to offer, you have to accept their ego as part of it. Ego without at
> least some experience or some code to go with it is tiresome. But

Hurray - now, on to the good bit...



> Looking at it from a strictly technical viewpoint, the question of
> using C++ for Yaroze is dependent on someone porting the GNU C++
> compiler, since I don't think Metrowerks provides C++ support, and I'm
> sure Sony hasn't supplied cc1plus.exe. Has anyone done this yet, and
> would I be popular if I did it? :=)

There's a file that add's NetYarozeC++ to the CodeWarrior New Project
dialog on my WWW page. It's not perfect - but it sorts out pretty much
all the problems with new/delete not being present, and call constructors
and destructors for you - so you do get the whole of C++ in a nice easy
to use form - you'd have to be much better at C++ than me to need more
(not hard, I'm pretty pants at it). I wrote the stuff to try out the CW C++
GUI more than anything, but it should be useful to the world at large....

> - Gil

Craig.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17084 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000293html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 19:00:42 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R1201981900420001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
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<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
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s.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks118.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <34ba1a80.10686421@www-s.playstation.co.uk>, gil@snsys.com (Gil
Jaysmith) wrote:

>Newsgroups - any newsgroups, but specifically gated ones - are not the
>place for anything more personal than a little gentle ribbing and a
>lot of intense technical argument. So please the both of you knock it
>off.

Hear hear...

>Looking at it from a strictly technical viewpoint, the question of
>using C++ for Yaroze is dependent on someone porting the GNU C++
>compiler, since I don't think Metrowerks provides C++ support, 

We don't "officially" support C++ because Sony isn't officially supporting
it (see "delete()" in libps.h as an example).  However, the Metrowerks
compiler does support C++.  There is a C++ runtime library in the
"unsupported" folder inside CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze 2 (plus stationary
and include files). It's not necessary to use this runtime library however. 
Chris Blackwell has information on his web page as to how to get all of
this running if anyone is interested.



Anyway, since C++ is available, I'll let everyone else debate whether to
use it or not <grin>. 

-Joel

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 17084 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000293html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17085 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000294html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 12 Jan 1998 20:33:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <34ba7b1a.22461263@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <sumner-ya02408000R1201981900420001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-25.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

    Very quickly,
    Before others find it necessary to respond, I thought  I would
mention that I wrote Gil a number of notes apologizing, and I
apologize to all of you for my part in that fight.
   I also pointed out both Chris' and Craig's contributions on their
member pages in my first letter.
   I am sorry.  I ask your grace in excusing my affront, and I will
tone down my ego until I have more experience and demo code so that
the more able members don't gag over my entries.
   Sorry,
   Matt

>In article <34ba1a80.10686421@www-s.playstation.co.uk>, gil@snsys.com (Gil
>Jaysmith) wrote:
>
>>Newsgroups - any newsgroups, but specifically gated ones - are not the
>>place for anything more personal than a little gentle ribbing and a
>>lot of intense technical argument. So please the both of you knock it
>>off.
>
>Hear hear...

>PlayStation Development Tools Dude
>Metrowerks

--MESSAGE FILE 17085 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000294html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17086 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000295html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Tim O'Neil <goneil@chat.carleton.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 03:11:30 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <34BB21B2.DC99897B@chat.carleton.ca>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <sumner-ya02408000R1201981900420001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.75.140.7
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Joel Sumner wrote:

> We don't "officially" support C++ because Sony isn't officially
> supporting
> it (see "delete()" in libps.h as an example).  However, the Metrowerks
>
> compiler does support C++.  There is a C++ runtime library in the
> "unsupported" folder inside CodeWarrior for Net Yaroze 2 (plus
> stationary
> and include files). It's not necessary to use this runtime library
> however.
> Chris Blackwell has information on his web page as to how to get all
> of
> this running if anyone is interested.
>
> Anyway, since C++ is available, I'll let everyone else debate whether
> to
> use it or not <grin>.
>
> -Joel
>
> --
> PlayStation Development Tools Dude
> Metrowerks

   Actually, I have yet to download anything new from Metroworks and
have been using C++ since the yaroze was first available in North
America.  I believe the library was in a directory on the CD... anyway,
it had C++ in the name of it and once I put it into my project,
everything has worked fine.
Admittedly, all I have used it for so far is for menus and other things
where speed is not cruicial... just in case.

Tim

--MESSAGE FILE 17086 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000295html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17087 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000296html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:54:43 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <34bb2baa.1154319@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip26.ts1.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well we sure havent heard from many people on this thread I was
wondering mario if you had heard anything from SCEA yet. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17087 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000296html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17088 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000297html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 15:18:12 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34bb850d.1092717@205.149.189.29>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34bb2baa.1154319@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Mike,

Yes, we've talked about it a bit. We'll have to do the chat here (in
the auditorium lobby) because of the NDA. I'm just waiting for a bit
of feedback from you guys to decide when to try it again. So far, I
haven't heard much.

Mario

On Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:54:43 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Well we sure havent heard from many people on this thread I was
>wondering mario if you had heard anything from SCEA yet. 

--MESSAGE FILE 17088 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000297html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17089 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000298html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Japanese Games on Net Yaroze?
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 09:45:06 -0800
Organization: Playstation R&D
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <34BBA822.1A05@playstation.sony.com>
References: <68s0ej$vi3@scea> <34B191A6.3107@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b1a770.938642@news.scea.sony.com> <34B263CF.5A2C@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B27BC4.BBB66BE4@ix.netcom.com> <34B42DF2.33AB@playstation.sony.com> 
<34b43705.337554@news.scea.sony.com> <34b431d8.47153261@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34b4bd0c.2847300@www-s.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b4d32e.27475681@news.scea.sony.com> <34b605bc.478555@www-s.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; I)

Once more for those that are interested. 

Their is almost no differences between the Yaroze hardware and the
"infamous" Blue debug PlayStations. The territorial lockout is different
and that is located in the CD rom controller.

The MPEG (MDEC) engine is part of the CPU (as is the serial I/O) and is
indeed in the Yaroze hardware. I believe the Yaroze libraries do not
include any functions for it..... for a variety of reasons. As the
Yaroze does not boot CDR's, no streaming functions off the CD were
included. And yes I know their are ways to hack the console to run
CDR's, but let's not go there :)

The bottom line is that the Yaroze hardware is essentially the same as
the blue debugs. All hardware functions availible on the blue debugs are
possible on Yaroze with exception to the CDR lockout.  

Jerry Jessop
Hardware Engineer
SCEA

Gil Jaysmith wrote:
> 
> On Thu, 08 Jan 1998 13:27:36 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
> Hulett) wrote:
> >   L:ighten up Gil! I was referring to the hardware, every difference
> >you listed is a software difference. And if we didn't need the boot
> >disc in the Yaroze, we would be able to read off of a CD-rom with the
> >proper library functions.
> 
> I was taking the mickey... and like Craig says, the hardware is
> different in that the blue kit is only only for testing.
> You can swap the boot disk out after booting, can't you? It's because
> the MPEG engine is missing that means you can't play good movies.
> 
> >   Geez, I wonder why more beginners don't participate in the
> >newsgroups?  Like I said, it was a RUMOR!
> 
> Rumours are evil...
> 
> >   I can't wait for you to shed more tears and inform me of some
> >obscure difference in the hardware achitecture...
> 
> I'll exert myself thinking of something :)
> 
> - Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17089 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000298html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17090 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000299html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 19:09:55 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13



Message-ID: <34BC2C83.6ABF@concentric.net>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34bb2baa.1154319@news.scea.sony.com> <34bb850d.1092717@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts018d29.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I'm up for any time from 7pm or later pacific time during the
week.  Weekends would be fine too.

Scott

> Mike,
> 
> Yes, we've talked about it a bit. We'll have to do the chat here (in
> the auditorium lobby) because of the NDA. I'm just waiting for a bit
> of feedback from you guys to decide when to try it again. So far, I
> haven't heard much.
> 
> Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17090 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000299html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17091 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000300html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More about chatting
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 23:01:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <34bbf0d6.8773590@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <349f7e07.1146308@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34bb2baa.1154319@news.scea.sony.com> <34bb850d.1092717@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-78.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello all,
   I thought I would share the information that our new fearless
leader J Patton told me that we should be seeing activity 
pick up after New Years i.e., the auditorium classes are going to
begin again. If the classes were to be held bi-weekly  as originally
conceived, perhaps it might be easiest to fill in the no-class week
at the same time.
   Just a suggestion...
   Matt

>Mike,
>
>Yes, we've talked about it a bit. We'll have to do the chat here (in
>the auditorium lobby) because of the NDA. I'm just waiting for a bit
>of feedback from you guys to decide when to try it again. So far, I
>haven't heard much.
>
>Mario
>
>On Tue, 13 Jan 1998 08:54:43 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>Klucher) wrote:
>
>>Well we sure havent heard from many people on this thread I was
>>wondering mario if you had heard anything from SCEA yet. 



>

--MESSAGE FILE 17091 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000300html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17092 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000301html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:20:59 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
10:00pm EST.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17092 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000301html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17093 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000302html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: Tue, 13 Jan 1998 22:28:03 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <34BC3ED3.7BFAC695@ix.netcom.com>
References: <69cuqm$4382@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il11-26.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Michael Hough wrote:

>   What games are you all working on?  What do you like and dislike
> about the
> current crop of games available (both Yaroze and commercial) and in
> what
> ways can we craft a new, superior generation of games?

Wow, something to talk about!

For the many months that I've been using the Yaroze, I've been mostly
experimenting with the hardware.  I finished a simple 2D scrolling
shooter about a month after the Yaroze program first started, but since
then, I have been extremely busy with school.

But right now, as I said before, I'm doing this Jeopardy-style game for
the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (www.shpe.org).
Basically, a bunch of college students compete for dinky prizes in front
of about 2000 people.  I have done this for the last two years, each
time getting a considerable amount of dough, and a free round-trip
ticket to Seattle and Philadelphia.



This year, I'm using the Yaroze for the graphics.  I have it worked out
so that the whole game is controlled by the computer, electric buzzer
systems and all, then the computer tells the Yaroze what to display on
the screen.  The graphics -at least I think- are very cool, as I was
very picky about things like the font, which I spent two weeks and $60
tracking down.  It's getting down to crunch time now, as this whole
system needs to be working perfectly by the end of January.  It's going
to be in Orlando this year, and I'm going to try extra hard to take a
bunch of pictures and make a nice video to show everyone.

Also, I don't think I'm legally allowed to make this program available
for download, as companies like Amoco and Lucent Technologies have their
corporate logos emblazoned on it (lots of stuff for me to sign).  Very
creepy stuff.  But there will be screenshots!

Anyways, I plan to COMPLETELY blow off the final semester of school and
concentrate 100% on a real game.  After playing the entire Final Fantasy
series on various emulators, I think I have a pretty good idea how they
were made.  I want to make a FF-style RPG, but with battle scenes that
are way over the top... sort of like FF meets X-Men Vs. Street Fighter.

I'm working on a 5-level tile-based system (first: ground, second:
charachters, third: things above characters, fourth: standing
transparent layer, fifth: moving transparent layer) similar to the
system used in games like Chrono Trigger and FF3.  I just want to leave
all that complicated 3D math to the adults and concentrate on gameplay.

That's just me.  Someone out there probably already made their own
Virtua Fighter 3...

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17093 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000302html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17094 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000303html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: 14 Jan 1998 09:03:04 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 28
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69hv08$bk91@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hey there,

Have fun!  Better start soon..........in order to actually complete it.

George@SCEE

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



 I want to make a FF-style RPG, but with battle scenes that
are way over the top... sort of like FF meets X-Men Vs. Street Fighter.
I'm working on a 5-level tile-based system (first: ground, second:
charachters, third: things above characters, fourth: standing
transparent layer, fifth: moving transparent layer) similar to the
system used in games like Chrono Trigger and FF3.  I just want to leave
all that complicated 3D math to the adults and concentrate on gameplay.
That's just me.  Someone out there probably already made their own
Virtua Fighter 3...
Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17094 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000303html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17095 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000304html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 08:20:51 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34bc74d6.7168998@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip161.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I will try and make it. I have class from 8:30Pm (Moutain) Which is
10:30(Eastern)  Now you dont need any software for just the outside
lobby chat correct when I downloaded the software it still dint do
anything thats what I am worried about it never worked or gave me a
window to sign in when I tried it :(. but I do hope  it works.

On Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:20:59 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
>try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
>can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
>10:00pm EST.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17095 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000304html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17096 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000305html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 01:14:11 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <69hvf7$4v11@scea>
References: <69cuqm$4382@scea> <34BC3ED3.7BFAC695@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Manny Najera wrote in message <34BC3ED3.7BFAC695@ix.netcom.com>...

>Anyways, I plan to COMPLETELY blow off the final semester of school and
>concentrate 100% on a real game.  After playing the entire Final Fantasy
>series on various emulators, I think I have a pretty good idea how they
>were made.  I want to make a FF-style RPG, but with battle scenes that
>are way over the top... sort of like FF meets X-Men Vs. Street Fighter.
>
>I'm working on a 5-level tile-based system (first: ground, second:
>charachters, third: things above characters, fourth: standing
>transparent layer, fifth: moving transparent layer) similar to the
>system used in games like Chrono Trigger and FF3.  I just want to leave
>all that complicated 3D math to the adults and concentrate on gameplay.

  I'm not so sure about that; games like FF7 and Tekken 2 have made me a
believer; it seems you have to be really compelling to stand a chance in 2D
nowadays.  3D seems to have a lot more freedom.

  FWIW, the yaroze makes 3D fairly easy.

  Do you have any more details about your game?  I'm particularly curious
about the story; I think there's a lot of room for experimenting with neat
things there.  FF3 (6?) was really good about that, though it was overall
fairly linear and the combat was a bit easy; they loved their special atacks
a bit much (not to mention ultima).

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17096 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000305html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17097 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000306html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 02:13:24 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <69i2ko$4v12@scea>
References: <69cuqm$4382@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

me:

>  I'll follow this shortly with a description of what I've been doing, and
>games I'm working on in various states of incompleteness, with most more
>incomplete than not; but it's late and I've problem sets due on the morrow.

Ok, it's now.

I've got a 3d fractal terrain thing; it's sorta generic--tmd construction on
the fly, a generic plasma fractal.  I'd planned to have gangs of ninja (and
samurai, monks, et al) roam over it, doing battle.  I'd almost forgotten
about that; I might come back to it once I work out 3d folks.



This last summer I worked on a Vandal Hearts clone--it was fairly complete,
with one playable level sorely in need of game balance and some decent
combat equations, when it collapsed under the weight of ugly, ugly code.  I
might still post it, if people are willing to tolerate abomination.  I'm
slowly and painfully learing about coding style--the projects they give you
in class are too conveniently laid-out ahead of time to go as horribly wrong
as the things I create myself.

Once the novelty of 3d people overcame my dwindling interest in the
disintegrating tactical game, I started work on a general-purpose 3d people
library, in hopes of making a beat-em-up or a fighting game or perhaps both.
It's mostly complete, but I need better routines for interpolation, as well
as a finite state machinery I can feel comfortable with.

that's (a large part of) my story; until later,

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17097 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000306html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17098 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000307html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Wayne K. Werner" <wkwerner@con2.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: About that chat thing
Date: 14 Jan 1998 10:12:17 GMT
Organization: WermX Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bd20d5$69514aa0$65bf43ce@wkwerner>
NNTP-Posting-Host: port01.con2.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

I would love to participate in the chat on
Wednesday.  Whenever I go to the lobby, I get
a warning window saying that my Placeware client
has expired.  This is confirmed by the fact that
my talk button has been replaced by a button that
says "mic diabled".  The text chat appears to be
working (we'll see tomorrow), but I really liked
that internet phone kind of thing on the one to
ones.  Anyone know anything about my getting my
voice back?

I downloaded pwclient.exe again on the assumption
that a reinstall of the latest Placeware client
would fix me up, but, as I'm writing this, you
can guess how that turned out.
-- 
Wayne K. Werner
wkwerner@con2.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17098 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000307html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17099 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000308html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@NOSPAMix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 18:57:34 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 36
Message-ID: <34BD5EFD.CDD10F75@ix.netcom.com>
References: <69cuqm$4382@scea> <34BC3ED3.7BFAC695@ix.netcom.com> 
<69hvf7$4v11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-25.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Michael Hough wrote:

>   FWIW, the yaroze makes 3D fairly easy.
>
>   Do you have any more details about your game?  I'm particularly
> curious
> about the story; I think there's a lot of room for experimenting with
> neat
> things there.  FF3 (6?) was really good about that, though it was
> overall
> fairly linear and the combat was a bit easy; they loved their special
> atacks
> a bit much (not to mention ultima).

I've got no problem making a bunch of 3D objects dance on the screen.
It's just that there's too much for one person to do.  I haven't the
tools or the patience for 3D.  I know how to do it... I just don't have
the tools or the time.

I know it sounds pretty silly when someone says that they are going to
make an RPG.  There are dozens of rag-tag groups of Qbasic-using
laser-tag teens out there working on games with silly titles like
"Legend of the Dark Moon of the Summer Sun" and "The Lunar Eclipse of
the Fifth Kingdom".

I'll just see what I can do with a few months work.  Start with a decent
tile engine, then a "people" engine, then work on the battle system.
The biggest challenge is creating versitile code to handle everything,
lest the whole game become nothing more than spaghetti.  I would like to
create a scripting language similar to what the Bard's Tale Construction
Set used.  As far as the story goes... I don't have a clue.

My one goal, however, is to have a really cool version of Grand Train.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17099 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000308html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17100 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000309html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:07:14 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34BD7D61.209BFAE1@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-44.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Mario Perdue wrote:

> OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
> try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
> can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
> 10:00pm EST.

It's exactly 10:03pm EST, and I am at
www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/aud.html, passing the time by playing
Parappa the Rapper, waiting for something to happen.

I still don't know how this thing is supposed to work.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17100 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000309html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17101 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000310html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:12:44 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34bd374d.120430@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> <34BD7D61.209BFAE1@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-12.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

 
  Hear, hear, Manny, it's 10:08 and my browser was going nuts
disconnecting and reconnecting to the lobby. This doesn't work the way
it did last August. It used to be if you loaded the 500 kb. stuff,
you would get a window to enter your name, and then your name would
appear with everyone elses name in the lobby window. Then, I think I
remember, you would hit the text chat link and the large window with
everyone one in one place would open. Hmmm....
   Matt

On Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:07:14 -0600, Manny Najera
<mannyn@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>Mario Perdue wrote:
>
>> OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
>> try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
>> can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
>> 10:00pm EST.
>
>It's exactly 10:03pm EST, and I am at
>www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/aud.html, passing the time by playing
>Parappa the Rapper, waiting for something to happen.
>
>I still don't know how this thing is supposed to work.
>
>Manny Najera
>



--MESSAGE FILE 17101 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000310html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17102 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000311html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 21:19:34 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34BD8045.774957E9@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> <34BD7D61.209BFAE1@ix.netcom.com> 
<34bd374d.120430@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-44.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Matthew Hulett wrote:

>   Hear, hear, Manny, it's 10:08 and my browser was going nuts
> disconnecting and reconnecting to the lobby. This doesn't work the way
>
> it did last August. It used to be if you loaded the 500 kb. stuff,
> you would get a window to enter your name, and then your name would
> appear with everyone elses name in the lobby window. Then, I think I
> remember, you would hit the text chat link and the large window with
> everyone one in one place would open. Hmmm....

The text chat button brings up nothing but an empty window.  Maybe it's
broken...

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17102 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000311html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17103 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000312html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 19:25:52 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <69jv4i$4v13@scea>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> <34BD7D61.209BFAE1@ix.netcom.com> 
<34bd374d.120430@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <34bd374d.120430@news.scea.sony.com>...
>
>  Hear, hear, Manny, it's 10:08 and my browser was going nuts
>disconnecting and reconnecting to the lobby. This doesn't work the way
>it did last August. It used to be if you loaded the 500 kb. stuff,
>you would get a window to enter your name, and then your name would
>appear with everyone elses name in the lobby window. Then, I think I
>remember, you would hit the text chat link and the large window with



>everyone one in one place would open. Hmmm....
>   Matt

  Hmm.  I, too, am getting merely a white rectangle; the chat button brings
up a worthless window.

  Is it possible to adjourn to an alternate channel?  IRC?  Is ICQ secure
enough for such things (I've installed it, but never chatted by means of
it--I'm 5032432).  I might loiter on #yaroze for a few minutes, being
careful to avoid NDA issues.

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17103 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000312html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17104 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000313html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:34:15 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34bd8365.10600748@205.149.189.29>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I'm here too! I've got my chat window open but I don't see anyone
else. I don't understand what the problem is.

Mario

On Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:20:59 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
>try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
>can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
>10:00pm EST.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17104 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000313html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17105 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000314html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:42:06 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <34bd8567.541698@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip152.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451



Anyone still around I am here too but nothing is happening I know I am
late but I was hoping people would be chatting still
--MESSAGE FILE 17105 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000314html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17106 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000315html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:48:16 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34bd86ae.11442188@205.149.189.29>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> 
<34bd8567.541698@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Yes, I'm still here. I'm trying to figure out what is going wrong. I
think I'm going to need to talk with the guys at Sony about this.
Maybe they need to enable something before this will work.

<sigh>

Mario

On Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:42:06 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Anyone still around I am here too but nothing is happening I know I am
>late but I was hoping people would be chatting still

--MESSAGE FILE 17106 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000315html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17107 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000316html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:55:41 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34bd88a5.11945319@205.149.189.29>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> 
<34bd8567.541698@news.scea.sony.com> <34be87a7.1117476@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

What's ICQ, and how does it work?

Mario
On Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:51:39 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
Klucher) wrote:

>Well if anyone would like it my ICQ number is 2492037
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17107 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000316html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17108 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000317html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:58:16 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34c08892.1352344@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> 
<34bd8567.541698@news.scea.sony.com> <34be87a7.1117476@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip152.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well if anyone would like it my ICQ number is 2492037
Also as note I have two accounts Pick the one with the nickname
"DaJudge" if you decide to look me up by name but if you just use the
number it will get to the right account

P.S. I canceled the prevous message so if you get this twice sorry
--MESSAGE FILE 17108 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000317html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17109 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000318html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 22:55:45 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <34bd4238.1148544@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29> 
<34bd8567.541698@news.scea.sony.com> <34be87a7.1117476@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34bd88a5.11945319@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-46.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I asked a friend the same thing yesterday, here are his words cut
and pasted:

ICQ is a chat program.  For instance if you had ICQ and were online at
the same time I was we could chat in real time.  ICQ lets you know if
the other person is online.  If you are interested in this check out
http://www.mirabilis.com

   Matt

On Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:55:41 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>What's ICQ, and how does it work?
>
>Mario
>On Thu, 15 Jan 1998 03:51:39 GMT, dajudge@inficad.com (Michael
>Klucher) wrote:
>



>>Well if anyone would like it my ICQ number is 2492037
>>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17109 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000318html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17110 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000319html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat Wednesday Jan 14, 1998 10:00pm EST
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 04:11:12 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34bd8be5.12777205@205.149.189.29>
References: <34bc3c52.1605849@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I don't understand why this isn't working, but it's not so I'm going
to call it a night and check with Sony tomorrow. I quess I'll go play
a bit of Air Warrior III before I turn in. Thanks to everyone who
tried to attend tonight. Maybe we'll have better luck next week.

Mario

On Wed, 14 Jan 1998 04:20:59 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>OK, for anyone who may be interested, I'll be here Wednesday night to
>try things out. Hopefully we'll figure out how everything works so we
>can do it again one week later. Meet me in the Auditorium Lobby at
>10:00pm EST.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17110 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000319html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17111 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000320html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Wed, 14 Jan 1998 23:37:57 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith wrote:



> Looking at it from a strictly technical viewpoint, the question of
> using C++ for Yaroze is dependent on someone porting the GNU C++
> compiler, since I don't think Metrowerks provides C++ support, and I'm
> sure Sony hasn't supplied cc1plus.exe. Has anyone done this yet, and
> would I be popular if I did it? :=)

Even though I know Metroworks has "unofficial" patches to allow
C++ on the Yaroze, you would still be popular (at least with ME! :-)
if you got the GNU C++ compiler working.  I prefer the DOS build
environment.  (Well, with the proper "extras" it's actually
somewhat Unix-like, which is what I actually like.)

I downloaded the GNU source, but have not yet tried building it,
let alone building the C++ part.

How about you and I have a race!  (I bet you win ;-)

Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 17111 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000320html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17112 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000321html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 11:43:33 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <34bdf4c8.1418796@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 14 Jan 1998 23:37:57 -0600, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:
>How about you and I have a race!  (I bet you win ;-)

I bet I do as well :) But feel free to put up some creditable
opposition.

I'll fetch the source off the Yaroze site today and meddle with it
this evening. If it's basically an unaltered source tree then I should
have it for you tomorrow. It's tempting to ask myself why to bother
with the Yaroze site source, since the pro compiler is probably a
later source tree with better code generation, we give it away free
anyway, and I've already built it. But I feel like experimentation.

Are the Yaroze tools 16-bit builds at the moment? I might feel the
need to do 32-bit builds of everything if this is the case. Long
filenames!

I've never built as or ld before, though. Or the actual gcc driver for
that matter. Oh well, the pro compiler was getting too easy to build
anyway :)

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17112 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000321html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17113 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000322html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 15 Jan 1998 12:10:21 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 14
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69kubd$dn51@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hey all,

Just so that not everyone has forgotten.  Sony does not offer C++ support
to
professional developers and yaroze developers.  I don't think too many
of you are clear on this.

George@SCEE

--MESSAGE FILE 17113 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000322html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17114 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000323html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 15:56:31 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <34be308b.2280548@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <69kubd$dn51@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On 15 Jan 1998 12:10:21 -0000, George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com wrote:
>Just so that not everyone has forgotten.  Sony does not offer C++ support
>to
>professional developers and yaroze developers.  I don't think too many
>of you are clear on this.

Hi George. I've often wondered exactly what that 'unsupported' means,
since we both know there are more than a couple of pro developers
using C++. I realise the most obvious meaning is that there's no
standard C++ library shipped for PSX (such as GNU libg++, or a port of
STL). But since the absence of iostream.h (for example) isn't exactly
going to hurt anyone, what does it mean in practice, specifically as
regards Yaroze owners? That technical support won't answer questions
concerning C++ code, or that the debugger and build tools have been
crippled and are unaware of the existence of C++ as a language and C++
extensions and symbols in the object files?

- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17115 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000324html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 15 Jan 1998 18:03:55 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 27
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69lj2b$e6h1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hey Gil,

Yes no C++ stuff are shipped to developers, and yes lots of developers
are using C++ for PSX games.  Well "unsupported" means that we don't
have to answer C++ support questions for either yaroze or pro developers.
But then again.......

George@SCEE
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Hi George. I've often wondered exactly what that 'unsupported' means,
since we both know there are more than a couple of pro developers
using C++. I realise the most obvious meaning is that there's no
standard C++ library shipped for PSX (such as GNU libg++, or a port of
STL). But since the absence of iostream.h (for example) isn't exactly
going to hurt anyone, what does it mean in practice, specifically as
regards Yaroze owners? That technical support won't answer questions
concerning C++ code, or that the debugger and build tools have been
crippled and are unaware of the existence of C++ as a language and C++
extensions and symbols in the object files?
- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17116 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000325html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 15:30:50 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <34be2b03.37497909@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <69lj2b$e6h1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-125.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Hey Gil,
>
>Yes no C++ stuff are shipped to developers, 



>George@SCEE

   Hello George,
   Are you sure of this? Mike Fulton said this to me some time ago:

The compiler that we supply with the commercial developer's kit is not
the same as the one in the Yaroze package, and it fully supports C++.
However, Sony does not officially support this feature.  The reason
has to do with the PlayStation-specific libraries, support files, and
C include files, but not the compiler itself.

    Just wondering...
   Matt
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--MESSAGE FILE 17117 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000326html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Let's start a C-64 scene!
Date: 15 Jan 1998 20:35:22 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <01bd220f$566d4f20$989dcdcd@nsantos>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0470.tor.total.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160

Hello y'all,

Back when the Commodore 64 was a big thing, there were several programming
groups all around the world that was competing with each other by creating
fantastic graphics/music demos.  I had a Commodore 64 and I had no idea
that all this action was going on behind my back and when I found out about
it, it was too late, the Amiga had replaced the C-64.

Now that the Yaroze is around, a scene like that can start up again.  I
would love for everyone to be a part of it.  I have already taken the first
few steps to starting my own coding group called ROGUE.  (Visit us at
http://www.total.net/~nsantos).  I am looking for a couple more members to
help with the building of good ideas and coding.

I would really like to urge all of you into forming similar groups with
each other rather than sticking with yourselves.  I think we can advance
alot quicker this way, and at the same time, create friendly and FUN
competitions between us!  Let's get moving, it's been over a year now that
Yaroze is available to North America so we should be seeing alot more than
we have right now.

Please answer this post by telling me what you guys think of this idea and
whether or not a Yaroze scene should be created.

See y'all!

Nelson Santos/Rogue
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith (Telecommuting))
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 22:16:41 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <34be87b9.1478696@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <69lj2b$e6h1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34be2b03.37497909@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng11-124.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Thu, 15 Jan 1998 15:30:50 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:
>   Are you sure of this? Mike Fulton said this to me some time ago:
>The compiler that we supply with the commercial developer's kit is not
>the same as the one in the Yaroze package, and it fully supports C++.
>However, Sony does not officially support this feature.  The reason
>has to do with the PlayStation-specific libraries, support files, and
>C include files, but not the compiler itself.

Yus... the statements I've had from Sony on the matter are usually
along those lines, with no further explanation, which is why I thought
I'd ask.

In practice the only real problem you get with C++ on the pro kit is
that the final CD-based startup code forgets to call constructors, and
I both discovered and got around that today. In Yaroze terms, I don't
see the problem. You'd need to add extern "C" to the headers (in fact
its absence makes me wonder which version of the libraries was used
for Yaroze ;=). The Yaroze linker script already handles global
constructor collation; all you'd need is the right bit of startup
code, which should be somewhere in the GCC source already, and you're
away. The wording of that last Sony sentence is what's always confused
me; you don't *need* any support in the PlayStation-specific
libraries, support files, and C include files for C++ to work. Whether
it does a full ANSI C++ job is another thing, but it's not like
PlayStation C is ANSI-compliant. The GNU libg++ library could
conceivably be ported, but SN hasn't had the time yet, and no-one else
wants to spend the time and money on doing it - although I don't doubt
everyone would snap it up were we to do it :)

- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17119 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000328html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Let's start a C-64 scene!
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 18:26:53 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34BEA94C.260AD91E@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bd220f$566d4f20$989dcdcd@nsantos>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il3-13.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)



Nelson Santos wrote:

> Now that the Yaroze is around, a scene like that can start up again.
> I
> would love for everyone to be a part of it.  I have already taken the
> first
> few steps to starting my own coding group called ROGUE.  (Visit us at
> http://www.total.net/~nsantos).  I am looking for a couple more
> members to
> help with the building of good ideas and coding.

It sounds like a good idea.

Before you do anything, however, someone needs to code an s3m player.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17120 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000329html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Thu, 15 Jan 1998 23:49:24 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-47.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Chris is out of town this week. I work with him, so I'll throw in my two
cents for what it's worth. 

One note is that we only hire programmers fluent in C++.

As far as efficiency goes, I've taken a sprite rendering routine written
in C, hand translated it and optimized it in assembly, then compiled the
C code in Metrowerks C and in C++, and found that my routine was the
fastest, no surprise, but the C version had almost equivalent
performance because the compiler knew a few scheduling tricks I didn't.
As for C++, the EXACT SAME CODE was generated. Mind you, I wasn't using
any C++ specific language features, although the routine was a member of
a class in the C++ version.

Some C++ constructs like exception handling can cause extreme
performance degradation, depending on the vendor. Metrowerks generates
very low overhead exception handling code. Visual C++ OTOH causes an
overall 25% code bloat, and at least an overall 25% slow down in
generated code. I kid you not.

Other problematic C++ features like the freakish amount of
construction/destruction that goes on can be avoided if you understand
the semantics of const references. If you use a clever memory allocator
that doles out objects from an array, and never invokes
construction/destruction code, C++ works just fine on consoles because
you can avoid the biggest C++ bugaboo - memory fragmentation.



I've recompiled the BallTest demo using the Metrowerks C++ compiler and
get the same framerate as compiling as a C project.

I'm 100% convinced that no matter what anyone says, it is possible to
write C++ that executes as quickly as a decent C implementation would.
Unfortunately, it took several years for me to get good enough to
actually be able to say that.

Finally, my recommendation if you're just learning to program, is to
learn C so you have a good solid language that you can get great mileage
out of, then learn Java to get a good grounding in object oriented
techniques, threading, and the like, then learn C++ if you are hoping to
work in a shop that specializes in C++.

- nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 17121 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000330html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 16 Jan 1998 09:13:40 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 27
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69n8c4$fav1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

 To confirm some of the strands in this discussion:

Yes, SCE doesn't actively promote or support C++.    However
 the "professional" versions of the  compilers do allow you
 to compile C++, and over the years the more glaring
problems with the #include files etc. have been fixed.

However, it does seem to be the case that its mainly
ports of games from PC that tend to use C++ ,, the only
exception that I am aware of is one of our (SCEE) own
soon-to-be-released titles .. "SpiceWorld".

The lead programmer for this project choose C++ mainly
because of a) his background b) time constraints on
the project.

I think language choices are like most things - choose
the one that fits the job at hand.

Paul.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17122 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000331html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 04:05:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <34bedbca.12413714@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-23.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Nick,
  Two cents? That answer was worth it's weight in gold. The only
question I am left with is: Since a developer uses C++ for certain
features, is his goal always to try to optimize it so that it's
performance equals C, i.e. C++ does not offer any speed advantages per
se, you only wish for the features it offers, and you must work to be
able to use those features without compromising performance? I hope
that is a clear question...
   Gratefully,
   Matt

>Chris is out of town this week. I work with him, so I'll throw in my two
>cents for what it's worth. 
>
>One note is that we only hire programmers fluent in C++.
>
>As far as efficiency goes, I've taken a sprite rendering routine written
>in C, hand translated it and optimized it in assembly, then compiled the
>C code in Metrowerks C and in C++, and found that my routine was the
>fastest, no surprise, but the C version had almost equivalent
>performance because the compiler knew a few scheduling tricks I didn't.
>As for C++, the EXACT SAME CODE was generated. Mind you, I wasn't using
>any C++ specific language features, although the routine was a member of
>a class in the C++ version.
>
>Some C++ constructs like exception handling can cause extreme
>performance degradation, depending on the vendor. Metrowerks generates
>very low overhead exception handling code. Visual C++ OTOH causes an
>overall 25% code bloat, and at least an overall 25% slow down in
>generated code. I kid you not.
>
>Other problematic C++ features like the freakish amount of
>construction/destruction that goes on can be avoided if you understand
>the semantics of const references. If you use a clever memory allocator
>that doles out objects from an array, and never invokes
>construction/destruction code, C++ works just fine on consoles because
>you can avoid the biggest C++ bugaboo - memory fragmentation.
>
>I've recompiled the BallTest demo using the Metrowerks C++ compiler and
>get the same framerate as compiling as a C project.
>
>I'm 100% convinced that no matter what anyone says, it is possible to
>write C++ that executes as quickly as a decent C implementation would.
>Unfortunately, it took several years for me to get good enough to
>actually be able to say that.
>
>Finally, my recommendation if you're just learning to program, is to
>learn C so you have a good solid language that you can get great mileage
>out of, then learn Java to get a good grounding in object oriented
>techniques, threading, and the like, then learn C++ if you are hoping to
>work in a shop that specializes in C++.
>



>- nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 17123 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000332html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: 16 Jan 1998 09:39:04 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 22
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <69n9ro$fcc1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

From: Nick Porcino <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Chris is out of town this week. I work with him, so I'll throw in my two
cents for what it's worth.
One note is that we only hire programmers fluent in C++.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

bc.sympatico.ca....hmmmm memories..  You must work for Radical
Entertainment....or
EA Canada in Vancouver, BC.

George@SCEE
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--MESSAGE FILE 17124 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000333html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:01:10 -0000
Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <69oe26$9101@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34bdf4c8.1418796@www-
s.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3



>I bet I do as well :) But feel free to put up some creditable
>opposition.
>

Hey Gil get with it. I built it in July and its been on my site for months.

GRaeme
--------
strawberry.milkshake.kid@fourny.demon.co.uk
I checked my mailbox and you werent inside.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17125 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000334html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith (Telecommuting))
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Sat, 17 Jan 1998 21:54:34 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34c12711.1078139@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34bdf4c8.1418796@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <69oe26$9101@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng10-051.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:01:10 -0000, "Graeme Evans"
<evans@fourny.demon.co.uk> wrote:
>Hey Gil get with it. I built it in July and its been on my site for months.

Nice one Graeme. Well there you go then, Ed. And that means I get to
play games this weekend instead of build compilers :)

- Gil
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--MESSAGE FILE 17126 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000335html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Chris Blackwell <bespeed@smartt.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 00:58:53 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <34C1C44D.D95D81D8@smartt.com>
References: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vict-mx0101111.smartt.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



Hi Matt. As promised I am taking a look at this thread, and I'll tell you
right off the bat that I won't touch a C vs. C++ argument. For volumous
information on this debate I'll refer you to the rec.games.programmer
newsgroup where you'll find numerous threads discussing just this topic.
You'll find that there is no easy answer.

Once again, I'm not interested in getting into a debate, but instead I'll
tell you why I choose to program my games in C++ rather than C:

1) C++ provides a framework oriented towards object oriented programming.
It makes it easier for me to write my programs in an object oriented
manner, as my thinking process maps better to OOP than other methods.
Since the much of the new C++ syntax allows me to more simply express OOP
practices than C, I choose to use C++.

2) In my practical experience (I have shipped 12 commercial games and
tools in my career), and based on data provided by profiling tools, if you
are an experienced coder and optimiser there is no practical difference in
the speed of code generated from C or C++. Since, to use an old addage, 1%
of your code gets run 99% of the time, it is worth it to me to not deal
with my percieved inadequacy of the C syntax to speed up things such as UI
code. In time critical code I am not usually making function calls or
dereferencing non-local variables, so the code generated by C or C++ is
virtually identical where it counts.

3) Noting the above, C++ was designed not just as a C with classes, but
also as a "better" C in the fact that it has features to protect from some
common errors made by C programmers. For quality critical software that
must be shipped to the market, any features which help avoid errors are
nice.

So there you go. I hope this helps you!

-Chris Blackwell
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--MESSAGE FILE 17127 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000336html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Jawad <jawad@uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: games
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 04:40:41 -0600
Organization: Student at the University Of Illinois
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <34C1DC29.7199@uiuc.edu>
References: <69cuqm$4382@scea>
Reply-To: jawad@uiuc.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: archbald-5.slip.uiuc.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (OS/2; I)

Michael Hough wrote:
> 
> What do you like and dislike about the current crop of games
> available(both Yaroze and commercial) and in what
> ways can we craft a new, superior generation of games?
> 

I own around 40 PlayStation games, and of everything I own, I have to



say that "ONE" is the most amazing of them all. I bought it two days
ago, and I end up playing it for _hours_.. only quitting when my hands
are numb and my whole body is shaking from the adrenaline overload. (Hey
-- everyone needs a hobby.. :)
Anyways, ONE looks like the thing to beat. 

Of all the NY games, I'd have to say that "The Appointed Station" (from
Japan) has held my interest the longest. Interestingly enough, it was
also one of the first NY games, wasn't it? How the heck did they make
such a good game so soon after getting the system? Kinda makes me
wonder...

>
>   It seems to me that there's been a lot of talk about various programming
> techniques and graphics, but little about higher-level things or game
> design.  I--and I suspect many others--are at the point where I'm
> comfortable enough with the system to attempt a real project.
> 
> mike

I'd love to work with other people on whatever I do next. I think that
most people are doing their first game on their own, just to get ramped
up on the Yaroze in general. It'd be cool if a few groups of people
started getting together soon, pooling their knowledge & talent and
making a team effort on a game. If somethig like that begins to happen,
odds are we'll be seeing a major jump in quality (in all areas) in the
stuff that's being produced. 

Just my $0.02,
-Mark J.
--MESSAGE FILE 17127 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000336html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17128 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000337html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 12:18:11 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34C24763.4ADB@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34bdf4c8.1418796@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <69oe26$9101@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34c12711.1078139@news.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Gil Jaysmith (Telecommuting) wrote:
> 
> On Fri, 16 Jan 1998 20:01:10 -0000, "Graeme Evans"



> <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk> wrote:
> >Hey Gil get with it. I built it in July and its been on my site for months.
> 
> Nice one Graeme. Well there you go then, Ed. And that means I get to
> play games this weekend instead of build compilers :)
> 
> - Gil

Gotcha!  I snarfed it up.  Thanks guys!  Next game will be C++,
promise!  :-)

By the way:  I compiled the GNU C from the Yaroze sources, and
there were a few little glitches.  Does anyone know what system
it was intended to be compiled under?  I was using "DJGPP v2"
under a DOS box in Win95.  It almost looks like it was originally
built with "DJGPP v1".

For example:  It couln't find stab.h, so I needed to edit the
makefile to -DNO_STAB_H.  Also, the makefile wanted "go32",
instead of "go32-v2".

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17128 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000337html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17129 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000338html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: What are you?
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 12:24:00 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I've read a few threads here and there proposing the creation
of "Yaroze coding groups", to make demos and/or games in
groups.

My thinking is that there are too many programmers, and not
enough artists or musicians.

I'm wondering what the ratio is here.

Anyway:  I'm a "programmer".

What are you?
Ed Federmeyer
--MESSAGE FILE 17129 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000338html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17130 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000339html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 14:50:16 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 61
Message-ID: <34c20b9a.32261515@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34b54e3d.9156136@news.scea.sony.com> <34C1C44D.D95D81D8@smartt.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-125.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   Awe, debates are fun when you don't hit below the belt...
Thanks for you reply. It has become clear to me that C++ is a language
well worth learning, which was my original inquiry. On the other hand,
it is also obvious that in my position, my best path is to get C down
pat, work a whole lot with the yaroze, and then come back to C++
in the future after I've got the libgs, libraries in my head along
with gaming algorithms, utilizing graphics and sound applications,
etc... There is just so much for the beginner to learn! I'll be back
to C++, after studying and learning a minimum of 5000 more pages of
games related information. That's a low estimate too...
   I will check out that newsgroup, thanks everyone for clarifying the
issue to me. I wondered for months why  some programmers would choose
to stay with C when a new,  'improved' version of the language was
available, while others would sing it's praises and claim that those
who shunned it were 'blissfully ignorant'. Now I know that there are
overhead issues,  type-of-game issues, time constraint issues,
working-as-a-team-with-different-modules  issues, etc...   
Thanks. 
    Cheers,
    Matt 
   

>Hi Matt. As promised I am taking a look at this thread, and I'll tell you
>right off the bat that I won't touch a C vs. C++ argument. For volumous
>information on this debate I'll refer you to the rec.games.programmer
>newsgroup where you'll find numerous threads discussing just this topic.
>You'll find that there is no easy answer.
>
>Once again, I'm not interested in getting into a debate, but instead I'll
>tell you why I choose to program my games in C++ rather than C:
>
>1) C++ provides a framework oriented towards object oriented programming.
>It makes it easier for me to write my programs in an object oriented
>manner, as my thinking process maps better to OOP than other methods.
>Since the much of the new C++ syntax allows me to more simply express OOP
>practices than C, I choose to use C++.
>
>2) In my practical experience (I have shipped 12 commercial games and
>tools in my career), and based on data provided by profiling tools, if you
>are an experienced coder and optimiser there is no practical difference in
>the speed of code generated from C or C++. Since, to use an old addage, 1%
>of your code gets run 99% of the time, it is worth it to me to not deal
>with my percieved inadequacy of the C syntax to speed up things such as UI
>code. In time critical code I am not usually making function calls or
>dereferencing non-local variables, so the code generated by C or C++ is
>virtually identical where it counts.
>
>3) Noting the above, C++ was designed not just as a C with classes, but
>also as a "better" C in the fact that it has features to protect from some
>common errors made by C programmers. For quality critical software that
>must be shipped to the market, any features which help avoid errors are
>nice.
>
>So there you go. I hope this helps you!
>
>-Chris Blackwell



>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17130 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000339html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17131 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000340html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Sargeant <toby@forefront.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 10:44:31 +1100
Organization: Forefront Software Services
Lines: 106
Message-ID: <34C293DF.6237DFF6@forefront.com.au>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ws19.forefront.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

[sorry, some of this is a little off topic as far as the yaroze goes]

Nick Porcino wrote:

> As far as efficiency goes, I've taken a sprite rendering routine written
> in C, hand translated it and optimized it in assembly, then compiled the
> C code in Metrowerks C and in C++, and found that my routine was the
> fastest, no surprise, but the C version had almost equivalent
> performance because the compiler knew a few scheduling tricks I didn't.
> As for C++, the EXACT SAME CODE was generated. Mind you, I wasn't using
> any C++ specific language features, although the routine was a member of
> a class in the C++ version.

How does that compared to the code generated by GCC? Current wisdom seems
to be that the GCC codegen is really rather tight.

The identical code generation is pretty normal. Essentially if you
use C++ as nothing but C with classes, then you can expect that, as
a method call is little more than a function call with 'this' as an
additional parameter. if the function contains no references to 'this',
then the parameter will be optimised away, or if the equivalent C
version has to pass an extra struct pointer, then the result will be the
same.

> Some C++ constructs like exception handling can cause extreme
> performance degradation, depending on the vendor. Metrowerks generates
> very low overhead exception handling code. Visual C++ OTOH causes an
> overall 25% code bloat, and at least an overall 25% slow down in
> generated code. I kid you not.

> Other problematic C++ features like the freakish amount of
> construction/destruction that goes on can be avoided if you understand
> the semantics of const references. If you use a clever memory allocator
> that doles out objects from an array, and never invokes
> construction/destruction code, C++ works just fine on consoles because
> you can avoid the biggest C++ bugaboo - memory fragmentation.

Other things that will hurt performance and code size are:

* virtual methods
     These both increase the size and ctor code length of structures,



     as well as force all method calls to go through an extra table
     lookup.

* passing classes by value
     This is an extension of the const problem. I'm pretty sure that the
     compiler can't optimise away const pass-by-value, as that requires
     making an assumption that the copy ctor doesn't have side-effects.
     If that's the case, then passing by value will cause much more
     code execution. Passing by const reference is much more preferable.

* templates
     Templates are evil. 'Nuff said. While they're kind of handy in some
     places, when memory is a premium, they're really nasty.

Other things to watch out for are poor quality 3rd party classes. This
isn't a big issue for programming the yaroze, seeing as we don't by
default get any. Having the simple stuff written for you in easy to
reuse classes is one of the great advantages of object orientedness,
which seems to me to be a reason not to write C++ on the yaroze.

About a year ago, there was a _great_ series of brainteaserish posts
on comp.lang.c++ called 'Guru of the Week' about the pitfalls of C++.
They're a great read, even though they're aimed at more general C++
programming. The writer provides C++ snippets with subtle bugs,
inconsistencies and inefficiencies, and then, after discussion has
calmed down a bit, follows them up with complete descriptions of the
problems and suggested solutions. They're not a good way to learn C++,
but they're certainly good for improving C++ skills.
There's an archive of GotW at http://www.cntc.com

> I'm 100% convinced that no matter what anyone says, it is possible to
> write C++ that executes as quickly as a decent C implementation would.
> Unfortunately, it took several years for me to get good enough to
> actually be able to say that.

I'll agree completely with this statement. Most of the old C++ compilers
worked by converting the C++ to C anyway, and so anything you can think
of that has a reasonably trivial mapping from C++ to C will generate
similar, if not exactly the same, code.

One thing that must be said though, is that to write C++ for speed is
often to write C++ like a C programmer, which in some ways defeats the
purpose of OO programming. I didn't properly learn the distinction until
I came back to OO programming via another language entirely.

> Finally, my recommendation if you're just learning to program, is to
> learn C so you have a good solid language that you can get great mileage
> out of, then learn Java to get a good grounding in object oriented
> techniques, threading, and the like, then learn C++ if you are hoping to
> work in a shop that specializes in C++.

To throw in another opinion here, Python is easily as good a language as
Java, in terms of learning Object Oriented programming. While Java is one
of the new buzzwords, and is more likely to get you a job (job? who on
earth would want on of those...), it owes a lot of its inspiration to C++,
and as such is likely to cause confusion and bad OO programming practices,
just like moving from C to C++. Python is nice because it has a clean and
simple syntax that is easy to learn, and encourages OO programming

Toby.
--
Toby Sargeant --------------------+ The sun describes its lonely arc,
gothic@sirwal.mmcc.monash.edu.au  | A brilliant ballet of red and blue,
[C|C++|perl|680x0|80x86|lisp|lml] | Drawing the soft mist of starlight



[HTML|vim|Linux|python|music|art] | Shivering expectantly in its wake.
--MESSAGE FILE 17131 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000340html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17132 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000341html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 15:15:32 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <69u351$73b1@scea>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Ed Federmeyer wrote in message <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>...
>I've read a few threads here and there proposing the creation
>of "Yaroze coding groups", to make demos and/or games in
>groups.
>
>My thinking is that there are too many programmers, and not
>enough artists or musicians.
>
>I'm wondering what the ratio is here.
>
>Anyway:  I'm a "programmer".
>
>What are you?

I'm also a programmer, and a little bit of an artist.

Odds are that most of us who've actually purchased the Yaroze are
programmers; it's a programmers' tool.

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17132 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000341html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17133 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000342html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Sun, 18 Jan 1998 16:56:48 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34C2A4D0.7EE4@concentric.net>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts011d44.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

I am a programmer first and a wannabe artist second.  I can't
draw freehand, but with a 3D package I can get some decent
looking stuff.



Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 17133 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000342html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17134 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000343html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 11:12:01 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <34c33489.693181@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <694s9m$2dh1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b61fe8.37406567@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1ee3$1f77db40$8fd449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b9636a.174147@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd1f3c$55a1ae40$71d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<34b99f91.2340700@news.scea.sony.com> <34ba1a80.10686421@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <34BDA0B5.14FC@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34bdf4c8.1418796@www-
s.playstation.co.uk> <69oe26$9101@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34c12711.1078139@news.playstation.co.uk> <34C24763.4ADB@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Sun, 18 Jan 1998 12:18:11 -0600, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:
>By the way:  I compiled the GNU C from the Yaroze sources, and
>there were a few little glitches.  Does anyone know what system
>it was intended to be compiled under?  I was using "DJGPP v2"
>under a DOS box in Win95.  It almost looks like it was originally
>built with "DJGPP v1".

v1 seems likely. v2 switched to using DPMI provided by something like
CWSDPMI as opposed to go32.

>For example:  It couln't find stab.h, so I needed to edit the
>makefile to -DNO_STAB_H.  Also, the makefile wanted "go32",
>instead of "go32-v2".

-DNO_STAB_H would work; so would renaming gstab.h to stab.h. Good old
stabs. Makes you wonder why more people don't use stabs as the debug
format. Or perhaps it doesn't :)

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17134 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000343html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17135 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000344html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Mon, 19 Jan 1998 11:15:58 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34c33527.852132@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34C293DF.6237DFF6@forefront.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



On Mon, 19 Jan 1998 10:44:31 +1100, Toby Sargeant
<toby@forefront.com.au> wrote:
>Current wisdom seems to be that the GCC codegen is really rather tight.

The per-function code generation of GCC is okay (provided you have
lots of virtual memory). It's got bugger-all cross-function
optimisation and the code motion isn't up to much. It also sometimes
doesn't reoptimise the assembly if it breaks up single insns into
multiple ones in the hope that it can then peephole subsequent
instructions and weave them in; it should reform the original
instruction. This happens primarily with 32-bit register loads.

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17135 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000344html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17136 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000345html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!ira.rainey
From: ira.rainey@btinternet.com (Ira Rainey)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 11:49:14 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <ira.rainey-2001981149140001@host5-99-61-232.btinternet.com>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-61-232.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: MT-NewsWatcher 2.3.5

> What are you?

Programmer with Photoshop

Ira
--MESSAGE FILE 17136 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000345html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17137 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000346html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: 20 Jan 1998 14:57:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <01bd25cd$f23ab8e0$119dcdcd@nsantos>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0307.tor.total.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160

Pure programmer.  My art sucks.

Nelson

--MESSAGE FILE 17137 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000346html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17138 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000347html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?



Date: Tue, 20 Jan 1998 18:52:24 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34C546C8.6A63F8E1@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il4-09.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

game designer / musician

Programming bores me to death, but I'm willing to bet I've got some
degree of coding skill.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17138 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000347html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17139 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000348html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James.Russell@peace.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Let's start a C-64 scene!
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 13:10:20 +1300
Organization: Peace Computers NZ Ltd
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34C68E6C.794B@peace.co.nz>
References: <01bd220f$566d4f20$989dcdcd@nsantos> 
<34BEA94C.260AD91E@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: intro.peace.co.nz
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (X11; I; IRIX 6.2 IP22)

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Before you do anything, however, someone needs to code an s3m player.

I'm on the case - I'm doing a FastTracker player. Don't wait up though.

-- 
==PEACE COMPUTERS
==James.Russell@peace.co.nz - 64(9)3730400 -Fax 64(9)3730401
 
System administration is a tough job
But someone made me do it
--MESSAGE FILE 17139 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000348html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17140 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000349html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Chat
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 02:53:08 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net



X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I just had a problem that sounds like the one several of you have
reported. I went to the auditorium, and nothing happened. I cleared my
memory cache and disk cache in Netscape and went back to the
auditorium. Everything worked fine after the 500+ download completed.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17140 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000349html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17141 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000350html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Let's start a C-64 scene!
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 03:53:22 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34C5C592.ADF72241@ix.netcom.com>
References: <01bd220f$566d4f20$989dcdcd@nsantos> 
<34BEA94C.260AD91E@ix.netcom.com> <34C68E6C.794B@peace.co.nz>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-13.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

James Russell wrote:

> I'm on the case - I'm doing a FastTracker player. Don't wait up
> though.

Hey, do you think the PlayStation is powerful enough for the new Impulse
Tracker format?  I'm talking about the MMX only version that supports
cutoff and resonance filters.  If I wish one feature for Sony's next
console (or any other), it would have to be cutoff and resonance...

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17141 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000350html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17142 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000351html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 09:28:57 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34C63059.252179B7@znet.com>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-17.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:

> 



> What are you?

Like, that's a heavy question, man.
I'm an artist, trapped in a programmer's body.
But actually,
"I am not a programmer! I am a human being!"
sorry...

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17142 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000351html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17143 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000352html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:37:36 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 74
Message-ID: <34C6E92E.1D33@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34C293DF.6237DFF6@forefront.com.au>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m06-173.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Toby wrote:
>How does [Metrowerks] compared to the code generated by GCC?
>Current wisdom seems to be that the GCC codegen is really rather 
>tight.

My understanding is that Metrowerks isn't as tight as GCC, although a
REALLY interesting point which you can glean if you read Metrowerk's
annual report is that Metrowerks is donating work to the gcc project,
specifically updating the compilers to support ELF format and there
might be some compiler technology cross over as well. I've noticed
that gcc and Metrowerks share some of the same quirks (read "bugs")
which I wouldn't want to read TOO much in to.

>The identical code generation is pretty normal. Essentially if you
>use C++ as nothing but C with classes, then you can expect that, ...

Well put.

>* virtual methods
>    These both increase the size and ctor code length of structures,
>     as well as force all method calls to go through an extra table
>     lookup.

We only use pure virtual methods in game code, and we only did that
after we verified that pure virtual base classes do not
generate vtables under VC++ or Metrowerks. The reason we use
pure virtuals is to enforce an interface. Something you can nowadays
use templates for in some cases.

>* passing classes by value
 >    This is an extension of the const problem. I'm pretty sure that



the
 >    compiler can't optimise away const pass-by-value, as that requires
 >    making an assumption that the copy ctor doesn't have side-effects.
 >    If that's the case, then passing by value will cause much more
 >    code execution. Passing by const reference is much more
preferable.

Danger danger Will Robinson! Passing by const reference has a REALLY
EVIL side effect - the compiler will generate temp references galore!
In a recent game engine, we did a lot of const String& parameter passing
and discovered that VC++ and Metrowerks both generated hundreds of
thousands of copies of the string objects at run time just to make sure 
nothing icky happened! This is the biggest C++ gotcha of all time, I
think.
P-YEW! We've banned const Object& parameters since then.

>* templates
>     Templates are evil. 'Nuff said. While they're kind of handy in some
>     places, when memory is a premium, they're really nasty.

They do have their place, but you really have to know what you're doing.
After the const ref fiasco, I'm doubly careful about static members in
templates, especially.

[...]

>One thing that must be said though, is that to write C++ for speed is
>often to write C++ like a C programmer, which in some ways defeats the
>purpose of OO programming. I didn't properly learn the distinction until
>I came back to OO programming via another language entirely.

I've started thinking of C++ as a souped up C, and am backing down on
a lot of supposedly good practices, like accessor methods.

[...]

>To throw in another opinion here, Python is easily as good a language as
>Java, in terms of learning Object Oriented programming....

A lot of guys in our shop swear by Python.

Thanks for your thoughtful comments,
- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 17143 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000352html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17144 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000353html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:42:41 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34C6EA5F.3DFB@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34bedbca.12413714@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m06-173.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)



C++ doesn't offer any particular speed advantages unless you get into
template meta-programs which allow massive inline optimizations of
algorithms at compile time, at the cost of space of course.

What C++ does offer is higher productivity, things generally go together
quicker with C++ especially after you have a few boilerplate classes
kicking around. Having everything encapsulated in objects also helps
more experienced programmers help less experienced programmers debug
easier because the class structure tends to enforce certain coding
practices. One thing you'll never have to tolerate again is magick
(void*) casts because pure virtual base classes can be used in those
cases.

I have less pain helping our jr programmers debug their C++ code, except
for when they start relying on side effects of odd language features
like operator overloading and const reference parameters! ; ) (See other
message in this thread).

-nick
--MESSAGE FILE 17144 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000353html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17145 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000354html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:52:19 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <6a6r1h$8n11@scea>
References: <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Mario Perdue wrote in message <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29>...
>I just had a problem that sounds like the one several of you have
>reported. I went to the auditorium, and nothing happened. I cleared my
>memory cache and disk cache in Netscape and went back to the
>auditorium. Everything worked fine after the 500+ download completed.
>
>Mario

Cool!  Unfortunately, that hasn't been my experience; I just got Netscape 3,
thinking perhaps my IE4 was somehow barfing--but no amount of reloading and
cache clearing sems to work.  It loads the familiar box with buttons, but in
the middle is a white rectangle; I don't get any names or prompts or
anything.  On the status bar, though, it says "Connect: Contacting host:
www.scea.sony.com: 8057..." and then after a while it stops.  My Java
Console, however, is saying the following:

----
PlaceWare client 1.1b3 connecting to www.scea.sony.com:8057
Direct connection failed (java.net.SocketException: No error), falling back
to HTTP
Error opening http response: java.io.IOException: There was no response. The
server could be down
or is not responding.

If you are unable to connect again later, contact
the server's administrator.
----



Could it be that the server is somehow failing or misconfigured?

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17145 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000354html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17146 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000355html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 07:31:14 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34c6f440.2719312@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29> <6a6r1h$8n11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-24.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   I did not realize you all were going to try to meet again.  Oh
well, I am a political junkie anyway, last night was a pretty
interesting night.
   I just tried your approach Mario, and I too had the same experience
as Micheal. The 500 kb. of apps. loads, and then my browser goes
quiet. I can watch my modem trying to communicate back and forth
with the Sony server, but they just keep communicating back and forth
with no subsequent action.  I never had to take any special steps to
enter the lobby and auditorium last fall... Hmmm....
   Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17146 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000355html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17147 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000356html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Sargeant <toby@forefront.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 10:32:58 +1100
Organization: Forefront Software Services
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <34C7D72A.EA500AB0@forefront.com.au>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34C293DF.6237DFF6@forefront.com.au> <34C6E92E.1D33@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ws19.forefront.com.au
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

Nick wrote:
<...>
> >* virtual methods
> >    These both increase the size and ctor code length of structures,
> >     as well as force all method calls to go through an extra table
> >     lookup.
> 
> We only use pure virtual methods in game code, and we only did that
> after we verified that pure virtual base classes do not
> generate vtables under VC++ or Metrowerks. The reason we use



> pure virtuals is to enforce an interface. Something you can nowadays
> use templates for in some cases.

I can't see how this can help completely. Even if the entire base class
is virtual, code needs to be generated to determine the actual type
of the object called via a base class pointer. Of course if you were
writing OO C (don't laugh, depending on your definitions of OO, it's
possible), and you were dealing with unnamed types like this, then you'd
have to write the same code for yourself, so the loss is smaller than if
the compiler generates vtables.

> >* passing classes by value
>  >    This is an extension of the const problem. I'm pretty sure that
> the
>  >    compiler can't optimise away const pass-by-value, as that requires
>  >    making an assumption that the copy ctor doesn't have side-effects.
>  >    If that's the case, then passing by value will cause much more
>  >    code execution. Passing by const reference is much more
> preferable.
> 
> Danger danger Will Robinson! Passing by const reference has a REALLY
> EVIL side effect - the compiler will generate temp references galore!
> In a recent game engine, we did a lot of const String& parameter passing
> and discovered that VC++ and Metrowerks both generated hundreds of
> thousands of copies of the string objects at run time just to make sure
> nothing icky happened! This is the biggest C++ gotcha of all time, I
> think.
> P-YEW! We've banned const Object& parameters since then.

This makes me really really scared. I can't see any reason why a compiler
would generate code like that. The problem should be with references, and
not with the const. Did the compiler generate copies of the string, or
copies of the string reference? If it generated copies of the string, then
i would consider that a compiler bug, seeing as it means that const casts
won't have the correct effect. Passing by const ref is supposed to be
much more efficient. Quoting the GotW #2, which agrees with what my hons
C++ lecturer, among other people, said, the rules regarding temporaries
are supposed to be:

[Rule]      Prefer passing const& instead of copied values.
[Guideline] Prefer preincrement, avoid postincrement.
[Guideline] Watch out for hidden temporaries created by
            implicit conversions.  One good way to avoid this
            is to make ctors explicit when possible.
[Rule]      Follow the single-entry/single-exit rule.  Never
            write multiple return statements in the same
[Rule]      Never, ever, EVER return references to local
            objects.

Is it possible to see some code that demonstrates this?

toby
--MESSAGE FILE 17147 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000356html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17148 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000357html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@admin.humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Thu, 22 Jan 1998 22:12:53 -0400
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <34C7FCA3.7A10@admin.humberc.on.ca>



References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34C63059.252179B7@znet.com>
Reply-To: kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: panther.humberc.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

A wizened old man trapped in a body of a 26 year old...

This 26 Year old thinks he can do a bit of art, a lot of photoshop, a
lot of 3dstudio_max, and some real kick-ass assembly when he gets the
chance.

As for me, I'm a tech. I design things and make them work.

I barely get to see daylight, and my forepaws are larger than my feet..
Wait, that was the bad trip I took back in October...

I network computers for a living, and I love to snowboard.

I wish to succeed in writing some games on my NY if the environment will
co-operate. Like CodeWarrior.. On A 68K MacIIfx.
I do now have a PowerPC 6100/60 to try out, but I can lose it at a
moments notice.

See my web-page at http://panther.humberc.on.ca/~kennedy/index.html 
,
and look at some of the projects I want to get going on. 

Personnally I think the Great Space Battles would be the best seller of
all.
3D Studio implemented technology by several programming authours
Each segment and domain programmed by a different producer.

Kind-of like the way the move Ghost In The Shell was produced.
Take a peek at the credits some time and you see what I mean.

I'd love to be that.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17148 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000357html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17149 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000358html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze [non-blocking]
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:03:12 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 132
Message-ID: <34C832A0.1C35@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
<34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net> <34B50CA8.88D@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B70118.2D76@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Spellweaver wrote:



> It would be truly useful to know how to access the SIO port
> directly, as the Yaroze libraries are not particularly swift at
> times.  This would also allow non-blocking polling of the port,
> etc.; if anyone has figured out how to do this (or if Sony might
> be persuaded to release some info regarding this), let me know
> (or better yet, post it here or in the .hardware group so that
> everyone can work on this underused but potentially very
> interesting area of PSX development).

If you've already figured this out, never mind.  If not: here goes!
Below is a demo program that polls the "tty" device, without blocking.
The key is to "open" the device with the O_NBLOCK attribute.

The only problem I've seen so far is that CTRL-S and CTRL-Q are used
for flow control, so those characters need to be avoided.  Maybe
using a different program then "siocons" with "hardware flow control"
enabled and "software flow control" disabled will get around this?
Maybe there are "siocons" params that turn off Xon/Xoff? (software
flow control)

I'll also leave it to you to see if the "write" works simmilarly (ie,
what happens if you write so much so fast the output buffer fills?),
and to measure performance to see if it'll be truly useful.  This
example is written for clarity not speed.

Hey, it's a start!
Ed Federmeyer

------------------------ cut here -----------------------------

/*
 * Demo of NON-BLOCKING serial I/O on the Net Yaroze.
 * By: Ed Federmeyer
 */

#include <libps.h>
#include <sys/file.h>
#include <stdio.h>

/*
 * For some reason, the <ctype.h> macros reference _ctype_, which
 * doesn't exist in the libps.a.  So we do this the hard/kludgy way.
 * If someone knows the trick to making <ctype.h> work in the
 * Yaroze-world, let me know...
 */
int
isprint( char inchar )
{

if ( (inchar >= 0x20) && (inchar <= 0x7E) ) {
/* The character is 'printable'. */
return( 1 );

}

/* The character is NOT 'printable'. */
return( 0 );

}

int
main( void )
{

int ifd;



int status;
unsigned char inbyte;
int toggle = 0;

/*
 * Open the "tty" device in NON-BLOCKING mode, meaning when you
 * call "read" on it, if there are no characters, it will return
 * immediatly (with a status of "0", meaning "0" characters read),
 * instead of waiting for characters.
 */
ifd = open( "tty", O_RDWR | O_NBLOCK );
if ( ifd < 0 ) {

printf( "Cannot open tty\n" );
return( -1 );

}

printf( "Type characters (~ to exit):\n" );

while ( 1 ) {

/*
 * Poll the 'tty' device to see if data has arrived.
 */
status = read( ifd, &inbyte, 1 );
if ( status < 0 ) {

printf( "error in read.  status=%d\n", status );
close( ifd );
return( -1 );

}

if ( status == 1 ) {
/*
 * Yay!  Got a byte!  Maybe do something cool like
 * build a protocol packet or something.  We'll just
 * print it out for this demo though.
 */
printf( "got 0x%02X '%c'\n", inbyte, 

(isprint(inbyte) ? inbyte : '.') );
if ( inbyte == '~' ) {

printf( "Exiting.\n" );
close( ifd );
return( 0 );

}
} else if ( status == 0 ) {

/*
 * Normally, do nothing.  But for demonstration,
 * print some stuff so you know we're not blocked
 * on the 'read'.
 */
if ( ++toggle > 1000 ) {

toggle = 0;
printf( "." );

}
} else {

/*
 * I don't see how this could ever happen.  :-)
 */
printf( "unexpected status=%d\n", status );
close( ifd );
return( 0 );

}
}

/* We should never really get here... */



close( ifd );
return( 0 );

}
--MESSAGE FILE 17149 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000358html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17150 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000359html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Fri, 23 Jan 1998 23:31:40 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34c927ff.28169462@205.149.189.29>
References: <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I've just found out that the Auditorium program expired and a new
version will be uploaded soon. With luck, this will cure the problems
with the lobby. I'll post a message here when we're ready to try
again.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17150 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000359html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17151 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000360html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Jawad <jawad@uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 03:25:26 -0600
Organization: Student at the University Of Illinois
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34CDA806.7908@uiuc.edu>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: jawad@uiuc.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: istanbul-6.slip.uiuc.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (OS/2; I)

I have to totally agree w/ Ed on this one. I'm a programmer (hacker?
developer?) 100%, and have no developed artistic or musical skills. I
_do_ have a boatload of managerial drive / experience in me, though. If
anybody needs a project leader... 

:-)

-Mark J., who thinks we all need to find some good art & music folks
soon...
--MESSAGE FILE 17151 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000360html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17152 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000361html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Jawad <jawad@uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: By the way...    (was "Re: What are you?")
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 03:29:04 -0600
Organization: Student at the University Of Illinois



Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34CDA8E0.78DE@uiuc.edu>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34CDA806.7908@uiuc.edu>
Reply-To: jawad@uiuc.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: istanbul-6.slip.uiuc.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (OS/2; I)

> -Mark J., who thinks we all need to find some good art 
> & music folks soon...

BTW, does anybody know what the going rates are for contracting out art
and music people? I have a feeling that its expensive to hire an agency
(ie, a local industrial art business)... Does anybody know offhand what
an artist would charge to do some simple models or a few songs?

-Mark J.
--MESSAGE FILE 17152 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000361html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17153 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000362html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Mark Jawad <jawad@uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze [non-blocking]
Date: Tue, 27 Jan 1998 03:46:29 -0600
Organization: Student at the University Of Illinois
Lines: 101
Message-ID: <34CDACF5.6CA@uiuc.edu>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
<34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net> <34B50CA8.88D@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B70118.2D76@ix.netcom.com> <34C832A0.1C35@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: jawad@uiuc.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: istanbul-6.slip.uiuc.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------616DE6931F8"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (OS/2; I)

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--------------616DE6931F8
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
>  * For some reason, the <ctype.h> macros reference _ctype_,
>  * which doesn't exist in the libps.a.  So we do this the
>  * hard/kludgy way.
>  * If someone knows the trick to making <ctype.h> work in the
>  * Yaroze-world, let me know...
>  */

I caught that bug back in September, but didn't bother to post my
changes which fix it. Anyways, here's my modified ctype.h file. Its not
Sony Certified or anything, but it works just fine (as far as I'm aware,
at least ;) ...

Enjoy!
-Mark J.

--------------616DE6931F8
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; name="CTYPE.H"



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="CTYPE.H"

/*****************************************************************
 *
 * Copyright (c) 1996 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
 * All Rights Reserved.
 *
 *                                  Ver 1.00
 *
 *****************************************************************/

#ifndef _CTYPE_H
#define _CTYPE_H

#define _U 0x01 /* upper case letter */
#define _L 0x02 /* lower case letter */
#define _N 0x04 /* digit */
#define _S 0x08 /* space, tab, newline, vertical tab, formfeed, or

carriage return */
#define _P 0x10 /* punctuation character */
#define _C 0x20 /* control character or delete */
#define _X 0x40 /* hexadecimal digit [0-9a-fA-F]*/
#define _B 0x80 /* blank (space) */

extern char _ctype_[];
#if defined(_LANGUAGE_C_PLUS_PLUS)||defined(__cplusplus)||defined(c_plusplus)
extern "C" {
#endif
extern char toupper(char);
extern char tolower(char);
#if defined(_LANGUAGE_C_PLUS_PLUS)||defined(__cplusplus)||defined(c_plusplus)
}
#endif
/* Original Sony Stuff
#define isalpha(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&(_U|_L))
#define isupper(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_U)
#define islower(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_L)
#define isdigit(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_N)
#define isxdigit(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&(_X|_N))
#define isspace(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_S)
#define ispunct(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_P)
#define isalnum(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&(_U|_L|_N))
#define isprint(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&(_P|_U|_L|_N|_B))
#define isgraph(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&(_P|_U|_L|_N))
#define iscntrl(c) ((_ctype_+1)[(unsigned char)(c)]&_C)
#define isascii(c) ((unsigned)(c)<=0x7f)
#define toascii(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&0x7f)
#define _toupper(c) ((unsigned char)(c)-'a'+'A')
#define _tolower(c) ((unsigned char)(c)-'A'+'a')
*/

// Fixed by MAJ 9/25/97

#define isalpha(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&(_U|_L))
#define isupper(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_U)
#define islower(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_L)
#define isdigit(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_N)
#define isxdigit(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&(_X|_N))
#define isspace(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_S)
#define ispunct(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_P)
#define isalnum(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&(_U|_L|_N))



#define isprint(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&(_P|_U|_L|_N|_B))
#define isgraph(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&(_P|_U|_L|_N))
#define iscntrl(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&_C)
#define isascii(c) ((unsigned)(c)<=0x7f)
#define toascii(c) ((unsigned char)(c)&0x7f)
#define _toupper(c) ((unsigned char)(c)-'a'+'A')
#define _tolower(c) ((unsigned char)(c)-'A'+'a')

#endif _CTYPE_H

--------------616DE6931F8--

--MESSAGE FILE 17153 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000362html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17154 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000363html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: gil@snsys.com (Gil Jaysmith)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: I/O on the Yaroze [non-blocking]
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 13:48:31 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34cf36cc.1007409@www-s.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34B29D0E.5D23@snrc.uow.edu.au> <34B4300A.3DD5@playstation.sony.com>
<34B43B9E.4585@concentric.net> <34B50CA8.88D@playstation.sony.com> 
<34B70118.2D76@ix.netcom.com> <34C832A0.1C35@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trish.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Fri, 23 Jan 1998 00:03:12 -0600, Ed Federmeyer
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:
>/*
> * For some reason, the <ctype.h> macros reference _ctype_, which
> * doesn't exist in the libps.a.  So we do this the hard/kludgy way.
> * If someone knows the trick to making <ctype.h> work in the
> * Yaroze-world, let me know...
> */

I presume this what the ctype.c file in the Libraries area is for. It
contains a definition of char _ctype_[].

- Gil
--MESSAGE FILE 17154 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000363html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17155 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000364html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 23:47:59 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <34d0c366.1032835@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29> <6a6r1h$8n11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip3.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

This is exactly what happenes with mine it tries to contact this thing



but never gets ahold of it I wonder if the server is only on during
the day or somthing weird so if we can get this to work are we going
to try chatting again??

On Wed, 21 Jan 1998 22:52:19 -0800, "Michael Hough"
<mhough@stanford.edu> wrote:

>Mario Perdue wrote in message <34c6b419.40663706@205.149.189.29>...
>>I just had a problem that sounds like the one several of you have
>>reported. I went to the auditorium, and nothing happened. I cleared my
>>memory cache and disk cache in Netscape and went back to the
>>auditorium. Everything worked fine after the 500+ download completed.
>>
>>Mario
>
>Cool!  Unfortunately, that hasn't been my experience; I just got Netscape 3,
>thinking perhaps my IE4 was somehow barfing--but no amount of reloading and
>cache clearing sems to work.  It loads the familiar box with buttons, but in
>the middle is a white rectangle; I don't get any names or prompts or
>anything.  On the status bar, though, it says "Connect: Contacting host:
>www.scea.sony.com: 8057..." and then after a while it stops.  My Java
>Console, however, is saying the following:
>
>----
>PlaceWare client 1.1b3 connecting to www.scea.sony.com:8057
>Direct connection failed (java.net.SocketException: No error), falling back
>to HTTP
>Error opening http response: java.io.IOException: There was no response. The
>server could be down
>or is not responding.
>
>If you are unable to connect again later, contact
>the server's administrator.
>----
>
>Could it be that the server is somehow failing or misconfigured?
>
>mike
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17155 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000364html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17156 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000365html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Wed, 28 Jan 1998 23:49:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <34d1c3c4.1126329@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip3.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well I guess I am a graphics person I cant draw but I am going to
school for animation like in 3D Studio Max/SoftImage/Alias Wavefront
type stuff. I am desprately trying to learn C
--MESSAGE FILE 17156 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000365html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17157 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000366html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: pcarrott@notes.cc.bellcore.com ("Phil Carrotta")
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 20:07:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <6aqcf3$c0f2@scea>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 128.96.177.101
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.0.82

Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:

>I've read a few threads here and there proposing the creation
>of "Yaroze coding groups", to make demos and/or games in
>groups.

>My thinking is that there are too many programmers, and not
>enough artists or musicians.

I would say that I am a programmer.  I am fairly capable at C coding
with some dabbling in C++ (Not on Yaroze).  I can generate adequate 3D
models using Lightwave 3D 5.5.  My main obstacles are time and an
inability to focus my attempts.  The old concept of starting small and
working up is lost on me and thus I have nothing yet to show :-( .

On a separate but related note (well, related to LW3D at least).  Has
anyone found a simple way to generate MIMe data (as used in the Dino
demo).  I have considered writing a small program to generate the
differentials between 2 models (assuming points are ordered the same
but that's a different story) but hate doing redundant work if such a
thing already exists.  A company in Japan called D-Storm seems to have
some Lightwave Plugins to facilitate Playstation Animation but I can
not read the info on their webpage to learn about the details.  Can
anyone translate (roughly) some of the info on the following sites?  

http://www.dstorm.co.jp/ps/ps.html
http://www.dstorm.co.jp/ps/readme.htm

Thanks,
Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17157 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000366html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17158 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000367html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Anyone in Florida?
Date: Thu, 29 Jan 1998 22:26:26 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34D15671.8D62B554@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il3-15.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)



Do any of you live in Orlando, Florida?  I'm going to be there all next
week with my little Yaroze quiz game.

Just wondering...

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17158 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000367html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17159 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000368html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: C versus C++
Date: Tue, 03 Feb 1998 00:32:32 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <34D6D61E.4103@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <69cmja$7pn1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34b9e34f.14105854@news.scea.sony.com> <34BF10FF.13D7@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34C293DF.6237DFF6@forefront.com.au> <34C6E92E.1D33@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34C7D72A.EA500AB0@forefront.com.au>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-68.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

>I can't see how this can help completely. Even if the entire base class
>is virtual, code needs to be generated to determine the actual type
>of the object called via a base class pointer. Of course if you were
>writing OO C (don't laugh, depending on your definitions of OO, it's
>possible), and you were dealing with unnamed types like this, then you'd
>have to write the same code for yourself, so the loss is smaller than if
>the compiler generates vtable

Pure virtuals only help if you avoid polymorphism, which I know is one
of the big selling points of OO. eg:

class VFile { ... }; // pure virtual base class
class RealFile : public VFile { ... };
RealFile var;
var.Read();

Read is invoked directly, and no vtable is generated. Like I said, we
only use this feature to enforce interfaces, much like Java's interface
keyword. Yes, now that I'm typing it, I wonder what's the point,
documentation and a whip to enforce the interface would accomplish the
same thing. I guess it's just a lazy way to get the compiler to make
sure you're doing the right thing. Lazy.

>[The const ref thing] makes me really really scared. I can't see any reason why
a >compiler
>would generate code like that. The problem should be with references, and
>not with the const. Did the compiler generate copies of the string, or
>copies of the string reference?

Copies of the string. The problem is that with a complicated enough
class (like a full feature string) the compiler is unable to determine
whether or not the string might be modified by a method (the halting
problem in a different form), and since the const keyword is there, the
compiler is compelled to guarantee absolutely that the string will not



be modified, so it has no choice but to generate a duplicate. If you
want to see the problem in action, get a nice complicated string class
like the one in MFC, get a nice complicated function which uses a
string, and pass the string in as a const ref. Unless they've done
something marvelous in MFC, the compiler will likely dup it.

Giving it a little thought, the problem boils down to the fact that
complicated string classes typically reference count a string
representation, and assign the same rep pointer to any string that takes
a copy. The reference count has to be incremented, which violates the
const rule that the object passed in via the reference cannot be
modified. So maybe the compiler is barfing because of the overloaded =
operator. So that would be the code example - a class that has non const
overloaded = operators, and a method that assigns an instance of the
passed in const ref class to another instance. So maybe it's not the
halting problem, maybe the compiler can detect that combination and try
to protect against it.

Performance wise, passing by & is exactly equivalent to pass by pointer.

- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 17159 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000368html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17160 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000369html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.freetalk.engl
ish
Subject: My own siocons
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 1998 08:57:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6b96ms$b210@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:369 
scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:6 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:307

Hi there,

I'm writing my own siocons program (win95) which encloses a
project in which the tim/tmd/exe-files are kept. This project can
be uploaded to the Yaroze. Just like the load-batch functionality
of siocons. It is also able to load a 'normal' siocons-batch file.
This is 95% working. But now I want to extend my
program with upload and download functionality from within a
psx-exe. I have tried to implement it but I encountered some odd
problems. Small files (to 10k) seem to work, but larger files fail.
It seems like there is a problem with reading/writing to tty.
How does ioctl() work. I can set the baud to 115200. Need I set
the handshake method, if so : how?

Help me and I create the homepage and upload my console program
including source. (This is not blackmail but crap-grammar).

Thank you!

--MESSAGE FILE 17160 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000369html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17161 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000370html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Luca Cotta Ramusino <lcotta@systemy.it>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.freetalk.engl
ish
Subject: Re: My own siocons
Date: Wed, 04 Feb 1998 17:18:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34D894BE.5A829402@systemy.it>
References: <6b96ms$b210@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 151.85.242.49
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [it] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:370 
scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:7 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:308

Maurice Sibrandi ha scritto:

> I'm writing my own siocons program (win95) which encloses a

<...>

> I can set the baud to 115200. Need I set the handshake method, if so :
> how?

For high speeds (ie >38400) you should set the handshake to "HARDWARE",
otherwise you get a lot of dropped bytes. XON/XOFF can't manage this
speed. This should also explain why your app chokes on large files. Best
of luck

Luca Cotta Ramusino

--MESSAGE FILE 17161 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000370html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17162 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000371html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.freetalk.engl
ish
Subject: Re: My own siocons
Date: Thu, 5 Feb 1998 09:06:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6bbrj2$b212@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6b96ms$b210@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34D894BE.5A829402@systemy.it>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:371 
scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:8 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:309

Luca Cotta Ramusino wrote in message <34D894BE.5A829402@systemy.it>...

>For high speeds (ie >38400) you should set the handshake to "HARDWARE",
>otherwise you get a lot of dropped bytes. XON/XOFF can't manage this



>speed. This should also explain why your app chokes on large files. Best
>of luck

How does one do that? With ioctl() I presume, but that function isn't
documented very well

--MESSAGE FILE 17162 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000371html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17163 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000372html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Your oppinion??
Date: Thu, 05 Feb 1998 08:15:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34d9744b.299060@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip40.ts1.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hello! I have a question to pose to you in my game that I am doing I
think I may not have room for all the levels and images now I know
codewarrior has a thing where you can download stuff to put new stuff
in memory but that would mean only people with codewarrior could play
it so what I was thinking is after the first few levels put a save
game on a memory card then let the people dowload the new levels and
have it retive the save game from the memory card so everyone can play
it does this sound like a good plan??
--MESSAGE FILE 17163 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000372html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17164 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000373html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "E!" <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Thu, 05 Feb 1998 00:24:30 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <34D9773E.C66792E3@netmagic.net>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-20.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:

> Anyway:  I'm a "programmer".

Mostly a programmer, but also an Net musician and a so-so artist.  :P

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/



--MESSAGE FILE 17164 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000373html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17165 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000374html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "E!" <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Let's start a C-64 scene!
Date: Thu, 05 Feb 1998 00:28:22 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <34D97825.499CC533@netmagic.net>
References: <01bd220f$566d4f20$989dcdcd@nsantos> 
<34BEA94C.260AD91E@ix.netcom.com> <34C68E6C.794B@peace.co.nz> 
<34C5C592.ADF72241@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-20.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Manny Najera wrote:

> James Russell wrote:
>
> > I'm on the case - I'm doing a FastTracker player. Don't wait up
> > though.
>
> Hey, do you think the PlayStation is powerful enough for the new Impulse
> Tracker format?  I'm talking about the MMX only version that supports
> cutoff and resonance filters.  If I wish one feature for Sony's next
> console (or any other), it would have to be cutoff and resonance...
>
> Manny Najera

Unlikely that it could do the things that IT 2.14p3 does.  The
resonance and freq cutoff (including surround) would mean you'd
have to take the hardware output from the SPU, apply your
algo to it, and then feed it back to the mixer.  After reading
about what the SPU has in it, it reminds me almost exactly
of a GUS classic, except that it has a reverb buffer.  :P

If it is possible, that would be most awesome.  ^_^

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

--MESSAGE FILE 17165 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000374html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17166 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000375html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Your oppinion??
Date: 5 Feb 1998 09:30:51 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 30
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk



Message-ID: <6bc0sb$mku1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Hello! I have a question to pose to you in my game that I am doing I
think I may not have room for all the levels and images now I know
codewarrior has a thing where you can download stuff to put new stuff
in memory but that would mean only people with codewarrior could play
it

Yes, if it used CodeWarrior's dynamic loading into RAM, it would mean that
anyone
without CodeWarrior couldn't play it.

so what I was thinking is after the first few levels put a save
game on a memory card then let the people dowload the new levels and
have it retive the save game from the memory card so everyone can play
it does this sound like a good plan??

Sounds most reasonable. You don't need to use a memory card however;
could just use a program-defined resource file (eg plain text) that is
saved up
to PC/Mac using the printf/logging feature; this removes the need for
writing
to and reading from memory card, it may be a quicker and easier method.

     Lewis

--MESSAGE FILE 17166 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000375html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17167 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000376html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@micronetics.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Your oppinion??
Date: Thu, 05 Feb 1998 10:47:38 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <34D998CA.9609945D@micronetics.com>
References: <34d9744b.299060@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.132.195.245
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

I was thinking of doing something similar, have the levels multiload.
Rather than saving to memory card (which should be no problem anyway) how
about a password
style system to access each level.  Get a password to access the next
level after completing the current.

Otherwise sounds cool.

/Jim



Michael Klucher wrote:

> Hello! I have a question to pose to you in my game that I am doing I
> think I may not have room for all the levels and images now I know
> codewarrior has a thing where you can download stuff to put new stuff
> in memory but that would mean only people with codewarrior could play
> it so what I was thinking is after the first few levels put a save
> game on a memory card then let the people dowload the new levels and
> have it retive the save game from the memory card so everyone can play
> it does this sound like a good plan??

--MESSAGE FILE 17167 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000376html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17168 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000377html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Chat
Date: Sat, 07 Feb 1998 01:06:22 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

New Auditorium software has been installed, so we should be able to
try a chat again. Let's try for Wednesday night at 10:00pm EST. 

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17168 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000377html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17169 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000378html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Did you hear?
Date: Mon, 09 Feb 1998 06:21:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <34df9fe0.17356627@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip15.ts16.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I was just wondering if anyone read the article in the new issue of
PSM abou sony giving away silver memory cards and some midnight blue
playstations they also had black dual-shock analog controlers (Man I
could use those to go with my yaroze) Haha!
--MESSAGE FILE 17169 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000378html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17170 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000379html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 00:31:44 GMT



Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34e0f0fd.30715760@205.149.189.29>
References: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Just a reminder that I will be in the Auditorium lobby at 10:00pm EST
on Wednesday, Feb 11, 1998. Hopefully some of you will be able to get
in this time and we can 'talk' for awhile.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17170 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000379html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17171 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000380html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: omigod
Date: Tue, 10 Feb 1998 20:20:40 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il2-16.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

That Hover Racing game is so good, it makes me want to vomit in terror.
Does anyone know how it was made?  I refuse to believe it was all the
work of one person...

... those guys have to be professionals.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17171 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000380html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17172 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000381html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 16:25:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34e1d0ce.3234328@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-240.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,

>That Hover Racing game is so good...

   Which game are you referring to?

-Matt



--MESSAGE FILE 17172 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000381html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17173 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000382html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 17:21:00 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34E2325C.351026B8@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> 
<34e1d0ce.3234328@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-14.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Matthew Hulett wrote:

>    Hello,
>
> >That Hover Racing game is so good...
>
>    Which game are you referring to?

It's a game from a Japanese Yaroze member.  It's at:

http://www1.scei.co.jp/forum/program/archive/pssoft/HOVER120.LZH

I know words are cheap, but as God as my witness, I'm going to rip this
game a new one.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17173 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000382html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17174 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000383html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 23:01:38 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <34E28232.746@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29> 
<34e0f0fd.30715760@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Just a reminder that I will be in the Auditorium lobby at 10:00pm EST
> on Wednesday, Feb 11, 1998. Hopefully some of you will be able to get
> in this time and we can 'talk' for awhile.



> 
> Mario

I dunno if this came up before, I don't remember seeing this,
but I needed to un-install the placeware audio client from my
PC before I could use the auditorium.  (I kept getting that
pesky "Youre placeware client has expired" message box.)

I (wrongly) assumed that it was telling me that the downloaded
Java applet was expired, and that there was nothing I could do
about it, since SCEA is the one who would have to change the
Applet on thier server...  Wrong.

I looked for "place*.*" on my hard drive (it was under my
Netscape "PLUGINS" directory, and just deleted everything
under that "placeware" directory, and one .DLL file named
(n3_placeware.dll, I think).

Next time I started Netscape and went into the auditorium I got
the message box asking me to sign in!  Yay!

I didn't realize until now what it meant by "You may uninstall
your placeware client, but then you won't get audio support".
It would have been nice it it told me "how" to uninstall it.
Or better, let me continue the text-chat part without needing
to uninstall the audio support.  Maybe I just missed a readme
somewhere.

I hope this helps some of you others who still get that 
"Placeware client expired" message.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17174 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000383html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17175 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000384html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 1998 00:18:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34e23e5b.31283335@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29> 
<34e0f0fd.30715760@205.149.189.29> <34E28232.746@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-22.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello all,
   Well, five, and then three of us were chatting for over an hour
tonight. It was cool, but it would be more fun if more of you had
shown up. If more of you don't show up,  I think the idea will be
cancelled due to lack of interest. That would be lame...
   
-Matt
   

--MESSAGE FILE 17175 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000384html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17176 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000385html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 1998 01:38:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34e24c9c.34933330@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> 
<34e1d0ce.3234328@news.scea.sony.com> <34E2325C.351026B8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-22.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello again,
   Well, I downloaded said file, dying to try it after hearing the
Sony staff sing it's praises, and I learned very quickly that files
with extension .LZH require-

   LZH files are manipulated by the LHA program from Haruyasu�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Yoshizaki.  LHA won the October 1991 PC Magazine Editor's Choice award
as the best data compression utility.

Here's a link for those who do not have the WinZip utility to extract
these files;

http://www.themerchant.com/inetinfo/html/winzip_utilities.html

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17176 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000385html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17177 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000386html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dsyaroze <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Wed, 11 Feb 1998 23:04:17 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34E29EF1.6DC8@concentric.net>
References: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29> 
<34e0f0fd.30715760@205.149.189.29> <34E28232.746@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34e23e5b.31283335@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts029d08.sto-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

I would have shown up, but I was entertaining guests at the house.
I didn't want to be anti-social :)

Scott

>    Hello all,
>    Well, five, and then three of us were chatting for over an hour
> tonight. It was cool, but it would be more fun if more of you had
> shown up. If more of you don't show up,  I think the idea will be
> cancelled due to lack of interest. That would be lame...
> 
> -Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17177 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000386html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17178 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000387html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Chat
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 1998 08:04:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34e2acb1.412963@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34dbb33a.13814420@205.149.189.29> 
<34e0f0fd.30715760@205.149.189.29> <34E28232.746@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34e23e5b.31283335@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip18.ts1.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I was there for a little while but I have class at 8:00 MST so I only
stayed till about 7:50 But I chatted with a few people we need to do
it on like friday or something I really want to do this but college
must come before everything.

On Thu, 12 Feb 1998 00:18:42 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Hello all,
>   Well, five, and then three of us were chatting for over an hour
>tonight. It was cool, but it would be more fun if more of you had
>shown up. If more of you don't show up,  I think the idea will be
>cancelled due to lack of interest. That would be lame...
>   
>-Matt
>   

--MESSAGE FILE 17178 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000387html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17179 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000388html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Thu, 12 Feb 1998 13:25:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-028.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Manny Najera wrote:

> Does anyone know how it was made?  I refuse to believe it was all the
> work of one person...

A whole host of people worked on Hover Racing - unfortunately Sato
Tomukazu's name is the only one that is available in non-Kanji.
As far as I can tell, one guy ('Lynx' - I found his homepage a while
ago, but have forgotten the address) wrote the tunes and if I remember
rightly, the team was roughly the same size as the one that worked on



Mario 4 (and that ilk).
For some reason, Sato's Yaroze homepage seems to be kaput. Bit of a
shame really.

> ... those guys have to be professionals.

If they weren't before, I bet they are now!

James Rutherford. (~mrfrosty/SCEE).
--MESSAGE FILE 17179 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000388html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17180 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000389html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 10:08:36 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6c1n9l$4706@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>> ... those guys have to be professionals.
>
>If they weren't before, I bet they are now!

    I don't know about that...  I would say the biggest thing that separates
them from us is the amount of time they are willing to spend working on
something..

    I hope that with groups forming we will be able to make products that
can achive the same kind of success..  I must say the program was EXTREMELY
impressive..  If it can make my wife say 'WOW!' then it had to be good...
:)
Then always comes the crappy question of 'can you do that?'...  Usually at
that point I kick her out of the room while mumbling something along the
lines of 'what the f... do you know....'

    Anyhow, I hope that now I have a little more time I will be able to
start coding on my Yaroze a lot more..  Put that little black machine to
some serious use...  With the WIN95/NT IDE pretty much complete (or as
complete as I'll make it for awhile) I will now start on my Yaroze
projects...

Regards,

  Jeff
/Rogue\

--MESSAGE FILE 17180 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000389html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17181 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000390html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Next chat meeting...
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 14:09:49 -0500



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <6c25e0$4708@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

  I would love to attend a chat session with other Yaroze members, but alas
during the week is difficult for me, as I am sure it is hard for a lot of
other people...

How about we try it on the weekend, during the day or in the evening
sometime..

Let me suggest the following times..  And if it works maybe it is something
we can do every weekend..  A place we can all talk about our current
projects, and discuss problems we may be having...

Sat - 9pm EST

Sun - 7pm EST

Both days would be cool, maybe we would have a better showing at one over
the other.

Anyone else want to hook up on weekends?  If so let me know the times so we
can all hook up.

Regards,

  Jeff
/Rogue\

--MESSAGE FILE 17181 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000390html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17182 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000391html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Next chat meeting...
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 11:46:38 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <34E4A31E.1E0648FB@netmagic.net>
References: <6c25e0$4708@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
>   I would love to attend a chat session with other Yaroze members, but alas
> during the week is difficult for me, as I am sure it is hard for a lot of
> other people...
> 
> How about we try it on the weekend, during the day or in the evening
> sometime..

Weekends would probably be more convenient for most people---especially



if non-North American people want to join in.

> Let me suggest the following times..  And if it works maybe it is something
> we can do every weekend..  A place we can all talk about our current
> projects, and discuss problems we may be having...
> 
> Sat - 9pm EST
> 
> Sun - 7pm EST

[...]

At least for me, 9pm EST is good (6pm PST).

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17182 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000391html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17183 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000392html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Next chat meeting...
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 23:15:00 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <34e4d360.27677480@205.149.189.29>
References: <6c25e0$4708@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Fri, 13 Feb 1998 14:09:49 -0500, "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
wrote:

>  I would love to attend a chat session with other Yaroze members, but alas
>during the week is difficult for me, as I am sure it is hard for a lot of
>other people...
>
>How about we try it on the weekend, during the day or in the evening
>sometime..
>
>Let me suggest the following times..  And if it works maybe it is something
>we can do every weekend..  A place we can all talk about our current
>projects, and discuss problems we may be having...
>
>Sat - 9pm EST
>
>Sun - 7pm EST
>
>Both days would be cool, maybe we would have a better showing at one over
>the other.
>
>Anyone else want to hook up on weekends?  If so let me know the times so we
>can all hook up.
>
>Regards,
>
Jeff,

Weekends are fine for me as well. However, 7:00pm on Sunday is out of
the question; there's too much of a chance that it will interfere with
"King of the Hill" and "The X-Files."



Anyone else have an opinion on this?

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17183 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000392html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17184 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000393html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Awsome Game
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 15:24:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <6c2kjo$5bj1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-x2-hub1.ppp-33.bak.igalaxy.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

I keep hearing about this really good game programmed by our friends in
Japan.  My problem is that I cannot access the site to get to it.  SCEE lets
me on, but SCEI will not let me get on!  I have been a member for 5 months
now, how do I get on???????

--MESSAGE FILE 17184 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000393html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17185 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000394html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Awsome Game
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 15:25:54 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <6c2kjq$5bj2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-x2-hub1.ppp-33.bak.igalaxy.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

I keep hearing about a really cool game programmed by the guys in Japan.
The SCEI server will not let me on!  I have been a member for 5 months and
SCEE allows me on, can anyone help?

Nathan

--MESSAGE FILE 17185 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000394html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17186 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000395html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Awsome Game
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 01:14:26 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34e4ef7e.34876685@205.149.189.29>
References: <6c2kjo$5bj1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



We're totally at the mercy of the other webmasters to add access to
our members. Hopefully they'll address it soon. As far as this game
goes, I'll be converting it to a zip file and posting it here soon. It
really is good.

Mario

On Fri, 13 Feb 1998 15:24:07 -0800, "Nathan" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
wrote:

>I keep hearing about this really good game programmed by our friends in
>Japan.  My problem is that I cannot access the site to get to it.  SCEE lets
>me on, but SCEI will not let me get on!  I have been a member for 5 months
>now, how do I get on???????
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17186 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000395html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17187 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000396html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Awsome Game
Date: Fri, 13 Feb 1998 17:59:06 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6c2t9r$5bj3@scea>
References: <6c2kjq$5bj2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Nathan wrote in message <6c2kjq$5bj2@scea>...
>I keep hearing about a really cool game programmed by the guys in Japan.
>The SCEI server will not let me on!  I have been a member for 5 months and
>SCEE allows me on, can anyone help?
>
>Nathan

  I think the SCEE dudes mirror the other two servers at their site--so if
you can access there, follow the links to their copy of the Japan site.  I'm
not sure how often it's updated, though there's fairly recent stuff on
there.

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17187 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000396html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17188 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000397html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ivo Wubbels <wubbels@worldaccess.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.freetalk.engl
ish
Subject: Re: My own siocons
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 15:27:38 +0100
Organization: Engine Software
Lines: 35



Message-ID: <34E5A9DA.40B9@worldaccess.nl>
References: <6b96ms$b210@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: wubbels@worldaccess.nl
NNTP-Posting-Host: sht3-10.worldaccess.nl
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C (Win95; U)
To: Maurice Sibrandi <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:397 
scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:10 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:328

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> 
> Hi there,
> 
> I'm writing my own siocons program (win95) which encloses a
> project in which the tim/tmd/exe-files are kept. This project can
> be uploaded to the Yaroze. Just like the load-batch functionality
> of siocons. It is also able to load a 'normal' siocons-batch file.
> This is 95% working. But now I want to extend my
> program with upload and download functionality from within a
> psx-exe. I have tried to implement it but I encountered some odd
> problems. Small files (to 10k) seem to work, but larger files fail.
> It seems like there is a problem with reading/writing to tty.
> How does ioctl() work. I can set the baud to 115200. Need I set
> the handshake method, if so : how?
> 
> Help me and I create the homepage and upload my console program
> including source. (This is not blackmail but crap-grammar).
> 
> Thank you!

Does your communication protocol have some checksum protection?? A high
speed connection may result in errors during transfer! I do need a
runtime communication between my executable and the PC to, maybe we can
join the project?? I do have some communication between the PC and my
program, I however do not know the SIOCONS protocol, so I need the
siocons application to lauch my communication program, start a PC
communication program.... Not the way it should be!

Greetinx
Ivo Wubbels

ps: Een Nederlands emailadres zou moeten betekenen dat we beide dezelfde
taal spreken, dat is een stuk makkelijker !!!! (sorry for not Dutch
people...)
--MESSAGE FILE 17188 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000397html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17189 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000398html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.libraries,scee.yaroze.freetalk.engl
ish
Subject: Re: My own siocons
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 10:19:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6c4c1n$5bj4@scea>
References: <6b96ms$b210@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34E5A9DA.40B9@worldaccess.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool4.groupz.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:398 
scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:11 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:329

>Does your communication protocol have some checksum protection?? A high
>speed connection may result in errors during transfer! I do need a
>runtime communication between my executable and the PC to, maybe we can
>join the project?? I do have some communication between the PC and my
>program, I however do not know the SIOCONS protocol, so I need the
>siocons application to lauch my communication program, start a PC
>communication program.... Not the way it should be!

I have already coded a front end SIOCONS for win95/NT it also includes an
IDE and it will build and compile files via GNU.  The IDE is done (mostly)
just waiting to hear back from a couple of beta people.  Once I do I will
upload it.

I am almost finished a COMM server that will include Libs for the Yaroze and
a front end on the PC.  Hopfully I'll have it completed in the next week or
so.

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE

--MESSAGE FILE 17189 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000398html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17190 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000399html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 22:13:10 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34e616d4.284338@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip66.ts2.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I cant get this hover race game to work it freezes at the screen that
says checking memory card. 

On Tue, 10 Feb 1998 20:20:40 -0600, Manny Najera
<mannyn@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>That Hover Racing game is so good, it makes me want to vomit in terror.
>Does anyone know how it was made?  I refuse to believe it was all the
>work of one person...
>
>... those guys have to be professionals.
>
>Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17190 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000399html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17191 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000400html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze->PC Communication
Date: Sat, 14 Feb 1998 22:11:00 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6c60nb$5bj5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-x2-hub1.ppp-41.bak.igalaxy.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

I don't like the way the Yaroze requires you to define your model addresses
as constants in the program.  I have been messing around with an
alternative, but have run into a few problems.  If you can open a "tty"
connection using the open() command, and the manuals say that the read() and
write() commands can be use with the "tty" connection, I am assuming that
you can open files, allocate memory, and fill the memory with the file data.
I have been able to open the connection, but I have been looking at the
read() command and it doesn't allow for a file name!?  Am I missing
something here or is it just not possible to read a file in this way.  This
might all sound very much like a new programmer question, but I haven't
worried about it until now, since I am attempting to allow for dynamic files
so that I can have numerous, large levels.

 Your assistance would be appreciated,

Nathan Miller
Ryu-Ki Software

nmiller@igalaxy.net

--MESSAGE FILE 17191 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000400html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17192 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000401html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <cgraham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze->PC Communication
Date: 15 Feb 1998 11:24:25 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <01bd3a04$fb0f3540$98d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <6c60nb$5bj5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: l152.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Nathan <nmiller@igalaxy.net> wrote in article <6c60nb$5bj5@scea>...
> I don't like the way the Yaroze requires you to define your model
addresses
> as constants in the program.  I have been messing around with an
> alternative, but have run into a few problems.  If you can open a "tty"
> connection using the open() command, and the manuals say that the read()
and
> write() commands can be use with the "tty" connection, I am assuming that
> you can open files, allocate memory, and fill the memory with the file
data.
> I have been able to open the connection, but I have been looking at the
> read() command and it doesn't allow for a file name!?  Am I missing



> something here or is it just not possible to read a file in this way. 
This
> might all sound very much like a new programmer question, but I haven't
> worried about it until now, since I am attempting to allow for dynamic
files
> so that I can have numerous, large levels.

CodeWarrior provides a fileserver (dynamic load from PC) over the serial
port. My ARS library provides the same sort of functionality over the 
parallel port, using an Action Replay / Game Shark cartridge (it's faster
than the serial port). You could convert the fileserver in ARS to use
the serial port and change the file io library to put the protocol over the
serial
port with read & write to get the effect you're looking for....

> Nathan Miller
> nmiller@igalaxy.net

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17192 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000401html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17193 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000402html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Michael Voegeli <michael@access.ch>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 1998 19:00:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch>
Reply-To: michael@access.ch
NNTP-Posting-Host: line137-basel.datacomm.ch
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
To: michael@datacomm.ch
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:330 
scee.yaroze.beginners:133 scea.yaroze.freetalk:402

Hi there

After almost one year as a yaroze member, I finally have the time to
have a closer look at playstation programming and am trying to catch up
a bit.

I studied the paper manuals and thought they are quite useful.

I created some dxf files in some Mac modeler, converted them to rsd and
tmd on the PC and downloaded them togeteher with TMDVIEW from my Mac
again, since this is my working Platform (Code Warrior, etc.).

Everything worked pretty well and I began to think about what to do as
some first 3d project...

Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
because DXF doesn't support them. (???)

I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...



However, I would rather like to assign colors and textures to my 3D
Objects at runtime anyway.

I checked the manuals for some info about runtime object manipulation
and especially texture map and color assignment. It apears the manual is
very very thin at this subject. There are things mentioned about texture
pages and alignment but this is more like an overview and I couldn't
find any specific information about working with these features...

The Library Reference manual lists no functions for texture or color
assignment to 3D Objects in RAM. Are there none? Am I blind?

Do I have to study the file format stuff and hack it myself?

Sure, I will check out all the demos and source I can grab but I wonder
If there is some other, more coherent information available on the
subject.

Thank you for any hints

MV

?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?
 Michael Voegeli             Interactive Media Programming
  mail: michael@access.ch              vox: +41-61-331-4729
   snail: Neuensteinerstrasse 28 - 4053  Basel - Switzerland
    !-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!

--MESSAGE FILE 17193 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000402html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17194 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000403html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze->PC Communication
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 1998 13:38:16 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6c7n20$5bj7@scea>
References: <6c60nb$5bj5@scea> <01bd3a04$fb0f3540$98d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-
group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-x2-hub1.ppp-3.bak.igalaxy.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Craig Graham wrote in message
<01bd3a04$fb0f3540$98d449c2@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>...
>CodeWarrior provides a fileserver (dynamic load from PC) over the serial
>port. My ARS library provides the same sort of functionality over the



>parallel port, using an Action Replay / Game Shark cartridge (it's faster
>than the serial port). You could convert the fileserver in ARS to use
>the serial port and change the file io library to put the protocol over the
>serial

I don't use codewarrior, I use Visual C++ because I also program windows and
opengl.  My question is, where do I get your code?

Thanks,

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 17194 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000403html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17195 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000404html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Game Programming Library
Date: Sun, 15 Feb 1998 16:27:06 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6c80uj$5bj9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.126.85.43
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

I am currently developing my game library that I will use for all of my
games on the Yaroze.  I am attempting to design it much after an opengl type
lib (with a nStartDraw() and a nEndDraw() function).  I am including a
collision detection system that I believe is slightly innovative, and plan
on supporting special effects like lens flares, glowing objects, and
possibly motion blur.  I also am working on a skeleton system, particle
system, and soon will start a physics model.  Wow, that is a LOT of work...
oh yeah, I am thinking of adding L.O.D. support also.  I will be able to
understand all of my functions with little reference material, I would like
to know how many people would be interested in such a lib.  If I get enough
response I will also start on a detailed guide to the lib.  It is currently
25% done, and I expect that the rest will not take too much longer!  I am
also looking for someone to help write a skeletal/mesh deformation system
for the lib, as of right now I only plan on supporting animation via a
skeleton connected to separate meshes representing different parts of the
char's body.

Your input will be greatly appreciated,

Nathan Miller
Ryu-Ki Software
nmiller@igalaxy.net

--MESSAGE FILE 17195 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000404html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17196 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000405html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Next chat meeting...



Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 00:23:40 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <34E7F78C.5FA4@concentric.net>
References: <6c25e0$4708@scea> <34e4d360.27677480@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts019d22.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C (Win95; I)

Heh heh.  A man's gotta have his priorities huh?  Although I can't 
believe you didn't include "Simpsons" in there too.  :)

Scott

> Jeff,
> 
> Weekends are fine for me as well. However, 7:00pm on Sunday is out of
> the question; there's too much of a chance that it will interfere with
> "King of the Hill" and "The X-Files."
> 
> Anyone else have an opinion on this?
> 
> Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17196 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000405html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17197 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000406html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 17:45:56 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Jeff Lawton wrote:

> >If they weren't before, I bet they are now!
> 
>     I don't know about that...  I would say the biggest thing
> that separates them from us is the amount of time they are willing
> to spend working on something..

This is true to an extent, but there's no denying that those guys have
shown a talent for spotting what worked in the games of that genre and
boiling them down into something that gelled together really well.

I'm sure there are a lot of people who can do that among our ranks - and
I look forward to seeing the results, but I reckon it's more than just
time - Talent, passion and dedication are right up there as well.

Here's to the games of the future (and their authors)...



James (~mrfrosty / SCEE)
--MESSAGE FILE 17197 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000406html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17198 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000407html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: SaacNet System User <bogus@humberc.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: How does SCEA feel about glabrec@vmlabs & brehbock@vmlabs.com?
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 15:06:31 -0500
Organization: Humber College A.A.T.
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <34E89C47.1821@humberc.on.ca>
Reply-To: bogus@humberc.on.ca
NNTP-Posting-Host: 142.214.101.133
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)
CC: j_patton@interactive.sony.com

Hello from Sean Kennedy.
Being in education I keep tabs on who is doing what with this, and what

with that. 
Then I saw Bill & Greg LEFT!
{a while ago that is...}

At first, I thought that the Yaroze programm was going down the
Proverbial toilet. But now action has picked up for those Die-Hards who
still set out to do some coding.

Me, I want to do some writing first. {Word-Processing, not coding.}
Since I got the RTOS misc codes from my past functioning.
I can sit back, relax play some IQ or Ghost in the shell, and think
about the story for "Great Space Battles".
As well, I would like to put on a Hobbyist Conference at Humber College
for those who want to get into programming and interfacing Electronic
Entertainment Media.

There is the Computer Game Developers Conference in Long Beach
California happening at the beginning of May, but CGDC is HUGE!
It is mainly geared toward Production publishers of software titles, and
is a "must attend" for a lot of leading edge companies.

But what about the hobbyist? Or the student programmer? What about the
music student interested in MIDI? Or the Creative Artist who wants to
make an entertainment Statement?

The Net Yaroze is a great mechanism to do just that.
But then there is Bill & Greg? The founding fathers of SCEA's Net
Yaroze.
Are they 'persona non grata' at SCEA?
Or would people like to hear from them about games development in
general?

I'd like to hear all opinions from Yaroze members if possible:

So Write me:
kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca

Sean Kennedy
Humber College of Applied Arts & Technology.
Toronto, Ontario, CA



--MESSAGE FILE 17198 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000407html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17199 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000408html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How does SCEA feel about glabrec@vmlabs & brehbock@vmlabs.com?
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 16:05:07 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <34e8611e.53718549@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E89C47.1821@humberc.on.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-158.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>The Net Yaroze is a great mechanism to do just that.
>But then there is Bill & Greg? The founding fathers of SCEA's Net
>Yaroze.
>Are they 'persona non grata' at SCEA?
>Or would people like to hear from them about games development in
>general?
>
>I'd like to hear all opinions from Yaroze members if possible:

>Sean Kennedy
>Humber College of Applied Arts & Technology.
>Toronto, Ontario, CA

   Hello,
   I was quite curious about this situation when it occured myself.
It came as quite a surprise when my e-mail to Greg came back to me
undelivered, and then I read about their move to VM Labs. This should
explain to all the break in our auditorium classes, and the fact that
there has not been more activity to date. But, if you take notice, the
download times from the SCEA server are really cooking of late,
because Peter Alau has been hard at work learning Unix and upgrading
our site.
   I don't think anyone should bear any ill will towards Bill and
Greg, they did what was best for their own careers.  These guys are
all old friends and I don't think there is any ill will between them.
There is also a story behind the scenes for why they left Sony,
but  I don't know it. I just know it is there from inquiries I made.
   They had their reasons, no one at Sony bears a grudge, so that is
enough for me to believe none of us should bear one either. I would
throughly enjoy their presence at any conference you organize.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17199 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000408html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17200 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000409html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 17:40:24 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <6caek3$5bj13@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: pool4.groupz.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

James Rutherford wrote in message <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk>...
>>     I don't know about that...  I would say the biggest thing
>> that separates them from us is the amount of time they are willing
>> to spend working on something..
>
>This is true to an extent, but there's no denying that those guys have
>shown a talent for spotting what worked in the games of that genre and
>boiling them down into something that gelled together really well.

>I'm sure there are a lot of people who can do that among our ranks - and
>I look forward to seeing the results, but I reckon it's more than just
>time - Talent, passion and dedication are right up there as well.

Kinda left all the yammering in there...  Just so people know what we are
talking about...

Anyhow...  I agree that they have talent...  Wasn't in question was it?  Was
it unmentioned, or maybe I thought that went without saying..  I would think
that almost anyone that has a Yaroze figures they have the 'talent', I was
just trying to state that it was a matter of time more so than talent.  I
think that only core coders that truely enjoy coding as more than a job are
the ones with Yarozes, and the ones that are probably the future of
gaming...

Even though we have talent, we tend to also look upon personal lives as
important, and many times the goals we set for ourselves tend to be more
than the 'one' can handle.  I strongly believe that teams will make the
difference, as far as Yaroze coding goes...

I just feel that people in the US seem to keep things to themselves..  I
don't know how many conversations I have had with people where they tell me
they haven't published source, or they don't want to post anything in the
news groups because they feel intimidated by some of the posts....  Don't
know why that is, but it is there...  I hope that in the future more of us
can start banding together to try to make something decent...

As for time...  Hopfully if we form groups we can work together on creating
products, and in the end give ourselves a better understanding of the
machine through communication.  Only time will tell...  :)

>Here's to the games of the future (and their authors)...

Agreed!  To the future, and their respected authors!

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE
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--MESSAGE FILE 17201 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000410html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?



Date: Mon, 16 Feb 1998 21:24:46 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:339 
scee.yaroze.beginners:139 scea.yaroze.freetalk:410

Michael Voegeli wrote:
> Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
> but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
> because DXF doesn't support them. (???)
> 
> I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...

There is an excellent Windows/PC tool called "rsdtool.exe", that you
can download from the "Utilities" page that lets you load an .RSD model
and color and texture the faces of your model.

This is one very usefull program.  My only question about it is:
Is there a way to make some faces "goraud shaded" while not "goraud
shading" some other faces?

For example, I want a model with some "roundish" parts, where shading
will help it look smoother, with fewer polys, but other parts of the
same model are "squarish and pointy", where shading would be out of
place.

Any ideas?  (currently I use the "-g" option on dxf2rsd.exe to turn
shading on for the whole model).

EdF
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--MESSAGE FILE 17202 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000411html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 01:37:08 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-79.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>I just feel that people in the US seem to keep things to themselves..  I
>don't know how many conversations I have had with people where they tell me
>they haven't published source, or they don't want to post anything in the
>news groups because they feel intimidated by some of the posts....  Don't
>know why that is, but it is there...  I hope that in the future more of us
>can start banding together to try to make something decent...

   Sorry, I am a little off topic, but I just wanted to react to this



paragraph:
   Yes, I have had numerous conversations along these same lines.
I tried to voice this opinion up above in the C versus C++ thread I
started, and I got criticized for it. I also got no support from other
members, as if it is not our problem. It is, the program is
user-driven, and if 75% of members don't participate, it just isn't as
rewarding as it could be.  Go hit the random choice link on our
"member's page's" page if you don't believe me...
   The reason why that is is human nature. No one likes to feel
unable, no one likes to be stepped on or insulted. I assume you really
understand this, but you did say you don't know why they shun the
groups.
   And for the members who are reading this and who never post and who
have not posted their pages:
   I wish you would begin to post your opinions, your member page, and
your demos with sloppy source code and all, etc... We have all been
playing games for decades, just because you can't do x, y, or z as
well as others does not mean your opinions are not interesting and
worthwhile. Besides, 99% of people in the program are cool and will
only encourage you. 
   O.k. guys, this is where you don't ignore me, and you post a little
thing saying, "Yeah, I want everyone who is not involved to start
posting..."
   
-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17202 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000411html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17203 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000412html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 14:16:46 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 63
Message-ID: <6ccnav$5bj17@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Matthew Hulett wrote in message
>   Yes, I have had numerous conversations along these same lines.
>I tried to voice this opinion up above in the C versus C++ thread I
>started, and I got criticized for it. I also got no support from other
>members, as if it is not our problem.

Well, perhaps along the lines of the C vs C++ thread, and in my own
defence.. I had nothing to add...  I tend not to post unless there is
something worth responding to (ie something I can have some input on), or I
have a question.  If I can't help the topic, I won't post.  I certainly
don't think anyone should be criticized for doing/trying odd things, more
power to you, and in the end if it worked you would be able to pass the
knowledge aquired along to the rest of us lowly peons..  :)

>>It is, the program is
>user-driven, and if 75% of members don't participate, it just isn't as
>rewarding as it could be.  Go hit the random choice link on our
>"member's page's" page if you don't believe me...



I never questioned it..  I too was guilty of not posting or updating my
page..  I have been EXTREMELY busy the last 6mths and my personal life and
hobbies had to be placed on hold..  But alas I am back, and I can assure you
my page will start recieving regular update..  (before some of you ask..
Yes there is a new version of the GNU IDE/SIOCONS for Win95/NT..  I'll put
it up in the next cpl of days)..  The last thing I could do on my Yaroze was
move sprites...  I can assure you 1000's of questions will be posted over
the next cpl of weeks.

>   The reason why that is is human nature. No one likes to feel
>unable, no one likes to be stepped on or insulted. I assume you really
>understand this, but you did say you don't know why they shun the
>groups.

I don't think it was a question really...  More of something I had
noticed...  I think that the Yaroze community as a whole will not belittle
anyone for trying..  Even something like displaying an object for the first
time is a very daunting task..  one that pissed me off for a few days...
Also confused the crap out of me on why they required an ordering table...
Kinda cool once you figure it out.. but alas I might not have if I didn't
post questions about it.

>playing games for decades, just because you can't do x, y, or z as
>well as others does not mean your opinions are not interesting and
>worthwhile. Besides, 99% of people in the program are cool and will
>only encourage you.

I agree with you there.

>   O.k. guys, this is where you don't ignore me, and you post a little
>thing saying, "Yeah, I want everyone who is not involved to start
>posting..."

Would be nice..

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE

--MESSAGE FILE 17203 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000412html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17204 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000413html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 15:24:50 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <34e9a3cb.13518793@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com> <6ccnav$5bj17@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-201.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Well, perhaps along the lines of the C vs C++ thread, and in my own
>defence.. I had nothing to add...  I tend not to post unless there is



>something worth responding to (ie something I can have some input on), or I
>have a question.  If I can't help the topic, I won't post.  I certainly
>don't think anyone should be criticized for doing/trying odd things, more
>power to you, and in the end if it worked you would be able to pass the
>knowledge aquired along to the rest of us lowly peons..  :)

   I was agreeing with your previous observation on non-participants,
I in no way was addressing you directly. It was more an open opinion 
prompted by the first reference to the topic I have seen besides my
own. And we are not lowly peons. <BG> 

>>>It is, the program is
>>user-driven, and if 75% of members don't participate, it just isn't as
>>rewarding as it could be.  Go hit the random choice link on our
>>"member's page's" page if you don't believe me...
>
>
>I never questioned it..  I too was guilty of not posting or updating my
>page..  I have been EXTREMELY busy the last 6mths...

   Like I said, I am sorry you misunderstood my intent, I was not
addressing you directly. I appreciate your efforts.  I remember
reading a comment somewheres that appeared to doubt my guesstimate
that someodd 75% of members are not participating. I can't remember
where, oh well...

>>   The reason why that is is human nature. No one likes to feel
>>unable, no one likes to be stepped on or insulted. I assume you really
>>understand this, but you did say you don't know why they shun the
>>groups.
>
>
>I don't think it was a question really...  More of something I had
>noticed... 

   But you did say you don't see why more members don't feel free to
participate. Nope, it was not a question, I was just reacting to your
opinions.

> I think that the Yaroze community as a whole will not belittle
> anyone for trying..  

   True, but I would agree more wholeheartedly if people did not feel
the need to preface their questions with things like:
   1) This may be a stupid question, but...
   2) I may be being thick, but...
   3) I realized I was talking out of my !@#$%, so...
There are no dumb questions, just rude attitudes towards those who are

farther behind on the learning curve. I am sure you can pick out the
entries that have a certain condenscending tone about them. 

   Well, that is one other voice who would like to see more members
feel free and easy to participate. Anyone else care to take the time
to encourage people to feel free to join in?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17204 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000413html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17205 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000414html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game Programming Library
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 21:46:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34ea0524.2026333@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6c80uj$5bj9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip92.ts2.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Sound really cool too me would live to try it out when you get it
going 
On Sun, 15 Feb 1998 16:27:06 -0800, "Nathan Miller"
<nmiller@igalaxy.net> wrote:

>I am currently developing my game library that I will use for all of my
>games on the Yaroze.  I am attempting to design it much after an opengl type
>lib (with a nStartDraw() and a nEndDraw() function).  I am including a
>collision detection system that I believe is slightly innovative, and plan
>on supporting special effects like lens flares, glowing objects, and
>possibly motion blur.  I also am working on a skeleton system, particle
>system, and soon will start a physics model.  Wow, that is a LOT of work...
>oh yeah, I am thinking of adding L.O.D. support also.  I will be able to
>understand all of my functions with little reference material, I would like
>to know how many people would be interested in such a lib.  If I get enough
>response I will also start on a detailed guide to the lib.  It is currently
>25% done, and I expect that the rest will not take too much longer!  I am
>also looking for someone to help write a skeletal/mesh deformation system
>for the lib, as of right now I only plan on supporting animation via a
>skeleton connected to separate meshes representing different parts of the
>char's body.
>
>Your input will be greatly appreciated,
>
>Nathan Miller
>Ryu-Ki Software
>nmiller@igalaxy.net
>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17206 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000415html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 21:09:17 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34EA50DD.81C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com> <6ccnav$5bj17@scea> 
<34e9a3cb.13518793@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
>    Well, that is one other voice who would like to see more members
> feel free and easy to participate. Anyone else care to take the time
> to encourage people to feel free to join in?

I agree!

I'd like to see more people posting more of thier attempts.  Even if
it's not the greatest game in the world, it's still something to
show off.  We're all in the same boat in that this is a hobby, and
everyone understands that "Real Life(tm)" takes precidence,
and even small progress is a "Great Thing(tm)".

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17206 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000415html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17207 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000416html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Tue, 17 Feb 1998 22:08:51 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34EA5ED3.83C0C414@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com> <6ccnav$5bj17@scea> 
<34e9a3cb.13518793@news.scea.sony.com> <34EA50DD.81C@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il3-11.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:

> I'd like to see more people posting more of thier attempts.  Even if
> it's not the greatest game in the world, it's still something to
> show off.  We're all in the same boat in that this is a hobby, and
> everyone understands that "Real Life(tm)" takes precidence,
> and even small progress is a "Great Thing(tm)".

Not only would I like to see people posting their games, but I would
like to see the source posted as well. (like how to use that damned
neGcon)

But maybe that's just the leech in me talking.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17208 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000417html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 18:01:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:353 
scee.yaroze.beginners:143 scea.yaroze.freetalk:417

Hi,

If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is
probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one frame at
a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same TMD
each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
structure...

Cheers,

Colin.

Michael Voegeli wrote in message <34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch>...
>
>
>Ed Federmeyer wrote:
>
>> Michael Voegeli wrote:
>> > Obviously, my dxf files don't contain any color and texture information
>> > but I'm not shure if this is because my modeler doesn't export them or
>> > because DXF doesn't support them. (???)
>> >
>> > I probably have to assign them by editing the RSD File...
>>
>> There is an excellent Windows/PC tool called "rsdtool.exe", that you
>> can download from the "Utilities" page that lets you load an .RSD model
>> and color and texture the faces of your model.
>>
>
>Thank you for your reply.
>I downloaded rsdtool.exe but didn't try it yet.
>
>Actually I would like to downloaded some TMD File with watever
>color, texture and shading and then change these during RUNTIME.
>
>Obvoiously this is not the standard way to go but it would allow great
>flexibility and reduce my download time.
>
>Any (secret) library functions available for manipulating 3d object data
>?
>Will I have to go down to the bits and bytes to code it one my own?
>
>
>
>
> ?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?-*-?
>  Michael Voegeli             Interactive Media Programming
>   mail: michael@access.ch              vox: +41-61-331-4729
>    snail: Neuensteinerstrasse 28 - 4053  Basel - Switzerland



>     !-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!-*-!
>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17209 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000418html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 13:09:59 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34EB4E27.711D6BB4@netmagic.net>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com> <6ccnav$5bj17@scea> 
<34e9a3cb.13518793@news.scea.sony.com> <34EA50DD.81C@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34EA5ED3.83C0C414@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Manny Najera wrote:
[...]

> Not only would I like to see people posting their games, but I would
> like to see the source posted as well. (like how to use that damned
> neGcon)
> 
> But maybe that's just the leech in me talking.
> 
> Manny Najera

Naw, you're right.  I was hoping that some of the Yaroze games
(like Hover) would include source code.  I don't want to rip their
code, but rather learn from it.  You know, to see how they do it
and/or maybe improve upon it.  Maybe a new group called
scea.yaroze.sourcecode wouldn't be a bad place to post this stuff.

At least for me, I will be providing all source code, sounds, graphics,
etc. for most projects I do.  Check my code/games page for more info...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17210 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000419html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 15:25:26 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34EB51C5.D3D4F3E@ix.netcom.com>



References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-21.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:355 
scee.yaroze.beginners:144 scea.yaroze.freetalk:419

SCEE wrote:

> If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is
> probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one
> frame at
> a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same
> TMD
> each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
> Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
> structure...

What do I have to do if I want to draw a regular sprite, instead of
using LoadImage?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17210 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000419html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17211 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000420html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: omigod
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 17:42:19 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <6cfnoa$7691@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34e8e217.6157106@news.scea.sony.com> <6ccnav$5bj17@scea> 
<34e9a3cb.13518793@news.scea.sony.com> <34EA50DD.81C@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34EA5ED3.83C0C414@ix.netcom.com> <34EB4E27.711D6BB4@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Elliott Lee wrote in message <34EB4E27.711D6BB4@netmagic.net>...

>Naw, you're right.  I was hoping that some of the Yaroze games
>(like Hover) would include source code.  I don't want to rip their
>code, but rather learn from it.  You know, to see how they do it
>and/or maybe improve upon it.  Maybe a new group called
>scea.yaroze.sourcecode wouldn't be a bad place to post this stuff.

I don't think people should post the source to all the games they write
unless of course they are little demo games..   I think that if someone
requests info though that you should supply it.  If we can help one another
we should..  There is no reason to keep tons of info to yourself.

I just wouldn't want to see the same game come out with new images, and



someone calling it his/her own.  I'm not saying that Yaroze people rip each
other off or anything, so please don't take it that way.  What I am saying
is people will download the source do some modification then release it
saying look what I did...  and totally forget about the original author.

Although if I ever did a 2nd version of a game, that was better than the
first, I would probably release version 1 source to the public.  I don't
care about people using my source too much, as long as people remember who
to give credit too, it doesn't matter..  I can just understand keeping
somethings to yourself..

If I had a cool routine that people wanted to include in their program if
they asked for it, I would provide them with a little demo using the code.
I won't on the other hand give away the source to a game that I have worked
extremely hard on either.. Or atleast not right away, but eventually I would
release the source..  I'm not saying never...

Hmmm, hope this came out right...   I guess the msg I'm trying to get across
is I would not be opposed to releasing source, but I can understand why the
source isn't always released right away.  Some people want recognition
first, before someone else rips it.

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE
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--MESSAGE FILE 17212 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000421html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 19:56:33 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <34EB9150.B3BDED04@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34EB51C5.D3D4F3E@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-34.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:356 
scee.yaroze.beginners:146 scea.yaroze.freetalk:421

Manny Najera wrote:

> > If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way
> is
> > probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one
> > frame at
> > a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same
>
> > TMD
> > each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.



> > Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
>
> > structure...
>
> What do I have to do if I want to draw a regular sprite, instead of
> using LoadImage?

Forget it, I just figured it out:

You create a second OT, with it's own workbase and such.  You change the
clip property of the GsDRAWENV to point to the place that you want to
draw to in VRAM.  Then you sort your sprites and whatnot into the second
OT, which is then drawn into the area you specified.  The next time you
draw your TMD, it will be drawn with the changed textures.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17213 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000422html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Adding music to games
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 1998 22:14:51 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34EBB1BB.87A351D8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il3-04.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Has anyone out there made their own midi music, specifically for the
Yaroze?  I want to add my own music to my game, but I don't want to use
the general midi instruments.  I want to make music with samples and
drum loops.  I need to know what programs I can use to make midi music
with samples, and how to change that over to the SEQ and VAB formats.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17214 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000423html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game Programming Library
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 11:56:31 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <34EC1DEF.5CB2@sms.ed.ac.uk>
References: <6c80uj$5bj9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-022.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Nathan Miller wrote:



> I would like to know how many people would be interested in such a
> lib.  If I get enough response I will also start on a detailed guide
> to the lib...

I think a great deal of people will be interested when it's released. 

Good luck with it - you're doing a great job!

James (~mrfrosty / SCEE)
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--MESSAGE FILE 17215 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000424html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game Programming Library
Date: 19 Feb 1998 17:19:40 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 47
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6chpjc$kjo1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  Re: Game Programming Library:scea.yaroze.freetalk

From: James Rutherford <j.t.rutherford@sms.ed.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game Programming Library
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Nathan Miller wrote:
> I would like to know how many people would be interested in such a
> lib.  If I get enough response I will also start on a detailed guide
> to the lib...
I think a great deal of people will be interested when it's released.
Good luck with it - you're doing a great job!

James (~mrfrosty / SCEE)

Couldn't agree more. One of the main things that I (and I'm sure many
others) would like to see from the Yaroze program is the continued
creation of many sets of object / library sets; reusable modules
whose ability to speed up later development simply cannot
be overstated.

The more that are made, the more choice people have and the



less low-level code people need to write, and the better and more
numerous the games will become.

     Nice One

          Lewis
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--MESSAGE FILE 17216 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000425html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Stan Weaver <stan_weaver@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Adding music to games
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 11:39:23 -0800
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment America
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <34EC8A63.40B1@interactive.sony.com>
References: <34EBB1BB.87A351D8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Manny Najera wrote:

"Has anyone out there made their own midi music, specifically for the
Yaroze?  I want to add my own music to my game, but I don't want to use
the general midi instruments.  I want to make music with samples and
drum loops.  I need to know what programs I can use to make midi music
with samples, and how to change that over to the SEQ and VAB formats."

Hi Manny,

In general, the process goes something like this....

1) Find a sound source you want to use (i.e. keyboard patch, CD,
screaming "BLARGH!!!"  into a microphone, whatever).  If you're doing
MIDI music, now's the time to compose that using a sequencer of some
kind (Performer, Vision, or some warez program).  You can also use a MOD
player if you prefer, but it must be able to save out the sequence as a
Standard MIDI File Type 1 AND save out the sample as either an AIFF or
.WAV.

2) Convert the sound file to something you can manipulate on your
computer by using a sampler or some other digital recording system (like
ProTools, SoundBlaster, or something like that).

3) Manipulate the sound file in a waveform editor of some kind
(SoundDesigner II, Alchemy, CoolEdit, etc.).  If you want the sound to
be looping (like for instruments or whatever), now's the time when you
find the best loop points and assign the loop markers (making sure they
are on 28 sample boundaries, of course).

4) If it isn't already in the necessary format, convert the sound file
to that format (.WAV, AIFF) and convert the file to the Sony VAG format
using AIFF2VAG or WAV2VAG.



6) Pack your VAGs into a VAB using VAB Tool (or roll your own by
creating DEF file, etc.).

7) Double check your work, if possible, using VAB Tool and a Sound Card
of some type.  If you don't have VAB Tool already, you can get it on the
Yaroze web site (at SCEA it is in files/utilities).

8) If your using a MIDI and if it isn't already in the necessary format,
convert the sequence file to that format (SMF1) and convert the file to
the Sony SEQ format using SMF2SEQ.

Now you're ready to load the files using the procedures outlined in the
manuals.

Hope this helps!  Let me know if you have any other questions.

All the best,

Stan

Stan Weaver
Audio Tools Technician
SCEA
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--MESSAGE FILE 17217 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000426html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Adding music to games
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 11:34:24 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <34EC8940.744D8A08@netmagic.net>
References: <34EBB1BB.87A351D8@ix.netcom.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Has anyone out there made their own midi music, specifically for the
> Yaroze?  I want to add my own music to my game, but I don't want to use
> the general midi instruments.  I want to make music with samples and
> drum loops.  I need to know what programs I can use to make midi music
> with samples, and how to change that over to the SEQ and VAB formats.
> 
> Manny Najera

Yeah, I've been waiting for something like this, too.  I have been
strongly considering creating a thin S3M player and converter utils
if a MIDI one can't be found.

Has anyone attempted to use a SoundBlaster AWE and create a sample
set?  In the multimedia properties, you can define your own sound



banks.  Maybe that's one way to go?

Pondering,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17218 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000427html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Adding music to games
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 11:43:43 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 55
Message-ID: <34EC8B6F.C0D44C5C@netmagic.net>
References: <34EBB1BB.87A351D8@ix.netcom.com> 
<34EC8A63.40B1@interactive.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Stan Weaver wrote:
[...]

> In general, the process goes something like this....
> 
> 1) Find a sound source you want to use (i.e. keyboard patch, CD,
> screaming "BLARGH!!!"  into a microphone, whatever).  If you're doing
> MIDI music, now's the time to compose that using a sequencer of some
> kind (Performer, Vision, or some warez program).  You can also use a MOD
> player if you prefer, but it must be able to save out the sequence as a
> Standard MIDI File Type 1 AND save out the sample as either an AIFF or
> .WAV.
> 
> 2) Convert the sound file to something you can manipulate on your
> computer by using a sampler or some other digital recording system (like
> ProTools, SoundBlaster, or something like that).

[...]
> 8) If your using a MIDI and if it isn't already in the necessary format,
> convert the sequence file to that format (SMF1) and convert the file to
> the Sony SEQ format using SMF2SEQ.
> 
> Now you're ready to load the files using the procedures outlined in the
> manuals.
> 
> Hope this helps!  Let me know if you have any other questions.
> 
> All the best,
> 
> Stan
> 
> Stan Weaver
> Audio Tools Technician
> SCEA

Too much work.  :(  If it could be put into a batch file to make it
more automated, then the problem subsides.

Can anyone at SCEA/Sony:



  -  publicize the exact formats of VAG/VAB/SEQ files?
     The Yaroze File Formats doc does a decent job of showing the
     structure but not the ADPCM packing or the sequencer stuff.
     Converting from something->MIDI 1->SEQ is tedious.

  -  create a sound function which has a channel parameter?
     (This question was also brought up in another newsgroup.)
     It would make life a lot easier if we could tell specific
     voices to key on/off instead of having SsUtKeyOn() pick
     the voice for us---more control is better.

MOD tracker progs are some of the best digital music sequencers
out there.

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17219 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000428html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How does SCEA feel about glabrec@vmlabs & brehbock@vmlabs.com?
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 1998 22:31:27 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <34ECF910.1943@bconnex.net>
References: <34E89C47.1821@humberc.on.ca> <34e8611e.53718549@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: skennedy@bconnex.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-162.barrie.connex.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03Gold (Macintosh; I; 68K)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> >The Net Yaroze is a great mechanism to do just that.
> >But then there is Bill & Greg? The founding fathers of SCEA's Net
> >Yaroze.
> >I'd like to hear all opinions from Yaroze members if possible:
> >Sean Kennedy
>
>    Hello,
>    I was quite curious about this situation when it occured myself.
> It came as quite a surprise when my e-mail to Greg came back to me
> undelivered, and then I read about their move to VM Labs. This should
> explain to all the break in our auditorium classes, and the fact that
> there has not been more activity to date. But, if you take notice, the
> download times from the SCEA server are really cooking of late,
> because Peter Alau has been hard at work learning Unix and upgrading
> our site.

I second the Motion! Great Job Peter! Some more Dated Tidbits on the
Members main page would be cool too. Maybe some PSX RTOS bits and bytes.

>    I don't think anyone should bear any ill will towards Bill and
> Greg, they did what was best for their own careers.  These guys are
> all old friends and I don't think there is any ill will between them.

That was what I was hoping for. It would be only a detriment to all of



the hobbyist game developers/designers if it were otherwise.

>    They had their reasons, no one at Sony bears a grudge, so that is
> enough for me to believe none of us should bear one either. I would
> throughly enjoy their presence at any conference you organize.
> -Matt

I am now trying as hard as I can to do just that. Mostly I'm going to
focus on the Game Designer part of the Yaroze or similar Gaming Platform 
paradigm. I have no details as yet, but I'm trying hard just the same.

E-mail me for your support. Hopefully I will be able to get a posting
with more detail. 
I'm also hoping to be at the E3 at the end of May. So if there is anyone
coming let me know. Atlanta is a fun town. Conferences there are always
a HUGE deal.
-sean
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--MESSAGE FILE 17220 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000429html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Sat, 21 Feb 1998 13:31:27 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm340.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:429 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:280 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:82 
scee.yaroze.beginners:148 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:372 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:164 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:168

Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).

If you have, please let me know

Thanks in advance.

Steve Dunn
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--MESSAGE FILE 17221 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000430html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Check out SCEE
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 00:22:29 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <34EFC425.7B2A4FA9@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il3-09.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I just looked over at the SCEE site.  They've got a contest (open only
to SCEE members), and they're giving away cool prizes.  Digital camera,
minidisk player, and computer speakers.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17222 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000431html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Check out SCEE
Date: Sun, 22 Feb 1998 19:49:12 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6cqgcq$9864@scea>
References: <34EFC425.7B2A4FA9@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool4.groupz.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Ya I know...  Kinda sucks that SCEA doesn't offer anything...  Like the
discounted Yarozes, the contests, etc...  Maybe it would get some us moving
if they did...

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE

Manny Najera wrote in message <34EFC425.7B2A4FA9@ix.netcom.com>...
>I just looked over at the SCEE site.  They've got a contest (open only
>to SCEE members), and they're giving away cool prizes.  Digital camera,
>minidisk player, and computer speakers.
>
>Manny Najera
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17223 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000432html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: If you liked Hover...
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 16:55:20 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p14-max3.well.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:432 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:378

Take a look at AirBob, another Japanese demo that has been upped in the past



week.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scei/Forum/program/archive/pssoft/

Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!

Mario Wynands

Director/Project Coordinator, Sidhe Interactive
Sony Playstation Software Development House

Email mario@sidhe.co.nz Website www.sidhe.co.nz
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--MESSAGE FILE 17224 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000433html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Best of Yaroze
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 10:19:43 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34F1BDBF.342C0447@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Is there yet a compilation of all the "top" Yaroze games, demos,
and docs from SCEA/SCEE/SCEI yet?

Curious,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17225 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000434html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Peter Passmore <p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Speed Optimisation
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 19:57:59 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <34F1D4C7.6C33@mdx.ac.uk>
Reply-To: p.passmore@mdx.ac.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dynws25.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)

Hi,



I've been mailed about speed optimisation and decided I didn't have a
comprehensive answer. Obviously different games may implement different
game specific optimisation and optimisation for speed will often be at
the cost of space. However there should be a generic set of
optimisations that should apply to the PSX and its libraries. Off the
top of my head I came up with the following, probably wrong in part, and
certainly incomplete suggestions. Can anybody add to it? 

        - Set the stack to use the D-cache if possible (set scott evans'
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/tech.htm scee page for a
detailed account on this).
        - Reduce the number of polygons in models to the absolute
minimum.
        - Make textures as small as possible.
        - Only draw the part of the world that is immediately visible
(in 3D games).
        - Define small often called functions as macros wherever
possible.
        - Use variables which are the same size as the registers (eg
unsigned long) where ever possible.
        - Use lookup tables to replace calculations where calculations
are expensive (eg: floating point, trig functions etc)
        - Otherwise avoid any floating point arithmetic.
        - Avoid texturing and shading models where unneccessary (in 3D
games).
        - Clump functions that call each other together in the code in
the hope that they get compiled contiguously in memory and they have
more chance of being loaded into the cache together - (actually this is
supersition, I haven't proved to myself that this works on the PSX).

- Use bit shift operations for maths where possible.

And its possible that some traditional optimisation techniques may be
inappropriate:
        - eg: loop unrolling was a good optimisation on primitive
architectures but not neccessarily more modern ones.

Peter.
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Check out SCEE
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 15:31:28 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <34F1EAAF.D55810DC@ix.netcom.com>
References: <34EFC425.7B2A4FA9@ix.netcom.com> <6cqgcq$9864@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il4-04.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Jeff Lawton wrote:

> Ya I know...  Kinda sucks that SCEA doesn't offer anything...  Like
> the
> discounted Yarozes, the contests, etc...  Maybe it would get some us



> moving
> if they did...

The contest is sponsored by some sort of European magazine, not SCEE.
Maybe Next-Generation could sponsor one?

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17227 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000436html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 1998 19:18:05 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il9-37.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:436 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:382

Mario Wynands wrote:

> Take a look at AirBob, another Japanese demo that has been upped in
> the past
> week.
>
> http:
> /www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scei/Forum/program/archive/pssoft/
>
> Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!

I dunno.  It seems like their sole advantage is that everyone has
Lightwave 3D.

Think about it.  Everyone is using the same graphics package.  All they
needed was for one person to code an interface for Lightwave's motion
system.  The supposed "hard stuff", being a hierarchical system of
object movement, being used now to crank out demo after Japanese demo,
is based entierely around that kind of interface.

For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.

Manny Najera
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--MESSAGE FILE 17228 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000437html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:36:25 +1300



Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6cu057$as3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p53-max3.well.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:437 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:385

Manny Najera wrote in message <34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com>...
>Mario Wynands wrote:
>
>> Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!
>
>I dunno.  It seems like their sole advantage is that everyone has
>Lightwave 3D.
>
>Think about it.  Everyone is using the same graphics package.  All they
>needed was for one person to code an interface for Lightwave's motion
>system.  The supposed "hard stuff", being a hierarchical system of
>object movement, being used now to crank out demo after Japanese demo,
>is based entierely around that kind of interface.
>
>For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
>SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.

That is the point - they can crank out demo after demo because (I assume)
they have a suite of tools and solid reusable code.  I don't think we are at
that stage yet - we really don't have the sort of foundation where
programmers can concentrate on a game without dealing with the nitty-gritty.

That being said, useful libraries, flashy code routines, and informative
Yaroze member documentation has appeared here over the past few months with
more work being planned by their authours.  I still think we have to catch
up, but at least we are gaining :)

Mario Wynands

Director/Project Coordinator, Sidhe Interactive
Sony Playstation Software Development House

Email mario@sidhe.co.nz Website www.sidhe.co.nz
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Speed Optimisation
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 09:35:51 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 86
Message-ID: <6cu42m$as4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34F1D4C7.6C33@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3



Hi,

General optimisations ( PS )

Don't unroll loops...

Group loads and stores together.
( PS can perform multiple loads at 2 cycle per long on same DRAM page, and
writes are queued to operate at 2 cycles per long as well )

Always load longs and split in registers...

ie.
lb cpu cpu cpu lb cpu cpu cpu lb cpu cpu cpu lb cpu cpu cpu
is better as

lw cpu cpu cpu extract cpu cpu cpu extract etc...

Sort primitives in TMD's...

Group textures for models together, and try to use texture cache ( 64x64 for
4 bit, 64x32 for 8 bit, 32x32 for 16 bit )
ie. For football pitch or ground plane, render first in seperate OT.

For added accuracy in models make bigger and scale...

ie. For model with range -256 to +255, scale (X,Y,Z) values by 128, and
increase OT shift by 7. ( Screen XY values will still be the same as
128X/128Z is same as X/Z,  only Z distance needs changing to fit OT )

If building TMD's on the fly try building the structure into D-cache.

I think the compiler generates bit shifts automatically, but FP is
definitely bad news.

Use higher res ( 512x rather than 320x ) where possible, as GPU drawing hit
is negligable. ( For small polygons line set up time is larger than pixel
draw time, so increasing X res doesn't impact draw time )

Colin.

Peter Passmore wrote in message <34F1D4C7.6C33@mdx.ac.uk>...
>Hi,
>
>I've been mailed about speed optimisation and decided I didn't have a
>comprehensive answer. Obviously different games may implement different
>game specific optimisation and optimisation for speed will often be at
>the cost of space. However there should be a generic set of
>optimisations that should apply to the PSX and its libraries. Off the
>top of my head I came up with the following, probably wrong in part, and
>certainly incomplete suggestions. Can anybody add to it?
>
>        - Set the stack to use the D-cache if possible (set scott evans'
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~sevans/tech.htm scee page for a
>detailed account on this).
>        - Reduce the number of polygons in models to the absolute
>minimum.
>        - Make textures as small as possible.
>        - Only draw the part of the world that is immediately visible
>(in 3D games).
>        - Define small often called functions as macros wherever



>possible.
>        - Use variables which are the same size as the registers (eg
>unsigned long) where ever possible.
>        - Use lookup tables to replace calculations where calculations
>are expensive (eg: floating point, trig functions etc)
>        - Otherwise avoid any floating point arithmetic.
>        - Avoid texturing and shading models where unneccessary (in 3D
>games).
>        - Clump functions that call each other together in the code in
>the hope that they get compiled contiguously in memory and they have
>more chance of being loaded into the cache together - (actually this is
>supersition, I haven't proved to myself that this works on the PSX).
> - Use bit shift operations for maths where possible.
>
>And its possible that some traditional optimisation techniques may be
>inappropriate:
>        - eg: loop unrolling was a good optimisation on primitive
>architectures but not neccessarily more modern ones.
>
>Peter.
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17230 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000439html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dblee <dblee@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Mine Field Preview available...
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 03:29:57 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <34F2AF35.31DC@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: dblee@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-23.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:439 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:386

Hiya all,

My latest project has been a conversion of Windows Minesweeper to
the Yaroze.  Finally, in the past few days, I've gotten the core
code to run without errors and so I've assembled a playable demo
of it.  The "production" release is still at least 2 weeks away.
This post is a little long because I haven't gotten around to writing
the README file yet... :P

What the Preview has:
- a compiled binary (minefld.psx) and its batch file
  (auto)
- logo, menu, death, and winning screens
- fully-playable game loop with the first level installed
  (10x10 grid with 10 bombs)
- a decent mouse cursor :P
- the main graphics---there's going to be a lot more
- pseudo scrolling of backgrounds and playfield
- most of the source code---my extra sprite/pad/printing
  libraries are not included and the ones on my web site



  are incompatible
- synced to 60 fps---sorry, no 50 fps PAL version yet

The basic controls:
- tap O or START to jump to the main menu
- highlight PLAY and tap O
- move the cursor around with the pad.  Tap L1 or L2 to
  increase/decrease speed, respectively.
- tap O to clear a tile
- tap /\ (triangle) to toggle the marking on a tile
- tap [] (square) to Power Clear a 1-tile radius around the
  cursor---see minefld.c for info on how that works.
- tap START during the game to bring up the QUIT/RESUME
  "dialog"

The objective of the game (in case you don't know) is to clear out
every tile in the playfield without uncovering a bomb.  Start out by
picking any tile (and pray it isn't a bomb).  It should uncover a 
number which indicates how many bombs are in the 1-tile radius
surrounding the cleared tile.  Using those numbers, you should be
able to tell which tiles are hiding the bombs.  It really helps if
you mark the tiles you think have bombs in them---hit /\.  A
checkmark means you think it has a bomb, and the question mark means
you think there is a bomb there but aren't sure.  Not only is it
easier to avoid making mistakes by marking the playfield, if you have
uncovered a tile (which shows a number) and the surrounding tiles in
a 1-tile radius are marked only with the same number of checkmarks,
you can quickly clear out that area with the Power Clear function.

Anyways, if you want to get it, please e-mail me.  You'll get a ZIP
file of about 70k which expands to 200k.  There's about 138k that
gets downloaded to the Yaroze.  Takes about 20-30 seconds at 115200.

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Mine Field Preview available...
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 03:34:24 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34F2B040.3DBB@netmagic.net>
References: <34F2AF35.31DC@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-23.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
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DOH.

Please send email to tenchi@netmagic.net.  dblee@netmagic.net
is NOT my address---I forgot to reset the identity while using
the "family computer".  ^_^



- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17232 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000441html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:40:07 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 87
Message-ID: <34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea>
Reply-To: jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kb0f7.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Jeff Lawton wrote:

[snip - re:  talent vs. time issue for Japan Yaorze Members]

> Anyhow...  I agree that they have talent...  Wasn't in question was it?  Was
> it unmentioned, or maybe I thought that went without saying..  I would think
> that almost anyone that has a Yaroze figures they have the 'talent', I was
> just trying to state that it was a matter of time more so than talent.  I
> think that only core coders that truely enjoy coding as more than a job are
> the ones with Yarozes, and the ones that are probably the future of
> gaming...

I think that I have talent...heck I get paid every day to write C++
applications for the telecommunications industry.  I do not know if
I have talent to write games, but I figure the Yaroze gives me my best
chance of discovering my abilities at writing entertainment software.

I plan to use my Yaroze as a tool to understanding what is involved
in game creation.

> Even though we have talent, we tend to also look upon personal lives as
> important, and many times the goals we set for ourselves tend to be more
> than the 'one' can handle.  I strongly believe that teams will make the
> difference, as far as Yaroze coding goes...

This is really my biggest problem.  I simply do not have enough time to
write code for the Yaroze.  This makes learning how to code for the
little
black box kind of difficult.  It is really amazing to me that I
purchased
this thing back in late Aug. and I am just now having time to try to
write
my first simple demo/app.  Heck, I am just now starting to have time to
really read some the various groups.

> I just feel that people in the US seem to keep things to themselves..  I
> don't know how many conversations I have had with people where they tell me
> they haven't published source, or they don't want to post anything in the
> news groups because they feel intimidated by some of the posts....  Don't
> know why that is, but it is there...  I hope that in the future more of us



> can start banding together to try to make something decent...

I am not really sure how I feel about this.  I have talked to a couple
of
other members who say that others are intimidated to the point that they
do not post.  Is this kind of like not wanting to ask questions in a
college
class because you feel that everyone else already knows the answer?

If I ever get around to making something (I better or I will be in deep
do
do with my wife <grin>), I will post the source in demo form.  I can
understand that some people may be reluctant to release the source to
something they have worked on for many hours.  I am not really sure how
I
feel about this since I am not at that point.

[snip]

If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
following
questions:

1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
programming?
2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?
4 - Have you created a working program?
5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?
6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?
7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
    and Japan)

I can answer by saying:
1 - no
2 - infrequently - because of the time issue, but I am trying to catch
3 - see above
4 - not yet
5 - no program to post
6 - only in the last two weeks
7 - not really, but it looks like I may be missing out on some good
stuff.

Thanks for your time.
-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
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X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

This message is really a follow up to the various E3 messages
that were posted around the first of the year.

E3 will be in Atlanta this year (May 27-30).  E3 is described as a
closed trade event.  It is intended for the Interactive Entertainment
Industry (retailers, developers, publishers, etc.).

Tickets are very inexpensive.  $45 Exhibits tickets if you pre-register
by 4/24/98.  Tickets are $75 at the door.  Go to www.e3expo.com
for more information.  If at all possible, I suggest you pre-register,
and pick up your pass the day before the show.

Why am I posting this message?  I attended last year s E3.  I live�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
in the Atlanta area and I considered this a great opportunity to see
what goes on in this yearly event that I have read about, but have
never personally attended.  I was not disappointed, but I know a lot
of people did not enjoy the location.

At the time, I was not a member of the Entertainment Industry, but I
wanted to see what was displayed in the way of the Net Yaroze.  There
was not much, but that is another story.

I think that anyone who owns a Net Yaroze should be considered a
part of the Entertainment Industry; maybe someone from Sony can
comment on this issue.  I strongly encourage anyone who can attend
E3 to do so.  You will not regret the experience.

If you love games, this is the place to be.  You basically get to see
and
play every major (and minor) game that will be released in the next
few months.  I assume that everyone that owns a Yaroze likes to play
games (or at least enjoys games), and this is the ultimate game junkie s�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
dream.

I seriously doubt that any "outsiders" actually land jobs at E3, but I
guess anything is possible.

I would like to take a head count of members who will be attending.
I will be there, and would really like to meet any other members who
plan on attending.

-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
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--MESSAGE FILE 17234 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000443html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 22:38:22 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34f348fb.18509731@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-62.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235



>1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
>programming?
   Yup. This is 'school' for me.
>2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
   Yes, I check them twice a day.
>3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?
   Yes, when I can help I enjoy doing so.
>4 - Have you created a working program?
   No, I have only copied other's code.
>5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?
   No, but when I start to create my own works, I am commited to
always post my source code, no matter how hard I worked. If not for
the generosity of members like Ira Rainey, Peter Passmore, Ed
Federmeyer, Mario Perdue, etc... I would be much farther behind. 
>6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?
   All the time, I check to see who has updated and I visit.
>7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>    and Japan)
   I check the European site and the member pages there, but not the
Japanese sites. I rely on members with a more diverse background to
tread in those waters.

-Matt
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--MESSAGE FILE 17235 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000444html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!toby
From: toby@angst.forefront.com.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: 25 Feb 1998 05:42:30 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <slrn6f7c3k.lid.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ns.forefront.com.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.6 UNIX)

On Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:40:07 -0500,
     Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com> wrote:
[snip]

>If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
>following
>questions:
>
>1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
>programming?

No. This is a function of knowledge and tools. I had slightly more time
when I was stil in university, but I got much more done in that time.
This has a lot to do with the fact that I know a lot more about unix
and the amiga than I do about the PSX. Of course I'm working to
rectify the sitation :). So I guess my answer is No, but only because
I'm on the nasty end of the learning curve.

>2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?

Yes.



>3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?

When I can.

>4 - Have you created a working program?

Yes, for suitable definitions of "working". My main focus at the moment
is writing a yaroze serial I/O API with fileserver capabilities for
unix, so I'm getting to know a bit about the internals of the thing
while still working on my preferred platform. I did a couple of little
things within the first few weeks of having a yaroze, but not much
since.

>5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?

No. When I have something that I think people can learn from, or use,
I will. I'm completely committed to the idea of open software, which,
IMHO, is the only way that the yaroze project is really going to take
off. If cliques of coding 'elite' form, then it kills the free flow of
information, which in turn means that the pioneers, so to speak, can't
or won't ease the road for the new members. So far it looks like the
majority of people are in favour of disseminating information, which
is really great to see.

>6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?

Not recently. Other things on my plate.

>7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>    and Japan)

Yes.

Toby.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17236 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000445html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: By the way...    (was "Re: What are you?")
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:52:27 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <34F3B19A.3E25@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34CDA806.7908@uiuc.edu> 
<34CDA8E0.78DE@uiuc.edu>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m02-82.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

The best way to find out how much something would cost is to ask! If
you're in a big city, there's probably an animation house in the phone
book, and they'll be more than happy to talk to you at least until you
tell them your budget    : )

Animation is pretty expensive, you can pay upwards of tens of dollars
per frame, maxing out over a 100, and that's for 2d. 3d depends on a
bunch of other stuff. Everything's expensive! I'd recommend hooking up



with someone who's in a course, and see if you can't get them to help
you with your project as part of theirs.

As far as music goes, why not try what the authors of Battle Girl
(www.ultra-united.com) did? They trolled the demo scene for MODs they
liked then got the MOD coders to do their music for cheap.

- nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 17237 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000446html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:53:41 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <34F3B1E4.483D@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <34C63059.252179B7@znet.com>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m02-82.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

I'm a professional programmer turned professional designer recently.
I've been gunning for that for a LONG time. I got here via a few
interesting detours like programming math games for Apple ][, carts for
ColecoVision, neural nets for insectibots, AI for underwater robots,
toys for Bandai, and engines ever since. I have pretensions to art, but
I'm not great, although I know some great artists!

- nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 17238 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000447html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 21:59:32 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <34F3B343.6256@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <6aqcf3$c0f2@scea>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m02-82.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Sorry to disappoint on the plugins, but they only output HMD format,
which is only supported by the real playstation libraries. The page
explicitly says that HMD can't be used with net yaroze. The tool does
look really cool, and HMD seems like a pretty good format, supporting
bones and a bunch of other things that we have do manually...

-nick
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--MESSAGE FILE 17239 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000448html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: HOVER and AIRBOB
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 22:47:41 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34F3BE88.60B3@bc.sympatico.ca>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-57.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

Does anyone know how to get HOVER working? It hangs on the "checking for
memory card" message. I read the readme, and it says there's a bug in
the memory card save functions in the library so you should download
PAT0139 or whatever from scei and run the FIXCARD.BAT file. I got the
file, but it didn't help. Unfortunately PSComUtil on the Mac doesn't
understand the line in the batch file that reads load -npat0139, and if
I download it and run it manually it just crashes, and the game still
doesn't run. Does anyone know what to do?

OTOH, I did get AirBOB working. That's fun! For all the Mac-suckers like
me, all you have to do is move the files out of the sub-sub-directories
into a higher level directory and modify AUTO appropriately and it works
fine.

Hey Metrowerks! PsComUtil doesn't interpret nested path names deeper
than three levels!

- nick
"my god, I didn't know he had a mac! Why does he do it!"
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--MESSAGE FILE 17240 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000449html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 13:41:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 152
Message-ID: <6d172v$as13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm365.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
programming?
    Not nearly enough time. It's certainly addictive, and at the same time
frustrating, as the possibilities lie in your own hands.  But real life
dictates that more mundane things have higher priority ;(

2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
    All the time.  I like all the arguments ;)  and there are some



interesting posts that help the amateurs like myself.  The newsgroups in my
opinion are the most valuable item of the Yaroze kit.  The hardware and
manuals are like a car without petrol.  You can sit in it and look around,
but can't get anywhere.

3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?
    I often jump in on the arguments.  There are some serious issues as to
what can and can't be done with your Yaroze.  I contribute other stuff
too...see my SCEE page(~steved).

4 - Have you created a working program?
    It works...but so does my electric potato peeler.  Both of which no-one
will ever use ever ! ;)

5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?
    Yes, it's at ~steved.  I get a warm glowy feeling when my hit count goes
up !

6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?
    All the time.  A very useful source of information indeed.

7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (I.e. Europe
    and Japan)
    I look around the SCEA site more than anywhere, as they seem to be the
most busiest site.  The SCEE site has 'UPDATE !!!" pasted all around, but
they all date back to the dinosaur age.

>
>I am not really sure how I feel about this.  I have talked to a couple
>of
>other members who say that others are intimidated to the point that they
>do not post.  Is this kind of like not wanting to ask questions in a
>college
>class because you feel that everyone else already knows the answer?
>
    Don't be afraid !  I'm a complete 'Yaroze div' !  If anyone condescends
me, it won't have any impact as I've done it myself already.  Newsgroups
like these are for sharing information.  If anyone feels they have the right
to intimidate us Yaroze Thickies, then perhaps they should ask themselves
why they are sharing the same newsgroups, and why they're not browsing
"alt.clever.popular.handsome.hobbyist.programmer" group !

Jonathan Calvert wrote in message <34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>...
>Jeff Lawton wrote:
>
>[snip - re:  talent vs. time issue for Japan Yaorze Members]
>
>> Anyhow...  I agree that they have talent...  Wasn't in question was it?
Was
>> it unmentioned, or maybe I thought that went without saying..  I would
think
>> that almost anyone that has a Yaroze figures they have the 'talent', I
was
>> just trying to state that it was a matter of time more so than talent.  I
>> think that only core coders that truely enjoy coding as more than a job
are
>> the ones with Yarozes, and the ones that are probably the future of
>> gaming...



>
>I think that I have talent...heck I get paid every day to write C++
>applications for the telecommunications industry.  I do not know if
>I have talent to write games, but I figure the Yaroze gives me my best
>chance of discovering my abilities at writing entertainment software.
>
>I plan to use my Yaroze as a tool to understanding what is involved
>in game creation.
>
>> Even though we have talent, we tend to also look upon personal lives as
>> important, and many times the goals we set for ourselves tend to be more
>> than the 'one' can handle.  I strongly believe that teams will make the
>> difference, as far as Yaroze coding goes...
>
>This is really my biggest problem.  I simply do not have enough time to
>write code for the Yaroze.  This makes learning how to code for the
>little
>black box kind of difficult.  It is really amazing to me that I
>purchased
>this thing back in late Aug. and I am just now having time to try to
>write
>my first simple demo/app.  Heck, I am just now starting to have time to
>really read some the various groups.
>
>> I just feel that people in the US seem to keep things to themselves..  I
>> don't know how many conversations I have had with people where they tell
me
>> they haven't published source, or they don't want to post anything in the
>> news groups because they feel intimidated by some of the posts....  Don't
>> know why that is, but it is there...  I hope that in the future more of
us
>> can start banding together to try to make something decent...
>
>I am not really sure how I feel about this.  I have talked to a couple
>of
>other members who say that others are intimidated to the point that they
>do not post.  Is this kind of like not wanting to ask questions in a
>college
>class because you feel that everyone else already knows the answer?
>
>If I ever get around to making something (I better or I will be in deep
>do
>do with my wife <grin>), I will post the source in demo form.  I can
>understand that some people may be reluctant to release the source to
>something they have worked on for many hours.  I am not really sure how
>I
>feel about this since I am not at that point.
>
>[snip]
>
>If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
>following
>questions:
>
>1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
>programming?
>2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
>3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?
>4 - Have you created a working program?
>5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?
>6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?
>7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>    and Japan)
>



>I can answer by saying:
>1 - no
>2 - infrequently - because of the time issue, but I am trying to catch
>3 - see above
>4 - not yet
>5 - no program to post
>6 - only in the last two weeks
>7 - not really, but it looks like I may be missing out on some good
>stuff.
>
>Thanks for your time.
>--
>Jonathan
>[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
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--MESSAGE FILE 17241 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000450html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:29:11 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 63
Message-ID: <6d1gh0$aq06@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
>programming?

As I have said before..  Time can be made if you really want something..
For a long time I didn't, mainly because work required 20hrs a day, and the
on my 1 day off a week (maybe Sunday) I didn't feel like touching a PC..
Let alone learn something new..  Although now I have plenty of time..  Still
working, but they are just the everyday tasks..  So a 9-6pm job now..
Plenty of time at night, and I intend to use it..

>2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?

Everyday...  2-3 times, I'll browse em, and post if I have anything to
add...

>3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?

Fairly regularly...  I try to start topics, as well as continue them.

>4 - Have you created a working program?

I have create tons of programs..  For other platforms..  :)  I do have some
joystick libs I am coding, and I have some code that moves a sprite or 2
around a screen, but there are better demos of it that can be downloaded, so
I haven't posted any Yaroze code.  I have also coded a Win95/NT front end
for GNU, and SIOCONS.  Which is in beta at the moment, and if anyone wants
to try the beta e-mail me.



>5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?

I have posted prior versions of the IDE/SIOCONS windows thing, but I'm
waiting to get a lot of the kinks out of the new version before I post it..
I haven't posted the source due to the fact that it was coded in Delphi, and
you would have to buy the comms lib I use.  Not from me but from Turbo Power
(Async Pro)  So it would be useless to most considering that Delphi is
Pascal.

>6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?

Any that have been updated.

>7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>    and Japan)

I look at SCEE often..  Probably once  a day to see if anyone has posted
anything new.  I skip on SCEI due to the fact that my kanji sucks, or maybe
it's because I can't read kanji..  Now I know what it feels like to be
illiterate.

>Thanks for your time.

Always a pleasure..

Regards,

Jeff / ROUGE
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--MESSAGE FILE 17242 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000451html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Elite groups.. [was Re: Talent vs. Time]
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:44:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <6d1hdq$aq07@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <slrn6f7c3k.lid.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 209.45.215.42
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Toby Sargeant wrote in message ...
>No. When I have something that I think people can learn from, or use,
>I will. I'm completely committed to the idea of open software, which,
>IMHO, is the only way that the yaroze project is really going to take
>off. If cliques of coding 'elite' form, then it kills the free flow of
>information, which in turn means that the pioneers, so to speak, can't
>or won't ease the road for the new members. So far it looks like the
>majority of people are in favour of disseminating information, which
>is really great to see.



I just had to comment on this..  I would have to TOTALLY disagree..  Why
would forming 'elite' groups hurt the Yaroze.  I don't see why it would do
that..  I think that forming groups is a good thing...  Here is the way I
see it...

If you had to build a car, and you know nothing about cars, don't you think
it would be better to form a group and all work on a piece of the car.  Now
when you all have your pieces working, and you start to put them together I
can tell you how my piece works, just like you can tell me how your piece
works..  That way we can share the knowlede we have aquired, while building
friendships at the same time.

My view of a good group is to publish decent software, or the best that we
can, and continually build on it.  I feel that people should publish source,
but sometimes somethings should not be published right away..  Ie version 1
of the game source would get published when we finish version 2, unless of
course we felt like there was going to be no version 2, then we might as
well publish the source to version 1.

I feel that a group should try to help whenever, and where ever possible..
If you ask a question and I have the answer I would be more than happy to
send a response to you, and if I can include example code then by all means
that's what you will get.

I would almost think that your view and my views on groups are totally
different.  I have been talking to 3 yaroze coders on a regular basis, and I
must say I think I have learned more in the past 2 weeks than I figured out
alone in 2 mths.  Talking voice to people is very important, and I believe
that if you are going to form a group that you have to talk voice, sending
msgs back and forth is rather useless because response times are way too
slow..  Even if it only takes 1hr to get an answer.  Hence groups, and
friendships...  hopefully the whole Yaroze community turns into one BIG
group...  :)

Just my 2 cents...

Regards,

Jeff / ROGUE
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--MESSAGE FILE 17243 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000452html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:44:38 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <34F474A6.8792D2F7@netmagic.net>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@netmagic.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Jonathan Calvert wrote:



> Jeff Lawton wrote:
[...]

> If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
> following
> questions:
> 
> 1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
> programming?

No.  As with a number of people here, holding a full-time job and
other responsibilities (and sleeping, of course :P), that only leaves
an hour or two per day for me.  When I first got into programming, I
was glued to the keyboard for 3-5 hour sessions at a time.  I hate the
"context switch" time it takes me to remember what I was doing
yesterday when I first walk up to the console.

> 2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?

Yes.

> 3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?

Yes.

> 4 - Have you created a working program?

Yup.  ^_^  That makes me very happy.

> 5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?

Yup.

> 6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?

Frequently, but not regularly.

> 7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>     and Japan)

I wish.

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17243 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000452html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17244 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000453html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!toby
From: toby@angst.forefront.com.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Elite groups.. [was Re: Talent vs. Time]
Date: 25 Feb 1998 22:45:29 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <slrn6f981n.epv.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <slrn6f7c3k.lid.toby@ns.forefront.com.au> 
<6d1hdq$aq07@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ns.forefront.com.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.6 UNIX)

On Wed, 25 Feb 1998 11:44:41 -0500, Jeff Lawton <jlawton@groupz.net> wrote:



>Toby Sargeant wrote in message ...
>>No. When I have something that I think people can learn from, or use,
>>I will. I'm completely committed to the idea of open software, which,
>>IMHO, is the only way that the yaroze project is really going to take
>>off. If cliques of coding 'elite' form, then it kills the free flow of
>>information, which in turn means that the pioneers, so to speak, can't
>>or won't ease the road for the new members. So far it looks like the
>>majority of people are in favour of disseminating information, which
>>is really great to see.
>
>
>I just had to comment on this..  I would have to TOTALLY disagree..  Why
>would forming 'elite' groups hurt the Yaroze.  I don't see why it would do
>that..  I think that forming groups is a good thing...  Here is the way I
>see it...
>
[snip]

<opinion>
Sorry, I didn't explain myself well enough, it seems. Forming groups is a great
thing. Teamwork has and always will be very important. The problem with groups
though is that sections of the community can (and I stress the 'can' - I
haven't seen any evidence of it here, and hope that I never will) develop a
'we're better than you, don't expect us to do you any favours' attitude. When
that happens, development essentially stalls, unless there are sufficient
numbers of people in the 'elite' category, or there's an alternate way to
learn the things you need to know to get there yourself.

The amiga demoscene seemed to be a case in point. While there was no nastiness
associated with peoples attitudes (in the main), information took a long time
to filter down from the upper echelons. People wasted a lot of effort trying to
work out and emulate others code, rather than being given the information they
needed freely, and then using their creativity to do something new with it.

Pride in your work is understandable, but rather than trying to be your best by
keeping the things you know to yourself, it's much better to share what you
know with others, and learn from what others have to share with you.

Programming should be a creative endeavour first, and a search for knowledge
second.
</opinion>

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17244 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000453html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17245 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000454html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: HOVER and AIRBOB
Date: Thu, 26 Feb 1998 02:41:01 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <34f5d5aa.1008610@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34F3BE88.60B3@bc.sympatico.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip75.ts6.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I have an PC and when I used PSCommUtil it hung at "checking for
memory card" also when I went ahead at use SIOCONS it worked fine but



being on a mac you probally coulnt do that it may be a problem that
needs to be brought to metrowerks attn. 

--MESSAGE FILE 17245 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000454html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17246 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000455html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Perhaps a good idea?
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 11:26:45 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6d67k7$g2d5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

How about SONY setting up an IRC system for all Net Yaroze members around
the world to chat live with each other and maybe help each other out. This
would be quicker than the news server for small questions that other members
would probably know the answer to.

Anyone else think this is a good idea?

JohnT

------------------------------------------
Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17246 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000455html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17247 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000456html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Elite groups.. [was Re: Talent vs. Time]
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 12:37:35 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34F6B38F.2632@writeme.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <slrn6f7c3k.lid.toby@ns.forefront.com.au> 
<6d1hdq$aq07@scea> <slrn6f981n.epv.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-031.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

Toby Sargeant wrote:

> The amiga demoscene seemed to be a case in point. While there was no
> nastiness associated with peoples attitudes (in the main)...

The Amiga demoscene is a very good example. As I remember it though,
it was bitchy as hell. The 'slagging off' section became as common a



feature in the demos as those glenz vector thingies.

James (~mrfrosty).
--MESSAGE FILE 17247 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000456html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17248 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000457html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What are you?
Date: Fri, 27 Feb 1998 17:39:26 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6d6tf0$g2d9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34C248C0.6365@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>Anyway:  I'm a "programmer".
>
>What are you?

I too am a programmer. But I can draw (on computers) and play music.
However, I can't create :( That is, I can't produce original stuff of my
own. In drawing I can copy, and my human forms suck big time :(

JohnT

------------------------------------------
 Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17248 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000457html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17249 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000458html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Getting to this Newsgroup
Date: Sat, 28 Feb 1998 16:15:47 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34F8A8B3.6C9B87B6@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

All these months I have thought there was a problem with this newsgroup,
as I couldn't access it, while I could access other ones.  I finally
figured out that it was because the support webpage has a bug, tries to
go to scea.yaroze.freetalk.english, which doesn't exist.  

This needs to be fixed; who knows how many other people might be missing
out on this group just because of the bug on the webpage?



- Dreamwriter
  dreamer@sinclair.net
--MESSAGE FILE 17249 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000458html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17250 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000459html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Getting to this Newsgroup
Date: Sun, 01 Mar 1998 02:21:25 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <34f8c5d0.3297768@205.149.189.29>
References: <34F8A8B3.6C9B87B6@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Sat, 28 Feb 1998 16:15:47 -0800, Joshua Meeds
<dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:

>All these months I have thought there was a problem with this newsgroup,
>as I couldn't access it, while I could access other ones.  I finally
>figured out that it was because the support webpage has a bug, tries to
>go to scea.yaroze.freetalk.english, which doesn't exist.  
>
>This needs to be fixed; who knows how many other people might be missing
>out on this group just because of the bug on the webpage?
>
>- Dreamwriter
>  dreamer@sinclair.net

Thanks for bringing this to my attention. It should be working
correctly now. Please let me know if you still have trouble with it.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17250 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000459html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17251 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000460html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Getting to this Newsgroup
Date: Sat, 28 Feb 1998 23:01:09 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <34F907B5.43C527D4@sinclair.net>
References: <34F8A8B3.6C9B87B6@sinclair.net> <34f8c5d0.3297768@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Working fine now, thanks!

 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-

Mario Perdue wrote:



> 
> On Sat, 28 Feb 1998 16:15:47 -0800, Joshua Meeds
> <dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:
> 
> >All these months I have thought there was a problem with this newsgroup,
> >as I couldn't access it, while I could access other ones.  I finally
> >figured out that it was because the support webpage has a bug, tries to
> >go to scea.yaroze.freetalk.english, which doesn't exist.
> >
> >This needs to be fixed; who knows how many other people might be missing
> >out on this group just because of the bug on the webpage?
> >
> >- Dreamwriter
> >  dreamer@sinclair.net
> 
> Thanks for bringing this to my attention. It should be working
> correctly now. Please let me know if you still have trouble with it.
> 
> Mario

--
--MESSAGE FILE 17251 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000460html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17252 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000461html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: HOVER and AIRBOB
Date: Sun, 01 Mar 1998 00:05:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <34F916B0.2023@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <34F3BE88.60B3@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34f5d5aa.1008610@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m03-189.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

If it only works with siocons, that would be a bummer! Maybe I'll have
to get a PC Emulator!
--MESSAGE FILE 17252 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000461html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17253 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000462html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Sun, 01 Mar 1998 15:44:40 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:462 



scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:423

I dunno about them using an interface with Lightwave's motion system,
but having Lightwave is definitely one of the main reasons I believe
they are doing such advanced 3d stuff.  To do any 3d programming (I'm
not talking about advanced stuff like creating models on the fly), you
need a way to create 3d models.  The European and American Yaroze's
comes with no such method.  No programs whatsoever, just a few sample
models.  I personally found this hard to deal with; for all the time
I've had the system, only yesterday did I find a 3d modeller that
outputs DXF files that work with DXF2RSD (and that modeller is not a
very good one, either).  Thus, up until this point, I could do very
little with 3d.  Is it any wonder that only the people with useable
tools are releasing such amazing programs?  I can think of many ways to
write Hover-like games, but without 3d models, they will only remain in
my mind.

I understand that in Japan, the Yaroze program probably has many more
members, and so Sony would feel it was a good deal getting them all
copies of Lightwave (bumper crop of new programmers!).  But they
shouldn't leave the rest of us without the tools to make real
Playstation games.  A good game system should have loyal programmers
from all over the world, not just Japan.  Sure, we got a "deal" for 3d
Studio.  But I know I am not nearly the only one who didn't have the
extra cash after spending $900 on my Yaroze (I did spend the extra $150
on Codewarrior.  Alas...)

I think SCEA and SCEE should get us all SOME 3d modeller that works.  It
doesn't have to be a big, expensive package, like Lightwave or 3d
studio; it could even be registered versions of some shareware product,
as long as it did the job.  I want to move into a career of programming
for the Playstation, and that just isn't realistic without good, solid,
experience programming 3d.  At least now I have the tools to make some
very basic 3d models, so I can at least start learning 3d programming.

Well, thanks for reading my rather lengthy rant,

                - Joshua Meeds
                  Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                  -==UDIC==-

P.S., anyone know of a good, shareware/freeware 3d modeller that outputs
DXF files that DXF2RSD can use?  The beta of Rhino just isn't designed
for the task.

P.P.S.  Oops, I keep accidentally replying to author, rather than
group.  Sorry!

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Mario Wynands wrote:
> 
> > Take a look at AirBob, another Japanese demo that has been upped in
> > the past
> > week.
> >
> > http:
> > /www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scei/Forum/program/archive/pssoft/
> >
> > Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!
> 
> I dunno.  It seems like their sole advantage is that everyone has
> Lightwave 3D.



> 
> Think about it.  Everyone is using the same graphics package.  All they
> needed was for one person to code an interface for Lightwave's motion
> system.  The supposed "hard stuff", being a hierarchical system of
> object movement, being used now to crank out demo after Japanese demo,
> is based entierely around that kind of interface.
> 
> For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
> SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.
> 
> Manny Najera

--
--MESSAGE FILE 17253 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000462html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17254 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000463html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Mon, 2 Mar 1998 10:57:20 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 96
Message-ID: <6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:463 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:426

I think that you should get 3D studio, the plugin exports RSD and a format
called TOD ( which contains all of the animation and heirarchy infomation
you could possibly need ).
In Japan the Yaroze sells for more than it does here in Europe, and I think
Lightwave was only made available initially. The cost of Yaroze here + 3D
studio is comparitive to the cost of a Yaroze in Japan. ( At home I tried
using Lightwave but 3D studio seems more comfortable and the guy who's doing
my models for me uses it )

In my opinion AirBob is a good technical piece of programming, and very
enjoyable - Not just another Japanese demo cranked out quickly. Some of the
European stuff is beginning to look better and better now as people become
more used to the Yaroze - I expect our own
Airbobs/TerraIncognita/HoverRacers to appear in time.

Colin.

Joshua Meeds wrote in message <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net>...
>I dunno about them using an interface with Lightwave's motion system,
>but having Lightwave is definitely one of the main reasons I believe
>they are doing such advanced 3d stuff.  To do any 3d programming (I'm
>not talking about advanced stuff like creating models on the fly), you
>need a way to create 3d models.  The European and American Yaroze's
>comes with no such method.  No programs whatsoever, just a few sample
>models.  I personally found this hard to deal with; for all the time
>I've had the system, only yesterday did I find a 3d modeller that
>outputs DXF files that work with DXF2RSD (and that modeller is not a
>very good one, either).  Thus, up until this point, I could do very
>little with 3d.  Is it any wonder that only the people with useable
>tools are releasing such amazing programs?  I can think of many ways to



>write Hover-like games, but without 3d models, they will only remain in
>my mind.
>
>I understand that in Japan, the Yaroze program probably has many more
>members, and so Sony would feel it was a good deal getting them all
>copies of Lightwave (bumper crop of new programmers!).  But they
>shouldn't leave the rest of us without the tools to make real
>Playstation games.  A good game system should have loyal programmers
>from all over the world, not just Japan.  Sure, we got a "deal" for 3d
>Studio.  But I know I am not nearly the only one who didn't have the
>extra cash after spending $900 on my Yaroze (I did spend the extra $150
>on Codewarrior.  Alas...)
>
>I think SCEA and SCEE should get us all SOME 3d modeller that works.  It
>doesn't have to be a big, expensive package, like Lightwave or 3d
>studio; it could even be registered versions of some shareware product,
>as long as it did the job.  I want to move into a career of programming
>for the Playstation, and that just isn't realistic without good, solid,
>experience programming 3d.  At least now I have the tools to make some
>very basic 3d models, so I can at least start learning 3d programming.
>
>Well, thanks for reading my rather lengthy rant,
>
>                - Joshua Meeds
>                  Dreamwriter Dragon
>                  dreamer@sinclair.net
>                  -==UDIC==-
>
>P.S., anyone know of a good, shareware/freeware 3d modeller that outputs
>DXF files that DXF2RSD can use?  The beta of Rhino just isn't designed
>for the task.
>
>P.P.S.  Oops, I keep accidentally replying to author, rather than
>group.  Sorry!
>
>Manny Najera wrote:
>>
>> Mario Wynands wrote:
>>
>> > Take a look at AirBob, another Japanese demo that has been upped in
>> > the past
>> > week.
>> >
>> > http:
>> > /www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scei/Forum/program/archive/pssoft/
>> >
>> > Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!
>>
>> I dunno.  It seems like their sole advantage is that everyone has
>> Lightwave 3D.
>>
>> Think about it.  Everyone is using the same graphics package.  All they
>> needed was for one person to code an interface for Lightwave's motion
>> system.  The supposed "hard stuff", being a hierarchical system of
>> object movement, being used now to crank out demo after Japanese demo,
>> is based entierely around that kind of interface.
>>
>> For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
>> SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.
>>
>> Manny Najera
>
>--



--MESSAGE FILE 17254 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000463html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17255 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000464html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Mon, 02 Mar 1998 13:18:52 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <34FB061B.FD2DC87A@ix.netcom.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il2-01.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:464 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:428

SCEE wrote:

> I think that you should get 3D studio, the plugin exports RSD and a
> format
> called TOD ( which contains all of the animation and heirarchy
> infomation
> you could possibly need ).

How much would 3D Studio cost us?  I know that there was some sort of
offer at the beginning, but I chose to spend the extra cash I did have
on codewarrior.  I'm guessing I'd have to pay the equivalent of another
Yaroze to get my hands on any decent 3D modeller - which means I'd have
to get a part time job, leaving me with less time to program, and
destroying my allready miniscule social life. (sigh)

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17255 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000464html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17256 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000465html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jason E Smith" <smith186@sprynet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: SCEA Website Updates
Date: Mon, 2 Mar 1998 19:42:25 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <6dfl8p$dlr1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hdn102-033.hil.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I'm just wondering if the site will be updated soon, the latest news on the
home page is from last october and the auditorium window is still telling us
to check out the recording from last august.

--MESSAGE FILE 17256 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000465html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17257 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000466html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 1st anniversary US?
Date: Mon, 2 Mar 1998 18:06:00 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6dfocc$dlr2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

  I've been looking through my stuff, and it seems that we got started
almost 11 months ago; like April 12-14 or so?  I was wondering if anything
either official or unofficial was planned--perhaps we try to arrange a mass
game-release or something for all of us who have projects underway, and/or
perhaps a [...group-forming/project-starting...]-fest.  Or something.

Hmm.  I leave for Kyoto (overseas study/internship) on the 15th.  Not that
that has anything to do with anything.

mike

--MESSAGE FILE 17257 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000466html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17258 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000467html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: SCEA Website Updates
Date: Tue, 03 Mar 1998 03:17:27 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34fb756b.39057854@205.149.189.29>
References: <6dfl8p$dlr1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Jason,

There are updates happening all over the website, but they aren't
always reflected on the home page. We're in the process of making a
few changes in the way the website is handled. This will change the
way the home page is used (for the better we hope) so it will be
updated more frequently. Please stay tuned.

Mario

On Mon, 2 Mar 1998 19:42:25 -0500, "Jason E Smith"
<smith186@sprynet.com> wrote:

>I'm just wondering if the site will be updated soon, the latest news on the
>home page is from last october and the auditorium window is still telling us
>to check out the recording from last august.
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 17258 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000467html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17259 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000468html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Michael Hough" <mhough@stanford.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: a neat japanese game, sorta
Date: Mon, 2 Mar 1998 21:58:16 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6dg5vr$dlr3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: delirium.Stanford.EDU
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I found this while tooling around the SCEI site.

It's a neat racing-rpg hybrid kind of game, in which all the people are like
cubes.

'Bizarre', says me.

http://www1.scei.co.jp/~ckv00356/collage.zip

Those SCEI dudes do love their racing game engines...

mike

ps> nobody would happen to know what a 'taimatsu' is, would they?  it gives
off light,
but it's not in my j->e dictionary.

--MESSAGE FILE 17259 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000468html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17260 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000469html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!sumner
From: sumner@austin.metrowerks.com (Joel Sumner)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: HOVER and AIRBOB
Date: Tue, 03 Mar 1998 13:45:09 -0600
Organization: Metrowerks
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <sumner-ya02408000R0303981345090001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34F3BE88.60B3@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34f5d5aa.1008610@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mtwks116.metrowerks.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Hmm. I'm not sure what the problem might be.  When you say "hung at
'checking for
memory card'", do you mean that you run the program and it stops there? 
Try setting the connection speed to 56kbps.  There is a bug in the Net
Yaroze serial firmware at 115K that can cause hangs when the program does a
printf.  I put a lot of tweaks in the communications code to try and
overcome this, but it still can occur at unpredictable times.

In article <34f5d5aa.1008610@news.scea.sony.com>, dajudge@inficad.com



(Michael Klucher) wrote:

>I have an PC and when I used PSCommUtil it hung at "checking for
>memory card" also when I went ahead at use SIOCONS it worked fine but
>being on a mac you probally coulnt do that it may be a problem that
>needs to be brought to metrowerks attn.

-- 
PlayStation Development Tools Dude
Metrowerks
--MESSAGE FILE 17260 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000469html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17261 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000470html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jason E Smith" <smith186@sprynet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 4 Mar 1998 10:29:01 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <6djrl9$dlr8@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hdn90-060.hil.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Jason Smith typed:

>Jeff Lawton wrote:

>1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
>programming?

No, I wish I had more, but if I spend more time on my Yaroze, I have less
for everything else(ie school, work, relationship, family, friends) I just
have to ration out my time. On the plus side, My class load will drop by a
large amount during the summer, and I tend to spend a lot of my free time
with my magic black box.

>2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?

Usually once or twice a day I try to check anything new and read up on a few
topics I don't understand (quite a few).

>3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?

If I have anything to add, which I usually don't. I learn from the
newsgroups, but usually there isn't anything for me to post that will
improve them.

>4 - Have you created a working program?

No, but I believe that I will someday animate a sprite on my own and will
understand how I did it, and a big part of that is a big thank you to Ira
Rainey and Nelson Santos for their How to...Display sprites and Ping. They
are an immense help and are making the curve a little less steep.

>5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?



No, but if I get a working program (and manage to learn enough HTML to
create my page) I plan on posting it.  If only to return the service that
others have done to me. I can't really help them, but if my code helps
another... well that's great.

>6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?

I'm slowly working my way through them, although I stop at those that have
been updated more recently first.

>7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>    and Japan)

I visit Europe as much as I browse through SCEA, but alas.. I am kanji
impaired and, although they look nice and I'm sure that they would help me,
I can't read a single character and thus the SCEI site has been marked with
a mental off limits barrier.

--MESSAGE FILE 17261 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000470html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17262 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000471html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time
Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 20:17:03 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <34FE273F.5982CFDD@sinclair.net>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

> 
> If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
> following
> questions:
> 
> 1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
> programming?

No - my job takes up most of my time/energy.  I love programming for the
Psx, and designing/writing games (I want to go into this as a career),
but I don't get paid enough to live if I work part time at my job.  If I
could have a solid month to work with the thing, without having to worry
about money, I believe I could become quite profficient.  Especially if
I was working on a project (which is where I learn the fastest/best).  I
can easily come up with my own projects, though (I always have at least
10 game ideas going around my head)

> 2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?

I've gotten back into it lately now that I've forced myself to sacrifice



some personal time for Yaroze fun.

> 3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?

Yep, I try.

> 4 - Have you created a working program?

Yes, I finished Faces of Evil, an Asteroids-type game

> 5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?

Yep, both, they are right there under Joshua Meeds

> 6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?

All the time

> 7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>     and Japan)

Yes, there are a lot of interesting projects out there.  For some
interesting ones, check out Team Fatal in Japan, and their new
international version of... whatever that neat 3d adventure demo is
called (it slips my mind), the one that is very Landstalker like.

 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17262 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000471html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17263 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000472html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 20:20:12 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 106
Message-ID: <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:472 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:431

I wish I had the money to get a nice 3d modeller, if I got one, I would
probably get Truespace 3 - it is very powerful, and easy to work with. 
I haven't tried it in the full version, but I heard that it offers
export straight into RSD format (and TIM).

SCEE wrote:
> 
> I think that you should get 3D studio, the plugin exports RSD and a format
> called TOD ( which contains all of the animation and heirarchy infomation
> you could possibly need ).



> In Japan the Yaroze sells for more than it does here in Europe, and I think
> Lightwave was only made available initially. The cost of Yaroze here + 3D
> studio is comparitive to the cost of a Yaroze in Japan. ( At home I tried
> using Lightwave but 3D studio seems more comfortable and the guy who's doing
> my models for me uses it )
> 
> In my opinion AirBob is a good technical piece of programming, and very
> enjoyable - Not just another Japanese demo cranked out quickly. Some of the
> European stuff is beginning to look better and better now as people become
> more used to the Yaroze - I expect our own
> Airbobs/TerraIncognita/HoverRacers to appear in time.
> 
> Colin.
> 
> Joshua Meeds wrote in message <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net>...
> >I dunno about them using an interface with Lightwave's motion system,
> >but having Lightwave is definitely one of the main reasons I believe
> >they are doing such advanced 3d stuff.  To do any 3d programming (I'm
> >not talking about advanced stuff like creating models on the fly), you
> >need a way to create 3d models.  The European and American Yaroze's
> >comes with no such method.  No programs whatsoever, just a few sample
> >models.  I personally found this hard to deal with; for all the time
> >I've had the system, only yesterday did I find a 3d modeller that
> >outputs DXF files that work with DXF2RSD (and that modeller is not a
> >very good one, either).  Thus, up until this point, I could do very
> >little with 3d.  Is it any wonder that only the people with useable
> >tools are releasing such amazing programs?  I can think of many ways to
> >write Hover-like games, but without 3d models, they will only remain in
> >my mind.
> >
> >I understand that in Japan, the Yaroze program probably has many more
> >members, and so Sony would feel it was a good deal getting them all
> >copies of Lightwave (bumper crop of new programmers!).  But they
> >shouldn't leave the rest of us without the tools to make real
> >Playstation games.  A good game system should have loyal programmers
> >from all over the world, not just Japan.  Sure, we got a "deal" for 3d
> >Studio.  But I know I am not nearly the only one who didn't have the
> >extra cash after spending $900 on my Yaroze (I did spend the extra $150
> >on Codewarrior.  Alas...)
> >
> >I think SCEA and SCEE should get us all SOME 3d modeller that works.  It
> >doesn't have to be a big, expensive package, like Lightwave or 3d
> >studio; it could even be registered versions of some shareware product,
> >as long as it did the job.  I want to move into a career of programming
> >for the Playstation, and that just isn't realistic without good, solid,
> >experience programming 3d.  At least now I have the tools to make some
> >very basic 3d models, so I can at least start learning 3d programming.
> >
> >Well, thanks for reading my rather lengthy rant,
> >
> >                - Joshua Meeds
> >                  Dreamwriter Dragon
> >                  dreamer@sinclair.net
> >                  -==UDIC==-
> >
> >P.S., anyone know of a good, shareware/freeware 3d modeller that outputs
> >DXF files that DXF2RSD can use?  The beta of Rhino just isn't designed
> >for the task.
> >
> >P.P.S.  Oops, I keep accidentally replying to author, rather than
> >group.  Sorry!
> >
> >Manny Najera wrote:
> >>



> >> Mario Wynands wrote:
> >>
> >> > Take a look at AirBob, another Japanese demo that has been upped in
> >> > the past
> >> > week.
> >> >
> >> > http:
> >> > /www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scei/Forum/program/archive/pssoft/
> >> >
> >> > Looks more and more like we have a bit of catching up to do!
> >>
> >> I dunno.  It seems like their sole advantage is that everyone has
> >> Lightwave 3D.
> >>
> >> Think about it.  Everyone is using the same graphics package.  All they
> >> needed was for one person to code an interface for Lightwave's motion
> >> system.  The supposed "hard stuff", being a hierarchical system of
> >> object movement, being used now to crank out demo after Japanese demo,
> >> is based entierely around that kind of interface.
> >>
> >> For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
> >> SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.
> >>
> >> Manny Najera
> >
> >--

-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17263 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000472html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17264 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000473html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Katrina Auyeung <kauyeung@usa.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time
Date: Wed, 04 Mar 1998 23:10:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <34FE4FE2.E92B454@usa.net>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <34FE273F.5982CFDD@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp1-29.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

Joshua Meeds wrote:
    [...]

> > 2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
>
> I've gotten back into it lately now that I've forced myself to sacrifice
> some personal time for Yaroze fun.

Aww... who needs to sleep?  If you cut out that 7 or 8 hours a
day, you could become a master programmer, aye?



>                 - Dreamwriter Dragon
>                   dreamer@sinclair.net
>                         -==UDIC==-

Not getting enough sleep but not a guru either,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

--MESSAGE FILE 17264 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000473html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17265 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000474html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <nmiller@igalaxy.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 3D Animation Bones or Mime?
Date: Thu, 5 Mar 1998 10:01:16 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6dmp3m$f3e3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr-x2-hub1.ppp-7.bak.igalaxy.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Hello All!  In my quest to create a very comprehensive game lib for all to
use I have conquered a lot, but have fallen to one large beast!  If you
don't know what I am doing- I am building a 3d game library for my personal
use and will give the library to everyone in hope that it will be a catalyst
in Yaroze development!  So, about my problem-

    I have been toying with the idea of a 3d skeletal animation system in
which each part of a skeleton is represented by a seperate mesh.  I began
the coding a few days ago and I do not like the way it is turning out.  So,
as most of us probably have done, I went to the library reference and looked
over the gteMIMefunc().  Hmm...  looks good, possibly exactly what I need,
so I printed out the dino demo and studied the code for a little while.
Well, doesn't look that hard, the only thing is- how does the other end
look?  The mime data is in binary so I can't read it, and looking over how
it reads it in is giving me a headache.  It looks simple, so I am probably
missing something easy.  If anyone can help me with this gteMIMefunc() than
all of us will profit from it...

Thank You,

Nathan Miller
Ryu-Ki Software

--MESSAGE FILE 17265 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000474html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17266 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000475html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Abdul <abdul@accelerationsw.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time
Date: Tue, 24 Feb 1998 12:53:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <34F33332.8F967B3D@accelerationsw.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 



<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <34FE273F.5982CFDD@sinclair.net> 
<34FE4FE2.E92B454@usa.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.0 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Heehee!  Actually, I already only sleep 4 hours a day.  What we really
need would be to extend the hours in each day to 36

Katrina Auyeung wrote:
> 
> Joshua Meeds wrote:
>     [...]
> 
> > > 2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
> >
> > I've gotten back into it lately now that I've forced myself to
> sacrifice
> > some personal time for Yaroze fun.
> 
> Aww... who needs to sleep?  If you cut out that 7 or 8 hours a
> day, you could become a master programmer, aye?
> 
> >                 - Dreamwriter Dragon
> >                   dreamer@sinclair.net
> >                         -==UDIC==-
> 
> Not getting enough sleep but not a guru either,
> - e!
>   tenchi@netmagic.net
>   http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17266 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000475html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17267 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000476html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 16:29:30 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-08.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:476 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:432

Joshua Meeds wrote:

> I wish I had the money to get a nice 3d modeller, if I got one, I
> would
> probably get Truespace 3 - it is very powerful, and easy to work with.



>
> I haven't tried it in the full version, but I heard that it offers
> export straight into RSD format (and TIM).

I keep reading about TrueSpace 3's supposed RSD and TIM support.  I've
downloaded the demo, which is very good, but it does not mention support
for these formats.  If TrueSpace actually supports these formats, I'll
buy the thing in a second, seeing as how it costs about the same as 3D
Studio R4 would cost if bought along with the Yaroze.

Does anyone have any solid proof that these formats are supported?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17267 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000476html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17268 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000477html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 21:49:55 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <34ff1b7d.962222@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net> 
<34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-44.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:477 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:433

>Does anyone have any solid proof that these formats are supported?

   Yes, TS3 exports objects in RSD format. Without a doubt. And scenes
can be saved directly in TMD format. As for Tims, nope. 2D rendering
formats supported are: AVI, BMP, DIB, FLC, JPG, and TGA. 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17268 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000477html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17269 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000478html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 21:53:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <34ff1eb4.1785285@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net> 
<34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-44.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:478 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:434



>Does anyone have any solid proof that these formats are supported?

   
   Yes, TS3 exports objects in RSD format. Without a doubt. And scenes
can be saved directly in TMD format. As for Tims, nope. 2D rendering
formats supported are: AVI, BMP, DIB, FLC, JPG, and TGA. 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17269 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000478html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17270 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000479html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Thu, 05 Mar 1998 21:39:48 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <34FF7003.5FA03AA8@ix.netcom.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net> 
<34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com> <34ff1b7d.962222@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il1-03.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:479 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:435

Matthew Hulett wrote:

> >Does anyone have any solid proof that these formats are supported?
>
>    Yes, TS3 exports objects in RSD format. Without a doubt. And scenes
>
> can be saved directly in TMD format. As for Tims, nope. 2D rendering
> formats supported are: AVI, BMP, DIB, FLC, JPG, and TGA.

Does TS3 have a format that would provide a reasonable interface for
movement and soforth?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17270 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000479html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17271 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000480html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Fri, 06 Mar 1998 00:00:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <34ff3269.6831097@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 



<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net> 
<34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com> <34ff1b7d.962222@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34FF7003.5FA03AA8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-44.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:480 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:436

>Does TS3 have a format that would provide a reasonable interface for
>movement and soforth?

    I was just exploring TS3 to double-check my answer. Now, go
figure, my user-guide does not mention TIMs as a valid file format,
but I notice that if I choose the option "Render Scene to File", TIM
is offered as a format to save in. If you choose "Save Object as..."
or "Save Scene as...",  TIM is not offered.  How strange that the
section on 2D rendering formats does not mention this... I am
double-checking, and it just is not mentioned... Thanks, I learned
something new and important. I just did a quick experiment, and it
will save a scene in TIM format. 
   As for the new question, hopefully someone who is an artist will
chime in, I am not sure what you are asking. Are you asking me if
creating animations is convienent, are you asking about creating 
people or objects in motion, or are you asking for a list of 3D file
formats that are supported? 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17271 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000480html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17272 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000481html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: 3D studio ( was Re: If you liked Hover... )
Date: Fri, 6 Mar 1998 17:27:00 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <6dpbfi$iap15@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FB061B.FD2DC87A@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:481 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:438

3D studio is available to SCEE Yaroze members at the special price at any
time, not just when you buy the Yaroze ( or so I've been told )

Colin.

Manny Najera wrote in message <34FB061B.FD2DC87A@ix.netcom.com>...
>SCEE wrote:
>
>> I think that you should get 3D studio, the plugin exports RSD and a
>> format
>> called TOD ( which contains all of the animation and heirarchy
>> infomation



>> you could possibly need ).
>
>How much would 3D Studio cost us?  I know that there was some sort of
>offer at the beginning, but I chose to spend the extra cash I did have
>on codewarrior.  I'm guessing I'd have to pay the equivalent of another
>Yaroze to get my hands on any decent 3D modeller - which means I'd have
>to get a part time job, leaving me with less time to program, and
>destroying my allready miniscule social life. (sigh)
>
>Manny Najera
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17272 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000481html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17273 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000482html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Fri, 6 Mar 1998 17:30:19 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6dpblp$iap16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <34F9F2E8.26C5B9B9@sinclair.net> 
<6de361$g2d16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <34FE27FC.8879D444@sinclair.net> 
<34FF2749.542A67DA@ix.netcom.com> <34ff1b7d.962222@news.scea.sony.com> 
<34FF7003.5FA03AA8@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:482 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:439

Nope, only 3D studio ( with the TOD data ) supports animation ( including
heirarchies for human bodies etc... )
TOD is a playstation animation format which basically animates RSD models
 or TMDs once they are on the PS )

Manny Najera wrote in message <34FF7003.5FA03AA8@ix.netcom.com>...
>Matthew Hulett wrote:
>
>> >Does anyone have any solid proof that these formats are supported?
>>
>>    Yes, TS3 exports objects in RSD format. Without a doubt. And scenes
>>
>> can be saved directly in TMD format. As for Tims, nope. 2D rendering
>> formats supported are: AVI, BMP, DIB, FLC, JPG, and TGA.
>
>Does TS3 have a format that would provide a reasonable interface for
>movement and soforth?
>
>Manny Najera
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17273 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000482html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17274 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000483html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com



From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Sat, 07 Mar 1998 00:45:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3500974b.12921880@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <6djrl9$dlr8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-80.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>No, but if I get a working program (and manage to learn enough HTML to
>create my page) I plan on posting it.  If only to return the service that
>others have done to me. I can't really help them, but if my code helps
>another... well that's great.

   Jason,
   Let me recommend this site for some good HTML tutorials:

http://www.w3-tech.com/crash/HTMLMenu.html

In one night, you'll be posting your page.

-Matt

   

--MESSAGE FILE 17274 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000483html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17275 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000484html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Swapping Boot CD for my own
Date: Sat, 07 Mar 1998 08:52:19 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35017B43.9080FBBC@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Is it at all possible to boot from the Yaroze CD, swap in my own CD,
download my game to the Yaroze from my computer, and have my game read
from the CD?  I had thought this would be possible (why else include the
CD reading commands in the libraries), you just couldn't create a
bootable CD, but I haven't had any luck at it.  Any disks I've created
(1 track, CD-XA Mode 2), don't return a directory when DIR is done from
SIOCONS.

I would like to be able to write a game using all high-resolution, high
color graphics, but there just plain isn't room in the Psx's memory for
what I want to do.  One screen of 16-bit, 640 X 480 graphics takes up
about 600K (my current titlescreen does, anyways).  While there is
plenty of room for a little area of tiled graphics, I want to write an
RPG with large, detailed artwork, with different graphics sets for
different areas, and maybe the occasional full screen picture (or maybe



just some real good storyline animations?  I dunno...).  
-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17275 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000484html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17276 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000485html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mike Hatfield" <mjhatfield@msn.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: If you liked Hover...
Date: Sat, 7 Mar 1998 19:38:37 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6ds87c$iap19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm127.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:485 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:442

Kinda relevant....

I can't seem to get Hover to run - it sticks at the "Checking Memory Card"
screen.  A shame, really -- considering how many times it's been mentioned
in these groups, I'd like to suss out our eastern pals' work!

I kind of assume it has something to do with the pat0319.lzh file that's
mentioned in the Readme.txt, but I can't find this anywhere.  Am I doing
something dumb (wouldn't surprise me!) or can someone please point me at
this file?

Thanks in advance,

Mike

mjhatfield@msn.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17276 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000485html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17277 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000486html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PONG??
Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 07:06:57 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <350394d9.8480734@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip40.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hello I was wondering if anyone had ever created the game pong on the
yaroze if so I was wondering if I might be able to look at the code.
Thanks



Michael Klucher
--MESSAGE FILE 17277 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000486html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17278 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000487html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PONG??
Date: 9 Mar 1998 12:07:11 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 33
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6e0m1f$j2b1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA29667
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 04:11:43 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Have a look at 'breakout' and 'Follow My Camera' on the SCEE site;
breakout should be in the samples area, the other is accessible
from my home page (~lewis_e)

     Lewis

To:       Lewis Evans
cc:
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk
Subject:  PONG??:scea.yaroze.freetalk

From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PONG??
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Hello I was wondering if anyone had ever created the game pong on the
yaroze if so I was wondering if I might be able to look at the code.
Thanks
Michael Klucher

--MESSAGE FILE 17278 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000487html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17279 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000488html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Swapping Boot CD for my own
Date: 9 Mar 1998 12:07:18 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 39
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk



Message-ID: <6e0m1m$j2j1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id EAA29679
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 9 Mar 1998 04:11:57 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

With reading from CD, there's some bad news: the Yaroze
can read data from any black CD, but not from any gold ones.

There is an alternative way to go, which is to use the hard disk of the
host machine as a pseudo-CD, by reloading datafiles at runtime.
CodeWarrior's ComUtil already does this (I think), and Craig Graham
has been posting about a ARS utility to provide the same functionality
with GNU. Hence you can reload into RAM whenever you want.

     Lewis

Is it at all possible to boot from the Yaroze CD, swap in my own CD,
download my game to the Yaroze from my computer, and have my game read
from the CD?  I had thought this would be possible (why else include the
CD reading commands in the libraries), you just couldn't create a
bootable CD, but I haven't had any luck at it.  Any disks I've created
(1 track, CD-XA Mode 2), don't return a directory when DIR is done from
SIOCONS.
I would like to be able to write a game using all high-resolution, high
color graphics, but there just plain isn't room in the Psx's memory for
what I want to do.  One screen of 16-bit, 640 X 480 graphics takes up
about 600K (my current titlescreen does, anyways).  While there is
plenty of room for a little area of tiled graphics, I want to write an
RPG with large, detailed artwork, with different graphics sets for
different areas, and maybe the occasional full screen picture (or maybe
just some real good storyline animations?  I dunno...).
--
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-

--MESSAGE FILE 17279 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000488html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17280 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000489html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PONG??
Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 09:59:27 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <350411DF.2761@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <350394d9.8480734@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Michael Klucher wrote:



> 
> Hello I was wondering if anyone had ever created the game pong on the
> yaroze if so I was wondering if I might be able to look at the code.
> Thanks
> Michael Klucher

You can take a look at my page:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/efedermeyer.html
And download the "ballpad.zip" file, which is a "Pong(tm)" like
game.  It was one of my first Net Yaroze programs, and at the
time I didn't really understand the power of loading the graphics
as .TIM files separatly from the executable (I do now though!),
so the graphics are "embeded" in the code as hard-coded arrays.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17280 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000489html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17281 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000490html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PONG??
Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 13:12:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3503ea23.85095502@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <350394d9.8480734@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-61.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Hello I was wondering if anyone had ever created the game pong on the
>yaroze if so I was wondering if I might be able to look at the code.

   Nelson Santos posted a version on his site too. He said to me he
thought Ed's was graphically more attractive, but his is the standard
we all remember from the 70s.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17281 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000490html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17282 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000491html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PONG??
Date: Mon, 9 Mar 1998 21:00:49 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6e1lan$iap25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <350394d9.8480734@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3503ea23.85095502@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm183.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>his is the standard
>we all remember from the 70s.
>



    Is that a compliment ? ;)
>
>
>>Hello I was wondering if anyone had
ever created the game pong on the
>>yaroze if so I was wondering if I
might be able to look at the code.
>
>   Nelson Santos posted a version on
his site too. He said to me he
>thought Ed's was graphically more
attractive, but his is the standard
>we all remember from the 70s.
>
>-Matt
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17282 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000491html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17283 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000492html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PONG??
Date: Mon, 09 Mar 1998 17:16:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3504200f.98901299@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <350394d9.8480734@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3503ea23.85095502@news.scea.sony.com> <6e1lan$iap25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-69.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>>his is the standard
>>we all remember from the 70s.
>>
>    Is that a compliment ? ;)

Nope, purely a descriptive comment. Take a look at them , you'll see
what I mean. 

-Matt. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17283 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000492html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17284 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000493html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: Tue, 10 Mar 1998 20:42:30 -0600
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)



Well, I like my Net Yaroze web site for the functional, low
bandwidth, page it is, but man-o-man, some of you people really
have some nice graphics:  buttons, 88x31 links, "Company logos",
backgrounds, etc.

What programs do you use to create these nifty do-dads?

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17284 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000493html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17285 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000494html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 11:50:47 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3506EB17.F493655A@netmagic.net>
References: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> Well, I like my Net Yaroze web site for the functional, low
> bandwidth, page it is, but man-o-man, some of you people really
> have some nice graphics:  buttons, 88x31 links, "Company logos",
> backgrounds, etc.
> 
> What programs do you use to create these nifty do-dads?
> 
> EdF

Photoshop, of course.  :)

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17285 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000494html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17286 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000495html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 15:38:19 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3506af58.6509982@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-15.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>What programs do you use to create these nifty do-dads?

   Corel Photo-Paint too. Let the artists debate which programs are



best, I bought Corel on a recomendation from Jay Anderson. It is
pretty neat, too bad we can't upload graphics to the yaroze server.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17286 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000495html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17287 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000496html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 21:03:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3506fbcd.1753060@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <3506EB17.F493655A@netmagic.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip171.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well here ya go a "wanna be" artist's perspective :)
If you are doing original graphics that you want to look cool you
might want to take a look at fractal painter if you want image/pixel
editing go with photoshop or paint shop pro (shareware). 
--MESSAGE FILE 17287 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000496html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17288 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000497html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 16:21:12 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <35072A78.23FE00BA@netmagic.net>
References: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<3506af58.6509982@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> >What programs do you use to create these nifty do-dads?
> 
>    Corel Photo-Paint too. Let the artists debate which programs are
> best, I bought Corel on a recomendation from Jay Anderson. It is
> pretty neat, too bad we can't upload graphics to the yaroze server.
> 
> -Matt

The Corel suite is very good---I've used that since CorelDraw! 1.0
came out.  It has a great synergy between vector-based (CorelDraw!)
and pixel-based (PhotoPaint) formats, not to mention a VRML editor.
^_^

Another good and extremely small pixel editor I use often is



called "Image Folio" from Prolab Tech Co.  I have no Idea where to
get it commercially; I obtained it when I got a Umax flatbed
scanner a few years ago.  It has a great set of tools (but no
fancy filters) and the whole program fits into about 800KB.  It's
also much quicker on large images than Photoshop...

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17288 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000497html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17289 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000498html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jason E Smith" <smith186@sprynet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze Web Sites
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 19:20:51 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6e79e2$i0m2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hdn93-179.hil.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I've been tinkering with my as yet unreleased Web Site on the SCEA server.
I was wondering if there is a way to upload some custom graphics to my site
or if i'm restricted to the library of graphics provided by sony. I've
thought about using the space provided by my ISP and loading the graphics
from that site or just redirecting to that site but as my HTML is only
improving at a slightly faster rate than my Yaroze coding (there isn't a
Yaroze Programming for Dummies book yet) I lack the ability to do these. The
docs on web page development in the members site are only slightly worse
than the Yaroze manuals. Any help would be appreciated.

Jason Smith
smith186@sprynet.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17289 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000498html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17290 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000499html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Web Sites
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 03:21:18 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35075431.50309222@205.149.189.29>
References: <6e79e2$i0m2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Jason,

At this time we do not allow you to load your web site graphics on our
server. As you have suggested, you can put your custom graphics on
your ISP's system and use them remotely; several members have done
this.

Mario



On Wed, 11 Mar 1998 19:20:51 -0500, "Jason E Smith"
<smith186@sprynet.com> wrote:

>I've been tinkering with my as yet unreleased Web Site on the SCEA server.
>I was wondering if there is a way to upload some custom graphics to my site
>or if i'm restricted to the library of graphics provided by sony. I've
>thought about using the space provided by my ISP and loading the graphics
>from that site or just redirecting to that site but as my HTML is only
>improving at a slightly faster rate than my Yaroze coding (there isn't a
>Yaroze Programming for Dummies book yet) I lack the ability to do these. The
>docs on web page development in the members site are only slightly worse
>than the Yaroze manuals. Any help would be appreciated.
>
>Jason Smith
>smith186@sprynet.com
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17290 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000499html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17291 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000500html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!toby
From: toby@angst.forefront.com.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Web graphics:  How do you DO that!
Date: 12 Mar 1998 04:08:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <slrn6geo7q.i1d.toby@ns.forefront.com.au>
References: <3505FA16.7529@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <3506EB17.F493655A@netmagic.net>
<3506fbcd.1753060@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ns.forefront.com.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.6 UNIX)

On Wed, 11 Mar 1998 21:03:58 GMT, Michael Klucher <dajudge@inficad.com> wrote:
>Well here ya go a "wanna be" artist's perspective :)
>If you are doing original graphics that you want to look cool you
>might want to take a look at fractal painter if you want image/pixel
>editing go with photoshop or paint shop pro (shareware). 

If you're a unix head, then you can't go past gimp, which is free, and
theoretically as powerful as photoshop. it supports all the standard
image manipulations, as well as plugins and scripts. the big downfall
is in the area of line based art (which photoshop doesn't do well either),
but there's supposedly a plugin called gfig to do that as well.

http://www.gimp.org

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17291 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000500html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17292 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000501html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jason E Smith" <smith186@sprynet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Web Sites
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 22:22:01 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6e7k1p$i0m3@scea>
References: <6e79e2$i0m2@scea> <35075431.50309222@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hdn90-109.hil.compuserve.com



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

OK, Thanks

--MESSAGE FILE 17292 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000501html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17293 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000502html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jason E Smith" <smith186@sprynet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 22:25:28 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <6e7k88$i0m4@scea>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <6djrl9$dlr8@scea> 
<3500974b.12921880@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: hdn90-109.hil.compuserve.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Thanks, but I broke down and bought  HTML 4 for Dummies
my page has been registered in the server and hopefully will be up soon in
the members list.
I think I did a decent job for my first try, Future revisions will be
better.

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <3500974b.12921880@news.scea.sony.com>...
>
>>No, but if I get a working program (and manage to learn enough HTML to
>>create my page) I plan on posting it.  If only to return the service that
>>others have done to me. I can't really help them, but if my code helps
>>another... well that's great.
>
>   Jason,
>   Let me recommend this site for some good HTML tutorials:
>
>http://www.w3-tech.com/crash/HTMLMenu.html
>
>In one night, you'll be posting your page.
>
>-Matt
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17293 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000502html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17294 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000503html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Wed, 11 Mar 1998 23:04:10 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3507164f.9544013@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <6djrl9$dlr8@scea> 
<3500974b.12921880@news.scea.sony.com> <6e7k88$i0m4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-116.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 11 Mar 1998 22:25:28 -0500, "Jason E Smith"
<smith186@sprynet.com> wrote:

>Thanks, but I broke down and bought  HTML 4 for Dummies
>my page has been registered in the server and hopefully will be up soon in
>the members list.
>I think I did a decent job for my first try, Future revisions will be
>better.

   Well, I just took a look by using jsmith along with the standard
address for all pages... Looks good to me. And you did not use frames,
a big plus with me anyway (I have a wee 14" monitor). Nope, you are
not the only guy who finds the yaroze a challenge. I so envy others
who had previous experience with other platforms, it seems that they
find the yaroze to be easy compared to their previous programming
adventures. I have learned so much, and yet I am just beginning to do
VGA programming with the two game programming tutorials recomended
by Sony. Oh, my old brain aches... <grin>

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17294 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000503html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17295 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000504html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: YarozeMaster
Date: Thu, 12 Mar 1998 17:02:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:504 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:476

Check out this awesome siocons replacement at
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter
and give comments!

Bye!

--MESSAGE FILE 17295 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000504html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17296 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000505html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 



scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Root counter controls...
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 15:12:40 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:505 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:86 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:485 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:179 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:133

Has anyone ever played with the Root counter functions:

ResetRCnt
GetRCnt
StartRCnt

How do they work?

I need some timers in the program I am working on, and I thought they might
be the answer...

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17296 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000505html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17297 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000506html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Kevin Davis" <kevindavis@balt.checkfree.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Fri, 13 Mar 1998 15:51:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.156.23.205
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:506 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:297

I recently finished the first cut of the game I've been working on.  I did
the programming using codewarrior and wanted to generate a version using
GNU.  While the program compiles ok, when I run it I'm having all sorts of
problems mostly with my program freezing up for no apparent reason.  I
believe the problem to be with my use of global variables that are shared
between the different C files.  In order to cut down on function parameters
I made a bunch of my variables global.  When I change these to be passed
parameters the program seems to work correctly.  The problem is I have a lot
of global variables and I don't want to change all of them since this works
in codewarrior.  Anyone else run into a similar problem or have an idea as
to what's wrong?

--MESSAGE FILE 17297 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000506html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17298 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000507html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: External Yaroze Pages
Date: Sat, 14 Mar 1998 23:00:50 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <350B7CA2.BDBDD0FC@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Just for the record, most of my Yaroze stuff is external---I keep
the code on the SCEA server.  Who else has external pages?

Just curious,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17298 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000507html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17299 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000508html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 13:45:52 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <6eglp3$dud6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:508 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:299

This may seem a daft idea but it will work... Combine all the source files
into one! It's daft because it defeats the purpose of multiple source files,
editing ease.

JohnT

------------------------------------------
Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------

Kevin Davis wrote in message <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea>...
>I recently finished the first cut of the game I've been working on.  I did
>the programming using codewarrior and wanted to generate a version using
>GNU.  While the program compiles ok, when I run it I'm having all sorts of
>problems mostly with my program freezing up for no apparent reason.  I
>believe the problem to be with my use of global variables that are shared
>between the different C files.  In order to cut down on function parameters
>I made a bunch of my variables global.  When I change these to be passed
>parameters the program seems to work correctly.  The problem is I have a



lot
>of global variables and I don't want to change all of them since this works
>in codewarrior.  Anyone else run into a similar problem or have an idea as
>to what's wrong?
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17299 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000508html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17300 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000509html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 13:48:31 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6eglu5$dud7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea> <6eglp3$dud6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:509 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:300

Another thought... Are you using extern for the variables?

JohnT wrote in message <6eglp3$dud6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>This may seem a daft idea but it will work... Combine all the source files
>into one! It's daft because it defeats the purpose of multiple source
files,
>editing ease.
>
>JohnT
>
>------------------------------------------
>Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
>Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
>------------------------------------------
>
>Kevin Davis wrote in message <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea>...
>>I recently finished the first cut of the game I've been working on.  I did
>>the programming using codewarrior and wanted to generate a version using
>>GNU.  While the program compiles ok, when I run it I'm having all sorts of
>>problems mostly with my program freezing up for no apparent reason.  I
>>believe the problem to be with my use of global variables that are shared
>>between the different C files.  In order to cut down on function
parameters
>>I made a bunch of my variables global.  When I change these to be passed
>>parameters the program seems to work correctly.  The problem is I have a
>lot
>>of global variables and I don't want to change all of them since this
works
>>in codewarrior.  Anyone else run into a similar problem or have an idea as
>>to what's wrong?
>>
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17300 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000509html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17301 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000510html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Informal Chat Saturday at 9 Eastern!
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 19:32:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <350C9D68.BF1B5624@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey, for anyone who missed it, you missed a great chat yesterday, lots
of people showed up.  It was decided to do it every Saturday, 9 pm
Eastern Time (which is 6 pm Western).  Just hop into the auditorium. 
Heck, hop in anytime, see if anyone else is there.
-- 
 
                - Joshua Meeds

  Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17301 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000510html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17302 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000511html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Webpage descriptions
Date: Sun, 15 Mar 1998 19:49:34 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <350CA14E.E92D9217@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey, how does one change their webpage description?  I tried 3 times to
change mine to mention that my game with code is available for download,
but to this day it hasn't changed.  This was my first update to it, and
the last for a long time, but it just isn't happening.

I understand that as it has to be done by hand, it isn't a quick
process, but it's been literally months since I first entered in the
change, and I've seen others change.
-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17302 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000511html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17303 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000512html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail



From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Root counter controls...
Date: 16 Mar 1998 11:08:51 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 33
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ej183$be51@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA16819
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 03:13:37 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk

Basically, a couple of SCEE samples have used them,
see 'profile', 'timing', etc

I seem to remember using them, and that you could just
grab the value from GetRCnt without initialising it
count = GetRCnt(1)
(probably gets set up by Yaroze startup code).
It may increment with every hsync,
but I'm not sure.

     Lewis

Has anyone ever played with the Root counter functions:
ResetRCnt
GetRCnt
StartRCnt
How do they work?
I need some timers in the program I am working on, and I thought they might
be the answer...
Regards,
Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17303 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000512html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17304 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000513html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: 16 Mar 1998 11:18:49 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 45
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ej1qp$ber1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id DAA17151
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 03:23:34 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com



To: news@playstation.co.uk

Do you keep siocons active and connected while the program
runs? (Without this programs will freeze since the Yaroze seems to
wait for printfs to appear on siocons monitor)

Are the globals all externed properly?
Are you sure the new program space required by the globals
doesn't conflict with the data around the program (eg TIM files),
you can use mapfiles (GNU will generate these, see makefile
options and sample code) to see exactly how much space
the executable uses up.

Do you put the program stack onto the D-cache scratchpad?

Does the program freeze and never recover?
Can you pinpoint at what point of the program it crashes,
using printfs or the debugger (eg is it when calling a library function?)

     Lewis

PS why did you want to cut down on the number
of parameters to functions?

I recently finished the first cut of the game I've been working on.  I did
the programming using codewarrior and wanted to generate a version using
GNU.  While the program compiles ok, when I run it I'm having all sorts of
problems mostly with my program freezing up for no apparent reason.  I
believe the problem to be with my use of global variables that are shared
between the different C files.  In order to cut down on function parameters
I made a bunch of my variables global.  When I change these to be passed
parameters the program seems to work correctly.  The problem is I have a
lot
of global variables and I don't want to change all of them since this works
in codewarrior.  Anyone else run into a similar problem or have an idea as
to what's wrong?

--MESSAGE FILE 17304 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000513html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17305 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000514html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Kevin Davis" <kevindavis@balt.checkfree.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Webpage descriptions
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 10:17:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <6ejf6a$jdt4@scea>
References: <350CA14E.E92D9217@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.156.23.205
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

For the past two weeks I've twice submitted my webpage to have a link
created, but nobody has put a link on the members page.  Is anyone
maintaining this?



--MESSAGE FILE 17305 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000514html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17306 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000515html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Kevin Davis" <kevindavis@balt.checkfree.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 10:24:05 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6ejfio$jdt5@scea>
References: <6ej1qp$ber1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.156.23.205
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>Are you sure the new program space required by the globals
>doesn't conflict with the data around the program (eg TIM files),
>you can use mapfiles (GNU will generate these, see makefile
>options and sample code) to see exactly how much space
>the executable uses up.

I'll try the mapfiles.

>PS why did you want to cut down on the number
>of parameters to functions?

I had read in a programming book that the use of global variables was
quicker than passing in variables to a function.  What do you think?

Kevin

--MESSAGE FILE 17306 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000515html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17307 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000516html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: 16 Mar 1998 16:13:54 -0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 25
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ejj42$c4a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA16679
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 08:18:39 -0800 (PST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk



>PS why did you want to cut down on the number
>of parameters to functions?
I had read in a programming book that the use of global variables was
quicker than passing in variables to a function.  What do you think?
Kevin

on PSX, globals are probably slower; not a huge amount though.
Whichever platform it is (and hence whichever of globals and stack
are quicker), it's probably not a major difference.

     Lewis

--MESSAGE FILE 17307 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000516html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17308 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000517html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <cgraham@intelligent-group.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 17:49:18 +0000
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <350D661D.5AFF90C0@intelligent-group.com>
References: <6ejj42$c4a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com wrote:

>         by mail2.fw-sj.sony.com (8.8.8/8.8.8) with ESMTP id IAA16679
>         for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 16 Mar 1998 08:18:39 -0800 (PST)
> From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
> To: news@playstation.co.uk
>
> >PS why did you want to cut down on the number
> >of parameters to functions?
> I had read in a programming book that the use of global variables was
> quicker than passing in variables to a function.  What do you think?
> Kevin
>
> on PSX, globals are probably slower; not a huge amount though.
> Whichever platform it is (and hence whichever of globals and stack
> are quicker), it's probably not a major difference.
>
>      Lewis

Parameters are quicker for 4 long sized parameters or less (as they go via
registers), or if the stack is in cache. Otherwise globals are quicker.

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17308 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000517html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17309 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000518html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Webpage descriptions
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 20:57:12 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <350d9191.25106969@205.149.189.29>
References: <350CA14E.E92D9217@sinclair.net> <6ejf6a$jdt4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Joshua,

I'm working with Sony on this problem. Please be patient a bit longer.

Mario

On Mon, 16 Mar 1998 10:17:26 -0500, "Kevin Davis"
<kevindavis@balt.checkfree.com> wrote:

>For the past two weeks I've twice submitted my webpage to have a link
>created, but nobody has put a link on the members page.  Is anyone
>maintaining this?
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17309 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000518html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17310 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000519html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroz
e.announce
Subject: Mine Field v1.0 (NTSC) ready for downloading!
Date: Mon, 16 Mar 1998 15:20:29 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <350DB3BD.2E12F823@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-245.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:519 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:519 scee.yaroze.mydemos:111 scea.yaroze.announce:62

Hiya all,

I finished up the game I have been working on for the last 3 weeks
or so.  I was going to make it larger, but decided it was already
hard enough.  Some of the highlights:



    - 6 different levels
    - a good-looking mouse cursor
    - a cheezy digital soundtrack (if you can call it that)

To get it, point your browser to:

  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/minefld.zip

Please see the README.TXT file for details on setup and game play.
Comments always appreciated.  Have fun!  ^_^

Jyaa...
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17310 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000519html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17311 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000520html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Mine Field v1.0 (NTSC) ready for downloading!
Date: Wed, 18 Mar 1998 06:47:30 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <350FDE82.C858D151@netmagic.net>
References: <350DB3BD.2E12F823@netmagic.net> <350E9B93.310@writeme.com> 
<350EEED6.40C20D1C@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:540 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:520

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> James Rutherford wrote:
> >
> > Elliott Lee wrote:
> >
> > > To get it, point your browser to:
> > >
> > >   ...www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/minefld.zip
> >
> > SCEE can access Elliott's ftp mirror at:
> >
> > http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/elee2/
> >
> > I guess minefld.zip should be there by the next update.
> > (any chance of a PAL version/option by then, Tenchi?)
> >
> > James (~mrfrosty)
> 
> Hm... how about I provide all the source and whatnot and let someone
> with a PAL system convert it?  Should be really easy and I have no
> way of testing PAL here...  :(
> 
> - e?
>   tenchi@netmagic.net



>   http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/

I just put up the source for Mine Field in the scee.yaroze.mydemos
under the thread with the same subject.  (I didn't CC it to all the
groups 'cuz it's just too big.)  Anyhoo, that will give anyone full
access to the code and supporting files.  Plus, you get two extra
bonuses:

        - my current libraries for manipulating controller status,
          text printing, and sprite loading

        - an offset calculator for your siocons auto file

Unzip it with the directory option to explode the subtrees.  Also,
see the README.TXT in the root for details on compiling it.

Jyaa...
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17311 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000520html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17312 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000521html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NTSC version of Z2 now available.
Date: Tue, 17 Mar 1998 18:42:58 +0000
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd.
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <350EC432.79FDA8DD@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (WinNT; I)

An NTSC version of Z2 (our Edge competition entry) is now on my SCEE
members page.

Big thanks to Jeff Lawton for testing it for me.  Cheers!

Follow the links from.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~Sig1LL

If you have the Pal version you can just get the binary (z2ntsc) and
modify the auto file.  The datafile stays the same.

Cheers
Jim
--MESSAGE FILE 17312 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000521html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17313 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000522html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: Root counter controls...
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 08:55:01 -0000



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:522 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:87 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:549 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:180 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:140

I think you would probally be better off using VSync(1) for most timing
purposes ( it count's in hsyncs )
unless you want some really tight timing...
But checking the time for a single small function ( <1 Hsync ) can often
give misleading results as the effects of other bus masters / cache history
and dram refresh will sometimes give spurious results.

Cheers,

Colin.

Jeff Lawton wrote in message <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea>...
>Has anyone ever played with the Root counter functions:
>
>ResetRCnt
>GetRCnt
>StartRCnt
>
>How do they work?
>
>I need some timers in the program I am working on, and I thought they might
>be the answer...
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17313 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000522html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17314 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000523html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 14:12:01 +0000
Organization: InterPlanetaryCraft
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
To: Maurice Sibrandi <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:523 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:552



Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> 
> Check out this awesome siocons replacement at
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter
> and give comments!
> 
> Bye!

i cant actually find the program
on your website
where exactly is it please?>

cheers.
steve.f
sf054@mdx.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 17314 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000523html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17315 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000524html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: Root counter controls...
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 08:56:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6er7qh$l3g5@scea>
References: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea> <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:524 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:88 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:553 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:181 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:141

SCEE wrote in message <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I think you would probally be better off using VSync(1) for most timing
>purposes ( it count's in hsyncs )
>unless you want some really tight timing...
>But checking the time for a single small function ( <1 Hsync ) can often
>give misleading results as the effects of other bus masters / cache history
>and dram refresh will sometimes give spurious results.

Boy thanks..  That was a rather informative response...  Now I know how the
Root control timers work..  I'll get right on it....  I don't mean to sound
rude or make your response seem unwanted..  It just frustrates me that even
simple things (or things you would imagine to be simple) are so poorly
understood..  I just wanted to try them.

All sarcasm aside....  Does anyone know how to use them..  I don't care if I
can use VSync as a timer (I'm aware of that) or not...  I want to know all I
can about the Yaroze, and the docs on the Root timers are very poorly
written...

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis



--MESSAGE FILE 17315 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000524html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17316 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000525html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.sound
Subject: How do they do it???
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 22:03:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3511953f.732272@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip139.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hi I have noticed in all the newer games that are being realesed they
have stopped purtting music in redbook audio format and now it's in
the data track but my question is how do they do that? I have looked
at a CD that has "encoded" music and stuff and found no real
soundfiles at all I though they must have been stored as like a vab or
somthing but whats really cool is that they can fit all the music
doing that on the CD! I could imange how much space it would take up
but anyway it was just a curious question.
--MESSAGE FILE 17316 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000525html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17317 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000526html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: Root counter controls...
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 01:05:22 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <6esf11$l5r32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea> <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6er7qh$l3g5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:526 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:89 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:565 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:182 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:142

Hi Jeff,

RCntCNT2 counts in 8 clock ticks ( 33Mhz/8 )
To time a routine use the following...

ResectRCnt( RCntCNT2 );
StartRCnt( RCntCNT2 );

call routine

time = GetRCnt( RCntCNT2 );



I'm sorry you thought I was being unhelpfull with my last response, but I
offer the same advice to professional developers, plus with the Yaroze you
don't have access to any other timers as they are used by the libraries
internally.

Cheers,

Colin.

Jeff Lawton wrote in message <6er7qh$l3g5@scea>...
>SCEE wrote in message <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>I think you would probally be better off using VSync(1) for most timing
>>purposes ( it count's in hsyncs )
>>unless you want some really tight timing...
>>But checking the time for a single small function ( <1 Hsync ) can often
>>give misleading results as the effects of other bus masters / cache
history
>>and dram refresh will sometimes give spurious results.
>
>
>Boy thanks..  That was a rather informative response...  Now I know how the
>Root control timers work..  I'll get right on it....  I don't mean to sound
>rude or make your response seem unwanted..  It just frustrates me that even
>simple things (or things you would imagine to be simple) are so poorly
>understood..  I just wanted to try them.
>
>All sarcasm aside....  Does anyone know how to use them..  I don't care if
I
>can use VSync as a timer (I'm aware of that) or not...  I want to know all
I
>can about the Yaroze, and the docs on the Root timers are very poorly
>written...
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17317 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000526html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17318 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000527html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.sound
Subject: Re: How do they do it???
Date: Thu, 19 Mar 1998 19:02:30 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3511C025.D8820CD9@ix.netcom.com>
References: <3511953f.732272@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il4-11.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)



Michael Klucher wrote:

> Hi I have noticed in all the newer games that are being realesed they
> have stopped purtting music in redbook audio format and now it's in
> the data track but my question is how do they do that? I have looked
> at a CD that has "encoded" music and stuff and found no real
> soundfiles at all I though they must have been stored as like a vab or
>
> somthing but whats really cool is that they can fit all the music
> doing that on the CD! I could imange how much space it would take up
> but anyway it was just a curious question.

Maybe they're storing the music as a video file without the picture.
Then the compressed file contaning the music is streamed through the
decoding hardware... I dunno for sure.  I do know that the music for
Soul Blade's intro can be played just the same as the rest of the music.

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17318 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000527html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17319 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000528html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "SCEE" <dev_support@interactive.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.sound
Subject: Re: How do they do it???
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 07:47:29 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6et6is$l5r33@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3511953f.732272@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.203.13.10
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

Hi,
A lot of games are using XA audio instead of DA audio. ( This is the format
that is used for audio in video clips on the playstation ) as this allows
more music to fit on the CD.

Colin.

Michael Klucher wrote in message <3511953f.732272@news.scea.sony.com>...
>Hi I have noticed in all the newer games that are being realesed they
>have stopped purtting music in redbook audio format and now it's in
>the data track but my question is how do they do that? I have looked
>at a CD that has "encoded" music and stuff and found no real
>soundfiles at all I though they must have been stored as like a vab or
>somthing but whats really cool is that they can fit all the music
>doing that on the CD! I could imange how much space it would take up
>but anyway it was just a curious question.

--MESSAGE FILE 17319 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000528html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17320 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000529html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Kevin Davis" <KMFSV@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Tron cycles V1.0 available
Date: 20 Mar 1998 07:10:50 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 12
Message-ID: <01bd53cf$95ba6b80$0780accf@kd-home>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207-172-128-7.s7.as1.col.erols.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

My game Tron Cycles is available for downloading.

This first version is NTSC only and uses CodeWarrior's PSComUtil to
download and run.  
I apologize to people who didn't get codewarrior and will make a siocons
version A.S.A.P.

Go to:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kdavis.html

Kevin
--MESSAGE FILE 17320 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000529html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17321 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000530html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: Root counter controls...
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 09:14:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6etta3$mfo1@scea>
References: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea> <6eqm63$l5r14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6er7qh$l3g5@scea> <6esf11$l5r32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:530 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:90 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:575 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:183 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:143

SCEE wrote in message <6esf11$l5r32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi Jeff,
>
>RCntCNT2 counts in 8 clock ticks ( 33Mhz/8 )
>To time a routine use the following...
>
>ResectRCnt( RCntCNT2 );
>StartRCnt( RCntCNT2 );
>
>call routine
>
>time = GetRCnt( RCntCNT2 );
>
>
>I'm sorry you thought I was being unhelpfull with my last response, but I
>offer the same advice to professional developers, plus with the Yaroze you
>don't have access to any other timers as they are used by the libraries
>internally.

I am thankful for any respose..  Sometimes I just get fed up with the docs..
I like to know how to use what it is I'm playing with.  One of those things
was timers...  Currently I do use the vsync because no one seemed to know



how the timers functioned...  The response you just gave me is exactly what
I was looking for..  I wanted to know how they worked...  I couldn't for the
life of me figure out what you passed into the timer...

I surely didn't mean to sound rude about it...  Was meant more as sarcasm...
Sorry if I offended you.

BTW Thanks for the solution to my question.

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17321 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000530html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17322 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000531html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.mydemos
Subject: Re: Mine Field v1.0 (NTSC) ready for downloading!
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 11:45:52 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 95
Message-ID: <3512C770.B644F3DE@netmagic.net>
References: <350DB3BD.2E12F823@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------957FA2CE834CCB9F08148CAE"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:577 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:531 scee.yaroze.mydemos:116

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------957FA2CE834CCB9F08148CAE
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Hiya all,
> 
> I finished up the game I have been working on for the last 3 weeks
> or so.  I was going to make it larger, but decided it was already
> hard enough.  Some of the highlights:
> 
>     - 6 different levels
>     - a good-looking mouse cursor
>     - a cheezy digital soundtrack (if you can call it that)
> 
> To get it, point your browser to:
> 
>   http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/elee2/minefld.zip
> 
> Please see the README.TXT file for details on setup and game play.
> Comments always appreciated.  Have fun!  ^_^
> 
> Jyaa...
> - e!
>   tenchi@netmagic.net
>   http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/



It was just pointed out to me that it will not compile because it's
missing an #included file "soundsys.c".  Doh.  That file was used for
loading in the General MIDI sounds from the Yaroze boot CD, but I
ended up commenting out that section (in LoadSounds()) and forgot to
remove the associated line in the minefld.h file.  :P  So, there are
two options:

- download this library to get files soundsys.c and soundsys.h
- comment out the #include "soundsys.c" in the minefld.h file

Sorry for the confusion,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--------------957FA2CE834CCB9F08148CAE
Content-Type: application/x-zip-compressed; name="soundsys.zip"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="soundsys.zip"
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LmNQSwUGAAAAAAIAAgBwAAAA2ggAAAAA
--------------957FA2CE834CCB9F08148CAE--

--MESSAGE FILE 17322 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000531html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17323 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000532html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: E3 Tickets and Game Developer Magazine
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 21:52:25 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35132B69.7810@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbveb.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

I just wanted to give everyone a heads up that the April 1998 Game
Developer magazine has a Free ticket to this year's E3.

This ticket is the standard exhibit and keynote ticket.  Normal price is
$45 before April 24 (I think this is the cut off date) and $75 at the
door.

This year E3 will once again be in Atlanta, GA from May 28 - May 30.  If
you are attending, I highly recommend picking up your badge on May 27. 
You will miss most of the crowd (long lines) and be first in on the show
floor!

If you live in driving distance you should really try to make it to the
show.  This is the last year on the east coast.  I think the next few
years will be back on the west coast.  <sigh>

-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
--MESSAGE FILE 17323 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000532html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17324 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000533html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 23:06:44 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <35133CD4.1847@mindspring.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com> <34FE273F.5982CFDD@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbveb.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Joshua Meeds wrote:



[snip of questions I originally posted...]

> > 1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
> > programming?
 
> If I could have a solid month to work with the thing, without having
> to worry about money, I believe I could become quite profficient.
> Especially if I was working on a project (which is where I learn the
> fastest/best).

For some reason this comes across funny to me.  I keep telling everyone
that "if I only had the time I could really produce something".  I never
seem to have the time, so I do not even have only single line of code
posted to my home page. <sigh>

I also learn best by developing.  The last few week (at work) I was
forced
to learn sockets (for Win 95) while working under a very tight schedule.
I am not sure if I would have ever looked into sockets if I was not
forced
to do this assignment by my boss.  The point is...I had to do this
assignment.

Maybe I need to put a Yaroze project on a schedule/time line.  Maybe
then
I would actually do something.  <grin>
 
-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
--MESSAGE FILE 17324 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000533html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17325 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000534html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Talent vs. Time  [was Re: omigod]
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 23:16:57 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <35133F39.2E94@mindspring.com>
References: <34E10AF7.F024308@ix.netcom.com> <34E2F857.714@sms.ed.ac.uk> 
<6c1n9l$4706@scea> <34E87B54.B3@sms.ed.ac.uk> <6caek3$5bj13@scea> 
<34F38487.6C2C@mindspring.com>
Reply-To: jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kbveb.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Jonathan Calvert wrote:
> 
[major snip]

> If anyone cares to post, I would love to see the answers to the
> following questions:
> 
> 1 - Do you feel that you have enough time to dedicate to Yaroze
> programming?
> 2 - Do you regularly read the various news groups?
> 3 - Do you contribute to the various news groups?



> 4 - Have you created a working program?
> 5 - Have you posted the program and/or source to your member page?
> 6 - Do you regularly visit other member pages?
> 7 - Do you look at the resources on the other Yaroze sites (i.e. Europe
>     and Japan)

[snip]

It is always strange to reply to one's self (or something like that).

I just wanted to say "thank you" to everyone who replied to my set of
questions.  It seems [being very general here] that we all would like
to think that we could produce something to be proud of "if we only had
more time".  This was a very common reply/response.

It just so happens that I have not even read a Sony news post since my
original post of the above questions (about 4-6 weeks ago - who is
counting).  I was sucked into a major black hole at work and all kinds
of crazy stuff happened in my personal life.

Anyway, I am back in the saddle again, and I hope to start producing
some
code soon.  Of course, I am loosing my computer room because my wife and
I are turning it into a nursery.  My Yaroze and TV are in a different
room
than my development computer.  This makes development and testing kind
of a pain...   <grin>

-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]
--MESSAGE FILE 17325 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000534html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17326 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000535html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: HOVER and AIRBOB
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 23:32:44 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35136D1C.4B14@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <34F3BE88.60B3@bc.sympatico.ca> 
<34f5d5aa.1008610@news.scea.sony.com> <sumner-
ya02408000R0303981345090001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-23.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)

"Hung at checking for memory card" is a message that the game reports on
the TV monitor. The problem is due to a bug in the Yaroze memory card
libraries, and I don't know why HOVER encounters it and other games
don't. It is unrelated to the serial connection speed (I've got a stinky
old mac that can only manage 56K).

There's a patch (PAT0319) which can be downloaded from the SCEI site
which patches the directory of the memory card (I believe) and allows
Hover to run.

Unfortunately, the CARD_FIX.BAT file has the following line:



load -npat0319

which PSComUtil doesn't like. Just loading pat0319 manually and running
it doesn't work.

- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 17326 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000535html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17327 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000536html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Nick <Nick_Porcino@bc.sympatico.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: 3D Animation Bones or Mime?
Date: Fri, 20 Mar 1998 23:45:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35137032.35F0@bc.sympatico.ca>
References: <6dmp3m$f3e3@scea>
Reply-To: Nick_Porcino@studio.disney.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: vcta01m01-23.bctel.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-2022-jp
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-SYMPA (Macintosh; I; PPC)
To: Nathan Miller <nmiller@igalaxy.net>

Has anyone helped you with your problem?

I can tell you right up front that I don't think you'll get any
satisfaction using MIME to animate a bones system. All mime gives you is
a linear interpolation between frames, and I don't think that's what you
want at all.

I'd be willing to help you out if you provide more details about what
you're working on.

I've been advertising my work on a bones system for quite a while now,
but no one seems to be interested, whine, whine, okay I'll knock off the
self pity.

I do have a file format decoder working, on the fly TMD construction,
and hierarchical coordinate systems. I've got a bunch of solids flying
around, and a few simple lighting effects. I'm implementing the
hierarchical math and joint skinning right now and adaptive NURB mesh
tesselation as soon as the skinning is ready. And yes, I'm doing it all
using only the Yaroze's stripped down version of GsLib.

Incidentally, the animation file format I'm working with is Martin Hash
3D, as it is specifically designed for character animation, and I
believe was used to do the modelling for Duke Nukem.

- nick
--MESSAGE FILE 17327 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000536html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17328 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000537html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Uh oh...
Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 04:31:45 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13



Message-ID: <3513B331.101B1B45@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Am I the only one that finds it ominous that all of a sudden SCEA is
reminding us (on the Yaroze home page) that we signed this license
agreement?  Could they be considering implementing the option to charge
for membership, or even worse, cutting the program altogether (which it
says they can do after April 1st)?!  Let it not be so...

It DID remind me that I should put the "Portions Copyright Sony" stuff
into my title screens... I completely forgot about that.
-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17328 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000537html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17329 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000538html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uh oh...
Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 16:25:07 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3513e905.532955@205.149.189.29>
References: <3513B331.101B1B45@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Joshua,

There's nothing sudden about it. That message has always been at the
bottom of the members home page, you just had to scroll passed a
couple other messages to get to it. Those messages were pretty dated,
so I removed them.

Mario

On Sat, 21 Mar 1998 04:31:45 -0800, Joshua Meeds
<dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:

>Am I the only one that finds it ominous that all of a sudden SCEA is
>reminding us (on the Yaroze home page) that we signed this license
>agreement?  Could they be considering implementing the option to charge
>for membership, or even worse, cutting the program altogether (which it
>says they can do after April 1st)?!  Let it not be so...
>
>It DID remind me that I should put the "Portions Copyright Sony" stuff
>into my title screens... I completely forgot about that.

--MESSAGE FILE 17329 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000538html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17330 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000539html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Oops...
Date: Sat, 21 Mar 1998 10:38:50 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <3514093A.7D3FFB56@sinclair.net>
References: <3513B331.101B1B45@sinclair.net> <3513e905.532955@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Ah, you gotta excuse my paranoid side, I just would hate to suddenly
lose this great chance for writing my own Psx games.

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Joshua,
> 
> There's nothing sudden about it. That message has always been at the
> bottom of the members home page, you just had to scroll passed a
> couple other messages to get to it. Those messages were pretty dated,
> so I removed them.
> 
> Mario
> 
> On Sat, 21 Mar 1998 04:31:45 -0800, Joshua Meeds
> <dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:
> 
> >Am I the only one that finds it ominous that all of a sudden SCEA is
> >reminding us (on the Yaroze home page) that we signed this license
> >agreement?  Could they be considering implementing the option to charge
> >for membership, or even worse, cutting the program altogether (which it
> >says they can do after April 1st)?!  Let it not be so...
> >
> >It DID remind me that I should put the "Portions Copyright Sony" stuff
> >into my title screens... I completely forgot about that.

-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17330 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000539html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17331 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000540html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Peter_Alau@playstation.sony.com (Peter Alau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Oops...
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 17:21:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <351799f0.3890466@205.149.189.29>
References: <3513B331.101B1B45@sinclair.net> <3513e905.532955@205.149.189.29> 
<3514093A.7D3FFB56@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sat, 21 Mar 1998 10:38:50 -0800, Joshua Meeds
<dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:

>Ah, you gotta excuse my paranoid side, I just would hate to suddenly
>lose this great chance for writing my own Psx games.
>
 One of my favorite quotes is "Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean
that they are not out to get me."

-Peter
--MESSAGE FILE 17331 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000540html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17332 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000541html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <stevedunn@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Oops...
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 1998 18:25:04 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <6f69g3$f1o18@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3513B331.101B1B45@sinclair.net> <3513e905.532955@205.149.189.29> 
<3514093A.7D3FFB56@sinclair.net> <351799f0.3890466@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl629.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

DONT CALL ME A PSYCO !

;)

>On Sat, 21 Mar 1998 10:38:50 -0800,
Joshua Meeds
><dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:
>
>>Ah, you gotta excuse my paranoid side,
I just would hate to suddenly
>>lose this great chance for writing my
own Psx games.
>>
> One of my favorite quotes is "Just
because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean
>that they are not out to get me."
>
>-Peter

--MESSAGE FILE 17332 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000541html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17333 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000542html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior
Subject: Re: Codewarrior works, GNU doesn't
Date: Tue, 24 Mar 1998 18:04:03 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6f8scn$f1o23@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ec5lm$i0m18@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: an040.du.pipex.com



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:542 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:308

>I recently finished the first cut of the game I've been working on.  I did
>the programming using codewarrior and wanted to generate a version using
>GNU.  While the program compiles ok, when I run it I'm having all sorts of
>problems mostly with my program freezing up for no apparent reason.  I
>believe the problem to be with my use of global variables that are shared
>between the different C files.  In order to cut down on function parameters
>I made a bunch of my variables global.  When I change these to be passed
>parameters the program seems to work correctly.  The problem is I have a
lot
>of global variables and I don't want to change all of them since this works
>in codewarrior.  Anyone else run into a similar problem or have an idea as
>to what's wrong?

I had the same problem, so I turned all the warnings on in GNU and it came
up with a whole stack of things that Codewarrior didn't seem concerned
about. Once I sorted those out it worked fine.

Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 17333 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000542html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17334 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000543html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!agrier
From: agrier@metro.poofy.goof.com (Aaron J. Grier)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: MOD->SEQ (was Re: If you liked Hover...)
Date: 25 Mar 1998 22:17:20 GMT
Organization: The Cod Reelledge Doftware Levelompent Sab
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <slrn6hj16m.d96.agrier@metro.poofy.goof.com>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: metro.dialup.reed.edu
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.3.2 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:543 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:587

On Mon, 23 Feb 1998 19:18:05 -0600, Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com> wrote:

>For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
>SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.

I'm sure some of us here _do_ use MOD files every day...  Coding such
a thing is wholly non-trivial, as both formats make quite differing base
assumptions about how the music is generated.  (There are a couple
converters that exist, but they do rather piss-poor jobs...)

----
  Aaron J. Grier  | "Not your ordinary poofy goof." | agrier@poofy.goof.com
  agrier@reed.edu |  agrier@metro.grumblesmurf.net  | ...!reed!vla!agrier
  DECBEE65 0DEE3A0C 1ED7F54D 9E023CC4 and 0x0663D1A9 at a server near you.
--MESSAGE FILE 17334 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000543html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17335 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000544html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: MOD->SEQ (was Re: If you liked Hover...)
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 12:09:58 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <351F7D86.53479646@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6cqrac$as1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<34F21FCD.BCFD8F77@ix.netcom.com> <slrn6hj16m.d96.agrier@metro.poofy.goof.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:544 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:589

Aaron J. Grier wrote:

> On Mon, 23 Feb 1998 19:18:05 -0600, Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com> wrote:
>
> >For example, if everyone here used MOD files on a daily basis, a MOD to
> >SEQ converter would have been coded ages ago.
>
> I'm sure some of us here _do_ use MOD files every day...  Coding such
> a thing is wholly non-trivial, as both formats make quite differing base
> assumptions about how the music is generated.  (There are a couple
> converters that exist, but they do rather piss-poor jobs...)
>

There are at least two MOD players for the Playstation. I've onlyseen code from
hacker WWW sites to do it though.....

>   Aaron J. Grier  | "Not your ordinary poofy goof." | agrier@poofy.goof.com

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17335 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000544html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17336 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000545html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze Server dying?
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:54:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <352030C1.1F66C97D@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 216.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I just received my yaroze kit a week ago - and just recieved my access
name and password. But now that I'm on the web site... It seems like
everything posted is really old!!! Look, the last auditorium session
was last year - as well as most of the games. The only new games were
made in japan!



People write in the newsgroups sparsely, and Sony's minimum cut-off
date for the yaroze project is only 2 days away...

Did I sign up too late!? It seems like net yaroze was super active
last year! Now it seems to be thinning out to nothing...

To be honest, I'm worried that I spent $899 for nothing.

Common Sony!!! Do something so scrape up intrest once again, and get
these news groups flowing!

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@.bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Meow, Meow, Meow..." - The Dan
--MESSAGE FILE 17336 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000545html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17337 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000546html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Server dying?
Date: Mon, 30 Mar 1998 18:45:10 -0800
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <352058B6.27C24832@netmagic.net>
References: <352030C1.1F66C97D@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Welcome...

Darco wrote:
> I just received my yaroze kit a week ago - and just recieved my access
> name and password. But now that I'm on the web site... It seems like
> everything posted is really old!!! Look, the last auditorium session
> was last year - as well as most of the games. The only new games were
> made in japan!

Naw, the server just hasn't been updated in a while.  Check the
newsgroups as well.  Quite a few new things are announced there
rather than being posted in the showcase, for example.
 
> People write in the newsgroups sparsely, and Sony's minimum cut-off
> date for the yaroze project is only 2 days away...

Most of appear to be busy with full-time work, and a lot of questions
get answered within time.

> Did I sign up too late!? It seems like net yaroze was super active
> last year! Now it seems to be thinning out to nothing...
> 



> To be honest, I'm worried that I spent $899 for nothing.
>
> Common Sony!!! Do something so scrape up intrest once again, and get
> these news groups flowing!

The Yaroze program isn't cheap.  Sure it's a bargain when compared to some
other professional development programs, but $899
isn't just pocket change.  So, you have to figure that the price
factor is what will keep a lot of potential programmers away.

In general, the Yaroze program is what you make of it.  There are 
a lot of us doing it, and only a portion are really frequent
contributors to the newsgroups.  We all seem to be working on our
own projects, and a few have formed groups or collaborated with
other people.

I personally don't think you are too late in joining
the group.  Make some code, announce it on the groups, ask questions,
generate some conversational topics, and join us for the Saturday
talks (6PM EST, 9PM PST, in the Lobby).  I'm sure you'll be plenty
occupied when you get some projects rolling.  You've got a powerful
toy for your money---don't get discouraged by the lack of activity
that seems to be here.

A good starting point is to put up some info about yourself.  Reply
to the 1/18/98 Federmeyer post "What are you?"...

> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@.bigfoot.com
> 
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
> 
> "Meow, Meow, Meow..." - The Dan

Happy coding,
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17337 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000546html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17338 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000547html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Net Yaroze ICQ Interest Group
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 11:54:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6fqho2$6ne29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.75.167.131
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:547 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:595

I have just created an ICQ interest group for Net Yaroze members. It's URL
is http://groups.icq.com/group.asp?no=17896

JohnT



------------------------------------------------
Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
    Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
   Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
------------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17338 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000547html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17339 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000548html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Server dying?
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 22:05:10 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <352166d4.11002728@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <352030C1.1F66C97D@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-75.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

  Hello, and relax, there is a lot that goes on that isn't obvious
when you first look around.
   The program was always supposed to be user-driven. That's the
business model.
   No, there has not been any classes since last August, but that is
dur to the fact there was some staff changes. New presentations are in
the works and will be coming around soon.
   I notice a minimum of twenty new posts in the newsgroups per day,
including the european groups. 
   There are now weekly chat seesions in the lobby of the auditorium,
every Saturday at 9:00 pm EST.
   In addition, most of us make a good attempt to create interesting
webpages for others to visit and check out.
   There are upgrades being made to the engine that drives the website
going on all the time. You notice suddenly when that old 3.4 kb./sec.
rate of data transfer gets blown away by a 10 kb./sec. rate. 
   As you make buddies, you will get involved and begin to feel the
activity. The program isn't dying by any means, heck it's just getting
going.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17339 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000548html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17340 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000549html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Server dying?
Date: Tue, 31 Mar 1998 21:55:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <3521D6CE.3F777815@sinclair.net>
References: <352030C1.1F66C97D@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Darco wrote:

> Look, the last auditorium session
> was last year - as well as most of the games. The only new games were
> made in japan!

The auditorium's plans had to be suspended due to a staffing change at
Sony, but there are new sessions being setup right now.  As for the
games in the main website, they are all old, don't go by those.  Rather,
go through the members' web pages - it may take a while to go through
all of them, but it is worth it.  Most of them are interesting, and many
have games and demos available for download (Quick Plug :D such as my
website, which has my unfinished but playable [and I think fun] game,
Faces of Evil, and my current projects and efforts  week by week).
 
> People write in the newsgroups sparsely, and Sony's minimum cut-off
> date for the yaroze project is only 2 days away...

I'm sure there are many "Ghost" readers in the newsgroups who don't
think they have anything to say - ask the right question, or make the
right comment, and you may end up with an avalanche of responses.  And
when you can access the European SCEE Yaroze sites (it takes a couple
weeks for your name/password to filter through), you'll notice that they
appear to have many more members than us in SCEA, so their newsgroups
generally get more activity (and it takes f o r e v e r to go through
all their websites).  I generally read everything from both sets of
newsgroups daily.

> Did I sign up too late!? It seems like net yaroze was super active
> last year! Now it seems to be thinning out to nothing...

Actually, you signed up at a great time - yes, it was pretty active back
at the beginning, but then it slowed way down, and just now it just
started picking up again - FAST!  And as the informal Auditorium chats
on Saturdays get more notice, people will get more and more involved.
 
-- 
 
                - Joshua Meeds

  Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17340 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000549html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17341 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000550html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (Dennis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze ICQ Interest Group
Date: Thu, 2 Apr 1998 09:59:18 +0100
Organization: Debri
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1d6rqz5.1smsuzryuapsN@a1-88-106.a1.nl>
References: <6fqho2$6ne29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-106.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:550 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:601



JohnT <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk> wrote:

> I have just created an ICQ interest group for Net Yaroze members. It's URL
> is http://groups.icq.com/group.asp?no=17896
> 
> JohnT
> 
> ------------------------------------------------
> Contact me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/9461567
>     Send e-mail to johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk
>    Visit my web site at www.coco.net.uk/johnt
> ------------------------------------------------

Great idea, that's better than IRC!
Thanx!

DEnnis.
--MESSAGE FILE 17341 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000550html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17342 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000551html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Fri, 03 Apr 1998 14:28:45 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 367.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Shouldn't there be a separate discussion group where companies can
advertise their current open job positions? It seems logical... Rather
than hunting through all the different discussion groups searching for
a job offer, just make one place to go - and one place for developers
to post job offers.

Anyone in favor, reply.

Anyone against, reply but say why you are against it.

-- 
'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17342 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000551html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17343 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000552html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <evans@fourny.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Sat, 4 Apr 1998 21:19:32 +0100



Organization: Yaloozer
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6g64bq$6vn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3

>Shouldn't there be a separate discussion group where companies can
>advertise their current open job positions? It seems logical... Rather
>than hunting through all the different discussion groups searching for
>a job offer, just make one place to go - and one place for developers
>to post job offers.

Is it just my browser or aren't there loads of job offers on the yaroze
newsgroups

and a good thing too - careerists suck

yours amateurishly
gr
---
strawberry.milkshake.kid@fourny.demon.co.uk
Lets trip each other up in the guise of going out

--MESSAGE FILE 17343 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000552html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17344 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000553html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 16:43:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35265efe.7883686@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net> 
<6g64bq$6vn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-6.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Is it just my browser or aren't there loads of job offers on the yaroze
>newsgroups

   I have only noticed one offer, from triplebeam entertainment...
Must've missed 'em. Doesn't matter, if others want to look for work,
check out Next Generation Issue #39, March '98. They have detailed job
descriptions, and a whole page of companies and recruiters you can
contact. 
   
>and a good thing too - careerists suck

Um... I'll leave that one alone! [ROFL]

-Matt, who thinks Graeme must have been playing Frogger all morning to
think pros are so lame...



--MESSAGE FILE 17344 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000553html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17345 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000554html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 15:19:06 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <3526BFEA.81ECE54E@sinclair.net>
References: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net> 
<6g64bq$6vn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35265efe.7883686@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

>Doesn't matter, if others want to look for work,
> check out Next Generation Issue #39, March '98. They have detailed job
> descriptions, and a whole page of companies and recruiters you can
> contact.

Every issue of Next Generation has that section; they are one great
magazine!

> >and a good thing too - careerists suck
 
Hee hee - Wouldn't it be better to get paid to write games than some
other boring job? ;)

> -Matt, who thinks Graeme must have been playing Frogger all morning to
> think pros are so lame...

What's wrong with Frogger, *I've* been playing it all morn- oh. :)
-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17345 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000554html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17346 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000555html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Sat, 04 Apr 1998 20:37:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <35269990.13524971@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net> 
<6g64bq$6vn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35265efe.7883686@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3526BFEA.81ECE54E@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-23.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>>Doesn't matter, if others want to look for work,
>> check out Next Generation Issue #39, March '98. They have detailed job



>> descriptions, and a whole page of companies and recruiters you can
>> contact.
>
>Every issue of Next Generation has that section; they are one great
>magazine!
>

   I did not mean the help wanted ads, I meant a whole special story
on different positions in the industry. Then, at the end, there's an
entire page of like 100 or so companies and recruiting agencies.
I take your point, but March's issue is extra handy.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17346 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000555html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17347 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000556html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: demo of a new(-ish) game
Date: Mon, 06 Apr 1998 01:53:40 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <35283544.1165420@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup1.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/ftp/Race_B.zip

Ive put up the latest version of my racing demo, which is the last
version ill do until i start again with a different track system.

This new version is not so unfriendly as the old one. you can have as
many laps as you want, stores last nine lap times, rates each lap time
(sort of!) and keeps your best and worst lap times on screen. Make
sure you unzip them into the correct directories (ie, use pkunzip -d)

no readme.txt in there, but here are the commands.

siocons auto - to run it the first time
siocons rerun - to run it after then

controls are
left / right - steer
L1 / R1 - steer heavily + brake a bit
cross - accelerate
square - brake

select - quit

if you want to edit it to run in pal, the SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL)
command is in the file function.c, then simply recompile.

To get the game running in one frame on NTSC I had to cut the number
of objects being drawn. hope it doesnt affect things too badly. Any
comments would be lovely, seeing as I will develop this further
(unlike revolution)

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/ftp
--MESSAGE FILE 17347 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000556html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17348 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000557html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: demo of a new(-ish) game
Date: Mon, 06 Apr 1998 17:09:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35290c5d.10010582@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35283544.1165420@news.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup14.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Honestly, this is the last version Ill do (perhaps). If you do want to
change it to NTSC, change line number 90 in the functon.c file then
recompile. Changes to the game are:

The track gets drawn much further into the distance. This does not
slow it down even in NTSC.

Pressing CIRCLE will toggle semi-transparent/solid ghost car + trees

There is now a ghost car for you to race against. It just sits on the
start line until you do a lap under 20 seconds, then it will follow
the path of your fastest lap. Makes it a bit more fun

Minor cosmetic changes to the track, such as flipping it and altering
trees + tunnels

btw My fastest time is 11.72 seconds. Care to beat it? Or just slag
off the game? fair enough!

Robert Swan
--MESSAGE FILE 17348 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000557html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17349 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000558html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Did anyone see this?
Date: Tue, 07 Apr 1998 16:02:39 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <352A946E.AD2704FC@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il4-16.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Bill Rehbock said:

"The one thing you could do with Net Yaroze is a very good game
prototype. It                  can't stream data from the CD. In my
humble opinion the pricing of the Yaroze system was insane. $750 is too
high for a hobbyist thing."

--MESSAGE FILE 17349 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000558html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17350 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000559html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Did anyone see this?
Date: Tue, 07 Apr 1998 17:41:10 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <352a6358.9594437@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <352A946E.AD2704FC@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-26.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Bill Rehbock said:
>
>"The one thing you could do with Net Yaroze is a very good game
>prototype. It                  can't stream data from the CD. In my
>humble opinion the pricing of the Yaroze system was insane. $750 is too
>high for a hobbyist thing."

   Where did you get this quote from? I'd like to read the whole
article. Considering that we were given the opportunity to educate
ourselves on a modern 32-bit system, and that even Digipen students
are learning on SNES systems,  I found the price to be tolerable.
There's never been an opportunity before like this. I doubt Sony is
making much money at all from the program. I think Bill has a conflict
of interest, I wouldn't be surprised to find out VM Labs is planning
to release a hobbyist kit to compete with Sony when Project X is
released this August. What better way to get prospective talent
working in your corner, supporting your system?

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17350 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000559html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17351 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000560html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Did anyone see this?
Date: Tue, 07 Apr 1998 22:32:47 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <352aa934.27179277@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <352A946E.AD2704FC@ix.netcom.com> 
<352a6358.9594437@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Bill's comments were from an article online at www.gamasutra.com
recently. 

Jerry

On Tue, 07 Apr 1998 17:41:10 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>



>>Bill Rehbock said:
>>
>>"The one thing you could do with Net Yaroze is a very good game
>>prototype. It                  can't stream data from the CD. In my
>>humble opinion the pricing of the Yaroze system was insane. $750 is too
>>high for a hobbyist thing."
>
>   Where did you get this quote from? I'd like to read the whole
>article. Considering that we were given the opportunity to educate
>ourselves on a modern 32-bit system, and that even Digipen students
>are learning on SNES systems,  I found the price to be tolerable.
>There's never been an opportunity before like this. I doubt Sony is
>making much money at all from the program. I think Bill has a conflict
>of interest, I wouldn't be surprised to find out VM Labs is planning
>to release a hobbyist kit to compete with Sony when Project X is
>released this August. What better way to get prospective talent
>working in your corner, supporting your system?
>
>-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17351 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000560html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17352 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000561html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pete" <Hanno@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Serial port control - ioctl()
Date: 8 Apr 1998 17:16:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <01bd6312$ca5e9800$1e3463c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-52-30.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Hi,

I'd like to create a program that streams data between the PC and the
playstation via the serial port (preferably asynchronously), by firstly
downloading the playstation app via siocons (or PScomUtil), executing it,
then shutting down siocons and taking control of the serial port for my own
use. So far I've not had much luck, I can send and receive data to siocons,
but when I shut it down and run my own PC app I get nothing from the
playstation, nor is any data sent received.

If someone more knowledgeable than myself could give me a few pointers as
to where to start, and also a few examples of how to use ioctl() I would be
extremely grateful.

Cheers,

Pete

--MESSAGE FILE 17352 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000561html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17353 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000562html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: A Joke....
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 13:02:35 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49



Message-ID: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-43.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Well, it is so quiet around here, I figured I would post a joke.
Remember, it is just a joke!   I found it on the internet, and my
friends and I got quite a laugh...        

TOP 10 REASONS BEER IS BETTER THAN RELIGION
                                    

           REASON #10.
                       .... 
                          No one will kill you for not drinking beer.
           REASON # 9.
                       .... 
                          Beer doesn't tell you how to have sex.
           REASON # 8.
                       .... 
                          Beer has never caused a major war.
           REASON # 7.
                       .... 
                          They don't force beer on minors who
                          can't   think for themselves.
           REASON # 6.
                       .... 
                          When you have a beer - you don't knock
                          on  people's doors trying to give it away!!!
           REASON # 5.
                       .... 
                          Nobodys has ever been burned at the
                         stake,  hanged or tortured over his/her
                         brand of beer.
           REASON # 4.
                       .... 
                          You don't have to wait 2000+ years for
                          a  second beer.
           REASON # 3.
                       .... 
                          There are laws saying beer labels can't lie
                           to   you.
           REASON # 2.
                       .... 
                          You can prove you have a beer.
           REASON # 1.
                       .... 
                          If you have devoted your life to beer,
                          there  are groups to help you stop.

   I hope you are laughing, no debates, please! [LOL]

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17353 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000562html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17354 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000563html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: A Joke....
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 20:38:04 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 218



Message-ID: <6h3245$g1s10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userl611.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Almost a tie-in, here goes...

With the newly found discovery that God
is a programmer, a Q&A session from Gods
'Technical Manager'

----------------------------------------
----------------------------------------

Q: Does God control everything that
happens in my
life?
A: He could, if he used the debugger,
but it's
tedious to step through all those
variables.

Q: Why does God allow evil to happen?
A: God thought he eliminated evil in one
of the
earlier revs.

Q: Does God know everything?
A: He likes to think so, but he is often
amazed to
find out what goes on in the overnight
job.

Q: What causes God to intervene in
earthly
affairs?
A: If a critical error occurs, the
system pages
him automatically and he logs on from
home to try
to bring it up. Otherwise things can
wait until
tomorrow.

Q: Did God really create the world in
seven days?
A: He did it in six days and nights
while living
on cola and candy bars. On the seventh
day he went
home and found out his girlfriend had
left him.

Q: How come the Age of Miracles Ended?
A: That was the development phase of the
project,
now we are in the maintenance phase.

Q: Will there be another Universe after
the Big
Bang?



A: A lot of people are drawing things on
the white
board, but doubt that it will ever be
implemented.

Q: Who is Satan?
A: Satan is an MIS director who takes
credit for
more powers than he actually possesses,
so people
who aren't programmers are scared of
him. God
thinks of him as irritating but
irrelevant.

Q: What is the role of sinners?
A: Sinners are the people who find new
and
imaginative ways to mess up the system
when God
has made it idiot-proof.

Q: Where will I go after I die?
A: Onto a backup tape.

Q: Will I be reincarnated?
A: Not unless there is a special need to
recreate
you. And searching backup files is a
major hassle,
so if there is a request for you, God
will just
say that the tape has been lost.

Q: Am I unique and special in the
universe?
A: There are over 10,000 major
university and
corporate sites running exact duplicates
of you in
the present release version.

Q: What is the purpose of the universe?
A: God created it because he values
elegance and
simplicity, but then the users and
managers
demanded he tack senseless features onto
it and
now everything is more complicated and
expensive
than ever.

Q: If I pray to God, will he listen?
A: You can waste his time telling him
what to do,
or you can just get off his back and let
him
program.

Q: What is the one true religion?
A: All systems have their advantages and
disadvantages, so just pick the one that
best



suits your needs and don't let anyone
put you
down.

Q: How can I protect myself from evil?
A: Change your password every month and
don't make
it a name, a common word, or a date like
your
birthday.

Q: Some people claim they hear the voice
of God.
Is this true?
A: They are much more likely to receive
e-mail.

Q: Some people say God is Love.
A: That is not a question. Please
restate your
query in the form of a question. Abort,
Retry,
Fail?

 Structure Computers�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Http://www.jokes.com
>   Well, it is so quiet around here, I
figured I would post a joke.
>Remember, it is just a joke!   I found
it on the internet, and my
>friends and I got quite a laugh...
>
>
>TOP 10 REASONS BEER IS BETTER THAN
RELIGION
>
>
>           REASON #10.
>                       ....
>                          No one will
kill you for not drinking beer.
>           REASON # 9.
>                       ....
>                          Beer doesn't
tell you how to have sex.
>           REASON # 8.
>                       ....
>                          Beer has
never caused a major war.
>           REASON # 7.
>                       ....
>                          They don't
force beer on minors who
>                          can't   think
for themselves.
>           REASON # 6.
>                       ....
>                          When you have
a beer - you don't knock
>                          on  people's
doors trying to give it away!!!
>           REASON # 5.
>                       ....
>                          Nobodys has



ever been burned at the
>                         stake,  hanged
or tortured over his/her
>                         brand of beer.
>           REASON # 4.
>                       ....
>                          You don't
have to wait 2000+ years for
>                          a  second
beer.
>           REASON # 3.
>                       ....
>                          There are
laws saying beer labels can't lie
>                           to   you.
>           REASON # 2.
>                       ....
>                          You can prove
you have a beer.
>           REASON # 1.
>                       ....
>                          If you have
devoted your life to beer,
>                          there  are
groups to help you stop.
>
>   I hope you are laughing, no debates,
please! [LOL]
>
>-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17354 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000563html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17355 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000564html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 19:35:28 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 67
Message-ID: <35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 367.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Funny, yes. But this is a Yaroze channel! I don't mind really, it was
pretty funny but thats not the point. :) Lets try to keep on topic.

Beer speed, my son. :P

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    Well, it is so quiet around here, I figured I would post a joke.
> Remember, it is just a joke!   I found it on the internet, and my
> friends and I got quite a laugh...
> 
> TOP 10 REASONS BEER IS BETTER THAN RELIGION



> 
> 
>            REASON #10.
>                        ....
>                           No one will kill you for not drinking beer.
>            REASON # 9.
>                        ....
>                           Beer doesn't tell you how to have sex.
>            REASON # 8.
>                        ....
>                           Beer has never caused a major war.
>            REASON # 7.
>                        ....
>                           They don't force beer on minors who
>                           can't   think for themselves.
>            REASON # 6.
>                        ....
>                           When you have a beer - you don't knock
>                           on  people's doors trying to give it away!!!
>            REASON # 5.
>                        ....
>                           Nobodys has ever been burned at the
>                          stake,  hanged or tortured over his/her
>                          brand of beer.
>            REASON # 4.
>                        ....
>                           You don't have to wait 2000+ years for
>                           a  second beer.
>            REASON # 3.
>                        ....
>                           There are laws saying beer labels can't lie
>                            to   you.
>            REASON # 2.
>                        ....
>                           You can prove you have a beer.
>            REASON # 1.
>                        ....
>                           If you have devoted your life to beer,
>                           there  are groups to help you stop.
> 
>    I hope you are laughing, no debates, please! [LOL]
> 
> -Matt

-- 
'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17355 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000564html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17356 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000565html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Fractals for better graphics
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 19:44:58 -0400



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <3535467A.A219E4C1@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 367.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I'm not a yaroze guru, but I like to think of myself as an intelegent
programer. Here's my idea:

If you need to have some snazzy graphics in your game, why not use
fractals? Slow, maybe - but you can be generating them in the
background while you display that title screen...

While not good for pictures(Unless you have access to fractal
compression algorythms), they can make absolutely beautiful designs
and patterns that take up virtually no space at all(Depending on how
much you can crunch your fractal generator code). You can hide the
calculation times behind any static screen - as long as the static
image serves some purpose(Like a map, instructions screen, or even a
copyright or title screen).

Manderbrolt and Julia fractals would probably be best suited for this,
but you could use any fractal. Fractal Plasma routines could be
especially useful for generating TMD data for land terrain, instead of
sending all of the data to the playstation via the serial cable. Have
a game with thousands of different levels, without having to send any
data back and forth between the playstation and the computer!

Anyway, I hope this sparks some imagination. All comments are welcome.

-- 
'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17356 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000565html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17357 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000566html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 22:51:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-97.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Wed, 15 Apr 1998 19:35:28 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:



>Funny, yes. But this is a Yaroze channel! I don't mind really, it was
>pretty funny but thats not the point. :) Lets try to keep on topic.
>
>Beer speed, my son. :P

   Nag, nag, nag... one thread of jokes in the freetalk section is no
big deal. This is the freetalk section, at least Steve joined in the
fun, it has been awfully quiet the past week. Even yarozers need to
laugh once in a while...  I hope more members will post their favorite
jokes on the thread in days to come, Steve's gave me quite a laugh!

-Matt, who thinks freetalk should be just that, freetalk.
--MESSAGE FILE 17357 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000566html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17358 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000567html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Wed, 15 Apr 1998 23:26:52 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-97.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   As an aside, I just checked the newsgroup page to double check my
self. It says that the freetalk section is for discussing anything we
want. Not anything about yaroze programming, just anything... It also
says that technical discussions should be kept to the appropiate
groups, such that your thread on fractals would seem to be more out of
place than my thread for jokes. 
   Have a last word, please, I don't wish to argue. I have said my
last word. But it seems clear that this section is for discussing
anything we please, be it politics, jokes, demos, facets of the
industry, etc... I would have felt different if one of the
professional staff had said something, instead of another member.
   I suppose if I saw a thread on world religions, it would be odd,
but I would just ignore it and move on to the threads that interest
me, it isn't like only one thread can be active at any one time. I
actually would be interested to know the thoughts of members on many
different topics that have nothing to do with yaroze programming, you
all are a very interesting, intelligent bunch. This is part of the
reason I wish more of the lurkers would start posting...

   Peace,
   Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17358 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000567html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17359 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000568html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 07:12:46 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <3535af40.272642@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 



<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip160.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I like the jokes! I think if everythink stayed on topic all the time
this place would get pretty boring!
--MESSAGE FILE 17359 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000568html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17360 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000569html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_studio,scea.yaroz
e.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze 3D FAQ
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 07:47:20 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3538b787.2391518@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip160.ts3.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:231 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_studio:46 scea.yaroze.freetalk:569

Hello everyone! I know mario is compiling a yaroze FAQ so I thought it
might be kinda cool to go a little more specific and compile a 3D
Graphic yaroze FAQ ok so the title is still being worked on :). But if
you have any suggestions would like to help on send in a question for
it please E-Mail me at dajudge@inficad.com I thought I could even
include stuff like where to get free moddeling stuff and choosing the
right software for you and even go into some advanced stuff but anyway
let me know!
Michael KLucher
--MESSAGE FILE 17360 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000569html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17361 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000570html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 06:44:35 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <3535E113.E8FFB6ED@mail.datasys.net>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 316.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

jeez... Man, I thought I made it clear in my message that I wasn't



trying to be offensive, just making an observation. If I offended you,
then I'll just post somewhere else.

But I do have my opinion and I stick by it. No need to bash me for it.
My post on fractals was well suited for this newsgroup because it was
not a suggestion of a technical nature, but just a concept. If, as I
surely will, write a fractal program, I will discuss how I programed
it in the programing newsgroup.

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    As an aside, I just checked the newsgroup page to double check my
> self. It says that the freetalk section is for discussing anything we
> want. Not anything about yaroze programming, just anything... It also
> says that technical discussions should be kept to the appropiate
> groups, such that your thread on fractals would seem to be more out of
> place than my thread for jokes.
>    Have a last word, please, I don't wish to argue. I have said my
> last word. But it seems clear that this section is for discussing
> anything we please, be it politics, jokes, demos, facets of the
> industry, etc... I would have felt different if one of the
> professional staff had said something, instead of another member.
>    I suppose if I saw a thread on world religions, it would be odd,
> but I would just ignore it and move on to the threads that interest
> me, it isn't like only one thread can be active at any one time. I
> actually would be interested to know the thoughts of members on many
> different topics that have nothing to do with yaroze programming, you
> all are a very interesting, intelligent bunch. This is part of the
> reason I wish more of the lurkers would start posting...

-- 
'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17361 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000570html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17362 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000571html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 12:14:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3535f282.32992477@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com> <3535E113.E8FFB6ED@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-72.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>But I do have my opinion and I stick by it. No need to bash me for it.

   Bash?!? Have you ever checked out some of the usenet groups?
I did not bash you. No cursing, no slamming, no capitol letters, no



exclamation points, no names, etc...I simply made an argument for why
my thread does not call for others to be correcting my behavior. You
are entitled to your opinion. The only time I have found it necessary
to correct other's behavior is when rude criticism occurs, which is
very rare.  Discussions of how to boot gold discs or to chip and hack
the PSX have tempted me, but I figured I would just be quiet. If the
pros are willing to let such entries stand, I have nothing to say...
Heck, I enjoyed reading your post on fractals, please don't stop
posting. In fact, the more you post, the better!

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17362 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000571html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17363 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000572html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: "Sean Kennedy" <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Did anyone see this?
Date: 16 Apr 1998 20:19:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 81
Message-ID: <01bd6975$f92fee40$2964d68e@dilbert.humberc.on.ca>
References: <352A946E.AD2704FC@ix.netcom.com> 
<352a6358.9594437@news.scea.sony.com> <352aa934.27179277@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ratbert.humberc.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Everyone, Been Buzy again..

Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com> wrote in article
<352aa934.27179277@news.scea.sony.com>...
> Bill's comments were from an article online at www.gamasutra.com
> recently. 
> Jerry

Yes I saw this article too. 

> On Tue, 07 Apr 1998 17:41:10 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
> Hulett) wrote:
> >>Bill Rehbock said:
> >>
> >>"The one thing you could do with Net Yaroze is a very good game
> >>prototype. It                  can't stream data from the CD. In my
> >>humble opinion the pricing of the Yaroze system was insane. $750 is too
> >>high for a hobbyist thing."
It is a little mental perhaps if the Yaroze system was to be distributed in
REAL BULK quantities.

But it isn't. So the classic business economics of the project, dictates
that the price will be high. But look at what you get. The is the Web
system, Software, Access to fellow hobbyists, and the ability to really get
"Inside PSX" and lot's more.
I am, and still believe there are three distinct groups of people in this
technology.
Those that spend the money to see something.
Those that Speng more money to see How it was done. [Yaroze]
Those Who Spend all the money to actually do what was done.  [ Mr. J.
Cameron?]

> >   Where did you get this quote from? I'd like to read the whole
> >article. Considering that we were given the opportunity to educate



> >ourselves on a modern 32-bit system, and that even Digipen students
> >are learning on SNES systems,  I found the price to be tolerable.
> >There's never been an opportunity before like this.

Digipen uses MacOS and Win32/NT systems to do development.
This is the standard way of doing dev work.
They then use Dev tools with SNES systems because they could get a lot of
them,
for an economical price.

> > I doubt Sony is
> >making much money at all from the program. I think Bill has a conflict
> >of interest, I wouldn't be surprised to find out VM Labs is planning
> >to release a hobbyist kit to compete with Sony when Project X is
> >released this August. What better way to get prospective talent
> >working in your corner, supporting your system?
> >-Matt

Kudos Matt, an excellent observation.
But I would not expect any other tactic from VM Labs, with just that
premise.

Why? 
Well, what has been the biggest killer of Consoles/Handhelds {read EGM
May98 pp22 'Power Play'} that have been tried to be put out in the last
9-10 years: [ I Quote]

DIED: Lack of software support, high price  "Lynx"
DIED: Lack of Software, price  "Game Gear"
DIED: High Price, Death of TurboGrafx  "Turbo Express"

Lack of software support is one of the WORST things to try and get over
when starting off a new platform.

BUT, The easiest way of getting software developed is to work hard bringing
development houses on-side, use well known software [GCC or CW or Visual
C++],
and make add-ins for current development products on the market.

To take care of the creative side, offer an economic solution that can be
examined with a lot of freebies. LINUX is a good example of this type of
premise. Just look at the amount of "Free" unix software is on the net and
how much of it runs on LINUX.
Same thing here.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17363 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000572html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17364 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000573html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lets TRY to keep on topic
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 22:35:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6h5ta2$shn2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com> <3535E113.E8FFB6ED@mail.datasys.net> 
<3535f282.32992477@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

The more ANYONE posts the better!! The Net side of the Yaroze scene has been
very quiet since I joined.

JohnT

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <3535f282.32992477@news.scea.sony.com>...
>
>>But I do have my opinion and I stick by it. No need to bash me for it.
>
>   Bash?!? Have you ever checked out some of the usenet groups?
>I did not bash you. No cursing, no slamming, no capitol letters, no
>exclamation points, no names, etc...I simply made an argument for why
>my thread does not call for others to be correcting my behavior. You
>are entitled to your opinion. The only time I have found it necessary
>to correct other's behavior is when rude criticism occurs, which is
>very rare.  Discussions of how to boot gold discs or to chip and hack
>the PSX have tempted me, but I figured I would just be quiet. If the
>pros are willing to let such entries stand, I have nothing to say...
>Heck, I enjoyed reading your post on fractals, please don't stop
>posting. In fact, the more you post, the better!
>
>-Matt
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17364 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000573html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17365 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000574html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Resolution
Date: Thu, 16 Apr 1998 18:21:25 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35368465.ED5D87DE@mail.datasys.net>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com> <3535E113.E8FFB6ED@mail.datasys.net> 
<3535f282.32992477@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 270.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> >But I do have my opinion and I stick by it. No need to bash me for it.
> 
>    Bash?!? Have you ever checked out some of the usenet groups?
> I did not bash you. No cursing, no slamming, no capitol letters, no
> exclamation points, no names, etc...I simply made an argument for why
> my thread does not call for others to be correcting my behavior.

Hmm... Ok, bash wasn't a good word to use. But you did seem quite
upset that I said what I said. I tried hard (Yeah, allot of thought
went into it) to make that first message seem as non-threatening as
possible. (I even added a pun at the end to try to reinforce the
impression) I guess I failed. I'll follow your lead though and just



let sony decide what is inappropriate for specific groups.

> You
> are entitled to your opinion. The only time I have found it necessary
> to correct other's behavior is when rude criticism occurs, which is
> very rare.  Discussions of how to boot gold discs or to chip and hack
> the PSX have tempted me, but I figured I would just be quiet. If the
> pros are willing to let such entries stand, I have nothing to say...
> Heck, I enjoyed reading your post on fractals, please don't stop
> posting. In fact, the more you post, the better!

I'm glad that you enjoyed my post. I'm writing a program now for
generating Manderbrolt fractals on the playstation - It'll be cool
when I get finished. I'll post the source in the programing section as
a link. I'm suprised that no one has commented about my fractal post
yet... (Except obviously you) :/ Oh well. I'll try to post some more
thought provoking ideas as I come upon them, as well as working
through them to show how they might be implemented.

Peace!

-- 
'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17365 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000574html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17366 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000575html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Resolution
Date: Fri, 17 Apr 1998 04:03:11 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3536d31c.56300017@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3534ae2b.28858676@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35354440.EEE6D327@mail.datasys.net> <353537ec.15454907@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35353e65.17111790@news.scea.sony.com> <3535E113.E8FFB6ED@mail.datasys.net> 
<3535f282.32992477@news.scea.sony.com> <35368465.ED5D87DE@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-34.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

This is inappropiariate here, so I will say what I have to say in an
e-mail.

Peace.
--MESSAGE FILE 17366 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000575html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17367 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000576html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!greg_labrec@interactive.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Did anyone see this?
Date: Fri, 17 Apr 1998 05:02:33 GMT



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3536df78.59464437@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <352A946E.AD2704FC@ix.netcom.com> 
<352a6358.9594437@news.scea.sony.com> <352aa934.27179277@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd6975$f92fee40$2964d68e@dilbert.humberc.on.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-34.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I know you, did you ever get a letter from "James" asking you about
yaroze development with Linux? Believe it or not, I do visit all the
pages at one time or another. Maybe you could indulge us all and start
a new thread on what goes into using the yaroze with Linux, your page
gives few details. I'd be curious to hear.
   What really piques my curiosity about Project X is that they are
marketing development kits for $7500.. Wow, is that cheap! Any four or
five of us could team up and purchase a professional kit. This would
not be so easy with PSX or Nintendo, considering the former costs
$20,000 - $30,000, and the N64 kit costs several times more.
   I was wondering how they could succeed in a market with three
consoles already out there, what could their business plan be?
Now I see part of the plan is to market great tools at reasonable
prices.  I mispoke when I said August,  when I type fast I screw up.
I await the release in October, I want to see this hardware at work.
   Mario, our ever-secretive independant contractor, who is bound by a
NDA, got a preview of the system, and he believes they will do very
well. I am not convinced yet, but now my opinion allows for the
possibility. Hopefully, they won't charge $400. for the system the way
the 32-bit generation did when it showed up. I actually want them to
succeed now, which has not always been the case.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17367 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000576html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17368 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000577html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Unix, WINE and Yaroze tools.
Date: 23 Apr 1998 17:37:45 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <u67k13s52.fsf@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:665 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:577

Anyone tried to run rsdtool or timtool using WINE, the Windows
emulator under a free PC unix?

Might give it ago later on, though considering that rsdtool isn't that
stable under the real Windows I don't like my chances.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17368 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000577html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17369 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000578html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: A short story...
Date: Thu, 23 Apr 1998 13:55:20 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6hnusu$a2a7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:578 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:674

I just opened up a web site off the sony server.  I wanted to make a place
we could all go to trade Libs that were / are user created.  All runtime
code will be password protected on the Yaroze servers, and we will NOT post
any code that is licensed by Sony, we are only looking for user libs..  You
can get there by going http://yaroze-world.org .  If you have any libs or
any reviews or pretty much anything you want to add to the site please let
me know.

On a side note if you send me e-mail and don't get a reply right away it's
because I'll be in Austria / Germany from Apr 24 -> May 9th...

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17369 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000578html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17370 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000579html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: A short story...
Date: 23 Apr 1998 20:52:41 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6ho9mp$3li37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6hnusu$a2a7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n8.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/6hnusu$a2a7@scea
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:579 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:680

Does this site support Netscape1.0 as I only get a blank page? 

"Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net> wrote:
>I just opened up a web site off the sony server.  I wanted to make a place
>we could all go to trade Libs that were / are user created.  All runtime
>code will be password protected on the Yaroze servers, and we will NOT post
>any code that is licensed by Sony, we are only looking for user libs..  You
>can get there by going http://yaroze-world.org .  If you have any libs or
>any reviews or pretty much anything you want to add to the site please let
>me know.
>
>On a side note if you send me e-mail and don't get a reply right away it's
>because I'll be in Austria / Germany from Apr 24 -> May 9th...
>



>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17370 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000579html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17371 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000580html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Net Yaroze Web ring
Date: Fri, 24 Apr 1998 07:45:55 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <354042f0.285440@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip214.ts4.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Just to let everyone know I have created a Net Yaroze web ring for out
side yaroze pages you can find it at www.inficad.com/~dajudge in the
Net Yaroze section
--MESSAGE FILE 17371 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000580html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17372 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000581html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: A short story...
Date: Fri, 24 Apr 1998 15:07:50 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1d7yxva.1dndhbp2c4thcN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
References: <6hnusu$a2a7@scea> <6ho9mp$3li37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-127.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:581 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:686

West <wb6ac> wrote:

> Does this site support Netscape1.0 as I only get a blank page? 
> 
> 
Netscape 1.0 ?????? Thats old, what computer do you use? C64 ;-)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17372 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000581html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17373 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000582html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: A short story...
Date: 24 Apr 1998 14:49:45 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12



Message-ID: <6hq8qa$b02@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6hnusu$a2a7@scea> <6ho9mp$3li37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<1d7yxva.1dndhbp2c4thcN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n35.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/1d7yxva.1dndhbp2c4thcN@a1-88-127.a1.nl
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:582 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:690

macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis) wrote:
>West <wb6ac> wrote:
>
>> Does this site support Netscape1.0 as I only get a blank page? 
>> 
>> 
>Netscape 1.0 ?????? Thats old, what computer do you use? C64 ;-)
>
>DEnnis..

No something far worse. A **&^%$# Sun Sparcstation4.

--MESSAGE FILE 17373 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000582html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17374 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000583html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: CGDC anyone?
Date: Fri, 24 Apr 1998 13:07:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2404981307390001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-139.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Are any other Net Yarozers (gee, is there a term for Net Yaroze users?)
going to the Computer Game Developers Conference in May? I'm going. Maybe
we should get together for a dinner or something.

BTW, Gamasutra (www.gamasutra.com) is having a Net Yaroze giveaway
contest... of course everyone hear already has one, but you might want to
tell your envious friends.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17374 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000583html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17375 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000584html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Programing Group
Date: Wed, 29 Apr 1998 16:40:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24



Message-ID: <3547902D.9BA7BA48@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 312.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

My programing group, Voria, is in desperate need of programers and a
web master. If you consider yourself an avid or even a moderate
playstation programer, please email me. You can as well go to our web
page, but be warned that it is not yet finished. (ie: we need a web
master) If you are interested, email me and tell us your talents.

Currently, we have 3 members - a programer(me), an artist, and a
muscian.

Voria Webpage: http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17375 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000584html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17376 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000585html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Robert Schutt" <rschutt@cs.colgate.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,s
cee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: Root counter controls...
Date: Thu, 30 Apr 1998 21:38:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <6ib8bi$cv09@scea>
References: <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 149.43.162.22
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:585 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:96 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:721 
scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:198 scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:148

I have been playing with the Root Counter Controls.

I think there may be a bug with the root counter.

It seems to me that the root counter is incremented every
clock cycle.  Not every 8 clock cycles like the documentation
suggests.

This is done after several experiments with timing features.



If anyone is interested let me know.

Jeff Lawton wrote in message <6ec3ji$i0m17@scea>...
>Has anyone ever played with the Root counter functions:
>
>ResetRCnt
>GetRCnt
>StartRCnt
>
>How do they work?
>
>I need some timers in the program I am working on, and I thought they might
>be the answer...
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17376 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000585html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17377 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000586html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: How did you get started???
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 00:13:20 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip54.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Well I thought I might try to drum up alittle ativity in the group
asnd ask a cool question. How did you get started in the yaroze
program?

For me I first saw the Yaroze on the show "The Site" that used to be
on MSNBC they showed a demo of some girl (who was apperantly the
programmers sister) and a little like gun and you could shoot at her
head I have no idea what this game was but anyways this is what first
put the seed in my mind "I must have this machine" but I wated and
waited finally I moved off to college and had some extra money
finally! I monitored the outside net yaroze group which was 99.5%
spam for mod chips and other things trying to get an idea if the
yaroze was relally worth the cost so I wrote the only person who ever
really posted there, Mario who I di not know at the time worked for
sony. He tald me about the yaroze and gave me alittle more idea about
it than the FAQ did and yes he did tell me he worked in the program.
Two weeks later I bought my yaroze and have been happy ever scence.

What's your story??? :)
--MESSAGE FILE 17377 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000586html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17378 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000587html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 00:14:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <354b653c.1789613@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip54.ts5.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Actually now that I think about it too mario should have gotten some
kind of kickback from that sale :)
--MESSAGE FILE 17378 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000587html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17379 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000588html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Fri, 01 May 1998 18:42:25 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <354A7A01.6278BB75@sinclair.net>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Pretty simple:  I read an article about it in a magazine, had to have
it, saved up the bucks, and sent off for it.  Of course, I spent the
first 6 months only using it for, like, 6-8 hours a month (working on
Faces of Evil), but now I'm into working on it at least a little every
week (usually a lot).

> 
> What's your story??? :)

-- 
 
                - Dreamwriter Dragon
                  dreamer@sinclair.net
                        -==UDIC==-
--MESSAGE FILE 17379 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000588html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17380 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000589html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Fri, 1 May 1998 23:16:45 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6ie2e7$edu1@scea>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port23.vianet.on.ca



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I was actually trying to learn to develop games for the PC.
But with the hundreds of different hardware manufacturers for the PC I found
it almost impossible to write something that would work on any machine out
there.  Instead of concentrating on the actual game I found I spent more
time learning dev tools that stick around for a couple moths then something
new and improved comes up.  (DirectX, OpenGL,  Glide)

Realizing my frustrations I tried searching for a console to program for
with dedicated hardware that would never change.   That was the definite
selling point for me.  After realizing that pro dev kit cost more than a
brand new car, I knew the Yaroze was for me.

And that's a little story of how a Northern boy starts into video game
programming!!!

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

>What's your story??? :)

--MESSAGE FILE 17380 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000589html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17381 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000590html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Fri, 01 May 1998 21:01:52 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <354A9AB0.90EA3907@netmagic.net>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

[...]
> What's your story??? :)

A friend got one almost 3/4 of a year before me and kept telling me about
it.  After finally getting a look at it in a VideogameSpot review and
seeing some of the screen captures on SCEA, I pondered over the feasibility
of it all.  The PSX had proven itself that it could support quality gaming
despite its hardware limitations.  And the Yaroze was _programmable_.  That
was the selling point.  I got into computer programming because of games
and now I code CGIs for a living.  :)

You have to figure that there's always going to be opportunities like this
that come up once in a while.  The question is: do you let it pass you by
or do you take a chance?  I figured, that if it worked out, it would be one
of those experiences that lasts a lifetime.  If not, then I'd only lose
money and time.  So far from what I've seen and what I've done, I haven't
been disappointed.  ^_^

- e!



  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17381 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000590html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17382 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000591html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 11:39:39 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <354B4C4B.31F2@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)

Michael Klucher wrote:
> What's your story??? :)

For years I got my hands on all the old console "grey area"
development info I could:  Atari 2600, ColecoVision, NES, SNES,
Genesis, etc.

Developing for these systems was a hacking dream come true,
but a software engineering nightmare!  You litterally need to
do stuff like desolder ROMS from old game carts, and replace
them with sockets and EPROMs, etc.  You needed to find cross
assemblers and cross compilers (only ever got a C compiler
for the Genesis, everything else was assembly!), and get it
all working yourself.  You even needed to write all your own
graphics converters, music routines, etc.  The technical
challange was awesome!

By day I was a mild-mannered software engineer, following
ISO 9000 process, doing functional specs, design docs, code
reviews, etc.  But by night, my dual personality split into
a mad hacker, following nothing but his whims and his insane
quest for knowledge!  Bwa-ha-ha-hahaha!!!!
Ahem, sorry, got carried away there.  :-)

Shocking, yes, but programming the old consoles was a hobby
I really enjoyed, just so I could say "I know how they did that".

I think I first heard about Yarouze (the olde spelling) in
Next Generation magazine, and they even featured a cover
story on Net Yaroze a few months before it was available.

I signed up on the web the day it was announced, and sent
off my money the very day I got the sign-up kit in the mail!
I was not about to let an opportunity like this slip by!

Now I know how they make Playstation games!  :-)

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17382 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000591html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17383 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000592html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 12:49:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <354B4E8E.E49AD422@mail.datasys.net>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 314.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Just a small note before I start - This message is SUPPOSE to be in
the "How did you get started??" thread; and it looks like it is from
my newsreader, but I am aware that some people kept asking me why I
always start a new thread when I knew I didn't. ANYWAY...

Michael Klucher wrote:
> What's your story??? :)

Well, it goes back a few years when I was as Toys-r-us. I was looking
at some new games to get for my shiny new n64. When we were leaving, a
magazine caught my eye. It was next generation magazine, yellow with a
big black PSX controller on front; "Sony's New PlayStation - Coming in
'97: The console that lets YOU make the game".

My brow raised with curiosity as I went to go pick up the magazine
that would eventually change my goal in life. I opened up the cover
and read the first page.

"I can't believe it - I must be dreaming", I thought. But I read on
and it kept getting better. I quickly bought the magazine, and read
over the entire article. My first impression was "I want one!".

Then after the initial euphoria wore off, I started to read through
my shiny new magazine. I looked at the front cover for any other
interesting headlines, and at the bottom of the page "REVEALED!
Everything they don't teach you at the DigiPen videogame school". My
brow raised again, and I quickly flipped to the page at the front of
the magazine.

That's where I also decided I wanted to go to DigiPen to learn to
program videogames for a living. Since that time, I have gone to the 2
week summer programing workshop at DigiPen Vancouver, and I hope to go
to DigiPen Institute of Technology (In Redmond, Washington) when I
finish highschool the year 2000. And I have no doubt that if I hadn't
saw that yaroze controller on the front of that magazine, I would
still be planning on going to Georgia Tech and waste a few years
taking stupid core classes. Now I have an opportunity to go straight
into the video game industry. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria



PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17383 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000592html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17384 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000593html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sat, 02 May 1998 14:08:42 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <354B612A.6708EE7F@mail.datasys.net>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com> 
<354B4C4B.31F2@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 314.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> Michael Klucher wrote:
> > What's your story??? :)
> 
> For years I got my hands on all the old console "grey area"
> development info I could:  Atari 2600, ColecoVision, NES, SNES,
> Genesis, etc.
> 
> Developing for these systems was a hacking dream come true,
> but a software engineering nightmare!  You litterally need to
> do stuff like desolder ROMS from old game carts, and replace
> them with sockets and EPROMs, etc.  You needed to find cross
> assemblers and cross compilers (only ever got a C compiler
> for the Genesis, everything else was assembly!), and get it
> all working yourself.  You even needed to write all your own
> graphics converters, music routines, etc.  The technical
> challange was awesome!

I tried to do that to a Super Nintendo cart... But to my dissmay, when
I was trying to de-sodder the battery(which was dead), the sodder
seemed to be explosive! Everytime I tried to de-sodder it, it would
keep spattering sodder everywhere, (Loud too, scared the crap out of
me) so I decided to quit until I got some goggles. It wasn't the
battery - the battery was intact. (Besides being dead)

Kinda off topic, but I'm not going to get into another argument about
correct and incorrect topics. :)

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt



"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17384 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000593html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17385 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000594html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: The Name of A Game
Date: Sat, 2 May 1998 15:36:14 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port35.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:594 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:761

I used to play an arcade game that was most fun and I would like to try and
find it or info about it.

Maybe some of you have played it or might remember somthing,  anyways...

The game:

Very similar to Xevious:  Top view, scrolling upwards; space ship flying
over land ( grass, and rock)

Now here's the main distinguishing feature of the game.

Like Gradius it had power ups.  There were stars you collected.  After so
many stars then you could purchase new weapoons or items for your ship.  I
remember the best config was to get homing missle, speed upgrades,  but
there were also wing upgrades that would widen your ship (to a length of 3).
If you got shot in the wing you'd loose them.

Simple as that.

If you remember this game I would very much appretiate some info on it.

Thanx in advance.
Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

--MESSAGE FILE 17385 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000594html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17386 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000595html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 10:55:59 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <1d8fbsq.1l4yfjouy2r3wN@a1-88-103.a1.nl>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>



NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-103.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:595 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:762

Sorry, sounds like a game that's been cloned a lot. It even sounds like
the last game Ambrosia produced for the Macintosh.

The options sounds like parodius, but that ain't topview but sideview.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17386 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000595html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17387 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000596html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 11:03:10 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6ihf3m$jpr2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ag243.du.pipex.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:596 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:763

>Like Gradius it had power ups.  There were stars you collected.  After so
>many stars then you could purchase new weapoons or items for your ship.  I
>remember the best config was to get homing missle, speed upgrades,  but
>there were also wing upgrades that would widen your ship (to a length of
3).
>If you got shot in the wing you'd loose them.
>
>Simple as that.
>

It could be Slap Fight, I only ever played the C64 version, but I recall
that having wing extensions.

Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 17387 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000596html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17388 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000597html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: 3 May 1998 11:53:09 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 111
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ihial$f2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 3 May 1998 10:58:23 UT



by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id LAA09011
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Sun, 3 May 1998 11:57:57 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Well, lets see.  I've been playing games ever since my VIC 20 and coded
some from the back of books.  But then I left coding and just went game
crazy!
I bought or begged my parents for every system that came out ( see the list
on
my homepage).  I kept on playing and playing until my eyes turn blood shot
red.
It wasn't until two years after I graduated high school that I went to
College ( yes I
know ...two years..I was a immature drunken shit  to go sooner).  After
doing my first
year in Computer Engineering Technology I decided to head out west to
Vancouver
and party some more ( yes party some more).  I then decided to go back to
school
in the fall after seeing an ad for Digipen( check www.digipen.com)  in a
local University
Calendar.  It was the first video game school in North America to open,
which was being
sponsored by Nintendo.  I then teamed up with four Americans and we all
shared a house
and went to Digipen.  It was great until my student loan fell through half
way past the first year
and I was ticked off.  I had no other choice but to quit.  My roomates
continued to attend the
two year coarse and I was stuck thinking how the hell I'm going to get into
this industry.
I am Mr. Videogames, and nothing was going to ruin my dreams of getting in.
I then had to get
a shit cooking job and work 40 hours a week and save up for a new computer.
When I bought the
computer I coded my ass off for the duration of the coarse they were
attending.  I had to catch
up to my roomates and continue to pursue my dreams.  I bought so many damn
game programming
books ( see list on my homepage) and etc that I couldn't read them all.  I
did manage to read
the books that caught my attention.  I would almost lock myself up in my
room and code, code,
code.  I had drank lots of Coke or 7-Up to keep me awake during the long
hours.  I sometimes
coded into daybreak and could hear the damn birds chirping ( might have
been on too much
caffeine at the time..ha! ).  I then decided it was time to go to a cheaper
local College and take
a programming coarse there..I did but was still broke as hell.  I then had
to attend College,
work 35 hours a week, then go back home and code some demos.  After about 8
months of that
bullshit I was finally done my coarse and completed a couple of game demos
from coding at
night  ( see my hompage for demos ).  By the way I don't wish anyone has to
go through that
bullshit routine I had to do..don't wish it on my worst enemy.  I passed
out about 12 times at
work and once almost taken to the hospital. I was having 3 to 4 hours a
sleep per day..argh!!!



Anyhow getting back to the good stuff.  Last year at this time I attended
the Computer Game
Developers Converence to look for a job in the game industry.  Well turns
out companies were
interested but couldn't get me into America since I didn't have 3 years
experience or a BSc.
I guess it sucked to be me after attending that show.  But just before I
attended I got my Yaroze
in the mail!!  So after the CGDC I started to code on the Yaroze, with the
same bullshit routine
of 12-14 hours a day to knock a demo together.  I then decided to apply
overseas since I had
relatives in England.  Well, I did, sent a demo to Sony, and I guess now
the rest is history.  As for
my four roomates they all got jobs in the game industry one month before
me...and I didn't even
attend the first video game school in North America...also saved $21,000.
It's been 16, 17 years
playing games and I'm still kicking around. Sorry if I got off topic and
wrote a damn novel...ha!

>From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>

>And that's a little story of how a Northern boy starts into video game
>programming!!!

Hey Sudbury boy, I'm more Northern then you!  And this is how someone from
Timmins, Ontario ( the great white north ) got into the video game
programming,
and got into the video game industry.

P.S. Is there any snow left up in Northern Ontario?  But then again Timmins
has got
to be one of the coldest places on earth.

>What's your story??? :)

Regards,

George

--MESSAGE FILE 17388 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000597html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17389 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000598html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 13:02:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <354CA30C.B8620CE7@mail.datasys.net>
References: <6ihial$f2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 368.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com wrote:
> 
>           via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 3 May 1998 10:58:23 UT
>         by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id LAA09011
>         for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Sun, 3 May 1998 11:57:57 +0100 (BST)
> From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
> To: news@playstation.co.uk
> Content-Disposition: inline
> 
> Well, lets see.  I've been playing games ever since my VIC 20 and coded
> some from the back of books.  But then I left coding and just went game
> crazy!
> I bought or begged my parents for every system that came out ( see the list
> on
> my homepage).

What is your homepage address?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17389 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000598html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17390 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000599html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Chain" <s.mussell@virgin.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 22:49:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6iiodf$jpr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p11-cacique-gui.tch.virgin.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:599 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:782

Nemisis?

Steve Tolin wrote in message <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>...
>I used to play an arcade game that was most fun and I would like to try and
>find it or info about it.
>
>Maybe some of you have played it or might remember somthing,  anyways...
>
>The game:
>
>Very similar to Xevious:  Top view, scrolling upwards; space ship flying
>over land ( grass, and rock)



>
>Now here's the main distinguishing feature of the game.
>
>Like Gradius it had power ups.  There were stars you collected.  After so
>many stars then you could purchase new weapoons or items for your ship.  I
>remember the best config was to get homing missle, speed upgrades,  but
>there were also wing upgrades that would widen your ship (to a length of
3).
>If you got shot in the wing you'd loose them.
>
>Simple as that.
>
>If you remember this game I would very much appretiate some info on it.
>
>
>Thanx in advance.
>Steve Tolin
>titan@vianet.on.ca
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17390 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000599html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17391 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000600html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Nick Slaven <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 00:47:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <354D0220.F25A8ECE@compuserve.com>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea> <6iiodf$jpr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ld21-080.lon.compuserve.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:600 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:784

I used to play nemisis a hell of a lot, and this game sounds totally different,
For a start nemisis was side on view scrolling right to left.

Nick

Chain wrote:

> Nemisis?
>
> Steve Tolin wrote in message <6ifrrb$edu3@scea>...
> >I used to play an arcade game that was most fun and I would like to try and
> >find it or info about it.
> >
> >Maybe some of you have played it or might remember somthing,  anyways...
> >
> >The game:
> >
> >Very similar to Xevious:  Top view, scrolling upwards; space ship flying
> >over land ( grass, and rock)



> >
> >Now here's the main distinguishing feature of the game.
> >
> >Like Gradius it had power ups.  There were stars you collected.  After so
> >many stars then you could purchase new weapoons or items for your ship.  I
> >remember the best config was to get homing missle, speed upgrades,  but
> >there were also wing upgrades that would widen your ship (to a length of
> 3).
> >If you got shot in the wing you'd loose them.
> >
> >Simple as that.
> >
> >If you remember this game I would very much appretiate some info on it.
> >
> >
> >Thanx in advance.
> >Steve Tolin
> >titan@vianet.on.ca
> >
> >
> >
> >

--MESSAGE FILE 17391 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000600html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17392 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000601html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 19:37:59 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <6iiub7$edu4@scea>
References: <6ihial$f2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port8.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

That' s true.  You probably are one of the people in here that are from one
of the most remote locations.

For those of you who don't know,  drive from Detroit (I'll use this as a
point of reference) about 3 -4 hours north east to Toronto, Ontario,  then
drive 4 hours due north to Sudbury ( Tha's where I am)  then drive another
four hours north to reach Timmins.   Just as a note (although I'm not a big
fan or anything)
Shania Twain (originally from Timmins)  is commencing her world wide tour
starting in Sudbury next weekend.

As for the snow,  this winter has been the best I can ever remember.
Sudbury had very little snow ( go figure) and Timmins was probably the same.

Thanks El-Nino

Steve Tolin

>Hey Sudbury boy, I'm more Northern then you!  And this is how someone from



>Timmins, Ontario ( the great white north ) got into the video game
>programming,
>and got into the video game industry.
>
>P.S. Is there any snow left up in Northern Ontario?  But then again Timmins
>has got
>to be one of the coldest places on earth.
>
>>What's your story??? :)
>
>
>Regards,
>
>George
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17392 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000601html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17393 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000602html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Sun, 3 May 1998 21:20:02 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6ij4bh$edu5@scea>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea> <6ihf3m$jpr2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port20.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:602 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:788

And the winner is:

MARK WILSON

Thanks everyone.   I did a little searching of all the mentioned games.  It
was Slap Fight.

I did a little browsing and was able to find an emulated version.  I can't
believe it was 1986.   That's 12 years ago.  I've been playing games for way
too long.   Anyways, I'm gonna get back to playing Slap Fight.

Thanks to everyone.

Steve Tolin

Mark Wilson wrote in message <6ihf3m$jpr2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>Like Gradius it had power ups.  There were stars you collected.  After so
>>many stars then you could purchase new weapoons or items for your ship.  I
>>remember the best config was to get homing missle, speed upgrades,  but
>>there were also wing upgrades that would widen your ship (to a length of
>3).
>>If you got shot in the wing you'd loose them.
>>



>>Simple as that.
>>
>
>It could be Slap Fight, I only ever played the C64 version, but I recall
>that having wing extensions.
>
>Mark
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17393 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000602html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17394 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000603html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PSXsock
Date: Sun, 03 May 1998 21:20:49 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <354D2601.744BBFEC@bmc.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dresden.bmc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)

I have been looking for references to something which was called
"PSXsock" which allowed socket communications.

I can't find the author or links. Can anyone point to the author or his
web page?

Thanks.
--MESSAGE FILE 17394 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000603html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17395 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000604html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: 4 May 1998 12:15:08 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 26
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ik7vs$i6h1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 4 May 1998 11:20:16 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id MAA01308
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Mon, 4 May 1998 12:19:48 +0100 (BST)

From: George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Hi there,

Under SCEA...look for George Bain under homepages!



Regards,

George

What is your homepage address?

--
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17395 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000604html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17396 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000605html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: The Name of A Game
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 16:09:36 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <354DDA30.D2E@writeme.com>
References: <6ifrrb$edu3@scea> <6iiodf$jpr17@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<354D0220.F25A8ECE@compuserve.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-036.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:605 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:803

Nick Slaven wrote:

> I used to play nemisis a hell of a lot, and this game sounds totally
> different, For a start nemisis was side on view scrolling right to 
> left.

Nemesis = Gradius :)

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17396 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000605html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17397 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000606html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: DMS player / S2S utility: preview available
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 14:08:58 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <354E2E6A.1DFE2BA3@netmagic.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:606 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:810

Heya,
 
I've nearing the completion of a project started nearly a month ago, and
I've got a usable demo available for download which includes a sample
S3M file.
 
DMS is a rather buggy implementation of a S3M player for the Yaroze, but
it works!  You create an S3M-compatible file, convert it to DMS format,
load it to the Yaroze, and include some small libraries in your
executable.  If you write your S3M file correctly, you should be able to
get all 16-channels to play back and still have room for sound effects.
You can theoretically have more than 1 DMS file playing back at the same
time, too.
 
The DMS player is written for NTSC, but the DMS libraries can be
configured for either NTSC or PAL.  (For lack of a high-resolution timer,
I'm using the vsync counts.)  The code for the player is also included
in the archive so you can make the necessary adjustments for PAL.
(Remember to check the DMSInit() call in the main() function!)

If you're interested in checking this out, go to:
 
        http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
 
and click on the Download link.  There is a ZIP archive with:
 
        - a README.TXT which you should read  :P
        - DMSPlay (NTSC)
        - S2S (DOS utility)
        - TEST1.DMS (a sample song with its accompanying .S3M file)
        - full source code to DMSPlay, DMS, S2S, and other stuff

NOTE: If you don't have direct SCEA access, you can grab the archive
directly from:

        http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/download/dmstest.zip
 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17397 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000606html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17398 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000607html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: E3
Date: Mon, 04 May 1998 17:43:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 430.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
meet up there in person.



-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17398 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000607html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17399 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000608html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: PSXsock
Date: 05 May 1998 10:23:31 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <upvhtftvg.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <354D2601.744BBFEC@bmc.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Kevin Holbrook <Kevin_Holbrook@bmc.com> writes:
> 
> I have been looking for references to something which was called
> "PSXsock" which allowed socket communications.
> 
> I can't find the author or links. Can anyone point to the author or his
> web page?

I'm not sure what the exact URL is for US members.  The page on the
SCEE site is

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/jblack.html

So on the SCEA page it's probably .../~jblack/
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17399 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000608html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17400 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000609html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Tue, 05 May 1998 15:32:42 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <354f2b92.2323089@205.149.189.29>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I'll be there. You'll find me next to the Net Yaroze system.

Mario

On Mon, 04 May 1998 17:43:18 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:

>Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
>meet up there in person.

--MESSAGE FILE 17400 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000609html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17401 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000610html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 15:07:24 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:610 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:840

Stephen Fernandez <sf054@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> > 
> > Check out this awesome siocons replacement at
> > http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter
> > and give comments!
> > 
> > Bye!
> 
> 
> i cant actually find the program
> on your website
> where exactly is it please?>
> 
That deruiter-guy is dutch. But I can't contact him. His mail-adress
seems to be faulty. Does anybody have a better adres of this bloke?

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/teamblack
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17401 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000610html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17402 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000611html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Job offer Discussion Group?
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 15:07:27 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <1d8lvk9.2jkwmh1to9d8gN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <3525386D.7BB37AD2@mail.datasys.net> 
<6g64bq$6vn3@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35265efe.7883686@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3526BFEA.81ECE54E@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net> wrote:

> >Doesn't matter, if others want to look for work,
> > check out Next Generation Issue #39, March '98. They have detailed job
> > descriptions, and a whole page of companies and recruiters you can
> > contact.
> 
> Every issue of Next Generation has that section; they are one great
> magazine!
> 
I don't know if its availeble in the US, but we have a magazine called
EDGE in europe. Its from Future publishers and has every month lots
compagnies advertizing for job offers. At least abourt 8 or 9 pages
every month.

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/teamblack
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17402 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000611html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17403 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000612html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Programing Group
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 15:07:32 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1d8lvqg.ywdqqd8lnhsyN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <3547902D.9BA7BA48@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

I'm a 2D and 3D designer, I do webpages to. The only thing is that I'm
dutch and so member of SCEE. My programming is still a problem but if I
can be of any help...

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/teamblack
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl



-------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17403 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000612html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17404 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000613html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Wed, 06 May 1998 14:42:56 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <355068DF.75CE70E6@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:613 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:842

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> That deruiter-guy is dutch. But I can't contact him. His mail-adress
> seems to be faulty. Does anybody have a better adres of this bloke?
>
> DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)

I got a couple of mails from him a while ago. He was going to addARS
fileserving to YarozeMaster and contacted me for the latest
source code....I'll see if I've still got his address when I get home
tonite.

BTW. Anyone live in or near Amsterdam? I'm over there at the end
of the month for a weekend...

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17404 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000613html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17405 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000614html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: 6 May 1998 14:49:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <6ipta2$jpr41@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6ihial$f2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> <6iiub7$edu4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n24.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/6iiub7$edu4@scea

"Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote:
>That' s true.  You probably are one of the people in here that are from one
>of the most remote locations.



You obvioulsy never been to Hatfield. At least it seems the remotest place on
earth :)

--MESSAGE FILE 17405 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000614html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17406 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000615html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 3D programmer wanted
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 19:56:49 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <1d8m8q9.1c3cz1d1hen1t6N@a1-88-116.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-116.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

I need a 3D programmer for a little flight-sim.
The art-work is merely done (by myself).

Just take a look at the idea and tell me if you want to be part of this
project...

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/stuff/planesane.html

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/teamblack
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17406 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000615html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17407 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000616html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 15:21:17 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6iqcel$6r4@scea>
References: <6ihial$f2a1@emeka.playstation.co.uk> <6iiub7$edu4@scea> 
<6ipta2$jpr41@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port37.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

OK.  Obviously there may be more remote locations on earth.  I admit I don't
know where Hatfield is but I'm pretty sure it's along the same line as a
Timmins.

Seems funny how we're poking fun at a guy who is working for SCEE and is
from a small town.

Just goes to show what hard work will give ya.



Later

Steve Tolin

West wrote in message <6ipta2$jpr41@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>"Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote:
>>That' s true.  You probably are one of the people in here that are from
one
>>of the most remote locations.
>
>You obvioulsy never been to Hatfield. At least it seems the remotest place
on
>earth :)
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17407 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000616html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17408 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000617html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Wed, 6 May 1998 21:44:44 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <1d8mjdd.c4gn4j1f0a3yuN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> <355068DF.75CE70E6@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:617 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:854

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> > That deruiter-guy is dutch. But I can't contact him. His mail-adress
> > seems to be faulty. Does anybody have a better adres of this bloke?
> >
> > DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
> 
> I got a couple of mails from him a while ago. He was going to addARS
> fileserving to YarozeMaster and contacted me for the latest
> source code....I'll see if I've still got his address when I get home
> tonite.
> 
> BTW. Anyone live in or near Amsterdam? I'm over there at the end
> of the month for a weekend...
> 
> Craig.

Thanks, would be graet if you could give me his adress. He did the same
school as I am doing now. And I live in the east of the Netherlands and
if I'm not mistaken, the bloke we are talking about lives somewhere in
the center of the Netherlands (but I'm not sure).
I do work in Amsterdam as a freelance system-manager. If you want, we
can meet in Amsterdam. Why are you in Amsterdam? And do you have a place
to stay in the Netherlands? You can stay at my humble place if you want.
I'm just a student, but compared with England I live very spaceious.

Just let me know, and meeting in Amsterdam is never a problem I think.



(us lucky dutch students have a pass for free -or reduced- public
transportation)

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/teamblack
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
------------------- 
--MESSAGE FILE 17408 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000617html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17409 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000618html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Offer to design a web site
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 01:58:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35511528.1789412@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-eng07-039.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Seeing as recently my tv is knackered, and not sure what Ill be doing
for now, Im offering my services to anyone who wants me to have a bash
at their web sites. I prefer clean, functional looking pages, which
you can be shown on my site

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2

I won't email people who mentioned about wanting a web person, seeing
as there is a bit of a glut in the market for web designers, but if
any of you like what you see in mine, then id be happy to help you :)

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 17409 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000618html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17410 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000619html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 12:08:55 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <35519647.5628268A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> <355068DF.75CE70E6@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<1d8mjdd.c4gn4j1f0a3yuN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:619 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:863



DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> Thanks, would be graet if you could give me his adress. He did the same

Here's his details....

Maurice Sibrandi (sibrandi@orion.nl)

> I do work in Amsterdam as a freelance system-manager. If you want, we
> can meet in Amsterdam. Why are you in Amsterdam? And do you have a place

Weekend break with my fiance and a few friends (being tourist's Friday 'til
Monday).I hear it's a holiday weekend there, so it should be fun...see the
sights, drink some
beer (etc)

> to stay in the Netherlands? You can stay at my humble place if you want.
> I'm just a student, but compared with England I live very spaceious.

We don't all live in tiny London hovels ;)(I've got an apartment at the
Marina in Brighton, balcony over the lagoon,
boats, sea, sun, plenty of space and a pleasantly long way from London)

We're staying at some Hotel in the centre of Amsterdam (cann't remember
the name of it)....

> Just let me know, and meeting in Amsterdam is never a problem I think.
> (us lucky dutch students have a pass for free -or reduced- public
> transportation)

It was never that easy when I was a student in England....I think thedutch
get it to easy - being a student is all about tiny grotty smelly houses
and walking everywhere 'coz you've got no money :)

> DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17410 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000619html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17411 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000620html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 12:38:40 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 76
Message-ID: <35519D40.32F85D0E@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)

Michael Klucher wrote:



> Well I thought I might try to drum up alittle ativity in the group
> asnd ask a cool question. How did you get started in the yaroze
> program?

> What's your story??? :)

Hmm....got half an hour? Ok, read on....

Age 10,
    The kid (John) who's family had the Chinese takeaway in our little
village
    got a ZX81 (first computer in the village). We sat and played with it

    for hours on end on the TV in the front of their shop.
    Got Mum & Dad to buy me a ZX81 as well.
    Wrote a version of Defender in Basic.
Age 11
    Got a Dragon 32.
    Wrote loads of stuff in Basic.
    John got an Acorn/BBC Micro.
Age 12
    It wasn't fast enough, and I couldn't afford an assembler on
    2.50 a week pocket money, so I wrote my own 6809 assembler.
Age 13
    Got one of the first Atari ST's in the UK (no internal disc drive,
    TV modulator hacked in).Got a PD command line assembler
    and started doing some dodgy games and demos.
Age 16
    Sent some demo's to Gremlin, but don't take it any further
    as exams are coming....
Age 17
    Wrote a multiplayer networked MUD on the Acorn network
    at school for my A-Level CS project.
Age 18
    Started work at BAe Space Systems (Comms Sats Division) as
    student apprentice (microelectronics & computing)
Age 19
    University of Newcastle (4 years MEng) Coded a 3D graphics
    engine on Unix/OSF Motif.
    John decided computers sucked and went into graphic art...
Age 22
    Got an Atari Falcon (cool machine, shame it never took off).
    Coded some DSP56K.
Age 23
    Graduated (Masters), and got a job coding 68K & H8 Assembler
    for an Interactive TV systems company in London.
    Met a guy called Mark Lawrence in that company - cool guy, he
    coded the Memotech versions of Manic Miner & Jet Set Willy.
    Met a hacker called Jose - the guy who wrote the 3D engine
    for Robocop3 on the Amiga.
    Re-wrote the entire Atari OS from scratch to be fully multitasked
    (it could still run all programs GEM could, but at the same time).
Age 24
    Designed the graphics co-processor for the companys next generation
    box. Spent 6 monthes coding graphics demos for the new co-pro.
    Mark & myself talked one of our bosses into branching out into
    Playstation games.
    Our paths meet again, and my old friend John joins the team as our
    lead graphics and modelling man.
    Got a PC at home.
Age 25
    Finally got developer status from Sony and took delivery of dev kits
    etc....



    I'm obsesive, so I buy a Yaroze to code on at home.....
Age 26
    Start coding Direct3D as well as Yaroze and Developer Playstation.

And here we are now....

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17411 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000620html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17412 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000621html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Thu, 7 May 1998 19:13:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <6istpa$aek4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> <355068DF.75CE70E6@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<1d8mjdd.c4gn4j1f0a3yuN@a1-88-100.a1.nl> <35519647.5628268A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera814.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:621 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:866

>Weekend break with my fiance
    When, where and why wasn't I invited to the engagement ? :O  We could have
had a great party at the 'mobile home' !  You could of told the girlfriend all
about it when we got home ! :)

Steve

Craig Graham wrote in message <35519647.5628268A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>...
>
>
>DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
>
>> Thanks, would be graet if you could give me his adress. He did the same
>
>Here's his details....
>
>Maurice Sibrandi (sibrandi@orion.nl)
>
>
>> I do work in Amsterdam as a freelance system-manager. If you want, we
>> can meet in Amsterdam. Why are you in Amsterdam? And do you have a place
>
>Weekend break with my fiance and a few friends (being tourist's Friday 'til
>Monday).I hear it's a holiday weekend there, so it should be fun...see the
>sights, drink some
>beer (etc)
>
>> to stay in the Netherlands? You can stay at my humble place if you want.
>> I'm just a student, but compared with England I live very spaceious.
>
>We don't all live in tiny London hovels ;)(I've got an apartment at the
>Marina in Brighton, balcony over the lagoon,
>boats, sea, sun, plenty of space and a pleasantly long way from London)



>
>We're staying at some Hotel in the centre of Amsterdam (cann't remember
>the name of it)....
>
>
>> Just let me know, and meeting in Amsterdam is never a problem I think.
>> (us lucky dutch students have a pass for free -or reduced- public
>> transportation)
>
>It was never that easy when I was a student in England....I think thedutch
>get it to easy - being a student is all about tiny grotty smelly houses
>and walking everywhere 'coz you've got no money :)
>
>
>> DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
>
>Craig.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17412 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000621html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17413 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000622html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster
Date: Thu, 7 May 1998 21:29:27 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <1d8o941.7ijb1b1ekh0hsN@a1-88-131.a1.nl>
References: <6e90kp$6nq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <351127B1.100E@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1d8lvav.tqq5mhrljlfeN@a1-88-115.a1.nl> <355068DF.75CE70E6@hinge.mistral.co.uk> 
<1d8mjdd.c4gn4j1f0a3yuN@a1-88-100.a1.nl> <35519647.5628268A@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-131.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:622 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:867

> We don't all live in tiny London hovels ;)(I've got an apartment at the
> Marina in Brighton, balcony over the lagoon,
> boats, sea, sun, plenty of space and a pleasantly long way from London)
> 
> We're staying at some Hotel in the centre of Amsterdam (cann't remember
> the name of it)....
> 

Is this an invitation? ;-D

> > Just let me know, and meeting in Amsterdam is never a problem I think.
> > (us lucky dutch students have a pass for free -or reduced- public
> > transportation)
> 
> It was never that easy when I was a student in England....I think thedutch
> get it to easy - being a student is all about tiny grotty smelly houses
> and walking everywhere 'coz you've got no money :)
> 

That depends how you look at it. Most students live in stinky little
rooms. To study in Holland you don't need the money (Yet), you get
study-finance. But thats getting less and less every year. If you don't
work, you have a hard time.



Now I don't live near my school. I travel 2 and a half hour to and 2 and
a half hour from my school. In the east the appartments are so cheap
that they are cheaper than a small room in a big city. So every day I
travel about 5 hours, just to have some more space.
If you work next to your study, they reduce your study-finance. I do
work a lot and have just a bit more than others that are to lazy to
work. If you work as beeing a student you get punished and need to pay
your own stuff. And don't underestimate that most dutch students do have
loans to pay for more expensive studies.

But did you want to meet and have a drink in Amsterdam?

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
--MESSAGE FILE 17413 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000622html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17414 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000623html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 16:45:50 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 384.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:868 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:623

I just thought I would list some of my finding about programing with
the Analog Pad.

The L3 and the R3 buttons (The joysticks themselves are buttons) can
be read from the 9th and 10th bits respectively. (Remember those
conveniently not used bits on the standard controller? It's those.) 

The Controller ID of the PAD is 7 rather than 5 like I thought it
would be. I still think it should be 5 instead of 7 to give
computability with older analog games and just have a certain bit set
to differentiate it from the older controller for the newer games, BUT
enough of my gripes. :) Just remember the ID is 7. I'm not sure why
Sony decided to do this.

I took apart the controller to examine the feedback mechanism, and I
noticed that, to my suprise, the left side's (Side with the D-PAD)
motor and lop-sided weight is ALOT bigger than the right's. This is
interesting, I'm not sure why Sony decided to do this either.

I haven't tried to get the feedback system to work because I'm not
sure even where to start. Does anyone know (A Sony employee maybe?)
how to access the feedback (Dual Shock) function of the new Analog
Control Pads?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.



UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17414 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000623html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17415 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000624html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Wilson" <m.wilson@dial.pipex.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Thu, 7 May 1998 22:37:40 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6it9om$aek6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm176.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:869 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:624

>I haven't tried to get the feedback system to work because I'm not
>sure even where to start. Does anyone know (A Sony employee maybe?)
>how to access the feedback (Dual Shock) function of the new Analog
>Control Pads?

I think accessing the feedback function wouldn't be possible with the
existing Yaroze libraries because there's no support for sending data to the
controller ports, the same reason the multi-tap can't be used.

Mark

--MESSAGE FILE 17415 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000624html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17416 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000625html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Thu, 07 May 1998 20:48:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35525644.993D2824@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net> 
<6it9om$aek6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 440.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:871 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:625

Mark Wilson wrote:



> I think accessing the feedback function wouldn't be possible with the
> existing Yaroze libraries because there's no support for sending data to the
> controller ports, the same reason the multi-tap can't be used.

Then I'll write my own functions for sending data to the ports. I just
got to know where to start. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17416 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000625html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17417 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000626html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Fri, 08 May 1998 05:10:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <355293aa.13272274@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> 
<354f2b92.2323089@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ip66.ts9.phx.inficad.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I am going too in fact I just got my badge in the mail today!!

On Tue, 05 May 1998 15:32:42 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

>I'll be there. You'll find me next to the Net Yaroze system.
>
>Mario
>
>On Mon, 04 May 1998 17:43:18 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
>wrote:
>
>>Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
>>meet up there in person.

--MESSAGE FILE 17417 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000626html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17418 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000627html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian Thompson <ianthomp@clara.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Finish/Add to Yaroze Utils



Date: Sat, 09 May 1998 11:19:34 +0100
Organization: The PC Shop
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35542DB6.146E2EC2@clara.net>
Reply-To: ianthomp@clara.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: du-1924.claranet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

I am afraid I am getting a bit frustrated by this one.

Sony, how about releasing the source code for the unfinished beta tools (RSDTOOL
etc.) so that WE could at least finish them.

This code has been gathering dust since 97 and we could use these utils.

Ian T.

--MESSAGE FILE 17418 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000627html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17419 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000628html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: What's with the auditorium?
Date: Sat, 09 May 1998 22:14:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <3554d47c.570351@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-79.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I tried to drop in tonight for the chat, but www.scea.sony.com.8057
would not respond...  I even tried reinstalling my browser to no
avail. Was there a chat, or did everyone else have the same
experience?  What a shame, a couple of new people were going to show
too.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17419 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000628html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17420 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000629html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Sat, 9 May 1998 22:32:03 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6j32tu$6r15@scea>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> 
<354f2b92.2323089@205.149.189.29> <355293aa.13272274@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.138.69.9
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I'll be there.



Jeff / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

>On Mon, 04 May 1998 17:43:18 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
>>wrote:
>>
>>>Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
>>>meet up there in person.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17420 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000629html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17421 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000630html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What's with the auditorium?
Date: Sun, 10 May 1998 04:53:55 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <355532ac.10291504@205.149.189.29>
References: <3554d47c.570351@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Matt,

I think everyone had the same problem, I know I did. I'll see what I
can find out on monday. Hopefully we can get this corrected pretty
quick.

Mario

On Sat, 09 May 1998 22:14:53 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   I tried to drop in tonight for the chat, but www.scea.sony.com.8057
>would not respond...  I even tried reinstalling my browser to no
>avail. Was there a chat, or did everyone else have the same
>experience?  What a shame, a couple of new people were going to show
>too.
>
>-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17421 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000630html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17422 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000631html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Offer to design a web site
Date: Sun, 10 May 1998 01:43:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35550541.3117300@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35511528.1789412@www.netyaroze-europe.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-16.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Seeing as recently my tv is knackered, and not sure what Ill be doing
>for now, Im offering my services to anyone who wants me to have a bash
>at their web sites.

   O.k. Rob, I am gonna take you up on your offer. I just added frames
to my site and there are a few things I don't understand about what I
did, and I would like to get everything working just the way I want it
to. I'll e-mail you. 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17422 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000631html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17423 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000632html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 03:24:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 65
Message-ID: <3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-36.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
To: darco@bigfoot.com
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:906 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:632

Darco wrote:

> I just thought I would list some of my finding about programing with
> the Analog Pad.
>
> The L3 and the R3 buttons (The joysticks themselves are buttons) can
> be read from the 9th and 10th bits respectively. (Remember those
> conveniently not used bits on the standard controller? It's those.)

Isn't this the same as the standard analog pad?

>
>
> The Controller ID of the PAD is 7 rather than 5 like I thought it
> would be. I still think it should be 5 instead of 7 to give
> computability with older analog games and just have a certain bit set
> to differentiate it from the older controller for the newer games, BUT
> enough of my gripes. :) Just remember the ID is 7. I'm not sure why
> Sony decided to do this.

'twas a bit short sighted.

>
>
> I took apart the controller to examine the feedback mechanism, and I



> noticed that, to my suprise, the left side's (Side with the D-PAD)
> motor and lop-sided weight is ALOT bigger than the right's. This is
> interesting, I'm not sure why Sony decided to do this either.

It's to give two different types of vibration.  Hence "Dual Shock".

>
>
> I haven't tried to get the feedback system to work because I'm not
> sure even where to start. Does anyone know (A Sony employee maybe?)
> how to access the feedback (Dual Shock) function of the new Analog
> Control Pads?

I think an answer to this one will be a long time comming.  Without
updated libraries (which I'm sure won't be comming) you would need to
write directly to hardware.  Now Sony just couldn't let that happen now
could they!  Ho hum.

Herbs

>
>
> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
>
> Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.
>
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
>
> "Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
>  are not out to get me."

--MESSAGE FILE 17423 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000632html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17424 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000633html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Byron@snsys.com (Byron Atkinson-Jones)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Assigning texture maps to 3D objects at runtime?
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 09:25:14 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <355814cd.1014568@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <34E72D24.691CD1E4@access.ch> <34E902FE.4224@charlie.cns.iit.edu> 
<34E96F7C.3E149E37@access.ch> <6cf7fj$beo39@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: byron.snsys.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:908 
scee.yaroze.beginners:261 scea.yaroze.freetalk:633

On Wed, 18 Feb 1998 18:01:09 -0000, "SCEE"
<dev_support@interactive.sony.com> wrote:

>Hi,
>
>If you want to apply an animated texture to a TMD, the easiest way is



>probally to have the animation frames in main ram, and download one frame at
>a time ( using LoadImage ) before drawing, so the GPU draws the same TMD
>each time with the same VRAM info, but the graphics change.
>Any other way does involve poking around with the innards of the TMD
>structure...
>
>Cheers,
>
>Colin.
>

Can you also adjust the translucency levels (i.e from opaque to
totally transparent)?

I would rather poke at the TMD structure directly, where would I find
the info to do this and what am I looking for. For sprites you did
this by altering the r, g, and b fields to adjust brightness. I am
assuming that the same thing is true for TMD's.

Cheers,

Byron

--MESSAGE FILE 17424 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000633html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17425 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000634html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Tue, 12 May 1998 07:49:03 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net> 
<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 81.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:910 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:634

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote:
> 
> > I just thought I would list some of my finding about programing with
> > the Analog Pad.
> >
> > The L3 and the R3 buttons (The joysticks themselves are buttons) can
> > be read from the 9th and 10th bits respectively. (Remember those
> > conveniently not used bits on the standard controller? It's those.)
> 
> Isn't this the same as the standard analog pad?

Which one? The big one? I wasn't aware that you could do that with the
larger version.



> >
> >
> > I took apart the controller to examine the feedback mechanism, and I
> > noticed that, to my suprise, the left side's (Side with the D-PAD)
> > motor and lop-sided weight is ALOT bigger than the right's. This is
> > interesting, I'm not sure why Sony decided to do this either.
> 
> It's to give two different types of vibration.  Hence "Dual Shock".

I dissagree, as it was my impression that you could change the
rotational speed of each motor, and that two motors were there to give
a different shock to each side of the controler. (Imagine you are in a
flying game and you get hit on the right side - you feel it on the
right side of the controler. Or of you get punched on the left side of
your face in a fighting game, you'll feel it on the left side) Having
two motors the the only purpose of having 2 different types of
feedback is a waste, and a bad move by Sony.

> >
> > I haven't tried to get the feedback system to work because I'm not
> > sure even where to start. Does anyone know (A Sony employee maybe?)
> > how to access the feedback (Dual Shock) function of the new Analog
> > Control Pads?
> 
> I think an answer to this one will be a long time comming.  Without
> updated libraries (which I'm sure won't be comming) you would need to
> write directly to hardware.  Now Sony just couldn't let that happen now
> could they!  Ho hum.

I guess I'll be doing a bit of hacking and detective work this summer
then. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17425 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000634html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17426 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000635html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: 13 May 1998 11:38:07 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uhg2v7xxc.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net>

<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk> <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:921 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:635



Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net> writes:

> 
> Alex Herbert wrote:
> > 
> > Darco wrote:
> > 
> > > I took apart the controller to examine the feedback mechanism, and I
> > > noticed that, to my suprise, the left side's (Side with the D-PAD)
> > > motor and lop-sided weight is ALOT bigger than the right's. This is
> > > interesting, I'm not sure why Sony decided to do this either.
> > 
> > It's to give two different types of vibration.  Hence "Dual Shock".
> 
> I dissagree, as it was my impression that you could change the
> rotational speed of each motor, and that two motors were there to give
> a different shock to each side of the controler. (Imagine you are in a
> flying game and you get hit on the right side - you feel it on the
> right side of the controler. Or of you get punched on the left side of
> your face in a fighting game, you'll feel it on the left side) Having
> two motors the the only purpose of having 2 different types of
> feedback is a waste, and a bad move by Sony.

Nah, I prefer the way they've done it, with two *types* of vibration.
If I'm driving along a bumpy track in a crappy C class car in Gran
Turismo then I'll get the slow vibration from the larger motor.  But
if I scrape the wall or get nudged by another car I get a quicker
vibration from the smaller motor.  This is great, and is what enhances
gameplay.

I honestly think that if you had left and right vibration as you
described you wouldn't feel it properly, as the controller is too
small for that.  The controller would have to be split in two, with
independant casing that didn't interfere with the other half.  Too
difficult, not worth it IMHO.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17426 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000635html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17427 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000636html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 10:22:36 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6jc9u6$2v212@scea>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I'll be there.

Looking forward to attending..  Get to meet with some friends that I haven't
seen in awhile.

Darco wrote in message <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>...
>Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
>meet up there in person.



--MESSAGE FILE 17427 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000636html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17428 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000637html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: How did you get started???
Date: Wed, 13 May 1998 11:01:07 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <6jcc68$2v213@scea>
References: <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pc42.aug-ga.ddinet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Michael Klucher wrote in message <354a636a.1323252@news.scea.sony.com>...
>Well I thought I might try to drum up alittle ativity in the group
>asnd ask a cool question. How did you get started in the yaroze
>program?

Man what a question...  This could take quite awhile to explain..  I'll try
to be brief...  (Ya right)

It all started when I was a wee young one..  Probably 6 or 7...  My mother
loved hand held games.   You know like Electronic Quarterback...  I Don't
remeber if it was out before pong (I was rather young).  I remember my
parents buying Pong when it came out.  Talk about about a simple game..
Whoa...  :)  Any how it entertained my family for hours (pong that is)..  I
think at that point I was hooked on gaming...  Although it was quite a while
later, after a Telestar, Atari 2600, Intellivision, Coleco Vision, and then
I remeber seeing the Vic 20, TI-99, and the Timex Sinclair in the stores and
wishing I could have one.  I would always run over to the computer section
of Eaton's, The Bay, Sears where ever we happened to be..  I think I was
about 10 then.  I started saving up for my first computer.  I would shovel
driveways mow lawns, I had my paper route (christmas tips were always nice).
It took quite awhile for me to get enough money.  But my mother would always
keep me busy with the lastest games..  Some of my fondest memories of my
mother was playing games with her.  Sadly she passed aways from cancer when
I was 13.  It was just after my 13th birthday that I was able to buy my
first computer.  It was an Atari 800..  Cost me a small fortune..  My father
being the kind soul he was, and knowing that it took me forever to save the
600$ to buy the computer bought me a disk drive.  Single sided floppy
drive..  It was an Indus GT the latest and the greatest.  Also carried a
hefty price of $700.

Still to this day I need to have the latest and the greatest..  I think my
wife kinda hates it, but what can you do..  I told her to blame my father
for leaving me with that character flaw.  Currently my main PC (I have 3) is
a P2 400Mhz, Dimond Fire GL AGP, Monster 2 Vodoo 2, 128MB 100Mhz RAM, 10GB
Storage, ISDN.  It's kinda slow though..  :)  j/k  My slowest PC runs at the
cruddy speed of 200Mhz..  My friends always tease me about how I'm addicted
to my computers like a drug.  I went to Austria / Germany for 2 weeks and
all I could think about was getting home and back to coding on my computer..
It may very well be a sickness....  :)  Although it is one I am rather happy
living with, and one my wife has learned to live with..  She figures it
could be worse, I could be out with the guys all the time partying..
Atleast this way she knows where I am..  Down the hall second door on the
left..  :)  Maybe I could turn my sickness into some sort of 12 step



program..  How to be a better code..  in 6 steps.  Hmm  Guess I just cut out
half of the 12..  I'm sure you could use some sort of loop in there... :)

From teh Atari I got into Basic, Action (Pascal like), then MAC65 6502 ASM.
I ended up getting a C64, Atari ST, Amiga, PC..  That brings you upto
current day computer..  I have since learned to code in a few languages..
Went to school got my BSc, and today code for a living.  I have worked with
on-line games, multi threaded systems, and now code on Win95 / NT.  I would
love to go back to my gaming roots, although I fear that I make too much
money doing what I'm doing, so for now it is a hobby.  I would like to start
up a video game company in the future, and I am using the Yaroze as that
stepping stone.  Hopefully I can forge friendships that can eventually
become coding / working relationships.

Who knows what the future holds..  Oh currently I'm the ripe old age of
imortals 29.  This is the year I become the mortal age of 30.  :)

Maybe you all know a little too much about me, if of course you read this
far..  :)

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

--MESSAGE FILE 17428 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000637html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17429 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000638html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 08:00:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <355aa489.39363581@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Yea I get to finally do something cool. I hope to see you guys there!

On Mon, 04 May 1998 17:43:18 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:

>Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
>meet up there in person.

--MESSAGE FILE 17429 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000638html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17430 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000639html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Newsgroup integration
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 16:46:46 +0100



Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <355B11E6.70EA@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gfs0-034.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:933 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:639

Is it necessary to have SCEE and SCEA newsgroups split?

Could they both not be integrated into one with extra SCEE issues/ SCEA
issues groups (PAL/NTSC, respective website comments)?

Couldn't help but bring us a bit more together - besides quite a few
people tend to cross post anyway...

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17430 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000639html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17431 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000640html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Newsgroup integration
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 11:47:57 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <355B3C5D.F96D51C0@netmagic.net>
References: <355B11E6.70EA@writeme.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@cisco.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:934 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:640

I guess that might depend on whether you want to merge the
non-English-speaking European branches, too.  The majority of us here
use English rather than Japanese or French, and I wouldn't mind seeing
just a "yaroze.freetalk" group.  :P  Cross-posting does seem somewhat
wasteful.  Just my opinion...  ^_^

James Rutherford wrote:
> 
> Is it necessary to have SCEE and SCEA newsgroups split?
> 
> Could they both not be integrated into one with extra SCEE issues/ SCEA
> issues groups (PAL/NTSC, respective website comments)?
> 
> Couldn't help but bring us a bit more together - besides quite a few
> people tend to cross post anyway...
> 
> James (~mrfrosty)

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17431 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000640html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17432 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000641html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock
Date: Thu, 14 May 1998 16:11:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <355B4FE6.1F2BEDE7@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net>

<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk> <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net> 
<uhg2v7xxc.fsf@cybec.com.au>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 264.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:935 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:641

> 
> Nah, I prefer the way they've done it, with two *types* of vibration.
> If I'm driving along a bumpy track in a crappy C class car in Gran
> Turismo then I'll get the slow vibration from the larger motor.  But
> if I scrape the wall or get nudged by another car I get a quicker
> vibration from the smaller motor.  This is great, and is what enhances
> gameplay.
> 
> I honestly think that if you had left and right vibration as you
> described you wouldn't feel it properly, as the controller is too
> small for that.  The controller would have to be split in two, with
> independant casing that didn't interfere with the other half.  Too
> difficult, not worth it IMHO.

Now that I think about it you're right. The hard caseing of the
controler will make it difficult to make one side vibrate and the
other to not. You are right, It makes sense now. Good example by the
way, otherwise I would still have not understood. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17432 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000641html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17433 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000642html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 02:38:24 -0700



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-240.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>, darco@bigfoot.com wrote:

> Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
> meet up there in person.

I'll be there, too.

Should we organize a special dinner or something? It might be tough to
choose a good time, what with all the parties going on :-) And it might be
tough to decide on a place, unless someone here is familiar with Atlanta.

If we do decide on a place and time after the show starts, maybe we could
convince Mario, who will be standing by the Net Yaroze system, to let us
put up a notice nearby the NY booth or something, so that we can find each
other. Maybe we could even invite would-be Yaroze owners, so they can find
out more about the Yaroze from the user's point of view (us, that is)...
unless we'd rather keep it exclusive...

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17433 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000642html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17434 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000643html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: ICQ
Date: Sat, 16 May 1998 23:09:10 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1d959mk.duund41ovk45cN@a1-88-130.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-130.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Antonio can't download ICQ from the site. Is there a PC-member that will
mail him the PC version of ICQ? Don'ty sent it to me (so don't reply) I
use a mac.
Please mail it to:

omoliner@lesein.es

Thanks!!
--MESSAGE FILE 17434 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000643html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17435 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000644html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: SCEE serevr access
Date: Sun, 17 May 1998 17:21:09 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 20
Message-ID: <355F54C4.12070740@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 192.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

I've been waiting for about 2 months to get access to the SCEE server,
and I dont' have access yet. Anyone have similar problems?

If Sony is reading, my login is 'rquattlebaum'. Please give me access,
as I just am now able to play pal games with color, and I really want
to see whats up in the eurpoean scene.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17435 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000644html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17436 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000645html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ICQ
Date: Mon, 18 May 1998 22:51:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <3560b7c6.33866502@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <1d959mk.duund41ovk45cN@a1-88-130.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-167.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   Done.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17436 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000645html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17437 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000646html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: The Yaroze and the O2
Date: Tue, 19 May 1998 20:18:02 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35622F49.4F125E32@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dgr-il4-17.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.01 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)

Does anybody out there have a SGI O2?  I don't know if I'll be able to
hook my Yaroze up to it (haven't seen the connections yet).

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17437 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000646html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17438 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000647html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Help me!!
Date: Wed, 20 May 1998 17:46:39 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35634F3F.A1493B1@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 299.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Who should I contact about getting access to the SCEE server? I've
been waiting for literally MONTHS. It's driving me nuts - I've emailed
SCEA, and I've received no reply. I posted a message here, but no one
seems to care.

Common! 2 to 3 MONTHS (As opposed to the alleged 2 to 3 WEEKS) for
SCEE access is a joke! Is there a waiting list or something??? Is
anyone else having the same problem??? Am I just alone here???

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17438 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000647html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17439 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000648html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Help me!!
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 00:53:17 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35637963.44716407@205.149.189.29>
References: <35634F3F.A1493B1@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I'm sorry you didn't receive my earlier email response, but I did send
one. I'd like to look into this further and hopefully get it resolved
for you, but I need to know what your name and user ID is before I can
do that. Please email this information to me ASAP. 

Mario

PS
Please DO NOT send me your password.

On Wed, 20 May 1998 17:46:39 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:

>Who should I contact about getting access to the SCEE server? I've
>been waiting for literally MONTHS. It's driving me nuts - I've emailed
>SCEA, and I've received no reply. I posted a message here, but no one
>seems to care.
>
>Common! 2 to 3 MONTHS (As opposed to the alleged 2 to 3 WEEKS) for
>SCEE access is a joke! Is there a waiting list or something??? Is
>anyone else having the same problem??? Am I just alone here???

--MESSAGE FILE 17439 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000648html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17440 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000649html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Kevin Davis" <KMFSV@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Light Cycle Arena 1.5
Date: 21 May 1998 05:39:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01bd847b$15479ae0$5b80accf@kd-home>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207-172-128-91.s28.as2.col.erols.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1162

I've updated my game Light Cycle Arena, as well as posting the source code
for the game.  Try it out and let me know what you think.

Kevin

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kdavis.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17440 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000649html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17441 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000650html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Help me!!
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 00:13:01 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <1d9el2x.z9pu1y1hdo48wN@a1-88-112.a1.nl>
References: <35634F3F.A1493B1@mail.datasys.net> 
<35637963.44716407@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-112.a1.nl



X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 30 days)

this works from both sides!! I'm a SCEE member and I would love to see
the SCEA sites!!

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17441 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000650html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17442 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000651html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jonathan Calvert <jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 17:39:06 -0400
Organization: NO-SPAM, I am.  I do not like SPAM!
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kb5rh.dialup.mindspring.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)
To: "wayne a. lee" <wal@blarg.net>

wayne a. lee wrote:
> 
> In article <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>, darco@bigfoot.com wrote:
> 
> > Anyone going to E3 this month? Anyone going reply, perhaps we can all
> > meet up there in person.
> 
> I'll be there, too.
> 
> Should we organize a special dinner or something? It might be tough to
> choose a good time, what with all the parties going on :-) And it might be
> tough to decide on a place, unless someone here is familiar with Atlanta.

[posted and direct email]

I will be there.  I live in Atlanta (well not really the city limits),
so
I would be more than happy to pick a place.  If nothing else, we can
always
pick a spot for lunch.  Since everyone will be at the World Congress
Center,
lunch may not be that hard to arrange.

FYI, food in the World Congress Center is very expensive.  About the
best
you can do is the Pizza Hut Pan Pizzas for $5-6.  The CNN center is
right
next door and there are lots of places there, but of course they are
expensive.  Then again, what is expensive to me, may be inexpensive to
others.

Does anyone know if Sony is going to have another nice Sports Bar like
last year?
-- 
Jonathan
[Please remove NO-SPAM to email me]



--MESSAGE FILE 17442 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000651html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17443 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000652html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Light Cycle Arena 1.5
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 17:43:50 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3564A016.276B192B@mail.datasys.net>
References: <01bd847b$15479ae0$5b80accf@kd-home>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 241.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Kevin Davis wrote:
> 
> I've updated my game Light Cycle Arena, as well as posting the source code
> for the game.  Try it out and let me know what you think.

Excelent job! Best SCEA game I've seen yet! That should get into the
showcase easily...

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17443 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000652html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17444 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000653html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "JohnT" <johnt@nettech.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Help me!!
Date: Thu, 21 May 1998 23:55:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6k2bc8$4p32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35634F3F.A1493B1@mail.datasys.net> 
<35637963.44716407@205.149.189.29> <1d9el2x.z9pu1y1hdo48wN@a1-88-112.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nettech.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0

You can but only via a mirror of the SCEA site. There may be problems with
some SCEA members pages having direct links that wont work from the mirror
site but those have mostly been ironed out.
Follow the 'Utilities & Links' link from the SCEE site to find links to the
SCEA and SCEI mirror sites.



JohnT

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote in message
<1d9el2x.z9pu1y1hdo48wN@a1-88-112.a1.nl>...
>this works from both sides!! I'm a SCEE member and I would love to see
>the SCEA sites!!
>
>DEnnis..

--MESSAGE FILE 17444 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000653html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17445 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000654html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Help me!!
Date: 22 May 1998 08:54:15 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 15
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6k3av7$i3q1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 22 May 1998 08:00:12 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id IAA19929
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Fri, 22 May 1998 08:59:51 +0100 (BST)

From: Paul_Holman@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

Goto the "Links" page and hit SCEA ... we have a Mirror of the SCEA site at
SCEE,
although alas because the CGI scripts are distributed across their site
(ours are
centralized in /cgi-bin for security reasons) some of the scripts don't
work.

--MESSAGE FILE 17445 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000654html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17446 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000655html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Help me!!
Date: Fri, 22 May 1998 18:59:15 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <1d9fi64.1fpqgnlwwou4qN@a1-88-135.a1.nl>
References: <35634F3F.A1493B1@mail.datasys.net> 
<35637963.44716407@205.149.189.29> <1d9el2x.z9pu1y1hdo48wN@a1-88-112.a1.nl> 
<6k2bc8$4p32@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6k3av7$i3q1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-135.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 31 days)

Thanks!!!

DEnnis..



--MESSAGE FILE 17446 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000655html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17447 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000656html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Sat, 23 May 1998 16:30:28 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2305981630280001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com> <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-20.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com>,
jonathan.calvertNO-SPAM@mindspring.com wrote:
> I will be there.  I live in Atlanta (well not really the city limits),
> so
> I would be more than happy to pick a place.  If nothing else, we can
> always
> pick a spot for lunch.  Since everyone will be at the World Congress
> Center,
> lunch may not be that hard to arrange.

Lunch sounds like a great idea. Take a midday break from prowling the show
floor and swap stories... cool.

> 
> Does anyone know if Sony is going to have another nice Sports Bar like
> last year?

I don't know, but I've heard that Sony is going to have 3x as much floor
space as last year!!?

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17447 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000656html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17448 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000657html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Stefano Provenzano" <dragon@intercom.it>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze and Modem
Date: Sun, 24 May 1998 09:49:38 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6k920d$hca3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dragon.dial.intercom.it
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi,
I'am working at a VRML browser and I have thought to use it with the yaroze,
but there is a big problem (at least for me) command directly the modem and
then the psx serial port.



Anyone know how to do this?

Thanks,
Stefano

--MESSAGE FILE 17448 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000657html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17449 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000658html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Profile
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 00:54:11 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <1d9k7pj.okl5791432bmqN@a1-88-134.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-134.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 33 days)

Can I have all your profiles for the profilelist (if I don't already
have it)?

I'm bussy with a Public Profile List. Here you can see all the basic
info about members that sent me their profile. Lots of members already
sent me their profile. Just have a look. Tell what you want others to
know.
The next info can be made public this way:

- Name
- Membername
- Birthdate
- Email <linked>
- ICQ
- Nationality
- Home-town
- Personal Page <linked>
- NY page <linked>
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page>
- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10>
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10>
- Specialisation
- Projects
- Extra Info
- Member since
- Hot
- Not

This is for SCEE and SCEA members (and SCEI members if in English)

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/ny/profilelist.html

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

Greatings DEnnis..



DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17449 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000658html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17450 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000659html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Profile
Date: Sun, 24 May 1998 22:48:47 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3568a34b.5633769@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <1d9k7pj.okl5791432bmqN@a1-88-134.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-129.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I got your e-mail requesting all this info., what are you doing
with it all, what is the purpose? Are you posting this information
outside our gated member area? 
   I just wonder because we all have member pages, I don't get the
point of creating a database of profiles... 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17450 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000659html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17451 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000660html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 09:01:25 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:223 scea.yaroze.freetalk:660
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:195 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:325 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:97 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:14 
scee.yaroze.beginners:322 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:4

YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!

YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file



and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
NT.

You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
look for YarozeMaster.

If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.

Happy programming!

Maurice Sibrandi
sibrandi@orion.nl

--MESSAGE FILE 17451 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000660html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17452 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000661html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@inficad.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 11:18:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2
Message-ID: <35695375.6137975@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Cool that sounds good too me!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 17452 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000661html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17453 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000662html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Profile
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 21:41:12 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <1d9lrk6.w2cnh81csk1wsN@[194.151.88.144]>
References: <1d9k7pj.okl5791432bmqN@a1-88-134.a1.nl> 
<3568a34b.5633769@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.144
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 34 days)

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:

> I got your e-mail requesting all this info., what are you doing
> with it all, what is the purpose? Are you posting this information
> outside our gated member area? 
> I just wonder because we all have member pages, I don't get the
> point of creating a database of profiles... 



> 
> -Matt

What am I doining with it:
I put it on a public profile-list (like mentioned in the mail)

Purpose:
One page with basic info about NY-members. This way you can see with
what kind of person you start a project. You can see what skills you're
dealing with and you can see his (or her) mail-adress and URL at ones.

Memberpages?
No, not all members have memberpages. And if they do, you don't always
find the info you would like to know. Another thing is that not all
members have direct access to member-pages, like SCEA and SCEI members.
By having a look on this public page, you can also get in contact with
members from SCEA and SCEI.

If you want others to have a clear view on your profile, then sent it
in. If you dont want others to know some more about you, well just don't
sent it in.
If a member can't make a page, he still can get his profile on the net.
And to update your profiile is also very easy, just sent me a mail and
I'll update it.

I hope you have a bit of an idea about my purpose now, If you think it's
usefull, just have a look at it:

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/ny/profilelist.html

If you would like your profile to be added... You know what to do.

Greatings DEnnis..
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17453 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000662html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17454 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000663html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Profile
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 18:58:06 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3569be3e.47971535@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <1d9k7pj.okl5791432bmqN@a1-88-134.a1.nl> 
<3568a34b.5633769@news.scea.sony.com> <1d9lrk6.w2cnh81csk1wsN@[194.151.88.144]>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-101.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   O.k. ... I am a wee bit paranoid about posting my e-mail, or
anything else outside the gated areas. Too many freakin' nuts and
weirdos in cyberspace. 
   I just did not want to ignore your e-mail, and it was lacking in
any detail. Just a form request for a profile... 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17454 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000663html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17455 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000664html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 21:53:27 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-70-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:224 scea.yaroze.freetalk:664
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:197 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:326 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:98 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:15 
scee.yaroze.beginners:323 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:5

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> 
> YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!
> 
> YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> NT.
> 
> You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> look for YarozeMaster.
> 
> If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> 
> Happy programming!
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi
> sibrandi@orion.nl

Hey Maurice,

I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and
couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,

any ideas?

Will
--MESSAGE FILE 17455 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000664html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17456 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000665html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@netmagic.net>
Newsgroups: 



scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.problems.pc,scea.yaroze.p
rogramming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler,scea.yaroze.programm
ing.libraries,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freet
alk.eng
Subject: Re: YarozeMaster v2.0
Date: Mon, 25 May 1998 19:35:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <356A2A55.8091BCF0@netmagic.net>
References: <6kb509$hca16@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <356A2097.6E5A@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp3-27.sj.netmagic.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:225 scea.yaroze.freetalk:665
scea.yaroze.problems.pc:198 scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:327 
scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:99 scea.yaroze.programming.libraries:16 
scee.yaroze.beginners:324 scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:6

DOH!  ^_^ The URL should be:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~deruiter/

Will Atkin wrote:
> 
> Maurice Sibrandi wrote:
> >
> > YarozeMaster V2.0 is ready!
> >
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 now supports Windows95 and Windows NT 4.0.
> > YarozeMaster v2.0 has a graphical IDE for the gnu compiler/linker (like
> > Developer Studio) complete with project management. Just add a source file
> > and it will be compiled and linked. No more editting of makefiles.
> > Like v1.0, YarozeMaster also includes the front-end of the SioConsole from
> > Sony and can import old batch files. Unlike v1.0, YarozeMaster works under
> > NT.
> >
> > You can download it from http://www.playstation-europe.com/~deruiter Just
> > look for YarozeMaster.
> >
> > If you have any comments/suggestions you can mail me.
> >
> > Happy programming!
> >
> > Maurice Sibrandi
> > sibrandi@orion.nl
> 
> Hey Maurice,
> 
> I checked out that web-address and came up with an adress not found
> screen.  I also looked under http://www.playstation-europe.com and
> couldn't find anything leading to yaroze,
> 
> any ideas?
> 
> Will

-- 
- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17456 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000665html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17457 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000666html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Profile
Date: Tue, 26 May 1998 08:25:21 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1d9mnc7.wi6top1quck62N@a1-88-123.a1.nl>
References: <1d9k7pj.okl5791432bmqN@a1-88-134.a1.nl> 
<3568a34b.5633769@news.scea.sony.com> <1d9lrk6.w2cnh81csk1wsN@[194.151.88.144]> 
<3569be3e.47971535@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-123.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 34 days)

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:

>    O.k. ... I am a wee bit paranoid about posting my e-mail, or
> anything else outside the gated areas. Too many freakin' nuts and
> weirdos in cyberspace. 
>    I just did not want to ignore your e-mail, and it was lacking in
> any detail. Just a form request for a profile... 
> 
> -Matt

I think it was good that you asked!

Cheers DEnnis
--MESSAGE FILE 17457 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000666html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17458 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000667html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!chuka.playstation.co.uk!
not-for-mail
From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Profile
Date: 26 May 1998 09:55:00 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe - 119.SS5
Lines: 102
Sender: news@chuka.playstation.co.uk
Message-ID: <6ke014$19v1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: emeka.playstation.co.uk

          via smtpd (for [194.203.13.2]) with SMTP; 26 May 1998 09:00:55 UT
by camsg001.camb.scee.sony.co.uk (8.8.6/8.8.6) with SMTP id KAA02865
for <news@playstation.co.uk>; Tue, 26 May 1998 10:00:19 +0100 (BST)

From: Lewis_Evans@Playstation.sony.com
To: news@playstation.co.uk
Content-Disposition: inline

- Name: Lewis Evans
- Membername: flumente
- Birthdate: 10/10/1971
- Email <linked> Lewis_Evans @ playstation.sony.com
- ICQ: not yet, coming soon
- Nationality: British
- Home-town: London
- Personal Page: http://www.geocities.com/TimesSquare/Arcade/9424
- NY page: http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~flumente
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page> 6/10



- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10> 7/10
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10> 9/10
- Specialisation: 3d interaction, 3d graphics, camera  work, 2d, AI,
     general design
- Projects: (past) Snave, Follow My Camera, Between The Eyes;
     (present) new game, no name yet
- Extra Info
- Member since: a few months after launch in Europe
- Hot
- Not

     - hot/not? I'm probably being dense, but I don't get that at all.
Do you mean "what are your strengths and weaknesses",
or "pet loves and hates"?

     Lewis

To:       Lewis_Evans @ scee.sony.co.uk
cc:        (bcc: Lewis Evans)
From:     news @ playstation.co.uk @ INET
Subject:  Profile:scea.yaroze.freetalk

From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Profile

Can I have all your profiles for the profilelist (if I don't already
have it)?

I'm bussy with a Public Profile List. Here you can see all the basic
info about members that sent me their profile. Lots of members already
sent me their profile. Just have a look. Tell what you want others to
know.
The next info can be made public this way:

- Name
- Membername
- Birthdate
- Email <linked>
- ICQ
- Nationality
- Home-town
- Personal Page <linked>
- NY page <linked>
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page>
- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10>
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10>
- Specialisation
- Projects
- Extra Info
- Member since
- Hot
- Not

This is for SCEE and SCEA members (and SCEI members if in English)

http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/ny/profilelist.html



http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

Greatings DEnnis..

DEnnis Brinkhuis (NL)
-------------------
http://come.to/debri
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~madmac
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/
-------------------
debri@dds.nl
macsuppor@a1.nl
-------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17458 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000667html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17459 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000668html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Profile
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 09:31:36 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <1d9nwlv.9zj5dls49cmyN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
References: <6ke014$19v1@emeka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-118.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 35 days)

thanx..

DEnnis.
--MESSAGE FILE 17459 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000668html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17460 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000669html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Wed, 27 May 1998 00:14:06 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R2705980014060001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com> <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-124.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

Ok, what the heck, I'll volunteer to take responsibility for organizing
this lunch thing, since no one else is. I'm leaving for Atlanta tomorrow...
I'm going to be away from newsgroups, but I will be reachable via e-mail
<wal@blarg.net>.



So, how about lunch on Friday, say 1 PM? Send me e-mail if you'd be into
this. Let's say somewhere very close by, either in the convention center,
or the CNN center, for convenience's sake. I'll scout out a place Thursday,
and I'll try to make the info available by Friday morning. I'll tell Mario
at the Yaroze booth, and then everyone can just bug him :-)  With any luck,
he'll let me put up a little sign or something. I'll also send e-mail to
anyone who writes me.

I won't be checking newsgroups after this point, so e-mail me with your
comments...

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17460 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000669html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17461 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000670html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 16:15:37 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:670 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:8 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1063 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:17

Does anyone know where I can buy an Action Replay cartridge with PC-Comms
Link. Preferably a online-store or post-order company. You can leave out
Datel, because I already checked them.

Thanks!

Maurice

--MESSAGE FILE 17461 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000670html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17462 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000671html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 16:05:24 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <356D7D34.22090B63@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:671 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:9 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1064 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:18

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:

> Does anyone know where I can buy an Action Replay cartridge with PC-Comms
> Link. Preferably a online-store or post-order company. You can leave out
> Datel, because I already checked them.
>

What was wrong with Datel ? I got mine direct from them....

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17462 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000671html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17463 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000672html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze France & World Cup
Date: Thu, 28 May 1998 22:53:43 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <356E2337.297B@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: william_atkin@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-127-btvt.udial.together.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01C-KIT  (Win95; U)

Hey are there any Yaroze Headz in France, I'm taking a family trip there
the beginning of July.  If there is anyone out there let me know, I'm
also trying to find tickets to the July 8th match at St. Denis for World
Cup soccer, or football, whichever.

We're going to be renting a car so will be pretty mobile.  Not sure
which towns I will be staying in, but mostly tooling around the mid
North East Region.

Thanks,

Will Atkin
--MESSAGE FILE 17463 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000672html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17464 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000673html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze France & World Cup
Date: 29 May 1998 10:31:43 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <6km2qf$lev17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <356E2337.297B@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n9.herts.ac.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/356E2337.297B@hotmail.com

Will Atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com> wrote:
>, I'm
>also trying to find tickets to the July 8th match at St. Denis for World
>Cup soccer, or football, whichever.
>
>
I hope you're seriously rich :)

P.S.
You do know Its illegal to buy tickets from touts in france and all tickets
will have the names of the purchersers printed on them.

--MESSAGE FILE 17464 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000673html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17465 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000674html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Sun, 31 May 1998 16:39:38 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-19.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello to all you lucky guys,
   Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
just a few:

1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...

2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
talking about?

3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?

That's enough for now... 

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17465 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000674html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17466 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000675html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Light Cycle Arena 1.5
Date: Sun, 31 May 1998 17:29:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3571F5EF.AB6DFB03@concentric.net>
References: <01bd847b$15479ae0$5b80accf@kd-home>



Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts030d02.sto-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

This game is just so cool!  Bravo, Kevin!  Everyone, please give it a try!

Scott

Kevin Davis wrote:

> I've updated my game Light Cycle Arena, as well as posting the source code
> for the game.  Try it out and let me know what you think.
>
> Kevin
>
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kdavis.html

--MESSAGE FILE 17466 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000675html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17467 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000676html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Tue, 02 Jun 1998 16:18:51 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 67
Message-ID: <35745E2B.B68ED160@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 200.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    Hello to all you lucky guys,
>    Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
> just a few:
> 
> 1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
> show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...

Honestly, the coolest booth was the Sony booth; Except the word
"booth" is a massive understatment, "Section" is a better word. They
had 2 huge 2-story TV screens, a catwalk, a restraunt, and countless
game units set up - one of which was using a blue debug unit.

Nintendo had the second largest booth, but it was as cool as the sony
booth. Definately, the coolest thing there in my opinion was the Color
Gameboy. It got me excited, I really liked it. It was small, and had a
beautiful color screen. 

I had the honor to attend the SquareSoft Press Conference. I got to
see the President of Square, the Producer of FF8, and the president(I
think) of EA. Two new companies were formed; Square EA(For square



publishing in the USA), and EA Square(For EA publishing in Japan). I
also got to see a video of FF8 at the press conference... Words can't
describe it. The game will be breathtaking; absolutely breathtaking.
Anything I say here cannot possibly do justice to what this game will
be, so I won't even try.

> 2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
> talking about?

FF8 was the game that I was most impressed with, even though all I got
to see of it was 3 minutes of video.

Crash Bandicoot Warped was in my opinion the funnest game I got to
play. It supports the Dual Shock Analog pad, and it felt great. 

Parasite Eve looked very good. The CGI scenes were well directed, and
the battle system was very original. Expect this game to be almost as
popular as FF7.

> 3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
> impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
> and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?

Well... It's just Dreamcast for now; although alot of people aren't
happy with the name. (I remember hearing on imagine radio them saying
it sounded like a bed matris) The Sega booth turned out to be a
disapointment, with nothing really spectacular and NO dreamcast on
display. The Dreamcast was shown at E3, but only behind closed doors
and was only shown on the 27th -- a day before I arrived at E3. I
might have been able to get a gander at it as I had a media pass, but
I couldn't skip another day of school.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
 are not out to get me."
--MESSAGE FILE 17467 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000676html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17468 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000677html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Voria GameWorks
Date: Tue, 02 Jun 1998 17:52:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <35747430.BB61A548@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 241.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



I'd just like to invite everyone to come and check out the new Voria
GameWorks Website!

The last web page we had was too complex, so we now have a
super-simple webpage that is a cinch to update as well as read but
without compromising the design or layout. On average it's updated
twice a week now. The site resides on a non-sony server so that anyone
can view it, but any file containing yaroze executables will be
downloaded from the Yaroze server. All of you being Net Yaroze
members, downloading any file with a Yaroze executable will be
transparent although it might ask you for your password before it will
let you download it.

Not only are we sporting a really cool new web page design, but I just
put a very useful utility I wrote online as well.

The Utility, called "combine", takes all your datafiles (Being TIM,
VB, VH, SEQ, or whatever) and compiles them all into one big file,
while also generating C header information. When I wrote it, I tried
to make it as flexible as possible - and I ended up making it so
flexible I cannot imagine how it could get easier to add any file to
your project!

For example in our Orbs project, to add, say, a graphic all we have to
do is make the tim and copy it to the datafile directory. The next
time I "make" the project, it automatically takes every file in this
directory, makes a big datafile, and makes a C header file containing
macros and memory offsets of the corresponding data. (The details for
setting up such a system are in the small manual included in the zip
file) The source code is included so that you can add features as you
wish, I just ask that if you come across a really useful feature that
you added, that you share it with me so that I can add it to future
versions.

I don't mean to brag - the program is so simple it's nearly stupid. I
just didn't want you to pass it over; as I want to see what other net
yaroze members think of it. The code is heavily commented, and should
be fairly easy to figure out. You can download this utility from the
projects section.

Well, come check out the site! Here's the URL:

http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria

Tell me what you think, and anything that you think the site needs, or
needs changed.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17468 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000677html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17469 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000678html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: West <wb6ac>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 3 Jun 1998 13:13:27 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6l3i5n$6o9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n26.herts.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 1.1N (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4m)
X-URL: news://news.playstation.co.uk/35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com

m
>
>3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
>impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
>and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?
>
>That's enough for now... 

Does anyone care? By the time we get em in the West they will well out of date.

--MESSAGE FILE 17469 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000678html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17470 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000679html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Wed, 03 Jun 1998 19:45:54 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <3575a61d.189995228@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

On Sun, 31 May 1998 16:39:38 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Hello to all you lucky guys,
>   Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
>just a few:
>
>1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
>show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...
Well I was really impressed with the Nintendo booth myself dont get me
wrong Sony's booth was amazing but I guess I was expecting that from
sony already. 

>2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
>talking about?
My absolute favortite thing there was the color GameBoy it just looked
really cool and I cant wait for it too come out!
Other things that were cool! (In order)
1. All the women!!!
2. Metal Gear Solid
3. Zelda
4 SimCity 3000 (That game is too cool!)



>3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
>impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
>and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?
I saw a bunch of dreamcast stuff and got a bunch of info but nothin on
project X

The thing that dissiponted me most about the show was that a few
booths that I expexted to be there werent 
SoftImage
Enix (They had bust a move playing in the sony section but the PSX's
were skipping so bad it was hard to play)

One other thing that dissiponted me was how programmers are using the
dual shock I think it's the coolest ide if used at a proper time but I
played a few games (racing) were it does the light rumble the whole
time and does the deep rumble when you hit somthing.

But overall I had a great time 

P.S. I hung out at the yaroze booth and there seemed to be a good
interest in the thing!!!

>
>That's enough for now... 
>
>-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17470 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000679html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17471 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000680html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 01:03:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 95
Message-ID: <3575f15b.30925304@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35745E2B.B68ED160@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Matthew,

Where was the blue debug unit?????

Their should have been non on the floor, all were grey. 

Here are some interesting E3 stats.....

PlayStation booth was 44,800 sq ft.

Total PlayStations set up in booth, conference rooms, and party site
was almost 300.

Tractor trailers used to transport items to Atlanta was close to 60.



Jerry

SCEA
Hardware Engineer

On Tue, 02 Jun 1998 16:18:51 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:

>Matthew Hulett wrote:
>> 
>>    Hello to all you lucky guys,
>>    Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
>> just a few:
>> 
>> 1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
>> show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...
>
>Honestly, the coolest booth was the Sony booth; Except the word
>"booth" is a massive understatment, "Section" is a better word. They
>had 2 huge 2-story TV screens, a catwalk, a restraunt, and countless
>game units set up - one of which was using a blue debug unit.
>
>Nintendo had the second largest booth, but it was as cool as the sony
>booth. Definately, the coolest thing there in my opinion was the Color
>Gameboy. It got me excited, I really liked it. It was small, and had a
>beautiful color screen. 
>
>I had the honor to attend the SquareSoft Press Conference. I got to
>see the President of Square, the Producer of FF8, and the president(I
>think) of EA. Two new companies were formed; Square EA(For square
>publishing in the USA), and EA Square(For EA publishing in Japan). I
>also got to see a video of FF8 at the press conference... Words can't
>describe it. The game will be breathtaking; absolutely breathtaking.
>Anything I say here cannot possibly do justice to what this game will
>be, so I won't even try.
>
>> 2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
>> talking about?
>
>FF8 was the game that I was most impressed with, even though all I got
>to see of it was 3 minutes of video.
>
>Crash Bandicoot Warped was in my opinion the funnest game I got to
>play. It supports the Dual Shock Analog pad, and it felt great. 
>
>Parasite Eve looked very good. The CGI scenes were well directed, and
>the battle system was very original. Expect this game to be almost as
>popular as FF7.
>
>> 3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
>> impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
>> and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?
>
>Well... It's just Dreamcast for now; although alot of people aren't
>happy with the name. (I remember hearing on imagine radio them saying
>it sounded like a bed matris) The Sega booth turned out to be a
>disapointment, with nothing really spectacular and NO dreamcast on
>display. The Dreamcast was shown at E3, but only behind closed doors
>and was only shown on the 27th -- a day before I arrived at E3. I
>might have been able to get a gander at it as I had a media pass, but



>I couldn't skip another day of school.
>
>-- 
>'Darco
>darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
>
>Please replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me.
>
>UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
>WWW:     (sorry, page is down)
>Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
>PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
>
>"Just because I'm paranoid, doesn't mean that they
> are not out to get me."

--MESSAGE FILE 17471 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000680html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17472 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000681html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 01:11:26 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <3575f35c.31437618@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3575a61d.189995228@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Michael,

Were these the Bust-a-groove units in the PlayStation booth on PAL
monitors?

Our SCEE people set these up and they were running on some old blue
PAL debugs tucked away under the kiosk. I wish they would have said
something if they were choaking.......I would have fixed them :(

Oh well, could not be everywhere.

Jerry

On Wed, 03 Jun 1998 19:45:54 GMT, dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
wrote:

>
>The thing that dissiponted me most about the show was that a few
>booths that I expexted to be there werent 
>SoftImage
>Enix (They had bust a move playing in the sony section but the PSX's
>were skipping so bad it was hard to play)
>
>One other thing that dissiponted me was how programmers are using the
>dual shock I think it's the coolest ide if used at a proper time but I
>played a few games (racing) were it does the light rumble the whole
>time and does the deep rumble when you hit somthing.



>
>
>But overall I had a great time 
>
>P.S. I hung out at the yaroze booth and there seemed to be a good
>interest in the thing!!!
>
>
>
>>
>>That's enough for now... 
>>
>>-Matt
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17472 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000681html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17473 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000682html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 01:38:48 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3575fa29.73575963@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35745E2B.B68ED160@mail.datasys.net> <3575f15b.30925304@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-106.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Matthew,
>
>Where was the blue debug unit?????

   Gotta ask Darco, I wasn't there... I am just asking questions.
Darco?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17473 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000682html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17474 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000683html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 11:01:31 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <3576707B.BC37FFFA@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35745E2B.B68ED160@mail.datasys.net> <3575f15b.30925304@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)



Jerry Jessop wrote:

> Matthew,
>
> Where was the blue debug unit?????
>
> Their should have been non on the floor, all were grey.

Change of policy from ECTS? There were loads of blue stations
at ETCS....

> Here are some interesting E3 stats.....
>
> PlayStation booth was 44,800 sq ft.
>
> Total PlayStations set up in booth, conference rooms, and party site
> was almost 300.

Sounds just like the one at ECTS - it was like a nightclub, video walls,
bar, chill out area, DJ....

Craig.

--MESSAGE FILE 17474 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000683html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17475 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000684html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 14:17:02 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Sun, 31 May 1998 16:39:38 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>   Hello to all you lucky guys,
>   Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
>just a few:
>
>1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
>show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...

I've gotta say that Sony had the most impressive booth of the show.
The second most impressive part of the show was the size that my feet
had swelled to by the time it was over!

>2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
>talking about?

"Metal Gear Solid" was, in my oppinion, the best of the show!

"Alien vs. Predator" was also very nice, but I only saw the PC
version.



"Bust a Groove" didn't do much for me, but was VERY popular with the
crowd.

>3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
>impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
>and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?

Dreamcast and Project X were both shown privately and covered by NDA.
I was only able to see one of them. I'd tell you about it, but then
I'd have to kill you.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17475 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000684html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17476 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000685html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 19:41:47 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <3576f829.276535627@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3575a61d.189995228@news.scea.sony.com> <3575f35c.31437618@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I think it was the japanese version of the so it would have been NTSC
as for the blue debug stations I saw tons of em just not at the Sony
booth

On Thu, 04 Jun 1998 01:11:26 GMT, Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com
(Jerry Jessop) wrote:

>
>Michael,
>
>Were these the Bust-a-groove units in the PlayStation booth on PAL
>monitors?
>
>Our SCEE people set these up and they were running on some old blue
>PAL debugs tucked away under the kiosk. I wish they would have said
>something if they were choaking.......I would have fixed them :(
>
>Oh well, could not be everywhere.
>
>Jerry
>
>
>
>
>On Wed, 03 Jun 1998 19:45:54 GMT, dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
>wrote:



>
>>
>>The thing that dissiponted me most about the show was that a few
>>booths that I expexted to be there werent 
>>SoftImage
>>Enix (They had bust a move playing in the sony section but the PSX's
>>were skipping so bad it was hard to play)
>>
>>One other thing that dissiponted me was how programmers are using the
>>dual shock I think it's the coolest ide if used at a proper time but I
>>played a few games (racing) were it does the light rumble the whole
>>time and does the deep rumble when you hit somthing.
>>
>>
>>But overall I had a great time 
>>
>>P.S. I hung out at the yaroze booth and there seemed to be a good
>>interest in the thing!!!
>>
>>
>>
>>>
>>>That's enough for now... 
>>>
>>>-Matt
>>

--MESSAGE FILE 17476 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000685html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17477 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000686html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 17:05:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-40.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>"Metal Gear Solid" was, in my oppinion, the best of the show!

    I am looking forward to this game a great deal! Any mention of a
release date? Or is it still '...when it's ready...".

>Dreamcast and Project X were both shown privately and covered by NDA.
>I was only able to see one of them. I'd tell you about it, but then
>I'd have to kill you.

   NDAs...[sigh] Why would VM Labs want a NDA on a console coming out
for this X-mas season in October? IMHO, too much mystery can lead to a
disinterested public. Or just an uninformed public. Why wouldn't they
want to show off the prowess of their new system at the biggest show
of the year? Hmmm......
   I warned you in my e-mail that you were not allowed to claim NDA
secretivity when you returned from E3... my agents will be visiting
you soon to 'debrief' you thoroughly. [BG]

-Matt, who awaits the day when he is 'in-the-know' telling others



about NDAs...

--MESSAGE FILE 17477 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000686html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17478 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000687html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 05 Jun 1998 10:48:42 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uemx47jx1.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>

<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett) writes:

> 
> 
> >"Metal Gear Solid" was, in my oppinion, the best of the show!
> 
>     I am looking forward to this game a great deal! Any mention of a
> release date? Or is it still '...when it's ready...".
> 

I believe it should be out in July for the PAL territories, dunno
about the US.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17478 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000687html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17479 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000688html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 05 Jun 1998 10:51:49 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <ud8co7jru.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>

<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com>
<uemx47jx1.fsf@cybec.com.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> writes:
> I believe it should be out in July for the PAL territories, dunno
> about the US.

Hang on, make that August.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17479 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000688html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17480 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000689html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: *Sigh*
Date: 05 Jun 1998 11:00:42 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <ubts87jd1.fsf_-_@cybec.com.au>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>

<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com>
<uemx47jx1.fsf@cybec.com.au> <ud8co7jru.fsf@cybec.com.au>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> writes:

> 
> Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> writes:
> > I believe it should be out in July for the PAL territories, dunno
> > about the US.
> 
> Hang on, make that August.

As you can tell, I'm quite looking forward to this game.  PSM Online
says it's due in October in the US.  It's too bloody hard to work out
who to trust with these release dates.  And then games are usually out
in Japan, then US, then Europe, except not always.  Most of the online
PSX mag sites are US and only give US dates... if only there was an
official release schedule produced by Sony.  Grrr.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17480 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000689html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17481 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000690html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 1998 01:20:56 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3577479c.31465374@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Thu, 04 Jun 1998 14:17:02 GMT, mperdue@l4software.com (Mario
Perdue) wrote:

Bet I know which one you saw :)

>
>Dreamcast and Project X were both shown privately and covered by NDA.
>I was only able to see one of them. I'd tell you about it, but then
>I'd have to kill you.
>
>Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17481 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000690html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17482 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000691html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 22:57:29 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 97.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
>    NDAs...[sigh] Why would VM Labs want a NDA on a console coming out
> for this X-mas season in October? IMHO, too much mystery can lead to a
> disinterested public. Or just an uninformed public. Why wouldn't they
> want to show off the prowess of their new system at the biggest show
> of the year? Hmmm......

If they didn't have enough software. The hardware may very well be
finished and ready, but you have to have software to run on it.
Showing a system without software is asking to be totaly screwed over.
People will loose intrest VERY quickly. It's better to let out little
tid-bits of info and specs, to bait the public and get everyone hyped
up. If they show everything now, then the public will get borred. If
they show nothing now, and have a suprise launch...Well look at what
happened to the saturn. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17482 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000691html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17483 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000692html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 04 Jun 1998 23:00:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <35775F60.54182F24@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35745E2B.B68ED160@mail.datasys.net> <3575f15b.30925304@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 97.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)



[NOTE: I accidently sent this message to Jerry himself rather than to
the newsgroup. I'm just putting it where it's supose to be]

Jerome_Jessop@playstation.sony.com wrote:
> 
> Thanks for the info, I thought I had caught them all :)
> 
> FYI except for minor O.S. (very minor) changes and a CD controller that
> ignores all disk protection schemes their is nothing special about the blue
> debugs.

Except their blue and cost $30,000. :) I donno, it was just really
cool to actually see one in person. You also forgot the 8 megs of ram,
as opposed to the normal 2. Just out of curosity, what was the OS
change on the debug units?

I also herd someone talking about a green debug unit. This unit
suposidly had all the hardware upgrades/changes as the new
playstations but has 8 megs of ram and no protection scheme. It was
supose to be used so that developers could make sure that their code
works properly on the new hardware.

I wouldn't have thought that was a problem, until I discovered that a
lock-up bug in the demo disk I got with my grey playstation
dissapeared when I played the disc with my Yaroze system. Perhaps the
hardware of the new and the old systems aren't 100% compatable after
all...

BTW: I have a bad habit of meaning to reply to a message in a
newsgroup but accidently replying to them in person. I have really got
to watch out for that. The last message was a good example. :)

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17483 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000692html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17484 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000693html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 1998 00:29:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35773971.5580709@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-31.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>If they didn't have enough software. The hardware may very well be
>finished and ready, but you have to have software to run on it.
>Showing a system without software is asking to be totaly screwed over.



>People will loose intrest VERY quickly. It's better to let out little
>tid-bits of info and specs, to bait the public and get everyone hyped
>up. If they show everything now, then the public will get borred. If
>they show nothing now, and have a suprise launch...Well look at what
>happened to the saturn. 

    After getting your e-mail, I see you are refering to Dreamcast,
while I am referring to Project X. It  (Project X) is supposed to
launch in four months... I don't think they are going to make this
X-mas season and their October launch. That is why I am surprised it
wasn't open to the public.
   But, even if I was refering to Dreamcast, they should have opened
it to the public anyway, Sega needs all the positive press they can
get. ;-))) Seriously, I think it was wise for Sega to keep quiet on
Dreamcast, why inform Saturn owners that their platform is dead?
Better to let them fantasize that the platform is getting full
support, and that they made a good choice. I suspect that gamers like
us have seen the writing on the wall for a long time, but the average
joe probably doesn't realize that his platform is on life support, and
fading fast. Sega seems to be like that, why inform people and stop
them from buying more Saturns over the next year... 

-Matt, who pities all children who receive a Saturn this X-mas [sob]

--MESSAGE FILE 17484 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000693html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17485 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000694html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Public Profile-List
Date: Fri, 5 Jun 1998 08:34:47 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <1da555p.1ro30gj1svbgd2N@a1-88-117.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-117.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

First:

Thanks everybody who already sent in their profiles.

For everybody who doesn't know it yet, I try to keep up a public
profilelist with Yaroze-members. This list is more like a adressbook
with some info about members that sent in their profile.

If you are looking for some coders... 
Just check the profilelist.

If you are looking for designers... 
Just check the profilelist.

If you are looking for members in your home-town...
Just check the profilelist.

Need some E-mail adresses or ICQ numbers?
Just check the profilelist.

Want to start a project with SCEE, SCEA and SCEI members?
Just check the profilelist.

Just started working on a project with other members that you don't even



know?
Just check the profilelist and maybe you know who you'r dealing with and
what you can expect.

No time to keep up a weppage with basic info on yourself?
Just sent in your profile and sent in an update every now and then..

If you want your profile on the list (and it's not already on), just
sent the next info to DEnnis (macsuppor@a1.nl)

- Name
- Membername
- Birthdate
- Email <linked>
- ICQ
- Nationality
- Home-town
- Personal Page <linked>
- NY page <linked>
- Rate NY-page <number out of 10, how you rate your own page>
- Rate Designing Skills <number out of 10>
- Rate Coding Skills <number out of 10>
- Specialisation
- Projects
- Extra Info
- Member since
- Hot
- Not

The list can be found here:
http://www.a1.nl/macsupport/debri/

Cheers DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17485 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000694html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17486 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000695html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Fri, 05 Jun 1998 23:03:01 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <3578B165.1DDB7CD9@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net> <35773971.5580709@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 97.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
>     After getting your e-mail, I see you are refering to Dreamcast,
> while I am referring to Project X. It  (Project X) is supposed to
> launch in four months... I don't think they are going to make this
> X-mas season and their October launch. That is why I am surprised it



> wasn't open to the public.

I wasn't even aware that there was a project X untill I herd about it
in this newsgroup.

>    But, even if I was refering to Dreamcast, they should have opened
> it to the public anyway, Sega needs all the positive press they can
> get. ;-))) Seriously, I think it was wise for Sega to keep quiet on
> Dreamcast, why inform Saturn owners that their platform is dead?
> Better to let them fantasize that the platform is getting full
> support, and that they made a good choice. I suspect that gamers like
> us have seen the writing on the wall for a long time, but the average
> joe probably doesn't realize that his platform is on life support, and
> fading fast. Sega seems to be like that, why inform people and stop
> them from buying more Saturns over the next year...

That's how Sega thought when they did a suprise release of the Saturn.
They didn't want people to say, "Oh! Saturn is comming out in a few
days, so I won't bother with this 32x thingie". Greed got the better
of them, as well as ignorance. They thought that people would get
excited very quickly and go out and grab the new saturn. But people
eyed the new system with caution, Rather than looking at the system
and going "Yippe!".

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17486 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000695html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17487 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000696html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 02:20:42 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 68
Message-ID: <3578a1be.15641313@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net> <35773971.5580709@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3578B165.1DDB7CD9@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-16.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>I wasn't even aware that there was a project X untill I herd about it
>in this newsgroup.

   Well, here is what I know, if you care... Project X is a console
being created by VM Labs. At the beginning of the yaroze program, Bill
Rehbock was our fearless leader, and Greg LaBrec was our webmaster.
Greg was lured away by VM Labs last August, and Bill followed him a
month later. Bill said in an interview that he was so amazed by the
machine, and by the libraries being written, that he could not resist
the opportunity. There is more to the story of why they left Sony, but
no one will ever tell pions like you and me, and I suppose it is not



our business, although it did seem to disrupt the yaroze program a wee
bit.
   VM Labs also hired Chris Svenson (sp.) away from Next-Generation
magazine, and one of the writers was joking about how Chris was
gleery-eyed after seeing the demos, lots of people are buzzing about
the machine.
   Professional development kits are only going to cost $7500, which
is amazingly cheap, and this is obviously part of their plan to gain
third-party support.
   The compiler is supposed to be very flexible and 'forgiving',
making life easier for the programmer.
   There are a few demos I have read about. One is Tempest 3000,
written by VM Labs owner (?) Jeff Minter himself. One is of a display
of melting pyramids, supposedly Jeff likes psychedelic images.
One demo is to show the versatility of the compiler: they took the
publically posted Doom code, and compiled it straight to run on the
console. It supposedly runs pretty good, and is only using 1/28th of
the power the console has to offer. And the last demo I read about is
a bunch of spinning 3D cubes, with all the other demos running
real-time and texture-mapped onto the cubes.
   I read about an October release date for this X-mas season, but we
all know how dependable those rumors are.
   Here is a good article, an interview with our former fearless
leader, now head of third party developer support at VM Labs:

http://www.gamasutra.com/features/business_and_legal/19980403/vmlabs_01.htm

   Now, if I could just convince Mario that there are ethics that rise
above NDAs, I could find out a lot more!  [LOL]   The people have a
right to know, freedom of information rules, down with the corporate
zoot-suits!!! True gamers are blood brothers and know no secrets!!! 
   I am just kidding... ;-))

>That's how Sega thought when they did a suprise release of the Saturn.
>They didn't want people to say, "Oh! Saturn is comming out in a few
>days, so I won't bother with this 32x thingie". Greed got the better
>of them, as well as ignorance. They thought that people would get
>excited very quickly and go out and grab the new saturn. But people
>eyed the new system with caution, Rather than looking at the system
>and going "Yippe!".

   Greedy jerkies also heard about PSX and it's 3D capabilities, and
wanted to try to get an advantage over Sony. They designed Saturn for
2D games, and they saw that Sony was going to whip 'em silly. They
chucked in a few chips or something at the last minute, to try to
increase the 3D power of the machine... and they ended up creating a
machine that is theoretically 50% more powerful than the PSX. But, the
dual processor design is so hard to develop for and progarm with, I
suspect that that potential will be forever unrealized. Tsk tsk...
[LOL]
   Did you ever see the inside of a Saturn, what an ugly mess they
created in desparation to compete with Sony. I just bought Tomb Raider
II, I think I will go bask in some Sony goodness right now!

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17487 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000696html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17488 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000697html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Programmer wanted



Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 14:21:24 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <3579B2D3.FD0CE153@concentric.net>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts001d35.cup-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello all,

I have a proposition for anyone that's interested.  A friend of a
friend is looking for a game programmer.  He has a board game that
he'd like to translate to the computer.  He intends to ultimately
sell it so there definitely is some money involved.  I've met with
him and he's described the game to me.  It sounds relatively easy
to implement, but since I have very little Windows programming
experience I wouldn't be of much help to him.  He fully expects
this to be an on-the-side job so this is something you could do in
your spare time.

If anyone is interested in getting more information about this
please email me:  dsyaroze@concentric.net

Thanks,
Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 17488 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000697html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17489 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000698html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.sound,scea.yaroze.programming.sound,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: DMS v1.1.0 Released
Date: Sat, 06 Jun 1998 16:18:40 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <3579CE50.298AF844@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port1507.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.sound:144 
scea.yaroze.programming.sound:189 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1103 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:698

Hello,

That Yaroze MOD player thing that I was working on about 2 months
ago is finally finished---well, sort of.  You can grab it from:

http://www.jps.net/tenchi/dms_110.zip

For those who didn't see the other thread, DMS is an S3M player
for the Yaroze which is a set of library routines that interpret
its own file.  It uses a frame-by-frame polling process and
supports up to 16 channels of stereo sound with reverb capability.
All this with very little CPU overhead.



The dms_110.zip pack should contain:

- DMSPlay (an example DMS player for NTSC)
- DMS libraries
- S2S S3M-to-DMS DOS conversion utility
- VABtest (Yaroze VAB testing utility)
- an example S3M file
- documentation

After downloading, please see the README.TXT file for instructions
on compiling and converting files.

DMS will not play your S3M exactly, but it's pretty close.  The
major things missing are pitch slides, portamento, and vibrato---I
may eventually get around to fixing that.

Thanks to everyone with their feedback.  Please send me any
comments you have.

p.s.  I've changed e-mail addresses to "tenchi@shell.jps.net",
      and my web pages will also be down until I get them
      transferred over from my old ISP...

Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17489 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000698html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17490 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000699html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Sun, 07 Jun 1998 00:29:19 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3579de15.10521917@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net> <35773971.5580709@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3578B165.1DDB7CD9@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-28.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Well, after our chat tonight, I checked out the Vm Labs website.
Mario had mentioned there was a lot of information there. The last
time I had checked, there was almost nothing there, but now there is a
FAQ with lots of good information:

http://www.vmlabs.com/

..like the fact that the chip benchmarks are similar to a PII running
at 500 to 1000 Mhz... oh my. Plus, it won't be out until next year...

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17490 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000699html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17491 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000700html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Skipping PSX
Date: Sun, 07 Jun 1998 17:49:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-39.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   My PSX has developed a funny quark. When I was playing FFVII last
fall, I noticed that the animated scenes were skipping, but I just
figured the unit was overheating slightly.
   Now, after having my PSX on for 30 minutes, it starts to skip quite
bad, even locking up on level loads when it misses tracks. The
interesting thing is that if I turn it upside down, it starts to work
just fine again. It's not overheating, I keep it well-ventilated.
   Any ideas what's wrong, what I need to do to get it fixed, and what
it will cost me? 
   Thanks,
   Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17491 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000700html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17492 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000701html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Mon, 8 Jun 1998 08:06:31 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <1daap0f.bqnkyxeezyl6N@a1-88-101.a1.nl>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-101.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:

>    Hello,
>    My PSX has developed a funny quark. When I was playing FFVII last
> fall, I noticed that the animated scenes were skipping, but I just
> figured the unit was overheating slightly.
>    Now, after having my PSX on for 30 minutes, it starts to skip quite
> bad, even locking up on level loads when it misses tracks. The
> interesting thing is that if I turn it upside down, it starts to work
> just fine again. It's not overheating, I keep it well-ventilated.
>    Any ideas what's wrong, what I need to do to get it fixed, and what
> it will cost me? 
>    Thanks,
>    Matt

How did you got the idea to hold your playstation up side down when it
skippes? I hope you don't try this with your girl when she won't do it.
I don't know your bug, but I did notice that my Dual-schockpad sometimes
conflicts with Demo-CD's. When some Demo-CD's reset, I can't use the
Dualschock-pad to navigate, I need to hard-reset the NY to get it right
again. Any others with this problem?
--MESSAGE FILE 17492 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000701html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17493 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000702html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PacMan Ghost Zone collision detection paper
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 02:19:06 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R0806980219060001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-211.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

At the Computer Game Developer's Conference, Gil Colgate, programmer on
Namco's new 3D PacMan game, gave a lecture about the collision detection
used in that game. He's put the paper up on his web site. I thought this
might be of interest to Yaroze coders:

http://www.sirius.com/~gcolgate/

Enjoy!

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17493 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000702html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17494 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000703html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <dsyaroze@concentric.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 09:41:34 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <357C143D.EAEDB398@concentric.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35775E99.6C681DAC@mail.datasys.net> <35773971.5580709@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: dsyaroze@concentric.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: ts029d10.sto-ca.concentric.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

>     After getting your e-mail, I see you are refering to Dreamcast,
> while I am referring to Project X. It  (Project X) is supposed to
> launch in four months... I don't think they are going to make this
> X-mas season and their October launch. That is why I am surprised it
> wasn't open to the public.

Just a minor correction.  Project X systems won't appear until 1999.  VM
Labs states this in the FAQ on their web site.  Next Gen Online also did
an article indicating this.

That being said, missing the holiday season will undoubtably hurt sales.
But I guess if it's not ready it's not ready.

Scott



--MESSAGE FILE 17494 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000703html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17495 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000704html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Pete" <Hanno@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: 8 Jun 1998 18:21:42 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <01bd9309$fa17e2a0$1d3963c3@default>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-57-29.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote in article
<357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>...
>    Hello,
>    My PSX has developed a funny quark. When I was playing FFVII last
> fall, I noticed that the animated scenes were skipping, but I just
> figured the unit was overheating slightly.
>    Now, after having my PSX on for 30 minutes, it starts to skip quite
> bad, even locking up on level loads when it misses tracks. The
> interesting thing is that if I turn it upside down, it starts to work
> just fine again. It's not overheating, I keep it well-ventilated.
>    Any ideas what's wrong, what I need to do to get it fixed, and what
> it will cost me? 
>    Thanks,
>    Matt

How old is your playstation, is it your Yaroze? 

A couple of mates of mine (here in England) bought their playstations when
they first arrived in this country. After six months of hard use, mostly
sitting on the carpet, one started to skip and eventually refused to read
discs altogether. Dixons (his place of purchase) exchanged it no questions
asked.

The other still has his and has to sit it at all sorts of angles to get it
to work.

I've been unreliably informed that there was a problem with the older
playstation's laser mechanism, causing it either to distort due to
overheating or just wear out from darting back and forth reading data. I
also heard that Sony will exchange older troublesome playstations here (at
a price), no doubt they do the same in the US.

Pete.

 
--MESSAGE FILE 17495 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000704html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17496 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000705html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 15:52:32 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26



Message-ID: <357c07a4.45853212@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd9309$fa17e2a0$1d3963c3@default>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-43.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>How old is your playstation, is it your Yaroze? 

   Nope, just my 'ole grey PSX. I try not to use my yaroze for games,
don't want to wear  it out. It's a bout a year-and-a-half old. I treat
the darn thing so well too. Silly thing gets dusted every three days,
treated with kid gloves, elevated and fan-blown when in use...

>The other still has his and has to sit it at all sorts of angles to get it
>to work.

   To kill Dennis' question... I forget who mentioned it, but in one
of our wekly chat sessions, someone mentioned that if they turn the
unit upside down, it works. Sounds weird, but it works.

>I've been unreliably informed that there was a problem with the older
>playstation's laser mechanism, causing it either to distort due to
>overheating or just wear out from darting back and forth reading data. I
>also heard that Sony will exchange older troublesome playstations here (at
>a price), no doubt they do the same in the US.

   I am hoping a Sony staffer will eventually wander by and tell me my
options. Oh, Sony professionals?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17496 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000705html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17497 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000706html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 18:17:23 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <357c2a52.6246108@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> <1daap0f.bqnkyxeezyl6N@a1-88-
101.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-9.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>How did you got the idea to hold your playstation up side down when it
>skippes? I hope you don't try this with your girl when she won't do it.

   And I thought you Dutch were uninhibited...[BG]

-Matt

P.S.- Another member mentioned it once in our weekly chat sessions...
it works.
--MESSAGE FILE 17497 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000706html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17498 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000707html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Tue, 9 Jun 1998 00:37:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6lhsp8$1295@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> <1daap0f.bqnkyxeezyl6N@a1-88-
101.a1.nl> <357c2a52.6246108@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera844.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>
>   And I thought you Dutch were uninhibited...[BG]
>
No they're not.  I recently went through there.  Theres lots of em, and they
have even started to build wind harnessing machines! :D

>
>>How did you got the idea to hold your playstation up side down when it
>>skippes? I hope you don't try this with your girl when she won't do it.
>
>   And I thought you Dutch were uninhibited...[BG]
>
>-Matt
>
>P.S.- Another member mentioned it once in our weekly chat sessions...
>it works.

--MESSAGE FILE 17498 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000707html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17499 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000708html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <dwhite2@san.rr.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: HolliDance is ready
Date: Mon, 08 Jun 1998 20:02:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <357CA4C2.AF2@san.rr.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dt033nc9.san.rr.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

HolliDance is a simple dance program that I've written as
a personal project. It displays a girl who dances in sync
to music. The program simulates 2 cameras that move about
her club, two spot lights that move about and change color,
and an ocasional stobe light effect. HolliDance is a real
time animation program; no two frames are ever the same.

HolliDance exixts in four versions: PowerMac, SGI, Be OS,
and Sony Play Station (Net Yaroze).

The Net Yaroze version is compiled for both NTSC and PAL
configurations. Due to it's large amount of data, it
requires a Code Warrior compatible loader.



It has been a fun project and hopefully you will enjoy it
as well.

Note to sony: I'm temporarily hosting the binary until you
have posted it. It's only available via my web page on your
server and therefore can not be downloaded by nonmembers.
I'll take it off my server when you are ready (I need the space!).

David White
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dwhite.html
dwhite2@san.rr.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17499 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000708html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17500 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000709html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 01:02:53 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1dadiyr.1txh1o511ztcf6N@a1-88-132.a1.nl>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> <1daap0f.bqnkyxeezyl6N@a1-88-
101.a1.nl> <357c2a52.6246108@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-132.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

> 
> P.S.- Another member mentioned it once in our weekly chat sessions...
> it works.

Say what? When are they?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17500 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000709html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17501 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000710html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 00:22:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <357dd14e.65193744@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> <1daap0f.bqnkyxeezyl6N@a1-88-
101.a1.nl> <357c2a52.6246108@news.scea.sony.com> <1dadiyr.1txh1o511ztcf6N@a1-88-
132.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-174.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Say what? When are they?

   American members get together once a week, Saturdays at 9PM, to
chat and get to know each other. 
   Unfortunatly, you guys don't have direct access to our website and
our 'auditorium', so you can't attend. It is unfortunate.

-Matt
   



--MESSAGE FILE 17501 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000710html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17502 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000711html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 19:15:35 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <357eda86.4236251@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd9309$fa17e2a0$1d3963c3@default> <357c07a4.45853212@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Ok I am going to duck and cover after saying this so dont shoot the
messanger. :)  What happens is sometimes if you playstation gets hot
enough it can melt the glue that holds the laser in place (This is why
when you turn it upside down it works cause the laser falls back into
place) I have a new model Grey PSX it has layers of foil for heat
protection and stuff and I have had no problems from it at all.
Because from what I have read it almost costs as much to fix as just
buying a new on.

My theory
--MESSAGE FILE 17502 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000711html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17503 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000712html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 15:30:51 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <357ea497.7746792@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd9309$fa17e2a0$1d3963c3@default> <357c07a4.45853212@news.scea.sony.com> 
<357eda86.4236251@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-147.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>My theory

   Thank you. Now maybe, just maybe, a professional from our staff
will wander by and mention my options before I buy a PSX II...[grin]
   Why would I shoot you Mike, I like you... You should take part in
some billboard discussions of politics, I was just informed by an odd
sort that the world is coming to an end with the turn of the milennia.
[LOL]
   Ah, what the heck... lock-n-load.... BLAM!!!!

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17503 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000712html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17504 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000713html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 13:29:53 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-201.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1117 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:713

The Yaroze has been a great (albeit expensive) toy ever since I bought
into this program in February.  It kinda took me back to my roots,
back when I used to sit up late at night with a manual of Tandy BASIC
reading by the dull glow of the monitor in the after-bedtime hours.
I have been going through some old paperwork in my closet and even
found some ancient game designs, graphics, and musical scores written
years ago.  In short, it has been a cool experience so far.

But...

What about you?  What have you done with the kit?  What do you like
about it?

And the big question: what do you think of the Yaroze program in
respect to Sony's efforts to bring a console within reach of the
"bedroom programmer"?

I find it interesting that we have almost no help except from other
members, minimal tools for development, and the program still is
divided among 3 factions (SCEA, SCEE, SCEI) rather than one whole
group.  But, we have formed international programming groups,
engineered our own tools when there's a need, and have produced some
pretty sweet games under our limitations.  Was the hands-off
approach part of the plan?

                   ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17504 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000713html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17505 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000714html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 13:39:46 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <357EEF12.F4FCAA91@jps.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net



NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-e-39-201.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Mario Perdue wrote:
[...]

> "Bust a Groove" didn't do much for me, but was VERY popular with the
> crowd.

[...]
> Mario

Quick question:  so "Bust a Groove" is the U.S. release title
(instead of "Bust a Move")...  Were the dance tracks changed to be
all in English or were the original Japanese/English tracks kept?
(e.g. Capoeira's tune was all Japanese I think...)

- e!
  tenchi@netmagic.net
  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
--MESSAGE FILE 17505 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000714html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17506 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000715html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 16:58:51 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <357eb94e.4179621@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-38.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1118 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:715

>What about you?  What have you done with the kit?  What do you like
>about it?

   Well, I personally look at it as a self-education opportunity. I
have studied the yaroze docs and sample programs, but am still
learning the basics of game programming. I wish more people on my
level would come around.
   I like it because it is a fixed target as a console, versus the PC.

>And the big question: what do you think of the Yaroze program in
>respect to Sony's efforts to bring a console within reach of the
>"bedroom programmer"?

   I think it is an excellent idea, and have only a few
disapointments.

>I find it interesting that we have almost no help except from other
>members, minimal tools for development, and the program still is
>divided among 3 factions (SCEA, SCEE, SCEI) rather than one whole
>group.  But, we have formed international programming groups,
>engineered our own tools when there's a need, and have produced some
>pretty sweet games under our limitations.  Was the hands-off
>approach part of the plan?



   I believe the program was designed this way, i.e. to require
minimal expense on the part of Sony to maintain the program.
On the other hand, when the Sony staff does not follow through on
certain commitments, i.e. when they said our auditorium classes would
be every two weeks last August, and then it became after New Year's,
etc... here it is June. And certain updates to tools have not been
forthcoming, and questions go unanswered in the groups.
   My hats off to you Elliot, you take the time to answer lots of
questions in an exhaustive fashion. I will have plenty in time, and
know I can rely on people like you to provide excellent answers.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17506 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000715html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17507 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000716html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: *Sigh*
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 14:55:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1006981455080001@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <3576cf57.44658069@news.scea.sony.com> 
<uemx47jx1.fsf@cybec.com.au> <ud8co7jru.fsf@cybec.com.au> <ubts87jd1.fsf_-
_@cybec.com.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-167.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

In article <ubts87jd1.fsf_-_@cybec.com.au>, Toby Hutton
<thutton@cybec.com.au> wrote:

> Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> writes:
> 
> > 
> > Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au> writes:
> > > I believe it should be out in July for the PAL territories, dunno
> > > about the US.
> > 
> > Hang on, make that August.
> 
> As you can tell, I'm quite looking forward to this game.  PSM Online
> says it's due in October in the US.

The Konami booth person I spoke to said October, too. Too long a wait, but
just in time for my birthday :-)

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17508 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000717html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Art site online.  Will do work for Yarozers.
Date: Wed, 10 Jun 1998 22:42:59 -0400



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6lnfba$fi13@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port13.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:717 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1120

This is a link to my brother's web site.  He is an excellent artist in many
formats.  He is now concentrating on digital textures and is also starting
to design model via 3DS Max.

If someone needs something done he is willing to help out other Yarozers.
He does most of the graphics stuff for me.  His name is Brian and he will
respond to any mail he is sent.

Hope this helps anyone who needs artwork.

http://w3.tyenet.com/paddle/

--MESSAGE FILE 17508 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000717html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17509 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000718html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 09:19:52 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1dafsno.1au7mlm1dimpq8N@a1-88-111.a1.nl>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-111.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1121 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:718

My Net Yaroze is one of my most imortant properties. And I can's even
code. For me the membership is even as important as the black box
itself. It gives me the change to get in contact with very skilled
persons all around the world. It gives me the change to be part of teams
to make projects I would never be able to do alone. It gives me a change
to get the imense important change to get experiance.
I'm all behind the black box. 
I'm even setting my friends to buy one to.
I do think it's expensive, but not too expensive. The black box is
rather exclusive and I think it should stay that way.
But like I said, in my case...Net Yaroze is more "let's do it together"
than black box.
I would like some better support from sony if it was possible, in my
case I'd like some RSD-tools for Mac.

Greatings DEnnis..
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--MESSAGE FILE 17510 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000719html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 08:16:41 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <357f9225.51243013@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29> <357EEF12.F4FCAA91@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

I am not sure on this either from what I have heard it will be US
music> Personally I think the music in Bust-A-Move was just awesome
english or not!!! I even bought the soundtrack!

On Wed, 10 Jun 1998 13:39:46 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
wrote:

>Mario Perdue wrote:
> [...]
>> "Bust a Groove" didn't do much for me, but was VERY popular with the
>> crowd.
> [...]
>> Mario
>
>Quick question:  so "Bust a Groove" is the U.S. release title
>(instead of "Bust a Move")...  Were the dance tracks changed to be
>all in English or were the original Japanese/English tracks kept?
>(e.g. Capoeira's tune was all Japanese I think...)
>
>- e!
>  tenchi@netmagic.net
>  http://www.netmagic.net/~tenchi/yaroze/
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--MESSAGE FILE 17511 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000720html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@groupz.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 07:28:59 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6loi2f$fi14@scea>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl20.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:720 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:14 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1123 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:22

Goto:



http://www.therage.com/

Maurice Sibrandi wrote in message <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Does anyone know where I can buy an Action Replay cartridge with PC-Comms
>Link. Preferably a online-store or post-order company. You can leave out
>Datel, because I already checked them.
>
>Thanks!
>
>Maurice
>
>
>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17512 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000721html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Thu, 11 Jun 1998 18:49:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 84
Message-ID: <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin0-44.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1128 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:721

Elliott Lee wrote:

> The Yaroze has been a great (albeit expensive) toy ever since I bought
> into this program in February.  It kinda took me back to my roots,
> back when I used to sit up late at night with a manual of Tandy BASIC
> reading by the dull glow of the monitor in the after-bedtime hours.
> I have been going through some old paperwork in my closet and even
> found some ancient game designs, graphics, and musical scores written
> years ago.  In short, it has been a cool experience so far.
>
> But...
>
> What about you?  What have you done with the kit?  What do you like
> about it?

I've had mine since March, and I haven't been able to spend much time on
it at all.  But, I have one 2D game nearing completion, and I'm just
starting with 3D which seems reasonably straight forward.  It's very easy
to bash some code together and get stuff going, and I'm very inexperienced
with C!  Personally I'd like to be able to boot out the OS as access the
hardware myself, but then I didn't expect that to be an option anyhow.
New libs with bug fixes and added features would be nice, but I can also
see why this would be difficult for Sony.  Overall?  The libs are good.
The documentation, whilst hard reading, gives the answer to 99% of my



problems.  The Net stuff is OK I guess, but I only really use the
newsgroups.  The tools, however, are very poor.  TimTool and VabTool are
vast improvements on what's supplied on the CD, but they are still very
lacking.

> And the big question: what do you think of the Yaroze program in
> respect to Sony's efforts to bring a console within reach of the
> "bedroom programmer"?

It's a good attempt, but flawed.  I started out as a bedroom programmer.
10 years ago I was a professional games developer working on the Atari ST
(I'm a 68000 programmer at heart).  But there are many differences between
how it was "in the old days" compared to now th the Yaroze.

It used to be possible to be a bedroom coder and a proffesional at the
same time.  The bedroom coder and the proffessional had the same set of
tools for development.  Because of this there were more bedroom coders
than there are now, and as a result, much greater support from 3rd parties
with dev tools, utilities and information.  There are many Yaroze owners
who have the brains and skill to blow away the pros, but just don't have
the tools to do the job.  But it's also down to the fact that the PSX is a
console and not a computer, and doesn't have the same immediate access.
Now if the Yaroze was sold on the high-street...  who knows.

Here are some seggestions which would really help bring back the bedroom
programmers:

Full Pro Dev Kit.  Every one of us would love to get our hands on it.
Even better if we could buy it on the high-street.  What are you scared of
Sony?  I know I'm just dreaming, but it is possible for Sony to protect
themselves in the same way as they have done with the Yaroze.

Let us burn our own CDs.  Why not?  Sony could still leave in the bit that
checks for the Memory Card Key - distribution problem sorted.  (Btw, it is
actually possible to burn your own CD's if you have a hacker's
mentallity.  Everything you need is on the PSM cover disks.  Please don't
email me or ask me any questions on this subject, as I will not give any
answers.  I don't want to upset Sony any more than I probably have
already.

> I find it interesting that we have almost no help except from other
> members, minimal tools for development, and the program still is
> divided among 3 factions (SCEA, SCEE, SCEI) rather than one whole
> group.  But, we have formed international programming groups,
> engineered our own tools when there's a need, and have produced some
> pretty sweet games under our limitations.  Was the hands-off
> approach part of the plan?
>

I think it was part of the plan.  And in my mind, probably the best way.

I know I've said a lot here, but if is sparks of a debate, that's fine by
me!

Herbs
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--MESSAGE FILE 17513 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000722html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>



Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 10:51:01 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6loi2f$fi14@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:722 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:15 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1140 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:23

I ordered mine from directly from Datel. Works great!

--MESSAGE FILE 17513 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000722html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17514 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000723html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 03:47:27 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-237-160.dialup.dnai.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Newsreader: Yet Another NewsWatcher 2.4.0

I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
around the web site but I'm not having much luck.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
--MESSAGE FILE 17514 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000723html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17515 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000724html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 16:13:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup11.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1146 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:724



On Thu, 11 Jun 1998 18:49:27 +0000, Alex Herbert
<aherbert@ndirect.co.uk> wrote:

>Full Pro Dev Kit.  Every one of us would love to get our hands on it.
>Even better if we could buy it on the high-street.  What are you scared of
>Sony?  I know I'm just dreaming, but it is possible for Sony to protect
>themselves in the same way as they have done with the Yaroze.

I dont know. Maybe im in a minority here (I usually am) but couldnt
care less about the full dev kit. For a variety of reasons I think I
wouldnt benefit, and others wouldnt particularly either.

1) if anyone complains about the difference in power and speed between
yarozes + full libs my initial opinion is to tell them to shut up. On
the scee site there are probably only a handful of demos that could
use the extra speed. And I dont include my games in them. When we all
start pushing the yaroze to the limit then maybe there could possibly
be justification in asking for the full libs :)

2) burning our own cds. My personal opinion is why bother? To give
demos to friends? to sell? Great, now I can burn 100s of cds, and give
them away, and now i can not get any appreciation from another 100
people! but are you asking for a cd burner to be included with the
yaroze package? If so, the price goes up dramatically, and less people
buy it. If not, those with less money feel like they are getting a raw
deal after having already spent a fair bit of money. 

what I think we do miss out on is in the smaller things - lack of
multitap support etc.etc. (personally i dont even rate loss of cd
loading as a problem, there are easy workarounds for many things)

I dont agree that giving people on here who are just as (and maybe
more) talented than proff. games programmers would let us compete. We
can't as ultimately we do it on the side and on our owns. The way to
create professional looking games is to work in a close, communicative
group. And thats down to us :)

Robert Swan
rs108
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2
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--MESSAGE FILE 17516 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000725html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <david.white@cubic.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 13:55:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <358195C7.41C6@cubic.com>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: onyx0.corp.cubic.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 5.3 IP19)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1152 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:725

I remember when the Play Station was begining to appear in California. I
had started developing HolliDance for my Power Mac and was disapointed
with the frame rate I was getting. I figured that the Play Station would



be a good alternative, but didn't have any hope of ever porting
HolliDance to it.

Then I heard about the Net Yaroze program. It was as if Sony had read my
mind. I was, however, concerned about available memory. I checked with
some Play Station programers and they were doubtful that my Holli model
would fit in the Play Station's memory. I decided to take the chance
anyway. Besides, it would be cool to program a game console.

Things actually turned out well. Not only was I able to fit my complete
model into the Net Yaroze, I also achieved my origional goal of 12
frames/sec (4 times faster than my Mac!). My only disapointment is with
the quality of the rendering.  Having true z-buffering and perspective
corrected textures would have been nice. As I understand, though, the
pro developers face the same limitations, so I wouldn't have benifited
from their SDK.

Overall, I am pleased with the Net Yaroze program. I especially like the
fact that Net Yarozes are multi-format (PAL and NTSC) systems as I live
in both worlds.

David
<http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dwhite.html>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17517 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000726html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Fri, 12 Jun 1998 22:30:17 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3581abaa.10124958@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: jamin1@psu.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.240.38.127
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Look on Sauron's page (Mark J.) on SCEA yaroze members.   He
implemented a card access function, but I didn't try it out yet.

Jamin

On Fri, 12 Jun 1998 03:47:27 -0700, wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
wrote:

>I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
>make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
>anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
>around the web site but I'm not having much luck.
>
>-- 
>wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
><http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html>
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--MESSAGE FILE 17518 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000727html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Craig Graham" <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: 



scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: 13 Jun 1998 09:59:17 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <01bd96b1$b30b9360$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6loi2f$fi14@scea> 
<6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d1-s16-57-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:727 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:16 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1160 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:24

Maurice Sibrandi <sibrandi@orion.nl> wrote in article
<6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> I ordered mine from directly from Datel. Works great!

Hey Maurice, when does Yaroze Master get proper ARS fileserver support? And
who's gonna
go a serial version of the lib?

Craig.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17519 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000728html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: philg <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Sat, 13 Jun 1998 16:28:07 +0100
Organization: philg@easynet.co.uk
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <35829A83.A5D32AD2@easynet.co.uk>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
Reply-To: philg@easynet.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: philg.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1163 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:728

Robert Swan wrote:

> On Thu, 11 Jun 1998 18:49:27 +0000, Alex Herbert
> <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk> wrote:
>
> >Full Pro Dev Kit.  Every one of us would love to get our hands on it.
> >Even better if we could buy it on the high-street.  What are you scared of
> >Sony?  I know I'm just dreaming, but it is possible for Sony to protect
> >themselves in the same way as they have done with the Yaroze.
>
> I dont know. Maybe im in a minority here (I usually am) but couldnt
> care less about the full dev kit. For a variety of reasons I think I



> wouldnt benefit, and others wouldnt particularly either.

I agree. The license prevents people from distributing Yaroze games
commercially anyway, so there's not much point in being able to burn CDs or
having the pro development kit.

10 Reasons why the Yaroze is the ZX Spectrum for the 90s:

    1) It's black
    2) It hooks up to your TV set.
    3) It has an awkward way of transferring data to it.
    4) It's quite straightforward to code for (well, for simple sprite based
stuff anyway)
    5) It's pretty cheap (the Spectrum was 125 in 1982, which must be the�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
equivalent to 349 in today's money)�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
    6) Bedroom coders are producing some great stuff with it.
    7) It's getting people jobs in the games industry.
    8) But most people are just using it to play commercial games on.

--anyone want to add two more to this to make 10?!

10 Reasons why the Yaroze *isn't* the ZX Spectrum for the 90s:

    1) It doesn't have rubber keys.
    2) It doesn't overheat and melt.
    3) You can't buy it in Dixons.
    4) You can't sell your games.
    5) There's no third party books or documentation (other than from other
members)
    6) There's no magazines devoted to it (No 'Your Sinclair' or 'Sinclair
User')

--anyone want to add 4 more to this to make 10?!

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17519 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000728html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17520 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000729html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Sun, 14 Jun 1998 10:42:36 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1dal87r.1cn7cwt1mf57kiN@a1-88-127.a1.nl>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358195C7.41C6@cubic.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-127.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1171 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:729

David White <david.white@cubic.com> wrote:

> I remember when the Play Station was begining to appear in California. I
> had started developing HolliDance for my Power Mac and was disapointed
> with the frame rate I was getting. I figured that the Play Station would
> be a good alternative, but didn't have any hope of ever porting
> HolliDance to it.
>

I think that Hollidance for mac is rather impressive, I just could not



get the NY-version to work properly yet..
Like I mailed you about, I had a kind of similar project in mind for a
wile.

DEnnis..
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--MESSAGE FILE 17521 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000730html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 12:06:35 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6m2rnm$9bv2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6loi2f$fi14@scea> 
<6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd96b1$b30b9360$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:730 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1184

The Windows 95 version is ready as we speak. The NT version will be ready
this week. I'm not using Steve's code, but I'm gonna use another driver that
allows normal _inp and _outp under NT!!!! (Sorry Steve!).

I tried some serial comm's but all I encountered were problems. Maybe
someone else can help?

I also added a new bload function. It will allocate the right amount of
memory needed for the file, aborts if not enough memory is available. I did
this because I like to be in control of my memory. No wild loading to
hard-coded addresses (what if an artists decided the texture should be 64x64
iso 16x16).

Are you using YarozeMaster?
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--MESSAGE FILE 17522 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000731html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 11:29:31 +0100
Organization: Intelligent Research
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3584F78B.9CC90DB1@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6loi2f$fi14@scea> 
<6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd96b1$b30b9360$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<6m2rnm$9bv2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.131.235.3
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; I)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:731 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1185

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:

> The Windows 95 version is ready as we speak. The NT version will be ready
> this week. I'm not using Steve's code, but I'm gonna use another driver that
> allows normal _inp and _outp under NT!!!! (Sorry Steve!).

Any chance of seeing the '95 version (I don't use NT).

> I tried some serial comm's but all I encountered were problems. Maybe
> someone else can help?

I did a serial comms base RSD / TMD viewer...I'll have a look for the source.

> I also added a new bload function. It will allocate the right amount of
> memory needed for the file, aborts if not enough memory is available. I did
> this because I like to be in control of my memory. No wild loading to
> hard-coded addresses (what if an artists decided the texture should be 64x64
> iso 16x16).

I always use malloc() & open/read/close anyway...

> Are you using YarozeMaster?

I use the old version for looking at other peoples demos....don't use the newone
'coz I use CodeWarrior for development....

Craig.
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--MESSAGE FILE 17523 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000732html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Maurice Sibrandi" <sibrandi@orion.nl>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Mon, 15 Jun 1998 13:28:44 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <6m30gs$9bv3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <6loi2f$fi14@scea> 
<6lqq55$s986@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bd96b1$b30b9360$f30b0a0a@Angela1.intelligent-group.com> 
<6m2rnm$9bv2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3584F78B.9CC90DB1@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ois.orion.nl
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:732 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1186

>Any chance of seeing the '95 version (I don't use NT).
I'll send it to you via e-mail.

>I did a serial comms base RSD / TMD viewer...I'll have a look for the
source.

I'm waiting...

>I always use malloc() & open/read/close anyway...

OK, but you don't know the filesize until after the load.



>I use the old version for looking at other peoples demos....don't use the
newone
>'coz I use CodeWarrior for development....

I tried CW. The debugger is handy, but I find the IDE a bit frustrating. It
took the windows out of windows.

Watch your mail....
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--MESSAGE FILE 17524 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000733html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 17:43:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3586ae45.3741299@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com> 
<01bd9309$fa17e2a0$1d3963c3@default> <357c07a4.45853212@news.scea.sony.com> 
<357eda86.4236251@news.scea.sony.com> <357ea497.7746792@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Political disscussions scare me :) I try to write on stuff as much as
I can and I did alot in the beginning but it seems that college is
starting to dominate my life all the time. But you should see a few
messages from me today (Maybe one of them is useful). As for the world
ending goes dont worry it happened along time ago. :)

On Wed, 10 Jun 1998 15:30:51 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>
>>My theory
>
>   Thank you. Now maybe, just maybe, a professional from our staff
>will wander by and mention my options before I buy a PSX II...[grin]
>   Why would I shoot you Mike, I like you... You should take part in
>some billboard discussions of politics, I was just informed by an odd
>sort that the world is coming to an end with the turn of the milennia.
>[LOL]
>   Ah, what the heck... lock-n-load.... BLAM!!!!
>
>-Matt
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--MESSAGE FILE 17525 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000734html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 16:54:02 -0400
Organization: Lobo Electronics
Lines: 115
Message-ID: <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: lobo@vicon.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: sc12.vicon.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)

Sorry, this may run a little long...

> 1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
> show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...

I think overall people were talking most about Sony, followed by PC
games.  Most people I talked to were disappointed by what Nintendo was
showing, although they did have a nice booth.  Sega's was utterly
boring.

> 
> 2)  What games were you most impressed with? What games were people
> talking about?

THE most impressive game I saw at the show was a title I never heard of
before, no one else seems to have seen, and have yet to see mentioned
anywhere.  It's a PC game called "Mars Maniacs".  Basically a futuristic
racing game set on Mars with graphics that defy belief.  I saw a lot of
stuff before this (didn't see this game until the second day), and my
jaw just dropped as I begged to let me attach my retinas to the
monitor.  I talked to one of the programmers (being developed by a
foriegn outfit called "Church of the Enlightened") and he said they had
been developing it on a P166 with a Voodoo 1 card and it was running at
30fps.  When they got to E3, 3dfx (they were showing it in their booth)
made them run it on an AMD-K6 machine (don't know the speed) with a
Voodoo 2 card and they had to write a chunk of code to slow it down to
60fps!  Needless to say, the Church of the Enlightened were quite
pleased.  =)

The other really impressive thing I saw was the AMD-K6-2 w/ 3D...truly
amzing, especially for the price...$150 for the 300MHz version!  They
had it running side by side with a P2 at the same speed and it was
kicking the pants off it.

Another game that was very, very impressive is the sequel to Colony
Wars.  At first I thought it was the PC version, till I saw the PSX
controller and I nearly died, it's just beautiful.

Generally people were talking about the usual, though, Metal Gear Solid
(pretty cool, but I was very distracted by the chick walking around in
fatigues), Zelda (also pretty cool), and of course Dreamcast, the gayest
name for a console since the Pippen.

> 
> 3)  Where were Dreamcast/Katana and Project X? What was your
> impression of their debut? If they were there, where were they shown
> and who got to see them? What was the 'buzz'?
> 

I was standing in Sega's booth when my friend motioned to an older guy



being filmed showing a controller and said, "Hey, look at that
controller!"  I looked and gasped, "It's the Katana controller!"..."Hey,
that's Bernie Stolar!"  I was standing about 3 feet from him as he
demonstrated the tamagotchi-looking thingie that plugs into the
controller, then a lady brought the Dreamcast machine itself over and he
pointed out all the stuff on it and so forth.  So I guess I was in the
right place at the right time.  =)  The machine is cool looking, but the
name is not.  It's bad enough that Microsoft has their claws in it, now
it has a stupid name to boot.  I will get one 2 days after it's
available in Japan (shipping takes time, you know) because I'm insane. 
=)

I was highly disappointed, though, at not being able to "get an
appointment" to see VM Labs' Project X, but even more dispointed at not
getting in to meet my greatest programming hero, Jeff Minter.  On the
last day of the show, I tried again to meet him and the guy actually
went back to see if he'd come out to meet me.  He did!!  I nearly peed
my pants when he came walking around that black wall and said, "Hey,
mate."  I must have had the biggest, dumbest grin on my face.  I shook
his hand and we talked about games and music and stuff for about 20
minutes or so and then I got his autograph.  I was totally babbling, I
don't even know what I said.  I walked out of their place and collapsed
to my knees, they would support me no longer.  =)  I also got a cool
psychedlic Project X slinky!  

Getting Gillian Anderson's autograph was cool, too, I had the pleasure
of standing in line for 2 hours for that one.  Not nearly as cool as
meeting Yak, though.  Meeting Mario and Don was also cool, as well as
the WWF's Headbangers.  Oh, yeah, for you wrestling fans, WWF Warzone is
by far the best wrestling game I've played on a console.

I also saw a good number of blue PSX's running the games, too, about 75%
of them running upside down.  (chuckle)  You know it's bad when sony
won't replace those ones, either.  =)  "We know nothing about that
problem, it's your own stupidity that it skips."

Well, that's it, I guess.  I saw a lot of other stuff, but I won't bore
you with it...well, ok, here's a list of other games that'll buy as soon
as their available:

Centipede (PC or PSX)
NFL Blitz (N64...unless a sequel is released in the arcade, then
I'll             get the pcb really cheap)
Parasite Eve (PSX)
Metal Gear Solid (PSX)
Castelvania 64 (N64)
Zelda 64 (N64)
Abe's Exodus (PSX...very tasty Soulstorm Brew they were serving there)
Madden '99 (N64...PSX version looked ill next to it)

And probably some more, too.  =)

See 'ya!

-- 
-------------------------------
Manifered H. Wolfe, II               lobo@vicon.net
Lobo Electronics                      http://www.vicon.net/~lobo

28 Game Systems, 1000+ cartridges/CD's, 36 Coin-Op's, 1
Pinball                   
        Amiga 3000, 24MB, 2GB, 25MHz, Video Toaster 2.0
            Atari TT030, 18MB, 200MB, 33MHz, Magic 4/Linux
        AMD K6 P233, 32MB, 6.4GB, Voodoo Rush, Win95/Linux



--MESSAGE FILE 17525 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000734html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17526 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000735html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 17:27:45 -0400
Organization: Lobo Electronics
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <3586E351.7089@vicon.net>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: lobo@vicon.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: sc30.vicon.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)

What happens in the older units is they were poorly lubricated as well
as poorly ventilated/cooled.  If you have a unit made prior to January
'96 or there about and it still works, consider yourself lucky.  A good
idea for those who have older units is to regularly apply some lithium
grease along the rails that the cd lens rides on, add a fan on the side,
and DO NOT play it on a carpet!

What happens is, either the rails or the tabs that hold the lens on the
rails starts to wear and the back end of the lens starts to sag, thus
not reading the disc correctly.  Turning it upside down, gravity pulls
the lens to it's proper position.

Sony should have recalled these units, but apparently didn't want to. 
As a retailer, I hate telling people to turn their playstions upside
down because it really upsets them that Sony won't do anything about it
other than charge you a fortune to fix it.  All you need to do is
replace the cd mechanism, but they're very hard to find, especially at a
good price.

People tell me EB has a very good return policy, though...

-- 
-------------------------------
Manifered H. Wolfe, II               lobo@vicon.net
Lobo Electronics                      http://www.vicon.net/~lobo

28 Game Systems, 1000+ cartridges/CD's, 36 Coin-Op's, 1
Pinball                   
        Amiga 3000, 24MB, 2GB, 25MHz, Video Toaster 2.0
            Atari TT030, 18MB, 200MB, 33MHz, Magic 4/Linux
        AMD K6 P233, 32MB, 6.4GB, Voodoo Rush, Win95/Linux
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--MESSAGE FILE 17527 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000736html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Tue, 16 Jun 1998 17:39:44 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 77
Message-ID: <3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net>



NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-79.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Sorry, this may run a little long...

Not at all, I enjoyed it, thanks!

>"Church of the Enlightened") 

People who are starting to blame games for the violence in our society
are going to love that name! [LOL]

>The other really impressive thing I saw was the AMD-K6-2 w/ 3D...truly
>amzing, especially for the price...$150 for the 300MHz version!  They
>had it running side by side with a P2 at the same speed and it was
>kicking the pants off it.

   Is there any reason why anyone should avoid processors other than
Intel's, i.e. are there any compatibility issues with software?

>Another game that was very, very impressive is the sequel to Colony
>Wars.  At first I thought it was the PC version, till I saw the PSX
>controller and I nearly died, it's just beautiful.

   I have the first, I like it, but I just can't disable and retrieve
the Comms Craft on the fourth mission, so I chucked it aside and am
loving Tomb Raider II.

> Dreamcast, the gayest
>name for a console since the Pippen.

   Agreed. 

>>  I will get one 2 days after it's
>available in Japan (shipping takes time, you know) because I'm insane. 
>=)

   I hope you are not disapointed. It seems Sega may be realizing that
they have harmed their reputation. But, reading in this months Next
Generation, there was an entry in the Movers And Shakers column in
which Coiln Campbell (?, don't have the mag handy) declared that Sega
was a gamer's best friend... HA!!! He called Nintendo fumblers, and
Sony a bunch of fat overfed suits willing to coast on their success...
[grrrrr]. Here I am enjoying Tomb Raider II, looking forward to
numerous games, like Colony Wars II, Metal Gear Solid, Final Fantasy
VIII, etc... and Sega is my pal? I don't think so.

>I was highly disappointed, though, at not being able to "get an
>appointment" to see VM Labs' Project X, but even more dispointed at not
>getting in to meet my greatest programming hero, Jeff Minter.  On the
>last day of the show, I tried again to meet him and the guy actually
>went back to see if he'd come out to meet me.  He did!!  I nearly peed
>my pants when he came walking around that black wall and said, "Hey,
>mate."  I must have had the biggest, dumbest grin on my face.  I shook
>his hand and we talked about games and music and stuff for about 20
>minutes or so and then I got his autograph.  I was totally babbling, I
>don't even know what I said.  I walked out of their place and collapsed

I am burning with envy... ;-))

> I also got a cool
>psychedlic Project X slinky!  

   A psychedelic slinky? [LOL] 



>I also saw a good number of blue PSX's running the games, too, about 75%
>of them running upside down.  (chuckle)  You know it's bad when sony
>won't replace those ones, either.  =)  "We know nothing about that
>problem, it's your own stupidity that it skips."

I am beginning to think my question down below will never be answered,
this is what I get for being a loyal, vigorous Sony consumer and
advocate?  ):-((

-Matt
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--MESSAGE FILE 17528 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000737html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 17 Jun 1998 15:05:57 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uk96gfwi2.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net>

<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett) writes:

> >I was highly disappointed, though, at not being able to "get an
> >appointment" to see VM Labs' Project X, but even more dispointed at not
> >getting in to meet my greatest programming hero, Jeff Minter.  On the
> >last day of the show, I tried again to meet him and the guy actually
> >went back to see if he'd come out to meet me.  He did!!  I nearly peed
> >my pants when he came walking around that black wall and said, "Hey,
> >mate."  I must have had the biggest, dumbest grin on my face.  I shook
> >his hand and we talked about games and music and stuff for about 20
> >minutes or so and then I got his autograph.  I was totally babbling, I
> >don't even know what I said.  I walked out of their place and collapsed
> 
> I am burning with envy... ;-))
> 

I too, am green.  This would be very cool.  I am absolutely hanging
for him to update his web page, I'm sure he's gonna have heaps to say,
now that he's officially allowed to, sort of.  Saw a screen shot of
Tempest 3000, looks pretty much like the others though.  Can't tell
much from a static shot though...

Initially I thought X was looking very cool.  Then I was cold to the
idea, when I learned it wasn't a console.  Now with this 1500MHz (or
was is 1500 MIPS?)  business and the idea of having entire 3D
voxel-sprite sports games is making my knees sweat again.  I'm damn
sure the first DVD player I get will be X enhanced, absolutely.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17528 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000737html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17529 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000738html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 11:52:56 -0400
Organization: Lobo Electronics
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3587E658.A29@vicon.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net> 
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: lobo@vicon.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: sc15.vicon.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)

>    Is there any reason why anyone should avoid processors other than
> Intel's, i.e. are there any compatibility issues with software?

The only reason you should stick with Intel is if you want multiple
processors.  Otherwise, you're wasting your money.  If you buy an AMD
cpu at the same speed as the Intel equivalent, you'll have enough money
left over to buy more ram, a bigger hard drive, or a better video
card...definitely worth it if you ask me.  The last Intel cpu I've owned
was a 486 DX/2-50 in 1994.  Since then, I've used AMD and Cyrix.  I
didn't much care for my Cyrix, but all the AMD's I've had have been
stellar, no compatibility problems at all and excellent performance. 
The only drawback to the AMD-K6 has been a weaker FPU than the Pentium,
but the new K6-2 actually outperforms the Pentium 2 FPU.  And you don't
have to kiss up to the man and get a Slot-1 motherboard, it's a Socket 7
cpu!

Just my $0.02 of course, I'm sure others would disagree.  But of course
they've sold out to Intel, so what do you expect? =)

Linux/Windows argument anyone?  =P

-- 
-------------------------------
Manifered H. Wolfe, II               lobo@vicon.net
Lobo Electronics                      http://www.vicon.net/~lobo

28 Game Systems, 1000+ cartridges/CD's, 36 Coin-Op's, 1
Pinball                   
         Amiga 3000, 24MB, 2GB, 25MHz, Video Toaster 2.0
          Atari TT030, 18MB, 200MB, 33MHz, Magic 4/Linux
        AMD K6 P233, 32MB, 6.4GB, Voodoo Rush, Win95/Linux
--MESSAGE FILE 17529 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000738html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17530 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000739html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 11:56:40 -0400
Organization: Lobo Electronics
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3587E738.631F@vicon.net>



References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net>
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com> <uk96gfwi2.fsf@cybec.com.au>

Reply-To: lobo@vicon.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: sc15.vicon.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.04 (Win95; I)

> Initially I thought X was looking very cool.  Then I was cold to the
> idea, when I learned it wasn't a console.  Now with this 1500MHz (or
> was is 1500 MIPS?)  business and the idea of having entire 3D
> voxel-sprite sports games is making my knees sweat again.  I'm damn
> sure the first DVD player I get will be X enhanced, absolutely.

Amen, brother!  I may have to pick one up before hand (a cheap one)
because my friend already has like 30 DVD's, and I'm burning to watch
them.  But I will definitely pick a Project X one up the day it's
available.

Incidently, I'm working on converting an arcade machine into a Tempest
2000 machine, complete with spinner knob (as God intended it to be
played), with a Jaguar running in it.  I'm going to scan Yak's autograph
so I can print it on the control panel overlay.  =)

-- 
-------------------------------
Manifered H. Wolfe, II               lobo@vicon.net
Lobo Electronics                      http://www.vicon.net/~lobo

28 Game Systems, 1000+ cartridges/CD's, 36 Coin-Op's, 1
Pinball                   
        Amiga 3000, 24MB, 2GB, 25MHz, Video Toaster 2.0
            Atari TT030, 18MB, 200MB, 33MHz, Magic 4/Linux
        AMD K6 P233, 32MB, 6.4GB, Voodoo Rush, Win95/Linux
--MESSAGE FILE 17530 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000739html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17531 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000740html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Wed, 17 Jun 1998 21:27:02 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35889716.F514472C@sinclair.net>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1194 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:740

Robert Swan wrote:

> I dont know. Maybe im in a minority here (I usually am) but couldnt
> care less about the full dev kit. For a variety of reasons I think I
> wouldnt benefit, and others wouldnt particularly either.
> 
> 1) if anyone complains about the difference in power and speed between



> yarozes + full libs my initial opinion is to tell them to shut up. On
> the scee site there are probably only a handful of demos that could
> use the extra speed. And I dont include my games in them. When we all
> start pushing the yaroze to the limit then maybe there could possibly
> be justification in asking for the full libs :)

Most of us don't really care about the power or speed of the
professional systems, we care about the missing functions and
documentation.  Such as, programming the multitap, or the full docs on
mime model animation (I think thats what mime is).  It's rather hard to
push the Yaroze to the limit when many of its abilities are completely
undocumented.

> 2) burning our own cds. My personal opinion is why bother? To give
> demos to friends? to sell? Great, now I can burn 100s of cds, and give
> them away, and now i can not get any appreciation from another 100
> people! but are you asking for a cd burner to be included with the
> yaroze package? If so, the price goes up dramatically, and less people
> buy it. If not, those with less money feel like they are getting a raw
> deal after having already spent a fair bit of money.

Burning CD's wouldn't allow friends to play our games (unless they had
Yaroze's too!).  For a while I looked for a way to burn CD's for it, not
for piracy, but so I could make my RPG as I have it in my dreams.  Less
than 2 MB is not nearly enough for what I want to do; I would need a CD
to load different bits and pieces, new graphics and sounds, new worlds. 
I finally found a possible workaround, the Pro-Action Replay; there are
libs for transferring data back and forth written by other Yaroze
members.  This ability makes it so a CD isn't needed.

-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17531 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000740html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17532 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000741html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 18 Jun 1998 15:26:49 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <u7m2fqnza.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net>

<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com> <3587E658.A29@vicon.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

"Manifered H. Wolfe, II" <lobo@vicon.net> writes:

> 
> >    Is there any reason why anyone should avoid processors other than
> > Intel's, i.e. are there any compatibility issues with software?
> 



> The only reason you should stick with Intel is if you want multiple
> processors.  Otherwise, you're wasting your money.  If you buy an AMD
> cpu at the same speed as the Intel equivalent, you'll have enough money
> left over to buy more ram, a bigger hard drive, or a better video
> card...definitely worth it if you ask me.  The last Intel cpu I've owned
> was a 486 DX/2-50 in 1994.  Since then, I've used AMD and Cyrix.  I
> didn't much care for my Cyrix, but all the AMD's I've had have been
> stellar, no compatibility problems at all and excellent performance. 
> The only drawback to the AMD-K6 has been a weaker FPU than the Pentium,
> but the new K6-2 actually outperforms the Pentium 2 FPU.  And you don't
> have to kiss up to the man and get a Slot-1 motherboard, it's a Socket 7
> cpu!

The only thing I'd be wary of is a lot of games may still use Pentium
optimisations which simply don't work on the other chips.  I'm not
sure these days.  There isn't as much asm code going into apps these
days, but still, compilers may do Pentium optimisation for them.

> Just my $0.02 of course, I'm sure others would disagree.  But of course
> they've sold out to Intel, so what do you expect? =)

I'm glad the Wintel monopoly is falling apart, with HP doing a lot of
design for Merced and CE running on many non-intel chips, 'tis a good
thing.  Though I'm sure I'll still be running my P100 when everyone
else has Merced machines...

-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17532 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000741html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17533 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000742html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Thu, 18 Jun 1998 19:16:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <3589596F.6CAF2868@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <35889716.F514472C@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-28.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1199 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:742

Hi all.

Don't get me wrong, I wasn't knocking the Yaroze really.  It's just that
there are times when I wish I could get my hands on the full dev kit, but it
appears that I may be in the minority here.  Am I the only one who'd like to
get some use out of the compression engine?  Or more control over the
GTE/GPU?  Wouldn't it be nice to be able to chuck single polygons (or
primitives) at the screen without resorting to TMDs?

As for the CD burning thing...
My Yaroze is tucked away in a small room with my PC and music equipment.
It's an ideal working environment, but not the best "playing" environment.
My living room, however, is home to my grey PSX, huge Trinitron TV, hi-fi



and most importantly the sofas.  Burning my own CDs would allow me to
transport my game, whether it be to the room downstairs, or round to a
mates.  But that's not the biggest reason.  I'd like to get some FMV into my
games.  Anyone else with me on this?

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 17533 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000742html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17534 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000743html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Thu, 18 Jun 1998 16:54:47 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <35897E97.8B357C62@mail.datasys.net>
References: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey Wayne, sorry I haven't gotten back to you since we all had lunch.
ANYWAY...

wayne a. lee wrote:
> 
> I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
> make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
> anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
> around the web site but I'm not having much luck.

I don't know about any utility, but you should be able to download the
memory card files without writing one. using siocons, you can view the
contents of the memory card, and load the individual "files" into
memory. Then, just do a "dsave" type deal and download (Despite
whatever Sony thinks, I still consider "Uploading" when I send a file
to the yaroze, and "Downloading" when I recieve information from it,
because my perspective is from the computer, not the PSX) the contents
of the file from the PSX memory to the computer.

I've tried it once, and it seemed to work well, but it's a pain. I
think it's easier than writing a program, to load and send the data to
the computer.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17534 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000743html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17535 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000744html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Thu, 18 Jun 1998 22:36:27 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <358995e4.21985969@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net> 
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com> <3587E658.A29@vicon.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 206.41.6.40
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

Just purchased a new K6-2 3D 300 mhz for $169 and it screams. Supports
AGP and the 100 mhz bus. It also overclocks easily to 333 mhz, I could
not be happier with it. 

Socket 7 forever!

jerry

On Wed, 17 Jun 1998 11:52:56 -0400, "Manifered H. Wolfe, II"
<lobo@vicon.net> wrote:

>>    Is there any reason why anyone should avoid processors other than
>> Intel's, i.e. are there any compatibility issues with software?
>
>The only reason you should stick with Intel is if you want multiple
>processors.  Otherwise, you're wasting your money.  If you buy an AMD
>cpu at the same speed as the Intel equivalent, you'll have enough money
>left over to buy more ram, a bigger hard drive, or a better video
>card...definitely worth it if you ask me.  The last Intel cpu I've owned
>was a 486 DX/2-50 in 1994.  Since then, I've used AMD and Cyrix.  I
>didn't much care for my Cyrix, but all the AMD's I've had have been
>stellar, no compatibility problems at all and excellent performance. 
>The only drawback to the AMD-K6 has been a weaker FPU than the Pentium,
>but the new K6-2 actually outperforms the Pentium 2 FPU.  And you don't
>have to kiss up to the man and get a Slot-1 motherboard, it's a Socket 7
>cpu!
>
>Just my $0.02 of course, I'm sure others would disagree.  But of course
>they've sold out to Intel, so what do you expect? =)
>
>Linux/Windows argument anyone?  =P
>
>
>-- 
>-------------------------------
>Manifered H. Wolfe, II               lobo@vicon.net
>Lobo Electronics                      http://www.vicon.net/~lobo
>
>28 Game Systems, 1000+ cartridges/CD's, 36 Coin-Op's, 1
>Pinball                   
>         Amiga 3000, 24MB, 2GB, 25MHz, Video Toaster 2.0
>          Atari TT030, 18MB, 200MB, 33MHz, Magic 4/Linux
>        AMD K6 P233, 32MB, 6.4GB, Voodoo Rush, Win95/Linux

--MESSAGE FILE 17535 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000744html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17536 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000745html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: "Mario Perdue" <mperdue@L4software.com.xyz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 19 Jun 1998 05:04:00 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bd9c0a$513cff80$0702010a@default>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net> 
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com> <3587E658.A29@vicon.net> 
<358995e4.21985969@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

I just upgraded too, only I decided to stick with Intel. I'm now running a
PII-400 on a BX (100 Mhz) motherboard with a Riva 128 AGP video card. I
haven't tried to overclock it yet, but to be honest I don't see much of a
need to.

Anyway, compatibility doesn't seem to be an issue these days.

Mario

Jerry Jessop <Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com> wrote in article
<358995e4.21985969@news.scea.sony.com>...
> 
> Just purchased a new K6-2 3D 300 mhz for $169 and it screams. Supports
> AGP and the 100 mhz bus. It also overclocks easily to 333 mhz, I could
> not be happier with it. 

--MESSAGE FILE 17536 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000745html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17537 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000746html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: For all N64 owners...
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 03:37:37 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-8.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hello,
   I wanted to ask your opinions on the fact that Nintendo is already
chomping-at-the-bit to release a new console for X-mas 2000. They are
being greatly outsold in Japan. In fact, I believe that even Saturn
has a greater installed base than N64.
   It would appear that the 64DD will never be released in the U.S..
   So, if your present N64 is replaced that soon, and the 64DD is
never released, will you resent Nintendo, or do you think you got fair
treatment for your gaming dollar?
   Just curious, I don't own a N64... I waited awhile for it until I
read it was a cartridge-based system, and then I went with PSX, with
no regrets... it turned out I would've waited a VERY long time for it
to be released, they were someodd 16 months late on their original
release date.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17537 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000746html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17538 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000747html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Skipping PSX
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 03:39:14 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <3589dd0f.3621417@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <357ad1c6.6697290@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-8.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Thanks for all the feedback guys, I have an acquaintance who I
described the problem to, and he says he is going to fix it for me.
Problem solved.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17538 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000747html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17539 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000748html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Fri, 19 Jun 1998 17:53:50 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <6melpp$jag1@scea>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port7.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

It's as simple as this.   I purchased my N64 the day it came out and have
not regreted it a day since.

The reason I still constantly play my N64 is for the games that are
exclusive to that system.
I still log hours on my PlayStation for PlayStation exclusive titles as well
though.  Just the same for the PC.

The are three developers for the N64 that constantly release excellent
stuff.  (That we should all learn by).  Nintendo EAD,  Rare,  and Iguana.

1. Nintendo is the innovator.  When something new is breaking the scene
Nintendo is usually the first to do it.  Maybe this is just my opinion but
its a valid point to take.  Sure they have release date problems and stuff
but you always know what you are gonna get from an in-house Nintendo game.
FUN.  And then there's Zelda......

2. Rare.  Master programmers.  They constantly amaze me with everything they
do.  A perfect example is there upcoming Banjo-Kazooie.  I haven't played it
yet but of what I've seen and read it's the game of 1998.

3.  Iguana.  My personal favorite development team.   After the release of
Turok, I really game them a second look.  There sports game are Hi-Res,
Turok 2 looks fabulous, they are definitely something to watch for.

As for the other games and short comings.  I am dissapointed by the lack of
excellent games.  But then since I only have so much to play games it has
not been a problem.  Will I replace my Nintendo when "The New One" comes
out.  Definitely.  For those games that will never apear on any other



system.
The same as I will purchase a PSX 2.

--MESSAGE FILE 17539 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000748html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17540 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000749html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: Sat, 20 Jun 1998 04:29:14 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1dawm8b.dt206p1ijdiiyN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <35889716.F514472C@sinclair.net> 
<3589596F.6CAF2868@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-120.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1206 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:749

> I'd like to get some FMV into my
> games.  Anyone else with me on this?
> 

Yes, me! There is now way to do it by uploading it at this speed.

I think that sony should collect all the best work and put it on a
blackdisk. Than sell it in shops for a price like maybe 10 pounds.
--MESSAGE FILE 17540 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000749html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17541 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000750html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
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Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
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X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> 1. Nintendo is the innovator.  When something new is breaking the scene
> Nintendo is usually the first to do it.  Maybe this is just my opinion but
> its a valid point to take.  Sure they have release date problems and stuff
> but you always know what you are gonna get from an in-house Nintendo game.
> FUN.  And then there's Zelda......

Nintendo also has one bad trait, that brought the N64 down -



stubbornness.  They decided long ago that CD's were slow, and people
hated them because they were slow, so a CD drive was a bad idea.  Now,
to my knowledge this has never been the case; for the Sega CD and the
Turbografx CD, speed wasn't a factor in their failure - for the TG-16,
its price brought it down ($400!), and for Sega, it was a lack of good
software (a lot of FMV crap was released, with very few quality titles,
such as Lunar, Lunar 2, Popful Mail).

Nintendo has one other bad trait - they believe that only kids play
video games - they came right out and said it!  You can see that
attitude in everything they do.  Heck, Yoshi's Story is that attitude
incarnate.  Somehow they think that when gamers grow up, they stop being
gamers.  Whatever, Nintendo.

But the system is still a decent one; I bought one once, sold it since,
and will buy it again when Zelda is released.  If only it all wasn't
hampered by the company that created it...

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
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Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
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Organization: SCEA News Server
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Message-ID: <358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-9.r2.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
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Matthew Hulett wrote: 
>    Hello,
>    I wanted to ask your opinions on the fact that Nintendo is already
> chomping-at-the-bit to release a new console for X-mas 2000.

I hope not. 

> They are
> being greatly outsold in Japan.

Heh. The GameBoy is outselling the N64 in japan. Go figure.

> In fact, I believe that even Saturn
> has a greater installed base than N64.



I doubt that. 

>    It would appear that the 64DD will never be released in the U.S..

What gave you that impression?

>    So, if your present N64 is replaced that soon, and the 64DD is
> never released, will you resent Nintendo, or do you think you got fair
> treatment for your gaming dollar?

I'd be almost as pissed off as the people who bought the virtual boy
when it first came out. :)

>    Just curious, I don't own a N64... I waited awhile for it until I
> read it was a cartridge-based system, and then I went with PSX, with
> no regrets...

I have no regrets for being an N64 user.

> it turned out I would've waited a VERY long time for it
> to be released, they were someodd 16 months late on their original
> release date.

The n64 should have been a CD system. It's as simple as that, it would
have totaly destroyed the playstation if it hadn't been a cart system.
Nintendo has made some bad design flaws lately, their most obvious
flaw being shown in their Virtual Boy, which could have possibly been
a color system. Then came their CD-less N64, which did good but could
have done better. Their new Color GameBoy I have a feeling will be a
big hit and really help out Nintendo alot, but I think their GameBoy
Camera will be a flop.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
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>I hope not. 

I refer you to Next Generation, July issue, page 24. Your hopes will
only be allayed if they continue to fumble finding a company to design
their next chipset.



>> In fact, I believe that even Saturn
>> has a greater installed base than N64.
>
>I doubt that. 

   I can't find my source for this stat, I could be totally off-base.
I sometimes suffer from 'information-haze', the internet is a great
thing... I need a vacation! [LOL]

>>    It would appear that the 64DD will never be released in the U.S..
>
>What gave you that impression?

   O.k., hard fact number one: There have been endless delays in
releasing the drive. Hard fact number two, Nintendo made a press
release someodd 6 weeks ago that they are not sure if they will
release the drive in the U.S., they are going to release the 64DD in
Japan first, and then see how well it sells.
   Now, we get into the realm of my mad genius... [wink] No add-on has
ever achieved more than 10% market penetration. Add-ons have never
succeeded. Nintendo is already getting cold feet, as evidenced by
their press release. They are already chomping at the bit to get their
next system out in the year 2000. Nintendo likes to make money...
I don't think they will take the hardware loss to release a
questionable add-on that will only have a little over a year of
viability. Good evidence for this is that certain titles, i.e. Zelda,
that were announced as 64DD titles are now being done in cartridge
format.
   I am not the only one coming to this conclusion, but it is open to
analysis and different interpretations... we shall see. We'll bet a
beer on it! [LOL]   

>>    So, if your present N64 is replaced that soon, and the 64DD is
>> never released, will you resent Nintendo, or do you think you got fair
>> treatment for your gaming dollar?
>
>I'd be almost as pissed off as the people who bought the virtual boy
>when it first came out. :)

   Get ready.

>I have no regrets for being an N64 user.

   Not yet, young grasshopper. [BG]

>Then came their CD-less N64, which did good but could
>have done better.
 
   Depending on which stats you go with, N64 is being outsold
anywheres between 4-to-1 to 8-to-1 in Japan. If not for the American
market, the N64 would be a flop.

   On everything else, we agree... thanks for the input.

-Matt
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Sat, 20 Jun 1998 10:45:48 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <1dawnbr.5yqt7h10f8x76N@a1-88-134.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> <6melpp$jag1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-134.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

I think its great if you have the fun for what you paid for. I have that
with my PSX and if others have that with their N64, good for them.

> Sure they have release date problems and stuff
> but you always know what you are gonna get from an in-house Nintendo game.
> FUN.  And then there's Zelda......

Well after several promisses and still need to wait, my fun-level goes
down fast. One time doesn't matter, but every time is getting
irritating. And is Zelda finaly out? As far as I know It still isn't out
yet (at least not here in Holland). And I remember reading an article
more than a year ago that it woulbe be released right after the release
of the N64 console. Well, that was a long delay.

> 
> 2. Rare.  Master programmers.  They constantly amaze me with everything they
> do.  A perfect example is there upcoming Banjo-Kazooie.  I haven't played it
> yet but of what I've seen and read it's the game of 1998.

It's just what kind of game you like, but I think that this year there
won't be a Gran Turismo beater. I have never seen a game that was
praised like GT.

> 3.  Iguana.  My personal favorite development team.   After the release of
> Turok, I really game them a second look.  There sports game are Hi-Res,
> Turok 2 looks fabulous, they are definitely something to watch for.

I won't say Iguana isn't great. But Turok 1 was a major disapointment to
me. It gets boring after wile. If you want to mention a game better than
Turok 1, just go for James Bond. That was far better than Turok 1. I
can't say things about Turok 2, I didn't play it.

> As for the other games and short comings.  I am dissapointed by the lack of
> excellent games.  But then since I only have so much to play games it has
> not been a problem.  Will I replace my Nintendo when "The New One" comes
> out.  Definitely.  For those games that will never apear on any other
> system.
> The same as I will purchase a PSX 2.

That great, but I don't think everybody wants to spend their money to
consoles. I would prefer more games for my PSX than keep on spending on
consoles.

DEnnis..
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Lines: 65
Message-ID: <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.141
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

> > They are
> > being greatly outsold in Japan.
> 
> Heh. The GameBoy is outselling the N64 in japan. Go figure.

Every system can get a hit in Japan. That doesn't say it's good or not.
I must say that I own 3 Gameboys and in my opinion that is the best
portable system ever made.

> >    It would appear that the 64DD will never be released in the U.S..
> 
I red it to.
> 
> I'd be almost as pissed off as the people who bought the virtual boy
> when it first came out. :)
> 
> >    Just curious, I don't own a N64... I waited awhile for it until I
> > read it was a cartridge-based system, and then I went with PSX, with
> > no regrets...

Nintend is putting to much unusefull stuff on the market now, like Sega
once did.
> 
> I have no regrets for being an N64 user.

It's a good system if you're pleased with a few games. Most of my
friends compared it with the PSX and got regrets.

> > it turned out I would've waited a VERY long time for it
> > to be released, they were someodd 16 months late on their original
> > release date.
> 
> The n64 should have been a CD system. It's as simple as that, it would
> have totaly destroyed the playstation if it hadn't been a cart system.

Nope, I don't agree. PSX is not only succesful due to the CD-system.
Sony also won becourse of the developer-support from sony and to sony
and because they keep themselves to the release dates. PSX was also the
first consle optimized for 3D.

> Nintendo has made some bad design flaws lately, their most obvious
> flaw being shown in their Virtual Boy, which could have possibly been
> a color system.

I was told it was the healt problem that made the VirtuaBoy flop. I
played it several times, but after half an hour I got very dizzy.

>Then came their CD-less N64, which did good but could
> have done better. Their new Color GameBoy I have a feeling will be a
> big hit and really help out Nintendo alot, but I think their GameBoy
> Camera will be a flop.

The camera IS a flop. The colour gameboy will only be a hit if it's also
can play the old games and when the battery keeps up log enough. The
geamgear also had problems with the battery-sucking.



What also keeps me from buying the gameboy games is the fact I have a
hard time finding out wich games can be linked. Normally those games
would have an icon, but since the supergameboy (colour) saw the light,
al the icons just show that it's an sbg-game, and it's guissing wich is
for 2 players. Sony did a good job with the icons as well.

DEnnis.
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
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NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-3.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > Heh. The GameBoy is outselling the N64 in japan. Go figure.
> 
> Every system can get a hit in Japan. That doesn't say it's good or not.
> I must say that I own 3 Gameboys and in my opinion that is the best
> portable system ever made.

Yeah it is, I agree 100%. I'm gona buy a Color GB when it comes out.
:)

> I red it to.

Damn, am I the only one who hasn't read that article!? I feel like an
idiot... I'm gona go read it right now.

> > The n64 should have been a CD system. It's as simple as that, it would
> > have totaly destroyed the playstation if it hadn't been a cart system.
> 
> Nope, I don't agree. PSX is not only succesful due to the CD-system.
> Sony also won becourse of the developer-support from sony and to sony
> and because they keep themselves to the release dates. PSX was also the
> first consle optimized for 3D.

*GRIN* I'm not going to get in a discussion about this - I'm not even
sure why I said it.

> 
> > Nintendo has made some bad design flaws lately, their most obvious
> > flaw being shown in their Virtual Boy, which could have possibly been
> > a color system.
> 
> I was told it was the healt problem that made the VirtuaBoy flop. I
> played it several times, but after half an hour I got very dizzy.

I bought two of them after the price dropped to 20 bucks a system. I



love it, but I hardly play it. It was a cool system, it's a shame that
it failed so misserably. 
 
> >Then came their CD-less N64, which did good but could
> > have done better. Their new Color GameBoy I have a feeling will be a
> > big hit and really help out Nintendo alot, but I think their GameBoy
> > Camera will be a flop.
> 
> The camera IS a flop.

It's a fun flop though. :) Every time I go by the display I'm playing
with it.

> The colour gameboy will only be a hit if it's also
> can play the old games and when the battery keeps up log enough.

From the nintendo web site I read the the color game boy CAN play the
old games, and the battery will last 10 hours on average. Sounds good
to me.

> The geamgear also had problems with the battery-sucking.

That's Another reason the game boy did better. Even another was the
fact that it was the only system that could possibly fit in your
pocket. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
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Matthew Hulett wrote:
> I refer you to Next Generation, July issue, page 24. Your hopes will
> only be allayed if they continue to fumble finding a company to design
> their next chipset.

I haven't read the article yet, but I'll read it when I get a chance.
Sounds like it is bad news for nintendo.
 



> >> In fact, I believe that even Saturn
> >> has a greater installed base than N64.
> >
> >I doubt that.
> 
>    I can't find my source for this stat, I could be totally off-base.
> I sometimes suffer from 'information-haze', the internet is a great
> thing... I need a vacation! [LOL]

I was doubting purely on intuition, my own common sense, so I could be
wrong.
 
> >>    It would appear that the 64DD will never be released in the U.S..
> >
> >What gave you that impression?
> 
>    O.k., hard fact number one: There have been endless delays in
> releasing the drive. Hard fact number two, Nintendo made a press
> release someodd 6 weeks ago that they are not sure if they will
> release the drive in the U.S., they are going to release the 64DD in
> Japan first, and then see how well it sells.

Ug....... The N64 itself didn't do that well in Japan; I see your
reasoning.

>    Now, we get into the realm of my mad genius... [wink] No add-on has
> ever achieved more than 10% market penetration.

ONE add-on was a sucess... The CD drive for the PC Engine in Japan. It
came out less than a year after the PC Engine came out, and that's
probably why it did well at all.

> Add-ons have never
> succeeded. Nintendo is already getting cold feet, as evidenced by
> their press release. They are already chomping at the bit to get their
> next system out in the year 2000. Nintendo likes to make money...
> I don't think they will take the hardware loss to release a
> questionable add-on that will only have a little over a year of
> viability. Good evidence for this is that certain titles, i.e. Zelda,
> that were announced as 64DD titles are now being done in cartridge
> format.
>    I am not the only one coming to this conclusion, but it is open to
> analysis and different interpretations... we shall see. We'll bet a
> beer on it! [LOL]

The second I ever makes bets, the laws of physics will change to make
me loose. If a bet that the sky is blue, then it will turn green the
next day. So, no bets. But I hope that nintendo hurries and releases
the 64DD. They need a good pack-in for it to be a sucess, so that's
probably what the delays are for. They need a blockbuster pack-in
title, but they need to hurry up and get the damned thing out before
people loose intrest. A small window of success.

> 
> >>    So, if your present N64 is replaced that soon, and the 64DD is
> >> never released, will you resent Nintendo, or do you think you got fair
> >> treatment for your gaming dollar?
> >
> >I'd be almost as pissed off as the people who bought the virtual boy
> >when it first came out. :)
> 
>    Get ready.
 
> >I have no regrets for being an N64 user.



> 
>    Not yet, young grasshopper. [BG]

Whatever, sensay. :)

> >Then came their CD-less N64, which did good but could
> >have done better.
> 
>    Depending on which stats you go with, N64 is being outsold
> anywheres between 4-to-1 to 8-to-1 in Japan. If not for the American
> market, the N64 would be a flop.

Yeah. That sucks. I always was a Nintendo fan, but that doesn't mean
that I'm not a fan of sony either. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
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>ONE add-on was a sucess... The CD drive for the PC Engine in Japan. It
>came out less than a year after the PC Engine came out, and that's
>probably why it did well at all.

   What was/is the PC Engine?

>The second I ever makes bets, the laws of physics will change to make
>me loose. If a bet that the sky is blue, then it will turn green the
>next day. So, no bets. But I hope that nintendo hurries and releases
>the 64DD. They need a good pack-in for it to be a sucess, so that's
>probably what the delays are for. They need a blockbuster pack-in
>title, but they need to hurry up and get the damned thing out before
>people loose intrest. A small window of success.

   Fine, no bet, you are too young to drink beer anyway! [BG]
Poke, poke,... don't you just love sharpening your antlers?
   You hope what? It probably isn't going to happen. Just forget about
it, and if it pops up you will be pleasently surprised. Who knows, if
enough people express their frustration, maybe Nintendo will decide to
break one less committment.



>>    Not yet, young grasshopper. [BG]
>
>Whatever, sensay. :)

   Ouch, he stabs me back with his antlers... [LOL]
You did say you'd be peeved, but then you said you were not
disapointed. I am making the point that you are going to get a
surprise.

>Yeah. That sucks. I always was a Nintendo fan, but that doesn't mean
>that I'm not a fan of sony either. 

   I just love Sony so much for coming up with the best system and the
yaroze program, that I like to see them crush all competition. But, I
am in a minority, most gamers like to see all companies succeed with a
nice piece of the pie.
   Of course, Sega can go to h@#$ after that 32X/Sega CD & Saturn
performance.
   And, nobody forced Nintendo to stick with cartridges... just greed.
   If they get their act together in the next generation of consoles,
it will be because Sony spanked them silly and humiliated them.

-Matt, who is waiting for Zain to show up and flame me for committing
blasphemy against his beloved corporation Nintendo...  
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Here are my thoughts! :) 

1. I really like Nintendo and PSX and Sega each has great qualities!

2. One word, GoldenEye!!!

3. As I recall if you count both models the Gameboy has outsold any
other gaming system by Nintendo Sony or Sega, I mean who doesnt have a
gameboy :) but when I chatted with Nintendo at E3 they said it could
play the old games using a pallette like the super gameboy. This is
also in the current issue of NextGen 

But all in all I just like gaming if it's fun I'll Buy/Play it I
originally bought my N64 for Ki Gold I just rented golden eye and it's
about the greatest 1st person shooter I have ever played in my life!
(I like it even more than quake 2!) 
--MESSAGE FILE 17549 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000758html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17550 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000759html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Sun, 21 Jun 1998 03:45:14 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-43.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

    So, even if the unit becomes obselete in the year 2000 after a
short life, and the 64DD is never released, you would still be a happy
camper?

-Matt, who is catching up on his reading tonight.

--MESSAGE FILE 17550 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000759html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17551 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000760html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Sun, 21 Jun 1998 14:05:24 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <1daz7je.11qfa4g178z404N@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-136.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:

>     So, even if the unit becomes obselete in the year 2000 after a
> short life, and the 64DD is never released, you would still be a happy
> camper?
> 
> -Matt, who is catching up on his reading tonight.

hehehe ;-)

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17551 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000760html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17552 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000761html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Sun, 21 Jun 1998 14:05:28 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <1daz7jz.180ic3k1v6ewowN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 



<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-136.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Michael Klucher <dajudge@home.com> wrote:

> 2. One word, GoldenEye!!!
> 

Not only one word, also One game!!!

And I also think GranTurismo is One better word ;-)

Dennis
--MESSAGE FILE 17552 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000761html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17553 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000762html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Sun, 21 Jun 1998 14:05:30 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-136.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Thes conversations look like the Mac vs. PC convesations that are ever
lasting. I personally love my Mac, and I have no problems with PC. But
there are always PC users that think they know it all and that mac will
be history within a year. I hear that for years now. And I just feel
sorry for them. Of course I liked it that at the worldwide live
presentation of Windows 98 on CNN the system crashed. But most PC users
also liked it that Apple had a large financial loss about a year ago.
It's just a never ending discussion about systems that probably will
live next to eachother for a long time.

But I must say I like it to be part of the discussions. And normally I
support the smaller group (Mac-users) but now I'm part of the bigger
group (Pro-Sony).

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17553 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000762html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17554 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000763html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 12:52:39 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <358E8BD7.4725B3FD@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net> 
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com>



Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-14.r4.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

> > Dreamcast, the gayest
> >name for a console since the Pippen.
> 
>    Agreed.

Just remember how gay the name "PlayStation" sounded when we first
heard it. Now look at all us... We're PlayStation junkies. :) Sure,
at
first the name sounds more like a new type of bed mattress rather
than
than a next generation video game console, but who cares? It's a
name,
and it's better than Katana...

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810
)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17554 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000763html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17555 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000764html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 12:59:18 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <358e54e7.39924640@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> <3586DB6A.6D9E@vicon.net> 
<3586aa02.52350542@news.scea.sony.com> <358E8BD7.4725B3FD@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-106.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Just remember how gay the name "PlayStation" sounded when we first
>heard it. Now look at all us... We're PlayStation junkies. :) Sure,
>at
>first the name sounds more like a new type of bed mattress rather
>than
>than a next generation video game console, but who cares? It's a
>name,
>and it's better than Katana...

   You forgot to add, "In my humble opinion..." [BG] I'll bet you
anything the system is not released under that name in the U.S..
I liked the name Katana, personally... I just don't like Sega. ;-))

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17555 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000764html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17556 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000765html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 13:07:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <358e556c.40057403@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com> <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-106.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Thes conversations look like the Mac vs. PC convesations that are ever
>lasting. 

Let me see, the classic flamer topics:

1) C versus C++.
2) Unix versus Windows.
3) Best console platform.

    Hmmm, now we can add
4) PC versus Mac.

Neener neener, we PC users have all the best tools! [LOL]
   I harbor no ill will towards Apple... offer me a better wrench and
I'll think about buying it. You guys face a lot of challenges in
yaroze development. If only you could get Sony to release the source
to the tools to be rewritten for the Mac. I think  Mac
users should start pressing for translations in the Mac programming
group, IMHO.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17556 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000765html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17557 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000766html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: GD"US"?
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 12:33:51 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-246.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Are there any SCEA/North American Yaroze contests?  Not the Scene
ones, but legit Yaroze ones.  If not, does anyone want to start one?

I hear about the UK stuff, but haven't heard anything for local compos.
I've always found that having a little pressure usually generates



better programs.

Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17557 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000766html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17558 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000767html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 19:36:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <358eb213.6374546@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Yes I think so 

On Sun, 21 Jun 1998 03:45:14 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
Hulett) wrote:

>    So, even if the unit becomes obselete in the year 2000 after a
>short life, and the 64DD is never released, you would still be a happy
>camper?
>
>-Matt, who is catching up on his reading tonight.

--MESSAGE FILE 17558 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000767html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17559 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000768html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Mon, 22 Jun 1998 19:38:45 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <6mmp0f$17g1@scea>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port9.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I'm happy right now.   Will I be happy when the 64DD is not released?.  Yup.
The only reason that we are even talking about this is the media bliss
surrounding the device.  I don't blame Nintendo or any other company leaving



everything in secrecy until they decide it's best to reveal info.

Marketing products successfully while trying to fight the media at the same
time must me one hell of a pain in the ass....

I hope Sony doesn't mention anything "Official" about PSX 2 until they want
to and are ready to market the product, not defend it's presence.

I'm quite content playing games for the Nintendo 64 and the PSX right now,
I see excellent games for both systems within six months, and even better
ones for the N64 with in eight months...

"Enjoy what you can play today"

Steve Tolin

Matthew Hulett wrote in message <358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com>...
>    So, even if the unit becomes obselete in the year 2000 after a
>short life, and the 64DD is never released, you would still be a happy
>camper?
>
>-Matt, who is catching up on his reading tonight.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17559 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000768html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17560 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000769html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 08:32:47 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1db4c20.sr7leu14nl63dN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-118.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net> wrote:

> Are there any SCEA/North American Yaroze contests?  Not the Scene
> ones, but legit Yaroze ones.  If not, does anyone want to start one?
> 
> I hear about the UK stuff, but haven't heard anything for local compos.
> I've always found that having a little pressure usually generates
> better programs.
> 

Is there not something more international? Ok there is the coverDisk
contest, but that is all I can enter.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17560 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000769html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17561 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000770html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...



Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 08:32:49 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1db4c4h.wrtvba3k0wdmN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com> <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<358e556c.40057403@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-118.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

> Neener neener, we PC users have all the best tools! [LOL]
>    I harbor no ill will towards Apple... offer me a better wrench and
> I'll think about buying it. You guys face a lot of challenges in
> yaroze development. If only you could get Sony to release the source
> to the tools to be rewritten for the Mac. I think  Mac
> users should start pressing for translations in the Mac programming
> group, IMHO.

I would at once if I had any hope on succes.

Thanks anyhow. I also must say that we are bussy to unite all the
mac-using Ny-members.

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17561 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000770html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17562 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000771html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "dr Z" <gersauve@cgocable.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: 25 Jun 1998 04:40:59 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01bd9ff4$b59ddba0$4b9ee218@gersauve.cgocable.ca>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com> <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<358e556c.40057403@news.scea.sony.com> <1db4c4h.wrtvba3k0wdmN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 158-75.ri.cgocable.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

> Thanks anyhow. I also must say that we are bussy to unite all the
> mac-using Ny-members.

Who is trying to unite all the MAC-using NY-members? I would like to be
part of that.

Germain ( doctor Z ) Sauv , MAC-using NY-member.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

--MESSAGE FILE 17562 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000771html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17563 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000772html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Wed, 24 Jun 1998 22:19:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

I was chatting with some SCEE members today, and they gave me a good
idea - we should hold our own contest, and maybe if we get a lot of good
response from it, prizes may get donated.  And if the quality of the
entries are good enough, maybe they'll consider throwing them on a US
magazine's CD.  The Net Yaroze program definitely needs more press
coverage in the US.

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Are there any SCEA/North American Yaroze contests?  Not the Scene
> ones, but legit Yaroze ones.  If not, does anyone want to start one?
> 
> I hear about the UK stuff, but haven't heard anything for local compos.
> I've always found that having a little pressure usually generates
> better programs.
> 
> Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
> - e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>   (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                    '''                                          '''

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17563 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000772html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17564 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000773html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Thu, 25 Jun 1998 08:41:59 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1db6722.1qp5et08tt2nwN@a1-88-103.a1.nl>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com> <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<358e556c.40057403@news.scea.sony.com> <1db4c4h.wrtvba3k0wdmN@a1-88-118.a1.nl> 
<01bd9ff4$b59ddba0$4b9ee218@gersauve.cgocable.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-103.a1.nl



X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

dr Z <gersauve@cgocable.ca> wrote:

> > Thanks anyhow. I also must say that we are bussy to unite all the
> > mac-using Ny-members.
> 
> Who is trying to unite all the MAC-using NY-members? I would like to be
> part of that.
> 
> Germain ( doctor Z ) Sauve, MAC-using NY-member.

Me and another SCEE user. I will make special webpage this weekend.
My page can be found at 

http://come.to/debri

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17564 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000773html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17565 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000774html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 17:22:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-10.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> 
> I was chatting with some SCEE members today, and they gave me a good
> idea - we should hold our own contest, and maybe if we get a lot of good
> response from it, prizes may get donated.  And if the quality of the
> entries are good enough, maybe they'll consider throwing them on a US
> magazine's CD.  The Net Yaroze program definitely needs more press
> coverage in the US.

I second that. The US Yaroze scene is dead compared to that of the
European and Japanesse scenes. A good contest with a modest prize of
publication on PlayStation Underground would jumpstart the US scene.
But to do that, we'd need SCEA's seal of approval.

If we can't arrange that, then we could all pitch in for the prize.
Say...each entry requires a $10 fee; winner takes half the pot, with
second and third places each getting a forth of the pot.

Of course, Publication of the top three games in PlayStation
Underground would be the most motavational prize of all as well as the
least expensive - you wouldn't have to pay anything to enter the
contest.

So... What say ye, Sony?

-- 



'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17565 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000774html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17566 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000775html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 16:47:34 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <35943316.AB6137F5@jps.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-246.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Darco wrote:
[...]

> > magazine's CD.  The Net Yaroze program definitely needs more press
> > coverage in the US.
> 
> I second that. The US Yaroze scene is dead compared to that of the

Well, I wouldn't call it dead otherwise I (and many others) would have
given up already.  There are projects being developed, but they're in
the pipeline.  Let's just call the US scene "dormant"---expect to see
some good stuff soon.

> European and Japanesse scenes. A good contest with a modest prize of
> publication on PlayStation Underground would jumpstart the US scene.
> But to do that, we'd need SCEA's seal of approval.
> 
> If we can't arrange that, then we could all pitch in for the prize.
> Say...each entry requires a $10 fee; winner takes half the pot, with
> second and third places each getting a forth of the pot.

Well, I wouldn't mind doing it for the prize of self satisfaction.
A compo doesn't have to have a monetary prize, though I don't think
it's a bad thing.  I program/draw/write music because I like to, not
because I'm going to get paid or get recognition for it.

> Of course, Publication of the top three games in PlayStation
> Underground would be the most motavational prize of all as well as the
> least expensive - you wouldn't have to pay anything to enter the
> contest.
> 
> So... What say ye, Sony?
> 
> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com



> 
> (Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
> 
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17566 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000775html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17567 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000776html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Fri, 26 Jun 1998 20:09:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <35943829.AC44A4BB@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35943316.AB6137F5@jps.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-10.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> Well, I wouldn't call it dead otherwise I (and many others) would have
> given up already.  There are projects being developed, but they're in
> the pipeline.  Let's just call the US scene "dormant"---expect to see
> some good stuff soon.

Yeah, you're right. Dormant is a more accurate word. Dead was a little
potent...

> Well, I wouldn't mind doing it for the prize of self satisfaction.
> A compo doesn't have to have a monetary prize, though I don't think
> it's a bad thing.  I program/draw/write music because I like to, not
> because I'm going to get paid or get recognition for it.

Same here. Getting paid isn't what I really care about but getting
recognition would be great. 

>   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::

You a member of ACiD? I haven't herd that name since the old BBS days,
back when ansi art was a highly respected artform. What is acid doing
these days? 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)



Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17567 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000776html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17568 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000777html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 09:40:53 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

No, we shouldn't have any prizes at all.  The fact that someone's entry
won would get that person a lot of recognition in here, and knowing that
one's entry was the best would be enough.  Just holding the contest
would be enough to bring out the "dormant" people and spark others to
finish their projects, as long as we could spread the word about it.

And once we had a group of high-quality demos, Sony might take notice
and put the best ones on a CD, Sony Underground or other Psx magazine,
or hold their own contest.  But we should do our own contest first, at
least starting out prizeless.

Darco wrote:
> 
> I second that. The US Yaroze scene is dead compared to that of the
> European and Japanesse scenes. A good contest with a modest prize of
> publication on PlayStation Underground would jumpstart the US scene.
> But to do that, we'd need SCEA's seal of approval.
> 
> If we can't arrange that, then we could all pitch in for the prize.
> Say...each entry requires a $10 fee; winner takes half the pot, with
> second and third places each getting a forth of the pot.
> 
> Of course, Publication of the top three games in PlayStation
> Underground would be the most motavational prize of all as well as the
> least expensive - you wouldn't have to pay anything to enter the
> contest.
> 
> So... What say ye, Sony?
> 
> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
> 
> (Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
> 
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds



  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17568 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000777html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17569 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000778html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.event,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze
.freetalk.english
Subject: Nice 'ARS' for Windows
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 22:35:35 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <6n3or3$q6c13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera221.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:778 
scea.yaroze.programming.event:1 scee.yaroze.event:44 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1281

V2.0 Beta is now up at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/

--MESSAGE FILE 17569 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000778html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17570 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000779html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Darrell Porcher" <dporcher@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Sat, 27 Jun 1998 19:28:34 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6n47i4$3sd2@scea>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-143.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I just took a look at the previews for the Sony Underground CD and it
showcases the Yaroze games.. Just the old ones... I think there is some
promo, just not from the US wave of games.. Just the stuff from 1996/97....
To me, we need to be in Playstation Mag, the Underground CD comes to
scarcely 4/year.. That's not enough limelight..... But we really have to bee
high quality.. and bold...

Look out, here we come.....

Darrell Porcher
New Jersey Computer Game Developers Org.



--MESSAGE FILE 17570 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000779html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17571 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000780html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Sun, 28 Jun 1998 12:33:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <35969A6D.47F1B2AD@shell.jps.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35943316.AB6137F5@jps.net> 
<35943829.AC44A4BB@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak-port655.jps.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Darco wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:

[...]
> > Well, I wouldn't mind doing it for the prize of self satisfaction.
> > A compo doesn't have to have a monetary prize, though I don't think
> > it's a bad thing.  I program/draw/write music because I like to, not
> > because I'm going to get paid or get recognition for it.
> 
> Same here. Getting paid isn't what I really care about but getting
> recognition would be great.

Well, how about this.  Darco: can you create a small web page with a
tentative date, a set of guidelines, and a prize-yet-to-be-announced
disclaimer?  We can refine the page or junk it later.

> >   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
> 
> You a member of ACiD? I haven't herd that name since the old BBS days,
> back when ansi art was a highly respected artform. What is acid doing
> these days?

ACiD still kicks ass, but mostly in the VGA (hi-rez) area now.  ACiD
used to do a heck of a lot of ANSIs, but there are more Web sites than
BBSes nowadays.  If you're curious to see, check out
http://www.acid.org.

> --
> 'Darco
> darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
> 
> (Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
> 
> UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
> Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
> PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::



                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17571 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000780html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17572 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000781html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Craig Venz <craig@cobite.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze people in the NY, NJ or CT area?
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 10:55:17 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3597AAD5.CD14F79B@cobite.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snew.cobite.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

Well, I'd like to know just how many people we have from this area,
since this is my locality, and Im interested to know if theres a bunch
of us who'd like to get together some time and swap stories, hang out,
generally act like geeks, or whatever :)

I'm in NYC but I can travel a little way. All others, please speak up if
this interests you! :)

Craig
--MESSAGE FILE 17572 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000781html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17573 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000782html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.event,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze
.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Nice 'ARS' for Windows
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 19:08:02 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6n8le6$sub4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6n3or3$q6c13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera630.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:782 
scea.yaroze.programming.event:2 scee.yaroze.event:46 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1290

Some problems were found running this on 95.  There is now a tiny patch to
make everything function as normal.
Check out the patch and instructions at the bottom of
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/nice_ars_for_windows_nt.htm

Sorry to anyone who it failed to work for and who now hate me with a passion
! :)

Steve

Steve Dunn wrote in message <6n3or3$q6c13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>V2.0 Beta is now up at http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~steved/
>



>

--MESSAGE FILE 17573 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000782html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17574 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000783html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: daniel@reichardt.ch (Daniel Hartmeier)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 21:44:32 GMT
Organization: Reichardt Informatik AG
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35a00ab9.18206439@news.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: empty176.magnet.ch
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

On Mon, 29 Jun 1998 03:28:13 GMT, in scea.yaroze.announce,
jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick) wrote:

> ) Is there any way to read from a CD other than the Yaroze boot disk, and is
>   it allowed?

> ) Can I run yaroze programs on a regular playstation?  Do I still need to
>   download? 

Any black PlayStation disc can be read on the Net Yaroze. On a regular
gray PlayStation that has the copy protection removed by a MOD chip, any
CD-ROM XA Mode2 with a ISO9660 compatible file system and proper boot
blocks can be read, including CD-R's.

It is possible to create a bootable CD-R that runs any Net Yaroze
program including the possibility to load data files from that disc on a
regular gray PlayStation without copy protection. The procedure isn't
terribly complicated, I've done it. The description would make an
interesting part of your FAQ. I'd even like to write it.

But since it requires extracting the runtime library and the boot blocks
from the original boot disc and copying this data to a CD-R, it might be
a violation of the license agreement we signed. I'm not sure whether
it's already illegal to do this for personal use (to save downloading
time during development). But certainly Sony doesn't want these CD-R's
be disclosed to third parties (as would be the case if I gave a copy of
my latest demo to a friend, who is not a Net Yaroze member).

So what will happen if we include this information in the FAQ? Will Sony
expel misbehaving members? There is already a lively underground scene
of people developing for Net Yaroze with Action Replay modules and
pirated compilers. It's kind of sad if a legitimate Net Yaroze member
has to search underground sources for documentation for his platform.

I think there is no harm done if a Net Yaroze member writes his large
data files to a CD-R to save downloading time. We could agree that it is
unethical to disclose such material to any non-member but that strictly
personal use is tolerated.

What is Sony's policy for dealing with this situation?

Regards,



-- 
Daniel Hartmeier  <daniel@reichardt.ch>  PGP 6A3A7409  ICQ# 12742482

"The woods are lovely, dark and deep.  But I have promises to keep,
And lines to code before I sleep, And lines to code before I sleep."
--MESSAGE FILE 17574 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000783html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17575 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000784html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Sean Kennedy" <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3 Questions for all who attended, esp. Mario
Date: 30 Jun 1998 03:21:18 GMT
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <01bda3d7$584ed760$8fc8bdcd@dilbert>
References: <35718657.3581814@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-143.barrie.connex.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Mario, I finally became human again...

Hello everyone.

Mario Perdue <mperdue@l4software.com> wrote in article
<3576a92c.636582@205.149.189.29>...
> On Sun, 31 May 1998 16:39:38 GMT, matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew
> Hulett) wrote:
> >   Hello to all you lucky guys,
> >   Well, I could ask a million questions, but let's start off with
> >just a few:
> >1)  In your opinion, which company made the biggest impression at the
> >show? Who were people talking about? Close ties are allowed...
> 
> I've gotta say that Sony had the most impressive booth of the show.
> The second most impressive part of the show was the size that my feet
> had swelled to by the time it was over!

I second that. Nintendo had the glitzyest. But the space dedicated for show
useage sucked big time -IMHO
There was this HUGE & VERY OBSCENE lunch area that was front & center. The
only privledged people had to be ratified by Nintendo. I thought it was a
bit TOO redmondish.. 
 
> Dreamcast and Project X were both shown privately and covered by NDA.
> I was only able to see one of them. I'd tell you about it, but then
> I'd have to kill you.
> Mario

C'mon Mario. MIB are watching I'm sure.
But if you consult the ALTIVEC information from Motorola, I think they
kinda let the cat out of the bag..

Just bein c'nadian...

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17575 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000784html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17576 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000785html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze people in the NY, NJ or CT area?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 01:03:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <3598385f.87490335@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3597AAD5.CD14F79B@cobite.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-141.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>I'm in NYC but I can travel a little way. All others, please speak up if
>this interests you! :)

I am only 20 miles from NYC... let's see who else chimes in, I think
there is a definite lack of members from the tri-state area.  I've
probably met three or four.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17576 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000785html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17577 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000786html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 16:24:14 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-7.r5.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> 
> No, we shouldn't have any prizes at all.  The fact that someone's entry
> won would get that person a lot of recognition in here, and knowing that
> one's entry was the best would be enough.  Just holding the contest
> would be enough to bring out the "dormant" people and spark others to
> finish their projects, as long as we could spread the word about it.
> 
> And once we had a group of high-quality demos, Sony might take notice
> and put the best ones on a CD, Sony Underground or other Psx magazine,
> or hold their own contest.  But we should do our own contest first, at
> least starting out prizeless.

Sounds good. I can set up the web page, all we need to come up with is
a date and some rules. Here is some sudjestions that I'll pull out of
my head... All tentave, lets talk each one of them over.

*** The deadline for game submition and judgement should be at least 3
or 4 months from now, to give even people who haven't started a chance
to enter.

*** We need to find some people who are willing not to enter the
contest so that they can be a judge. Maybe some Sony employees?



*** All games must totaly abide by the liscencing agreement, including
all copyright notices... 

*** Games cannot infringe on anyone's copyrights... IE: You can't make
a new version of crash bandicoot, even if you do acknowladge that
rightful owner. We want origionality.

*** You must enter a game, not a demo.

*** Games can be entered by individuals, or by groups.

*** Entry should be judged on several things... Graphics, gameplay,
music, sound, and control; rather than "oh, I like this game". We
should work out a judgement sheet, IMHO...

*** Only SCEA members can enter. (I just threw this one up in the air
for everyone to decide on. If everyone else wants to to be a SCEA,
SCEE, and SCEI contest then I'm all for it)

Just remember thoes all all sudjestions, everybody add your own, and
if you see one you don't agree on lets talk it over.

I'm pretty excited about this. I'll start working on some logos. er...
First we need a name for this contest. GDUS? The Yaroze Contest? The
First Semi-Annual Unofficial SCEA Net Yaroze Contest, or FSAUSCEANYC?
... ok, maybe that last one won't work, but anyone got some good
ideas?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17577 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000786html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17578 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000787html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 16:30:25 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35994AE1.6CD33C02@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35943316.AB6137F5@jps.net> 
<35943829.AC44A4BB@mail.datasys.net> <35969A6D.47F1B2AD@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-7.r5.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> Well, how about this.  Darco: can you create a small web page with a
> tentative date, a set of guidelines, and a prize-yet-to-be-announced
> disclaimer?  We can refine the page or junk it later.



Ok, I'll whip one up as soon as we can throw togeather some more
info...

> ACiD still kicks ass, but mostly in the VGA (hi-rez) area now.  ACiD
> used to do a heck of a lot of ANSIs, but there are more Web sites than
> BBSes nowadays.  If you're curious to see, check out
> http://www.acid.org.

I went there and thoes graphics were awesome... I was dissapointed by
the web page layout though. I thought ACiD would have done something
alot more elegant than a bunch of green stuff.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17578 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000787html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17579 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000788html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: rs108@mdx.ac.uk (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 22:04:59 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <359960aa.924838@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net> 
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: stu-dialup4.mdx.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Tue, 30 Jun 1998 16:24:14 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:
quite a bit.

Im not that bothered if SCEE are excluded. I think that you lot have
had just a leetle less to be enthusiastic about. Having said that, I
dont mind being a judge and giving a hand to things, Darco :)

Robert Swan
rs108@mdx.ac.uk
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2 (to those who can access
SCEE, so not you, Darco!)
--MESSAGE FILE 17579 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000788html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17580 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000789html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Darrell Porcher" <dporcher@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze people in the NY, NJ or CT area?
Date: Sun, 28 Jun 1998 15:36:02 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <6nc13d$57l6@scea>
References: <3597AAD5.CD14F79B@cobite.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-35.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hey Craig, I'm in NJ

But I lead the NJ Computer Game Developers Organization, and may take over
the New York Group as Well...  Check our website http://www.njgamedev.org in
about 2 weeks.. We're revamping.. and may start having meeting soon...

Later
Darrell Porcher
New Jersey Computer Game Developers Organization

Craig Venz wrote in message <3597AAD5.CD14F79B@cobite.com>...
>Well, I'd like to know just how many people we have from this area,
>since this is my locality, and Im interested to know if theres a bunch
>of us who'd like to get together some time and swap stories, hang out,
>generally act like geeks, or whatever :)
>
>I'm in NYC but I can travel a little way. All others, please speak up if
>this interests you! :)
>
>Craig

--MESSAGE FILE 17580 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000789html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17581 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000790html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Darrell Porcher" <dporcher@bellatlantic.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Mon, 29 Jun 1998 00:20:33 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 82
Message-ID: <6nc1jp$57l7@scea>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net> 
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-35.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I think this should be SCEA only too, SCEE excludes us, so I't only fair
that we compete amonst ourselves too.

Maybe later on we can have a world wide Yaroze contest... say with 10
winners or categories

Man, we were the last to get it, and it seems that we get the least hype
from it all.. Maybe we need to out do everyone else.. That's my goal...

Darrell Porcher
New Jersey Computer Game Developers Org,
Yarozer since 3/98



Darco wrote in message <3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>...
>Joshua Meeds wrote:
>>
>> No, we shouldn't have any prizes at all.  The fact that someone's entry
>> won would get that person a lot of recognition in here, and knowing that
>> one's entry was the best would be enough.  Just holding the contest
>> would be enough to bring out the "dormant" people and spark others to
>> finish their projects, as long as we could spread the word about it.
>>
>> And once we had a group of high-quality demos, Sony might take notice
>> and put the best ones on a CD, Sony Underground or other Psx magazine,
>> or hold their own contest.  But we should do our own contest first, at
>> least starting out prizeless.
>
>Sounds good. I can set up the web page, all we need to come up with is
>a date and some rules. Here is some sudjestions that I'll pull out of
>my head... All tentave, lets talk each one of them over.
>
>*** The deadline for game submition and judgement should be at least 3
>or 4 months from now, to give even people who haven't started a chance
>to enter.
>
>*** We need to find some people who are willing not to enter the
>contest so that they can be a judge. Maybe some Sony employees?
>
>*** All games must totaly abide by the liscencing agreement, including
>all copyright notices...
>
>*** Games cannot infringe on anyone's copyrights... IE: You can't make
>a new version of crash bandicoot, even if you do acknowladge that
>rightful owner. We want origionality.
>
>*** You must enter a game, not a demo.
>
>*** Games can be entered by individuals, or by groups.
>
>*** Entry should be judged on several things... Graphics, gameplay,
>music, sound, and control; rather than "oh, I like this game". We
>should work out a judgement sheet, IMHO...
>
>*** Only SCEA members can enter. (I just threw this one up in the air
>for everyone to decide on. If everyone else wants to to be a SCEA,
>SCEE, and SCEI contest then I'm all for it)
>
>Just remember thoes all all sudjestions, everybody add your own, and
>if you see one you don't agree on lets talk it over.
>
>I'm pretty excited about this. I'll start working on some logos. er...
>First we need a name for this contest. GDUS? The Yaroze Contest? The
>First Semi-Annual Unofficial SCEA Net Yaroze Contest, or FSAUSCEANYC?
>... ok, maybe that last one won't work, but anyone got some good
>ideas?
>
>--
>'Darco
>darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
>
>(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
>
>UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
>Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
>PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt



--MESSAGE FILE 17581 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000790html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17582 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000791html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 21:56:35 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35999753.23CC98AB@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net> 
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net> <359960aa.924838@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-4.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Robert Swan wrote:
> Im not that bothered if SCEE are excluded. I think that you lot have
> had just a leetle less to be enthusiastic about. Having said that, I
> dont mind being a judge and giving a hand to things, Darco :)

I don't mind there being judges outside of SCEA. In fact, I think that
would be a good thing.

> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2 (to those who can access
> SCEE, so not you, Darco!)

naaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, shadup. :P

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17582 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000791html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17583 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000792html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: 01 Jul 1998 12:27:41 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uhg125mqq.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net>

<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net>
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>

NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net> writes:



> *** Only SCEA members can enter. (I just threw this one up in the air
> for everyone to decide on. If everyone else wants to to be a SCEA,
> SCEE, and SCEI contest then I'm all for it)

I don't really mind - but if you do make it SCEA only, then those of
us in SCEE that aren't in the UK can't enter the GDUK nor your compo.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17583 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000792html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17584 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000793html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: 01 Jul 1998 12:30:31 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uemw65mm0.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea> <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net>

<35983791.87283832@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett) writes:

> 
> 
> > Utilities:
> >   SIO - common SIOCONS batch file extension
> 
>   Am I mistaken, or is .SIO a common PsComUtil batch file extension?

I don't have Code Warrior, only use siocons, and I've never heard of
.SIO
-- 
Toby.

This is the second time.  I can post to scea.yaroze.freetalk from the
SCEE server, but not scea.yaroze.announce.  What's going on?
--MESSAGE FILE 17584 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000793html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17585 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000794html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Tue, 30 Jun 1998 20:14:52 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3599A9AC.BCA637D3@sinclair.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net> 
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)



Darco wrote:
> I'm pretty excited about this. I'll start working on some logos. er...
> First we need a name for this contest. GDUS? The Yaroze Contest? The
> First Semi-Annual Unofficial SCEA Net Yaroze Contest, or FSAUSCEANYC?
> ... ok, maybe that last one won't work, but anyone got some good
> ideas?
> 

Try this: SEEDCO

SCEA
Electronic
Entertainent
Development
Contest

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17585 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000794html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17586 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000795html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GD"US"?
Date: Wed, 01 Jul 1998 11:50:47 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <359A5AD7.77BB9B77@mail.datasys.net>
References: <358EB19F.4C9DBEA8@jps.net> <3591DDE7.C5B6C456@sinclair.net> 
<35941120.4A020F7D@mail.datasys.net> <35952095.BEC36071@sinclair.net> 
<3599496E.9A1F048B@mail.datasys.net> <3599A9AC.BCA637D3@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-7.r2.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> Try this: SEEDCO
> 
> SCEA
> Electronic
> Entertainent
> Development
> Contest

Sounds cool, but where did you get the "O" from in "SEEDCO"? hehe...
:)

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com



(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17586 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000795html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17587 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000796html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Sean Kennedy" <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony's grand experiment?
Date: 2 Jul 1998 21:28:21 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <01bda601$6dca6240$3332d68e@Hackbert.humberc.on.ca>
References: <357EECC1.97053769@jps.net> <358018A7.26DDE8E0@ndirect.co.uk> 
<35815177.1061924@www.netyaroze-europe.com> <35889716.F514472C@sinclair.net> 
<3589596F.6CAF2868@ndirect.co.uk> <1dawm8b.dt206p1ijdiiyN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 142.214.50.51
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1342 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:796

DEnnis Brinkhuis <macsuppor@a1.nl> wrote in article
<1dawm8b.dt206p1ijdiiyN@a1-88-120.a1.nl>...
> > I'd like to get some FMV into my
> > games.  Anyone else with me on this?
> > 
> 
> Yes, me! There is now way to do it by uploading it at this speed.
> 
> I think that sony should collect all the best work and put it on a
> blackdisk. Than sell it in shops for a price like maybe 10 pounds.
> 

Look for the upcoming edition of Playstation Underground.
This PSX CD based magzine is distributed to those with a PSX {GREY} system
and the demos and captures and Interveiws are all done in A: FMV, B: PSX
demo mode code. {libps.a} or C: Live TMD 3D model generator with audio
track.

FMV in games. Stay tuned. This may be a demand option that may have to
enhanced to those members of Yaroze. {Licenced In-line assember module
call. with a fixed name. Directory structures would be the differentiator}
This way FMV would not be a hackable item. But one that Yaroze members
could burn their own Gold CD's with FMV movies on it and the DL code
modules from Codewarrior live debug environment.

Note: The probable reason Sony did not wish to have FMV in the first place
was due to the WebCT filespace constraints. Who wants a 34MB file on the
Web trying to DL over a 28.8, I DON'T THINK SO... Simpler & cheaper to send
via smail in CD format.

Now that most of the Yaroze members have ISP webspace already. Those who
wish to could make material available. [Use MPEG] that plays on the PC/MAC
and then play the game on the PSX. Great way to demo..
-sean 
--MESSAGE FILE 17587 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000796html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17588 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000797html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Sat, 4 Jul 1998 09:53:34 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl04.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:76 scea.yaroze.freetalk:797 
scee.yaroze.beginners:389 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1350

I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
site:

http://yaroze-world.org

If you are interested in joining let me know.

Regards,

Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17588 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000797html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17589 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000798html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 10:42:09 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:77 scea.yaroze.freetalk:798 
scee.yaroze.beginners:390 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1356

Cool.  Some notes:

- some kind of disclaimer statiting that this is not an
  officialed contest from the SCE[A|E|I].

- requirements for entries.  something like:

All games and demos must:
- be executables that can be loaded with the
  provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It



  doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
  it must be run-able for all.
- have an NTSC mode if it originates from a PAL system.
- have a title screen or ending credits text
  listing at least one contact address (e-mail)
- adhere to the Yaroze membership guidelines
  (i.e. no profanity, racism, sexist comments, 
  nudity etc.); basic courtesy to other members
  worldwide.

- copyright disclaimer stating that Yaroze and the Playstation
  are Sony stuff and that the programs entered in this compo
  are copyright their respectful authors.  Also, that entries
  are being run at the risk of the members' machines---e.g.
  no one will be responsible for damage to their equipment
  due to bad refresh rates.  Of course, there would be a penalty
  if someone enters a virus or something.

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
> group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
> site:
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org
> 
> If you are interested in joining let me know.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeff (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17589 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000798html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17590 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000799html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: David White <david.white@cubic.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 11:08:46 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: onyx1.corp.cubic.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01SC-SGI (X11; I; IRIX 5.3 IP19)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:78 scea.yaroze.freetalk:799 
scee.yaroze.beginners:391 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1357

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Cool.  Some notes:



> 
>         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> 
>                 All games and demos must:
>                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
>                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
>                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
>                   it must be run-able for all.

That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

David
--MESSAGE FILE 17590 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000799html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17591 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000800html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 06 Jul 1998 16:26:45 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:79 scea.yaroze.freetalk:800 
scee.yaroze.beginners:394 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1359

David White wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!
> 
> David

Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
What is the highest common denominator we have?

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17591 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000800html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17592 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000801html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Demos & games release list?
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 11:56:21 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:209 scea.yaroze.freetalk:801

Does someone want to start logging titles, URLs, and descriptions of
Yaroze games that all of us make (SCE[A|E|I])?  I'm having a big
problem keeping up with all the release announcements as they are
split over several groups and sometimes not even posted here.  I'd
be willing to maintain such a page for the near-term.

So, if you want your project "registered" on this page, please send
me (in e-mail) or post here:

+ name of project
+ name of author(s)
+ URL to the project file(s)
+ URL or e-mail address for conctact information
+ short description of project
+ PAL/NTSC
+ other system requirements (e.g. requires PRO-AR, analog
  control, etc.)

I have no idea what the page will look like right now other than a
table.  This will also be posted on a publicly-accessible page.

If you have a better idea than this, please post a reply to this
thread.  ^_^

Just a few thoughts...

Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17592 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000801html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17593 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000802html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 19:06:25 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35A2B801.17DE0EF@mw.3com.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35897E97.8B357C62@mail.datasys.net>



NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

>Darco wrote:
>>wayne a. lee wrote:
>> I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
>> make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
>> anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
>> around the web site but I'm not having much luck.
>
> I don't know about any utility, but you should be able to download the
> memory card files without writing one. using siocons, you can view the
> contents of the memory card, and load the individual "files" into
> memory. Then, just do a "dsave" type deal and download (Despite

I've tried this several times but it never works for me.  I have no problem
getting code and data INTO my Yaroze, but I still have not been able to
use the SIOCONS commands to get data from the Yaroze to my PC.

I wound up writing a simple little Yaroze program to "printf" the values
in hex to the console, and using a terminal program to log the output to
a file, which I then need to "hex2bin" convert it.  Blah.

Any ideas?  Obviously the "Yaroze->PC" direction works under program
control, but the SIOCONS commands don't seem to like that data direction.

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17593 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000802html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17594 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000803html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 19:13:25 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <35A2B9A5.3D88B74D@mw.3com.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)

wayne a. lee wrote:

> I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
> make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
> anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
> around the web site but I'm not having much luck.

By the way, http://www.rocketgameproducts.com shows something they call
the "Cheat Factory", which looks like it allows you to connect the memory
card
output of the PlayStation to you PC, treating the PC as a GIGANTIC memory
card.
You can then edit the save files and make "cheat saves", trade your save
games,



and stuff like that.

They also have a "memory card disc drive" that saves game saves to a 3-1/2"
floppy
disc instead of a memory card.  It doesn't say if these floppies are readable
in
normal PC or Mac floppy drives.  (I would hope so.)

Has anyone tried these products?
EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17594 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000803html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17595 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000804html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Action Replay Cartridge
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 19:26:32 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <35A2BCB8.3462C182@mw.3com.com>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:804 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:17 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1368 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:26

Maurice Sibrandi wrote:

> Does anyone know where I can buy an Action Replay cartridge with PC-Comms
> Link. Preferably a online-store or post-order company. You can leave out
> Datel, because I already checked them.

Can anyone explain the whole story of the "Game Shark" to me?

How do "Datel", "InterAct", "Rocket Game Products", "Action Replay",
"Game Shark", "Shark Link", "Comms card" all relate to each other?
(As well as any other bits I'm missing.)  Are these companies related
to the original "Game Genie" company that made Game Genies for the
NES/SNES/Genesis/GameBoy/GameGear/(other systems?) (Wasn't it
CodeMasters, the makers of the current Micro Machines game on the
PlayStation?)

On the Rocket Game Products web page http://www.rocketgameproducts.com
they seems to have Game Sharks and Shark Links for sale, which seem alot like

the Action Replay and Comms Card, but different (Comms card seems to be a
PC ISA card, and the Shark Link seems to connect to the PC's parallel port).
But they also seems to mention somewhere that "Game Shark" is a trademark
of "InterAct".  Why then are both (all three?  Maybe more?) companies selling

"Game Sharks"?

Can I use the ARS type Yaroze software with a "Shark Link" rather than the
"Comms Card"???  What is the difference between ARS and "Nice ARS"?
Are there other fast-download solutions along these lines?



Can anyone from Sony comment on whether these products are considered
"good" or "bad" (whatever those might mean!)  Whats the company line on
these kinds of 3rd party peripherals?

If someone could write a nice, clear, complete picture of this seemingly grey

area, that would be very cool!  Please help clear this confusion up for me!!!

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17595 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000804html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17596 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000805html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 00:53:53 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <35a2c1e4.8248824@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: JAMINFRE.hq.ensco.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:210 scea.yaroze.freetalk:805

Sounds like a great idea  It can be a pain to go around looking for
updated webpages to download new stuff. 

It should also include how complete, or playable, the game is, since
there's a lot of uncompleted semi-game things out there.  

I'd also like to know if source is available for a particular project.

Perhaps a rating would be good too, by the author or someone else...

Jamin

On Tue, 07 Jul 1998 11:56:21 -0700, Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
wrote:

>Does someone want to start logging titles, URLs, and descriptions of
>Yaroze games that all of us make (SCE[A|E|I])?  I'm having a big
>problem keeping up with all the release announcements as they are
>split over several groups and sometimes not even posted here.  I'd
>be willing to maintain such a page for the near-term.
>
>So, if you want your project "registered" on this page, please send
>me (in e-mail) or post here:
>
> + name of project
> + name of author(s)
> + URL to the project file(s)
> + URL or e-mail address for conctact information
> + short description of project
> + PAL/NTSC
> + other system requirements (e.g. requires PRO-AR, analog
>   control, etc.)
>
>I have no idea what the page will look like right now other than a
>table.  This will also be posted on a publicly-accessible page.



>
>If you have a better idea than this, please post a reply to this
>thread.  ^_^
>
>Just a few thoughts...
>
>Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
>- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                   '''                                          '''

--MESSAGE FILE 17596 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000805html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17597 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000806html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 22:49:56 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982249560001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com> <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:80 scea.yaroze.freetalk:806 
scee.yaroze.beginners:395 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1369

In article <35A15D35.E5068B36@jps.net>, tenchi@jps.net wrote:

> David White wrote:
> > Elliott Lee wrote:
> > > Cool.  Some notes:
> > >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> > >                 All games and demos must:
> > >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> > >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> > >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> > >                   it must be run-able for all.
> > That would lock out all Macintosh developers!
> > David
>
> Special arrangements can be made for Mac developers who must use the
> CodeWarrior suite.  What I meant was that whatever you produce must
> be sharable with other people.  For instance, you shouldn't develop
> something that streams data from your PC/Mac via a tool like an AR.
> What is the highest common denominator we have?

Yes, that is a good point, But I have also been dev'ing PSX apps and using
SIOCONS {USING SOFTPC... ;) } to DL and test the code. This really does
well for those who want good speed.

It does mean that if you are a Mac Developer {I am, I also do WIN32 DX5
and GB..} that you do need the requirement of using a Power Macintosh.
I found out {Much to the annoyance of J. Sumner @ Metrowerks...} that to
do any "REAL" work on Yaroze, I needed a powermac. I finally got one.
Hi Joel...   :)

FYI, I also got the GCC under MkLinux {Powermac} to host yaroze technology.
Trouble is, I need to build a SIOCONS for MkLinux..



Anybody at Sony got the source??? All I need is the Binary Downloader.. BLOAD
component.
--MESSAGE FILE 17597 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000806html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17598 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000807html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Tue, 7 Jul 1998 21:50:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6numah$7mk7@scea>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl01.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOle: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:81 scea.yaroze.freetalk:807 
scee.yaroze.beginners:396 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1370

Great point...  I'll add exectly that to the site.

Regards,

Zark / Nemesis

http://yaroze-world.org

--MESSAGE FILE 17598 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000807html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17599 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000808html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Hello, Here's a picture from E3
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:00:47 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982300480001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net

   Hey everyone.
Its July, and well. I sat with the scanner, and scanned in some of the
photos from the E3 conference in May.

The website content is located on panther for now.

But It will be moving to www.woodentulip.com soon. {August}

For now it is at: 

http://panther.humberc.on.ca/~woodentulip/mariop.jpg

Have fun.

Let me know if you had attended E3, it might make for a good Event update
to the SCEA yaroze web-page.



Those who took pictures, should arrange to send them in!

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17599 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000808html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17600 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000809html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hello, Here's a picture from E3 Ah, CRAP!
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:18:56 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982318560001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <skennedy-0707982300480001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net

In article <skennedy-0707982300480001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>,
skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy) wrote:
>    Hey everyone.
> Its July, and well. I sat with the scanner, and scanned in some of the
> photos from the E3 conference in May.
> The website content is located on panther for now.
> But It will be moving to www.woodentulip.com soon. {August}
> For now it is at: 
> http://panther.humberc.on.ca/~woodentulip/mariop.jpg
> Have fun.
> Let me know if you had attended E3, it might make for a good Event update
> to the SCEA yaroze web-page.
> Those who took pictures, should arrange to send them in!
> -sean

Ah Crap! I totally forgot that I temporarily hooked panther into a
different network to do some Logging & Statistics.

Trouble is, when I did this Panther cannot be seen from the Outside.

New Location:

http://www.bconnex.net/~skennedy/woodentulip/mariop.jpg

Sorry, I posted first, uploaded later... Trouble happens when the shells
are wet...

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17600 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000809html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17601 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000810html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: The Yaroze and the O2
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:30:38 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982330390001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35622F49.4F125E32@ix.netcom.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net

> Does anybody out there have a SGI O2?  I don't know if I'll be able to



> hook my Yaroze up to it (haven't seen the connections yet).
> Manny Najera

Hi Manny!

   I've got a couple of tips to try if you are using the O2.
First: ? Have you tried to hook in yet?
Second: Do you have WABI or a Virtual MS-DOS Software on the SGI box.

Since the date of the posting, I didn't know whether or not you've tried.
But under MkLInux and X-Windows, I can still bring up a COMM session to
chat with the yaroze, and dev up some code.

I FTP it to a pc on a switch box, and use SIOCONS to Upload it, then I
switch back to use the debugger.. In X windows.

I also use Soft Windows to do SIOCONS from the mac, with mixed results..

Softwin or Virtual PC for SGI may help.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17601 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000810html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17602 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000811html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: For all N64 owners...
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:37:45 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <skennedy-0707982337450001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <3589db78.3213996@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358B34F4.4F1BCE2D@mail.datasys.net> <1dax4xs.zunp529gzsywN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<358C5934.6B441148@mail.datasys.net> <358cb4b6.7034895@news.scea.sony.com> 
<358c8152.77058126@news.scea.sony.com> <1daz7p7.1qcu25y68pmvsN@a1-88-136.a1.nl> 
<358e556c.40057403@news.scea.sony.com> <1db4c4h.wrtvba3k0wdmN@a1-88-118.a1.nl> 
<01bd9ff4$b59ddba0$4b9ee218@gersauve.cgocable.ca> <1db6722.1qp5et08tt2nwN@a1-88-
103.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net

> dr Z <gersauve@cgocable.ca> wrote:
> > > Thanks anyhow. I also must say that we are bussy to unite all the
> > > mac-using Ny-members.
> > Who is trying to unite all the MAC-using NY-members? I would like to be
> > part of that.
> > Germain ( doctor Z ) Sauve, MAC-using NY-member.
> Me and another SCEE user. I will make special webpage this weekend.
> My page can be found at 
> http://come.to/debri
> DEnnis..

Cool.

Us MacLedds are annoying; but because we are programmers, we use the
easiest systems to do a job, and to do that means MacOS.

'sides what other operating system allows internationalisation that
reaches Iceland. Certainly not Windows95/98???

;)
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17602 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000811html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17603 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000812html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 21:09:54 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:211 scea.yaroze.freetalk:812

There's already an SCEE site that has reviews of a lot of games on SCEE,
SCEA, and SCEI.  I forget which one, though.

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Does someone want to start logging titles, URLs, and descriptions of
> Yaroze games that all of us make (SCE[A|E|I])?  I'm having a big
> problem keeping up with all the release announcements as they are
> split over several groups and sometimes not even posted here.  I'd
> be willing to maintain such a page for the near-term.
> 
> So, if you want your project "registered" on this page, please send
> me (in e-mail) or post here:
> 
>         + name of project
>         + name of author(s)
>         + URL to the project file(s)
>         + URL or e-mail address for conctact information
>         + short description of project
>         + PAL/NTSC
>         + other system requirements (e.g. requires PRO-AR, analog
>           control, etc.)
> 
> I have no idea what the page will look like right now other than a
> table.  This will also be posted on a publicly-accessible page.
> 
> If you have a better idea than this, please post a reply to this
> thread.  ^_^
> 
> Just a few thoughts...
> 
> Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
> - e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
>   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
>   (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
>                    '''                                          '''

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting



  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17603 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000812html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17604 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000813html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!
user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 00:21:32 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <skennedy-0807980021320001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com> <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com> 
<wal-ya02408000R2705980014060001@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net

> Ok, what the heck, I'll volunteer to take responsibility for organizing
> this lunch thing, since no one else is. I'm leaving for Atlanta tomorrow...
> I'm going to be away from newsgroups, but I will be reachable via e-mail
> <wal@blarg.net>.
> So, how about lunch on Friday, say 1 PM? Send me e-mail if you'd be into
> this. Let's say somewhere very close by, either in the convention center,
> or the CNN center, for convenience's sake. I'll scout out a place Thursday,
> and I'll try to make the info available by Friday morning. I'll tell Mario
> at the Yaroze booth, and then everyone can just bug him :-)  With any luck,
> he'll let me put up a little sign or something. I'll also send e-mail to
> anyone who writes me.
> I won't be checking newsgroups after this point, so e-mail me with your
> comments...

Too bad I didn't get to see this till today.
Boy, what a disappointment.
I was in 'Lanta without the convenience of E-mail or otherwise.
So I didn't get to see this.

Oh well.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17604 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000813html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17605 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000814html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hello, Here's a picture from E3
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 05:12:18 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35a2ffa1.97764521@205.149.189.29>
References: <skennedy-0707982300480001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Hey, I know that guy!!

Mario

On Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:00:47 -0500, skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean



Kennedy) wrote:

>   Hey everyone.
>Its July, and well. I sat with the scanner, and scanned in some of the
>photos from the E3 conference in May.
>
>The website content is located on panther for now.
>
>But It will be moving to www.woodentulip.com soon. {August}
>
>
>For now it is at: 
>
>http://panther.humberc.on.ca/~woodentulip/mariop.jpg
>
>Have fun.
>
>Let me know if you had attended E3, it might make for a good Event update
>to the SCEA yaroze web-page.
>
>Those who took pictures, should arrange to send them in!
>
>-sean

--MESSAGE FILE 17605 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000814html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17606 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000815html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock, Tidbits and trips...
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 00:18:04 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 67
Message-ID: <skennedy-0807980018040001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net> 
<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk> <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net> 
<uhg2v7xxc.fsf@cybec.com.au> <355B4FE6.1F2BEDE7@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1371 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:815

> > Nah, I prefer the way they've done it, with two *types* of vibration.
> > If I'm driving along a bumpy track in a crappy C class car in Gran
> > Turismo then I'll get the slow vibration from the larger motor.  But
> > if I scrape the wall or get nudged by another car I get a quicker
> > vibration from the smaller motor.  This is great, and is what enhances
> > gameplay.

Well, kids. Lets chat this one up shall we?

Three kinds of "Shock/Force Feedback" technologies out there:

In no particular order of good or bad...

#1 Nintendo "Rumble Pak" {TM Nintendo} a programmable insert S/FF device
that connects to the N64 Penguin controller. Pendulum Inertial device.
Nominal shock effect, good rumble and shake, power hungry when used as a
motor emulator.

#2 The Microsoft Sidewinder{TM} Force Feedback Pro.
IMHO: THE BEST S/FF JOYSTICK ON THE PLANET.
If I could devise a PSX to MIDI Digital Extreme translator, Boy OH BOY!



This joystick is the best. Using dual actuated Quaternion drive
mechanisims this Joystick gives 3D Force Feedback a new name.
Essentially the same controller used on the Airbus A320, this is worth the
$150+ just to play. 

#3 Sony Analog Dual Shock. Listed as Item #7 instead of #5 {5 is the
classic dual analog gamepad. I have one, and I don't feel I need the buy
the #7 when I cannot code for it right now.}

Dual shock uses on of the oldest S/FF tricks in the book. In fact Atari
still had a Patent issued in the US for it, until SEGA Japan brought in
the Prior Art 
[Since "SErvice GAmes" was an American company in the beginning]
information Sony had to issue the dual analog controller Without the Dual
shock feature till the patent thing was solved. The trick is as follows:

2 unbalanced Vibrator motor mounts. One large [Low Freq resonator] and one
small [High freq resonator] both rotating at same speed produces no
harmonics: no differential movement: only a motor emulator. {And very
efficient too!}
Put the motors out of sync [PWM of drive controllers] and a variety of
effects can be had. Large moves fast,small moves slow: Slow Wah,Wha effect
rolling between two hands. Small moves fast, large moves slow, Walking
quickly effect.

Now the piaze-de-resistance! : Large moves at 50%, small alternates
between 48% and 52% {it is actually a heck of a lot less, but details are
details..}

Effect is an alternation of hammer like movements that affect left hand
first, then effect hits the right hand. Literally this is the effect
called the "Washing Machine Effect" History has it that in WW2 seaplanes
that ran with 2 or 4 engines were extremely effective at distressing sides
when the pilot ran one of the engines slower than the other, the result
was a sound of a loud washing machine agitating back & forth.

> Now that I think about it you're right. The hard caseing of the
> controler will make it difficult to make one side vibrate and the
> other to not. You are right, It makes sense now. Good example by the
> way, otherwise I would still have not understood. 

Hmm. how conveinent the above gets said...

However, it would be nice to have an interface routine "In-Line" that
could give us basic access to the Dual shock.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17606 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000815html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17607 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000816html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,sce
e.yaroze.freetalk.german
Subject: Re: Clearing some confusion
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 21:40:24 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 57
Message-ID: <35A2F838.1EE593B@sinclair.net>
References: <6kjrhq$lev13@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35A2BCB8.3462C182@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:816 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.dutch:18 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1373 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.german:27

I can clear some confusion - I remember a device, I think was for SNES
(maybe NES) called the "Action Replay".  It allowed you to save any game
at any point in the game, and then reload it at that point, whether it
had battery backup or not.  I'm not sure, but it could be related to the
"Pro Action Replay" by Datel.

Datel made the Pro Action Replay, for sale in Europe and Japan.  For US
distribution, they licensed it to InterAct.  It is exactly the same
device, but with different codes in it (for US versions of games).  It
does work with Datel's CommsLink card for the PAR.

This is my knowledge.

> Can anyone explain the whole story of the "Game Shark" to me?
> 
> How do "Datel", "InterAct", "Rocket Game Products", "Action Replay",
> "Game Shark", "Shark Link", "Comms card" all relate to each other?
> (As well as any other bits I'm missing.)  Are these companies related
> to the original "Game Genie" company that made Game Genies for the
> NES/SNES/Genesis/GameBoy/GameGear/(other systems?) (Wasn't it
> CodeMasters, the makers of the current Micro Machines game on the
> PlayStation?)
> 
> On the Rocket Game Products web page http://www.rocketgameproducts.com
> they seems to have Game Sharks and Shark Links for sale, which seem alot like
> 
> the Action Replay and Comms Card, but different (Comms card seems to be a
> PC ISA card, and the Shark Link seems to connect to the PC's parallel port).
> But they also seems to mention somewhere that "Game Shark" is a trademark
> of "InterAct".  Why then are both (all three?  Maybe more?) companies selling
> 
> "Game Sharks"?
> 
> Can I use the ARS type Yaroze software with a "Shark Link" rather than the
> "Comms Card"???  What is the difference between ARS and "Nice ARS"?
> Are there other fast-download solutions along these lines?
> 
> Can anyone from Sony comment on whether these products are considered
> "good" or "bad" (whatever those might mean!)  Whats the company line on
> these kinds of 3rd party peripherals?
> 
> If someone could write a nice, clear, complete picture of this seemingly grey
> 
> area, that would be very cool!  Please help clear this confusion up for me!!!
> 
> EdF

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy



--MESSAGE FILE 17607 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000816html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17608 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000817html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Tue, 07 Jul 1998 23:36:35 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 66
Message-ID: <35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn1.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:212 scea.yaroze.freetalk:817

That's fine, but what about the people in SCEA and SCEI who can't
see SCEE?  I'd like to make a page outside the authenticated areas.
This does two things: 1) anyone can get to them, 2) it promotes
the image that the Yaroze program is alive and well.

As for a ratings system, I shy away from that because ratings are
somewhat subjective.

- e!

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> 
> There's already an SCEE site that has reviews of a lot of games on SCEE,
> SCEA, and SCEI.  I forget which one, though.
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> >
> > Does someone want to start logging titles, URLs, and descriptions of
> > Yaroze games that all of us make (SCE[A|E|I])?  I'm having a big
> > problem keeping up with all the release announcements as they are
> > split over several groups and sometimes not even posted here.  I'd
> > be willing to maintain such a page for the near-term.
> >
> > So, if you want your project "registered" on this page, please send
> > me (in e-mail) or post here:
> >
> >         + name of project
> >         + name of author(s)
> >         + URL to the project file(s)
> >         + URL or e-mail address for conctact information
> >         + short description of project
> >         + PAL/NTSC
> >         + other system requirements (e.g. requires PRO-AR, analog
> >           control, etc.)
> >
> > I have no idea what the page will look like right now other than a
> > table.  This will also be posted on a publicly-accessible page.
> >
> > If you have a better idea than this, please post a reply to this
> > thread.  ^_^
> >
> > Just a few thoughts...
> >
> > Mata ne,           ...                                          ...



> > - e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
> >   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
> >   (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
> >                    '''                                          '''
> 
> --
> -   Joshua Meeds
>   Dreamwriter Dragon
>       -=UDIC=-
> _____________________________________
> We are the music-makers,
> And we are the dreamers of the dreams
> 
> - Willy Wonka quoting
>   Arthur O'Shaughnessy

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17608 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000817html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17609 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000818html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Wed, 08 Jul 1998 03:09:43 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35a2e2c7.58106913@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-23.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:213 scea.yaroze.freetalk:818

>There's already an SCEE site that has reviews of a lot of games on SCEE,
>SCEA, and SCEI.  I forget which one, though.

Graeme Evans, I believe...

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17609 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000818html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17610 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000819html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: 09 Jul 1998 11:47:40 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <upvff23sz.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net>

<35a2e2c7.58106913@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:214 scea.yaroze.freetalk:819



matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett) writes:

> 
> >There's already an SCEE site that has reviews of a lot of games on SCEE,
> >SCEA, and SCEI.  I forget which one, though.
> 
> Graeme Evans, I believe...
> 

No, I think you guys mean James Rutherford (~mrfrosty).  Heaps and
heaps of reviews and other stuff.  Plus the chat.  Probably the best
SCEE page based on content (not particularly pretty - sorry James!  I
can't talk... my page has all of 2 pics.)
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17610 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000819html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17611 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000820html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Toby Hutton <thutton@cybec.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: The Yaroze and the O2
Date: 09 Jul 1998 12:01:38 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Sender: thutton@TECH10
Message-ID: <uoguz235p.fsf@cybec.com.au>
References: <35622F49.4F125E32@ix.netcom.com>

<skennedy-0707982330390001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.103.154.235
X-Newsreader: Gnus v5.3/Emacs 19.34

skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy) writes:

> 
> > Does anybody out there have a SGI O2?  I don't know if I'll be able to
> > hook my Yaroze up to it (haven't seen the connections yet).
> > Manny Najera
> 
> Hi Manny!
> 
>    I've got a couple of tips to try if you are using the O2.
> First: ? Have you tried to hook in yet?
> Second: Do you have WABI or a Virtual MS-DOS Software on the SGI box.
> 
> Since the date of the posting, I didn't know whether or not you've tried.
> But under MkLInux and X-Windows, I can still bring up a COMM session to
> chat with the yaroze, and dev up some code.
> 
> I FTP it to a pc on a switch box, and use SIOCONS to Upload it, then I
> switch back to use the debugger.. In X windows.
> 
> I also use Soft Windows to do SIOCONS from the mac, with mixed results..
> 
> Softwin or Virtual PC for SGI may help.
> -sean

What's the default OS for an O2, IRIX?  If so, there are plenty of us
using unix only systems as is.  No need for DOS emulation, or WABI or
Wine.  As long as the O2 has a 'standard' RS232 port, should work
fine.



Ooh, I'd love to be hooking up my Yaroze to an O2, instead of my piece
of crap PC.  Mmm.  Damn you, Manny.
-- 
Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17611 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000820html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17612 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000821html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 14:55:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35A51234.B26BE66C@mail.datasys.net>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea> <35A10C71.E193D187@jps.net> 
<35A112AE.446B@cubic.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:82 scea.yaroze.freetalk:821 
scee.yaroze.beginners:399 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1381

David White wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> >
> > Cool.  Some notes:
> >
> >         - requirements for entries.  something like:
> >
> >                 All games and demos must:
> >                 - be executables that can be loaded with the
> >                   provided Yaroze utilities (e.g. SIOCONS).  It
> >                   doesn't matter what you used to create it, but
> >                   it must be run-able for all.
> 
> That would lock out all Macintosh developers!

As long as you run your PSE file through the PlayStation postlinker
and turn it inso the PS-X format (extension PXE), then it loads fine
in SIOCONS. This is what I've been doing.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17612 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000821html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17613 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000822html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 15:03:29 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35A51401.3C89F47D@mail.datasys.net>
References: <354E3676.9499842C@mail.datasys.net> <wal-
ya02408000R1605980238240001@news.scea.sony.com> <35649EFA.3C85@mindspring.com> 
<wal-ya02408000R2705980014060001@news.scea.sony.com> <skennedy-
0807980021320001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> Too bad I didn't get to see this till today.
> Boy, what a disappointment.
> I was in 'Lanta without the convenience of E-mail or otherwise.
> So I didn't get to see this.

Only three people showed up including myself. But it was an intresting
conversation, I wish more people could have been there.

Once I got there I realised that I had no idea how I was going to know
who had a yaroze and who was just going there to eat. So, I whipped
out the red startup guide, and held it, hopping that someone would see
it and recognise it. Only two other people did. 

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17613 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000822html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17614 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000823html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock, Tidbits and trips...
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 15:00:43 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35A5135B.A206345D@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net> 
<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk> <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net> 
<uhg2v7xxc.fsf@cybec.com.au> <355B4FE6.1F2BEDE7@mail.datasys.net> <skennedy-
0807980018040001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-16.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1382 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:823



Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> > Now that I think about it you're right. The hard caseing of the
> > controler will make it difficult to make one side vibrate and the
> > other to not. You are right, It makes sense now. Good example by the
> > way, otherwise I would still have not understood.
> 
> Hmm. how conveinent the above gets said...

Now what's that supose to mean?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17614 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000823html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17615 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000824html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Fri, 10 Jul 1998 00:21:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6o3jnj$9o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem122.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:215 scea.yaroze.freetalk:824

Elliott Lee wrote in message <35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net>...
>That's fine, but what about the people in SCEA and SCEI who can't
>see SCEE?  I'd like to make a page outside the authenticated areas.
>This does two things: 1) anyone can get to them, 2) it promotes
>the image that the Yaroze program is alive and well.

99.9% of my official Yaroze homepage is mirrored on my SAQnet homepage
(see below). I wouldn't mind adding a section like that to my page, and
seeing as I update the two (almost always) simultaneously it wouldn't be
a big deal for me.

I guess the best thing would be to work out a standard form email, then
people could just click "reply-to" and fill it in from there....

Nick
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"...despite all that's happened, there are still
 some people with a sense of humour!"



--MESSAGE FILE 17615 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000824html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17616 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000825html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: ekeefe@javanet.com (Edward J. Keefe Jr.)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Memory card saving utility?
Date: Fri, 10 Jul 1998 01:10:20 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <35a56964.8490876@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <wal-ya02408000R1206980347270001@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35A2B9A5.3D88B74D@mw.3com.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bos-us419.javanet.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I have the cheat factory and the memory drive. The cheat factory does
treat the PC as as giant memory card. But, just like the memory drive,
the PSX writes to the internal memory of the Cheat factory / Disk
Drive then you can transfer data to the PC. Sorry, the memory drive is
not PC readable.
EdK

On Tue, 07 Jul 1998 19:13:25 -0500, Ed Federmeyer
<Ed_Federmeyer@mw.3com.com> wrote:

>wayne a. lee wrote:
>
>> I seem to remember that there was a utility somewhere that allows you to
>> make backups of your PSX memory cards on your PC, via the Yaroze.... Does
>> anyone know what it's called, and where to find it? I've been looking
>> around the web site but I'm not having much luck.
>
>By the way, http://www.rocketgameproducts.com shows something they call
>the "Cheat Factory", which looks like it allows you to connect the memory
>card
>output of the PlayStation to you PC, treating the PC as a GIGANTIC memory
>card.
>You can then edit the save files and make "cheat saves", trade your save
>games,
>and stuff like that.
>
>They also have a "memory card disc drive" that saves game saves to a 3-1/2"
>floppy
>disc instead of a memory card.  It doesn't say if these floppies are readable
>in
>normal PC or Mac floppy drives.  (I would hope so.)
>
>Has anyone tried these products?
>EdF
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17616 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000825html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17617 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000826html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Thu, 09 Jul 1998 18:12:06 -0700
Organization: Cisco Systems



Lines: 37
Message-ID: <35A56A66.CCC69AD@jps.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net> <6o3jnj$9o3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: tenchi@jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-247.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:216 scea.yaroze.freetalk:826

'K, why don't you go and set up a prototype.  Maybe I'll even mirror it
from time to time?  Once the prototype is out there, we can tweak it
until it looks good.  ^_^

- e!

Nick Ferguson wrote:
> 
> Elliott Lee wrote in message <35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net>...
> >That's fine, but what about the people in SCEA and SCEI who can't
> >see SCEE?  I'd like to make a page outside the authenticated areas.
> >This does two things: 1) anyone can get to them, 2) it promotes
> >the image that the Yaroze program is alive and well.
> 
> 99.9% of my official Yaroze homepage is mirrored on my SAQnet homepage
> (see below). I wouldn't mind adding a section like that to my page, and
> seeing as I update the two (almost always) simultaneously it wouldn't be
> a big deal for me.
> 
> I guess the best thing would be to work out a standard form email, then
> people could just click "reply-to" and fill it in from there....
> 
> Nick
> ---------------------------
> http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
> http://www.n64gazetta.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
> ICQ #9464742
> "...despite all that's happened, there are still
>  some people with a sense of humour!"

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17617 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000826html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17618 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000827html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Compiling Utilites List
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 08:53:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <35a927ee.54221085@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451

Hello fellow yaroze members! Well I am trying to do something useful
and though af a great Idea I think we should have a list of all the
utilities that members have made. So if you have a useful program for
the Net Yaroze E-Mail me at dajudge@home.com and let me know where I
can get the utility and what it is used for so I can catagorize it!
Thanks for your help 
Michael Klucher
--MESSAGE FILE 17618 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000827html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17619 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000828html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Acceleration Software <webcelerator@accelerationsw.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Sat, 11 Jul 1998 11:15:51 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 84
Message-ID: <35A7ABD7.FC8AEBFF@sinclair.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:220 scea.yaroze.freetalk:828

From my understanding, everyone in SCEA and SCEI have access to SCEE
(and SCEI), and SCEE has access to a mirror of SCEA.  Only new SCEA
users don't have access to SCEE; it should be given somewhere 2-4 weeks
after joining.

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> That's fine, but what about the people in SCEA and SCEI who can't
> see SCEE?  I'd like to make a page outside the authenticated areas.
> This does two things: 1) anyone can get to them, 2) it promotes
> the image that the Yaroze program is alive and well.
> 
> As for a ratings system, I shy away from that because ratings are
> somewhat subjective.
> 
> - e!
> 
> Joshua Meeds wrote:
> >
> > There's already an SCEE site that has reviews of a lot of games on SCEE,
> > SCEA, and SCEI.  I forget which one, though.
> >
> > Elliott Lee wrote:
> > >
> > > Does someone want to start logging titles, URLs, and descriptions of
> > > Yaroze games that all of us make (SCE[A|E|I])?  I'm having a big
> > > problem keeping up with all the release announcements as they are
> > > split over several groups and sometimes not even posted here.  I'd
> > > be willing to maintain such a page for the near-term.
> > >
> > > So, if you want your project "registered" on this page, please send
> > > me (in e-mail) or post here:
> > >



> > >         + name of project
> > >         + name of author(s)
> > >         + URL to the project file(s)
> > >         + URL or e-mail address for conctact information
> > >         + short description of project
> > >         + PAL/NTSC
> > >         + other system requirements (e.g. requires PRO-AR, analog
> > >           control, etc.)
> > >
> > > I have no idea what the page will look like right now other than a
> > > table.  This will also be posted on a publicly-accessible page.
> > >
> > > If you have a better idea than this, please post a reply to this
> > > thread.  ^_^
> > >
> > > Just a few thoughts...
> > >
> > > Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
> > > - e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
> > >   (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
> > >   (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
> > >                    '''                                          '''
> >
> > --
> > -   Joshua Meeds
> >   Dreamwriter Dragon
> >       -=UDIC=-
> > _____________________________________
> > We are the music-makers,
> > And we are the dreamers of the dreams
> >
> > - Willy Wonka quoting
> >   Arthur O'Shaughnessy
> 
> --
> Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
> - e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
>   (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
>   (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
>                      '''                                  '''

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17619 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000828html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17620 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000829html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 10:16:35 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 106
Message-ID: <6o9v8n$n302@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net>



NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.150.54
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:221 scea.yaroze.freetalk:829

Here's my proposed "standard form" for announcing new demos...
(Thanks to Tenchi for 90% of this!)

Any thoughts..?

Please remember that this form will be used to create a page listing ALL
new Yaroze demos, and this page will be available to NY members through
my official site, and the rest of the world through my cut-down mirrored
version :-)

If you wonder why the rest of the world needs to know, well - I think
it's good that the world can see Yaroze development is still going
strong, plus many SCE(*) members have trouble accessing the other
regions' homepages.

The page will be simplistic, with a minimum of clever formatting and
snazzy graphics. This is to facilitate quick downloading (I'm sure we're
all fed up with pages that take 2 mins to load...no offence to anyone!)
It won't be ugly, though!

Later,

Nick

--------------------------------

This is a standardised form for announcing your Net Yaroze demos! By
filling this form in, you accept that your demo will be 'announced' on
both my PRIVATE Net Yaroze members page:

<exact URL will go here>

and my PUBLIC mirror:

<exact URL will go here>

Hopefully, as news of this service growns, more NY members will bookmark
these pages and we'll end up with a central point of reference for
finding new stuff on the NY scene (which, let's face it, isn't the
easiest task!) We may even be able to get SCEI members to join in -
could anyone translate this part of the form into Japanese..?

Apologies if you feel this format constrains your idiosyncratic personal
style or doesn't allow you to express just how great your demo is - but
without this form webmastering duties would be hellish! Besides, you can
still post on the newsgroups and your member page! So...

SUBMISSIONS THAT FAIL TO USE THIS FORM WILL BE IGNORED. Sorry.

This form is available in text format from: <URL to go here>
Please save it and use it every time you have something new and cool to
show us!

I aim to have submissions up within 24 hours of receiving them (i.e NOT
you sending them!). Please don't flame me if it takes longer - this is a
purely voluntary service and it costs me modem time (and thus, being
British, money).

***Mail forms to nickf@saqnet.co.uk with "New Yaroze demo" in the



subject header...***

PLEASE FILL IN THE FORM BELOW (SEND ONLY THIS PORTION)
(Delete <text enclosed like this> and add your own...)

+ Date:

<Please use "10 July, 1998" format (to avoid transatlantic confusion!)>

+ Title:

<insert name of project here>

+ Author(s):

<insert name(s) here - real name, or member name if you prefer>

+ URL to the project file(s):

<insert URL here - html will be added later. Can be a direct link to the
file itself, or a host page. If you link to a host page, please make
sure the download file is easily found on it!>

+ Contact information (URL and/or e-mail):

<html will be added later>

+ Short description:

<no more than 50 words describing the demo/game>

+ PAL/NTSC?

<if you haven't made two versions, indicate which TV format is
supported>

+ Source included/available?

<yes/no>

+ Special system requirements:

<i.e requires PRO-AR, analog control, GunCon, Codewarrior, mem card etc)

-------------------------------------------

--MESSAGE FILE 17620 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000829html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17621 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000830html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 11:48:13 -0500
Organization: (no organization)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35A8E8CD.67D0@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <6o9v8n$n302@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0C-GZone  (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:223 scea.yaroze.freetalk:830

Nick Ferguson wrote:
> 
> Here's my proposed "standard form" for announcing new demos...
> (Thanks to Tenchi for 90% of this!)
> 
> Any thoughts..?

Can we add a section like:

+ Need to know language:

<English, Japanese, French, etc>

For example, I'd like to know before I download an adventure
filled with Japanese text that I won't be able to play, since
I can't read Japanese.

> The page will be simplistic, with a minimum of clever formatting and
> snazzy graphics. This is to facilitate quick downloading (I'm sure we're
> all fed up with pages that take 2 mins to load...no offence to anyone!)
> It won't be ugly, though!

I agree!!  Keep it simple!  The object is to get people to the game
as fast and efficiently as possible.

Which also means that the link would be best if it was to the file
itself, rather than a home page.  A mixture of home page links and
file links would be confusing, IMHO.

EdF
--MESSAGE FILE 17621 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000830html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17622 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000831html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Sun, 12 Jul 1998 23:28:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6obdav$n306@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <6o9v8n$n302@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35A8E8CD.67D0@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem001.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:225 scea.yaroze.freetalk:831

>I agree!!  Keep it simple!  The object is to get people to the game
>as fast and efficiently as possible.
>
>Which also means that the link would be best if it was to the file
>itself, rather than a home page.  A mixture of home page links and
>file links would be confusing, IMHO.

Good call. I think that'll be a rule, too, then. Any other tips, anyone?



Nick

--MESSAGE FILE 17622 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000831html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17623 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000832html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jamin1@psu.edu (Jamin Frederick)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Compiling Utilites List
Date: Mon, 13 Jul 1998 23:18:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35aa9557.449028129@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35a927ee.54221085@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.240.38.127
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I have a pretty large list of yaroze utils in the Yaroze Dev FAQ
already, you may want to take a look at it.

Jamin

On Sat, 11 Jul 1998 08:53:15 GMT, dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
wrote:

>Hello fellow yaroze members! Well I am trying to do something useful
>and though af a great Idea I think we should have a list of all the
>utilities that members have made. So if you have a useful program for
>the Net Yaroze E-Mail me at dajudge@home.com and let me know where I
>can get the utility and what it is used for so I can catagorize it!
>Thanks for your help 
>Michael Klucher

--MESSAGE FILE 17623 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000832html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17624 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000833html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Wed, 15 Jul 1998 10:48:56 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <35AC7B08.2CA2@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <6o9v8n$n302@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<35A8E8CD.67D0@charlie.cns.iit.edu> <6obdav$n306@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:227 scea.yaroze.freetalk:833

Nick Ferguson wrote:
> 
> >I agree!!  Keep it simple!  The object is to get people to the game
> >as fast and efficiently as possible.
> >
> >Which also means that the link would be best if it was to the file



> >itself, rather than a home page.  A mixture of home page links and
> >file links would be confusing, IMHO.
> 
> Good call. I think that'll be a rule, too, then. Any other tips, anyone?
> 
> Nick

Funny thing with links to files and not to web pages is that people feel
like they have missed a 'hit' on their webcounter. Now seeing as
probably 30% of mine are me, its irrelevant, but somehow I feel attached
to it when I shouldnt. I almost wish sony hadnt given us web counters,
as Im too weak willed not to use mine! But yeah, give links to the
files. I like James Rutherfords page, but he doesnt give links to the
pages or files so I read about a game i want to find but never get it :(

Robert Swan
--MESSAGE FILE 17624 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000833html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17625 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000834html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NY demos page...
Date: Thu, 16 Jul 1998 17:36:24 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 94
Message-ID: <6olefs$ofp7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.2.150.36
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Hi everyone,

    As some of you may know from the NY newsgroups, I am setting up a
page to list new demos. At the moment, the attached text file is more or
less the form I plan on using for submissions. Could you please take a
look at it and tell me what you think? I don't want to go adding many
more categories as I think it already covers the most important stuff,
but if anyone has any good ideas (or hates some of it) please let me
know!

    The page will be text-based - NO graphics - which means v. quick
loading times and will enable you to download those demos with minimum
trouble! Of course, with all this going on you can forget about me
getting my GDUK entry in on time ;-)

    Please DON'T mail me your latest demo details just yet - I want to
give myself a 24 hour period for your feedback on the prototype before I
put the final pages up Friday night. Check my NY homepage (listed below)
or the SAQnet mirror Saturday or late Friday evening for the official
v1.0 form...

Thanks,

Nick F
---------------------------
http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
http://www.n64gazetta.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1
ICQ #9464742
"...despite all that's happened, there are still
 some people with a sense of humour!"



begin 666 nydemos.txt
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(;'DL(#$Y.3@`
`
end

--MESSAGE FILE 17625 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000834html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17626 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000835html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze people in the NY, NJ or CT area?
Date: Fri, 17 Jul 1998 03:18:57 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35AEFADB.6ABE@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 38.165.241.13
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-MACOS8 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

>>I'm in NYC but I can travel a little way. All others, please speak up if
>>this interests you! :)
>
>I am only 20 miles from NYC... let's see who else chimes in, I think
>there is a definite lack of members from the tri-state area.  I've
>probably met three or four.

If it helps you sleep at night, I'm from upstate NY and I lived in
Manhattan for a bit...

Actually, I would have responded to this post a bit sooner, but I was in
NYC for the MacWorld convention... hanging out with the Mac Game
programming crowd, swapping stories and acting like a geek ;)

- Gerrit
--MESSAGE FILE 17626 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000835html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17627 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000836html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Tue, 21 Jul 1998 14:12:35 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35B4DA13.2DA42F73@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net> <35A7ABD7.FC8AEBFF@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-1.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:234 scea.yaroze.freetalk:836

Acceleration Software wrote:
> 
> From my understanding, everyone in SCEA and SCEI have access to SCEE
> (and SCEI), and SCEE has access to a mirror of SCEA.  Only new SCEA
> users don't have access to SCEE; it should be given somewhere 2-4 weeks
> after joining.

That's not true. I've been a member for around 6 months and I still
don't have SCEE access. I've complained to mario, but it doesn't seem
like there's much that he can do. So... I don't know what to do now.
He's asked the guy's at SCEE to add me, but........ well........ I



guess they just pegion-holed my login name and password because I
don't have access.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
--MESSAGE FILE 17627 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000836html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17628 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000837html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Wed, 22 Jul 1998 03:44:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <35b55f87.155401385@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net> <35A7ABD7.FC8AEBFF@sinclair.net> 
<35B4DA13.2DA42F73@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-8.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:235 scea.yaroze.freetalk:837

>That's not true. I've been a member for around 6 months and I still
>don't have SCEE access. I've complained to mario, but it doesn't seem
>like there's much that he can do. So... I don't know what to do now.
>He's asked the guy's at SCEE to add me, but........ well........ I
>guess they just pegion-holed my login name and password because I
>don't have access.

Perhaps you might request that one of the professional staff share
their password and log-in name with you, since you have experienced
such an exceptional situation. You seem somewhat trustworthy... [BG]

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17628 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000837html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17629 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000838html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Fri, 24 Jul 1998 20:49:29 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <35B92B99.43381001@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net> <35A7ABD7.FC8AEBFF@sinclair.net> 
<35B4DA13.2DA42F73@mail.datasys.net> <35b55f87.155401385@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-14.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:238 scea.yaroze.freetalk:838

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> Perhaps you might request that one of the professional staff share
> their password and log-in name with you, since you have experienced
> such an exceptional situation. You seem somewhat trustworthy... [BG]

I can't ask anyone to do that.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17629 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000838html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17630 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000839html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.mydemos,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Demos & games release list?
Date: Sun, 26 Jul 1998 21:47:04 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35bba2d0.159548076@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35A26F55.E81C4167@jps.net> <35A2F112.52759E@sinclair.net> 
<35A31373.AF96BE86@shell.jps.net> <35A7ABD7.FC8AEBFF@sinclair.net> 
<35B4DA13.2DA42F73@mail.datasys.net> <35b55f87.155401385@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35B92B99.43381001@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-72.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.mydemos:239 scea.yaroze.freetalk:839

>> Perhaps you might request that one of the professional staff share
>> their password and log-in name with you, since you have experienced
>> such an exceptional situation. You seem somewhat trustworthy... [BG]
>
>I can't ask anyone to do that.

No, it's that you won't ask, not that you can't. The pros have the
authority to share a name and password with you temporarily.
They would simply clear it with the appropriate authority.  They may
say no, but you do have a legitimate issue that needs a solution.

-Matt, who says you have nothing to lose by asking.
--MESSAGE FILE 17630 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000839html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17631 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000840html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Voria
Date: Thu, 30 Jul 1998 21:00:34 -0400



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <35C11732.B7730616@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-1.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1570 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:840

Is anyone moderately interested in joining a programing group? My
programing group, Voria, currently has only 2 members(!); an artist(A
damned good artist I might add), and a programer(who is me). 

The thing that is so frustrating is that I don't like programing
alone! Would anyone like to join up and work on the AotD project?
(AOTD Standing for Avenger of the Damned)

If you want to know more info about the group, or the game just ask in
this thread. 

AotD is a small tile-based role-playing game. The storyline is very
fluid, so if you have any storyline ideas that you are itching to get
out then we can easily change the storyline around.

The basic storyline goes like this: This guy goes off to fight a war,
and when he gets back his town is destroyed and his wife and kid are
dead. There are a few people there still alive, including someone
basically in his same situation. They team up to go fight the evil
king that destroyed their town. But the evil kingdom is on another
continent... blahblahblah.

I know, it blows goats, but I did leave out alot of stuff, like the
guy getting stung by some exotic insect and melting down into a
bubbling puddle of green goo. This isn't one of the storylines that
I'm super proud of. The omnicon storyline is what we're proud of. But
the omnicon project doesn't start until AotD is finished.

Omnicon will be awesome. But it'll never happen unless I get some
programers to help take off some of the load from my shoulders.

Anyone want to join up? Just email me. If you have any questions, just
ask them in the thread.

The homepage addy is http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17631 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000840html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17632 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000841html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 00:05:41 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-1.r7.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1573 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:841

Just out of curosity, will we as Net Yaroze members have the privilage
to be able to develop for the Sony PDA units that will be coming out
next year? Perhaps a special compiler to write the programs for the
PDA? Will the PDA have it's own "file system" like the memory cards?

If it is even possible to develop for the PDA using the current yaroze
libraries, will sony let us use the PDA compilers so that we can write
our own PDA software to use?

Speaking of libraries... Is there any chance in heck that there will
ever be a library upgrade? Perhaps Sony could make the new libraries,
and mail all the Net Yaroze members the new black and gold library
CDs, and call the new library something like libps2 or something so
that it doesn't get confused with the older library. Perhaps even make
the black disc "smart" so that it knows if it's being sent a program
made with the "new" libraries, or a program that needs the "old"
libraries to operate properly. Net yaroze members have been begging
Sony for something like this for months. While I am content with the
current libraries, they do leave something to be desired as far as new
prepherals go.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17632 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000841html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17633 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000842html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 09:14:11 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk>



References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1575 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:842

Darco wrote:
> Speaking of libraries... Is there any chance in heck that there will
> ever be a library upgrade? Perhaps Sony could make the new libraries,
> and mail all the Net Yaroze members the new black and gold library
etc...

It would be nice to think they'd do it (I will always want the multi tap
stuff) but I dont think they ever will. Call me a pessimist if you want,
and, er, you'd be right!

Rob Swan
--MESSAGE FILE 17633 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000842html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17634 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000843html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve@backroom.tm>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 09:45:37 +0100
Organization: Backroom Software Ltd.
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6ps0fu$fvf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: usera829.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1576 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:843

I'm not a pessimist, I'm a realistic optimist ! :)
Would be nice to have a 'patch' for the dual shock though.

Steve

Robert Swan wrote in message <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk>...
>Darco wrote:
>> Speaking of libraries... Is there any chance in heck that there will
>> ever be a library upgrade? Perhaps Sony could make the new libraries,
>> and mail all the Net Yaroze members the new black and gold library
>etc...
>
>It would be nice to think they'd do it (I will always want the multi tap
>stuff) but I dont think they ever will. Call me a pessimist if you want,
>and, er, you'd be right!
>
>Rob Swan

--MESSAGE FILE 17634 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000843html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17635 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000844html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 17:30:54 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35C2378E.EB2E8329@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk> 
<6ps0fu$fvf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-9.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1580 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:844

Steve Dunn wrote:
> 
> I'm not a pessimist, I'm a realistic optimist ! :)
> Would be nice to have a 'patch' for the dual shock though.
> 

I can live without dual-shock compatability, but the possibilities of
being able to develop for the PDA unit are endless! That's what I'd
really enjoy using.

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17635 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000844html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17636 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000845html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 18:03:03 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35C23F17.7A5977D9@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk> 
<6ps0fu$fvf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-9.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1581 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:845

Just for the heck of it, let's list some of the possibilities of the



Sony PDA unit... If you think of one add it to this thread. Don't
forget about the Infered port on the PDA when coming up with ideas.
Here are a few.

* Tamagachi-like setup, where you can download a character and mature
it without the main unit. This was the main idea for the PDA I guess,
and I believe that SquareSoft is using this idea for the Chocobo
system in FF8.

* PDA Prize games. Let's say you beat a level, or whatever... A prize
could be "winning" a PDA game that you can play on the PDA. Perhaps
when you beat that game you can stick it back in the game console and
earn gold points or something.

Any more ideas?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17636 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000845html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17637 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000846html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Weekly Yaroze Chat
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 21:47:31 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35C29DE3.9B362A9F@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey, all!  Don't forget we have our weekly Yaroze chat in the Auditorium
on Saturdays, 6 p.m. Pacific, 9 p.m. Eastern.  The more people as show
up, the more interesting the chat can be.  And it's all freestyle; we
can (and do) talk about anything and everything, from 3d to 2d,
Dreamcast to N64, malloc() to GTEMimefunc.

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy



--MESSAGE FILE 17637 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000846html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17638 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000847html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Sat, 01 Aug 1998 00:55:20 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <35C29FB8.981DEB38@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk> 
<6ps0fu$fvf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35C23F17.7A5977D9@mail.datasys.net> 
<35C29C2D.988F8377@sinclair.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-9.r1.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1583 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:847

Joshua Meeds wrote:
> OK, a real idea: make a role-playing game, concentrate all the Psx's
> graphics and memory on one part, to make that part real cool, and do the
> rest on the PDA.  As an example, if you wanted the world to be as real
> as possible and the storyline parts really cool, you could do those on
> the Psx, using the PDA for the fights.  Or vice/versa.

Sounds intresting - But seems too dependant on the PDA unit. But if
the PDA unit were bunbled with such a game then the dependence
wouldn't be a problem. This idea could be expanded though... Could you
explain a little bit more?
 
> More weirdness: The PDA's would allow a type of game that couldn't be
> done on Psx before: Battleship!  You place all your ships on the PDA, so
> the other guy can't see, then duke it out!

Whoah... Cool! I never thought of that. Not sure how well the screen
resolution can handle something like that, but that's an intresting
idea...

Another idea that I got: Not really an Idea, but a modification of an
idea: With the tamagachi idea thing. You could use the IR link to
"mate" two creatures to come up with a new creature. If you did set up
a system like this, then most likely then you would have a system set
up where you could have more than one creature on a PDA at a time. 

There's got to be more uses for the PDA... Tetris would probably port
well to the PDA, as well as several popular card games. (Poker,
blackjack, etc...)

The remote control thing was an intresting idea that I wouldn't mind
looking further into - for once we could create the ULTIMATE universal
remote control! Have one remote to do your sterio, TV, VCR, or
whatever... We could program it to automaticly turn on or turn of the
TV, or do something more useful - like program when you want the VCR
to turn on and start recording and on what channel... An
easy-to-program VCR!!! Just program the times on the playstation, send
it to the PDA, and leave the pda in the room pointed at the VCR...
Neat, eh? 



-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17638 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000847html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17639 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000848html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Fri, 31 Jul 1998 21:40:13 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35C29C2D.988F8377@sinclair.net>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk> 
<6ps0fu$fvf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <35C23F17.7A5977D9@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1584 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:848

Darco wrote:
> 
> Just for the heck of it, let's list some of the possibilities of the
> Sony PDA unit... If you think of one add it to this thread. Don't
> forget about the Infered port on the PDA when coming up with ideas.

OK, how about more practical:  Program its infrared port to act as a
remote control so you can turn on your TV/VCR stuff and set it to show
Psx :)

OK, a real idea: make a role-playing game, concentrate all the Psx's
graphics and memory on one part, to make that part real cool, and do the
rest on the PDA.  As an example, if you wanted the world to be as real
as possible and the storyline parts really cool, you could do those on
the Psx, using the PDA for the fights.  Or vice/versa.

More weirdness: The PDA's would allow a type of game that couldn't be
done on Psx before: Battleship!  You place all your ships on the PDA, so
the other guy can't see, then duke it out!

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting



  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17639 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000848html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17640 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000849html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paul Bircham" <yaroze@doodlek.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Sat, 1 Aug 1998 12:14:16 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6puti6$fvf10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client84b0.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1586 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:849

>
>It would be nice to think they'd do it (I will always want the multi tap
>stuff) but I dont think they ever will. Call me a pessimist if you want,
>and, er, you'd be right!

I would have to agree, after meeting Robert I can say he is a pessimist, but
I will have to agree with him, I don't think we will be able to develop for
the PDA units (shame).

>
>Rob Swan

Paul (doodle)

--MESSAGE FILE 17640 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000849html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17641 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000850html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Sat, 01 Aug 1998 13:32:42 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <35C3513A.B19B0501@mail.datasys.net>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> <35C17CD3.7D29@mdx.ac.uk> 
<6puti6$fvf10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: dial-5.r2.ncbldw.InfoAve.Net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1587 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:850

Paul Bircham wrote:
> 
> >
> >It would be nice to think they'd do it (I will always want the multi tap
> >stuff) but I dont think they ever will. Call me a pessimist if you want,
> >and, er, you'd be right!



> 
> I would have to agree, after meeting Robert I can say he is a pessimist, but
> I will have to agree with him, I don't think we will be able to develop for
> the PDA units (shame).

Theoreticly, we could work around the limitations of the library by
writing our own drivers and stuff in ASM that communicate directly
with the hardware. We'd have to go to the hacker sites to get the
required information needed.

Who's willing to look into this with me?

-- 
'Darco
darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com

(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)

UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt

"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
 make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
 religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1
--MESSAGE FILE 17641 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000850html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17642 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000851html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Sun, 02 Aug 1998 11:33:30 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35c44dfc.12062224@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1607 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:851

Personally I would like to do something like this, Develop an RPG but
the kicker is you must first raise you hero on the PDA and like one of
those digimon things, depending on how you raise you warrior will
setermine his destiny (Uses magic, brute force, something like that)

--MESSAGE FILE 17642 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000851html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17643 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000852html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New Yaroze Dev FAQ
Date: Mon, 03 Aug 1998 19:23:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35C6003B.5BF30D79@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <6n71c1$4at1@scea> <35981C32.AC9F87F4@jps.net>



<35983791.87283832@news.scea.sony.com> <uemw65mm0.fsf@cybec.com.au>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-02.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Toby Hutton wrote:

> I can post to scea.yaroze.freetalk from the
> SCEE server, but not scea.yaroze.announce.  What's going on?

You can't post to the announce newsgroups.  Only SCEE or SCEA can.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 17643 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000852html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17644 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000853html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: jasonj@mindspring.com (Jason Jones)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Mon, 10 Aug 1998 02:38:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <35ce5bc6.17015644@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-37kb5ge.dialup.mindspring.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1743 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:853

Hello,
    If everyone would like an update to the Yaroze libraries and would
like to get Sony supporting us again. I would suggest everyone send an
email to J. Patton j_patton@playstation.sony.com. As far as I know, he
is still the head of the yaroze project at SCEA. Everyone send him an
email letting him know that WE support Sony and the Yaroze program and
that they should be supporting us. 
   The few tools that were provided haven't been updated in months,
the libraries, although very usefull, would be much better with an
update. Dual Shock support, Multitap and 3D Primitives would be a good
start to the update.

Thanks,
Jason Jones
A loyal Yaroze Member

On Fri, 31 Jul 1998 00:05:41 -0400, Darco <rquat@mail.datasys.net>
wrote:

>Just out of curosity, will we as Net Yaroze members have the privilage
>to be able to develop for the Sony PDA units that will be coming out
>next year? Perhaps a special compiler to write the programs for the
>PDA? Will the PDA have it's own "file system" like the memory cards?
>
>If it is even possible to develop for the PDA using the current yaroze
>libraries, will sony let us use the PDA compilers so that we can write



>our own PDA software to use?
>
>Speaking of libraries... Is there any chance in heck that there will
>ever be a library upgrade? Perhaps Sony could make the new libraries,
>and mail all the Net Yaroze members the new black and gold library
>CDs, and call the new library something like libps2 or something so
>that it doesn't get confused with the older library. Perhaps even make
>the black disc "smart" so that it knows if it's being sent a program
>made with the "new" libraries, or a program that needs the "old"
>libraries to operate properly. Net yaroze members have been begging
>Sony for something like this for months. While I am content with the
>current libraries, they do leave something to be desired as far as new
>prepherals go.
>
>-- 
>'Darco
>darco@NOSPAM@bigfoot.com
>
>(Replace "@NOSPAM@" with an "@" to email me)
>
>UIN:     1454810 (You can page me at http://wwp.mirabilis.com/1454810)
>Voria:   http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/voria
>PGPKey:  http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/pgpkey.txt
>
>"Writing for a penny a word is ridiculous. If a man really wants to
> make a million dollars, the best way would be to start his own
> religion" --- L. Ron Hubbard, Reader's Digest, May 1980, p.1

--MESSAGE FILE 17644 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000853html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17645 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000854html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Game upload
Date: Fri, 14 Aug 1998 17:29:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <6r2d8q$26m9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl24.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I uploaded a game my group coded for ECTS and I have yet to hear anything...
I also wanted to add a link on my page.  Does anyone check the mail or what?

Regards,

Jeff / Nemesis

--MESSAGE FILE 17645 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000854html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17646 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000855html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game upload
Date: Sat, 15 Aug 1998 03:03:36 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35d4fa4a.52141188@205.149.189.29>



References: <6r2d8q$26m9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Jeff,

I was busy with other commitments this week. I'll be going through all
the recent uploads over the next two days.

Mario

On Fri, 14 Aug 1998 17:29:04 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
<jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:

>I uploaded a game my group coded for ECTS and I have yet to hear anything...
>I also wanted to add a link on my page.  Does anyone check the mail or what?
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff / Nemesis
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17646 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000855html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17647 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000856html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <dreamer@sinclair.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Weekly Yaroze Chat
Date: Sat, 15 Aug 1998 12:52:11 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35D5E6EB.24DC8CC1@sinclair.net>
References: <35C29DE3.9B362A9F@sinclair.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dreamer.sincom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Reminding you about the chat again - the more people to show up, the
more fun it is!  Just go to
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/aud.html, wait for the java to load
(about 5 minutes), enter your name when it asks, and click on the text
chat button.

-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17647 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000856html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17648 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000857html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Mon, 17 Aug 1998 07:39:56 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1795 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:857

Hmmm...

I still do not have SCEE access, and it's been around 6 months. I'm sure
that there has to be other people who are having the same problem, and I
am starting to wonder if it's just me going crazy.

I mean... Jeez. I assume that there are quite a few other people having
a similar problem.

I remember someone from SCEE reading up on my problem and then emailed
me asking me for me login and my password, but... Email is such an
insecure medium that I do not feel comfortable giving out my password
over it. I've sent 2 or 3 emails to this person, but I never got a
reply, and I still don't have SCEE access. (I told him my login, and
asked him if he could contact SCEA and get my password from them
instead)

*sigh*

I really hate to keep nagging, buging, and complaining... What can I do?
What should I do? I mean, is there something that I've been overlooking,
some form I may have been sent or something that I must have looked over
or something like that?

'Darco
darco@bigfoot.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17648 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000857html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17649 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000858html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game upload
Date: 18 Aug 1998 15:15:05 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bdca57$8e7a7f00$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6r2d8q$26m9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155

Hi Jeff,

I tried out your game and we will use it on our ECTS disk.  I like the



weapons,
although the control will take getting used to.  Good-job.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Jeff Lawton <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote in article
<6r2d8q$26m9@scea>...
> I uploaded a game my group coded for ECTS and I have yet to hear
anything...
> I also wanted to add a link on my page.  Does anyone check the mail or
what?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeff / Nemesis
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17649 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000858html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17650 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000859html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 14:42:44 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <6rcgsp$g11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port44.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:859 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1809

SCEE has now posted that tutorial documentation that George Bain has been
promising for a while.
I guess this means lots of reading tonight.

By the way I like the new look of the SCEE site.  Very functional.

Steve Tolin

--MESSAGE FILE 17650 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000859html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17651 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000860html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: 18 Aug 1998 19:52:12 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <01bdca7e$4742eba0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea>



NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:860 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1811

Hi Steve,

Not much reading yet.  Next week :)  Take a look
at all the example programs that are done already.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Steve Tolin <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote in article <6rcgsp$g11@scea>...
> SCEE has now posted that tutorial documentation that George Bain has been
> promising for a while.
> I guess this means lots of reading tonight.
> 
> 
> By the way I like the new look of the SCEE site.  Very functional.
> 
> Steve Tolin
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17651 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000860html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17652 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000861html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Whitmore" <john@jwhit.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Tue, 18 Aug 1998 20:56:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <6rcme9$l2e8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> 
<01bdca7e$4742eba0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: jwhit.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:861 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1812

>Not much reading yet.  Next week :)  Take a look
>at all the example programs that are done already.
>
>Regards,
>
>George@SCEE

    And what an impressive bunch of demos at that.  You have made up for all
the "bad support for Yaroze members" arguments!
  Cheers,
        John

--MESSAGE FILE 17652 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000861html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17653 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000862html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 01:50:04 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-128.a1.nl>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-128.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1815 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:862

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

> *sigh*
> 
> I really hate to keep nagging, buging, and complaining... What can I do?
> What should I do?

KEEP bugging!!!! it always works!!! TRUST ME!
I got my ticket from the ects-site, I suppose this needed less
bugging... and it worked!!

> 'Darco
> darco@bigfoot.com

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17653 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000862html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17654 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000863html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 10:46:06 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-126.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:863 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1822

Steve Tolin <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote:

> By the way I like the new look of the SCEE site.  Very functional.
> 
> Steve Tolin

What???? you like it?? I think it looks awfull. Maybe it is functional
but I think it looks crap (sorry for the ones who made it)...
I think it looks rather fast-done and unprofessional. I know it doesn't
have to be something functional but I realy don't like it.

DEnnis...



Am I alone with this opinion?
--MESSAGE FILE 17654 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000863html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17655 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000864html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Paul Bircham" <yaroze@doodlek.globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 11:05:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <6re826$l2e17@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client837b.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.71.1712.3
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.71.1712.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:864 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1829

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote in message
>What???? you like it?? I think it looks awfull. Maybe it is functional
>but I think it looks crap (sorry for the ones who made it)...
>I think it looks rather fast-done and unprofessional. I know it doesn't
>have to be something functional but I realy don't like it.
>
>DEnnis...
>
>Am I alone with this opinion?

No, I'm not keen on the site, yes its functional (which lets face it is what
we want), but I have to agree with DEnnis, as it doesn't look like much
effort went into the presentation, looks like they spent all there time on
the workings of the site, which is alot better than having a good looking
site that you just can't use, or is it? I think it is, the people who did
this new site deserve a pat on the back for making it easy to use, maybe
know they can work on some new graphics to fit in with the new style.

Paul

--MESSAGE FILE 17655 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000864html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17656 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000865html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 14:15:47 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialin2-13.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:865 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1830



DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> What???? you like it?? I think it looks awfull. Maybe it is functional
> but I think it looks crap (sorry for the ones who made it)...
> I think it looks rather fast-done and unprofessional. I know it doesn't
> have to be something functional but I realy don't like it.
>

If I had to describe the new site in one word, it would be UGLY.

Yep, it's functional, and for that the authors should be congratulated.
But, just bacause a site is quick and easy to use, it does not neccessarily
follow that it should be ugly.  Black background with cyan/yellow text?
Things have moved on a bit since teletext!

No, but seriously, it is an improvement - just doesn't do too much for
Sony's image.

Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 17656 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000865html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17657 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000866html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 12:20:34 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <6resr8$g15@scea>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl> 
<35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port7.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:866 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1831

Wow...   you guys REALLY don't like that much...

Touchy subject I guess.

Steve Tolin

Alex Herbert wrote in message <35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk>...
>
>
>DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
>
>> What???? you like it?? I think it looks awfull. Maybe it is functional
>> but I think it looks crap (sorry for the ones who made it)...
>> I think it looks rather fast-done and unprofessional. I know it doesn't
>> have to be something functional but I realy don't like it.
>>
>
>If I had to describe the new site in one word, it would be UGLY.
>



>Yep, it's functional, and for that the authors should be congratulated.
>But, just bacause a site is quick and easy to use, it does not neccessarily
>follow that it should be ugly.  Black background with cyan/yellow text?
>Things have moved on a bit since teletext!
>
>No, but seriously, it is an improvement - just doesn't do too much for
>Sony's image.
>
>Herbs
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17657 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000866html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17658 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000867html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 20:51:27 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <1de0o6z.11p3u6nwn6u2oN@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl> 
<35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-115.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:867 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1833

Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> > What???? you like it?? I think it looks awfull. Maybe it is functional
> > but I think it looks crap (sorry for the ones who made it)...
> > I think it looks rather fast-done and unprofessional. I know it doesn't
> > have to be something functional but I realy don't like it.
> >
> 
> If I had to describe the new site in one word, it would be UGLY.
> 
> Yep, it's functional, and for that the authors should be congratulated.
> But, just bacause a site is quick and easy to use, it does not neccessarily
> follow that it should be ugly.  Black background with cyan/yellow text?
> Things have moved on a bit since teletext!
> 
> No, but seriously, it is an improvement - just doesn't do too much for
> Sony's image.
> 
> Herbs

You said it all! I totally agree!

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17658 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000867html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17659 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000868html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 21:02:17 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <1de10qy.15yl2dw1oedny4N@a1-88-115.a1.nl>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl> 
<35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk> <6resr8$g15@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.142
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:868 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1835

Steve Tolin <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote:

> Wow...   you guys REALLY don't like that much...
> 
> Touchy subject I guess.
> 
> Steve Tolin
> 

nope, not at all. I only noticed that being honest is no problem over
here. So I just say what I think. I like comments about my page too so I
can improve it. Like I just put the profile-list in alphabetical order
course I had some comments about that.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17659 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000868html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17660 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000869html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 16:29:59 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 295.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1837 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:869

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:
>
> > *sigh*
> >
> > I really hate to keep nagging, buging, and complaining... What can I do?
> > What should I do?
>
> KEEP bugging!!!! it always works!!! TRUST ME!
> I got my ticket from the ects-site, I suppose this needed less
> bugging... and it worked!!
>



Well, no need to bug anymore... I'm working something out now and hopefuly
I'll have access in a week or two. *crosses fingers*

'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17660 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000869html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17661 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000870html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Zelda Online???
Date: Wed, 19 Aug 1998 18:13:30 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6rfhi2$g17@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port4.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:870 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1838

Everybody remembers Zelda 3: A Link to the Past on the Super Nintendo
right???

Somebody has written an online multiplayer version of the game (a la Ultima
Online)...called GRAAL

It seems pretty neat...   just thought I'd share....it can be found at..
see you online..

http://www.cyberjoueur.com/English/graal.html

Later
Steve Tolin

--MESSAGE FILE 17661 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000870html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17662 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000871html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 11:43:09 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-117.a1.nl>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-117.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1844 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:871

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:



> 
> > Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:
> >
> > > *sigh*
> > >
> > > I really hate to keep nagging, buging, and complaining... What can I do?
> > > What should I do?
> >
> > KEEP bugging!!!! it always works!!! TRUST ME!
> > I got my ticket from the ects-site, I suppose this needed less
> > bugging... and it worked!!
> >
> 
> Well, no need to bug anymore... I'm working something out now and hopefuly
> I'll have access in a week or two. *crosses fingers*
> 
> 'Darco

succes!! I hope to meet you at the ECTS.
--MESSAGE FILE 17662 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000871html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17663 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000872html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Solid Snake Makes Games with Net Yaroze??
Date: Thu, 20 Aug 1998 22:55:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <6rin3c$g114@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port48.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:872 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1866

There are a couple of recently released shots from Metal Gear Solid that
show a Net Yaroze System in the game...

We'll if Solid Snake is trying to make games on Yaroze I guess I should
actually finish a game or something...   enjoy..

http://media.psmonline.com/media/news/image/mgsaug9.jpg
http://media.psmonline.com/media/news/image/mgsaug13.jpg

Steve Tolin
(who will hopefully finish the project he is working on soon)

--MESSAGE FILE 17663 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000872html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17664 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000873html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nelson Santos" <nsantos@total.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game upload
Date: 21 Aug 1998 06:17:46 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 19
Message-ID: <01bdcce5$3f55b300$d99dcdcd@nsantos>
References: <6r2d8q$26m9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-annex-0163.tor.accent.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1160

Talking about your game, great remake of Time Pilot!  One of my favorites
on Colecovision.  Good stuff!

Nelson/ROGUE

Jeff Lawton <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote in article
<6r2d8q$26m9@scea>...
> I uploaded a game my group coded for ECTS and I have yet to hear
anything...
> I also wanted to add a link on my page.  Does anyone check the mail or
what?
> 
> Regards,
> 
> Jeff / Nemesis
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17664 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000873html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17665 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000874html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Jeff Lawton" <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dl22.bisnet.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:89 scea.yaroze.beginners:253 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:874 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1875

I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :

http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
one of them)

I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
Let me know what you guys think.

BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
have access to the SCEE server.

Regards,

Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis



--MESSAGE FILE 17665 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000874html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17666 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000875html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 16:11:14 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com> <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-
117.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 88.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:875 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1888

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> succes!! I hope to meet you at the ECTS.

Sorry... I could only work in going to E3 this year, and that was only because I
happened to live near Atlanta.. It woulda been cool to go to ECTS, but there 
would
be no way to work it in with a new school year and all. I gota keep those math 
and
physics grades up so I can goto DigiPen Institute of Technology and then do what
I
love for a living. *crosses fingers*

'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17666 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000875html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17667 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000876html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 16:14:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35DDD530.3E070299@bigfoot.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 88.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:91 scea.yaroze.beginners:254 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:876 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1889

Jeff Lawton wrote:



> 
> I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> one of them)

Cool. I'll check it out tonight. I haven't attended any saturday night
yaroze chat yet, mainly because by the time I remember, it's 11:00pm!
 
> BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> have access to the SCEE server.

Heh. Yeah.
--MESSAGE FILE 17667 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000876html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17668 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000877html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <steve@microdot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 14:50:51 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <6rkpii$1qh4@scea>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com> <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-
117.a1.nl> <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gateway.connext.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3115.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:877 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1890

Darco wrote in message <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>...
>physics grades up so I can goto DigiPen Institute of Technology and then do
what I
>
>'Darco

I kept wondering why this DigiPen Institute kept sounding familiar when I
see people post about wanting to go there...   It turns out it's about 2
blocks from my apartment.  Right next to Nintendo and in between the
Microsoft campuses.  Heh.

So, if anyone ends up going there, give me a ring and we'll go for beers!!

I love living in the technology hub of the NorthWest. :)

-Steve

--MESSAGE FILE 17668 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000877html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17669 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000878html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Fri, 21 Aug 1998 22:24:40 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <6rl9lm$1qh6@scea>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com> <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-
117.a1.nl> <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port19.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:878 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1892

Have you applied to DigiPen yet???

Earlier this year I got accepted at DigiPen in Vancouver and was ready to
move.  Then they decided that they were going full tilt with the new start
up facility in Redmond and all the Vancouver teachers were needed in
Redmond.

I have since been invited to attend in Redmond with one small clause..  I
have to wait for a student VISA..

The school did not register with immigration early enough to be allowed
"foreign" students..

Ahhh  well....  that's just me ramblin' on about how upset I am that I still
have to work for a while and live where it snows all the time...   Damn I
hate this place...

Steve Tolin
P.S.
(I'll move anywhere to get away right now.)

Darco wrote in message <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>...
>DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
>
>> succes!! I hope to meet you at the ECTS.
>
>Sorry... I could only work in going to E3 this year, and that was only
because I
>happened to live near Atlanta.. It woulda been cool to go to ECTS, but
there would
>be no way to work it in with a new school year and all. I gota keep those
math and
>physics grades up so I can goto DigiPen Institute of Technology and then do
what I
>love for a living. *crosses fingers*
>
>'Darco
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17669 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000878html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17670 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000879html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 13:24:57 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35DEFEE9.9C64F79B@bigfoot.com>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com> <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-
117.a1.nl> <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com> <6rkpii$1qh4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 97.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:879 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1893

Steve Spiller wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote in message <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>...
> >physics grades up so I can goto DigiPen Institute of Technology and then do
> what I
> >
> >'Darco
> 
> I kept wondering why this DigiPen Institute kept sounding familiar when I
> see people post about wanting to go there...   It turns out it's about 2
> blocks from my apartment.  Right next to Nintendo and in between the
> Microsoft campuses.  Heh.

Sure thing man! That's really cool, you live 2 blocks away from the
coolest school in the world!
 
> I love living in the technology hub of the NorthWest. :)

Punk. :)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17670 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000879html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17671 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000880html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Still no SCEE access...
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 13:26:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <35DEFF2C.E9141C89@bigfoot.com>
References: <35D8168C.F3D3BEA9@bigfoot.com> <1ddz72k.wg9n2x1bw60cgN@a1-88-
128.a1.nl> <35DB35C7.CDB709D6@bigfoot.com> <1de1bln.13jgot1yhlyz6N@a1-88-
117.a1.nl> <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com> <6rkpii$1qh4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 97.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:880 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1894

Steve Spiller wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote in message <35DDD462.6803D51F@bigfoot.com>...
> >physics grades up so I can goto DigiPen Institute of Technology and then do



> what I
> >
> >'Darco
> 
> I kept wondering why this DigiPen Institute kept sounding familiar when I
> see people post about wanting to go there...   It turns out it's about 2
> blocks from my apartment.  Right next to Nintendo and in between the
> Microsoft campuses.  Heh.
> 
> So, if anyone ends up going there, give me a ring and we'll go for beers!!
> 
> I love living in the technology hub of the NorthWest. :)
> 
> -Steve
--MESSAGE FILE 17671 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000880html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17672 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000881html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 22 Aug 1998 20:03:04 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:92 scea.yaroze.beginners:255 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:881 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1895

The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
restrict your discussions.

Mario

On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
<jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:

>I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>
>http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
>would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
>one of them)
>
>I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>Let me know what you guys think.
>
>BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>have access to the SCEE server.
>
>Regards,
>
>Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>



--MESSAGE FILE 17672 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000881html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17673 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000882html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: No Access to SCEE Either
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 08:33:58 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <35E00C36.6357A0A1@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 13.209.5.199.dialup.accessv.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

You are not alone my friend. I too still don't have access to the site.
I hear that George Bain has posted some tutorials there and I'd love to
get my hands on them, but at this point it's still "Sorry, No Bonus".
I've been a member since February 98 myself. From what I understand I
thinks it's Peter Alau who sends the information to someone at SCEE. I
tried to send an e-mail to Peter, but I get an invalid e-mail address
message from Netscape when I do. Peter, if you could help 2 if not more
people out, that'd be great!
    Michael

--MESSAGE FILE 17673 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000882html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17674 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000883html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No Access to SCEE Either
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 13:48:53 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35e01d74.266833@205.149.189.29>
References: <35E00C36.6357A0A1@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Michael,

I spoke with Peter when I was in California on Wednesday. He is aware
of the problem the two of you are having and is working to get it
resolved. I'll check with him on Monday to see what's up.

Mario

On Sun, 23 Aug 1998 08:33:58 -0400, Michael Briere <mikey@accessv.com>
wrote:

>You are not alone my friend. I too still don't have access to the site.
>I hear that George Bain has posted some tutorials there and I'd love to
>get my hands on them, but at this point it's still "Sorry, No Bonus".
>I've been a member since February 98 myself. From what I understand I
>thinks it's Peter Alau who sends the information to someone at SCEE. I
>tried to send an e-mail to Peter, but I get an invalid e-mail address



>message from Netscape when I do. Peter, if you could help 2 if not more
>people out, that'd be great!
>    Michael

--MESSAGE FILE 17674 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000883html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17675 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000884html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEE Tutorial is now posted.
Date: 23 Aug 1998 17:01:44 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <01bdce54$60707780$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6rcgsp$g11@scea> <1de07ni.1xvmashg3aa80N@a1-88-126.a1.nl> 
<35DAD002.7E20F4E5@ndirect.co.uk> <6resr8$g15@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:884 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1905

Hi Steve,

I think it's a European thing.  Oh Canada baby!

George

Steve Tolin <titan@vianet.on.ca> wrote in article <6resr8$g15@scea>...
> Wow...   you guys REALLY don't like that much...
> 
> Touchy subject I guess.
> 
> Steve Tolin
> 
> 

--MESSAGE FILE 17675 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000884html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17676 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000885html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No Access to SCEE Either
Date: Sun, 23 Aug 1998 13:01:50 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35E04AFE.D18A5AE6@bigfoot.com>
References: <35E00C36.6357A0A1@accessv.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 232.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Michael Briere wrote:
> 
> You are not alone my friend. I too still don't have access to the site.
> I hear that George Bain has posted some tutorials there and I'd love to
> get my hands on them, but at this point it's still "Sorry, No Bonus".
> I've been a member since February 98 myself. From what I understand I
> thinks it's Peter Alau who sends the information to someone at SCEE. I



> tried to send an e-mail to Peter, but I get an invalid e-mail address
> message from Netscape when I do. Peter, if you could help 2 if not more
> people out, that'd be great!

We registered around the same time, so we are almost in exactly the same
boat. George Bain is helping me out at the moment. We had to figure out
a method of transporting my password via email though, which is
unsecure. We eventually figured out a method of sending half the
password in one message, and sending the second half in another.
Hopefully this detures anyuone who may be monitoring the email stream.

I'm really looking forward to reading George's tutorials. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17676 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000885html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17677 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000886html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:50:30 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-033.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:256 scea.yaroze.freetalk:886
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1924

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
> restrict your discussions.
> 
> Mario

Mmm, this is why I kept the Java access code on a secure server - Whilst
I approve of getting as many people into it as possible, I don't think a
public page is suitable (hence why I didn't put it on one myself). If
there are any SCEA members who would like to host the Chat-Room on a
secure page, then I'd feel a bit happier about it - indeed, I'd be
fairly happy for anyone to post the code on their secure page, if I
could be persuaded which of the two chat-rooms I've registered for (Chat
Planet, Xoom) is the better option. Suggestions?

James (mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17677 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000886html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17678 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000887html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:51:47 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes



Lines: 4
Message-ID: <35E18C13.4398@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-033.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:257 scea.yaroze.freetalk:887
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1925

As a side issue, why can't I post to scea.announce, like the rest of
this thread (hrmmph!)

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 17678 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000887html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17679 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000888html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: 24 Aug 1998 20:24:19 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.171.230.83
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:258 scea.yaroze.freetalk:888
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1928

Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a 
discussion the other night ?

Pete.
-- 
|| Death is a non-maskable interrupt ||

> 
> Mmm, this is why I kept the Java access code on a secure server - Whilst
> I approve of getting as many people into it as possible, I don't think a
> public page is suitable (hence why I didn't put it on one myself). If
> 
> James (mrfrosty)
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17679 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000888html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17680 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000889html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 21:54:54 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 13



Message-ID: <35e1e0ff.34276498@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <35E18C13.4398@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:259 scea.yaroze.freetalk:889
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1929

Good question. I thought it was an open message base like all the
others. I'll look into it.

Mario

On Mon, 24 Aug 1998 16:51:47 +0100, James Rutherford
<hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote:

>As a side issue, why can't I post to scea.announce, like the rest of
>this thread (hrmmph!)
>
>James.

--MESSAGE FILE 17680 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000889html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17681 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000890html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Sony PDA Dev/Library upgrades
Date: Mon, 24 Aug 1998 18:49:01 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <35E1EDDD.2851BCC9@bigfoot.com>
References: <35C14295.8D5EF12A@mail.datasys.net> 
<35ce5bc6.17015644@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 236.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1931 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:890

Jason Jones wrote:
> 
> Hello,
>     If everyone would like an update to the Yaroze libraries and would
> like to get Sony supporting us again. I would suggest everyone send an
> email to J. Patton j_patton@playstation.sony.com. As far as I know, he
> is still the head of the yaroze project at SCEA. Everyone send him an
> email letting him know that WE support Sony and the Yaroze program and
> that they should be supporting us.

Unfortunately I believe that the only people who are even capable of
making an update are at SCEI. :(

'darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17681 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000890html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17682 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000891html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Chat Room consensus
Date: Tue, 25 Aug 1998 15:55:45 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-020.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:260 scea.yaroze.freetalk:891
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1941

Peter Dollochan wrote:
 
> Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
> accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a
> discussion the other night ?

Yep, the Chat Room /is/ accessible to anyone, which is why I wanted to
keep the Java code away from public pages. The Xoom chat-room (the one
that used to be the main one) was my personal favourite and seemed to be
pretty secure. The Chat-Planet organisation (currently hosting the
available chat room) has the dubious advantage that members from other
chat-rooms are able to duck in on yours if there is someone in there.
Perhaps fairly predictably, most of the other frequently visited chat
pages concern Busty Brenda's house of Sin and other such niceties -
though I'm not entirely sure whether 'heavenly body' would get off on
Chat-Yaroze...

The Xoom Chatroom, I believe, is not advertised publicly and not
accessible publicly without the relevant bit of Java code. Did people
have a problem with the Xoom one, but not the Earthweb one? If not, I'd
like to bring that back and keep it away from public servers.

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 17682 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000891html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17683 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000892html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Peter Dollochan" <Peter.Dollochan@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Chat Room consensus
Date: 25 Aug 1998 18:21:44 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <01bdd054$998b10a0$026f6f6f@two>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two> 
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-44-26.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:261 scea.yaroze.freetalk:892
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1947

Hi James,



The only prob was most of the names (common ones) were
already being used(so you had probs logging on) but if you
put your proper name in the description field when logging 
on the info was just a click away so i suppose...
bring back the old one :)

Pete.
-- 
|| Death is a non-maskable interrupt ||

James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote in article
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com>...
> Peter Dollochan wrote:
>  
> > Sorry James I'm a bit confused does this mean that the chat room isn't
> > accessible by anyone, it's just -heavenly body- dropped by during a
> > discussion the other night ?
> 
> Yep, the Chat Room /is/ accessible to anyone, which is why I wanted to
> keep the Java code away from public pages. The Xoom chat-room (the one
> that used to be the main one) was my personal favourite and seemed to be
> pretty secure. The Chat-Planet organisation (currently hosting the
> available chat room) has the dubious advantage that members from other
> chat-rooms are able to duck in on yours if there is someone in there.
> Perhaps fairly predictably, most of the other frequently visited chat
> pages concern Busty Brenda's house of Sin and other such niceties -
> though I'm not entirely sure whether 'heavenly body' would get off on
> Chat-Yaroze...
> 
> The Xoom Chatroom, I believe, is not advertised publicly and not
> accessible publicly without the relevant bit of Java code. Did people
> have a problem with the Xoom one, but not the Earthweb one? If not, I'd
> like to bring that back and keep it away from public servers.
> 
> James.
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17683 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000892html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17684 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000893html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Chat Room consensus
Date: Wed, 26 Aug 1998 13:51:13 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35E404C1.3D4F@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E18BC6.6CDF@writeme.com> <01bdcf9c$8f08ac40$026f6f6f@two> 
<35E2D071.65FD@writeme.com> <01bdd054$998b10a0$026f6f6f@two>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-072.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:262 scea.yaroze.freetalk:893
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:1955

Peter Dollochan wrote:

> bring back the old one :)



I'm with that - anybody else.
Views on chat times?
Suggestions?

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 17684 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000893html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17685 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000894html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Joshua Meeds <support@accelerationsw.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.137.153.48
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:95 scea.yaroze.beginners:263 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:894 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2004

Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
more user friendly than the auditorium).

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
> restrict your discussions.
> 
> Mario
> 
> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
> 
> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
> >
> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
> >one of them)
> >
> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
> >Let me know what you guys think.
> >
> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
> >have access to the SCEE server.
> >
> >Regards,
> >
> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
> >



-- 
-   Joshua Meeds
  Dreamwriter Dragon
 dreamer@sinclair.net
      -=UDIC=-
_____________________________________
We are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of the dreams

- Willy Wonka quoting
  Arthur O'Shaughnessy
--MESSAGE FILE 17685 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000894html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17686 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000895html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Sat, 29 Aug 1998 23:11:01 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <35e88a2c.13761044@205.149.189.29>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:96 scea.yaroze.beginners:264 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:895 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2007

Also, we should have a new version of the Auditorium running soon
(Peter is working on it) which will give us new options for chatting.

Stay tuned,

Mario

On Sat, 29 Aug 1998 14:28:58 +0000, Joshua Meeds
<support@accelerationsw.com> wrote:

>Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
>people show up (and few enough show up as it is).  We should stick to
>the auditorium because it has been done that way always (both these
>reasons are why we never moved it to a real IRC chat room, which is much
>more user friendly than the auditorium).
>
>Mario Perdue wrote:
>> 
>> The problem with having the chat in a public area is you would have to
>> restrict your discussions.
>> 
>> Mario
>> 
>> On Fri, 21 Aug 1998 09:07:59 -0500, "Jeff Lawton"
>> <jlawton@jadetech*NOSPAMERS*.com> wrote:
>> 
>> >I would like to propose that we move our chat sessions to :
>> >



>> >http://yaroze-world.org/html/chat_room.html on Sat nights at 9pm EST..  This
>> >room would allow the SCEE members to join the chat sessions, although it
>> >would be rather late..  I have no idea how many coders sleep.  (Me not being
>> >one of them)
>> >
>> >I also think that this is a better chat room..  Once you set it to Float.
>> >Let me know what you guys think.
>> >
>> >BTW the chat room was originally set up by Mr Frosty, I just thought I would
>> >open it to all, considering that there are quite a few SCEA guys that don't
>> >have access to the SCEE server.
>> >
>> >Regards,
>> >
>> >Jeff Lawton (aka Zark Wizard) / Nemesis
>> >

--MESSAGE FILE 17686 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000895html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17687 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000896html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Tue, 01 Sep 1998 13:00:50 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-043.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:265 scea.yaroze.freetalk:896
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2057

Joshua Meeds wrote:

> Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
> people show up (and few enough show up as it is).

Can SCEE Yarozites access the auditorium?
I've never been able to...

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 17687 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000896html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17688 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000897html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@students.uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Where does the time go?
Date: Tue, 01 Sep 1998 22:44:23 +0000
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35EC78C6.5DBD0C9B@students.uiuc.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: crh3628.urh.uiuc.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win95; I)

Hello all.

I'm over here at University of Illinois now, in a little jail cell of a
dorm room, with a laptop, SGI, yaroze, and a roommate who just loves rap
music.  I haven't been able to get anywhere near the yaroze (programming
wise) since march.  Honestly, it seems like last week I was happily
opening a box containing the yaroze.

Anybody at UIUC?

Manny Najera

--MESSAGE FILE 17688 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000897html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17689 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000898html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Where does the time go?
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 1998 07:31:51 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35ED2CA7.681BE3FB@bigfoot.com>
References: <35EC78C6.5DBD0C9B@students.uiuc.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 306.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Manny Najera wrote:
> 
> Hello all.
> 
> I'm over here at University of Illinois now, in a little jail cell of a
> dorm room, with a laptop, SGI, yaroze, and a roommate who just loves rap
> music.  I haven't been able to get anywhere near the yaroze (programming
> wise) since march.  Honestly, it seems like last week I was happily
> opening a box containing the yaroze.

I know exactly how you feel. I'm still in high school, and I'm trying to
juggle homework and programing on the playstation. It's my friends that
keep me motivated though - They think it's cool that I can make my own
playstation games, and can't wait to play one after I finish it. (A cool
one that is, not a pac-man clone or anything)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17689 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000898html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17690 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000899html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Wed, 02 Sep 1998 22:25:16 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35edc3b5.31150231@205.149.189.29>



References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com> <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:266 scea.yaroze.freetalk:899
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2102

James,

No, you can't at this time. For whatever reason (probably speed), SCEE
maintains a mirror of the North American site instead of just letting
you come in directly like we do to theirs.

I'll talk to the guys here and see if there's anything that can be
done. I'd like to see some of you guys participating in our chats. Of
course, we might have to shift the time about a bit to accommodate
you, but, if we can get you access, that's not a problem.

Mario

On Tue, 01 Sep 1998 13:00:50 +0100, James Rutherford
<hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote:

>Joshua Meeds wrote:
>
>> Plus, having a new area will just confuse people and make less SCEA
>> people show up (and few enough show up as it is).
>
>Can SCEE Yarozites access the auditorium?
>I've never been able to...
>
>James.

--MESSAGE FILE 17690 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000899html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17691 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000900html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: SCEA regular chat sessions 9pm EST
Date: Thu, 03 Sep 1998 14:58:45 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35EEA094.143C@writeme.com>
References: <6rjulg$1qh1@scea> <35df239e.1564110@205.149.189.29> 
<35E8102A.B8746DB2@accelerationsw.com> <35EBE1F2.2B9A@writeme.com> 
<35edc3b5.31150231@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-048.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:267 scea.yaroze.freetalk:900
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2112

Mario Perdue wrote:

> I'll talk to the guys here and see if there's anything that can be
> done. I'd like to see some of you guys participating in our chats. Of



> course, we might have to shift the time about a bit to accommodate
> you, but, if we can get you access, that's not a problem.

Cheers Mario,

That'd be great if you can pull it off.

James.
--MESSAGE FILE 17691 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000900html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17692 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000901html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: ...
Date: Tue, 08 Sep 1998 17:26:41 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 82.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Eight days without a single post. Wow.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17692 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000901html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17693 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000902html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <steve@microdot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Tue, 8 Sep 1998 15:26:12 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6t4abs$8qj2@scea>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gateway.connext.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Perhaps us SCEA folk don't like to yabber on like the SCEE people!! (Flame
war!  Flame war!!)
:)

Darco wrote in message <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com>...
>Eight days without a single post. Wow.
>
>'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17693 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000902html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17694 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000903html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: pbureau@colba.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: New Net Yaroze membership price?



Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 04:04:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35f5fbe5.7878163@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a83.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

I just looked at SCEE's Net Yaroze info web page and it says:
"How much does it cost to join Net Yaroze?
229.00 (inc VAT) + postage and packaging. SCEE also offer CodeWarrior�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
software at a special joining price of 90 (inc VAT)."�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

This means that it cost about $375 in Europe instead of the current
$750 price tag.This is a great opportunity to beef up our ranks but I
have not seen a similar announcement by SCEA. And God knows we must be
trailing behind Europe! I hope SCEA will follow and lower the NY's
price!

Patrick Bureau
--MESSAGE FILE 17694 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000903html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17695 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000904html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 07:44:57 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35F66A39.4A56FBDD@bigfoot.com>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com> <6t4abs$8qj2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 137.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Steve Spiller wrote:
> 
> Perhaps us SCEA folk don't like to yabber on like the SCEE people!! (Flame
> war!  Flame war!!)
> :)

Heh. T Khan. Poor guy probably had a heart atack. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17695 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000904html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17696 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000905html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New Net Yaroze membership price?
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 07:48:25 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <35F66B09.CAF458E0@bigfoot.com>
References: <35f5fbe5.7878163@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 137.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit



X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Patrick Bureau wrote:
> 
> I just looked at SCEE's Net Yaroze info web page and it says:
> "How much does it cost to join Net Yaroze?
> 229.00 (inc VAT) + postage and packaging. SCEE also offer CodeWarrior�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> software at a special joining price of 90 (inc VAT)."�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> 
> This means that it cost about $375 in Europe instead of the current
> $750 price tag.This is a great opportunity to beef up our ranks but I
> have not seen a similar announcement by SCEA. And God knows we must be
> trailing behind Europe! I hope SCEA will follow and lower the NY's
> price!

A hellova' lota' good it'll do me now. :P But then again... If the price
dropped I could possibly get my friends to try to save up. Hmmm... And
then...

VORIA WILL RULE THE WORLD! MUAHAHAHAHAHAHahahahah..................
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^

Er..... *cough* Ah-hem..... 

*Sniffle* Sorry, <head twitches wildly> Forgot to take my medicine...

;)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17696 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000905html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17697 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000906html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 16:52:27 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <35F6A43B.45FD@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com> <6t4abs$8qj2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

Steve Spiller wrote:
> Perhaps us SCEA folk don't like to yabber on like the SCEE people!! (Flame
> war!  Flame war!!)

As a SCEE member I can only, erm, agree :) Its funny, there used to be
next to no posts anywhere, but I have a hard time keeping up with the
freetalk one now. Ah well, it can be amusing.

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 17697 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000906html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17698 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000907html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: pbureau@colba.net (Patrick Bureau)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: New Net Yaroze membership price?
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 03:08:46 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <35f7403b.3254002@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <35f5fbe5.7878163@news.scea.sony.com> 
<35F66B09.CAF458E0@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: e18.Dynamic-IP.Mlink.NET
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230

On Wed, 09 Sep 1998 07:48:25 -0400, Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

>A hellova' lota' good it'll do me now. :P But then again... If the price
>dropped I could possibly get my friends to try to save up. Hmmm... And
>then...
>

That's what I was thinking too...I've got two friends who find the
Yaroze cool but are not willing to pay the $750 entry fee. A price
reduction could really help right now!

Patrick Bureau
--MESSAGE FILE 17698 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000907html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17699 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000908html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 10:33:01 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1df4yd9.o3ueauavewmwN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com> <6t4abs$8qj2@scea> 
<35F66A39.4A56FBDD@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 34 days)

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

> Steve Spiller wrote:
> > 
> > Perhaps us SCEA folk don't like to yabber on like the SCEE people!! (Flame
> > war!  Flame war!!)
> > :)
> 
> Heh. T Khan. Poor guy probably had a heart atack. 
>

Hehehehe... I wanted to meet him at ECTS but he didn't turn up..
PS. there was no fight outside the ECTS, I was too bussy waching nice
girls.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17699 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000908html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17700 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000909html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 11:23:07 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2251 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:909

Hi all

I'm thinking of upgrading to a new Mac. Actually I'm tempted to get a PC
as I really want to be able to run all the Yaroze tools. Currently I'm
running Softwindows 95 on my old 6100 - barely usable, but it works.

If either VPC or Softwindows run at a reasonable speed on a G3 I'll go
for one of those, otherwise I will have to sell out... I'll still keep
my old Mac but try and get a cheapo PC for the Yaroze stuff.

Let's not start a Mac vs PC flame war, but helpful suggestions
appreciated.

Cheers

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17700 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000909html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17701 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000910html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 07:59:43 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <35F7BF2F.5EA3A786@bigfoot.com>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com> <6t4abs$8qj2@scea> 
<35F66A39.4A56FBDD@bigfoot.com> <1df4yd9.o3ueauavewmwN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 136.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:
> 
> > Steve Spiller wrote:
> > >
> > > Perhaps us SCEA folk don't like to yabber on like the SCEE people!! (Flame
> > > war!  Flame war!!)
> > > :)
> >
> > Heh. T Khan. Poor guy probably had a heart atack.
> >
> 
> Hehehehe... I wanted to meet him at ECTS but he didn't turn up..



I'd like to meet him too.

> PS. there was no fight outside the ECTS, I was too bussy waching nice
> girls.

Heh, I know EXACTLY what you are talking about... When I went to E3 it
seemed that everybody tried EVERYTHING to get you to come to their
booth, from half naked girls to lasers and smoke, to life-sized KISS
dolls. 

Very... Interesting environment.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17701 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000910html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17702 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000911html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 22:13:32 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-118.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-118.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 35 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2256 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:911

Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:

> Hi all

Hi my friend,

> I'm thinking of upgrading to a new Mac. Actually I'm tempted to get a PC
> as I really want to be able to run all the Yaroze tools. Currently I'm
> running Softwindows 95 on my old 6100 - barely usable, but it works.

6100, a classic but trustable. I used to have one of those, only I
swapped it for the 8500av I still own. 

> If either VPC or Softwindows run at a reasonable speed on a G3 I'll go
> for one of those, otherwise I will have to sell out... I'll still keep
> my old Mac but try and get a cheapo PC for the Yaroze stuff.

At the course I met Paul Harvey (~macpaul). He uses one of the best G3
powerbooks around. He had it running with Virtual PC 2 and that worked
at least as good as the Pentium II's on the Middlesex course. I was
amazed. And as far as I know, RealPC should beat VirtualPC2 in speed. So
don't buy a PC if you can have them both. And to be clear, VPC works
fine on my PB1400 166 (604e) and on my PPC 8500av 120 (604).

> Let's not start a Mac vs PC flame war, but helpful suggestions
> appreciated.

Good Idea, let's not. Only you better put this question in the
mac-newsgroup next time. And check out Paul's memberpage, he is
dedicating it to "Mac - Yaroze" development. With questions you can also
turn to Ira Rainey (~shadow) who was the first mac-yaroze expert I met.



Cheers,

DEnnis..

> Cheers
> 
> Phil
--MESSAGE FILE 17702 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000911html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17703 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000912html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Thu, 10 Sep 1998 22:49:48 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <35F88FC9.28FA@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 38.165.241.13
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01-C-MACOS8 (Macintosh; I; PPC)

>Hi all
>
>I'm thinking of upgrading to a new Mac. Actually I'm tempted to get a PC
>as I really want to be able to run all the Yaroze tools. Currently I'm
>running Softwindows 95 on my old 6100 - barely usable, but it works.

Remember, just the processor clock speed on a G3 running at 233mhz is 4
times faster than a 6100... Then when you take into account that the G3
processor is faster than a 601 at the same clockspeed, uses a large
backside cache, has a fast PCI bus, improved SCSI performance, superior
video system, etc... I can tell you: You'll be happy with even a cheap
G3 :)

>If either VPC or Softwindows run at a reasonable speed on a G3 I'll go
>for one of those, otherwise I will have to sell out... I'll still keep
>my old Mac but try and get a cheapo PC for the Yaroze stuff.

I've personally used all the PC Yaroze tools successfully on a G3/233mhz
w/ VPC 2.0 and 2.1. And to go one further, I've personally played Turok:
The Dinosaur Hunter on the same G3/233 clock-tinkered to 315mhz plus a
3Dfx card :)

- Gerrit

PS - I hope you have CodeWarrior! If you've been doing Yaroze work with
GCC under SoftWindows, you deserve an award for courage ;)
--MESSAGE FILE 17703 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000912html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17704 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000913html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 09:47:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk>



References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2269 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:913

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> At the course I met Paul Harvey (~macpaul). He uses one of the best G3
> powerbooks around. He had it running with Virtual PC 2 and that worked
> at least as good as the Pentium II's on the Middlesex course. I was
> amazed.

He must have some serious cash to have one of those! I don't think my budget
will stretch that far, but it's good to know that an PC emulator running on a
Mac can thrash a Pentium II. I'll probably go for a G3/266 - they can be had
for less that 1000 now.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

>
>
> Good Idea, let's not. Only you better put this question in the
> mac-newsgroup next time. And check out Paul's memberpage, he is
> dedicating it to "Mac - Yaroze" development.

I checked out his page - it's as empty as mine! Great to know I'm not the only
lazy one around around here.

So when are you in London next DEnnis - the Apple Expo in November?

Cheers

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17704 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000913html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17705 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000914html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 09:52:03 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <35F8E4B3.EB5C4E44@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35F88FC9.28FA@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Gerrit Goossen wrote:

> I've personally used all the PC Yaroze tools successfully on a G3/233mhz



> w/ VPC 2.0 and 2.1. And to go one further, I've personally played Turok:
> The Dinosaur Hunter on the same G3/233 clock-tinkered to 315mhz plus a
> 3Dfx card :)
>

I'd be interested to know how you clocked it up to 315MHz

>
>
> PS - I hope you have CodeWarrior! If you've been doing Yaroze work with
> GCC under SoftWindows, you deserve an award for courage ;)

No, I'm not *that* dedicated! I use Codewarrior (on the Mac, not under
emulation!)

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17705 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000914html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17706 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000915html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macpaul
From: macpaul@ndirect.co.uk (Paul Harvey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 12:34:16 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 1
Message-ID: <1df5vdd.94oixvdr9ugmN@th-pm05-04.ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm05-04.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2273 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:915

--MESSAGE FILE 17706 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000915html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17707 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000916html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 12:30:11 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2274 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:916

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> > At the course I met Paul Harvey (~macpaul). He uses one of the best G3
> > powerbooks around. He had it running with Virtual PC 2 and that worked



> > at least as good as the Pentium II's on the Middlesex course. I was
> > amazed.

Hmm, dont take the speed of the machines on the course to be standard.
For some unknown reason they run well below their specs, and Im not sure
why. I have this
dubious feeling it may well be because of the terrible hard drives. I
mean, my P75 (course ones were P166+mmx) runs 3 times faster than them
on most apps.

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 17707 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000916html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17708 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000917html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: FLibraries and Yaroze dev. template
Date: Fri, 11 Sep 1998 19:27:14 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <35F96B82.50@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl5-030.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.03 (Win95; I)

SCEA Space cadets,

Get your productions off to a flying start - Try the FLibraries.

Very powerful controller support coupled with screen display functions
to keep your projects looking as neat as possible. Logic library to keep
the functions in check.

But that's not all: The Yaroze development template gets beginners and
experts alike starting coding at the game level - rather than any of the
system setup nonsense.

Fully documented and with example programs.

Give it a try - you won't regret it...

     FLIBS1_0.ZIP   @  http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty

     * NB. THIS PACKAGE IS NOT TO BE PLACED ON PUBLIC SERVERS *

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17708 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000917html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17709 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000918html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Hey everyone!! I am 14 yr old Net Yaroze Member!!
Date: Tue, 08 Sep 1998 00:00:55 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <35F4D627.2EDD@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool003-max13.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

Hello everyone just to get aquanted with you my name is chris Ramirez I
live in CA and am a 14 yr old Net Yaroze member!!!!!! who is just
beggining!! hehehee well I have writen one program - it printed out my
name on the screen :) well anyways if any of you have ICQ please add me
to your list please :) here is my ICQ #   12156523    Well thats it and
incase you want my nick name id MAD DOG well ok be seing you later! ohh
one question! how can I go into that thing called auditorium I go there
at 9 or 6 PM and no one is on?? whats the deal? well anyways thanks!
goodbye
Chris Ramirez
P.S Parasite eve is a good game no matter what people say! :)
--MESSAGE FILE 17709 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000918html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17710 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000919html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:12:32 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <1dfb1d5.8qri671hpquceN@a1-88-101.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-101.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2292 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:919

Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:

> So when are you in London next DEnnis - the Apple Expo in November?

Maybe, I hope so. I'll just need to see if my budget will strech this..

Cheers, 

DEnnis
--MESSAGE FILE 17710 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000919html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17711 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000920html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:12:33 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <1dfb1fl.7ct28f1vyesaoN@a1-88-101.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-101.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2293 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:920



Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> Hmm, dont take the speed of the machines on the course to be standard.
> For some unknown reason they run well below their specs, and Im not sure
> why. 

> Rob

The PC blokes always show of with the speed.. but in most cases it's
like this.

But I don't want to put PC's down. They did the job, so it's fine with
me.

DEnnis
--MESSAGE FILE 17711 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000920html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17712 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000921html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: ...
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:12:41 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <1dfb3gf.1j1ox3m97hpecN@a1-88-101.a1.nl>
References: <35F5A111.F9D98B87@bigfoot.com> <6t4abs$8qj2@scea> 
<35F66A39.4A56FBDD@bigfoot.com> <1df4yd9.o3ueauavewmwN@a1-88-100.a1.nl> 
<35F7BF2F.5EA3A786@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-101.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

> > Hehehehe... I wanted to meet him at ECTS but he didn't turn up..
> 
> I'd like to meet him too.
> 
> > PS. there was no fight outside the ECTS, I was too bussy waching nice
> > girls.
> 
> Heh, I know EXACTLY what you are talking about... When I went to E3 it
> seemed that everybody tried EVERYTHING to get you to come to their
> booth, from half naked girls to lasers and smoke, to life-sized KISS
> dolls. 
> 
> Very... Interesting environment.
Interesting??? IT WAS HEAVEN!!!!

I'll put the half naked girls on my homepage, but there were no
lasershows as far as I know. But then again, I came for the games and I
didn't saw a lot of them either. Just girls..

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17712 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000921html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17713 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000922html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor



From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hey everyone!! I am 14 yr old Net Yaroze Member!!
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 18:12:42 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <1dfb3r9.g7mtmv1mnxd2rN@a1-88-101.a1.nl>
References: <35F4D627.2EDD@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-101.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net> wrote:

> Hello everyone just to get aquanted with you my name is chris Ramirez I
> live in CA and am a 14 yr old Net Yaroze member!!!!!! who is just
> beggining!! 

Beginning? 14 years old and not even experianced? hehehe just kidding

> hehehee well I have writen one program - it printed out my
> name on the screen :) well anyways if any of you have ICQ please add me
> to your list please :) here is my ICQ #   12156523    Well thats it and
> incase you want my nick name id MAD DOG well ok be seing you later! ohh
> one question! how can I go into that thing called auditorium I go there
> at 9 or 6 PM and no one is on?? whats the deal? well anyways thanks!
> goodbye
> Chris Ramirez
> P.S Parasite eve is a good game no matter what people say! :)

Ok, sent me your profile to put on my profilelist. To get more
ICQ-numbers, have a look at my profillist too. My mambername is madmac.
You can also see my page public at 
http://come.to/debri

Cheers and Welcome,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17713 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000922html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17714 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000923html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hey everyone!! I am 14 yr old Net Yaroze Member!!
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 14:13:55 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <35FC0B63.D29632D0@bigfoot.com>
References: <35F4D627.2EDD@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 419.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Chris Ramirez wrote:
> 
> Hello everyone just to get aquanted with you my name is chris Ramirez I
> live in CA and am a 14 yr old Net Yaroze member!!!!!! who is just
> beggining!! hehehee well I have writen one program - it printed out my
> name on the screen :)

Welcome! If you need help, just ask.



Are you familiar with C programing? 

I'm seriously considering writing a net yaroze tutorial that consists
more than just source code for the beginners. (I'm sorry, but I don't
consider the source code to several small programs a tutorial, but
that's the only kind that I've found) Anyone who is familiar with PCGPE
will know what I mean. Those VGA tutorials were EXCELLENT, even if the
example code was written in pascal.

In fact, I'll take a poll. Anyone who is interested in a step-by-step
tutorial to understanding the hardware and programing the software of
the Net Yaroze, reply. If I get enough replies, I'll write it.

> well anyways if any of you have ICQ please add me
> to your list please :) here is my ICQ #   12156523    Well thats it and
> incase you want my nick name id MAD DOG well ok be seing you later! ohh
> one question! how can I go into that thing called auditorium I go there
> at 9 or 6 PM and no one is on?? whats the deal? well anyways thanks!

Yeah... I was confused with this as well. Just go to the auditorium web
page and WAIT. (Go get some food or something) It may take 5-15 minutes
for it to download. And with netscape, it doesn't really tell you that
you are downloading! This is why I had such a hard time, because I
thought it wasn't doing anything so I left before it finished the
download.

> P.S Parasite eve is a good game no matter what people say! :)

I was disappointed. It wasn't as bad as Saga Frontier, but I wasn't as
impressed as I thought I would be. It has nice computer animation, but
some of the character movements in the FMV cutscenes are unrealistic and
choppy. (More specifically, when the F-4 crashes into the top of that
building and Aya is running away to avoid it) I'm also a very technical
and scientific person - the fact that the storyline is based on
mitochondria revolting on us is a little...Distracting. It's hard for me
to enjoy the game with such an unrealistic plot based in New York.
Squaresoft should just keep to writing their own storylines from now on.
:)

It's an ok game I guess. I'm stuck at the central park zoo at the moment
looking for some keys.

Xenogears on the other hand... Now there's a cool game.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17714 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000923html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17715 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000924html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: TestCard() issue
Date: Sun, 13 Sep 1998 14:37:38 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 419.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2297 



scea.yaroze.freetalk:924

I'm posting this message in the freetalk area because I don't think that
many people read the codewarrior newsgroup. I had a few responses to
that post, but the issue is still unresolved. So here it goes.

Has anyone had any problems using TestCard() in CodeWarrior?

I just recently bought a new memory card (Hey, it was a black memory
card. I just HAD to have it to match my black playstation. :) and I
wanted to find out how a new, unformatted card behaved. So I write this
really small program: (No this isn't my programing style, I just wrote
it quickly to see how it works)

-- START OF CODE --

#include <libps.h>

main()
{
        int slot0, slot1;
        
        printf("Memory Card Test\n");

        slot0 = (long)TestCard((long)0);

        slot1 = (long)TestCard((long)1);

        printf("Slot 0: %d\nSlot 1: %d\n\n",slot0,slot1);
}

-- END OF CODE --

I tried to run it in CodeWarrior... And my playstation ALWAYS chokes on
the TestCard routine. Always. No visible error. It just locks up. Blam. 
Doesn't matter what card is in the slot. Even without a card. Crash.
Burn. Die.

I can't get it to work. No matter what I do. I tried changing alot of
target information, but it didn't seem to help.

Then I compiled this same exact program in GCC and it works like a
charm. (BTW, New memory cards return 4, and the access card returns 0)

In the other newsgroup someone tested my code and confirmed that it
crashes the yaroze when compiled with codewarrior. This would seem to be
a serious problem... I'm suprised that no one has run into it before.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17715 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000924html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17716 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000925html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 08:30:55 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <1df6plp.1i302xvb707liN@a1-88-108.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F88FC9.28FA@funnytown.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-108.a1.nl



X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 38 days)

Gerrit Goossen <gerrit@funnytown.com> wrote:

> - Gerrit
> 
> PS - I hope you have CodeWarrior! If you've been doing Yaroze work with
> GCC under SoftWindows, you deserve an award for courage ;)

You sure do, and an award for optimism.

Are you dutch Gerrit? Since Gerrit Goossen sounds rather dutch..

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17716 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000925html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17717 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000926html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macpaul
From: macpaul@ndirect.co.uk (Paul Harvey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 10:39:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <1df8r4h.1au2euuclzl6gN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2301 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:926

DEnnis Brinkhuis <macsuppor@a1.nl> wrote:

> Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:
> 
> > Hi all
> 
> Hi my friend,
> 
> > I'm thinking of upgrading to a new Mac. Actually I'm tempted to get a PC
> > as I really want to be able to run all the Yaroze tools. Currently I'm
> > running Softwindows 95 on my old 6100 - barely usable, but it works.
> 
> 6100, a classic but trustable. I used to have one of those, only I
> swapped it for the 8500av I still own. 
> 
> > If either VPC or Softwindows run at a reasonable speed on a G3 I'll go
> > for one of those, otherwise I will have to sell out... I'll still keep
> > my old Mac but try and get a cheapo PC for the Yaroze stuff.
> 
> At the course I met Paul Harvey (~macpaul). He uses one of the best G3
> powerbooks around. He had it running with Virtual PC 2 and that worked
> at least as good as the Pentium II's on the Middlesex course. I was
> amazed. And as far as I know, RealPC should beat VirtualPC2 in speed. So
> don't buy a PC if you can have them both. And to be clear, VPC works
> fine on my PB1400 166 (604e) and on my PPC 8500av 120 (604).
> 
> > Let's not start a Mac vs PC flame war, but helpful suggestions
> > appreciated.
> 



> Good Idea, let's not. Only you better put this question in the
> mac-newsgroup next time. And check out Paul's memberpage, he is
> dedicating it to "Mac - Yaroze" development. With questions you can also
> turn to Ira Rainey (~shadow) who was the first mac-yaroze expert I met.
> 
> Cheers,
> 
You don't need the top-of-the-range G3 to get usable PC emulation (but
it helps!!). I assume you want to primarily code Yaroze using
CodeWarrior in the Mac environment (or why else would you get a Mac
right?)

If this is the case, any G3 will be more than adequate. (Probably not
the iMac at the moment because it doesn't have the serial port you need.
If you're willing to wait a little while, someone will produce a
USB->serial adaptor that should be ok, then the iMac will be the perfect
Mac for coding.

If you're too keen to buy one, you can use any existing PC monitor, and
just get a G3 CPU/keyboard/mouse combo.

I use a mac 233Mhz 604e processor at home for coding the Yaroze, and
have to go into Virtual PC occasionaly, just to sort out my TIMs in
TimTool. It's fast enough for that occasional visit. Any G3 would be far
better than this.

Any more questions, please ask..

My site should be up by the end of this weekend. It's a little bare
right now, but I have plans for the future...!

Paul
--MESSAGE FILE 17717 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000926html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17718 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000927html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macpaul
From: macpaul@ndirect.co.uk (Paul Harvey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 10:39:59 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2302 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:927

Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk> wrote:

> > DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > 
> > > At the course I met Paul Harvey (~macpaul). He uses one of the best G3
> > > powerbooks around. He had it running with Virtual PC 2 and that worked
> > > at least as good as the Pentium II's on the Middlesex course. I was
> > > amazed.
> 
> Hmm, dont take the speed of the machines on the course to be standard.
> For some unknown reason they run well below their specs, and Im not sure
> why. I have this
> dubious feeling it may well be because of the terrible hard drives. I



> mean, my P75 (course ones were P166+mmx) runs 3 times faster than them
> on most apps.
> 
> Rob

My G3 mac (292Mhz) is definitely quick, even running a PC emulator. I
personally don't think it was as quick as the machines on the course,
but it seems faster than my 75Mhz Pentium machine.

At the end of the day though, who's fastest doesn't really matter. I use
the emulator on a 604e PPC Mac (233Mhz) at home, and, while not nearly
as fast as the G3, it still runs emulation at a useable rate (certainly
for things like using Tim Tool and the like).

Any G3 Mac would perform handsomely for most general use (even using it
for word processing or any other 'standard' windows package). I have
even tried running 3D Studio Max on the G3 and its useable.

Paul

By the way, my site is now up, although in Beta form (~macpaul)
--MESSAGE FILE 17718 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000927html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17719 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000928html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: loonybit <ba124908@augsburg.baynet.de>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TestCard() issue
Date: Mon, 14 Sep 1998 18:51:56 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <35FD49AC.7FA76186@augsburg.baynet.de>
References: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.37.223.32
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [de] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2312 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:928

Darco schrieb:

> I'm posting this message in the freetalk area because I don't think that
> many people read the codewarrior newsgroup. I had a few responses to
> that post, but the issue is still unresolved. So here it goes.
>
> Has anyone had any problems using TestCard() in CodeWarrior?
>
> I just recently bought a new memory card (Hey, it was a black memory
> card. I just HAD to have it to match my black playstation. :) and I
> wanted to find out how a new, unformatted card behaved. So I write this
> really small program: (No this isn't my programing style, I just wrote
> it quickly to see how it works)
>
> -- START OF CODE --
>
> #include <libps.h>
>
> main()
> {



>         int slot0, slot1;
>
>         printf("Memory Card Test\n");
>
>         slot0 = (long)TestCard((long)0);
>
>         slot1 = (long)TestCard((long)1);
>
>         printf("Slot 0: %d\nSlot 1: %d\n\n",slot0,slot1);
> }
>
> -- END OF CODE --
>
> I tried to run it in CodeWarrior... And my playstation ALWAYS chokes on
> the TestCard routine. Always. No visible error. It just locks up. Blam.
> Doesn't matter what card is in the slot. Even without a card. Crash.
> Burn. Die.
>
> I can't get it to work. No matter what I do. I tried changing alot of
> target information, but it didn't seem to help.
>
> Then I compiled this same exact program in GCC and it works like a
> charm. (BTW, New memory cards return 4, and the access card returns 0)
>
> In the other newsgroup someone tested my code and confirmed that it
> crashes the yaroze when compiled with codewarrior. This would seem to be
> a serious problem... I'm suprised that no one has run into it before.
>
> 'Darco

  You're not the only one with that problem. I have the same problem with
CodeWarrior.
Unfortunately i don't no any solutions.

Maybe, Metrowerks knows an answer to this problem.

'Andy

--MESSAGE FILE 17719 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000928html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17720 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000929html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: 14 YR Old Net yaroze member!
Date: Wed, 09 Sep 1998 13:51:27 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <35F6EA4F.B87@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool044-max2.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)

yo hello everyone I am a Net yaroze member!!!!!! who is 14 and is
learning how to program in c for the net yaroze!!!! I just wanted to get
aquanted with all of you!!!!! goodbye!!!!!
chris ramirez
P.S if anybody has any tutorials please send them to me :)
--MESSAGE FILE 17720 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000929html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17721 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000930html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1998 07:52:06 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 255.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:99 scea.yaroze.beginners:271 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:930 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2323

I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.

The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)

Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
to look it up. Just click on it.

I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
tell me.

Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:

1) Hardware diagrams and explanations
2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
3) Memory Management
4) A Glossary
5) Using GCC effectively
6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
7) How to use MAKE
8) Ordering tables
9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
10) Your first yaroze program
11) An explanation of VRAM
12) Working with VRAM

Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
at school in 15 minutes.

The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 



Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
something; to re-write it.

I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
a sure footing in C.

But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17721 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000930html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17722 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000931html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Robert Shand" <shand@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Lightguns
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 18:18:28 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client13b3.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2340 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:931

Hi all,

I know there are a few Lightguns on the market, only some of which we can
program for with the Yaroze.  Of the products on the market which can we
program for and which is cheapest ( for a poor student)?

If you own a lightgun that can be programmed for and would like to test a
game for me in a couple of weeks then please mail me personally.  If you are
a NTSC user don't worry I'll make a build for you.

Thanks to all those who respond.

Cheers
Robert Shand
bob@shand.globalnet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17722 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000931html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17723 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000932html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: 16 Sep 1998 18:04:25 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2341 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:932



Hi there,

Check out the Net Yaroze Tutorial that I put together.
It's on the members site under "docs" and "game demos".
You can only use the Namco Guncon lightgun with the
Net Yaroze since it doesn't need any drivers.

Regards,

George@SCEE

Robert Shand <shand@globalnet.co.uk> wrote in article
<6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> Hi all,
> 
> I know there are a few Lightguns on the market, only some of which we can
> program for with the Yaroze.  Of the products on the market which can we
> program for and which is cheapest ( for a poor student)?
> 
> If you own a lightgun that can be programmed for and would like to test a
> game for me in a couple of weeks then please mail me personally.  If you
are
> a NTSC user don't worry I'll make a build for you.
> 
> Thanks to all those who respond.
> 
> Cheers
> Robert Shand
> bob@shand.globalnet.co.uk
> 
> 
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17723 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000932html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17724 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000933html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 01:01:11 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-128.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2344 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:933

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> Check out the Net Yaroze Tutorial that I put together.
> It's on the members site under "docs" and "game demos".
> You can only use the Namco Guncon lightgun with the



> Net Yaroze since it doesn't need any drivers.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 

Yes!! Cool, I'm working with some friends now on a Pang-clone and it
would be great if we can build in a gun-mode. Is it possible to connect
two guns at the same time? Like on the 2 player arcade version of Point
Blanc.
I would like the next options in our game:

1 player
--------
 * joypad
 * gun

2 players
---------
 * joypad - joypad
 * joypad - gun
 * gun - gun

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17724 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000933html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17725 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000934html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 19:57:05 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 74.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2345 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:934

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> 1 player
> --------
>  * joypad
>  * gun
> 
> 2 players
> ---------
>  * joypad - joypad



>  * joypad - gun
>  * gun - gun
> 

Why not try something more warped? Get one of those one-handed
controlers AND a namco light gun. Then make a controler scheme where you
shoot with the light gun, and move around with the one handed controler,
or something. Change weapons, all sorts of cool stuff...

Or you could just be the badass and make a one player mode in which you
have two guns... :)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17725 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000934html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17726 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000935html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 22:52:51 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982252510001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2346 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:935

> My G3 mac (292Mhz) is definitely quick, even running a PC emulator. I
> personally don't think it was as quick as the machines on the course,
> but it seems faster than my 75Mhz Pentium machine.
> At the end of the day though, who's fastest doesn't really matter. I use
> the emulator on a 604e PPC Mac (233Mhz) at home, and, while not nearly
> as fast as the G3, it still runs emulation at a useable rate (certainly
> for things like using Tim Tool and the like).
> 
> Any G3 Mac would perform handsomely for most general use (even using it
> for word processing or any other 'standard' windows package). I have
> even tried running 3D Studio Max on the G3 and its useable.

Ohh Yes, And finding the parallel port for the "DONGLE" must have been fun...

Well, That is if it was "Dongled..."

I have a G3 266 desktop that I did a quck test of MkLinux on with the Gcc
tool I ported over for PSX, Including an intel EMU to use with the serial
port. 
{I tried recompiling the serial routines and ended up breaking my code, so
I will have to start from Scratch again, SIGH.}

MkLinux on the G3 is definitly the way to go.

GCC is nice & fast.
Its Free.

And you can run your web-server without even being there...

And finally it is robust.



AND you can develop for other game platforms. 
Me I'm doing some GameBoy dev work in addition to the Yaroze, and it
happens to work nicely; till my serial stuff broke. now I have to use
MINICOM Ick.

I haven't tried VPC yet, I don't really have to, I have DELL OptiPlex GX1
systems where I work along with the G3 so I really don't have to worry
about the Intel thing. Till I get home.  Oh Yes, My good old trusty
6100/60

MmmmMmm Warmm Fuzzies... MMMmmMMMmmmmm....

Anyone know Where I can get an NTSC grabber for 6100 cheap? My Commodore
1702 is too much VDT content for my office.  {I use it with my VCR...}

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17726 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000935html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17727 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000936html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TestCard() issue
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:08:28 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982308280001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com> 
<35FD49AC.7FA76186@augsburg.baynet.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2347 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:936

> > I'm posting this message in the freetalk area because I don't think that
> > many people read the codewarrior newsgroup. I had a few responses to
> > that post, but the issue is still unresolved. So here it goes.
> > Has anyone had any problems using TestCard() in CodeWarrior?
> > I just recently bought a new memory card (Hey, it was a black memory
> > card. I just HAD to have it to match my black playstation. :) and I
> > wanted to find out how a new, unformatted card behaved. So I write this
> > really small program: (No this isn't my programing style, I just wrote
> > it quickly to see how it works)
> >
> > -- START OF CODE --
code bits here deleted, see before... -sean
> > -- END OF CODE --
> >
> > I tried to run it in CodeWarrior... And my playstation ALWAYS chokes on
> > the TestCard routine. Always. No visible error. It just locks up. Blam.
> > Doesn't matter what card is in the slot. Even without a card. Crash.
> > Burn. Die.
> > I can't get it to work. No matter what I do. I tried changing alot of
> > target information, but it didn't seem to help.
> > Then I compiled this same exact program in GCC and it works like a
> > charm. (BTW, New memory cards return 4, and the access card returns 0)
Yep, and a GCC code or CodeWarrior code bit Will Work.

Except while in the Debugger.
When Codewarrior is used for downloading code, they envoke the run-time
debugger at startup communcation, watch the NTSC console, then look at the
terminal window and try running the debugger from there. HEH, have a Nice
Day....



THIS DEBUGGER SHOULD NOT BE USED THIS WAY.

As it turned out I ran into a similar problem when I was testing some
context RTOS code the I compiled using CodeWarrior, In the debugger it
crashed.
in SIOCONS, it worked.

Here's a quick todo. Compile the app into a floppy, go into the CW
preferences and look up where the code segment is located to.

Take floppy to COMMAND.COM and run SIOCONS, BLOAD the file to the same
address and run it from the terminal console. 

It should work. AND it was compiled on Codewarrior! not GCC!

Now I have to figure out how to update my dev environment from GCC Net
Yaroze MkLinux from Gcc to EGCS, -Sigh-.

-sean

> > In the other newsgroup someone tested my code and confirmed that it
> > crashes the yaroze when compiled with codewarrior. This would seem to be
> > a serious problem... I'm suprised that no one has run into it before.
> > 'Darco
>   You're not the only one with that problem. I have the same problem with
> CodeWarrior.
> Unfortunately i don't no any solutions.
> Maybe, Metrowerks knows an answer to this problem.

They do, I don't know if Joel Sumner has been able to make any changes in
regards to this, since those who wish to try their hand at Assembler are
pretty well cooked in the CW IDE environment. Hence my deviation to GCC
running on MkLinux.

On PC's having a program like Z-Term would be really cool. And modifying
Z-Term for MacOS to do PSX terminal stuff would be super cool.
BLOAD support from a Mac Terminal program would benefit us all.
And we can make our own breakpoints CTRL-Z? anyone. Anyone?

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17727 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000936html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17728 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000937html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:14:46 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982314460001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl> <36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2348 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:937

> > 1 player
> > --------
> >  * joypad
> >  * gun
> > 2 players



> > ---------
> >  * joypad - joypad
> >  * joypad - gun
> >  * gun - gun
> Why not try something more warped? Get one of those one-handed
> controlers AND a namco light gun. Then make a controler scheme where you
> shoot with the light gun, and move around with the one handed controler,
> or something. Change weapons, all sorts of cool stuff...
> Or you could just be the badass and make a one player mode in which you
> have two guns... :)
> 'Darco

Hmm, I'm beginning to like this.

Use an outside bound rect detection in the Video On one of the guns when
the trigger is held down for more than three firings. The other gun can be
used for shooting a target. It would be slow when a firing solution would
be needed, but a great way for lurking, or for moving from place to place.

Name the game after the TV show "Brooklyn South" You are the Cop bneing
Sniped at.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17728 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000937html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17729 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000938html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-145.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Wed, 16 Sep 1998 23:36:16 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-145.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:101 scea.yaroze.beginners:278
scea.yaroze.freetalk:938 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2349

Darco Wrote:
> I'll be writing a newbie tutorial (A tutorial for newbies) so that
> newbies like Chris Ramirez and Tranvir Khan can learn faster. I'm
> modeling it after the type of tutorial that I learn best from.
> 
> The tutorial will be in HTML format, will be fully illistrated(Screen
> shots, flow charts, etc.), and of course will include example code.
> Heck, I might even run spell check on it. ;)
> 
> Nearly every PlayStation term will be hyper linked to it's definition in
> the glossary so if you don't understand a word you there's no excuse not
> to look it up. Just click on it.
> 
> I'll start work on it this weekend. Here is a list of what's going to be
> on it when I'm finished. There's probably going to be allot more on
> there. If you can think of anything else that needs to be in there, just
> tell me.
> 
> Now, Eventually I'll have this organized into a very orderly outline
> that you will see from the title screen. But for now it's just a jumble:
> 
> 1) Hardware diagrams and explanations



> 2) The PlayStation address space (An explanation of)
> 3) Memory Management
> 4) A Glossary
> 5) Using GCC effectively
> 6) Using CodeWarrior effectively
> 7) How to use MAKE
> 8) Ordering tables
> 9) Logical code layout (Tips for making readable and modular code)
> 10) Your first yaroze program
> 11) An explanation of VRAM
> 12) Working with VRAM
> 
> Blah blah blah... There allot more than I can think of but i have to be
> at school in 15 minutes.
> 
> The reason I'm writing this is because I don't think that there are any
> tutorials out there that really teach something. No offense to George
> Bain or anyone, I've used those tutorials and learned allot from them. 
> But just giving a newbie code isn't going to make them learn anything.
> Without an explanation, they'll just cut and paste code and then ask why
> it doesn't work. This tutorial will have more explanation than code. 
> 
> Perhaps I should give all the example code in pascal to force them to
> re-write it themselves. :) That is the best way I've seen to learn
> something; to re-write it.
> 
> I'm not going to do that though, that's too mean to those who don't have
> a sure footing in C.
> 
> But anyway, any input would be greatly appreciated. 
> 
> 'Darco

Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.

Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
Kind of like doing assembler.

#1:Start small, but have a plan.
#2:Then Expand on content in #1.
#3:Add features.
#4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.

Very successful way of doing this.

Email me at kennedy@moe.acad.humberc.on.ca  I'd like to try this.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17729 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000938html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17730 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000939html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 04:05:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>



References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-80.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:102 scea.yaroze.beginners:279
scea.yaroze.freetalk:939 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2352

Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I
think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.

Just some ideas...

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17730 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000939html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17731 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000940html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: 17 Sep 1998 08:15:32 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <01bde1b0$5e61bfc0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2353 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:940

Hi there,

Sure, why not.  I even have the Code Warrior code completed
of my tutorial....just for Mac users like you.

Regards,

George@SCEE

DEnnis Brinkhuis <macsuppor@a1.nl> wrote in article
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl>...
> Yes!! Cool, I'm working with some friends now on a Pang-clone and it
> would be great if we can build in a gun-mode. Is it possible to connect
> two guns at the same time? Like on the 2 player arcade version of Point
> Blanc.



> I would like the next options in our game:

--MESSAGE FILE 17731 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000940html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17732 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000941html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "George Bain" <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: 17 Sep 1998 08:17:53 GMT
Organization: SCEE
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <01bde1b0$b1e4d6a0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl> <36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2354 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:941

Hi there,

Yes, it is a very cool idea.  I heard it from someone here 2 months ago and
I wanted
to do a demo.  I just never had the time!  I would like to see someone put
together
a game using this technique.

George

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote in article
<36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com>...

> Why not try something more warped? Get one of those one-handed
> controlers AND a namco light gun. Then make a controler scheme where you
> shoot with the light gun, and move around with the one handed controler,
> or something. Change weapons, all sorts of cool stuff...
> 
> Or you could just be the badass and make a one player mode in which you
> have two guns... :)
> 
> 'Darco
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 17732 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000941html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17733 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000942html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TestCard() issue
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 09:54:08 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <3600CE30.98A32F71@easynet.co.uk>
References: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com> 
<35FD49AC.7FA76186@augsburg.baynet.de> <skennedy-1609982308280001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2355 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:942

Sean Kennedy wrote:

> Yep, and a GCC code or CodeWarrior code bit Will Work.
>
> Except while in the Debugger.
> When Codewarrior is used for downloading code, they envoke the run-time
> debugger at startup communcation, watch the NTSC console, then look at the
> terminal window and try running the debugger from there. HEH, have a Nice
> Day....
>
> THIS DEBUGGER SHOULD NOT BE USED THIS WAY.

When I tried TestCard() in Codewarrior it crashed the PSX and I wasn't using the
debugger. So it must be a PSComUtil issue, if the compiled code runs OK from
SIOCONS.

> > > In the other newsgroup someone tested my code and confirmed that it
> > > crashes the yaroze when compiled with codewarrior. This would seem to be
> > > a serious problem... I'm suprised that no one has run into it before.
> > > 'Darco
> >   You're not the only one with that problem. I have the same problem with
> > CodeWarrior.
> > Unfortunately i don't no any solutions.
> > Maybe, Metrowerks knows an answer to this problem.
>
> They do, I don't know if Joel Sumner has been able to make any changes in
> regards to this, since those who wish to try their hand at Assembler are
> pretty well cooked in the CW IDE environment. Hence my deviation to GCC
> running on MkLinux.
>

I haven't tried any assembler yet, but I'm pretty sure the CW docs show you how
to do it within the IDE. Why do you say 'your're cooked' if you want to do
assembler within CW?

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17733 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000942html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17734 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000943html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macpaul
From: macpaul@ndirect.co.uk (Paul Harvey)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 09:59:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 63
Message-ID: <1dfhvkt.1xenurn1l300jkN@th-pm05-31.ndirect.co.uk>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk> <skennedy-
1609982252510001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm05-31.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3.3 (unregistered)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2356 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:943

Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net> wrote:

> > My G3 mac (292Mhz) is definitely quick, even running a PC emulator. I
> > personally don't think it was as quick as the machines on the course,
> > but it seems faster than my 75Mhz Pentium machine.
> > At the end of the day though, who's fastest doesn't really matter. I use
> > the emulator on a 604e PPC Mac (233Mhz) at home, and, while not nearly
> > as fast as the G3, it still runs emulation at a useable rate (certainly
> > for things like using Tim Tool and the like).
> > 
> > Any G3 Mac would perform handsomely for most general use (even using it
> > for word processing or any other 'standard' windows package). I have
> > even tried running 3D Studio Max on the G3 and its useable.
> 
> Ohh Yes, And finding the parallel port for the "DONGLE" must have been fun...
> 
> Well, That is if it was "Dongled..."
> 
> I have a G3 266 desktop that I did a quck test of MkLinux on with the Gcc
> tool I ported over for PSX, Including an intel EMU to use with the serial
> port. 
> {I tried recompiling the serial routines and ended up breaking my code, so
> I will have to start from Scratch again, SIGH.}
> 
> MkLinux on the G3 is definitly the way to go.
> 
> GCC is nice & fast.
> Its Free.
> 
> And you can run your web-server without even being there...
> 
> And finally it is robust.
> 
> AND you can develop for other game platforms. 
> Me I'm doing some GameBoy dev work in addition to the Yaroze, and it
> happens to work nicely; till my serial stuff broke. now I have to use
> MINICOM Ick.
> 
> I haven't tried VPC yet, I don't really have to, I have DELL OptiPlex GX1
> systems where I work along with the G3 so I really don't have to worry
> about the Intel thing. Till I get home.  Oh Yes, My good old trusty
> 6100/60
> 
> MmmmMmm Warmm Fuzzies... MMMmmMMMmmmmm....
> 
> Anyone know Where I can get an NTSC grabber for 6100 cheap? My Commodore
> 1702 is too much VDT content for my office.  {I use it with my VCR...}
> 
> -sean

The point of my post was to illustrate the possibility of operating a
Windows environment on a Mac. Anyone with sense would buy a PC to run
Windows and a Mac to run MacOS.

I have VirtualPC installed on my Mac to do the 'occasional' things in
Windows. A prime example of this is using the PC-only tools for Yaroze
development. I can quickly load up Windows, do the thing, then quit it.

Mentionind 3D Studio Mac was again used to illustrate the point that
Virtual PC runs quite quickly on a G3 Mac; any 3D package requires a lot
of processing power, which is why I cited 3D Studio. I don't personally



use this package as I don't like it/know it very well.. and I don't have
a PC! I prefer to use Cinema 4D on the Mac.
--MESSAGE FILE 17734 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000943html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17735 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000944html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Resident Knievel
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 10:14:45 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3600D305.DC52DBED@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2357 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:944

Some time ago I had an idea for a spoof game, after seeing Team Fatal's
Fatal Fantasy.

In Resident Knievel, poor old Evel Knievel's apartment block has been
overrun by zombies. Evel has to fight his way out using any means
possible, and solve a number of puzzles to find out who is behind it.
Could it be his arch rival, Eddie Kidd?

Evel escapes on his trusty bike, but unfortunately it quickly runs out
of power, and so has to be regularly recharged by finding red plastic
dynamos that, when revved up by frantically turning the white plastic
winder on the side, send Evel zooming off onto the next level.

Imagine my surprise last night when I finally got round to watching last
Friday's episode of South Park which I'd taped.
In it, South Park is overrun by zombies, but who comes to the rescue?
None other than Chef, dressed as, you guessed, it, Evel Knievel!

Weird eh.

Just thought I'd share that with you all.

Cheers

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17735 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000944html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17736 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000945html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:16:01 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1dfim2v.1vmq1u170qecaN@a1-88-111.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk> <skennedy-
1609982252510001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net> <1dfhvkt.1xenurn1l300jkN@th-pm05-



31.ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-111.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2361 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:945

Paul Harvey <macpaul@ndirect.co.uk> wrote:

> Mentionind 3D Studio Mac was again used to illustrate the point that
> Virtual PC runs quite quickly on a G3 Mac; any 3D package requires a lot
> of processing power, which is why I cited 3D Studio. I don't personally
> use this package as I don't like it/know it very well.. and I don't have
> a PC! I prefer to use Cinema 4D on the Mac.

I use Cinema4D XL too, but I'm also working with Lightwave 5.6 now. I
must say that Cinema till now has my vote.

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17736 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000945html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17737 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000946html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:16:03 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <1dfim9a.11oocft1fhis00N@a1-88-111.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl> 
<01bde1b0$5e61bfc0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-111.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2362 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:946

George Bain <George_Bain@Playstation.sony.com> wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> Sure, why not.  I even have the Code Warrior code completed
> of my tutorial....just for Mac users like you.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
> 
> 

You're great thanks!!  Do you know if there are already other gungames
availeble for NY?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17737 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000946html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17738 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000947html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 19:52:28 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m07.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2364 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:947

Since were in a promoting mood -

(sheesh, any opportunity for me, eh?..)

The FLibs package has full GunCon45 support (as I understand, the only 
accessible lightgun type). Calibration routines are /better/ than the 
commercial titles (you can go back and read that again in film-overdub 
voice).

Get busy kid and download it from my page:
(http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty).

Includes full example routines and documentation.

Also includes yaroze template, other contr... (fades out gracefully...)

Rob- the official GunCon is a really nice piece of kit - I'd go for that 
if I were you.

James (~mrfrosty)

George Bain wrote:

> Hi there,
> 
> Check out the Net Yaroze Tutorial that I put together.
> It's on the members site under "docs" and "game demos".
> You can only use the Namco Guncon lightgun with the
> Net Yaroze since it doesn't need any drivers.
> 
> Regards,
> 
> George@SCEE
--MESSAGE FILE 17738 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000947html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17739 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000948html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Resident Knievel
Date: Sat, 12 Sep 1998 14:14:48 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <35FAE448.1825@earthlink.net>
References: <3600D305.DC52DBED@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool011-max1.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2366 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:948

Phil Gooch wrote:
> 
> Some time ago I had an idea for a spoof game, after seeing Team Fatal's
> Fatal Fantasy.
> 
> In Resident Knievel, poor old Evel Knievel's apartment block has been
> overrun by zombies. Evel has to fight his way out using any means
> possible, and solve a number of puzzles to find out who is behind it.
> Could it be his arch rival, Eddie Kidd?
> 
> Evel escapes on his trusty bike, but unfortunately it quickly runs out
> of power, and so has to be regularly recharged by finding red plastic
> dynamos that, when revved up by frantically turning the white plastic
> winder on the side, send Evel zooming off onto the next level.
> 
> Imagine my surprise last night when I finally got round to watching last
> Friday's episode of South Park which I'd taped.
> In it, South Park is overrun by zombies, but who comes to the rescue?
> None other than Chef, dressed as, you guessed, it, Evel Knievel!
> 
> Weird eh.
> 
> Just thought I'd share that with you all.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Phil
hey phil how were you able to see the fatal fantasy game? I downloaded
it from it and it was a zip file but then it gives me an error message
and I can not even see what is inside of the zip it says something about
not being able to open it ut you can change by clicking on something do
you know any way to fix this problem?
--MESSAGE FILE 17739 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000948html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17740 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000949html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Chris Ramirez <xxramirezxx@earthlink.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Resident Knievel
Date: Sat, 12 Sep 1998 14:14:56 -0700
Organization: none
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <35FAE450.34D4@earthlink.net>
References: <3600D305.DC52DBED@easynet.co.uk>
Reply-To: xxramirezxx@earthlink.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: pool011-max1.ds6-ca-us.dialup.earthlink.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0Gold (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2367 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:949

Phil Gooch wrote:
> 
> Some time ago I had an idea for a spoof game, after seeing Team Fatal's



> Fatal Fantasy.
> 
> In Resident Knievel, poor old Evel Knievel's apartment block has been
> overrun by zombies. Evel has to fight his way out using any means
> possible, and solve a number of puzzles to find out who is behind it.
> Could it be his arch rival, Eddie Kidd?
> 
> Evel escapes on his trusty bike, but unfortunately it quickly runs out
> of power, and so has to be regularly recharged by finding red plastic
> dynamos that, when revved up by frantically turning the white plastic
> winder on the side, send Evel zooming off onto the next level.
> 
> Imagine my surprise last night when I finally got round to watching last
> Friday's episode of South Park which I'd taped.
> In it, South Park is overrun by zombies, but who comes to the rescue?
> None other than Chef, dressed as, you guessed, it, Evel Knievel!
> 
> Weird eh.
> 
> Just thought I'd share that with you all.
> 
> Cheers
> 
> Phil
hey phil how were you able to see the fatal fantasy game? I downloaded
it from it and it was a zip file but then it gives me an error message
and I can not even see what is inside of the zip it says something about
not being able to open it ut you can change by clicking on something do
you know any way to fix this problem?
chris Ramirez
--MESSAGE FILE 17740 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000949html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17741 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000950html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 20:49:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3601AE00.5C0E05C0@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
To: Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:103 scea.yaroze.beginners:280
scea.yaroze.freetalk:950 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2369

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> Hey, Here is great opportunity for a Prime time Freeware type publication.
> These things are time consuming efforts if they get that way, {MkLInux
> took Three Years.} but don't sweat the small stuff.
> 
> Look at it from the perspective of doing little bits at a time.
> Kind of like doing assembler.
> 



> #1:Start small, but have a plan.
> #2:Then Expand on content in #1.
> #3:Add features.
> #4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.
> 
> Very successful way of doing this.
> 

*Darco reads and re-reads the above text with a look of bewilderment on
his face*

...........................Huh?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17741 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000950html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17742 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000951html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.free
talk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 21:01:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <3601B0D0.6FE514C5@bigfoot.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> 
<36008975.34692581@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 326.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:104 scea.yaroze.beginners:282
scea.yaroze.freetalk:951 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2371

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> Excellent idea Darco. I would appreciate it. George actually intends
> to write an instructional analysis to go with his code, but once he
> got started he realized what an enormous task he was undertaking. I
> think he will finish it in time, when he gets a PC for his home.

Ahh... Ok, that's cool. 
 
> Perhaps you might write a tutorial to go with his code, or you might
> team up with him to do a team effort to put out the defintive yaroze
> tutorial. I would greatly appreciate such a work to bridge the gap
> between PC and yaroze programming. It would save beginner programmers
> a lot of time. And you would receive much praise. The Sony docs
> were written for advanced programmers, a beginner will have to spend a
> good deal of time working with sample code to get up to speed.
>

Not sure about teaming up with someone. I'll write a few tutorials and
see how everything works out...Who knows what this could turn into in
time? A cooperative effort might be possible in the future. 

I'll be starting work on the tutorial this weekend, simply because I



don't have any time to do it during the week. (Gadda keep my grades up
for DigiPen, now don't I?) I'll be releasing it in sections... As I
finish a lesson I'll post it on my web space.

Thanks everyone for the input. I'll try to make the actual tutorial live
up to your hopes. I already have a motif setup, and this weekend the
real drafting begins. After I get the first lesson up, I'll try to post
a new lesson or two every week until most everything is covered. (Or
until I get too tired to keep it up) This will be a learning experience
for me as well, as this will force me to cover and research nearly all
aspects of the PlayStation. So... Here we go.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17742 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000951html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17743 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000952html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-173.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TestCard() issue
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 22:09:59 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 81
Message-ID: <skennedy-1709982209590001@pro1-173.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com> 
<35FD49AC.7FA76186@augsburg.baynet.de> <skennedy-1609982308280001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net> <3600CE30.98A32F71@easynet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-173.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2372 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:952

In article <3600CE30.98A32F71@easynet.co.uk>, Phil Gooch
<philg@easynet.co.uk> wrote:
> > Yep, and a GCC code or CodeWarrior code bit Will Work.
> > Except while in the Debugger.
> > When Codewarrior is used for downloading code, they envoke the run-time
> > debugger at startup communcation, watch the NTSC console, then look at the
> > terminal window and try running the debugger from there. HEH, have a Nice
> > Day....
> > THIS DEBUGGER SHOULD NOT BE USED THIS WAY.

I was Illustrating here a flaw in the CW IDE environment in its use of the
HSS.EXE application on the Net Yaroze PSX Disk.
I personally have a low opinion of the first generation of PsCommUtil.
The Second Generation is a bit better in that it can interpret batch
files, but the real goal should have been a Zterm Interface to the
terminal window on the PSX_NY in the first place, that would make it
consistent with the GNU programmers working on Intel.

HSS.EXE is what PsCommUtil uses to do the data transfer to the PSX_NY when
you are doing development work. HSS.EXE has its own binary transfer
mechanism.

HSS.EXE is used in conjunction with GDB {Gnu DeBugger} outside of SIOCONS.
It is a SECOND application that runs real-time above your code, and it had
severe performance penalties. All debuggers have this really, it only is
good for single stepping through problematic portions of your code.

SIOCONS however has the binary file loader [BLOAD] protocol built into it.
once BLOAD has finished you are back to the terminal screen {or PSX_NY
Command Line Monitor} and you can run your code.



> When I tried TestCard() in Codewarrior it crashed the PSX and I wasn't
usingv the
> debugger. So it must be a PSComUtil issue, if the compiled code runs OK from
> SIOCONS.

Again, the real point of the exersise is NOT to use PsCommUtil, its
dependence on HSS.EXE makes it a moot point. HSS.EXE may or may not sit on
top of where the monitor has the testcard() library code.

> > > > In the other newsgroup someone tested my code and confirmed that it
> > > > crashes the yaroze when compiled with codewarrior. This would seem to be
> > > > a serious problem... I'm suprised that no one has run into it before.
> > > > 'Darco
> > >   You're not the only one with that problem. I have the same problem with
> > > CodeWarrior.
> > > Unfortunately i don't no any solutions.
> > > Maybe, Metrowerks knows an answer to this problem.
> >
> > They do, I don't know if Joel Sumner has been able to make any changes in
> > regards to this, since those who wish to try their hand at Assembler are
> > pretty well cooked in the CW IDE environment. Hence my deviation to GCC
> > running on MkLinux.

> I haven't tried any assembler yet, but I'm pretty sure the CW docs show
you how
> to do it within the IDE. Why do you say 'your're cooked' if you want to do
> assembler within CW?
> Phil

Actually I apologise for the wrong point given for that context of reference.
You are able to do Assembler in CW. But the point of doing a code snippet
in Assembler is to go past a hurdle in performance that coding using a Lib
reference my impose on you.
Because of the CW IDE dependence on PsCommUtil {Mac Yarozers will attest}
the use of HSS.EXE directly interferes with the operation of Real-time-OS
code portions due to its intrusive nature in the application.

Again, I found that using a SIOCONS session to DL the code to the PSX_NY
and going back to Zterm on my Mac was the best way of prototyping my code
without interference by HSS.EXE. It means having to dedicate a PC to doing
this, or compiling a code snippet to add BLOAD to a terminal program in
MkLinux. Or putting up with the impact of the HSS.EXE when you are testing
code.

Real-Time is the reality of modern game technology coding from a technical
point of view, but it does not effect the end result of a superb design
philosophy in a game. Great games are the ones we play all the time.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17743 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000952html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17744 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000953html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-173.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Analog Pad w/Dual Shock, Tidbits and trips...
Date: Thu, 17 Sep 1998 22:17:44 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <skennedy-1709982217450001@pro1-173.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35521D7E.D42C3393@mail.datasys.net> 
<3557B2D4.BFB9DAEE@ndirect.co.uk> <3558372F.B4A015F9@mail.datasys.net> 
<uhg2v7xxc.fsf@cybec.com.au> <355B4FE6.1F2BEDE7@mail.datasys.net> <skennedy-



0807980018040001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net> 
<35A5135B.A206345D@mail.datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-173.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2373 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:953

In article <35A5135B.A206345D@mail.datasys.net>, darco@bigfoot.com wrote:
> > > Now that I think about it you're right. The hard caseing of the
> > > controler will make it difficult to make one side vibrate and the
> > > other to not. You are right, It makes sense now. Good example by the
> > > way, otherwise I would still have not understood.

> > Hmm. how conveinent the above gets said...

> Now what's that suppose to mean?
> 'Darco
I was meaning how productive an Illustration of a difficult Human
Interface Device component really is to understand..

Besides the only thing I was poking fun at was "Vibration"

"Me and My Dirty Mind..." ;)

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17744 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000953html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17745 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000954html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Debugger performance [Was: Re: TestCard() issue]
Date: 18 Sep 1998 04:21:37 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <slrn703obf.q0b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <35FC10F2.3841CEE6@bigfoot.com> 
<35FD49AC.7FA76186@augsburg.baynet.de> <skennedy-1609982308280001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net> <3600CE30.98A32F71@easynet.co.uk> <skennedy-
1709982209590001@pro1-173.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2375 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:954

On Thu, 17 Sep 1998 22:09:59 -0500, Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net> wrote:
>HSS.EXE is used in conjunction with GDB {Gnu DeBugger} outside of SIOCONS.
>It is a SECOND application that runs real-time above your code, and it had
>severe performance penalties. All debuggers have this really, it only is
>good for single stepping through problematic portions of your code.

Interesting question. As I see it, the only way that a debugger stub
interferes with the running of code is by modifying exception vectors.
Thus, only those things that cause exceptions (or interrupts in the case
of the R3000) will be affected. Additional latency in a system which already
has quite a large latency shouldn't be all that noticeable, especially if
the per-frame interrupt count is reasonably low, which I would expect.

I'd be interested to hear other views though. I haven't written a debugger
stub before, so I'm mostly going on gut feeling.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17745 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000954html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17746 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000955html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 08:25:08 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 74
Message-ID: <1dfhs26.qy2gv0125wrzgN@a1-88-121.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl> <36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-121.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 42 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2376 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:955

Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> > 
> > 1 player
> > --------
> >  * joypad
> >  * gun
> > 
> > 2 players
> > ---------
> >  * joypad - joypad
> >  * joypad - gun
> >  * gun - gun
> > 
> 
> 
> Why not try something more warped? Get one of those one-handed
> controlers AND a namco light gun. Then make a controler scheme where you
> shoot with the light gun, and move around with the one handed controler,
> or something. Change weapons, all sorts of cool stuff...
> 
> Or you could just be the badass and make a one player mode in which you
> have two guns... :)
> 
> 'Darco

Thanks, you just gave away my secret,secret,secret,secret,secret,
plans!! ;-)
The moving around with joypad two comes in the next gun-game. We're just
starting of with something simple in 2D. And if we can fix that, we'll
move on to 3D complete with navigation. I shall give the subject away to
then.
It will be a paintball game. I came up with the same idea as you
becourse I don't like it that you always play against your fellow
player, well... most of the time. I like games where you can team up.
Your plan was already part of the paintball game. With this game you
navigate with controller 2 and swap weapons.

D-pad is navidation and top-buttons are weapon swap. 

up = forward
down = backward
left = left
right = right
L1 = next weapon



L2 = prev weapon

Triangle = forward
cross = backward
square = left
circle = right
R1 = next weapon
R2 = prev weapon

(this way someboby lefthanded can also play it)
There should also be an option called: auto navigate.

The great thing from this idea is that you get more control and you know
that al gun owners, also have at least one extra joypad.
I'm would also like some gun-games that are not violent..
Like sportsgames that you control with the gun..

Well, these were all my idea's for now.. thanks for making them public
;-)

Maybe we should work together in on a project since we have rather
similar idea's.

Cheers, 

DEnnis..   
--MESSAGE FILE 17746 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000955html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17747 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000956html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 08:25:15 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <1dfhsm1.nbp49o5s9k3kN@a1-88-121.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<1dfh2u4.1vtwglikmgm08N@a1-88-113.a1.nl> <36005051.ABEEB058@bigfoot.com> 
<skennedy-1609982314460001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-121.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 42 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2377 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:956

Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net> wrote:

> > > 1 player
> > > --------
> > >  * joypad
> > >  * gun
> > > 2 players
> > > ---------
> > >  * joypad - joypad
> > >  * joypad - gun
> > >  * gun - gun
> > Why not try something more warped? Get one of those one-handed
> > controlers AND a namco light gun. Then make a controler scheme where you
> > shoot with the light gun, and move around with the one handed controler,
> > or something. Change weapons, all sorts of cool stuff...



> > Or you could just be the badass and make a one player mode in which you
> > have two guns... :)
> > 'Darco
> 
> Hmm, I'm beginning to like this.
> 
> Use an outside bound rect detection in the Video On one of the guns when
> the trigger is held down for more than three firings. The other gun can be
> used for shooting a target. It would be slow when a firing solution would
> be needed, but a great way for lurking, or for moving from place to place.
> 
> Name the game after the TV show "Brooklyn South" You are the Cop bneing
> Sniped at.
> 
> -sean

In my paintball version idea, you walk with a great looking girl who you
need to protect. Every time you "save" her, she'll be ever so gratefull.

DEnnis.
--MESSAGE FILE 17747 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000956html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17748 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000957html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 08:25:20 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1dfhsp9.1o343sq136412oN@a1-88-121.a1.nl>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk> <skennedy-
1609982252510001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-121.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 42 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2378 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:957

Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net> wrote:

> 
> Anyone know Where I can get an NTSC grabber for 6100 cheap? My Commodore
> 1702 is too much VDT content for my office.  {I use it with my VCR...}
> 
> -sean

In Holland you pay about 50 pounds ($75) for a grabber-card for 6100.
But I'm afraid that will be Pal, or... I use a 8500av, and grabbing is
no prob for me. I can grab NTSC and Pal!!

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17748 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000957html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17749 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000958html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Robert Shand" <shand@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: TV Turner cards
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 08:43:27 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client9553.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2379 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:958

Hello again,

I'm thinking of buying a TV tuner card for my PC, the Hauppauge Win/TV
Primio, has anyone used this sort of card for NY development.  Does
everything work Ok? or are there some pitfalls I should be aware of.

I'm hopefully buying it later today, so I would be *really* grateful if you
either mail me or post a reply, before about 3:30 ish

Cheers all
Robert Shand
bob@shand.globalnet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17749 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000958html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17750 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000959html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Robert Shand" <shand@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 08:50:05 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6tt4m2$efu9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client9565.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2380 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:959

>Get busy kid and download it from my page:
>(http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty).
>

Already got it :-)

>Rob- the official GunCon is a really nice piece of kit - I'd go for that
>if I were you.

But what is the cost?  I am a student (hurrah)

>
>James (~mrfrosty)
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17750 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000959html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17751 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000960html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Robert Shand" <shand@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Tuner cards
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 09:09:30 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <6tt4nf$efu10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client9565.globalnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3007.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3007.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2381 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:960

Damn my typing

>Cheers all
>Robert Shand
>bob@shand.globalnet.co.uk
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17751 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000960html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17752 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000961html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.beginners,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Darco's Newbie Tutorials
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 18:19:16 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <36029614.62F1@writeme.com>
References: <35FE54E6.85E323A8@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-1609982336170001@pro1-
145.barrie.connex.net> <3601AE00.5C0E05C0@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m03.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.beginners:283 scea.yaroze.freetalk:961
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2387

Darco wrote:

> > #1:Start small, but have a plan.
> > #2:Then Expand on content in #1.
> > #3:Add features.
> > #4:Return to #1 for the next phase of the project.
> >
> > Very successful way of doing this.
> >
> 
> *Darco reads and re-reads the above text with a look of bewilderment 
> on his face*
> 
> ...........................Huh?



I think what he means is don't start with a huge plan and write every 
bit (from the beginning) as you would in the final finished verbose 
version - you're very likely to get bored too soon doing it that way 
(and may find that huge revisions are necessary).

..Though the way you're going to do it sounds more like the way James 
Chow (SCEE) has set about it - and he's fairly far.

Good Luck!

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17752 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000961html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17753 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000962html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 18:29:46 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <3602988A.6117@writeme.com>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com> <6tt4m2$efu9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m03.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2388 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:962

Robert Shand wrote:
> 
> >Get busy kid and download it from my page:
> >(http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~mrfrosty).
> >
> 
> Already got it :-)

Good, then you probably missed the (ahem) corrupted zip... ;o)

> >Rob- the official GunCon is a really nice piece of kit - I'd go for
> >that if I were you.
> 
> But what is the cost?  I am a student (hurrah)

I'm a student too and Virgin give you and I a special 10% discount 
(double hurrah)

I /think/ (I should /know/, I went for a shop trek today) - An official 
GunCon45 will set you back 35 smackers (or 55? with a game).
I don't know anything about the other lightguns, but I had a quick shot 
of the Real Arcade Lightgun at ECTS and have to say I was less than 
impressed...

My advice - go for the official one, with game if pocket stretches 
(otherwise hang on for Point Blank 2).
Just avoid the Konami types cuz you won't be able to program for them...

James (~mrfrosty)



--MESSAGE FILE 17753 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000962html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17754 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000963html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian Thompson <A2595042@infotrade.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Tuner cards
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 20:37:55 +0100
Organization: The PC Shop
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3602B693.3C6F9AFF@infotrade.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6tt4nf$efu10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: A2595042@infotrade.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: usr357.infotrade.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2390 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:963

I used a Miro PCTV, it worked great up until directx 5 and then became totally 
unreliable, my system crashed every 5 minutes.

Makes a nice ornament though.

Ian T.

Robert Shand wrote:

> Damn my typing
>
> >Cheers all
> >Robert Shand
> >bob@shand.globalnet.co.uk
> >
> >
> >

--MESSAGE FILE 17754 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000963html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17755 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000964html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Fri, 18 Sep 1998 15:53:38 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3602BA42.35873565@bigfoot.com>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 219.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2393 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:964



Robert Shand wrote:
> 
> Hello again,
> 
> I'm thinking of buying a TV tuner card for my PC, the Hauppauge Win/TV
> Primio, has anyone used this sort of card for NY development.  Does
> everything work Ok? or are there some pitfalls I should be aware of.
> 

If you can, make sure it supports both PAL and NTSC video modes.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17755 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000964html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17756 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000965html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Sat, 19 Sep 1998 11:34:24 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <1dfllv4.qzidffe5k5vkN@a1-88-102.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com> <6tt4m2$efu9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3602988A.6117@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-102.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 43 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2395 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:965

> I /think/ (I should /know/, I went for a shop trek today) - An official
> GunCon45 will set you back 35 smackers (or 55? with a game).
> I don't know anything about the other lightguns, but I had a quick shot
> of the Real Arcade Lightgun at ECTS and have to say I was less than 
> impressed...
> 
> My advice - go for the official one, with game if pocket stretches 
> (otherwise hang on for Point Blank 2).
> Just avoid the Konami types cuz you won't be able to program for them...
>

I'm also going for the original one. I do like the force-feedback, but
I'm not taking any changes.
As far as the games go for the gun:

- Die Hard (Platinum game, so cheap and great gameplay)
- TimeCrises (you can get it cheap with the gun)
- PointBlanc (you can get it cheap with the gun)

- TimeCrises 2 (is about to be released)
- PointBlanc 2 (in development)

And at the moment I'm working with a team at a Pang-clone that will have
a Gun-mode.

I got a question about the hype of the gun all of a sutten, well this is
my explenation:

A gun was a hit on the 8-bit Nes (with Duckhunt)
The Snes had a bazoka kind of gun wich was crap and as far as I know,



only 2 compatible games. The Megadrive had a nice looking gun, but I
never saw it in the shops and I never saw a game for it, but it could be
that I missed it.
Both guns for Snes and MD didn't work out. PSX is the perfect platform
for guns. Addults by guns more than kids (not all kids are alowed to
have a gungame in Holland). To make a gun succesfull, you need more than
one or two compatible games to intress people. Well this is about to
happen at with the PSX. Therefor there are also lot's of different games
availeble now. And it is possible to play a game with 2 guns.
Another great thing is tha fact that we can code for the gun. We can
code analog (what is no exeption anymore) and we can't code for the
multi-tap. But we can code for the gun.

So I think this explains a bit of the hype around the gun.

Cheers,

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17756 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000965html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17757 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000966html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mike Beard" <michaelbeard@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Sat, 19 Sep 1998 13:24:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <6u09ht$fsh2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mfs2-dnbqx-138.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2396 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:966

Probably tooooo late to answer so ill tell you anyway...

I've a hauppauge win/tv inc text & radio going through the CirrusLogic
GD5446 graphics card and its not to bad for general development (saves a lot
of desk space), as for the picture quality there is a case of "digital lag?"
in faster drawn psx images- this could be the speed of the processor(166)?
This is less noticible in a small window(of course).

There is an ATI All-in-wonder Pro tv/2d/rage3d s-video in/out which is also
around and could be quite good value abt. 100, although I don't know much�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
about it.

Mike 'Spikeman' Beard

michaelbeard@compuserve.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17757 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000966html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17758 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000967html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: nseal22@aol.com (Frank Tompkins)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards



Date: Sat, 19 Sep 1998 10:04:33 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <36038139.3132647@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u09ht$fsh2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 202-44-162.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2397 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:967

On Sat, 19 Sep 1998 13:24:47 +0100, "Mike Beard"
<michaelbeard@compuserve.com> wrote:

>Probably tooooo late to answer so ill tell you anyway...
>
>I've a hauppauge win/tv inc text & radio going through the CirrusLogic
>GD5446 graphics card and its not to bad for general development (saves a lot
>of desk space), as for the picture quality there is a case of "digital lag?"
>in faster drawn psx images- this could be the speed of the processor(166)?
>This is less noticible in a small window(of course).
>
>There is an ATI All-in-wonder Pro tv/2d/rage3d s-video in/out which is also
>around and could be quite good value abt. 100, although I don't know much�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
>about it.
>
>
>
>Mike 'Spikeman' Beard
>
>michaelbeard@compuserve.com
>
>

I have the ATI All-in-wonder and it works great with yaroze, very good
and smooth picture quality.  I use it all the time, and amazingly it's
never frozen yet.  Just thought I'd share that.

Frank

nseal22@aol.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17758 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000967html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17759 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000968html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!argonet.co.uk!argbc08
From: R Fred Williams <rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Sat, 19 Sep 1998 21:10:12 BST
Organization: ArgoNet, but does not reflect its views
Lines: 41
Distribution: world
Message-ID: <na.232f864888.a701a0rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: R Fred Williams <rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm289.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: NewsAgent 0.84 for RISC OS
X-NNTP-Poster: NewsHound v1.37 2�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2400 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:968

In article <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Robert Shand"



<shand@globalnet.co.uk> wrote:
> I'm thinking of buying a TV tuner card for my PC, the Hauppauge Win/TV
> Primio, has anyone used this sort of card for NY development.  Does
> everything work Ok? or are there some pitfalls I should be aware of.
> I'm hopefully buying it later today, so I would be *really* grateful if
> you either mail me or post a reply, before about 3:30 ish

 Hmmm, ok, a bit late, but here're my thoughts anyway...

 First up, I dunno about this specific card, or indeed about PC TV
tuners in general.

 As those who read my readme's (!) know, I run my Yaroze off a PC card
on an Acorn machine (& am consequently still reeling from Thursday's
announcement: Tis official - the British home computer industry is no
more), and (to get back on-topic) an Irlam instruments TV tuner card
for said platform, which works just fine.

 So: Make sure you can get a COLOUR picture from NTSC as well as PAL.
(In my case, I was able to get a patch from the board suppliers, and
can get colour in both PAL/NTSC from the composite input as well as
the UHF, which helps image quality no end).

 And secondly, be aware of the differences between a PC tuner display
and a "real" one: TV Tuners generally display a different clipped
rectangle of overscan to a real TV, and, of course, you don't see the
interlace. Check stuff on a real TV at least once before release ;)

 However, the deskspace & eyestrain savings are, IMHO, well worth the
expense.

 ttfn
  Fred
-- 
R. Fred Williams
PushyII... for the Acorn http://www.argonet.co.uk/users/rfredw
           & PSX Yaroze  http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~RFREDW

--MESSAGE FILE 17759 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000968html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17760 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000969html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Tuner cards
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 13:42:33 +1200
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6u1m09$fsh3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6tt4nf$efu10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3602B693.3C6F9AFF@infotrade.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p5-max2.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2401 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:969

Ian Thompson wrote in message <3602B693.3C6F9AFF@infotrade.co.uk>...
>I used a Miro PCTV, it worked great up until directx 5 and then became
totally unreliable, my system crashed every 5 minutes.
>



>Makes a nice ornament though.

I had some problems too (crashes caused by the graphics system which brought
the whole of Windows down), but the system became a lot more reliable after
downloading the updated drivers off the Miro site (www.miro.com).  I have
been using the Miro for development ever since.

Seems stable under DirectX 6.0 as well.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17760 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000969html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17761 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000970html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Last Night's Net Yaroze Chat
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 10:01:32 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 101
Message-ID: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 112.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------8171DFF15CAE21426434E749"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:970 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:287

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------8171DFF15CAE21426434E749
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I couldn't seem to get into the auditorium for last nights Yaroze chat.
Did anyone else have similar problems last night? I know Chris Ramirez
has problems also.

Anyway, I found it particularly fustrating because I had a question.
I'll just ask it here. Has anyone had problems with dynamicly creating
TMD data? It seems like my scene is getting built, but when it is
displayed, the scene gets totaly buggered -- Polygons all over the place
and such. Just take a look at the included gif file. That is a picture
of a mild case, BTW. 

It also would seem that the only time is gets really screwed up is on
the second frame buffer... The first one displays OK. So I thought it
might be that somehow my packet buffer information was getting
corrupted... But from looking at my code it seems to be just fine. 

Has anyone else run into similar problems? It seems like the more
polygons in the scene, the more screwed up it gets.

'Darco
--------------8171DFF15CAE21426434E749
Content-Type: image/gif; name="polyerr.gif"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: base64
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="polyerr.gif"

R0lGODlhAAHwALP/AP///3gAADBYACA4QCAoACAgACAQYBAAsAhwAAB4AAAA+AAAAAAAAAAA


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FBqkojVUOeqiDGGkArIP9mWaTLogvdBfhBOlqlVfTzqZVnoiVZOl1LWl5dmgJ3oWYHo30QU5
SlpgZZqf2ealzbWmkzNgabpgcMo4neOKdRqnCTanO5qnhvNgc+qndgqo7imof3NSCmaof4qo
v0liinqoFWZZqfOohdM5KUYjlAqpMXKpp5OpftMfnJpinvqpoREPqqY6I6N6N1Vxqqx6IxEA
ADs=
--------------8171DFF15CAE21426434E749--

--MESSAGE FILE 17761 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000970html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17762 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000971html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Ian Thompson <A2595042@infotrade.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Tuner cards
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 22:10:06 +0100
Organization: The PC Shop
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36056F2E.68947A01@infotrade.co.uk>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6tt4nf$efu10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <3602B693.3C6F9AFF@infotrade.co.uk> 
<6u1m09$fsh3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: A2595042@infotrade.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.74.241.62
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2411 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:971

Hmmm,

I tried the new drivers & DX 6.

It is now running stable but the TV picture is out of sync. Grrr!

Ian

Mario Wynands wrote:

> Ian Thompson wrote in message <3602B693.3C6F9AFF@infotrade.co.uk>...
> >I used a Miro PCTV, it worked great up until directx 5 and then became
> totally unreliable, my system crashed every 5 minutes.
> >
> >Makes a nice ornament though.
>
> I had some problems too (crashes caused by the graphics system which brought
> the whole of Windows down), but the system became a lot more reliable after
> downloading the updated drivers off the Miro site (www.miro.com).  I have
> been using the Miro for development ever since.
>
> Seems stable under DirectX 6.0 as well.
>
> Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17762 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000971html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17763 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000972html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 18:54:53 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 258
Message-ID: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 104.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="------------17B145C5B2A127067EAAFA7E"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:972 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2412

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------17B145C5B2A127067EAAFA7E
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Ok, here's a preview of what the Net Yaroze tutorial will be like. (It's
at the bottom of this message) Your suggestions are welcome. This is
Lesson 2 from Chapter 1. It isn't finished, but you can still get an
idea for how it will flow and all. The graphic at the top of the page
for sure won't load, but in the finished version it will.

There are two sections in this lesson... One goes over printing "Hello,
World!" to the computer, and the other goes over printing "Hello,
World!" to the TV screen. This is done step-by-step, explaining every
line -- what it does, why it works, and anything else in between.

The last part of this tutorial isn't finished... So don't bitch about
it. :)

Just tell me what you think about the layout. Do you like it? Does the
color-coding of the code examples help? (Color coding the code examples
is done by hand and is a BITCH to do. But if it significantly helps with
readability, I don't mind doing it) And most importantly, if you were a
newbie, do you think you could learn from it?

'Darco
--------------17B145C5B2A127067EAAFA7E
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii; name="lesson02.html"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Content-Disposition: inline; filename="lesson02.html"
Content-Base: "file:///C|/WINDOWS/Desktop/Net%20Yaroz

e%20Tutorial/chapter1/lesson02.html"

<HTML>
<HEAD>
   <META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1">
   <META NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="Mozilla/4.05 [en] (Win95; U) [Netscape]">
   <META NAME="Author" CONTENT="Darco">
   <TITLE>Net Yaroze Tutorials (Index Page)</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY TEXT="#000000" BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" LINK="#0000EE" VLINK="#551A8B" 
ALINK="#FF0000">
&nbsp;
<CENTER><TABLE CELLSPACING=0 CELLPADDING=0 WIDTH="100%" >
<TR>
<TD WIDTH="1%"><IMG SRC="../gfx/yaroze.gif" NOSAVE HEIGHT=240 WIDTH=320></TD>

<TD>
<DIV ALIGN=right><FONT FACE="Arial,Helvetica"><FONT SIZE=+4>Lesson 2<HR 
WIDTH="100%"></FONT></FONT><I>Writing your First PlayStation Program</I></DIV>
</TD>
</TR>



</TABLE></CENTER>
&nbsp;
<BR>Ok, Now in this lesson we will go over writing your first Net Yaroze
program. Now, if you are familure with C, you know that the first program
is the ever-supercomplicated "Hello, World!" program. (I'm being sarcastic
with the ever-supercomplicated thing...) It's simple, even stupid. But
I'll go over and explain how everything works, why it works, and food for
thought. So...
<BR>&nbsp;
<DIV ALIGN=right><B><I><FONT FACE="Arial,Helvetica"><FONT SIZE=+1>Printing
"Hello, World!" on the Computer</FONT></FONT></I></B>&nbsp;
<HR WIDTH="100%"></DIV>
First off, the first line in every C file in your game should be this:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">#include</FONT> 
&lt;libps.h></TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
This includes the header that enables you to use all of the Net Yaroze
functions. Without it, you can't do anything. So make sure that it's there!
If you've programed in C, you are probably use to including the header
file <TT>stdio.h</TT>. Just think of <TT>libps.h</TT> the equivilant of
<TT>stdio.h.</TT>

<P>Next, we'll write the <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT> 
subroutine.&nbsp;
<TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>, as you should already know,
is where your program will start. This is called the Entry Point. (Technical
Note: The entry point is actually not <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>,
but for our intents and purposes we can assume it to be so.) So, here's
what we got:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>(<FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>
<BR><TT>}</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Now, if you just ran this as it is, it would do absolutely nothing -- the
moment it executes it returns to the program that ran it. Not very useful.
But what we have now is a 'skeleton' for which we can add code.

<P>In traditional development environments, when you call the subroutine
<TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>()</TT>, it types whatever you told
it to directly to the screen. However, this is not how this function operates
on the PlayStation. Instead of printing to the screen, it prints it to
the serial port on the back on the PlayStation. So, if we add <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>()</TT>
to <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT> . . .
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>(<FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>(<FONT 
COLOR="#CC33CC">"Hello,
World!\n"</FONT>);</TT>
<BR><TT>}</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
. . . This will print the text "<TT><FONT COLOR="#CC33CC">Hello, World!</FONT></
TT>"
to the serial port, to your computer, and then you will see this on the
computer screen. This makes <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>()</TT>
very useful for debuging -- You can dump all sorts of useful information
to the serial port. If you don't quite see the usefulness now, you will
see it later on.

<P>Before I go on, I might help out some of the C newbies here. If you
are reading the code above and wondering what the heck "<TT><FONT 
COLOR="#CC33CC">\n</FONT></TT>"
means, let me explain. It is essentially pressing the enter key... So the
next time you run <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>()</TT> it will



print on the next line, rather than starting off where the previous <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">printf</FONT>()</TT>
left off.
<P>
<DIV ALIGN=right><B><I><FONT FACE="Arial,Helvetica"><FONT 
SIZE=+1></FONT></FONT></I></B></DIV>

<DIV ALIGN=right><B><I><FONT FACE="Arial,Helvetica"><FONT SIZE=+1>Printing
"<FONT COLOR="#000000">Hello, World!</FONT>" on the TV 
Screen</FONT></FONT></I></B>&nbsp;
<HR WIDTH="100%"></DIV>
Ok, so now you've written a program that when you run it, it prints a message
to the serial port, and then exits. So now, let's go over printing something
to the screen... And this is where things might get a little bit more complex,
so bear with me.

<P>First, let's put some things into perspective. Printing a string ("<TT><FONT 
COLOR="#CC33CC">Hello,
World!</FONT></TT>" is a string) to the computer is relitively easy, think
about it. All we were doing was sending several characters to the serial
port.

<P>Printing a string to the screen would at first seem to be a similarly
easy task as well. However, this is not the case. There are many things
that we have to set up first before we can print a string to the screen.
And after setting up these systems, we can then procede to print something
to the screen, but this is still a little more complicated than just dumping
the string to the serial port.

<P>If all we did was print "<TT><FONT COLOR="#CC33CC">Hello, World!</FONT></TT>"
to the screen and then exited, then you would probably not see anything.
(That is unless you were using CodeWarrior) So, lets set our goals for
our program:
<UL>
<LI>
1) Write a program that prints the message "<TT><FONT COLOR="#CC33CC">Hello,
World!</FONT></TT>" to the screen</LI>

<LI>
2) Waits for a button to be pressed on controler 1, and then exits.</LI>
</UL>
First, let's write out Startup Routine. A startup routine is the routine
which initilizes all of the systems required for your program to execute
properly. You COULD put all of your startup functions in your <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>
subroutine, but that's messy. So, we start by adding this code before the
<TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT> subroutine.
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>(<FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>
<BR><TT>}</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Then make this the first line in your <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>
subroutine...
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>();</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
And now, simply put all of your startup calls into the <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>
subroutine. So now, to recap, your program code should look something like
this :
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">#include</FONT> &lt;libps.h></TT>

<P><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>(<FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>



<BR><TT>}</TT>

<P><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>(<FONT
COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>();</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// Game code goes here</FONT></
TT>
<BR><TT>}</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Just a reminder... A subroutine should always be before a subroutine that
uses it. (For example, <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>
is used in <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>, so <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>
needs to be before <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">main</FONT>()</TT>)

<P>So now, we need to add our startup calls to<TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>.
The first thing we need to do is tell the GPU what type of display we are
using. Are we using PAL(Europe, Australia), or are we using NTSC(United
States, Canada, Japan)? I'm in the United States, so my first line would
be
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">SetVideoMode</FONT>(<FONT 
COLOR="#FF6600">MODE_NTSC</FONT>);</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
If you are in Europe or Australia, you would put
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">SetVideoMode</FONT>(<FONT 
COLOR="#FF6600">MODE_PAL</FONT>);</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
The next thing we want to do is tell the GPU is what screen resolution
we want, by way of the <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">GsInitGraph</FONT>()</TT>
subroutine. This subroutine does several things other than just setting
the video mode, but we can go over that in another lesson. The first two
values are the width and the height of the display, in pixels. The rest
you don't have to worry about right now. So let's set our screen resolution
to 320x240 by making this the next line in <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">GsInitGraph</FONT>(320, 240, 4, 0,
0);</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Once this routine is called, the GPU automaticly "turns off" the screen
by default. Not sure why it does this, but we can turn it back on by adding
this:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">SetDispMask</FONT>(1);</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Keep in mind that the frame buffer <I>IS NOT CLEARED YET</I>. So, we need
to clear the screen or we will have that nasty green brick screen as our
background. So, we need to first insert this as the first line in <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>.
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">RECT</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>;</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
What this does is create a rectangle structure called <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT></TT>.
Now we need to tell it what we are going to clear. So insert these lines
also:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>.<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">x</FONT>
= 0; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// We want to start clearing the screen at 
the</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>.<FONT COLOR="#006600">y</FONT>
= 0; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">//&nbsp; top, left hand corrner of the 
screen.</FONT></TT>

<P><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>.<FONT COLOR="#006600">w</FONT>
= 1023; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// The video memory is 1024 pixels 
wide...</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>.<FONT COLOR="#006600">h</FONT>
= 511; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// ...and 512 pixels tall.</FONT></TT></BLOCKQUOTE>



We now have a structure describing all of the video memory. Now how do
we clear it?

<P>With <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">ClearImage</FONT>(),</TT> of course!
The first thing we need to tell it is what region we want to clear. Then
we simply tell it what color to clear it, using <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">Red</FONT>
<FONT COLOR="#009900">Green</FONT> and <FONT COLOR="#3333FF">Blue</FONT>
values respectively. So now we add this line to the end of <TT><FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">ClearImage</FONT>(&amp;<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>,
0, 0, 0);</TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// The last three values are the color to
clear to.</FONT></TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
Now, to recap, this is what <TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>()</TT>
should currently look like:
<BLOCKQUOTE><TT><FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">startup</FONT>(<FONT COLOR="#000099">void</FONT>)</TT>
<BR><TT>{</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#000099">RECT</FONT> <FONT 
COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>;</TT>

<P><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">&nbsp;&nbsp; screen_c</FONT>.<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">x</FONT>
= 0; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// We want to start clearing the screen at 
the</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">&nbsp;&nbsp; screen_c</FONT>.<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">y</FONT>
= 0; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">//&nbsp; top, left hand corrner of the 
screen.</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">&nbsp;&nbsp; screen_c</FONT>.<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">w</FONT>
= 1023; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// The video memory is 1024 pixels 
wide...</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#006600">&nbsp;&nbsp; screen_c</FONT>.<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">h</FONT>
= 511; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// ...and 512 pixels tall.</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">SetVideoMode</FONT>(<FONT 
COLOR="#FF6600">MODE_NTSC</FONT>);</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#FF0000">// 
SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL);</FONT></TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;</TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#3366FF">&nbsp;&nbsp; 
GsInitGraph</FONT>(320,240,4,0,0);</TT>

<P><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">SetDispMask</FONT>(1);</TT>

<P><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">ClearImage</FONT>(&amp;<FONT 
COLOR="#006600">screen_c</FONT>,
0, 0, 0);</TT>
<BR><TT><FONT COLOR="#FF0000">&nbsp;&nbsp; // The last three values are
the clear color.</FONT></TT>

<P><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT COLOR="#3366FF">FntLoad</FONT>(320,0);</TT>
<BR><TT>&nbsp;&nbsp; <FONT 
COLOR="#3366FF">FntOpen</FONT>(16,16,260,200,0,512);</TT>
<BR><TT>}</TT></BLOCKQUOTE>
&nbsp;
</BODY>
</HTML>

--------------17B145C5B2A127067EAAFA7E--



--MESSAGE FILE 17763 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000972html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17764 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000973html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Sun, 20 Sep 1998 23:39:36 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 58
Message-ID: <36058dab.254467240@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-67.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:973 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2415

>There are two sections in this lesson... One goes over printing "Hello,
>World!" to the computer, and the other goes over printing "Hello,
>World!" to the TV screen. This is done step-by-step, explaining every
>line -- what it does, why it works, and anything else in between.

   Hey, why did the second part just end abruptly like that?

>The last part of this tutorial isn't finished... So don't bitch about
>it. :)

   Ooops. ;-))

>Just tell me what you think about the layout. Do you like it? 

   Sure.

> Does the
>color-coding of the code examples help?

   Yes.

> (Color coding the code examples
>is done by hand and is a BITCH to do. But if it significantly helps with
>readability, I don't mind doing it) 

Bottom line: I personally could live without it. It's nice, but not at
all necessary. I would hate to see you become disenchanted with the
project because of excess tedium. 

>And most importantly, if you were a
>newbie, do you think you could learn from it?

Am I newbie? Hmm... Well, I am a beginner programmer.
Yes, I could learn from it.

I do notice that many writers prefer acrobat and .pdf format for doing
these types of projects, are you sure you prefer .htm to .pdf?

My opinion: There is a wide range of experience levels in the program.
Many beginners don't participate all that often. Sony's policy is that
the program is for advanced programmers, and we will probably never
see a beginner's tutorial from Sony. I finished my first book on game
programming before the summer (21 Days...), and yet I find my self
deeply in need of a tutorial to bridge the gap between PC and yaroze
programming. I, and I suspect others, will deeply appreciate any



effort you put forth in this area. Don't sweat the details, you're
filling a void in which there is little competition.  I know I will
have no complaints.

It's cool you want to do a great job, but you have quite a challenge
in front of you, I just don't want to see an entry from you one day
saying, "Forget this, it is too much work..."

Good luck.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17764 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000973html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17765 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000974html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: 21 Sep 1998 05:11:28 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <slrn70bod4.12u.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> 
<36058dab.254467240@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:974 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2416

On Sun, 20 Sep 1998 23:39:36 GMT, Matthew Hulett <matth@bellatlantic.net> wrote:
>> (Color coding the code examples
>>is done by hand and is a BITCH to do. But if it significantly helps with
>>readability, I don't mind doing it) 
>
>Bottom line: I personally could live without it. It's nice, but not at
>all necessary. I would hate to see you become disenchanted with the
>project because of excess tedium. 

As an aside, if you're prepared to learn a bit about vi, vim (for which
there's a windows (and possibly a mac) port) will do syntax highlighting,
and will also automatically convert that syntax highlighting into HTML
for you. From the sound of things, that would save you a lot of hard work.
There are binaries already compiled, and you can find all the information
you'll need at http://www.vim.org/

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17765 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000974html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17766 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000975html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 10:35:56 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:975 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:288

Darco wrote:
>         It also would seem that the only time is gets really screwed up is on
> the second frame buffer... The first one displays OK. 
?
>         Has anyone else run into similar problems? It seems like the more
> polygons in the scene, the more screwed up it gets.

Sounds like packet buffer overrun to me. You can work out the required size of 
the packet buffer
area more accurately by using the sizes of the different poly types in the FAQ.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

Attend! The William! Shatner! School of! Acting!
--MESSAGE FILE 17766 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000975html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17767 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000976html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 06:44:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 261.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:976 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:289

James Russell wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote:
> >         It also would seem that the only time is gets really screwed up is 
on
> > the second frame buffer... The first one displays OK.
> ?
> >         Has anyone else run into similar problems? It seems like the more
> > polygons in the scene, the more screwed up it gets.
> 
> Sounds like packet buffer overrun to me. You can work out the required size of
the packet buffer
> area more accurately by using the sizes of the different poly types in the 
FAQ.
> 

That's what I thought. There are no more than 500 Quad polys in a scene



at one time. I allocate space in my packet buffer for 2048 20 byte-sized
packets. I've tried increasing this to 4096, but it didn't seem to
change a thing. So I'm thinking that my packetspace is somehow getting
corrupted...somewhere...

Now that I think about it I'm calculating the packet space at
compiletime using preprocessor macros and stuff... Perhaps my bug is
somewhere in there. I'll check later on today after I get back from
school.

School bites. Who ever's sad when their highschool is over is weird.
I'll be happy. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17767 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000976html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17768 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000977html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 07:27:47 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <36063833.4B669F2F@bigfoot.com>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> 
<36058dab.254467240@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 261.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:977 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2417

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    Hey, why did the second part just end abruptly like that?
> 
> >The last part of this tutorial isn't finished... So don't bitch about
> >it. :)
> 
>    Ooops. ;-))

Grrrr... ;)

> 
> > (Color coding the code examples
> >is done by hand and is a BITCH to do. But if it significantly helps with
> >readability, I don't mind doing it)
> 
> Bottom line: I personally could live without it. It's nice, but not at
> all necessary. I would hate to see you become disenchanted with the
> project because of excess tedium.
> 

I may just write future tutorials without color coding, and then go back
when I have free time and color code them. That's how I'll probably be
doing it in the future.

> >And most importantly, if you were a
> >newbie, do you think you could learn from it?
> 



> Am I newbie? Hmm... Well, I am a beginner programmer.
> Yes, I could learn from it.
> 
> I do notice that many writers prefer acrobat and .pdf format for doing
> these types of projects, are you sure you prefer .htm to .pdf?

I'm choosing HTML because it's surfable. This goes back to the glossary
example... Were you see a word you don't understand, you click on it,
and it takes you to the definition. You can't do that with PDF. Plus, I
want this to be viewable on all platforms. PDF isn't quite omni-platform
yet, so... HTML is the way to go. Anyway, I don't have a way to make PDF
files at the moment. 

> My opinion: There is a wide range of experience levels in the program.

I definately agree.

> Many beginners don't participate all that often. Sony's policy is that
> the program is for advanced programmers, and we will probably never
> see a beginner's tutorial from Sony. I finished my first book on game
> programming before the summer (21 Days...), and yet I find my self
> deeply in need of a tutorial to bridge the gap between PC and yaroze
> programming.

This was a big hurtle for me also... So I'm writing the tutorial I wish
I could have had when I first got my net yaroze system. 

> I, and I suspect others, will deeply appreciate any
> effort you put forth in this area. Don't sweat the details, you're
> filling a void in which there is little competition.  I know I will
> have no complaints.
> 
> It's cool you want to do a great job, but you have quite a challenge
> in front of you, I just don't want to see an entry from you one day
> saying, "Forget this, it is too much work..."

Well... I hope it doesn't end like that either. Once I'm done with 2 or
3 lessons, I'll post what I have so far on the net. Then hopefully I'll
start punching out around a lesson a week. I just hope that someone
learns something from it. :P

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17768 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000977html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17769 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000978html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 13:02:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 53
Message-ID: <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:978 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2418



Darco wrote:
> Once this routine is called, the GPU automaticly "turns off" the
> screen by default. Not sure why it does this..

It will surely be because you don't want to actually see the gibberish
that's probably on the frame buffer; so it turns off, and will then
automatically activate when the next GsSwapDispBuff() is called -- so
calling SetDispMask(1) is not necessary.  I know for the sake of the
Hello World tutorial OTs and double buffering are a bit too much for
the beginner, but they are unavoidably only a whisker away.

>      RECT screen_c;

I think this would be the best time to tell them that the display
area defaults to the upper left 320x240 of the 1Mb 1024x512 frame
buffer, with a nice diagram too perhaps.  Clearing the *whole* frame
buffer may confuse them don't you think?  Also a quick hint that a
second 'buffer' will invariably be right below it, and the rest of
the video memory is used for sprites and/or 3D object textures.

Also the macro setRECT should be taught from the start I think, as
it really tidies thing up (no need to tell them that it's a macro and
not a libps.h function yet though :), so you could do this:

RECT screen;
setRECT(&screen, 0, 0, 320, 240);

// The above setRECT line is eqivalent to doing these 4 lines:
// screen.x = 0; // .x .y is the top left coordinate of
// screen.y = 0; //   the frame buffer we want to clear
// screen.w = 320; // .w is the width of the RECT
// screen.h = 240; // .h is the height of the RECT

I am curious why you use the "_c" as it may perhaps scare a few people?

It is a brilliant thing you're doing as so many assumptions are
made that people are familiar with C, it's great that a total beginner
has a full explanation of everything rather than the all too common:
"I'd better put that bit of code in as it doesn't work otherwise..."
I know we all agreed when we bought the Yaroze that we had a working
knowledge of C, but now that it cost 230 there will perhaps be a�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
big surge of total beginners who'll be eternally grateful for your
tutorial.

Hope you don't think I'm being too pedantic or picky by the way!

Cheers,
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17769 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000978html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17770 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000979html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 11:55:31 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 45



Message-ID: <3606A123.6F9F8DE6@shell.jps.net>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u09ht$fsh2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36038139.3132647@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2425 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:979

I have to second that.  I have the same and have no probs with
NTSC.  I wish it supported PAL though...  I have to use a Sony
TV/monitor to get both.

- e!

Frank Tompkins wrote:
> 
> On Sat, 19 Sep 1998 13:24:47 +0100, "Mike Beard"
> <michaelbeard@compuserve.com> wrote:
> 
> >Probably tooooo late to answer so ill tell you anyway...
> >
> >I've a hauppauge win/tv inc text & radio going through the CirrusLogic
> >GD5446 graphics card and its not to bad for general development (saves a lot
> >of desk space), as for the picture quality there is a case of "digital lag?"
> >in faster drawn psx images- this could be the speed of the processor(166)?
> >This is less noticible in a small window(of course).
> >
> >There is an ATI All-in-wonder Pro tv/2d/rage3d s-video in/out which is also
> >around and could be quite good value abt. 100, although I don't know much�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> >about it.
> >
> >
> >
> >Mike 'Spikeman' Beard
> >
> >michaelbeard@compuserve.com
> >
> >
> 
> I have the ATI All-in-wonder and it works great with yaroze, very good
> and smooth picture quality.  I use it all the time, and amazingly it's
> never frozen yet.  Just thought I'd share that.
> 
> Frank
> 
> nseal22@aol.com

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17770 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000979html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17771 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000980html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 12:00:43 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3606A25B.BD2D3C2E@shell.jps.net>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> 
<36058dab.254467240@news.scea.sony.com> <36063833.4B669F2F@bigfoot.com>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:980 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2426

Darco wrote:
[...]

> > I do notice that many writers prefer acrobat and .pdf format for doing
> > these types of projects, are you sure you prefer .htm to .pdf?
> 
> I'm choosing HTML because it's surfable. This goes back to the glossary
> example... Were you see a word you don't understand, you click on it,
> and it takes you to the definition. You can't do that with PDF. Plus, I
> want this to be viewable on all platforms. PDF isn't quite omni-platform
> yet, so... HTML is the way to go. Anyway, I don't have a way to make PDF
> files at the moment.

[...]
> 'Darco

I would prefer that it be in HTML not only for the "surfable" stuff that you
mention but also because it's easily indexible and small in size.  PDF is
great when you actually care about your layout and want people to view it
exactly as you composed the page.  But, since what we want is text and text
is very easily cut-and-paste-able, I think HTML would be the preferred
format.  Besides, HTML doesn't require a specific browser to view it like
Acrobat.

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17771 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000980html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17772 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000981html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Slaven" <NickSlaven@compuserve.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 20:54:45 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <6u6b6i$bdk1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: lon-dnbsg-017.gbr.compuserve.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:981 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:290



Darco wrote in message <36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com>...
>That's what I thought. There are no more than 500 Quad polys in a scene
>at one time. I allocate space in my packet buffer for 2048 20 byte-sized
>packets. I've tried increasing this to 4096, but it didn't seem to
>change a thing. So I'm thinking that my packetspace is somehow getting
>corrupted...somewhere...

How big are your coordinates?
I've had similar spikey garbage. It was when the object being
displayed was more than 65535 (or 32767 can't remember the actual
number tho it was one of the two) units away from the camera.

Nick S

--MESSAGE FILE 17772 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000981html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17773 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000982html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 16:42:44 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <3606BA44.347FD7C6@bigfoot.com>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 102.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:982 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2427

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote:
> > Once this routine is called, the GPU automaticly "turns off" the
> > screen by default. Not sure why it does this..
> 
> It will surely be because you don't want to actually see the gibberish
> that's probably on the frame buffer; so it turns off, and will then
> automatically activate when the next GsSwapDispBuff() is called -- so
> calling SetDispMask(1) is not necessary.  I know for the sake of the
> Hello World tutorial OTs and double buffering are a bit too much for
> the beginner, but they are unavoidably only a whisker away.

I won't be getting into OT and double buffers for another lesson or two.
Generally, each concept will have 2 lessons... For example, you may have
noticed that this is Lesson 2, rather than lesson 1. Lesson 1 contains
an explanation of the hardware, and concepts behind how it works, terms,
etc... All of the basic stuff, but no code.

Next lesson, I think I'll be describing double buffering and OT's. 

> 
> >      RECT screen_c;
> 
> I think this would be the best time to tell them that the display



> area defaults to the upper left 320x240 of the 1Mb 1024x512 frame
> buffer, with a nice diagram too perhaps.  Clearing the *whole* frame
> buffer may confuse them don't you think?  Also a quick hint that a
> second 'buffer' will invariably be right below it, and the rest of
> the video memory is used for sprites and/or 3D object textures.

The frame buffer is described in Lesson 1, along with alot of the other
hardware. Lesson 1 has no code -- just descriptions and explanations.
 
> Also the macro setRECT should be taught from the start I think, as
> it really tidies thing up (no need to tell them that it's a macro and
> not a libps.h function yet though :), so you could do this:
> 
> RECT screen;
> setRECT(&screen, 0, 0, 320, 240);

Whoah. Cool. Learn something new every day. Yeah, I'll use that instead.
Thanks.

> 
> I am curious why you use the "_c" as it may perhaps scare a few people?
> 

Yeah, you are right. It stood for "clear" as in "screen_clear" but I
guess I'll just change it to "screen".

> Hope you don't think I'm being too pedantic or picky by the way!

It's ok... That setRECT is alot simpler than what I as doing. Thanks.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17773 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000982html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17774 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000983html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 17:58:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <3606CBF5.92F4F91E@bigfoot.com>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com> <6u6b6i$bdk1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 102.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:983 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:291

Nick Slaven wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote in message <36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com>...
> >That's what I thought. There are no more than 500 Quad polys in a scene
> >at one time. I allocate space in my packet buffer for 2048 20 byte-sized
> >packets. I've tried increasing this to 4096, but it didn't seem to
> >change a thing. So I'm thinking that my packetspace is somehow getting
> >corrupted...somewhere...
> 
> How big are your coordinates?
> I've had similar spikey garbage. It was when the object being



> displayed was more than 65535 (or 32767 can't remember the actual
> number tho it was one of the two) units away from the camera.

No, that's not the problem. The playing field is 1600 units wide and
1600 long, each cube being 100 units in all demensions.

I think the bug is in my TMD creation routines -- I stole them from that
"maketmd" file... 

I know that the problem is in the TMD creation because when I render a
TMD that I made on my computer (A sphere, with more polygons than I have
in the normal generated scene that I make) and it worked perfectly. I
guess I'll have to write my own TMD creation routines. (Uggg...) 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17774 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000983html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17775 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000984html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!argonet.co.uk!argbc08
From: R Fred Williams <rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 20:48:51 BST
Organization: ArgoNet, but does not reflect its views
Lines: 86
Distribution: world
Message-ID: <na.e1353d4889.a701a0rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: R Fred Williams <rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userk707.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: NewsAgent 0.84 for RISC OS
X-NNTP-Poster: NewsHound v1.37 2�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:984 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2428

Hiya... Just read through. Good one. If you can stick at it (and it looks
like being a *long* job, so good luck!), this should be superb...

 And now for the criticism (don't treat this as being harsh, please, 'tis in
my nature to be "picky" ;) )

In article <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com>, James Shaughnessy
<james@manc.u-net.com> wrote:
> Darco wrote:
> >      RECT screen_c;
> I think this would be the best time to tell them that the display
> area defaults to the upper left 320x240 of the 1Mb 1024x512 frame
> buffer, with a nice diagram too perhaps.

 Organisation of the display area should be a *massively* important
piece of a Yaroze tutorial, and really needs a chapter all to itself.
But I agree, the "this is a good place to put the screen" would make
a good intro to it at this stage.

 If the "how come the PAL conversions are all letterboxed?" whingers
*knew* that most NTSC games stick the palettes under the screenspace
and fill the right hand side with 256*256 textures, making full-256-high
conversion such a dog, they'd (probably not, thinking about it, hohum...)
soon shut up ;)



> Also the macro setRECT should be taught from the start I think, as
> it really tidies thing up (no need to tell them that it's a macro and
> not a libps.h function yet though :), so you could do this:

> RECT screen;
> setRECT(&screen, 0, 0, 320, 240);

Hmmm. personally I do almost all my RECTs as something like:-

 static RECT screen = {SCN_VRAM_X,SCN_VRAM_Y,SCN_WIDTH,SCN_HEIGHT};

 -where the constants are defined in a header, to allow for easy vram
shuffling. This has the additional benefits at being (literally)
infinitely faster (unless GCC's got a hell of a lot better at
optimising since last time I checked its output), and taking up about
half the memory.

 But all this kinda thing is ultimately personal preference.

 -and, for a future tutorial, the fact that "x" and "w" are in "16-bit
lumps", rather than "pixels" is something that *really* needs emphasising
by the time you arrive at doing texture maps.

> // The above setRECT line is eqivalent to doing these 4 lines:
> // screen.x = 0; // .x .y is the top left coordinate of
> // screen.y = 0; //   the frame buffer we want to clear
> // screen.w = 320; // .w is the width of the RECT
> // screen.h = 240; // .h is the height of the RECT

 While we're critisising, if a newbie doesn't know about "\n", they're
*certainly* not going to know that the gcc "c" compiler understands
c++ "//" comments... Though they could prolly guess that from the
context!

> It is a brilliant thing you're doing as so many assumptions are
> made that people are familiar with C, it's great that a total beginner
> has a full explanation of everything rather than the all too common:
> "I'd better put that bit of code in as it doesn't work otherwise..."

 Agreed. The "this is why this bit of code is here" stuff is *very* good in
this first tutorial.

 I pretty much love it, really. The colour coding works (though I'd've
used different colours ;) ) Oh, and the "to recap" cut'n'paste bit at
the end is *essential*, coz I find interspersed code & discussion pretty
difficult to follow as code. Bravo for remembering it.

 (oh, I *will* put the source to P2 up eventually, honest, it just needs a
little tidying!)

 ttfn
  Fred
-- 
R. Fred Williams
PushyII... for the Acorn http://www.argonet.co.uk/users/rfredw
           & PSX Yaroze  http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~RFREDW

--MESSAGE FILE 17775 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000984html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17776 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000985html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 18:41:39 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36069d8c.50853450@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com> <6u6b6i$bdk1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3606CBF5.92F4F91E@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-88.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:985 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:292

> I
>guess I'll have to write my own TMD creation routines. (Uggg...) 

I remember reading how Robert Swan had written a routine for
dynamically creating TMDs at runtime. Check his site out, he is a SCEE
member.

Sorry if you knew this already.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17776 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000985html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17777 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000986html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 20:48:36 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 85
Message-ID: <3606F3E4.6ECC48B8@bigfoot.com>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com> 
<na.e1353d4889.a701a0rfredw@argonet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 192.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:986 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2433

R Fred Williams wrote:
> 
> Hiya... Just read through. Good one. If you can stick at it (and it looks
> like being a *long* job, so good luck!), this should be superb...
> 

Long. *sigh* Well. Perhaps it might help me get into DigiPen Institute
of Technology. If I show them this and they like it, then that might
help me out alot. (I feel tired already. But that's not gonna stop me)

>
>  And now for the criticism (don't treat this as being harsh, please, 'tis in
> my nature to be "picky" ;) )
> 



Ho-boy... ;)

> 
>  Organisation of the display area should be a *massively* important
> piece of a Yaroze tutorial, and really needs a chapter all to itself.
> But I agree, the "this is a good place to put the screen" would make
> a good intro to it at this stage.
> 

The basic introduction to the display hardware and VRAM is covered in
Lesson 1. (The lesson I posted was a partially finished version of
Lesson 2) A more indepth overview of the display hardware, including
double buffering, ordering tables, and such will be in Lesson 3. Then in
Lesson 4 we will go step-by-step through writing a sample program that
does something simple using what we discussed in Lesson 3, such as
displaying a rectangle on the screen using ordering tables.

When chapter 1 is over, I hope to have a version of the familiar "balls"
demos. (Except it'll probably have small squares instead. At least at
first... I don't want to go over sprites in chapter 1).

And I'm not sure what chapter this will go into, but I eventually want
to have a version of the Net Yaroze balls demo with colision detection,
gravity, scrolling backgrounds... The works. Eventually that is. And
from this process, hopefully the reader will learn something.

> 
> Hmmm. personally I do almost all my RECTs as something like:-
> 
>  static RECT screen = {SCN_VRAM_X,SCN_VRAM_Y,SCN_WIDTH,SCN_HEIGHT};
> 
>  -where the constants are defined in a header, to allow for easy vram
> shuffling. This has the additional benefits at being (literally)
> infinitely faster (unless GCC's got a hell of a lot better at
> optimising since last time I checked its output), and taking up about
> half the memory.
> 
>  But all this kinda thing is ultimately personal preference.

True, it may be faster and more code efficient. However this is a newbie
tutorial... Code needs to be as readable as possible rather than
optimized.

> 
> 
>  While we're critisising, if a newbie doesn't know about "\n", they're
> *certainly* not going to know that the gcc "c" compiler understands
> c++ "//" comments... Though they could prolly guess that from the
> context!

Oh. ... Huh? I've always used both "//" and "/* */" for commenting... I
wasn't aware that "//" was exclusive to C++... I've just always done it
like that. My personal code makes heavy use of both comment denotors.

> 
>  Agreed. The "this is why this bit of code is here" stuff is *very* good in
> this first tutorial.
> 
>  I pretty much love it, really. The colour coding works (though I'd've
> used different colours ;) ) Oh, and the "to recap" cut'n'paste bit at
> the end is *essential*, coz I find interspersed code & discussion pretty
> difficult to follow as code. Bravo for remembering it.

I'll also have a zip file for downloading, containing working source



that you can compile and run. No need to cut and paste.
 
Or maybe that's making it too easy... Perhaps it shouldn't be that easy.
Anyone have some input on this?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17777 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000986html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17778 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000987html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-147.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Anyone running Virtual PC/Softwindows on a G3 (266 or 300)?
Date: Mon, 21 Sep 1998 23:46:48 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <skennedy-2109982346480001@pro1-147.barrie.connex.net>
References: <35F7A88A.F1A0A6B7@easynet.co.uk> <1df5swh.1s66irvd8v97qN@a1-88-
118.a1.nl> <35F8E3AB.E53428BB@easynet.co.uk> <35F909C3.1753@mdx.ac.uk> 
<1dfbe9c.frig0ir9m78wN@th-pm05-00.ndirect.co.uk> <skennedy-
1609982252510001@pro1-145.barrie.connex.net> <1dfhsp9.1o343sq136412oN@a1-88-
121.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-147.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2434 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:987

In article <1dfhsp9.1o343sq136412oN@a1-88-121.a1.nl>, macsuppor@a1.nl
(DEnnis Brinkhuis) wrote:
> Sean Kennedy <skennedy@bconnex.net> wrote:
> > Anyone know Where I can get an NTSC grabber for 6100 cheap? My Commodore
> > 1702 is too much VDT content for my office.  {I use it with my VCR...}
> > -sean
> In Holland you pay about 50 pounds ($75) for a grabber-card for 6100.
> But I'm afraid that will be Pal, or... I use a 8500av, and grabbing is
> no prob for me. I can grab NTSC and Pal!!
> DEnnis..
PAL would not be too much a problem when I'm doing Yaroze. {Extra Lines
are nice...} but I play regular NTSC games too, so I'd need the NTSC
grabber.
The 8100AV had a PAL/NTSC grabber, but the 6100/66AV didn't, it was region
specific.

Anyone in North America got a 6100 kit "Lying Around"?

-garn!

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17778 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000987html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17779 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000988html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Dynamic TMDs
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 14:33:27 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3607A727.216D@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <36061DFC.BDFE8D46@scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36062E02.CF3ACECE@bigfoot.com> <6u6b6i$bdk1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3606CBF5.92F4F91E@bigfoot.com> <36069d8c.50853450@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:988 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:293

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> I remember reading how Robert Swan had written a routine for
> dynamically creating TMDs at runtime. Check his site out, he is a SCEE
> member.

Um, the dodgy thing about my tmd creation routine is that as yet there
are no primitives that support light sourcing (but you could add them
easily yourself by looking at the tech files and my code) and to get the
latest tmd files you have to download the adventure game, and use
make_tmd.c/h. If you have a look in the creation.c/h you'll see how I
use them. They do exactly the same thing as the other demo but a) i
tihnk they are easier to use, and b) they can create models which are
smaller in memory.

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 17779 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000988html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17780 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000989html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 12:08:26 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

Heya,

Anyone interested in starting a convention for doing NTSC and PAL
initialization in their games?  How are you handling this?

The way I'm doing it right now is that one of the first routines that
is called (when a program starts) is an initialization routine which
checks to see if the user has held down the START button on pad 1.
Then based on that it either initializes in 320x240 NTSC or 320x256
NTSC.  The game is built around 320x240 NTSC, so PAL users shouldn't
see any clipping.  (The screen can be recentered in an Options Menu
if there are problems.)  It also initializes some other variables to
account for the 60 fps/50 fps problem.

I'd rather not make two builds of the program and this way seems to
be working fine---I've been cross-testing on both NTSC and PAL.

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::



                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17780 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000989html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17781 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000990html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 17:37:04 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 51
Message-ID: <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 101.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Heya,
> 
> Anyone interested in starting a convention for doing NTSC and PAL
> initialization in their games?  How are you handling this?
> 
> The way I'm doing it right now is that one of the first routines that
> is called (when a program starts) is an initialization routine which
> checks to see if the user has held down the START button on pad 1.
> Then based on that it either initializes in 320x240 NTSC or 320x256
> NTSC.  The game is built around 320x240 NTSC, so PAL users shouldn't
> see any clipping.  (The screen can be recentered in an Options Menu
> if there are problems.)  It also initializes some other variables to
> account for the 60 fps/50 fps problem.
> 
> I'd rather not make two builds of the program and this way seems to
> be working fine---I've been cross-testing on both NTSC and PAL.
> 

I've decided for an upcoming project that having 2 different builds
would be the most efficient method. It's a Mech battle game, in which
you fight in a randomly generated terrain against the computer, or a
friend. For the movements of the legs and stuff, I'm going to have a
coordinate hirarchy(sp), consisting of the body, upper right leg, lower
right leg, right foot, etc... To get realistic movements I'm going to
have the program read the rotation value from a look-up table that will
be generated at buildtime.

What is really cool is that at buildtime, it looks at if the game is
PAL(50hz) or NTSC(60hz) and then will automaticly create the lookup
tables synced at either 50Hz or 60Hz. So there will be no difference in
speed between the two games. It will have a full-screen pal conversion
as well. So hopefuly, I will have a perfect PAL conversion.

<Ohhh... Ahhh...>

The most streamlined way to make a PAL conversion is to have 2 different
builds. It's easy enough just to do this in codewarrior -- just have a
NTSC target and a PAL target.

You can do the same using makefiles with GCC. In fact, it is alot more
flexible using MAKE... But not as easy to implement.



BTW: I've never tried this, I'm not even sure if this function is
supported by the net yaroze libs, but couldn't you ask for input from
the computer what video mode to be in using scanf()? Now this function
probably isn't supported and I'm gona get alot of flack for saying this
without checking, but it's just a random thought.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17781 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000990html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17782 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000991html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 15:35:43 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 171.70.208.195
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Darco wrote:
[...]

> BTW: I've never tried this, I'm not even sure if this function is
> supported by the net yaroze libs, but couldn't you ask for input from
> the computer what video mode to be in using scanf()? Now this function
> probably isn't supported and I'm gona get alot of flack for saying this
> without checking, but it's just a random thought.
> 
> 'Darco

You can send text to the user and get back keyboard input via the
printf/scanf or putc/getc stuff, but that'll only work for those
with Yarozes---just imagine if you program is put on a CD for normal
distribution to grey PSXs.  They don't have keyboards.

Another option is something someone else mentioned (forgot the thread)
where you check the CD for the presence of a certain config file.  This
file only exists on the PAL systems, so if you don't find it you can
assume the system is NTSC.

I've just been trying to figure out a decent way to do things:

- without having more than 1 build---less information to
  download
- without requiring the user to type something in---a keyboard
  may not be accessible
- without checking the CD---what if the directory stuff changes

Ah... too bad we don't all use NTSC or all use PAL.  Platform
differences like these have always turned me away from making PC
games.  Too many variables...  :(

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''



--MESSAGE FILE 17782 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000991html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17783 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000992html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 19:34:59 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 64
Message-ID: <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 101.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> You can send text to the user and get back keyboard input via the
> printf/scanf or putc/getc stuff, but that'll only work for those
> with Yarozes---just imagine if you program is put on a CD for normal
> distribution to grey PSXs.  They don't have keyboards.
> 

That's very true, but if you are gonna put it on a CD Sony doesn't want
you to have a Video Format switch routine anyway; though I doubt they
enforce this. (Did they enforce it for Total Soccer? Not to my
knowledge...) Why would you want a video format switch in your game if
it is going to be burned onto a black CD? 99% of the people who play it
won't know it's there. (That is, unless you tell them)

>
> Another option is something someone else mentioned (forgot the thread)
> where you check the CD for the presence of a certain config file.  This
> file only exists on the PAL systems, so if you don't find it you can
> assume the system is NTSC.
> 

Yeah, I've seen this too. But again you run into a problem... If your
proggie is put on a CD in Europe, then unless sony puts a dummy file on
the CD, your program will default to NTSC when it should run PAL. :(
This works great for Net Yaroze only games though.

> I've just been trying to figure out a decent way to do things:
> 
>         - without having more than 1 build---less information to
>           download
>         - without requiring the user to type something in---a keyboard
>           may not be accessible
>         - without checking the CD---what if the directory stuff changes
> 

I personally think that having 2 builds is the way to go, but others
(including it seems yourself) think that this is toom much trouble. It
does give the most freedom.

But if you want to do a switch thing, either the X or the O buttons
would be a good choice to switch modes. Select and Start might do as
well, but the finger has to go ALL out of it's way to press that Start
or Select button... We wouldn't want to do that now would we? ;)



!!! *light bulb goes over Darco's head* !!!

I got an idea. It'll require a tad of research... Hmmm... But if it
works it'll satisfy all three of those requirements. If we can find the
exact differences between a [NTSC | U/C] rom and a [PAL] PlayStation
ROM, then we could write a simple function that could easily determine
the native video format of the unit.

I just have a few questions before I start doing research... 

Question for SCEA - Will this violate my lisense agreement? If it might,
I am asking Sony for permission to do so. Or would such an investigation
be futile -- Are the ROM's the same in both systems? 

Question for SCEE Members - Does your playstation boot PAL or NTSC? I
was thinking this might be possible because PAL TV's can view an NTSC
signal, just in greyscale.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17783 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000992html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17784 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000993html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-142.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze Tutorial Preview
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 21:27:14 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 104
Message-ID: <skennedy-2209982127140001@pro1-142.barrie.connex.net>
References: <360587BD.5668FFB0@bigfoot.com> <36064067.123D@manc.u-net.com> 
<na.e1353d4889.a701a0rfredw@argonet.co.uk> <3606F3E4.6ECC48B8@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-142.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:993 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2453

In article <3606F3E4.6ECC48B8@bigfoot.com>, Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:
> Long. *sigh* Well. Perhaps it might help me get into DigiPen Institute
> of Technology. If I show them this and they like it, then that might
> help me out alot. (I feel tired already. But that's not gonna stop me)
> Ho-boy... ;)
> 
Don't Give Up.
The road to Interactive Computer Entertainment careers is a long but
fruitful one. The Digipen Institute may be the first in the many steps up
the hill.

> >  Organisation of the display area should be a *massively* important
> > piece of a Yaroze tutorial, and really needs a chapter all to itself.
> > But I agree, the "this is a good place to put the screen" would make
> > a good intro to it at this stage.

An example diagram as an "aside" Hyperlink would allow a quick browse at the  
users choice. Just keep "crucial" information out of it. Win32 Help files
are a good examples of Asides.

> The basic introduction to the display hardware and VRAM is covered in
> Lesson 1. (The lesson I posted was a partially finished version of
> Lesson 2) A more indepth overview of the display hardware, including
> double buffering, ordering tables, and such will be in Lesson 3. Then in



> Lesson 4 we will go step-by-step through writing a sample program that
> does something simple using what we discussed in Lesson 3, such as
> displaying a rectangle on the screen using ordering tables.

Great, Keep it as simple as possible. Use "Asides" sparingly to illustrate
a concept.

> When chapter 1 is over, I hope to have a version of the familiar "balls"
> demos. (Except it'll probably have small squares instead. At least at
> first... I don't want to go over sprites in chapter 1).

Simply indicate that the squares are "run-time" sprites on the screen.

> And I'm not sure what chapter this will go into, but I eventually want
> to have a version of the Net Yaroze balls demo with colision detection,
> gravity, scrolling backgrounds... The works. Eventually that is. And
> from this process, hopefully the reader will learn something.

> > Hmmm. personally I do almost all my RECTs as something like:-
> >  static RECT screen = {SCN_VRAM_X,SCN_VRAM_Y,SCN_WIDTH,SCN_HEIGHT};
{Blah Blah}
> > optimising since last time I checked its output), and taking up about
> > half the memory.
> >  But all this kinda thing is ultimately personal preference.

Uh Oh, Avoid Personal Prefs in Newbie Docs.!

> True, it may be faster and more code efficient. However this is a newbie
> tutorial... Code needs to be as readable as possible rather than
> optimized.

Yep.

> >  While we're critisising, if a newbie doesn't know about "\n", they're
> > *certainly* not going to know that the gcc "c" compiler understands
> > c++ "//" comments... Though they could prolly guess that from the
> > context!
> Oh. ... Huh? I've always used both "//" and "/* */" for commenting... I
> wasn't aware that "//" was exclusive to C++... I've just always done it
> like that. My personal code makes heavy use of both comment denotors.

I see both interspersed in a LOT of code examples I see on the net.
I suggest using things like:
NOTE: The  // Comment content    and  /* Comment Content */  designators
are for Comments in C/C++ 

> >  I pretty much love it, really. The colour coding works (though I'd've
> > used different colours ;) ) Oh, and the "to recap" cut'n'paste bit at
> > the end is *essential*, coz I find interspersed code & discussion pretty
> > difficult to follow as code. Bravo for remembering it.

Optional discussion and code snippets are good so long as the font is
adjusted accordingly.  Using COURIER for code segments, and TIMES for
discussion is a neat way of doing this. {In HTML 1.0 and 2.0 this was
limited to "fixed-width"
fonts and "proportional" font in HTML 3.0 I think that you can specify a
common font.}
> I'll also have a zip file for downloading, containing working source
> that you can compile and run. No need to cut and paste.

My own experience has found that re-writing the critical segments of code
is FAR more valuable than cutting and pasting. keeping the code in
"Snippet" form makes the user fill in the blanks. Just be careful when
introducing new things, test the code build to see if it works. Don't do



source code extractions, Newbies {including myself} get lost trying to put
it together. Instead intersperse discussion like you have, and leave
comments beside critical portions of the code intact.

> Or maybe that's making it too easy... Perhaps it shouldn't be that easy.
> Anyone have some input on this?
> 'Darco

Remarkably when you ask this, it means that you have a good balance.

Great work. If there are graphics you want to try with this, let me know,
and I'll do a few in Pshop and send you the JPEGS.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17784 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000993html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17785 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000994html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-142.barrie.connex.net!user
From: skennedy@bconnex.net (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Tue, 22 Sep 1998 21:54:09 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 56
Message-ID: <skennedy-2209982154090001@pro1-142.barrie.connex.net>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-142.barrie.connex.net

In article <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com>, Darco <darco@bigfoot.com> wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > distribution to grey PSXs.  They don't have keyboards.

A Gamepad is very powerful.
Take WipeoutXL, a PAL based game that was developed in the UK.
The NTSC version used a partially modified build of the software.
in one os the setup screens you can adjust the screen map.
On the SCEE version this was not available. {MeThinks..?}

> Why would you want a video format switch in your game if
> it is going to be burned onto a black CD? 99% of the people who play it
> won't know it's there. (That is, unless you tell them)
> > Another option is something someone else mentioned (forgot the thread)
> > where you check the CD for the presence of a certain config file.  This
> > file only exists on the PAL systems, so if you don't find it you can
> > assume the system is NTSC.

A Gestalt function. Good programming ethic for PC based games, but for PSX
uneeded.

> Yeah, I've seen this too. But again you run into a problem... If your
> proggie is put on a CD in Europe, then unless sony puts a dummy file on
> the CD, your program will default to NTSC when it should run PAL. :(

Ick.

> I personally think that having 2 builds is the way to go, but others
> (including it seems yourself) think that this is toom much trouble. It
> does give the most freedom.
> 
> I got an idea. It'll require a tad of research... Hmmm... But if it
> works it'll satisfy all three of those requirements. If we can find the
> exact differences between a [NTSC | U/C] rom and a [PAL] PlayStation



> ROM, then we could write a simple function that could easily determine
> the native video format of the unit.
> 
> I just have a few questions before I start doing research... 
> Question for SCEA - Will this violate my lisense agreement? If it might,
> I am asking Sony for permission to do so. Or would such an investigation
> be futile -- Are the ROM's the same in both systems? 

This is a valid hardware question. But I'd bet that the ROMS are the same.
What would be different is the regionality block chip. It looks at a
timing parameter before the OS is loaded from the PSX-CDROM. I would
assume your first guess is what I would look at. Since GetVideoMode()
would return MODE_NTSC if the SetVideoMode() function wasn't called ahead
of time. 
 
> Question for SCEE Members - Does your playstation boot PAL or NTSC? I
> was thinking this might be possible because PAL TV's can view an NTSC
> signal, just in greyscale.
> 'Darco
If the file BOOT = cdrom:\DTL_S30.35;1 entry on the SYSTEM.CNF file is
different for SCEE members, then this may be doable for Yarozers only.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17785 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000994html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17786 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000995html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 07:53:16 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36089ADC.840@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> <skennedy-
2209982154090001@pro1-142.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

Is there really a problem with doing a cd check? If you are worried
about creating something for the cover disk at a later stage you should
have some sort of contact with Sony, and they could either suggest a)
they put on such and such a file for you to check for so your routine
will still work, or b) suggest making it pal by default. Seeing as you
would want it to be on a coverdisk, it doesnt seem like it would be a
drag to hardcode a resolution in this event. I would stick with the cd
check. I do have a feeling that causes a problem with an Action replay
thingy, as from an email from someone else suggests it redirects all cd
functions to the ar, so putting in a cd file check could be a bit dodgy
to check.

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 17786 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000995html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17787 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000996html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?



Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 10:44:56 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Darco wrote:
> 
> That's very true, but if you are gonna put it on a CD Sony doesn't want
> you to have a Video Format switch routine anyway; though I doubt they
> enforce this. 

All games that go to black disk MUST be PAL, and PAL only (for SCEE release). 
Sony QA enforces this.
I think this is because some people might switch to the wrong mode and freak out
at their screen
rolling up and down, and they can't read the screen to see how to switch back.

> Yeah, I've seen this too. But again you run into a problem... If your
> proggie is put on a CD in Europe, then unless sony puts a dummy file on
> the CD, your program will default to NTSC when it should run PAL. :(

We can put that file on.

> If we can find the
> exact differences between a [NTSC | U/C] rom and a [PAL] PlayStation
> ROM, then we could write a simple function that could easily determine
> the native video format of the unit.

Theoretically this is possible, but:

o The program would not be compatible with all revisions of the Playstation.
o You'd have to do some reverse engineering. Read your license agreement.

 
The most compatible way is to check for the file's existence.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

On the other hand, the early worm gets eaten.
--MESSAGE FILE 17787 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000996html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17788 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000997html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 07:42:36 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <3608DEAC.DCE3007C@bigfoot.com>



References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> 
<3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 136.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

James Russell wrote:
> > 
> All games that go to black disk MUST be PAL, and PAL only (for SCEE release). 
Sony QA enforces this.
> I think this is because some people might switch to the wrong mode and freak 
out at their screen
> rolling up and down, and they can't read the screen to see how to switch back.
>

I wasn't sure if they enforced this policy for Total Soccer on the ETCS
disc, as the switch in total soccer was only documented on on a
newsthread. Anyway, there's no need for a video format switch for a
program on a black disc unless it is going to be exported to a different
territory.

Just a note to SCEA members: It might be a bad idea to put a PAL switch
in your game if you are planning on puting your game on a black disc in
the states. There are several "buggered" grey playstations which crash
and burn when they try to switch to PAL.

> 
>         o The program would not be compatible with all revisions of the 
Playstation.
>

I'm sure I could find a way around this... But I doubt if it's worth it.

>
>         o You'd have to do some reverse engineering. Read your license 
agreement.
> 

Yeah, that's what I thought. Doing this though would require me to
obtain several playstation roms and compare the differences between
them. However, this would be a copyright violation before it ever became
a reverse engineering issue. It probably wouldn't be worth it anyway...
It was a good idea though.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17788 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000997html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17789 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000998html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 13:16:13 +0100
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <3608E68D.78C39056@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> 
<3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk> <3608DEAC.DCE3007C@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5b1 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Darco wrote:
> 
> I wasn't sure if they enforced this policy for Total Soccer on the ETCS
> disc, as the switch in total soccer was only documented on on a
> newsthread.

As I recall, the ECTS disk wasn't a black disc - it was a silver running on blue
debug stations. If
it was on a coverdisk, it would have had to have been through QA and they would 
have jumped on a
NTSC/PAL mode switch.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

On the other hand, the early worm gets eaten.
--MESSAGE FILE 17789 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000998html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17790 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000999html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <darco@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Wed, 23 Sep 1998 16:27:19 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <360959A7.C3CB4DC1@bigfoot.com>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> 
<3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk> <3608DEAC.DCE3007C@bigfoot.com> 
<3608E68D.78C39056@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 136.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

James Russell wrote:
> 
> As I recall, the ECTS disk wasn't a black disc - it was a silver running on 
blue debug stations. If
> it was on a coverdisk, it would have had to have been through QA and they 
would have jumped on a
> NTSC/PAL mode switch.
> 

Do'h! Ok, cool.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17790 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000000999html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17791 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001000html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Thu, 24 Sep 1998 16:26:12 +0100
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <360A6494.138F@writeme.com>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com> <6tt4m2$efu9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3602988A.6117@writeme.com> <1dfllv4.qzidffe5k5vkN@a1-88-102.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: atl4-m03.publab.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 2.02 (Macintosh; I; 68K)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2502 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1000

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> I got a question about the hype of the gun all of a sutten, well this 
> is my explenation:
>
> ...
>

Hmm, call me a cynic but I don't think the general public are going for 
it. Lightguns have /never/ been anything more than a minority peripheral 
- and I think we now have a situation where there are more types of 
lightgun for the platform than there are gun games...

Shame, because I reckon lightgun games have a /lot/ of potential.

James (~mrfrosty)
--MESSAGE FILE 17791 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001000html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17792 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001001html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Lightguns
Date: Thu, 24 Sep 1998 21:15:26 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <1dfvp7r.g2oiy1ry3cgqN@a1-88-123.a1.nl>
References: <6tos65$efu5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<01bde139$6b3a24c0$f2e832a2@gbain.wav.scee.sony.co.uk> 
<36015A6C.31AE@writeme.com> <6tt4m2$efu9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<3602988A.6117@writeme.com> <1dfllv4.qzidffe5k5vkN@a1-88-102.a1.nl> 
<360A6494.138F@writeme.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-127.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered for 49 days)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2513 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1001

James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com> wrote:

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> 
> > I got a question about the hype of the gun all of a sutten, well this



> > is my explenation:
> >
> > ...
> >
> 
> Hmm, call me a cynic but I don't think the general public are going for
> it. Lightguns have /never/ been anything more than a minority peripheral
> - and I think we now have a situation where there are more types of 
> lightgun for the platform than there are gun games...
> 
> Shame, because I reckon lightgun games have a /lot/ of potential.

I agree!

I think the Hype in Holland is maybe a bit more local. It's hard to get
the gun in Holland, most shops sold them all (with TC or PB). You can
only get loose games of PB and TC. I was very pleased to find a gun with
TC. Although I prefered PB. I will buy PB now seperate.
I would like to see some more Gun compatible games, thats why we are
working on one.

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17792 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001001html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17793 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001002html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Thu, 24 Sep 1998 22:10:34 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 71
Message-ID: <6uf0vb$1mg12@scea>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Elliott Lee wrote in message <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net>...
>Heya,
>
>Anyone interested in starting a convention for doing NTSC and PAL
>initialization in their games?  How are you handling this?

Interested, yes!

But, (and I hate to be a wet blanket) considering we can't standardize
on a method for exit our programs, I doubt we could organise this.
(SELECT+START) seems to be the method favored by the original
Sony Net Yaroze demos, but not everyone followed this.  Heck, not
everyone makes it POSSIBLE to exit thier programs!  (Don't get me
wrong, if people start following a standard, I'll be all for it.)

This is pretty much why I gave up and wrote that "PAL Eater" program
on my web page because so much SCEE software was binary
only and for PAL only (especially the first round of releases).  Do any
of you SCEA members have a TV that can show PAL?  I kinda
always meant to get around to getting one, but I never could really
justify spending the money on another TV.  Instead the "PAL Eater"
program patches the Net Yaroze binary to change calls from



"SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL)" into calls to
"SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC)".  I still have not found a program
it didn't convert.  (But I'm still only 1/2 way through all the SCEE
demos/games I could find.)

I also never heard a definite answer to a question I posed maybe
a year ago:  Do SCEE members NEED to put a SetVideoMode()
call in thier code at all?  For us SCEA members, I don't even put
the call in my code, and it starts up in NTSC mode and stays there.

I always assumed that since the "brick" console must be in PAL
mode to begin with for our SCEE friends, it would stay in PAL
mode as thier Yaroze program began.  Don't tell me the Yaroze
libs always switch to NTSC before running a Yaroze executable??!!!?!
Why on earth would they do that?  That would almost guarantee at
least one "blippy" frame every time you start a program.

>The way I'm doing it right now is that one of the first routines that
>is called (when a program starts) is an initialization routine which
>checks to see if the user has held down the START button on pad 1.
>Then based on that it either initializes in 320x240 NTSC or 320x256
>NTSC.  The game is built around 320x240 NTSC, so PAL users shouldn't
>see any clipping.  (The screen can be recentered in an Options Menu
>if there are problems.)  It also initializes some other variables to
>account for the 60 fps/50 fps problem.

If anyone builds a "standard" library, it's be good to keep other
resolutions
in mind:  I like to make my games 640x480 when I can...  Or whatever the
highest resolution is for PAL.

>I'd rather not make two builds of the program and this way seems to
>be working fine---I've been cross-testing on both NTSC and PAL.

Agreed... Two builds is for the birds.  It's easy to do,  but not easy on
the
end-user, who has to download the right build, and if you include a pre
built source tree, do you prebuild both?

I'd prefer the "CD file" method myself.  For the "ARS", maybe it's just
as simple as putting that file on your PC too?  Maybe just modify "ARS"
to "know" about that special file request and fake it out appropriately?

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17793 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001002html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17794 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001003html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Robert Swan <rs108@mdx.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 08:43:01 +0100
Organization: I wish!
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <360B4985.F2D@mdx.ac.uk>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <6uf0vb$1mg12@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nova.mdx.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5 sun4u)

I try to stick to [select+start] to quit from any point in the game (no
matter how messily) as a matter of habit. Having just one key seems
strange, and it is annoying to load up people's demos and press triangle
or whatever and then have to load it again. Maybe I should read the
readme.txt files but if there is one thing I agree a lot with from Sony
is the way they stick to conventions to make games easier to pick up
(for example, making cross the most important button).

Regarding our code, if SCEE members do not put in SetVideoMode(MODE_PAL)
then it defaults to NTSC. Probably for the simple reason that out of
SCEE SCEA and SCEI two of the territories were NTSC so they printed all
the cds like that rather than print up two different sorts.

So my suggestion is, that even NTSC programs should have a call to
SetVideoMode(MODE_NTSC) simply so that when someone nice writes the
opposite of your conversion program there is actually some code for it
to find! Surely it wouldnt be hard to write the conversion program to do
the reverse transformation? I get annoyed at black/white games, it
really detracts.

On a different note, most of the problems could be solved by people
including their source allowing us to recompile should we want to. As
people may know I wish everyone would include their source code,
regardless of whether it is for CW or gnu, seeing as in a way its a bit
of arrogance that anyone would _want_ to steal any of your ideas. I mean
lets be honest, NOONE has done any groundbreaking new stuff that you
cant get out of a book or acheive with a bit of thought. 

Robert Swan
--MESSAGE FILE 17794 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001003html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17795 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001004html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Phil Gooch <philg@easynet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Resident Knievel
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 17:34:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <360BC62A.3611B986@easynet.co.uk>
References: <3600D305.DC52DBED@easynet.co.uk> <35FAE450.34D4@earthlink.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.131.140.246
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2566 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1004

Chris Ramirez wrote:

> hey phil how were you able to see the fatal fantasy game? I downloaded
> it from it and it was a zip file but then it gives me an error message
> and I can not even see what is inside of the zip it says something about
> not being able to open it ut you can change by clicking on something do
> you know any way to fix this problem?
> chris Ramirez



Hi Chris

I didn't download the game. It was on the Net Yaroze member's demo disk that
SCEE were dishing out a few months ago to people who responded to a
questionnaire.

Sorry I can't help you there

Phil

--MESSAGE FILE 17795 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001004html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17796 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001005html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <bweut98@hv.se>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 19:26:17 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <360BD239.1313FC9@hv.se>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u09ht$fsh2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36038139.3132647@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3606A123.6F9F8DE6@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: bweut98@hv.se
NNTP-Posting-Host: brage.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.6 sun4m)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2570 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1005

Elliott Lee wrote:

> I have to second that.  I have the same and have no probs with
> NTSC.  I wish it supported PAL though...  I have to use a Sony
> TV/monitor to get both.
>
> - e!
>
>

  ? are you American. The european winTV is supoosed to only support 
PAL(although
it works with NTSC)

--MESSAGE FILE 17796 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001005html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17797 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001006html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: TV Turner cards
Date: Fri, 25 Sep 1998 12:13:54 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <360BEB72.22EF074@shell.jps.net>
References: <6tt39f$efu8@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<6u09ht$fsh2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36038139.3132647@news.scea.sony.com> 
<3606A123.6F9F8DE6@shell.jps.net> <360BD239.1313FC9@hv.se>



Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2575 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1006

Brian West wrote:
> Elliott Lee wrote:
> > I have to second that.  I have the same and have no probs with
> > NTSC.  I wish it supported PAL though...  I have to use a Sony
> > TV/monitor to get both.
> >
> > - e!
> 
>   ? are you American. The european winTV is supoosed to only support 
PAL(although
> it works with NTSC)

Yeah, I'm an American.  I don't have the winTV but rather the ATI
All-In-Wonder.  I usually hook up the video and audio from my Yaroze
to my ATI as I can watch it in a window on my desktop.  Great for
screen shots or FMV capture.  But, alas, it doesn't do PAL.  That would
be great if it did.  So, one of my friends happened to run into a
Sony TV/monitor that apparently can synchronize to a PAL signal, though
it only displays the normal 320x240/640x480 instead of 320x256/640x512---I
get a little clipping on the bottom of the screen.

Thankfully, there are a few games in which you can recenter the screen.

Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17797 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001006html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17798 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001007html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Atari joystick...?
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 1998 11:51:46 -0700
Organization: Bwahaha
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <360FDAC2.2ABE499A@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2608 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1007

Completely unrelated to the Yaroze, but do any of you out there have
an old (but functional) Atari 2600-type joystick around?

Reason why is that I met up with an hold jr. highschool friend and
found out that he still had his Atari 520ST, so I bought it from him.
(Nostalgic reasons, I guess.)  Only thing is that he didn't have the



joystick any more.  The only program I can run on that thing now is
Missle Command :P, all the other games require a joystick... :(

So ... if anyone would like to donate or sell of your old 520ST-
compatible joystick, can you please send me an e-mail?  Thanks!

primary address: tenchi@shell.jps.net
secondary address: tenchi@cisco.com

-- 
Mata ne,           ...                                          ...
- e!             ::'              tenchi@shell.jps.net            '::
  (Protocol)    ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze -/- Nemesis  ::
  (Tenchikun)    ::.           http://www.jps.net/tenchi          .::
                   '''                                          '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17798 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001007html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17799 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001008html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Herbert <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Thu, 01 Oct 1998 02:49:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <3612DF9B.C9467AAD@ndirect.co.uk>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> 
<3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk> <3608DEAC.DCE3007C@bigfoot.com>
Reply-To: aherbert@ndirect.co.uk
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-29.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)

Darco wrote:

> >
> >         o You'd have to do some reverse engineering. Read your license 
agreement.
> >
>
> Yeah, that's what I thought. Doing this though would require me to
> obtain several playstation roms and compare the differences between
> them. However, this would be a copyright violation before it ever became
> a reverse engineering issue. It probably wouldn't be worth it anyway...
> It was a good idea though.
>
> 'Darco

And what about future ROM revisions?

Here's my thinking.  The PSX must knows whether it's a PAL or NTSC machine, as 
it has to boot in the
correct mode.  So, either the ROMs are different, or the boot code detects 
something in the hardware.
Oops, back to reverse engineering again.



Herbs

--MESSAGE FILE 17799 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001008html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17800 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001009html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: NTSC/PAL start-up convention?
Date: Wed, 30 Sep 1998 23:21:01 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <36131F4D.BAF87D53@shell.jps.net>
References: <3607F5AA.60709B48@shell.jps.net> <36081880.C9DA4042@bigfoot.com> 
<3608263F.7A3DD087@shell.jps.net> <36083423.FEFAE3D9@bigfoot.com> 
<3608C318.1C20B369@scee.sony.co.uk> <3608DEAC.DCE3007C@bigfoot.com> 
<3612DF9B.C9467AAD@ndirect.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn2.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

You know, I was thinking about this a while ago: it would be so great
if we could set up interrupt callbacks and have a hi-res timer.  I
would love to set things up to run at a virtual like 300 frames/sec
and have it aliased to 60/50 frames a second.  Functions would be
required to unsort the sorted GPU commands, though.  But, the overall
effect would make it pretty easy to bridge the cross-platform
differences.

Random thoughts,
- e!

Alex Herbert wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote:
> 
> > >
> > >         o You'd have to do some reverse engineering. Read your license 
agreement.
> > >
> >
> > Yeah, that's what I thought. Doing this though would require me to
> > obtain several playstation roms and compare the differences between
> > them. However, this would be a copyright violation before it ever became
> > a reverse engineering issue. It probably wouldn't be worth it anyway...
> > It was a good idea though.
> >
> > 'Darco
> 
> And what about future ROM revisions?
> 
> Here's my thinking.  The PSX must knows whether it's a PAL or NTSC machine, as
it has to boot in the
> correct mode.  So, either the ROMs are different, or the boot code detects 
something in the hardware.
> Oops, back to reverse engineering again.
> 
> Herbs

-- 



Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17800 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001009html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17801 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001010html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Does anybody here archive the Electronics Boutique newsletter????
Date: Thu, 1 Oct 1998 17:31:24 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <6v0ros$4i42@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port52.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

There was an offer a week or so ago to straight trade two old N64 cart for
NFL Blitz.....

If someone subscibes to the EB World newsletter and still has a copy of that
one around (with the NFL Blitz promo) could it be forwarded to
titan@vianet.on.ca

Hopefully with someones help I'll be able to get a copy of Blitz for
absolutely nothin'

Steve Tolin

--MESSAGE FILE 17801 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001010html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17802 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001011html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <steve@microdot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Does anybody here archive the Electronics Boutique newsletter????
Date: Fri, 2 Oct 1998 14:25:08 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <6v3fnp$4i47@scea>
References: <6v0ros$4i42@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gateway.connext.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

They have them sitting around in the stores, or you can ask the clerk for
one.  I had to get another for the $25 rebate off my new Viper 550 Riva TNT
card. :)

-Steve

Steve Tolin wrote in message <6v0ros$4i42@scea>...
>There was an offer a week or so ago to straight trade two old N64 cart for
>NFL Blitz.....
>
>If someone subscibes to the EB World newsletter and still has a copy of



that
>one around (with the NFL Blitz promo) could it be forwarded to
>titan@vianet.on.ca
>
>Hopefully with someones help I'll be able to get a copy of Blitz for
>absolutely nothin'
>
>Steve Tolin
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17802 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001011html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17803 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001012html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Does anybody here archive the Electronics Boutique newsletter????
Date: Sat, 3 Oct 1998 11:09:37 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <6v5e4v$4i48@scea>
References: <6v0ros$4i42@scea> <6v3fnp$4i47@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port15.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

What I'm looking for is the listserv mailing list that ebworld.com sends
out....

My local EB says that that promotion never existed and unless I have some
sort of proof I'm dead in the water...

Thanks anyways..

Steve Spiller wrote in message <6v3fnp$4i47@scea>...
>They have them sitting around in the stores, or you can ask the clerk for
>one.  I had to get another for the $25 rebate off my new Viper 550 Riva TNT
>card. :)
>
>-Steve
>
>Steve Tolin wrote in message <6v0ros$4i42@scea>...
>>There was an offer a week or so ago to straight trade two old N64 cart for
>>NFL Blitz.....
>>
>>If someone subscibes to the EB World newsletter and still has a copy of
>that
>>one around (with the NFL Blitz promo) could it be forwarded to
>>titan@vianet.on.ca
>>
>>Hopefully with someones help I'll be able to get a copy of Blitz for
>>absolutely nothin'
>>
>>Steve Tolin
>>
>>
>>
>>
>



>

--MESSAGE FILE 17803 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001012html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17804 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001013html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sat, 10 Oct 1998 13:25:05 +0100
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <6vq73v$81e1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey Yaroze People....

I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
people.

Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.

Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 17804 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001013html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17805 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001014html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 18:06:19 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <1dgqsuj.158k7591rq8vsiN@a1-88-119.a1.nl>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-119.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac> wrote:

> Hey Yaroze People....
> 
> I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
> American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
> in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
> projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
> the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
> people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support



> people.
> 
> Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
> part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
> strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
> here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.
> 
> Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!

Ask for Cris Deering ;-)
Good luck, the NY-team is not always that supportive..

DEnnis..

PS. Otherwise a new european NY is half the price of an US one, the
european NY is 229 pounds at the moment.
--MESSAGE FILE 17805 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001014html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17806 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001015html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sat, 10 Oct 1998 18:05:53 +0100
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <6vqnif$81e2@scea>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea> <1dgqsuj.158k7591rq8vsiN@a1-88-119.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; I)

Got a phone Number or E-mail Dennis?

Will

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac> wrote:
>
> > Hey Yaroze People....
> >
> > I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
> > American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
> > in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
> > projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
> > the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
> > people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
> > people.
> >
> > Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
> > part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
> > strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
> > here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.
> >
> > Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!
>
> Ask for Cris Deering ;-)
> Good luck, the NY-team is not always that supportive..



>
> DEnnis..
>
> PS. Otherwise a new european NY is half the price of an US one, the
> european NY is 229 pounds at the moment.

--MESSAGE FILE 17806 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001015html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17807 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001016html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 14:39:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <3620FB56.C8249F28@datasys.net>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 101.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

William Atkin wrote:
> 
> Hey Yaroze People....
> 
> I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
> American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
> in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
> projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
> the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
> people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
> people.
> 
> Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
> part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
> strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
> here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.
> 
> Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!

If you are really in a bind, you can buy a european playstation and
replace the power suply yourself. It should be a relitively simple
operation, the power supply should be modular. However, this wastes
$129... And Sony probably wouldn't like you doing this anyway. But it
should work. Then again... Different models might have different
motherboard voltage requirements... I don't think this is the case
though, but don't sue me if you try this and you fry your motherboard. 

Are you sure it was a capacitors and not the fuse?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17807 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001016html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17808 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001017html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P



Date: Mon, 12 Oct 1998 00:19:08 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <1dgr8dv.1oon15he7p1eqN@a1-88-135.a1.nl>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea> <1dgqsuj.158k7591rq8vsiN@a1-88-119.a1.nl> 
<6vqnif$81e2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-135.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3 (unregistered)

William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac> wrote:

> Got a phone Number or E-mail Dennis?
> 
> Will

He's the main man at SCEE, sorry, I don't have that info...yet..

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17808 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001017html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17809 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001018html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 14:09:45 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <6vsumd$mlt12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea> <3620FB56.C8249F28@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; I)

Oh yes... I'm sure,
    I opened up the thing and the large capacitor looked like a soiled Jiffy
pop container, not to mention there was a large clump of sticky residue
spattered all over the top of the system.

I was thinking of just getting another playstation, but 129 is alot of $$$$.
I would much rather have this thing repaired by the book.

Do you know the e-mail of the SCEA repair boys or should I just send a general
message to "yarozeinfo_scea@interactive.sony.com" which is posted on the SCEA
Yaroze homepage?

Will

Darco wrote:

> If you are really in a bind, you can buy a european playstation and
> replace the power suply yourself. It should be a relitively simple
> operation, the power supply should be modular. However, this wastes
> $129... And Sony probably wouldn't like you doing this anyway. But it
> should work. Then again... Different models might have different
> motherboard voltage requirements... I don't think this is the case
> though, but don't sue me if you try this and you fry your motherboard.
>
> Are you sure it was a capacitors and not the fuse?
>



> 'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17809 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001018html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17810 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001019html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Mon, 12 Oct 1998 12:17:36 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <3621f308.524379@205.149.189.29>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.194.16.4
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

William,

As I said in email to you, this information has been forwarded to the
proper people at SCEA. Give them a few working days to figure out what
needs to be done.

Mario

On Sat, 10 Oct 1998 13:25:05 +0100, William Atkin
<"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk> wrote:

>Hey Yaroze People....
>
>I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
>American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
>in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
>projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
>the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
>people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
>people.
>
>Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
>part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
>strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
>here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.
>
>Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 17810 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001019html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17811 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001021html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: William Atkin <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.hardware
Subject: Re: Dead Yaroze :P
Date: Sun, 11 Oct 1998 23:09:26 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 97
Message-ID: <6vtuaa$nec2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6vq73v$81e1@scea> <36225d79.16835686@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
A3FB814E77FF9165165E0ECA"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (Win95; I)

--------------A3FB814E77FF9165165E0ECA
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

THANKS ALOT!!!!

I really appreciate it,

Will Atkin

Jerry Jessop wrote:

> William,
>
> We can find a reasonable to take care of the problem in an expediant
> manner. I also have an excellent long term fix for your 110/220 vac
> problem.
>
> You can contact me directly or I will email you with a few options
> after I discuss the situation with Don Thomas and or Mario.
>
> Regards,
>
> Jerry Jessop
> Hardware Engineer
> SCEA
>
> On Sat, 10 Oct 1998 13:25:05 +0100, William Atkin
> <"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk> wrote:
>
> >Hey Yaroze People....
> >
> >I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.  I am registered as an
> >American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying games
> >in the UK.  Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it for
> >projects.  Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it blew one of
> >the capacitors on the power circuit board.  I asked the UK support
> >people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
> >people.
> >
> >Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
> >part.  Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
> >strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will be
> >here for quite a while I don't mind switching over  to 220v.
> >
> >Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!
> >

--------------A3FB814E77FF9165165E0ECA
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN">
<HTML>
<FONT SIZE=+4>THANKS ALOT!!!!</FONT><FONT SIZE=-1></FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE=-1>I really appreciate it,</FONT><FONT SIZE=-1></FONT>
<P><FONT SIZE=-1>Will Atkin</FONT>
<P>Jerry Jessop wrote:



<BLOCKQUOTE TYPE=CITE>William,
<P>We can find a reasonable to take care of the problem in an expediant
<BR>manner. I also have an excellent long term fix for your 110/220 vac
<BR>problem.
<P>You can contact me directly or I will email you with a few options
<BR>after I discuss the situation with Don Thomas and or Mario.
<P>Regards,
<P>Jerry Jessop
<BR>Hardware Engineer
<BR>SCEA
<P>On Sat, 10 Oct 1998 13:25:05 +0100, William Atkin
<BR>&lt;"u9722039"@bournemouth.ac,uk> wrote:
<P>>Hey Yaroze People....
<BR>>
<BR>>I'm in a bit of a bind with my Yaroze here.&nbsp; I am registered
as an
<BR>>American member to the Yaroze program, but right now I'm studying
games
<BR>>in the UK.&nbsp; Of course I brought my Yaroze to the UK to use it
for
<BR>>projects.&nbsp; Unfortunately, I bought a Sh*tty converter and it
blew one of
<BR>>the capacitors on the power circuit board.&nbsp; I asked the UK support
<BR>>people about it and they said tough luck... talk to the American support
<BR>>people.
<BR>>
<BR>>Anyone know who I should get in touch with about getting a replacment
<BR>>part.&nbsp; Since that horrible occurrence I have invested in an industrial
<BR>>strength converter so a new 110v board will be fine, but since I will
be
<BR>>here for quite a while I don't mind switching over&nbsp; to 220v.
<BR>>
<BR>>Help, I am without my Yaroze and it Sucks!!!!
<BR>></BLOCKQUOTE>
</HTML>

--------------A3FB814E77FF9165165E0ECA--

--MESSAGE FILE 17811 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001021html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17812 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001022html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Silence
Date: Thu, 15 Oct 1998 17:54:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36266F05.44E34C32@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 297.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

*Darco drops a pin*

It seems like most of the newsgroup traffic is being channeled to the
european newsgroups -- and these are collecting dust.

Peh. Just an observation... Anyway, I'll just dump some of the things
I'm currently working on:



A new version of combine that supports compression... I'm using the Byte
Pair Encoding system because it's simple to implement, extremely
flexible(You could decompress it backwards if you really wanted to),
gets moderate compression ratios(we'll see...), and has a FAST
decompression speed. The system is also rugged - if a byte gets fried
only a small amount of data is affected. The implementation will be
nearly transparent - implementation only requires 2 extra lines of code.

Byte Pair Encoding is neat... It's a random access compression scheme.
You could start decompressing in the middle of a file--you can even
decompress backwards! You can do all sorts of funkie stuff... But I
won't be doing any of that. :( Just linear decompresson for the PSX
side, and variable levels of compression for the PC side.

I'll post it once I've got it working and tidied up the source a bit. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17812 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001022html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17813 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001023html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro2-240.barrie.connex.net!user
From: kennedy@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: *ping*
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 01:07:00 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 119
Message-ID: <kennedy-1610980107000001@pro2-240.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro2-240.barrie.connex.net

This is a RANT!

I lost my Hard drive, my server died, my SGI boxes are nothing more than
HUGE X-windowing paperweights. And boy am I in a funk..

Well it has happened.

The North American arena of the Net Yaroze members has trickled to a
stand-still.

Since Bill Rehbock left for the VM Labs project; taking most of the vital
organs of the Net Yaroze program along with him, the North American sector
of Net Yaroze has been hit with the largest case of Membership Lethargy
That I have seen.

There are a few reasons for this:

First of which is the Net Yaroze developers web-site. My Gosh! Even the
much bally-hooed king crimson of software sites MICROSOFT.COM has a more
exciting web-site than what I have to see.

I am being Very Critical here. I do not apologise for this. Mr. Purdue may
be offended by this, but this is a MUCH bigger issue than he. I'm telling
it like it is.

Since I have been on the Internet since the Stone Age, I have seen the
comings and goings of the way things are done and not done in regard to
the World Wide Web.

Stagnation is NOT a viable Option!



The Net Yaroze member site can only be described as boring as cold sticky
morning porridge.

This is an important factor here. The yaroze program is for hobbyists who
will praise the virtues of the platform to their friends, and indirectly
stimulate the development of budding persons who wish to grow up to be
Game Developers of Intereactive Computer Entertainment.

Why is it that the program that was so successful here, is left to rot,
while the Yaroze Team in England at Waverly House are putting us to shame
with their innovative look and feel, and savvy when it comes to a really
pretty web-site.
It looks like aready we have some North American detail defecting to Europe...
Oh, yes, get the really good 2:1  AKA 220/110 Volt step down transformer
if you plan NOT to blow up your Yaroze... 

Web-site maintenance is one thing, but come on!

It IS really nice to know about the last On-line conference of SURVIVAL
that took place last August, in 1997! It is So Nice that I'd rather go to
the local cemetery and stare at monuments or something!
And Java bits and ActiveX containers that are broken? Why do we want to
see the broken bits. Its like being forced to drive in a Rusted/ dented
rental car.

So that is the first part that is poor for morale.

The real question that I am asking here is: Where are the Sony people?
Specifically, where is J. Patton??

I met J. At the E3 meet in Atlanta last May, and my impression of J. Was
that he was a really decent fellow. But decent or not he should be putting
press releases on the Yaroze site at least once every Quarter!
If J. Is going to be the Leader of the Net Yaroze program here in North
America, I'd like to keep up with what is happening. Even if it is a "The
Weather Here in San Fransisco is Just Fine Thank You" kind of Press
release. 

We Need Something! 

Programmers are human too, When what is happening in the Net Yaroze is
less invigorating than flipping on the tube and watching an episode of
"Frasier" then the Project is going to go down-hill.

The Net Yaroze program is MUCH, MUCH, MUCH more than just an add-in
featured PlayStation that some technophile bought Just Because it cost
more than $500!

The Philosphy of the Net Yaroze Program is to "Lets Go Do It Together".
This driving force that is something akin to me as a child going to build
a tree fort with my friends.

ME: "Hey, Why don't we make a Tree Fort!"

FRIEND1: "Yeah! That would be Neat!"

ME: "We could be Pirates!"

FRIEND2: "Oh, and we could make a secret door!"

ME: "Cool!, Let Do It!"

FRIEND1: "Yeah, LETS GO!"



It is very easy now to visualise the actions that occur after this dialog.

Currently in the Net Yaroze Program, this has not been the case. It alarms
me to see that this kind of mentality that was put out by the initial team
of Bill Rehbock and Greg LaBrec is now woefully missing in our gathering.

Al I am doing is rattling the cage a bit. I think that there would be some
benefits to stirring up the web-site a bit. Making some "R-ah R-ah R-ah"
noises and getting some activity together. Otherwise, dust is going to
gather on the black Playstations, and then where will we be?

The time for Grieving about August 1997 is past. We have to have some info
on Whats happening in Novemeber. The December. Then in 1999 We celebrate
One Less Year until I have to suffer from the Milleneum BUG!

When I see the good people putting out posts of the sound of a PIN
dropping, the radar goes into high-res mode and I goto Yellow Alert.

Always pays to be cautious.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17813 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001023html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17814 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001024html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Silence
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 22:56:03 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <3627ce81.13150413@205.149.189.29>
References: <36266F05.44E34C32@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

As I've said before, the majority of the NA discussions take place
during the weekly chats. 

I look forward to seeing your code when it's done.

Mario

On Thu, 15 Oct 1998 17:54:13 -0400, Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

>*Darco drops a pin*
>
>[snip]
--MESSAGE FILE 17814 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001024html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17815 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001025html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: *ping*
Date: Fri, 16 Oct 1998 19:05:49 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3627D14D.FBDF3B7A@datasys.net>
References: <kennedy-1610980107000001@pro2-240.barrie.connex.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 203.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

I didn't realize that my post would prevoke such a reaction, but this is
a good thing. I've felt like that for a while now... Just didn't quite
know how to put it into words.

And now... What to do. It would seem... It would seem as though there
should be more user feedback. For instance, I do good webpage graphics.
When (or perhaps IF would be a better word) the page needed a face lift,
I could help design the new layout.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17815 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001025html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17816 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001026html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: *ping*
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 1998 12:18:26 -0500
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 168
Message-ID: <70ait8$alr9@scea>
References: <kennedy-1610980107000001@pro2-240.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Sean Kennedy wrote in message ...
>This is a RANT!
>The North American arena of the Net Yaroze members has trickled to a
>stand-still.

>Since Bill Rehbock left for the VM Labs project; taking most of the vital
>organs of the Net Yaroze program along with him, the North American sector
>of Net Yaroze has been hit with the largest case of Membership Lethargy
>That I have seen.

This is *my* rant.

What do you expect Sony to do about it?  This is supposed to be
a *member supported* goup.  In other words, Sony gave us the
tools, and it's up to us to do stuff with them.  Yeah, maybe they'll
have updates once in a while, but the original stuff was much much
better than what you'd get on those "console hacker dude" web
sites.  Look at the stuff I've done, with the same Sony tools as
everyone else got.

I get so tired of people complaining about the state of SCEA Net
Yaroze, but very little being *produced* by our membership.

I also get so tire of people touting thier super-graphics web pages
or lamenting there terrible HTML skills.  Get over it,  Net Yaroze
isn't about a great personal web page.  I'd rather check out plain



text (fast loading) web pages with CONTENT that pages that take
forever to load because they have tons of logos and stuff, and then
just say "check back often for updates!!!".  You spent $750 for the
priveledge of programming a Playstation, not creating a web
page!!!  You can get web page space for FREE!!!  You'll make
alot more money as a good programmer than as a good web
page designer.  Put your time where it is best spent!

Start small, and work your way up.  Check out my member web
page to see a great progression.  I would not have been able to
make "Haunted Maze" without making "ballpad" first!

Sean, I just checked out your web page, and it's all very nice to
see all kinds of links to outside "rocketry" sites, and all that other
stuff you're interested in.  Now, how about putting some YAROZE
related content up?  Other than "Big news, Sean is back in the
Yaroze world!!!  Check back often!!!"  There are some other cases
of this also.  Why do some people insist on mixing all your hobbies.
How about Yaroze related stuff on your YAROZE site, and maybe
a nice pointer to your other stuff for people who are really interested?
I humbly suggest my member page for an example.

Heck, even the SCEE membership activity largely consists of
DEnnis posting in thier freetalk group, and flamewars.  Jeeze,
I have like 500 unread scee freetalk messages related to the
DEnnis/Tanvir debacle.  Sheesh, I really don't need that here on the
SCEA sites too!!!  The big difference between SCEE and us
is that they find the time to sit down and program something
inbetween thier freetalk noise.

Rather than just complain though, here are some suggestions:

1) Net Yaroze price.
I know at least 5 people at work who are awsome software engineers,
who also like videogames.  They would *love* to get into the Yaroze
program, but it's hard to justify $750 to the wife.  (in general).  Our
SCEE friends have had two price drops already, and I think they are
currently the quivelent of about $250???  Jeeze, I'd really like to get
my friends in, and $250 would easily bring an influx of new members.
I've already written to the SCEA honchos, and the response was
"no".  So much for that.

2) Net Yaroze get-together
Admittedly, I dropped the ball on this one.  I was going to have one
at my place in August, but due to many many things, I let it slide.
However, I'm here to atone!  Anyone who can get to the Chicago
area is welcome to attend a Net Yaroze get-together at my house.
we'll have it in early January, when the snow is deep, and the weather
is otherwise terrible, perfect for staying inside and concentrating
on making games!  Send me email if you are interested:
fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu
We'll pick the exact weekend in the next few weeks.  People are
welcome to come over on Friday evening, and all day Satuday and
Sunday, some of the times, or all of the times!  Sorry, if you coming
from out of town, you'll need to find a place to stay at night, but there
are several hotels in the nearby area.  Contact me if you need and
I'll make up a list for you to check with.  Sorry, I can't extend it into
the
weekdays, I do have to work.

3) Group project.
Anyone interested in making a side-scrolling action adventure?
I still want to make one.  I need a graphics artist and a musician and
sound effect person.  I think I can program it alone,  what I need is



art and music.  Play the shareware "Hocus Pocus" PC game to get
an idea of what I'm thinking.  Then Email me if you're into that sort of
game.

4) Minor web page change
I'd like to have an option to list the member pages in the order that
they have been updated.  How about getting to a small (fast) page
that says "Member pages alphabetically or by date", then taking
you to the pages (sorted as requested).  NOT like the SCEE wait for
one sorted listing before you can choose to wait for the OTHER
sorted listing.  People really need to be more sensitive of how long
people need to wait, and what they are waiting for, when they
design web pages.

>This is an important factor here. The yaroze program is for hobbyists who
>will praise the virtues of the platform to their friends, and indirectly
>stimulate the development of budding persons who wish to grow up to be
>Game Developers of Intereactive Computer Entertainment.

Like I mentioned, I tried, but $750 is a big chunk of money.  Even for
well paid engineers.  I'm very fortunate that my wife is so understanding
about my hobbies.

>Why is it that the program that was so successful here, is left to rot,
>while the Yaroze Team in England at Waverly House are putting us to shame
>with their innovative look and feel, and savvy when it comes to a really
>pretty web-site.

Again, WHO CARES what the web site LOOKS like, thats B.S.  I don't
have a problem with the look or organazation of our SCEA web site
framework.  The action is *supposed* to be on the member web pages.
As long as the "official" website framework directs you to the web
pages, thats all we really need.

>Web-site maintenance is one thing, but come on!
>It IS really nice to know about the last On-line conference of SURVIVAL
>that took place last August, in 1997! It is So Nice that I'd rather go to
>the local cemetery and stare at monuments or something!
>And Java bits and ActiveX containers that are broken? Why do we want to
>see the broken bits. Its like being forced to drive in a Rusted/ dented
>rental car.

What is broken?  The only problem I've encounted is Greg LaBrec's
web page description.  No big deal.  Did anyone mention it to Sony?
Now I have.  Can someone fix that?

>The real question that I am asking here is: Where are the Sony people?
>Specifically, where is J. Patton??
>
>I met J. At the E3 meet in Atlanta last May, and my impression of J. Was
>that he was a really decent fellow. But decent or not he should be putting
>press releases on the Yaroze site at least once every Quarter!
>If J. Is going to be the Leader of the Net Yaroze program here in North
>America, I'd like to keep up with what is happening. Even if it is a "The
>Weather Here in San Fransisco is Just Fine Thank You" kind of Press
>release.
>
>We Need Something!

I hardly think a "weather" press release is the answer.  What we need



are programs/games/demos from ourselves, the members.

>Al I am doing is rattling the cage a bit. I think that there would be some
>benefits to stirring up the web-site a bit. Making some "R-ah R-ah R-ah"
>noises and getting some activity together. Otherwise, dust is going to
>gather on the black Playstations, and then where will we be?

Okay, your rattling got me to post the Chicago Net Yaroze get-together.  :-)

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17816 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001026html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17817 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001027html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Net Yaroze link
Date: Sat, 17 Oct 1998 17:16:25 -0400
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <36290929.5D4B753@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

Is there an official net yaroze image to use when linking to the net
yaroze site?  Not the banners at the bottom of
  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/
I'd like to put a small image of the net yaroze logo for the link.  I
want something that I can put in the bottom right corner of a web page
and isn't an animated gif.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17817 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001027html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17818 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001028html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Combine v1.4
Date: Mon, 19 Oct 1998 07:40:56 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 83.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1028 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2813

Check out the new version of combine. This one supports wildcards, and
all sorts of cool stuff. You can't make it any easier to add datafiles
to your project!



The next version should hopefully support BPE compression. 

Help me out and download this, I need some input. I also need to know if
there are any bugs in the program... the source is included.

It lives here: http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/CMBNV1_4.ZIP
(Yes, caps matter)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17818 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001028html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17819 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001029html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.4
Date: Mon, 19 Oct 1998 20:44:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <362ba46f.129867535@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-141-20.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1029 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2816

Just curious Darco, how goes the tutorials?

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17819 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001029html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17820 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001030html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.4
Date: Tue, 20 Oct 1998 07:39:54 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <362C768A.F36D69E2@datasys.net>
References: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net> 
<362ba46f.129867535@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 296.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1030 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2817

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
> Just curious Darco, how goes the tutorials?
> 

Time is a MAJOR factor, and is unfortunately something that I don't have
much of.



Doing school, working on a big yaroze project (possibly 2 in the near
future), working after school for TSA... The tutorials just have to find
some nook in between.

It's one of those things that you go "Ahh-hah! This is what I should do!
This is a good idea" when you think about it, and "AhhHAGRHGRHAGH!!!"
when you go to implement it. 

The progression has been godaweful slow, but I haven't given up... yet.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17820 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001030html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17821 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001031html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: SCEA Group Project.
Date: Tue, 20 Oct 1998 20:26:56 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <70j94d$cv31@scea>
References: <kennedy-1610980107000001@pro2-240.barrie.connex.net> 
<70ait8$alr9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port113.vianet.on.ca
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I also think the time is right to start a group project..

The idea is in the very, VERY early stages..   Basically just the desire to
develop a 2D side scroller of professional quality...
We are currently discussing plans during our chat times on Saturday nights
at 9:00PM Est.

Are you gonna get in on this EdF???

Any feedback can be directed towards myself....but preferably in the chats
on Saturday nights..

Also, I just leave the Yaroze Chat Window open when I'm on the internet....
I encourage others to jump in and check out what else is happening...

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

>3) Group project.
>Anyone interested in making a side-scrolling action adventure?
>I still want to make one.  I need a graphics artist and a musician and
>sound effect person.  I think I can program it alone,  what I need is
>art and music.  Play the shareware "Hocus Pocus" PC game to get
>an idea of what I'm thinking.  Then Email me if you're into that sort of
>game.
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17821 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001031html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17822 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001032html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.4
Date: Wed, 21 Oct 1998 16:23:12 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <362DFC60.75BB@manc.u-net.com>
References: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1032 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2829

Darco wrote:
> Check out the new version of combine. This one supports wildcards, and
> all sorts of cool stuff. You can't make it any easier to add datafiles
> to your project!

Cool Darco, nice one!  This is proving EXTREMELY useful to me, saving
on all those really annoying problems caused by changing something
even just slightly.  My NineBall game may actually eventually get
finished now ;-)
I tried recompiling it using Turbo C++ 3.0 for DOS (to lose the
DATA_ part in the #defines - just a preferences thing), but it now
won't work properly -- ie. the "data\*.*" wildcard arg in the batch
file method now doesn't work, so I reverted back to the trusty default
which works perfectly.  What did you compile it with?
It's okay though, I'll either get used to using DATA_ or manually
delete them from the header.h
The only thing I can suggest to improve it (apart from perhaps more
flexibility with the #define naming) is to tabulate the addresses
so they are all aligned, I think a "\t\t" in the fprintf should do it,
but that's really trivial.

I've been looking for this utility ever since I got the Yaroze,
so thanks greatly for releasing it.  (was just too damn lazy I guess
to write my own)  Be sure to tell James Russell about it so he can put
it in the utils link section of his FAQ, if you haven't already done
so.

Cheers!
Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17822 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001032html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17823 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001033html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.4
Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 19:14:37 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 45



Message-ID: <362FBC5D.60B479BC@datasys.net>
References: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net> <362DFC60.75BB@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 281.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1033 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2840

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> Cool Darco, nice one!  This is proving EXTREMELY useful to me, saving
> on all those really annoying problems caused by changing something
> even just slightly.  My NineBall game may actually eventually get
> finished now ;-)
>

cool! Someone has benefited from my work! ;)

> I tried recompiling it using Turbo C++ 3.0 for DOS (to lose the
> DATA_ part in the #defines - just a preferences thing), but it now
> won't work properly -- ie. the "data\*.*" wildcard arg in the batch
> file method now doesn't work, so I reverted back to the trusty default
> which works perfectly.  What did you compile it with?

I wrote and compiled it with Djgpp. It should compile fine under
everything...It's pure 100% ANSI C. BTW: If you want to get the
arguments working, I think you have to link an object... Wildargs.obj I
think. However, I think TC++ will choke on the position offset... I'll
fix that in the next release.

> It's okay though, I'll either get used to using DATA_ or manually
> delete them from the header.h
> The only thing I can suggest to improve it (apart from perhaps more
> flexibility with the #define naming) is to tabulate the addresses
> so they are all aligned, I think a "\t\t" in the fprintf should do it,
> but that's really trivial.
> 

Actually... I've already added the "\t\t"... ;) I added it a day after I
released v1.4. I'm working on v1.5 right now, and I'll upload it after I
get finished adding a few more features.

> I've been looking for this utility ever since I got the Yaroze,
> so thanks greatly for releasing it.  (was just too damn lazy I guess
> to write my own)  Be sure to tell James Russell about it so he can put
> it in the utils link section of his FAQ, if you haven't already done
> so.
> 

I'm glad you like it! Everyone who's tried it has loved it. I'm glad
it's going over well with people.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17823 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001033html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17824 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001034html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Combine v1.5 - A worthy update



Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 21:26:21 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <362FDB3D.7717A2B9@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 281.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1034 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2842

Ok, there's alot of new stuff in this version so pay attention.

James - I've implemented all of your sudjestions into this version, so
you are set and ready to go.

Here's a complete list of changes:

*** Version 1.5.0

o Added formatting to the C header file. (Kinda works, kinda doesn't...)
o Removed the '-a' argument, use '@' instead.
o Added error detection to make sure you don't add too many files.
o Added the '-s' argument for compression, but it isn't supported.
  Just letting you know what to expect in the future...
o Increased the maximum number of files. 96 is your limit now.
o The pointer offsets should now be correct for TC++ 3.0 (should be...)
o Added the 'DATA_START_POS' macro to the C header file.
o Renamed the 'DATA_END' macro to 'DATA_END_POS'
o Added more tests to the 'strip_ext' subroutine. This is trivial.
o File size of combine.exe has been cut in half.
o Added the ability to change the macro prefix.
  ('-p' & '-P';See COMBINE.TXT)
o Added the ability to change the position offset value from the
  command line. ('-f' argument; see COMBINE.TXT for details)
o Various other minor cosmetic adjustments.

Common now, download it and give me your input. Everyone who's tried it
has liked it. Tell me what you think!

http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/CMBNV1_5.ZIP

'Darco

(Sorry about posting in this newsgroup -- future messages of this nature
will be posted in the announcements newsgroup. Just trying to get some
attention)
--MESSAGE FILE 17824 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001034html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17825 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001035html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <titan@vianet.on.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.4
Date: Thu, 22 Oct 1998 22:09:52 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 59
Message-ID: <70oocm$cv310@scea>
References: <362B2548.CFF984B2@datasys.net> <362DFC60.75BB@manc.u-net.com> 
<362FBC5D.60B479BC@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port64.vianet.on.ca



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1035 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2843

Hey man....

I've been using it since the start..  Hehehhe

It's a great program...  glad I could be the one to be testing it..

Steve Tolin
titan@vianet.on.ca

Darco wrote in message <362FBC5D.60B479BC@datasys.net>...
>James Shaughnessy wrote:
>>
>> Cool Darco, nice one!  This is proving EXTREMELY useful to me, saving
>> on all those really annoying problems caused by changing something
>> even just slightly.  My NineBall game may actually eventually get
>> finished now ;-)
>>
>
>cool! Someone has benefited from my work! ;)
>
>> I tried recompiling it using Turbo C++ 3.0 for DOS (to lose the
>> DATA_ part in the #defines - just a preferences thing), but it now
>> won't work properly -- ie. the "data\*.*" wildcard arg in the batch
>> file method now doesn't work, so I reverted back to the trusty default
>> which works perfectly.  What did you compile it with?
>
>I wrote and compiled it with Djgpp. It should compile fine under
>everything...It's pure 100% ANSI C. BTW: If you want to get the
>arguments working, I think you have to link an object... Wildargs.obj I
>think. However, I think TC++ will choke on the position offset... I'll
>fix that in the next release.
>
>> It's okay though, I'll either get used to using DATA_ or manually
>> delete them from the header.h
>> The only thing I can suggest to improve it (apart from perhaps more
>> flexibility with the #define naming) is to tabulate the addresses
>> so they are all aligned, I think a "\t\t" in the fprintf should do it,
>> but that's really trivial.
>>
>
>Actually... I've already added the "\t\t"... ;) I added it a day after I
>released v1.4. I'm working on v1.5 right now, and I'll upload it after I
>get finished adding a few more features.
>
>> I've been looking for this utility ever since I got the Yaroze,
>> so thanks greatly for releasing it.  (was just too damn lazy I guess
>> to write my own)  Be sure to tell James Russell about it so he can put
>> it in the utils link section of his FAQ, if you haven't already done
>> so.
>>
>
>I'm glad you like it! Everyone who's tried it has loved it. I'm glad
>it's going over well with people.
>
>'Darco



--MESSAGE FILE 17825 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001035html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17826 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001036html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-169.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: *ping*
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 02:33:00 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 79
Message-ID: <developer-2310980233000001@pro1-169.barrie.connex.net>
References: <kennedy-1610980107000001@pro2-240.barrie.connex.net> 
<70ait8$alr9@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-169.barrie.connex.net

In article <70ait8$alr9@scea>, "Ed Federmeyer"
<fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:
> This is *my* rant.
> 
> Start small, and work your way up.  Check out my member web
> page to see a great progression.  I would not have been able to
> make "Haunted Maze" without making "ballpad" first!
> 
> Sean, I just checked out your web page, and it's all very nice to
> see all kinds of links to outside "rocketry" sites, and all that other
> stuff you're interested in.  Now, how about putting some YAROZE
> related content up?  Other than "Big news, Sean is back in the
> Yaroze world!!!  Check back often!!!"  There are some other cases
> of this also.  Why do some people insist on mixing all your hobbies.
> How about Yaroze related stuff on your YAROZE site, and maybe
> a nice pointer to your other stuff for people who are really interested?
> I humbly suggest my member page for an example.

Hi Ed.
Excellent points. I was fully anticipating that someone would look at the 
DECREPIT state of my member page. Heh, it goes to show that there ARE
members who like to be involved. Yes, I am guilty of web-stasis too, I
accept that I am guilty of that crime. And I make an attempt to at least
once every two months to change my content. 
The rant even got me to link up the E3 picts that I had sitting at work.
And yes, the "Other Hobby" pointers were Just the sentence used to
describe the most other significant hobby I am involved with.

As for the yaroze, for a time there last spring it looked like I had
bought a CAN$1300 black playstation that I could play both Japanese
versions of Final Fantasy and the North American version.

So my code examples Speak For Themselves, I don't have any. I'm too
embarrased to post the meager snippets I crafted to do starup splash bits
and stuff. 
This is due mostly to fear on my part.

And the fear is the lack of a good mentoring method on what the Net Yaroze
project stands for. Kindof like being a little kid at the Swimming pool
being helped by an adult with the 3 meter dive platform.
Trouble is I'm seeing other kids that do not have the adult there to help,
when they need it the most.  {Like me?...}

Yes Net Yarose IS member driven, but it IS a project that is Spearheaded
by an innovative company. Why is there not a lot of SONY dialog in the
web-content, and the news content. Having a SONY mentor could allow us to
build a stronger bond with the technology we are programming on.



That was the real point of my rant. 

> Again, WHO CARES what the web site LOOKS like, thats B.S.  I don't
> have a problem with the look or organazation of our SCEA web site
> framework.  The action is *supposed* to be on the member web pages.
> As long as the "official" website framework directs you to the web
> pages, thats all we really need.

First, I Care. And it does not resemble any male bovine fecal matter either...

I agree that a web-site should come up in an efficient manner. The SCEE
web-site is { To My Web-Browser [Netscape & IE] } 2:1 times faster to load
than SCEAs.
But the real factor I illustrated, was that the Web-site on SCEA is
inefficient for the first 2-3 pages. Added to this was that the content
was not updated with information that shows SONY still cares about the
Yarozers in North America.

I got the sense from the SCEE web-site of involvement from both sides of
the corporate fence. The SONY folks were keeping an eye out for the
Yarozers, and the Yarozers showed thier appreciation by stimulating more
activity in the web-site.
 
I'd like to have a bit of that sense here.

> Okay, your rattling got me to post the Chicago Net Yaroze get-together.  :-)
> EdF

Cool! I hope I didn't wear out my tin cup...   ;)

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17826 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001036html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17827 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001037html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.5 - A worthy update
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 14:32:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36308564.302F@manc.u-net.com>
References: <362FDB3D.7717A2B9@datasys.net>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1037 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2856

Darco wrote:
> Common now, download it and give me your input. Everyone who's tried
> it has liked it. Tell me what you think!

Hey, good call on the speedy update Darco!
You're really going to groan at me for this, but:

1: The extra control is excellent for the prefix "DATA_", but (and
   this is what will make you groan) I have always used a postfix.
   Sorry..! ie. for "title.tim" I would use TITLE_TIM_ADDR.  It's
   asking a bit much to get you to implement that just for me so I



   can add that myself if you don't think it's worth it ;-)
2: The "\t\t" hasn't seemed to work in aligning everything properly,
   it's just pushed everything way over to the right.
3: There's a typo in the -? help list, ie. "previx"

Jim, who probably just likes to be difficult ;-)
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
--MESSAGE FILE 17827 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001037html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17828 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001038html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.5 - A worthy update
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 16:23:13 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <3630E5B1.47812965@datasys.net>
References: <362FDB3D.7717A2B9@datasys.net> <36308564.302F@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 250.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1038 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2857

James Shaughnessy wrote:
> 
> Darco wrote:
> > Common now, download it and give me your input. Everyone who's tried
> > it has liked it. Tell me what you think!
> 
> Hey, good call on the speedy update Darco!
> You're really going to groan at me for this, but:
> 
> 1: The extra control is excellent for the prefix "DATA_", but (and
>    this is what will make you groan) I have always used a postfix.
>    Sorry..! ie. for "title.tim" I would use TITLE_TIM_ADDR.  It's
>    asking a bit much to get you to implement that just for me so I
>    can add that myself if you don't think it's worth it ;-)

First off, it's called a suffix, not a postfix. ;)
I'll add this feature in the next release probably... It shouldn't be
that hard to implement...

> 2: The "\t\t" hasn't seemed to work in aligning everything properly,
>    it's just pushed everything way over to the right.

It's more so aligned than it was without the three tabs. (I have 3 tabs
instead of 2) I could have the program automatically check the length of
the macro token, and make it so that it only adds enough tabs to make it
align correctly, but that's too much effort for such a trivial feature
-- Plus it will make the code harder to understand. I'm trying to make
it as simple as possible.

> 3: There's a typo in the -? help list, ie. "previx"



Got it. Thanks.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17828 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001038html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17829 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001039html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.5 - A worthy update
Date: Fri, 23 Oct 1998 17:38:38 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <3630F75E.ED1C13E2@datasys.net>
References: <362FDB3D.7717A2B9@datasys.net> <36308564.302F@manc.u-net.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 250.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1039 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2858

Ok, I did it. You now have suffixes. Same file name... Same location,
but this one supports suffixes.

http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/CMBNV1_5.ZIP

Be happy. ;)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17829 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001039html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17830 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001040html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Combine v1.5 - A worthy update
Date: Sat, 24 Oct 1998 02:44:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36313112.7509@manc.u-net.com>
References: <362FDB3D.7717A2B9@datasys.net> <36308564.302F@manc.u-net.com> 
<3630E5B1.47812965@datasys.net>
Reply-To: james@manc.u-net.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1040 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2860

Darco wrote:
> First off, it's called a suffix, not a postfix. ;)

Haha I knew that didn't sound right. ;-)  My brain is currently
at the shop for a full 24,000 mile service, and has been since last
Monday.  I would have got it back yesterday but apparently they
couldn't get some parts.   Cheers for adding the "postfix"
option by the way, just for little old me.  Makes me feel kind of



special.

Jim
-- 
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------
<AOL mode ON>
HEY EVERYONE ENTER THE GRAVITATION CHAMPIONSHIP!!!!!  This includes
all the world so all you people across the pond in USA can play too.
(Grav v1.3 is PAL/NTSC switchable)  You should be able to get my
page using a SCEA mirror if you can't get it directly. Only six days
left, unless you want more time?  Does anyone care about this compo...?
--MESSAGE FILE 17830 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001040html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17831 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001041html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: A new type of security threat?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 09:57:03 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <36383b30.79566@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-65.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I just came across this in cyberspace. I thought I would ask the
computer sauvy members in this group for any elaboration of this new
threat to our computers, and would provide a heads-up. Is this true?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------

>Be warned. A new rash of BACK ORIFICE-type programs are
>circulating.

>For those who do not know, Back Orifice and it's kin are NOT viruses, they
>are remote administration tools... somewhat like PC ANYWHERE. It allows a
>remote user to actually control your machine. They will have access to
>your entire hard disk(s), They can send or take files, grab your
>passwords, erase or add whatever they wish to your drives and, generally,
>copy or destroy any sort of  files on your disk.

>I just got hit with it. I do a lot of ftping & ircing and it seems someone
>uploaded it to me. Luckily, AVP virus software alerted me to it.

>In my case it was disgused as OCE.EXE in my Windows/SYSTEM dir. If you
>have this file, get rid of it. Also, for security reasons, you should
>consider that your system has been raped and all your info is in the hands
>of others.

>The OCE.EXE varient is a less dangerous version that seems to mostly clog
>your inet connection. Without your knowledge, it will attempt to use your
>dial-up connection in Win95/98 to access a remote site. I use a cable
>modem and not dial-up so it did nothing to me.

>For some more info, check out:

>http://www.ozemail.com.au/~dwarren/backorifice/questandansw.html



>Good luck! Be safe. Be smart. Be well.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------

   Any feedback appreciated.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17831 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001041html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17832 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001042html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: A new type of security threat?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 17:33:17 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3638ED2D.848A957A@datasys.net>
References: <36383b30.79566@news.scea.sony.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 157.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Matthew Hulett wrote:
> 
>    I just came across this in cyberspace. I thought I would ask the
> computer sauvy members in this group for any elaboration of this new
> threat to our computers, and would provide a heads-up. Is this true?
> 

Yes, unfortunately, it is true. Back Orifice is a very nasty program
that can be attached to any windows executable file. It was released by
a hacking group called the "Clut of the Dead Cow" or something. The
threat is VERY real.

If you have Back Orifice on your computer, someone can even seize
control of all input devices (mouse, keyboard, whatever) and do whatever
they want as long as their connection is fast enough! They can take
screen shots, download files, erase files, etc........... 

The scary thing is that there have probably been several programs like
this around for a while now. Back Orifice was made public only to
identify the security holes in Win95 and Win98. (This tends to make
Microsoft work faster) The concept behind the program is incredibly
simplistic, yet extremely effective. 

Be careful.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17832 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001042html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17833 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001043html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: A new type of security threat?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 16:04:37 -0800
Organization: .
Lines: 45



Message-ID: <36390295.F5954779@shell.jps.net>
References: <36383b30.79566@news.scea.sony.com> <3638ED2D.848A957A@datasys.net>
Reply-To: tenchi@shell.jps.net
NNTP-Posting-Host: dhcp-m-62-237.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [en] (Win95; U)

*sigh*

It depends on what you want to use BO for.  If you've got just a
small network of computers not connected to the Net, then BO is
actually pretty cool as a remote sysadmin tool.  However, once you
open up your system, anything can go wrong.  I'd suggest that if
you do install it, make sure you make an image of your system
prior to putting it on there, and make sure you keep all of your
personal stuff in non-standard directories or back them off onto
disk.  Make sure you don't store passwords to sensitive info in
plain text---always encode them.  Also, don't let it listen on the
all-to-common 37337 port.

:P

And, yes, it does do screen pretty captures.  ^_^

Darco wrote:
> 
> Matthew Hulett wrote:
> >
> >    I just came across this in cyberspace. I thought I would ask the
> > computer sauvy members in this group for any elaboration of this new
> > threat to our computers, and would provide a heads-up. Is this true?
> >
> 
> Yes, unfortunately, it is true. Back Orifice is a very nasty program
> that can be attached to any windows executable file. It was released by
> a hacking group called the "Clut of the Dead Cow" or something. The
> threat is VERY real.
> 
> If you have Back Orifice on your computer, someone can even seize
> control of all input devices (mouse, keyboard, whatever) and do whatever
> they want as long as their connection is fast enough! They can take
> screen shots, download files, erase files, etc...........
> 
> The scary thing is that there have probably been several programs like
> this around for a while now. Back Orifice was made public only to
> identify the security holes in Win95 and Win98. (This tends to make
> Microsoft work faster) The concept behind the program is incredibly
> simplistic, yet extremely effective.
> 
> Be careful.
> 
> 'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17833 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001043html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17834 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001044html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: A new type of security threat?
Date: Thu, 29 Oct 1998 21:41:13 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3638e00f.25176151@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36383b30.79566@news.scea.sony.com> <3638ED2D.848A957A@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 151.198.184.36
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   I did a bit of reading today about this. What is the nature of the
threat? Can you be hit by someone by only surfing to a website? Or, do
you need to download and install a program to acquire the potential
nuisance? The author of that note said thinks he got it ftping and
ircing, yet from what I read, it would seem you need to download and
install a malacious program.
   In addition, is there some sort-of cookie security threat? I just
came across this today too... I can barely keep up with all my
reading, I guess I better find the time to start reading PC World
again. [sigh]
   Thank God most hackers are not ill-willed.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17834 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001044html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17835 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001045html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Linux (or Unix) Tools
Date: Sat, 31 Oct 1998 11:30:27 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <363B3B23.5A3FB3F6@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

I was wondering if there are any Linux (or Unix) tools for converting
sounds and images to Net Yaroze formats.  I recently created some
programs for converting 256-color pcx to 8-bit or 4-bit tim.  I plan on
releasing them as soon as I hear from Sony about whether I can make them
available outside the members site.  

The tools are based on a simple graphics library I wrote a while ago. 
The graphics library works under DOS, Linux-SVGALib and Linux-X11.  In
theory the X version should work on any Unix with MIT-SHM support
although the files may sometimes use "#if defined(__linux__) &&
defined(XLIB)" so that would need to be fixed.  It is also currently
little-eidian only.  (The DOS port of the library may or may not be in a
working state since I haven't tried it in a long time.)

Yaroid v0.2 is a result of these tools. 
  http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dpayne.html

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17835 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001045html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17836 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001046html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: More unix questions
Date: Fri, 06 Nov 1998 21:32:11 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <3643B12B.23FFA407@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2958 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1046

I downloaded some Unix Net Yaroze tools from Charles Henrich's homepage
and was wondering if these can made available outside of the members
site.  When I initially got my yaroze I had to use the dos tools for
three weeks until my membership arrived.   I'd like to make sure no one
else is put in that situation.  In particular I'm wondering about
siocons and hssutils since the gnu tools are GPLed.  (The documentation
might say but I can only read English and French.)

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
(who is still waiting to gain access to the non-scea sites)
--MESSAGE FILE 17836 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001046html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17837 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001047html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "John Emmer" <jjustice@netdirect.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Last Night's Net Yaroze Chat
Date: Sat, 7 Nov 1998 00:54:50 -0500
Organization: Justice Center
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <72111k$je64@scea>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp49.wonderlan.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1047 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:320

>I'll just ask it here. Has anyone had problems with dynamicly creating
>TMD data? It seems like my scene is getting built, but when it is
>displayed, the scene gets totaly buggered -- Polygons all over the place
>and such. Just take a look at the included gif file. That is a picture
>of a mild case, BTW.
>
    I had that same problem too for a while.  My guess was that the
routines were not properly (finding/creating?) the end of the TMD.  That
is, that the garbage is just what the next values in memory look like when
displayed as a TMD.  I found that if I cleared a region of memory with
zeroes and then built my TMD within the limits of this 'clean' area, the
problem went away.  I'd be interested in any one else's experiences like
this.

--
   John Emmer     VidEo GAme eNthusiast, Philosopher, Programmer/Analyst,
                  Sun Certified Java Programmer 1.1
    jjustice@netdirect.net  jjustice@wonderlan.com  jemmer@hcm-inc.com
                   http://www.cs.bsu.edu/~jjustice/
    Vectrex; 7800, Supercharger, Lynx, Jaguar; NES, SNES, Virtual Boy;
  Turbo Duo & Express; SG, SGCD, 32X, Saturn; 3DO; PlayStation, Yaroze;



C64, A600, A1200, P166; Arcade Centipede, Spy Hunter, Neo-Geo; BA, MA, ABD

--MESSAGE FILE 17837 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001047html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17838 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001048html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: burrowinggerbil@hotmail.com (Barry Stuart Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics
Subject: Re: Last Night's Net Yaroze Chat
Date: Sat, 07 Nov 1998 14:01:24 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <36445248.471494@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <36050ABC.2F8D7CC9@bigfoot.com> <72111k$je64@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: userm540.uk.uudial.com
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1048 
scea.yaroze.programming.3d_graphics:321

On Sat, 7 Nov 1998 00:54:50 -0500, "John Emmer"
<jjustice@netdirect.net> wrote:

>    I had that same problem too for a while.  My guess was that the
>routines were not properly (finding/creating?) the end of the TMD.  That
>is, that the garbage is just what the next values in memory look like when
>displayed as a TMD.  I found that if I cleared a region of memory with
>zeroes and then built my TMD within the limits of this 'clean' area, the
>problem went away.  I'd be interested in any one else's experiences like
>this.

sounds completely right. Of course, clearing the memory is a
workaround, but this should really be solved one way or another
otherwise you'll reach a point where the workaround doesnt work. Im
presuming this all started in response to darco (as he mentioned
something similar to me a while ago). People could send their source
code to me at my pipex account (from my web page) and I can have a
look to see whats happening if they want :)

Rob Swan
SCEE ~middex2 account
--MESSAGE FILE 17838 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001048html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17839 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001049html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Brian" <Brian_E_Baker@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More unix questions
Date: 12 Nov 1998 19:21:35 GMT
Organization: Very Little
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <01be0c29$f46980e0$0a6496c0@thumper>
References: <3643B12B.23FFA407@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: snuffle.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2976 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1049

Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote in article



<3643B12B.23FFA407@identicalsoftware.com>...
> I downloaded some Unix Net Yaroze tools from Charles Henrich's homepage
> and was wondering if these can made available outside of the members
> site.  
<snip>
> Dennis Payne
> dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
> (who is still waiting to gain access to the non-scea sites)

Is there a URL for these Unix tools? I was hoping to use Linux instead of
DOS/Widoze as I find the tools under Unix (which I'm used to) much more
powerful for programming / software development. e.g. XEmacs, CVS. Also the
operating system as a whole is a lot more stable. Okay so the GUI is a bit
naff and configuration not the simplest but you get a lot for your money
:-) . 

Brian (hoping to get access to non-SCEE sites)

P.S. This is not a Troll, I want no part in a pointless holy war.

--MESSAGE FILE 17839 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001049html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17840 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001050html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More unix questions
Date: 12 Nov 1998 22:47:57 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <slrn74mpcs.b70.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <3643B12B.23FFA407@identicalsoftware.com> 
<01be0c29$f46980e0$0a6496c0@thumper>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2978 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1050

On 12 Nov 1998 19:21:35 GMT, Brian <Brian_E_Baker@yahoo.com> wrote:
>
>
>Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote in article
>Is there a URL for these Unix tools? I was hoping to use Linux instead of
>DOS/Widoze as I find the tools under Unix (which I'm used to) much more
>powerful for programming / software development. e.g. XEmacs, CVS. Also the
>operating system as a whole is a lot more stable. Okay so the GUI is a bit
>naff and configuration not the simplest but you get a lot for your money
>:-) . 
>
>Brian (hoping to get access to non-SCEE sites)
>
>P.S. This is not a Troll, I want no part in a pointless holy war.
>
>

With all this talk about unix based development, you'd think that sony'd
think about actually supporting it.

At the moment, there's no centralised information, unfortunately. I've got some
miscelaneous python scripts for doing various things. There's a gimp plugin and
a PPM to TIM converter available. Someone I know has started work on a TMD util
of some kind.  I've had problems with all the siocons equivalents that I've



seen, including the one that I (partially) wrote. psxfer works fine though. As
far as I'm aware, nobody's tested the dos tools running under wine or dosemu,
which might be another alternative. There are also tools for talking to an
Action Replay available, if that's something you're interested in.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17840 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001050html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17841 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001051html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: More unix questions
Date: Thu, 12 Nov 1998 21:49:46 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <364B9E4A.73BA2868@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <3643B12B.23FFA407@identicalsoftware.com> 
<01be0c29$f46980e0$0a6496c0@thumper> 
<slrn74mpcs.b70.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2981 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1051

Toby Sargeant wrote:
> With all this talk about unix based development, you'd think that
> sony'd think about actually supporting it.
> 
> At the moment, there's no centralised information, unfortunately.

I'm planning on fixing this.  Unfortunately I'm going away for the
weekend so I won't be able to get a nice page up and running.  But since
there seems to be some interest I'll put up what I have.

http://www.identicalsoftware.com/yaroze/

This is connected via a 28.8 modem so you probably don't want to
download the 18MB gnu tools from there.  (I figure something out when I
get back.)  Charles Henrich's page has the source along with an
unmodified siocons and hssutils.

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/chenrich.html

For the gimp plugin go to:

http://www.cerc.utexas.edu/~andrewk/psx/

I'll try to put up some better instructions when I get back and I'll put
up the pcx <-> tim utilities I wrote.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17841 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001051html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17842 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001052html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Game / Demo Competition....
Date: Mon, 16 Nov 1998 00:37:53 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <364FE461.65F3BB94@znet.com>
References: <6nlf6k$6102@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-42.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1052 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:2996

Jeff Lawton wrote:
> 
> I have decided to start a Game / Demo competition...  It is for anyone /
> group that owns a Yaroze, SCEA, SCEE, SCEI..  Details can be found on my web
> site:
> 
> http://yaroze-world.org

How many people are going to enter this?
The site says the deadline is nov. 30, 1998.

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17842 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001052html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17843 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001053html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: IE4 and downloads
Date: Tue, 17 Nov 1998 23:50:06 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <72tmck$o3u7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

On Windows98, and Internet Explorer 4, I used to get a file-selection dialog
box whenever I would download files from the Internet, and one time I
un-checked the "show this dialog" box.  (Thinking I'd see if I like that
better, and I could always change it back.)

Now, as soon as a file is downloaded (say a .ZIP file), the winzip program
runs and tries to unzip it, or if it's already an .EXE, it'll run it.  I
don't really like this, as I'd much rather have the .ZIP file on my system
(without trying to find it in the internet-file-cache!), and unzip it later!
I'd much rather not auto-run .EXE files either!

I can't seem to find where that option was saved!

Does anyone know how to make Internet Explorer 4 go back to prompting me for
where a downloaded file gets saved to, instead of auto-unzipping or running
it!???!

EdF



--MESSAGE FILE 17843 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001053html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17844 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001054html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: IE4 and downloads
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 10:25:52 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <1diophg.beak0mneungoN@a1-88-102.a1.nl>
References: <72tmck$o3u7@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-102.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Ed Federmeyer <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu> wrote:

> On Windows98, and Internet Explorer 4, I used to get a file-selection dialog
> box whenever I would download files from the Internet, and one time I
> un-checked the "show this dialog" box.  (Thinking I'd see if I like that
> better, and I could always change it back.)
> 
> Now, as soon as a file is downloaded (say a .ZIP file), the winzip program
> runs and tries to unzip it, or if it's already an .EXE, it'll run it.  I
> don't really like this, as I'd much rather have the .ZIP file on my system
> (without trying to find it in the internet-file-cache!), and unzip it later!
> I'd much rather not auto-run .EXE files either!
> 
> I can't seem to find where that option was saved!
> 
> Does anyone know how to make Internet Explorer 4 go back to prompting me for
> where a downloaded file gets saved to, instead of auto-unzipping or running
> it!???!
> 
> EdF

I can tell you where that option is in Netscape's Communicator.
--MESSAGE FILE 17844 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001054html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17845 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001055html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Silence
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 13:30:56 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3652CC0F.7EAEA0E8@writeme.com>
References: <36266F05.44E34C32@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: yogi.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)

Darco wrote:

> It seems like most of the newsgroup traffic is being channeled to the
> european newsgroups -- and these are collecting dust.



Does anybody other than me see the merit of merging the English-speaking
newsgroups?

James.

--MESSAGE FILE 17845 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001055html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17846 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001056html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: IE4 and downloads
Date: Wed, 18 Nov 1998 17:34:03 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <36534B5B.A0166252@datasys.net>
References: <72tmck$o3u7@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 460.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Ed Federmeyer wrote:
> 
> On Windows98, and Internet Explorer 4, I used to get a file-selection dialog
> box whenever I would download files from the Internet, and one time I
> un-checked the "show this dialog" box.  (Thinking I'd see if I like that
> better, and I could always change it back.)
> 
> Now, as soon as a file is downloaded (say a .ZIP file), the winzip program
> runs and tries to unzip it, or if it's already an .EXE, it'll run it.  I
> don't really like this, as I'd much rather have the .ZIP file on my system
> (without trying to find it in the internet-file-cache!), and unzip it later!
> I'd much rather not auto-run .EXE files either!
> 
> I can't seem to find where that option was saved!
> 
> Does anyone know how to make Internet Explorer 4 go back to prompting me for
> where a downloaded file gets saved to, instead of auto-unzipping or running
> it!???!

My only advice is to go dig through the system registry. (Just in case
you don't know how to do this, goto Start, Run, and type in 'regedit')

IE put's all sorts of stuff in the registry like what you just
described. It may take some searching though. I'll look right now real
quick to see if there's anything similar to what you are talking about
in my registry.

...

Hmm... I didn't find anything. But I didn't look that long either.... Oh
well, just a thought...

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17846 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001056html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17847 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001057html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "Mike Hatfield" <mjhatfield@msn.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: IE4 and downloads
Date: Thu, 19 Nov 1998 10:41:14 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <730smc$olq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <72tmck$o3u7@scea>
Reply-To: "Mike Hatfield" <mjhatfield@email.msn.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mail.ridgeway-sys.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Ed Federmeyer wrote in message <72tmck$o3u7@scea>...
>On Windows98, and Internet Explorer 4, I used to get a file-selection
dialog
>box whenever I would download files from the Internet, and one time I
>un-checked the "show this dialog" box.  (Thinking I'd see if I like that
>better, and I could always change it back.)
>
>Now, as soon as a file is downloaded (say a .ZIP file), the winzip program
>runs and tries to unzip it, or if it's already an .EXE, it'll run it.  I
>don't really like this, as I'd much rather have the .ZIP file on my system
>(without trying to find it in the internet-file-cache!), and unzip it
later!
>I'd much rather not auto-run .EXE files either!
>
>I can't seem to find where that option was saved!
>
>Does anyone know how to make Internet Explorer 4 go back to prompting me
for
>where a downloaded file gets saved to, instead of auto-unzipping or running
>it!???!
>
>EdF

Hi Ed,

Try this: run up a Explorer (not IE) window and choose Options from the View
menu. Go to the File Types tab and scroll down the list until you see WinZip
file. Select it and click Edit. You should see a dialog with an option
"Confirm open after download" at the bottom - re-enable this flag.

Hope that helps!
Mike

Mike Hatfield
mhatfield at ridgeway-sys dot com

--MESSAGE FILE 17847 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001057html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17848 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001058html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: SEDE Demo 00.04.07n
Date: Sat, 21 Nov 1998 21:38:28 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <36577924.896D2180@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 67.dialup.datasys.net



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1058 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3016

Ok, here it is! This is a demo of the SEDE project 2D sidescroller. It's
COOL! DOWNLOAD IT!!!!!!

(SEDE = Steve Ed Darco Elliot)

The game currently has no name, but it is playable! Grab it here:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/rquattlebaum.html

The controls are simple; Press SQUARE to run, press CROSS to jump, press
START to pause, and press SELECT to go on to the next level. (There are
only 2 at the moment) Both Digital and Analog controlers are supported.

Tell me what you think of the game so far. It is by no means finished...
There are no enemies at the moment, and it is impossible to die. That
weird looking thing in the top left hand corrner is the life meter.

A pal version is avalible upon request.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17848 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001058html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17849 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001059html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: IE4 and downloads
Date: Tue, 24 Nov 1998 22:37:11 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <73g0om$r846@scea>
References: <72tmck$o3u7@scea> <730smc$olq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Mike Hatfield wrote in message <730smc$olq6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Ed Federmeyer wrote in message <72tmck$o3u7@scea>...
>>
>>Does anyone know how to make Internet Explorer 4 go back to prompting me
>for
>>where a downloaded file gets saved to, instead of auto-unzipping or
running
>>it!???!
>>
>Try this: run up a Explorer (not IE) window and choose Options from the
View
>menu. Go to the File Types tab and scroll down the list until you see
WinZip
>file. Select it and click Edit. You should see a dialog with an option
>"Confirm open after download" at the bottom - re-enable this flag.

That was it!  Thanks allot!!

EdF



--MESSAGE FILE 17849 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001059html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17850 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001060html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Aidan Dysart <adysart@umich.edu>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: A question for Gurus
Date: Thu, 03 Dec 1998 01:01:46 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <3666293F.D7985D0F@umich.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: adsl02-145.annarbor.mi.ameritech.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; U; PPC)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3114 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1060

Okay, I've followed some of the discussion lately involving Tanvir and
others. I am a little new to the net yaroze system, so I asking for some
help. I have read the documentation thoroughly, and I have poured over
the sample source code I could find.Here's my poblem:

I want to create a driving game, something similar to, say, Wipeout or
Wipeout XL. What I don't understand it how to generate/draw/store the
track. Has anyone done this before? Can you offer some advice? I've come
up witha few ideas, but I'm not sure which is best:

1. create the entire landscape and track as a giant TMD model. and have
the car just move around in it, physically constrained. This, is nice,
because not runtime calculation is necessayr, but I'm not sure the net
yaroze could handle that much model/texture data in memory.

2 Store the track as a sequence of points in the world coordinate
system, and generate the track for each point dynamically. This is can
be done in a multiple of ways. I could store an object that represent
abou 1 foot of the track and jsut repeat it, or I could actually
generate the TMD data. I'm not sure which is better. In addition to the
points, I would store a normal vector for each point, so I could have
banking turns, hills, etc. What I'd like to find out is if anyone has
done this kind of dynamic TMD creation, and if so, could I look at some
source code, or documentation? This would be MUCH appreciated.

3. create a set of track segments, like a straight segment, a 30 degree
turn, a 15 degree turn, etc. and store the track as a sequence of these
segments. This would limit the complexity of the tracks and could get
boring.

number 2 seems like the way to go to me. I'm just not sure how to tackle
the TMD creation. ANY help at all would be greatly appreciated. Please,
share your ideas.

Thanks.

Aidan Dysart
adysart@umich.edu

--MESSAGE FILE 17850 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001060html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17851 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001061html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: A question for Gurus
Date: Fri, 04 Dec 1998 01:04:49 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <36673304.67119730@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3666293F.D7985D0F@umich.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-162.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3118 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1061

Check out Robert Swan's program and website, he accomplished a very
similar program for his first game endeavor. You can also e-mail him
any questions, he is always happy to help a fellow yarozer.

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middex2/

rs108@mdx.ac.uk   

(Only Rob would give his name as Robadob Swannigan , making finding
his page an unusual pain in ythe ass...[grin])

Peter Passmore's 3D tutorial also discusses a similar project, and
should be helpful:

http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~middx_uni/ftp/

Take the two bottom entries titled   tutorial.zip  and
tutprogs.zip   .

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17851 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001061html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17852 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001062html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Olaf Grau <OlafGrau@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Re: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Mon, 07 Dec 1998 23:33:20 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com>
References: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 167-63-233.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.03 [de] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1062 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:370 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:104
scee.yaroze.beginners:651 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3131 



scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:416 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:287

Steve Dunn schrieb:

> Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).
>
> If you have, please let me know
>
> Thanks in advance.
>
> Steve Dunn

  Where can I Buy the Hardware (PC - Card, etc) to Work with ARS ?

--MESSAGE FILE 17852 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001062html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17853 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001063html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve_dunn@europe.mccann.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming
.gnu_compiler,scee.yaroze.beginners,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.codewarrior,scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler
Subject: Re: Datel PC Comms card on NT
Date: Tue, 8 Dec 1998 11:50:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <74j3r5$8bc7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <6cmkup$ao5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.4.27.1
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1063 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:371 scea.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:105
scee.yaroze.beginners:652 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3134 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:417 scee.yaroze.programming.gnu_compiler:288

www.datel.co.uk

Olaf Grau <OlafGrau@aol.com> wrote in message
news:366C57AF.4E60D961@aol.com...
>
>
>Steve Dunn schrieb:
>
>> Has anyone got this to work under NT(4).
>>
>> If you have, please let me know
>>
>> Thanks in advance.
>>
>> Steve Dunn
>
>  Where can I Buy the Hardware (PC - Card, etc) to Work with ARS ?
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 17853 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001063html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17854 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001064html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: No more net yaroze members
Date: Tue, 08 Dec 1998 16:30:54 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 85.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3138 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1064

I suppose I jumped the gun on an earlier post that I made to the
newsgroups. If you read it, ignore it. I was blabbering on about the end
of the American Net Yaroze scene, the sky is falling, etc. 

This is what got me slightly upset:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net

If you are really lazy, this is a quote from the page:

>
> The Net Yaroze Program is no longer accepting new members. 
>

At first I thought this meant the beginning of the end for the American
Net Yaroze scene... but after I clicked on the "join" button, it would
seem that the reason for this is that they have run out of Net Yaroze
units to sell. Then I felt a little better.

Will they be restocked? Or does that depend on the productivity of the
current members? 

I hope that this doesn't spell doom for SCEA Net Yaroze. With the SEDE
project, we were hoping to spark some creativity from the American
scene, and hopefully make it more productive for a time. 

What does this mean for the future of the SCEA Net Yaroze program?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17854 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001064html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17855 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001065html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 1998 00:27:51 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <366F8607.1CD61CE8@shell.jps.net>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn3.cisco.com



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3141 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1065

Well, I would hope that this will not be the end otherwise I'm going
to have a very expensive doorstop.  :P  Ideally, it would be great to
have an upgrade path to the PSX2, if a Yaroze-like development kit
will exist for it.  Wishful thinking, I know, but one can always hope,
eh?

- e!

Darco wrote:
> 
> I suppose I jumped the gun on an earlier post that I made to the
> newsgroups. If you read it, ignore it. I was blabbering on about the end
> of the American Net Yaroze scene, the sky is falling, etc.
> 
> This is what got me slightly upset:
> 
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net
> 
> If you are really lazy, this is a quote from the page:
> 
> >
> > The Net Yaroze Program is no longer accepting new members.
> >
> 
> At first I thought this meant the beginning of the end for the American
> Net Yaroze scene... but after I clicked on the "join" button, it would
> seem that the reason for this is that they have run out of Net Yaroze
> units to sell. Then I felt a little better.
> 
> Will they be restocked? Or does that depend on the productivity of the
> current members?
> 
> I hope that this doesn't spell doom for SCEA Net Yaroze. With the SEDE
> project, we were hoping to spark some creativity from the American
> scene, and hopefully make it more productive for a time.
> 
> What does this mean for the future of the SCEA Net Yaroze program?
> 
> 'Darco

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 17855 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001065html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17856 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001066html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 1998 17:19:03 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 13
Message-ID: <367048D7.663FF340@datasys.net>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net> <366F8607.1CD61CE8@shell.jps.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 371.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3143 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1066

Elliott Lee wrote:
> 
> Well, I would hope that this will not be the end otherwise I'm going
> to have a very expensive doorstop.  :P  Ideally, it would be great to
> have an upgrade path to the PSX2, if a Yaroze-like development kit
> will exist for it.  Wishful thinking, I know, but one can always hope,
> eh?
> 

Yeah. But sony I'm sure wouldn't dare release a hobbyists kit until at
least a year after it's debut.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17856 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001066html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17857 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001067html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 1998 17:21:33 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <3670739D.47A72A79@vmlabs.com>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs34.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3144 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1067

Just yesterday I had someone email me.  They wanted to know if I knew
anyone that wanted to sell their Yaroze since they couldn't get one 
from Sony.

Unfortunately I don't think these things are transferable.  Well I 
suppose you could just give the new person your user name and password,
but I'm sure there's some legalese somewhere against it.

Scott

> I suppose I jumped the gun on an earlier post that I made to the
> newsgroups. If you read it, ignore it. I was blabbering on about the end
> of the American Net Yaroze scene, the sky is falling, etc.
> 
> This is what got me slightly upset:
> 
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net



> 
> If you are really lazy, this is a quote from the page:
> 
> >
> > The Net Yaroze Program is no longer accepting new members.
> >
> 
> At first I thought this meant the beginning of the end for the American
> Net Yaroze scene... but after I clicked on the "join" button, it would
> seem that the reason for this is that they have run out of Net Yaroze
> units to sell. Then I felt a little better.
> 
> Will they be restocked? Or does that depend on the productivity of the
> current members?
> 
> I hope that this doesn't spell doom for SCEA Net Yaroze. With the SEDE
> project, we were hoping to spark some creativity from the American
> scene, and hopefully make it more productive for a time.
> 
> What does this mean for the future of the SCEA Net Yaroze program?
> 
> 'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17857 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001067html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17858 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001068html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: what's happening in Japan?
Date: Fri, 11 Dec 1998 00:45:36 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <3670DBB0.6AC13D20@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-19.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)

The Japan yaroze newsgroups haven't had
new messages since last July.
http://www1.scei.co.jp/netnews/index.html

Were they moved,
or is the Japan Yaroze scene alive or not?
admittedly, I don't speak much Japanese, but I
don't see new activity there.

-- 
---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17858 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001068html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17859 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001069html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Thu, 10 Dec 1998 15:09:43 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 21



Message-ID: <366fe335.3184256@205.149.189.29>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net> <3670739D.47A72A79@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3146 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1069

On Thu, 10 Dec 1998 17:21:33 -0800, Scott Cartier
<scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

>Just yesterday I had someone email me.  They wanted to know if I knew
>anyone that wanted to sell their Yaroze since they couldn't get one 
>from Sony.
>
>Unfortunately I don't think these things are transferable.  Well I 
>suppose you could just give the new person your user name and password,
>but I'm sure there's some legalese somewhere against it.
>

Scott,

Transfer of the Net Yaroze hardware, software, username or password is
expressly forbidden in the License Agreement. 

See http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/legal2.html for details.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17859 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001069html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17860 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001070html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: what's happening in Japan?
Date: Tue, 15 Dec 1998 16:14:26 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3676D132.A3D2E3B6@datasys.net>
References: <3670DBB0.6AC13D20@znet.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 250.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Kirk Bender wrote:
> 
> The Japan yaroze newsgroups haven't had
> new messages since last July.
> http://www1.scei.co.jp/netnews/index.html
> 
> Were they moved,
> or is the Japan Yaroze scene alive or not?
> admittedly, I don't speak much Japanese, but I
> don't see new activity there.
>

I've noticed this as well, but I'm not sure what to do about it.



'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17860 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001070html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17861 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001071html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Tue, 15 Dec 1998 16:36:36 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <3676D664.2D42EFCC@datasys.net>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net> <3670739D.47A72A79@vmlabs.com> 
<366fe335.3184256@205.149.189.29>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 250.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3155 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1071

Mario Perdue wrote:
> 
> Transfer of the Net Yaroze hardware, software, username or password is
> expressly forbidden in the License Agreement.
> 

I am not considering doing this, however I just want this clarified for
me and the rest of the NY members.

Couldn't some arrangement of the transfer of the development hardware
and software be worked out with Sony's consent? Or is the license
agreement absolute with no exceptions?

I'm just trying to explore all options here. From a complete and word
for word interpretation of the license agreement, the only time that we
might be able to get rid of the tools is when the copyright expires.
(Which won't be for another 100 years or so...probably more)

I'm OK with this, as I don't plan to separate myself from this beautiful
black box for a while...  But it just seems sad that there won't ever be
any other new productive members, when I know there are several inactive
members who would wouldn't mind selling their development tools to
someone who might be more productive.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17861 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001071html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17862 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001072html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: No more net yaroze members
Date: Tue, 15 Dec 1998 15:02:59 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <3676EAA3.EE440E8F@vmlabs.com>
References: <366D9A8E.3D7D48B7@datasys.net> <3670739D.47A72A79@vmlabs.com> 
<366fe335.3184256@205.149.189.29>



NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs37.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3157 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1072

Ah, I can finally get through to post this...

Don't worry.  I'm having too much fun with mine to get rid of it :)

I just wanted to show that there is still interest out there.

Scott

> Scott,
> 
> Transfer of the Net Yaroze hardware, software, username or password is
> expressly forbidden in the License Agreement.
> 
> See http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/legal2.html for details.
> 
> Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17862 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001072html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17863 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001073html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: What to buy for X-mas? Etc...
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 1998 04:24:25 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 48
Message-ID: <3679d262.11389146@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-45.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hi all,
   Well, I have been enjoying life and my freedom, checking in
occasionally to see what's up. Sure was a shame George never completed
his complete yaroze tutorial this year... this is obviously an
enormous project for any who undertake it. I will be getting back to
studying on my own at this point, the Holy Grail of Yaroze Programming
does not seem to be coming at this point. Shame, really, so many would
benefit... 
   How interesting to read that SCEA will not accept any further
members. I remember Japan was capped at 20,000 very early on, due to
high demand I cannot imagine our membership has gone beyond the 2000
mark. Hey, Sony, don't pull the plug on us. This is an intense
endeavor, well worthy of a few years of learning and time investment.
Don't pull a "Sega" on us.
   And, for Sega fans, please don't get touchy. I don't see Dreamcast
around yet, although I assume it has been released in Japan for a few
weeks now... have to wait for next months magazines to read up on how
it's doing... PSX II will be superior, no doubt. ;-))  I have read 50%
more powerful in it's current prototype form... Just remember who is
getting heaps of positive press, versus poor Sony who cannot seem to
get a good spin these days. This industry seems to be resisting
dominance by any one company, and I pick up a slant against Sony in
print media I don't think they deserve. Every game is "the last great
game", lots of speculation about the hardware being outdated and fully



exploited, good games getting nit-picked to death and mediocre
ratings...
   Anywho, my purpose was to say Hi, and to ask the burning question
for this holiday season:

   What is the game to purchase this season?

There seems to be so many to choose from, that choosing becomes
difficult. Tomb Raider III, Metal Gear Solid, Gran Turismo, etc...  I
live on a budget, so I only buy a new game every few months.
   Now, I would just buy Tomb Raider III, but, well, the last game
left me feeling unfulfilled. Shooting enemies in third person is very
unsatisfying. I am having great fun replaying Doom at the moment.
The physics on the first person camera view really give that punch a
third person perspective can't deliver. It was a shame that Duke was
released on PSX as a third person perspective game... I fear MGS will
leave me with the same feeling. 
   I want punch, I want action, I want to get that feeling I first had
when I played Doom for the first time. Colony Wars doesn't quite
deliver... Einhandler, perhaps? Must I buy a PC game? 
   Perhaps, I need to forego my urge to pummel, and I should purchase
TRIII or MGS? Maybe DIablo? So many choices...  

-Matt, who wishes all a Merry X-Mas.
--MESSAGE FILE 17863 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001073html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17864 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001074html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What to buy for X-mas? Etc...
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 1998 14:55:17 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <367ADD55.B7370E32@vmlabs.com>
References: <3679d262.11389146@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs31.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Hey Matt,

> Hey, Sony, don't pull the plug on us. This is an intense
> endeavor, well worthy of a few years of learning and time investment.

I second that, but judging from what I've seen, we may be pulling
the plug on ourselves.  The SCEE scene seems much more alive than us.
Chicken or the egg?

>    And, for Sega fans, please don't get touchy. I don't see Dreamcast
> around yet, although I assume it has been released in Japan for a few
> weeks now... 

Just saw one in the mall.  You could buy it for only $1100.  Come on,
who the hell is going to spend that much dough on a machine with one
good game?  And I don't even like fighters too much...

>    What is the game to purchase this season?



God was I hoping it would be Master of Monsters.  I looooved that game
on the Genesis and had such high hopes for it.  However, the review on
PSX.ign.com make it sound like crap.  They say the music in this 
version is "one unimaginative, droning loop".  How can this be?  The
Genesis version had beautiful music!  <sigh>

Well, I don't have TR3 or GT so I can't comment on those.  Metal Gear
provided me with probably a month of gaming nirvana.  People claim it's
short, but it was the perfect length for me.  In this day of too-many-
games-to-play I appreciate something I can complete in a month.

If you want action I hear Tenchu is good.  Haven't played it myself
though.

Cheers,
Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 17864 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001074html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17865 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001075html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: robert_swan@playstation.sony.com (Robert Swan)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What to buy for X-mas? Etc...
Date: Sat, 19 Dec 1998 00:07:43 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <367aed83.1605923@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <3679d262.11389146@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pB0s03a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Hmm, of the new batch of games Ive seen so far I suppose I shouldnt
really comment much except on what has already been revealed to the
press, but I will make a  comment about ridge racer 4, which is 

'bloody hell some of it looks amazing'. Some of the track s are a bit
dull but there is this one out in the countryside that is the best bit
of graphics Ive seen yet on the psx. Of course, you only meet one car
about every 30 seconds but, hey, they had to sacrifice something.

Rob
--MESSAGE FILE 17865 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001075html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17866 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001076html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What to buy for X-mas? Etc...
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 1998 20:54:40 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 96
Message-ID: <367ab6c7.54721406@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <3679d262.11389146@news.scea.sony.com> 
<367ADD55.B7370E32@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-120-34.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>Hey Matt,

   Hi Scott. How goes Project X?  I don't read much about the project
lately. It seems to me, an uninformed consumer, that VM Labs is
missing an important window before Dreamcast and PSX II are released.



Sort-of, a cross between CD-i and M2. Is there a definitive release
date yet? I can't help but wonder, since I believe Dreamcast and PSX
II will be very developer friendly, while Project X was described as
being relatively difficult to program for. 2000 is going to be an
interesting year. The affordibility of the X development kits will
still be a trump card.

>
>> Hey, Sony, don't pull the plug on us. This is an intense
>> endeavor, well worthy of a few years of learning and time investment.
>
>I second that, but judging from what I've seen, we may be pulling
>the plug on ourselves.  The SCEE scene seems much more alive than us.
>Chicken or the egg?

    Hmmm... I suppose all must accept responsibility. I have spoken of
my desire to get more people involved from my first days in the
program. I got some support, I got flamed too... I still think the
majority of members don't participate because they are intimidated.
How many members do we all converse with in e-mail, who do not post?
The atmosphere has improved a great deal since the horn butting and
sharpening of the first few months of the program though...
   I could write up a list of those who have not followed through on
their stated ambitions to provide tutiledge to the yaroze masses, from
advanced members to the Sony staff. The entire onus cannot be upon
those who are inexperienced to lead. I do what I can. I update my
site, I post, I provide what advice I can, I encourage newbies and
e-mail out megs of files and helpful info... albeit I took a break for
a time of late. I am aware of your contributions, and willingness to
aid all comers. I remember when Jay posted the link on his page for
you to receive input... such a shame Jay walked away. 
   I assert that we would benefit greatly from a "Peter Passmore" in
the United States, and a team that would just forget the stipulation
about "only experienced programmers need apply". In the U.S., it is
obvious that we have a great number of people who are not  advanced,
and would benefit from any kind of input that would get the ball
rolling. I have 50 Megs of sample code, and yet I still would benefit
greatly from a formal tutorial. Something to work through the text
intro programs, work through the code involved in displaying a sprite
line by line, advance to a simple program akin to the Ball demo, and
then deal with the analytical concepts involved around a game similar
to Walz. 
   I have decided not to wait any longer for this aid, I have waited
six months, and can wait no longer. Nevertheless, for those who
scratch thier heads and wonder what would get the SCEA side of things
going, well, it seems obvious to me that an instructional set of docs
would be very productive. Imagine, if you wanted to start learning C,
and I just dropped a slew of sample code in your lap. You would
eventually get where you want to go, after an extreme effort and much
wasted energy. And, yet, so many nuances of understanding of the code
would be lost to you. Each character, most spaces, all punctuation has
meaning and importance. There's the nitty-gritty of each function, and
it's coding peculiarities, and then there is the forest of the entire
program, and how the functions work together. One can get a good sense
of the forest studying PC programming, but those trees are still
somewhat cryptic when one dives into LibGs. I will be forced to ask
many insignificant questions in the groups. Hopefully, many will
benefit from this, and my questions will be noticed and answered.
   If I could, I would do the Grail my self at this point. I have the
time, I have the energy and desire, but I am in the position of having
to make the switch from PC programming to yaroze programming.
I am not the person who can do this. Perhaps, the day will come when I
will, and I won't be duplicating another's effort. See you in 2
years...



   As an aside, it is also odd how Joel Summer disapeared. MW told me
that version 3.0 would be released last May. No new release, no posts
from Joel... odd.

>>    And, for Sega fans, please don't get touchy. I don't see Dreamcast
>> around yet, although I assume it has been released in Japan for a few
>> weeks now... 
>
>Just saw one in the mall.  You could buy it for only $1100.  Come on,
>who the hell is going to spend that much dough on a machine with one
>good game?  And I don't even like fighters too much...

   Yeah, right... if I were wealthy, maybe. Sad, that it took them so
long to learn their lessons, Sega may never be the same again.
And, once again, they are rushing a release with a few titles, delayed
titles, etc... Hopefully, what they do provide will be good quality.
Oh well, Sony seems to have 'em all by the balls at this point, I love
it!

   I may go with MGS. Does it have replay value, or is it boorish to
play after you know all the tricks and secrets? I could always just
purchase Final Doom. I just remember the engine got ripped in the
reviews compared to the original, so I never purchased it. There is
Disruptor and Alien vs. Predator...

-Matt
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Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
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Organization: SCEA News Server
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>Hmm, of the new batch of games Ive seen so far I suppose I shouldnt
>really comment much except on what has already been revealed to the
>press, but I will make a  comment about ridge racer 4, which is 
>
>'bloody hell some of it looks amazing'. Some of the track s are a bit
>dull but there is this one out in the countryside that is the best bit
>of graphics Ive seen yet on the psx. Of course, you only meet one car
>about every 30 seconds but, hey, they had to sacrifice something.

   Nice to see you still about Robidob, I had great fun seeking out
your member page a few weeks back. [grin] I hope you can purchase your
own yaroze soon... SCEE is not planning to end new registrations, are
they?
   How have you been lucky enough to see previews of games that you
feel bound not to reveal details about? 
   I will keep RR4 in mind, at least it would have replay value,
unlike my usual fare of gaming. I say "Pah!" every time I read the PSX
has reached it's limits. I saw the Super Nintendo exploited for too
long to believe the hardware could be fully exploited within four
years. I sort-of hope Dreamcast falls flat on it's face, so Sony's



hand is not forced. Albeit, I read that Sony plans to keep selling PSX
alongside PSX II for the upcoming decade. I find it hard to believe,
but it would be cool. They are just achieving critical mass of
installed untils, and we have yet to see the magical $99 price point.
We'll see how the release of FF VIII stiffles the hype around
Dreamsplash.

-Matt
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: What to buy for X-mas? Etc...
Date: Tue, 22 Dec 1998 13:58:52 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
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>    Hi Scott. How goes Project X?

Things are going really well.  Other than that I can't say really
anything.  Kinda sucks, but that's the way it is - and I want to keep 
my job :)

However, I will say that I personally don't think we will compete
directly against DC/PSX2.  Next Gen Online had an interview with Jay 
Smith, CEO of Adrenalin Interacive.  He put it best when he said 
"there is room for all three to live successfully in the same 
marketplace" (meaning PC, video game system, & NUON).

>    Yeah, right... if I were wealthy, maybe. Sad, that it took them so
> long to learn their lessons, Sega may never be the same again.
> And, once again, they are rushing a release with a few titles, delayed
> titles, etc... Hopefully, what they do provide will be good quality.
> Oh well, Sony seems to have 'em all by the balls at this point, I love
> it!

Thankfully, that's just the Jananese launch.  Sega's launch over here
should be much better since more games will be complete by then.

>    I may go with MGS. Does it have replay value, or is it boorish to
> play after you know all the tricks and secrets?

I can't really comment since I rarely play through games again once
I finish them.  There are too many games out there for me to dwell on 
one for too long.  I still have a stack of unfinished games that got 
put aside once Zelda came out (one of which is Tomb Raider - yeah I'm
slow).

Scott
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From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
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Hey Everyone.

So far this includes Matt, Scott, and Mario. Not to mention Darco and
Steve, and Others who I can't  remember off-hand Because I am Writing this
while not being online on the Chat area.

   I have dissappeared for the past three weekends due to {Personal AKA
new Girlfriend thingy.. :)))) } not being at home to sit in front of the
PC and watch the Chat Areas. For the Next Semester this may be more often
than not due to me Teaching RADAR and MicroWave Techniques classes.

   In the meantime I have been poring over a few of the demos from the
SCEE web-site. It looks like the membership Over the Pond are really
keeping it together.

   Too bad we aren't..  :(

   There is no clear reason for it. It dissapoints me, and it looks like
we may waste away to nothing is there isn't a Pick Me Up soon.

   Really the Pick Me Up would have to come from staff at Sony. The
Likelyhood of that happening is quite small. No wonder since most have
been swallowed by the VMLab group. 

   This doesn't mean that Sony cannot do anything about it. In fact this
opens an opportunity to get things going with newer people.

In a Recent Post Matt, raised some interesting points. Here's a Quote:

>     Hmmm... I suppose all must accept responsibility. I have spoken of
> my desire to get more people involved from my first days in the
> program. I got some support, I got flamed too... I still think the
> majority of members don't participate because they are intimidated.
> How many members do we all converse with in e-mail, who do not post?
> The atmosphere has improved a great deal since the horn butting and
> sharpening of the first few months of the program though...

I was fortunate to miss a lot of this due to having limited Equipment and funds.
E-mail was a once in a month opportunity. News was something I got into later.
And I like many Yarozers had big plans and big Dreams.

   I still do. Like having an OSS based operating system for the PSX so
that the  Sony Licence agreement restriction would allow Hobbyist
interaction in the Set-Top domain. But that is a really hard project for
one individual. So I scaled down what I wanted to do, and found that
writing an RTOS engine would be cool to illustrate the same thing.

   At no time was I intimidated, what did happen a lot in the past 1_1/2
years that I have had my Net Yaroze, is me running out of time at home AKA
Energy to sit in front of the console doing development. Having a



Grilfriend is not going to help matters much either. [She forgives me the
fact I will be sitting in front of the Computer a Lot, Thank Goodness...]
But this looks like what has happeded to a lot of the other Yarozers who
haven't been around or keeping up.

[Shrug]

Here is Another point:
>    I assert that we would benefit greatly from a "Peter Passmore" in
> the United States, and a team that would just forget the stipulation
> about "only experienced programmers need apply". In the U.S., it is
> obvious that we have a great number of people who are not  advanced,
> and would benefit from any kind of input that would get the ball
> rolling.

Clear as a bell!  Here in the USA, [Canada too, I am not forgetting!]
there has been ABSOLUTELY No contact from ANY Sony staff with the
exception of two people.

   First and Foremost: Barbara Castillo. I met Barbara at the E3
Conference Last May. She is a very nice lady and she got me to where I am
in the Net Yaroze due to her dedication to making the Plan work.   I have
not heard from her.

   Peter Alau:  The Systems monitor, and programming mentor. Good fellow,
haven't met him, but I did e-mail back and forth a few times to realise
that he knows a lot of what happens in the Yaroze arena.  No messages for
the past wee while.  :(

>    As an aside, it is also odd how Joel Sumner disappeared. MW told me
> that version 3.0 would be released last May. No new release, no posts
> from Joel... odd.

Yep, Methinks when I was emailing to him last, he was really gung ho about
the latest release. The latest tools were a bit better in some ways and in
others. Yuck.

   I really cannot comment on what may have happened at Metrowerks. {I
tried getting into the Web-Site just now, and it failed. } but there was
some serious backlash from a post I put into the SCEE/SCEA forum about the
operations of the SIOCONS tool used by CW called PsCommUtil. 

   My beef with the Util, was that it was NOT a terminal program. I used
Zterm for a couple of Experiments, and then switched to Minicom and
SIOCONS in GCC/PC /Linux. There I could make some code that could not
function in CW, work in Gcc.

The actual PSXOptimised code would work too. { TestCard()  remember???}
but you had to load it manually using an old trick I remembered from the
First incarnation of PsCommUtil: A Memory addressing thing. You used
SIOCONS to load the pxe into the Yaroze from a PC, and then switch the
serial port to Zterm on a Mac {or Hyperterm in WinNT} and type GO and the
program would work.

   The major source of the Blast was by the express use of HSS.EXE on the
Yaroze boot CD-ROM for the use of PsCommUtil. Nasty EXE that, even with
GDB it is a real memory intrusion. But I would assume that was not what
dissollusioned Joel out of the Yaroze camp? I really do not know, but if
that was part of it, I apologise to Joel in advance.

Another Point:
>    I have decided not to wait any longer for this aid, I have waited
> six months, and can wait no longer. Nevertheless, for those who
> scratch thier heads and wonder what would get the SCEA side of things



> going, well, it seems obvious to me that an instructional set of docs
> would be very productive.

   I couldn't wait either. And I have been with Yaroze for 1_1/2 Years.  :_S
Most of what I wanted to know about the Yaroze I found out so far. LIBPS.A
is an ECOFF file one can open up with Linux GCC tools. Not much to look
at, and the Assembler is really kinda wild, since it lacks Line by line
documentation that really cannot be done on a disassemble.  ;)
   As for the performance of the PSX/NY don't use the HSS.EXE debugger
unless you ABSOLUTELY must! For the CW folks out there, {And I am one of
them} I wish the best of luck with your code. We'll see what happens..

   I found that the most informative information was from the UK SCEE
site. Your UserIDs and passwd's wrk there so got there. It is a little
zany in layout, but once you find something. its usually gold. The
Middlesex University is holding a NY program and is putting a lot of
Documentation on the SCEE site. I's hoping that that would get mirrored
here on SCEA.

Finally:
>  Imagine, if you wanted to start learning C,
> and I just dropped a slew of sample code in your lap. You would
> eventually get where you want to go, after an extreme effort and much
> wasted energy. And, yet, so many nuances of understanding of the code
> would be lost to you. Each character, most spaces, all punctuation has
> meaning and importance. There's the nitty-gritty of each function, and
> it's coding peculiarities, and then there is the forest of the entire
> program, and how the functions work together. One can get a good sense
> of the forest studying PC programming, but those trees are still
> somewhat cryptic when one dives into LibGs. I will be forced to ask
> many insignificant questions in the groups. Hopefully, many will
> benefit from this, and my questions will be noticed and answered.

TOOO TRUE!

   I sent an email to Mario Perdue about this very topic. Haven't heard
from him either. The real question comes down to the basic mechanics. That
is what people want. At E3 that was what I wanted, and that was what I
got. I asked stupid questions, and I asked really good questions. Both
gave me answers that I needed to make the right descision as to where I
would look to the future for Game Development. Net Yaroze is a good area
to work in. I like the conversations. I like being able to fill someone in
on what CPU's are really great console CPU's, what they do in comparison
to a known Processors, and what it means to code for it. Most of the SCEA
membership is novice enough to ask the same questions in Mechanics for Net
Yaroze. But enough have accumulated the right knowledge to answer those
questions as well.

   Time for an Intro to PSX Programming.  "The most common Grail quote
within SCEA.."  But who can do it?

   The big problem is the use of the Placeware system at Sony. That is an
effective forum. BUT IT HAS TO BE USED TO MAKE IT WORTHWHILE!! Sony spent
at least US$ 11-12K for the system and technology, and what did it do.
SURVIVAL.

   What a waste.

   If I used A system like that, I would install something to automate
some intro forum Animated Sets, to introduce members into the finer points
of PSX Programming. Like wise, I would enjoy trying to put Interactive
sessions on-line just like the Z-Net guy's do. {PSX Underground? What
about Yaroze Overland? Same thing, just a difference in content.}



But to do that I would have to be working for Sony, now wouldn't I ???

I have access to a lot of things at Humber College. I put together a
proposal for an Interactive Computer Entertainment workshop. I couldn't
get the funding because of internal politiking. That was last year. {Blame
the Digital Imaging Training Lab for that..}  But I am going to re-submit
it again, and see what happens.

But from what I have seen from the Yaroze End. There is a lot that can be done.
And we aren't even doing anything "High-Bandwidth".

[sigh.]

Maybe I should go over the specs on the blackbird one more time.

http://www.motorola.com/semi/blackbird/

But methinks I can wow people right away with the Yaroze.

-sean
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What can I say but "wow".  You hit so many topics (right on the head
I might add) I don't know how to reply.

On the topic of kickstarting the SCEA Yaroze scene (for the second
time...), I think Sony should sponsor a competition.  The SCEE folks
have had so many opportunities to get their stuff shown (Edge compo,
GDUK, cover disc compos), but we haven't had squat.  Jeff Lawton's
Yaroze World was sponsoring a competition, but his site hasn't been
updated since August.

There should be a competition.  There should be hype.  Come on Sony, 
step up to the plate here.  We need an incentive!

Scott
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Scott Cartier wrote:
> 
> There should be a competition.  There should be hype.  Come on Sony,
> step up to the plate here.  We need an incentive!
> 

Sony has always emphasized that if any game was good enough then they
would look into publicizing it somehow. Like on PlayStation Underground,
or something. In fact, PSX Underground has had quite a few NY games on
it, but as far as I know they are all non-SCEA games.

I'm hoping to change that with the SEDE project game though. I had to
put the project on the back-burner for a few days while I worked out a
few things in real life. But, now that I've finished my friend's
Christmas present, and finals are over...... Real development can start
up again on the project. *GRIN*

'Darco
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Although I haven't gotten around to cleaning it up I decided
to release the source code for Yaroid anyway.  It is available at:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/dpayne.html

(I wouldn't post this but I'm sick of seeing only messages
about how scea net yaroze scene is dead.  If I weren't trying to
finish something for the independent game festival I'll have
something better by now.)

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
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Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Brian West <briest@deskmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Shift-JIS codes
Date: Tue, 29 Dec 1998 01:25:19 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
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NNTP-Posting-Host: bwefr98.lyan.hv.se
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Forgive me if this a bit of a thicko question but I'm new to
programming.

    I want to use Kanji characters. From the docs I assume you do this
with something called Shift-JIS codes. What I want to know is, does
anyone know where one can get a list of which codes represent which
Kanji character (I've tried searching the web but I can't find this
info).
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Yikes,

Got to be a bit careful with the rants...

Yaroze is not dead, we just saw that they are not selling any more systems.

I speculate:
The reason for that could be that Japan has run out of stock and cannot
FAB any new Yaroze's because of a change that was made in the GREY PSX
model fabrication
mold that is Incompatible with the PSX/NY Motherboard...

The new PSX systems are no longer Screw Retained, they are bonded. The
Yaroze is a Low Volume Production device, so changing the molds are
costly, hence the current stock has to be run out. A logical conclusion is
that North America was the first to do so.

I deduced this from a bit of sniffing about on the Internet and found that
someone had done a bit of sniffing too: Cracker/Warez web-sites are good
for trash tv and tidbits that you never really tend to think about.

AUTHOR NOTE: Be VERY careful when you use information from these
web-sites, some of the content is clearly illegal and usage of software
technology from sites like these could get you in trouble if caught.

I say this because of a recent crackdown on the Game system Emulator scene



that has me concerned with the Proper Use of Intellectual Properties. I
buy what I play, so I do not have any conflicts in the emulator arena. 

I have a Vectrex {Which is a Hasbro/Milton Bradley technology, but I play
the emulated games I own so that I can enjoy them and develop code of my
own without the hassle of using my Prom Burner Over and Over again. I am
still awaiting word from Hasbro as to the ACTUAL State of the Vectrex
system Games and Intellectual Properties which were said to be released to
the public domain by Smith Engineering.
-sean

Yaroze needed a bit of motion, so I picked up the cattle prod, and well...

What I am interested in is a bit of Pickup.

I have been doing some 3D code lately.

{Thank my Cousin Daniel for the VTK workbook. What a FAB resource.!}

As well I have been going over a reletively good book on Computer Gaming
for MacOS systems. {Now that I actually have a PowerMac at home I can do
some REAL Risc Programming...} The best part of it covers the ? I want to
do this, but how? questions. There is really nothing for doing this except
for the "Canned Libraries" in DirectX 5.X/6.X and they do not cover
anything in detail.
Most of the "Micysoft Press" books cover that in "Canned" methods, so
translating it to Yarozish is a Big pain. {Now you know why all the Cpp
affianandos out there.. ;)  }

The MacOS version is a bit better due to its similarities to the NY
Libraries. All except the intrinsic ToolBox calls. But I think I can
"Translate" that from MacLish to Yarozish, if I do not let it overwhelm
me..

OK, after the CHAT on Dec 27. Which consisted of Mario, and Jeremy H. And
yours truly. Mario and I covered a lot of ground. We looked at what
technological software at SCEA could we leverage to do "Presentations".

Placeware is a Neat way of doing this. So is RealVideo. Especially when
you want to do a Visual output job. It is just a Question of Generating
the Content.
SCEE is a valuable resource in Up-to-the-minute info on the Yaroze domain.
But the connection across the Pond can get a little annoying. 

But to make the North America Net Yaroze thing happen, I need to get in
touch with as many N/A Members as possible.

This of course is going to take some time.
I'm going to try a role call.
If you get the email from me, Please reply. 
The content will be brief and to the point, and I am not trying to "Spam"
anyone. Further to that I am not releasing the information to any
organisation without Prior Consent. 

Imagine Microsoft trying to do that...
{Again, it comes to a question of Who do you trust?}

But I am going to try and put together my first slide show:

Collision Detection.

When I run, How do I know I bumped into something... And what do I do?



Stay Tuned..

Now I can put the PROD away...  ;)

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17874 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001084html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17875 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001085html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-172.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Will I rant, or no.
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 20:21:37 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <developer-2812982021370001@pro1-172.barrie.connex.net>
References: <developer-2312980020460001@pro1-130.barrie.connex.net> 
<36812BB9.D415CDE1@vmlabs.com> <3682CCB1.23F9D4DD@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-172.barrie.connex.net

> Scott Cartier wrote:
> > There should be a competition.  There should be hype.  Come on Sony,
> > step up to the plate here.  We need an incentive!
>  
>         Sony has always emphasized that if any game was good enough then they
> would look into publicizing it somehow. Like on PlayStation Underground,
> or something. In fact, PSX Underground has had quite a few NY games on
> it, but as far as I know they are all non-SCEA games.
>         I'm hoping to change that with the SEDE project game though. I had to
> put the project on the back-burner for a few days while I worked out a
> few things in real life. But, now that I've finished my friend's
> Christmas present, and finals are over...... Real development can start
> up again on the project. *GRIN*
> 'Darco

Good points all around.

Yes the examples from PSX Underground are from non-SCEA locations. And
there was a PSX Underground edition which came out with a "Net Yaroze"
edit, but the response from the issue was a bit flat. {There was also a
bit of a problem with the distribution of THAT particular edition. I
couldn't find one! So there might have been an external problem.}  *SHRUG*

Darco's SEDE project is looking quite spiffy. But a good Cohesive game
pilot project that individual users can work through and edit and modify
makes better programmers. And not just 2D either.It's kind of the GNU Open
Source thingy that I have been getting preachy about. But it works REALLY
Well!

The Biggest incentive from Sony really is not a monetary one. In fact it
is a Mentoring problem. I have seen really flat teaching examples in
Classes, but when the instructor gets an individual from industry to come
in and mentor for a while, But do you see Eyes Brighten and Heads go up. 
It is a case of Positive re-enforcement. Kindof like seeing Linus Torvalds
show up at a Linux Users Group seminar, you see the effect pay off right
there.

Wonder if I can talk some industry folks into hanging out in Yaroze?? hmmm.
Best thing to see is Sony Folks in my view.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17875 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001085html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17876 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001086html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-172.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Shift-JIS codes
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 20:44:29 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <developer-2812982044290001@pro1-172.barrie.connex.net>
References: <36882F7F.765F01C9@deskmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-172.barrie.connex.net

> Forgive me if this a bit of a thicko question but I'm new to
> programming.
> 
>     I want to use Kanji characters. From the docs I assume you do this
> with something called Shift-JIS codes. What I want to know is, does
> anyone know where one can get a list of which codes represent which
> Kanji character (I've tried searching the web but I can't find this
> info).
Not a Thicko Question at all.
Shift-JIS codes are hard to find Documentation for.
From the Library reference it is all full-width Kana, Half and Full widths
are made full widths.   pp 67-74  Krom2Tim is a ROM font to TIM
converter.. Good for 3D texture mapping.

Best source code to check for more info oddly enogh is the PSX/NY code
snippet called  CHECK that came with the NY/PSX/GNU CD-ROM since it has a
Kanjii based sample called MAIN_J.C file that tells you how to setup for
SHIFT-JIS font Kana.
It is also written in Shift-JIS, an ANSI setting can make this veiwable,
just don't ask me what it is since I Do not Know...

I hate to say it, but it looks like you will have to Single step your way
through the Kana to find the Glyphs you are looking for {There are only
512 of them...} I am going to try myself to see if it works.

If you are a loyal subscriber of Electronic Gaming Monthly [Like me! :) ],
the September/October issue {Methinks...} had a good blurb on the
Shift-JIS Kana and the corresponding meanings. Most of it is Quite Literal
from an acoustic point of veiw. When you hear a Japanese child saying the
word from on-screen it sounds like the english equivelent.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17876 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001086html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17877 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001087html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-172.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Paranoia Check? Success!  I was Wrong...
Date: Mon, 28 Dec 1998 21:15:27 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <developer-2812982115270001@pro1-172.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-172.barrie.connex.net

Hi Yah'all.

   Oh Boy I'm glad I was wrong...



The Web-Site:
http://www.metrowerks.com

Is  now OK. [Although, going on the Blink For A Week is rather hurtful.]

Turns out I was a little bitty taken with some of the recent TakeOver
mania that has been going on. 
My Apologies to those who may have been adversely affected...

Code Warrior is still about, and so is MetroWerks.

But alas, I cannot find Joel Sumner. {But I haven't looke really hard yet.}
Looks like the contact guy is Andy Price.

Good news for Christmas/New Years,  all around.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17877 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001087html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17878 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001088html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: what's happening in Japan?
Date: Sat, 2 Jan 1999 15:26:43 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <1dl05x9.7xcfo61weadgkN@a1-88-108.a1.nl>
References: <3670DBB0.6AC13D20@znet.com> <3676D132.A3D2E3B6@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-108.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

> Kirk Bender wrote:
> > 
> > The Japan yaroze newsgroups haven't had
> > new messages since last July.
> > http://www1.scei.co.jp/netnews/index.html
> > 
> > Were they moved,
> > or is the Japan Yaroze scene alive or not?
> > admittedly, I don't speak much Japanese, but I
> > don't see new activity there.
> >
> 
> I've noticed this as well, but I'm not sure what to do about it.
> 
> 'Darco

Maybe they have moved on to NY2.... ;-)

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17878 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001088html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17879 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001089html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Russell <James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Dev FAQ 1.0
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 09:37:07 +0000
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36908BC3.C477DFCA@scee.sony.co.uk>
References: <76ej38$g3o5@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: mailgate.scee.sony.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Jamin Frederick wrote:
> 
> Happy Holidays!
> 
> Yaroze Dev FAQ 1.0
> September 1998
> 
> Compiled by Jamin Frederick
> Net Yaroze Member SCEA
> http://www.cse.psu.edu/~frederic

Excellent stuff! Can you SCEA guys see the SCEE Dev FAQ we've got here? It 
should be off the New
Members page from the SCEE mirror. If you don't mind, I'd like to assimilate 
some of the entries in
your FAQ into mine.

Cheers,

James

-- 
== James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk                +44 (171) 447-1626
== Developer Support Engineer - Sony Computer Entertainment Europe

A little greed can get you lots of stuff.
--MESSAGE FILE 17879 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001089html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17880 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001090html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Shift-JIS codes
Date: Mon, 04 Jan 1999 13:52:05 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <36913805.F71A2AF1@znet.com>
References: <36882F7F.765F01C9@deskmail.com> <developer-2812982044290001@pro1-
172.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-20.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> > Forgive me if this a bit of a thicko question but I'm new to
> > programming.



> >
> >     I want to use Kanji characters. From the docs I assume you do this
> > with something called Shift-JIS codes. What I want to know is, does
> > anyone know where one can get a list of which codes represent which
> > Kanji character (I've tried searching the web but I can't find this
> > info).
> Not a Thicko Question at all.
> Shift-JIS codes are hard to find Documentation for.
> From the Library reference it is all full-width Kana, Half and Full widths
> are made full widths.   pp 67-74  Krom2Tim is a ROM font to TIM
> converter.. Good for 3D texture mapping.
...
> I hate to say it, but it looks like you will have to Single step your way
> through the Kana to find the Glyphs you are looking for {There are only
> 512 of them...} I am going to try myself to see if it works.
> 

I suggest going to 
http://www.njstar.com/
and downloading a trial version of the
NJSTAR Japanese word processor.
You can look at those pesky japanese source and doc files,
and run your cursor over the kanji to see the JIS codes.
I haven't worked with kanji on the yaroze but I would
expect from the NJSTAR wp you could
cut and paste into your source files, etc.
and you can use a hex editor to look at the codes once you
make a file with the characters you want.

regards,
kirk

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17880 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001090html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17881 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001091html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Dev FAQ 1.0
Date: Tue, 05 Jan 1999 14:49:43 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <3692262b.274278@205.149.189.29>
References: <76ej38$g3o5@scea> <36908BC3.C477DFCA@scee.sony.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Mon, 04 Jan 1999 09:37:07 +0000, James Russell
<James_Russell@scee.sony.co.uk> wrote:

>Jamin Frederick wrote:
>> 
>> Happy Holidays!
>> 
>> Yaroze Dev FAQ 1.0
>> September 1998



>> 
>> Compiled by Jamin Frederick
>> Net Yaroze Member SCEA
>> http://www.cse.psu.edu/~frederic
>
>Excellent stuff! Can you SCEA guys see the SCEE Dev FAQ we've got here? It 
should be off the New
>Members page from the SCEE mirror. If you don't mind, I'd like to assimilate 
some of the entries in
>your FAQ into mine.

Well, if you can assimilate, I'd like to as well. In fact, I'd like to
do a little FAQ assimilating from both of you, if you don't mind.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17881 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001091html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17882 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001092html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Whoa, SCEA Yaroze is "Not Dead Yet". ! ! !
Date: Tue, 05 Jan 1999 16:38:02 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 116
Message-ID: <3692863A.B1818495@datasys.net>
References: <developer-2812982007530001@pro1-172.barrie.connex.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 165.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Sean Kennedy wrote:
> 
> Yikes,
> 
> Got to be a bit careful with the rants...
> 
> Yaroze is not dead, we just saw that they are not selling any more systems.
>

How come none of the other, more active NY territories aren't suffering
from unit shortages? I think they pulled the plug.

> 
> I speculate:
> The reason for that could be that Japan has run out of stock and cannot
> FAB any new Yaroze's because of a change that was made in the GREY PSX
> model fabrication
> mold that is Incompatible with the PSX/NY Motherboard...
> 

That's not right... the 5500 series case isn't compatable with the 1000
series case, which is what the black and blue playstations have. They
were manufacturing 5500 series playstations when Net Yaroze was in it's
prime. I don't think that this is the problem with the new 7000 series.
(I know it's something with a seven in it, it might be 7700 series or
something...)

>
> The new PSX systems are no longer Screw Retained, they are bonded.



>

Yuck. That's news to me. You talking about the 7000 series, right? No
screws? Yikes. That's scary. I hope they aren't heat-sealed... 

> The
> Yaroze is a Low Volume Production device, so changing the molds are
> costly, hence the current stock has to be run out. A logical conclusion is
> that North America was the first to do so.
> 

Then this would mean that they would no longer manufacture blue debug
units either. (Which is very possible... They could quite possibly be
only a certain number of these in existance, manufactured only once
sometime in 1995)

> 
> Yaroze needed a bit of motion, so I picked up the cattle prod, and well...
> 
> What I am interested in is a bit of Pickup.
>

I second that. Even if the scene will not welcome new members, we still
need to become more active.

> 
> I have been doing some 3D code lately.
> 

As have I. I'm currently working on 2 projects. SEDE and BloodShed.
Project BloodShed is a 3D mech battle game with randomly generated
playing environments. Right now I'm just trying to make a square jump
around the random environments to the point where I don't have to
re-write massive amounts of code to add mechs instead of color cubes.

> 
> OK, after the CHAT on Dec 27. Which consisted of Mario, and Jeremy H. And
> yours truly. Mario and I covered a lot of ground. We looked at what
> technological software at SCEA could we leverage to do "Presentations".
> 
> Placeware is a Neat way of doing this. So is RealVideo. Especially when
> you want to do a Visual output job. It is just a Question of Generating
> the Content.
> SCEE is a valuable resource in Up-to-the-minute info on the Yaroze domain.
> But the connection across the Pond can get a little annoying.
> 
> But to make the North America Net Yaroze thing happen, I need to get in
> touch with as many N/A Members as possible.
> 
> This of course is going to take some time.
> I'm going to try a role call.
> If you get the email from me, Please reply.
> The content will be brief and to the point, and I am not trying to "Spam"
> anyone. Further to that I am not releasing the information to any
> organisation without Prior Consent.
> 
> Imagine Microsoft trying to do that...
> {Again, it comes to a question of Who do you trust?}
> 
> But I am going to try and put together my first slide show:
> 
> Collision Detection.
> 
> When I run, How do I know I bumped into something... And what do I do?



> 
> Stay Tuned..
> 
> Now I can put the PROD away...  ;)
> 

Yeah.... I guess this is where I should mention my fabled tutorials
that I was working on... So here it goes.

Tutorials help out alot of people and would help the net yaroze scene;
but they aren't great portfolio stuffers. So I've concluded that it
would be better for me to work on a game, and release the
fully-commented source code to the world-wide NY scene, explaining how I
did everything. This would be much better for my portfolio than a
tutorial, and is more interesting to work on. However, this isn't
exactly the best way for newbies to learn...

So... I'm sorry to everyone who was looking forward to the tutorials. I
can assure you that the source code that I release to these two projects
that I am working on will be full and ledgable. That's all I can offer
you all.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17882 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001092html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17883 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001093html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Paranoia Check? Success!  I was Wrong...
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 1999 08:24:31 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <36946bef.337526881@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <developer-2812982115270001@pro1-172.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-92.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Hi Sean,
   I had written Mario about this occurance (no new members) a week or
two back. He stated quite plainly that only a certain number of units
were manufactured for sale in each area, they are now sold out, and
that's all that is up. I suppose analysts saw demand in the U.S. would
be lower than other areas, and they manufactured fewer kits.
   Do you know what happened to CW 3.0 last spring?
   Man, life is good after replacing that puny 14" monitor with this
17" monitor. Much easier on the eyes...
   Personally, and this is just my opinion, as long as the program is
not discontinued, I am not concerned with the level of productivity of
members. People work, people have families, some people bought the
yaroze just to play our games and/or games from other countries...
I was a bit curious when Darco posted that no new members were being
accepted, but the explanation seems clear.
   I am sorry for all those who would like to do this, but now can't.
On the other hand, I also feel like this will be the best for us in
the long run, selfishly speaking. We are now a unique group of people.
What we do is not a common pursuit, and the limitation seals that.
I would never have asked for membership to be limited for personal
benefit, but I am not blind to the advantage. I bought my yaroze as
quickly as possible, knowing that membership in Japan would be capped
at 20,000. I did not think we would encounter this here, but, oh
well... I got mine, neener, neener, neener.



-Matt, who picked up Diablo and Disruptor this X-mas for $50
combined... heh-heh, I knew CDs as a format would rule the day, what a
bargain.
   

--MESSAGE FILE 17883 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001093html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17884 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001094html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: DualShock (im sure im treading on packed soil)
Date: Fri, 8 Jan 1999 11:53:00 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <775n9j$m3r1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust168.tnt1.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Hello,

Excuse me if I am repeating a topic probably discussed earlier.  As I have
been away for nearly a year now (or is it more??) .. =/  Anyway, I am
wondering if there is any yaroze support for the dual shock,  or to what
extent the support (if any) goes.  Can I at least use the analog's if not
the vibrations?

Thanks for any and all info.

-ben

--MESSAGE FILE 17884 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001094html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17885 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001095html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DualShock (im sure im treading on packed soil)
Date: Sat, 9 Jan 1999 11:15:05 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <77828p$m3r3@scea>
References: <775n9j$m3r1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Ben Siroshton wrote in message <775n9j$m3r1@scea>...
>Hello,
>
>Excuse me if I am repeating a topic probably discussed earlier.  As I have
>been away for nearly a year now (or is it more??) .. =/  Anyway, I am
>wondering if there is any yaroze support for the dual shock,  or to what
>extent the support (if any) goes.  Can I at least use the analog's if not
>the vibrations?
>
>Thanks for any and all info.
>



>-ben

You may have already found the answer, since it's answered in a few
FAQs, but in short I'll mention it here:

You can use the "analog stick" feature of the dual-shock controller.
You can NOT use the "shock" feature of the dual-shock controller.

A few people have libraries and descriptions of how to read the
analog values of the control sticks.  If you download the hmazesrc.zip
"Haunted Maze" code from my page, and check out the
lib\epad.c and lib\epad.h files that I use for control pad functions you'll
get one example for sure.  There are alot of other examples on
other member pages also.

Good luck,
EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17885 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001095html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17886 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001096html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mannyn@ix.netcom.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: The most people to play a Yaroze game at once?
Date: Sat, 09 Jan 1999 21:14:11 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 2113
Message-ID: <36981B02.D55A5F12@students.uiuc.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chf-il7-210.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
2599B9B34C52F44EAB77F024"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

--------------2599B9B34C52F44EAB77F024
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

I was just going through the net and I found this picture:

[Image]

Last year I used the Yaroze for a little jeopardy-type game in an
engineering conference in Florida.  I'm the little guy behind the laptop
slightly to the right of the center.  Under the purple cloth in front of
the speaker is the Yaroze.  (NOTE: To properly "calibrate" the
audio/video setup of the auditorium, I had to play Tobal 2 full blast
for half an hour)

So... 18 people at once.  I think that's some kind of record?

Manny Najera
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<HTML>
I was just going through the net and I found this picture:

<P><IMG SRC="cid:part1.36981B02.405565C5@students.uiuc.edu" BORDER=0 HEIGHT=174 
WIDTH=343>

<P>Last year I used the Yaroze for a little jeopardy-type game in an engineering
conference in Florida.&nbsp; I'm the little guy behind the laptop slightly
to the right of the center.&nbsp; Under the purple cloth in front of the
speaker is the Yaroze.&nbsp; (NOTE: To properly "calibrate" the audio/video
setup of the auditorium, I had to play Tobal 2 full blast for half an hour)

<P>So... 18 people at once.&nbsp; I think that's some kind of record?

<P>Manny Najera
<BR>&nbsp;
<BR>&nbsp;</HTML>
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R0lGODdhxQJpAfcAAAAAAAAAVQAAqgAA/wAkAAAkVQAkqgAk/wBJAABJVQBJqgBJ/wBtAABt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QhtSNi4CDc5uOjNJtk7it8olgXQkSEEi5jWz8lCxSak6WcROgoJGlGcmKDiZK8ggriS0wonf
6WESPgW8RJDhJGmIRfpI4DckkC4Sv2OSdMRlt/RJU3amM92BPvWpbaGIeI4DUm5uUyy5iEss
zvMjcYqlkLUciVhzIgEZ9octRoCzW/gE1UygQv+gDf0nP+zJXBrIkAb8eUciaECCdjaS0DSk
Ag0W2dzCEhGRSjZOXvhpXcdoFg2AOcOB8jnR2viFqE05bF9k6xfJvBMxtWXOPNSJBQi9wx7R
JcIV1nBFKnCqKPdtrjoeq04bmEOiRTHqUSgl1OfMd5iYDC6HukqB+KZKAiSgACRVTSVKUDA4
ql7VIT1BAQqQkAIiXJUjYaWqVc1qVj+RxCMl6In4xopWuo51rCkQlljHKiyripUjSaCrXpEQ
2MByhLBotSpHpEpYYTWBCUiALBIeS1kmPLYFlmWCZjdbWc024bGe/SxlR5vZJrCAspOdLAta
EFlhuVayiv0rYxF72JH/hCQlWbvVUlSm0mjsxxkHQls0qmFUly0wPzQj7lGN+sCLUZBkrUgF
KkhxuQH2Z20zc+B18QPSfgUKCbYEYSvQMB6ZlgcR+YIXEiIhH5XdzFABClAC7XWoDJmwPChC
2Yo6lZ6OaWhfAC5YwBCkHhN6SnYHdoWCmZOImiDnSQUpFpyEw0fS0Cg4sqkhPP+yPfAJ0H8A
BWg+R+yedxUYbempbnWui13OlXRl2qGZK3yLtg7hV102tg8inUsvC56Ugodi4YVQFh9pOFRd
8iFR3KwRXbmlglE4DRSohJyyVb4HwNithjS0nDaWbXlf1WiwsbbWKo40QhvbSHOabdGGNbd5
/xsycjOa2axmvSXBGvvYhjXQrOY+91kWkfDzNyQRiW9sg9B51obe+maLPMvCFml2RBLYwGdZ
aJLPibBGpBu7Xj5rwxppaIM2dmELW+jCFqE29alRfVjCWsIWhK5EJPYWiVpDs7FtgCY024CE
NrRhb2xoQ6h1oQ1bJLQNF8kIYiUSEtcSNtB6hqVLfIhEKaoxXEL5CW3i4pAS2LJQK+zoiw9G
wUY9qpDuuXIAy6adVLBCutX5ICoSMW9SIIIQiEAEKi5nuFbWLmZGze7aOPrcIHvXt7HLj4XM
Jh+SPdBBGZXFR7NrcHCnUIESjxu8Np7gB7lLFqZz0D8dFiBEXA9XGP8mU1JmBRh1ZiZNSclw
mab0F6YWZWlMu6POTdLEnZdZWqwSCRLmCdGifxARRrdIGhCx9KYTFKKISETUp8McRmALnyJv
BsDOVo2YEZe5W25UNchNqK8raoEtsgZx/UOelTaoEdiKaX3vCy+4R8eezWEEGTRc85nwsNWA
B2zgBe/swLu2r4RHbBKaoPiM7E3U2oiENrTxDVv09fG+FjYTXBtqYePa1o3gNWA1KYlNlToS
aXh0I+ychDjYYs/WYHXfLq0NS+8NDZJXszVWbws+p1nRkPa9LaANal2kuRGNbUSaDf0NRcdh
+dv4xzdkcViP6HwlcdQ5Fm2uJjXFxiGtWFT/LKzRskeRyETyqW8FMXofBj1KZuYOWeYuIsxE
IEFnqtpetopqbouvkIQD538GVw0dcl0iFGTzQ3ay00gK10Hpxh7dgzzdE4ET+EHzIVDS4Qjl
4Qjodx/OcC/7IS/rkU0gd2DVsTNGAhZgEiXMs06lARylMSQuhxTPwxvM40d7Ej05ciNGchNZ
AxzCwRtC+BRiEmFZ4mBTgmFqYhzdp1u4MibeRycQZhpAwjPtFCZCCHMXBicRtoQyZz45eBqD
ERt3gRoxpyVjOBiH0TWw0RRZwUMjUTdvtg0mkwaQRod8xnqi9nsyUjh+tg17+A3WEIja8A+K
lnvbQHn/EAuXZ4dp/7YPdagL+1B7vUeHetNraKYNsVAJk6hmbFYJajZ5oqgLs4ZYkWBqr6dM
bWB8v0dJGtF72uA5rUdoqLc3cRAJbRAHyIYRruVrjRBsF3FphkZJTbI9xsdn+2BpJSESrIIE
HuFaRCAsfZNEZcSMM7FtelEbzjI+S8EZ3egUNncTPVMTPwiOODGOOoGOOCE+r+JzcPQSd3RM
t4UG8wQRRRcRnoOP04Et2NIc08EKddc97gKB2lEt1eIc5eNyhVElRqiGVkgc26Ys1zOGvBI9
WYIrMfGEv9GQx1E9fhQ9tqGCNSKDbFiFRDImfuQa04MQFFlDVcEQMmgXf6QkEYZhB3EXTP+V
JPGUJXFihILBFWnCFDS3TlhCkWwohDWIclwCEj1HEoB3eYrXaoUnlb0WWVEpLBCxN4cnbBGB
lbTVa2ywEUjQUEPFHG2weRHha9AUapHwIMI2IbEwVJgil7awesJ2iqIoC7/WBnsmC8ymN21w
h6FXiXr2i7WQiIlGjJhIedGXiKmWZvqAfBshjP+wD94Qi8kGjZfXJB5RRCbRJB3xEc1mRSh4
K0HyF92HmilHIyhpGORUJjCXhDNnJ8Ryk2wSPRApFj45G2LiFC1Jhtv4JDYxKyNZEEWYHDV3
k6wxFl1DnM2Cmn0CF32yNZ0BjkboJpmhJUGihmM4F+7UEMVhg2j/chzAUYNpiINk8pGBsXJM
lYYyWJMtSZHyWSwNmZuzESbTiY1TApHKmYO5QRtkQoRLiJ46+GBBSCz36YU4QpLqqYMauWF7
YZ6quTy66ROHRWtrRnyBNolo9g+AlmZ7Fn2xtw15tg+7F2j/kIiVuXvekGbe8A+LKHkt+g2C
eImhpg15hmpp0AR6k1CRcJlptohNUAk4amhwtqOElQZxoAstqg2SkAaIqA+Ktl7E9mmoxgaS
R2zDl4ulZgu14KWyIGvIxmuaZGtrmWuFmIwINZZpgKOi+A+DKInRx4iYWJlqpkxEsBF6sxGB
1nyTeRGTyWla6Wyu9ZIRVivEUpPBSU7N/2IYvtEbsMEzdIE9bVIkvgmFQamd4mSDVYiGJumo
/1meItknsMIUBcByBQAYNUSD3amGtlElv3mRh+qqE7maCDqge3GgZ7JtNEhztKonDnks5QRP
O8KTD0lDsbEmObIjOMiTyaoaZOIlAApIe+KoEomg6pQlnaGs0OqpzuOgFNmezZI9T7iEh6oW
vaEaY3YQaYIcxpojyoKeaXglgMQkggN4EZGVvJYGm7cRbJAEkpeiiQhnyMavvJZsCNUEaMCj
ndeV2yMRBfuvECVsmReWCXUR/wqYbWBPwgalDoOL+RqWjBALpeYdaECxtRB7oRcJjVJ7vjZ+
olh7sTB53ZGIjf8AaWrqazibos23epKAZt7AiNsDsNtgaDwLaqL2DfqgTGggCWr2DTCKahV1
ZtAHp31Ko4bYCNCWibVHfBCVk00IJyZpmu76JCnnhD8Sm1CIJOLEg45an9UannNSkWLCI9oI
FQvBntCJkTHpqty5J20RAEuoqZFqPn8hnF6jW3rSqbeCuERYc5exFmjrfUX5ql0SGADqnqkB
nxG6kMCRm7i5ToeqJK7Jq6EKkuxqG4ZqkVwYnjuiuryyPAx6rhP5PCdXjlSCFOLCm0QJktvW
m004m17iuzbIF2DChWhig8LZfT6SFNLCEaQCacxXixFRaHnGtGJZEXqqEdtTURRxscv/VnRs
arESMWljqXQUG2oWkZYTEZakkpYX8Wvv27EQRSodC7EPm6+lsr8P+771q3QIaxH7+r56qnSk
Uknli1D3WHRYiVD22FDrS1AHTBEaMZYdcRI8sxZiO6/duZ2jwRusiT0uiSTdGbt74n3WChcP
GpJdQoY1gpuYepuuqpGo+cJKARpwUQLHK4bN+5+i+31ughs+ya6yoVsnx7q0KaGSKhipW64x
h4OxERg9wqsMQZNdqKDKCy0ZphfsVBWVCsJVuBu2O4YYuZDkxMG2kp5qmJHkZJzWIyZEYiXN
u518N7q/a7nAMsYgaZ4M2sZBaJza+SS8CFFjiRH2aMjdmwbk/7unDswE2msRk7aL+suVwqZJ
+/tr7isRPMqjYdnJOyq/admxbBBswhaWbeDJFNtrmnSwEFGwJ2vKikyxJxsRsAyMoXbLmXy/
t+zAAFwqvezA3Fsq/cvL+5uV+WrBE4HA+/u1QSJOPDkk+TnGUuLMb+uoSvmsbqutJsyDq3ol
SQklltoYGjyU5bmN9FmU2holekuDOFmOySGpXNI8Axolb1GbDEEVrKosMpfNw/GSjyu6x4Jy
QViuy0qSoOssVkgbMoep0JKSUBi255meUlKe/6kbGQlIrKmcjVu3fQE9TihhF3YjxqlhDErH
dAzHh/sjaOuuXejNWxKbmQSovszIRv+nzOtrwI/syqUypvlasBIRbOSLyhSRvlzZykUNyxOR
vopsjwTceZnna6WSyfq7y1O91PrLBgJMyxQBsVztvrBc1A5czI9MwDgt1r68vgilqYsLqiA5
khscwiTJmlOyhgmhwWfsgtaqtnPbz1xoLGlyIyKdIyp8kWjYz0dk1xk8FRCGK1tsuTCZwT5c
K7ry0N0a0OU6vLRxw1yMoDsMg65L0ZdBxec60hwZ2BRmhBl2nixYu6ObjVXsu9eT0oaBqyNd
rMtqlKoJxxhWoGXbxsZprjLc0MrL0dspr1D8uxNpn8/DziOsGkTHERf7wKQyzFrdsb5W1hAr



y66s3b4WbPb/S8q4HGq2jMrX/dQ8XbHiDdW+SMqnTMyznL6mPKbtXbHtfctKbd07Pcvay9Xt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k65yteC1zkrDBcaNm850wQwervR7Mrv1+IhN53HzZpje7X6MXrhLKGnRaqaegaI4TUyogXc5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IHI6EGS6CmtJD4QK2UI6a9kMADukHWqhloIt7/qpSTFI99oNkuPFjlw7tUFBQZrGcHuKhIqz
yry/tKC57QC2WeM6m5PM0eITmwvEMfIMR1FHh8qnOMJActKj6BRNI+sTWAO045yUKkstQUIV
T9GqOCxFFluxkVwxtkKDVrAGa+DLv9yGfdAHbXjQv4RQa2gFNAgnrFoxSwNIdQww1IuqwQM7
WxEcsrtJf0Q77JhC3yHPcjQX0+GWrLqskdv/Gxiijmz0KL3QynqcxbuIKGjcqnMUHXGJCoN6
rWRUm7H5nKYwKK/wocxZi3u7MKyTihCIishToodyzZbiE2NMG63aN2xsDqpUjpjbKD+ED3Ob
vQw0w77YE+/Yxy/crSAaGyt7qkr8LmUBNv47nbScE87Rv+pitv+rxC8SMvAElcrwtxCKRv+D
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0FjVB1n1S3/QB1yF1V2VVZ7giV7Nh2pAhgpSscI5Q0vR0OjKjU6pSdSSQmLzRmJxKd5iuAaT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GX2E7qTZsyfvv3/SJKSQgASmJpY1C1lTChmcdYZEGmhIiEYjjLQSCyzRYfcdddjFQlgs1l3n
IYixsBILiokwE009yRDSSmp72aMNjfrYs8+NE723l1A23mPPX/fENqNQbtmTTT7V1LMkM6gg
8iQiEiIxoYRkoGGlaFU62Fk0QsWDDHDttBMNfvLoVdk121wzUUZtSjQQRv9Q9A9PLxG0zT8y
oSRNMyzFFJNGEpmEkkvb+INnSBdt1COeKC3KU0o6baPNpI72OFRLQ01KKUt3+hRfRR41utFL
BS0KJ6FtYopSbEMWV82MdR1IYDSyKFTYrQq5RRCNvVqqD/+wGlkDrFCUnpSXdELFehGzJ3Gq
Eo0ITjaZXcaiOlGCCtEojSytpNGILB8mUgS4sihSxFIggEDAuus6pZRSSyUFAhGkkEIEGYhc
+O1hVyJxIVleKRSLWAa51QgaqERnWCsXGtZIWHrtI82HekXTToLJgMmMaP9aIwsjZLTCmiuS
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DSIK6dYJbfUhGB3oLW0CVqWkIR0ZFuZ5XZIG2mD1NpUUiSi9KhJlpoXAyVxoMZFBYAvd0gpX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/8NwBa9d3H5wUzDuhVjSh3wIroSLFdUKxcgQECdCU5SAvNmK8SjPK8HS69YKLb8uZK2MClkR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XGDZLginI5G4o8otEn8H2DMqSnOL2CYpDwEf4aLZeossnplyyUhE6jY6TaLGN42cTumNOn3/
ocBFsXv1Oc62f5SdDrU6uH9LQHVr1KPl1K9M16jh7FrUa792bxbbeFGg1hTDZ4taEoNOhJUL
Pcsf517CM/7WV+oc5iYPcy1L+XuaRxzktbTUVV4+84y3Acs0F7PIaa4pMAPf+qSj+cnRfHI7
oznNwNfr94sfZy+LOePtb/9E/hxzOQczyBGPss/dGp5fB3jCVjR324FrwK6o787mpXSKv3CL
6VSmgD4q09AG9RKwAEpgAP9nhewpwLbtpTKsicAL72TIxIImwAjK9Lamih4qReQEREKA0i7P
jb4NZX6tpa5NROxmhRbvmsLJaBRwhuSG0mCvuSiKvzxK68rN8SCQ/+58K2W0qZzqhllsKgdJ
UNPKjdjICEeUxn8miqRAqtyGqm5cigqzRoB2ZtbICElKYMq2B63QUP32LMtqac34DMiYzPzc
b8xASVM6DuXOTMvw0FKUz/nQTPsAEZT06swaCfmuAhH3bPvWD/y8j/2sT82yrMwIMeMq8RIp
kRKTTPzuT82WD//crw3RoAysC9bIa4iwRrnyK44gjwW5re0skICeDWo+LaKyK7oGUPSmqew8
jYjsaafkSe1Kam7ihkdMjUn6Cwa9iI5mJIbCcLewhhX3Tt5wRmmYrWh6CLkuTKZU8f9+5BlD
kGsmiArpDZrKBgW/jrfKi7jIi1m45t2oyf9pivGh/I/CqrDa1K4KLwptjs3ckIYHQQiJ1Ens
EooBNy/bOIoFFeoxgu7ncm7k+mzNlq/5NgUQre/kTk5TCBEj34+RPLKRvKyRMPL5wM8jN5EN
GsEPww/6OJKRVO4q7pD8NAUmJxIQoa/4wAyrXu4NLxKUEqENEuER0yAo1Ywn2Q8NfhL83pDP
5G8Pk6D1jGRO6g7Sukm3xuuMsikbSdCdDMwJEwjSUKwxAiwIldHRrmbv1MSccmtqCAjVRoTq
omaCvrLwimuanisV3YvsHtBHQAgEfO3qIE8u847/YpAvu4m3ImoIfwrehgsFUZC9XmSKAjCi
VI3TchAyy81N4kb/grrkg2yKAREtjGQoLLGQ0foJnNqkFYVEqIDmht5pw/CtRVCASLaJFWOI
gpCEKS3R/SpxzNJv/QoREYXu+4ASEfuwlgIkQBihDZZzE5mTOYdSrBoBJdngJ5fzOqFzORsG
+lKyYRgJqxghKZcTDbCqO8EvKYNSNoCyDRBBrNDqJ3+yYbZzOQMEEoMyKMOzOtlPUzKhJ3oi
F/xTG3RBQLUhGwq0JwY0F7JBFxZUFxg0F3LBQSVUFyCUQhelEUoxBjUUFfUGaLRSR0gtbihN
uFBMB3eLMjEPCcGQTgqKaDztCZmxRPJyGl2qQ79RRj0IumQU1L5JTJ6JwzyzQ/Wt6opG/wC5
zWbmq5o6BC6B6r6eMCBLhKW0rWdcJATLMdrUTYMMaDRtk/HMcb3wbqXcZABRbwqPxr6OZoeY
8KN0UMSehsAEakbqa6dKdNOcxaf+Dk0jagP9QhQXkRBfMvvQ7OPwMPwYsSTXkz5PLjbWMz4/
8jvLM62grw/XMydJUlKTUjol1VLyIxG0L1PSU6yqEym9czs5EiU3Na08NcnSE63MkxEaQTkt
hRHCbD0DJDgaoRJSUqz8sA3iQFdbsuPiQBN0IRLSqj3TSqwiYTrbMDrD49uopKMq6J5IrDXj
q+ys8cFmL4BmKAXzzQBhivaICjFJrYGSpAmVrRZ3BMHOshhN0P++Vi3YWCTYZGj1nssw39FF
HwgVoQkDbVDy/KlIgytLglTyXiZpcg2/HOicUM3R8iYG7832UhCfYG2dxGSEvG3dbiQa823c
NlaJYNMa4UmBpOSamg5EGy2bBNZI10nAwGibAjZtMtZO4DDkjC/mMmUlT64+U3I+GsEnNQVW
aXU54ZM5fzZTpjMlESElYfVnUxIPG0E7m7ZhGDVq5fNquxMlkxYlhdZS5DM2sBZsRdVpjVZo
vXNpxSoRtBNsrVY2MNU9ZSM25DZWr5YNIsESGoYRlhVsg4M9ZSM8YTUSKuEgLIFX5XZs02qs
IkE720DplmhvVlNHfu0UHRC3WvHwDsr/6QyKBp90oaoV7upJg2ZxGfWtNWmP2/qJTtxyGfeJ
ZFMIovqpi7KxZSUWilDK9VBogT5NunBETuUJa+5G1cgUgPxnaBJzoPrynRiDCGLqH7/yZop3
iF4zpPbx3TgvB2EURe/tdLmR2/yp3YCK1TgKjKRoNenyf/zRQ5kmo0yz9DCK//IE5sqMJmFS
+/7MU1dV/EoSJq8iKE+VJHk1WXk1Ja+iO+VzgL02gVHSUoI2U8SqaRF4Vw/4OxOYgsuTUfvW
f+MTPOHWPVNLU9QzUgl4+0bYVbsHWJe1PEFJO5M1JavWhcuz4+JWfyMB5fRvSaIJacRufR8Q
hSaNbvYrLsWI/7kcsAvVCN5Upgyr6dB+dN2eCPEecBgnEDG/7fGekKPMBvMe7yyfjQpvBgLT
dcCsN8J6V0j1NXltKHMFUIgBD9KcmB+jtUiri+3wJjAfKr8AsvWexqTqBN2UtEoRDb1YKgxV
lofbKQiPWNuuGGlOl9Uoc2ckyuzUN7g+jCFjzuWCjD3BjCgVWPyclnScljxbWJNRUm0TdTod
VYU35Wqf0zxdGVYjGGslOG2l84C702zptm3b0zuls5ZLFYYTFzzbNjZQkjwNNzZgNTjC02qX
sxIkQYTHSm6DY1Tv01Y1eZkT0WjVU21jIw2U7tCeiBYjV52wC2IZDxkPdjO5qKQ+N/92v1JL
3ggfRZZie/Qyd3FGt4QMC0C7wEt103FGv5FKbYZbQZa89jVMBOraHlCoFvqBVBbaaooe6Rhv
1C5rwpTajGtiZUqOIRl5C+9oTK/aptQaJ5YYoQlnMvP29tj24Enb7Gmga413vRC3ZrEgH8pG
+QamULTySKBWz0wjBXVTEoGW0pPMtk8kn5ZW23Mkr4JWMbI6qdOV8VA8x5ZrvdZqtfYj2zZp
X7V/YVVVeXU9XfmAd/mqyVNsZcNpizaZcbVTYdk+OHWTh7IRamFvG4Y6rXOAGyYSIgES9DaF
WziZy/OB3ZNWAeOJLorpko0yezh3n+2cJE2kS4zYwrftbtf/oIO4uCpMCaPR07zkZRL53UiA
15BoShF2o2g3YHeIDGHQ3C5z8Q5y3l7QjKmL9pzwAysWAGFwIAFag/DNw5KxCMtLR+YIcucY
BiV7bECat1EEcseyt2gzc78EK83LMPlpgvAmkSeXt3/KSt3xFMVtwASs8Qg6SUaOgft3bJ+T
gj91aVEVO0UZUrGTcad2ltNgOS04qw3Yl69ar2FZr5XWgHm5VNn2l7uTPPNWbYP5k0vVl0fZ
ldF6adWWlcG2ltL6au8bmTt4g9O6mw1Yblu4EZrJdtELchlvusdZeXUNuw95pm3vsuUrxQIa
SswRbQJy73rRwLALvOgx7tiVXd8yGjFK4PLsrup0fOxOaLrHyDHFaIxA9EWb0Zwo/9mDmCig
7Bky3WgE+XGkiJvBNhqoqk1cW5SibNDVFOrLeSZimy18L02fSKrvLGh7NTOaIpqSRzoVa3pt
xM4E0YmOk2iADGN/mgmDbNe7DqqFEL2FbDfRGV1JDMO6Gp3QRwQxFF1JEBvQPwjSG31HBj1J
Or3TD/11kYQICn20D0xDjsZ54znVJ/uxRyq19266uFEZxTK6EnpFyWjVIK+cadRN0pdsVBGS
+dFqAsBiragW0W6dSUrrWtNN81V9X61D2TdOsbfPIeq4EK1JONpeza1NRAwA1fHciKo2Ozai
HRDYF4otx25IgdSzPWz1XmrsfrulAGymbGjVoaaAHlfc4v8JFkEX9axQHsd51/NGxbTNfIGX
CFqB1CHWn3TLuRE+KsVwY8fmzxMQxVfTcq0L8dIr1DBeuiF3u4zkcTO+1iu+BN2ovEK+4q8d
o6Vr4iu+b6h8u5U3ul80iKObBS87kpGbyEmNAqF0KpNY11zv0BejBOBLdZEbh75Li4BkX5f4
wCRoShIP8U6oK7XEjfhpZLmunE2o2feJnWJTiCT+uHZRA62k2PAdndj02sxGNGeqnLnS1kT6
4H83u91ctgfq//7Le/dYobww8dqLb+qOc6PRACdt5Lvu6QnMiNQen8wk1W1Kn2LRnUpU7eqk
1o5X2oqNspnG86eV1jz0xjWXRYv/TfJTKo5Zfb5GBMiMKOi7lfRoqKFx9OoGNr5W+2aiEUiy
fk67/Xd1K+o8Xx+r0LlIoA0W/vAovnT9XCFj31vBVHNppkPF6aXMzvaFhl2tf+ud7Z9HcIYc
z6HuKyqnPYp7NBdT/+9sMIq5qzYjDMNIENP+ONf8CYghzTIvsNpo+tvvTukBggQAgSAGDiRA
QCABECQYMkyY0GDBhg0XRlQIAEDBjQMnatSI8CBEEAQALHxIkmNBkyVPmgQxEeLClyFLZkyZ
8aNBgh83wuRIMefNnTAHkiCxEGlRgTcpzhRI0SHMhCkZGj3acKrUjVGjpsTqMKtWrB1nksQK
dafYsFsp/zYEWRWm158KGR79iZOrRrl4+UaV+NZhyaMdle7FexUvVotTTTaF2NViWqhIlTJO



mRQzSZpnH1IkMvkswsGYK0Meebmrx7sVrRKUjLA1Wcqmj0qGGgLyzoSzjTKWDCC33ZJyK1bu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qbX5tgHe7fBM9CGqZbGbOzuY1lII53LKKlY5RCKhnbjdHQ7PLX5GocZ6+8IlZpRpa34ixZTW
UA3d0KSYJu0KS2ahWB24vOrl0M5wlLKNKvOgHC0hn5E43BfemdS33SCKWqQyjD7UhBl1lYI9
ZDCGJkxmr47/Innh/DAgjoxpHitzP5eI3on6Gr1GPJh+PShT08YU0GvBnFVMQpVOlg0hWl3k
Ux6nizvZQheSQEMc3paUybEhEo+LBOC0erd6S7koEyEcLJ9slUJqlQloEDiVHdvhD2sVrGyw
JVcagh000ZgNa0rD6g5J45XYsg1oCPLoBv6TithSen2j98ZH96U2xKFvPnasLbUqvZXwDXAW
obJPyIBxT/2EVGey8pvAPNrhRlBp0DahnxXG0j3/WoKOrtAzKfZBM6OwQSAiIUKdGGqd3TBG
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SLFoMkLG/Y1iSjhPyau7JkIazPqsS/hfqjqw17XLJcLCgcWsNy70iNyu3zDqEjvfIkIaqPqu
Rw8jDKZpNu5bvy5cp2bkJoH9NslMH+iovgxPDt5Q7iqjbfRxcQ1Lo6CgGgzRBEkWtcxq11Z1
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KQASU0kQAEAAhFWsAEBIlfo0KgGxVUl4LUugbFqsWMtmvZrW7NW3U0G4XXs1a9azYQFwtaoX
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zrsrzlg/M+tNyBz17lDnQBtuVfMsk4wq0i7VLE7GoJ1POK0QY61VtnqVcz5s97TVO/MIM+va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pYKQb2Kt/0xZjGY0EfZVTEhCMiD6XHQ9mJ1yRGBqiEiONMuEnUR9rozEAAXSiKDRSCAXAV8j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tQhAm09Xc7S4ndplLYmjE7VlVqUohia00FQRs/s4bXL7i5Jqv/D6abuuOliqqMRPiuM4BHu4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ei2THx6DdPPmjIfiJL0GeDOIBi5YgivICKTYCnAXgzCICImACC9IiozACIiABiOIBDGIBq3A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fnPtr2++oUtjxLjrmOMzBSvsN38KS9phjfXB0qxUqs1zRcYgHi4p8qL/Kq+8w1ZUE82oNhaP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cRWspUotpkBp0NGuGj4NFJJrkNu8XSqEM5R2aAavmtt72IbCMsYOuhVhgRTx+bi4Ah17KEfE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mKWMd/ESnvB5FLx4D791w1M968TJskh8K3nZnpa2Vafal3mdR8+Gm9eJN253jYvEG2/9tCUY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lDHHXq0ZNBHTokngfojbsmrKolv7diga+GvXpXOfxlzb9Orcr4PHBj3auHHT06HbNk4EBHfX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K9qw+gbQq9YOieaCjQqCPmbiRMrgK+ALEX5NJMqNJHxm375HvcoyEEMGaIzFfBAz/9tA4vna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mazM9GR1jsSk7PbKmJpkCFPCSjFSrXfGrHbRxVGZsfKIyUs07mosqAKMZ+NoGamAVq0/gd4k
aVLjqhhlycoi1fKC2RZK3tSVNdYLj3E8KdapSsnQqhZUOHfZxEZPyMTryh0Nwxm8uLV8t8xV
K4/i1k81tseJOZ9P8zotRWG4saeM8YU+ZDSVIuc4MdMNcTfWG7PNhjttYEMamMAdRsDsNbBB
QxNEhhJbwCRgtElbLa77nHAudzpB9I3DFsbDf5rQFj3MYA/v+Q9v3C8J8lNND/8hCwvu74S9
2dk/PBj/0XLpsA0KUw0Ce5PQ79bTOQW032ze89x5JUyHQmTag4T2IJceqELYXlCg1edH5g3T
V14csZdjpRnMxDWxkS0mJ2eSBKQEdY2pZPeeBWvmpxY5lLzqTL01kyqxPrVqr8Iwri7bLG0l
uZFITYusiuWXztF4Mfg2TJ8pbBhh2U60e41yjXdaVlCmdVZWsZ3rFgOWF+cFNFWu8qpcV5ll
ddF22QNdypcqVjH30pDPkithyU0UNfPu4Jf6LJKLJaqcvtzKroJwZmg6Rf7A5zwnayhyjGM2
lvEn1FQPD8w6RlzzXHrq4Rn7bSC93piBZzZsMI3XscMdkcldNosWWaNls3bZ/8iX67NpQ2xC
TSPZOPq3MJEv2PseCUn0be8ERQl/GyaL7EpCvgc6MIQUhKLeFAHBKEWQbyLUYJkMy3ZKxkqI
Uzc7JM+xAMey62a7uNdQjmUxFDa9ZXqaPPJ5xVipBFWQsbz7INNb+LeH+U6/iNVT2iRDiz3q
5zpLtWGFdfSibN7H/QqAEHylAEBhvou1fNeqkq7MnlpkmUtVlL1I66ZlHr9dqVW8vAQzqxmH
3iM7B1Wr/iWRgRX6quhyTK9jK3ThcKAURqMzKthzLYuUU88zTAdYRoNUAkhQAsWBG4n3MR2z
H0+kdSwzdRgFadiEHaWxHpBWG2ZzHoUGMvwFdmVjGv9NIDP7YR60sR6XRh7rgQSX1nb7QTGk
0YPK4YIlSILXMYOW9mgqGB5e14EpeB0zEx8uiBzEhYIzJXXukVJWF1sI1lAIYkkdgjvyh3KM
oRhOkVl0pSlGJmdkSG/sFn+YNBg+52O7khaboSto5knUYn6kRUyyEkbKo0Zfdj664kq8tGM+
xTw8t0mpt0gfRxfil4j71n6aMVpJ8X+ktBVzmHqVNX4stimItCnk4xkrJyvCsztVkT3ToyEQ
xhiz5yyipVdCUUaTsUjRFxfDo4n+NnEedz2s4ioQJ4aBIXSdghjoIzqicRwpxV6WYDP6wx1x
8FsYwzEZQ3dqU0FCNF8gM4P/IKONj3aEIiNEInND07EadQce9yQL7TEbTAAeGag2MCgeMBhq
docxcScyTdB2lwYeIJOEHcMGbQB2NpgEJmgej2ZpOXh4t9Ex65U2+ih3ZeOQM9MxT/gcRcCB
g1aFVYQuUgchn4dkUdN/lyGGoyKMqtdjo8RyX+RXuEg7s1J+ZNFiwGQ+vgKSO2Y9FPdTz7dh
tQRxquhlTeViyrNGI4l9TRcXnPVYJTBHMidGFLdvk6VmwhhlNZkT6edIWxFJoRiK0wJllIVT
u1Q82TJ+qzg7i8IXTjF7FndyY4gYxfhUseI5/AcZsFdyJQdLpcNxczh/aGWXhjUriiSSqfM8
eHmI/4FhEygCIMR2H/5kDf7lL77FmPPiDdZQCRu1QtbgMN/wawvTBrqwQvmiC+BhH4npQPw4
LvYURA3VHakRmR9DaRAlXzRjj40QB3i3HOMSRDCYMeFkGozmaJamG20gHoJXd2mHG/PVd7rw
Q7TlGqgxHQUTB/2iDa2gjcxRRAFTBtsIMtklC8bRUFOXNLXRIPHmY08miGmVYVBBhqqzKHVm
KRw3iqdEGKIjLKijKlDZLKxYljl3V++5hwzYl9JyVkqGF2/4GKEUn1TJS6OlK9y3lhiSZ315
FqTEOfr3h1r2cO+We5uzKLGjcucGcbKiO5YhO833K+gnZw6ofCnmYaWoLf+2snMDSJdhoaKm
FBkG+JXfZ2Z9EVrEo3Gg0SwimjtqpYs6kWKyMy0H93u7wj6l0V72Ewvlspip4Q8b5EH24Q/X
BaXQKVDrBWAJ02okAxz5pCUcNR3biU3yY0DnGE4K2QYW9TCnli/6449p0ASbOS//pA2v4S7G
FRvNYWvnGFB4GgkghE4clC/aQDH2mD/esELwckR3ejlcd0+xIAn5sjD4JE99ZwuLKQngMhuK
dk9NdB+Wk13Z5UDZYQmWIAnlGAkTFQloIKBS6aIi52GFIX1Tc1gtZnBqRZgph5+TdXyoUoy/
KpZHkZKKcSHCZyxAGp9Wg2FASUZklH6aoy1h+Iv/N0ZHhCF8ImZ8Oyd0KSaUfrYVaEirQ3E6
o+RJA2quEgd+weSfz/ehmJGGTQaYMSl07tdYpoRWWCl/iDWXxDNLxDQqoJgs6kll5+dKuRdX
sFMXHjda7rp8SYNF9ZVd/+JdEiVfGmQ/53Rd+9BD1nEa/yBttUBBTzov8FULssEcHHVcEblb
qhELbSd17UVCAFNN2lAN/HNNZiM/PdQzGKNB7hULr4FD2jClQMRct5VdKgQcIrtcmcod/NNb
lqlBUwowtbFoUZteRPsNzaVouLGZInS1t3FE8OVe8NIcTTS0iXlDOsSYztaWyJpmUoVUYYFl
/6qA5pc9+OZw+wca8odW/90TOx/pKIekZFBRkh5ppJHFfMRUAmaZKhBWlmeZFo+blan0i/SK
YwNLOpgyf7qjZUvBepuUnuyJSyxmfDwnk0bhYWe5i64iWqsYSpoFK/u2GQZ6GcWCcpUCWdra
FQn4lKzIin0bGVY2kmmoovJqnm+JSYS5u54lGO8Hr+faKpg7YjURNCfIXs0JX/wiQh4LLz37
UbLWL+ayXubFQqpmCy7EQanxDY5QCT1ELvsgG2WDL8q1XiCzkOYFpUT7L/U0tBkTCQf1sex1
pxR0TjeDEolwsdpQC+9iDbbQLkWCMCQTmWigp/ojHfrzW/5CQfr7HCMDMGlTa7jFHeHEmU60
Nv9q06k341+LaamiGVHrqy8m5RwHAmNwlkaiaEno03qsooc4lopysVe1SKPXC5TXg6DyabwV
9ixTkQJIOVfH4rx1CFQkEAIYoiEcYjX0l37XY1Po+X3AyCxJyiFVdhkQJqJON1dq5qI7Rqvt
6RjawygrKnHmaq9AdYmu9Ibtd3uhuBVmOSq1WJeNqD1GIToUJryZQoyrEnC+l7CZ9SukU4eX
CLkjZz5OZ2ekmIreozufYSwlIEXcyY1u1zEfs15NEAm6sL5NBDC9+TFwNzdz6ndbEqmNEAu2
UA0wYWkJKR3VMYKhpo6qJR3UFgvudagJNGnu+y/yxQY+9A//MHn7w7KR69tbt0UdvxbBOVQL
5Qsw2zte49WnPmsdoXZB98HKeBdC16Ra96EP2iEJAfMcG0wdG7SY26APBpXOlaoPEbwN8PTC
z/FGUXZiSUZ0cQaMuaKW1FpzcUiIc3ivZnlyCuuKaZY7UyEpSyyITXY+lZXGpptwGkIXBQBZ
Vgk+s7dKyQJwi3uIUhYAzTt+pwJl4lc89f8XcSaqrueHvHoWyPsmuZJ4yV+mSj8JvJHLksta
oK5jLURWcqEoxK/LcNUDlCC2VVDGdG5Ze2DmdH8roDlqinJVcnIWPGVRSTZxG/OVkNj5HE1g
ggFJwsChD5FpeHPagg8ZM/C4jrhhgsBJp2BXaGvqaMGsjXjXBup4wv0onPsrjRrjaNyRNoht
MdLIBrPsd3gnNxgzI/5Yp37Xqq0qX5gdCa3AdZiNEo0TRH63J+fLL9ppCwtxvrghXREcwa2Q
HZtaHVyaXc0hOaaKBGSQksnrhaGLGCtdoMMkoxD902tBiarkRWJUvF9FYw9doCjtZEMcZM6D
Vs+jPUWFFmx1bmb/ln9kZn/8pimhcd3odtwkPSx227nE+FZURVbtV2Ly2SxBqixIha59hRae
k5ZSNnL82oql48hkWZUnd7hPo7BKjZS5dJcAqyj5ytRp1WFz6GXzKtQ+t9VZ5blkpSuQgrhH
hSBkUxttIAmSYAmJFwfrxdkzsmj6qNrrkWgxk3bn69dlw3cwWGj/6Ggw7uIKiRv7qzZI0HZ9
Xcpqw45mc8oB+TIKSY0riDFsAI8Y3CI/vqZ0lzYnzORXXpxp85tY/ql3vZAsIuMLyTEr2OKv
jeZpg5j+9A0fPF8hcof7+ZTJmlOxylgHC6+iVCu+xNO+AlcDTknZ4yiES1QS6pfnat6k/1d+
9YfnQ8HFJK1ho+Rk+mqJbxjUndHSs5hlSYUYh/FZ6HoZ8Hc8A66ubgGAj+QXDz6g9hfqlFhk
wktyRXeG5CO5aNaLvtiiBEeY/wmSMNl+GK6hgWuuq0LnaXm7DCvowy6SAUvIf3YdakNENxOd
z+UvKzRPajPM1bg2OV42+4EbjQ3CK0yNhwd2j602Wdd2rKnZxckEUr52I4gbl4blV44G/YgG
6gjlwdnLxSke+igb6qgbMTPYZZM2aLebILMeFLPCI37l21heGLyCV86Ca8MiLOKQocYifsfi
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cMhmc7yek5pyohelaFlSJI8aqQiuKDXFRejilv3sx60HAQ9EduQjtPgXnpSI7EpRAp3BCqjW
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F1W0VoQEgKGcBC+EVofJPQaQRW7tEHPcp7KXALNFtrwfgVx00/oI7FjWCumIAFydiYEVKNb9
n7OwxN5fHlc6i9PZGxF2spG1LyTseQ8ptQcjggCnVW6xjeAOV9rJshZPsBLn09rJ169dJrJ/
wWFjYehOx04WMnXTYDrl9ljCurCe36Qhakf4qWiu0FKF/5rMafXpt76tVi0+rGAZcqk9mGyE
YZGL1nXiFR5nwXJDB1uKgT+WSuych5PTWhJM7nUS63UUjiTyYsxA2tIu4Qpin6wPSb1TpQQR
iHkjiQ5a9wwxMH8vdNkqo7R62sXSXdJKFyKkhbbULgBOyXssC7PBIO1TiQWrJiCadPTAt2YE
pZGr1kFrg68MLyOxSHWPLBGShFksMI+rKCsatZ6f8lfVtnZpjWGgbVYzGHX6uC1gA8wFSaso
FfqwnIJNMafQieNz1nPIP8brjjmFp3LOLZ7qDBVlXZva1KKWLX3a59/Q3dnQvgamGnHf+mir
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yHpV52hpSBGaWX2O29aIVfzDxsuvLd2YaJDpV3oKdlxFk2XylOJ71TL/Mu4kHqFKzpdGFZ0j
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Myj/YTndykdg0p5FUzSHRJ2CDLipYqOHKjTpokNf4T2CMSnYucj1Qw5N+8Z00RhUsq+5ZLTI
hBzzERBhmSPNkaVPup3dnLC2ZizEbcmeDlHHDCGIS0mNJfogdCMMwdkLtdkaeRK7BdKaAoQM
qWwTGGqEoHSnRng71rDAt1tFuYOhv2PKyxBL9aysYHRKuujEG0IbWvzF0MpOb4oM8xyLCRTP
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T4F22S63hEjwtiqWwKvZsTggu5wN7e8E2kWOwPQFKfXpZFiOESCcs2yhtYyykv0ltTCka+Ia
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sG2ptV45Ya4lw4cD9tIDvixa9T1scDODXxiJQe7bW6JSK7+k0DzkMOo7HeKB0RNR/yn9yFeo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OVgjvI3Fm3La6YVGbtJ5hhhcsDnmmXKsJbYcbqFFhlijez7WmKWPolbcZWzwxhtelBnnJ6fS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zMIHPEdB04WzdLAOeQ9mAIyRVNjVM55A5adBuchPiZoV8bBEIuXpSV9/uc3AfiyqMXIPhpFA
J1YFh3NoQIR7scMW96LwtFhjzVokZbmyLWc5jNrVoAfKmh0emjKoEaLeNvea2FoHMo62VGxn
K1tIWDrTszUubDn929/WVreatnRtmxPSgFYqdW2o/0QmtKELTRRUWKhCjBsrUZhEoKFNS73W
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UqiZzuROjlHcErJJxUhTKgWb881bWWWF1CCSk6ye3mkIlZyezXSJuYxcmyRBylEf1jACXLTN
nS0GXEgKo+AaHOWN3qRBdRTUfo1GRHXdQvHTaVyi55gG+0nXohHUP5XUJtIfqHDRn3AKbEyi
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V/gHE9rUMTqbkm2JRkDSthVV6VXL4+EVjWkPH2qYvcCeLA2Fw8hIsD3NNl6bkbnYzQDbGb5I
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zmUkGtAVRk6mX/ppFxIF0dwgS2UsxgOShtS1yk1eygL+BefUCv5d4NiYSnEcIKWAFN8gxya+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w3QoEpOMy2Sj7aA3lsqzMevoLGmMAbfEVtHtUPeLr0aY/57t9Jzb5dFdyVQIYX5tCO9SYFKp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eeKQy2bG8IxmNgIts56xZliHo7LnJKtxBV2jD9HwHX0QihwLfLjnrnDpbsjIv07upcxH6iDL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ZWlSVal1GsKr1YRXnRXwVPd2OWVqxI2L11+xbgp2ueuRJWljGhHRSjX/+mzzzTbDRsNMg/cd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wH+8NIhAC4j9l1Rc+qleh3aFB12uql7mEZFUR6/JOna2AzEvdEWDxVqDmWMxch/5VEcgwC//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QY22YAouK4Eqnq0E65V0/lxIKEKavPsiQHIJPzyxVSMY3ojyMNaxKpkd1bR2XX00E55xnKaM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d03fYLVxsYaWVnh0ojRpIkmz1SpNI2utiJAgAaI7ARIEQAAAACI8+e7dQeD1a61RoljarWlr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3GgQC1puaWgQiMMxzbCMnBdhhkvsXTO0Q2MNldLu5MrcA6HwSFBMA7TNhP4QpVD2HiFcSJb4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jkzVgylJS3dGlRZU6Koa7Y2HWw5iDSvhZz2NaIN1kpIIBMWPXtbRhjSQwZnYSKSQCnFTM4iR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7SGdnrymuMld4uEvBgPrW/DHr0lduSKM4mjqOYZ0ADpU3BWLghZ1YiYI7/qNV7D/JhLHSHW0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--------------40FD63EBACA9222C228A30BF--

--------------2599B9B34C52F44EAB77F024--

--MESSAGE FILE 17886 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001096html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17887 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001097html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Manny Najera <mnajera@students.uiuc.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: The most people to play a Yaroze game at once?
Date: Sat, 09 Jan 1999 21:19:12 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <36981C2F.9FC76A8C@students.uiuc.edu>
References: <36981B02.D55A5F12@students.uiuc.edu>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chf-il7-210.ix.netcom.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)

Umm... I thought I had only included the link to the pic, not the pic
itself!

--MESSAGE FILE 17887 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001097html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17888 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001098html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Combine v1.5.4
Date: Wed, 13 Jan 1999 16:58:15 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <369D16F7.E6AAEE5@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 534.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3285 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1098

This just has a few minor changes in it. I figured that I might as well
post it.

http://www.datasys.net/users/stu/rquat/combv154.zip

If you don't know what it is, I'll explain. This is a very powerful,
flexible, and easy to use datafile combiner utility that reduces all of
those TIM and TMD files to one neat, clean, and efficient file; creating
an index header file for you to use in your programs. Everyone who's
used it has loved it, so give it a shot. 

The full source code that is included is HEAVILY commented and flows
logicly, so if you want to add a feature you can just punch it out real
quick. Compiled with DJGPP, but it's in ANSI C so it should compile fine
under any C compiler.

Adios!

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17888 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001098html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17889 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001099html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 10:12:56 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 68
Message-ID: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

To all SCEA members and staff,

Do any of you still check the newsgroups?  Has anyone looked at their Yaroze
in the last 6 months?  Do you remember where your library reference is?  Did
you loose your key card?  Did you forget how to program C?  Did your
computer explode?  Did you give your Yaroze to a friend?

Really, I am in Bosnia right now running missions for the Army everyday and
I find time to program and develop and should have a good game out in the
next couple of months (because I have to get back to the states to setup my



webpage, the game should be done in a few weeks).  You have all of these
tools, such as RSDAnim 1.6 and file packers and all of that to facilitate
your programming and everyone at SCEA decides that they do not want to
participate?!  Did you ever think that if we kept the SCEA site as busy as
the SCEE site that we might be getting job offers from game programming
companies?

It is sad that I am a member of SCEA, but I would rather check the SCEE
stuff because I know that the SCEA site will have less updates.  The SCEA
community needs to pull together and get working on some games.  We all
invested quite a bit of money in that little black box, it is a shame that
we would pass up such a good programming platform because we don't feel like
programming for it or because it can't produce the level of graphics that
our 3d accelerated cards can.  The Yaroze has one of the best support
libraries that we could ever ask for, it is straight forward and not bogged
down like the DirectX libs.

We are the people who will make our programming experience great.  We are
the ones who have to program and get eachother excited about programming for
the Yaroze.  SCEA is not going to do that for us, we have to.  We do not
have the game competitions that SCEE does, so we are going to have to dig up
some other drive to program our games.  What about the possibility that we
could be noticed and our dream come true of being a game programmer for a
good development house?

I can't believe that we would let our community fall like this.  When I get
back to the states in a few months, I will put my web page up and start some
form of competition so that HOPEFULLY a couple of SCEA members realize that
they have something to gain from contributing to our community.

And to SCEA, I cannot believe that you would allow the program to continue
going down the way it has.  I know that its success is more in our hands
than yours and that you have more important things to think about (like
Playstation 2 or whatever), but you offered a service to the consumer (us)
that extended past the time that we exchanged our money for the Yaroze.  You
did something so great that no other hardware maker in the world has ever
done, but then you allowed that great achievment to disappear by not doing
competitions and not supporting and updating the libraries and the programs
and the web page that was given to us as a SERVICE that came with our 700
dollar price tag.

If it sounds like I am ranting it is because I am.  There are so many good
things that can come about because of this program and no one has the
initiative to make it happen!  If you need someone to run the porgram then
hire me and I will find you new talent by doing competitions and getting the
SCEA Yarozers together at E3 and for prgramming weeekends and things like
that.  These are the things WE need from SCEA to get inspired and to program
that next great demo that shows them we have talent and that we are a
marketable product.  There is a wealth of talent out here that has nowhere
to go because SCEA decided to let us go and to not help us on our way.  So
to SCEA- get something started to get us started!!!!  And to all SCEA
members, program something that will be noticed, get recognized, and live
your dream of being a game programmer!!!!!!!!!!!

Nathan Miller
SCEA member

--MESSAGE FILE 17889 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001099html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17890 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001100html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 11:18:34 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 114
Message-ID: <77o3lk$qv41@scea>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide71.microsoft.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Yeah, there are still some of us SCEA people kicking around here.
Personally, I check the news groups on a daily basis.  You are quite
correct, though, about SCEE being much more active.  The SCEA web site was
useful the first weekend I owned my Yaroze.  Now I visit the SCEE site
almost exclusivly and always post my questions to the SCEE newsgroups.

It's almost a shame that the Yaroze community is divided up at all.  I like
to think of us as one large group rather SCEA vs. SCEE vs. SCEI.  I try to
attend the weekly meetings held on the SCEA web site, but for me it's in the
afternoon on a Saturday, so I'm usually not around at the time.  It would be
nice for those SCEE people who are alive at that time to join in, but from
what I've read in the news groups, they can't directly access the SCEA web
server.

As for time to work on projects....  Well, I can't speak for everyone, but I
am a software developer by trade, so when I get home at night after a 10-12
hour day, the last thing I want to do is hassle with the CodeWarrior
debugger.  My other problem is a severe lack of skill in the area of 3D
modelling.  So my free time on the computer, when not playing games, is
learning trueSpace 4.  I have too many ideas to count for games, but they
all come down to modelling. :)

I love my Yaroze and am glad that I bought into it every time I sit at my
desk and see it's beautiful matte black finish, knowing I have the power to
develop for the worlds most popular game console.  But in my case, slow and
steady wins the race.

Steve Spiller
Microsoft CarPoint
http://carpoint.msn.com

Nathan Miller wrote in message <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>To all SCEA members and staff,
>
>Do any of you still check the newsgroups?  Has anyone looked at their
Yaroze
>in the last 6 months?  Do you remember where your library reference is?
Did
>you loose your key card?  Did you forget how to program C?  Did your
>computer explode?  Did you give your Yaroze to a friend?
>
>Really, I am in Bosnia right now running missions for the Army everyday and
>I find time to program and develop and should have a good game out in the
>next couple of months (because I have to get back to the states to setup my
>webpage, the game should be done in a few weeks).  You have all of these
>tools, such as RSDAnim 1.6 and file packers and all of that to facilitate
>your programming and everyone at SCEA decides that they do not want to
>participate?!  Did you ever think that if we kept the SCEA site as busy as
>the SCEE site that we might be getting job offers from game programming
>companies?
>
>It is sad that I am a member of SCEA, but I would rather check the SCEE



>stuff because I know that the SCEA site will have less updates.  The SCEA
>community needs to pull together and get working on some games.  We all
>invested quite a bit of money in that little black box, it is a shame that
>we would pass up such a good programming platform because we don't feel
like
>programming for it or because it can't produce the level of graphics that
>our 3d accelerated cards can.  The Yaroze has one of the best support
>libraries that we could ever ask for, it is straight forward and not bogged
>down like the DirectX libs.
>
>We are the people who will make our programming experience great.  We are
>the ones who have to program and get eachother excited about programming
for
>the Yaroze.  SCEA is not going to do that for us, we have to.  We do not
>have the game competitions that SCEE does, so we are going to have to dig
up
>some other drive to program our games.  What about the possibility that we
>could be noticed and our dream come true of being a game programmer for a
>good development house?
>
>I can't believe that we would let our community fall like this.  When I get
>back to the states in a few months, I will put my web page up and start
some
>form of competition so that HOPEFULLY a couple of SCEA members realize that
>they have something to gain from contributing to our community.
>
>And to SCEA, I cannot believe that you would allow the program to continue
>going down the way it has.  I know that its success is more in our hands
>than yours and that you have more important things to think about (like
>Playstation 2 or whatever), but you offered a service to the consumer (us)
>that extended past the time that we exchanged our money for the Yaroze.
You
>did something so great that no other hardware maker in the world has ever
>done, but then you allowed that great achievment to disappear by not doing
>competitions and not supporting and updating the libraries and the programs
>and the web page that was given to us as a SERVICE that came with our 700
>dollar price tag.
>
>If it sounds like I am ranting it is because I am.  There are so many good
>things that can come about because of this program and no one has the
>initiative to make it happen!  If you need someone to run the porgram then
>hire me and I will find you new talent by doing competitions and getting
the
>SCEA Yarozers together at E3 and for prgramming weeekends and things like
>that.  These are the things WE need from SCEA to get inspired and to
program
>that next great demo that shows them we have talent and that we are a
>marketable product.  There is a wealth of talent out here that has nowhere
>to go because SCEA decided to let us go and to not help us on our way.  So
>to SCEA- get something started to get us started!!!!  And to all SCEA
>members, program something that will be noticed, get recognized, and live
>your dream of being a game programmer!!!!!!!!!!!
>
>Nathan Miller
>SCEA member
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17890 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001100html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 17891 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001101html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 19:22:37 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 113
Message-ID: <36a06007.5706665@205.149.189.29>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Fri, 15 Jan 1999 10:12:56 +0200, "Nathan Miller"
<millerbosnia@hotmail.com> wrote:

>Do any of you still check the newsgroups?  Has anyone looked at their Yaroze
>in the last 6 months?  Do you remember where your library reference is?  Did
>you loose your key card?  Did you forget how to program C?  Did your
>computer explode?  Did you give your Yaroze to a friend?

<SONY MODE OFF>
<MARIO MODE ON>
I normally don't respond to baited questions like this, but I'll make
an exception here. Please realize that my comments represent my views
alone, NOT the views of Sony Computer Entertainment.

Yes, I check the newsgroups and the web site several times a day. My
Yaroze system is on my desk along with all the required manuals and
keys. I have not had a lobotomy or major head injury and, as such,
still retain my ability to program in C. My computer is quite intact.
All that is missing is communication from you and several hundred
other members. The mechanism for you to communicate is here, it is up
to you to use it.

>Really, I am in Bosnia right now running missions for the Army everyday and
>I find time to program and develop and should have a good game out in the
>next couple of months (because I have to get back to the states to setup my
>webpage, the game should be done in a few weeks).  You have all of these
>tools, such as RSDAnim 1.6 and file packers and all of that to facilitate
>your programming and everyone at SCEA decides that they do not want to
>participate?!  Did you ever think that if we kept the SCEA site as busy as
>the SCEE site that we might be getting job offers from game programming
>companies?

I applaud your programming efforts (under very difficult
circumstances) and look forward to seeing your game. I promise to
release it ASAP when it is received here. BTW, it might interest you
to know that some members of the North American Yaroze community HAVE
been employed in the video game industry.

>It is sad that I am a member of SCEA, but I would rather check the SCEE
>stuff because I know that the SCEA site will have less updates.  The SCEA
>community needs to pull together and get working on some games.  We all
>invested quite a bit of money in that little black box, it is a shame that
>we would pass up such a good programming platform because we don't feel like
>programming for it or because it can't produce the level of graphics that
>our 3d accelerated cards can.  The Yaroze has one of the best support
>libraries that we could ever ask for, it is straight forward and not bogged
>down like the DirectX libs.



I agree with a lot of what you are saying here. However, the
newsgroups are here for your use, they are being monitored, all you
need to do is use them.

>We are the people who will make our programming experience great.  We are
>the ones who have to program and get eachother excited about programming for
>the Yaroze.  SCEA is not going to do that for us, we have to.  We do not
>have the game competitions that SCEE does, so we are going to have to dig up
>some other drive to program our games.  What about the possibility that we
>could be noticed and our dream come true of being a game programmer for a
>good development house?

No argument from me here.

>I can't believe that we would let our community fall like this.  When I get
>back to the states in a few months, I will put my web page up and start some
>form of competition so that HOPEFULLY a couple of SCEA members realize that
>they have something to gain from contributing to our community.

Great, I look forward to it.

>And to SCEA, I cannot believe that you would allow the program to continue
>going down the way it has.  I know that its success is more in our hands
>than yours and that you have more important things to think about (like
>Playstation 2 or whatever), but you offered a service to the consumer (us)
>that extended past the time that we exchanged our money for the Yaroze.  You
>did something so great that no other hardware maker in the world has ever
>done, but then you allowed that great achievment to disappear by not doing
>competitions and not supporting and updating the libraries and the programs
>and the web page that was given to us as a SERVICE that came with our 700
>dollar price tag.

SCEA is delivering on that service commitment. The web site is still
here and members are updating their pages all the time. The newsgroups
are still here and being monitored. We still have our weekly chats on
Saturday night, although attendance is down. The auditorium lobby is
always open for members to schedule their own chats. Some members are
making use of some or all of these services, others are not.

>If it sounds like I am ranting it is because I am.  There are so many good
>things that can come about because of this program and no one has the
>initiative to make it happen!  If you need someone to run the porgram then
>hire me and I will find you new talent by doing competitions and getting the
>SCEA Yarozers together at E3 and for prgramming weeekends and things like
>that.  These are the things WE need from SCEA to get inspired and to program
>that next great demo that shows them we have talent and that we are a
>marketable product.  There is a wealth of talent out here that has nowhere
>to go because SCEA decided to let us go and to not help us on our way.  So
>to SCEA- get something started to get us started!!!!  And to all SCEA
>members, program something that will be noticed, get recognized, and live
>your dream of being a game programmer!!!!!!!!!!!

Sounds like you want my job. :^)

Anyway, I disagree with a lot of what is in this last paragraph. SCEA
has provided more support than was ever guaranteed by the Yaroze
agreement. There are plenty of samples of how to program 2D and 3D
games available, there have been manual and tool updates posted to the
site. I have made myself available in the auditorium lobby at 9:00pm
almost every Saturday night for about a year. SCEA has made all the
necessary resources available to you; they can't force you to make use
of them. 

<MARIO MODE OFF>



<SONY MODE ON>
--MESSAGE FILE 17891 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001101html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17892 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001102html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Linux and data transfer
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 19:45:38 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <369FE132.9A2B02@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

I have siocons, gcc, etc. working under Linux.  I've heard of several
"file servers" for windows.  Basically a server that listens to the
serial port while the yaroze runs and can transfer files from the hard
drive.  Obviously this is somewhat slow but I'd still be interested in
something like this.

Has anyone converted the reference manual to man pages?  I'll probably
start doing this at some point but wondered if someone else might of had
a similar idea.  (I assume this would be legal to put up on the members
only site.)

Also Mario, I still can't access SCEE.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17892 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001102html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17893 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001103html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and data transfer
Date: 16 Jan 1999 00:25:13 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <slrn79vn38.gqr.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <369FE132.9A2B02@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)

On Fri, 15 Jan 1999 19:45:38 -0500, Dennis Payne wrote:
>I have siocons, gcc, etc. working under Linux.  I've heard of several
>"file servers" for windows.  Basically a server that listens to the
>serial port while the yaroze runs and can transfer files from the hard
>drive.  Obviously this is somewhat slow but I'd still be interested in
>something like this.

I've done something vaguely like this, but only for the action replay.
You could write it pretty easily, as long as you found a way to drive the
yaroze serial connection reliably. There's a lot of code out there that
works on NT, and that's your best bet, I'd imagine. Siocons for linux doesn't
work for me; I can only use psxfer. Moreover, the code I wrote to communicate
with the yaroze doesn't tend to work reliably. I'm pretty sure it's because
CIP (the yaroze monitor) does some strange things with serial handshaking.



If you decide to do it, and get that far, then I suggest you look at Craig
Graham's ARS code, which will show you how to trap open/read/write/close calls,
and redirect them to the pc.

>Has anyone converted the reference manual to man pages?  I'll probably
>start doing this at some point but wondered if someone else might of had
>a similar idea.  (I assume this would be legal to put up on the members
>only site.)

I wouldn't bother, to be honest. It'd be nice, but it's a lot of work, and you
can always just get a copy of Acrobat Reader for linux. About the only thing
that would make the pdf copies of the manual better is a real table of contents
and/or hyperlinking.

>Dennis Payne
>dulsi@identicalsoftware.com

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17893 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001103html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17894 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001104html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 1999 16:46:52 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <369FE17C.499D3B95@vmlabs.com>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs26.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

While I can't speak for anyone else, I have never considered abandoning
my Yaroze.  I'm just having too much fun with it.  I check the 
newsgroups every day, although I'm relatively shy about posting.  I 
also update my web page every few days so I try to stay active.

I would be interested in hearing the reasons why people stopped using
their Yaroze.  Unfortunately, those people aren't the ones reading this
newsgroup :)  I can't imagine people would quit just just because of
the inactivity of others.  If that *were* the case I would question why 
they got into the program in the first place.  For the most part, you 
get out of it what you put in to it.

I too check the SCEE site more frequently than SCEA; it is far more
active.  I would be interested in knowing the reason the SCEE scene 
hasn't died as much as SCEA.

One SCEE bloke I've talked to has said it might be due to the member
page layout.  Ours is listed alphabetically, making it extremely
tedious to find out what sites have been updated.  You have to scroll
down the whole list, looking at the date next to each entry.  The SCEE 
site orders them according to when they were last updated.  This means
you can always find the freshest stuff very easily.  It also creates a
incentive to keep working so your site stays as far up the list as 
possible.
 



As for the people at Sony, for the most part I'm pleased.  The 
"people" support they give us is fabulous (Mario and James 
especially).  It would have been even cooler, though, to get updated 
libraries every now and then.  Especially for known bugs like the 
track skipping thing with the CD player.  The icing on the cake would 
have been libraries to support the multi-tap and dual shock.  But I
assume any library coders at Sony are working on other more important
things.

What else can I say?  I'm happy.  I'll probably keep plunking away at 
the little black box even after Sony ceases official support.

Scott

http://www.concentric.net/~dsyaroze/insider
--MESSAGE FILE 17894 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001104html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17895 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001105html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and data transfer
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 1999 04:44:59 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36a1192d.585481@205.149.189.29>
References: <369FE132.9A2B02@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

On Fri, 15 Jan 1999 19:45:38 -0500, Dennis Payne
<dulsi@identicalsoftware.com> wrote:
>Also Mario, I still can't access SCEE.

<sigh>

I'll see what I can do.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 17895 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001105html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17896 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001106html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Linux and data transfer
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 22:00:06 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36A546B6.651AC68C@identicalsoftware.com>
References: <369FE132.9A2B02@identicalsoftware.com> 
<slrn79vn38.gqr.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)



> If you decide to do it, and get that far, then I suggest you look at
> Craig Graham's ARS code, which will show you how to trap
> open/read/write/close calls, and redirect them to the pc.

Could some kind soul email it to me since I assume it is on SCEE and I
can't access it.

[man page for yaroze idea]
> I wouldn't bother, to be honest. It'd be nice, but it's a lot of work,
> and you can always just get a copy of Acrobat Reader for linux. About
> the only thing that would make the pdf copies of the manual better is
> a real table of contents and/or hyperlinking.

I currently use xpdf to read the reference but in case of mistakes I'd
like to be able to make notes to that effect.  Also examples could then
be added easily.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17896 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001106html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17897 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001107html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "J. Pretorius" <jpretori@home.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Tue, 19 Jan 1999 19:40:52 -0800
Organization: @Home Network
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <36A55044.96F02456@home.net>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs207965-a.gvmt1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-AtHome0402  (Win95; U)

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> To all SCEA members and staff,
> 
> ...
>
> It is sad that I am a member of SCEA, but I would rather check the SCEE
> stuff because I know that the SCEA site will have less updates.  The SCEA
> community needs to pull together and get working on some games.  We all
> invested quite a bit of money in that little black box, it is a shame that
> we would pass up such a good programming platform because we don't feel like
> programming for it or because it can't produce the level of graphics that
> our 3d accelerated cards can.  The Yaroze has one of the best support
> libraries that we could ever ask for, it is straight forward and not bogged
> down like the DirectX libs.
> 
> ...

Hi Nathan,

I also love the playstation libraries. The people who developed them deserve a
lot of praise. Nothing compares to programming a dedicated piece of hardware
that was designed well.

I think a lot of people do program their Yaroze, but it takes a lot of time to
go from demos to writing programs that people can interact with. It took me



about 100 hours to write a fractal landscape generator for the Yaroze, but I
didn't want to spend another 100 hours putting a user interface in it, and
polishing it up so that other people could use it. 

Anyway, here is a game (Opera of Destruction) that was JUST released here in
North America. This is the NTSC version - there is no PAL version at the moment!
The zip is around 800K, but the game uses every available ounce of the
Playstation's memory. Hopefully this game will make you feel better about the
state of affairs at SCEA.

http://members.home.net/jpretori/opera.zip 
(see http://members.home.net/jpretori/betafx.html for some out of date screen
shots)
The game will also hopefully appear in the showcase section of the U.S. site
shortly.

James Pretorius
jpretori@home.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17897 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001107html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17898 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001108html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Sat, 16 Jan 1999 10:11:08 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <783lq6$k16@scea>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 216.47.143.70
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Nathan Miller wrote in message <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>To all SCEA members and staff,
>
>Do any of you still check the newsgroups?  Has anyone looked at their
Yaroze
>in the last 6 months?  Do you remember where your library reference is?
Did
>you loose your key card?  Did you forget how to program C?  Did your
>computer explode?  Did you give your Yaroze to a friend?

I check the newsgroups about every other day or so.  (scea and scee, not
the Japanese groups since I dont speak/read Japanse!)

I look at my Yaroze almost everyday!  It's sitting right on my desk, next to
and
hooked up to my PC.  Sometimes I take it up to the living room for
a few weeks at a stretch, when I get a particularly good game to play!
But other than that, it's ready to run all the time!

Reference manuals are stacked up on the desk, next to the Yaroze.  Along
with the boot disc/key card when they are not actually IN the Yaroze.

I still remember C.  :-)  Nope, my computer is still OK.  Kinda wish it
would
explode though, so it'd be easier to convince the wife it's time for an
upgrade!  :-)  As another Yaroze member put it, my friends would have to



"pry my Yaroze from my cold, dead fingers!"  :-)

>It is sad that I am a member of SCEA, but I would rather check the SCEE
>stuff because I know that the SCEA site will have less updates.  The SCEA

About once a month (maybe a little more often), I scan through all the
member
pages that have changed, both SCEE and SCEA.  I download anything that
is new and give it a try.

As far as newsgroups go, my newsreader software lists all the scea and
scee groups together, so as far as I'm concerened, they are one giant list.
Whenever I check news, I check both "sides".

Ed Federmeyer
SCEA Net Yaroze Member

--MESSAGE FILE 17898 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001108html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17899 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001109html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Wed, 20 Jan 1999 11:06:19 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <7880bd$2po1@scea>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36A55044.96F02456@home.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hoo.  Well done.  I'm impressed.... is that a height map?  It looks like a
grid of points on x-z plane with modified y's to generate the landscape... i
was thinking of doing something like that myself, but i'm still hacking out
the whole dynamic tmd thing.. :)  It kinda reminds me of that old TR game
Terminal Velocity, but with more stuff (i love blowing up cities....)

at any rate, props... That'll show those SCEEers.... :):)

-charles

>I think a lot of people do program their Yaroze, but it takes a lot of time
to
>go from demos to writing programs that people can interact with. It took me
>about 100 hours to write a fractal landscape generator for the Yaroze, but
I
>didn't want to spend another 100 hours putting a user interface in it, and
>polishing it up so that other people could use it.
>
>Anyway, here is a game (Opera of Destruction) that was JUST released here
in
>North America. This is the NTSC version - there is no PAL version at the
moment!
>The zip is around 800K, but the game uses every available ounce of the
>Playstation's memory. Hopefully this game will make you feel better about
the
>state of affairs at SCEA.
>
>



>http://members.home.net/jpretori/opera.zip
>(see http://members.home.net/jpretori/betafx.html for some out of date
screen
>shots)
>The game will also hopefully appear in the showcase section of the U.S.
site
>shortly.
>
>
>James Pretorius
>jpretori@home.com

--MESSAGE FILE 17899 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001109html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17900 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001110html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 1999 12:19:01 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36A78BB5.D3538131@vmlabs.com>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36A55044.96F02456@home.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs24.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Well done!  I played it for a bit last night.  I was a bit too "bomb 
happy" though.  Gotta learn to conserve.

Keep up the good work!

Scott

> Anyway, here is a game (Opera of Destruction) that was JUST released here in
> North America. This is the NTSC version - there is no PAL version at the 
moment!
> The zip is around 800K, but the game uses every available ounce of the
> Playstation's memory. Hopefully this game will make you feel better about the
> state of affairs at SCEA.
> 
> http://members.home.net/jpretori/opera.zip
> (see http://members.home.net/jpretori/betafx.html for some out of date screen
> shots)
> The game will also hopefully appear in the showcase section of the U.S. site
> shortly.
> 
> James Pretorius
> jpretori@home.com
--MESSAGE FILE 17900 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001110html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17901 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001111html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: BloodShed Demo w/source



Date: Thu, 21 Jan 1999 15:43:28 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <36A79170.420F8CB0@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 449.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3312 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1111

BloodShed is a game project that I'm working on at the moment. It's a 3D
Mech battle game with randomly generated playing environments - Over 4
billion different levels!

Right now, it's still very sparse - instead of a mech you are a cube,
and only verticle colision detection has been implemented. But it does
have split screen 2 player, and a randomly genreated level for you to
hop around in!

Grab it here.
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodshed.zip

Full source is included, and it's pretty heavily commented. If you want
to recompile, read the readme.txt file.

Just download it and tell me what you think. If you are using a normal
controler, Triangle jumps. If you are using an analog controler, the
control scheme is like a tank. To jump, move the sticks away from each
other.

To switch to split screen mode, press square and vice versa. Split mode
is kinda buggy though - it locks up often!

It takes a while for it to get everything set up, so watch the computer
screen to see it's startup progress. It uses ANSI codes for color
debugging output. 

Because it dumps so much for debugging, you probably won't have much
luck trying to get it to work using pscommutil. You can turn off the
debugging output by editing MAIN.H and uncommenting the verbrose mode
macro and then recompiling.

Have fun!

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17901 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001111html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17902 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001112html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Thu, 21 Jan 1999 15:43:52 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <36A79188.3C0C8140@datasys.net>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 449.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> To all SCEA members and staff,
> 
> Do any of you still check the newsgroups?  Has anyone looked at their Yaroze
> in the last 6 months?  Do you remember where your library reference is?  Did
> you loose your key card?  Did you forget how to program C?  Did your
> computer explode?  Did you give your Yaroze to a friend?
> 

Leme answer these in order:

Occasionaly, I forget sometimes. Yes. Yes. No. Of course not. Not yet.
No.

> 
> If it sounds like I am ranting it is because I am.  There are so many good
> things that can come about because of this program and no one has the
> initiative to make it happen!  If you need someone to run the porgram then
> hire me and I will find you new talent by doing competitions and getting the
> SCEA Yarozers together at E3 and for prgramming weeekends and things like
> that.  These are the things WE need from SCEA to get inspired and to program
> that next great demo that shows them we have talent and that we are a
> marketable product.  There is a wealth of talent out here that has nowhere
> to go because SCEA decided to let us go and to not help us on our way.  So
> to SCEA- get something started to get us started!!!!  And to all SCEA
> members, program something that will be noticed, get recognized, and live
> your dream of being a game programmer!!!!!!!!!!!
> 

I'm currently working on two projects at the moment. One is a 2D Side
Scroller, and the other is a 3D Battle game. The 2D Side Scroller is
playable, and the 3D Battle Game is 'move aroundable'. There haven't
been too many enhancements on the 2D side scroller at the moment, I've
been working on skeleton code for the 3D battle game. (At the moment,
it's just 2 color cubes running around in a randomly generated playing
environement. Really cool from a technical aspect, just not from a
players viewpoint.)

I'm tempted to just right now tidy up the source for both of these
monsters and post EVERYTHING. My source is very organised and readable,
so hopefully it will give everyone some ideas. Be on the look out for
this in a few days. (That is unless Steve, Ed, or Elliot have a problem
with this)

'darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17902 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001112html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17903 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001113html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 22 Jan 1999 06:15:29 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <36a81743.493793068@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-43.bellatlantic.net



X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

   Gotcha. You didn't really think I would continue the conversation,
did you?   ;-)))

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17903 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001113html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17904 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001114html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Game Development Competition
Date: Fri, 22 Jan 1999 19:43:46 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <78agqc$hr517@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

To all SCEA members-

This is the first warning of my game dev competition.  I have picked my
anniversary as the date that will be the cut-off (Apr 24 1999)  That will
allow ample time for everyone to get there ideas together and get to
programming.  The final details are still being drawn up, but there will be
no intry fee and the prize will be something worth programming for (like a
Voodoo 2 card or something)  I am open to suggestions about what I should
have as the prize, but do not get too expensive!  I need to know what you
guys need for the prize and I will pick the most popular one that I can
afford (remember, I work for the government!)  Games need to be complete and
playable with siocons only.  I only have a PC, so sorry Mac users.

HAPPY PROGRAMMING AND EMAIL ME YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PRIZE!

Nathan Miller
SCEA member

--MESSAGE FILE 17904 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001114html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17905 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001115html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "J. Pretorius" <jpretori@home.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Fri, 22 Jan 1999 17:45:05 -0800
Organization: @Home Network
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36A929A1.E8A16D7@home.net>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36A55044.96F02456@home.net> 
<7880bd$2po1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs207965-a.gvmt1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-AtHome0402  (Win95; U)

Charles Nicholson wrote:
> 



> Hoo.  Well done.  I'm impressed.... is that a height map?  It looks like a
> grid of points on x-z plane with modified y's to generate the landscape... i

Thanks Charles.

Yes, the landscape consists of a grid of triangles. The y value is calculated
using a well know mathematical formula sometimes called the Midpoint
Displacement Method. This algorithm can be found in most 3D computer graphics
books. The algorithm can generate realistic looking terrain especially when you
use a really dense grid. I made some changes to the algorithm to create somewhat
unrealistic landscapes with holes and valleys.
--MESSAGE FILE 17905 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001115html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17906 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001116html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: BloodShed Demo w/source
Date: Sat, 23 Jan 1999 16:32:50 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1dm3f63.a1wrpk1uqvhesN@a1-88-132.a1.nl>
References: <36A79170.420F8CB0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-132.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3340 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1116

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

> BloodShed is a game project that I'm working on at the moment. It's a 3D
> Mech battle game with randomly generated playing environments - Over 4
> billion different levels!
> 
> Right now, it's still very sparse - instead of a mech you are a cube,
> and only verticle colision detection has been implemented. But it does
> have split screen 2 player, and a randomly genreated level for you to
> hop around in!
> 
> Grab it here.
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodshed.zip
> 

Interesting, but where can the SCEE members get it from?Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17906 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001116html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17907 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001117html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Game Development Competition
Date: Sat, 23 Jan 1999 10:43:09 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36A9EE0D.3F825303@datasys.net>
References: <78agqc$hr517@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 204.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> To all SCEA members-
> 
> This is the first warning of my game dev competition.  I have picked my
> anniversary as the date that will be the cut-off (Apr 24 1999)  That will
> allow ample time for everyone to get there ideas together and get to
> programming.  The final details are still being drawn up, but there will be
> no intry fee and the prize will be something worth programming for (like a
> Voodoo 2 card or something)  I am open to suggestions about what I should
> have as the prize, but do not get too expensive!  I need to know what you
> guys need for the prize and I will pick the most popular one that I can
> afford (remember, I work for the government!)  Games need to be complete and
> playable with siocons only.  I only have a PC, so sorry Mac users.
> 
> HAPPY PROGRAMMING AND EMAIL ME YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PRIZE!

A VooDoo2 Card is definately worth programing for. Then again, so is a
DreamCast system... :)

But this is only gonna work if at LEAST 5-6 people put in a good effort.

Count me in.

What's the max number of game projects you can submit? 1? 2? Or no max?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17907 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001117html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17908 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001118html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: DGDC Official Rules
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 1999 10:29:16 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 97
Message-ID: <78ep2v$nd43@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

To all of SCEA, here are the official rules to the contest:

Dragon Game Development Competition Official Rules

CONTEST SPONSOR: Nathan Miller, SCEA member.  Questions can be emailed to
KIRYU@AOL.COM.

CONTEST DATES: Project development January 24th 1999 - April 24th 1999.
Contest results will be issued no later than May 5th 1999.

PRIZE: Computer or Playstation program, game, peripheral, upgrade or
addition not to exceed $100.00 US currency (retail price, tax excluded).  A
combination of the above listed items can be requested by the winner as long
as their combined cost does not exceed $100.00 US currency (retail price,
tax excluded) and the quantity does not exceed 3 items.  The prize(s)
requested must be readily available on the US retail market at the time of
request, no special orders or arrangements will be made.  The requested



prize(s) must fall under one of the above listed categories.  The winner
must allow 4-6 weeks for the winning prize(s) to be delivered.  Cash cannot
be substituted for the requested prize(s).  In the case that the requested
prize(s) is less than the above mentioned maximum dollar amount, no refund
or balance will be paid to equal the above mentioned maximum dollar amount.
No returns of the winning prize(s) will be made, all prize(s) requests are
final.  The competition holder reserves the right to refuse any prize
request, resulting in the opportunity of (1) additional request.  In the
event that only one entry is received, the above listed maximum dollar
amount will be reduced to $50.00 US currency (retail prize, tax excluded).
All other prize rules will apply to the new dollar amount.

ELIGIBILITY:  Eligibility is restricted to SCEA Net Yaroze members only.
All entry files, to include graphics, sound, source code and executable
files must be the direct work of a SCEA Net Yaroze member.  External
development tools do not fall under this category and can come from any
source.  All entries must be compiled using the GNU compiler using the libgs
libraries that come with the basic Net Yaroze kit.  All entries must be NTSC
and use the standard control pad.

The following is a list of all requirements of entries made into the above
titled competition:

1. The above titled competition is limited to SCEA Net Yaroze members only,
sorry SCEE!
2. No current games, demos, projects or work will be accepted!
3. ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE APRIL 24, 1999.
4. All entries must be original work to include all graphic, sound and
executable files.
5. All entries must contain a development log in plain text updated on a
weekly basis at a minimum.  The log must start no earlier than January 24th
1999 and contain changes and additions to the entry made in the course of
development.
6. A maximum of 3 people are allowed to contribute to a single entry.  This
includes all graphic, sound and executable files.  ONLY ONE PRIZE WILL BE
GIVEN TO THE WINNING ENTRY!
7. No sequels to any current finished or unfinished Net Yaroze projects will
be accepted.
8. All entries must run from the basic SIOCONS tool, no Code Warrior
versions accepted.
9. All entries must be DOS/WIN95/WIN98/WINNT compatible.
10. Up to (3) entries can be made by a single person or group.

The following is the basis for the judging of the above titled competition:

1. All entries will be judged fairly based on the following categories:
GAMEPLAY, GRAPHICS, SOUND, FUN FACTOR and COMPLETENESS.
2. Each category will be judged with a score from 1 - 10 with 10 being the
best possible score.
3. The entry with the highest score of all categories combined will be
deemed the winner.
4. The judging will be made by no fewer than 2 impartial and experienced
gamers, the contest sponsor will not judge the entries.
5. Any entry considered to be suspicious by the judges will be removed from
the competition.
6. Any entry that does not meet ALL of the above list of requirements and
eligibility will be removed from the competition.
7. The winner will be announced no later than 5 May 1999.  This allows for
ample playing time and authentication of entries through detailed reading of
the development log.
8. The contest sponser reservse the right to make amendments to the above
listed rules at any time during the competition.



if there are any questions, email me, have fun...

If you wondered why I changed the amount to $100.00, I talked to the better
half (my wife) and she wasn't keen on the idea, but since we have a 50/50
relationship, I was able to spare some of the prize.  Remember, I am just an
individual sponsor, and am not requesting any special favors (like full
control of the source code!)  Anyway, I am trying to excite some activity in
the community and I thought something worth $100 for free would do the
trick, anyway... have fun!

Nathan Miller
SCEA member

--MESSAGE FILE 17908 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001118html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17909 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001119html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 1999 12:41:06 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <78flba$2po5@scea>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36A55044.96F02456@home.net> 
<7880bd$2po1@scea> <36A929A1.E8A16D7@home.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

HAH.  The secrets of your game are safe no more.  I've discovered your
little secret to success.

This game is rigged.  At the mode selection screen, select the wierd
textured face of the cube and hit L1,R1,L2, and R2 at the same time.

no longer will my city wallow in filth and rubble.

-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 17909 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001119html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17910 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001120html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DGDC Official Rules
Date: Sun, 24 Jan 1999 18:19:12 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <36ABAA70.136D61C@datasys.net>
References: <78ep2v$nd43@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 450.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)



Eeeeh. That means that none of my current projects would qualify.
Unfortunately, I've got no time to start a new project so I'm gonna have
to forfit this one...

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17910 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001120html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17911 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001121html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DGDC Official Rules
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 1999 10:08:43 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36ACB32B.90AC8CE3@vmlabs.com>
References: <78ep2v$nd43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36ABAA70.136D61C@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs28.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Yeah, it might be the same for me too.  I'm really anxious to finish
my current game (which has been in development since the invention of
the wheel).  I don't know if I could justify taking 3 months out to 
start a new one.

Then again, with the current problems I'm having with my game (see
"programming" group), I might need something to take my mind off it.
I'll have to think about it.

Scott

> Eeeeh. That means that none of my current projects would qualify.
> Unfortunately, I've got no time to start a new project so I'm gonna have
> to forfit this one...
> 
> 'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17911 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001121html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17912 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001122html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Rutherford <hexheroes@writeme.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: BloodShed Demo w/source
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 1999 18:27:43 +0000
Organization: The Hex Heroes
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36ACB79F.9CB1D8F1@writeme.com>
References: <36A79170.420F8CB0@datasys.net> <1dm3f63.a1wrpk1uqvhesN@a1-88-
132.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: booboo.dai.ed.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3357 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1122



DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:

> > Grab it here.
> > http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodshed.zip
>
> Interesting, but where can the SCEE members get it from?Cheers,
>
> DEnnis..

The rule (as chanted by many a wise monk) goes:

replace www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/
with www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/

The mirror is usually updated two/three times a week (so I'm lead to
believe), so everything should be pretty darned fresh.

James.

--MESSAGE FILE 17912 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001122html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17913 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001123html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-150.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: funny...
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 1999 23:51:00 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <developer-2501992351000001@pro1-150.barrie.connex.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-150.barrie.connex.net

   A Quote from one of our fellow SCEE blokes..:

Who were the Beta Testers for Preparations A through G???

Heh, Super Funny...
--MESSAGE FILE 17913 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001123html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17914 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001124html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-150.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Is anyone still here????????
Date: Mon, 25 Jan 1999 23:51:24 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <developer-2501992351240001@pro1-150.barrie.connex.net>
References: <77n0ob$hoo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <369FE17C.499D3B95@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-150.barrie.connex.net

Hi Scott. Good to hear from you.
Looks like Nathan Miller was in the boat where I was at Last month...

Rants aside, For January I cannot say I have been the best of showups at
the SCEA Chat sessions on Saturdays. I Blame only me and the fact I am
trying to win over a new Girlfriend. Sorry folks, but I do have some HUMAN
priorities...

> As for the people at Sony, for the most part I'm pleased.  The 
> "people" support they give us is fabulous (Mario and James 



> especially).  It would have been even cooler, though, to get updated 
> libraries every now and then.  Especially for known bugs like the 
> track skipping thing with the CD player.  The icing on the cake would 
> have been libraries to support the multi-tap and dual shock.  But I
> assume any library coders at Sony are working on other more important
> things.
This is a Yes and No kind of deal.
I am pleased for the service I have received in an Educational Learning
Experience for Game Development Content. For this to Sony I am eternally
Grateful.

The No side of this is the existing game plan from the SCEA staff.
In North America, we all kindof like the "Coach" type of support in a program.
In Europe there is a bit more groupie-ness to the Yaroze program and the
content and web-site reflect this. This is the game plan from the "Blokes"
out in The UK. Here at SCEA, Bill Rehboek, and Greg LaBrec, were the Coach
and Assistant Coach of the NA/PSX_NY team.

Trouble is, both coaches left for a different league, and we are kindof
drifting around trying to put a game or two together.
What we need is a coach, not the General Manager trying to run the team.

Plan of action?:

Find a coach.
In the Meantime, the GM, has to come out and say a few words to keep our
spirits up. It really does not take a lot.

Even though the Libraries do not support current ane newer technologies,
That type of stuff could be patched in if it was requested in a Group
fashion.

> What else can I say?  I'm happy.  I'll probably keep plunking away at 
> the little black box even after Sony ceases official support.
> Scott
> http://www.concentric.net/~dsyaroze/insider

Very much same here.
I started on the Vectrex before I started on the NY, and I haven't looked back.
3D is the biggest thing that the NY illustrates with very basic simplicity.
I recently got a "Black art of Programming" book for MacOS game programming.

Lo and Behold when I was chatting with a few folks at Apple who were the
MAJOR push behind MacOS games development, THE book I have is THE bible
that gets used for "Crash Coursing" game programmers to the MacOS systems.

I wish to excerpt from that book on topics I see in the NY arena. I have
started a ppt presentation, and hopefully will have something soon.
[Famous last words...] But girlfriend aside, I am trying.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17914 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001124html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17915 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001125html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: IMPORTANT!!! DGDC Amendment #1
Date: Tue, 26 Jan 1999 08:15:07 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <78jpvj$mtp7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237



X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

SCEA members,

Due to the amount of email that I have gotten in reguards to current
projects I am making amendment #1 to the rules:

Effective January 26, 1999: Requirement #2 has changed to: no current
complete games will be accepted.  This covers all games currently available
to SCEA or SCEE on the official sites.

Basically, if it was in some complete form, it gives you an unfair
advantage.  Current projects and demos WILL be accepted once in complete
game form.

Also, please send me an email if you plan on competing!

Any questions send to kiryu@aol.com

Have Fun,

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 17915 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001125html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17916 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001126html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 08:05:16 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1126 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3379

I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design stuff
that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know if
it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.

Basically, Do you have one?

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 17916 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001126html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17917 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001127html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Upcoming Release
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 01:58:47 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 45



Message-ID: <78p17v$1as1@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Woohoo!  Yes.  It's my first Yaroze release.  Actually, it's a bunch of
utilities that solves the file management silliness.

CLIB v1.0 features:
    Compression:  Huffman trees that get 30-40% on average sized .tims
    Directory Structure:  A one-level deep directory structure is supported
(i.e your file can have subdirectories in which compressed data files are
stored- just like a hard drive).  Plus, you can flag entire directories for
compression or not (wouldn't want to waste mem by compressing .tmds that are
ALWAYS in use)
    Neat OS-like access functions:  findfirst,findnext, etc.  All the
goodies.
    Speed:  Huffman decompress is pretty fast, and the API has virtually NO
footprint...

ok so it's not all that.  but at least it's got the directory structure...

one file can look like this:

    MYGAME.LIB
        \TIM
            1.tim
            2.tim
            3.tim
        \TMD
            a.tmd
            b.tmd
            c.tmd
        \MAPS
            woop.map
            yeep.map
            ack.map
etc.

It's for dos32 and as of now does NOT run in a dos box for win9x.  Memory
leaks and such.  I'm working on it.  All apps are DOS4GW, which will be
included when i put it online.  I'm releasing all source, too, but it's
gonna be sloppy.

Anyway, when it goes up i'll post an ftp site.  Just letting everyone know.
:)

-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 17917 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001127html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17918 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001128html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <caz.tones@cwcom.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 13:18:34 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36B063AA.6EDA4B05@cwcom.net>
References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.203



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1128 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3381

Nathan wrote:

> I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
> best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design stuff
> that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know if
> it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.

Hmmm,

I use one - it's just a shame you can't program for the shock motors (will Sony
ever give us the libraries to do so?)

Cheers!

Tones 8)

--MESSAGE FILE 17918 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001128html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17919 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001129html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Andrew Murray <mad.max@which.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 17:14:38 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <36B09AFE.AC0D2879@which.net>
References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p04-warbler-gui.tch.which.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------628861D73617EBAADCEF623D"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1129 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3384

--------------628861D73617EBAADCEF623D
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dual Shock rules! Although when I play Colin McRae Rally or Gran Turismo it
always seems to switch from analogue to digital all on it's own then of course I
ram full speed into a wall (painful).
I recon it's probably just my controller though and YES SONY SHOULD GIVE US THE
LIBRARY FOR DUAL SHOCK PROGRAMMING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  cos the dual
shock is mad and we should be alowed to manipulate it.

Max

Nathan Miller wrote:

> I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
> best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design stuff



> that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know if
> it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.
>
> Basically, Do you have one?
>
> Nathan Miller

--------------628861D73617EBAADCEF623D
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Dual Shock rules! Although when I play Colin McRae Rally or Gran Turismo
it always seems to switch from analogue to digital all on it's own then
of course I ram full speed into a wall (painful).
<br>I recon it's probably just my controller though and <b><u><font 
color="#FF0000">YES
SONY SHOULD GIVE US THE LIBRARY FOR DUAL SHOCK 
PROGRAMMING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!&nbsp;</font></u></b><font 
color="#000000">
cos the dual shock is mad and we should be alowed to manipulate it.</font><font 
color="#000000"></font>
<p><font color="#000000">Max</font>
<p>Nathan Miller wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?
&nbsp;
I think it is the
<br>best contoller to come around in a long time.&nbsp; I have some game
design stuff
<br>that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to
know if
<br>it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.
<p>Basically, Do you have one?
<p>Nathan Miller</blockquote>
</html>

--------------628861D73617EBAADCEF623D--
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--MESSAGE FILE 17920 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001130html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 09:30:32 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36B09EB8.72A3C09F@vmlabs.com>
References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs28.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1130 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3386

> I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
> best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design stuff
> that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know if



> it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.
> 
> Basically, Do you have one?

Yes I definitely have and use one.  In fact, my game takes full 
advantage in that it uses *both* sticks - one for turning, one for 
thrust.  Once you get used to it it's the best way to play.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 17920 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001130html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17921 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001131html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: CLIB v1.0 RELEASE
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 16:51:57 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <78qlht$1as2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1131 scee.yaroze.mydemos:389 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:212

It's here.  CLIB v1.0.  The solution to all of your data
compression/management needs.

Featuring full directory structures (well, just one level deep, but that's
all i really need, so that all anyone's really getting :) ), Completely
AVERAGE Huffman Compression (WOOHOO!), and a reaaaaly easy API interface.
Just drop it in and GO.

It's only DOS32, and I've included DOS4GW (dos extender) in the zip file.
Check it out.
Lemme know what everyone thinks.

ftp://143.209.106.203/clibv10.zip
anonymous access enabled.

-charles nicholson (and yes, i am just posting this everywhere for coverage.
sorry. :) )

--MESSAGE FILE 17921 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001131html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17922 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001132html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news1.scei.co.jp!scea!
peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: CLIB v1.0 RELEASE
Date: Thu, 28 Jan 1999 16:54:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <78qllr$1as3@scea>
References: <78qlht$1as2@scea>



NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1132 scee.yaroze.mydemos:390 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:213

>ftp://143.209.106.203/clibv10.zip
>anonymous access enabled.

So sorry.  Make that "143.229.106.203" and i don't think you can browse
there- i'm serving w/SERV-U, and (at least) my copy of ie4.0 doesn't like it
too much.....

-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 17922 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001132html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17923 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001133html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: pal <palpalpalpal@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 1999 23:30:46 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36B23695.E5AC031F@hotmail.com>
References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: palpalpalpal@hotmail.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: corbeil1-182.club-internet.fr
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1133 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3400

Nathan Miller wrote:

> Basically, Do you have one?

Yes.

--MESSAGE FILE 17923 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001133html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17924 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001134html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <millerbosnia@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: DGDC Entry Form
Date: Sat, 30 Jan 1999 00:25:10 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <78tfu9$ccr12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.237
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

I didn't want to make anyone fill out an entry form (and you do not have
to), but it would be nice if you would.  Here it is, you can email to me.



Name:

Project:

Type of project:

Thanks.  It is just so that I can get some numbers

Nathan Miller
SCEA member

--MESSAGE FILE 17924 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001134html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17925 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001135html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: question about hackers realm of the psx
Date: Fri, 29 Jan 1999 15:53:48 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <78th3q$1as8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust162.tnt2.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

I am wondering what we, with our license agreement and all are supposed to
do about the info that surrounds the hackers psx realm of coding?  I mean,
alot of the docs from there are quite low-level.  I have only glanced at it.
With this information staring at us in the face, are we supposed to turn our
backs and pretend it doesnt exist?  I dont even know if its any good - but
it might be usefull, if there is nothing wrong with us using it?  Any
ideas/thoughts?  I dont know really, where I am going with this topic, but I
thought it would be interesting to discuss. =)

thanks.

-ben

--MESSAGE FILE 17925 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001135html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17926 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001136html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.freetalk,scea.yaroze.programming,scee.yaroze.mydemos,scee.yaroze.pro
gramming.libraries
Subject: Re: CLIB v1.0 RELEASE
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 12:23:48 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <7922ub$q123@scea>
References: <78qlht$1as2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1136 scee.yaroze.mydemos:393 
scee.yaroze.programming.libraries:214

I've added another somewhat helpful doc file- LOADER.TXT.  This gives you
more information
on the in-file loading API, with examples.

-charles

--MESSAGE FILE 17926 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001136html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17927 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001137html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 12:41:28 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <7927je$q124@scea>
References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1137 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3408

Nathan Miller wrote in message <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
>best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design
stuff
>that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know
if
>it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.
>
>Basically, Do you have one?
>
>Nathan Miller

I have the dual-analog pad, before the shock feature was available.

Even if you can't support the shock feature in Yaroze programs, it's
well worthwhile to support the analog control, when it makes sense
to the game.

EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 17927 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001137html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17928 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001138html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-137.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Dual Shock Controllers
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 18:47:42 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 41
Message-ID: <developer-3101991847420001@pro1-137.barrie.connex.net>



References: <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-137.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1138 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3409

In article <78p251$ibo1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Nathan Miller"
<millerbosnia@hotmail.com> wrote:

> I was just wondering who uses a dual shock controller?  I think it is the
> best contoller to come around in a long time.  I have some game design stuff
> that will work really well with the dual analog sticks, just need to know if
> it is worth putting the effort in, or if no one will get to use it.
> 
> Basically, Do you have one?
> 
> Nathan Miller

I have two.

I have the Dual Analog Pad.  {With the Joystick Emulation which works...}
AND I have the Dual Shock Gamepad. {No Joystick Emu here, and a bit more smarts}

Please develop Software for the Dual Controller.

The effort is worth it. Look at the Penguin Controller. {Nintendo 64.}
That controller sets the pace in analog fine control.
It is nice to have two analog sticks, but when things like TOCA racing and
the recent Bandicoot series, allow for NO User Definable control over the
Left handed or Right handed control operation {I am Right Dominant-Left
Handed [but learned to write right-handed... :( ] and find TOCA supremely
annoying to learn.} In contrast, I found Rouge Squadron on N64 to be the
easiest and gratifying to learn.

Descent for PSX had it right. You could configure the whole shebang, an
item in programming itself. Try it, I found Mr. Phua's 3D pong example to
be highly interesting in Dual Analog control.

As for the Dual Shock. It and the Full-motion-video / exec fileread off
ISO9660 format CD-R support in the Yaroze LIBPS.A and a few IN-LINEs would
be nice.
It would mean a NEW ioctl() and header support. But then again, I still
ahve the Collision detection PowerPoint Presentation to finish {I'm 85%
done..}

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17928 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001138html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17929 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001139html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!pro1-137.barrie.connex.net!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: question about hackers realm of the psx
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 19:30:45 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 108
Message-ID: <developer-3101991930450001@pro1-137.barrie.connex.net>
References: <78th3q$1as8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-137.barrie.connex.net

> I am wondering what we, with our license agreement and all are supposed to
> do about the info that surrounds the hackers psx realm of coding?  I mean,
> alot of the docs from there are quite low-level.  I have only glanced at it.



> With this information staring at us in the face, are we supposed to turn our
> backs and pretend it doesnt exist?  I dont even know if its any good - but
> it might be usefull, if there is nothing wrong with us using it?  Any
> ideas/thoughts?  I dont know really, where I am going with this topic, but I
> thought it would be interesting to discuss. =)
> thanks.
> -ben

Hi Ben,

   In relation to the Yaroze Licence Agreement, you have to be aware of
the following Licence Agreement paragraphs:

This is heavy, but bear with me.

In your use of the Yaroze Server, you shall not: 

7.1 Publish or post material or information that (a) defames another, (b)
infringes on the legal or intellectual property rights (including rights
of privacy or publicity) of others, (c) is obscene or sexually explicit,
(d) is racially or ethnically objectionable, (e) depicts intoxication or
substance abuse, (f) reflects adversely on the name, reputation or
goodwill of SCEA or its affiliates or (g) violates any law or regulation. 

**** Note number one ****

Part (g) is the real important one here.
And it isnt necessarily the "law" violation that would land you in a heap
of trouble. It is the "regulation" point that is important.
Little do you know that there are MANY regulations in a LARGE Variety of
repositories that Sony Computer Entertainment has many regulations.
Some even that you are not aware of yet they can stick to you when you
least expect it. Usually when you ask? How come the LIBPS.A library does
not contain any support for Full-Motion-Video? or for that matter a
"Dual-Shock" support?

I hate to say it, if it does not come from Sony with a Sony blessing, it
is unlicenced, and would be considered illegal. 
The big point here is the "reverse engineering" something that is really
not allowed for publication.

**** End of Note Number One ****

**** Note Number two. ****

7.3 Upload files that contain software or other material protected by
intellectual property laws, rights of privacy or publicity, or any other
applicable law unless you (a) own or control the rights to that software
or other material or (b) have received all necessary consents to do so.

This one too, is an interesting point. I am an adherent of the Open Source
Software exchange. I am for a few reasons, chiefly, if I like someone's
software I want to see it grow, and I want to see the developer get some
thanks for it. 
But I do too, like to look at how someone has done something, and use
similar mechanisms to do the same in my code, or if I see a place where I
can improve the software, and I can assist, I will not hesitate to do so.
At least I know I will also get thanks for it too.
That is why I am a big fan of the GNU Public Licence orientation of Linux.

But I do not like seeing companies large or small {Like Microsoft on one
hand, and Internet Cracker_Warez groups on the other} STEALING someones
software and using it for their own profit. {I always wondered how WAREZ



sites keep in business, since THEY say, that they do not charge you for
the software???}

This is Wrong.

**** End of Note two. ****

So to recap, in reference to the Hacker PSX realm. Be Careful.
I am not going to "Turn my back" and say they do not exist, they do and
the content is there for you to peruse at your own discretion.
I Sean Kennedy, nor is SCEA going to, and simply; cannot control content
that is publically published on the Internet. No could be control you
downloading and testing/compiling the code you receive. The benefit
pretains to you, and you have rights from the public domain and the
privacy act to have access to that content and do what you wish personally
on YOUR Computer System at home.

Where you can get into trouble is when you want to advertise source code
that CAN be compiled and made runnable. {Usually you need the in-line
Assembler code and a supporting xfile.h or ECOFF library to get the
machine code.}

As well, Bytecode can get you into trouble. If it can be proven that
Bytecode is not your intellectual property, and is not Licenced by SCEA,
and you distribute it INSIDE of SCEA, or its servers, you can get into
trouble.

I am not trying to scare you. I want you to realise what using "Outside"
software inside the SCEA domain {Of Servers and Protected
Internet/Intranet exchange systems} and distibuting it can lead to.

But I again, cannot control you from accessing public information servers
that contain obscene or sexually explicit material, any more than I can
prevent you from accessing www.sony.com now can I?  Nor could I prevent
you from advertising your own web-site outside of SCEA from within SCEA so
long as it does not Publically slander or defame SCEA or lead to obscene
or sexually explicit material can I?

Being careful allows you to be-ware.
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 17929 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001139html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17930 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001140html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DGDC Official Rules
Date: Sun, 31 Jan 1999 23:46:51 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <36B55BEB.82C0397@znet.com>
References: <78ep2v$nd43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36ABAA70.136D61C@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-37.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)

Darco wrote:
> 
> Eeeeh. That means that none of my current projects would qualify.
> Unfortunately, I've got no time to start a new project so I'm gonna have



> to forfit this one...
> 
> 'Darco

me too. 

-- 
---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 17930 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001140html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17931 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001141html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 13:35:11 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: faui90.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
92551F01AC1C640150FECE60"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04C-SGI [en] (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

--------------92551F01AC1C640150FECE60
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hello!

For a publication I would be interetsted in the approximate actual price of a 
grey (consumer) playstation

in the USA in the moment.

Thanks

Christoph Luerig

--------------92551F01AC1C640150FECE60
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<HTML>

<PRE>Hello!</PRE>

<PRE>For a publication I would be interetsted in the approximate actual price of
a grey (consumer) playstation</PRE>

<PRE>in the USA in the moment.</PRE>

<PRE>Thanks</PRE>

<PRE>Christoph Luerig</PRE>
&nbsp;</HTML>



--------------92551F01AC1C640150FECE60--

--MESSAGE FILE 17931 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001141html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17932 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001142html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 10:42:09 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-33.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

>For a publication I would be interetsted in the approximate actual price of a 
grey (consumer) playstation
>
>in the USA in the moment.

   $129. - $149., I do believe.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17932 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001142html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17933 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001143html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Christoph Luerig <cpluerig@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 17:13:13 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 45
Message-ID: <36B5D299.C32C3956@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 
<36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: faui90.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="------------
FEF32D54897B038EF026B698"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.04C-SGI [en] (X11; I; IRIX 6.3 IP32)

--------------FEF32D54897B038EF026B698
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Matthew Hulett wrote:

> >For a publication I would be interetsted in the approximate actual price of a
grey (consumer) playstation
> >
> >in the USA in the moment.
>
>    $129. - $149., I do believe.
>
> -Matt

Thanks for the info. So I will state below 150$. This way I am on the saffe 



side.

Christoph

--------------FEF32D54897B038EF026B698
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<HTML>
Matthew Hulett wrote:
<BLOCKQUOTE TYPE=CITE>>For a publication I would be interetsted in the
approximate actual price of a grey (consumer) playstation
<BR>>
<BR>>in the USA in the moment.

<P>&nbsp;&nbsp; $129. - $149., I do believe.

<P>-Matt</BLOCKQUOTE>

<PRE>Thanks for the info. So I will state below 150$. This way I am on the saffe
side.</PRE>

<PRE></PRE>

<PRE>Christoph</PRE>
&nbsp;</HTML>

--------------FEF32D54897B038EF026B698--

--MESSAGE FILE 17933 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001143html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17934 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001144html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: license / documentation question.
Date: Mon, 1 Feb 1999 10:09:32 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <794q2b$q128@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust54.tnt1.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Hello,

I was toying with the idea of moving the yaroze docs along with other faq's
and info I could scrounge up into HTML Help, using the free microsoft HTML
Help workshop and then putting this available for all us yaroze'rs.  Can I
do this with out violating our agreement?  I mean, can I move the yaroze
docs to HTML?  I dont want to change the content just move it and cross
reference everything into a nice index..

Any info would be greatly appreciated.

thanks

-ben



--MESSAGE FILE 17934 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001144html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17935 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001145html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: license / documentation question.
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 20:30:43 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <36b70edb.4740082@205.149.189.29>
References: <794q2b$q128@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

Ben,

I try to find out for you.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17935 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001145html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17936 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001146html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 18:37:12 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36b5f3ef.10200955@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 
<36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com> <36B5D299.C32C3956@immd9.informatik.uni-
erlangen.de>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-130-140.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

$149 would be the standard retail price.

But, I seem to recall seeing it priced lower at some point, a sale or
something...

$149 is the proper answer for a standard retail price. Hopefully, we
will see $99 soon, just to cap off Sony's success.

Sorry for sounding indecisive.

-Matt

--MESSAGE FILE 17936 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001146html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17937 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001147html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 15:43:18 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 18
Message-ID: <36B63C16.ACE950F8@vmlabs.com>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 
<36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com> <36B5D299.C32C3956@immd9.informatik.uni-
erlangen.de> <36b5f3ef.10200955@news.scea.sony.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs25.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

I thought it was dropped to $129 (and Nintendo followed suit shortly
thereafter).  Maybe it's $129 for the standard version, but to get the 
dual shock version it's $149.

Scott

> $149 would be the standard retail price.
> 
> But, I seem to recall seeing it priced lower at some point, a sale or
> something...
> 
> $149 is the proper answer for a standard retail price. Hopefully, we
> will see $99 soon, just to cap off Sony's success.
> 
> Sorry for sounding indecisive.
> 
> -Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17937 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001147html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17938 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001148html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "J. Pretorius" <jpretori@home.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: question about hackers realm of the psx
Date: Mon, 01 Feb 1999 19:01:52 -0800
Organization: @Home Network
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <36B66AA0.F8758F3B@home.net>
References: <78th3q$1as8@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cs207965-a.gvmt1.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-AtHome0402  (Win95; U)

The psx hackers certainly explore areas that the Yaroze community does not. For
example, I've seen code that supposedly controls the motors in the dual shock,
and some hackers have put together utilities to allow for the creation of CDs.
Before I even got my Yaroze I saw utilities to view Tims and play playstation
movie ('.str') files on the PC. However, I have never understood why anyone
would prompt for a hacked version of a Yaroze when the real version is so
inexpensive and convenient? 

The license agreement that we all signed is a formality, similar to the license
agreements that accompany many software packages. Sony wants to make sure that
it has all legal bases covered with respect to the Yaroze. Several years ago a
rash of really terrible non commercial software was released in Europe for the
Amiga platform. I never played any of these titles, but magazines reported that
there were "hate games" depicting violence against certain ethnic groups.
Imagine the consequences to Sony if a Yaroze member did something like that and



had the legal authority to distribute the game.

As for using hacked libraries etc, Sony may not recognize your demo or game
(i.e. put it on their web site) but they aren't going to sue you or revoke your
membership (IMO). 

Ben Siroshton wrote:
> 
> I am wondering what we, with our license agreement and all are supposed to
> do about the info that surrounds the hackers psx realm of coding?  I mean,
> alot of the docs from there are quite low-level.  I have only glanced at it.
> With this information staring at us in the face, are we supposed to turn our
> backs and pretend it doesnt exist?  I dont even know if its any good - but
> it might be usefull, if there is nothing wrong with us using it?  Any
> ideas/thoughts?  I dont know really, where I am going with this topic, but I
> thought it would be interesting to discuss. =)
> 
> thanks.
> 
> -ben

--MESSAGE FILE 17938 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001148html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17939 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001149html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Tue, 2 Feb 1999 08:43:41 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <796ure$lbf3@scea>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 
<36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com> <36B5D299.C32C3956@immd9.informatik.uni-
erlangen.de> <36b5f3ef.10200955@news.scea.sony.com> 
<36B63C16.ACE950F8@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Friend of mine just bought a new one from Electronics Boutique-
$129, with 2 dual-shocks

-charles

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36B63C16.ACE950F8@vmlabs.com>...
>I thought it was dropped to $129 (and Nintendo followed suit shortly
>thereafter).  Maybe it's $129 for the standard version, but to get the
>dual shock version it's $149.

--MESSAGE FILE 17939 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001149html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17940 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001150html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Good news for CodeWarrior users



Date: Thu, 4 Feb 1999 11:21:19 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:444 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:387 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3422 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1150

Hi all,

This is good news for all you codewarrior users.  This is a copy of a reply
I got from Metrowerks support.
------------------------------------------------------------

In regards to your support question, Reference No. IL9901-1938;

Hi Robert,

You are correct, the current released IDE (2.0.3) for NY 2.1 doesn't have
a public API to write any plugins.  However, there will soon (within the
next week) be a public patch to upgrade to NY 2.2.  The patch will
contain the 3.2 IDE which has the public API.  The patch is still
undergoing tesing, however, before we release it.  Look for it on our web
site during the coming week; or email us in 2 or 3 working days and we'll
let you know the status.

thanks,
James C
Metrowerks Technical Support

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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--MESSAGE FILE 17941 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001151html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: license / documentation question.
Date: Thu, 4 Feb 1999 12:09:27 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <79cu77$2d41@scea>
References: <794q2b$q128@scea> <36b70edb.4740082@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust144.tnt1.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Thanks.  ~8)

Mario Perdue wrote in message <36b70edb.4740082@205.149.189.29>...
>Ben,
>
>I try to find out for you.
>
>Mario



--MESSAGE FILE 17941 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001151html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17942 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001152html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Good news for CodeWarrior users
Date: Fri, 5 Feb 1999 09:13:42 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <1dmq1t4.zel1nmxxat8wN@a1-88-108.a1.nl>
References: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-108.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:445 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:388 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3423 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1152

I think it's fair to say that the CW support is excelent. I mailed them
before and they were ever so fast with their kind reply.
Thats completely different from Apple, Microsoft or Adobe (or smaller
companies I won't even mention).
Thumbs up for Metroworks..

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17942 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001152html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17943 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001153html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: image program, anyone interested?
Date: Fri, 5 Feb 1999 16:21:48 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <79g1bu$2d43@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust158.tnt2.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Hello,

I wrote a program a while ago that lets you load in a picture in many
different formats and then converts it to a TIM.  The neat part is, you can
zoom in and out of your picture and select what colors (note colors is
plural) you want to be transparent.  If your anything like me, I like to use
really contrasting colors for my transparent bits instead of black - as most
everything I draw is coming from and anti-aliased to black.

The reason, I ask if anyone is interested is because currently I only have
the output writing to a 24bit TIM, I need to finish up the other bit depths.
But only if there is enough interest in such a thing.

In addition, I was playing with picking a list of colors that would be
semi-transparent so you could make those space ship cockpits semi-see
through or whatever... however this was giving me some problems, its been a
while but if I remember right there was a semi-transparent bit, but can you



even have pixel by pixel semi-transparencies?  If so, I will be sure to
finish this up with that feature in place as well.

Anyway, any feedback, ideas, encouragment greatly appreciated.

thanks

-ben

--MESSAGE FILE 17943 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001153html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17944 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001154html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Ascii Sphere 360
Date: Sun, 07 Feb 1999 18:56:18 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <36BE2822.F8C6813C@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 468.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3427 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1154

I just thought I'd post my findings from figiting with the 6-Axis
controler Ascii Sphere 360.

The controler ID is the same as the old dual analog joysticks - 5 I
think. But it has a larger packet size... The analog channels are after
the button data which is just like the standard pad... There are 6
analog channels, one for each axis. Here's the controler packet layout:

Size    | description
--------+----------------------------------
1 byte  | Packet Status (Should be 0x00)
1 byte  | Controler type & packet size
2 bytes | Button Data
1 byte  | X Movement Axis
1 byte  | Y Movement Axis
1 byte  | Z Movement Axis
1 byte  | X Rotation Axis
1 byte  | Y Rotation Axis
1 byte  | Z Rotation Axis

I'll be posting the source code for the newest version of the BloodShed
demo soon, which uses the revolutionary 6-Axis controler.

Hope this sparks some ideas.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17944 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001154html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17945 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001155html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: GDC
Date: Mon, 8 Feb 1999 12:10:33 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <79mk2n$1do2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Hi all,

Just wondered if anyone is going to GDC in March?  I want to, just if I can
get the money to pay for the air fare etc.

Cheers Bob

Robert Shand
Class Rep - First Year BSc Computer Games Technology
University of Abertay-Dundee
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17945 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001155html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17946 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001156html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: GDC
Date: Mon, 08 Feb 1999 18:48:05 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36BF3165.960115F7@hotmail.com>
References: <79mk2n$1do2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)

Exactly when and where is it?. I have been pondering going.. and thinking about
E3 as well..
If its on the East coast and during break there's a good chance  I could swing
it.  I'd be going from UK as well.

Will

ROBERT C SHAND wrote:

> Hi all,
>
> Just wondered if anyone is going to GDC in March?  I want to, just if I can
> get the money to pay for the air fare etc.
>
> Cheers Bob
>
> Robert Shand
> Class Rep - First Year BSc Computer Games Technology
> University of Abertay-Dundee



> 298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17946 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001156html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17947 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001157html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Tue, 9 Feb 1999 22:32:25 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p43-max5.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1157 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3428

I am throwing together a Yaroze FAQ for those people interested in joining
the Yaroze program to be housed at our site.  The list of questions I have
so far is as below.

What is the Net Yaroze?
How do you pronounce Yaroze?
What do I need to run it?
Do I need to know C to use it?
Will it run normal Playstation games?
Will it run import Playstation games?
Will it run copied Playstation games (CDRs)?
I have an Action Replay Pro, a Comms Link, and some development tools. Why
do I need a Yaroze?
Can I use C++ with the Yaroze?
Can I create bootable Playstation CDs of my Yaroze programs?
Can I create commercial Playstation titles on a Yaroze?
How do I distribute my programs to non-Yaroze members?
Will commercial developers recognise my Yaroze experience when applying for
a job?
Where can I get one?
Can I buy a second hand Yaroze off an existing Yaroze member?

Does anyone else have any questions they are sick of answering?

Regards

Mario Wynands

Sidhe Interactive
Sony Playstation Software Development House

Email mario@sidhe.co.nz Website www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 17947 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001157html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17948 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001158html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Jerry_Jessop@Playstation.Sony.Com (Jerry Jessop)



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Ascii Sphere 360
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 1999 17:53:58 GMT
Organization: SCEA Hardware Engineering
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <36c1c559.5738448@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36BE2822.F8C6813C@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.247.15.29
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.1/32.230
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3433 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1158

Darco,

The Sphere specific ID is a x55. If you take the low nibble (5) and
double it you get the number of data bytes required in the packet,
This does not include 3 overhead bytes. The Sphere in x55 mode will
not work with multi-taps as they (multitaps) can only transfer 6 data
bytes max.

The ASCII Sphere also supports a number of standard controller ID's
x41digital Dpad, x23 NegCon, x53 analog joysticks (the big dual
flightsticks)

Jerry 
Hardware Engineer
SCEA

On Sun, 07 Feb 1999 18:56:18 -0500, Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

>I just thought I'd post my findings from figiting with the 6-Axis
>controler Ascii Sphere 360.
>
>The controler ID is the same as the old dual analog joysticks - 5 I
>think. But it has a larger packet size... The analog channels are after
>the button data which is just like the standard pad... There are 6
>analog channels, one for each axis. Here's the controler packet layout:
>
>Size    | description
>--------+----------------------------------
>1 byte  | Packet Status (Should be 0x00)
>1 byte  | Controler type & packet size
>2 bytes | Button Data
>1 byte  | X Movement Axis
>1 byte  | Y Movement Axis
>1 byte  | Z Movement Axis
>1 byte  | X Rotation Axis
>1 byte  | Y Rotation Axis
>1 byte  | Z Rotation Axis
>
>I'll be posting the source code for the newest version of the BloodShed
>demo soon, which uses the revolutionary 6-Axis controler.
>
>Hope this sparks some ideas.
>
>'Darco
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--MESSAGE FILE 17949 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001159html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: My best work yet
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 1999 17:02:37 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 70
Message-ID: <36C201FD.8B416608@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 616.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1159 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3436

This is the newest BloodShed demo.

This will be by far one of the best, if not the best, programs I've
written. It is by no means finished - I still meed to add mechs and
stuff. But it still rocks... Just try it out. Just download it and tell
me what you think. The source code isn't included anymore - it won't be
until the game is finished.

Just in case you don't know what BloodShed is, let me explain. This is a
game that I've been thinking about for several months now. It is a
realtime Mech battle game, in which you can play against the computer or
a friend. The levels are randomly generated from a 32-bit random seed --
This means over 4 billion different levels! If you find a level you
enjoy, you just write down the random seed and you can play it any time
you want.

3 different types of controlers are supported. Standard controler, Dual
Analog Controler, and the Ascii Sphere 360.

Both the standard controler and the Ascii Sphere 360 have similar button
layouts. The Cross button shoots projectiles, Circle drops bombs, and
Triangle jumps. The Ascii Sphere support at the moment is hard-coded
into horizontal mode, because this is how I am use to using the
controler. (Old habbit from the Ascii Sphere's PC cousin, the Space Orb
360)

The dual analog controler is a little bit different... The controls are
like that of a tank game, each control stick controls that side of the
player. Push them both forward to move forward, move one forward and the
other backward to turn, move them both left or right to strafe, and move
them both away from each other to jump. R2 fires projectiles, L2 drops
bombs.

If you have a friend over, or even if you don't, you can press the
Square button to put yourself into the fabled 2-player mode. This game
was designed with 2 player mode in mind, so grab someone off the street
and just try out blasting each other. You can't take damage yet - only
terrain colision detection is implemented. But it still looks cool, and
it's still fun.

I haven't finished the jumping yet, so you just kinda keep flying up
untill you let go of the button. This is ok for now, I'm not too worried
about it. Just letting you know that I already know about it and I will
fix it later.

If you get tired, press start to go back to the main menu. The quit
option is to the far right.

Here's where you can leach it:



SCEA:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodntsc.zip
SCEE:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodntsc.zip

The European mirror might not be be updated by the time you read this,
so you might have to wait a few days. At the moment, only an NTSC
version is avalible.

I'm really eager to see what everyone else thinks of the game so far...
I'm amazed at how well it is turning out. The game was unstable for a
while, but I think I have fixed that... If it crashes, it will probably
be in 2-player mode when there is alot of stuff on the screen. I've
tried VERY hard to crash it, but this build seems very stable so I don't
think you will run into any problems or abrupt interruptions in
gameplay.

Enjoy!

'Darco
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--MESSAGE FILE 17950 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001160html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 1999 17:06:35 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36C202EB.78DFF35@datasys.net>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 616.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1160 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3437

Mario Wynands wrote:
> 
> Does anyone else have any questions they are sick of answering?
> 

Yeah, here's one. It seems to be one of the first questions that any
newbie asks...

"Can I program the new Dual Shock controler to vibrate?"

'Darco
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--MESSAGE FILE 17951 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001161html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: My best work yet
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 1999 10:45:57 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server



Lines: 5
Message-ID: <36C32565.5D1590E7@vmlabs.com>
References: <36C201FD.8B416608@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs29.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1161 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3440

I'm impressed!  Glad to see you're using hi-res too.  I especially like
the particle explosions from weapon impacts.  I look forward to seeing
the final product!

Scott
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--MESSAGE FILE 17952 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001162html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: My best work yet
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 00:10:19 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <1dn211m.s5k6zoolm2fgN@a1-88-100.a1.nl>
References: <36C201FD.8B416608@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-100.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1162 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3442

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

> SCEA:
> http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodntsc.zip
> SCEE:
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/
> blodntsc.zip

Thanks, this is what I call poopy service!!

> The European mirror might not be be updated by the time you read this,
> so you might have to wait a few days. At the moment, only an NTSC
> version is avalible.

There will be a PAL version avalible? I'll be waiting for that since my
AV-cable is broken...

Cheers,

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 17952 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001162html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17953 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001163html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: My best work yet
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 1999 17:10:20 -0500



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <36C3554C.55A17472@datasys.net>
References: <36C201FD.8B416608@datasys.net> <36C32565.5D1590E7@vmlabs.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 307.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1163 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3444

Scott Cartier wrote:
> 
> I'm impressed!  Glad to see you're using hi-res too.

Actually, it's very low-res - 256x240 to be exact. But it looks pretty
good. Anyway - you really can't tell that much of a difference between
320x240 and 256x240.

> I especially like the particle explosions from weapon impacts.

Yeah, I like them too. When I wrote that, I invited all my friends over
so I could show it off. :)

> I look forward to seeing the final product!

Thanks!

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17953 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001163html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17954 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001164html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: My best work yet
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 1999 15:23:05 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <36C36659.18E76A1E@vmlabs.com>
References: <36C201FD.8B416608@datasys.net> <36C32565.5D1590E7@vmlabs.com> 
<36C3554C.55A17472@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs29.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1164 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3445

> Actually, it's very low-res - 256x240 to be exact. But it looks pretty
> good. Anyway - you really can't tell that much of a difference between
> 320x240 and 256x240.

Really?  Wow.  I was impressed with the framerate so I had assumed it
was hi-res 60fps.  My gaming eye must not be what it used to. :P

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 17954 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001164html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17955 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001165html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Thu, 11 Feb 1999 23:22:22 -0500
Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 66
Message-ID: <7a0a6u$714@scea>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port9.vianet.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_00A8_01BE5615.6032DA80"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1165 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3446

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_00A8_01BE5615.6032DA80
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

After reading an article on psx.ign.com =
http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html
about Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped =
PlayStation not being able to load the game got me thinking....   Can =
the Yaroze boot this new breed of anti import games...

Since I've never imported a game (We don't get many things in Northern =
Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to read Japanese =
...  I won't have the chance to test for myself

If anyone has the chance to "test" these new games with the Yaroze =
please post you findings.

Steve Tolin
BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com

------=_NextPart_000_00A8_01BE5615.6032DA80
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<STYLE></STYLE>

<META content=3D'"MSHTML 5.00.0910.1309"' name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY background=3D"" bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>After reading an article on psx.ign.com <A=20
href=3D"http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html">http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.h=
tml</A><BR>about=20
Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped PlayStation not =



being=20
able to load the game got me thinking....   Can the Yaroze boot this new =
breed=20
of anti import games...</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Since I've never imported a game (We don't get many =
things in=20
Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to read =
Japanese=20
...  I won't have the chance to test for myself</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>If anyone has the chance to &quot;test&quot; these =
new games=20
with the Yaroze please post you findings.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Steve Tolin</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2><A=20
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A></FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_00A8_01BE5615.6032DA80--

--MESSAGE FILE 17955 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001165html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17956 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001166html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 09:59:30 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 92
Message-ID: <7a0u2i$o0v7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-8.village.gre.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE566E.62AABAE0"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1166 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3447

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE566E.62AABAE0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

The Net Yaroze is not a chipped PlayStation. Therefore these anti-mod =
chip games should work.

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx
    Steve Tolin wrote in message <7a0a6u$714@scea>...
    After reading an article on psx.ign.com =
http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html
    about Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped =
PlayStation not being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the =



Yaroze boot this new breed of anti import games...
   =20
    Since I've never imported a game (We don't get many things in =
Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to read =
Japanese ... I won't have the chance to test for myself
   =20
    If anyone has the chance to "test" these new games with the Yaroze =
please post you findings.
   =20
    Steve Tolin
    BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com
   =20

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE566E.62AABAE0
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 =
HTML//EN">
<STYLE></STYLE>

<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.2106.6"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY background=3D"" bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>The Net Yaroze is not a chipped =
PlayStation.=20
Therefore these anti-mod chip games should work.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>Rad.<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:rad@cyberdude.com">rad@cyberdude.com</A><BR><A=20
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx">http://www.netyaroze-eur=
ope.com/~radpsx</A></FONT></DIV>
<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 solid 2px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: =
5px">
    <DIV>Steve Tolin<BITSLAP_SOFTWARE@BIGFOOT.COM> wrote in message=20
    &lt;7a0a6u$714@scea&gt;...</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>After reading an article on psx.ign.com <A=20
    =
href=3D"http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html">http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.h=
tml</A><BR>about=20
    Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped PlayStation =
not=20
    being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the Yaroze boot =
this new=20
    breed of anti import games...</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Since I've never imported a game (We don't get =
many things=20
    in Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to =
read=20
    Japanese ... I won't have the chance to test for myself</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>If anyone has the chance to &quot;test&quot; =
these new=20
    games with the Yaroze please post you findings.</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>



    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Steve Tolin</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2><A=20
    =
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A></FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE566E.62AABAE0--

--MESSAGE FILE 17956 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001166html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17957 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001167html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 06:21:40 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 45.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1167 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3450

> Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> After reading an article on psx.ign.com
> http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html
> about Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped
> PlayStation not being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can
> the Yaroze boot this new breed of anti import games...
> 

Well, you have to understand how the mod chip works to see how the
anti-piracy mechanism works.

The NY PSX's will accept any country code, but it needs to find one.
The Grey PSX's will accept any CD with it's territory's country code on
it. (A cd can have more than one I believe. Theoreticly it could have
all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)

Well, a MOD chip simply checks for when the PSX looks at the sectors
with the territory code on them, intercepts it, and then sends all 4
country codes instead - forcing the drive mechanism to work. The new
anti-piracy games have software built into them that checks to see if
these territory codes are what they expect... All four codes isn't good,
so it will fail.

Incredibly simple - I can't understand why Sony didn't do this
earlier...

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17957 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001167html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17958 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001168html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 12:55:57 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1168 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3452

>all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)

Hi Darco, and Co

I understand who/what/why/wheer when it come to SCEE, SCEA and SCEI, but
what/who/where are SCED

Sony Computer Entertainment ????????

Cheers
Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17958 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001168html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17959 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001169html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 17:33:02 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <7a1okl$7op3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-8.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1169 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3454

I think SCED should be SCEJ unless of course SCEJ is actually SCEI.

In C terms:

if ( SCEJ != SCEI)
{
    SCED = SCEJ
}

:)

Rad.



rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote in message
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)
>
>Hi Darco, and Co
>
>I understand who/what/why/wheer when it come to SCEE, SCEA and SCEI, but
>what/who/where are SCED
>
>Sony Computer Entertainment ????????
>
>
>Cheers
>Bob
>298rcs@tay.ac.uk
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17959 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001169html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17960 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001170html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 17:34:47 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 47
Message-ID: <7a1oni$7op4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7a1okl$7op3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-8.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1170 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3455

Opps, that won't compile! Try this:

if ( SCEJ != SCEI)
{
    SCED = SCEJ;
}

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

Rad wrote in message <7a1okl$7op3@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I think SCED should be SCEJ unless of course SCEJ is actually SCEI.
>
>In C terms:
>
>if ( SCEJ != SCEI)
>{
>    SCED = SCEJ
>}
>
>:)
>



>Rad.
>rad@cyberdude.com
>http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx
>
>ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote in message
><7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>>all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)
>>
>>Hi Darco, and Co
>>
>>I understand who/what/why/wheer when it come to SCEE, SCEA and SCEI, but
>>what/who/where are SCED
>>
>>Sony Computer Entertainment ????????
>>
>>
>>Cheers
>>Bob
>>298rcs@tay.ac.uk
>>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17960 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001170html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17961 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001171html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 15:02:08 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 257.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1171 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3457

ROBERT C SHAND wrote:
> 
> >all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)
> 
> Hi Darco, and Co
> 
> I understand who/what/why/wheer when it come to SCEE, SCEA and SCEI, but
> what/who/where are SCED
> 
> Sony Computer Entertainment ????????

Ehhhhh..... I'm not sure..... I thought that 'SCED' was for Sony
development discs, that will only run on blue debug units and black net
yaroze playstations... (The Net Yaroze Boot Disc is a good example) But
I could be wrong. It's probably not even refered to by 'SCED', it might
just be '    ' for all I know...



Anyway, the point is that the net yaroze playstation doesn't intercept
and replace territory codes like the mod chip does, it just accepts them
all. FF8 and all other anti-piracy PSX software that comes out in the
future will run perfectly fine on the NY PSX because it'll see the
country codes it was looking for.

However......... This brings back the old "swap trick"... From what I
know about the anti-piracy mechanism, the old swap trick would still
work fine. And now there are AR replacement roms that make the swap
trick possible on all PSX models, not just the 1000 series. So... Peh.
Oh well.

At least we can now laugh at all of the fools who modified their
playstations -- they won't be able to run ANY game with this new
protection mechanism built into it, even games from their own territory!
HAHA!

This new anti piracy CD will really hamper PSX piracy, which is a good
thing. I don't know why Sony hasn't been doing this earlier.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17961 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001171html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17962 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001172html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 12:10:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <36C48AB2.42DE4A85@vmlabs.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs24.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1172 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3458

> However......... This brings back the old "swap trick"... From what I
> know about the anti-piracy mechanism, the old swap trick would still
> work fine. And now there are AR replacement roms that make the swap
> trick possible on all PSX models, not just the 1000 series. So... Peh.
> Oh well.

I would think it would be easy to foil the swap trick.  Just have the
game itself check the territory code at random points during the game.
Unless it's something that can only be checked at boot time.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 17962 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001172html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17963 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001173html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 16:29:18 -0500



Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 52
Message-ID: <7a26ck$2i82@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port88.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1173 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3459

Guess what I found......   Well that didn't take long....

Upon checking one of my regular sites (www.rpgamer.com)  I found something
quite interesting....   There is already a GameShark code to disable the
anti-mod chip code...    I guess piracy is an unstopable machine...

With this in mind I guess the chances of a proprietary medium for the PSX2
is inevitable...

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote in message
news:36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net...
>ROBERT C SHAND wrote:
>>
>> >all 4; SCEI, SCEA, SCEE, and SCED)
>>
>> Hi Darco, and Co
>>
>> I understand who/what/why/wheer when it come to SCEE, SCEA and SCEI, but
>> what/who/where are SCED
>>
>> Sony Computer Entertainment ????????
>
>Ehhhhh..... I'm not sure..... I thought that 'SCED' was for Sony
>development discs, that will only run on blue debug units and black net
>yaroze playstations... (The Net Yaroze Boot Disc is a good example) But
>I could be wrong. It's probably not even refered to by 'SCED', it might
>just be '    ' for all I know...
>
>Anyway, the point is that the net yaroze playstation doesn't intercept
>and replace territory codes like the mod chip does, it just accepts them
>all. FF8 and all other anti-piracy PSX software that comes out in the
>future will run perfectly fine on the NY PSX because it'll see the
>country codes it was looking for.
>
>However......... This brings back the old "swap trick"... From what I
>know about the anti-piracy mechanism, the old swap trick would still
>work fine. And now there are AR replacement roms that make the swap
>trick possible on all PSX models, not just the 1000 series. So... Peh.
>Oh well.
>
>At least we can now laugh at all of the fools who modified their
>playstations -- they won't be able to run ANY game with this new
>protection mechanism built into it, even games from their own territory!
>HAHA!
>
>This new anti piracy CD will really hamper PSX piracy, which is a good
>thing. I don't know why Sony hasn't been doing this earlier.
>
>'Darco



--MESSAGE FILE 17963 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001173html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17964 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001174html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 21:54:47 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <7a27v9$7op6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-8.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1174 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3460

You under estimate the power of the Dark Side!
It's only a matter of time before a new mod chip is released which will be
undetectable by todays games, and so the war continues....

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

Darco wrote in message <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>...
>
>At least we can now laugh at all of the fools who modified their
>playstations -- they won't be able to run ANY game with this new
>protection mechanism built into it, even games from their own territory!
>HAHA!
>
>This new anti piracy CD will really hamper PSX piracy, which is a good
>thing. I don't know why Sony hasn't been doing this earlier.
>
>'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17964 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001174html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17965 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001175html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 17:40:07 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 257.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1175 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3461

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> Guess what I found......   Well that didn't take long....
> 
> Upon checking one of my regular sites (www.rpgamer.com)  I found something
> quite interesting....   There is already a GameShark code to disable the
> anti-mod chip code...    I guess piracy is an unstopable machine...

Yeouch. That kinda sucks... They could have implemented a protection
scheme that was a little bit more resillient. I mean common, it was
compromised with only two gameshark codes! I'm dissapointed that the
programers at square didn't have the forsight to interweave the
protection mechanism into the program a little bit more... Perhaps have
several - 10 or 20 different instances of the protection mechanism, each
with a different subroutine and a slightly way of checking. This would
prove almost impossible to reverse enginer.

It might not be a bad idea to have a few programers try to crack the
protection scheme before they release the game. It'd probably be worth
the investment, and pay for itself. Think of it as a kind of extended
and more through form of beta testing.

> 
> With this in mind I guess the chances of a proprietary medium for the PSX2
> is inevitable...
> 

Well, I guess it would be better that way.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17965 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001175html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17966 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001176html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 15:05:28 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <7a2cd1$2i83@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust120.tnt5.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1176 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3462

On the whole other side, I disagree with having ANY type of protection.  I
for one make backup copies of my games, I one too many times have been
playing with originals, friends and beer and end up scratching a disc.  This
ultimately sucks!  I think by having disc media you MUST be able to back up
your stuff.  Its too easily ruined.   If people are going to pirate stuff,
which they are and will never be stopped - why bother with the protection at
all.  It doesnt stop anyone from copying anything, it just makes it more of
a pain for us to make backups.  If (and there always is) a way around
something, it will be hacked, there is no question about it.  By removing
any protection systems could be cheaper as well, ie,. no money going into



R&D for protection "schemes".

my 2 cents.

-ben

--MESSAGE FILE 17966 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001176html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17967 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001177html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 02:20:13 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 50
Message-ID: <7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-41.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1177 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3464

Look, at the end of the day no matter how much time they spend on the
protection scheme it's gonna get cracked one way or another.
Now don't get me wrong I'm all against piracy, if a game is worth playing
then its definitely worth buying otherwise don't bother with it, simple as
that.
I mean Square could have spent most of their time developing a kick ass
protection scheme which did 100 checks per frame with 1000 different methods
of doing it but then it wouldn't be much of a game would it!
So instead of trying to make it 99.9% pirate proof they probably decided to
concentrate on the game!

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

Darco wrote in message <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net>...
>Steve Tolin wrote:
>>
>> Guess what I found......   Well that didn't take long....
>>
>> Upon checking one of my regular sites (www.rpgamer.com)  I found
something
>> quite interesting....   There is already a GameShark code to disable the
>> anti-mod chip code...    I guess piracy is an unstopable machine...
>
>Yeouch. That kinda sucks... They could have implemented a protection
>scheme that was a little bit more resillient. I mean common, it was
>compromised with only two gameshark codes! I'm dissapointed that the
>programers at square didn't have the forsight to interweave the
>protection mechanism into the program a little bit more... Perhaps have
>several - 10 or 20 different instances of the protection mechanism, each
>with a different subroutine and a slightly way of checking. This would
>prove almost impossible to reverse enginer.
>
>It might not be a bad idea to have a few programers try to crack the



>protection scheme before they release the game. It'd probably be worth
>the investment, and pay for itself. Think of it as a kind of extended
>and more through form of beta testing.
>
>>
>> With this in mind I guess the chances of a proprietary medium for the
PSX2
>> is inevitable...
>>
>
>Well, I guess it would be better that way.
>
>'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 17967 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001177html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17968 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001178html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 22:00:57 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 257.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1178 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3465

Rad wrote:
> 
> Look, at the end of the day no matter how much time they spend on the
> protection scheme it's gonna get cracked one way or another.
> Now don't get me wrong I'm all against piracy, if a game is worth playing
> then its definitely worth buying otherwise don't bother with it, simple as
> that.
> I mean Square could have spent most of their time developing a kick ass
> protection scheme which did 100 checks per frame with 1000 different methods
> of doing it but then it wouldn't be much of a game would it!
> So instead of trying to make it 99.9% pirate proof they probably decided to
> concentrate on the game!
> 
Taking 6-12 hours of pure coding time and devoting that to developing a
worthy protection scheme out of a project requiring several thousand
hours or pure coding time is not being unrealistic.

And you are right. There is no way to absolutely and completely stop
piracy... But that's not the goal. The goal is to make it so difficult
that it isn't worth it for someone to even try. 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17968 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001178html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17969 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001179html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Me" <It@here.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: DGDC Update
Date: Fri, 12 Feb 1999 19:33:50 +0200
Organization: Here
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7a3cro$2i85@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.250
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

Just an update about the game development contest I am running.  Currently
there are several SCEA members that are participating and it looks to be a
really promising competition.  There is still time to enter and there is a
lot of time to develop.  The rules have not changed...happy coding!!!

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 17969 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001179html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17970 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001180html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 02:52:18 -0500
Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7a3avj$2i84@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a27v9$7op6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port3.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1180 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3466

That "new" chip is ready to be released  on Monday...  Wish and you shall
receive I guess.. As reported by
http://psx.ign.com/news/6890.html

Rad <rad@cyberdude.com> wrote in message
news:7a27v9$7op6@chuka.playstation.co.uk...
>You under estimate the power of the Dark Side!
>It's only a matter of time before a new mod chip is released which will be
>undetectable by todays games, and so the war continues....
>
>Rad.
>rad@cyberdude.com



--MESSAGE FILE 17970 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001180html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17971 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001181html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Wed, 10 Feb 1999 12:00:24 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-29.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1181 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3467

I disagree.

Having NO protection just seems an invitation to piracy - imagine if EVERY
PlayStation could run pirate games "out-the-box" - it would be a nightmare
for Sony (and I can't see it doing the industry any good, either). Far
better to let every PS run *legit* games from anywhere, in fact - I wish the
NY was the "standard PS"! I would never have got my old grey PS chipped if I
could have run SCEI and SCEA games on it from the off. I also think Sony's
new copy-protection scheme is a slap in the face for importers who DON'T buy
pirate software. But, I guess, maybe there aren't too many of them? :(

These are just the wishful ramblings of a die-hard importer, I know :)

Nick F

Ben Siroshton wrote in message <7a2cd1$2i83@scea>...
>
>On the whole other side, I disagree with having ANY type of protection.  I
>for one make backup copies of my games, I one too many times have been
>playing with originals, friends and beer and end up scratching a disc.
This
>ultimately sucks!  I think by having disc media you MUST be able to back up
>your stuff.  Its too easily ruined.   If people are going to pirate stuff,
>which they are and will never be stopped - why bother with the protection
at
>all.  It doesnt stop anyone from copying anything, it just makes it more of
>a pain for us to make backups.  If (and there always is) a way around
>something, it will be hacked, there is no question about it.  By removing
>any protection systems could be cheaper as well, ie,. no money going into
>R&D for protection "schemes".
>
>my 2 cents.
>
>-ben
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 17971 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001181html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17972 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001182html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DGDC Update
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 10:21:54 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <36C59892.61FCE822@datasys.net>
References: <7a3cro$2i85@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Me wrote:
> 
> Just an update about the game development contest I am running.  Currently
> there are several SCEA members that are participating and it looks to be a
> really promising competition.  There is still time to enter and there is a
> lot of time to develop.  The rules have not changed...happy coding!!!
> 
> Nathan Miller

One thing... I haven't been keeping a log. However, I have virtually the
next best thing. Everytime I made something new, added smoke trails or
something else, I told my friend Dusty about it over ICQ. It keeps the
date, time, and message intact. So this is a kind of log I could say. Is
this valid?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17972 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001182html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17973 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001183html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 10:30:33 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36C59A99.1484A714@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a27v9$7op6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7a3avj$2i84@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1183 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3469

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> That "new" chip is ready to be released  on Monday...  Wish and you shall
> receive I guess.. As reported by
> http://psx.ign.com/news/6890.html
> 

Wow! $78 for a damn mod chip! What a rip off!!! It'd be cheaper just to



get that game shark, and use the code. Probably easier than installing a
new chip too. What kinda idiot would buy this thing, anyway? 

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17973 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001183html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17974 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001184html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Duffield <J.Duffield@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 16:56:27 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 72
Message-ID: <36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-172-93-202.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1184 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3470

I agree with Nick,

You can't just have machine's capable of playing pirated
software availabe at any local shop, however this whole
argument goes back to the Amiga days, when most peoples
software collections usually had more pirates than legit games,
Commodore and many of the coders tried to stop this in
several different ways, including: hardware devices which
fitted into the joystick port, cards in the box with codes on and
parts in the games code which tried to fool disk copiers.
As far as i'am aware none of these measures were succesful,
as games were usually available in a cracked form within days
of release.
The rather long-winded point i'am trying to make here is that
piracy, in some form will always be with us, so any attempt
to stop piracy, is, ultimatley a waste of resourses. Unless
someone can come with a way to take software protection in
a completly new direction, there will always be copies readily
available.
I would also like to point out that i do have a chipped playstation
and only had it chipped to run imports, there is not one game
in my collection that is a copy.

James D

P.S whats up with the date on your computer Nick?
       the original posting was on friday, but you posted
       your message on wednesday! (some weird time travel going on?).

Nick Ferguson wrote:

> I disagree.



>
> Having NO protection just seems an invitation to piracy - imagine if EVERY
> PlayStation could run pirate games "out-the-box" - it would be a nightmare
> for Sony (and I can't see it doing the industry any good, either). Far
> better to let every PS run *legit* games from anywhere, in fact - I wish the
> NY was the "standard PS"! I would never have got my old grey PS chipped if I
> could have run SCEI and SCEA games on it from the off. I also think Sony's
> new copy-protection scheme is a slap in the face for importers who DON'T buy
> pirate software. But, I guess, maybe there aren't too many of them? :(
>
> These are just the wishful ramblings of a die-hard importer, I know :)
>
> Nick F
>
> Ben Siroshton wrote in message <7a2cd1$2i83@scea>...
> >
> >On the whole other side, I disagree with having ANY type of protection.  I
> >for one make backup copies of my games, I one too many times have been
> >playing with originals, friends and beer and end up scratching a disc.
> This
> >ultimately sucks!  I think by having disc media you MUST be able to back up
> >your stuff.  Its too easily ruined.   If people are going to pirate stuff,
> >which they are and will never be stopped - why bother with the protection
> at
> >all.  It doesnt stop anyone from copying anything, it just makes it more of
> >a pain for us to make backups.  If (and there always is) a way around
> >something, it will be hacked, there is no question about it.  By removing
> >any protection systems could be cheaper as well, ie,. no money going into
> >R&D for protection "schemes".
> >
> >my 2 cents.
> >
> >-ben
> >
> >
> >

--MESSAGE FILE 17974 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001184html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17975 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001185html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Sat, 13 Feb 1999 23:09:20 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 82
Message-ID: <36C60620.2619884F@manc.u-net.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------82FC3A731D2D3E2E324F602F"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1185 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3474

--------------82FC3A731D2D3E2E324F602F



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Darco wrote:

> And you are right. There is no way to absolutely and completely stop
> piracy... But that's not the goal. The goal is to make it so difficult
> that it isn't worth it for someone to even try.
>
> 'Darco

I would just like to point out some (possibly) amusing irony in this discussion.
Sony (or more accurately SCEI/A/E, plus every other videogame software/hardware
manufacturer of course) are clearly adamant that no-one ever copies their
videogames, and who could ever argue -- none of us want our hard work ripped-off
by low-life scum.

But then Sony make the MiniDisc, which allows you to pirate CD-quality music as
easy as pressing a button with "rec" on it.  THEN, they advertise flippantly (on
the radio) about "not copying your mates' CDs", when it's doing exactly that 
that
will sell the thing in the first place.

I just wonder why all stereos come equipped with the capability of taping (ie
pirating) CDs, the radio or other tapes (and now onto perfect quality 
Minidiscs);
but people have to get their consoles chipped to pirate games (which they will 
do
if they want to pirate games).  They [the music industry] say music piracy is
rife, but they talk as though it's just the bootleggers [those that mass produce
and sell copies of their CDs] who are costing them millions, not the petty
pirates.  What's going on?  Is this a double-standard or am I just being
completely stupid?  Do they trust music lovers and not gamers or something?

Jim
--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------

--------------82FC3A731D2D3E2E324F602F
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Darco wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>And you are right. There is no way to absolutely
and completely stop
<br>piracy... But that's not the goal. The goal is to make it so difficult
<br>that it isn't worth it for someone to even try.
<p>'Darco</blockquote>
I would just like to point out some (possibly) amusing irony in this 
discussion.&nbsp;
Sony (or more accurately SCEI/A/E, plus every other videogame software/hardware
manufacturer of course) are clearly adamant that no-one ever copies their
videogames, and who could ever argue -- none of us want our hard work ripped-off
by low-life scum.
<p>But then Sony make the MiniDisc, which allows you to pirate CD-quality
music as easy as pressing a button with "rec" on it.&nbsp; THEN, they advertise
flippantly (on the radio) about "not copying your mates' CDs", when it's
doing exactly that that will sell the thing in the <i>first</i> place.



<p>I just wonder why <b>all stereos</b> come <b>equipped</b> with the capability
of taping (ie pirating) CDs, the radio or other tapes (and now onto perfect
quality Minidiscs); but people have to get their consoles <i>chipped</i>
to pirate games (<b>which they will do if they want to pirate games</b>).&nbsp;
They [the music industry] say music piracy is rife, but they talk as though
it's just the <b>bootleggers</b> [those that mass produce and <i>sell </i>copies
of their CDs] who are costing them millions, <b>not</b> the petty pirates.&nbsp;
What's going on?&nbsp; Is this a double-standard or am I just being completely
stupid?&nbsp; Do they <i>trust</i> music lovers and <i>not</i> gamers or
something?
<p>Jim
<br>--
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br><tt>James Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com</tt>
<br><tt><A 
HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-
europe.com/~shaughnj</A></tt>
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br>&nbsp;</html>

--------------82FC3A731D2D3E2E324F602F--

--MESSAGE FILE 17975 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001185html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17976 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001186html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 01:14:22 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 121
Message-ID: <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------9490D784CACED5E3A13263D5"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1186 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3476

--------------9490D784CACED5E3A13263D5
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously contradict yourself there
-- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do need copy protection built into
hardware, then you summarise by saying ultimately that it is a waste of time.

I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was huge (most
people I know only bought Amigas because they could get loads of "free games").
Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard (oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 
days
now.. ;)) which needed you to put a widget in the joystick port to run.  What a
massive pain in the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.  Like you said --
cracked version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it 
even



happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.  Cracking crews were only born
when there was something to crack, and updating the encryption methods just gave
them a new challenge.

So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box copying, or 
do
you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-Video
setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and films?  It's
REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has
to have the same philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more ranting from 
me
on this subject ;))

Jim

James Duffield wrote:

> I agree with Nick,
>
> You can't just have machine's capable of playing pirated
> software availabe at any local shop, however this whole
> argument goes back to the Amiga days, when most peoples
> software collections usually had more pirates than legit games,
> Commodore and many of the coders tried to stop this in
> several different ways, including: hardware devices which
> fitted into the joystick port, cards in the box with codes on and
> parts in the games code which tried to fool disk copiers.
> As far as i'am aware none of these measures were succesful,
> as games were usually available in a cracked form within days
> of release.
> The rather long-winded point i'am trying to make here is that
> piracy, in some form will always be with us, so any attempt
> to stop piracy, is, ultimatley a waste of resourses. Unless
> someone can come with a way to take software protection in
> a completly new direction, there will always be copies readily
> available.
> I would also like to point out that i do have a chipped playstation
> and only had it chipped to run imports, there is not one game
> in my collection that is a copy.

--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------

--------------9490D784CACED5E3A13263D5
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously contradict yourself
there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do need copy protection
built into hardware, then you summarise by saying ultimately that it is
a waste of time.
<p>I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was
huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they <i>could</i> get
loads of "free games").&nbsp; Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard
(oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to
put a widget in the joystick port to run.&nbsp; What a massive pain in
the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.&nbsp; Like you said -- cracked



version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it even
happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.&nbsp; Cracking crews
were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the encryption
methods just gave them a new challenge.
<p>So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box copying,
or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-
Video
setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and films?&nbsp;
It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?&nbsp;
A game CD has to have the same philosophy surely?&nbsp; (er see other thread
for more ranting from me on this subject ;))
<p>Jim
<br>&nbsp;
<p>James Duffield wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>I agree with Nick,
<p>You can't just have machine's capable of playing pirated
<br>software availabe at any local shop, however this whole
<br>argument goes back to the Amiga days, when most peoples
<br>software collections usually had more pirates than legit games,
<br>Commodore and many of the coders tried to stop this in
<br>several different ways, including: hardware devices which
<br>fitted into the joystick port, cards in the box with codes on and
<br>parts in the games code which tried to fool disk copiers.
<br>As far as i'am aware none of these measures were succesful,
<br>as games were usually available in a cracked form within days
<br>of release.
<br>The rather long-winded point i'am trying to make here is that
<br>piracy, in some form will always be with us, so any attempt
<br>to stop piracy, is, ultimatley a waste of resourses. Unless
<br>someone can come with a way to take software protection in
<br>a completly new direction, there will always be copies readily
<br>available.
<br>I would also like to point out that i do have a chipped playstation
<br>and only had it chipped to run imports, there is not one game
<br>in my collection that is a copy.</blockquote>

<p><br>--
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br><tt>James Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com</tt>
<br><tt><A 
HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-
europe.com/~shaughnj</A></tt>
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br>&nbsp;</html>

--------------9490D784CACED5E3A13263D5--
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--MESSAGE FILE 17977 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001187html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 01:47:43 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <36c62a48.38166108@205.149.189.29>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1187 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3479

On Sat, 13 Feb 1999 16:56:27 +0000, James Duffield
<J.Duffield@btinternet.com> wrote:

>[snip]
>The rather long-winded point i'am trying to make here is that
>piracy, in some form will always be with us, so any attempt
>to stop piracy, is, ultimatley a waste of resourses. Unless
>someone can come with a way to take software protection in
>a completly new direction, there will always be copies readily
>available.

The ultimate form of anti-piracy protection was applied to both the
Amiga and Atari ST communities when both companies discontinued the
products and went out of business. A major cause of the demise of both
was rampant disregard of software copyrights.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 17977 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001187html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17978 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001188html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Price of grey Playtstation
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 00:12:15 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <36c614ab.83283444@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <36B59F7F.A7FFA8DD@immd9.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> 
<36b584bf.32562781@news.scea.sony.com> <36B5D299.C32C3956@immd9.informatik.uni-
erlangen.de> <36b5f3ef.10200955@news.scea.sony.com> 
<36B63C16.ACE950F8@vmlabs.com> <796ure$lbf3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-151-198-141-26.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

I knew I saw a lower price... I stand corrected.

Have mercy, I am often lost within an information haze.

-Matt
--MESSAGE FILE 17978 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001188html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17979 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001189html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 05:30:21 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <36C65F6D.53849947@hotmail.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1189 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3482

>
>
> So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box
> copying, or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo
> and TV/Satellite-Video setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying
> (pirating) music and films?  It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so
> why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has to have the same
> philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more ranting from me on
> this subject ;))
>
> Jim
>
>

Its not the hardware manufacturers(like the minidisc players) that are
the ones that are suffering the most.  Its the record companies that are
the ones losing the money.  Everyone is still going to need something to
play the stuff on anyway.  Also now with the impact of .MP3 files, the
recording industry is being hit really hard.  Losing money across the
board.

Sony will still make money because people need the hardware to play
games..  but the games publishers are the ones who have to push the
protection issue...

just putting in my two cents..

Will

--MESSAGE FILE 17979 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001189html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17980 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001190html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Duffield <J.Duffield@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 10:19:55 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 127
Message-ID: <36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-171-255-214.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------0E4897D6188C597971E56940"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1190 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3484



--------------0E4897D6188C597971E56940
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

In response to your ponts James,

The point i was trying to make was that, personally i think that
games, or music copying for that matter is bad for any industry .
You yourself should be able to appreceiate that being a Yaroze
owner, lets face it if you wrote a great game and wanted to distribute
it for your own financial gain, piracy would only erode any profits you
could eventually make.

I know that in my last posting i contradicted
myself, but i was trying to point out that any attempts to end piracy
are almost guarnteed to fail.

So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
be the case), piracy will always be with us.

BTW having been the owner of  a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
and an  Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of them

have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my case

in point).

Cheers

James D

James Shaughnessy wrote:

> Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously contradict
> yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do need copy
> protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
> ultimately that it is a waste of time.
>
> I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was
> huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they could get
> loads of "free games").  Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard
> (oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to
> put a widget in the joystick port to run.  What a massive pain in the
> arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.  Like you said -- cracked
> version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it
> even happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.  Cracking crews
> were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the
> encryption methods just gave them a new challenge.
>
> So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box
> copying, or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo
> and TV/Satellite-Video setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying
> (pirating) music and films?  It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so
> why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has to have the same
> philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more ranting from me on
> this subject ;))
>



> Jim
>
>

--------------0E4897D6188C597971E56940
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
&nbsp;
<br>In response to your ponts James,
<p>The point i was trying to make was that, personally i think that
<br>games, or music copying for that matter is bad for any industry .
<br>You yourself should be able to appreceiate that being a Yaroze
<br>owner, lets face it if you wrote a great game and wanted to distribute
<br>it for your own financial gain, piracy would only erode any profits
you
<br>could eventually make.
<p>I know that in my last posting i contradicted
<br>myself, but i was trying to point out that any attempts to end piracy
<br>are almost guarnteed to fail.
<p>So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
<br>protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
<br>be the case), piracy will always be with us.
<p>BTW having been the owner of&nbsp; a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
<br>and an&nbsp; Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
<br>formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of
them
<br>have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my
case
<br>in point).
<p>Cheers
<p>James D
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<p>James Shaughnessy wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously
contradict yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do
need copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
ultimately that it is a waste of time.
<p>I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was
huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they <i>could</i> get
loads of "free games").&nbsp; Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard
(oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to
put a widget in the joystick port to run.&nbsp; What a massive pain in
the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.&nbsp; Like you said -- cracked
version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it even
happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.&nbsp; Cracking crews
were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the encryption
methods just gave them a new challenge.
<p>So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box copying,
or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-
Video
setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and films?&nbsp;
It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?&nbsp;
A game CD has to have the same philosophy surely?&nbsp; (er see other thread
for more ranting from me on this subject ;))
<p>Jim
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;</blockquote>
</html>

--------------0E4897D6188C597971E56940--



--MESSAGE FILE 17980 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001190html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17981 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001191html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 12:55:40 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 166
Message-ID: <36C6C7CC.F953EEC3@manc.u-net.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------4F905276BADC4426FBB811C9"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1191 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3485

--------------4F905276BADC4426FBB811C9
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

James Duffield wrote:

> I was trying to point out that any attempts to end piracy
>are almost guarnteed to fail.

I don't believe you said that -- you said that "any attempt to stop
piracy is, ultimately, a waste of resourses" which is not the same thing
as "it is almost guaranteed to fail" and you know it ;-)

So are you saying that it's not a waste of resources, and in fact a
necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the crackers?   How come we
don't we need it on music CDs then?

Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still manage to
fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough that you
don't need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking the law, or are
you and I in a total minority in having this ability?

Cheers,
Jim

(Although by definition "grey imports" are not wholly legal
themselves..)

>
> So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
> protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
> be the case), piracy will always be with us.
>
> BTW having been the owner of  a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,



> and an  Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
> formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of
> them
> have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my
> case
> in point).
>
> Cheers
>
> James D
>
>
>
> James Shaughnessy wrote:
>
>> Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously contradict
>> yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do need
>> copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
>> ultimately that it is a waste of time.
>>
>> I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy
>> was huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they could
>> get loads of "free games").  Example, I bought World Class
>> Leaderboard (oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which
>> needed you to put a widget in the joystick port to run.  What a
>> massive pain in the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.  Like
>> you said -- cracked version are available within DAYS of release, be
>> it Amiga, ST and it even happened in the C64 days if you were in the
>> know.  Cracking crews were only born when there was something to
>> crack, and updating the encryption methods just gave them a new
>> challenge.
>>
>> So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box
>> copying, or do you think they perhaps should be like your
>> Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-Video setup that allows idiot-proof
>> ways of copying (pirating) music and films?  It's REALLY easy to
>> copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has to
>> have the same philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more
>> ranting from me on this subject ;))
>>
>> Jim
>>
>>
>
--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm
http://i.am/bart.simpson/
-----------------------------------------

--------------4F905276BADC4426FBB811C9
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
James Duffield wrote:
<p>> <i>I was trying to point out that any attempts to end piracy</i>
<br><i>>are almost guarnteed to fail.</i>
<p>I don't believe you said that -- you said that "<i>any attempt to stop
piracy is, ultimately, a waste of resourses</i>" which is not the same



thing as "<i>it is almost guaranteed to fail</i>" and you know it ;-)
<p>So are you saying that it's <i>not</i> a waste of resources, and in
fact a necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the crackers?&nbsp;&nbsp;
How come we don't we need it on music CDs then?
<p>Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still manage
to fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough that you
<i>don't</i> need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking the law,
or are you and I in a total minority in having this ability?
<p>Cheers,
<br>Jim
<p>(Although <i>by definition</i> "grey imports" are not wholly legal 
themselves..)
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<br>So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
<br>protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
<br>be the case), piracy will always be with us.
<p>BTW having been the owner of&nbsp; a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
<br>and an&nbsp; Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
<br>formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of
them
<br>have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my
case
<br>in point).
<p>Cheers
<p>James D
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<p>James Shaughnessy wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously
contradict yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do
need copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
ultimately that it is a waste of time.
<p>I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was
huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they <i>could</i> get
loads of "free games").&nbsp; Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard
(oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to
put a widget in the joystick port to run.&nbsp; What a massive pain in
the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.&nbsp; Like you said -- cracked
version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it even
happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.&nbsp; Cracking crews
were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the encryption
methods just gave them a new challenge.
<p>So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box copying,
or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-
Video
setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and films?&nbsp;
It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?&nbsp;
A game CD has to have the same philosophy surely?&nbsp; (er see other thread
for more ranting from me on this subject ;))
<p>Jim
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;</blockquote>
</blockquote>

<p>--
<br>-----------------------------------------
<br>James Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com
<br><A HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-
europe.com/~shaughnj</A>
<br><A HREF="http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm">http://www.manc.u-net.com/
home.htm</A>
<br><A HREF="http://i.am/bart.simpson/">http://i.am/bart.simpson/</A>



<br>-----------------------------------------
<br>&nbsp;</html>

--------------4F905276BADC4426FBB811C9--

--MESSAGE FILE 17981 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001191html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17982 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001192html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Duffield <J.Duffield@btinternet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 14:11:15 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 244
Message-ID: <36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinternet.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com> <36C6C7CC.F953EEC3@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host62-172-60-120.btinternet.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------5B7FC20C6228B9C72344A983"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 (Macintosh; I; PPC)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1192 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3486

--------------5B7FC20C6228B9C72344A983
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii; x-mac-type="54455854"; x-mac-
creator="4D4F5353"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Hi  Jim

In response:

James Shaughnessy wrote:

> I don't believe you said that -- you said that "any attempt to stop
> piracy is, ultimately, a waste of resourses" which is not the same
> thing as "it is almost guaranteed to fail" and you know it ;-)

Perhaps i should clarify my point. "Any attempt to stop piracy is
ultimatley a
waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to fail".

>
>
> So are you saying that it's not a waste of resources, and in fact a
> necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the crackers?   How come
> we don't we need it on music CDs then?

I'm saying that if someone could come up with a way of complete
protection,
be it software or hardware protection, then it would not be a waste of
resourses.
And i'am sure if someday someone comes up with complete protection the
music industry would be just as keen to implement it on music discs as
the



software industry would be on games or applications.
But the way things are, we are a long way off any such protection, and
to
get the level of protection required, taking into consideration todays
technology,
this would almost have to become a seperate industry.

>
>
> Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still manage
> to fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough that
> you don't need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking the law, or
> are you and I in a total minority in having this ability?

I know of only a few people who have had their playstations chipped and
have
NOT bought copied software, so i beleive the latter halve of your
staement to
be true, we could well be in the minority.

>
>
> Cheers,
> Jim
>
> (Although by definition "grey imports" are not wholly legal
> themselves..)

On this we are agreed, however the proceeds of such purchases still find
their
way back to the manufacturer, and not some arse on a market stall.

If anyone else cares to join the Sony debating society, feel free.

Cheers

James

>
>
>
>
>>
>> So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
>> protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
>> be the case), piracy will always be with us.
>>
>> BTW having been the owner of  a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
>> and an  Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
>> formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of
>> them
>> have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my
>> case
>> in point).
>>
>> Cheers
>>
>> James D
>>
>>
>>
>> James Shaughnessy wrote:



>>
>> > Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously contradict
>> > yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do need
>> > copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
>> > ultimately that it is a waste of time.
>> >
>> > I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy
>> > was huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they could
>> > get loads of "free games").  Example, I bought World Class
>> > Leaderboard (oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;))
>> > which needed you to put a widget in the joystick port to run.  What
>> > a massive pain in the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.
>> > Like you said -- cracked version are available within DAYS of
>> > release, be it Amiga, ST and it even happened in the C64 days if
>> > you were in the know.  Cracking crews were only born when there was
>> > something to crack, and updating the encryption methods just gave
>> > them a new challenge.
>> >
>> > So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box
>> > copying, or do you think they perhaps should be like your
>> > Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-Video setup that allows idiot-proof
>> > ways of copying (pirating) music and films?  It's REALLY easy to
>> > copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has
>> > to have the same philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more
>> > ranting from me on this subject ;))
>> >
>> > Jim
>> >
>> >
>>
> --
> -----------------------------------------
> James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
> http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
> http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm
> http://i.am/bart.simpson/
> -----------------------------------------

--------------5B7FC20C6228B9C72344A983
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
Hi&nbsp; Jim
<p>In response:
<p>James Shaughnessy wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>I don't believe you said that -- you said that "<i>any
attempt to stop piracy is, ultimately, a waste of resourses</i>" which
is not the same thing as "<i>it is almost guaranteed to fail</i>" and you
know it ;-)</blockquote>
Perhaps i should clarify my point. "Any attempt to stop piracy is ultimatley
a
<br>waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to fail".
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<p>So are you saying that it's <i>not</i> a waste of resources, and in
fact a necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the crackers?&nbsp;&nbsp;
How come we don't we need it on music CDs then?</blockquote>
I'm saying that if someone could come up with a way of complete protection,
<br>be it software or hardware protection, then it would not be a waste
of resourses.
<br>And i'am sure if someday someone comes up with complete protection
the
<br>music industry would be just as keen to implement it on music discs



as the
<br>software industry would be on games or applications.
<br>But the way things are, we are a long way off any such protection,
and to
<br>get the level of protection required, taking into consideration todays
technology,
<br>this would almost have to become a seperate industry.
<br>&nbsp;
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<p>Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still manage
to fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough that you
<i>don't</i>
need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking the law, or are you and
I in a total minority in having this ability?</blockquote>
I know of only a few people who have had their playstations chipped and
have
<br>NOT bought copied software, so i beleive the latter halve of your staement
to
<br>be true, we could well be in the minority.
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<p>Cheers,
<br>Jim
<p>(Although <i>by definition</i> "grey imports" are not wholly legal 
themselves..)</blockquote>
On this we are agreed, however the proceeds of such purchases still find
their
<br>way back to the manufacturer, and not some arse on a market stall.
<br>&nbsp;
<p>If anyone else cares to join the Sony debating society, feel free.
<p>Cheers
<p>James
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>&nbsp;
<br>So as i have said before, unless someone can take software
<br>protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday will
<br>be the case), piracy will always be with us.
<p>BTW having been the owner of&nbsp; a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
<br>and an&nbsp; Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
<br>formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of
them
<br>have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my
case
<br>in point).
<p>Cheers
<p>James D
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;
<p>James Shaughnessy wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously
contradict yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do
need copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying
ultimately that it is a waste of time.
<p>I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga days piracy was
huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they <i>could</i> get
loads of "free games").&nbsp; Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard
(oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to
put a widget in the joystick port to run.&nbsp; What a massive pain in
the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.&nbsp; Like you said -- cracked
version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST and it even
happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.&nbsp; Cracking crews
were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the encryption
methods just gave them a new challenge.



<p>So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow out-of-the-box copying,
or do you think they perhaps should be like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-
Video
setup that allows idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and films?&nbsp;
It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?&nbsp;
A game CD has to have the same philosophy surely?&nbsp; (er see other thread
for more ranting from me on this subject ;))
<p>Jim
<br>&nbsp;
<br>&nbsp;</blockquote>
</blockquote>
--
<br>-----------------------------------------
<br>James Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com
<br><a href="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-
europe.com/~shaughnj</a>
<br><a href="http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm">http://www.manc.u-net.com/
home.htm</a>
<br><a href="http://i.am/bart.simpson/">http://i.am/bart.simpson/</a>
<br>-----------------------------------------</blockquote>
</html>

--------------5B7FC20C6228B9C72344A983--

--MESSAGE FILE 17982 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001192html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17983 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001193html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 20:41:46 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <1dn7xln.n4jy191cwqotuN@[194.151.88.144]>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.144
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1193 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3489

Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:

> I also think Sony's
> new copy-protection scheme is a slap in the face for importers who DON'T buy
> pirate software. But, I guess, maybe there aren't too many of them? :(
> 

It is a slap in the face of importers as well, but as far as I know,
SONY is only happy with that. They don't want import-games! If they
would, they would never have used the different area codes.

I still wonder why games can't check an area code during loading
sessions. This way ou make swapping impossible as well, or at least
harder.

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17983 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001193html.html
 



 
--MESSAGE FILE 17984 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001194html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 20:15:06 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 376
Message-ID: <7a7asf$6p33@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com> <36C6C7CC.F953EEC3@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-63.village.gre.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0049_01BE5856.B674EB20"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1194 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3491

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0049_01BE5856.B674EB20
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Right, I might as well say my piece.

1. I disagree with Will Atkin saying that Sony (or any other console =
manufacturers) do not suffer from piracy because they make their money =
on the hardware. They make very little if anything in terms of profits =
on their consoles. Software is where the moneys at.

2. I also disagree that "Any attempt to stop piracy is ultimatley a =
waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to fail".
How many more people do you think would have pirate games on their =
PlayStation if there was no attempt by Sony to stop piracy (i.e. all =
PlayStations could play copies)? Like I said before there is no way to =
stop piracy 100% and I don't think there will ever be, but if piracy can =
be kept down to a minimum then it's well worth the resources.

3. As for the music industry I don't think you can really compare it to =
the games industry. For a start games cost much more than music cds, and =
since it costs the same amount to pirate a music cd as it does a game =
cd, where do you think the pirates are at?
Sure people tape things off cds and the radio but most people listen to =
cds (which they have bought).
Look at it like this: new singles =3D 1.99, albums =3D 10.99, now you =
see why piracy isn't as bad as in the games industry?

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

    James Duffield wrote in message =
<36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinternet.com>...
    Hi  Jim=20
    In response:=20



    James Shaughnessy wrote:=20

        I don't believe you said that -- you said that "any attempt to =
stop piracy is, ultimately, a waste of resourses" which is not the same =
thing as "it is almost guaranteed to fail" and you know it ;-)
    Perhaps i should clarify my point. "Any attempt to stop piracy is =
ultimatley a=20
    waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to fail".=20
         =20
        So are you saying that it's not a waste of resources, and in =
fact a necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the crackers?   How =
come we don't we need it on music CDs then?

    I'm saying that if someone could come up with a way of complete =
protection,=20
    be it software or hardware protection, then it would not be a waste =
of resourses.=20
    And i'am sure if someday someone comes up with complete protection =
the=20
    music industry would be just as keen to implement it on music discs =
as the=20
    software industry would be on games or applications.=20
    But the way things are, we are a long way off any such protection, =
and to=20
    get the level of protection required, taking into consideration =
todays technology,=20
    this would almost have to become a seperate industry.=20
     =20
         =20
        Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still =
manage to fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough =
that you don't need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking the law, =
or are you and I in a total minority in having this ability?

    I know of only a few people who have had their playstations chipped =
and have=20
    NOT bought copied software, so i beleive the latter halve of your =
staement to=20
    be true, we could well be in the minority.=20
         =20
        Cheers,=20
        Jim=20

        (Although by definition "grey imports" are not wholly legal =
themselves..)

    On this we are agreed, however the proceeds of such purchases still =
find their=20
    way back to the manufacturer, and not some arse on a market stall.=20
     =20
    If anyone else cares to join the Sony debating society, feel free.=20

    Cheers=20

    James=20

         =20
         =20
         =20
             =20
            So as i have said before, unless someone can take software=20
            protection in a new direction (which i for one hope someday =
will=20



            be the case), piracy will always be with us.=20
            BTW having been the owner of  a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,=20
            and an  Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all =
these=20
            formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games =
none of them=20
            have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the =
Amiga ( my case=20
            in point).=20

            Cheers=20

            James D=20
             =20
             =20

            James Shaughnessy wrote:=20

                Sorry James but I have to point out that you seriously =
contradict yourself there -- firstly you agree with Nick saying you do =
need copy protection built into hardware, then you summarise by saying =
ultimately that it is a waste of time.=20
                I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga =
days piracy was huge (most people I know only bought Amigas because they =
could get loads of "free games").  Example, I bought World Class =
Leaderboard (oh, I'm going back to Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which =
needed you to put a widget in the joystick port to run.  What a massive =
pain in the arse -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.  Like you said -- =
cracked version are available within DAYS of release, be it Amiga, ST =
and it even happened in the C64 days if you were in the know.  Cracking =
crews were only born when there was something to crack, and updating the =
encryption methods just gave them a new challenge.=20

                So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow =
out-of-the-box copying, or do you think they perhaps should be like your =
Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-Video setup that allows idiot-proof ways =
of copying (pirating) music and films?  It's REALLY easy to copy music =
CDs, so why do they still sell so many?  A game CD has to have the same =
philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for more ranting from me on =
this subject ;))=20

                Jim=20
                 =20
               =20

        --=20
        -----------------------------------------=20
        James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com=20
        http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj=20
        http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm=20
        http://i.am/bart.simpson/=20
        -----------------------------------------

------=_NextPart_000_0049_01BE5856.B674EB20
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 =



transitional//en">
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.2106.6"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Right, I might as well say my=20
piece.</FONT></FONT><FONT size=3D3></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>1. I disagree with Will Atkin saying that Sony (or =
any other=20
console manufacturers) do not suffer from piracy because they make their =
money=20
on the hardware. They make very little if anything in terms of profits =
on their=20
consoles. Software is where the moneys at.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>2. I also disagree that &quot;Any attempt to stop =
piracy is=20
ultimatley a waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to=20
fail&quot;.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>How many <STRONG>more</STRONG> people do you think =
would have=20
pirate games on their PlayStation if there was no attempt by Sony to =
stop piracy=20
(i.e. all PlayStations could play copies)? Like I said before there is =
no way to=20
stop piracy 100% and I don't think there will <STRONG>ever</STRONG> be,=20
<STRONG>but</STRONG> if piracy can be kept down to a minimum then it's =
well=20
worth the resources.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>3. As for the music industry I don't think you can =
really=20
compare it to the games industry. For a start games cost =
<STRONG>much</STRONG>=20
more than music cds, and since it costs the same amount to pirate a =
music cd as=20
it does a game cd, where do you think the pirates are at?</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Sure people tape things off =
cds and the=20
radio but most people listen to cds (which they have =
bought).</FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT></DIV><FONT size=3D3>Look at it like this: =
</FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3>new singles =3D 1.99, albums =3D 10.99, now you see why piracy =
isn't as bad=20
as in the games industry?</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Rad.<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:rad@cyberdude.com">rad@cyberdude.com</A><BR><A=20
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx">http://www.netyaroze-eur=
ope.com/~radpsx</A></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 solid 2px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: =
5px">
    <DIV>James Duffield<J.DUFFIELD@BTINTERNET.COM> wrote in message =
&lt;<A=20
    =
href=3D"mailto:36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinternet.com">36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinte=
rnet.com</A>&gt;...</DIV>Hi&nbsp;=20



    Jim=20
    <P>In response:=20
    <P>James Shaughnessy wrote:=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>I don't believe you said that -- you said =
that=20
        &quot;<I>any attempt to stop piracy is, ultimately, a waste of=20
        resourses</I>&quot; which is not the same thing as &quot;<I>it =
is almost=20
        guaranteed to fail</I>&quot; and you know it =
;-)</BLOCKQUOTE>Perhaps i=20
    should clarify my point. &quot;Any attempt to stop piracy is =
ultimatley a=20
    <BR>waste of resourses, because it is almost guarnteed to =
fail&quot;.=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>&nbsp;=20
        <P>So are you saying that it's <I>not</I> a waste of resources, =
and in=20
        fact a necessity in order to keep one step ahead of the=20
        crackers?&nbsp;&nbsp; How come we don't we need it on music CDs=20
    then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I'm saying that if someone could come up with =
a way of=20
    complete protection, <BR>be it software or hardware protection, then =
it=20
    would not be a waste of resourses. <BR>And i'am sure if someday =
someone=20
    comes up with complete protection the <BR>music industry would be =
just as=20
    keen to implement it on music discs as the <BR>software industry =
would be on=20
    games or applications. <BR>But the way things are, we are a long way =
off any=20
    such protection, and to <BR>get the level of protection required, =
taking=20
    into consideration todays technology, <BR>this would almost have to =
become a=20
    seperate industry. <BR>&nbsp;=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>&nbsp;=20
        <P>Surely the fact that you have a chipped PlayStation and still =
manage=20
        to fight the temptation of buying pirate games is proof enough =
that you=20
        <I>don't</I> need nanny-hardware to prevent you from breaking =
the law,=20
        or are you and I in a total minority in having this=20
    ability?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I know of only a few people who have had =
their=20
    playstations chipped and have <BR>NOT bought copied software, so i =
beleive=20
    the latter halve of your staement to <BR>be true, we could well be =
in the=20
    minority.=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>&nbsp;=20
        <P>Cheers, <BR>Jim=20
        <P>(Although <I>by definition</I> &quot;grey imports&quot; are =
not=20
        wholly legal themselves..)</P></BLOCKQUOTE>On this we are =
agreed, however=20
    the proceeds of such purchases still find their <BR>way back to the=20
    manufacturer, and not some arse on a market stall. <BR>&nbsp;=20
    <P>If anyone else cares to join the Sony debating society, feel =
free.=20
    <P>Cheers=20
    <P>James=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>&nbsp; <BR>&nbsp; <BR>&nbsp;=20



        <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>&nbsp; <BR>So as i have said before, =
unless=20
            someone can take software <BR>protection in a new direction =
(which i=20
            for one hope someday will <BR>be the case), piracy will =
always be=20
            with us.=20
            <P>BTW having been the owner of&nbsp; a Vic 20, a C64, an =
Amiga,=20
            <BR>and an&nbsp; Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was =
on all=20
            these <BR>formats. But lets face it, in the history of =
computer=20
            games none of them <BR>have been killed of in such great =
style by=20
            piracy as the Amiga ( my case <BR>in point).=20
            <P>Cheers=20
            <P>James D <BR>&nbsp; <BR>&nbsp;=20
            <P>James Shaughnessy wrote:=20
            <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>Sorry James but I have to point =
out that=20
                you seriously contradict yourself there -- firstly you =
agree=20
                with Nick saying you do need copy protection built into=20
                hardware, then you summarise by saying ultimately that =
it is a=20
                waste of time.=20
                <P>I fully agree with your points though -- in the Amiga =
days=20
                piracy was huge (most people I know only bought Amigas =
because=20
                they <I>could</I> get loads of &quot;free =
games&quot;).&nbsp;=20
                Example, I bought World Class Leaderboard (oh, I'm going =
back to=20
                Commodore 64 days now.. ;)) which needed you to put a =
widget in=20
                the joystick port to run.&nbsp; What a massive pain in =
the arse=20
                -- it's us honest mugs that suffer.&nbsp; Like you said =
--=20
                cracked version are available within DAYS of release, be =
it=20
                Amiga, ST and it even happened in the C64 days if you =
were in=20
                the know.&nbsp; Cracking crews were only born when there =
was=20
                something to crack, and updating the encryption methods =
just=20
                gave them a new challenge.=20
                <P>So do you still agree that consoles shouldn't allow=20
                out-of-the-box copying, or do you think they perhaps =
should be=20
                like your Hi-Fi-Stereo and TV/Satellite-Video setup that =
allows=20
                idiot-proof ways of copying (pirating) music and =
films?&nbsp;=20
                It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still =
sell so=20
                many?&nbsp; A game CD has to have the same philosophy=20
                surely?&nbsp; (er see other thread for more ranting from =
me on=20
                this subject ;))=20
                <P>Jim <BR>&nbsp; <BR></P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE>--=20



        <BR>----------------------------------------- <BR>James=20
        Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com <BR><A=20
        =
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-e=
urope.com/~shaughnj</A>=20
        <BR><A=20
        =
href=3D"http://www.manc.u-net.com/home.htm">http://www.manc.u-net.com/hom=
e.htm</A>=20
        <BR><A =
href=3D"http://i.am/bart.simpson/">http://i.am/bart.simpson/</A>=20
        =
<BR>-----------------------------------------</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></=
BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0049_01BE5856.B674EB20--

--MESSAGE FILE 17984 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001194html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17985 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001195html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: 14 Feb 1999 22:23:22 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1195 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3493

On Fri, 12 Feb 1999 22:00:57 -0500, Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:
>Rad wrote:
>And you are right. There is no way to absolutely and completely stop
>piracy... But that's not the goal. The goal is to make it so difficult
>that it isn't worth it for someone to even try. 

By making it harder, you just increase the challenge, and the kudos to the
person who does eventually defeat the protection. The fact is that there are
more people trying to defeat copy protection than there are trying to create
new copy protection schemes. It's not possible to stay all that far ahead.

New storage media is probably the best bet, but you can guarantee that it
won't take someone too long to do something like reverse engineer a data reader
from the consumer hardware, write the software to a DVD disk, and then modify
the consumer hardware to read dvd instead. And again, although you can make it
hard, it's not possible to make it impossible.

Network delivery of software, where some processing power is offloaded onto
another secure machine is a good way to defeat the majority of pirates, but
there'll still be someone who hacks the machine, or starts selling fake id's
and access codes.

Producers are fighting a losing war against consumers, and it seems that
maybe the only way to win is to change the rules.

Toby.



--MESSAGE FILE 17985 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001195html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17986 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001196html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 14 Feb 1999 22:42:04 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 39
Message-ID: <slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1196 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3494

On Wed, 10 Feb 1999 12:00:24 -0000, Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:
>I disagree.
>
>Having NO protection just seems an invitation to piracy - imagine if EVERY
>PlayStation could run pirate games "out-the-box" - it would be a nightmare
>for Sony (and I can't see it doing the industry any good, either). Far

It hasn't _really_ hurt the majority of software/hardware vendors in the
past. It doesn't help, of course, that SONY have their fingers in the
software pie, but then so have other hardware manufacturers, throughout the
ages.

Ideally, one of two things should happen:

Game prices should fall to something comparable to the price of the raw media,
at which point people won't bother pirating software. Yes, I understand that
games developers have to make a crust somehow, but:
a) software sales would go up a lot
b) there are probably many indirect ways to make money from software
   (advertising is an example)
c) maybe it's better for our society that a small proportion of people don't
   make a large proportion of the money.

or

Games become free, but are distributed via a pay-tv like system, which allows
you to play anything you like for a fixed monthly cost. Developers are paid
money in proportion to the overall popularity of their software. Again,
there'll be piracy, but the vast majority of users will be happy to just
pay for what they want. Ideally, then, it would become possible for
independent developers to use the same kind of network to distribute stuff
that they'd written (although possibly subject to some form of censorship
rating, which, by the way, would be much more enforcable than little
stickers on the front of videogames). If it's no good, people won't download
it.

Just some thoughts,

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17986 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001196html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17987 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001197html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com



From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Sun, 14 Feb 1999 17:43:29 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 83
Message-ID: <7a7jit$2i86@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com> <36C6C7CC.F953EEC3@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6D97C.9D43D0A7@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0032_01BE5841.8821FD40"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1197 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3496

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0032_01BE5841.8821FD40
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Greets all.

I think that on a more practical note, it's importatnt to realize that =
the target audience for the PSX, as according to most magazines i've =
read, is the 15-year old boy.  Now, I don't know about you, but I don't =
know too many 15 year old boys who a) have cdr's and b) have mod chips.  =
Really, the only people that I've seen actually get games off the net =
and burn them out to discs are college kids, most of whom would =
otherwise NOT buy the actual game anyway.  It just seems to me that the =
overlap between the two (ie the kids who DO burn games, but if they =
couldn't, would go out and buy them) is small enough that big game =
houses (SQUARE, namco, etc..) just don't waste their programmers' =
valuable time on copy protects.  Look at FF7.  What percent, of all of =
the people who played it, actually burned it off the net or otherwise =
had an illegal copy?  Something like 1?  Maybe 2%?  A TRUCKLOAD of =
people bought that game, enough for them to not worry about the burners. =
 Square made their dollar, and while I do appreciate and understand the =
amiga/atari st pirating issues, i just don't think that the psx burn =
scene is of quite the same caliber.

take it easy all
-charles

------=_NextPart_000_0032_01BE5841.8821FD40
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 =
transitional//en">



<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3612.1700"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#d8d0c8>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>Greets all.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>I think that on a more practical =
note, it's=20
importatnt to realize that the target audience for the PSX, as according =
to most=20
magazines i've read, is the 15-year old boy.&nbsp; Now, I don't know =
about you,=20
but I don't know too many 15 year old boys who a) have cdr's and b) have =
mod=20
chips.&nbsp; Really, the only people that I've seen actually get games =
off the=20
net and burn them out to discs are college kids, most of whom would =
otherwise=20
NOT buy the actual game anyway.&nbsp; It just seems to me that the =
overlap=20
between the two (ie the kids who DO burn games, but if they couldn't, =
would go=20
out and buy them) is small enough that big game houses (SQUARE, namco, =
etc..)=20
just don't waste their programmers' valuable time on copy =
protects.&nbsp; Look=20
at FF7.&nbsp; What percent, of all of the people who played it, actually =
burned=20
it off the net or otherwise had an illegal copy?&nbsp; Something like =
1?&nbsp;=20
Maybe 2%?&nbsp; A TRUCKLOAD of people bought that game, enough for them =
to not=20
worry about the burners.&nbsp; Square made their dollar, and while I do=20
appreciate and understand the amiga/atari st pirating issues, i just =
don't think=20
that the psx burn scene is of quite the same caliber.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>take it easy all</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>-charles</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0032_01BE5841.8821FD40--

--MESSAGE FILE 17987 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001197html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17988 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001198html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 14 Feb 1999 22:56:55 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <slrn7cel5m.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C65F6D.53849947@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1198 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3497

On Sun, 14 Feb 1999 05:30:21 +0000, will atkin wrote:



>Its not the hardware manufacturers(like the minidisc players) that are
>the ones that are suffering the most.  Its the record companies that are
>the ones losing the money.  Everyone is still going to need something to
>play the stuff on anyway.  Also now with the impact of .MP3 files, the
>recording industry is being hit really hard.  Losing money across the
>board.

1) The lines between hardware vendors and software vendors are becoming more
   and more blurred. Personally I expect that to continue, as we construct a
   more and more pervasively networked world.
2) I'm positive that the record companies are not being hit hard; they're just
   seeing the potential for a new form of market that cuts them out of the
   deal, and that has them very scared.
3) Artists, as opposed to the bureaucracy, stand a very good choice of actually
   benefiting from digital music distribution, simply because they're given
   more control over what they do, how they do it, and the money they receive
   for doing so.
4) Piracy (software and music) will not destroy the industry. I still buy
   software and music, even though the means to get it 'free' (which is
   acknowledging that there are other costs associated with piracy; physically,
   socially and personally) is within my grasp. I do it primarially because
   I believe that good work should be rewarded and in this society, the way
   to do that is with money. I would like to be able to give more money to
   the artists and writers involved, and less to the publishers, and I hope
   that the ways in which the world is changing will allow me to do that.

>Sony will still make money because people need the hardware to play
>games..  but the games publishers are the ones who have to push the
>protection issue...

Sony loses money on their hardware, in order to recoup it in software sales
(see point 1). I'm sure they're being hit just as hard by piracy, and possibly
more hard.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17988 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001198html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17989 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001199html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 14 Feb 1999 23:07:10 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <slrn7celot.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<36C6A344.67D0AF35@btinternet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1199 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3498

On Sun, 14 Feb 1999 10:19:55 +0000, James Duffield wrote:
>BTW having been the owner of  a Vic 20, a C64, an Amiga,
>and an  Atari ST, i also know how rife piracy was on all these
>formats. But lets face it, in the history of computer games none of them
>
>have been killed of in such great style by piracy as the Amiga ( my case
>



>in point).
>

Many people will dispute the suggestion that the amiga was killed off by
piracy. As I see it, a number of things killed the amiga:

1) Commodore started with a product that was lightyears ahead of its
   competition, and then didn't bother trying to keep it that way.
2) Cheap PC clones, the Intel juggernaut, and the business software world
   made the amiga a less than appealng option for anything other than home
   use.
3) Commodore mismarketed the Amiga so dismally that it was essentially doomed
   to failure.

Yes, people stopped developing software for the Amiga, but I think you'll find
that that was an effect, rather than a cause, of the Amiga downfall.

The argument that free software will necessarily kill the market for
proprietary software has proven to be, and will continue to be proven to be, a
fallacy.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17989 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001199html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17990 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001200html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 02:55:49 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1200 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3500

>
> b) there are probably many indirect ways to make money from software
>    (advertising is an example)
>

Do you mean in game advertising.. I hope not..  I don't think many people want
Coke billboards in the middle of thier levels popping up.  But maybe they could
have clips run at boot up kind of like previews in Cinemas..

--MESSAGE FILE 17990 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001200html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17991 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001201html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 15 Feb 1999 03:08:42 GMT



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1201 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3501

On Mon, 15 Feb 1999 02:55:49 +0000, will atkin wrote:
>>
>> b) there are probably many indirect ways to make money from software
>>    (advertising is an example)
>>
>
>Do you mean in game advertising.. I hope not..  I don't think many people want
>Coke billboards in the middle of thier levels popping up.  But maybe they could
>have clips run at boot up kind of like previews in Cinemas..

As an example, the advertising for Red Bull was pretty prominent throughout
Wipeout 2097 (or was it the original?). People put up with advertising at
sporting events already, without it detracting too much from the sport
itself; I'm sure the same could be done for videogames. (Doesn't hotmail
have advertising, by the way?)

I don't like the idea either, by the way. I merely feel like there's going
to have to be a reasonably massive paradigm shift across the board if
corporatism is to survive in an increasingly digital era.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 17991 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001201html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17992 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001202html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: James Shaughnessy <james@manc.u-net.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 11:49:06 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 97
Message-ID: <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-net.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: manc.u-net.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="------------0A4282EDA00B328E0D7717AB"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1202 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3502

--------------0A4282EDA00B328E0D7717AB
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit



1080  Snowboarding on N64 has a similar thing -- billboarding and product�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
placement.  There's a 4-second pure-advertising title screen fror Lamar 
Snowboards
and Tommy Hilfiger.  Tommy billboards appear throughout the game, and the 
snowboards
in the game all actually exist.  None of this ruins the game -- in fact it adds 
a
certain kudos to the proceedings.  I mean if they had Coke and Macdonalds 
billboards
all over the courses too it wouldn't bother me because it's realistic.  A few 
games
have sponsors in the actual title: No Fear Downhill Mountainbiking for one (a
clothing label of course)

The commercial potential when fully recognised will probably go way overboard 
(at
first anyhoo) -- I remember a PC coverdisk once has an advertising video that 
you
HAD to watch through before you could load the menu -- needless to say this "got
everyone's goat" [mass understatement] and was soon scrapped, but in moderation
in-game advertising is definitely worth it if it reduces the cost of games.

Jim (who's going to rush out and buy a "No Fear" T-shirt, have a "Big Mac" and
"Coke" and then go and buy some "Tommy Hilfiger" jeans and then a "Tahoe 151"
snowboard, but is still adamant that advertising has NO effect on him...)

PS Reminds me of that Simpsons episode *: when it's NEW BILLBOARD DAY.
Homer suddenly at dinner: "That's it! You people have stood in my way long 
enough -
I'm going to Clown College."
Bart: "I guess none of us expected him to say that."

* (er sorry, everything reminds me of A Simpsons episode, you should know that 
by
now..)

Toby Sargeant wrote:

> As an example, the advertising for Red Bull was pretty prominent throughout
> Wipeout 2097 (or was it the original?). People put up with advertising at
> sporting events already, without it detracting too much from the sport
> itself; I'm sure the same could be done for videogames. (Doesn't hotmail
> have advertising, by the way?)

--
-----------------------------------------
James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj
-----------------------------------------

--------------0A4282EDA00B328E0D7717AB
Content-Type: text/html; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

<!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 transitional//en">
<html>
1080&deg; Snowboarding on N64 has a similar thing -- billboarding and product
placement.&nbsp; There's a 4-second pure-advertising title screen fror
<i>Lamar Snowboards</i> and <i>Tommy Hilfiger</i>.&nbsp; Tommy billboards
appear throughout the game, and the snowboards in the game all actually
exist.&nbsp; None of this ruins the game -- in fact it adds a certain kudos
to the proceedings.&nbsp; I mean if they had <i>Coke</i> and <i>Macdonalds</i>



billboards all over the courses too it wouldn't bother me because it's
realistic.&nbsp; A few games have sponsors in the actual title:<i> No Fear
Downhill Mountainbiking</i> for one (a clothing label of course)
<p>The commercial potential when fully recognised will probably go way
overboard (at first anyhoo) -- I remember a PC coverdisk once has an advertising
video that you HAD to watch through before you could load the menu -- needless
to say this "got everyone's goat" [mass understatement] and was soon scrapped,
but in moderation in-game advertising is definitely worth it if it reduces
the cost of games.
<p>Jim (who's going to rush out and buy a "No Fear" T-shirt, have a "Big
Mac" and "Coke" and then go and buy some "Tommy Hilfiger" jeans and then
a "Tahoe 151" snowboard, but is still adamant that advertising has NO effect
on him...)
<p>PS Reminds me of that Simpsons episode *: when it's NEW BILLBOARD DAY.
<br>Homer suddenly at dinner: "That's it! You people have stood in my way
long enough - I'm going to Clown College."
<br>Bart: "I guess none of us expected him to say that."
<p>* (er sorry, <i>everything</i> reminds me of <i>A</i> Simpsons episode,
you should know that by now..)
<br>&nbsp;
<p>Toby Sargeant wrote:
<blockquote TYPE=CITE>As an example, the advertising for Red Bull was pretty
prominent throughout
<br>Wipeout 2097 (or was it the original?). People put up with advertising
at
<br>sporting events already, without it detracting too much from the sport
<br>itself; I'm sure the same could be done for videogames. (Doesn't hotmail
<br>have advertising, by the way?)</blockquote>
--
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br><tt>James Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com</tt>
<br><tt><A 
HREF="http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-
europe.com/~shaughnj</A></tt>
<br><tt>-----------------------------------------</tt>
<br>&nbsp;</html>

--------------0A4282EDA00B328E0D7717AB--

--MESSAGE FILE 17992 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001202html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17993 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001203html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 14:31:20 +0100
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 34
Message-ID: <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-105.a1.nl>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-105.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1203 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3503

Mario Wynands <mario@sidhe.co.nz> wrote:

> I am throwing together a Yaroze FAQ for those people interested in joining
> the Yaroze program to be housed at our site.  The list of questions I have
> so far is as below.
> 
> 



> What is the Net Yaroze?
> How do you pronounce Yaroze?
> What do I need to run it?
> Do I need to know C to use it?
> Will it run normal Playstation games?
> Will it run import Playstation games?
> Will it run copied Playstation games (CDRs)?
> I have an Action Replay Pro, a Comms Link, and some development tools. Why
> do I need a Yaroze?
> Can I use C++ with the Yaroze?
> Can I create bootable Playstation CDs of my Yaroze programs?
> Can I create commercial Playstation titles on a Yaroze?
> How do I distribute my programs to non-Yaroze members?
> Will commercial developers recognise my Yaroze experience when applying for
> a job?
> Where can I get one?
> Can I buy a second hand Yaroze off an existing Yaroze member?
> 
> 
> Does anyone else have any questions they are sick of answering?
> 
> 
> 

A list like this already excists... but how do you pronoune Yaroze?

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 17993 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001203html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17994 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001204html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 14:40:31 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7a9bk0$6p36@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p4Cs02a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1204 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3504

As long as it isn't overly intrusive and is appropriate within the context
of the game, advertising is okay.  Apart from sport and racing titles
though, it's difficult to see how advertisers will effectively intergrate
their ads within videogames.  The subtle ;-)  tactic of product placement
often used in movies will be difficult to implement.

Perhaps they'll just settle for coventional TV style 30 second  breaks
between levels instead eh? :-) I'm sure they have their 'best people'
working on the problem right now...

Regarding piracy - reducing the price of games, emphasising the perceived
value of official products and improved copy-protection seem like the way to



go.  Futile IDSA crackdowns do nothing to tackle the root cause of the
problem.

Derek

---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---
dasi@globalnet.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 17994 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001204html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17995 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001205html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 10:01:54 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <36C836E2.EDE3714@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net> 
<slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 286.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1205 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3505

Toby Sargeant wrote:
> 
> By making it harder, you just increase the challenge, and the kudos to the
> person who does eventually defeat the protection. The fact is that there are
> more people trying to defeat copy protection than there are trying to create
> new copy protection schemes. It's not possible to stay all that far ahead.

I beg to differ. The difficulty will incrase exponentialy, not linearly.

> 
> New storage media is probably the best bet, but you can guarantee that it
> won't take someone too long to do something like reverse engineer a data 
reader
> from the consumer hardware, write the software to a DVD disk, and then modify
> the consumer hardware to read dvd instead. And again, although you can make it
> hard, it's not possible to make it impossible.
>

That's so full of it man... There is no way... Yeah, someone might just
be devoid of a personal life to actually go on such a crusade and be
sucessful, but the modifications to the drive would be so complex that
it would not be worth it for anyone else to try. So we have a handfull
of idiots wasteing their time trying to burn DVD's into GD's.... It's
not gonna work man.

There will be no piracy scene on the dreamcast like there is for the
PlayStation. Just watch. Sega did their homework. 



> 
> Producers are fighting a losing war against consumers, and it seems that
> maybe the only way to win is to change the rules.
> 

What do you mean 'change the rules'?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 17995 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001205html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17996 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001206html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 17:10:48 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 209
Message-ID: <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-8.village.gre.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_002C_01BE5906.21FDA760"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1206 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3507

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_002C_01BE5906.21FDA760
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Ok, I don't want to seem the negative person around hear, putting =
peoples ideas down and stuff but, er, think of me as your alarm clock =
waking you up in the morning, ruining that great dream of yours :)

I do think advertising in a game is a great idea if used correctly and =
like James said realistically, however I really can't see companies =
dropping their game prices just because they make extra money from =
advertising.
Example: XYZ Publishing Ltd double their profits from a game because of =
in-game advertising, do you really believe that they would pass on this =
benefit to the customers by halfing the price of their next game,  =
leaving them with half as much profits as they could have had? No of =
course not. Ok, so that wasn't  a great example since there are many =
other factors involved, but you get the idea.
Basically if companies find a new way (such as advertising) to make more =
money, I'm sure they'd rather keep it then give it back to the customer.

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx



p.s. Simpsons & Red Dwarf kick ass.
    James Shaughnessy wrote in message =
<36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-net.com>...
    1080=B0 Snowboarding on N64 has a similar thing -- billboarding and =
product placement.  There's a 4-second pure-advertising title screen =
fror Lamar Snowboards and Tommy Hilfiger.  Tommy billboards appear =
throughout the game, and the snowboards in the game all actually exist.  =
None of this ruins the game -- in fact it adds a certain kudos to the =
proceedings.  I mean if they had Coke and Macdonalds billboards all over =
the courses too it wouldn't bother me because it's realistic.  A few =
games have sponsors in the actual title: No Fear Downhill Mountainbiking =
for one (a clothing label of course)=20
    The commercial potential when fully recognised will probably go way =
overboard (at first anyhoo) -- I remember a PC coverdisk once has an =
advertising video that you HAD to watch through before you could load =
the menu -- needless to say this "got everyone's goat" [mass =
understatement] and was soon scrapped, but in moderation in-game =
advertising is definitely worth it if it reduces the cost of games.=20

    Jim (who's going to rush out and buy a "No Fear" T-shirt, have a =
"Big Mac" and "Coke" and then go and buy some "Tommy Hilfiger" jeans and =
then a "Tahoe 151" snowboard, but is still adamant that advertising has =
NO effect on him...)=20

    PS Reminds me of that Simpsons episode *: when it's NEW BILLBOARD =
DAY.=20
    Homer suddenly at dinner: "That's it! You people have stood in my =
way long enough - I'm going to Clown College."=20
    Bart: "I guess none of us expected him to say that."=20

    * (er sorry, everything reminds me of A Simpsons episode, you should =
know that by now..)=20
     =20

    Toby Sargeant wrote:=20

        As an example, the advertising for Red Bull was pretty prominent =
throughout=20
        Wipeout 2097 (or was it the original?). People put up with =
advertising at=20
        sporting events already, without it detracting too much from the =
sport=20
        itself; I'm sure the same could be done for videogames. (Doesn't =
hotmail=20
        have advertising, by the way?)
    --=20
    -----------------------------------------=20
    James Shaughnessy    james@manc.u-net.com=20
    http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj=20
    -----------------------------------------=20
     =20

------=_NextPart_000_002C_01BE5906.21FDA760
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!doctype html public "-//w3c//dtd html 4.0 =
transitional//en">



<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.2106.6"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Ok, I don't want to seem the =
negative=20
person around hear, putting peoples ideas down and stuff but, er, think =
of me as=20
your alarm clock waking you up in the morning, ruining that great dream =
of yours=20
:)</FONT></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>I do think advertising in a game is a great idea if =
used=20
correctly and like James said realistically, however I really can't see=20
companies dropping their game prices just because they make extra money =
from=20
advertising.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>Example: XYZ Publishing Ltd double their profits =
from a game=20
because of in-game advertising, do you really believe that they would =
pass on=20
this benefit to the customers by halfing the price of their next =
game,&nbsp;=20
leaving them with half as much profits as they could have had? No of =
course not.=20
Ok, so that wasn't&nbsp; a great example since there are many other =
factors=20
involved, but you get the idea.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>Basically if companies find a new way (such as =
advertising) to=20
make more money, I'm sure they'd rather keep it then give it back to the =

customer.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Rad.<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:rad@cyberdude.com">rad@cyberdude.com</A><BR><A=20
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx">http://www.netyaroze-eur=
ope.com/~radpsx</A></FONT></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>p.s. Simpsons &amp; Red Dwarf kick=20
ass.</FONT></DIV>
<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 solid 2px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: =
5px">
    <DIV>James Shaughnessy<JAMES@MANC.U-NET.COM> wrote in message &lt;<A =

    =
href=3D"mailto:36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-net.com">36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u=
-net.com</A>&gt;...</DIV>1080&deg;=20
    Snowboarding on N64 has a similar thing -- billboarding and product=20
    placement.&nbsp; There's a 4-second pure-advertising title screen =
fror=20
    <I>Lamar Snowboards</I> and <I>Tommy Hilfiger</I>.&nbsp; Tommy =
billboards=20
    appear throughout the game, and the snowboards in the game all =
actually=20
    exist.&nbsp; None of this ruins the game -- in fact it adds a =
certain kudos=20
    to the proceedings.&nbsp; I mean if they had <I>Coke</I> and=20
    <I>Macdonalds</I> billboards all over the courses too it wouldn't =
bother me=20
    because it's realistic.&nbsp; A few games have sponsors in the =



actual=20
    title:<I> No Fear Downhill Mountainbiking</I> for one (a clothing =
label of=20
    course)=20
    <P>The commercial potential when fully recognised will probably go =
way=20
    overboard (at first anyhoo) -- I remember a PC coverdisk once has an =

    advertising video that you HAD to watch through before you could =
load the=20
    menu -- needless to say this &quot;got everyone's goat&quot; [mass=20
    understatement] and was soon scrapped, but in moderation in-game =
advertising=20
    is definitely worth it if it reduces the cost of games.=20
    <P>Jim (who's going to rush out and buy a &quot;No Fear&quot; =
T-shirt, have=20
    a &quot;Big Mac&quot; and &quot;Coke&quot; and then go and buy some=20
    &quot;Tommy Hilfiger&quot; jeans and then a &quot;Tahoe 151&quot; =
snowboard,=20
    but is still adamant that advertising has NO effect on him...)=20
    <P>PS Reminds me of that Simpsons episode *: when it's NEW BILLBOARD =
DAY.=20
    <BR>Homer suddenly at dinner: &quot;That's it! You people have stood =
in my=20
    way long enough - I'm going to Clown College.&quot; <BR>Bart: =
&quot;I guess=20
    none of us expected him to say that.&quot;=20
    <P>* (er sorry, <I>everything</I> reminds me of <I>A</I> Simpsons =
episode,=20
    you should know that by now..) <BR>&nbsp;=20
    <P>Toby Sargeant wrote:=20
    <BLOCKQUOTE TYPE =3D CITE>As an example, the advertising for Red =
Bull was=20
        pretty prominent throughout <BR>Wipeout 2097 (or was it the =
original?).=20
        People put up with advertising at <BR>sporting events already, =
without=20
        it detracting too much from the sport <BR>itself; I'm sure the =
same=20
        could be done for videogames. (Doesn't hotmail <BR>have =
advertising, by=20
        the way?)</BLOCKQUOTE>--=20
    <BR><TT>-----------------------------------------</TT> <BR><TT>James =

    Shaughnessy&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; james@manc.u-net.com</TT> <BR><TT><A=20
    =
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~shaughnj">http://www.netyaroze-e=
urope.com/~shaughnj</A></TT>=20
    <BR><TT>-----------------------------------------</TT> <BR>&nbsp;=20
</BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_002C_01BE5906.21FDA760--

--MESSAGE FILE 17996 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001206html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17997 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001207html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 20:39:28 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 84



Message-ID: <7aa0l8$6p313@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pE1s06a01.client.global.net.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_002E_01BE5923.4885AC80"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1207 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3513

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_002E_01BE5923.4885AC80
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

>Ok, I don't want to seem the negative person around hear, putting =
peoples=20
>ideas down and stuff but, er, think of me as your alarm clock waking =
you up=20
>in the morning, ruining that great dream of yours :)

>Basically if companies find a new way (such as advertising) to make =
more=20
>money, I'm sure they'd rather keep it then give it back to the =
customer.

>Rad.

=20

I think we all know this already.  Like Toby Sargeant said, 'ideally', =
in an ideal world, publishers would reduce their prices - this won't =
ever happen of course, but we can still dream can't we? ;-)=20

Derek
---   ---   ---   ---   ---   --- =20
dasi@globalnet.co.uk

"Yawn.  Where's my PS 2000 ?"

------=_NextPart_000_002E_01BE5923.4885AC80
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3110.7"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<DIV>&gt;Ok, I don't want to seem the negative person around hear, =



putting=20
peoples </DIV>
<DIV>&gt;ideas down and stuff but, er, think of me as your alarm clock =
waking=20
you up </DIV>
<DIV>&gt;in the morning, ruining that great dream of yours :)<BR></DIV>
<DIV>&gt;Basically if companies find a new way (such as advertising) to =
make=20
more </DIV>
<DIV>&gt;money, I'm sure they'd rather keep it then give it back to the=20
customer.<BR><BR>&gt;Rad.<BR></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>&nbsp;</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">I think we all know this=20
already.&nbsp; Like Toby Sargeant said, '<EM>ideally</EM>', in an ideal =
world,=20
publishers would reduce their prices - this won't ever happen of course, =
but we=20
can still dream can't we? ;-) </FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">Derek</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">---&nbsp;&nbsp; =
---&nbsp;&nbsp;=20
---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---&nbsp;&nbsp; =
---&nbsp;&nbsp;</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"><A=20
href=3D"mailto:dasi@globalnet.co.uk">dasi@globalnet.co.uk</A></FONT></DIV=
>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">&quot;Yawn.&nbsp; Where's =
my PS=20
2000 ?&quot;</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_002E_01BE5923.4885AC80--

--MESSAGE FILE 17997 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001207html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17998 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001208html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 22:40:29 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36C8A25D.4FC77E9F@hotmail.com>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net> 
<slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C836E2.EDE3714@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cran64.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1208 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3517

>
>
> There will be no piracy scene on the dreamcast like there is for the



> PlayStation. Just watch. Sega did their homework.

>

Enlighten us.. what did they do right this time?  Cosidering they still use CD-
rom
media.. how does their new copy protection work?

--MESSAGE FILE 17998 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001208html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 17999 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001209html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 11:52:58 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7aa82i$6p316@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p23-max8.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1209 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3519

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote in message
<1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-105.a1.nl>...
>Mario Wynands <mario@sidhe.co.nz> wrote:
>
>> I am throwing together a Yaroze FAQ for those people interested in
joining
>> the Yaroze program to be housed at our site.  The list of questions I
have
>> so far is as below.
>>
>> ....
>
>A list like this already excists...

Where can I find it?

>but how do you pronoune Yaroze?

There was a wav file floating around that had the 'official' pronunciation
of yah-roo-zee, although a lot of members pronounce it yah-rooze or
yah-row-zee.

Cheers

Mario Wynands
Sidhe Interactive
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 17999 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001209html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18000 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001210html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: 15 Feb 1999 22:52:49 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 62
Message-ID: <slrn7ch99s.5i0.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net> 
<slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C836E2.EDE3714@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1210 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3521

On Mon, 15 Feb 1999 10:01:54 -0500, Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:
>
>I beg to differ. The difficulty will incrase exponentialy, not linearly.

It doesn't matter how the difficulty increases. What one person can do, another
can undo, and that'll never change. A while ago, people thought that you'd
never be able to defeat physical holes in magnetic media. Then they thought
that noone would ever bother pirating a game that came on cd, and took
up 600 meg. Then they thought that copy protection schemes on CD would work.
The difficulty has increased exponentially, and the fact is that pirates
have kept pace, and are likely to keep doing so.

>That's so full of it man... There is no way... Yeah, someone might just
>be devoid of a personal life to actually go on such a crusade and be
>sucessful, but the modifications to the drive would be so complex that
>it would not be worth it for anyone else to try. So we have a handfull
>of idiots wasteing their time trying to burn DVD's into GD's.... It's
>not gonna work man.

It was merely one suggestion for getting around the problem of duplicating
GD media, and not one without precedent, either. People have been copying
cartridges to recordable media for quite some time now. Sure, this is more
difficult, but there's also a lot of money to be made from getting ir right.

Depending on the physical nature of the media, it might prove to be possible
to duplicate if you have access to an expensive fabrication plant. IF that's
the case, all sega has done is push piracy squarely back into the hands of
people who do it for money.

And as for people who would attempt things like that having no personal life,
I'm pretty sure that there are people who consider piracy a 9-5 job, and
still more who will pay bright engineers lots of money to do something along
those lines, so that they can rake in the cash.

I'd love to be proven wrong, but I somehow doubt that I will be.

>There will be no piracy scene on the dreamcast like there is for the
>PlayStation. Just watch. Sega did their homework. 

At the very least, it'll be delayed, which I agree is a good thing. You might
also find that it will mean that sega's console flops, and a console that
does 'allow' piracy succeeds where otherwise it would have failed. I'm
almost positive that the perception that piracy is prohibitively difficult



has been one of the factors that's let the PSX beat the N64.

>What do you mean 'change the rules'?

As an example, take the rule that gaming is a passive experience. Already, this
rule is changing. As games take on a more and more multiplayer aspect, piracy
begins to lose out. Suddenly you're not paying for software, you're paying for
the ability to compete against other humans.

Various organisations such as RedHat and the FSF have proven that it's
possible to make money without selling _software_, but rather the services,
support and distribution that surrounds it. A business model like RedHat's
would probably be laughed at by any games publisher, and yet may quite
possibly work, and indeed be very successful.

If you change the rules of the game so that pirates have nothing to do, then
by necessity, piracy goes away. In the end, that's the only way of winning.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 18000 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001210html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18001 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001211html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Frktl-X" <matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 23:59:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7aac97$6p320@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl> <7aa82i$6p316@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: modem-27.cook.dialup.pol.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1211 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3523

>There was a wav file floating around that had the 'official' pronunciation
>of yah-roo-zee, although a lot of members pronounce it yah-rooze or
>yah-row-zee.

the 'e' is accented so isnt it: 'yah-row-zay', like anime is pronounced
'an-im-ay' ?

--MESSAGE FILE 18001 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001211html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18002 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001212html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 02:16:05 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <36c8d3e1.49694142@205.149.189.29>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 



<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com> 
<7aaii3$2i88@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1212 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3524

On Mon, 15 Feb 1999 17:44:09 -0800, "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
wrote:

>On this note,  as to why they sell so many music cd's eventhough they are
>easy to copy.  Reason #1 on the most important, they are only approx. $15
>each.  When they are so cheap, why even go through the hassle of copying
>them (assuming that was your attitude).  If games were only $15 I would
>probably end up spending MORE on them simply because it wouldnt seem like
>such a comitment and all the little purchases would end up adding to be
>more.  When is someone going to start selling EVERY game under $20!  THAT is
>the way of the future.  Heck most Movies are under $20, Music is under $20
>why not games?  The production cost is less than movies, and video games are
>the most lucrative buisness compared to every other form of entertainment.

Most video games come with a printed instruction manual, most music
CD's do not.

Most video games require extensive debugging and play testing before
they are released, most music CD's do not.

Most game publishers are required to provide technical support for
their games after they are released, most music publishers do not.

If you know of a way to pay for all this without raising the price I'm
sure a lot of game publishers would be interested.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 18002 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001212html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18003 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001213html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ben Siroshton" <ben@triax.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 17:44:09 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7aaii3$2i88@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 1Cust130.tnt3.beaverton.or.da.uu.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1213 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3525

On this note,  as to why they sell so many music cd's eventhough they are
easy to copy.  Reason #1 on the most important, they are only approx. $15
each.  When they are so cheap, why even go through the hassle of copying
them (assuming that was your attitude).  If games were only $15 I would



probably end up spending MORE on them simply because it wouldnt seem like
such a comitment and all the little purchases would end up adding to be
more.  When is someone going to start selling EVERY game under $20!  THAT is
the way of the future.  Heck most Movies are under $20, Music is under $20
why not games?  The production cost is less than movies, and video games are
the most lucrative buisness compared to every other form of entertainment.

anyway........

-ben

    >James Shaughnessy wrote in message <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>...
    > It's REALLY easy to copy music CDs, so why do they still sell so many?
A game CD has to have >the same philosophy surely?  (er see other thread for
more ranting from me on this subject ;))
    >Jim

--MESSAGE FILE 18003 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001213html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18004 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001214html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 22:08:14 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <36C8E11E.A539A25C@datasys.net>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net> 
<slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C836E2.EDE3714@datasys.net> 
<36C8A25D.4FC77E9F@hotmail.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 286.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1214 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3527

will atkin wrote:
> Enlighten us.. what did they do right this time?  Cosidering they 
> still use CD-rom media.. how does their new copy protection work?

Actually, they don't use CD-ROM media. They use GD-ROM drive developed
by yamaha that holds up to a gig of information. Now how is some pirater
gonna get their hands on a GD-ROM burner?

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18004 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001214html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18005 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001215html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???



Date: Mon, 15 Feb 1999 22:20:40 -0500
Organization: BitSlap Software
Lines: 89
Message-ID: <7aao5f$2i810@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea>
Reply-To: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port50.vianet.on.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0025_01BE5931.6BA07520"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1215 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3528

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BE5931.6BA07520
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Wow this turned into one of the longest threads I've ever seen in =
here...

  Steve Tolin <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com> wrote in message =
news:7a0a6u$714@scea...
  After reading an article on psx.ign.com =
http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html
  about Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped =
PlayStation not being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the =
Yaroze boot this new breed of anti import games...

  Since I've never imported a game (We don't get many things in Northern =
Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to read Japanese =
... I won't have the chance to test for myself

  If anyone has the chance to "test" these new games with the Yaroze =
please post you findings.

  Steve Tolin
  BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BE5931.6BA07520
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 =
HTML//EN">
<STYLE></STYLE>

<META content=3D'"MSHTML 5.00.0910.1309"' name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY background=3D"" bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>Wow this turned into one of the longest threads I've =
ever seen=20



in here...</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: =
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px">
  <DIV>Steve Tolin &lt;<A=20
  =
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A>&gt;=20
  wrote in message <A=20
  href=3D"news:7a0a6u$714@scea">news:7a0a6u$714@scea</A>...</DIV>
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2>After reading an article on psx.ign.com <A=20
  =
href=3D"http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html">http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.h=
tml</A><BR>about=20
  Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped PlayStation =
not being=20
  able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the Yaroze boot this new =
breed=20
  of anti import games...</FONT></DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Since I've never imported a game (We don't get =
many things=20
  in Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to =
read=20
  Japanese ... I won't have the chance to test for myself</FONT></DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2>If anyone has the chance to &quot;test&quot; these =
new games=20
  with the Yaroze please post you findings.</FONT></DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Steve Tolin</FONT></DIV>
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2><A=20
  =
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A></FONT></DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0025_01BE5931.6BA07520--

--MESSAGE FILE 18005 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001215html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18006 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001216html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve_dunn@europe.mccann.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 08:51:04 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <7abbhs$6p321@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a26ck$2i82@scea> <36C4ADC7.E594EE7E@datasys.net> 
<7a2nh2$7op9@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C4EAE9.7498D911@datasys.net> 
<slrn7cej6p.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C836E2.EDE3714@datasys.net> 
<36C8A25D.4FC77E9F@hotmail.com> <36C8E11E.A539A25C@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.4.27.1
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1216 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3529

>Now how is some pirater
>gonna get their hands on a GD-ROM burner?

Would you belive me if I said I see one advertised from a dodgy little shop
in Hong Kong?
Maybe  you would laugh at me now, but how about in a year/two years time?
Very different story me suspects.

Steve

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote in message
news:36C8E11E.A539A25C@datasys.net...
>will atkin wrote:
>> Enlighten us.. what did they do right this time?  Cosidering they
>> still use CD-rom media.. how does their new copy protection work?
>
>Actually, they don't use CD-ROM media. They use GD-ROM drive developed
>by yamaha that holds up to a gig of information. Now how is some pirater
>gonna get their hands on a GD-ROM burner?
>
>'Darco

--MESSAGE FILE 18006 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001216html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18007 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001217html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve_dunn@europe.mccann.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Does the Final Fantasy 8 anti-mod chip CD work on Yaroze???
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 08:53:20 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 111
Message-ID: <7abbm4$6p322@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <7aao5f$2i810@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.4.27.1
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_005E_01BE5989.CD64A7B0"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1217 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3530

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_005E_01BE5989.CD64A7B0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

>>Wow this turned into one of the longest threads I've ever seen in =
here...
    Certainly is!  Did you ever get an answer?

Steve Tolin <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com> wrote in message =
news:7aao5f$2i810@scea...



  Wow this turned into one of the longest threads I've ever seen in =
here...

    Steve Tolin <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com> wrote in message =
news:7a0a6u$714@scea...
    After reading an article on psx.ign.com =
http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html
    about Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped =
PlayStation not being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the =
Yaroze boot this new breed of anti import games...

    Since I've never imported a game (We don't get many things in =
Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to read =
Japanese ... I won't have the chance to test for myself

    If anyone has the chance to "test" these new games with the Yaroze =
please post you findings.

    Steve Tolin
    BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com

------=_NextPart_000_005E_01BE5989.CD64A7B0
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML><HEAD>
<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 =
HTML//EN"><!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<STYLE></STYLE>

<META content=3D'"MSHTML 5.00.0910.1309"' name=3DGENERATOR></HEAD>
<BODY background=3D"" bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>
<DIV><FONT size=3D2>&gt;&gt;Wow this turned into one of the longest =
threads I've=20
ever seen in here...</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Certainly is!  Did you ever get an =
answer?</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>Steve Tolin &lt;<A=20
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A>&gt;=20
wrote in message <A=20
href=3D"news:7aao5f$2i810@scea">news:7aao5f$2i810@scea</A>...</DIV></DIV>=

<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: =
0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px">
  <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Wow this turned into one of the longest threads =
I've ever=20
  seen in here...</FONT></DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
  <BLOCKQUOTE=20
  style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 2px solid; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; =
MARGIN-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-RIGHT: 0px">
    <DIV>Steve Tolin &lt;<A=20
    =



href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A>&gt;=20
    wrote in message <A=20
    href=3D"news:7a0a6u$714@scea">news:7a0a6u$714@scea</A>...</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>After reading an article on psx.ign.com <A=20
    =
href=3D"http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.html">http://psx.ign.com/news/6874.h=
tml</A><BR>about=20
    Final Fantasy 8 being released in Japan and Mod chipped PlayStation =
not=20
    being able to load the game got me thinking.... Can the Yaroze boot =
this new=20
    breed of anti import games...</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Since I've never imported a game (We don't get =
many things=20
    in Northern Ontario, CANADA) none the less even dream of learning to =
read=20
    Japanese ... I won't have the chance to test for myself</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>If anyone has the chance to &quot;test&quot; =
these new=20
    games with the Yaroze please post you findings.</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2>Steve Tolin</FONT></DIV>
    <DIV><FONT size=3D2><A=20
    =
href=3D"mailto:BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com">BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com=
</A></FONT></DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
    <DIV>&nbsp;</DIV></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_005E_01BE5989.CD64A7B0--

--MESSAGE FILE 18007 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001217html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18008 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001218html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Blackburne" <johnb@hk.super.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups /

 etc.)
Date: Tue, 16 Feb 1999 20:57:43 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 80
Message-ID: <7acm12$btf2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net>

 <7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
 <7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com>
 <slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>

NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm02-34.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
   boundary="MS_Mac_OE_3002043464_6600059_MIME_Part"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express Macintosh Edition - 4.5 (0410)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1218 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3537

> THIS MESSAGE IS IN MIME FORMAT. Since your mail reader does not understand
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible.



--MS_Mac_OE_3002043464_6600059_MIME_Part
Content-type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

In article <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
wrote:

Example: XYZ Publishing Ltd double their profits from a game because of
in-game advertising, do you really believe that they would pass on this
benefit to the customers by halfing the price of their next game,  leaving
them with half as much profits as they could have had? No of course not. Ok,
so that wasn't  a great example since there are many other factors involved,
but you get the idea.

No way. If advertising does take off within games (& I can see it happening
a lot more) it will be a way all companies can make more money. Will they
then sit back and try and rake off the profits ? No, because it's a highly
competitive marekt place, and they will be forced to pass on the benefits to
the consumer to compete.

E.g. you might see more resources invested in developing a game with the
help of the additional revenue from advertising. You might see marginal
games released which would otherwise have been dropped as the advertising
money swings the decision. You might see cheaper games, upgrades or special
editions as marketing tie-ins (free Kelloggs sponsored platformer with every
packet of Corn-Flakes ?)

Any company that does just sit on extra advertising revenues will be risking
being overtaken by the many companies with more innovative,
customer-centric, policies. Maybe some will try it but they won't succeed
with it and so won't persist with it for long.

John
--MS_Mac_OE_3002043464_6600059_MIME_Part
Content-type: text/html; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-transfer-encoding: quoted-printable

<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / et=
c.)</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=3D"#FFFFFF">
In article &lt;7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk&gt;, &quot;Rad&quot; &lt=
;rad@cyberdude.com&gt; wrote:<BR>
<BR>
<I>Example: XYZ Publishing Ltd double their profits from a game because of =
in-game advertising, do you really believe that they would pass on this bene=
fit to the customers by halfing the price of their next game, &nbsp;leaving =
them with half as much profits as they could have had? No of course not. Ok,=
 so that wasn't &nbsp;a great example since there are many other factors inv=
olved, but you get the idea.<BR>
</I><BR>
No way. If advertising does take off within games (&amp; I can see it happe=
ning a lot more) it will be a way all companies can make more money. Will th=
ey then sit back and try and rake off the profits ? No, because it's a highl=
y competitive marekt place, and they will be forced to pass on the benefits =
to the consumer to compete.<BR>
<BR>
E.g. you might see more resources invested in developing a game with the he=
lp of the additional revenue from advertising. You might see marginal games =
released which would otherwise have been dropped as the advertising money sw=
ings the decision. You might see cheaper games, upgrades or special editions=



 as marketing tie-ins (free Kelloggs sponsored platformer with every packet =
of Corn-Flakes ?)<BR>
<BR>
Any company that does just sit on extra advertising revenues will be riskin=
g being overtaken by the many companies with more innovative, customer-centr=
ic, policies. Maybe some will try it but they won't succeed with it and so w=
on't persist with it for long. <BR>
<BR>
John
</BODY>
</HTML>

--MS_Mac_OE_3002043464_6600059_MIME_Part--

--MESSAGE FILE 18008 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001218html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18009 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001219html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 16 Feb 1999 23:04:38 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <01be5a00$b988c240$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1219 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3539

Oh yes, 'backups', I understand ;-)

Ben Siroshton <ben@triax.com> wrote in article <7a2cd1$2i83@scea>...
> 
> On the whole other side, I disagree with having ANY type of protection. 
I
> for one make backup copies of my games, I one too many times have been
> playing with originals, friends and beer and end up scratching a disc.  
--MESSAGE FILE 18009 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001219html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18010 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001220html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!trsoft.demon.co.uk!ARoss
From: Anthony Ross <ARoss@salmontrsoft.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 1999 00:14:49 +0000
Organization: I
Lines: 66
Sender: Anthony Ross <ARoss@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
Message-ID: <tletECA5ngy2EwXf@trsoft.demon.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net>
 <7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>
 <7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <36C5AEB2.BE73A768@btinternet.com> <36C6236E.D0B1F5B@manc.u-net.com>
 <36C65F6D.53849947@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: trsoft.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <exP12GmtMdbiXSYwoARBCAMIJY>
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1220 



scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3542

In article <36C65F6D.53849947@hotmail.com>, will atkin
<william_atkin@hotmail.com> writes
>
>Its not the hardware manufacturers(like the minidisc players) that are
>the ones that are suffering the most.  Its the record companies that are
>the ones losing the money.  Everyone is still going to need something to
>play the stuff on anyway.  Also now with the impact of .MP3 files, the
>recording industry is being hit really hard.  Losing money across the
>board.
>
>Sony will still make money because people need the hardware to play
>games..  but the games publishers are the ones who have to push the
>protection issue...
>
Sony (and Phillips) spent a fortune in the 80's and 90's buying record
companies so that they could sell us CD's of stuff that we already had
on vinyl.  They are losing money on music piracy but it is tiny compared
to how much they are making in profits.

This is all about greed and maximizing profits.

The playstation is far easier and cheaper to mod than a saturn and yet
it is enjoying unprecedented success (could it be that these two things
are actually related).

I would be in favour of a no-frills option where you could buy the
official CD on its own with only a basic typed set of instructions.
If this could be offered as a direct sale by mail order with no middle-
men then costs could be greatly reduced and the low price could put the
pirates out of business.

Software is still far too expensive and this needs to be addressed.

I own about 40 or 50 original UK Saturn games and that represents a
fairly big investment over about 2 years (I have only started collecting
Playstation titles since I got my Yaroze).  Now I am supposed to start
again with the next gen, and the next, and the next.  I don't really
have a problem with this but when I think that a large part of the money
went on manuals, packaging which have been in a box upstairs since the
day of purchase (I keep all of my discs in a CD flip type holder)  &
marketing costs, I do feel a little ripped off.

So what about cheaper software in the same way that consoles came down
in price (but still allowing for a profit).

Or what about price being related to production costs with say 5 bands
for games in 5 categories.

Eg. A game which has just come across from arcade hardware which is
virtually the same as the console will need much less work than an
original title.  This could be the starting scale.
Class 1 --> The easy port
Class 2 --> The port from foreign hardware
Class 3 --> The simple original title (based on production hours)
Class 4 --> The intermediate original title (more production hours)
Class 5 --> The difficult original title (even more production hours)

Sorry I forgot Class 0 --> Games which are total Sh... and therefore
nobody wants anyway.



Rant over....disconnecting ranting circuits.....
------------------------------------
Anthony Ross 
(take the fish out to reply)
--MESSAGE FILE 18010 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001220html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18011 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001221html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Me" <It@here.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: DGDC Update
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 1999 02:17:58 +0200
Organization: Here
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7ad59i$4m84@scea>
References: <7a3cro$2i85@scea> <36C59892.61FCE822@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.250
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

>One thing... I haven't been keeping a log. However, I have virtually the
>next best thing. Everytime I made something new, added smoke trails or
>something else, I told my friend Dusty about it over ICQ. It keeps the
>date, time, and message intact. So this is a kind of log I could say. Is
>this valid?
>
>'Darco

Yeah, just assemble it to make it easy to read.

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18011 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001221html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18012 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001222html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Derek da Silva" <dasi@globalnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Wed, 17 Feb 1999 14:46:28 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 147
Message-ID: <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7acm12$btf2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p5Ds09a01.client.global.net.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0018_01BE5A84.4CD409A0"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1222 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3545

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.



------=_NextPart_000_0018_01BE5A84.4CD409A0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

>E.g. you might see more resources invested in developing a game with =
the
>help of the additional revenue from advertising.=20

As long as we don't get any more Cool Spot or Chester Cheetah games, eh? =
=20

>You might see marginal games released which would otherwise have been
>dropped as the advertising money swings the decision.=20

This would be a good thing, especially if it allowed the release of =
foreign or non-mainstream titles which would otherwise be deemed by =
publishers to be too risky.

>No way. If advertising does take off within games (& I can see it =
happening
>a lot more) it will be a way all companies can make more money. Will =
they
>then sit back and try and rake off the profits ? No, because it's a =
highly
>competitive marekt place, and they will be forced to pass on the =
benefits to
>the consumer to compete.

>John

This may prove true of re-releases and b-grade titles etc, but not in =
the market which matters - full price games.

Publishers aren't likely to pass on benefits (acquired through =
advertising or otherwise) to the consumer, because in the full price =
games market, publishers do not compete on price.  Prices are set at =
what the consumer is prepared to pay, and no publisher would break ranks =
and drop the price of their latest triple-a title, as it would force =
everyone to follow suit and spoil the cosy little conspiracy they've got =
going. =20

I also expect there is strong pressure from Sony to maintain game prices =
at their current levels. =20

When the (console) industry switched from expensive silicon to CD, =
publisher's costs and the risks they faced were substantially reduced.  =
Aside from paving the way for the introduction of budget labels, It had =
no effect on prices.

Derek
---   ---   ---   ---   ---   ---
dasi@globalnet.co.uk

"one-seven decimal two-eight"

------=_NextPart_000_0018_01BE5A84.4CD409A0
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>



<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type>
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.3110.7"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<DIV>&gt;E.g. you might see more resources invested in developing a game =
with=20
the</DIV>
<DIV>&gt;help of the additional revenue from advertising. </DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>As long as we don't get any more<EM> Cool Spot or </EM><EM>Chester =
Cheetah=20
</EM>games, eh?<EM>&nbsp; </EM></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>&gt;You might see marginal games released which would otherwise =
have=20
been</DIV>
<DIV>&gt;dropped as the advertising money swings the decision. </DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>This would be a good thing, =
especially if=20
it allowed the release of foreign or </FONT></FONT><FONT =
color=3D#000000><FONT=20
size=3D3>non-mainstream titles which would otherwise be deemed by =
publishers to be=20
too risky.</FONT></FONT><FONT size=3D3></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><BR>&gt;No way. If advertising does take off within games (&amp; I =
can see=20
it happening<BR>&gt;a lot more) it will be a way all companies can make =
more=20
money. Will they<BR>&gt;then sit back and try and rake off the profits ? =
No,=20
because it's a highly<BR>&gt;competitive marekt place, and they will be =
forced=20
to pass on the benefits to<BR>&gt;the consumer to compete.<BR></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">&gt;John</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>This may prove true of re-releases and b-grade titles etc, but not =
in the=20
market which matters - full price games.</DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">Publishers aren't likely =
to pass on=20
benefits (acquired through advertising or otherwise) to the consumer, =
because in=20
the full price games market, publishers <STRONG>do not</STRONG> compete =
on=20
price.&nbsp; Prices are set at what the consumer is prepared to pay, and =
no=20
publisher would break ranks and drop the price of their latest triple-a =
title,=20
as it would force everyone to follow suit and spoil the cosy little =
conspiracy=20
they've got going.&nbsp; </FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">I also expect there is =
strong=20
pressure from Sony to maintain game prices at their current =
levels.&nbsp;=20
</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff"></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT style=3D"BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff">When the (console) =



industry=20
switched from expensive silicon to CD, publisher's costs and the risks =
they=20
faced were substantially reduced.&nbsp; Aside from paving the way for =
the=20
introduction of budget labels, It had no effect on prices.</FONT></DIV>
<DIV>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>Derek</DIV>
<DIV>---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---&nbsp;&nbsp;=20
---&nbsp;&nbsp; ---</DIV>
<DIV><A =
href=3D"mailto:dasi@globalnet.co.uk">dasi@globalnet.co.uk</A></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000 size=3D2>&quot;one-seven decimal=20
two-eight&quot;</FONT></DIV></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0018_01BE5A84.4CD409A0--

--MESSAGE FILE 18012 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001222html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18013 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001224html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: 17 Feb 1999 23:59:36 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <01be5ad1$91723bc0$0a3ddec2@guildfoc>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1224 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3553

Piracy is part of the culture of video gaming. There will always be a
sub-set of gamers who indulge in piracy and I doubt that will never change,
whatever media us used. When I owned a BBC micro I had stacks diskettes
full of pirate software and thank god for twin tape decks in the
ZX-spectrum days. 

Now, I'd no longer consider buying a pirate game than fly in the air. Why -
I guess of grown out of it. I can afford to buy the games I want to play
and I select what I buy carefully, why spend time trawling around boot
fair's looking for dodgy gold-disks. And who would begrudge Komani $40 for
Metal Gear Solid!!!!

Territory lock out has little to do with piracy and more to do with
protecting markets. Is the FF8 mod chip about anti-piracy, I doubt it. Ir's
more likely a response to the fact that you can connect to the internet and
order legit games from the US for pretty much a 1:1 $:  ratio.�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry

- Miles

Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote in article
<7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
> I disagree.
> 
> Having NO protection just seems an invitation to piracy - imagine if
EVERY



> PlayStation could run pirate games "out-the-box" - it would be a
nightmare
> for Sony (and I can't see it doing the industry any good, either). Far
> better to let every PS run *legit* games from anywhere, in fact - I wish
the
> NY was the "standard PS"! I would never have got my old grey PS chipped
if I
> could have run SCEI and SCEA games on it from the off. I also think
Sony's
> new copy-protection scheme is a slap in the face for importers who DON'T
buy
> pirate software. But, I guess, maybe there aren't too many of them? :(
> 
> These are just the wishful ramblings of a die-hard importer, I know :)
> 
> Nick F
> 
> Ben Siroshton wrote in message <7a2cd1$2i83@scea>...
> >
> >On the whole other side, I disagree with having ANY type of protection. 
I
> >for one make backup copies of my games, I one too many times have been
> >playing with originals, friends and beer and end up scratching a disc.
> This
> >ultimately sucks!  I think by having disc media you MUST be able to back
up
> >your stuff.  Its too easily ruined.   If people are going to pirate
stuff,
> >which they are and will never be stopped - why bother with the
protection
> at
> >all.  It doesnt stop anyone from copying anything, it just makes it more
of
> >a pain for us to make backups.  If (and there always is) a way around
> >something, it will be hacked, there is no question about it.  By
removing
> >any protection systems could be cheaper as well, ie,. no money going
into
> >R&D for protection "schemes".
> >
> >my 2 cents.
> >
> >-ben
> >
> >
> >
> 
> 
> 
--MESSAGE FILE 18013 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001224html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18014 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001225html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Blackburne" <johnb@hk.super.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups /

 etc.)
Date: Thu, 18 Feb 1999 23:23:19 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 101
Message-ID: <7ai79p$btf28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net>

 <7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net>



 <7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com>
 <slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
 <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <7acm12$btf2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
 <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>

NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm00-05.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
   boundary="MS_Mac_OE_3002225000_137104_MIME_Part"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express Macintosh Edition - 4.5 (0410)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1225 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3566

> THIS MESSAGE IS IN MIME FORMAT. Since your mail reader does not understand
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible.

--MS_Mac_OE_3002225000_137104_MIME_Part
Content-type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-transfer-encoding: 7bit

----------
In article <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Derek da Silva"
<dasi@globalnet.co.uk> wrote:

Publishers aren't likely to pass on benefits (acquired through advertising
or otherwise) to the consumer, because in the full price games market,
publishers do not compete on price.  Prices are set at what the consumer is
prepared to pay, and no publisher would break ranks and drop the price of
their latest triple-a title, as it would force everyone to follow suit and
spoil the cosy little conspiracy they've got going.

Again I can't agree. Games do compete on price. What's one of the biggest
advantages of Playtation over N64 ? Game Price. What's one of the biggest
advatages of PC games over console games ? Price. Why did Deer Hunter do so
well on release in the US against most expectations ? In part it's $20
price.

More importantly game compete on price with everything else we spend our
money on: with books, CDs, videos, concert tickets, holidays, etc. The
growth in the PSX market in recent years has not been at the expense not of
other consoles or PC games, but at the expense of other non-game markets.

New PSX and N64 games are fixed price, but that is largely the policy of the
console companies that control the publishing of titles for their platforms.
The PC market is much more diverse, with prices ranges much more widely. And
there is competition between these markets, between them and (generally much
cheaper) games for hend-helds, and with future consoles such as the
Dreamcast.

The games market is not the UK car market, or the x86 applications market,
where a handful of manufacturers or a single publisher control a static
market which is closed to new entrants. The games market is a fast moving,
ever changing market, with new companies entering all the time, new
platforms and technologies appearing every few months.

John
--MS_Mac_OE_3002225000_137104_MIME_Part
Content-type: text/html; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-transfer-encoding: quoted-printable



<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / et=
c.)</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR=3D"#FFFFFF">
<BR>
<BR>
----------<BR>
In article &lt;7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk&gt;, &quot;Derek da Silv=
a&quot; &lt;dasi@globalnet.co.uk&gt; wrote:<BR>
<BR>
<BR>
<BLOCKQUOTE>Publishers aren't likely to pass on benefits (acquired through =
advertising or otherwise) to the consumer, because in the full price games m=
arket, publishers <B>do not</B> compete on price. &nbsp;Prices are set at wh=
at the consumer is prepared to pay, and no publisher would break ranks and d=
rop the price of their latest triple-a title, as it would force everyone to =
follow suit and spoil the cosy little conspiracy they've got going. &nbsp;<B=
R>
<BR>
</BLOCKQUOTE>Again I can't agree. Games do compete on price. What's one of =
the biggest advantages of Playtation over N64 ? Game Price. What's one of th=
e biggest advatages of PC games over console games ? Price. Why did Deer Hun=
ter do so well on release in the US against most expectations ? In part it's=
 $20 price.<BR>
<BR>
More importantly game compete on price with everything else we spend our mo=
ney on: with books, CDs, videos, concert tickets, holidays, etc. The growth =
in the PSX market in recent years has not been at the expense not of other c=
onsoles or PC games, but at the expense of other non-game markets.<BR>
<BR>
New PSX and N64 games are fixed price, but that is largely the policy of th=
e console companies that control the publishing of titles for their platform=
s. The PC market is much more diverse, with prices ranges much more widely. =
And there is competition between these markets, between them and (generally =
much cheaper) games for hend-helds, and with future consoles such as the Dre=
amcast.<BR>
<BR>
The games market is not the UK car market, or the x86 applications market, =
where a handful of manufacturers or a single publisher control a static mark=
et which is closed to new entrants. The games market is a fast moving, ever =
changing market, with new companies entering all the time, new platforms and=
 technologies appearing every few months.<BR>
<BR>
John
</BODY>
</HTML>

--MS_Mac_OE_3002225000_137104_MIME_Part--

--MESSAGE FILE 18014 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001225html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18015 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001226html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Fri, 19 Feb 1999 03:08:40 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 214
Message-ID: <7aikje$btf30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7acm12$btf2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7ai79p$btf28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-41.village.gre.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;

boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE5BB5.26BECFC0"
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1226 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3567

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE5BB5.26BECFC0
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Sorry John but Derek is right, games aren't sold on their price, its on =
their quality and marketing, period.
If you look at each games machine, whether its a games console, pc, =
handheld, whatever, you'll see that all the top/new games are roughly =
the same price for their respective machine. I mean look at Goldeneye, =
it's still =A350 and that was released in 1997, and probably still =
selling well.
Basically what you are saying is that if Nintendo released Zelda64 2 =
tommorow for =A350 and some other company released a total crap zelda =
ripoff the same day for =A330, Nintendo would lose out coz everybody =
would go flocking to buy the crap game which is cheaper, NO I don't =
think so. That is why you can't compare video games to "concert tickets, =
holidays, etc".
Top games will sell for as much as they can get away with. So what if =
there are other games cheaper, don't tell me that when <insert your =
favourite game yet to be released> comes out, you'll deciede not to buy =
it and instead opt for a cheaper game!
And like I said before you won't see a penny of any extra revenue games =
publishers get from the likes of advertising, especially since game =
development gets more and more expensive not to mention risky for these =
companies, but hay if you want to dream of the day that you can open up =
your kellogs cornflakes and pull out a free game thanks to advertising =
go right ahead, I don't want to be the one to ruin it for you :)

Nuff said,

Rad.
rad@cyberdude.com
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx

    John Blackburne wrote in message =
<7ai79p$btf28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
   =20
   =20
    ----------
    In article <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Derek da Silva" =
<dasi@globalnet.co.uk> wrote:
   =20
   =20
   =20



        Publishers aren't likely to pass on benefits (acquired through =
advertising or otherwise) to the consumer, because in the full price =
games market, publishers do not compete on price.  Prices are set at =
what the consumer is prepared to pay, and no publisher would break ranks =
and drop the price of their latest triple-a title, as it would force =
everyone to follow suit and spoil the cosy little conspiracy they've got =
going. =20
       =20
       =20
    Again I can't agree. Games do compete on price. What's one of the =
biggest advantages of Playtation over N64 ? Game Price. What's one of =
the biggest advatages of PC games over console games ? Price. Why did =
Deer Hunter do so well on release in the US against most expectations ? =
In part it's $20 price.
   =20
    More importantly game compete on price with everything else we spend =
our money on: with books, CDs, videos, concert tickets, holidays, etc. =
The growth in the PSX market in recent years has not been at the expense =
not of other consoles or PC games, but at the expense of other non-game =
markets.
   =20
    New PSX and N64 games are fixed price, but that is largely the =
policy of the console companies that control the publishing of titles =
for their platforms. The PC market is much more diverse, with prices =
ranges much more widely. And there is competition between these markets, =
between them and (generally much cheaper) games for hend-helds, and with =
future consoles such as the Dreamcast.
   =20
    The games market is not the UK car market, or the x86 applications =
market, where a handful of manufacturers or a single publisher control a =
static market which is closed to new entrants. The games market is a =
fast moving, ever changing market, with new companies entering all the =
time, new platforms and technologies appearing every few months.
   =20
    John=20

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE5BB5.26BECFC0
Content-Type: text/html;

charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD W3 HTML//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>

<META content=3Dtext/html;charset=3Diso-8859-1 =
http-equiv=3DContent-Type><TITLE>Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod =
chip / pirating / backups / etc.)</TITLE>
<META content=3D'"MSHTML 4.72.2106.6"' name=3DGENERATOR>
</HEAD>
<BODY bgColor=3D#ffffff>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Sorry John but Derek is right, =
games=20
aren't sold on their price, its on their quality and marketing,=20
period.</FONT></FONT><FONT size=3D3></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3></FONT></FONT><FONT =
size=3D3>If you look at=20
each games machine, whether its a games console, pc, handheld, whatever, =
you'll=20
see that all the top/new games are roughly the same price for their =
respective=20
machine. I mean look at Goldeneye, it's still &pound;50 and that was =
released in=20
1997, and probably still selling well.</FONT></DIV>



<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>Basically what you are saying is that if =
Nintendo=20
released Zelda64 2 tommorow for &pound;50 and some other company =
released a=20
total crap zelda ripoff the same day for &pound;30, Nintendo would lose =
out coz=20
everybody would go flocking to buy the crap game which is cheaper, NO I =
don't=20
think so. That is why you can't compare video games to &quot;concert =
tickets,=20
holidays, etc&quot;.</DIV>
<DIV>Top games will sell for as much as they can get away with. So what =
if there=20
are other games cheaper, don't tell me that when &lt;insert your =
favourite game=20
yet to be released&gt; comes out, you'll deciede not to buy it and =
instead opt=20
for a cheaper game!</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3>And like I said before you won't see a penny of any =
extra=20
revenue games publishers get from the likes of advertising, especially =
since=20
game development gets more and more expensive not to mention risky for =
these=20
companies, but hay if you want to dream of the day that you can open up =
your=20
kellogs cornflakes and pull out a free game thanks to advertising go =
right=20
ahead, I don't want to be the one to ruin it for you :)</FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV>Nuff said,</DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<DIV><FONT color=3D#000000><FONT size=3D3>Rad.<BR><A=20
href=3D"mailto:rad@cyberdude.com">rad@cyberdude.com</A><BR><A=20
href=3D"http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~radpsx">http://www.netyaroze-eur=
ope.com/~radpsx</A></FONT></FONT><FONT=20
size=3D3></FONT></DIV>
<DIV><FONT size=3D3></FONT>&nbsp;</DIV>
<BLOCKQUOTE=20
style=3D"BORDER-LEFT: #000000 solid 2px; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; PADDING-LEFT: =
5px">
    <DIV>John Blackburne<JOHNB@HK.SUPER.NET> wrote in message &lt;<A=20
    =
href=3D"mailto:7ai79p$btf28@chuka.playstation.co.uk">7ai79p$btf28@chuka.p=
laystation.co.uk</A>&gt;...</DIV><BR><BR>----------<BR>In=20
    article &lt;<A=20
    =
href=3D"mailto:7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk">7aeknb$btf7@chuka.pla=
ystation.co.uk</A>&gt;,=20
    &quot;Derek da Silva&quot; &lt;dasi@globalnet.co.uk&gt; =
wrote:<BR><BR><BR>
    <BLOCKQUOTE>Publishers aren't likely to pass on benefits (acquired=20
        through advertising or otherwise) to the consumer, because in =
the full=20
        price games market, publishers <B>do not</B> compete on =
price.&nbsp;=20
        Prices are set at what the consumer is prepared to pay, and no =
publisher=20
        would break ranks and drop the price of their latest triple-a =
title, as=20
        it would force everyone to follow suit and spoil the cosy little =

        conspiracy they've got going.&nbsp; <BR><BR></BLOCKQUOTE>Again I =
can't=20



    agree. Games do compete on price. What's one of the biggest =
advantages of=20
    Playtation over N64 ? Game Price. What's one of the biggest =
advatages of PC=20
    games over console games ? Price. Why did Deer Hunter do so well on =
release=20
    in the US against most expectations ? In part it's $20 =
price.<BR><BR>More=20
    importantly game compete on price with everything else we spend our =
money=20
    on: with books, CDs, videos, concert tickets, holidays, etc. The =
growth in=20
    the PSX market in recent years has not been at the expense not of =
other=20
    consoles or PC games, but at the expense of other non-game=20
    markets.<BR><BR>New PSX and N64 games are fixed price, but that is =
largely=20
    the policy of the console companies that control the publishing of =
titles=20
    for their platforms. The PC market is much more diverse, with prices =
ranges=20
    much more widely. And there is competition between these markets, =
between=20
    them and (generally much cheaper) games for hend-helds, and with =
future=20
    consoles such as the Dreamcast.<BR><BR>The games market is not the =
UK car=20
    market, or the x86 applications market, where a handful of =
manufacturers or=20
    a single publisher control a static market which is closed to new =
entrants.=20
    The games market is a fast moving, ever changing market, with new =
companies=20
    entering all the time, new platforms and technologies appearing =
every few=20
    months.<BR><BR>John </BLOCKQUOTE></BODY></HTML>

------=_NextPart_000_0037_01BE5BB5.26BECFC0--

--MESSAGE FILE 18015 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001226html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18016 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001229html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Me" <It@here.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: "Hello, hello, hello...Is there anybody out there?..."
Date: Fri, 19 Feb 1999 17:08:18 +0200
Organization: Here
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7ak279$6h55@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.250
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

The title is from a song if you do not know.  Just checking, it has been a
slow 9 days or so...

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18016 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001229html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 18017 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001230html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Me" <It@here.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Looking for help!!!!!!!!
Date: Fri, 19 Feb 1999 17:15:31 +0200
Organization: Here
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7ak2ko$6h56@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 134.235.149.250
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.2106.4
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.2106.4

To all.  I am tiered.  I have been working hard on game ideas, theory and
even a few 3D models.  I need help now.  I have come to the conclusion that
I need some help from other members to make a game that will rival what is
being pumped out of SCEI and SCEE.  I want a 3D game that is something like
an adventure game or war game or something.  Something not too simple, but
something not too hard.

I have heard this on the newsgroup before by other people, but I haven't
seen anything come of it.  I am looking for 2 or 3 other people that want to
program and can devote a little time to emailing back and forth code and
ideas that we can compile into a game.

THIS IS NOT A JOKE OR A FLEETING ATTEMPT.  THIS IS THE REAL THING.  I KNOW
THERE ARE PEOPLE OUT THERE THAT WANT TO PROGRAM.  I NEED PEOPLE WITH SKILL
TO JOIN THE GROUP.  I BELIEVE THAT I HAVE THE SKILLS TO PROGRAM WELL AND I
CAN MAKE 3D MODELS AND EVEN A TEXTURE OR TWO.  EMAIL ME IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED.

NATHAN MILLER
KIRYU@AOL.COM

--MESSAGE FILE 18017 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001230html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18018 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001231html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: "Hello, hello, hello...Is there anybody out there?..."
Date: Fri, 19 Feb 1999 09:29:10 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7ak6uc$6h57@scea>
References: <7ak279$6h55@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide76.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.1012.1001
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.1012.1001

Just nod if you can hear me...  Is there anyone at home?

Nope, never heard that song before.  *grin*

Me <It@here.com> wrote in message news:7ak279$6h55@scea...
> The title is from a song if you do not know.  Just checking, it has been a
> slow 9 days or so...
>



> Nathan Miller
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18018 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001231html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18019 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001232html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: "Hello, hello, hello...Is there anybody out there?..."
Date: Fri, 19 Feb 1999 23:39:16 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36cdf5f0.8490468@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <7ak279$6h55@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-225.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

Yep.

-Matt

We are watching.

We are waiting. 

That is all... for now.

--MESSAGE FILE 18019 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001232html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18020 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001233html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Terry Chang?
Date: Sun, 21 Feb 1999 11:57:05 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <36D03AE1.5E9CDF13@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

Anyone know the email address of Terry Chang (SCEA member)?

Terry, you should put your email address on your web page or in your
readme files.  I tried out NowhereLand and NowhereLand II.  Since I'm
not familiar with Attack, NowhereLand was new to me.  The documentation
should probably point out that you need to kill star thing and protect
the red thing.  Also it might be nice if you displayed the current level
somewhere.

Also I suggest you put an notice on Nick's Net Yaroze Members' Demos
Hub.
  http://www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf/public_html/demos/demos.htm

Also any other SCEAers out there, try to post notices to Nick's site. 
(I'm sick of being the only SCEA demo on there.)



Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 18020 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001233html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18021 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001234html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: GDC in San Jose
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 12:25:50 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1234 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3583

Hi all,

I posted a message a while back seeing if anyone except myself were thinking
of going to the GDC in San Jose CA this year.  I know that Will Atkin
responded (Sorry I didn't speak to you about it Will, I've been v.busy).

So basically are any SCEA/SCEE members going to the GDC, and if so shall we
meet up one day?  What about any Sony SCEE/SCEA employees?

If we did meet up would it be the first meet between SCEA and SCEE members?

Bob Shand
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 18021 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001234html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18022 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001235html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Charles Nicholson" <chnicholson@vassar.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 09:39:49 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <7arq96$6h513@scea>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: chnicholson.vassar.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1235 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3585

When is it?
-charles

>I posted a message a while back seeing if anyone except myself were
thinking



>of going to the GDC in San Jose CA this year.  I know that Will Atkin
>responded (Sorry I didn't speak to you about it Will, I've been v.busy).
>
>So basically are any SCEA/SCEE members going to the GDC, and if so shall we
>meet up one day?  What about any Sony SCEE/SCEA employees?
>
>If we did meet up would it be the first meet between SCEA and SCEE members?
>
>Bob Shand
>298rcs@tay.ac.uk
>
>
>
>
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18022 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001235html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18023 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001236html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 15:12:23 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <7arrvd$erp28@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7arq96$6h513@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1236 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3586

Charles Nicholson wrote in message <7arq96$6h513@scea>...
>When is it?
>-charles
>

I think the dates are something like

15 March to the 19th March

For more info check out the web site
www.gdconf.com

Cheers
Bob

--MESSAGE FILE 18023 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001236html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18024 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001237html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose



Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 09:11:03 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs58.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1237 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3588

I wasn't planning on attending GDC, but since I live in the area I'd
be willing to meet up.  What day is it on?

Scott

> Hi all,
> 
> I posted a message a while back seeing if anyone except myself were thinking
> of going to the GDC in San Jose CA this year.  I know that Will Atkin
> responded (Sorry I didn't speak to you about it Will, I've been v.busy).
> 
> So basically are any SCEA/SCEE members going to the GDC, and if so shall we
> meet up one day?  What about any Sony SCEE/SCEA employees?
> 
> If we did meet up would it be the first meet between SCEA and SCEE members?
> 
> Bob Shand
> 298rcs@tay.ac.uk
--MESSAGE FILE 18024 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001237html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18025 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001238html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - DATES
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 18:11:16 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7as6eq$erp29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1238 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3589

Check the message above.  I think the conference runs from the 15th March to
the 19th, but dont quote me on that.

Bob
Scott Cartier wrote in message <36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com>...
>I wasn't planning on attending GDC, but since I live in the area I'd
>be willing to meet up.  What day is it on?
>
>Scott
>
>



--MESSAGE FILE 18025 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001238html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18026 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001239html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - DATES
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 10:47:26 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36D1A63E.6C40107C@vmlabs.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com> <7as6eq$erp29@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs58.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1239 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3590

> Check the message above.  I think the conference runs from the 15th March to
> the 19th, but dont quote me on that.

I tried, but for some reason that message gave my news reader fits.

Hmm, since that's during the week I won't be able to take time off to 
meet during the day.  If it's done later in the evening I could make 
it.  The later the better as traffic is a pain until around 7pm.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18026 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001239html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18027 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001240html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: In-game advertising (was anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.)
Date: Mon, 22 Feb 1999 22:12:57 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <7at9t5$8jb7@scea>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <7a3pvs$7op11@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7cek9r.31s.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C78CB5.85CD7DDC@hotmail.com> 
<slrn7cf3to.33b.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> <36C809B2.CA6FC2B0@manc.u-
net.com> <7a9ken$6p37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7acm12$btf2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1240 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3598

    > Derek da Silva wrote in message
<7aeknb$btf7@chuka.playstation.co.uk>..
    > >E.g. you might see more resources invested in developing a game with



the
    > >help of the additional revenue from advertising.
    >
    > As long as we don't get any more Cool Spot or Chester Cheetah games,
eh?

    Hmmm?  I *liked* Cool Spot on the SNES.  I just pulled it out
    the other weekend and played it as a matter of fact.  It controls
    very well (it's very responsive, and intuitive).  The little animations
    are very amusing and entertaining.  (I love it when the Cool Spot
    sticks hit tongue out at the player!  :-)  The music is pretty
    good, certainly peppy and appropriate for a "bubbly" game
    like it's supposed to be.

    About the only thing I didn't like about it was the bathtub level
    where if you fall into the water, your die, and there were places
    where you'd have "leaps of faith".  Leaps of faith are
    a very bad thing in platformers.  (Rayman on the PSX is also
    very very bad with leaps of faith.  ugh.  The "music" worlds
    are awful that way.  Too bad, otherwise PSX Rayman is
    an okay game).

    What did you not like about Cool Spot?

    EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 18027 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001240html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18028 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001241html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ & JapLish 101
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 01:28:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <36D274D8.DF3E9170@znet.com>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl> <7afiiq$btf10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-25.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1241 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3599

> DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote in message <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
> >... but how do you pronoune Yaroze?
> 
> The five Japanese vowels have only one pronunciation each - the ones that 
concern us here:
> 
> a as in father
> e as in edge or melody
> o as in solo or oasis
> 
> Each syllable is given equal stress, so yeah, I'd say 'yah-row-zay' is pretty 
close to the mark.
> 
> Derek :^)



Yes, that's row like in row your boat. 
As I understand it,
for the o, don't round your lips as much as in english, and raise
the back of tongue a little more than in english.
For the Japanese word yaroze, it is actually a long o, meaning
it is held for two counts, twice as long as the ah.
To indicate this, the romanization (conversion to roman letters
from japanese hirigana characters ya, ro, u, ze) should really be yarouze,
which is how it appears sometimes so people wrongly
pronounce it like pound or sour. Other romanization systems would
have it yaroze with a bar over the o, or yarooze.

I asked my Japanese teacher how it would be used and she said
it's a rough word, for example, the Japanese Yakuza gangsters
might say "yarouze" ("let's do it!") right before they kill someone.

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18028 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001241html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18029 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001242html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - DATES
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 17:39:21 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 19
Message-ID: <7auouq$erp40@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com> <7as6eq$erp29@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D1A63E.6C40107C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1242 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3600

Yeah cool, as I'm not sure what time I'll be working yet I'll have to let
you know later on.  Will this be ok?

Bob

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36D1A63E.6C40107C@vmlabs.com>...
>> Check the message above.  I think the conference runs from the 15th March
to
>> the 19th, but dont quote me on that.
>
>I tried, but for some reason that message gave my news reader fits.
>
>Hmm, since that's during the week I won't be able to take time off to
>meet during the day.  If it's done later in the evening I could make
>it.  The later the better as traffic is a pain until around 7pm.
>
>Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 18029 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001242html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18030 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001243html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - DATES
Date: Tue, 23 Feb 1999 10:53:34 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36D2F92E.BB4EBAC5@vmlabs.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D18FA7.36BEBD3A@vmlabs.com> <7as6eq$erp29@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36D1A63E.6C40107C@vmlabs.com> <7auouq$erp40@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs24.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1243 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3602

> Yeah cool, as I'm not sure what time I'll be working yet I'll have to let
> you know later on.  Will this be ok?

Yeah, no rush.  Since it's during the week, chances are I won't make 
any conflicting plans between now and then.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18030 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001243html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18031 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001244html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Wed, 24 Feb 1999 23:34:10 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 17
Message-ID: <developer-2402992334100001@192.168.0.1>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-159.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1244 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3606

When Internet, and Gaming systems become Interactive Broadcvast Television
Media systems, where No Matter where you are, you can play anything, You
either A: Have to put up with pointless advertising, or B: Pay through the
nose for Ad-Less content. or C: Goto a media outlet and play a
"Limited-Use" technologies.

Only in Education, or as part of an Open Software Source group, will you
see content that does not need to be protected.

This means the target group that is focussing on Piracy, will have nothing
to do but develop code.  This may help.

As for MP3, that was a opportunity lost by some distributors. But Look for
those that adapt well. Especially with Audio Advertising. They will be the
leaders well into the year 2000 and beyond.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18031 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001244html.html



 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18032 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001245html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 12:28:13 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <36D541DC.3017DDA2@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <developer-2402992334100001@192.168.0.1>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.184.231.35
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1245 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3607

Sean Kennedy wrote:

> When Internet, and Gaming systems become Interactive Broadcvast Television
> Media systems, where No Matter where you are, you can play anything, You
> either A: Have to put up with pointless advertising, or B: Pay through the
> nose for Ad-Less content. or C: Goto a media outlet and play a
> "Limited-Use" technologies.

I used to work for an interactive TV company (mentioning no names, but they
are now part of Cable & Wireless). It's not all it's cracked up to
be.....unless
it's improved vastly in the last 6 monthes (if Che's reading this maybe he can

comment).

It's funny, but a lot of the old hard-core programming team from there got
a yaroze (myself, Mark, Jose, Steve Dunn, Stevie Barnes) - even if I'm the
only one who keeps up with it. Any of the old crew want to sing out about
Interactive TV.

> -sean

Craig.
(laughing now)

--MESSAGE FILE 18032 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001245html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18033 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001246html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Thu, 25 Feb 1999 18:46:44 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <1dnr792.euybzo1kjym64N@dnai-207-181-206-14.dialup.dnai.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



NNTP-Posting-Host: dnai-207-181-206-14.dialup.dnai.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1246 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3611

ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote:

> Hi all,
> 
> I posted a message a while back seeing if anyone except myself were thinking
> of going to the GDC in San Jose CA this year.  I know that Will Atkin
> responded (Sorry I didn't speak to you about it Will, I've been v.busy).

i'll be at the gdc this year, all week.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 18033 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001246html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18034 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001247html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Steve Dunn" <steve_dunn@europe.mccann.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: anti-mod chip / pirating / backups / etc.
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 1999 08:50:05 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <7biqvr$9he9@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7a0a6u$714@scea> <36C40EC4.E4082468@datasys.net> 
<7a187m$o0v10@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36C488C0.8DF59CF0@datasys.net> 
<7a2cd1$2i83@scea> <developer-2402992334100001@192.168.0.1> 
<36D541DC.3017DDA2@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 199.4.27.1
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.0810.800
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.0810.800
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1247 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3646

I am now painting boats in Greece for a living.
With regards to interactive TV, I must say that the  Euro 96 interactive
stuff was absolutely incredible.
I'd even compare this greatness to the quality of their Windows tools.

Craig, where's my wedding invite?

Steve
Boato Painto Corp.
Boats painted from as little as 100 drac

Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk> wrote in message
news:36D541DC.3017DDA2@hinge.mistral.co.uk...
>
>
>Sean Kennedy wrote:
>
>> When Internet, and Gaming systems become Interactive Broadcvast
Television
>> Media systems, where No Matter where you are, you can play anything, You
>> either A: Have to put up with pointless advertising, or B: Pay through
the



>> nose for Ad-Less content. or C: Goto a media outlet and play a
>> "Limited-Use" technologies.
>
>I used to work for an interactive TV company (mentioning no names, but they
>are now part of Cable & Wireless). It's not all it's cracked up to
>be.....unless
>it's improved vastly in the last 6 monthes (if Che's reading this maybe he
can
>
>comment).
>
>It's funny, but a lot of the old hard-core programming team from there got
>a yaroze (myself, Mark, Jose, Steve Dunn, Stevie Barnes) - even if I'm the
>only one who keeps up with it. Any of the old crew want to sing out about
>Interactive TV.
>
>> -sean
>
>Craig.
>(laughing now)
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18034 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001247html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18035 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001248html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Hmmm
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 1999 09:35:51 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <36DD0277.1447@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n63.fen.bris.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:446 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:390 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3648 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1248

OK, at the risk of sounding like a complete moron, where is the update?
I've searched the Metrowerks site and found nothing, am I looking in the
wrong place, or has it not been released yet?

Cheers,

Tom
--MESSAGE FILE 18035 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001248html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18036 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001249html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk



Subject: Re: Hmmm
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 1999 13:03:08 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7bjbos$9he14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36DD0277.1447@bristol.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:447 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:391 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3654 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1249

I check the site for the update every couple of days and I still haven't
seen it :-(

The guy at Metrowerks said he would mail me when the pacth was actually
released.  All I can suggest is that we (as a collective group <grin>) mail
Metrowerks technical support to enquire where the patch has gone.
Apparently it has finished being tested.

Cheers
Bob

>OK, at the risk of sounding like a complete moron, where is the update?
>I've searched the Metrowerks site and found nothing, am I looking in the
>wrong place, or has it not been released yet?
>
>Cheers,
>
> Tom

--MESSAGE FILE 18036 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001249html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18037 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001250html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Mathieu Tanguay <mtanguay@megatoon.ca>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: problem linking
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 1999 17:47:17 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36DDBBF5.38EA3CAB@megatoon.ca>
NNTP-Posting-Host: qtmtl1.megatoon.ca
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

i've writtin an app on the net yaroze using two library, the libps.lib
and the libsio.lib.
The problem is that when I execute make I get errors like this:

Main.c: undefined reference to '_sio_control'
Main.c:relocation truncated to fit: JMPADDR _sio_control

It seems that the linker takes by default libps.a and doesn't find that
function in it.
My question is how do i do to link new library to that file (if thats
the problem) or how can i include library in my makefile?



Thanks
Reiko

--MESSAGE FILE 18037 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001250html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18038 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001251html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Old Developments
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 1999 20:51:12 -0500
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <36DDE710.5C2429C1@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.33 i586)

While reading the conversations about the new playstation, I started
wondering what happens to the old development kits.  Are they just held
onto by companies?  For example what happened to NES, SuperNES and
Genesis development kits.

Instead of a Yaroze project why don't they just sell an older
generation's development kit?

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
--MESSAGE FILE 18038 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001251html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18039 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001252html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mario Wynands" <mario@sidhe.co.nz>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Old Developments
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 1999 16:34:08 +1300
Organization: Sidhe Interactive
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <7bkues$9he24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36DDE710.5C2429C1@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p26-max2.wlg.ihug.co.nz
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0

Dennis Payne wrote in message <36DDE710.5C2429C1@identicalsoftware.com>...
>While reading the conversations about the new playstation, I started
>wondering what happens to the old development kits.  Are they just held
>onto by companies?  For example what happened to NES, SuperNES and
>Genesis development kits.
>
>Instead of a Yaroze project why don't they just sell an older
>generation's development kit?

I expect Sony will continue its professional development programme for the
first generation Playstation for a while yet.  Given the current installed
market of 50 million Playstations I would still expect to see PSX titles
coming out long after the release of the PSX2 .

Besides, if Sony tried to flog dev kits cheaply they would be snapped up by



pro developers pretty fast (I know we could do with another one even after
we get our hands on a PSX2 dev kit).

Regards

Mario Wynands
Sidhe Interactive
mario@sidhe.co.nz
www.sidhe.co.nz

--MESSAGE FILE 18039 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001252html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18040 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001253html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: 
scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hmmm - Good news
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 1999 10:45:58 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7blo3k$9he26@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36DD0277.1447@bristol.ac.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:448 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:392 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3664 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1253

The update has now been released, I've just checked the Metrowerks site and
it still doesn't show but it is on the SCEE Yaroze server, check under the
news section for details.  The pacth is under development in the tools
section.

Hope this helps

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

>OK, at the risk of sounding like a complete moron, where is the update?
>I've searched the Metrowerks site and found nothing, am I looking in the
>wrong place, or has it not been released yet?
>
>Cheers,
>
> Tom

--MESSAGE FILE 18040 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001253html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18041 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001254html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alan Marshall" <almars@breathemail.net>
Newsgroups: 



scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior,scee.yar
oze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Hmmm
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 1999 18:19:23 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 37
Message-ID: <7bmi24$9he30@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <79bvmi$djc2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36DD0277.1447@bristol.ac.uk> 
<7bjbos$9he14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: VIP-205-3.vip.uk.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:451 
scea.yaroze.programming.codewarrior:393 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3667 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1254

I just went to www.metrowerks.com

followed the downloads link, chose Codewarrior for Net Yaroze in the list
box, chose a link to download it from.

Did take me a few try though, server kept on timing out.

Also I don't know what difference it made!

Al

http://www.geocities.com/SunsetStrip/Palms/3657

ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote in message
<7bjbos$9he14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>I check the site for the update every couple of days and I still haven't
>seen it :-(
>
>The guy at Metrowerks said he would mail me when the pacth was actually
>released.  All I can suggest is that we (as a collective group <grin>) mail
>Metrowerks technical support to enquire where the patch has gone.
>Apparently it has finished being tested.
>
>Cheers
>Bob
>
>>OK, at the risk of sounding like a complete moron, where is the update?
>>I've searched the Metrowerks site and found nothing, am I looking in the
>>wrong place, or has it not been released yet?
>>
>>Cheers,
>>
>> Tom
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18041 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001254html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18042 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001255html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Tue, 09 Mar 1999 21:59:08 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 20



Message-ID: <developer-0903992159080001@192.168.0.1>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl> <7aa82i$6p316@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7aac97$6p320@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-161.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1255 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3736

In article <7aac97$6p320@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, "Frktl-X"
<matt@frktl.freeserve.co.uk> wrote:

> >There was a wav file floating around that had the 'official' pronunciation
> >of yah-roo-zee, although a lot of members pronounce it yah-rooze or
> >yah-row-zee.
> 
> 
> the 'e' is accented so isnt it: 'yah-row-zay', like anime is pronounced
> 'an-im-ay' ?

Yep, get the following file:

http://hal.humberc.on.ca/~kennedy/NetYar.wav

And you will find out how to pronounce the "Net Yaroze" to "Lets go Do
Something." Literal in Japanese I think is "Let's go to it." Similar to
"let's go do it"

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18042 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001255html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18043 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001256html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 12:58:07 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 27
Message-ID: <developer-1003991258080001@192.168.0.1>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl> <7aa82i$6p316@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7aac97$6p320@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <developer-0903992159080001@192.168.0.1>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro2-208.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1256 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3745

> > >There was a wav file floating around that had the 'official' pronunciation
> > >of yah-roo-zee, although a lot of members pronounce it yah-rooze or
> > >yah-row-zee.
> > the 'e' is accented so isnt it: 'yah-row-zay', like anime is pronounced
> > 'an-im-ay' ?
> 
> Yep, get the following file:
> http://hal.humberc.on.ca/~kennedy/NetYar.wav
> And you will find out how to pronounce the "Net Yaroze" to "Lets go Do
> Something." Literal in Japanese I think is "Let's go to it." Similar to
> "let's go do it"
> -sean

For Yaroze Members try the following too:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/skennedy/netyyar.wav



Did anyone get the recent EGM?

Neat Writeup about the Connectix VGS.
Connectix couldn't wait till the PSX went out of production.

Hate to be in their shoes.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18043 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001256html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18044 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001257html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: General public Yaroze FAQ - suggestions wanted
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 18:29:51 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <36e6b967.12716699@205.149.189.29>
References: <79out1$1do5@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <1dmz8te.135rub8yhq0u4N@a1-88-
105.a1.nl> <7aa82i$6p316@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7aac97$6p320@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <developer-0903992159080001@192.168.0.1> 
<developer-1003991258080001@192.168.0.1>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1257 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3746

On Wed, 10 Mar 1999 12:58:07 -0500, developer@woodentulip.com (Sean
Kennedy) wrote:

>For Yaroze Members try the following too:
>
>http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/skennedy/netyyar.wav
>

Ooops, I had a typo when I released that file for Sean. You can now
find it where it should really be:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/skennedy/netyar.wav

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 18044 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001257html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18045 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001258html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 1999 13:53:27 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <36E6E9D7.186F84C1@vmlabs.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs52.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii



Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1258 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3748

Hello,

GDC is next week and Robert and I are going to try to meet up.  Is
anyone else going to the conference, or live in the bay area?

I feel so left out after seeing the pics from the Edinburgh meet :)

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18045 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001258html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18046 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001259html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 13:26:09 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 18
Message-ID: <7c8g40$cij14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36E6E9D7.186F84C1@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1259 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3751

Yeah, come on you SCEA members.  Two people really isn't a get together.
The more the merrier.

Bob
SCEE member and photographer
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36E6E9D7.186F84C1@vmlabs.com>...
>Hello,
>
>GDC is next week and Robert and I are going to try to meet up.  Is
>anyone else going to the conference, or live in the bay area?
>
>I feel so left out after seeing the pics from the Edinburgh meet :)
>
>Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 18046 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001259html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18047 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001260html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 09:52:40 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>



NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs36.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1260 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3753

I just thought of something.  Since PS2 will be BC with the original
I will no longer have to disconnect my Yaroze from my computer so I
can play a game on the larger TV in my living room.  Yay!

How do you all have your Yaroze's set up?  I have a smaller TV in the 
bedroom along with my computer - both connected to my Yaroze.  The
larger TV is out in the main room of the apartment.  When I was playing
Metal Gear I made a point of transporting the Yaroze out to the bigger
TV (and better stereo system).  I might end up doing the same for 
Silent Hill, but it's just not worth the trouble for other games.

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18047 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001260html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18048 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001261html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 10:00:21 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7c907f$hup3@scea>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide71.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.203
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.203
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1261 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3754

I have my Yaroze hooked up to a TV Tuner card in my PC.  So when I'm working
on the Yaroze, its display is in a window on my desktop.  Very nice.

As for playing games, I have a regular gray PlayStation hooked up to the TV
in my living room along with my N64.

-Steve

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote in message
news:36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com...
> I just thought of something.  Since PS2 will be BC with the original
> I will no longer have to disconnect my Yaroze from my computer so I
> can play a game on the larger TV in my living room.  Yay!
>
> How do you all have your Yaroze's set up?  I have a smaller TV in the
> bedroom along with my computer - both connected to my Yaroze.  The
> larger TV is out in the main room of the apartment.  When I was playing
> Metal Gear I made a point of transporting the Yaroze out to the bigger
> TV (and better stereo system).  I might end up doing the same for
> Silent Hill, but it's just not worth the trouble for other games.
>
> Scott



--MESSAGE FILE 18048 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001261html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18049 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001262html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 10:15:02 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <36E80826.2E2608D4@vmlabs.com>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com> <7c907f$hup3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs36.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1262 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3755

Yeah, i guess most everyone probably has a normal gray Playstation too.
I sold mine to a friend once I got the Yaroze.  Oh well.

Scott

> I have my Yaroze hooked up to a TV Tuner card in my PC.  So when I'm working
> on the Yaroze, its display is in a window on my desktop.  Very nice.
> 
> As for playing games, I have a regular gray PlayStation hooked up to the TV
> in my living room along with my N64.
> 
> -Steve
--MESSAGE FILE 18049 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001262html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18050 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001263html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 12:34:06 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <36E828BD.B4D71451@znet.com>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-35.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1263 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3756

Scott Cartier wrote:

> How do you all have your Yaroze's set up? 

I have it hooked up via an hacked RGB SCART cable to an
old Atari ST SC1224 monitor.  The Atari monitor only



groks separate vertical and horizontal sync, so I made
a sync separator circuit with a National Semiconductor 
LM1881 chip.  The picture is unbelievably sharp, and
the colors are fantastic.  Plus it works with both
PAL and NTSC modes, so I can run all those SCEE programs, heh.

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18050 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001263html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18051 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001264html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "John Blackburne" <johnb@hk.super.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 21:18:10 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7c9bti$cij16@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-pm04-38.ndirect.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express Macintosh Edition - 4.5 (0410)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1264 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3757

> How do you all have your Yaroze's set up?

Mine sits on top of my small TV in the lounge, just like anyone elses grey
version. The colour and the extra cable hanging off it terminating in a
serial connector give away its real purpose. To use if for other than
playing games I connect it to my laptop: a Mac PowerBook 3400 so I need an
extra cable to connect it, & so I can site half way across the room and work
in comfort.

John
--MESSAGE FILE 18051 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001264html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18052 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001265html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Gareth" <gareth@yaroze.force9.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: 11 Mar 1999 21:51:54 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <01b9ee68$d730ac20$015e38d4@gareth>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com> <7c907f$hup3@scea> 
<36E80826.2E2608D4@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212.56.94.1
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1161
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1265 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3758

Yeah, I sold mine to a mate at work for the extra cash. I got a gret deal
on it, that guy was such a sucker!

I've got my Yaroze sat between my monitor and TV on my desk, no switching
cables or transporting units here and there. Nice.



Gareth!

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote in article
<36E80826.2E2608D4@vmlabs.com>...
> Yeah, i guess most everyone probably has a normal gray Playstation too.
> I sold mine to a friend once I got the Yaroze.  Oh well.
> 
> Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18052 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001265html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18053 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001266html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 1999 22:56:35 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <developer-1103992256360001@192.168.0.1>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com> <7c907f$hup3@scea> 
<36E80826.2E2608D4@vmlabs.com> <01b9ee68$d730ac20$015e38d4@gareth>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-150.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1266 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3759

> I've got my Yaroze sat between my monitor and TV on my desk, no switching
> cables or transporting units here and there. Nice.

Yaroze in Office Workstation arena: 

3 Macs  [ IIfx, Pbook 190/68K, 6100/60 soon to be 2... ]
2PC's   [WIN32/COMMAND.COM  & Netware 3.12 --> Gone since HD crash now Linux]
1 SGI   [Gone, since it was so old.. Irix 5.1]

Yaroze is connected to Stereo converter to computer speakers, video is
connected to Commodore 1702 Garbage Pick-up :)) sweet images, can do PAL
in B&W.

Use 3 channel serial switcher to goto MacOS to Yaroze, one lead goes to
PC's where I have a two channel between mouse and Yaroze because GDB wants
COM1.

Linux I am just playing with now. I use MkLinux on the 6100 but I have to
get the siocons util built, and I haven't had the time.

N64 with MemPak, upstairs gathering dust with Telly [21" Sony.] no time
but watch TV. So no playing Rogue Squad till May. 

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18053 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001266html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18054 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001267html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 1999 22:17:46 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <7cc3qo$cij19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>



References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-15.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1267 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3762

>How do you all have your Yaroze's set up

Mine *was* hooked up to a Hauppauge WinTV card, but if found the thing more
trouble than it was worth, IRQ-wise, and so I've removed it. The picture was
pretty poor, anyway. I now have a v. long (3m) AV connection to my bedroom
TV, which is actually behind me as I stare at my monitor. Oh well... Also, I
have to run NTSC signals thru a PAL converter (but that's still better than
the Hauppauge picture). I know most WinTV users are happy, but I think it
really had trouble with my system. Oh well.

I also have a grey PS (chipped) - a 1002 model on its last legs - which is
what I run games on...it's hooked up to my 14-inch Sony TV/Video in 1 thing
(along with my MD / SNES / N64 / SS). Hopefully my parents are going to
bring me back a multi-system 21-inch TV from Hong Kong! :) When I get a cool
enough game, I rig the PS up to the main 28 inch telly in the flat (which is
SOOOO much better). Silent Hill next, I feel!

Now, didn't you need to know that?

Nick "off to see Mr Frosty in improvised comedy show" F
--------------------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"You won't catch me on a spaceship!"

--MESSAGE FILE 18054 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001267html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18055 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001268html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 1999 16:44:07 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <36E9B4D7.A260382@znet.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36E6E9D7.186F84C1@vmlabs.com> <7c8g40$cij14@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-45.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1268 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3765

ROBERT C SHAND wrote:
> 
> Yeah, come on you SCEA members.  Two people really isn't a get together.
> The more the merrier.
> 
> Bob
> SCEE member and photographer



> 298rcs@tay.ac.uk
> 

I live in the Bay area, and I'll be there and can meet up.
I'll see if I can post digital camera pics on my site. 
I just have a Starter pass-- lunch not included, but then
the food wasn't so great last year anyway.
Miyamoto keynote not included either :-(

Kirk 
SCEA and Planetary Society member

---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18055 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001268html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18056 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001269html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alan Marshall" <admars@rocketmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 1999 18:00:18 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <7cdjip$cij24@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ppp-1-12-19.access.telinco.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1269 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3766

In my bedroom(I live at with my parents still :( ) I originally had 14" TV
with regular
Playstation, then to play import games on grey PSX I got 19" TV, but I never
got rid of the 14", then I got a PC, then I got a Yaroze, so I have:

14" TV
19" TV
VCR
Stereo
regular Playstation
Playstation  Yaroze
1 PC

+ a big mess of cables round my bedroom ;)

I got one of those scart cable boxes as well so that whichever PSX I'm using
and Video can plug into the TV and VCR.

Damn useful the other day when we had to do a presentation at Uni about our
projects, rather than piss about with computers an projectors, just recorded
my stuff onto video

Al

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com>...
>I just thought of something.  Since PS2 will be BC with the original



>I will no longer have to disconnect my Yaroze from my computer so I
>can play a game on the larger TV in my living room.  Yay!
>
>How do you all have your Yaroze's set up?  I have a smaller TV in the
>bedroom along with my computer - both connected to my Yaroze.  The
>larger TV is out in the main room of the apartment.  When I was playing
>Metal Gear I made a point of transporting the Yaroze out to the bigger
>TV (and better stereo system).  I might end up doing the same for
>Silent Hill, but it's just not worth the trouble for other games.
>
>Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 18056 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001269html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18057 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001270html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Gregory A. Cook" <gregcook@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 1999 20:24:42 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7ckbv4$m4g1@scea>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36E6E9D7.186F84C1@vmlabs.com> <7c8g40$cij14@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<36E9B4D7.A260382@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host-209-214-82-99.ath.bellsouth.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1270 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3776

Kirk Bender wrote in message <36E9B4D7.A260382@znet.com>...
>I live in the Bay area, and I'll be there and can meet up.
>I'll see if I can post digital camera pics on my site.....

It's late notice for sure but I will be there on a Starter Pass.

Greg Cook

--MESSAGE FILE 18057 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001270html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18058 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001271html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Gregory A. Cook" <gregcook@bellsouth.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 1999 20:27:59 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7ckbv6$m4g2@scea>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host-209-214-82-99.ath.bellsouth.net
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1271 



scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3777

It's late notice for sure but, I will be at GDC on a starter pass.

Greg Cook

ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote in message
<7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>Hi all,
>
>I posted a message a while back seeing if anyone except myself were
thinking
>of going to the GDC in San Jose CA this year.  I know that Will Atkin
>responded (Sorry I didn't speak to you about it Will, I've been v.busy).
>..........

--MESSAGE FILE 18058 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001271html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18059 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001272html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PS2 Backwards Compatibility
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 1999 20:43:59 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <developer-1603992044020001@192.168.0.1>
References: <36E802E8.C3A67A0C@vmlabs.com> 
<7cc3qo$cij19@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro2-201.barrie.connex.net
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1272 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3786

> Mine *was* hooked up to a Hauppauge WinTV card, but if found the thing more
> trouble than it was worth, IRQ-wise, and so I've removed it. The picture was
> pretty poor, anyway. I now have a v. long (3m) AV connection to my bedroom
> TV, which is actually behind me as I stare at my monitor. Oh well... Also, I
> have to run NTSC signals thru a PAL converter (but that's still better than
> the Hauppauge picture). I know most WinTV users are happy, but I think it
> really had trouble with my system. Oh well.

Nope, had similar troubles with an evaluation WinTV card. Hated it.
Never allowed my boss to get it when the Creative labs Video blaster was a
better option.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18059 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001272html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18060 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001273html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Question for Tech Support
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 1999 23:24:55 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7cvbh7$r2o3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212-230-119.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1273 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3810

I was wondering if the Yaroze-side siocons program is still running when I
run one of my programs?  I assume that it is since messeges are posted to
the siocons program.  My second question is: if the above is so, does that
still allow for binary reads and writes.  I know that siocons doesn't allow
you to use functions after the application is running, but if I was to write
my own file server, would I be able to take advantage of the binary reads
and writes?

I need to know so that I can either venture into this project or not.

Thanks,

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18060 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001273html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18061 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001274html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Question for Tech Support
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 1999 13:33:36 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <36f3a2a3.913884@205.149.189.29>
References: <7cvbh7$r2o3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1274 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3811

On Fri, 19 Mar 1999 23:24:55 -0600, "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
wrote:

>I was wondering if the Yaroze-side siocons program is still running when I
>run one of my programs?  I assume that it is since messeges are posted to
>the siocons program.  My second question is: if the above is so, does that
>still allow for binary reads and writes.  I know that siocons doesn't allow
>you to use functions after the application is running, but if I was to write
>my own file server, would I be able to take advantage of the binary reads
>and writes?

Nathan,

As you have already surmised, SIOCONS is still running when your
application (game) is running. It should be possible (it'd be a lot of
work) to do what you want since the Codewarrior dev kit allows similar
types of things to be done (I think.) Floating Worlds has written a
winsock application for the Net Yaroze that may come in handy if you
want to try this.

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 18061 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001274html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18062 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001275html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Kirk Bender <kbender@znet.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - Pictures
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 1999 16:04:01 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <36F43771.ED81C43F@znet.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: scts1-40.znet.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.06 [en] (Win98; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1275 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3812

Well, a good time was had by all (me anyway) at the GDC,
I couldn't get in to see Miyamoto with my starter pass,
so I saw the IMAX Everest film at the tech museum around
the corner-- wow. 
Lunch wasn't provided with my cheapo pass either, but this
turned out to be OK, as the GDC lunches every day
were cold mass produced plastic box things.  I instead walked
downtown and had a couple of incredibly good tacos at Mucho's.
Too bad no entries in the Independent game festival were
yaroze, but some interesting things, nevertheless.
I saw the Playstation 2-- wow.

I met Robert and Scott briefly but unfortunately our
schedules weren't compatible to spend more time together.
I took some snapshots of the show, they're on my page at

http://sj.znet.com/~kbender/gallery/gdc99/gdc99.htm

kirk
-- 
---------------------------------------------------------
Kirk Bender kbender@znet.com http://sj.znet.com/~kbender
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/kbender.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18062 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001275html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18063 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001276html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: PSX File Server
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 1999 19:39:29 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <7d1imf$r2o4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208-221-162.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

I am developing a file server for the Yaroze that will replace SIOCONS and I
have a few questions on exactely how people would like the system to work.
The concept is that you load your executable file and a file containing a
list of files to load.  You use this list file (with a pfs extension) to
load in a list of files for each level or whatever.  I was thinking of
setting it up to where you just malloc the memory you need, but I can see
that some people may have problems with this if they have existing dynamic



TMD code.  So here are a few questions:

1) Would you prefer that the memory is allocated with malloc or by using the
existing format (i.e. ship.tim 0x8009000)?

2) Another idea was to allow the loading of additional pfs files per level.
That way your origional pfs file can just be a list of pfs files for each
level.  Do you think this would be a good function?

3) The current plan is to have an output window with no command line.  Does
anyone feel the need to have a command line?  If so, why?

4) Is there anything else you would like from the program?

The program is going to be made for win95/98/NT with Microsoft Developer
Studio 4.0.  It is currently about 20% done with most of the dreaded com
port coding to come!  Anyway, you can respond directly to the thread, or you
can email me at KiRyu@aol.com.  I have worked out a very interesting com
method with the help of Kenny Millar (SCEE member).  Should work well, I
will update as much as possible.

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18063 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001276html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18064 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001277html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: GDC in San Jose - Pictures
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 1999 10:07:56 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 29
Message-ID: <36F686FC.F99B74A0@vmlabs.com>
References: <7ari6t$erp25@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <36F43771.ED81C43F@znet.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs42.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1277 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3814

Heh.  I was in that Microsoft line for much of the time Wednesday and
Thursday.  I should have done it Tuesday when there were more choices
for prizes (and a shorter line).

Ah well, it was good to at least meet you guys.  Maybe we'll have a 
larger turnout for E3?

Scott

> Well, a good time was had by all (me anyway) at the GDC,
> I couldn't get in to see Miyamoto with my starter pass,
> so I saw the IMAX Everest film at the tech museum around
> the corner-- wow.
> Lunch wasn't provided with my cheapo pass either, but this
> turned out to be OK, as the GDC lunches every day
> were cold mass produced plastic box things.  I instead walked
> downtown and had a couple of incredibly good tacos at Mucho's.



> Too bad no entries in the Independent game festival were
> yaroze, but some interesting things, nevertheless.
> I saw the Playstation 2-- wow.
> 
> I met Robert and Scott briefly but unfortunately our
> schedules weren't compatible to spend more time together.
> I took some snapshots of the show, they're on my page at
> 
> http://sj.znet.com/~kbender/gallery/gdc99/gdc99.htm
> 
> kirk
--MESSAGE FILE 18064 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001277html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18065 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001278html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 1999 19:32:39 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 212-173-213.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?

--MESSAGE FILE 18065 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001278html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18066 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001279html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 1999 18:03:59 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <36F9998F.AAF4B22A@vmlabs.com>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs50.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

Nope ;)

> Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?
--MESSAGE FILE 18066 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001279html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18067 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001280html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Thu, 25 Mar 1999 04:29:52 GMT
Organization: L4 Software



Lines: 8
Message-ID: <36f9bbb8.44325943@205.149.189.29>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452

I am.

On Wed, 24 Mar 1999 19:32:39 -0600, "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
wrote:

>Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18067 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001280html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18068 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001281html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Elliott Lee <tenchi@shell.jps.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 1999 22:21:20 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <36F9D5E0.B7F34F2C@shell.jps.net>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: svalliap-isdn3.cisco.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en

Occassionally.

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?

-- 
Mata ne,             ...                                  ...
- e!                ::'         tenchi@shell.jps.net       '::
  (Protocol)        ::  ACiD -/- ACS -/- pHluid -/- Yaroze  ::
  (Tenchikun)       ::.      http://www.jps.net/tenchi     .::
                     '''                                  '''
--MESSAGE FILE 18068 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001281html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18069 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001282html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Spiller" <sspiller@microsoft.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Thu, 25 Mar 1999 12:59:30 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7de7uq$2si12@scea>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tide79.microsoft.com
X-Priority: 3



X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211

Lurkers of the world, unite!

Nathan Miller <kiryu@aol.com> wrote in message news:7dc3pq$2si10@scea...
> Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?
>
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18069 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001282html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18070 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001283html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Thu, 25 Mar 1999 22:41:05 -0500
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <developer-2503992241060001@192.168.0.1>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea> <7de7uq$2si12@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-163.barrie.connex.net

> Lurkers of the world, unite!
> Nathan Miller <kiryu@aol.com> wrote in message news:7dc3pq$2si10@scea...
> > Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?

Time to drop the proverbial bomb...
Not that anyone will be there to notice.

I watch every 3-4 days.

I fried my notebook, trouble was, it didn't taste as good with Ketchup...
-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18070 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001283html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18071 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001284html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <rprince@dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Question for Tech Support
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 1999 01:09:32 -0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7dhb6e$lmc10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7cvbh7$r2o3@scea> <36f3a2a3.913884@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-en137-027.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1284 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3833

> As you have already surmised, SIOCONS is still running when your
> application (game) is running. It should be possible (it'd be a lot of
> work) to do what you want since the Codewarrior dev kit allows similar
> types of things to be done (I think.) Floating Worlds has written a



> winsock application for the Net Yaroze that may come in handy if you
> want to try this.
>
> Mario

Any link to Floating Worlds?

--MESSAGE FILE 18071 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001284html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18072 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001285html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Question for Tech Support
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 1999 02:39:22 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 28
Message-ID: <36fc436d.46832056@205.149.189.29>
References: <7cvbh7$r2o3@scea> <36f3a2a3.913884@205.149.189.29> 
<7dhb6e$lmc10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1285 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3834

On Sat, 27 Mar 1999 01:09:32 -0000, "Rikki Prince"
<rprince@dircon.co.uk> wrote:

>
>> As you have already surmised, SIOCONS is still running when your
>> application (game) is running. It should be possible (it'd be a lot of
>> work) to do what you want since the Codewarrior dev kit allows similar
>> types of things to be done (I think.) Floating Worlds has written a
>> winsock application for the Net Yaroze that may come in handy if you
>> want to try this.
>>
>> Mario
>
>Any link to Floating Worlds?

First, I've been informed by Sony that my answer above is wrong. The
correct answer is: SIOCONS gives control over to the executable
application, and therefore would not be able to accept any commands
until the application finishes.

Sorry for any confusion I may have caused.

And second, Floating World Creations can be found in the Yaroze Member
index under "F" or you can go to:

http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/jblack.html

Mario
--MESSAGE FILE 18072 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001285html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18073 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001286html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>



Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: E3?
Date: Mon, 29 Mar 1999 12:05:23 -0800
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs74.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3851 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1286

So is it too early to ask who's going to E3?

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18073 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001286html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18074 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001287html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: check this out
Date: Mon, 29 Mar 1999 16:18:18 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <36FFEE1A.AFDC82FC@datasys.net>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 594.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1287 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3852

BloodShed is coming along very well... I've put alot of work into it.
There's now some very preliminary AI routines implemented, so you can
now play the game without a friend. Anyway, I think it's worth checking
out. It's nowhere near finished, but you owe it to yourself to give it a
try. Yeah. That's it. :P

This is Version 0.03.0. It might take a while for the european mirrors
to be updated, so just make sure that the version you download is
version 0.03.0.

SCEA:
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodntsc.zip
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodpal.zip
SCEE:
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodntsc.zip
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/yaroze_scea/pages/ftp/rquattlebaum/blodpal.zip

Tell me what ye thinkith.

'darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18074 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001287html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18075 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001288html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 1999 11:14:39 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7dq80n$mtg6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3858 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1288

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>...
>So is it too early to ask who's going to E3?

If you can persuade the source of my wealth (i.e. my mother) to pay then
I'll be there.  Just say it is for educational use <g>

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

>
>Scott

--MESSAGE FILE 18075 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001288html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18076 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001289html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 1999 20:35:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7dr8te$mtg10@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-33.saqnet.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3863 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1289

Scott Cartier wrote in message <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>...
>So is it too early to ask who's going to E3?

If it wasn't for the niggly problem of finals, I'd certainly be there.
Lastminute.com -> flights to LA from under 200 quid :)

As for accomodation, I'm sure I could arrange some place to crash. The
Loonygames guys are pretty friendly.

Anyway, I'm dreaming. It's a shame - I'll be in the US for a month from
early June, so i'm just missing it. Grrr. At least I'll get to see Star Wars
early out of it...

Nick F
--------------------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com



www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"They will never get me onto one of
those dreadful starships!"

--MESSAGE FILE 18076 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001289html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18077 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001290html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 1999 17:11:47 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <37014C23.73B32AAD@datasys.net>
References: <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 342.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3865 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1290

Scott Cartier wrote:
> 
> So is it too early to ask who's going to E3?
> 

Sorry, I could go if it was going to be in Atlanta this year, but LA is
on the other side of the continent. There's no way I'd be able to afford
it - besides, I've missed enough school days as it is.

I'd really like to go though... Geez... It's gonna rock this year with
all the new hardware that has come out recently. 

Someone take pictures for me. :)

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18077 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001290html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18078 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001291html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: PLAYSTATION 2 RELEASED!!!!!!!
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 14:26:37 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7e0kjr$b4r2@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98CF30C5.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:124 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1291
scee.yaroze.event:109 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3872



www.next-generation.com HAS ANNOUNCED THAT SONY HAS DONE A SURPRISE RELEASE
OF THE PLAYSTATION 2 AND THAT IT SHOULD COME TO THE US IN THE FALL!!!!
THERE ARE 5 GAMES AVAILABLE FOR THE SYSTEM RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!

CHECK IT OUT FOR ALL OF THE GOOD INFO!!!!!!!!!!!

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18078 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001291html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18079 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001292html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: Re: PLAYSTATION 2 RELEASED!!!!!!!
Date: Thu, 01 Apr 1999 17:50:04 -0500
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <3703F81C.6D542642@datasys.net>
References: <7e0kjr$b4r2@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 336.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:125 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1292
scee.yaroze.event:111 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3875

Nathan Miller wrote:
> 
> www.next-generation.com HAS ANNOUNCED THAT SONY HAS DONE A SURPRISE RELEASE
> OF THE PLAYSTATION 2 AND THAT IT SHOULD COME TO THE US IN THE FALL!!!!
> THERE ARE 5 GAMES AVAILABLE FOR THE SYSTEM RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!
> 
> CHECK IT OUT FOR ALL OF THE GOOD INFO!!!!!!!!!!!

hehehehehe........ Check out the date man..... April 1st.......

IT'S AN APRIL FOOLS JOKE. hehe!

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18079 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001292html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18080 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001293html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Nathan Miller" <kiryu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: 
scea.yaroze.announce,scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.event,scee.yaroze.freetalk
.english
Subject: PLAYSTATION 2
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 1999 17:25:57 -0600
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7e0v43$b4r4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98ADA61A.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1



X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.announce:126 scea.yaroze.freetalk:1293
scee.yaroze.event:112 scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3876

Well, I guess I forgot what day it was!!!!!!!!!!  Hmmm..... back to
programming!!!!!!!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 18080 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001293html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18081 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001294html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Ed Federmeyer" <fedeedw@charlie.cns.iit.edu>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Fri, 2 Apr 1999 10:08:25 -0600
Organization: Ed Federmeyer
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7e2ptn$b4r5@scea>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: charlie.cns.iit.edu
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3

Nathan Miller wrote in message <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>...
>Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?

I am!
EdF

--MESSAGE FILE 18081 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001294html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18082 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001295html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!bell.demon.co.uk!peter
From: Peter Bell <peter@bell.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Uhhh... Hello?
Date: Sat, 3 Apr 1999 02:52:52 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <79T5bGA0RXB3Ew4K@bell.demon.co.uk>
References: <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: bell.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
X-Newsreader: Turnpike (32) Version 4.01  <MQhrEkN4b0zQm7AVupczZl7KUD>

In article <7dc3pq$2si10@scea>, Nathan Miller <kiryu@aol.com> writes
>Just checking if anyone is looking at these newsgroups?

I'm not.  I suspect that nobody ever does :-)

Pete
-- 
Peter Bell
SCSI is *not* magic.  There are *fundamental technical reasons* why you
have to sacrifice a young goat to your SCSI chain every now and then.
-- jfw@proteon.com (John Woods)
--MESSAGE FILE 18082 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001295html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 18083 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001296html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Patrick Macdonald <patrickm@cygnus.com>
Newsgroups: scee.yaroze.freetalk.english,scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: E3?
Date: Tue, 06 Apr 1999 14:46:52 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <370A569C.10E051DA@cygnus.com>
References: <36FFDD03.3351A1F0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: torture.to.cygnus.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (X11; U; Linux 2.0.31 i686)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3885 
scea.yaroze.freetalk:1296

Scott Cartier wrote:
> 
> So is it too early to ask who's going to E3?

I'll be there.  E3 was exciting last year and
should prove to be very interesting this year.

Patrick

-- 
Patrick Macdonald - patrickm@cygnus.com
--MESSAGE FILE 18083 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001296html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18084 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001297html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Thu, 08 Apr 1999 22:00:35 -0400
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-176.barrie.connex.net

Hi Everyone.

Now that Sony has announced that the PSX 2 is coming later on in 2000,
don't give up on the PSX 1 yet.

Especially us Yaroze folk..

Here is why:

One we have aready spend a considerable amount of money for a PSX that can
A: Play Any Foreign or Domestic game. B: can program using Programming
tools that one can maintain off the internet, and C: we have a Loyal group
of adherents who have done some, and don't do any {like me} continous
programming on a game console.

The Connectix VGS will probably not go away. Since it will emulate the
PSX1 and not the 2.

And it would be cool if Electronic Gaming Monthly would stop bashing
Emulators in General. Enough already, just say that running Emulator



systems with Illegally obtained {CD} OR {EP} ROM software is a bad thing
and get on with it.

The ONLY Legally usable emulator system is for the Vectrex.
Hasbro has set an Interesting Precedent with the staff of Smith
Engineering and the GPL agreement they have released an Now Out of
Production suite of software and Hardware for the enjoyment of Gaming
enthusiasts who have the capability of putting together the nessesary data
to be able to enjoy the Vectrex system.

Back to the PSX2 and PSX1, the PSX2 will be fully back-ward compatible
with PSX1 gaming technology. This is a good thing. We can enjoy our legacy
games and Sony has provided a mechanism to do this.

As Yarozers we can leverage this aspect by keeping in the development loop
for the Net Yaroze. Sony has been winding down the PSX_NY project since
Bill R. and Greg L. had left. They feel that the Yaroze program was a bitt
too much too late.

I disagree.

I was pleased that Sony bit the bullet and advertised for me to Join In.
I did, and have not looked back. The Yarose and the regular PSX are great
learning tools for Gaming enthusiasts.

I would like to ask, if possible, for a census of users who feel that we
can still have a viable group effort to expand the Yaroze program to allow
Yarozers access to more formidable tools the the existing ones at our
disposal.

Reply to this posting, but do not quote it, and give us your feelings on
the matter.

-sean
--MESSAGE FILE 18084 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001297html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18085 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001298html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Mon, 19 Apr 1999 21:10:26 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 208.206.129.1
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Ouch! No quotes? I'll have to struggle. :)

The fact that the PSX2 will be backwards compatible ensures that the
regular PSX platform will remain quite popular and in demand for years
to come. This is great news, as it means that we aren't totally
outdated.

I have learned so much from my Net Yaroze kit. It has no doubt changed
my life. It has given me the skills to become competitive. I have no
doubt that if it were not for the Net Yaroze system, then I would have



probably not decided to go into the gaming industry. And look what I've
accomplished! I'm hooked. I love this stuff. I can't imagine doing
anything else. And isn't that what the Net Yaroze program was for in the
first place? To find and nurture new talent? If this is so then it has
been a huge success. Dozens of people have gotten great jobs because
they had a PSX portfolio under their right arm, and a black playstation
under their left.

This is the true goal of the Net Yaroze program. It is the ultimate
talent search. A way for people to express themselves and their ideas
without worrying about deadlines and marketing statistics.

I don't think we can look forward to expanded set of development
libraries. Honestly, I'm doing great with just these. I've just
programed a really great 3D sound system that supports stereo sound, and
even doppler shifting! It sounds GREAT, and it really sounds 3D!

Which brings me to my point. The lack of depth for the system forces
people to find creative ways to work around it's limitations. Once you
have mastered this, then you can take the PSX hardware to it's fullest
potential when you get hired by a professional company and work on a
true-blue pro PSX dev kit.

Well, enough rambling. Any comments?

'darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18085 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001298html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18086 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001299html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Thu, 22 Apr 1999 15:50:30 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 194.151.88.141
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

> Ouch! No quotes? I'll have to struggle. :)
>.........
> Well, enough rambling. Any comments?
> 
> 'darco

Better quality does not always mean better system! Look at GameBoy vs
GameGear, PC vs Mac, PSX vs N64, BetaMax vs VHS, etc...
The better quality of a system can course the next problem; 
-More options to use => more options to learn => longer development time
-Higher graphical quality => more detailed graphics => more time

(I must say that low res graphics are time consuming as well)

What happens; Players demand the best quality that can be gotten from a
system and games will become that expensive that only large companies
can affort to develop games. A lot of original idea's will never see
daylight since they won't get a chance.



They will get a chance on the Net Yaroze, but probably a big company
will steal the cool concepts..

But this is all again some views from the glass boll... We'll just have
to see..

Cheers,

DEnnis.. 
--MESSAGE FILE 18086 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001299html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18087 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001300html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Fri, 23 Apr 1999 07:52:18 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <37205EF2.99441328@datasys.net>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net> <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 280.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

DEnnis Brinkhuis wrote:
> Better quality does not always mean better system!

True, But.......

> Look at GameBoy vs GameGear,

Battery life of the gamegear sucked. Plus it couldn't fit in your pocket
unless you wore JNCOs.....

> PC vs Mac

Commercialization of the PC lead to its success. 

> PSX vs N64

I can sum this up with one word: CD-ROM.

> BetaMax vs VHS, etc...

Allright you got me. BetaMax was better than VHS. I don't know why the
heck VHS became the standard.

> The better quality of a system can course the next problem;
> -More options to use => more options to learn => longer development time
> -Higher graphical quality => more detailed graphics => more time
> 
> (I must say that low res graphics are time consuming as well)

True. But that's why you have rendering stations that can punch out all
of those graphics in just a few minutes after a few weeks of modeling.
:)

> 



> What happens; Players demand the best quality that can be gotten from a
> system and games will become that expensive that only large companies
> can affort to develop games. A lot of original idea's will never see
> daylight since they won't get a chance.
> They will get a chance on the Net Yaroze, but probably a big company
> will steal the cool concepts..

That's honestly what I'm afraid of for my game, Blaze of Glory. :( I
don't mean to sound full of myself, but this game will rock when it's
finished. It might not look like anything special now, but the plans
that I have for it will make it like no other game on the PSX to date.
That I know of anyway. (Curious? Think Pokemon meets Mechwarrior. Even
more puzzled? Well, then you'll just have to wait and see. :)

'darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18087 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001300html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18088 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001301html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 1999 00:22:43 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <1dqpzph.1acxzoz2ojx06N@a1-88-121.a1.nl>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net> <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<37205EF2.99441328@datasys.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-121.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

Darco <rquat@datasys.net> wrote:

> > BetaMax vs VHS, etc...
> 
> Allright you got me. BetaMax was better than VHS. I don't know why the
> heck VHS became the standard.

In Holland was another system very populair as well, that was V2000 from
Philips. This even blew Betamax away. Some friends of mine still use
this system and the tapes are still of good quality. The problem with
V2000 was that Philips was the only developer of the system and did not
want to licence any other company. AND.... Philips did not alow
commercial porn on their tapes. In videoshops you could only get
"decent" movies on V2000. That realy got V2000 down. So Philips knew
that they would have to set a new "format" free on the market the next
time, and they did. The actual CD was invented and first developed by
Philips.

 
Anyhow.. I still didn't give you the answer... I don't know Why VHS
won..

Cheers,

DEnnis..
--MESSAGE FILE 18088 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001301html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18089 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001302html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news



From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 1999 12:20:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <3721A8E6.F870DF8C@hotmail.com>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net> <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<37205EF2.99441328@datasys.net> <1dqpzph.1acxzoz2ojx06N@a1-88-121.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nat04.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)

>
>
> Anyhow.. I still didn't give you the answer... I don't know Why VHS
> won..
>
> Cheers,
>
> DEnnis..

I heard a story that it was good 'ol American Football that carried the day
for VHS.  Turned out that VHS has a setting for Extended Play on the tapes
which lengthened the recording time of a two hour tape to 6 hours.  Now we
all know that football games go over two hours and how important they are to
every red-blooded american (usually the same market who is buying the VHS in
the firstplace).  Joe Public wanted to be able to plop a tape in, set
record, and hit the road to do whatever and not have to worry about makin it
back on time switch tapes.  He was able to get the whole game on one tape
and still have room left over for cousin Betsy's wedding.  Beta, as far as I
know, offers no such option.. hence VHS ruled the day,

Put that in your pipe and smoke it,

Will
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--MESSAGE FILE 18090 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001303html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: matth@bellatlantic.net (Matthew Hulett)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Sat, 24 Apr 1999 14:36:34 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 98
Message-ID: <3721d14e.46257594@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1>
NNTP-Posting-Host: client-119-19.bellatlantic.net
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235

On Thu, 08 Apr 1999 22:00:35 -0400, developer@woodentulip.com (Sean
Kennedy) wrote:

>Hi Everyone.

   Hi Sean, I have not stopped by in a bit. Have you read the actual
performance stats on the Emotion Engine for PSX II? Wow... 100 times
more powerful than PSX 1. Impressive. Nintendo sure did piss someone



off at Sony real bad back in 1994.

>Now that Sony has announced that the PSX 2 is coming later on in 2000,
>don't give up on the PSX 1 yet.
>
>Especially us Yaroze folk..

   I have always tried to make the point that Digipen students work on
16-bit Super Nintendo systems. We are learning great skills, on a
system capable of producing great games. What more could people want?
   I suspect, the swift intelligent folk at Sony will create a
development environment for PSX II that is as similar to PSX I as
possible, to enable the easiest transference  of skills, and the
quickest production of quality titles. A lesson Sega STILL has not
learned. Slap 'em silly Sony.

>Back to the PSX2 and PSX1, the PSX2 will be fully back-ward compatible
>with PSX1 gaming technology. This is a good thing. We can enjoy our legacy
>games and Sony has provided a mechanism to do this.

   Thank you Sony, I was hoping they would do this. Be damned, the
concern that developers will develop to the lowest common denominator.

>As Yarozers we can leverage this aspect by keeping in the development loop
>for the Net Yaroze. Sony has been winding down the PSX_NY project since
>Bill R. and Greg L. had left. They feel that the Yaroze program was a bitt
>too much too late.

   This is the paragraph that peeked my attention. Bill and Greg left
the program practically when it started. Essentially, you could start
ordering your yaroze in 5/97. They left Sony in August of '97. It
would be accurate to state they were gone after five months, and not
much was happening, besides lots of chatter, in that time.
   I would like to inquire as to your sourcing for your last comment
concerning the "too much, too late" statement. I find that
interesting, and I wonder from where it came. It appears to have a
misty meaning behind it... I mean, would things have been utopian if
the program had started a year earlier? Would we have somehow
benefitted more? Or, did Sony bite off more than they were willing to
chew? Hence, the rather hands-off atmosphere that they appear to take
towards the program.

>I disagree.

   So do I. I can envision a number of things that would increase
productivity, but I have stated all that stuff before. Now, I do what
I please, and don't pay much attention to what goes on with the
"community".

>I was pleased that Sony bit the bullet and advertised for me to Join In.
>I did, and have not looked back. The Yarose and the regular PSX are great
>learning tools for Gaming enthusiasts.

   Bite the bullet? I am not trying to be disagreeable, but Sony made
money here. And, cornered a lot of young people into their development
environment. I don't see the sacrifice on the part of Sony. This
program does not ask a great deal of Sony, it is very low maintenance.
Which is why I will be very angry if they cancel our web support after
Jan. 2000. 
   Are you listening Sony? If you do decide to cancel our web
activities, at the very least, take all the good information and files
available on the website, and charge us a fair fee for a CD Rom.
I have been considering buying a CD-RW just for this purpose.



It would be far better if you charged us a nominal fee to continue
participation, said fee based on interest, and your minimal
activities.
   If we had that info on CD, we could easily set up a usenet
discussion group. We could even replicate the entire newsgroup
structure, if we chose.

>I would like to ask, if possible, for a census of users who feel that we
>can still have a viable group effort to expand the Yaroze program to allow
>Yarozers access to more formidable tools the the existing ones at our
>disposal.

   If it hasn't happened by now, I don't think it will. Who knows what
goes on behind the scenes, and why? No one tells us very much.
We aren't in the loop. Sure would be interesting if we were.
   We did alright for $750, I do not think tool updates are coming. 

>Reply to this posting, but do not quote it, and give us your feelings on
>the matter.

   Oh, did I quote you? Oops. :-)
  
>-sean

-Matt, who is wondering why NG is so quiet and mute about FFVIII...
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--MESSAGE FILE 18091 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001304html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!macsuppor
From: macsuppor@a1.nl (DEnnis Brinkhuis)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Mon, 26 Apr 1999 13:02:04 +0200
Organization: Debri Productions
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <1dqs0ea.ybzrm04xjrxwN@a1-88-112.a1.nl>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net> <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<37205EF2.99441328@datasys.net> <1dqpzph.1acxzoz2ojx06N@a1-88-121.a1.nl> 
<3721A8E6.F870DF8C@hotmail.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: a1-88-112.a1.nl
X-Newsreader: MacSOUP 2.3

I like these kind of tales. A soccergame (populair in Holland) takes 2
times 45 minutes so Betamax would be no problem.

Cheers,

DEnnis..
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--MESSAGE FILE 18092 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001305html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Dennis Payne <dulsi@identicalsoftware.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Import suggestions
Date: Mon, 26 Apr 1999 22:56:21 -0400
Organization: Identical Software
Lines: 7
Message-ID: <37252755.649C1779@identicalsoftware.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 207.60.36.51



Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (X11; I; Linux 2.0.35 i486)

I was wondering if anyone had any suggestions of good Japan action games
that aren't coming out in the USA.  I'm interested in trying out the
ability to play imports but don't know what to get.  I can't read
Japanese so RPG are out.

Dennis Payne
dulsi@identicalsoftware.com
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--MESSAGE FILE 18093 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001306html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!NewsWatcher!user
From: developer@woodentulip.com (Sean Kennedy)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: Yaroze Tickler.
Date: Tue, 27 Apr 1999 00:58:44 -0400
Organization: Wooden Tulip Ltd.
Lines: 92
Message-ID: <developer-2704990058440001@192.168.0.1>
References: <developer-0804992201060001@192.168.0.1> 
<371BD402.CA4F736E@datasys.net> <1dqmwnl.1n8bitfcqhzxyN@[194.151.88.141]> 
<37205EF2.99441328@datasys.net> <1dqpzph.1acxzoz2ojx06N@a1-88-121.a1.nl> 
<3721A8E6.F870DF8C@hotmail.com> <1dqs0ea.ybzrm04xjrxwN@a1-88-112.a1.nl>
NNTP-Posting-Host: pro1-170.barrie.connex.net

> I like these kind of tales. A soccergame (populair in Holland) takes 2
> times 45 minutes so Betamax would be no problem.
> Cheers, DEnnis..
VHS/Beta:
Yep, that sums it up pretty much.

VHS was VERY popular in the USA bacuse of 2 things: Football and TV movies.

6 hours got 2 NBC/CBS/ABC/FOX movies in a neat package.

BetaMAX did live video to kill, and VHS could not.

Europeans liked Beta due to High PAL quality. VHS never really got the 50
Hz right without jitter.

VHS kicked Beta Butt due to the ease of repair. 20 minutes ranther than
2_1/2 hours.

Pc Vs Mac:
An interesting article for Macs VS PC's  {Sean runs to find nearest raincoat...}
it was from a PC Performance gamer looking at the PC Vs Mac thing, and how
surprised he was at the Mac people for not "Rubbing" it in the face of PC
people when Apple made its comeback.

Considering he never REALLY understood why it was in the first place that
Mac People got so excited about in the first place.

Then he heard that ID Software was puting its Quake 3 on-line system to
support its MacOS gaming platform technology rather than PC's.

I think it was a Personal thing to like a Charismatic Zealot {Steve Jobs}
rather than an Untrustworthy snake/oil *!* aHEM!@ ah err... Computer Nerd
Salesman {A man who will remain namelessly BILL GATES} .



Besides Who other than Volkswagen, can re-introduce a closed system and
sell more than PC's

I guess it is a question of Who do you Trust...

Finally the Mysticism about Yaroze.
Yes SCEA found out that the Yaroze pilot gave them a lead-in with
Development branding.
Trouble is: they did not expect the "zealotry" as was found here and in the UK.
We were like the "Better-ones" or Mac people when it came to PSX stuff.
We quickly found the limits of the platform in terms of Raw power and the tools.
When we asked for more, and the 4 key personell that got it off the ground
left what could Sony do.?

Very Little.

Sony didn't want to throw out the baby with the bathwater. So they kept a
cool approach to the NY dev enviroment, and allowed us to do our own
thing.
In retrospect, this was better then getting our hopes up and then Dashing
them at the end..  Now we still have hope in the works. [ PSX1 compatible
with PSX2 ]

I am a bit more "Rah Rah" kind of developer. Apple gives us something to
aspire to, an so does Microsoft {Oddly Enough When it is Software} and a
few other platform developers. 3Com and PalmPilot anyone?

This was a Big Beef for me Until I heard about the SCEA and SONY Consumer
re-org of the WHOLE Company.  That was really the main reason why the
Yaroze was left to wither a bit in the wind for so long. I really have to
eat some Crow and say that J. Patton does the best he can. {Although I
would still like to see an occasional bit of text to keep us "Stirred" }
As of late I haven't done much of anything with any of my Dev systems. I
just lost the capacity to do it when I am teaching. {Different focus of
education} It will come back to me around the mid-part-of-may as usual...

P.S. At Humber College there is a Workshop offered by the Humber School
for Writers. It is an educational course in "Writing for Animation"

It is put on by the Best 2 Schools in the province in their respective areas:

Sheridan College for the Animation Education.
Humber College for the Writers School.

http://www.humberc.on.ca/~writers/animation/index.html

Check it out.

Meanwhile I am saving money to speak at a Presentation in Reston, Virginia.
So I will not be attending E3 in L.A. this year.  :(((

-ttfn
-sean
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--MESSAGE FILE 18094 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001307html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: IGN PSX
Date: Tue, 27 Apr 1999 13:52:39 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 30
Message-ID: <37262397.E2C6ED7E@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs38.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

In today's Q&A, a Yaroze member TreyTable asked if there'll be a Net
Yaroze 2.  Here's the text:

   Q:
   Springs? Mod Chips? Who cares. Those are for lamers
   anyway. I play imports like a man, on a Net Yaroze. So
   my question is, do you think there's a snowball's chance in
   hell that there will be a Net Yaroze 2 to go along with the
   PlayStation 2? 

   TreyTable 

   A:
   It's unlikely, since the Net Yaroze project was kind
   of a disappointment for Sony. They quietly let it die.
   They'll probably look into it again for the next
   PlayStation, but judging by the reception of the
   original Net Yaroze in the US, they'll probably turn it
   down. That's just a guess, though. 

For one thing, TT, think you can tone down the elitism next time?

Anyway, it seems they think the Yaroze community is dead.  Guess 
they've never heard of the cover disks for UK mags.  Maybe if we had
an equivalent venue in the U.S. to show our games they'd think
otherwise.  <deep breath>  Must...not...start...rant...

Scott
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--MESSAGE FILE 18095 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001308html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: IGN PSX
Date: Tue, 27 Apr 1999 18:19:53 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <37263809.D4F9264B@datasys.net>
References: <37262397.E2C6ED7E@vmlabs.com>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 293.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)

Scott Cartier wrote:



> 
> For one thing, TT, think you can tone down the elitism next time?
> 
> Anyway, it seems they think the Yaroze community is dead.  Guess
> they've never heard of the cover disks for UK mags.  Maybe if we had
> an equivalent venue in the U.S. to show our games they'd think
> otherwise.  <deep breath>  Must...not...start...rant...
> 

I'll give them something to talk about. In a few months. Just wait.

'Darco
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--MESSAGE FILE 18096 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001309html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: FGN Online
Date: Thu, 29 Apr 1999 09:39:12 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <37288B30.9DF8420B@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs51.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

From FGN Online this morning.  Note the last sentence:

   New PSX2 Info?

   PlayStation: According to the Gaming Intelligence
   Agency, Phil Harrison, vice president of third-party
   relations and research and development for SCEA,
   recently visited Stanford University to demo the next
   generation PlayStation for a group of electrical
   engineering students. Harrison informed that the
   machine already had "two of three components
   necessary for DVD playback. A DVD drive and an
   MPEG-2 decoder." The third component was a
   "software interface," which Sony is working on but
   has not announced and will not be announced for a
   while. He then confirmed PlayStation 2 will support
   an "enhanced memory card, as well as additional
   media options." Harrison also said that Sony was
   "strongly considering" extending the Yaroze program
   to its new machine. 

While recently I have been doubting FGN Online's journalistic integrity,
this still gives us hope.

Scott
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--MESSAGE FILE 18097 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001310html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: FGN Online



Date: Thu, 29 Apr 1999 20:35:39 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 42
Message-ID: <7gatul$2mq2@scea>
References: <37288B30.9DF8420B@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port98.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300

I was pretty excited about this announcement as well....
This is not made up....   It is also on Standford's website..

http://www.stanford.edu/class/ee380/lect05.html

Seems legit...

I will start a new thread to show support for the Net Yaroze 2 project.
Please add your comments to the thread and hopefully we can help make Sony's
decision.

Steve Tolin

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote in message
news:37288B30.9DF8420B@vmlabs.com...
> From FGN Online this morning.  Note the last sentence:
>
>    New PSX2 Info?
>
>    PlayStation: According to the Gaming Intelligence
>    Agency, Phil Harrison, vice president of third-party
>    relations and research and development for SCEA,
>    recently visited Stanford University to demo the next
>    generation PlayStation for a group of electrical
>    engineering students. Harrison informed that the
>    machine already had "two of three components
>    necessary for DVD playback. A DVD drive and an
>    MPEG-2 decoder." The third component was a
>    "software interface," which Sony is working on but
>    has not announced and will not be announced for a
>    while. He then confirmed PlayStation 2 will support
>    an "enhanced memory card, as well as additional
>    media options." Harrison also said that Sony was
>    "strongly considering" extending the Yaroze program
>    to its new machine.
>
> While recently I have been doubting FGN Online's journalistic integrity,
> this still gives us hope.
>
> Scott
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--MESSAGE FILE 18098 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001311html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Thu, 29 Apr 1999 20:44:56 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20



Message-ID: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port98.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1311 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3934

As most of you are probably aware there are some rumors and some
confirmations about Net Yaroze 2.

The latest comes from http://www.gaming-intelligence.com/news/n990428f.html
with news from Phil Harrision about the possibilities of a Net Yaroze 2 at a
development press conference at Stanford University.

I'm hoping that the support of current Net Yaroze members will influence
Sony's decision to proceed with a follow up program.

If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
about it please add your name and comments to this thread.

Steve Tolin    SCEA Member
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--MESSAGE FILE 18099 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001312html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Johan MacLeod" <j-mac@lineone.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 03:32:18 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7gb4po$ftl5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: host5-99-60-227.btinternet.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1312 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3935

>>If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
>>about it please add your name and comments to this thread.

    Yup, I'm definitely interested in yaroze 2. I would get one if Sony
decide to release it. All that lovely new hardware, yummy!

                                Mac
                    j-mac@lineone.net
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--MESSAGE FILE 18100 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001313html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tom <tm7130@bristol.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 09:28:47 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <372969BF.52A@bristol.ac.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: n73.fen.bris.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.01 (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1313 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3936

Steve Tolin wrote:
> 
> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.

Well I certainly wouldn't say no, the EE looks pretty cool and with all
that processing power, I could write as badly coded routines as like ;-)

Cheers,

Tom

I hope existing members would get a discount!
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--MESSAGE FILE 18101 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001314html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 09:57:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <7gbr2m$ftl6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1314 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3937

"Harrison said that, given the machine's popularity, Sony was looking to
eventually support non-gaming industries and academia with hardware and
APIs"

I think this has to be the most intresting bit in the article.  Great for us
at Uni <g>

Bob
Robert Shand
Class Rep - First Year BSc Computer Games Technology
University of Abertay-Dundee
298rcs@tay.ac.uk
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--MESSAGE FILE 18102 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001315html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Javier Ventoso <javier0003@mundivia.es>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 15:02:05 +0200
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <3729A9CD.6A7433C8@mundivia.es>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: info1955520412.mundivia.es
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1315 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3939

Yaroze 2... umm... YES!, I want one!

And it would be great if Sony give us hardware docs to code
low-level functions in assembler. But maybe ( with that
"megafastersuperhardware" ) wouldn't be necessary, would be?

Xavi.

--MESSAGE FILE 18102 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001315html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18103 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001316html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <Mark.Green@reading.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 14:06:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3729AADA.491DE75@reading.ac.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <3729A9CD.6A7433C8@mundivia.es>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ssfmse3.rdg.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1316 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3940

Javier Ventoso wrote:
> 
> Yaroze 2... umm... YES!, I want one! 
> And it would be great if Sony give us hardware docs to code
> low-level functions in assembler. But maybe ( with that
> "megafastersuperhardware" ) wouldn't be necessary, would be?

  I'd definately want to get a Yaroze 2.  Although a lot of good points
have been made here regarding the fact that existing projects haven't



exploited the existing Yaroze to its fullest, the Yaroze has been
effective at enabling people who had not previously attempted anything
like that to gain experience of console development. (I don't know if
this is common, but whenever I program Yaroze stuff, I'm hardly ever
thinking of actually attempting to write a game, but just "I wonder if I
can do <suchandsuch-an-effect-or-whatever>"...)
  When the PSX2 supersedes the PSX, a similar way of gaining experience
at PSX2 coding will be extremely valuable - PSX1 experience will be of
limited applicability.
  One other - slightly OT - note.  When the PocketStation comes out in
this country, will Yarozers ever get the libraries for it?
--MESSAGE FILE 18103 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001316html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18104 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001317html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 14:00:56 +0000
Organization: Data Uncertain
Lines: 16
Message-ID: <3729B798.1EFE9DE8@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <3729A9CD.6A7433C8@mundivia.es>
NNTP-Posting-Host: d3-s4-160-telehouse.mistral.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.2.0 i586)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1317 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3941

Javier Ventoso wrote:
> 
> Yaroze 2... umm... YES!, I want one!
> 
> And it would be great if Sony give us hardware docs to code
> low-level functions in assembler. But maybe ( with that
> "megafastersuperhardware" ) wouldn't be necessary, would be?

They didn't even do that for the pro's on the original PSX,
they're even less likely to do it for PSX2 - esp. given the
situation with emulators (and the existence of a PSX2 emulator
already).

> Xavi.

Craig.
--MESSAGE FILE 18104 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001317html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18105 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001318html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: David T Johnston <johnstdt@dcs.gla.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sat, 01 May 1999 10:46:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <372ACD59.2C43@dcs.gla.ac.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: carlisle.dcs.gla.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0



Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 3.0 (X11; I; SunOS 5.5.1 sun4m)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1318 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3942

I would definately be getting a Yaroze 2 if they released one.  Put my
name down!

David Johnston
--MESSAGE FILE 18105 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001318html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18106 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001319html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "pete.black" <pete.black@eidosnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 02 May 1999 11:32:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 23
Message-ID: <372C29C6.4BA9941C@eidosnet.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: tnt-3-200.easynet.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1319 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3946

Net Yaroze II
    Ummmm yes please!
    All that power!
    And if there are going to be limited numbers can existing members have
preference?

Steve Tolin wrote:

> As most of you are probably aware there are some rumors and some
> confirmations about Net Yaroze 2.
>
> The latest comes from http://www.gaming-intelligence.com/news/n990428f.html
> with news from Phil Harrision about the possibilities of a Net Yaroze 2 at a
> development press conference at Stanford University.
>
> I'm hoping that the support of current Net Yaroze members will influence
> Sony's decision to proceed with a follow up program.
>
> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.
>
> Steve Tolin    SCEA Member

--MESSAGE FILE 18106 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001319html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18107 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001320html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 2 May 1999 13:16:08 +0100



Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7ghfju$piv5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1320 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3947

I think it's fairly obvious we all want a Net Yaroze 2

I certainly do, especially if we can hook it up to the PC/Mac using USB or
FireWire.

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 18107 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001320html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18108 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001321html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: mperdue@l4software.com (Mario Perdue)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 02 May 1999 15:15:12 GMT
Organization: L4 Software
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <372c6bdc.2567305@205.149.189.29>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: firewall-ext.hrtc.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.452
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1321 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3948

I may just be stating the obvious here, but I want one.

Mario

--MESSAGE FILE 18108 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001321html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18109 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001322html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Warren Khan" <warren@nelson.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 2 May 1999 18:45:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7gi2o8$he31@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nelson.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1322 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3949



Me too, will there be a discount for existing owners?

--

Warren Khan
  warren@nelson.demon.co.uk
  www.nelson.demon.co.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 18109 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001322html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18110 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001323html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Miles Buzzing" <miles@guildfrd.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 2 May 1999 18:01:04 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <01be94c5$da00b460$0a3ddec2@sonia>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guildfrd.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1323 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3950

> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to
know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.
 
Yes please.
--MESSAGE FILE 18110 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001323html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18111 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001324html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Darco <rquat@datasys.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 02 May 1999 13:54:50 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <372C916A.77AF8E5B@datasys.net>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
Reply-To: darco@bigfoot.com
NNTP-Posting-Host: 292.dialup.datasys.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1324 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3951

Steve Tolin wrote:
> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.

Count me in. The net yaroze kit was the best investment I've ever made -
It has given me the experience to be compeditive in this industry. If I
ever end up making it big, I owe my sucess to the Net Yaroze program. 



Sony definately has a loyal follower here.

'Darco
--MESSAGE FILE 18111 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001324html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18112 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001325html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: will atkin <william_atkin@hotmail.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 02 May 1999 19:43:49 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <372C9CE5.DAC75DD3@hotmail.com>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: nat60.bournemouth.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.07 [en] (WinNT; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1325 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3952

add me to thte list as well...

Will

--MESSAGE FILE 18112 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001325html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18113 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001326html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <KiRyu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Finally here, my site is up with some info on what I have been doing
Date: Sun, 2 May 1999 15:10:46 -0500
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 13
Message-ID: <7gibh1$he32@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98AAB0E0.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1326 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3953

It has taken me forever to put this site together, mostly because I haven't
had the time to do it.  Some pictures of my projects are comming soon, but
don't let that discourage you, there is good info on what is happening
around here!

Click-> www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nmiller.html and find out what it
is that I am SO busy on.

Nathan Miller

Linux is the best OS!!!!

--MESSAGE FILE 18113 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001326html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18114 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001327html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Kezza <swiseltd@" <"remove no spam>aol.com">
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 03 May 1999 01:08:13 +0100
Organization: StreetWise Consulting Limited.
Lines: 22
Message-ID: <7gipem$he33@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
Reply-To: "swiseltd@ aol.com" <"remove no spam">
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98AC7437.ipt.aol.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.51 [en] (Win98; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1327 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3954

Count me in too!

-Kenny Millar
swiseltd@aol.remove_for_spam.com

Steve Tolin wrote:

> As most of you are probably aware there are some rumors and some
> confirmations about Net Yaroze 2.
>
> The latest comes from http://www.gaming-intelligence.com/news/n990428f.html
> with news from Phil Harrision about the possibilities of a Net Yaroze 2 at a
> development press conference at Stanford University.
>
> I'm hoping that the support of current Net Yaroze members will influence
> Sony's decision to proceed with a follow up program.
>
> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.
>
> Steve Tolin    SCEA Member

--MESSAGE FILE 18114 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001327html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18115 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001328html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <KiRyu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 2 May 1999 19:56:57 -0500
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <7gis9f$he34@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98A756DC.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1328 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3955

Like I need to say it... I want one too!!  If it could come out less than a
year after the PS2 comes out, it would be even better!!! :-)

Nathan



--MESSAGE FILE 18115 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001328html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18116 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001329html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Alex Herbert" <aherbert@ndirect.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 3 May 1999 11:50:17 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7gjv53$he36@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-usr00-61.ndirect.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1329 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3956

Oh go on then...  You've twisted my arm.  ;)

--MESSAGE FILE 18116 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001329html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18117 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001330html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rikki Prince" <netyaroze@rprince.dircon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 3 May 1999 12:55:15 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <7gk2v9$he37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: th-gt142-140.pool.dircon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1330 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3958

> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.
>

It seems a large majority of people (including me) are yearning for a NY2,
but is it worth petitioning for one before, firstly, the actual PSX2 has
been released, and more importantly, before Sony have decided otherwise....

Rikki

--MESSAGE FILE 18117 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001330html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18118 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001331html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 3 May 1999 15:21:32 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7gkb6k$he38@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gk2v9$he37@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1331 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3959

>It seems a large majority of people (including me) are yearning for a NY2,
>but is it worth petitioning for one before, firstly, the actual PSX2 has
>been released, and more importantly, before Sony have decided otherwise....

Nothing ventured, nothing gained ;-)

Oh and BTW I'll take one

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 18118 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001331html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18119 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001332html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: DFSUSER <lamont.washington@db.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 03 May 1999 14:02:29 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 44
Message-ID: <372DE4B5.B49B235C@db.com>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gk2v9$he37@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7gkb6k$he38@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak1.dfsc.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1332 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3961

I agree. I think the best way to convince Sony to extend the NY program to the
new hardware is to exploit the YAROZE even further. I bet half of the people on
this pettition list don't even have a demo to show on the old yaroze including
myself.
Once I saw how great 3dfx was on the pc I decided to program for pc.
But after letting my yaroze collect dust for a whole year I decided that it is
the perfect machine to create games for. you get to concentrate on creating
gameplay and dont have to worry about creating videos and 3d engines. you just
design your game logic and your i/o is there in respect to the input, your audio
system and 3d system is there. you can do some amazing things. Right now I am
remaking a classic sega game on this machine in 3D and the development process
has been very exciting. I believe if sony sees that more and more people are
actively creating content on the yaroze (not to be confused with just talking in
the newsgroups)



they would be more inclined to enable us to work with a NY2. I say exploit the
yaroze now, and then  get the new hardware and port your stuff.
Some people just want the ny2 to learn the new architecture. Some people just
want to create content on the latest dev platform. I hope everyone realizes that
your basic game engine stays the same.  If you dont have anything to show on the
yaroze, what makes you think that you'll have something to show on the yaroze2?
I fell into this trap on the pc swithing between voodoo1,voodoo2,voodoo3,DIRECTX
OPENGL, GLIDE, and the bottom line is
create your game engine, your environment your "world" from an game and logic
sense and your graphics / audio / video can be built around that. Im willing to
be if someone created a NY game with extensive game logic that was challanging
and fun and had crappy graphics/sound that Sony or a 3rd part
developer/publisher would sign that talent and allow that talent to work on the
psx2 or whatever new platform emerges..... Sorry for the long post...
I hope sony does not ask for the ny1 back when/if  we apply for NY2.
I would still like to see what you guys think of my Yaroze Creations....

ROBERT C SHAND wrote:

> >It seems a large majority of people (including me) are yearning for a NY2,
> >but is it worth petitioning for one before, firstly, the actual PSX2 has
> >been released, and more importantly, before Sony have decided otherwise....
>
> Nothing ventured, nothing gained ;-)
>
> Oh and BTW I'll take one
>
> Bob
> 298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 18119 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001332html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18120 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001333html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Lemont Washington" <defiantsoft@yahoo.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 3 May 1999 16:47:08 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 4
Message-ID: <7gl220$rfj3@scea>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <372c6bdc.2567305@205.149.189.29>
NNTP-Posting-Host: oak1.dfsc.com
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1333 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3965

I would like one as well. I hope that the transfer of data and code is no
longer serial, lets start using those usb ports...

--MESSAGE FILE 18120 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001333html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18121 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001334html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 03 May 1999 15:06:03 -0700



Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 3
Message-ID: <372E1DCB.5C0FF075@vmlabs.com>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs73.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1334 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3966

Naturally, count me in!

Scott
--MESSAGE FILE 18121 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001334html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18122 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001335html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "Steve Tolin" <BitSlap_Software@bigfoot.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Mon, 3 May 1999 19:55:27 -0400
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7gld3e$rfj4@scea>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <372E1DCB.5C0FF075@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: sud-tcs1-port8.vianet.on.ca
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2314.1300
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2314.1300
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1335 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3967

The support for this is better that what I thought it would be I figured
most were not paying any attention to this newsgroups anymore...

Hopefully we can get almost everybody to place their name here.  Keep them
coming.

Hopefully Sony is watching...

Steve Tolin  SCEA Member
BitSlap Software

--MESSAGE FILE 18122 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001335html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18123 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001336html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 4 May 1999 04:48:15 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <slrn7isv0e.hh.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <372E1DCB.5C0FF075@vmlabs.com> <7gld3e$rfj4@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)



Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1336 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3968

On Mon, 3 May 1999 19:55:27 -0400, Steve Tolin wrote:
>Hopefully we can get almost everybody to place their name here.  Keep them
>coming.

I guess I shouldn't lurk any more on this one. I'd be more than a little
interested to experience what an NY2 could do first hand.

Toby.
--MESSAGE FILE 18123 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001336html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18124 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001337html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Tue, 04 May 1999 18:37:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <372F3061.71671BC7@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.201
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1337 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3971

NY2?

Most Definately - yum yum!

Tones 8)

--MESSAGE FILE 18124 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001337html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18125 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001338html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Alex Blamey <alex@blamey.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Tue, 04 May 1999 21:03:42 +0000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 6
Message-ID: <372F60AE.35827CF1@blamey.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: blamey.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1338 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3972

> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.

YES YES YES YES



I've started saving already ...
--MESSAGE FILE 18125 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001338html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18126 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001339html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Daniel Abels" <dra@no_spum_alphalink.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Wed, 5 May 1999 20:25:31 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 8
Message-ID: <7gp65b$iko1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <372C29C6.4BA9941C@eidosnet.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: guard.invetech.com.au
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1339 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3974

Who wouldn't be interested? :-)

Now, lets see if the machine will actually live up to the hype...

Daniel Abels

--MESSAGE FILE 18126 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001339html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18127 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001340html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Mark Theyer" <theyergfx@ozemail.com.au>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Wed, 5 May 1999 23:15:39 +1000
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: slgol52p57.ozemail.com.au
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1340 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3975

NY2 would be great but I do not assume that the NY program
has met the goals Sony wanted to achieve.

Mark
theyergfx@ozemail.com.au

--MESSAGE FILE 18127 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001340html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18128 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001341html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: yaroze@theburrow.co.uk (Barry & Robert Swan)



Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Wed, 05 May 1999 14:04:15 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p25s11a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Forte Free Agent 1.11/32.235
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1341 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3976

Lets play devil's advocate...

we all want NY2, but would we benefit from it? I reckon not. First of
all, there isn't one Yaroze demo Ive seen that would benefit from the
'rumoured' 5000% increase in speed. What it would allow would be for
us to take a simple game and add hundreds more incidental graphics
(eg, racing + 100s of trees whizzing past the side) which wouldn't
fulfill the criteria of the original NY brief (and presumably what the
2nd would be based on) which was to help allow amateurs to develop and
fulfill their creative ambitions. I personally am not really sure that
100s more trees shows any advance in what we would be trying to
acheive. The power of the NY2 would allow advancement in graphics and
the game engine, but so far I cant really think of anyone who has
followed the writing a complex game engine thread. That isn't a
putdown at all; the resources available to us are miniscule compared
to full dev houses, and the gap is only widening. 

Will be interesting to see what the Unis make of it; I want to see the
first results from Abertay Uni which covers the Yaroze more
extensively than the coutrse I did, and I have a sneaking suspicion
how they will turn out. I cant see how it is reasonable to teach the
NY2 even during a 3 year course as there is so much to know. At Sony,
not everyone knows everything about PS; people specialise quite
heavily. The idea of trying to know and do evreything for the NY2
would be rather jolly scary. Not that this means they shouldnt try in
the Unis, just that I wouldnt expect them to be as productive as you
might think.

The best chance of getting the NY2 would be to do what somebody
previously mentioned; really stretch the NY to show that we could cope
with the extra performance in rgw areas such as dynamics , collision
detection, AI behaviour etc etc.

I was thinking about doing a PDA game for the Yaroze. I havent checked
up on it at work but the answer would probably be a big slap in the
face. Cant gaurantee it (considering it will be extremely to
dissassemble whats on the PDAs anyway) but I dont think so somehow.
Might ask if can be arsed. I have to admit one thing recently made me
laugh; the quote from a guy at Codemasters saying that he didnt think
the PS2 would accept PDAs (oh, pocketstations if youre wondering).
Made me laugh a treat that one!) They are pretty sweet. Just nothing
worthwhile playing really, considering its all in Japanese. Wow, must
get a picture of Crash in the bath, wahey. (cough)

Most of the games Ive seen so far are pretty limited and trivial, but
Im sure you could do a half decent Zelda-like game on it. And because
the levels take so small memory (and you could even download new
levels from the PS) it could be huge. Or perhaps thats what Square are
doing for FF8. ah well.
--MESSAGE FILE 18128 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001341html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 18129 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001342html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Mark Green <Mark.Green@reading.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Wed, 05 May 1999 17:56:37 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 61
Message-ID: <37307845.F9B56B43@reading.ac.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: ssfmse3.rdg.ac.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1342 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3978

Barry & Robert Swan wrote:
> 
> Lets play devil's advocate...
> we all want NY2, but would we benefit from it? I reckon not. First of
> all, there isn't one Yaroze demo Ive seen that would benefit from the
> 'rumoured' 5000% increase in speed. What it would allow would be for
> us to take a simple game and add hundreds more incidental graphics
> (eg, racing + 100s of trees whizzing past the side) which wouldn't
> fulfill the criteria of the original NY brief (and presumably what the
> 2nd would be based on) which was to help allow amateurs to develop and
> fulfill their creative ambitions. 

  I don't see why the Yaroze 2 doesn't meet this.  What is the real
point is that once the Playstation 2 is established, the existing Yaroze
will no longer serve one of the most useful functions it has now -
providing a way of gaining current console development experience
without having to get a job in the industry (which normally requires
current console development experience to get, loop loop loop).  
  (Although I do note that when the Yaroze came out, employers stopped
looking for "current console experience" and started looking for
"previously published titles", the *new* thing that you couldn't get
without having the job you needed to get it for.  Geez, why not just put
"on the old-boy network" on the ad?)

> I personally am not really sure that
> 100s more trees shows any advance in what we would be trying to
> acheive. The power of the NY2 would allow advancement in graphics and
> the game engine, but so far I cant really think of anyone who has
> followed the writing a complex game engine thread. That isn't a
> putdown at all; the resources available to us are miniscule compared
> to full dev houses, and the gap is only widening.

  And no NY2 will widen it even further.
 
> The best chance of getting the NY2 would be to do what somebody
> previously mentioned; really stretch the NY to show that we could cope
> with the extra performance in rgw areas such as dynamics , collision
> detection, AI behaviour etc etc.

  "Stretching the NY" is going to be a fairly difficult task for
anyone.  Even you mentioned that there's no evidence that the PSX has
been fully stretched yet.  The other point about the non-graphics thing
is.. well...
  Err...



  Ok, I'm going to have to duck here and say something that I hope
people won't take offense to.  I haven't followed that many of the Net
Yaroze competitions.  But most of the ones I have have not been won by
innovative game designs, but by new versions of old-established
designs.  I don't recall seeing any really new designs on the Yaroze
demo disk.  What I do see winning a lot of the competitions are.. uhh..
games with good graphics.  
 
> I was thinking about doing a PDA game for the Yaroze. I havent checked
> up on it at work but the answer would probably be a big slap in the
> face. Cant gaurantee it (considering it will be extremely to
> dissassemble whats on the PDAs anyway) but I dont think so somehow.

  I think if you disassemble stuff Sony send the guy in the suit
around.   It would be nice to get at the PDA libraries, but I'm not sure
it'll happen - a friend told me that it's a whole seperate devkit for
professionals.
--MESSAGE FILE 18129 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001342html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18130 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001343html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Jon Prestidge (alias Moose)" <zmoose@premier.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 5 May 1999 20:59:21 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 5
Message-ID: <01be973a$65f4ec40$LocalHost@default>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p3Fs13a01.client.global.net.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Internet News 4.70.1155
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1343 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3979

I'd be mad not to want an NY 2.  The only problem with the current NY is
that it was released so long after the playstation.... it would be great if
the NY2 was realeased not long after the playstation2 is.

Jon Prestidge
--MESSAGE FILE 18130 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001343html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18131 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001344html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Thu, 6 May 1999 00:43:48 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 75
Message-ID: <7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-51.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1344 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3980

Hey all, :)



I'm with Rob on this one. It strikes me as pretty rich that so many people
clamouring for a NY2 on this group haven't really turned out a substantial
demo on their current Yaroze. If you're struggling (either due to your
technical ability, or the amount of time you have to spend on it) with the
current machine, what makes you think having a PlayStation 2 to fool about
with will make things any easier? If anything, it will only be more
difficult!

As a brief aside (i.e. rant) - although new technology drives the industry
forward, there are really only a handful of developers who push for advances
in game design, rather than just make old games with prettier visuals.
Unfortunately, there seems to be plenty of evidence that the same disease of
"pure techno-lust without intelligent application" exists on this newsgroup.
Maybe that's just a result of the sort of people drawn to Yaroze..?

This oft-cited argument along the lines of "the PS will soon no longer be a
viable platform for developers so we need NY2 to stay up to speed" is the
only decent reason I've heard for getting a NY2, but I'm not entirely
convinced it will make any real difference in the quality of the demos we
see. And by "quality" I don't mean knocking off a clone of some game with
nicer graphics (or 100 trees), but coming up with something new and
different that you would never see in the commercial scene anymore. Rob's
"Adventure Game" (with its knowing piss-take of the action-RPG genre and the
Yaroze in-jokes) was the sort of thing I expected to see more of when I
first got the machine. Snowball Fight has always struck me as a good, fun
two-player game - a bit of an undiscovered NES classic (I had 100's of NES
games and it's a shitload better than most of them - and I'm not just saying
all this coz James R's my mate). All SBF needs is a few more maps (I fear
the much-needed multitap support will never happen) and it would be an OPSM
cert. I single these games out not because they are the best-looking or the
most ambitious or indeed anything other than the fact that they had a strong
impression on me. I wish we saw more games these days and less demos, but I
know that's just my preference. I also know I can't talk either - my
priorities this year WRT games and Yaroze have, by necessity, not always
been what I'd have liked them to have been. Still, I believe I have a valid
point which deserves to be made :)

With Phil Harrison's recent statements, I think NY2 is likely to happen in
the next 2 years. I hope that we see a lot more from the European and US
scenes; the quality of the demos is certainly beginning to give the Japanese
stuff (which looked to be waaay ahead of us 12-18 months ago) a run for its
money. My own wish is for people - once they get to grips with the basics of
writing a game - to use the machine's abilities to come up with something
new and original, rather than a souped-up clone of an old game (or inferior
version of a current one). Surely having a demo which is brave and unusual
and clever is only a good thing? I really, really hope the Edinburgh team
happen to turn out a storming original game this summer... make us proud,
guys!

I'd like a Net Yaroze 2, sure - but mainly so I could have a multi-system
PlayStation 2 and thus not have to worry about the whole chipping
malarkey... a prime benefit of the original NY! :) If anything, the most
important thing the Yaroze teaches you is how much bloody work it takes to
write a good game these days...

Nick F

> we all want NY2, but would we benefit from it? I reckon not. First of
> all, there isn't one Yaroze demo Ive seen that would benefit from the
> 'rumoured' 5000% increase in speed. What it would allow would be for
> us to take a simple game and add hundreds more incidental graphics
> (eg, racing + 100s of trees whizzing past the side) which wouldn't
> fulfill the criteria of the original NY brief (and presumably what the
> 2nd would be based on) which was to help allow amateurs to develop and



> fulfill their creative ambitions. I personally am not really sure that
> 100s more trees shows any advance in what we would be trying to
> acheive. The power of the NY2 would allow advancement in graphics and
> the game engine, but so far I cant really think of anyone who has
> followed the writing a complex game engine thread. That isn't a
> putdown at all; the resources available to us are miniscule compared
> to full dev houses, and the gap is only widening.

--MESSAGE FILE 18131 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001344html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18132 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001345html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!tjs
From: tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 6 May 1999 07:09:55 GMT
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 43
Message-ID: <slrn7j2g1t.n2g.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: longford.cs.monash.edu.au
X-Newsreader: slrn (0.9.4.3 UNIX)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1345 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3981

On Thu, 6 May 1999 00:43:48 +0100, Nick Ferguson <nickf@saqnet.co.uk> wrote:
>Hey all, :)
>
>I'm with Rob on this one. It strikes me as pretty rich that so many people
>clamouring for a NY2 on this group haven't really turned out a substantial
>demo on their current Yaroze. If you're struggling (either due to your
>technical ability, or the amount of time you have to spend on it) with the
>current machine, what makes you think having a PlayStation 2 to fool about
>with will make things any easier? If anything, it will only be more
>difficult!

<snip>

I think I'll have to (mostly) disagree with this on a number of points.

Regarding ease of use, the whole point of a faster machine is that you can
afford more levels of abstraction, thus making it easier, rather than harder,
to program for.

Regarding the fact that noone's pushed a yaroze to its limits, I think it's
worthwhile to note that pushing a machine to its limits requires a lot of hard
work and time, and as such tends to be a demotivating factor. The 3 main things
that the PS2 offers over the PSX, that I think everyone would consider a
benefit are the FPU, increased CPU speed and increased memory (and the
possibility of better memory management).

While there is an element of technofetishism involved in wanting to program on
newer and better hardware, I believe that it's a justified desire. If it
wasn't, I'd still be happily programming for the Amiga.

I also think productivity will also benefit from the fact that the PS2 is much
more like a personal computer (in terms of connectivity, if nothing else), and
hence will likely be a lot less painful to develop for.

Regardless of any of this, I don't really understand why there's a need to



'prove' that we're worthy of an NY2 program. I can't see any way in which the
original NY program has hurt Sony (In fact, I think that even if the results
have been ... sparse ..., the publicity ias been _good_). Also, we certainly
didn't have to prove anything when we signed up for the first NY program, so
that obviously wasn't a criterion for Sony to start with. I'll be a little
upset if it has become one now.

Toby.
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You got that right Robert!

George@SCEE

In article <37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com>, yaroze@theburrow.co.uk 

>I was thinking about doing a PDA game for the Yaroze. I havent checked
>up on it at work but the answer would probably be a big slap in the
>face. Cant gaurantee it (considering it will be extremely to
>dissassemble whats on the PDAs anyway) but I dont think so somehow.
>Might ask if can be arsed. 
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In article <37307845.F9B56B43@reading.ac.uk>, Mark.Green@reading.ac.uk says...

>  I think if you disassemble stuff Sony send the guy in the suit
>around.   It would be nice to get at the PDA libraries, but I'm not sure
>it'll happen - a friend told me that it's a whole seperate devkit for
>professionals.

Your friend is correct.  

George@SCEE
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In article <slrn7j2g1t.n2g.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>, tjs@cs.monash.edu.au 
says...

>Regarding the fact that noone's pushed a yaroze to its limits, I think it's
>worthwhile to note that pushing a machine to its limits requires a lot of hard
>work and time, and as such tends to be a demotivating factor. The 3 main 
things
>that the PS2 offers over the PSX, that I think everyone would consider a
>benefit are the FPU, increased CPU speed and increased memory (and the
>possibility of better memory management).

My personal opinion is that these 3 factors in no way have anything to do
with the NY libs.  The main thing is the NY libs!  Show me a NY game that 
would benefit from a FPU, increased CPU?  Better yet, name 10 NY games
that take up 2 megs!!  You don't need any of this 3 things to do a great 
game....

The point being is that the NY libs are good enough to do some great 3D
games.  The problem is, there are only a handfull of NY games that are 3D.
The NY has been released for 2 years in Europe and I think it's time 
members really pushed the NY libs to their fullest.  

George
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How many Yaroze owners had seriously played around with 3D graphics (or
other game stuff even) before the Yaroze came along ?  many will have,
but many not, even though they probably had PCs or Macs which were
perfectly capable of doing them, they weren't pushing their current
systems so how could they be expected to push a new system.

Realistically Yaroze owners were never going to really 'push' the limits
of the system, partially due to time, but I would also say that the lack
of incentive has held people back from pushing the system.
The only real commercial gain people gan get from their 'investment' is
a job in the industry, but once this is gained then they are a lot less
likely to push the Yaroze libs since they may well have access to the
full libs. I suppose the other way would be to come up with a good
enough demo to encourage a full developer to take the game further - at
which point you/they begin using the full libs, and stop pushing the
Yaroze libs.
Maybe if there had been some scheme of commercial releases of
compilations of full Yaroze games which could make some return then
people would have been more encouraged to put the extra effort in to
push the libs. You may now say that the quality games weren't/aren't
there, but then maybe they would have been had a scheme been in place. 

Anyway whatever percentage people are pushing the Yaroze libs, then
given access to a Yaroze 2, and assuming they get pushed to a similar
level then some pretty cool demos and games will get done - perhaps not
from a commercial point of view, but from a personal point of view.
The benefit of all that extra power will be that you would be free to
try virtually 'anything' - whereas to a certain extent you already know
the limits of the PSX from whats out there commercially. Its this fact
that you could try anything that would be interesting since game
concepts or ideas which simply weren't technically possible before could
be discovered.

Yaroze 2 would be cool, if only to do as the original has, and provide
some CV material and semi-trained coders for the industry.

Charlie
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Nick Ferguson wrote: 
> Hey all, :)
> 
> I'm with Rob on this one. It strikes me as pretty rich that so many people
> clamouring for a NY2 on this group haven't really turned out a substantial
> demo on their current Yaroze. If you're struggling (either due to your
> technical ability, or the amount of time you have to spend on it) with the
> current machine, what makes you think having a PlayStation 2 to fool about
> with will make things any easier? If anything, it will only be more
> difficult!

  What I would hope for is that a Yaroze 2 would be a bit friendlier to
start with :)
  When I first joined the Yaroze program, I was writing little games on
DOS PC in C or Pascal with a few assembler subroutines and a sprite
compiler I hacked together.  It was quite hard work, but was enjoyable,
and I was trying a few strange designs (mostly adjusted puzzle games). 
I hoped that the Yaroze would provide a platform where design ideas and
original implementation techniques could be tried out relatively easily,
with the libraries providing many of the basic functions games
required.  I was not disappointed - until I actually tried to use it.
  The real disheartening side was seeing that the most Yaroze demos
being produced *AT THAT TIME* were not there to show new game ideas or
effects or similar.  The challenge wasn't to make new ideas - the
challenge was to claw through the documentation and example code and try
and figure out how to do ANYTHING.  Now, of course, developing on *any*
platform requires going through a learning phase, but the Yaroze
documentation made the learning phase incredibly long and convoluted,
often without much in the way of return, and meant that developing
anything took several times the amount of time it would have taken
elsewhere.  I *far* prefer the Yaroze libraries to the DirectX ones, and
yet the DirectX ones I was able to get things to start working
relatively quickly, whereas the Yaroze ones took a lot of work before I
could even get a sprite showing.

> As a brief aside (i.e. rant) - although new technology drives the industry
> forward, there are really only a handful of developers who push for advances
> in game design, rather than just make old games with prettier visuals.
> Unfortunately, there seems to be plenty of evidence that the same disease of
> "pure techno-lust without intelligent application" exists on this newsgroup.
> Maybe that's just a result of the sort of people drawn to Yaroze..?

  I think a lot of people do have techno-lust.  A lot of people also
want jobs in the game industry, and if what they are doing is making old



games with prettier visuals, then unfortunately that's what we must do
if we want jobs with them.
 
> see. And by "quality" I don't mean knocking off a clone of some game with
> nicer graphics (or 100 trees), but coming up with something new and
> different that you would never see in the commercial scene anymore.
  
  Well agreed.
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On 6 May 1999 07:09:55 GMT, tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
wrote:

>Regarding ease of use, the whole point of a faster machine is that you can
>afford more levels of abstraction, thus making it easier, rather than harder,
>to program for.

Very true. But regardless of how powerful the machine, it can only do
so much for you. If the Yaroze had the power of a PC cpu, Im not sure
there would be any more intelligent collision detection than bounding
box/ spheres etc. And these can be done on a speccy... Where are the
solid state mechanics and stuff? Animation is another area... and I'm
worried people think we should all be at that level, which is rubbish.
My 'demos' are exactly the same as most other things on this site;
same old game but with 'better' graphics. And in my case this is
because of vanity on my part and wanting stuff to look good, and also
Im aware that to follow one of those routes is a big area, one that
doesn't have the instant nice results as of doing a decent landscape
routine. So instead of ploughing into meaty areas of maths and stuff
we concentrate on the graphics which is completely valid for ourselves
but we would not necassarily benefit from an upgrade to NY2 by the
same measure we would if trying to follow those maths-intensive areas.

>Regarding the fact that noone's pushed a yaroze to its limits, I think it's
>worthwhile to note that pushing a machine to its limits requires a lot of hard
>work and time, and as such tends to be a demotivating factor. The 3 main things
>that the PS2 offers over the PSX, that I think everyone would consider a
>benefit are the FPU, increased CPU speed and increased memory (and the
>possibility of better memory management).

well, i push the machine to its limits in terms of memory and gpu/
gte, but reckon that only about 5% of the cpu time is used for non
graphics stuff. Show me a Yaroze game that is different is what Id
say...



>Regardless of any of this, I don't really understand why there's a need to
>'prove' that we're worthy of an NY2 program. I can't see any way in which the
>original NY program has hurt Sony (In fact, I think that even if the results
>have been ... sparse ..., the publicity ias been _good_). Also, we certainly
>didn't have to prove anything when we signed up for the first NY program, so
>that obviously wasn't a criterion for Sony to start with. I'll be a little
>upset if it has become one now.

You are right really. We paid for the NY we do what we want from it.
And generally we are all happy with it. But from a business model Im
not sure it has been worth it for Sony; some good publicity for what
amounts to a pain in the arse for them. I disagree with businesses
being run merely for profit and yet I cant argue if that is how they
choose to run. NY2 for home users I think would leave a lot of people
with a more expensive piece of kit than NY, and with not much better
results from it. Working in teams I think should be the way to catch
up with pro dev houses, not working with more powerful hardware, and
would teach you skills worth more in the industry. (if you desire
those)

PS George; If I did a pda game for Yaroze then it would be hard to
justify stopping it (although undoubtedly it would be!)  Would not be
giving any away any more stuff than you could get from any other
commercial pda game.

Rob
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Yeah, but then would you buy the PSX2, or wait for the NY2? This leads onto
a point that people who probably have done most with the current NY, are
those who spent the 500 odd cash when it came out, and are most likely to�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
splash out on the NY2 which will also start out at a high price. Those who
have recently joined (like myself) haven't had a chance to really push
towards anything semi-advanced, and probably will not be able to get the NY2
straight away due to lack of cash, or at least of that amount (as they most
likely only just decided to purchase the NY at its lower cost, Sony's
example of 'Creaming', wow, just learnt that in Business Studies today, and
its already of use!!! lol, if only they taught helpful stuff like 3d maths
etc.). For this reason, those people will probably have to push on with
working on the current NY.

Jon Prestidge (alias Moose) <zmoose@premier.co.uk> wrote in message
news:01be973a$65f4ec40$LocalHost@default...
> I'd be mad not to want an NY 2.  The only problem with the current NY is



> that it was released so long after the playstation.... it would be great
if
> the NY2 was realeased not long after the playstation2 is.
>
> Jon Prestidge
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Barry & Robert Swan wrote:
> 
> On 6 May 1999 07:09:55 GMT, tjs@cs.monash.edu.au (Toby Sargeant)
> wrote:
> 
> >Regarding ease of use, the whole point of a faster machine is that you can
> >afford more levels of abstraction, thus making it easier, rather than harder,
> >to program for.
> 
> Very true. But regardless of how powerful the machine, it can only do
> so much for you. If the Yaroze had the power of a PC cpu, Im not sure
> there would be any more intelligent collision detection than bounding
> box/ spheres etc. And these can be done on a speccy... Where are the

I've got some cracking true poly intersection collision code that's 
great on a quick PC but to no use on the Yaroze....

> solid state mechanics and stuff? Animation is another area... and I'm
> worried people think we should all be at that level, which is rubbish.

Graphic's production tool's support from Sony wasn't up to much...so 
just like (a lot of) the pro stuff in that sense ;)

> Rob

Craig.
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On 6 May 1999 07:30:01 GMT, George Bain wrote:

>My personal opinion is that these 3 factors in no way have anything to do
>with the NY libs.  The main thing is the NY libs!  Show me a NY game that 
>would benefit from a FPU, increased CPU?  Better yet, name 10 NY games
>that take up 2 megs!!  You don't need any of this 3 things to do a great 
>game....
>
>The point being is that the NY libs are good enough to do some great 3D
>games.  The problem is, there are only a handfull of NY games that are 3D.
>The NY has been released for 2 years in Europe and I think it's time 
>members really pushed the NY libs to their fullest.  

I didn't say not good enough. I merely said that it would make the PS2
_easier_ to deal with than the PSX. Looking at the past for a moment, I'd
say that it takes about 5 or 6 years for hobbyist developers to get to the
point where they're getting everything they can out of the available
hardware/software. I wouldn't expect the NY to be any different. This doesn't
mean however, that there's no point upgrading until you've got everything
you can out of a piece of hardware. If that was the case, Moore's law would
have falled by the wayside a long time ago, and we'd still be using PDP11's
or something :)

Toby.
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Barry & Robert Swan <yaroze@theburrow.co.uk> wrote:

> What it would allow would be for



> us to take a simple game and add hundreds more incidental graphics
> (eg, racing + 100s of trees whizzing past the side) which wouldn't
> fulfill the criteria of the original NY brief (and presumably what the
> 2nd would be based on) which was to help allow amateurs to develop and
> fulfill their creative ambitions.

i disagree. the increased power of a yaroze 2 would make it easier to
concentrate on game design rather than technical stuff. i'm working on a
3d game, and i burn a lot of time and energy on compensating for the
lack of a z-buffer and perspective-correct texture mapping. it takes a
bit of work to make things look acceptable, let alone flashy. for
example, drawing something as basic as a "floor plane" correctly
requires learning how to sort OTs into other OTs.... and net yaroze was
supposed to let me concentrate on *game ideas*? but if you had the power
to burn of a psx 2, you'd just throw all those polygons at the cpu/gpu,
and concentrate on *the game*.

if sony really wants to make good on the mission of allowing amateurs to
develop breakthrough gameplay, say on a yaroze 2, then they should
provide more and better *tools.* more than just a command-line C
compiler and rudimentary RSD/TIM utilities. every kit should include a
3d modeller and sound editor, with full import/export to yaroze 2's
native formats, including textures and animation. maybe even a couple of
simple level-editors/world-builders with accompanying game engines
(w/source code). sure, this is a lot bigger investment and support
hassle, but i think the extra effort and money would pay off a lot more
than whatever what invested in the current yaroze program.

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 18142 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001355html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18143 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001356html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: e3 countdown
Date: Fri, 7 May 1999 02:02:09 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 11
Message-ID: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4

wow, less than a week till e3!

i've decided that i am going to go this year. anyone want to try for
another gathering this time around? coordinating this kind of thing
seems to be a pain, since no one's actually at the show yet :-) and it's
kinda useless to say "meet at the sony booth" since it's probably going
to be several city blocks in size...

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 18143 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001356html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18144 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001357html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Craig Graham <c_graham@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.



Date: Fri, 07 May 1999 11:28:10 +0000
Organization: Data Uncertain
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <3732CE4A.A55D76E0@hinge.mistral.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7j2g1t.n2g.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au> 
<7grgdp$iko7@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<slrn7j4abr.ph4.tjs@longford.cs.monash.edu.au>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 195.184.231.34
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (X11; I; Linux 2.2.0 i586)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1357 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3993

Toby Sargeant wrote:
> 
> On 6 May 1999 07:30:01 GMT, George Bain wrote:
> 
> >My personal opinion is that these 3 factors in no way have anything to do
> >with the NY libs.  The main thing is the NY libs!  Show me a NY game that
> >would benefit from a FPU, increased CPU?  Better yet, name 10 NY games
> >that take up 2 megs!!  You don't need any of this 3 things to do a great
> >game....
> >
> >The point being is that the NY libs are good enough to do some great 3D
> >games.  The problem is, there are only a handfull of NY games that are 3D.
> >The NY has been released for 2 years in Europe and I think it's time
> >members really pushed the NY libs to their fullest.
> 
> I didn't say not good enough. I merely said that it would make the PS2
> _easier_ to deal with than the PSX. Looking at the past for a moment, I'd
> say that it takes about 5 or 6 years for hobbyist developers to get to the
> point where they're getting everything they can out of the available
> hardware/software. I wouldn't expect the NY to be any different. This doesn't
> mean however, that there's no point upgrading until you've got everything
> you can out of a piece of hardware. If that was the case, Moore's law would
> have falled by the wayside a long time ago, and we'd still be using PDP11's
> or something :)

The only hardware that has been utilised fully in the past 16 years is
the
ZX81, where the last couple of games that came out supported high-res
(for then)
graphics on a computer that even it's makers insisted didn't have them.
Since then, no-one has pushed the envelope to the max, because it takes
to
long and the next generation of hardware comes along before you've
finished
and does what you spent 6 monthes trying to do, but the NG hardware has
it
in the standard libs and only takes one line of code to get the same
effect...

Generally ;)

> Toby.

I'm agreeing with Toby here BTW.



Craig.
--MESSAGE FILE 18144 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001357html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18145 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001358html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Fri, 07 May 1999 09:31:02 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs65.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en

I'd like to meet up if possible.  We could just pick a corner of the
Sony booth and meet there.  Here's the floorplan on that part of the
show:
    http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west.html

Is there going to be a Yaroze section to the booth?  If so that would 
simplify things.

Scott

> wow, less than a week till e3!
> 
> i've decided that i am going to go this year. anyone want to try for
> another gathering this time around? coordinating this kind of thing
> seems to be a pain, since no one's actually at the show yet :-) and it's
> kinda useless to say "meet at the sony booth" since it's probably going
> to be several city blocks in size...
> 
> --
> wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
--MESSAGE FILE 18145 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001358html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18146 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001359html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Fri, 7 May 1999 12:17:58 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 38
Message-ID: <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4

hey cool! i didn't know the floor maps were up.

i think picking a corner might be a better bet than trying to find a
yaroze booth, since the overall floor map is available now, and last
year i got lost inside the sony area, trying to find the yaroze booth!



if we pick a corner, we have to decide: do we meet near sega, or near
nintendo? :-)

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

> I'd like to meet up if possible.  We could just pick a corner of the
> Sony booth and meet there.  Here's the floorplan on that part of the
> show:
>     http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west.html
> 
> Is there going to be a Yaroze section to the booth?  If so that would
> simplify things.
> 
> Scott
> 
> 
> > wow, less than a week till e3!
> > 
> > i've decided that i am going to go this year. anyone want to try for
> > another gathering this time around? coordinating this kind of thing
> > seems to be a pain, since no one's actually at the show yet :-) and it's
> > kinda useless to say "meet at the sony booth" since it's probably going
> > to be several city blocks in size...
> > 
> > --
> > wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18146 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001359html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18147 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001360html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <KiRyu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: PSX File Server update
Date: Fri, 7 May 1999 18:33:06 -0500
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7gvt8h$2qc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98ACCA14.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1360 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3995

Since the SCEA web page update is still not working, I have posted here
again (sorry).

But I have a short but informative update about my PSX File Server program.
It gives you an idea about where the program is and how soon it will be
done, hopefully :)

www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nmiller.html

I hope you find it interesting

Nathan Miller



--MESSAGE FILE 18147 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001360html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18148 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001361html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sat, 8 May 1999 11:17:38 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 32
Message-ID: <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1361 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3996

I certainly don't think there should be any qualifying program to justify a
members exceptance into the future, possible Yaroze 2 program, although if
they applied the same philosophy to pro. developers we might have to suffer
far less crap games than we have with the current Playstation ( I mean VR
Powerboat Racing... ermm... oppps.)

Anyway my thoughts on Yaroze 2, what I would like to see done is Sony
developing a viable PCI/AGP/FireWire device based on the EE then offer
different levels of support / libs so professional developers pay shit loads
of cash to develop with full support from Sony and also full library and
tools access, the have a Yaroze style program that offers a similar toolset
but doesn't offer the full support but does give access to Yaroze newsgroups
and but offer a program where Yaroze members can release their games to
market on a Yaroze label, this would mean Yaroze members get full access to
the machine, we would have something to aim for, a release if the game is
good.

OK none of this is going to happen, we can only hope we get a Net Yaroze 2
program, we can only hope we can connect to it using USB or FireWire (kill
serial now, yes I want to start a serial killer campaign) we can only hope
we get access to a wider selection of libraries, we can only hope the
manuals are better, we can only hope we don't have the libraries stuck on a
CD so they can't be updated or expanded, we can only hope for a decent
toolset, we can only hope the UKs car prices come in line with the rest of
Europe we can only hope for peace. You get what I mean.

Nigel
http://www.netyaroze-europe.com/~ncritten

Nigel

--MESSAGE FILE 18148 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001361html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18149 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001362html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nathan Miller" <KiRyu@aol.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: PSX File Server update



Date: Sat, 8 May 1999 15:21:31 -0500
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <7h26dj$hrs1@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gvt8h$2qc4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 98A9D43E.ipt.aol.com
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.1
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1362 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3997

Just another update.  I have got a screenshot of my PSX FileServer in the
project section and a picture of me in the about me section.

>www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/nmiller.html

Nathan Miller

--MESSAGE FILE 18149 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001362html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18150 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001363html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: "J. Pretorius" <jpretori@home.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sat, 08 May 1999 22:53:31 -0700
Organization: @Home Network
Lines: 40
Message-ID: <373522DB.C2D5AF09@home.net>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 24.64.205.80.bc.wave.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.02 [en]C-AtHome0402  (Win95; U)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1363 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:3998

Nigel,

I really like your idea of a commercial outlet for amateur developers. I wonder
what would happen if Sony offered to pay Yaroze members for games published in
OPM, like anywhere from $200-$15000 per title. I truly believe they could
generate a *frenzy* of excitement that would result in a lot of good work, and
OPM would turn into a showcase magazine featuring lots of free games. Everytime
someone made a game better than the previous best, they would be given more
money thereby raising the stakes and adding to the excitement. 

Assuming that Sony budgets $100,000 for prize money over a 1 year period, and
that OPM makes about $1 profit per magazine, OPM would only need to increase its
number of readers by about 8000 to cover the costs. Surely with several free,
great games offered each month, they would get the attention of another 8000
readers!

Nigel Critten wrote:

> OK none of this is going to happen, we can only hope we get a Net Yaroze 2
> program, we can only hope we can connect to it using USB or FireWire (kill



> serial now, yes I want to start a serial killer campaign) we can only hope
> we get access to a wider selection of libraries, we can only hope the
> manuals are better, we can only hope we don't have the libraries stuck on a
> CD so they can't be updated or expanded, we can only hope for a decent
> toolset, we can only hope the UKs car prices come in line with the rest of
> Europe we can only hope for peace. You get what I mean.

I would like to enlist in your serial killing campaign :) I must have downloaded
to the Yaroze about 5000 times in the past 2 years. At an everage time of 30
seconds per download, that's 42 hours of my life - My God that would have given
me time to add color to my Pong clone!

The only way we're going to get what we want is by creating a Yaroze lobby
group. If every active member pitches in $10 ... Hmmmm, perhaps next time the
Edinburgh Yaroze group has a meeting, they could try and bribe George Bain into
making a "wise" corporate decision on our behalf. From what I here a couple of
beers should do the trick :)

James
--MESSAGE FILE 18150 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001363html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18151 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001364html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 9 May 1999 10:53:42 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <7h3ljp$hrs2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<373522DB.C2D5AF09@home.net>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-20.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1364 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4000

Hah - you've obviously never plied the Bain-meister with beer and then tried
to get him to reveal PlayStation 2 info. A futile endeavour, I assure you.
Still, maybe if we'd used *Canadian* beer...?

BTW, the whole idea of paying members for demos is very cool, but it'll
NEVER happen! There's probably some horrible legal aspect to it as well...

Nick F

> The only way we're going to get what we want is by creating a Yaroze lobby
> group. If every active member pitches in $10 ... Hmmmm, perhaps next time
the
> Edinburgh Yaroze group has a meeting, they could try and bribe George Bain
into
> making a "wise" corporate decision on our behalf. From what I here a
couple of
> beers should do the trick :)



--MESSAGE FILE 18151 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001364html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18152 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001365html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 9 May 1999 11:12:33 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 35
Message-ID: <7h3qj1$hrs4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=ISO-8859-1
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1365 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4002

Don't forget that there had to be a difference between the NY kit
and the pro-kit.  The cost difference is about 15,000!  The libs�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
are also different in a very big way and so is support.  Remember
that pro developers make SCE money...NY members do not.  Also if
they would have given full libs to NY members..why would pro 
developers shell out 15,000 for a kit when they could just buy a �1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
NY for a lousy 500?  I think what was supplied with the NY was nearly�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
perfect.  As a side note...how long did it take for some NY member
to post NY manuals, code, exe's, tools on the Internet? Or even give 
their friends access the the private NY website/newsgroups?  Almost a week 
after it was released here in Europe.  Goes to show that some members
did't take the NY User Agreement serious and still don't.  Why then 
would SCE give full access to a NY 2?  The Internet would be flooded!
Damn hackers would sure love it..argh!!

This is all my personal view by the way....

George

In article <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk 

>Anyway my thoughts on Yaroze 2, what I would like to see done is Sony
>developing a viable PCI/AGP/FireWire device based on the EE then offer
>different levels of support / libs so professional developers pay shit loads
>of cash to develop with full support from Sony and also full library and
>tools access, the have a Yaroze style program that offers a similar toolset
>but doesn't offer the full support but does give access to Yaroze newsgroups
>and but offer a program where Yaroze members can release their games to
>market on a Yaroze label, this would mean Yaroze members get full access to
>the machine, we would have something to aim for, a release if the game is
>good.

--MESSAGE FILE 18152 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001365html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18153 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001366html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english



Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 9 May 1999 11:16:28 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <7h3qqc$hrs5@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<373522DB.C2D5AF09@home.net> <7h3ljp$hrs2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1366 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4003

Yes, Canadian beer!  I still doubt that it would have helped :)

3 more days till E3 and 2 weeks in California! 10 more days until Star Wars! 

And I can't wait :)

George

In article <7h3ljp$hrs2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>, nickf@saqnet.co.uk says...

>
>Hah - you've obviously never plied the Bain-meister with beer and then tried
>to get him to reveal PlayStation 2 info. A futile endeavour, I assure you.
>Still, maybe if we'd used *Canadian* beer...?
>
>BTW, the whole idea of paying members for demos is very cool, but it'll
>NEVER happen! There's probably some horrible legal aspect to it as well...
>
>Nick F

>

--MESSAGE FILE 18153 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001366html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18154 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001367html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nigel Critten" <Nigel@gameware.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Sun, 9 May 1999 14:05:50 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 54
Message-ID: <7h414v$hrs8@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7h3qj1$hrs4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: gameware.demon.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1367 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4005



I'm not saying we get exactly what the developers get, I'm just saying a
similar toolset, a bit more access to the machine, the libraries are just a
bit of a let down, and the manuals are as well.

I know Sony make money out of developers ( 15,000 to start with ;-) but they�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
must get something out of the Yaroze membership, otherwise why do it, a PR
exercise? They hopefully get the talent out of it to make them money in the
future, I'm probably alone in this group as the only person who didn't buy a
Yaroze to join a developer as a playstation programmer (I'm certainly not
kidding myself there) (I'm also probably the only one who isn't a student
and have a full time job :-) it is more of a hobby for me, I like writing
games, I don't like the PC so the Yaroze is the perfect solution for me, but
I'm always keen to get my hands on the latest toy and a Net Yaroze 2 would
be that new toy for me.

I can just see a few improvements to the membership, would developers really
care if we could send our files to the Yaroze at the same speed as they can
to the Blue station? And would they really care (if there is one) if we
could connect the Yaroze2 to the USB or FireWire port so we can send files
and debug at speed, I don't think so.

And as for the members who have given non members access to the newsgroups,
well castration is my answer, why should we pay for something and they
don't, they are no better than pirates, or any other thieves. There must be
someway of stopping non NY2 machines from being developed on, that way they
wouldn't gain anything from getting the Yaroze toolset, lets be honest it
doesn't matter what SCE do hackers will crack it, that is why there are so
many people using cracked software, and chipped playstations, DVD Players
exist...

> Don't forget that there had to be a difference between the NY kit
> and the pro-kit.  The cost difference is about 15,000!  The libs�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> are also different in a very big way and so is support.  Remember
> that pro developers make SCE money...NY members do not.  Also if
> they would have given full libs to NY members..why would pro
> developers shell out 15,000 for a kit when they could just buy a�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> NY for a lousy 500?  I think what was supplied with the NY was nearly�1,000 for 'The Best Net Yaroze Game' which will go to the best entry
> perfect.  As a side note...how long did it take for some NY member
> to post NY manuals, code, exe's, tools on the Internet? Or even give
> their friends access the the private NY website/newsgroups?  Almost a week
> after it was released here in Europe.  Goes to show that some members
> did't take the NY User Agreement serious and still don't.  Why then
> would SCE give full access to a NY 2?  The Internet would be flooded!
> Damn hackers would sure love it..argh!!
>
> This is all my personal view by the way....
>
> George

--MESSAGE FILE 18154 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001367html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18155 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001368html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <graeme.evans@ieee.org>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  No thanks
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 18:34:33 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)



Lines: 3
Message-ID: <7h75s5$hrs11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1368 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4006

hey i don't want one. I'd like to emulate one on a quad merced tho.

--MESSAGE FILE 18155 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001368html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18156 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001369html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Graeme Evans" <graeme.evans@ieee.org>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  No thanks
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 20:18:02 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7h7bve$hrs12@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7h75s5$hrs11@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: fourny.demon.co.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3155.0
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3155.0
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1369 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4007

Actually ive been thinking about this over tea. Scratch that. I *would* want
one if they were cheap and came in a translucent case with an integral
ashtray and sony got together with easyfreepc to give away complete
advertising-supported devkits to the first 500 art college and textiles
students who wrote in, just to see what fucked-up monstrosities arose.

looking forward to that degree show already

graeme

--MESSAGE FILE 18156 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001369html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18157 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001370html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 12:28:44 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 20
Message-ID: <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs41.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)



X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1370 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4008

How about we meet at the lower left corner of the Sony booth according
to the map?  It's near the Sega and Electro Source booths.  What's your
schedule look like?  I'm playing it by ear so any time is good.  We
could meet up for lunch on Thursday if you like.

  http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west_topright.html

Is anyone else going?  I included the SCEE newsgroup just in case.

Scott

> hey cool! i didn't know the floor maps were up.
> 
> i think picking a corner might be a better bet than trying to find a
> yaroze booth, since the overall floor map is available now, and last
> year i got lost inside the sony area, trying to find the yaroze booth!
> 
> if we pick a corner, we have to decide: do we meet near sega, or near
> nintendo? :-)
--MESSAGE FILE 18157 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001370html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18158 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001371html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: dajudge@home.com (Michael Klucher)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 22:46:01 GMT
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <3737619e.14024576@news.scea.sony.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: cx63972-a.chnd1.az.home.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Newsreader: Forte Agent 1.5/32.451
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1371 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4009

I will be there too!

On Mon, 10 May 1999 12:28:44 -0700, Scott Cartier
<scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

>How about we meet at the lower left corner of the Sony booth according
>to the map?  It's near the Sega and Electro Source booths.  What's your
>schedule look like?  I'm playing it by ear so any time is good.  We
>could meet up for lunch on Thursday if you like.
>
>  http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west_topright.html
>
>Is anyone else going?  I included the SCEE newsgroup just in case.
>
>Scott
>
>



>> hey cool! i didn't know the floor maps were up.
>> 
>> i think picking a corner might be a better bet than trying to find a
>> yaroze booth, since the overall floor map is available now, and last
>> year i got lost inside the sony area, trying to find the yaroze booth!
>> 
>> if we pick a corner, we have to decide: do we meet near sega, or near
>> nintendo? :-)

--MESSAGE FILE 18158 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001371html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18159 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001372html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Jim <jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 00:34:56 +0100
Organization: Mobius Codeworks Ltd
Lines: 25
Message-ID: <37376D1F.495020B5@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7h3qj1$hrs4@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: codeworks.demon.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (WinNT; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1372 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4010

George Bain wrote:

>As a side note...how long did it take for some NY member
>to post NY manuals, code, exe's, tools on the Internet? Or even give
>their friends access the the private NY website/newsgroups?  Almost a week
>after it was released here in Europe.

That is true.  But remember that the pro stuff was floating for about a year
before the Yaroze was even release..  Yaroze members aren't entirely to blame.
Also devices like the Action Reply were not developed thanks to the release of
Yaroze info, just a quick disassembly of that reveals Datel had access to the 
Pro
stuff as did the developers of EZ-O-RAY..

>The Internet would be flooded!
>Damn hackers would sure love it..argh!!

To be honest George I think it will be anyway..

Don't get me wrong I'm definitely not advocating it and you know my stance on
piracy, etc.. Gee, I'm professional programmer myself..

/Jim,

--MESSAGE FILE 18159 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001372html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18160 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001373html.html



Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Mon, 10 May 1999 16:35:14 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 21
Message-ID: <1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1373 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4011

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

> How about we meet at the lower left corner of the Sony booth according
> to the map?  It's near the Sega and Electro Source booths.  What's your
> schedule look like?  I'm playing it by ear so any time is good.  We
> could meet up for lunch on Thursday if you like.
> 
>   http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west_topright.html
> 
> Is anyone else going?  I included the SCEE newsgroup just in case.
> 
> Scott

the "lower left corner" on thursday lunch sounds good to me. what time?
that's the day i arrive, by the way, so i doubt i'll have had any chance
to see much before then... maybe a later lunch rather than earlier
(around 1?).

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18160 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001373html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18161 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001374html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: 11 May 1999 06:57:52 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 31
Message-ID: <7h8kdg$kr41@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1374 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4013

I have to man the Space Debris, Anna Kournikova, and the Speed
Freaks pods at E3 (SCEA booth).  If I'm not there then I'm roaming around...



George

In article <1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com>, 
wal@blarg.net says...
>
>Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:
>
>> How about we meet at the lower left corner of the Sony booth according
>> to the map?  It's near the Sega and Electro Source booths.  What's your
>> schedule look like?  I'm playing it by ear so any time is good.  We
>> could meet up for lunch on Thursday if you like.
>> 
>>   http://www.e3expo.com/floormap/west/west_topright.html
>> 
>> Is anyone else going?  I included the SCEE newsgroup just in case.
>> 
>> Scott
>
>the "lower left corner" on thursday lunch sounds good to me. what time?
>that's the day i arrive, by the way, so i doubt i'll have had any chance
>to see much before then... maybe a later lunch rather than earlier
>(around 1?).
>
>-- 
>wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
>http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html

--MESSAGE FILE 18161 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001374html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18162 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001375html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: george_bain@playstation.sony.com (George Bain)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: 11 May 1999 06:59:48 GMT
Organization: Sony Computer Entertainment Europe
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <7h8kh4$kr42@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea> <7gpfti$iko2@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<37304b8c.2367490@www.netyaroze-europe.com> 
<7gqkr0$iko4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7h134o$2qc6@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7h3qj1$hrs4@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <37376D1F.495020B5@codeworks.demon.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: camfw01.millennium.co.uk
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: Text/Plain; charset=US-ASCII
X-Newsreader: WinVN 0.99.8 (x86 32bit)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1375 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4014

Yes, these were ex-PlayStation developers who have nothing
else better to do.  Probably somewhere up in northern Europe
where it's dark 6 months of the year!

George

In article <37376D1F.495020B5@codeworks.demon.co.uk>, jim@codeworks.demon.co.uk 
>That is true.  But remember that the pro stuff was floating for about a year
>before the Yaroze was even release..  Yaroze members aren't entirely to blame.
>Also devices like the Action Reply were not developed thanks to the release of
>Yaroze info, just a quick disassembly of that reveals Datel had access to the 
Pro
>stuff as did the developers of EZ-O-RAY..



--MESSAGE FILE 18162 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001375html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18163 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001376html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 09:22:01 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 12
Message-ID: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1376 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4016

I have been reliably informed that the Win32 build of Q3 Test has been
released.  Here is the link

http://www.quake3arena.com/q3test/win32.html

Happy fraggin'

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

--MESSAGE FILE 18163 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001376html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18164 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001377html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 09:54:34 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 9
Message-ID: <373860CA.74552442@vmlabs.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs54.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1377 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4017

> the "lower left corner" on thursday lunch sounds good to me. what time?
> that's the day i arrive, by the way, so i doubt i'll have had any chance
> to see much before then... maybe a later lunch rather than earlier
> (around 1?).

Sure, 1pm sounds good.  To help identify me, I'll be wearing a gray 
NUON t-shirt with red sleeves.  Also, I have red hair.

Scott



--MESSAGE FILE 18164 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001377html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18165 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001378html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 13:01:10 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 26
Message-ID: <1drn53n.1cps8f9fqwb7mN@user-33qsqah.dialup.mindspring.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<373860CA.74552442@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qsqah.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1378 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4018

arr, of course i had to check my flight info *after* suggesting a
time... anyway, i *should* be able to make it at 1, but there's a chance
i might be a little late. it may depend on how long i have to stand in
line to pick up my badge :-)

anyone trying to find me: i'm asian, blond, dressed in black, and i wear
glasses.

i hope other yarozers will be there too!

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

> > the "lower left corner" on thursday lunch sounds good to me. what time?
> > that's the day i arrive, by the way, so i doubt i'll have had any chance
> > to see much before then... maybe a later lunch rather than earlier
> > (around 1?).
> 
> Sure, 1pm sounds good.  To help identify me, I'll be wearing a gray 
> NUON t-shirt with red sleeves.  Also, I have red hair.
> 
> Scott

-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18165 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001378html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18166 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001379html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 13:59:19 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 10
Message-ID: <37389A27.B38F844D@vmlabs.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com> 



<373860CA.74552442@vmlabs.com> <1drn53n.1cps8f9fqwb7mN@user-
33qsqah.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs48.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1379 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4019

Want to make it Friday instead?  That would give us time to see some 
games first, too.

Scott

> arr, of course i had to check my flight info *after* suggesting a
> time... anyway, i *should* be able to make it at 1, but there's a chance
> i might be a little late. it may depend on how long i have to stand in
> line to pick up my badge :-)
--MESSAGE FILE 18166 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001379html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18167 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001380html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!wal
From: wal@blarg.net (wayne a. lee)
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Tue, 11 May 1999 19:23:26 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 24
Message-ID: <1drnmnk.1omrb0e1s5nxo8N@user-33qspce.dialup.mindspring.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<373860CA.74552442@vmlabs.com> <1drn53n.1cps8f9fqwb7mN@user-
33qsqah.dialup.mindspring.com> <37389A27.B38F844D@vmlabs.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: user-33qspce.dialup.mindspring.com
User-Agent: MacSOUP/2.4
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1380 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4020

yeah friday might be better. a nice yaroze break in the middle of the
show!

friday at 1?

w

Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com> wrote:

> Want to make it Friday instead?  That would give us time to see some 
> games first, too.
> 
> Scott
> 
> 
> > arr, of course i had to check my flight info *after* suggesting a
> > time... anyway, i *should* be able to make it at 1, but there's a chance
> > i might be a little late. it may depend on how long i have to stand in
> > line to pick up my badge :-)



-- 
wayne a. lee <wal@blarg.net>
http://www.scea.sony.com/net/yaroze/pages/wlee.html
--MESSAGE FILE 18167 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001380html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18168 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001381html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Nick Ferguson" <nickf@saqnet.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Wed, 12 May 1999 18:13:08 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 36
Message-ID: <7hccfr$kr46@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: dialup137-57.saqnet.co.uk
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2014.211
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2014.211
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1381 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4022

> I have been reliably informed that the Win32 build of Q3 Test has been
> released.  Here is the link

Indeedy. :) Unfortunately, it's 22 MB for the Q3 Test file, and another 22
or so for the bloody OpenGL config program. Thank goodness for speedy
university web access - I don't know what "ordinary" people will do! If you
don't want to plough the net for ages trying to get a decent connection, try
the uk.games.computer.quake3 newsgroup for info on UK mirrors.

I'm impressed with the "demo" - for what is basically a pre-alpha test of
the network code, it runs very well. On my P2 350 (64MB and TNT card) I get
very playable rates at 800x600 with most of the effects on! This *could*
replace Half-life as the DM of choice on our flat LAN... :) I've only been
playing it for 2-3 hours, mind - and I haven't gone online with it.

I put everything WAAAAY up (32-bit color & textures, 1024x768, all effects,
etc) and it slowed to a crawl on my machine, but it did look beautiful. I
can't wait till I upgrade my machine in 2 yrs and can finally run it like
that at a decent speed - just in time for Quake 4! :-/

John Carmack is God. Highly recommended, guys.

Nick "back to deathmatch, then" F
-------------
www.saqnet.co.uk/users/nickf
www.loonygames.com
www.netyaroze-europe.com/~rookie1

"They will never get me onto one of
those dreadful starships!"

--MESSAGE FILE 18168 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001381html.html
 
 



--MESSAGE FILE 18169 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001382html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!scea!peter_alau@playstation.sony.com
From: Scott Cartier <scartier@vmlabs.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: e3 countdown
Date: Wed, 12 May 1999 10:01:04 -0700
Organization: SCEA News Server
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <3739B3D0.2E8262A8@vmlabs.com>
References: <1drew0s.l6ql621jaup5dN@user-33qsomr.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<37331546.86A50FAD@vmlabs.com> <1drfom3.1kzekwh1b019aiN@user-
33qsqe8.dialup.mindspring.com> <3737336C.D00954C0@vmlabs.com> 
<1drlkn6.1b4pb3s1xo74ycN@user-33qsoai.dialup.mindspring.com> 
<373860CA.74552442@vmlabs.com> <1drn53n.1cps8f9fqwb7mN@user-
33qsqah.dialup.mindspring.com> <37389A27.B38F844D@vmlabs.com> 
<1drnmnk.1omrb0e1s5nxo8N@user-33qspce.dialup.mindspring.com>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vmlabs48.vmlabs.com
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win98; U)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1382 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4023

Okay, let's make that the time then.  Friday 1pm at the lower left
corner
of the Sony booth.

Mike, will you be able to make it?

Scott

> yeah friday might be better. a nice yaroze break in the middle of the
> show!
> 
> friday at 1?
> 
> w
--MESSAGE FILE 18169 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001382html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18170 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001383html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Thu, 13 May 1999 10:12:34 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 33
Message-ID: <7he4r9$kr49@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7hccfr$kr46@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1383 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4029

>Indeedy. :) Unfortunately, it's 22 MB for the Q3 Test file, and another 22
>or so for the bloody OpenGL config program. Thank goodness for speedy
>university web access - I don't know what "ordinary" people will do! If you
>don't want to plough the net for ages trying to get a decent connection,



try
>the uk.games.computer.quake3 newsgroup for info on UK mirrors.

The best mirror I have found.  I.e. Bloody fast
http://sunsite.doc.ic.ac.uk

Do a file search for and you'll find it.  Haven't checked for the glSetup
though

>I'm impressed with the "demo" - for what is basically a pre-alpha test of
>the network code, it runs very well. On my P2 350 (64MB and TNT card) I get
>very playable rates at 800x600 with most of the effects on! This *could*
>replace Half-life as the DM of choice on our flat LAN... :) I've only been
>playing it for 2-3 hours, mind - and I haven't gone online with it.

Yeah, yeah.  Just because I got all excited got everything I needed, burnt a
CD at uni to take it home,
installed Q3, great just gletup.  Doh, doesn't have Voodoo 2 drivers.
Bugger.  Then read Readme file for Q3
, damn again. Needs 64 MB ram.

I used to have a great PC, now it needs upgrading big time.

>Nick "back to deathmatch, then" F
Bob "Back to bloody revision, which you should be doing too, Mr NickF, or
have you finished finals?" Shand

--MESSAGE FILE 18170 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001383html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18171 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001384html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "Rad" <rad@cyberdude.com>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Thu, 13 May 1999 10:56:06 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 49
Message-ID: <7he7jq$kr411@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7hccfr$kr46@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7he4r9$kr49@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: vil-33.village.gre.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1384 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4031

ROBERT C SHAND <298rcs@tay.ac.uk> wrote in message
<7he4r9$kr49@chuka.playstation.co.uk>...
>>Indeedy. :) Unfortunately, it's 22 MB for the Q3 Test file, and another 22
>>or so for the bloody OpenGL config program. Thank goodness for speedy
>>university web access - I don't know what "ordinary" people will do! If
you
>>don't want to plough the net for ages trying to get a decent connection,
>try
>>the uk.games.computer.quake3 newsgroup for info on UK mirrors.
>
>The best mirror I have found.  I.e. Bloody fast
>http://sunsite.doc.ic.ac.uk

Yep sure is, took about 1 min to download Q3Test with the Uni connection :)



>Do a file search for and you'll find it.  Haven't checked for the glSetup
>though
>
>>I'm impressed with the "demo" - for what is basically a pre-alpha test of
>>the network code, it runs very well. On my P2 350 (64MB and TNT card) I
get
>>very playable rates at 800x600 with most of the effects on! This *could*
>>replace Half-life as the DM of choice on our flat LAN... :) I've only been
>>playing it for 2-3 hours, mind - and I haven't gone online with it.
>
>Yeah, yeah.  Just because I got all excited got everything I needed, burnt
a
>CD at uni to take it home,
>installed Q3, great just gletup.  Doh, doesn't have Voodoo 2 drivers.
>Bugger.  Then read Readme file for Q3
>, damn again. Needs 64 MB ram.
>
>I used to have a great PC, now it needs upgrading big time.

I have a P133 32MB RAM and a Voodoo 1! I wasn't even gonna bother with
Q3Test but then I thought what the hell and was quite supprised. With all
the fancy settings turned down/off, it ran at an exceptable speed (just) but
then again I was the only one in the game.

>>Nick "back to deathmatch, then" F
>Bob "Back to bloody revision, which you should be doing too, Mr NickF, or
>have you finished finals?" Shand
>

Rad "about time I started some revision" K

--MESSAGE FILE 18171 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001384html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18172 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001385html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Tones <slick@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Thu, 13 May 1999 13:15:22 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 14
Message-ID: <373AC25A.F1940C05@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
References: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7hccfr$kr46@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7he4r9$kr49@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7he7jq$kr411@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: 193.82.133.189
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.05 [en] (Win95; I)
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1385 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4032

Blimey!!!!
What sort of connection are you using - t3?  That's gotta be one THICK cable!

Cheers

Tones 8)



Rad wrote:

> Yep sure is, took about 1 min to download Q3Test with the Uni connection :)
>

--MESSAGE FILE 18172 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001385html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18173 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001386html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: "ROBERT C SHAND" <298rcs@tay.ac.uk>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Q3 Test Win32
Date: Thu, 13 May 1999 13:56:11 +0100
Organization: PlayStation Net Yaroze (SCEE)
Lines: 15
Message-ID: <7hehui$npp2@chuka.playstation.co.uk>
References: <7h8p4j$kr43@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7hccfr$kr46@chuka.playstation.co.uk> <7he4r9$kr49@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<7he7jq$kr411@chuka.playstation.co.uk> 
<373AC25A.F1940C05@yaroze2000.freeserve.co.uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: co3161.tay.ac.uk
X-Newsreader: Microsoft Outlook Express 4.72.3110.5
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V4.72.3110.3
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1386 
scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4033

University cable, that's all that matters <g>

Bob
298rcs@tay.ac.uk

>Blimey!!!!
>What sort of connection are you using - t3?  That's gotta be one THICK
cable!
>
>Cheers
>
>Tones 8)

--MESSAGE FILE 18173 END: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001386html.html
 
 
--MESSAGE FILE 18174 START: ./2 SCEA/yaroze/freetalk/000001387html.html
Path: chuka.playstation.co.uk!news
From: Andrew Murray <mad.max@which.net>
Newsgroups: scea.yaroze.freetalk,scee.yaroze.freetalk.english
Subject: Re: Net Yaroze 2 ?  Please.
Date: Thu, 13 May 1999 16:11:34 +0100
Organization: Max Studios
Lines: 46
Message-ID: <373AEBA6.96445EBC@which.net>
References: <7gaug1$2mq3@scea>
NNTP-Posting-Host: p52-kookaburra-gui.tch.which.net
Mime-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed;
 boundary="------------439DA9F5CDB77FF27CD15DAF"
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.5 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en
Xref: chuka.playstation.co.uk scea.yaroze.freetalk:1387 



scee.yaroze.freetalk.english:4035

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.
--------------439DA9F5CDB77FF27CD15DAF
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Damed right man! Make a Yaroze 2 and give Yaroze Members the chance to get one
first!

Steve Tolin wrote:

> As most of you are probably aware there are some rumors and some
> confirmations about Net Yaroze 2.
>
> The latest comes from http://www.gaming-intelligence.com/news/n990428f.html
> with news from Phil Harrision about the possibilities of a Net Yaroze 2 at a
> development press conference at Stanford University.
>
> I'm hoping that the support of current Net Yaroze members will influence
> Sony's decision to proceed with a follow up program.
>
> If you plan on continuing with the next Yaroze and would like Sony to know
> about it please add your name and comments to this thread.
>
> Steve Tolin    SCEA Member

--------------439DA9F5CDB77FF27CD15DAF
Content-Type: text/x-vcard; charset=us-ascii;
 name="mad.max.vcf"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit


